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Today’s private and public organizations are increasingly dependent on information technologies for achieving their strategic and operational objectives. Over the past decade alone, enterprise systems have been expanded to provide secure, electronic linkages with suppliers and customers, and the Internet has become a mainstream channel for communications and business transactions. As a result, decision making about information technology resources has also become even more visible as the roles and accountabilities of the IS function have become important not only operationally but also strategically.

The overall objectives and targeted audience for this edition remain the same as for the prior sixth edition: to provide comprehensive coverage of IS management practices and technology trends for advanced students and managers. Earlier editions of this textbook have been used for courses in MBA, MS in IS, and executive education programs, as well as in advanced undergraduate courses. We believe that our approach of providing both up-to-date chapter content and full-length case studies, written by the same authors, results in a unique set of materials for educators to customize for students seeking careers as business managers, IS managers, or IS specialists.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

- All 15 chapters in this edition have been revised to reflect up-to-date technology trends and state-of-the-art IS management practices.
- The total number of chapters has been reduced from 17 to 15 to better match the semester schedules of many of our textbook adopters.
- Overall topical coverage has been retained, but we have reduced some presentations of the content as follows:
  - Chapter 2 (Computer Systems) includes content from separate chapters on computer hardware and computer software in the sixth edition.
  - The content from Chapter 13 of the sixth edition has now been incorporated into two chapters in the seventh edition: The discussion of key characteristics of user-developed applications appears in Chapter 9 (Methodologies for Custom Software Development) and the discussion of support and control mechanisms for end-user computing appears in Chapter 13 (Leading the Information Systems Function).
- The in-depth case studies in this edition include five completely new case studies and six that have been significantly revised.

THE CHAPTER CONTENT

Following an introductory chapter that sets the stage for learning about IS management roles and technology trends, the textbook chapters are presented in four parts:

**Part I—Information Technology** provides background knowledge about major information technology components: hardware and software, networks, and data. Depending on the targeted audience, these chapters may be assigned as background readings as a kind of “level-setting” for students from different educational and work backgrounds and experiences.

**Part II—Applying Information Technology** introduces in detail the capabilities of three categories of software applications: enterprise systems, managerial support systems, and e-business systems.

**Part III—Acquiring Information Systems** prepares the reader for leading and participating in projects to design or select, implement, and support the utilization of software
applications—including methodologies for custom-developed systems and purchased software packages, as well as IT project management.

**Part IV—The Information Management System** provides knowledge about effectively planning IS resources for the business, leading IS units responsible for provisioning these resources, and best practices for addressing information security, as well as larger social, legal, and ethical issues related to information technologies.

**THE TEACHING CASES**

To demonstrate real-world IS management challenges, this textbook also includes a set of six to eight full-length case studies for each of the four parts of the textbook. These full-length case studies are based on research by academic authors with access to Fortune 500 companies, midsized companies, and some not-for-profit or government organizations. Some of the company names are camouflaged, but many are not.

The 30 case studies in this seventh edition provide rich descriptions of both successful and problematic real-world situations so that students can learn about the challenges of implementing new information systems, the capabilities of different types of software applications—including those that leverage the Internet, the difficulties encountered when managing IS projects with different levels of complexity, and approaches to effectively address systems integration and other technology leadership challenges—from both IS manager and non-IS manager perspectives. The five completely new case studies in the seventh edition address these specific topics:

- implementing technologies to support mobile clinics (Case Study I-4)
- deciding on a new enterprise-level IT platform (Case Study I-6)
- developing a business intelligence capability (Case Study II-3)
- mining data to increase government tax revenues (Case Study II-4)
- exploring the potential organizational benefits of social media (Case Study II-6)

Several other case studies have also been significantly revised to take into account new technical or managerial developments.

**THE SUPPLEMENT PACKAGE: WWW.PEARSONHIGHERED.COM/BROWN**

A comprehensive and flexible technology support package is available to enhance the teaching and learning experience. All instructor and student supplements are available on the text’s Web site. See [www.pearsonhighered.com/brown](http://www.pearsonhighered.com/brown). The Web site also includes a large number of “old favorite” case studies from earlier editions.

**Instructor Resource Center**

The following Instructor Resources are available on the secure faculty section of the Brown Web site:

- **Instructor’s Manual** The Instructor’s Manual includes syllabi for several courses (both undergraduate and master’s level) that have used this book. It also includes lecture notes on each chapter, answers to the review and discussion questions at the end of each chapter, and teaching notes on the case studies that have been prepared by the authors.
- **Test Item File and TestGen Software** The Test Item File includes multiple-choice and True/False questions for each chapter in this textbook. The Test Item File is available in Microsoft Word and for use with the computerized Prentice Hall TestGen, as well as WebCT and Blackboard-ready conversions. TestGen is a comprehensive suite of tools for testing and assessment. Screen wizards and full technical support are available to instructors to help them create and distribute tests to their students, either by printing and distributing through traditional methods or by online delivery.
• **PowerPoint Slides** The PowerPoint slides that have been developed for this edition emphasize the key concepts in the text, include many of the figures in the text, and provide some Web links to enhance student learning. Faculty instructors can customize these presentations by adding their own slides and links to Web resources and/or by editing the existing ones.

• The **Image Library** is a collection of the text art organized by chapter. This collection includes all of the figures, tables, and screenshots (as permission allows) from the book. These images can be used to enhance class lectures and PowerPoint slides.

**CourseSmart eTextbooks Online**

**CourseSmart** is an online delivery *choice* for instructors and students. If this alternative is selected, students purchase an electronic version of the textbook at a different price. The potential advantages of an etextbook are that students can search the text, make electronic notes, and bookmark important passages for later review (www.coursesmart.com).
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Managing IT in a Digital World

The utilization of information technology (IT) has become pervasive. Businesses not only have information systems (IS) that connect frontline employees with back-office accounting and production systems but also compete with dot-com (Internet only) companies via Web-based stores and online customer service channels. Travelers can access high-speed wireless networks from public transportation, airports, and even in-flight airplanes to keep them productive. Work teams may never meet face-to-face and regularly use meeting software and video conferencing. Workers may choose a BlackBerry, iPhone, or other smartphone to access office e-mail anytime, anywhere. And today’s schoolchildren find resources via Internet searches rather than card catalogs in school libraries.

Today’s consumers also live in what has been called an increasingly “flat world” in which IT linkages across emerging, developing, and developed economies help to “level” the economic playing field (Friedman, 2005). Citizens across the globe may have access to world news online. Geographical positioning systems not only help travelers find the best route to their destination but can also facilitate the identification of a nearby retail store or restaurant.

The designing and management of computer hardware, software, and networks to enable this pervasive digital world is the work of IT professionals. However, all business managers, not just IT managers, are responsible for wisely investing in and effectively utilizing these information technologies for the benefit of their organizations. By the year 2000, more than half of capital expenditures by businesses in developed countries were for IT purchases.

The primary objective of this textbook is to increase your knowledge about IT management so that as a manager you can effectively invest in and utilize new and already in-place information technologies. In the following chapters we will describe

- technologies available today and emerging technology trends,
- software applications to support business operations and business intelligence,
- “best practices” for acquiring and implementing new systems, and
- planning and managing an IS department’s resources.

The objective of this first textbook chapter is to set the stage for the remaining 14 chapters and the full-length case studies that follow.

We use the term **information technology (IT)** as computer technology (hardware and software) for processing and storing information, as well as communications technology (voice and data networks) for transmitting information.

We use the term **information systems (IS) department** to refer to the organizational unit or department that has the primary responsibility for managing IT.
Next, we briefly describe some recent IT trends that have led to (1) new ways for businesses to compete and (2) new ways for employees to accomplish their work. Then we briefly introduce the key IT management responsibilities in today’s organizations and the types of IT assets that need to be managed in collaboration with business leaders. The chapter ends with a brief summary of the topics that will be covered in the remaining Parts I–IV of this textbook.

**RECENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TRENDS**

As a personal user of various computer and communication devices, you are probably already aware of some of the innovations in computer systems and networks that have been introduced by IT vendors over the past decade. This fast-paced technological change makes it difficult to accurately predict the IT products and services that will be “winners” tomorrow—and significant mispredictions about technologies have been common in the past (see the box “Mispredictions by IT Industry Leaders”). However, it seems safe to predict that computer and communication devices will continue to touch almost every aspect of our lives.

In Part I of this textbook, we will discuss in detail the key concepts underlying today’s computer systems (hardware and software) and network technologies. For now, let us briefly consider some of the technology developments that have already led to pervasive computing in the first decades of this twenty-first century.

**Computer Hardware: Faster, Cheaper, Mobile**

Computer-on-a-chip (microcomputer) technology was available as early as the 1970s, and the introduction of the first IBM Personal Computer (PC) in 1981 was the beginning of desktop computing. Today, desktop and portable computers produced by manufacturers around the world have become commodity products with processing power that is equivalent to an organization’s entire computing center of the 1960s. The typical computer for individuals to use today has graphical icons, point-and-click and/or touch screen navigation, and preloaded software to access the Internet—all at a cheaper price than what the same features would have cost 12 months earlier, with better computer virus protection. Because of their portability and wireless capabilities, lightweight laptop and notebook computers are replacing larger desktop machines in offices today. They can be carried into meetings, taken on business trips, and used at home to remotely connect to office systems.

Smaller, handheld devices have also continued to improve in functionality and have become indispensable tools to access e-mail and other applications inside and outside of the office, on the factory floor, as well as in hospital corridors. In mid-2007, Apple Computer began selling a new smartphone (iPhone) with touch screen navigation and scrolling, and simplified calling from an address book, e-mail and text messaging, visual voice mail, video playing, and Web browsing via Wi-Fi connectivity. Since then, other IT vendors have been developing smartphones with similar features, and Apple has introduced a lightweight notebook computer (the iPad) with a similar interface.

**Computer Software: Integrated, Downloadable, Social**

By the early 1990s, Microsoft Corporation’s Windows software had become the standard operating system for the vast majority of microcomputers being used as desktop and portable computer “clients.” By the end of the 1990s, Microsoft’s Office suite (i.e., word processing, spreadsheet, database, slideshow presentation, and e-mail software sold in a single bundle) as well as its Web browser (Internet

---

**Mispredictions by IT Industry Leaders**

This “telephone” has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as a means of communication. The device is inherently of no value to us.

—Western Union internal memo, 1876

I think there is a world market for maybe five computers.

—Thomas Watson, Chairman of IBM, 1943

But what [is a microchip] good for?

Engineer at the Advanced Computing Systems Division of IBM, 1968

There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home.

—Ken Olson, President, Chairman, and Founder of Digital Equipment Corp., 1977

640K ought to be enough for anybody.

—Attributed to Bill Gates, Chairman of Microsoft, 1981

[Based on Kappelman, 2001; Jones, 2003]
Explorer) had become the de facto software in use in U.S. organizations and multinational companies. The presence of software standards made it easier for their employees to work and communicate with other employees and business partners, even when working from multiple office locations.

Today, many large companies and now midsized and smaller organizations have also made capital investments in enterprise systems: software packages with integrated modules that can easily share data across dispersed work teams, business divisions, and national boundaries in “real time.” Enterprise systems have now been widely adopted by manufacturing and service firms of all types and sizes in the United States and around the globe. Software applications that can access a customer’s database can now be used more easily by suppliers to replenish materials for that customer, and customers can check on the status of their orders via the Internet.

Downloadable applications of bit-size software programs for smartphones and larger programs for other portable devices have now also become pervasive. Two years after the iPhone was first introduced, Apple’s App Store had 85,000 applications that millions of iPhone owners had downloaded. In fact, the ongoing success of the iPhone by Apple is to some degree due to the fact that more software apps are available for this Apple product than for any of its competitors. Today’s mobile devices have therefore catalysts for a whole new software industry market (see the box “The New App Economy”).

Another remarkable software trend has been the growth of so-called Web 2.0 or social media applications, such as profile sharing software (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn), cogenerated information tools (e.g., Wikis, blogs), and information messaging tools (e.g., Twitter). Although initially these software applications were hosted on Web sites designed for public communities, today these same tools may be used by a company’s marketing and public relations groups for branding and other marketing activities (Culnan et al., 2010). Similar tools are also being used on internal networks (intranets) for connecting company employees across time, distance, and divisional affiliation (Majchrzak et al., 2009). At IBM, for example, social networking tools are being used to bridge newer and more senior employees across the globe (see the box “Social Networking within IBM”).

---

**The New App Economy**

Downloadable software apps have sparked a growth surge in the software industry. Apple introduced the iPad to U.S. buyers in April 2010, and within a few days after its launch, more than 3,000 new applications were available for downloading—in addition to the 150,000 apps originally developed for the iPhone or iTouch—including news apps for the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and USA Today. One reason for this rapid growth is that there are virtually no “barriers to entry.” Another is that in October 2009 iPhone developers were told that they could give away their applications on an experimental basis and ask for payment later. By late 2009, Yahoo didn’t have an App Store, but it listed apps for downloading on its home page.

[Based on Boehret, 2010; MacMillan et al., 2009]

---

**Social Networking within IBM**

**Beehive** is IBM’s intranet equivalent to Facebook. Within the first 15 months of its launch, more than 50,000 IBMers had joined and were sharing both work-related and personal information.

**ThinkPlace** is a virtual forum for employees to suggest, comment on, rate, and route ideas. Within its first 3 years, more than 18,000 ideas had been suggested; of the 350 ideas actually implemented, over half had resulted in time savings improvements.

**SmallBlue** identifies social networks within IBM by analyzing e-mail and electronic chats between employees who opt to participate. Employees can see visual displays of who knows what and who knows whom within the knowledge communities that they are a part of.
Computer Networks: High Bandwidth, Wireless, Cloudy

The introduction of a Web browser in the mid-1990s that used an Internet communications standard (TCP/IP) to link companies and individuals to the Internet has been described as a “killer application” due to its widespread global impact. Demands for high-speed Internet access have spurred investments by government and the private sector to install fiber-optic (high-bandwidth) lines. Today, many households in developed countries pay a monthly fee for cable, satellite, or a telephone utility for integrated data, voice, and perhaps television services in their homes. New investments by Western countries in high-bandwidth lines to their own rural areas as well as to emerging nations in Africa are also being announced as this textbook goes to press.

Satellite and cellular technologies now link remote workers to central support centers, travelers to travel services, and delivery personnel to transportation schedulers. Wireless technologies have also enabled some emerging countries to bypass expensive investments in hardwired telecommunications lines to more remote areas.

Investments in wireless connectivity to better support mobile workers inside an organization’s walls have also recently increased. For example, physicians and nurses with mobile computer and communications devices have increased their productivity and service quality by communicating more easily with clinicians on other hospital floors or at other worksites as well as by accessing electronic patient records and test results at the patient’s bedside.

Another growing trend has been the usage of the Internet to obtain remote “hosting” or other IT capabilities from “the cloud” (Bala and Henderson, 2010). In Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) models, third-party service providers deploy, manage, and remotely host software applications on a rental or lease agreement. This is an especially attractive option for small organizations, but industry pioneers (such as salesforce.com) also provide 24×7 access to distributed organizations and remote workers for Fortune 1000 companies. Other vendors offer computer infrastructure services (IaaS) via the Internet, such as computer server processing and data storage, which enable organizations to more effectively handle peak processing loads.

NEW WAYS TO COMPETE

Computers and communication networks enable companies to compete in two primary ways (Porter, 2001):

- **Low Cost**—competing with other businesses by being a low-cost producer of a good or a service
- **Differentiation**—competing with other businesses by offering products or services that customers prefer due to a superiority in characteristics such as product innovativeness or image, product quality, or customer service

Computers can **lower the costs** of products or services by automating business transactions, shortening order cycle times, and providing data for better operational decision making. Since the 1980s, a flood of IT innovations have led to efficiency gains in manufacturing firms alone—such as shortening the time to develop new products with computer-aided design tools; optimizing a plant floor process with software that implements a human expert’s decision rules; and speedily changing a production line with computerized planning systems based on sales information.

IT has also been used by companies to **differentiate** their products or services from those of competitors. IT applications can provide sales personnel with information to help them better service a specific customer; just-in-time replenishments of supplies for business customers based on inventory levels rather than manually initiated purchasing orders; and decision support applications with embedded industry knowledge, such as best practices for first responders to treat a heart attack or stroke patient.

After the introduction of the Web browser in the mid-1990s, most companies first began to use the Web to create a brand “presence” on the Internet: Managers registered memorable names for a URL for their company’s public Web site and then posted information (initially just based on hard-copy materials dubbed “brochureware”) for potential customers, stockholders, and other stakeholders. By the late 1990s, traditional companies could see how Amazon.com and other dot-com innovators were using the Web, and they too began to find innovative ways to use Web technologies to reach customers. However, since the features of a public Web site are also visible to competitors and can be quickly copied by them, it has also become more difficult for companies to compete by product or service differentiation via the Web than it perhaps was for them in an offline world.

For example, a company’s customers may use Web sites that allow them to easily compare not only their products or services—and their prices—but also those offered by competitors. Consumers can also request their “own” price and be electronically alerted to price changes as they occur. The airline companies in particular have faced severe industry pressures for low prices and have found it more difficult to differentiate their services.

On the other hand, the Internet can increase a company’s “reach” to new customers and new suppliers, who may even be on different continents. Airline companies now have a direct channel to consumers and business customers, which means they don’t have to pay travel agents or online
intermediaries to sell all of their tickets. Advertising via the Internet has also become increasingly common. Web sites can be programmed to display screens using a different language, different currency, and even perhaps local pricing, depending on the user’s browser location or selected preferences. Many businesses also buy, or sell, products using Web-based auctions with suppliers or business customers that they may never work with face-to-face.

NEW WAYS TO WORK

Recent IT innovations in computer hardware, software, and networks have also enabled people to work more productively as employees in an office—as well as working as telecommuters at a site far from a home office, as members of “virtual” teams, or even as “free agents” contracted by organizations for a short-term period.

Sales personnel and other traveling managers have become telecommuters with portable computers and other mobile equipment that give them access to company data anytime (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) and essentially anywhere with an Internet connection. Some cities have also experimented with laws that require businesses to support telecommuting by implementing work schedules that require less commuting—such as four days working in the office and one day working outside it—to help protect the environment. Some new businesses might not even have a physical office building or headquarters. Instead, the company might operate as a “virtual organization” made up of individual professionals scattered across different domestic or global locations.

Working as a member of a virtual team—that is, teams with members who are separated too far geographically to work face-to-face—has also become increasingly common. Team members may use software that supports online team meetings and document sharing as well as perhaps videoconferencing from an online computer or in specially equipped videoconferencing rooms. Team leaders have learned to motivate workers and coordinate across different time zones at different work sites on different continents.

Individuals with specialized skills may also choose to work independently as free agents who contract out their services without being a permanent employee of any organization. Organizations may locate and hire free agents (from a Web site such as guru.com) to take advantage of time zone differences for designing slideshows, Web site development, telemarketing, or other specialized skills that are temporarily needed for a specific project or only needed periodically. By using free agents, companies also avoid having to make a long-term commitment to an employee for salary and expensive benefits (such as health care insurance).

MANAGING IT IN ORGANIZATIONS

Within organizations, supporting these new ways of competing and new ways of working with computer systems and networks is the responsibility of the information systems (IS) department. Although essentially all modern organizations today are dependent on IT networks and applications for processing transactions and managerial decision-making support, not all organizations have the same level of dependency on IT. Some organizations may still use IT primarily for back-office support but rely heavily on person-to-person communications to operate their business; others may be heavily dependent on information systems up and running 24 × 7 for all their business operations but don’t aggressively invest in newer technologies to enable newer strategies (Nolan and McFarlan, 2005). Organizations also don’t always have the same level of IT dependency over time. For example, a change in the organization’s business leadership may result in more aggressive IT investments.

Managing IT Resources

Today’s increased dependence on IT by businesses in many different industries also requires IT leaders who know how to effectively plan for and manage the organization’s IT resources, as well as IT-savvy business leaders who can envision strategic IT utilization (Ross et al., 1996; Weill and Ross, 2009). In Figure 1.1, we introduce three types of IT resources, which we discuss in more detail below.

TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE

Managing technology resources requires effective planning, building, and operating of a computer and communications infrastructure—an information “utility”—so that managers and other employees have the right information available as needed, anytime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology Infrastructure</th>
<th>Computer, software, and networks that enable an organization to conduct business and share information across organizational units as well as business partners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Resources</td>
<td>IT professionals and managers who have the needed mix of technology, business, and interpersonal skills to plan for, design, and manage the other IT resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business/IT Relationships</td>
<td>Established relationships between business and IT workers to ensure that the other IT resources are aligned with business needs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 1.1 Three Types of IT Resources**
anywhere. Just like cell phone users expect to be able to send and receive calls without being “dropped” by the network, computer users expect computers to be up and running, and networks to be available and fast, so that they can access software applications and data quickly and easily. Organizations with high operational dependence on IT systems are so dependent on IT that if an information system fails for a minute or more, or online response time exceeds a few seconds, employees can’t get their work done. When customer transactions can’t be processed, and suppliers can’t receive orders for materials, business revenues suffer.

In a widely read but poorly titled article (called “IT Doesn’t Matter”) published in the Harvard Business Review a few years ago, the author argued that the primary IT management role today is to manage the costs and vulnerabilities of the computing “utility”—the data centers and networks that provide access to business data and applications (Carr, 2003). However, while this is a critical IT management role, sometimes outsourced to IT vendors, it is not the only one. Managing IT also requires identifying what new technologies to invest in and how to specifically tailor these new IT solutions to improve the way a specific company does business. Effective management of the technology asset therefore requires not only skilled IT managers and IT professionals—the human resources asset—but also active participation by business managers as captured by the third IT asset: the business/IT relationship asset.

**HUMAN RESOURCES** Managing the people resources for any business function requires attention to recruiting, developing, and retaining the best talent available. Today there is a high demand not just for IT personnel with specialized technology skills but also for personnel who have both technology skills coupled with business knowledge and interpersonal skills. Business analyst and systems analyst roles require personnel who can understand the IT needs of workers in marketing, accounting, manufacturing, and other business functions, as well as knowledge of an industry (e.g., financial services or healthcare). IT professionals who have a business education, as well as technical skills, are therefore especially in demand for these types of roles. Business-facing positions such as these are also most effectively sourced by internal employees—not by employees of an outsourcing firm or by temporary external personnel.

In the United States today, there are growing concerns about whether the supply of new college and university graduates with IT-related majors will be lower than the demand for entry-level, domestic IT workers. Although companies in developed countries such as the United States have increasingly been utilizing IT workers in less developed countries to take advantage of lower labor costs for software programming tasks in particular, IT professionals are still critically needed to perform important “in-house” IT roles. (These will be discussed further in Chapter 13.)

**BUSINESS/IT RELATIONSHIPS** The importance of this type of IT resource was first brought to light in the mid-1990s as packaged software systems and the Internet were catalysts for an increase in new IT investments (Ross et al., 1996). How well an organization uses joint IT-business decision making for making investments in a firm’s technology assets is so critical today that there needs to be a “blending” or “fusion” of IT and the business (see the box “Fusing IT and the Business”). Achieving business value from IT investments requires aligned goals for strong working partnerships between business managers and IT managers (Brown, 2004) to develop the business case for investing in new IT solutions and skill sets, for specifying the business requirements that will be used to design new IT applications, and for effectively implementing these new IT solutions so that the potential benefits become realized benefits.

---

**Fusing IT and the Business**

When Terry Pearce was an IT manager at a large financial services company several decades ago, he found that the business managers who refused to help the IT managers understand what new information systems they actually needed were the managers who ended up with the least successful IT projects. Their projects were delayed and more expensive than planned. He concluded that it wasn’t intentional. Rather, the business managers just couldn’t appreciate why their involvement was important; they saw IT as merely a tool—not as integral to their business. But to succeed in today’s digital economy, senior business managers in companies dependent on information need to be “IT-savvy.” When IT is the basis for a company’s competitive capabilities, business managers need to be confident in their abilities to build their company’s IT capabilities into a strategic asset.

[Based on Pottruck and Pearce, 2000; Weill and Ross, 2009]
IT Leadership Roles

Many organizations today have created an officer-level position for the senior IT executive in the organization: the chief information officer (CIO). Although in other organizations, the senior IT leader may not be formally designated as a CIO, all of today’s IT leaders are all expected to work closely with other senior managers to keep the company’s IT resources aligned with the goals of the business. Senior IT leaders may report directly to a president or CEO or may report to another officer in the company—such as a chief financial officer (CFO) or chief operating officer (COO).

CIOs and other senior IT leaders come from a variety of backgrounds. Some managers are chosen to lead the IT organization because of their in-depth technical knowledge, but others may be chosen because of their abilities to work well with senior business leaders, not because of their technical know-how.

A typical organization chart for an IS department in a large company that has multiple business units is shown in Figure 1.2. Reporting to this CIO are IT managers responsible for system operations (data centers and networks), technology and financial planning for the IS department, designing and building the company’s IT architecture, and acquiring and maintaining software applications. The latter includes IT managers over corporate applications (payroll and HR functions) as well as three IT vice presidents who are responsible for acquiring and maintaining applications for the company’s three business units. Unlike the other IT managers, these three vice presidents have a direct reporting relationship to the CIO (indicated by the solid lines) as well as a “matrix” reporting relationship to the general managers of the business units they support (indicated by the dotted lines). This dual reporting relationship helps ensure that the IS department’s resources are well aligned with the business; it is one approach to establishing and maintaining a strong business/IT relationship.

Other important new roles for IT managers have also emerged. For example, some companies have created a chief security officer (CSO) position to plan for and monitor compliance with new federal laws and reporting requirements and to ensure that appropriate investments are made in technologies and procedures to manage IT security risks. Other new roles at the middle-management level help ensure that contracts with key outsourcing suppliers have successful outcomes (Willcocks and Griffiths, 2010).

Senior business managers also play IT leadership roles by serving on committees that approve and prioritize new IT investments and by sponsoring IT investments for their business areas. Other business managers may serve as business process experts on IT project teams to select, design, and implement software packages. All of these business manager roles are critical because business leaders are the most knowledgeable about what changes in work processes will be needed to achieve the greatest business benefits from a new IT solution. Business managers can also best anticipate what operational obstacles might be encountered when implementing a new software application and actions that can be taken to avoid them.
The primary objective of this textbook is to increase your knowledge about IT management so that as a manager you can effectively invest in and utilize new and old information technologies. The remaining chapters of this textbook have been grouped into four distinct parts, as described below. At the end of each part, we provide several full-length case studies that were primarily written by the authors specifically for this textbook. Although some of the organization names are camouflaged, all of these cases are based on real-world practices and events.

Part I. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 on computer systems, networks, and data present fundamental technology concepts and major IT industry developments. As will be described, business managers are frequently the designated “owners” of systems projects and organizational data sets (e.g., customer data, product data). Both IT and business managers therefore share responsibilities for ensuring data quality and appropriate security levels. Readers who have already studied the technologies described in Part 1 will benefit from the summary discussions, industry updates, as well as the sections on newer technology developments such as Web services, WiMAX networks, and cloud computing.

Part II. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 provide in-depth descriptions of three different categories of software applications used by today’s organizations. Chapter 5 focuses on enterprise systems, including supply-chain system applications that link a company with its customers or suppliers, as well as back-office systems for financial reporting and managing the company’s human resources. Chapter 6 describes different types of managerial support systems, which include applications to support daily operational decision making as well as strategic decision making using sophisticated analytical toolsets. Chapter 7 focuses on systems that leverage the Internet, including business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) applications, as well as Web sites that play intermediary roles (such as search engines). Successful e-business examples of both traditional and dot-com companies provide useful models for how companies in different industries can leverage the Internet to compete in a digital world.

Part III. The four chapters in Part III describe methods and techniques for developing and implementing applications and managing IT projects, based on today’s “best practices.” Chapter 8 introduces systems thinking concepts and design methods that are common across the systems development methodologies described in the subsequent chapters. Chapter 9 discusses in detail both traditional and newer methodologies for custom application development. Although the primary focus is on custom software engineering by IT professionals, user application development methods are also discussed. Chapter 10 focuses on the selection, design, and implementation of purchased software packages, and Chapter 11 presents effective practices for managing IT projects in general. Special project management challenges addressed here include managing IT projects—including managing IT project risks and implementing business change as part of an IT project.

Part IV. Chapters 12, 13, and 14 focus on how to effectively plan and manage an organization’s IT assets. Chapter 12 focuses on the strategic IT planning of information resources from a portfolio perspective. Chapter 13 describes today’s IS leadership roles and responsibilities in detail, including alternative IS governance designs and effective IT outsourcing practices. Chapter 14 focuses on information security practices, including managerial practices to help ensure IT security at multiple levels and IT-related compliance with federal laws and other regulations.

The final chapter in this textbook, Chapter 15, addresses issues that extend beyond an organizational setting: social, ethical, and legal issues from the perspective of individuals and societies. Included here are the importance of maintaining the privacy of personal information and reducing vulnerabilities to identity theft crimes. Also discussed are some “unintended” social impacts of today’s digital technologies as well as some examples of IT-related ethical dilemmas faced by managers and computer users.

As our seventh edition of this textbook is prepared for publication, we authors take pride in having witnessed the first decades of a digital age that holds great opportunities for those in developed countries as well as governments, organizations, and individuals in developing and emerging countries across the globe. Yet all of us—in our roles as managers, IT specialists, consumers, and world citizens—need to remain vigilant about not only how to effectively design and use IT but also how to fulfill our social and environmental responsibilities for the appropriate usage of today’s and tomorrow’s information technologies.
Review Questions

1. Define what is encompassed in the term information technology.
2. What are some of the ways that IT has become “pervasive”? 
3. What kinds of portable IT help employees work more efficiently and effectively? What may interfere with productivity?
4. What kinds of IT can help support teams when team members work at different locations?
5. How have some businesses used the Internet to compete based on low cost, product/service differentiation, or both?
6. What kind of a business might choose to have low levels of dependence on IT?
7. What three types of IT resources need to be managed well?
8. What are some examples of newer IT manager roles, and why are they needed today?
9. For what reasons might an IT manager have a reporting relationship with a CIO as well as with a senior business manager?

Discussion Questions

1. Provide an example of how a business function with which you are familiar (e.g., sales, marketing, finance, operations/production, accounting, human resources) utilizes IT for operational and/or strategic purposes.
2. Describe some ways that you personally use information technologies differently than you did just a few years ago.
3. Some organizations purposefully select a CIO that has strong business management backgrounds, not just technical experience. Under what organizational circumstances do you think this might be an effective choice?
4. Describe a new business for which you think a “virtual organization”—which has no physical office or headquarters—could be an effective design. What are some ways that the organization could use IT to help them effectively run their business?
5. Would you like to work as a free agent? Why or why not?
6. Using the Internet, identify what is meant by the term digital divide. What actions do you think could be taken to lessen this divide—both within your own country and elsewhere in the world?
7. Identify some Web sites for publications that could be useful supplementary resources for studying some of the IT topics in this textbook.
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Case Study 1

Midsouth Chamber of Commerce (A): The Role of the Operating Manager in Information Systems

It was 7:30 P.M. on September 22, 2006, and Leon Lassiter, Vice President of Marketing with the Midsouth Chamber of Commerce (MSCC), was still in his office, reflecting on the day’s frustrations. Lassiter had met with four territory managers, his marketing support supervisor, and a number of other members of his staff. All were upset about their lack of access to the new computer system and the problems they were having using their old systems. Lassiter had assured them that the problems were being addressed. He stressed that patience was needed during the ongoing conversion to the new system.

Now, during his private moment, Lassiter was beginning to recognize the problems and complexities he faced with the system conversion. The work of his marketing staff, who were unable to access the new computer system to handle their accounts, had ground to a halt. Even worse, something had happened to the data in most of the workstations, which meant that conference registrations and other functions had to be done manually. These inconveniences, however, were minor compared to Lassiter’s uneasy feeling that there were problems with Midsouth’s whole approach to the management of information technology. Lassiter knew that time was of the essence and that he might have to step in and manage the conversion, even though he had no information technology background. He wondered what he should do next.

Background of the MSCC

In the early 1900s, economic development in the Midsouth area was highly dependent on transportation systems. As a result of legislative decisions, many communities in the Midsouth area could not gain access to reasonable transportation services, thus retarding business and economic development. With no one to represent their concerns to the state government, a group of powerful businesspeople formed the MSCC to lobby the legislature on the issue of transportation access.

The MSCC dealt with this single issue until the 1930s, when its charter was changed to include a broader range of issues affecting the business community, including state banking laws, transportation, industrial development, and business taxes. By the mid-1990s, the MSCC, under the new leadership of President Jack Wallingford, became an aggressive advocacy organization for the business community.

The broadening of MSCC’s role brought substantial change to the organization. In 1988 the MSCC had a staff of 14, a membership of 3,000 businesses and individuals, and an annual budget of $1,720,000. Over the years, the MSCC had been able to develop a reserve account of just over $1.5 million.

By 2000, the staff had grown to 24, the $1.5 million cash reserve had been drawn down to $250,000, and membership had dropped to 2,300, largely because of the loss of some major manufacturers in the region, the bursting of the Internet bubble, and the resulting economic slowdown. The reserve reduction, supported by the Board of Directors, had fueled considerable internal growth in terms of staff and capabilities. During this time, the MSCC also moved into larger offices and upgraded their workstations.

In the early 2000s the MSCC was considered the most powerful business advocacy organization in the Midsouth area and one of the most innovative chambers of commerce in terms of its approaches and techniques in dealing with problems facing the business community. The greatest problem facing the management of the MSCC at the time was the growing concern that its aggressive growth might have to be curtailed because it could no longer fund its annual operating budget.

Leon Lassiter

In mid-2000, Wallingford was faced with a serious dilemma. The MSCC was projecting a $330,000 deficit for the 2001 fiscal year. Wallingford realized he was going to have to reduce both the number of staff and the number of programs or find some way to grow revenue more aggressively in the organization. Wallingford asked his Vice President of Public Affairs and Operations, Ed Wilson, to find someone new to lead the sales and marketing function.

Leon Lassiter came to the MSCC in December 2000 with 12 years of experience in sales management and marketing with American Brands, where he had recently turned down a promotion to regional sales manager. As Vice President of Marketing and Membership, Lassiter reported directly to Wallingford. After settling in to the organization, he initiated a thorough review of all programs, departments, and processes. He found that the marketing support functions were better coordinated and managed than the sales functions. Additionally, although the MSCC had...
purchased workstations for sales and marketing and had installed some custom software, the information system was quite limited in capability. Due to concerns over security, no staff member had access to all the data necessary to operate the marketing and sales activities of the MSCC. Each workstation was equipped to perform particular functions with the needed data resident on the workstation. With his analysis completed, Lassiter began to develop an entirely new sales and marketing process based on measurable goals, documented operating procedures, and regular training programs. He knew that eventually a new information system would have to be developed.

**Information Technology Use at the MSCC**

*The Marketing and Sales Division*

For a few years, Lassiter was able to operate his organization’s tasks with the existing set of individual workstations, all of which were connected to a print server. The marketing division’s primary information technology activities were to track the activity occurring in membership. Primary uses included:

- Developing the membership database
- Developing the prospective member database
- Making daily changes to both databases
- Generating a series of letters for personalized mail contact
- Generating prospect and member lists and labels by industry sector, firm size (sales, employment), zip code, mailing designator, and other criteria
- Processing call-record activity by the territory managers
- Tracking member activities and concerns through a comment field
- Creating audit trails for reviewing changes
- General word processing

The marketing support area performed most of the computing tasks for the marketing division via their local
workstations. They filled all requests for labels, lists, and changes from the sales and marketing staff. Requested changes to the member database sometimes backed up as much as two or three days. Lassiter felt this was unacceptable and hoped to achieve a two-hour turnaround on member-change activity.

Four territory managers, a marketing support supervisor, and five clerical people staffed the marketing division. The territory managers generated 75 to 80 call records per day that required database changes, letters, and invoice processing. These requests were processed by the clerical staff. In addition, the clerical staff processed commissions on membership sales, member cancellations, and general database maintenance. The clerical staff also prepared special-letter requests from the territory managers and performed all normal secretarial duties.

**Operations Division**

Ed Wilson managed the operations division. Eight managers and support staff worked in operations. This group was responsible for providing financial information and insuring accounting controls. The operations staff maintained:

- The general ledger system
- Fund balances
- Accrual accounting functions
- Payment history tracking
- Commission schedules
- Membership cancellation tracking
- Report generation

Wilson also planned to be able to track legislative bills from their introduction, through their demise in committee or chamber, their passage, or their veto by the governor. This information would be keyed into the system, updated as changes occurred, printed, and sent to selected staff members on a daily basis.

**Human Resources Division**

The human resources division, with two managers and two support staff, was responsible for developing a conference and seminar tracking and reporting mechanism that would also have the capability of printing out badges for conference or seminar attendees. The division also maintained personnel records.

**Changing Times**

By 2002, as a result of Lassiter’s marketing and sales reorganization and Wilson’s aggressive management of expenses, the MSCC was experiencing solid financial growth. While the two men were primarily responsible for the success, Wilson and Lassiter clashed on numerous occasions. Lassiter felt that much of the territory managers’ work and marketing support activities could be automated to provide the MSCC with a significant reduction in labor and allied costs. Lassiter believed that a full-time systems analyst should be hired to meet the growing information needs of the MSCC. Wilson, on the other hand, was worried about the cost of the MSCC’s information systems. In the past, the MSCC had hired a consultant, Nolan Vassici, to make recommendations on hardware and software and to develop the custom software used by each division. Wilson felt that continuing to hire Vassici whenever additional or corrective work was needed was the best option. He did not want to increase the number of employees. Wilson knew that as a small, nonprofit agency, MSCC had limited funds for the expansion of computing capabilities. Adding a full-time systems analyst to the staff would make it significantly more difficult to respond to growing staff demands in other areas. Continuing the relationship with Vassici provided Wilson with the ability to specify exactly what Vassici worked on and what should be tabled until there was the time and budget for it.

Although Lassiter and Wilson continued to clash, Lassiter understood Wilson’s desire to control costs in light of the limited resources of the MSCC. Lassiter knew that the slowly growing computer sophistication of the staff would explode once the tap was fully opened. However, Lassiter felt that the demand could be dealt with effectively once the MSCC determined the extent of the staff’s needs.

In early 2003, Lassiter and Wilson joined forces on a concept by which the MSCC would offer a health insurance program to its members, now more than 4,500 businesses and individuals. Although the proposal was eventually rejected by the Board of Directors, Wilson and Lassiter, as a result of the study, recognized that there were many revenue-producing opportunities the MSCC could pursue that would require a much higher level of information systems use. Wilson soon hired a systems analyst to increase the MSCC’s capabilities.

Simon Kovecki, a young computer science graduate with no experience in a membership organization like the MSCC or with accounting software, joined the MSCC in June 2003 and spent his first three months on the job learning the organization and its computing systems. He worked exceptionally long hours as he struggled to understand software for which there was no documentation. Calls to Vassici for help were useless because his business had closed.
Through early 2004, Wilson continued to manage the computer systems and, with the help of Kovecki, upgraded the hardware in the workstations. With Kovecki’s constant attention, the software continued to work relatively well. In 2005 Wilson, with Kovecki’s assistance, developed an online legislative information system on a workstation that was considered state of the art in the chamber of commerce industry. With this application and the growth in members and types of computer applications, the MSCC senior management began to worry about the separation of systems for membership and marketing, finance, conferences, and other applications which required frequent data reentry.

With 2005 dues revenue approaching $2.8 million and approximately 4,750 member firms, the MSCC was among the largest statewide chambers of commerce in the country. The staff had swelled to 42 and the financial reserve was nearly $2.6 million. Although Lassiter felt some satisfaction with the MSCC’s growth and financial strength, he was bothered with the lack of forethought as to how the MSCC might develop a comprehensive plan to use information for the future. Wilson, too, recognized the value of information systems to an organization in the business of gathering, analyzing, and using information to affect legislative outcomes.

**Catalyst for Change**

By 2005, the MSCC had reached a point where some organizational changes had to occur. Wallingford, at the urging of the Board of Directors, assigned Lassiter the additional areas of communications, graphic arts, and printing operations. Controller duties were assigned to Harry Taska, and Jeff Hedges, the new Vice President of Public Finance, was assigned responsibility for computer operations. Wilson, nearing retirement, retained his public affairs activities and was asked to focus his efforts on developing an important public affairs project.

Just after the staff changes took place, Kovecki confided to Lassiter that he was disappointed by the changes in staff responsibility. He felt he should have been elevated to manager of information systems and given additional staff. Hedges, who had little computer background, was also in charge of research on various issues of interest to the members of the MSCC as well as oversight of the Controller’s function. Kovecki was concerned that Hedges would not have the time to manage the growing computer operations properly.

Lassiter shared Kovecki’s concern over the lack of top management attention to the information systems area. His concern led him to send out requests for information to a number of firms servicing the software needs of organizations like the MSCC. Primarily interested in sales and marketing software, he focused on software from Cameo, MEI Colorado Association of Commerce and Industry, Connecticut Business and Industry Association, TelePro 2000, and Data Link. Lassiter sent the information he received from these vendors to other senior managers but received little response. Wilson was involved in his new project, Taska was learning his new duties as Controller, and Hedges had little time to examine the computer activities.

In August 2005, Lassiter attended a national association meeting where a session on management software led to his discovery of a small software firm called UNITRAK. The company had developed a software suite that Lassiter was convinced would meet the MSCC’s needs. He based his assessment on the MSCC’s current and anticipated future needs for computing capability that had been developed by Kovecki in 2004. (See Exhibit 2.)

**Planning the New Information Technology System**

Lassiter had identified areas in UNITRAK where he felt this more powerful information system would allow the

---

**EXHIBIT 2**  MSCC Information Systems Needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Systems Capabilities</th>
<th>Marketing Operations</th>
<th>Public Affairs</th>
<th>Public Finance</th>
<th>Economic Development</th>
<th>Human Resources</th>
<th>Executive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word Processing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record Maintenance</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative Services</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Publications</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List Processing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label Generation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Management</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Controls</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Registration</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar Registration</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billings/Invoicing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Processing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Search/Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory Tracking</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop Publishing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
MSCC to be more efficient. These improvements would enable staff members to:

- Input special member information into a notes field (not then available)
- Generate telemarketing scripts that would allow “tree scripting” based on various sales objections (not then available)
- Utilize a statistical inquiry feature that would provide quantitative analysis of sales activity figures from all marketing activities (not attempted with the separate workstation systems)

In addition, the new information systems would allow territory managers to:

- Access their account information from their workstations rather than asking a staff member
- Develop letters and attachments from their workstations, using information in a central database rather than manually linking information contained in several separate databases

In a memo to the management group, Lassiter commented, “The UNITRAK system not only meets our needs now, but it is also powerful enough to provide the MSCC with the room to grow over the next 5 years.” The software also appeared to be user friendly, which Lassiter believed was the key to freeing up Kovecki’s time. Lassiter explained the software to Hedges, who wanted the current accounting software left intact but agreed that now was the time to move forward in finding a more powerful software solution for the MSCC’s problems. Hedges also agreed that other modules in the UNITRAK system could be activated at a later time.

In October 2005, Lassiter contacted Greg Ginder, President of the UNITRAK Software Corporation, and invited him to the MSCC for a demonstration of the system’s capabilities. Wilson observed about 30 minutes of the three-hour demonstration and told Lassiter, “I’ll support it if you want it. It will work for my project for public affairs.” Hedges agreed that the new system would free up Kovecki’s time and allow him to become more involved in planning and systems development. Kovecki’s comments were different. He remarked, “Yeah, the software has its strengths and weaknesses and it probably would save some of my time. But I don’t like the idea of staff having uncontrolled access to so much data. It’s not clear what they’ll do with it.”

**The Proposal**

Lassiter decided to move ahead quickly with a proposal to Wallingford and the Board of Directors. He developed simple flow charts that showed the hours it took to conduct certain activities, e.g., the staff time new member sales took with the current workstation arrangement, versus the time it would take with the new software. Lassiter knew that the Executive Committee of the Board would require considerable justification to approve an “off-budget” capital expenditure that would significantly reduce reserves. He had also done some calculations to show that if the new system performed as he hoped, each territory manager would be able to generate $150,000 in increased sales through increased contacts. Although Lassiter knew this goal was aggressive and very difficult to justify, he wanted to be able to demonstrate a less-than-six-month payback if challenged by a member of the Executive Committee.

Lassiter believed that UNITRAK would reduce the price of the software. The software was new, and UNITRAK had sold it to only one other statewide chamber of commerce organization, the Northern State Chamber of Commerce. Jeff Fritzly, Vice President of Marketing and Development of the NSCC, told Lassiter:

> We looked at quite a few software packages as well as writing our own custom software, but our consultant chose the UNITRAK software. We purchased the software from UNITRAK and got a good discount on the needed new hardware. They have been very helpful and supportive of our needs.

A week before the Executive Committee meeting, Ginder and Lassiter agreed on a price for the software. Lassiter was pleased that the price was 30 percent less than Northern State had paid. With the help of Ginder and a member of the Executive Committee who headed the local branch office of a computer equipment manufacturer, Lassiter was also able to achieve an excellent discount on new server hardware. He felt this low cost was another justification for approval of the project. Lassiter also made it a point to meet with both Wilson and Hedges to keep them abreast of the negotiation and seek their advice. He felt that by increasing the level of communication with Hedges and Wilson, he would be able to gain their interest and support, which he felt was important to the success of the project.

When the Executive Committee of the Board met in November 2005, Lassiter explained that the MSCC had reached the limit of its current system design, and that an investment in a central server connected to networked workstations was needed to allow the MSCC to
meet current and future opportunities for growth. During his presentation, Lassiter said:

While the MSCC has made significant and appropriate investments in the workstations necessary for the MSCC to increase its operational sophistication, we have reached the limit of these smaller machines. With the spectacular growth in revenue we’ve enjoyed over the last five years, our requirements and demands have increased dramatically. Without an immediate investment in increased capability, the MSCC’s continued growth and services will be in jeopardy.

In response to challenges from the Executive Committee regarding what the new system would mean to the bottom line and the MSCC’s reserves, Lassiter responded, “I believe we will see a 10–15 percent increase in sales and a 20 percent increase in staff productivity once the new system is operational.” With these assurances and a price that would consume only 10–15 percent of reserves, the members of the Executive Committee complimented Lassiter on his work and approved the purchase of the software.

**Implementation**

Greg Ginder of UNITRAK was ecstatic over the decision and promised unlimited support at no charge to install the new system. But Kovecki continued to express concern about staff members using the new capabilities of the system. He said:

I know that Lassiter expects this new software to be user friendly, but I’m uncomfortable with how strongly he feels about training the staff to use as many of the features as possible. He thinks that training the staff on whatever they want to learn will make the MSCC more effective, but I disagree. We would be opening Pandora’s box and we would lose control over what was going on. The last thing we need is for people to be getting into things they don’t need to be in.

By February 2006, Lassiter had heard nothing regarding the purchase of the new system. Kovecki told Lassiter that no one had approved the purchase order. Lassiter then questioned Hedges, who responded that he had heard nothing more and had been busy with research on issues of interest to the MSCC members. “Go ahead and purchase the software,” Hedges told Lassiter. “It’s your system anyway.” Although Lassiter tried to explain that it was not his responsibility to implement the purchase or conversion, he felt the project would not move forward without his purchasing the software. After signing the purchase order, Lassiter handed it to Kovecki and said, “You and Hedges are the project managers. I shouldn’t be involved at this point. It’s up to you guys to complete the project.”

Near the end of March, Lassiter asked Kovecki how the project was proceeding. Kovecki stated that the hardware had been delivered but that he was busy with a project of Wilson’s and didn’t have time to work on the new software. Lassiter went to Wilson to inquire about the anticipated length of the project Kovecki was working on, and Wilson indicated it should be finished by mid-April.

Although Lassiter felt uncomfortable about pushing Hedges and Kovecki, he was beginning to feel that he would have to use his influence to get things moving. Lassiter held a meeting with his staff, informing them that a new system had been purchased that would improve operations in several areas. Several staff members expressed concern that they had not been consulted or informed of the idea before its approval. Specific questions were asked regarding word processing, new member recruiting, and commission processing. Lassiter, anticipating that Kovecki had studied the documentation, asked Kovecki to answer the questions. Kovecki was unable to answer the questions and indicated he needed more time to study the documentation.

Lassiter set up an appointment with UNITRAK for training for Kovecki and himself. After a positive training visit, Lassiter asked Kovecki to spend half a day with him to set up a project flow chart and anticipate potential problems, but May and June passed with little forward progress on the conversion. Lassiter had told the Executive Committee that the project would be completed by the end of March 2006, yet little had been accomplished.

Upon Kovecki’s return from a two-week vacation at the end of June, Lassiter asked Wallingford to intervene and to strongly urge Hedges and Kovecki to complete the project. Lassiter stated:

It really bothered me that I had to go over Hedges’ head but we were coming up on the seventh month of what should have been an easy three-month project. It’s partly my fault because I didn’t establish teamwork up front, nor did I make clear early in the process the responsibilities of those participating.

**The Final Phase**

With Hedges’ agreement, Lassiter set up two days of staff training for the third week in August 2006. Kovecki had assured Lassiter that the system would be up by the last
day of training so that the staff could immediately use the new system. Lassiter broke the training into major segments and had Kovecki set up training sites in two separate conference rooms for staff. UNITRAK sent a two-person team that would act as project managers and trainers.

The training went well with the exception of the conference and seminar segment of the software. The users brought up significant complaints that the new software servicing this area was not as functional and user friendly as the existing custom-written workstation software. Although Lassiter suspected that a large part of the problem was that the new software was just different, he asked UNITRAK to work with the users in adapting the UNITRAK software to better meet their needs. Ginder commented:

Because our software is relatively new to the marketplace, we are open to adjusting and changing certain aspects of the software without rewriting major portions. We feel we could learn a great deal from the MSCC which would make our software more marketable.

On the final day of training, Lassiter asked Kovecki to migrate and integrate the data in the current workstations to the new system. Kovecki told Lassiter that he was having a few problems and would conduct the migration after work, and it would be ready first thing in the morning. The next morning Kovecki, in responding to Lassiter’s query as to why the system was not up, said:

When I attempted the migration last night, less than 15 percent of the data rolled over into the proper assignments. With no documentation on the old software to refer to, it will probably take me a week to work out the bugs. In the meantime, the new system won’t work and some of the data in our current workstations seems to have been corrupted. I hope we can recover the latest backup, but some of the systems haven’t been backed up for more than three months.

Although one of the marketing division’s systems had been backed up recently, the rest of the MSCC’s workstations were basically inoperable. Requests for lists and labels for mailings could not be fulfilled. Word processing, payment and invoice posting, changes, list management, and so on were all inoperable or partially inoperable. UNITRAK was finding it difficult to help because Kovecki had forgotten to order a new telephone connection that would allow UNITRAK experts to have remote access to the system.

Lassiter was finding it very difficult to gain information from Kovecki on the progress and status of the system conversion. It seemed that Kovecki, frustrated with the problems he was having and irritated with the staff coming to him to ask for assistance, was going out of his way to avoid the staff. Lassiter said:

I explained to Kovecki that I wasn’t trying to grill him for information, but because the staff now considered me to be the project director, I needed information with which to make decisions affecting the work flow of the staff and determine what kind of help we could request from UNITRAK.

Although Lassiter knew that the staff felt he was responsible for the new system, he felt frustrated that there was little he could do in managing the conversion. Hedges remained disengaged from the project, and Kovecki did not report to Lassiter.

The Future

It was in this situation that Lassiter found himself as he sat in his office at 7:30 P.M. in late September of 2006. Kovecki had promised that the new system would be up on each of the last several Mondays. Each Monday brought disappointment and compounded frustration to the staff. Lassiter knew that the two days of training had been wasted because the staff had long forgotten how to use the new system. He also had heard that Kovecki was interviewing for a new job and was out of town on a regular basis. Something had to be done—but what?
Information Technology

After the important opening chapter, which sets the stage for the entire book, the three chapters in Part I focus on today’s information technologies. A number of technical concepts will be introduced, and a large vocabulary of technical terms will be employed. However, Chapter 2 to 4 have been written with the objective of conveying to all readers what managers need to know about IT—and the data manipulated by that technology—in a straightforward way.

For those of you who have a background in information systems (IS), computer science, engineering, or one of the physical sciences, much of this technology material might already be familiar to you. For those of you without this background, our objective is to provide you with the terminology and concepts needed to understand the managerial issues in the remainder of this textbook, as well as to communicate with IS leaders and specialists today and in the future. These chapters will also enable you to be a knowledgeable reader of IT articles in The Wall Street Journal, BusinessWeek, Fortune, and similar publications.

Our IT overview begins with a consideration of computer systems. Chapter 2 covers the basics of both computer hardware, the physical pieces of a computer system, and computer software, the set of programs that control the operations of the computer system. New technology developments and major IT industry vendors, as well as current trends in the hardware and software arenas, are highlighted. Among the newer hardware developments are the rise of smartphones, the growth of tablet PCs and netbooks, and the proliferation of blade servers—and, of course, the continuing dramatic increases in speeds of supercomputers. On the software side, the newer developments include the growing importance of the XML language, the development of Web services, and the movement toward open source software (such as Linux).

As a computer user, your interface with the computer system is through the software, whether you are working with microcomputer packages, enterprise systems, or a Web browser. As a manager, you will be involved in acquiring and developing applications software for running your business. This chapter surveys the key types of software available today—including applications software, personal productivity packages, Web software, fourth generation languages, object-oriented languages, and database management systems.

Telecommunications and networking are the topics of Chapter 3. Virtually all computers of all sizes communicate directly with other computers (at least part of the time) by means of a variety of networks, including the world-spanning Internet. In fact, “network-centric computing” is a characteristic of the computer industry today. Chapter 3 describes the main elements of telecommunications and networking, including transmission media and wireless communication, network topology, types of networks, and network protocols. Recent developments in wireless networks, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) telephony, the Internet2 network, as well as Web developments such as blogs, wikis, and social networking applications, are also discussed. The chapter focuses on the business need for
networking, as influenced by the ever-evolving telecommunications industry.

Chapter 4 describes issues related to managing the data resource in today’s organizations. The chapter focuses on data modeling and data architecture, including key principles in managing data, the role of metadata, tools for managing data, packaged data models, and data management processes and policies within organizations. A well-managed data resource can be profitable for the organization and is essential to the effective organizational use of IT, and both IS and business managers play major roles in managing this critical organizational resource.

Seven teaching case studies related to managing information technology assets, written by the textbook authors, have been grouped at the end of Part I. The IMT Custom Machines Company case study investigates the choice among reliance on a large, mainframe-based computer system, moving toward multiple high-powered UNIX workstations, and taking a leap to “cloud computing” (the computers would not be located at the IMT site) employing the Linux operating system. Two case studies focus on an important new Internet technology: VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) telephony. The VoIP2.biz case study deals with product development issues faced by a VoIP business, and “The VoIP Adoption at Butler University” case study describes in detail the selection and implementation issues faced by a midsized organization.

The “Supporting Mobile Health Clinics” case study describes the computer and communication needs and the problems encountered by clinicians providing health care to medically underserved children from recreational-vehicle-sized vans that park in front of homeless shelters and other community centers. In the InsuraCorp case study, managers at a large (disguised) insurance company are wrestling with who in the organization should have ongoing responsibility for data quality and other data management issues that arise after a business restructuring. The HH Gregg case study provides a detailed look at a critical IT platform decision for this rapidly growing chain of appliance stores. HH Gregg must decide among moving to one of two competing commercial software platforms or hiring external resources to assist in the migration of its present system to a UNIX environment. Finally, the Midsouth Chamber of Commerce (B) case study continues the saga begun in Midsouth Chamber of Commerce (A) following Chapter 1 of this book: the selection and management of hardware and software for this organization.
Chapter 1 has set the stage for the detailed study of information technology (IT) and your role in harnessing that technology. We can now take a closer look at the building blocks of IT and the development and maintenance of IT systems.

Our definition of IT is a broad one, encompassing all forms of technology involved in capturing, manipulating, communicating, presenting, and using data (and data transformed into information). Thus, IT includes computers (both the hardware and the software), peripheral devices attached to computers, communications devices and networks—clearly incorporating the Internet—photocopiers, facsimile machines, cellular telephones and related wireless devices, computer-controlled factory machines, robots, video recorders and players, and even the microchips embedded in products such as cars, airplanes, elevators, and home appliances. All of these manifestations of IT are important, and you need to be aware of their existence and their present and potential uses in an organizational environment. However, two broad categories of IT are critical for the manager in a modern organization: computer technology and communications technology. Both of these technologies have had, and continue to have, a gigantic impact on the structure of the modern organization, the way it does business, its scope, and the jobs and the careers of the managers in it.

Perhaps the first important point to be made in this chapter is that the division between computer and communications technology is arbitrary and somewhat misleading. Historically, computer and communications technologies were independent, but they have grown together over the past 30 years. Distributed systems (to be discussed in Chapter 5) exist in every industry, and these systems require the linking of computers by telecommunication lines. World Wide Web–based systems, delivered either via an intranet within the organization or via the Web itself, are becoming increasingly prevalent. Almost every manager at every level has a microcomputer on his or her desk; these microcomputers are connected to the organizational network and usually to the Internet. Today, the information systems organization often has responsibility for both computing and communications. The switches used in telephone networks are computers, as are the devices used to set up computer networks such as routers and gateways. And, of course, today’s smartphones are both computers and communication devices. It is still convenient for us to discuss computing technology as distinct from communications technology, but the distinctions are becoming even more blurred as time passes. In reality, computer/communications technology is being developed and marketed by the computer/communications industry.

This chapter begins with a consideration of computer hardware, as distinct from computer software. Computer hardware refers to the physical pieces of a computer system—such as a central processing unit, a printer, and a disk drive—that can be touched. In discussing computer hardware, we will introduce the central idea behind today’s computers—the stored-program concept—to aid in our understanding of how a computer system works. Building on the stored-program concept, the second part of this chapter focuses on computer software, which is the set of programs that controls the operations of the computer system. Computer hardware without software is of little value (and vice versa). Both are required for a computer system to be a useful tool for you and your organization. Thus, this chapter will explain the symbiotic relationship between computer hardware and software.
BASIC COMPONENTS OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS

For historical completeness, we should note that there are really two distinct types of computers—digital and analog. Digital computers operate directly on numbers, or digits, just as humans do. Analog computers manipulate some analogous physical quantity, such as voltage or shaft rotation speed, which represents (to some degree of accuracy) the numbers involved in the computation. Analog computers have been most useful in engineering and process-control environments, but digital machines have largely replaced them even in these situations. Thus, all of our discussion in this book relates to digital computers.

Underlying Structure

Today’s computers vary greatly in size, speed, and details of their operation—from handheld microcomputers costing around $100 to supercomputers with price tags of more than $50 million. Fortunately for our understanding, all these machines have essentially the same basic logical structure (as represented in Figure 2.1). All computers, whether they are microcomputers from Dell or mainframes from IBM, are made up of the same set of six building blocks: input, output, memory, arithmetic/logical unit, control unit, and files. Our discussion of how computers work will focus on these six blocks and their interrelationships.

In addition to the blocks themselves, Figure 2.1 also includes two types of arrows. The broad arrows represent the flows of data through the computer system, and the thin arrows indicate that each of the other components is controlled by the control unit. A dashed line encircles the control unit and the arithmetic/logical unit. These two blocks together are often referred to as the central processing unit, or CPU, or as the processor.

Input/Output

To use a computer, we must have some means of entering data into the computer for it to use in its computations. There are a wide variety of input devices, and we will mention only the most commonly used types. The input devices that you as a manager are most likely to use are a microcomputer keyboard and a mouse. We will talk more about microcomputers (PCs) later, but they include all of the building blocks shown in Figure 2.1.

A terminal is a simpler device than a PC; it is designed strictly for input/output and does not incorporate a processor (CPU), or at least not a general-purpose processor. The terminal is connected to a computer via some type of telecommunication line. Most terminals consist of a keyboard for data entry and a monitor to show the user what has been entered and to display the output from the computer. Terminals are widely used by clerical personnel involved in online transaction processing (to be discussed in Chapter 5). Special types of terminals are also in widespread use as computer input devices. Point-of-sale terminals are in use at most retail stores, and automatic teller machines (ATMs) are commonplace in the banking industry. Like the standard terminals described earlier, these special-purpose devices serve as both input and output devices, usually incorporating a small built-in printer to provide a hard-copy record of the transaction.

Voice input to computers is another input option, although the accuracy of speech recognition software is still less than perfect, with the best packages achieving recognition accuracy in the 95 to 99 percent range. With these numbers, speech recognition software is a productivity-enhancing tool for users with limited typing skills, disabilities, repetitive stress injuries from overusing a computer keyboard, or no time to do anything except dictate (such as medical doctors).

Some input methods read an original document (such as a typed report or a check or deposit slip) directly into the computer’s memory. Check processing is handled this way in the United States through the magnetic ink character recognition (MICR) input method. Checks have the account number and bank number preprinted at the bottom using strange-looking numbers and a special magnetizable ink. After a check is cashed, the bank that cashed it records the amount of the check in magnetizable ink at the bottom of the check. A computer input device called a magnetic ink character reader magnetizes the ink, recognizes the numbers, and transmits the data to the...
memory of the bank’s computer. **Optical character recognition (OCR)** is an input method that directly scans typed, printed, or hand-printed material. A device called an optical character reader scans and recognizes the characters and then transmits the data to the computer memory or records them on some type of digital media.

**Imaging** goes even further than OCR. With imaging, any type of paper document, including business forms, reports, charts, graphs, and photographs, can be read by a scanner and translated into digital form so that the document can be stored in the computer system. Then this process can be reversed so that the digitized image stored in the computer system can be displayed on a video display unit, printed on paper, or transmitted to another computer.

An increasingly important way of entering data into a computer is by scanning a **bar code label** on a package, a product, a routing sheet, a container, or a vehicle. Bar code systems capture data much faster and more accurately than systems in which data are keyed. Thus the use of bar codes is very popular for high-volume supermarket checkout, department store sales, inventory tracking, time and attendance records, and health care records. There is actually a wide variety of bar code languages, called **symbologies**. Perhaps the most widely known symbology is the Universal Product Code, or UPC, used by the grocery industry.

Of course, if the data are already stored in computer-readable form, such as on a compact disk (CD) or a digital video disk (DVD), they can be input into the computer via a CD drive or a DVD drive. These devices can also serve as output devices if the data will be read back later into either the same or another computer.

Just as we must have a way of entering data into the computer, the computer must have a way of producing results in a usable form. We have already mentioned displaying results on a video display unit, printing a document on a small printer built into a special-purpose terminal, or writing output on a CD or a DVD.

The dominant form of output, however, is the printed report. Computer printers come in a variety of sizes, speeds, and prices. The printers used with PCs usually employ a nonimpact process (such as an ink-jet process), and they typically operate in a speed range of 5 to 50 pages per minute. Printers used with larger computers may be impact or nonimpact printers. Impact printers operate at speeds up to 2,000 lines per minute and print one line at a time, usually employing an impact printing mechanism in which individual hammers force the paper and ribbon against the appropriate print characters (which are embossed on a rotating band or chain). Nonimpact printers often employ an electrophotographic printing process (similar to a copying machine); cut-sheet printers operate at speeds up to 135 pages per minute, while continuous-form printers may reach speeds up to 1,800 pages per minute.

In part to counteract the flood of paper that is threatening to engulf many organizations, microfilm has become an important computer output medium. The output device is a **computer output microfilm (COM)** recorder that accepts the data from the memory and prepares the microfilm output at very high speeds, either as a roll of microfilm or as a sheet of film called a microfiche that contains many pages on each sheet. **Voice response units** are gaining increasing acceptance as providers of limited, tightly programmed computer output.

To summarize, the particular input and output devices attached to a given computer will vary based on the uses of the computer. Every computer system will have at least one input device and at least one output device. On the computers you will be using as a manager, keyboards, mice, video display units, printers, and CD/DVD drives will be the most common input/output devices.

**Computer Memory**

At the heart of the diagram of Figure 2.1 is the **memory**, also referred to as main memory or primary memory. All data flows are to and from memory. Data from input devices always go into memory; output devices always receive their data from memory; two-way data flows exist between files and memory and also between the arithmetic/logical unit and memory; and a special type of data flows from memory to the control unit to tell the control unit what to do next. (This latter flow is the focus of the section of this chapter “The Stored-Program Concept.”)

In some respects, the computer memory is like human memory. Both computers and humans store data in memory in order to remember it or use it later. However, the way in which data are stored and recalled differs radically between computer memory and human memory. Computer memory is divided into cells, and a fixed amount of data can be stored in each cell. Further, each memory cell has an identifying number, called an **address**, which never changes. A very early microcomputer, for example, might have 65,536 memory cells, each capable of storing one character of data at a time. These cells have unchanging addresses varying from 0 for the first cell up to 65,535 for the last cell.

A useful analogy is to compare computer memory to a wall of post office boxes (see Figure 2.2). Each box has its own sequential identifying number printed on the box’s door, and these numbers correspond to the addresses associated with memory cells. In Figure 2.2, the address or identifying number of each memory register is shown in
the upper-left corner of each box. The mail stored in each box changes as mail is distributed or picked up. In computer memory, each memory cell holds some amount of data until it is changed. For example, memory cell 0 holds the characters MAY, memory cell 1 holds the characters 2012, memory cell 2 holds the characters 700.00, and so on. The characters shown in Figure 2.2 represent the contents of memory at a particular point in time; a fraction of a second later the contents may be entirely different as the computer goes about its work. The contents of the memory cells will change as the computer works, while the addresses of the cells are fixed.

Computer memory is different from the post office boxes in several ways, of course. For one thing, computer memory operates on the principle of “destructive read-in, nondestructive read-out.” This means that as a particular piece of data is placed into a particular memory cell, either by being read from an input device or as the result of a computation in the arithmetic/logical unit, the computer destroys (or erases) whatever data item was previously in the cell. By contrast, when a data item is retrieved from a cell, either to print out the item or to use it in a computation, the contents of the cell are unchanged.

Another major difference between post office boxes and memory cells is in their capacity. A post office box has a variable capacity depending upon the size of the pieces of mail and how much effort postal employees spend in stuffing the mail in the box. A memory cell has a fixed capacity, with the capacity varying from one computer model to another. A memory cell that can store only one character of data is called a byte, and a memory cell that can store two or more characters of data is called a word. For comparability, it has become customary to describe the size of memory (and the size of direct access files) in terms of the equivalent number of bytes, even if the cells are really words.

Leaving our post office analogy, we can note that there are several important differences between the memory of one computer model and that of another. First, the capacity of each cell can differ. In a microcomputer, each cell might hold only 1 digit of a number, whereas a single cell in a large (mainframe) computer might hold 14 digits. Second, the number of cells making up memory can vary from several million to several trillion. Third, the time involved to transfer data from memory to another component can differ by an order of magnitude from one machine to another. The technologies employed in constructing the memories can also differ, although all memory today is based on incredibly small integrated circuits on silicon chips.

**BITS AND CODING SCHEMES** Each memory cell consists of a particular set of circuits (a small subset of the integrated circuits on a memory chip), and each circuit can be set to either “on” or “off.” Because each circuit has just two states (on and off), they have been equated to 1 and 0, the two possible values of a binary number. Thus, each circuit corresponds to a binary digit, or a bit. In order to represent the decimal digits (and the alphabetic letters and special characters) for processing by the computer, several of these bits (or circuits) must be combined to represent a single character. In most computers, eight bits (or circuits) represent a single character, and a memory cell containing a single character, we know, is called a byte. Thus, eight bits equal one byte in most machines.
Consider a particular example. Assume that we have a computer where each memory cell is a byte. (A byte can contain one character.) Then memory cell number 327, for instance, will consist of eight circuits or bits. If these circuits are set to on-on-on-on-off-off-on (or, alternatively, 1111 1001), this combination may be defined by the coding scheme to represent the decimal digit 9. If these bits are set to 1111 0001, this may be defined as the decimal digit 1. If these bits are set to 1100 0010, this may be defined as the letter B. We can continue on like this, with each character we wish to represent having a corresponding pattern of eight bits.

Two common coding schemes are in use today. The examples given earlier are taken from the Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code (commonly known as EBCDIC, pronounced eb'-si-dic). IBM originally developed EBCDIC in the 1950s, and IBM and other vendors still use it. The other common code in use is the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII), which is employed in data transmission and in microcomputers.

The bottom line is that a coding scheme of some sort is used to represent data in memory and in the other components of the computer. In memory, circuits in a particular cell are turned on and off, following the coding scheme, to enable us to store the data until later. It turns out that circuits are also used to represent data in the control and arithmetic/logical units. In the input, output, and files, the coding scheme is often expressed through magnetized spots (on and off) on some media, such as a disk. In data transmission, the coding scheme is often expressed through a series of electrical pulses or light pulses. In summary, the coding scheme is vital to permit the storage, transmission, and manipulation of data.

**Arithmetic/Logical Unit**

The **arithmetic/logical unit**, like memory, consists of incredibly small integrated circuits on a silicon chip. In many respects, the arithmetic/logical unit is very simple. It has been built to carry out addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, as well as to perform certain logical operations such as comparing two numbers for equality or finding out which number is bigger.

The broad arrows in Figure 2.1 represent the way in which the arithmetic/logical unit works. As indicated by the broad arrow from memory to the arithmetic/logical unit, the numbers to be manipulated (added, subtracted, etc.) are brought from the appropriate memory cells to the arithmetic/logical unit. Next, the operation is performed, with the time required to carry out the operation varying, depending on the computer model. The speeds involved vary from millions of operations per second up to trillions of operations per second. Then, as indicated by the broad arrow from the arithmetic/logical unit to memory in Figure 2.1, the result of the operation is stored in the designated memory cell or cells.

**Computer Files**

As applications are being processed on a computer, the data required for the current computations must be stored in the computer memory. The capacity of memory is limited (although it can go over a trillion bytes on some large machines), and there is not enough space to keep all of the data for all of the concurrently running programs (e.g., Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, Adobe Photoshop) in memory at the same time. In addition, memory is volatile; if the computer’s power goes off, everything stored in memory is lost. To keep vast quantities of data accessible within the computer system in a nonvolatile medium and at more reasonable costs than main memory, file devices—sometimes called secondary memory or secondary storage devices—have been added to all but the tiniest computer systems. File devices include magnetic tape drives, hard (or fixed) disk drives, removable disk drives, flash drives, and CD or DVD (optical) drives. All but the optical drives record data by magnetizing spots on the surface of the media, using a binary coding scheme.

The broad arrows in each direction in Figure 2.1 illustrate that data can be moved from particular cells in memory to the file and that data can be retrieved from the file to particular memory cells. The disadvantage of files is that the process of storing data in the file from memory or retrieving data from the file to memory is quite slow relative to the computer’s computation speed. Depending upon the type of file, the store/retrieve time may vary from a very small fraction of a second to over a minute. Nevertheless, we are willing to live with this disadvantage to be able to store enormous quantities of data at a reasonable cost per byte.

**SEQUENTIAL ACCESS FILES** There are two basic ways to organize computer files: sequential access and direct access. With sequential access files, all of the records that make up the files are stored in sequence according to the file’s control key. For instance, a payroll file will contain one record for each employee. These individual employee records are stored in sequence according to the employee identification number. There are no addresses within the file; to find a particular record, the file device must start at the beginning of the sequential file and read each record until it finds the desired one. It is apparent that this method of finding a single record might take a long time, particularly if the sequential file is long and the desired record is
near the end. Thus, we would rarely try to find a single record with a sequential access file. Instead, we would accumulate a batch of transactions and process the entire batch at the same time. (See the discussion of batch processing in Chapter 5.)

Sequential access files are usually stored on magnetic tape. A magnetic tape unit or magnetic tape drive is the file device that stores (writes) data on tape and that retrieves (reads) data from tape back into memory. Even with batch processing, retrieval from magnetic tape tends to be much slower than retrieval from direct access files. Thus, if speed is of the essence, sequential access files might not be suitable. On the other hand, magnetic tapes can store vast quantities of data economically. For example, a tape cartridge that can store up to 500 billion bytes (gigabytes) of data can be purchased for under $160.

**DIRECT ACCESS FILES** A direct access file, stored on a direct access storage device (DASD), is a file from which it is possible for the computer to obtain a record immediately, without regard to where the record is located in the file. There are several types of direct access devices, including hard drives, removable disk drives, CD and DVD drives, and flash drives. A typical hard drive for a computer consists of a continuously rotating disk, where the disk resembles an old-style phonograph record. An access mechanism (arm) moves in and out on the disk to record on and read from hundreds of concentric tracks on the disk surface. Typical internal hard drives for microcomputers store from 160 billion bytes (gigabytes) to 2 trillion bytes (terabytes) and cost from $50 to $200. The speed at which data can be read from or written on a hard drive is quite fast, with transfer rates up to 375 million bytes (megabytes) per second.

Gaining popularity in recent years are portable and desktop external hard drives that can be attached to a microcomputer’s USB port. Desktop external hard drives have capacities and costs similar to internal hard drives, as well as similar data transfer rates. These external drives can provide a backup capability as well as a significant addition to internal hard drive capacity. Compared to internal and desktop external hard drives, portable drives typically have a smaller maximum capacity (e.g., 640 gigabytes at a cost of $150) and a slower data transfer rate (i.e., up to 60 megabytes per second). These portable drives, which have a “drop guard” feature to prevent damage from drops, permit the user to back up very large data files and move these large data files from one computer system to another.

EMC Corporation, based in Hopkinton, Massachusetts, has become the market leader in storage systems for large computers by devising a way to link together a large number of inexpensive, small hard drives (such as those used in microcomputers) as a substitute for the giant disk drives (containing a stack of disks) that were previously used. As an example, EMC’s Symmetrix DMX-4 950 model can be configured with from 32 to 360 hard drives, each with a storage capacity from 73 gigabytes up to 1,000 gigabytes (1 terabyte), giving a total storage capacity from 2.3 terabytes (trillion bytes) up to a maximum of 360 terabytes (EMC Web site, 2010).

In contrast to these fixed-disk file devices, direct access devices can also employ a removable disk. For instance, a removable 3.5-inch high-density disk for a microcomputer can store up to 1.44 million bytes (megabytes) of data and costs less than 50 cents. The disk drive itself costs about $20. These 3.5-inch disks were very popular in the 1980s and 1990s, but they have been largely displaced in the twenty-first century by optical disks and flash drives, to be discussed next.

Another type of removable disk is the optical disk, which is made of plastic and coated with a thin reflective alloy material. Data are recorded on the disk by using a laser beam to burn microscopic pits in the reflective surface, employing a binary coding scheme. There are two primary types of optical disks in common use today: a compact disk (CD) and a digital video disk, or digital versatile disk (DVD). Some CDs and DVDs are read-only disks, some are recordable disks (can be written on once and read many times), and some are rewritable (can be written on many times and read many times). A CD has much less capacity than a DVD: Standard capacity for a CD is 700 megabytes of data, while capacity for a DVD is 8.5 gigabytes for a dual-layer DVD. As an example of a DVD reader/writer for a microcomputer, Iomega’s Super DVD Writer (which can also read and write CDs) is rated 22x (which translates to writing a DVD at 30 megabytes per second) and costs about $90 (Iomega Web site, 2010).

The newest and smallest portable DASD for PCs utilizes flash memory—as used in digital cameras and portable music players—rather than a magnetizable disk. This flash drive goes by various names, including jump drive, mini USB drive, or keychain drive. Keychain drive is perhaps the most descriptive, because the device is not much larger than the average car key—usually about 21/2 inches long (see Figure 2.3). The maximum capacities of these flash drives are increasing over time, and the prices are going down; as an example, SanDisk’s 32-gigabyte Cruzer USB flash drive sold for about $134 in 2010. These flash drives, which are designed to plug into the standard USB port on a PC, have a maximum sustained data transfer rate of 40 megabytes per second. The flash drive is an economical and extremely convenient way to save and transport significant amounts of data.

The key to the operation of direct access files is that the physical file is divided into cells, each of which has an address. The cells are similar to memory cells, except that they are much larger, usually large enough to store several
records in one cell. Because of the existence of this address, it is possible for the computer to store a record in a particular file address and then to retrieve that record by remembering the address. Thus, the computer can go directly to the file address of the desired record, rather than reading through sequentially stored records until it encounters the desired one.

How does the computer know the correct file address for a desired record? For instance, assume that an inventory control application running on the computer needs to update the record for item number 79032. That record, which is stored somewhere in DASD, must be brought into memory for processing. But where is it? At what file address? This problem of translating from the identification number of a desired record (79032) to the corresponding file address is the biggest challenge in using direct access files. Very sophisticated software, to be discussed later in this chapter, is required to handle this translation.

Online processing (discussed in Chapter 5) requires direct access files and so does Web browsing. Airline reservation agents, salespeople in a department store, managers in their offices, and Web surfers from their home or office machines will not wait (and in many cases cannot afford to wait) the several minutes that might be required to load and read the appropriate magnetic tape. On the other hand, batch processing can be done with either sequential access files or direct access files. Sequential access files are not going to go away, but all the trends are pushing organizations toward increased use of direct access files. Advancements in magnetic technology and manufacturing processes keep pushing down the costs per byte of direct access files. Most important, today’s competitive environment is forcing organizations to focus on speed in information processing, and that means an increasing emphasis on direct access files.

**Control Unit**

We have considered five of the six building blocks represented in Figure 2.1. If we stopped our discussion at this point, we wouldn’t have much. Thus far we have no way of controlling these various components and no way of taking advantage of the tremendous speed and capacity we have described. The control unit is the key. It provides the control that enables the computer to take advantage of the speed and capacity of its other components. The thin arrows in Figure 2.1 point out that the control unit controls each of the other five components.

How does the control unit know what to do? Someone must tell the control unit what to do by devising a precise list of operations to be performed. This list of operations, which is called a program, is stored in the memory of the computer just like data. One item at a time from this list is moved from memory to the control unit (note the broad arrow in Figure 2.1), interpreted by the control unit, and carried out. The control unit works through the entire list of operations at electronic speed, rather than waiting for the user to tell it what to do next. What we have just described is the stored-program concept, which is the most important idea in all of computing.

**THE STORED-PROGRAM CONCEPT**

Some person must prepare a precise listing of exactly what the computer is to do. This listing must be in a form that the control unit of the computer has been built to understand. The complete listing of what is to be done for an application is called a program, and each individual step or operation in the program is called an instruction. The computer’s control unit is built to associate each of these operations with a particular instruction type. Then the control unit is told which operations are to be done by means of a program consisting of these instructions. The form of the instructions is peculiar to a particular model of computer. Thus, each instruction in a program must be expressed in the precise form that the computer has been built to understand. This form of the program that the computer understands is called the machine language for the particular model of computer.
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Processor Chips

At the heart of every computer today is one or more processor chips, such as the Intel Core i7 processor chip shown in Figure 2.4. It is important to note that the processor chip includes both the arithmetic/logic unit and the control unit. The Intel Core i7 processor chip, which is used in many of today's top-of-the-line microcomputers, contains hundreds of millions of transistors and has been described by Intel as the “fastest processor on the planet” (Intel Web site, 2008). It is also a quad-core processor which has four complete processors manufactured as part of a single chip.

Intel is not the only processor chip maker, but it is the largest and the most important. Intel supplies over 80 percent of the microprocessor chips used to power microcomputers, with Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) supplying most of the rest. Other manufacturers of processor chips (largely for more powerful computers) include IBM and Sun Microsystems.¹ As an interesting side note, IBM also provides the processor chips for all of the newest-generation game consoles (i.e., Sony, Microsoft, and Nintendo).

Not only will the form of the instructions vary from one computer model to another but so will the number of different types of instructions. For example, a small computer may have only one add instruction, while a large one may have a different add instruction for each of several classes of numbers (such as integer, floating point or decimal, and double precision). Thus, the instruction set on some machines may contain as few as 20 types of instructions, while other machines may have more than 200 instruction types.

In general, each machine language instruction consists of two parts: an operation code and one or more addresses. The operation code is a symbol (e.g., A for add) that tells the control unit what operation is to be performed. The addresses refer to the specific cells in memory whose contents will be involved in the operation. As an example, for a hypothetical computer the instruction

\[ A 470 \quad 500 \]

means the computer should add the number found in memory cell 470 to the number found in memory cell 500, storing the result back in memory cell 500. Therefore, if the value 32.10 is originally stored in cell 470 and the value 63.00 is originally stored in cell 500, the sum, 95.10, will be stored in cell 500 after the instruction is executed. Continuing our example, assume that the next instruction in the sequence is

\[ M 500 \quad 200 \]

This instruction means move (M) the contents of memory cell 500 to memory cell 200. Thus, 95.10 will be placed in cell 200, erasing whatever was there before. (Because of nondestructive read-out, 95.10 will still be stored in cell 500.) The third instruction in our sequence is

\[ P 200 \]

which means print (P) the contents of memory cell 200 on the printer, and 95.10 will be printed.

¹ Sun Microsystems was acquired by Oracle in 2010.
Our very short example contains only three instructions and obviously represents only a small portion of a program, but these few instructions should provide the flavor of machine language programming. A complete program would consist of hundreds or thousands of instructions, all expressed in the machine language of the particular computer being used. The person preparing the program (called a programmer) has to know each operation code and has to remember what data he or she has stored in every memory cell. Obviously, machine language programming is very difficult and time consuming. (As we will learn later in this chapter, programs can be written in languages that are easier for us to use and then automatically translated into machine language, so almost no one programs in machine language today.)

Once the entire machine language program has been prepared, it must be entered into the computer, using one of the input methods already described, and stored in the computer’s memory. This step of entering the program in memory is called loading the program. The control unit then is told (somehow) where to find the first instruction in the program. The control unit fetches this first instruction and places it in special storage cells called registers within the control unit. Using built-in circuitry, the control unit interprets the instruction (recognizes what is to be done) and causes it to be executed (carried out) by the appropriate components of the computer. For example, the control unit would interpret the add instruction shown previously, cause the contents of memory cells 470 and 500 to be sent to the arithmetic/logical unit, cause the arithmetic/logical unit to add these two numbers, and then cause the answer to be sent back to memory cell 500.

After the first instruction has been completed, the control unit fetches the second instruction from memory. The control unit then interprets this second instruction and executes it. The control unit then fetches and executes the third instruction. The control unit proceeds with this fetch–execute cycle until the program has been completed. Usually the instruction that is fetched is the next sequential one, but machine languages incorporate one or more branching instructions that, when executed, cause the control unit to jump to a nonsequential instruction for the next fetch. The important point is that the control unit is fetching and executing at electronic speed; it is doing exactly what the programmer told it to do, but at its own rate of speed.

One of the primary measures of the power of any computer model is the number of instructions that it can execute in a given period of time. In the 1980s the most commonly used speed rating was MIPS, or millions of instructions per second executed by the control unit. However, it may take several instructions on one computer model to accomplish what one instruction can do on another computer model. Thus, the use of MIPS ratings has largely gone out of favor because of the “apples and oranges” nature of the comparisons of MIPS ratings across classes of computers.

Another speed rating used is MegaFLOPS or MFLOPS—millions of floating point operations per second. These ratings are derived by running a particular set of programs in a particular language on the machines being investigated. The ratings are therefore more meaningful than a simple MIPS rating, but they still reflect only a single problem area. One publicly available (and regularly updated) set of MFLOPS ratings is the LINPACK ratings, in which the problem area considered is the solution of dense systems of linear equations using the LINPACK software in a FORTRAN environment (Dongarra, 2009). Later in this chapter, Table 2.1 includes rough estimates of the range of MFLOPS ratings for various types of computer systems.

Published speed ratings can be useful as a very rough guide, but the only way to get a handle on how various machines would handle your computer workload is benchmarking. Benchmarking is quite difficult to do, but the idea is to collect a representative set of real jobs that you regularly run on your computer, and then for comparison actually run this set of jobs on various machines. The computer vendors involved will usually cooperate because they want to sell you a machine. To make benchmarking easier, software vendors have created ready-to-use computer benchmark packages, using everyday programs, which will measure the performance of various computers. For example, PC World magazine has created WorldBench 6, which is designed to test microcomputers running the Windows 7 operating system. WorldBench 6 includes eight applications, such as Adobe Photoshop, Microsoft Office, and Roxio VideoWave Movie Creator. You can do your own benchmarking by buying a license to use WorldBench 6 on a single computer at a time for $249 (Murphy, 2009; PC World Labs, 2009a, 2009b).

Again, processing speeds vary across machines, but all computers use the stored-program concept. On all computers, a machine language program is loaded in memory and executed by the control unit. There is a great deal more to the story of how we get the machine language program, but suffice it to say at this point that we let the computer do most of the work in creating the machine language program. Neither you nor programmers working for your organization will write in machine language; any programs will be written in a language much easier and more natural for humans to understand.
Types of Computer Systems

We have covered the underlying structure of computers—the six building blocks which make up all computers—and the all-important stored-program concept. Now we want to look at the differences among computers by exploring the different types of computer systems available today. In our discussion, we will indicate the primary uses of each type of system as well as the major vendors. Our discussion must begin with a significant caveat: Although there is some agreement on the terms we will be using, there is no such agreement on the parameters defining each category or on the computer models that belong in each type.

Generally speaking, the boundaries between the categories are defined by a combination of cost, computing power, and purpose for which a machine is built—but the purpose is the dominant criterion. Listed in order of generally increasing cost and power, the categories we will use are microcomputers, midrange systems, mainframes, and supercomputers (see Table 2.1). You will note that the ranges of cost and power in Table 2.1 are often overlapping, which reflects the differences in purpose for which the machines have been designed. Remember also that MFLOPS (millions of floating point operations per second) is only a very rough comparative measure of power.

Please note that the category boundaries in the Table 2.1 are extremely fuzzy. The boundary between microcomputers and midrange systems has been arbitrarily set at $4,000, but the technology employed is quite similar on both sides of this boundary (at least in terms of PCs and the workstations subcategory of midrange systems). On the other hand, the type of work done on these classes of machines is quite different, as indicated in the table, so we have chosen to separate them. As we discuss midrange systems, we will find that this category grew from two distinct roots, but these subcategories now overlap so much in cost, power, and applications that we have chosen to combine them in a single category that stretches all the way from microcomputers to the much larger mainframes and supercomputers. Moreover, some midrange systems use similar technology to supercomputers—the primary difference might be the number of parallel processors. Low-end mainframes have significantly less power than high-end midrange systems but have been designed for the widest possible range of applications. Some sources use the term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>MFLOPS</th>
<th>Primary Uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microcomputers</td>
<td>$200–$4,000</td>
<td>500–5,000</td>
<td>Personal computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Client in client/server applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Web client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Small business processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midrange systems</td>
<td>$4,000–$1,000,000</td>
<td>2,500–250,000</td>
<td>Departmental computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Specific applications (office automation, CADb, other graphics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Midsized business general processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Server in client/server applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Web server, file server, local area network server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainframes</td>
<td>$500,000–$20,000,000</td>
<td>2,500–1,000,000</td>
<td>Large business general processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Server in client/server applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large Web server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Widest range of applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supercomputers</td>
<td>$1,000,000–$100,000,000</td>
<td>250,000–3,000,000,000</td>
<td>Numerically intensive scientific calculations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very large Web server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aClient/server applications involve dividing the processing between a larger computer operating as a server and a smaller machine operating as a client; this idea is explored in depth in Chapter 5.

*bCAD is an abbreviation for computer-aided design, to be discussed in Chapter 5.*
servers instead of midrange systems, but we disagree with this label because a wide variety of machines including microcomputers, midrange systems, mainframes, and supercomputers can and do perform in a server capacity.

Microcomputers

Microcomputers, often called micros or personal computers or just PCs, cost from $200 to $4,000. They generally have less power than midrange systems, but the dividing line between these categories is faint. In general, microcomputers can be carried or moved by one person, and they usually have only a single keyboard and video display unit (which is why they are called personal computers). Desktop PCs are the most familiar, but PCs also come in laptop or notebook models in small briefcase-like packages weighing under 10 pounds and in newer, smaller handheld or palmtop models weighing in under a pound. Smartphones are handheld PC which also operate as cellular telephones (see the box “The Smallest PCs: Smartphones”). An intriguing variation of the notebook computer is the tablet PC, where the user writes on an electronic tablet (the video screen folded flat on top of the PC) with a digital pen (see Figure 2.5). Finally, the newest variation of a PC is the netbook, which is a stripped-down, smaller laptop priced in the $300–$500 range. Netbooks rarely have a CD/DVD reader/writer or other extra features; they are designed for use on the Internet and are being marketed both by computer vendors and by wireless phone carriers who want to sell the user a wireless data contract (Crockett and Kharif, 2009).

Let us be clear about the labels in this category. While PC is often used (in this book and elsewhere) as a synonym for microcomputer, in fact PC refers to the IBM Personal Computer or any one of the compatible machines built by other vendors such as Hewlett-Packard (HP) and Dell. For practical purposes, the PC label encompasses all microcomputers except those built by Apple. So in this section we will talk about PCs and we will talk about Apples.

By the second half of the 1980s, the most popular microcomputer for business use was the IBM Personal Computer, designed around microprocessor chips built by Intel and the PC-DOS operating system (a software package) created by Microsoft. At the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century, IBM-compatible machines—PCs—still dominate the business marketplace, but none of the new PCs are being manufactured by IBM. In 2005, IBM sold its entire PC business to Lenovo, a Chinese firm. IBM was not happy with its profit margin on the PC business, and simply chose to exit the market. With the sale, HP passed IBM as the world’s largest IT firm, dropping IBM to second place. At present, HP, Dell, and Acer (Taiwan)2 are battling for market leadership in the PC business, although they achieved their premiere positions by different routes. Dell developed as a direct-sale vendor, originally by mail and telephone and now predominantly via the World Wide Web, while HP moved to the top by acquiring Compaq Computer in 2002. Acer, already a major player, passed Dell for second place in 2009, in part because of its acquisitions of Gateway and Packard Bell (Gonsalves, 2009c). Other major players in the PC market include Toshiba (Japan), Fujitsu (Japan), and Sony.

---

2 From this point on through the end of the chapter, all firms mentioned are based in the United States unless otherwise noted.
Midrange systems constitute the broadest category of computer systems, stretching all the way from microcomputers to the much larger mainframes and supercomputers. Somewhat arbitrarily we have defined this type of computer system as costing from $4,000 (the top of the microcomputers category) to $1,000,000 (near the bottom of the mainframes category), with power ranging from 2,500 to 250,000 MFLOPS.

Today’s midrange systems have evolved from two earlier computer categories that have now disappeared—workstations and minicomputers. The term workstation, as used here, describes a powerful machine that is run by a microprocessor (just as a PC is run by a microprocessor), which may or may not be used by a single individual (whereas a PC is used by a single individual). Workstations are based on the microprocessor chip, but the chips tend to be more powerful than those used in microcomputers. Workstations are, in fact, grown-up, more powerful microcomputers. Workstations were originally deployed for specific applications demanding a great deal of computing power, high-resolution graphics, or both, but they more recently have been used as Web servers, in network management, and as servers in client/server applications. (Chapter 5 will discuss client/server systems.) Furthermore, because of their very strong price–performance characteristics compared to other types of computers, workstations made inroads into the domains of traditional midrange systems (such as departmental computing and mid sized business general processing) and mainframes (large business general processing). These inroads made by workstations into the midrange systems domain have been so significant that we have chosen to combine these categories for our discussion.

The development of the reduced instruction set computing (RISC) chip is largely responsible for the success of this class of machines, at least at its upper end. You will recall from our earlier discussion that some computers have a large instruction set (mainframes), while others have a considerably smaller instruction set (microcomputers). The designers of the RISC chips based their work on a reduced instruction set, not the complete instruction set used on mainframe chips. By working with a reduced instruction set, they were able to create a smaller, faster chip than had been possible previously. Variations of these RISC chips power most of the machines at the upper end of the midrange systems category today.

Let us turn to the second set of roots for the midrange systems category. Until the 1990s, these middle-of-the-road systems were called minicomputers. Originally, these machines were just like the larger mainframe machines, except that they were less powerful and less expensive. For a while the larger minicomputers were even called superminicomputers, which is a strange name, using both super and mini as prefixes. These traditional midrange systems were very important, serving as departmental computers, handling specific tasks such as
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The Smallest PCs: Smartphones

Smartphones are here to stay, with the Apple iPhone and various BlackBerry devices (from Research in Motion, a Canadian company) leading the way. Smartphones combine the functions performed by conventional handheld PC, or personal digital assistants (PDAs), with the ability to make phone calls. These devices permit the user to make phone calls, pick up and send e-mail, manage your calendar, keep your to-do list and address book up to date, take pictures, and be entertained with games, music, and video, as well as a wide variety of other functions—with new applications being created on a regular basis.

In the view of Business Week’s Stephen H. Wildstrom, the Apple iPhone and RIM’s BlackBerry are “the only true smartphones.” He thinks that asking, “which one is better?” is the wrong question; the right question is asking, “which one is right for you?” He argues that the BlackBerry Storm (see Figure 2.6), with its touch screen keyboard, is the hands-down winner for messaging tasks. On the other hand, if messaging on your smartphone is less important than Web browsing, social networking, games, and entertainment, then the iPhone wins. The iPhone is designed more for fun, while the BlackBerry is designed more for business, especially text and e-mail (Wildstrom, 2008a, 2008b, 2009).

In terms of market share, BlackBerry and iPhone dominate in the United States (in that order), with Nokia (Finland) leading the way in the worldwide market, followed by BlackBerry and iPhone (Chowdhry, 2009; Gartner, 2009). The BlackBerry devices use the RIM operating system, while the iPhone uses the iPhone OS. Other major players in the smartphone market include Palm, HTC (Taiwan), and Motorola; other operating systems in use include Google’s Android, Palm OS, and Microsoft’s Windows Mobile.

![FIGURE 2.6  Two Views of the BlackBerry Storm Smartphone (Courtesy of Research In Motion)](image)
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department up to enterprise-wide systems that have assumed many of the roles of mainframe computers.

It can be useful to divide today’s midrange systems into two categories. At the low-end come machines that are essentially high-powered PCs, typically built around Intel Xeon processors or AMD Opteron processors and often using Windows Server as the server operating system. It is also possible to run the UNIX or Linux operating system on these Intel- or AMD-based servers, but this is not as common. The major players in this market category are Hewlett-Packard, Dell, IBM, and Fujitsu (Japan).

At the high-end are machines that are powered either by RISC processors developed by the vendor (such as IBM or Sun Microsystems) or by top-of-the-line Intel or AMD microprocessors (such as the Intel Itanium). For the most part, these high-end machines run either the Linux operating system or some variation of the UNIX operating system. In this market subsegment, the leaders are IBM, Hewlett-Packard, and Sun Microsystems.

As an example, IBM’s entry in this UNIX/Linux market category is IBM Power Systems (formerly called System p, and before that RS/6000), employing IBM-developed RISC chips. Among the many models of the Power server are the Power 520 Express with up to 4 processors and the top-of-the-line Power 595 server with up to 64 processors. The Power 520 Express can have a memory capacity of up to 64 gigabytes (billion bytes), and the Power 595 can have a memory capacity of up to 4 terabytes (trillion bytes). The Power 520 Express has a starting price under $6,000, while the Power 595 can run into hundreds of thousands of dollars. IBM Power servers are powered by IBM’s POWER6 64-bit microprocessor chip, which was the world’s fastest processor chip when it was introduced in 2007. The POWER6 chip, which contains 790 million transistors, is a dual-core processor (two processors on one chip). We should note that the multiple processors on a Power server can operate as a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP), which means that all the processors are identical, with each processor operating independently of the others. Thus each processor can simultaneously be running a separate application. While the Power server primarily runs either Linux or IBM’s flavor of UNIX, it can also run the IBM i operating system. This is important because it will permit users of IBM’s System i machines (formerly the AS/400), which are being merged into Power Systems, to migrate all their applications to Power servers. Power Systems and its predecessor RS/6000 series and AS/400 series have been a tremendous success for IBM, with well over a million systems shipped to commercial and technical customers throughout the world (IBM Web site, 2007, 2008, and 2009b; Niccolai, 2009).

3 Operating systems are considered later in this chapter. UNIX and Linux are both “open” operating systems that are used on many midrange systems, supercomputers, and now mainframes.

4 This means that the processor chip is capable of handling 64 bits of data at a time, whereas many microprocessor chips handle only 32 bits of data at a time.
Mainframe Computers

Mainframes are the heart of the computing systems for many, perhaps most, major corporations and government agencies. The early history of computing is the story of the various generations of mainframe computers. The range of mainframe power and cost is wide, with MFLOPS varying from 2,500 to 1,000,000 and cost from $500,000 to $20,000,000. The strength of mainframes is the versatility of the applications they can handle: online and batch processing, standard business applications, engineering and scientific applications, network control, systems development, Web serving, and more. Mainframes also operate as very large servers in a client/server environment. Because of the continuing importance of mainframes in corporate computing, a wide variety of applications and systems software has been developed for these machines.

Historically, competition was fierce in the mainframe arena because of its central role in computing. The dominant vendor has been IBM since the late 1950s. The current generation of IBM mainframes is the System z family (formerly the zSeries, and before that the System/390). The newest models are the System z10 machines (see Figure 2.7), introduced in 2008, and they vary from a single-processor model to a 64-processor model. All these machines are built around the IBM multichip module (MCM) and quad-core processor chips (four processors on one chip). The System z10 is a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) machine, so each processor can be handling a different application. The high-end (Enterprise Class) machines are built using a modular multibook design that supports one to four books per machine. Each book contains an MCM, which hosts the processor chips (up to five processor chips per book), storage control chips, and high-speed interfaces for input/output.

The top-of-the-line, 64-processor System z10 Enterprise Class employs 4 such MCMs and can have up to 1,520 gigabytes (million bytes) of main memory. Even more impressive, the System z10 Enterprise Class provides a 50 to 100 percent performance improvement over its predecessor. IBM argues that the z10 is the equivalent of nearly 1,500 Intel- or AMD-based servers and that it can support hundreds of millions of users. In addition to more speed and capacity, the System z10 incorporates stronger security features than other computers, higher availability, and greater management control over the use of IT resources. Furthermore, multiple systems can be combined in a Parallel Sysplex, a multisystem environment that acts like a single system. Through a combination of hardware and software, especially the z/OS operating system, a System z10 Parallel Sysplex can incorporate up to 32 individual machines, each of which can have up to 64 processors (Gonsalves, 2008; IBM Web site, 2010b). IBM has maintained its preeminent position in the mainframe arena through solid technical products, excellent and extensive software, extremely reliable machines, and unmatched service (Hamm, 2009b).

Direct competition in the mainframe arena is less fierce than it used to be. Two vendors, Amdahl and Hitachi (Japan), dropped out of the mainframe market in 2000. Amdahl was purchased by Fujitsu (Japan), and Hitachi bowed out of the mainframe market to concentrate on other market segments. Amdahl and Hitachi are particularly interesting cases because they succeeded for many years by building machines that were virtually identical to IBM’s, often with slightly newer technology, and then by selling them for a lower price. The only remaining major players in the mainframe market (in addition to IBM) are Fujitsu and Unisys. Unisys was formed years ago as the merger of Burroughs and Sperry (Sperry built the very first production-line computer), so Unisys has been in the mainframe business a long time. However, there is plenty of indirect competition in the mainframe arena, as vendors like Hewlett-Packard and Sun Microsystems try to get customers to migrate their mainframe systems to high-end servers.
The demand for mainframe computers goes up and down over time, varying with the price–performance ratios of mainframes versus servers, with the introduction cycle of new machines, and with the health of the economy. Some commentators keep suggesting that the mainframe will disappear, but that doesn’t appear to be happening. In recent years, IBM and other vendors have introduced new technology, added Linux options to proprietary operating systems, and slashed prices drastically. The addition of Linux capability has been particularly important in the twenty-first century resurgence of the mainframe, with many companies finding out that it is more economical to run multiple virtual servers on a single mainframe than to run a large number of Intel- or AMD-based servers. In one example, an IBM customer redeployed 800 servers onto 26 of the 64 processors of a single z10 mainframe, leading to a “tremendous saving in software licensing costs, power, cooling, and space” (Adhikari, 2008). The role of the mainframe will continue to evolve as we move further into the twenty-first century, with more emphasis on its roles as keeper of the corporate data warehouse, server in sophisticated client/server applications, consolidator of smaller servers, powerful Web server, and controller of worldwide corporate networks.

Supercomputers

Supercomputers are the true “number-crunchers,” with MFLOPS ratings in excess of 250,000 and price tags from $1 million to $100 million or more. The high-end supercomputers are specifically designed to handle numerically intensive problems, most of which are generated by research scientists, such as chemists, physicists, and meteorologists. Thus, most of the high-end supercomputers are located in government research laboratories or on major university campuses (even in the latter case, most of the machines are largely supported by grants from the National Science Foundation or other government agencies). Midrange supercomputers, however, have found a variety of uses in large business firms, most frequently for research and development efforts, Web serving on a massive scale, data mining, and consolidating a number of smaller servers.

Until the mid-1990s, the acknowledged leader in the high-end supercomputer arena was Cray Inc. However, IBM mounted a concerted effort in supercomputers in the 1990s and 2000s, and IBM now clearly holds the top spot in terms of numbers of large supercomputers—but Cray Inc. has reclaimed the overall top spot (see the box “World’s Fastest Supercomputer: Jaguar”). In the November 2009 listing of the world’s top 500 supercomputers, the top 100 machines were distributed as follows: IBM 33, Cray Inc.14, Silicon Graphics International (SGI) 12, Hewlett-Packard and Sun Microsystems 8 each, and 10 other vendors with 4 machines or less, plus 3 other machines that were built by a combination of vendors (two of these including IBM) (Top 500, 2009). These large computers use one or more of three high-performance computer architectures, all of which involve a large number of processors: parallel vector processing, massively parallel processing, and symmetric multiprocessing.

As an example of a machine which uses both massively parallel processing and symmetric multiprocessing, the IBM Blue Gene/P computer named JUGENE, located at the German research center Forschungszentrum Juelich, incorporates 73,728 compute nodes, each of which contains 4 symmetric multiprocessors, for a total of 294,912 processors—which makes JUGENE the fastest computer in Europe. This configuration has 144 terabytes of main memory and operates at speeds up to 1 petaflop (quadrillion floating point operations per second) (IBM, 2009a).

In addition to the vendors mentioned earlier, a trio of Japanese firms—NEC, Hitachi, and Fujitsu—are also important vendors of midrange supercomputers. An interesting development in the supercomputer arena occurred in 1996 when Silicon Graphics, Inc., acquired Cray Research, thus becoming (for a time) the world’s leading high-performance computing company. Cray Research continued to operate as a separate unit, focusing on large-scale supercomputers. Then in 2000, Tera Computer Company purchased Cray Research from Silicon Graphics, Inc., with the combined company renamed Cray Inc. In 2009, when SGI was about to file for bankruptcy (for a second time, it was purchased by Rackable Systems, which promptly renamed itself Silicon Graphics International (to be able to keep the SGI label). In the supercomputer arena as in other areas, sometimes it is hard to keep up with the players!

Key Types of Software

We have completed our overview of computer hardware, ending with a discussion of the types of computers in use today—from PCs and smartphones through supercomputers. Now we turn to software, the programs that control the operations of computer systems. We began our consideration of software when we introduced machine language programming in “The Stored-Program Concept” section earlier in this chapter. All computers use the stored-program concept; on all computers, a machine language program is loaded in memory and executed by

5 A parallel processor is a multiprocessor configuration (multiple processors installed as part of the same computer system) designed to give a separate piece of the same program to each of the processors so that work can proceed in parallel on the separate pieces. A massively parallel processor has a very large number of parallel processors, often over 1,000.
World’s Fastest Supercomputer: Jaguar

The competition is intense to build and operate the world’s fastest supercomputer, and—for the present—that machine is the Cray XT5 high-performance computing system known as Jaguar, deployed by the U.S. Department of Energy at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee. Jaguar incorporates 37,376 six-core AMD Istanbul processors and has achieved a speed of 1.75 petaflops (quadrillion floating point operations per second) on the LINPACK benchmark program. Jaguar took over the top spot from the IBM Roadrunner system, located at Los Alamos National Laboratory, which was the first computer to crack the petaflop barrier.

The U.S. Department of Energy owns both Jaguar and Roadrunner, but the two giant supercomputers have vastly different purposes. Jaguar is an “open-science” tool for peer-reviewed research on a wide range of subjects, while Roadrunner is devoted to the complex and classified evaluation of U.S. nuclear weapons. Thus far, simulations on Jaguar have largely focused on energy technologies and climate change resulting from global energy use. Scientists have explored such topics as the causes and impacts of climate change, coal gasification processes to help industry design very low emission plants, and the enzymatic breakdown of cellulose to improve biofuel production. “The early petascale results indicate that Jaguar will continue to accelerate the Department of Energy’s mission of breakthrough science,” said Jeff Nichols, Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Associate Laboratory Director for Computing and Computational Sciences.

[Based on Gonsalves, 2009b; Mansfield, 2009; and Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2009]

the control unit. Programmers today, however, do not write their programs in machine language; they write programs in a variety of other languages that are much easier for humans to use—languages such as COBOL or C++ or Java—and then these programs are translated by the computer into machine language. We will return to these various programming languages shortly, but first let’s categorize the various types of computer software (including programming languages) that have been created and gain an understanding of how they work together.

To begin our look at the key elements of computer software, let us step back from the details and view the big picture. It is useful to divide software into two major categories:

1. Applications software
2. Support software

Applications software includes all programs written to accomplish particular tasks for computer users. Applications programs would include a payroll computation program, an inventory record-keeping program, a word-processing product, a spreadsheet product, a program to allocate advertising expenditures, and a program producing a summarized report for top management. Each of these programs produces output that users need. Instead, support software provides a computing environment in which it is relatively easy and efficient for humans to work; it enables applications programs written in a variety of languages to be carried out; and it ensures that the computer hardware and software resources are used efficiently. Support software is usually obtained from computer vendors and from software development companies.

The relationship between applications software and support software might be more readily understood by considering the software iceberg depicted in Figure 2.8. The iceberg’s above-water portion is analogous to applications software; both are highly visible. Applications software directly produces results that you as a manager require to perform your job. However, just as the iceberg’s underwater portion keeps the top of the iceberg above water, the support software is absolutely essential for the applications software to produce the desired results. (Please note that the iceberg analogy is not an accurate representation of the numbers of applications and support programs; there are usually many more applications programs than support programs.) Your concern as a manager will be primarily with the applications software—the programs that are directly relevant to your job—but you need to understand the functions of the primary types of support software to appreciate how the complete hardware/software system works.
APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

Applications software includes all programs written to accomplish particular tasks for computer users. Portfolio management programs, general ledger accounting programs, sales forecasting programs, material requirements planning (MRP) programs, and desktop publishing products are all examples of applications software. Each of you will be using applications software as part of your job, and many of you will be involved in developing or obtaining applications software to meet your organization’s needs.

Because applications software is so diverse, it is difficult to divide these programs into a few neat categories as we have done with support software in Figure 2.8. Instead, we will begin with a brief look at the sources of applications software, and then we will give an example of an accounting software package to illustrate the types of commercial products that are available for purchase. Finally, we will look at personal productivity products for handling many common applications (e.g., word processing, spreadsheets).

Where do we obtain software? Support software is almost always purchased from a hardware vendor or a software company. Applications software, however, is sometimes developed within the organization and sometimes purchased from an outside source. Standard applications products, such as word processing, database management systems (DBMSs), electronic mail, and spreadsheets, are always purchased. Applications that are unique to the organization—a one-of-a-kind production control system, a proprietary foreign exchange trading program, and a decision support system for adoption or rejection of a new product—are almost always developed within the organization (or by a consulting firm or software company under contract to the organization). The vast middle ground of applications that are quite similar from one organization to the next, but which might have some features peculiar to the particular organization, might be either purchased or developed.

These middle-ground applications include accounts payable, accounts receivable, general ledger, inventory control, sales analysis, and personnel reporting. Here, the organization must decide whether its requirements are truly unique. What are the costs and benefits of developing in-house versus purchasing a commercial product? This make-or-buy decision for applications software is an important one for almost every organization, and this topic will be addressed further in Chapter 10. Let us note at this point that the rising costs of software development tend to be pushing the balance toward more purchased software and less in-house development.

In an interesting development over the past two decades, much of the internal software development—
particularly for smaller, personal, and departmental systems—is now done by users such as you who are not in the formally constituted IS organization. This has occurred because companies have hired more knowledgeable, more computer-oriented employees who have taken advantage of powerful, affordable desktop computers and relatively easy-to-use software tools that made it possible for interested, but not expert, users to carry out significant software development. These tools include the fourth generation languages and the query languages associated with database management systems, both of which will be discussed later in this chapter. This trend toward user application development will continue, in our view, with many of you becoming involved in software development early in your careers.

Of course, not all internal software development is done—or should be done—by users. The IS organizations (or consulting companies or software vendors) continue to develop and maintain the large, complex applications as well as applications that apply to multiple areas within the organization. The IS organizations employ the same tools used by end users, but they also have other tools at their disposal. Chapters 8 to 10 explore the various ways in which applications systems are developed or procured.

An Example of an Application Product

To continue our look at applications software, we will consider one commercial software product to handle the accounting functions of a smaller business. There are, of course, many other accounting products available for purchase, as well as commercial products in a wide variety of other categories.

Our example product is Peachtree by Sage Premium Accounting 2010 (Sage is based in the United Kingdom), with a retail price of $500 for a single-user version. This product has all the features that a small to midsized business would need, including general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable, inventory, payroll, time and billing, job costing, fixed asset accounting, and analysis and reporting tools. The Peachtree “Business Status Center” page, illustrated in Figure 2.9, provides a concise, integrated way for the business to review key financial information. The “Business Status Center” page displays up-to-date information on such categories as vendors to pay, top customers for the last 12 months, year-to-date revenue, and account balances. Other features built into Peachtree Premium Accounting include the ability to create and track sales orders and back orders, maintain an audit trail, track inventory items by detailed attributes, create departmentalized
financial statements, and customize forms, reports, and screens. With the Comparative Budget Spreadsheet Creator, the user can create several different versions of budgets to better manage the business. New features in Peachtree Premium Accounting 2010 include a Customer Management Center to keep all customer details in one place, Transaction History to view all the information related to a transaction, and Business Analytics to enable small businesses to benchmark their own performance compared with other firms (Peachtree by Sage Web site, 2010a). All these features and a reasonable price make Peachtree by Sage Premium Accounting a good choice for a smaller business.

**Personal Productivity Software**

From your personal standpoint as a manager, the category of applications software that we have chosen to call personal productivity software is probably the most important of all. These are the applications that you and your fellow managers will use on a regular basis: word processing, spreadsheets, presentation graphics, electronic mail, desktop publishing, microcomputer-based database management systems, Web browsers, statistical products, and other similar easy-to-use and extremely useful products. These products are microcomputer based, and they have been developed with a friendly, comfortable graphical user interface (GUI).

Exciting things continue to happen in the personal productivity software area. The true beginning of this area came in 1979 with the introduction of VisiCalc, the first electronic spreadsheet. With VisiCalc, microcomputers became a valuable business tool, not just a toy or a hobby. The financial success of VisiCalc convinced many enterprising developers that there was money to be made in developing software products that individuals and companies would buy and use. Within a few years, a deluge of products appeared that has not stopped flowing. The results have been truly marvelous for the businessperson with a willingness to experiment and a desire to become more productive. Most of the microcomputer products are quite reasonably priced (often a few hundred dollars), because the successful products can expect to reap large rewards on their volume of sales. Furthermore, a number of excellent publications have developed (such as *PC Magazine* and *PC World*), which carefully review the new products to assist us in choosing the right ones. Hardly a month goes by without the announcement of an exciting new product that might become the new VisiCalc, WordPerfect, or Microsoft Excel.

**WORD PROCESSING**

Word processing might be the most ubiquitous of the personal productivity software products. While secretaries were usually the first word-processing users in an organization, today managers and professional workers alike create their own documents at a microcomputer keyboard. The first popular word-processing product was WordStar, which was in turn supplanted by WordPerfect in the 1980s and then by Microsoft Word in the 1990s.

Today, Microsoft Word dominates the word-processing market, with a market share over 90 percent. Among its many features, Microsoft Word underlines words that might be misspelled so that you can correct them as you
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**Do Your Accounting on the Web!**

Accounting for small businesses can now be done on the World Wide Web! Several companies, including Sage Software (which includes the Peachtree line of accounting software), make accounting software accessible via the Web so that the bookkeeper, small business owner, or other designated employee can enter accounting data, check inventory levels or financial information, and create reports from anywhere at anytime. Sage Software calls its online accounting service ePeachtree, and the fees are quite reasonable. The ePeachtree basic accounting service—which includes general ledger, sales and receivables, purchasing and payables, inventory, job and project tracking, and sales tax tracking—is $150 per year for a single user (plus a single outside accountant at no additional fee), with an add-on fee of $102 per year for each additional user. ePeachtree, which incorporates strong security measures, also has available a payroll service add-on for an additional $96 per year. From a small business standpoint, a big plus for using ePeachtree or a similar service is that the firm never again has to spend the money or take the time to upgrade its accounting software—the vendor automatically handles all upgrades. The only software the business needs is a Web browser!

[Based on Peachtree by Sage Web site, 2010b]
type; lets the user change fonts, margins, and columns easily; rewrites sentences to make them grammatically correct with the click of a mouse; and converts Web files directly to Word format so they are ready to use. Other excellent word-processing products include Corel WordPerfect (Canada) and Sun’s StarOffice Writer, which can be purchased, and some free options—OpenOffice’s Writer (a downloadable version of StarOffice Writer), IBM Lotus Symphony Documents (also downloadable), and Google Docs, which is Web based. In choosing a word processor, most of us tend to prefer whichever word processor we worked with first. Increasingly, though, organizations have settled on a standard office suite (more on this later), and thus we use the word processor included in that standard suite, usually Microsoft Word.

SPREADSHEETS Second only to word processing in popularity are electronic spreadsheet products, the most widely used of which is Microsoft Excel. Other commercial spreadsheet products include Corel Quattro Pro and Sun’s StarOffice Calc; among free spreadsheet products are OpenOffice’s Calc, IBM Lotus Symphony Spreadsheets, and Google Docs. After the early success of VisiCalc, Lotus 1-2-3 became the spreadsheet standard in the early 1980s and held that leadership position for over a decade until Excel took over the top spot.

The idea of the electronic spreadsheet is based on the accountant’s spreadsheet, which is a large sheet of paper divided into many columns and rows on which the accountant can organize and present financial data. The spreadsheet approach can be used for any application that can fit into the rows and columns framework, including budget summaries for several time periods, profit and loss statements for various divisions of a company, sales forecasts for the next 12 months, an instructor’s gradebook, and computation of various statistics for a basketball team.

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS After word processing and spreadsheets, the next most popular category of personal productivity software is microcomputer-based database management systems (DBMSs). The most widely used product is Microsoft Access; other popular products include FileMaker Pro, Alpha Software’s Alpha Five, and Corel Paradox. dBase was the desktop DBMS leader in the 1980s but has now disappeared. All these products are based on the relational data model, to be discussed later in this chapter. The basic ideas behind these products are the same as those for large machine DBMSs, but the desktop DBMSs are generally easier to use. With the aid of macros (the use of a macroinstruction name instead of the corresponding, oft-repeated string of commands) and other programming tools (such as Visual Basic for Applications in the case of Access), rather sophisticated applications can be built based on these DBMS products.

PRESENTATION GRAPHICS Presentation graphics is yet another important category of personal productivity software. Most spreadsheet products incorporate significant graphics capabilities, but the specialized presentation graphics products have even greater capabilities. Used for creating largely textual presentations, but with embedded clip art, photographs, graphs, and other media, the leader in this field is Microsoft PowerPoint, followed by Corel Presentations and Sun’s StarOffice Impress. Free presentation graphics packages include IBM Lotus Symphony Presentations, OpenOffice Impress, and Google Docs. For more complex business graphics, the leading products are Microsoft Visio, Adobe Illustrator, and CorelDRAW Graphics.

ELECTRONIC MAIL AND GROUPWARE We will defer a full discussion of electronic mail (e-mail) and groupware until Chapter 5, but these clearly qualify as personal productivity software. Electronic mail has become the preferred way of communicating for managers in most businesses today. It is asynchronous (no telephone tag) and unobtrusive, easy to use and precise. Groupware incorporates electronic mail, but also much more. Groupware has the goal of helping a group become more productive and includes innovative ways of data sharing.

OFFICE SUITES There are still other important categories of personal productivity software to consider, but let’s pause at this point to introduce the critical idea of office suites, which combine certain personal productivity software applications—usually all or most of those categories we have already considered—into integrated suites of applications for use in the office. Following up on the popularity of the Microsoft Windows operating system, Microsoft had first-mover advantage when it introduced the Microsoft Office suite in 1990, and it has parlayed that advantage into the dominant entry in the marketplace.

Two other commercial office suites are worth mentioning—Corel WordPerfect Office, built around WordPerfect, Quattro Pro, Presentations, and Paradox; and Sun StarOffice, including Writer, Calc, Impress, Base (database), and Draw (graphics). There are also several free suites available: OpenOffice, with Writer, Calc, Impress, Base, and Draw; IBM Lotus Symphony, with Documents, Spreadsheets, and Presentations; and Google Docs, with integrated word processing, spreadsheets, and presentations delivered over the Internet. The other players in the office suite arena have had difficulty keeping up with Microsoft. Microsoft was the first mover, controls the
Let’s take a closer look at the market leader, Microsoft Office. There are three primary packaged editions of Microsoft Office 2010 as well as a new, free variation called Office Web Apps—which includes online versions of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote (digital notebook). In the home and student edition, Microsoft Office 2010 includes Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote. The home and business edition adds Outlook (e-mail, contacts, and scheduling). Then the professional edition adds Access and Publisher (desktop publishing). The suggested retail price is $150 for the home and student edition, $280 for the home and business edition, and $500 for the professional edition. The office suite is an idea that is here to stay because of the ability to move data among the various products as needed.

**WORLD WIDE WEB BROWSERS** A very important type of personal productivity software is the Web browser used by an individual to access information on the World Wide Web. The Web browser is the software that runs on the user’s microcomputer, enabling the user to look around, or “browse,” the Internet. Of course, the user’s machine must be linked to the Internet via an Internet service provider (ISP) or a connection to a local area network (LAN) which is in turn connected to the Internet. The Web browser uses a hypertext-based approach to navigate the Internet. Hypertext is a creative way of linking objects (e.g., text, pictures, sound clips, and video clips) to each other. For example, when you are reading a document describing the Grand Canyon, you might click on The View from Yavapai Point to display a full-screen photograph of that view, or click on The Grand Canyon Suite to hear a few bars from that musical composition.

The most popular Web browser as we move into the decade of the 2010s is—no surprise—Microsoft’s Internet Explorer. The Netscape browser had first-mover advantage and was the most popular browser until the latter 1990s, but has now disappeared. There are, however, several other browsers in use, including the open source Firefox browser from the Mozilla Foundation (more on open source in the “Sources of Operating Systems” section later in this chapter), Apple Computer’s Safari browser, the Google Chrome browser, and the Opera browser (which is more popular in Europe; Opera Software is based in Norway). Meaningful browser statistics are hard to come by, but one source reports that Firefox has 46 percent of the browser market, compared to 37 percent for Internet Explorer (W3Schools Web site, 2010a). Because of the audience of this survey, these results likely understate Internet Explorer usage and overstate Firefox usage; more reasonable estimates are around 70 percent for Internet Explorer and 20 percent for Firefox. Many commentators prefer Firefox to Internet Explorer; for example, *PC Magazine*’s Michael Muchmore summarizes his review of all five browsers by saying “Firefox 3.5’s speed, customizability, and support for new standards secure its spot as our Editors’ Choice Web browser. If you only care about speed and not convenience, check out Google Chrome. But for the best of both worlds, stick with Firefox: Its new private mode, improved speed, thrifty memory use, and leading customizability keep it on top” (Muchmore, 2009). From the standpoint of the user, the interesting thing about the browser battle is that all the products are free—the price is unbeatable!

Web browsers are based on the idea of pull technology. The browser must request a Web page before it is sent to the desktop. Another example of pull technology is the RSS reader software (also called an aggregator) built into today’s browsers and some e-mail programs. Such readers reduce the time and effort needed to regularly check Web sites for updates. Once a user has subscribed to an RSS feed from a particular site, the RSS reader checks for new content at user-determined intervals and retrieves syndicated Web content such as Weblogs, podcasts, and mainstream mass media reports.

**Push technology** is also important. In push technology, data are sent to the client (usually a PC) without the client requesting it. E-mail is the oldest and most widely used push technology—and certainly e-mail spam is the most obnoxious form of push technology. It is commonplace for technology vendors (such as Microsoft) and corporations to distribute software patches and new versions of software via push technology, often on an overnight basis. Similarly, many organizations have pushed sales updates and product news to their sales representatives and field service technicians around the world.

**OTHER PERSONAL PRODUCTIVITY PRODUCTS** *Desktop publishing* gives the user the ability to design and print an in-house newspaper or magazine, a sales brochure, an annual report, and many other things. Among the more popular desktop publishing products are Adobe InDesign, Microsoft Office Publisher, Serif PagePlus (United Kingdom), and QuarkXPress. Two important *security products* are Norton Internet Security (from Symantec) and ZoneAlarm Extreme Security (from Check Point Software, Israel). We will consider computer security in
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6RSS refers to several standards, where the initials stand for Really Simple Syndication, Rich Site Summary, or RDF Site Summary.
JCL is used to tell the operating system the name of the detailed syntax. To run a payroll program, for example, the next, both in terms of the types of instructions and the language varies significantly from one operating system to the operating system being used. This job control is the particular machine, the user must provide instructions expressed in a label to start a program or retrieve a data file. For a larger program, the user finds and then clicks on an appropriate icon or item what he or she wants to have done? For a PC or a Mac, the user tracks resources of the computer system. There are several types of support software, as shown in Figure 2.8. We now want to take a systematic look at the various types of support software, beginning with the all-important operating system.

**SUPPORT SOFTWARE**

Support software has been designed to support applications software from behind the scenes rather than to directly produce output of value to the user. There are several types of support software, as shown in Figure 2.8. We now want to take a systematic look at the various types of support software, beginning with the all-important operating system.

**The Operating System**

The most important type of support software is the operating system, which originated in the mid-1960s and is now an integral part of every computer system. The operating system is a very complex program that controls the operation of the computer hardware and coordinates all the other software, so as to get as much work done as possible with the available resources. Users interact with the operating system, and the operating system in turn controls all hardware and software resources of the computer system.

How does the computer user tell the operating system what he or she wants to have done? For a PC or a Mac, the user finds and then clicks on an appropriate icon or label to start a program or retrieve a data file. For a larger machine, the user must provide instructions expressed in the particular job control language (JCL) that is understood by the operating system being used. This job control language varies significantly from one operating system to the next, both in terms of the types of instructions and the detailed syntax. To run a payroll program, for example, JCL is used to tell the operating system the name of the program to be run, the names of the data files that are needed, instructions for output of data, and the account number to be charged, among other things.

There are two overriding purposes for an operating system: to maximize the work done by the computer system (the throughput) and to ease the workload of computer users. In effect, the operation of the computer system has been automated through the use of this sophisticated program. The operating system is critical for all types of computers, although it is perhaps more critical for large computers where many programs may be running at the same time and many peripheral devices are involved. On large computers, for instance, the operating system—using priority rules specified by the computer center manager—decides when to initiate a particular job from among those waiting in the input queue. The operating system decides which job to print next, again based on priority rules. On large machines, the operating system also controls the inflow and outflow of communications with the various terminals and microcomputers in its network. On both large and small computers, the operating system stores and retrieves data files, keeping track of where everything is stored (a function sometimes shared with a database management system). Similarly, the operating system manages the software library, keeping track of both support and applications programs.

The advantage of letting the operating system perform all the previously mentioned tasks is that it can react at electronic speed to select a job to run, select the appropriate software from the library, and retrieve the appropriate data file. Thus, the powerful central processing unit (CPU) can be kept as busy as possible, and the throughput from the system can be maximized. Further, the operating system can create a computing environment—in terms of what computer users or operators see on their screens and what they need to do to tell the operating system what they want done—in which it is relatively easy to work.

**ADVANCED OPERATING SYSTEMS CONCEPTS**

Operating systems often incorporate two important concepts—multiprogramming and virtual memory—in order to increase the efficiency of the computer’s operations. On large computers, multiprogramming is often employed to switch among programs stored in memory in order to overlap input and output operations with processing time. In effect, this allows the computer to carry out several programs at the same time. On microcomputers, the term
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7 For a more complete description of the advanced operating systems concepts introduced in this section, see the Companion Web site for this book at www.pearsonhighered.com/brown and look for the “Advanced Operating Systems Concepts” link.
**Multitasking** is used to describe essentially the same function as multiprogramming on larger machines. **Multithreading** (thread is short for thread of execution) is almost the same as multitasking except that the multiple threads are different parts of the *same* program that are being executed near simultaneously, with the operating system controlling the switching back and forth among threads of the single program. All three terms—**multiprogramming**, **multitasking**, and **multithreading**—refer to the efforts of the operating system to maximize the work done by the CPU.

Whereas multiprogramming or multitasking is primarily concerned with the management of CPU time, **virtual memory** is concerned with the management of main memory. Virtual memory makes it appear to the user that an unlimited amount of main memory is available, meaning that individual programs can be much larger than the actual number of memory cells. The trick is the creative use of direct access storage devices (DASDs), with the operating system switching portions of programs (called pages) between main memory and DASDs. The virtual memory concept recognizes that only one segment of a large program is being executed at a time, while the bulk of the program is inactive. Therefore, with virtual memory, only a few pages of the program are kept in main memory, with the rest relegated to a DASD. When we combine the concepts of multiprogramming (switching among pages of programs already in memory) with virtual memory (requiring frequent page switches from DASDs to memory), we begin to realize the incredible complexity of tasks carried out by the operating system.

Finally, **multiprocessing** refers to the processing, or work, that takes place when two or more CPUs are installed as part of the same computer system. Each CPU works on its own job or set of jobs (often using multiprogramming), with all the CPUs under control of a single operating system that keeps track of what the various CPUs are doing. This is complexity piled on complexity! It is easy to see that today’s computer systems would be of much less use to us without the powerful operating systems that exist and are continually being upgraded.

**Sources of Operating Systems** For the most part, operating systems are obtained from the manufacturer of the hardware, although some other company might have written the operating system. For example, when you buy a new microcomputer from Dell or Hewlett-Packard, it likely comes equipped with Windows 7, an operating system from Microsoft. Many of the popular operating systems are proprietary systems that were written expressly for a particular computer system. Examples are PC-DOS and MS-DOS, which are the same operating system written by Microsoft for IBM microcomputers and IBM compatibles, respectively; Windows Vista and Windows 7, which are newer systems written by Microsoft for PCs; and z/OS and z/VM, which are two alternative mainframe operating systems offered by IBM.

In contrast to these proprietary systems, the UNIX operating system and the increasingly popular Linux operating system are open systems. UNIX and Linux are not tied to a particular computer system or hardware manufacturer. UNIX was originally developed by Bell Laboratories, with subsequent versions created by the University of California at Berkeley and a variety of hardware manufacturers. For example, Sun Microsystems and IBM have developed their own versions of UNIX—Solaris for Sun and AIX for IBM. UNIX is powerful and flexible, and it is portable in that it will run on virtually any computer.

Linux is a cut-down version of UNIX originally written by a young Finnish programmer, Linus Torvalds, in 1991. Torvalds made his new operating system compact and flexible, and he decided to share Linux freely. The only stipulation to the free use of Linux is that if a programmer makes modifications or extensions to Linux, he or she agrees to share them with the rest of the worldwide Linux community. Torvalds then has the final say on everything that goes into Linux. Although a knowledgeable computer programmer can download Linux for free and get it operating on his or her machine, most users (including corporations) need a bit more help and buy a Linux “distribution” from a vendor such as Red Hat and Novell (with its SUSE distribution). This distribution includes the free Linux system plus additional software, documentation, and a way of installing the software. Linux received a significant boost when many of the major players in the IT field, including IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Intel, and Dell, agreed to use Linux. IBM, in fact, has made Linux the centerpiece of its IT strategy and now offers Linux on all of its varied computer platforms.

Many supercomputers and high-end midrange computers run only UNIX or Linux. Many computer professionals would like to see UNIX or Linux become the standard operating system for all computer systems. That appears unlikely to happen, but the use of Linux in particular will continue to spread, at least for servers and other larger machines. Some organizations have adopted a strategy of carrying out all new applications software development in a Linux environment, and gradually moving existing applications to Linux. Linux continues to
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8 UNIX and Linux are part of the larger open source software movement, which also includes the Firefox browser, the OpenOffice office suite, and the Apache Web server software.
move into the mainframe arena, where it is likely to coexist with vendor operating systems like z/OS in major corporate and government data processing centers.

A server operating system, also called a network operating system (NOS), is software running on a server that manages network resources and controls the operation of a network. To state this in another way, a server OS is an operating system that has been enhanced by adding networking features. For example, a server OS allows computers on a network to share resources such as disk drives and printers; it also handles the server-side of client/server applications (more on this in Chapter 5).

Major players in the server OS market include several variations of UNIX; several variations of Microsoft Windows Server, especially Windows Server 2008; and Linux. There has been a substantial trend away from UNIX and toward Linux in the past few years, with Windows Server also continuing to grow (but at a slower rate than Linux). The title of one article says it all: “The Windows-versus-Linux server face-off” (Krill, 2009). IT research and advisory firm Gartner, Inc., estimates that Windows Server sales will move from about $20 billion in 2008 to $22 billion in 2012, while Linux revenue will grow from $9 billion to $12 billion. However, these numbers are not comparable because Linux is often provided at no cost (Krill, 2009).

At the microcomputer level, Microsoft Windows is even more dominant, with nearly 90 percent of the market. The remainder is split between Linux (for PCs) with over 4 percent and Mac OS (for Apple’s Macintosh machines) with over 6 percent (W3Schools Web site, 2010b). Because most new PCs come preloaded with Windows 7, it is the de facto standard for microcomputers as of this writing.

In summary, all of the widely used operating systems in use today will continue to evolve over the next several years, with each becoming more complex and powerful. It appears likely that the movement toward Linux for larger machines will continue and that Windows will continue to dominate the microcomputer market—although Linux might make some inroads here. The server operating system market is where the major battle between Windows and Linux will continue.

One of the important notions in the IT area is that of an IT platform, which is defined as the set of hardware, software, communications, and standards an organization uses to build its information systems. Now we are in the position to point out that the operating system is usually the single most critical component of the platform. Thus, it is common to discuss a z/OS (mainframe) platform, a UNIX platform, a Windows 7 platform, or a Linux platform.

Language Translators

In “The Stored-Program Concept” section earlier in this chapter, we introduced machine language, which is specific to a particular computer model. Programs written in machine language do not have to be translated; they may be run directly on the computer model for which they were written. However, machine language programs are very tedious and demanding to write, so computer developers created languages easier for humans to use as well as the associated language translator programs to convert these easier-to-write programs to machine language. Once the translation process has been completed, the machine language program is loaded into memory and carried out by the control unit. For now, we want to concentrate on the language translator programs, our second type of support software.

The first easier-to-use languages developed were assembly languages that used the computer itself to perform many of the most tedious aspects of programming, such as remembering the specific memory cell locations where data are located. While easier than programming in machine language, assembly language programming still required the programmer to think like the computer in terms of the individual instructions. After the assembly language program is completed, the computer, under the control of a special stored program called an assembler, translates the assembly language program (also called the source program) into machine language (the object program) so that it can be loaded into memory and carried out by the control unit. The machine language for a particular computer is referred to as the first generation language (1 GL), and the assembly language that came along later is called the second generation language (2 GL). Assembly languages are still in use, but they have been largely supplanted by third and fourth generation languages (3 GLs and 4 GLs) and object-oriented programming (OOP) languages.

Third Generation Languages

The third and fourth generation languages represent a radical departure from the first two generations. Both machine language and assembly language programming require the programmer to think like the computer in terms of the individual instructions. With 3 GLs and 4 GLs, the programmer uses a language that is relatively easy for humans to learn and use but has no direct relationship to the machine language into which it must eventually be translated. Thus, the 3 GLs and 4 GLs are designed for humans, not computers! Typically, each 3 GL or 4 GL instruction will be translated into many machine language instructions (perhaps 10 machine language instructions per 3 GL instruction, or
Furthermore, although each type of computer has its unique 2 GL, the 3 GLs and 4 GLs are largely machine independent. Thus, a program written in a 3 GL or 4 GL can be run on many different types of computers, which is a significant advantage.

Third generation languages are also called **procedural languages**, because they express a step-by-step procedure devised by the programmer to accomplish the desired task. Of course, these steps in the procedure must be expressed in the particular statement types available in the given procedural language. The earliest procedural language was FORTRAN (an abbreviation for FORmula TRANslator), which was developed by IBM in the mid-1950s. Other popular procedural languages include COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented Language), BASIC, and C.

A source program in any one of these languages must be translated into the machine language object program before the computer can carry it out. For 3 GLs (and for 4 GLs), the language translator is called a **compiler** if the entire program is translated into machine language before any of the program is executed, or an **interpreter** if each source program statement is executed as soon as that single statement is translated. Figure 2.10 depicts the process of compiling and running a compiled procedural language program, such as COBOL. The key is that the entire program is translated into an object program, and then the object program is loaded and executed. With an interpreter, only one statement from the source program is considered at a time. This single statement is translated into machine language, and if no errors are encountered, it is immediately executed. The process is repeated, statement after statement.

The procedural languages do not enjoy the near-total dominance of 20 years ago, but they are still the languages of choice for many computer professionals, scientists, and engineers. Estimates vary, but it is likely that at least half of the programs in use today were written in 3 GLs. The 4 GLs, object-oriented languages, and other newer languages have gained ground on the 3 GLs, but they will not replace the 3 GLs in the next few years. The 3 GLs are entrenched, and new, more powerful versions (e.g., object-oriented versions) of the 3 GLs continue to be developed. Perhaps most important, there are literally millions of procedural language programs already in use in businesses and other organizations and, in most cases, it is more economical to maintain and update these “legacy” programs than to rewrite them in newer languages.

**COBOL** We will use COBOL, which is an acronym for **COmmon Business-Oriented Language**, as an example of a procedural language. COBOL was developed by a computer industry committee (originally the short-range committee of the Conference on Data Systems Languages, or CODASYL; later the COBOL Committee of CODASYL) in order to provide an industry-wide common language, closely resembling ordinary English, in which business data processing procedures could be expressed. Since its inception in 1960, COBOL has gained widespread acceptance because it is standardized, has strong data management capabilities, and is relatively easy to learn and use. COBOL is by far the most popular language for programming mainframe computers for business applications.

COBOL programs are divided into four distinct divisions. The first two divisions are usually fairly short. The IDENTIFICATION DIVISION gives the program a name, and the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION describes the computer environment in which the program will be run. The ENVIRONMENT DIVISION is also the portion of the program that has to be changed to transport the program from one computer model to another. The DATA DIVISION, which is often quite lengthy, defines the file structures employed in the program. The PROCEDURE DIVISION corresponds most closely to other procedural language programs; it consists of a series of operations specified in a logical order to accomplish the desired task. The combination of all these divisions, especially the DATA DIVISION, makes COBOL programs quite long compared with other procedural languages. COBOL has been correctly described as a verbose language.

Our sample COBOL program is designed to compute and print monthly sales commissions for the salespersons.
of a large corporation. Each salesperson earns a 1 percent commission on the first $50,000 in sales during a month and a 2 percent commission on all sales in excess of $50,000. The data have already been keyed in and are stored as a data file on a magnetic disk. One record has been prepared for each salesperson, containing the person’s name and sales for the month. The output is to be a printed line for each salesperson, showing the name, monthly sales, and sales commission. In addition, the program is to accumulate the total commissions for all salespersons and to print this amount after all the salespersons’ records have been processed.

Figure 2.11 provides a COBOL program to accomplish this processing. The details are not important, but note the four divisions of the program and the sheer length of this relatively simple program.

```
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. COMMISSIONS-COMPUTE.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400.
OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
  SELECT SALES-FILE ASSIGN DISK-FILEIPT.
  SELECT COMMISSIONS-FILE ASSIGN DISK-FILERPT.
DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD SALES-FILE
  LABEL RECORD OMITTED
  RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS
  DATA RECORD IS IN-RECORD.
  01 IN-RECORD PICTURE X(80).
FD COMMISSIONS-FILE
  LABEL RECORD OMITTED
  RECORD CONTAINS 132 CHARACTERS
  DATA RECORD IS PRINT-RECORD.
  01 PRINT-RECORD PICTURE X(132).
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01 SALES-RECORD.
  05 NAME PICTURE A(30).
  05 FILLER PICTURE X(10).
  05 SALES PICTURE 9(8)V99.
  05 FILLER PICTURE X(30).
01 COMMISSION-RECORD.
  05 FILLER PICTURE X(10).
  05 NAME-OUT PICTURE A(30).
  05 FILLER PICTURE X(10).
  05 SALES-OUT PICTURE $$$,$$$,$$$.$99.
  05 FILLER PICTURE X(10).
  05 COMMISSION PICTURE $$$,$$$,$$$.$99.
  05 FILLER PICTURE X(47).
77 TEMP-COMMISSION PICTURE 9(6)V99.
77 TOTAL-COMMISSIONS PICTURE 9(10)V99 VALUE 0.
77 TOTAL-COMM-EDITED PICTURE $$,$$$,$$$,$$$.$99.
01 MORE-DATA PICTURE X VALUE ‘Y’.
  88 THERE-IS-MORE-DATA VALUE ‘Y’.
  88 THERE-IS-NO-MORE-DATA VALUE ‘N’.
```
OTHER PROCEDURAL LANGUAGES  There are many procedural languages in addition to COBOL, but we will mention only three of the more important ones. As noted earlier, the granddaddy of the procedural languages is FORTRAN. After it was introduced in the mid-1950s, it quickly became the standard for scientific and engineering programming. FORTRAN is still widely used today, in good part because of the significant investment made in the development of FORTRAN scientific software.

BASIC is the simplest of the widely used procedural languages. BASIC, which is an acronym for Beginner’s All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code, was developed in the early 1960s by John Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz at Dartmouth College. Their purpose was to create an easy-to-learn, interactive language for college students that would let the students concentrate on the thought processes involved in programming rather than the syntax. Newer versions of the BASIC language have greatly expanded the capabilities of the language.

C, which was written by Dennis Ritchie and Brian Kernighan in the 1970s, is a very important language for scientific and engineering programming. C is a very powerful language but hard to use because it is less English-like and closer to assembly language than the other procedural languages. C was originally developed for and implemented on the UNIX operating system, and its use grew as UNIX spread. In fact, the UNIX operating system was written in C. C has been adopted as the standard language by many college computer science departments, and it is widely used on microcomputers. On large research computers, it is not unusual for C and FORTRAN to be the only languages ever used.

Fourth Generation Languages

Fourth generation languages—also called productivity languages and nonprocedural languages—are even easier to use than the third generation languages. To employ a
In the mid-1980s, FOCUS was estimated to command about 20 percent of the market, with RAMIS following with 16 percent (Jenkins and Bordoloi, 1986).

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the 4 GL market became even more splintered as new versions of the early 4 GLs were rolled out and a wide variety of new products entered the marketplace. The emphasis of the products appearing in the 1990s was on portability—the ability of the 4 GL to work with different hardware platforms, operating systems, and database management systems and over different types of networks (Lindholm, 1992). In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the 4 GLs changed again. First, most 4 GLs added a Web interface so that they could be used from a PC without requiring any special software on the PC. Second, and even more important, the focus of these products shifted to business intelligence (BI), and the 4 GL label essentially disappeared. Today’s business intelligence software tools are designed to answer queries relating to the business by analyzing data (often massive quantities of data), thereby providing “intelligence” to the business that will help it become more competitive. Of course, this focus on business intelligence is not that different from the focus of 4 GLs in the past; it really is an evolution, not a drastic change.

Some of the 4 GL products are full-function, general-purpose languages like CA Ramis and FOCUS and have the complete functionality necessary to handle any application program (although they may be more difficult to use than 3 GLs for some applications). Thus, they are direct competitors with the 3 GLs. Other 4 GLs were created to handle a particular class of applications, such as statistics, decision support, or financial modeling. For example, SAS (from SAS Institute) began as a limited-purpose 4 GL focusing on decision support and modeling. SAS Business Intelligence has now expanded to an integrated suite of software for business intelligence in an enterprise, with extensive capabilities in data access, data management, data analysis, and data presentation. Among the more popular business intelligence products today are WebFOCUS (a Web-based, business-intelligence-oriented version of FOCUS), IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence, MicroStrategy 9, SAP BusinessObjects (Germany), Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition Plus (formerly Hyperion), and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services and SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services.

The fourth generation languages are evolving more rapidly than those in the third generation, particularly with the addition of easy-to-use business intelligence options and easy-to-interpret graphical output and colorful displays. However, the 4 GL label is disappearing in favor of the business intelligence (BI) tag. Furthermore, with the increasing capabilities of today’s computers, the lack of efficiency of execution of 4 GL programs vis-à-vis 3 GL

3 GL, the programmer must devise a step-by-step procedure to accomplish the desired result and express this procedure in the form of 3 GL statements. With a 4 GL, the computer user merely gives a precise statement of what he or she wishes to accomplish, not an explanation of how to do it (as would be done for a procedural language). The 4 GLs generally employ English-like syntax and—because they are predominantly nonprocedural in nature—the order in which instructions are given in a 4 GL is usually unimportant. In addition, 4 GLs do not require the user to manage memory locations in the program like 3 GLs, resulting in less complex programs.

The 4 GLs employ very-high-level instructions not present in 3 GLs, and thus 4 GL programs tend to require significantly fewer instructions than their 3 GL counterparts. This in turn means that 4 GL programs are shorter, easier to write, easier to modify, easier to read and understand, and less error-prone than 3 GL programs. Fourth generation languages are sometimes called very-high-level languages in contrast to the high-level third generation languages.

Some fourth generation languages use an interpreter to translate the source program into machine language, and some use a compiler. Please note that the 3 GLs and 4 GLs are essentially the same from one computer model to the next, but the translation programs (compilers and interpreters) must be specific to the particular computer model.

With these advantages, why aren’t all programs written in 4 GLs today? First, many of the 4 GLs are not general-purpose languages and cannot be used easily for many types of programs. Second, many programs are not written in 4 GLs because of concern for efficient use of the computer resources of the organization. For the most part, 4 GL programs translate into longer machine language programs that take much longer to execute than the equivalent programs written in a 3 GL. The upshot of these arguments is that one-time programs or infrequently used programs (such as a decision support system or a specialized management report) are written in 4 GLs, while most production programs (those that will be run every day or every week) are written in 3 GLs. In the case of infrequently used programs, human efficiency in writing the program is more important than computer efficiency in running it; for production programs, the opposite is often the case.

The roots of fourth generation languages date back to 1967, with the introduction of RAMIS (originally developed by Mathematica, Inc., and now sold by Computer Associates as CA Ramis). Another early entry that is still in use today is FOCUS (from Information Builders). Initially, these products were primarily available on commercial time-sharing networks (like Telenet and Tymnet), but direct sales of the products to customers took off about 1980. By the mid-1980s, FOCUS was estimated to command about 20 percent of the market, with RAMIS following with 16 percent (Jenkins and Bordoloi, 1986).

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the 4 GL market became even more splintered as new versions of the early 4 GLs were rolled out and a wide variety of new products entered the marketplace. The emphasis of the products appearing in the 1990s was on portability—the ability of the 4 GL to work with different hardware platforms, operating systems, and database management systems and over different types of networks (Lindholm, 1992). In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the 4 GLs changed again. First, most 4 GLs added a Web interface so that they could be used from a PC without requiring any special software on the PC. Second, and even more important, the focus of these products shifted to business intelligence (BI), and the 4 GL label essentially disappeared. Today’s business intelligence software tools are designed to answer queries relating to the business by analyzing data (often massive quantities of data), thereby providing “intelligence” to the business that will help it become more competitive. Of course, this focus on business intelligence is not that different from the focus of 4 GLs in the past; it really is an evolution, not a drastic change.

Some of the 4 GL products are full-function, general-purpose languages like CA Ramis and FOCUS and have the complete functionality necessary to handle any application program (although they may be more difficult to use than 3 GLs for some applications). Thus, they are direct competitors with the 3 GLs. Other 4 GLs were created to handle a particular class of applications, such as statistics, decision support, or financial modeling. For example, SAS (from SAS Institute) began as a limited-purpose 4 GL focusing on decision support and modeling. SAS Business Intelligence has now expanded to an integrated suite of software for business intelligence in an enterprise, with extensive capabilities in data access, data management, data analysis, and data presentation. Among the more popular business intelligence products today are WebFOCUS (a Web-based, business-intelligence-oriented version of FOCUS), IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence, MicroStrategy 9, SAP BusinessObjects (Germany), Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition Plus (formerly Hyperion), and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services and SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services.

The fourth generation languages are evolving more rapidly than those in the third generation, particularly with the addition of easy-to-use business intelligence options and easy-to-interpret graphical output and colorful displays. However, the 4 GL label is disappearing in favor of the business intelligence (BI) tag. Furthermore, with the increasing capabilities of today’s computers, the lack of efficiency of execution of 4 GL programs vis-à-vis 3 GL
programs is of less concern. For these reasons as well as the increasing computer sophistication of managers, the use of 4 GLs (by whatever name) will continue to grow. The strongest element of growth will come from end-user computing, but IS departments will also shift toward 4 GLs, especially for infrequently used applications.

**BEYOND THE FOURTH GENERATION LANGUAGES**

What comes after the 4 GLs? We already have markup languages, object-oriented programming languages, and languages for developing Web applications, and we will turn to these types of languages next. Another possibility is the development of natural languages, in which users write their programs in ordinary English (or something very close to it). Users will need little or no training to program using a natural language; they simply write (or perhaps verbalize) what they want done without regard for syntax or form (other than that incorporated in ordinary English). At present, there are no true natural languages, but some restricted natural language products have been developed that can be used with a variety of database management systems and 4 GLs. Commercial developments in the natural language area have, however, been slower than expected.

**Markup Languages**

Before turning to object-oriented programming languages, we should mention the markup languages, which are neither 3 GLs, 4 GLs, nor OOP languages. Currently the best known of the markup languages is Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). HTML is used to create World Wide Web pages, and it consists of special codes inserted in the text to indicate headings, bold-faced text, italics, where images or photographs are to be placed, and links to other Web pages. HTML version 5, currently under development, allows for the embedding of video in HTML files. Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) provides the specifications for displaying three-dimensional objects on the Web; it is the 3-D equivalent of HTML. HTML and the other markup languages are not really programming languages in the sense that we have been using this term; they are simply codes to describe the nature of the associated data. For example, one XML tag might identify a customer name as a customer name, another might identify a customer’s address as an address, another might identify a number as a product number, and yet another might identify the quantity sold as the quantity sold. Entire sets of XML tags are being defined for particular industries and situations. For example, eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) is being developed as the standard for publicly traded companies to submit financial documents to the Securities and Exchange Commission.

The key is that XML is a metalanguage: For each industry or unique situation, a set of XML tags can be created to identify the data elements employed in that situation. XML makes it relatively easy to identify and share data in order to achieve data integration across organizational boundaries. XML is “extensible” in that new tags can be defined as needed, and XML allows the separation of the presentation of the data from the data themselves. Through the use of text tags, for example, a company can identify specific pieces of data on a Web page (such as a customer order) and can extract the desired data for use in another application. Thus, XML provides an easy and effective way to identify and share data.

An XML specification (like HTML) consists of tags (enclosed in angle brackets: < >). However, XML tags are intended to convey the meaning of data, not the presentation format. For example, an HTML tag such as

```html
<h1>This data to be displayed in Heading 1 format</h1>
```

tells the browser to display data using the Heading 1 format. By contrast, the XML tags given below are an attempt to represent the meaning of the data related to games.

```xml
<Game type="College Football" date="9/26/2009">
  Indiana vs. Michigan.
  <Score team="Indiana">33</Score>
  <Score team="Michigan">36</Score>
</Game>
```

The top-level tag `<Game>` specifies that what follows are details about a game. The attributes for `Game` (type and...
date) provide specific details about the information that follows. The end of details about the game is indicated by the \(<\langle\text{Game}\rangle\,\rangle\) tag. One of the key features of XML is its ability to have nested tags (i.e., tags within tags). The “Score” tags provide an example of how one can use this feature to add meaning to the information contained within the \(<\langle\text{Game}\rangle\,\rangle\,\rangle\) tags.

The data display for a set of XML documents is controlled by the use of eXtensible Style Language (XSL) specifications. These specifications indicate how to display XML data in different formats, such as HTML. Let us emphasize that XML (used with XSL) is not merely a replacement for how HTML documents are created. It is also being used as a language to allow different applications residing on different machines (both inside and outside a company) to communicate with one another. This in turn allows a new way of developing business applications using Web services, which are a way of sharing computer software such that anyone, anywhere can use or reuse the logic or functionality provided by a computer program.

It has been a long-standing practice to reuse code to reduce software development time and costs. However, Web services allow an entirely different way of reusing code. Let’s use an analogy of a familiar toy by comparing code reuse to LEGO blocks. By creating programs as if they were small building blocks (like LEGOs) and allowing these programs to be pieced together, companies have been able to save time and money by building systems faster. However, until the recent advent of Web services, these building blocks wouldn’t necessarily fit with other blocks. This was analogous to having plastic building blocks from two different toy companies (e.g., LEGO and Mega Bloks).

Web services are reusable programs like we have seen for years, and many times they are written in the same languages as before. The difference is that Web services allow us to make all the “blocks” fit together. Previously, developers had to concern themselves with what kind of computer hardware and what programming language would be used by a particular “block.” With Web services these factors become transparent and thus a nonissue when developing a system. The Web services “blocks” can work with any computer hardware and any programming language that can handle XML files. XML is the key to making Web services work.

**Object-Oriented Programming**

Object-oriented programming (OOP) languages are not new (dating back to the 1970s), but OOP has received renewed attention because of the increased power of workstations and the excellent GUIs that have been developed for these computers. OOP is neither a 3 GL nor a 4 GL but an entirely new paradigm for programming with roots in both the procedural 3 GLs and the nonprocedural 4 GLs. Creating the objects in OOP is somewhat akin to 3 GL programming in that the procedures (called methods) are embedded in the objects, while putting the objects together to create an application is much closer to the use of a 4 GL.

The fundamental ideas of OOP are to create and program various objects only once and then store them for reuse later in the current application or in other applications. These objects might be items used to create the user interface, like a text box or a check box, or they might represent an entity in the organization, such as Employee or Factory.

The most prominent OOP languages today are C++, an object-oriented version of the original C language; Java, a platform-independent language developed by Sun Microsystems; and Visual Basic .NET and C#, both developed by Microsoft. C++ is a superset of the C language, in that any C program can also be a C++ program, but C++ introduces the power of reusable objects, or classes. Java is a general-purpose programming language well-suited for use on the World Wide Web, and it has quickly gained widespread acceptance by most vendors and by programmers everywhere.

Java programs come in three flavors: stand-alone desktop applications, applets, and servlets. Stand-alone applications are run on your desktop, whereas applets are programs that are downloaded from a Web server and run on your browser. The most prominent use of Java today is servlets, programs that reside in and are run on a Web server.

Other object-oriented languages that are gaining prominence are those that are part of the .NET framework from Microsoft. Introduced in 2002, the .NET framework allows programmers to write programs in a variety of OOP languages, including Visual Basic .NET (abbreviated as VB.NET) and C# (pronounced “C sharp”) (see the box “J2EE Versus .NET”).

To work with an OOP language, one must think in terms of objects. The programmer must start by defining those entities that are referred to as classes. A class is the blueprint or specifications for creating an object. To work with the class, we must create an instance of the class, which is then referred to as the object. An object has attributes, or properties, that can be set by the programmer, or even by the user when the program is running, if the programmer desires. An object also has methods—predefined actions taken by the object. Objects can also respond to events, or actions taken upon the object. Objects, properties, methods, and events can all be a bit difficult to
To work with a class, we must create an instance of the class called an object—this process is called instantiation. From our class definition of a Dog (Figure 2.12), we know that it has various properties, methods, and events. For a family without a pet, however, all that family has is a class definition. When the family goes to the animal shelter to rescue a furry friend, they now have an instance of the class, or an actual dog.

The code in Figure 2.13 shows how a Dog can be instantiated from the class definition in Figure 2.12. We instantiate a new Dog and then call the display method in the newly created Dog object.

Objects also have two important features that make them even more useful. One of them is encapsulation, which allows the object’s creator to hide some (or even all) of the object’s inner workings from other programmers or users. The second feature is called inheritance, which means that we can create subclasses and superclasses from classes, and they then automatically have properties, methods, and events of their related class. For example, if I have a class called Animal, I know that Dog should be a subclass of Animal. A Dog is a type of Animal (not the other way around) and should take on the properties, methods, and events of the class Animal.

J2EE Versus .NET

Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) and .NET are two competing frameworks proposed by an alliance of companies led by Sun Microsystems and Microsoft, respectively, as platforms for application development on the Web using the object-oriented programming paradigm.

J2EE, as the name suggests, is based on the Java language. In fact, J2EE is not the name of a product. Instead, it is a collection of 13 different Java-based technologies put together in a particular fashion. Thus, theoretically it is possible to buy each of these technologies from different vendors and mix and match them as needed. In practice, however, it is typical for a company to buy a product that implements the J2EE specification from a single vendor. Popular choices in this regard include WebSphere from IBM and WebLogic from Oracle. One of the key advantages of J2EE is that because everything is Java-based, the products can be run on a variety of platforms (e.g., Windows, UNIX, and Linux).

By contrast, applications written for Microsoft’s .NET framework are designed to run only on the Windows platform. However, unlike J2EE, where one is limited to using Java as the programming language, in .NET a programmer can choose among a variety of languages such as VB.NET, C#, J# (a variant of Java), and even C++. In fact, within a single application a programmer can, for example, choose to write portions of the program in VB.NET and others in C#.

There has been a lot of debate as to which framework is better. The answer depends on several tangible and intangible factors. In the end, we think that the decision regarding which technology to adopt will be based largely on the following factors:

- **Available programmer expertise** What do the firm’s programmers already know?
- **Complexity of the Web application** For large applications that have significant scalability and security requirements, the J2EE framework provides the flexibility needed to achieve the desired architectural and performance goals.
- **Degree of Web services support needed** Both J2EE and .NET are quite comparable in terms of their support for Web services standards including XML. The difference lies in the fact that support for XML is an integral part of the .NET framework, whereas at this time XML support has to be “bolted on” in J2EE.
transactions, they all have the following things in common:

1. All Web applications are based on an $n$-tier architecture (where $n \geq 2$). The typical system consists of three tiers: a user interface (client), a Web or application server, and a database server.

2. The user interacts with the system (on his or her machine) through Web-based forms. Data entered into the forms are sent to the server, where a server application program processes them. This program might write parts of this information to a database (residing on a different machine).

The most common user interface encountered by users is an HTML form. This form might be either static or dynamic (i.e., produced by a program). Languages used to produce the form might run on the server side (e.g., PHP) or the client side (e.g., JavaScript). Often

---

**Languages for Developing Web Applications**

Although Web-based applications range in complexity from very simple applications that allow user registration to applications that enable business-to-business
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Today, applications use AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) to create dynamic applications that do not require the browser to reload the page as it gets additional information from the server. Gmail and Google Maps are two examples with which you may be familiar.

All Web application development technologies or server-side programming environments operate using a similar model in that they all provide mechanisms for generating dynamic Web pages, encoding complex business logic on the server side as well as reading and writing to a variety of database management systems. Common examples of server-side programming environments are PHP, Java Servlets and Java Server Pages (JSP), Microsoft’s Active Server Pages (ASP, ASP.NET), and Adobe’s ColdFusion. Currently, Java Servlets/JSP (for all platforms, especially UNIX and Linux) and ASP/ASP.NET (primarily for Windows) are the preferred technologies for developing large e-business solutions. For small and medium-sized applications, developers prefer the flexibility and ease of development in languages such as PHP and ColdFusion.

Database Management Systems

A database management system (DBMS)—our third type of support software—is software that is used to create, manage, and protect organizational data. A database management system works with the operating system to store and modify data and to make data accessible in a variety of meaningful and authorized ways.

A DBMS adds significant data management capabilities to those provided by the operating system. The goal is to allow a computer programmer to select data from disk files by referring to the content of records, not their physical location. This makes programming easier, more productive, and less error-prone. Also, this allows systems professionals responsible for database design to reorganize the physical organization of data without affecting the logic of programs, which significantly reduces maintenance requirements. These objectives are given the umbrella term data independence. For example, a DBMS would allow a programmer to specify retrieval of a customer record based only on knowledge of the customer’s name or number. Furthermore, once the customer record is retrieved, a DBMS would allow direct reference to any of the customer’s related order or shipment records (even if these records are relocated or changed). Thus, a DBMS allows access to data based on content (e.g., customer number) as well as by association (e.g., orders for a given customer).

A database is a shared collection of logically related data that is organized to meet the needs of an organization. A related term is a data warehouse, a very large database or collection of databases, to be considered in Chapter 5. A DBMS is the software that manages a database. A DBMS

Why is Object Technology Valuable?

One reason that the term “object oriented,” or “OO,” is often confusing is that it is applied so widely. We hear about object-oriented user interfaces, object-oriented programming languages, object-oriented design methodologies, object-oriented databases, even object-oriented business modeling. A reasonable question might be: Is this term used because OO has become a synonym for “modern and good,” or is there really some substantial common thread across all these object-oriented things?

I believe that there is such a common thread, and that it makes the object paradigm useful in all of these diverse areas. Essentially it is a focus on the “thing” first and the action second. It has been described as a noun-verb way of looking at things, rather than verb-noun. At the user interface, first the object is selected, then the action to be performed on the object. At the programming language level, an object is asked to perform some action, rather than a procedure called to “do its thing” on a set of parameters. At the design level, the “things” in the application are defined, then the behavior (actions) of these things is described.

Object technology provides significant potential value in three areas, all closely related: productivity, maintainability, and paradigm consistency. We must change application development from a people-intensive discipline to an asset-intensive discipline. That is, we must encourage and make feasible the widespread reuse of software components. It is exactly in this “reusable component” arena that object technology can contribute significantly. The aspects of object technology that help in reuse are encapsulation (which allows the developer to see a component as a “black box” with specified behavior) and inheritance (which encourages the reuse of code to implement identical behavior among different kinds of objects).

[Radin, 1996]
is a very complex and often costly software product, ranging in price from under $500 for a PC product to $200,000 or more for a DBMS on a large mainframe computer.

The database architecture refers to the way in which the data are structured and stored in the database. When selecting among database architectures, it is important to consider the types of data to be stored and how they will be processed and used. The five basic architectures are the following:

1. **Hierarchical** Characterized by the IBM product Information Management System (IMS)—data are arranged in a top-down organization chart fashion.

2. **Network** A good example is Integrated Database Management System (IDMS, now called CA IDMS) from Computer Associates—data are arranged like the cities on a highway system, often with several paths from one piece of data to another.

3. **Relational** Many such products exist, including Microsoft Access and Microsoft SQL Server, IBM DB2, Oracle, MySQL (owned by Oracle), and Ingres—data are arranged into simple tables, and records are related by storing common data in each of the associated tables. The relational DBMS is the most common organizational approach to organizing data. In an interesting development, Ingres (from Ingres Corporation) and MySQL (from Oracle) are now open source software products; they can be downloaded and used for free—the user pays only for service and consulting. Also, there are special versions of relational DBMSs that are optimized for very large databases (data warehouses) that support various kinds of analytical, not operational, data processing. Such systems are available from companies including Teradata, Oracle, Netezza, and Vertica.

4. **Object-oriented** Among the better known products are Versant Object Database, Progress ObjectStore, and Objectivity/DB—data can be graphics, video, and sound as well as simpler data types; attributes (data) and methods are encapsulated in object classes, and relationships between classes can be shown by nesting one class within another.

5. **Object-relational** This hybrid approach to organizing data capitalizes on the capability of object-oriented databases to handle complex data types and on the inherent simplicity of the relational data model. Although object-oriented data modeling tends to be well-suited for engineering and scientific applications, the object-relational approach is more appropriate for business applications. Object-relational database products include Oracle, IBM’s DB2 and Cloudscape (which is also an open source product), and FFE Software’s FirstSQL/J.

**DATABASE PROGRAMMING** Data processing activity with a database can be specified in either procedural programs written in a 3 GL or via special-purpose languages developed for database processing. In a relatively new development, languages such as XML and Java allow access to a database from a Web site. In the case of a 3 GL program, additional and more powerful instructions are added to the vocabulary of the programming language. For example, in a customer and order database the storage of a new order record not only necessitates storing the order data themselves but also updating various linkages (indexes) that tie together a customer record with its associated order records. In a regular 3 GL program, instructions to write new data to the customer record, its index, the order record, and its indexes would have to be provided individually. With the commands available through the special enhancements to the language provided by the DBMS, only one instruction is needed in the program and all the associated indexes and records are updated automatically, which makes the programming task more productive and less error-prone.

A DBMS also frequently provides a 4 GL, nonprocedural special-purpose language, called a query language, for posing queries to the database. For example, the following is a query in the SQL/DS command language:

```
SELECT ORDER#, CUSTOMER#, CUSTNAME, ORDER-DATE FROM CUSTOMER, ORDER
WHERE ORDER-DATE > '03/12/11'
AND CUSTOMER.CUSTOMER# = ORDER.CUSTOMER#
```

This is all that is required to request the display of the order number and date from each order record, plus the customer number and name from the associated customer record, for orders placed after March 12, 2011. The equivalent COBOL program might require 10 or more PROCEDURE DIVISION instructions. The popularity of such products as Access, Ingres, and several SQL-based language products (a standard created by the American National Standards Institute, or ANSI) is due in great measure to the existence of such easy-to-use query languages.

**MANAGING THE DATA RESOURCE** Data are now recognized as a major organizational resource, to be managed like other assets such as land, labor, and capital. Chapter 4 will be entirely devoted to the data resource. For now, let us note that a DBMS is an important software tool for managing the data resource. Another software tool for managing the data resource is a data dictionary/directory (DD/D), which is a repository of data definitions that is shared among all the users. Such a central catalog is used by the DBMS and system users whenever the meaning,
storage format, integrity rules, security clearances, and physical location of data need to be discovered. The DD/D is similar to an inventory accounting system for a parts warehouse—but in this case for a data warehouse, or a database. Many modern DBMSs have a built-in DD/D capability.

**CASE Tools**

It was originally predicted that CASE tools—our fourth type of support software—would have a major impact on computer professionals, and that has been true for some professionals in some firms. However, the growth of the use of CASE tools has been much slower than anticipated. Computer-aided software engineering (CASE) is actually a collection of software tools to help automate all phases of the software development life cycle. (The life cycle for software development is discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.) In those firms that have adopted CASE tools, CASE has radically changed the jobs of systems analysts and programmers. In particular, the job of the analyst or programmer involves more up-front work in clearly defining the problem and expressing it in the particular specifications required by the CASE tool. Then the tool assists in the back-end work of translating the specifications to the required output, such as a data flow diagram (see Chapter 8) or a COBOL program.

There has been a recent surge in the use of CASE tools for object-oriented development based on the **Unified Modeling Language (UML)**. UML is a general-purpose notational language for specifying and visualizing complex software, especially large, object-oriented projects. Examples of such UML-based CASE tools are IBM Rational Software Architect for WebSphere and IBM Rational Rhapsody, Borland Together (from Micro Focus, based in the United Kingdom), and Sybase PowerDesigner. We will defer a more complete treatment of CASE software until Chapter 9, where we will explore the role of CASE tools in the systems development process. For now, note that CASE is only beginning to make an impact. CASE has the potential of providing a productivity boost to an area of the company (the information systems organization) that needs such a boost.

**Communications Interface Software**

Communications interface software, our fifth type of support software, has become increasingly important with the explosion in the number of local area networks (LANs) and wide area networks (WANs) and with the growing importance of the Internet and the World Wide Web. We have already discussed perhaps the most important type of communications interface software, the Web browser, which is software that runs on the user’s computer enabling the user to look around, or “browse,” the Internet. The communications interface software on the server to “serve” the Web pages to the browser is called, appropriately enough, Web server software. The most popular Web server software is Apache, an open source product from the Apache Software Foundation, which is available for a wide variety of operating systems, including Linux, various versions of UNIX, and Windows. In 2010, Apache was running on over 110 million Web sites (Netcraft, 2010). Another valuable communications interface product is **File Transfer Protocol (FTP)**. This product is designed to transfer files from one computer system to another. In effect, the user logs into the two computer systems at the same time and then copies files from one system to the other. The files being transferred might be programs, textual data, images, and so on.

Communications products on large computers with many attached workstations have the awesome task of controlling the communications of these workstations, or terminals, with the central computer. This software collects the messages from the terminals, processes them as necessary, and returns the responses to the proper terminals. These products are often designed to work closely with a particular operating system. For example, IBM’s CICS (Customer Information Control System) is a communications product designed to work with IBM’s z/OS operating system. IBM has also created versions of CICS that work with AIX, IBM’s UNIX operating system; Solaris, Sun’s UNIX operating system; HP-UX, Hewlett-Packard’s UNIX operating system; and Microsoft Windows Server. Other types of communications interface software will be mentioned in Chapter 3 when we explore telecommunications and networking.

**Utility Programs**

Our final type of support software is obviously a catch-all category, but an important one nevertheless. On large computers, utility software includes programs that load applications programs into an area of memory, link together related programs and subprograms, merge two files of data together, sort a file of data into a desired sequence (e.g., alphabetical order on a particular data item), and copy files from one place to another (e.g., from a DASD to magnetic tape). Utility programs also give the user access to the software library. In most cases, the user communicates with these utility programs by means of commands in the job control language. On a microcomputer, utility programs are used to zip (compact) and unzip large files for easier transport, to reorganize the hard drive to gain disk space, to check for computer viruses and spyware, and for many other tasks.
THE CHANGING NATURE OF SOFTWARE

In the process of investigating the various categories of computer software, we have noted many of the important trends in the software arena. Building upon our earlier discussions, we can explicitly identify six key trends that have the most direct relevance to you as a manager:

- **More concern with human efficiency.** Software tools that improve human efficiency, such as object-oriented languages, query languages, and CASE tools, will become more popular for computer professionals and, where appropriate, for managers.

- **More purchased applications, less purchased support software.** The advantage to managers of the trend toward more purchased applications is that they will be able to get new applications implemented more quickly; the disadvantage is that the purchased software might not be able to do precisely what they want done in the way in which they want it done. The rising availability and popularity of open source support software, such as the Linux operating system, means that less support software may be purchased in the future.

- **More programming using object-oriented languages.** In part because of the emphasis on graphical user interfaces (GUIs), Visual Basic .NET, Java, and similar object-oriented programming languages will gain even more widespread acceptance.

- **More emphasis on applications that run on intranets and the Internet.** More organizations are creating or buying applications that run on the Internet or their internal intranet (a network within an organization that uses the same technology as the Internet) because it is both easy and economical to make these applications available to everyone who needs them.

- **More user development.** Managers and other professionals will carry out more software development efforts themselves, working with personal productivity software, 4 GLs, and query languages that are easy to learn and use.

- **More use of personal productivity software.** The use of personal productivity software, especially Web browsers, spreadsheet products, and database management systems, will grow for managers and other professionals.

THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY

Many hardware and software products, as well as many vendors, have been mentioned in this chapter, but we lack a frame of reference from which to view the IT industry. Let’s start with the two largest players in the global IT industry: Hewlett-Packard (HP) and IBM. Both companies started primarily as hardware vendors, but both now have a major presence in the software and computer services arena. HP, long a dominant presence in the printer marketplace, bought Compaq Computer in 2002 to bolster its PC and small-server product line. When IBM sold its PC business to Lenovo in 2005, HP passed IBM as the world’s largest IT company. Both are big players in the software industry, with IBM ranking second in the world in software revenue and HP ranking sixth. Both are also huge in computer services, with IBM ranking first and HP moving up to number two after purchasing EDS for $13.9 billion in 2008.

In the hardware arena, the other major players were mentioned earlier in this chapter: in the microcomputer segment, Dell, Acer (Taiwan), Lenovo (China), Apple, and the Japanese trio of Toshiba, Fujitsu, and Sony; in the midrange and larger segments, the same players plus Sun Microsystems. In an interesting move, Oracle (the world’s third-largest software maker) bought Sun in 2010 for $7.4 billion. Still in the hardware arena, Intel dominates the microprocessor chip market, followed by AMD. In computer services, IBM and HP are followed by several independent consulting firms such as Accenture and Capgemini (France). Dell is trying to move into this arena with its $3.9 billion purchase of Perot Systems in 2009, and Xerox bought computer-services provider Affiliated Computer Services for $6 billion in 2009.

In addition to the software sold by hardware vendors, there is an interesting and competitive group of software companies, although they are dominated by a single firm. Microsoft, the largest and most influential software house, is based in Redmond, Washington, and until 2000 was headed by Bill Gates, reportedly the richest person in the world. Other major software vendors include Oracle, which began by specializing in mainframe DBMSs but has now branched out into other areas, notably enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems (integrated software to run a business)—and most recently into hardware, with its purchase of Sun Microsystems; SAP (Germany), which is the market leader in the ERP area with its R/3 product; Symantec, which specializes in security tools and systems; Computer Associates, which produces a variety of mainframe and PC-based software products, with particular strength in mainframe database, job scheduling, security, and systems management software; and Adobe Systems, which has produced a variety of multimedia and creativity PC products including PostScript, Photoshop, Acrobat, and Creative Suite. In addition to these big software houses, there is a multitude of medium-sized to small-sized
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software firms. Many of the smaller firms tend to rise and fall rapidly based on the success or failure of a single product, and often the most promising of these small firms are purchased by the major vendors (Software Top 100, 2010).

Most of the large software vendors have grown both by increased sales of products developed internally and by the purchase of other software firms, sometimes large firms. Three of the major software firms purchased business intelligence software vendors in 2007 to bolster their presence in this market: IBM bought Canada’s Cognos for $5 billion, Oracle bought Hyperion Solutions for $3.3 billion, and SAP bought France’s BusinessObjects for $7 billion. Microsoft bought aQuantive, Inc., a major player in online advertising, for $6 billion in 2007 to help it compete with Google and Yahoo. Oracle has been particularly busy in the acquisition business, with 55 purchases of software companies for more than $30 billion since 2005. The 2010 purchase of Sun Microsystems is Oracle’s first venture into hardware, which accounts for 80 percent of Sun’s revenues. Whether this purchase will be as successful as its software company purchases remains to be seen, as Oracle enters the highly competitive server market where “IBM, HP, and Dell all rank far ahead of Sun in a business where scale matters” (Hamm, 2009a).

Summary

There is a lot more to IT than the digital computer, but there is no doubt that the computer was the key technological development of the twentieth century. The computer has had an astounding impact on organizations and on our lives, and it has captured our imaginations like no other recent development.

To summarize, all computer systems are made up of some combination of six basic building blocks: input, output, memory, arithmetic/logical unit, files, and control unit. All of these components are controlled by a stored program that resides in memory and is brought into the control unit one instruction at a time, interpreted, and executed. The basic model has been extended in several directions over the years, such as by adding a variety of file storage devices and employing multiple processors in a single computer system. Whatever the machine configuration, the computer system is still controlled by stored programs, or software.

Figuratively speaking, software comes in a variety of shapes and sizes. Applications software consists of all programs written to accomplish particular tasks for computer users; support software establishes a relatively easy-to-use computing environment, translates programs into machine language, and ensures that the hardware and software resources are used efficiently. The most important piece of support software is the operating system that controls the operation of the hardware and coordinates all of the other software. Other support software includes language translators, communications interface software, database management systems, and utility programs.

Applications software is often developed within the organization using 3 GLs, 4 GLs, and OOP languages. Nearly all the internal software development used to be carried out by computer professionals in the information systems organization, but more recently some of the development has been done by end users (including managers), using 4 GLs and DBMS query languages. The trend that affects managers even more is the growing availability and use of personal productivity software such as spreadsheets and database management systems. Almost all of an organization’s support software and an increasing proportion of its applications software are purchased from hardware manufacturers and software houses.

Hopefully, this chapter has provided you with sufficient knowledge of computer systems to begin to appreciate the present and potential impact of computers on your organization and your job.

Review Questions

1. Distinguish between microcomputers, midrange systems, mainframes, and supercomputers. Give approximate speeds (millions of floating point operations per second, or MFLOPS) and costs.
2. List the six building blocks that make up digital computers, and describe the flows of data that occur among these blocks.
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using direct access files versus using sequential access files? Why do organizations bother to use sequential access files today?
4. Explain in your own words the importance of the stored-program concept. Include the role of the control unit in your explanation.
5. What is a blade server, and why have blade servers become important in the last few years?
6. Four categories of computer systems were considered in this chapter: microcomputers, midrange systems, mainframes, and supercomputers. Provide the name of at least one prominent vendor in each of these categories (and you can only use IBM once!).
7. Briefly describe the four generations of computer programming languages, concentrating on the major differences among the generations. How does object-oriented programming fit into these generations? How does HTML fit into these generations?
8. List at least five categories of personal productivity software products. Then concentrate on one of these categories, and describe a representative product in that category with which you are somewhat familiar. Provide both strong points and weak points of the particular product.
9. List the six major categories of support software.
10. What are the primary advantages of a fourth generation language over a third generation language? What are the primary disadvantages?
11. What are the primary characteristics of an object-oriented language? How does an object-oriented language differ from a third generation language or a fourth generation language?

Discussion Questions

1. Some commentators have suggested that mainframe computer systems could be squeezed out of existence in the next few years, with the incredible advances in the capabilities of midrange systems and the power of supercomputers combining to divide up the present mainframe market. What do you think? Why?
2. What are the advantages and limitations of palmtop or handheld PC (including smartphones)? Do you have one? If so, for what do you use it? If not, what features would be particularly attractive to you?
3. What are the advantages and limitations of a tablet PC? Do you believe tablet PCs will be successful? Why or why not? Do you see yourself using a tablet PC in a few years?
4. With one firm (IBM) dominating the mainframe hardware market in the United States since its inception, and with that same firm currently near the top in every segment of the hardware industry (except microcomputers), has the computer hardware industry truly been competitive over the past five decades? Support your position.
5. List possible uses of a supercomputer in a business setting.
6. For most business information processing, what do you believe are the critical or limiting characteristics of today’s computing systems—CPU speed, memory capacity, DASD capacity, internal communications speed, input–output speed, other factors, or some combination of these factors? Justify your answer. Why?
7. Which one category of personal productivity software is of most value to you now as a student? Why? Within this category, what is your favorite software product? Why? Do you think that the one category of personal productivity software of most value to you will change as you move into your career? Why?
8. In the 1980s, a movement developed within the information systems industry to “stamp out COBOL” and replace it with 4 GLs and other productivity tools. Manifestations of this movement included the slogan to “Kill the COBOL programmer” (not literally, of course) and T-shirts bearing the word COBOL within the international symbol for not permitted (a red circle with a red line diagonally across the word COBOL). Do you think the movement will ever be successful? Why?
9. You have probably had experience with at least one procedural (3 GL) language in either high school or college. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the particular language that you know best? Based on what you have gleaned from the text, what primary advantages would a nonprocedural 4 GL offer over the 3 GL that you know best? What disadvantages?
10. The box “J2EE Versus .NET” introduced the differences between these two competing frameworks for developing Web applications. Explore J2EE and .NET in more detail by discussing the two frameworks with programmers you know and by conducting research using the Web. Are there other differences between the two frameworks? How would you modify the conclusions provided in the “J2EE Versus .NET” box?
11. As you have read in newspapers and magazines, one firm seems to dominate the worldwide software market—Microsoft. With this degree of dominance by one firm, has the software industry truly been competitive, particularly over the past decade? Support your position.
12. In the late 1990s, the U.S. government, joined by several state governments, brought suit against Microsoft, arguing that Microsoft unfairly exercised monopoly power in the software industry. What was the outcome of these lawsuits? The European Union also brought suit against Microsoft for exercising monopoly power. What was the outcome of the European Union lawsuit? (Use the Web to conduct your research.)
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This chapter is the second of a trio of chapters devoted to the building blocks of information technology. So far we have considered hardware and software, but there are two more critical building blocks to go. The hardware and software must have data to be processed to produce useful results, and the data resource is the focus of Chapter 4. If every computer were a stand-alone unit with no connection to other computers, then hardware and software and data would be the end of the story as far as computers are concerned. In fact, until about 40 years ago, that was the end of the story. Today, however, virtually all computers of all sizes communicate directly with other computers by means of an incredible variety of networks. For computers in organizations, these networks include intraorganizational local area networks (LANs), backbone networks, and wide area networks (WANs), as well as the worldwide Internet. For home computers, the most important network is the Internet. In addition to computer (or data) communications, today’s organizations also depend heavily on voice (telephone) and image (video and facsimile) communication. This chapter explores the increasingly important topic of telecommunications and networking.

This chapter’s goal is to cover the telecommunications and networking technology that you as a business manager need to know. You need to understand the roles and general capabilities of various types of transmission media and networks, but you do not need to know all the technical details. You need to know the important terminology and concepts relating to telecommunications and networking. Most important, you need to understand the interrelationships between hardware, software, and telecommunications and networking so that you can use the full gamut of information technology to increase your productivity and your organization’s effectiveness.

Change is everywhere in the information technology domain, but nowhere is this change more evident and more dramatic than in the realm of telecommunications and networking. A communications revolution is taking place that directly or indirectly affects the job of every manager, and the primary catalyst is the Internet and the World Wide Web (an application that runs on the Internet).

The breakup of American Telephone & Telegraph (AT&T) in 1984 created an environment in which a large number of firms competed to develop and market telecommunications equipment and services. Partially because of this increased competition, innovation in the telecommunications and networking arena has been at an all-time high. Digital networks, fiber-optic cabling, cellular telephones, the ability to send both voice and data over the same wires at the same time, and wireless networks have contributed to the revolution.

At the same time, most large U.S. businesses have restructured internally to reduce layers of middle management and create a leaner organization. They have also decentralized operations in order to respond more quickly to market opportunities and competitors’ actions and have created cross-functional teams to improve business processes and carry out projects. The net result of these internal changes is that communication has become more important than ever for the remaining, often geographically dispersed, managers. They need rapid, reliable voice and data communication with other parts of the company and with suppliers and customers. Small
Businesses are also more dependent upon communication than ever before, and developments such as LANs, cellular telephones, and increased functionality of the public wired telephone network have helped fill this need. Internal needs and external competition and innovation combined to create a latter-twentieth-century communications revolution that is continuing into the new millennium. The aim of this chapter is to help you become a knowledgeable participant in the communications revolution.

**THE NEED FOR NETWORKING**

Let us be more precise in justifying the need for networking among computers and computer-related devices such as printers. Why do managers or other professionals working at microcomputers need to be connected to a network? Why are small computers often connected to larger machines? Why are laser printers often attached to a LAN? Why is it critical for most businesses to be connected to the Internet? In our judgment, there are five primary reasons for networking.

**Sharing of Technology Resources**

Networking permits the sharing of critical (and often expensive) technology resources among the various users (machines) on the network. For example, by putting all of the PCs in an office on a LAN, the users can share a variety of resources, such as a high-speed color printer that is a part of the network. The users can also share software that is electronically stored on a file server (another computer designated for that particular purpose). All these devices are connected by wiring (or a wireless network) and are able to communicate with one another under control of a LAN software package called a server (or network) operating system. When a particular user wants to print a color brochure or a color transparency, it is sent electronically from the user’s machine to the network printer.

Sharing resources is also important for larger computers. It is quite common for mainframes or midrange computers to share magnetic disk devices and very high-speed printers. Further, wide area networks (WANs) permit the sharing of very expensive resources such as supercomputers. The National Science Foundation has funded several national supercomputer centers across the United States, and researchers from other universities and research laboratories are able to share these giant machines by going through their local computer network into a national high-speed backbone network such as Internet2 (more on this network later in the chapter).

**Sharing of Data**

Even more important than the sharing of technology resources is the sharing of data. Either a LAN or a WAN permits users on the network to get data (if they are authorized to do so) from other points, called nodes, on the network. It is very important, for example, for managers to be able to retrieve overall corporate sales forecasts from corporate databases to use in developing spreadsheets to project future activity in their departments. In order to satisfy customers, automobile dealers need to be able to locate particular vehicle models and colors with specific equipment installed. Managers at various points in a supply chain need to have accurate, up-to-date data on inventory levels and locations. Accountants at corporate...
headquarters need to be able to retrieve summary data on sales and expenses from each of the company’s divisional computer centers. The chief executive officer, using an executive information system (see Chapter 6), needs to be able to access up-to-the-minute data on business trends from the corporate network. In some instances, data may be retrieved from a commercial, public database external to the firm, such as LexisNexis and Dow Jones Newswires.

Of course, the ultimate sharing of data is now occurring via the World Wide Web on the Internet. By conservative estimates, there are now at least 1.7 billion users of the Web at sites around the world, and this number continues to grow rapidly. Each of these users has easy (and often free) access to an incredible array of information on any topic. The user begins by using a search engine such as Google or a favorite reference site and then follows hypertext-based links to seek out the desired data. In short, the Web has created a new and exciting way of sharing data.

**Distributed Data Processing and Client/Server Systems**

With distributed data processing, the processing power is distributed to multiple computers at multiple sites, which are then tied together via telecommunications lines. Client/server systems are a variant of distributed systems in which the processing power is distributed between a central server system, such as a midrange computer or a mainframe, and a number of client computers, which are usually desktop microcomputers. Distributed and client/server systems tend to reduce computing costs because of their reliance on more cost-effective microcomputers and workstations.

There are many examples of distributed systems. One is the use of laptop computers by a company’s sales force, where orders and sales data are transmitted over the Internet (using a virtual private network, to be discussed later in this chapter) to the corporate computer center. A second example is the use of a client/server application for general ledger accounting, with desktop microcomputers as the clients and a high-powered workstation as the server. In most cases, such a package is implemented over a LAN in a single building or a cluster of buildings (a campus). A third example, also a client/server system, involves the creation of a commercial real estate database on a server located at the real estate firm’s main office. The client machines are microcomputers located in the firm’s branch offices or customer offices, with the clients and server linked via the Internet. In any case, it is the existence of a telecommunications network that makes distributed data processing a feasible and attractive arrangement.

**Enhanced Communications**

Networks enhance the communications process within an organization (and between organizations) in many important ways. The telephone network has long been a primary means of communication within and between organizations. Electronic mail over the corporate computer network has become a mainstay of communication in most major organizations in the past two decades, and the development of the Internet has extended the reach of these electronic mail systems around the world. Electronic bulletin boards (including internal, regional, and national bulletin boards), blogs, and mass electronic mailing lists for people with common interests permit multiparty asynchronous communication on an incredible array of topics. Instant messaging permits synchronous text communication over the Internet. And video communication, especially videoconferencing, provides a richer medium to permit more effective communication.

Direct data communication links between a company and its suppliers or customers, or both, have been successfully used to give the company a strategic advantage. The SABRE airline reservation system is a classic example of a strategic information system that depends upon communication provided through a network. Recent developments to be discussed later in this chapter—such as DSL and IP telephony (voice over IP)—permit both voice and data communications to occur over the same telecommunications line at the same time. Starting with “plain old telephone service” (POTS) networks and continuing with today’s LANs, WANs, and the Internet, networks have enhanced the communication process for individuals and organizations.

**Marketing Outreach**

In the last 20 years, the Internet has become an important marketing channel for a wide variety of businesses. Marketing is communication, of course, but it is a very specialized type of communication. Most midsized and larger business firms have a major presence on the World Wide Web, with extensive Web sites providing information on the firms’ products and services and, in many cases, an online ordering capability. Many smaller firms are also using the Web for marketing outreach, perhaps by creating a Yahoo! store. Chapter 7 will consider the wide variety of marketing activities undertaken on the World Wide Web.

**AN OVERVIEW OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING**

Networking—the electronic linking of geographically dispersed devices—is critical for modern organizations. To participate effectively in the ongoing communications
revolution, managers need to have a rudimentary understanding of the various telecommunications and networking options available to their organizations.

The prefix *tele-* simply means operating at a distance. Therefore *telecommunications* is communications at a distance. There are a number of other terms or abbreviations that are used almost interchangeably with telecommunications: *data communications*, *datacom*, *teleprocessing*, *telecom*, and *networking*. We prefer *telecommunications* because it is the broadest of these similar terms. It includes both voice (telephone) and data communications (including text and image). Teleprocessing means the computer processing is taking place at a distance from where the data originate, which obviously requires telecommunications. Networking is the electronic linking required to accomplish telecommunications.

One might think that only a wire or a wireless signal is needed for telecommunications, but it is much more complex than that! To begin a detailed consideration of telecommunications, first consider the primary functions performed by a telecommunications network, as listed in Table 3.1. The most obvious of these functions is the *transmission* of voice or data, or both, using the network and the underlying media. The *processing* involves making sure that an error-free message or data packet gets to the right destination. Subfunctions of processing include editorial, conversion, and routing.

**Editorial** involves checking for errors and putting the communication into a standardized format, and *conversion* includes any necessary changes in the coding system or the transmission speed when moving from one device on the network to another. In networks where alternative paths are possible between the source and the destination of a communication (particularly WANs and the Internet), *routing*—choosing the most efficient path—is an important task. Closely related to the processing function is *network control*, which includes keeping track of the status of various elements of the system (e.g., which elements are busy or out of service) and, for some types of networks, checking each workstation periodically to see if it has a communication to send. A not-so-obvious but critical function is the provision of an *interface* between the network and the user; hopefully this interface will make it easy and efficient for a manager or any other network user to send a communication. The next major section explores the variety of ways in which the functions listed in Table 3.1 can be delivered.

### KEY ELEMENTS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING

We believe that you as a business manager need to understand certain key elements about telecommunications and networking to participate effectively in the communications revolution—to know what the options are for the business systems you need. These key elements include certain underlying basic ideas, such as analog versus digital signals and switched versus private lines; the variety of transmission media available; the topology (or possible arrangements) of networks; the various types of networks, including LANs and WANs; and the network protocols employed on these networks. This section will be somewhat technical, but we will do our best to make it understandable. Above all the details, we want you to keep sight of the big picture of telecommunications.

### Analog and Digital Signals

Perhaps the most basic idea about telecommunications is that the electronic signals sent on a network may be either analog or digital, depending on the type of network. Historically, the telephone network has been an *analog network*, with voice messages sent over the network by having some physical quantity (e.g., voltage) continuously vary as a function of time. This analog signal worked fine for voice transmission because it required the significant variations provided by an analog signal (corresponding to

| **TABLE 3.1** Functions of a Telecommunications Network |
|---|---|
| **Function** | **Brief Description** |
| Transmission | Movement of voice and/or data using network and underlying media |
| Processing | Ensuring that error-free communication gets to right destination |
| Editorial | Checking for errors and putting communication into standardized format |
| Conversion | Changing coding system or speed when moving from one device to another |
| Routing | Choosing most efficient path when multiple paths are available |
| Network control | Keeping track of status of network elements and checking to see if communications are ready to be sent |
| Interface | Handling interactions between users and the network |
Transmitted over the network, but there is also a significant digital is due in part to the increasing volume of data being over the public telephone network. States for users seeking higher-speed access to the Internet (with an appropriate prefix) are now available in many parts of the United States, shifted from an analog to a digital network. Digital services such as ISDN and DSL (to be explored later in this chapter) are now available in many parts of the United States for users seeking higher-speed access to the Internet over the public telephone network.

This shift of the telephone network from analog to digital is due in part to the increasing volume of data being transmitted over the network, but there is also a significant advantage to transmitting voice signals over a digital network. Digital voice transmission can provide high-quality transmission—less noise on the line—just as digital recording provides higher-fidelity music. Most of our telephone instruments are still analog devices, so the signal sent from the instrument to the nearest switching center (which may be operated either by the telephone company or by your own organization) is still an analog signal. These telephone switches, however, are rapidly being converted from analog to digital switches. When the analog voice signal arrives at a digital switch, it is converted to a digital voice signal for transmission to a digital switch somewhere else, which may be across town or across the country. Thus, an increasing proportion of the voice transmission between switching centers is digitized. In the future, our telephone instruments will also be digital devices, so the entire telephone network will eventually become digital.

### Speed of Transmission

Whether the signal is digital or analog, another basic question is the speed of transmission. Please note that by speed we do not mean how fast the signal travels in terms like miles per hour, but rather the volume of data that can be transmitted per unit of time. Terms such as bandwidth, baud, and Hertz (Hz) are used to describe transmission speeds, whereas a measure such as bits transmitted per second (bits per second, or bps) would be more understandable. Happily, the three terms mentioned previously are essentially the same as bits per second in many circumstances. In common usage, bandwidth is just the circuit capacity. Hertz is cycles per second, and baud is the number of signals sent per second. If each cycle sends one signal that transmits exactly one bit of data, which is often the case, then all these terms are identical. To minimize any possible confusion, we will talk about bits per second (bps) in this chapter. In information technology publications, baud was formerly used for relatively slow speeds such as 2,400 baud (2,400 bps) or 14,400 baud (14,400 bps), while Hertz (with an appropriate prefix) was used for higher speeds such as 500 megaHertz (500 million bps) or 2 gigaHertz (2 billion bps). More recently, the term baud has fallen into disfavor, but Hertz is still widely used in PC advertisements. For clarity, we will stick with bps in this chapter.

![FIGURE 3.1 The Use of Modems in an Analog Network](image-url)
The notion of bandwidth, or capacity, is important for telecommunications. For example, approximately 50,000 bits (0s and 1s) are required to represent one page of data. To transmit 10 pages using a 56,000 bps (56 kbps) modem over an analog telephone line would take about nine seconds. If one were transmitting a large data file (e.g., customer accounts), that bandwidth or capacity would be unacceptably slow. On the other hand, to transmit these same 10 pages over a 1 million bps (1 mbps) DSL line would take only half of a second. Graphics require approximately 1 million bits for one page. To transmit 10 pages of graphics at 56 kbps over an analog telephone line would take a little under 3 minutes, while transmitting these same 10 pages of graphics over a 1 mbps DSL line would take only 10 seconds. One hour of high-definition video requires approximately 3 billion bytes (3 gigabytes), which would take nearly five days to transmit over a 56 kbps analog telephone line—obviously no one would ever do this! This high-definition video would still take 6 2/3 hours over a 1 mbps DSL line, but the time drops to a more reasonable 13 1/3 minutes over a 30-mbps fiber-to-the-premises line. The bandwidth determines what types of communication—voice, data, graphics, stop-frame video, full-motion video, high-definition video—can reasonably be transmitted over a particular medium.

**Types of Transmission Lines**

Another basic distinction is between private (or dedicated) communication lines and switched lines. The public telephone network, for example, is a switched-line system. When a communication of some sort (voice or data) is sent over the telephone network, the sender has no idea what route the communication will take. The telephone company’s (or companies’) computers make connections between switching centers to send the communication over the lines they deem appropriate, based on such factors as the length of the path, the amount of traffic on the various routes, and the capacity of the various routes. This switched-line system usually works fine for voice communications. Data communications, however, are more sensitive to the differences in line quality over different routes and to other local phenomena, such as electrical storms. Thus, a data communication sent from Minneapolis to Atlanta over the telephone network might be transmitted perfectly at 11 A.M., but another communication sent from Minneapolis to Atlanta 15 minutes later (a different connection) might be badly garbled because the communications were sent via different routes.

One way to reduce the error rate is through private lines. Most private lines are dedicated physical lines leased from a common carrier company such as Verizon, Sprint Nextel, or AT&T. A company might choose to lease a line between Minneapolis and Atlanta to ensure the quality of its data transmissions. Private lines also exist within a building or a campus. These are lines owned by the organization for the purpose of transmitting its own voice and data communications. Within-building or within-campus lines for computer telecommunications, for example, are usually private lines.

The last basic idea we wish to introduce is the difference among simplex, half-duplex, and full-duplex transmission. With **simplex transmission**, data can travel only in one direction. This one-way communication is rarely useful, but it might be employed from a monitoring device at a remote site (e.g., monitoring power consumption) back to a computer. With **half-duplex transmission**, data can travel in both directions but not simultaneously. **Full-duplex transmission** permits data to travel in both directions at once, and, therefore, provides greater capacity, but it costs more than half-duplex lines. Ordinary telephone service is full-duplex transmission, allowing both parties to talk at once, while a Citizen’s Band (CB) radio provides half-duplex transmission, allowing only one party to transmit at a time.

**Transmission Media**

A telecommunications network is made up of some physical medium (or media) over which communications are sent. Five primary media are in use today: twisted pair of wires, coaxial cable, wireless, satellite (which is a special form of wireless), and fiber-optic cable.

**TWISTED PAIR** When all uses are considered, the most common transmission medium is a twisted pair of wires. A twisted pair consists of two insulated copper wires, typically about 1 millimeter thick, twisted together in a long helix. The purpose for the twisting is to reduce electrical interference from similar twisted pairs nearby. Most telephones are connected to the local telephone company office or the local private branch exchange (PBX) via a twisted pair. Similarly, many LANs have been implemented by using twisted pair wiring to connect the various microcomputers and related devices. For example, Category 5e cabling—which consists of four twisted pairs in a single cable jacket—is currently used for many new high-speed LANs.

The transmission speeds attainable with twisted pairs vary considerably, depending upon such factors as the thickness of the wire, the distance traveled, and the number of twisted pairs in the cable. On the analog voice telephone network, speeds from 14,400 to 56,000 bps are...
commonplace. When a digital service such as DSL is used on the telephone network, a speed of 256,000 bps is common, with outbound DSL speeds ranging up to 896 kbps and inbound DSL speeds up to 12 million bps (12 mbps). Much higher speeds can be obtained when twisted pairs are used in LANs. Multiple twisted pairs in a single cable—such as Category 5e cabling—can support speeds up to 100 mbps when used in a Fast Ethernet LAN, or even up to 10 billion bps (10 gbps) with Gigabit Ethernet (more on these LAN types later). The speeds of twisted pair and other media are summarized in Table 3.2.

**COAXIAL CABLE** Coaxial cable (coax) is another common transmission medium. A coaxial cable consists of a heavy copper wire at the center, surrounded by insulating material. Around the insulating material is a cylindrical conductor, which is often a woven braided mesh. Then the cylindrical conductor is covered by an outer protective plastic covering. Figure 3.2 illustrates the construction of a coaxial cable.

Because of its construction, coaxial cable provides a good combination of relatively high transmission speeds and low noise or interference. Two kinds of coaxial cable are in widespread use—baseband coax, which is used for digital transmission, and broadband coax, which was originally used for analog transmission but which is now used for digital transmission as well.

Baseband coax is simple to use and inexpensive to install, and the required interfaces to microcomputers or other devices are relatively inexpensive. Baseband offers a single digital transmission channel with data transmission rates ranging from 10 million bits per second (10 mbps) up to perhaps 150 mbps, depending primarily on the distances involved (longer cables mean lower data rates). Baseband coax was widely used for LANs and for long-distance transmission within the telephone network, although much of this coax has now been replaced by fiber-optic cabling.

Broadband coax, which uses standard cable television cabling, was originally installed for analog transmission of television signals, but it increasingly employs digital transmission. A single broadband coax can be divided into multiple channels, so that a single cable can support simultaneous transmission of data, voice, and television. Broadband data transmission rates are similar to those for baseband coax, and high transmission speeds are possible over much longer distances than are feasible for baseband coax. Because of its multiple channels and additional capacity, broadband coax has been more enduring than baseband. Broadband coax is still widely used for cable television and LANs that span a significant area, often called metropolitan area networks.

**WIRELESS** Strictly speaking, wireless is not a transmission medium. Wireless is broadcast technology in which radio signals are sent out into the air. Wireless communication is used in a variety of circumstances, including
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**TABLE 3.2 Telecommunications Transmission Speeds**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmission Medium</th>
<th>Typical Speeds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twisted pair—voice telephone</td>
<td>14.4 kbps–56 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twisted pair—digital telephone</td>
<td>128 kbps–24 mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twisted pair—LAN</td>
<td>10 mbps–100 mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaxial cable</td>
<td>10 mbps–150 mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireless LAN</td>
<td>6 mbps–600 mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave</td>
<td>256 kbps–1 gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite</td>
<td>256 kbps–1 gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber-optic cable</td>
<td>100 mbps–3,200 gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY:** bps = bits per second  
  kbps = thousand bits per second, or kilo bps  
  mbps = million bits per second, or mega bps  
  gbps = billion bits per second, or giga bps
cordless telephones, cellular telephones, wireless LANs, and microwave transmission of voice and data.

A **cordless telephone** is a portable device which may be used up to about 1,000 feet from its wired telephone base unit. This permits the user to carry the telephone to various rooms in a house or take it outdoors on the patio. By contrast, a **cellular telephone** may be used anywhere as long as it is within range—about eight to ten miles—of a cellular switching station. At present, these cellular switching stations are available in all metropolitan areas of the United States and most rural areas. The switching stations are low-powered transmitter/receivers that are connected to a cellular telephone switching office by means of conventional telephone lines or microwave technology. The switching office, which is computer-controlled, coordinates the calls for its service area and links the cellular system into the local and long-distance telephone network. Today’s **smartphones**, such as a BlackBerry or an iPhone, combine a cell phone with a handheld computer and have the ability to access the Internet over the so-called 2G (second generation) or 3G (third generation) networks operated by the cellular carriers. The 3G networks provide much faster data transmission rates—typically from 500 kbps to 2 mbps—than the 2G networks, which are often in the 20 kbps range. 4G networks, with even higher data transmission rates, are on the horizon.

**Wireless LANs** are growing in popularity. They have the obvious advantage of being reasonably easy to plan and install. A wireless system provides networking where cable installation would be extremely expensive or impractical, such as in an old building. A wireless LAN also permits users of mobile devices such as handheld or laptop computers to connect to the LAN (and thus the Internet) whenever they are within range of a wireless access point (WAP), such as in a coffee shop or an airport terminal. A wireless LAN is less secure than a wired LAN and more susceptible to interference, which might increase the error rate and force the wireless LAN to operate at a slower data rate. Most wireless LANs operate in the range of 6 to 100 mbps, with some of the newer wireless LANs operating at speeds up to 300 mbps.

---

**RFID Signals Growing Slowly**

Radio frequency identification (RFID) has been around since World War II, but it didn’t gain public attention until 2003 when Walmart announced that it would require its 100 top suppliers to begin using RFID for selected applications by January 2005. At the time, there was an expectation that RFID would change retailing forever, but that hasn’t happened. In fact, even Walmart has pulled back on its original mandate. While it still uses RFID in stores and distribution centers, Walmart does not require its suppliers to use RFID. Only about 600 of Walmart’s 20,000 suppliers have joined the movement to RFID. Nevertheless, RFID has blossomed in areas other than retailing, and the sales of RFID tags, readers, software, and services have grown to $6 billion a year. The biggest use of RFID is in smart cards, including passports, ID cards, and prepaid transportation cards. The military is using RFID to keep track of equipment and supplies, and governments are using RFID to tag livestock to help stop the spread of diseases such as mad cow disease.

There are actually two flavors of RFID, passive and active. Both types of RFID are built around an RFID tag, which is a small piece of hardware—often the size of a postage stamp or smaller—that uses radio-transmitted codes to uniquely identify itself. A passive RFID tag combines a tiny chip with an antenna; it does not have an internal power source. Instead, a passive tag relies on the minute electrical current induced in the antenna by an incoming radio signal, providing enough power for the tag to send a brief response, typically just an ID number. An active RFID tag contains its own power supply and can transmit identifying information either continuously, on request, or on a predetermined schedule. Active tags are much more expensive, usually over $1.00, while the prices of passive tags have dropped to the $0.05 to $0.10 level. At present, most of the RFID action involves passive RFID tags because of their lower cost. Passive RFID tags include those used on smart cards and livestock, as well as on an increasing number of consumer items. Active RFID tags are commonly found in cell phones, aircraft transponders, and other specialized applications such as the tracking of medical equipment. RFID is not creating a retailing revolution, but it is slowly and surely becoming important for identifying people, products, equipment, and even livestock.

[Based on Khermouch and Green, 2003; Ohlhorst, 2005; and Weier, 2009]
Microwave has been in widespread use for long-distance wireless communication for several decades. Microwave is line-of-sight transmission—there must be an unobstructed straight line between the microwave transmitter and the receiver. Because of the curvature of the earth, microwave towers have to be built, typically about 25 to 50 miles apart, to relay signals over long distances from the originating transmitter to the final receiver. These requirements for towers, transmitters, and receivers suggest that microwave transmission is expensive, and it is, but long-distance microwave is less expensive than burying fiber-optic cable in a very long trench, particularly if the right of way for that trench has to be obtained. Microwave is widely used for long-distance telephone communication and, to a lesser extent, for corporate voice and data networks; transmission speeds up to 1 gbps are possible.

Other line-of-sight transmission methods exist in addition to microwave. For short distances (e.g., from one building to another), laser or infrared transmitters and receivers, mounted on the rooftops, are often an economical and easy way to transmit data.

SATELLITE A special variation of wireless transmission employs satellite communication to relay signals over very long distances. A communications satellite is simply a big microwave repeater in the sky; it contains one or
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**Bluetooth is Here!**

Harald Bluetooth was a tenth-century Viking king in Denmark. Now a wireless technology named in his honor allows communication among a wide variety of devices, such as mobile telephones, desktop and notebook computers, palmtop computers, DVD players, and printers, eliminating cables and permitting communication where it used to be impossible. Bluetooth is short-range radio technology that has been built into a microchip, enabling data to be transmitted wirelessly at speeds up to 3 mbps (Version 2.1 + EDR)—and eventually at speeds up to 24 mbps if a Wi-Fi (wireless fidelity) connection is available (Version 3.0 + HS). The Bluetooth Special Interest Group’s founding members were two leading mobile phone manufacturers, Ericsson (Sweden)\(^1\) and Nokia (Finland); two leading notebook computer vendors, IBM (now Lenovo, based in China) and Toshiba (Japan); and Intel, the leading producer of microprocessor chips. They have been joined by many other companies, including Microsoft and Motorola, as promoter members. The Bluetooth Special Interest Group has developed Bluetooth technology standards that are available free of royalties to any company that wishes to use them. Products using Bluetooth technology have to pass interoperability testing prior to release. Thousands of Bluetooth products of all kinds are now available for purchase, and Bluetooth support is embedded in operating systems such as Microsoft Windows and Apple Computer’s Mac OS.

The possibilities are endless for the use of Bluetooth. By adding Bluetooth cards (containing the microchip) to a notebook computer and a palmtop, a business traveler is able to synchronize the data in a notebook computer and palmtop simply by placing both devices in the same room. Bluetooth can eliminate the need to use cables to connect the mouse, keyboard, and printer to a desktop computer. With several states now prohibiting driving while talking on a handheld phone, there is growing demand for Bluetooth-equipped cell phones and hands-free headsets. An array of Bluetooth-equipped appliances, such as a television set, a stove, a thermostat, and a home computer, can be controlled from a cell phone—all from a remote location, if desired. The Bluetooth Special Interest Group has designed the microchips to include software controls and identity coding to ensure that only those units preset by their owners can communicate.

As a specific example, UPS is using Bluetooth technology in the ring scanners used by package loaders. These ring scanners read bar-code data on packages and transfer it via Bluetooth to terminals they wear on their waists. Then, using wireless LAN access points deployed throughout all of UPS’s buildings, the data are sent from the LAN via a landline to a global scanning system—which stores all of the information on packages—at one of two UPS data centers. Watch out for the Viking king—Bluetooth is here!

---

\(^{1}\)The companies listed in this chapter have their headquarters in the United States unless otherwise noted.
more transponders that listen to a particular portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, amplify the incoming signals, and retransmit back to earth. A modern satellite might have around 40 transponders, each of which can handle an 80-mbps data transmission, 1,250 digital voice channels of 64 kbps each, or other combinations of data channels and voice channels. Transmission via satellite is still line-of-sight transmission, so a communication would have to be relayed through several satellites to go halfway around the world (see Figure 3.3).

One interesting, but annoying, aspect of satellite transmission is the substantial delay in receiving the signal because of the large distances involved in transmitting up to the satellite and then back down to earth. This is particularly true for the geostationary earth orbit (GEO) satellites, which are positioned 22,000 miles above the equator such that they appear stationary relative to the earth’s surface. The minimum delay for GEO satellites is just under one-third of a second, which is an order of magnitude larger than on fiber-optic connections or earth-bound microwave covering the same ground distance.

In the 1990s, a great deal of interest arose in low earth orbit (LEO) satellites, orbiting at a distance of only 400 to 1,000 miles above the earth—compared to 22,000 miles above the earth for GEO satellites. Because of their rapid motion, it takes a large number of LEO satellites for a complete system; on the other hand, because the satellites are close to the earth, the ground stations need less power for communication and the round-trip delay is greatly reduced. Fifteen years ago it appeared as though nearly 1,700 LEO satellites would be launched by 2006—more than ten times the 150 commercial satellites in orbit at that time (Schine et al., 1997)—but that did not happen. Let’s see why.

The first major LEO project was Iridium, which launched 66 satellites to offer mobile telephony, paging, and data communication services. Investors in the $5 billion Iridium project included Motorola, Lockheed Martin, and Sprint; Motorola managed the project. The satellites were all flying, and the Iridium system went live in 1998, with two-page advertisements splashed in major magazines such as BusinessWeek. The Iridium customer would have an individual telephone number that would go with him or her anywhere on earth, enabling the customer to make and receive calls from even the most remote places on the globe.

Unfortunately, the prices to use the Iridium service were too high, and it never caught on. Iridium filed for bankruptcy in 1999, and for a time it appeared likely that the satellites would be allowed to fall out of orbit. But Iridium got a second chance! A group of investors paid $25 million for the satellites and other assets of the original Iridium (quite a bargain!) and started satellite telephone service again in 2001 (Jarman, 2009). The old Iridium needed 1 million customers to break even; the new Iridium needed only tens of thousands. Many of these customers came from the U.S. military, which signed a deal for unlimited use for up to 20,000 soldiers. The British military is another customer, as are many news media representatives (Maney, 2003). Marketing of the new Iridium is aimed at corporations, not individuals, with a focus on maritime, aviation, and mobile operations. Iridium now has a customer base of over 300,000 (Jarman, 2009). The cost is still substantial for the reborn Iridium but not nearly as high as before: The telephone, which weighs 9.4 ounces, costs about $1,500, and one sample calling plan costs $250 a month for 150 included minutes ($1.67 per minute), plus $1.40 per minute for additional minutes. In addition, there is a $100 activation fee and a substantially higher rate to call a telephone operating on another satellite network (Blue Sky Network Web site, 2010).

A competing LEO satellite system, Globalstar, has also had a troubled history. With its 48 LEO satellites, Globalstar does not provide complete coverage of the planet, but it does offer service in over 120 countries. The cost of Globalstar’s Freedom 150 plan (in the United States) is $65 per month for 150 included minutes ($0.43 per minute), plus $0.99 per minute for additional minutes. The telephone for Globalstar costs about $1,000 (Globalstar Web site, 2010).
The plug was pulled on a third proposed LEO satellite system, named Teledesic, in October 2002. The original plan for Teledesic, which was sponsored by Craig McCaw (who built McCaw Cellular before selling it to AT&T), Bill Gates (Microsoft), and Boeing, was to create a 288-satellite network to provide low-cost, high-speed Internet access, corporate networking, and desktop videoconferencing. The number of satellites was later reduced to 30, each with a larger “footprint” on the earth, but even that plan was cancelled in 2002 before any Teledesic satellites were launched. All these LEO satellite systems seemed like good ideas at the time they were planned, but the expenses involved were massive. Furthermore, the LEO systems took so long from concept to deployment that competing, less expensive technologies—such as cell phones, DSL, and cable—had made massive inroads into the potential market before the satellites were launched.

FIBER OPTICS  The last and newest transmission medium—fiber-optic cabling—is a true medium, not broadcast technology. Advances in optical technology have made it possible to transmit data by pulses of light through a thin fiber of glass or fused silica. A light pulse can signal a 1 bit, while the absence of a pulse signals a 0 bit. An optical transmission system requires three components: the light source, either a light-emitting diode (LED) or a laser diode; the fiber-optic cable itself; and a detector (a photodiode). The light source emits light pulses when an electrical current is applied, and the detector generates an electrical current when it is hit by light.

Fiber optics are much faster than other media and require much less space because the fiber-optic cable is very small in diameter. Fiber-optic cables are more secure because the cables do not emit radiation and, thus, are very difficult to tap. They are also highly reliable because they are not affected by power-line surges, electromagnetic interference, or corrosive chemicals in the air. These benefits are leading telephone companies to use fiber optics in all their new long-distance telephone lines, lines connecting central office sites, and most of their new local lines from central office sites to terminuses located in subdivisions. (The advantages of speed and security are obvious; the size is important because many of the cable ducts already installed lack room for other media but can hold the thinner fiber-optic cabling.) The high cost of the required equipment and the difficulty of dealing with the tiny fibers make this an unattractive medium for most LANs, except when it is used as a backbone to connect multiple LANs and where very high speeds or high-security needs exist.

Transmission speeds for fiber range up to 1 billion bits per second (1 giga bps or 1 gbps) for large-diameter fiber (50 to 100 micron² core, which does not include any protective covering) to as high as 3,200 gbps for small-diameter fiber (10 microns or less). The fact that the smaller-diameter fiber has much larger capacity might be surprising, but light reflections are greatly reduced with a smaller fiber—the light ray bounces around less—permitting higher transmission speeds. The large-diameter fiber is multimode, meaning that several light rays are traversing the fiber simultaneously, bouncing off the fiber walls, while the small-diameter fiber is single mode, with a single light ray at a time propagated essentially in a straight line without bouncing. Single-mode fiber, unfortunately, requires higher-cost laser light sources and detectors than multimode fiber. In a recent development, the light ray sent through a single-mode fiber can be split into 80 or more different colors, each carrying its own stream of data. In this process, called dense wave division multiplexing, prisms are used to send these multiple colors down a single fiber. For example, some of the fiber currently being installed by telephone companies is 8-micron single-mode fiber with a transmission speed, using wave division multiplexing, of 800 gbps. The outside diameter (including protective covering) of this single-mode fiber is only 125 microns, which is about one-fiftieth the outside diameter of a typical coaxial cable. Thus, both the speed and size advantages of fiber optics are significant.

Topology of Networks

The starting point for understanding networks is to recognize that all telecommunications networks employ one or more of the transmission media discussed previously. But what do the networks look like in terms of their configuration or arrangement of devices and media? The technical term for this configuration is the topology of the network. There are five basic network topologies—bus, ring, star, hierarchical or tree, and mesh (see Figure 3.4)—plus an unlimited number of variations and combinations of these five basic forms.

BUS  The simplest topology is the linear or bus topology. With the bus, a single length of cable (coax, fiber, or twisted pair) is shared by all network devices. One of the network devices is usually a file server with a large data storage capacity. An obvious advantage of the bus is the wiring simplicity. A disadvantage is its single-point failure characteristic. If the bus fails, nodes on either side of the failure point cannot communicate with one another.

---

2A micron is one-millionth of a meter or one-thousandth of a millimeter.
The ring topology is similar to the bus except that the two ends of the cable are connected. In this case, a single cable runs through every network device, including (usually) a file server. The wiring for the ring is slightly more complicated than for the bus, but the ring is not as susceptible to failure. In particular, a single failure in the ring still permits each network device to communicate with every other device.

The star topology has a mainframe or midrange computer, a file server (usually a microcomputer), or a networking device at its center, with cables (or media of some type) radiating from the central device to all the other network devices. This design is representative of many small-to-medium computer configurations, with all workstations and peripherals attached to the single midrange computer. Advantages of the star include ease of identifying cable failure, because each device has its own cable; ease of installation for each device, which must only be connected to the central device; and low cost for small networks where all the devices are close together. The star’s primary disadvantage is that if the central device fails, the whole network fails. A cost disadvantage might also be encountered if the network grows, for a separate cable must be run to each individual device, even if several devices are close together but far from the central device.

The fourth basic topology is the tree, or hierarchical. This topology is sometimes called a hierarchical star because with some rearrangement (spreading the branches out around the central device), it looks like an extension of the star. The configuration of most large and very large computer networks is a tree, with the mainframe at the top of the tree connected to controllers such as a multiplexer and perhaps to other smaller computers. Then these controllers, or smaller computers, are, in turn, connected to other devices such as terminals, microcomputers, and printers. Thus, the tree gets “bushy” as one traverses it from top to bottom.

The tree has the same primary disadvantage as the star. If the central device fails, the entire network goes down. On the other hand, the tree arrangement possesses a great deal of flexibility. The cost disadvantage of the star might not appear when devices are added to the network, for the use of intermediate devices (e.g., multiplexers, small computers) removes the necessity of connecting every device directly to the center.

In a mesh topology, most devices are connected to two, three, or more other devices in a seemingly irregular pattern that resembles a woven net or a mesh. A complete mesh would have every device connected to every other device, but this is seldom done because of the cost. The public telephone network is an example of a mesh topology; another example is the system of networks that makes up the Internet.

The ramifications of a failure in the mesh depend upon the alternative paths or routes available in the vicinity of the failure. In a complex mesh, like the telephone network, a failure is likely to have little impact, except on the devices directly involved.

Now the fun begins, because the previous five network topologies can be combined and modified in a bewildering assortment of networks. For example, it is quite common to attach multiple bus or ring LANs to the tree mainframe computer network. Multiple bus and ring LANs might be attached to a high-speed backbone cable, which is in effect a bus network with the LANs as nodes on the network.

National and international networks—such as the telephone network and the Internet—are much more complex than those we have considered thus far, because the designers have intentionally built in a significant amount of redundancy. In this way, if one transmission line
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3A multiplexer is a device, usually located at a site remote from the mainframe or central device, whose function is to merge (“multiplex”) the data streams from multiple low-speed input devices, such as terminals and microcomputers, so that the full capacity of the transmission line to the central device is utilized.
goes out, there are alternative routes to almost every node or device on the network. We will take a closer look at an extremely high-speed national research network named Internet2 later in this chapter.

Types of Networks

Thus far we have considered two key elements of telecommunications networks: the transmission media used to send the communications and the arrangement or topology of the networks. Now we turn to the categorization of networks into basic types, including computer telecommunications networks, LANs, backbone networks, WANs, the Internet, and Internet2.

**COMPUTER TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS** It is almost easier to describe this initial type of network by what it is not. It is not a LAN, a backbone network, a WAN, or the Internet. What we are calling a computer telecommunications network is the network emanating from a single medium, large, or very large computer or a group of closely linked computers. This type of network usually is arranged as a tree (see Figure 3.4) with coaxial cable and twisted pair as the media. Until the early 1980s, this was usually the only type of network (except for the telephone network) operated by an organization that did business in one building or a group of adjacent buildings (a campus). In many organizations even today, the predominant communication with the central computer is through the computer telecommunications network. This type of network is controlled by the central computer, with all other devices (e.g., terminals, microcomputers, and printers) operating as subordinates or “slaves” on the network. IBM’s mainframe architecture was originally based on this type of network, although LANs and other network types may now be linked to a mainframe or large computer.

This is not a bad arrangement, but it puts a tremendous communications control burden on the central computer. For this reason, it is quite common to add a front-end processor or communications controller to the network—between the central computer and the rest of the network—to offload the communications work from the central computer (see Figure 3.5). A front-end processor or communications controller is another computer with specially designed hardware and software to handle all aspects of telecommunications, including error control, editing, controlling, routing, and speed and signal conversion.

**LOCAL AREA NETWORKS** A local area network (LAN) is first and foremost a local network—it is completely owned by a single organization and generally operates within an area no more than 2 or 3 miles in diameter. LANs are data networks that generally have a high data rate of several million bps or more.
A LAN differs from a computer telecommunications network in that a LAN contains a number of intelligent devices (usually microcomputers) capable of data processing rather than being built around a central computer that controls all processing. In other words, a LAN is based on a peer-to-peer relationship, rather than a master–subordinate relationship.

There are five types of LANS in use today—three types of wired LANs and two types of wireless LANs—for which standards have been developed by the Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and subsequently adopted by both national and international standards organizations. These five LAN standards are officially designated as IEEE 802.3 (contention bus design); IEEE 802.4 (token bus design); IEEE 802.5 (token ring design); IEEE 802.11, including 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11n (Wi-Fi wireless design); and IEEE 802.16, including 802.16d and 802.16e (WiMAX wireless design).

**Wired Local Area Networks.** The contention bus design was originally developed by Xerox and subsequently adopted by Digital Equipment Corporation (now part of Hewlett-Packard) and several other vendors. This design is usually referred to as Ethernet, named after the original Xerox version of the design. The contention bus is obviously a bus topology (see Figure 3.4), usually implemented using coaxial cable or twisted pair wiring. Communication on an Ethernet LAN is usually half-duplex—that is, communication in both directions is possible, but not simultaneously. The interesting feature of this design is its contention aspect—all devices must contend for the use of the cable.

With Ethernet, devices listen to the cable to pick off communications intended for the particular device and determine if the cable is busy. If the cable is idle, any device may transmit a message. Most of the time this works fine, but what happens if two devices start to transmit at the same time? A collision occurs, and the messages become garbled. The devices must recognize that this collision has occurred, stop transmitting, wait a random period of time, and try again. This method of operation is called a **CSMA/CD Protocol**, an abbreviation for Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection. In theory, collisions might continue to occur, and thus there is no upper bound on the time a device might wait to send a message; in practice, a contention bus design is simple to implement and works very well as long as traffic on the network is light or moderate (and, thus, there are few collisions).

The original Ethernet design, now called shared Ethernet, employs a contention bus as its logical topology, but it is usually implemented as a physical star arrangement (see Figure 3.6). The usual way of creating a shared Ethernet LAN is to plug the cables from all the devices on the LAN into a hub, which is a junction box containing some number of ports (e.g., 12) into which cables can be plugged. Embedded inside the hub is a linear bus connecting all the ports. Thus, shared Ethernet operates as a logical bus but a physical star.

**Switched Ethernet** is a newer variation of Ethernet providing better performance at a higher price. The design is similar to shared Ethernet, but a switch is substituted for the hub and the LAN operates as a logical star as well as a physical star. The switch is smarter than a hub—rather than passing all communications through to all devices on the LAN, which is what a hub does, the switch establishes separate point-to-point circuits to each device and then forwards communications only to the appropriate device. This switched approach dramatically improves LAN performance because each device has its own dedicated circuit, rather than sharing a single circuit with all devices on the network. Of course, a switch is more expensive than a simple hub.

The token bus design employs a bus topology with coaxial cable or twisted pair wiring, but it does not rely on contention. Instead, a single token (a special communication or message) is passed around the bus to all devices in a specified order, and a device can only transmit when it has the token. Therefore, a microcomputer must wait until it receives the token before transmitting a message; when the message is sent, the device sends the token on to the next device. After some deterministic period of time based on messages sent by other devices, the device will receive the token again.

![FIGURE 3.6 Shared Ethernet Topology: Logical Bus, Physical Star](image-url)
The token bus design is central to the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP), which was developed by General Motors and adopted by many manufacturers. MAP is a factory automation protocol (or set of standards) designed to connect robots and other machines on the assembly line by a LAN. In designing MAP, General Motors did not believe it could rely on a contention-based LAN with a probabilistic delay time before a message could be sent. An automobile assembly line moves at a fixed rate, and it cannot be held up because a robot has not received the appropriate message from the LAN. Therefore, General Motors and many other manufacturers have opted for the deterministic token bus LAN design.

The third LAN standard is the token ring, originally developed by IBM, which combines a ring topology (see Figure 3.4) with the use of a token as described for the token bus. A device attached to the ring must seize the token and remove it from the ring before transmitting a message; when the device has completed transmitting, it releases the token back into the ring. Thus, collisions can never occur, and the maximum delay time before any station can transmit is deterministic. The usual implementation of a token ring involves the use of a wire center into which cables from individual devices are plugged, creating a physical star but a logical ring.

All three types of wired LAN designs are in use today. Token bus dominates the manufacturing scene, and Ethernet leads token ring by a wide and growing margin in office applications. But the hottest type of LAN in the early twenty-first century is the wireless LAN, to which we will now turn.

Wireless Local Area Networks. Most wireless LANs in use today are of the Wi-Fi (short for wireless fidelity) variety, although WiMAX networks are beginning to appear (more on WiMAX later). Wi-Fi LANs are rapidly proliferating. Wi-Fi technology has obvious advantages for people on the move who need access to the Internet in airports, restaurants, and hotels and on university campuses. Wi-Fi is also gaining acceptance as a home or neighborhood network, permitting an assortment of laptop and desktop computers to share a single broadband access point to the Internet. Numerous city-wide Wi-Fi networks were developed in the early twenty-first century, but many of these have been commercial failures; it now appears that other technologies, such as WiMAX and other 4G networks operated by the cellular carriers, will form the basis of wide-area wireless networks (Martin, 2008; Merron, 2007). Wireless LANs have also moved into the corporate and commercial world, especially in older buildings and confined spaces where it would be difficult or impossible to establish a wired LAN or where mobility is paramount. Even in newer buildings, wireless LANs are often being employed as overlay networks. In such cases Wi-Fi is installed in addition to wired LANs so that employees can easily move their laptops from office to office and can connect to the network in places such as lunchrooms, hallways, and patios (FitzGerald and Dennis, 2009, p. 244).

Today’s Wi-Fi LANs use one of the standards incorporated in the IEEE 802.11 family of specifications. All these standards use the shared Ethernet design (logical bus, physical star; see Figure 3.7) and the CSMA/CA Protocol, which is an abbreviation for Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance. CSMA/CA is quite similar to CSMA/CD used in traditional Ethernet, but it makes greater efforts to avoid collisions. In one approach to collision avoidance, any computer wishing to transmit a message first sends a “request to transmit” to the wireless access point (WAP). If no other computer is transmitting, the WAP responds by sending a “clear to transmit” signal
to all computers on the wireless LAN, specifying the amount of time for which the network is reserved for the requesting computer.

In order to establish a wireless LAN, a wireless **network interface card** (**NIC**) must be installed in each computer. The wireless NIC is a short-range radio transceiver that can send and receive radio signals. At the heart of a wireless LAN is the **wireless access point** (**WAP**), which is a radio transceiver that plays the same role as a hub in a wired Ethernet LAN. The WAP receives the signals of all computers within its range and repeats them to ensure that all other computers within the range can hear them; it also forwards all messages for recipients not on this wireless LAN via the wired network.

At the present time, there are four Wi-Fi LAN standards in use, with the newest standard (802.11n) approved in 2009. The 802.11a Wi-Fi standard operates in the 5 GHz (gigaHertz) band at data rates up to 54 mbps. The problem with 802.11a is that the range is only about 150 feet; in fact, the 54 mbps data rate can be sustained reliably only within about 50 feet of the WAP. The 802.11b standard operates in the 2.4 GHz band at data rates of 5.5 to 11 mbps. The range of 802.11b LANs is typically 300 to 500 feet, which is greater than that of 802.11a. The most widely used Wi-Fi LAN standard today is 802.11g, which uses a different form of multiplexing in the 2.4 GHz band to achieve the same range as 802.11b (300 to 500 feet) with data rates up to the 54 mbps of 802.11a. The recently approved 802.11n standard uses both the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz frequency ranges simultaneously (by using multiple sets of antennas) in order to increase its data rate and its range. The 802.11n standard provides **five times** the throughput of earlier Wi-Fi standards—up to 300 mbps—and **twice** the range—up to 1,000 feet. Happily, the 802.11n standard is backward compatible with the earlier Wi-Fi standards, so that it will co-exist with—and eventually replace—all of the earlier standards. Many commentators believe that the 802.11n standard, with its increased speed, coverage, and reliability, will hasten the movement to replace wired LANs with a wireless office environment (Bulk, 2008; Moerschel, 2010).

The newest type of wireless network is **WiMAX** (short for worldwide interoperability for microwave access), which is based on the IEEE 802.16 family of specifications. At the beginning of 2010 there were about half a million WiMAX users in the United States, but Clearwire—the leading vendor of WiMAX service—expects that number to grow substantially over the next few years. In early 2010, the Clearwire WiMAX service, named Clear, was available in 27 markets across the United States, covering 34 million people; Clearwire expects those numbers to grow to 42 markets covering 120 million people by the end of 2010 (Clearwire, 2010). In practical terms, WiMAX will operate very much like Wi-Fi but over greater distances and for a greater number of users.

There are actually two types of WiMAX. The IEEE 802.16d standard covers fixed-point wireless access, and it is used to connect a central access point to a set of fixed networks, such as from a branch office to a central office a few miles away. Under ideal conditions, 802.16d provides a data rate of 40 mbps for up to 20 miles, but actual data rates and distances are much less. An important use of 802.16d is to connect multiple Wi-Fi public access points (e.g., in a city-wide network) to a central switch so that users can connect to the Internet.

By providing access to mobile users, the 802.16e standard is designed to be direct competition for outdoor Wi-Fi networks. The network is expected to provide up to 15 mbps of capacity and to have an effective range of up to 6 miles with a line of sight to the access point or 2 miles without a line of sight; in practice, an 802.16e network operates at about 4 to 8 mbps.

**Higher-Speed Wired Local Area Networks.** LAN technology continues to advance as we move further into the twenty-first century. The top speed of a traditional Ethernet LAN is 10 mbps, but **Fast Ethernet**, operating at 100 mbps, is now the most common form of Ethernet in new LANs. Fast Ethernet uses the same CSMA/CD architecture and the same wiring as traditional Ethernet. The most popular implementations of Fast Ethernet are **100 Base-T**, which runs at 100 mbps over Category 5 twisted-pair cabling (four pairs of wires in each cable), and **100 Base-F**, which runs at 100 mbps over multimode fiber-optic cable (usually two strands of fiber joined in one cable). Although the wiring for Fast Ethernet could handle full-duplex communication, in most cases only half-duplex is used.

Even newer and faster than Fast Ethernet is **Gigabit Ethernet**, with speeds of 1 billion bps and higher. Gigabit Ethernet is often used in backbone networks, to be discussed in the next section. There are two varieties of Gigabit Ethernet in use today: 1-gbps Ethernet, commonly called **1 GbE**; and 10-gbps Ethernet, or **10 GbE**. A 1 GbE running over twisted-pair cables is called **1000 Base-T**, and it operates over one Category 5e cable (four pairs of wires) by using an ingenious procedure to send streams of bits in parallel. There are two versions of 1 GbE when running over fiber-optic cabling: **1000 Base-SX** uses multimode fiber and **1000 Base-LX** uses either multimode fiber or single-mode fiber depending on the distances involved (up to 1,800 feet with multimode fiber or over 16,000 feet with single-mode fiber). Currently, 10 GbE is being deployed in some backbone networks or in circumstances...
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where very high data rates are required. Moreover, 40-gbps Ethernet (40 GbE) and 100-gbps Ethernet (100 GbE) are just around the corner, with standards currently under development by IEEE. These ultrahigh speed networks have been designed to run over fiber-optic cables, but, amazingly, they can also run over twisted-pair cables. Most of these Gigabit Ethernet networks are configured to use full-duplex communication. Ethernet speeds keep going up, suggesting that Ethernet will continue to be the preferred networking approach for high-speed LANs and backbone networks for the foreseeable future.

BACKBONE NETWORKS

Backbone networks are the in-between networks—the middle distance networks that interconnect LANs in a single organization with each other and with the organization’s WAN and the Internet. For example, the corporate headquarters of a large firm might have multiple buildings spread out over several city blocks. Each floor of a large building might have its own LAN, or a LAN might cover an entire smaller building. All these LANs must be interconnected to gain the benefits of networking—enhanced communications, the sharing of resources and data, and distributed data processing. In addition, the LANs must also be connected to the company’s WAN and, in most cases, to the Internet. A backbone network is the key to internetworking (see Figure 3.8).

The technology involved in backbone networks is essentially the same as that described for LANs but at the high end. The medium employed is either fiber-optic cabling or twisted-pair cabling, providing a high data transmission rate—100 mbps, 1 gbps, or more. The topology is usually a bus (Fast Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet). The only new terminology we need to introduce relates to the hardware devices that connect network pieces together or connect other networks to the backbone network.

We have already introduced the hub, the switch, and the WAP. A hub, we know, is a simple device into which cables from computers are plugged; it can also be used to connect one section of a LAN to another. Hubs forward every message they receive to all devices or sections of the LAN attached to it, whether or not they need to go there. A wireless access point is the central device in a wireless LAN that connects the LAN to other networks. A bridge connects two LANs, or LAN segments, when the LANs use the same protocols, or set of rules (more on this later); a bridge is smart enough to forward only messages that need to go to the other LAN. A router, or a gateway (a sophisticated router), connects two or more LANs and forwards only messages that need to be forwarded but can connect LANs that use different protocols. For example, a gateway is used to connect an organization’s backbone network to the Internet. A

Clearwire and 4G Networks

The Clearwire story is an interesting one that is still unfolding. Clearwire was founded by entrepreneur Craig McCaw, who in the 1980s built a cellular phone business that he sold to AT&T for $11.5 billion. In 2008, Clearwire obtained $3.2 billion in investment funding from Sprint Nextel, Intel, Comcast, and Google, among others. Another $1.6 billion in funding was obtained in 2009, with $1 billion of that from Sprint Nextel, which holds a 51 percent interest in Clearwire. With that funding, Clearwire continues to build its 4G WiMAX wireless network.

However, there is competition in terms of the technology that will be used to build 4G networks. Both AT&T and Verizon Wireless—the two largest cellular providers in the United States—have decided to develop their 4G networks based on a cellular technology called Long Term Evolution (LTE). Some commentators think that there is room for both WiMAX and LTE technologies in the 4G world, with WiMAX favored for “local nomads” who want fast Internet access anywhere in their local region and LTE favored for national roamers who regularly travel around the country. Even if the dual 4G approach does not work, Clearwire does not see the 4G battle as a big issue—Clearwire insists that its equipment can be shifted from WiMAX to LTE technology relatively easily. The important point is that WiMAX and other 4G networks have the potential to do for broadband Internet access what cell phones have done to phone access. In the same way that many users have given up on wired phone service in favor of cell phones, the 4G networks could replace cable and DSL services and provide Internet access just about anywhere you go.

[Based on Ante, 2009; Clearwire, 2010; Kapustka, 2008; and Perez, 2009b]
switch connects more than two LANs, or LAN segments, that use the same protocols. Switches are very useful to connect several low-speed LANs (e.g., a dozen Ethernet LANs running at 10 mbps) into a single 100-mbps backbone network (running Fast Ethernet). In this case, the switch operates very much like a multiplexer. The top vendors of these hardware devices include Cisco Systems, Juniper Networks, 3Com (now owned by Hewlett-Packard), and Alcatel-Lucent (France).

**WIDE AREA NETWORKS** Today’s more complex, more widely dispersed organizations need wide area networks (WANs), also called long-haul networks, to communicate both voice and data across their far-flung operations. A WAN differs from a LAN in that a WAN spans much greater distances (often entire countries or even the globe) and is usually owned by several organizations (including both common carriers and the user organization). In addition, a WAN employs point-to-point transmission (except for satellites), whereas a LAN uses a multiaccess channel (e.g., the bus and ring). We will note some exceptions, but for the most part WANs rely on the public telephone network.

**DDD and WATS.** The easiest way to set up a WAN is to rely on ordinary public telephone service. **Direct Distance Dialing (DDD)** is available through a telephone company such as AT&T, Sprint Nextel, or Verizon and can be used for voice and data communications between any two spots served by the telephone network. Of course, the speed for data transmission is quite limited (up to 56 kbps), data error rates are relatively high, and the cost per hour is very expensive. **Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS)** is
also available, in which the organization pays a monthly fee for (typically) unlimited long-distance telephone service using the ordinary voice circuits. WATS has the same advantages and disadvantages as DDD. However, the cost per hour of WATS is somewhat less than DDD, but the customer pays for it whether it is used or not, while DDD is paid for only when it is utilized. DDD is appropriate for intermittent, limited-volume data transmission at relatively slow speeds, while WATS is used for more nearly continuous, somewhat larger volumes of data to be transmitted at relatively slow speeds.

**Leased Lines.** Another, sometimes attractive, alternative is to lease dedicated communications lines from AT&T or another carrier. If a manufacturing company has three plants geographically separated from corporate headquarters (where the mainframe computer or large servers are located), it might make sense to lease lines to connect each of the three plants to headquarters. These leased lines are generally coaxial cables, microwave, or fiber-optic cables of very high capacity, and they are less prone to data errors than ordinary voice lines. The leased lines are expensive, ranging from hundreds of dollars per month for distances of a few miles up to tens of thousands of dollars per month for cross-country lines.

The most common leased lines operate at a data transmission rate of 1.544 mbps and are referred to as **T-1 lines**. In order to effectively use this high data transmission rate, organizations must employ multiplexers at each end of a T-1 line to combine (or separate) a number of data streams that are, individually, much less than 1.544 mbps.

Leased lines with capacities higher than T-1 are also available. Four T-1 lines are combined to create a T-2 trunk, with a capacity of 6.312 mbps, but T-2 trunks have largely been bypassed in favor of T-3 trunks (consisting of seven T-2s), with a data transmission capacity of nearly 45 mbps. T-3 links are available between major cities, although the costs are much higher than for T-1 lines. T-4 trunks also exist (made up of six T-3s), with a huge capacity of 274 mbps.

The newest and highest capacity leased lines (and also the most expensive) are fiber-optic transmission lines, or SONET lines. **Synchronous Optical Network (SONET)** is an American National Standards Institute (ANSI)–approved standard for connecting fiber-optic transmission systems. Data transmission rates for SONET lines are shown in Table 3.3. Note that the slowest SONET transmission rate (OC-1) of nearly 52 mbps is faster than the T-3 rate of 45 mbps.

**Satellite.** Satellite microwave communication has been used by a number of large organizations to set up their WANs. The satellite or satellites involved are owned by companies such as Hughes Communications, Intelsat (Bermuda), Telesat (Canada), and SES (Luxembourg), and the user organization leases a portion of the satellite’s capacity. The user organization either provides its own ground stations or leases time on a carrier’s ground stations, as well as communication lines to and from those ground stations. The use of Ku-band transmission with relatively inexpensive VSAT—very small aperture terminal (i.e., a small satellite dish)—ground stations made satellite transmission very popular for organizations with many remote locations. Among the many organizations using VSAT networks are Kmart, Walmart, Walgreens Pharmacy, CVS, Ford, and General Motors. The FordStar VSAT network, for example, connects the thousands of Ford dealerships with the manufacturer and is used for transmitting and receiving sales figures and orders as well as for receiving internal company communications and service bulletins. The FordStar network is also used to deliver interactive distance learning courses to Ford dealership personnel; One Touch Systems developed the one-way video, two-way audio setup which runs on the FordStar network, delivering more than 112 courses and broadcasting over 70 hours of instruction per day (One Touch Systems, 2010).

**ISDN.** Another way of implementing a WAN is an **Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN).** ISDN is a set of international standards by which the public telephone network is offering additional telecommunications capabilities (including simultaneous transmission of voice and data over the same line) to telephone users worldwide. ISDN is available in many areas of the world, using the same twisted pairs already used in the present telephone network.

ISDN capabilities are made possible by hardware and software at the local telephone company office and on the organization’s premises that divide a single telephone
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Key: mbps = million bits per second  
 gbps = billion bits per second
line into two types of communication channels. The B, or bearer, channel transmits voice or data at rates of 64 kbps, faster than is possible using a modem. The D, or data, channel is used to send signal information to control the B channels and to carry packet-switched digital data.

Two narrowband ISDN services are offered. The basic rate offers two B channels and one 16-kbps D channel (a total data rate of 144-kbps) over a single twisted pair. Each basic rate line is capable of supporting two voice devices and six data devices, any two of which can be operating simultaneously. The primary rate provides 23 B channels and one 64-kbps D channel (for a total data rate of 1.544 mbps) over two twisted pairs. Although not widely available, broadband ISDN offers data transmission rates of over 150 mbps. Therefore, ISDN provides a significant increase in capacity while still using the public telephone network.

The developments in ISDN are a part of the digitization of the public telephone network. However, ISDN has never caught on in a big way, and it now seems destined to be bypassed by other digital developments such as DSL (to be covered in a later section) and IP (Internet Protocol) telephony. At present, ISDN service is available on many telephone lines in the United States, but it is relatively expensive compared to other options such as DSL.

Packet-Switched Networks. Packet-switched networks are quite different from the switched-circuit (DDD and WATS, ISDN) and dedicated-circuit (leased lines, satellite) networks previously described. In switched- and dedicated-circuit networks, a circuit is established between the two computers that are communicating, and no other devices can use that circuit for the duration of the connection. By contrast, a packet-switched network permits multiple connections to exist simultaneously over the same physical circuit. Packet switching is a store-and-forward data transmission technique. Communications are sent over the common carrier network, divided into packets of some fixed length, perhaps 300 characters (see Figure 3.9). Control information is attached to the front and rear of this packet, and it is sent over a communications line in a single bundle. Packet switching is quite different from usual voice and data communications, where the entire end-to-end circuit is tied up for the duration of the session. With packet switching, the network is used more efficiently because packets from various users can be interspersed with one another. The computers controlling the network will route each individual packet along the appropriate path.

A packet assembly/disassembly device (PAD) is used to connect the user organization’s internal networks (at each of its locations) to the common carrier network. The organization must, of course, pay a fee to make use of the common carrier network. In some cases, the user organization provides the PADS and pays a fixed fee for a connection into the common carrier network plus a charge for the number of packets transmitted. In other cases, the user organization might contract with a firm that manages and operates the entire WAN for the user organization, including the PADS needed at each location. This contracting-out practice used to be called a value added network (VAN), but that terminology has largely disappeared. Today such a packet-switched WAN is usually called a managed network. In the United States, managed network services are available from AT&T, Sprint Nextel, Verizon, and other providers. Packet-switched networks are quite common, including corporate networks that
serve a limited audience and other networks like the Internet that are available to anyone or any organization that wishes to buy the networking service.

**Virtual Private Networks.** A virtual private network (VPN) provides the equivalent of a private packet-switched network (as discussed in the previous section) using the public Internet. VPN data transmission rates vary from a low 56 kbps up to a very high 40 gbps, all at a very reasonable cost compared to other alternatives, but the network’s reliability is low. To establish a VPN, the user organization places a VPN gateway (a special router or switch) on each Internet access circuit to provide access from the organization’s networks to the VPN. Of course, the user organization must pay for the access circuits and the Internet service provider (ISP). The VPN gateways enable the creation of VPN tunnels through the Internet. Through the use of encapsulation and encryption, these tunnels ensure that only authorized users can access the VPN. The advantages of VPNs are low cost and flexibility, while the primary disadvantage is low reliability. An organization can create a VPN itself, or it can contract with a vendor such as AT&T or Verizon to manage and operate the VPN.

**INTERNET** Almost last, but certainly not least, of the network types we will consider is the ubiquitous Internet. The Internet could be considered a gigantic WAN, but it is really much more than that. The Internet is a network of networks that use the TCP/IP protocol (to be discussed later in the chapter), with gateways (connections) to even more networks that do not use the TCP/IP protocol. By January 2010, there were approximately 733 million hosts (number of IP addresses that have been assigned a name) on the Internet (Internet Systems Consortium, 2010). Internet World Stats estimated the number of Internet users in September 2009 as 1,734 million, with nearly 253 million users in North America (Internet World Stats, 2010). An incredible array of resources—both data and services—is available on the Internet, and these resources are drawing more users, which are drawing more resources, in a seemingly never-ending cycle.

The Internet has an interesting history, dating back to 1969 when the U.S. Department of Defense created ARPANET⁴ to link a number of leading research universities. Ethernet LANs incorporating TCP/IP networking arrived in the early 1980s, and NSFNET was created in 1986 to link five supercomputer centers in the United States. NSFNET served as the backbone (the underlying foundation of the network, to which other elements are attached) of the emerging Internet as scores of other networks connected to it. Originally, commercial traffic was not permitted on the Internet, but this barrier was broken in the late 1980s, and the floodgates opened in the early 1990s. In 1995, the National Science Foundation withdrew all financial support for the Internet, and it began funding an alternate very high-performance network named vBNS—which was, in some respects, a forerunner of Internet2 (to be discussed next).

The Internet has no direct connection to the U.S. government or any other government. Authority rests with the Internet Society, a voluntary membership organization. The society is the organizational home for the groups responsible for Internet infrastructure standards, including the Internet Engineering Task Force and the Internet Architecture Board. Similarly, the Internet receives no government support now that NSF funding has ended. Users pay for their own piece of the Internet. For an individual, this usually means paying an ISP a monthly fee to be able to dial a local number and log into the Internet, or to access the Internet via a broadband service such as DSL or cable. The smaller ISPs, in turn, pay a fee to hook into the Internet backbone, which is a network of high bandwidth networks owned by major ISPs such as AT&T, Verizon, Sprint Nextel, Level 3 Communications, and Qwest.

The Internet provides the four basic functions summarized in Table 3.4: electronic mail, remote login, discussion groups, and the sharing of data resources. Electronic mail was really the first “killer app” of the Internet—the first application that grabbed the attention of potential users and turned them into Internet converts. Electronic mail provides an easy-to-use, inexpensive, asynchronous means of communication with other Internet users anywhere in the world. A newer variant of electronic mail, instant messaging (IM), is a synchronous communication system that enables the user to establish a private “chat room” with another individual to carry out text-based communication in real time over the Internet. Typically, the IM system signals the user when someone on his or her private list is online, and then the user can initiate a chat session with that individual. Major players in the IM market are AOL, Yahoo!, Microsoft, and IBM Lotus.

Remote login permits a user in, say, Phoenix, to log into another machine on which she has an account in, say, Vienna, using a software program such as Telnet or the more secure SSH. Then she can work on the Vienna machine exactly as if she were there. Discussion groups are just that—Internet users who have gathered together to

---

⁴ARPANET is a creation of the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the U.S. Department of Defense. Much of the pioneering work on networking is the result of ARPANET, and TCP/IP was originally developed as part of the ARPANET project.
TABLE 3.4 Internet Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Application</th>
<th>Purpose of Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronic mail, or e-mail</td>
<td>Easy-to-use, inexpensive, asynchronous means of communication with other Internet users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant messaging (IM)</td>
<td>Synchronous communication system that enables the user to establish a private “chat room” with another individual to carry out text-based communication in real time over the Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote login</td>
<td>Permits user to log into and perform work on a computer that is remote to the user’s current location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usenet newsgroups</td>
<td>Internet discussion groups, which are essentially huge electronic bulletin boards on which group members can read and post messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listserv</td>
<td>Mailing list such that members of a group can send a single e-mail message and have it delivered to everyone in the group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Transfer Protocol (FTP)</td>
<td>Permits users to send and receive files, including programs, over the Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Wide Web, or the Web</td>
<td>Hypertext-based tool that allows the user to traverse, or surf, the Internet, by clicking on a link contained in one document to move to another document, and so on; these documents might include video clips, recordings, photographs, and other images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search engine</td>
<td>An information retrieval program that permits the user to search for content that meets a specific criterion (typically containing a given word or phrase) and retrieves a list of items that match the criterion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog</td>
<td>A user-generated Web site where entries are made in journal style; blogs often provide commentary on a particular subject or serve as a personal online diary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki</td>
<td>A Web site that permits users to add, remove, or modify the content of the site, often without the need for registration, thus making a wiki an effective tool for mass collaborative authoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social networking application</td>
<td>An application that permits users to post information about themselves and to view information posted by others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>A social networking and microblogging application that enables its users to send and read messages known as tweets; tweets are text-only messages of up to 140 characters that are posted on the author’s Twitter page and delivered to the author’s subscribers, who are known as followers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

discuss some topic. **Usenet newsgroups** are the most organized of the discussion groups; they are essentially a set of huge electronic bulletin boards on which group members can read and post messages. Google Groups provides a Web interface into Usenet newsgroups. A **listserv** is a mailing list such that members of the group can send a single e-mail message and have it delivered to everyone in the group. This usually works fine as long as users remember whether they are sending a message to an individual in the group or to the entire group. Do not use the reply function in response to a listserv message unless you intend your reply to go to the entire group!

The sharing of data resources is a gigantic use of the Internet. **File Transfer Protocol (FTP)** is a program that permits users to send and receive files, including other programs, over the Internet. For ordinary FTP use, the user needs to know the account name and password of the remote computer in order to log into it. Anonymous FTP sites have also been set up, however, which permit any Internet user to log in using “anonymous” as the account name. As a matter of courtesy (and to track accesses), most anonymous FTP sites ask that the user enter an e-mail address as the password. Once logged in, the user may transfer any files located at that anonymous FTP site.

**FTP** is still popular today, but by far the most important application for sharing data resources is the **World Wide Web (WWW)**, or just the **Web**. The Web is a hypertext-based way of traversing, or “surfing,” the Internet. With hypertext, any document can contain links to other documents. By clicking on the link with the computer mouse, the referenced document will be retrieved—whether it is stored on your own computer, one down the hall, or one on the other side of the world. More than this, the Web provides a graphical user interface (GUI) so that
images, photographs, sound bytes, and full motion video can be displayed on the user’s screen as part of the document. All this material is delivered to the user’s computer via the Internet. The World Wide Web is the second “killer app” of the Internet, and it has accelerated the already rapid telecommunications revolution.

To use the World Wide Web, the user’s machine must have a Web browser program installed. This software package permits the machine to access a Web server, using a dial-up telephone connection (with a modem), a broadband connection via DSL or cable, or a connection through a LAN. As noted in Chapter 2, the most popular browser is Microsoft’s Internet Explorer. When a user first logs into the Web, she is connected to a “home” server at her ISP or her own organization. She can then surf the Web by clicking on hypertext links, or if she knows the address of the site she wishes to visit—this address is called the Universal Resource Locator (URL)—she can enter the address directly into her browser. Alternatively, she can search for a particular topic using a search engine program such as Google, Microsoft Bing, Yahoo! Search, or AOL Search. For Web site addresses, or URLs, she expects to visit frequently, she can save the address as a “bookmark” in her browser so that all she must do is click on the appropriate bookmark to return to the Web site.

In the early days of the Web (say, 1992–1995), a great deal of factual information was on the Web but very little of commercial interest. Today, however, all major organizations, and many lesser ones, have a significant presence on the Web. The Web gives businesses a new way to provide information about their products and services, to advertise, and to communicate with customers and suppliers and potential customers and suppliers. With increasing frequency, the Web is being used to complete sales, particularly of products, such as software, that can be delivered via the Internet and of products such as books, CDs, and clothes that can be delivered via regular mail or a parcel service. (We will talk more about electronic commerce via the Web in Chapter 7.) Designing appealing Web pages has become an art—organizations want to make sure that their pages convey the right image. Check out the home pages of some leading firms in any industry!

The Web has brought forth newer variations of discussion groups and communication tools, including blogs, wikis, and a variety of social networking applications. A blog (derived from Web log) is a user-generated Web site where entries are made in journal style, typically displayed in reverse chronological order. Blogs can deal with any subject—sometimes they serve as personal online diaries, and sometimes they provide commentary on a particular subject such as the environment, politics, or local news. Typically blogs include text, images, and links to other Web sites; sometimes blogs permit readers to leave comments in an interactive format. A wiki is a Web site that allows visitors to add, remove, or modify the content of the Web site, often without the need for registration. Thus, a wiki becomes an effective tool for mass collaborative authoring. A great example of a wiki is Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia found at www.wikipedia.org. Social networking applications, which have really caught on in the twenty-first century, include the very popular Facebook, MySpace, and Classmates and the more business-oriented LinkedIn and Plaxo—these applications all permit users to post information about themselves and to view information posted by others. Another popular social networking application is Twitter, which is a microblogging (i.e., short blogs) service that enables its users to send and read messages known as tweets. Tweets are text-only messages of up to 140 characters that are posted on the author’s Twitter page and delivered to the author’s subscribers, who are known as followers. Taken as a group, these newer variations of discussion groups and communication tools are sometimes referred to as Web 2.0, a phrase which refers to a perceived second generation of Web-based services that emphasize online collaboration and sharing among users.

Accessing the Internet. How does an individual user access the Internet? In the workplace, most users are connected to a LAN, which in turn is connected to the organizational backbone network, and then to the Internet. From home or a small office, there are several alternatives. Until 15 years ago, connections were almost always made from a dial-in modem operating at speeds up to 56 kbps. Today, however, an increasing number of users are employing one of five newer, higher-speed alternatives: Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), a cable modem connection, a satellite connection, wireless to the home, and fiber to the home. Taken together, these five alternatives are referred to as broadband connections.

DSL is a service offered by telephone companies using the copper wires already installed in homes and offices; it uses a sophisticated modulation scheme to move data over the wires without interfering with voice traffic—that is, both a voice conversation and an Internet hookup can be active at the same time over a single DSL line. DSL is sometimes called a “last mile” technology in that it is used only for connections from a telephone switching station to a home or office, not for connections between switching stations. Data transfer rates on DSL are very fast, varying from 256 kbps to 20 mbps when downloading from the Internet to the home or office machine and from 256 kbps to 896 kbps when uploading from the home or
office machine to the Internet. This differential in upload and download speed is not usually a problem, because users typically do not send as much data to the Internet as they receive from the Internet. Furthermore, the DSL line is dedicated to the single user, so these speeds are guaranteed. As an example of the costs, installation of Qwest 7 Mbps High-Speed Internet with Windows Live in a Phoenix residence costs only $50 for the modem. This service provides speeds up to 7 mbps for downloading and up to 896 kbps for uploading. The monthly fee is $41.99 if the user has Qwest basic phone service, and the fee includes a home Wi-Fi network.

A cable modem connection is very competitive to DSL in both price and speed. In this case, the service is obtained from the cable television company, and the data are transmitted over the coaxial cables already used by television. These cables have much greater bandwidth than twisted pair copper wires, but traditionally they transmitted data only in one direction—from the cable television company to the home. Reengineering of the cable television system was necessary to permit the two-way data flow required for Internet connections. Current download speeds with a cable modem range up to 28 mbps, with upload speeds considerably slower (up to 2.5 mbps). However, cable modem speeds might be degraded because users are sharing the bandwidth of the coaxial cable; as more users in a neighborhood log into the Internet, the slower the speed of the connections becomes. As an example of the costs, installation of Cox Communications Preferred cable modem service in Phoenix costs only $60 for the cable modem. This service provides speeds up to 13 mbps for downloading and up to 1 mbps for uploading. The monthly fee is $46.95, which does not include cable television service. For home Wi-Fi networking, there is a one-time charge of $90 for up to four computers.

The third alternative, a satellite connection, tends to be a more expensive option than the first two alternatives, but for customers in rural areas it might be the only choice. Satellite broadband connections can be one-way or two-way service. For one-way service, the customer must contract with a wired ISP for the uplink at dial-up speeds, while the satellite supports the downlink at speeds up to 10 mbps. For the downlink, the satellite transmits data to the computer via a satellite dish at the customer’s home or office. The two-way satellite service transmits and receives signals directly via the satellite without needing a ground line to support the connection for the upstream portion of the broadband service. As one example of a two-way satellite service, HughesNet Home service (from Hughes Network Systems) provides download speeds up to 1 mbps and upload speeds up to 128 kbps for a monthly charge of $59.99. As another example, HughesNet Elite service provides download speeds up to 2 mbps and upload speeds up to 300 kbps for a monthly charge of $119.99. These services are available from any location in the United States with a clear view of the southern sky. For either service, a 24-month commitment is required, and the installation fee is $300 (including the purchase of the satellite dish and modem).

Wireless to the home may be delivered via a city-wide or neighborhood Wi-Fi network, a WiMAX network, or a cellular 3G wireless connection. The data transmission rates vary considerably for these wireless options, and so do the costs—but usually in the $30 to $60 a month range. Fiber to the home is a newer alternative that is available only in a limited (but growing) geographical area. Verizon Communications is the largest provider of fiber to the home service, which it calls FiOS Internet Service. Where available, Verizon’s fiber to the home service varies from a fast 15 mbps download/5 mbps upload service for $49.99 per month (if the user has a Verizon home phone) to a much faster 50 mbps download/20 mbps upload service for $139.95 per month. These plans require a two-year commitment. Better pricing is available if the customer agrees to a bundled package including Internet access, TV, and home phone.

In the battle to provide high-speed Internet access in the United States, cable modem connections forged an early lead over DSL, but DSL came back strong to take the lead over cable for several years. Then cable once again forged in front in 2009, with 41 percent of broadband users choosing cable, 33 percent choosing DSL, and the remainder split among satellite, wireless, and fiber. Even as this jockeying for the lead between cable and DSL continues, the number of users in each of the access categories continues to grow every year. Overall, 63 percent of adult Americans have broadband Internet connections at home, a 15 percent increase over a year earlier (Horrigan, 2009).

Even with this strong growth, the United States is far behind several other nations in the proportion of households with broadband service—in fact, the United States is not even in the top ten! In 2009, the Netherlands led the world with 38.1 broadband subscribers per 100 inhabitants, followed by Denmark, Norway, Switzerland, and Korea in the top five. By contrast, the United States had 26.7 subscribers per 100 inhabitants and found itself in fifteenth place (OECD, 2009). Furthermore, the United States came in eighteenth in average connection speed, at 4.2 mbps, compared to 11 mbps for Korea and 8 mbps for Japan (WebSite Optimization, 2009). In addition, the price per 1 mbps of download speed is much higher in the United States than in many developed nations (Holahan, 2008).

Why isn’t the United States up to speed in broadband? In part, it reflects the fact that many parts of the United States are sparsely populated, where it is more difficult to deliver a broadband connection. It has been
estimated that about 20 percent of households in the United States have no way to obtain broadband Internet service (except for satellite), and another 5 to 10 percent only have a single choice—their local cable television provider (Lacy, 2005). Consumer advocacy groups believe that the lack of competition in the marketplace—with the dominance of the major telephone and cable operators, such as AT&T, Verizon Communications, Time Warner Cable, and Comcast—has hindered the spread of broadband in the United States (Holahan, 2008). Perhaps the Federal Communications Commission’s 2010 National Broadband Plan will push the United States in the right direction. It seems clear that it will take a concerted effort on the part of the government, private service providers, broadband content developers, and others if the United States is to catch up in the broadband arena.

Intranets. An important spin-off from the success of the Internet has been the creation of intranets within many large organizations. An intranet is simply a network operating within an organization that employs the TCP/IP protocol. In most cases, an intranet consists of a backbone network with a number of connected LANs. Because the protocol is the same, the organization may use the same Web browser and Web server software as it would use on the Internet; however, the intranet is not accessible from outside the organization. It might or might not be possible for people within the organization to access the Internet.

### Internet Telephony Grows Stronger

The Internet is not just for data—Internet telephony, also called Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), is a major factor in telephone communications, especially for corporations. VoIP allows the user to make voice calls using a broadband Internet connection instead of a regular (analog) telephone line. The advantage of VoIP is that it can significantly reduce telecommunications costs.

In order to use VoIP, a broadband Internet connection is required, either through a company network or a DSL, cable modem, or other broadband connection. The simplest way to use VoIP is to plug your existing telephone into an analog telephone adapter—which is an analog-to-digital signal converter—that is in turn plugged into your DSL, cable modem, or LAN. VoIP providers such as Vonage and ViaTalk bundle these adapters free with their service. Another option is to buy a specialized IP (digital) phone that plugs directly into a LAN connector; this is a popular option for businesses. The third option is to use your computer as a telephone; in this case your computer requires some software, a microphone, speakers, and a sound card as well as a broadband Internet connection. With this option, you can download the required software from Internet, for free or a very small charge, and make local and long-distance calls to other computers for free (except for your ISP fee). To interface with the public telephone network, however, you need to go through a VoIP provider. A variety of services (and, therefore, costs) are available, all of them quite reasonable compared to traditional telephone services. For example, Vonage provides unlimited local and long-distance service in the United States for $25.99 per month (with a one-year commitment), and ViaTalk provides a similar service for $16.95 per month. Introductory offers with even lower prices may be available from these and other VoIP providers.

Because of the potential cost savings involved, businesses have been quicker than individuals to jump on the VoIP bandwagon. There are two primary approaches (and several variations thereof) to providing VoIP in businesses: With one approach, the business buys the IP phones, the Ethernet switches, and the servers that run the call-control software and operates the VoIP network itself; with the second approach, the business buys the IP phones but subscribes to a hosted VoIP service for running the network. For the first approach, the primary vendors of VoIP equipment include Avaya, Cisco, Alcatel-Lucent (France), Siemens (Germany), and ShoreTel. For the second approach, there are many hosted VoIP providers, including giants AT&T, Verizon Communications, and Sprint Nextel as well as Vonage, Covad Communications, 8x8, and Avad Technologies. According to one estimate, Internet telephony represented nearly 70 percent of the enterprise (i.e., large company) telephony market in 2009 (Viscusi, 2010). VoIP telephony is not as popular for small businesses, but it remains a viable option to be considered. The home market for VoIP is growing largely because consumers are buying bundled services (i.e., broadband Internet access, television, and VoIP telephone) from their cable company or wired telephone provider.

[Based on FCC, 2010; King, 2006; and Viscusi, 2010]
Some commentators have referred to the Internet as the “information superhighway.” That is wrong, as Bill Gates, the cofounder and former CEO of Microsoft, pointed out in his 1995 book, *The Road Ahead* (Gates, 1995). The Internet is merely the predecessor of the information superhighway; we are not there yet. Before we have a true information superhighway, we need gigantic increases in bandwidth, more reliability and security, more accessibility by the entire population, and more applications. We are only beginning to scratch the surface of possibilities for the Internet and the information superhighway beyond.

**INTERNET2** In reality, **INTERNET2** is not a network type, although it does run a leading-edge, very high-bandwidth network; it is a not-for-profit consortium of over 200 U.S. universities, working in cooperation with 70 leading technology companies, 45 government agencies and laboratories, and over 50 international partner organizations, to develop and deploy advanced network applications and technologies. Internet2 hopes to accelerate the creation of tomorrow’s Internet, a true “information superhighway.” The three primary goals of Internet2 are to

- create a leading-edge network capability for the national research community
- enable revolutionary Internet applications based on a much higher-performance Internet than we have today
- ensure the rapid transfer of new network services and applications to the broader Internet community

Until 2007, Internet2’s “leading-edge network for the national research community” was named Abilene. Then in 2007, Internet2 rolled out a new, even higher-performance network, with the appropriate but nevertheless confusing name Internet2. The original version of the Internet2 network was an extremely high-performance digital optical network, with all the links in Figure 3.10 operating at 100 gbps—10 times the capacity of its predecessor Abilene network. Then the Internet2 network was upgraded again to include several robust, logically different, but related networks, each on its own overlaid infrastructure: an advanced Internet Protocol (IP) network provided by Juniper Networks routers, a Virtual Circuit network provided by the switching capabilities of the Ciena CoreDirectors (optical switches), and the Core optical network based on Infinera’s optical networking platform. In addition to Juniper Networks, Ciena, and Infinera, other partners in building and operating the Internet2 network include Level 3 Communications, who

**FIGURE 3.10** Internet2 Network Map (Image courtesy of Internet2. Copyright © 2010 Internet2)
designed and built the network, and the Indiana University Global Network Operations Center, who manages the network.

The Internet2 network is a backbone network used by the Internet2 universities—it provides an effective interconnection among regional networks that have been formed by the Internet2 universities. Connections from these regional networks and the commercial Internet can occur at any of the locations labeled on the map. The Internet2 network is essentially a ring topology, but it has been enhanced with Salt Lake City–Sunnyvale, Denver–El Paso, Kansas City–Houston, Chicago–Atlanta, and Cleveland–Washington, D.C., cross-ring links. The Internet2 network and the other Internet2 projects are the precursors of tomorrow’s Internet.

**Network Protocols**

There is only one more major piece to our network puzzle. How do the various elements of these networks actually communicate with one another? The answer is by means of a **network protocol**, an agreed-upon set of rules or conventions governing communication among elements of a network, or, to be more precise, among layers or levels of a network. In order for two network elements to communicate with one another, they must both use the same protocol. Therefore, the protocol truly enables elements of the network to communicate with one another.

Without actually using the protocol label, we have already encountered several protocols. LANs, for example, have four widely accepted protocols: contention bus, token bus, token ring, and wireless. Historically, the biggest problem with protocols is that there have been too many of them (or, to look at the problem in another way, not enough acceptance of a few of them). For example, IBM and each of the other major hardware vendors created their own sets of protocols. IBM’s set of protocols is collectively termed **Systems Network Architecture (SNA)**. IBM equipment and equipment from another vendor, say, Hewlett-Packard, cannot communicate with each other unless both employ the same protocols—IBM’s, or HP’s, or perhaps another set of “open-systems” protocols. The big challenge involved in integrating computers and other related equipment from many vendors into a network is **standardization** so that all use the same protocols.

In the past three decades, considerable progress has been made in standardization and acceptance of a set of protocols—although we are not ending up where most commentators would have predicted in the late 1980s. At that time, it appeared that the **Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model**, developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), would become the standard set of protocols. The OSI model defines seven layers (see Figure 3.11), each of which will have its own protocol (or protocols). The OSI model is only a skeleton, with standard protocols in existence for some layers (the four LAN protocols are part of the data link layer), but with only rough ideas in other layers. All major computer and telecommunications vendors—including IBM—announced their support for the OSI model, and it appeared that OSI was on its way.

For better or worse, the movement toward the OSI model was essentially stopped in the 1990s by the explosion of the role of the Internet and the creation of numerous intranets within major organizations. Both the Internet and intranets employ Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) as their protocol. TCP/IP is not part of the OSI reference model, and it is a less comprehensive set of protocols than OSI, correspondingly roughly to two of the seven OSI layers. Both the OSI model and TCP/IP are important, for different reasons, so we will explore both sets of protocols. The OSI model provides an extremely useful framework for considering
computer networks, so it is a good place to begin. The TCP/IP model, augmented with some other ideas, is the de facto standard set of protocols for networking in the early twenty-first century, so we will turn to TCP/IP after considering the OSI model.

**OSI REFERENCE MODEL**  Because of the importance of the OSI model, and because it will give us a conceptual framework to understand how communication takes place in networks, we will briefly discuss how data move through the layers in the OSI model and the role of each of the layers. The OSI model is very complex because it must support many types of networks (e.g., LANs and WANs) and many types of communication (e.g., electronic mail, electronic data interchange, and management reports\(^5\)).

Let’s consider a communication of some sort, such as an electronic mail message, moving through a network. The communication begins at the application layer and works its way down through the seven layers of Figure 3.11 before it is sent through the network. At each layer, the communication is processed by the layer to accomplish the role for which the layer has been designed, and then a header (and a trailer at one layer) is added to the communication before it is passed down to the next layer. These headers provide identifying information about the communication and its processing, including its routing through the network. After passing down through all seven layers, the communication is sent across the network. When the communication reaches the receiving computer, it works its way up through the seven layers. At each layer, the communication is processed by the layer as required, and then a header for that layer (and trailer in one instance) is stripped off. By the time the communication reaches the top layer, it is back to the original version of the communication (e.g., an e-mail message that can be read by the receiving party).

**Application Layer.** We will now turn to the role of each of the seven layers. The uppermost layer deals with the wide variety of communications-oriented applications that are directly visible to the user, such as electronic data interchange, file transfer, electronic mail, and factory floor control. There will always be differences across different devices or systems, and a protocol—implemented in software—is required for each application to make the various devices appear the same to the network. For a group of users to communicate using electronic mail, for example, the devices they employ must all use the same application layer/electronic mail protocol. The OSI electronic mail protocol, known as MOTIS, gained acceptance in some parts of the world but has largely been replaced by SMTP, which is at least unofficially part of the TCP/IP model. As with the layers below it, the application layer attaches a header to the communication before passing it to the next layer down.

**Presentation Layer.** The presentation layer accepts as input the communication as internally coded by the sending device and translates it into the standard representation used by the network. (The presentation layer on the receiving device reverses this process.) In addition, the data might be cryptographically encoded if it is especially sensitive.

**Session Layer.** Through the session layer, users on different machines may establish sessions between them. For most applications the session layer is not used, but it would allow a user to log into a remote computer or to transfer a file between two computers. The session layer might provide several services to the users, including dialog control (if traffic can only move in one direction at a time) and synchronization (so that a portion of a communication received need not be retransmitted even if the network fails).

**Transport Layer.** The transport layer receives the communication (of whatever length) from the session layer, splits it into smaller blocks (called packets) if necessary, adds special header data defining the network connection(s) to be used, passes the packet(s) to the network layer, and checks to make sure that all the packets arrive correctly at the receiving end. If the network connection requires multiplexing for its efficient use, the transport layer also handles this.

**Network Layer.** The network layer receives a packet of data from the transport layer and adds special header data to it to identify the route that the packet is to take to its destination. This augmented packet becomes the frame passed on to the data link layer. The primary concern of the network layer is the routing of the packets. The network layer often contains an accounting function as well in order to produce billing information.

**Data Link Layer.** Data are submitted to the data link layer in the form of data frames of a few hundred bytes. Then the data link layer adds special header and trailer data at the beginning and end of each frame, respectively, so that it can recognize the frame boundaries. The data link transmits the frames in sequence to the physical layer for actual transmittal and also processes acknowledgment frames sent back by the data link layer of the receiving computer and makes sure that there are no transmission errors.

**Physical Layer.** The physical layer is concerned with transmitting bits (a string of zeros and ones) over a physical

---

\(^5\)These applications and others will be described in Chapters 5 through 7.
communication channel. Electrical engineers work at this level, with typical design issues involving such questions as how many volts should be used to represent a 1 and how many for a 0.

Hopefully this brief description of the seven layers conveys the general role of each layer. Perhaps the easiest way to think about this entire process is that the original communication goes through a multilevel translation process (which is really much more than translation) in a device/system independent way that is totally transparent to the user.

**TCP/IP** Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is not part of the OSI reference model, although it roughly corresponds to the network and transport layers. TCP/IP is used in many non-Internet networks, including Internet2, as well as in the UNIX and Linux operating systems and in Microsoft Windows. Most important, TCP/IP is the protocol used on the worldwide Internet and on numerous intranets operating within organizations. TCP/IP, not OSI, has become the *de facto* standard protocol for networking around the world. Nevertheless, TCP/IP is only a partial set of protocols, not a fully developed model. Thus, computer scientists and other computer professionals have, in effect, developed an extended TCP/IP model. First, we will consider the TCP/IP protocols themselves, and then we will turn to the extended TCP/IP model.

The IP portion of the TCP/IP protocol corresponds roughly to the network layer of the seven-layer OSI model, while the TCP portion corresponds approximately to the transport layer. TCP/IP accepts messages of any length, breaks them into pieces less than 64,000 bytes, sends the pieces to the designated receiver, and makes sure that the pieces are correctly delivered and placed in the right order (because they might arrive out of sequence). TCP/IP does not know the path the pieces will take and assumes that communication will be unreliable. Thus, substantial error-checking capabilities are built into TCP/IP itself to ensure reliability.

The original Internet developers envisioned the complete networking protocol as having four layers—the networking and transport layers as the middle layers, with a hardware layer below these two layers and an application layer above them (Dennis, 2003, p. 14). From a practical standpoint, this four-layer view of the world is not too different from the OSI model: The OSI presentation and session layers are often not used, and the data link and physical layers of the OSI model are both incorporated in the four-layer model’s hardware layer. In this extended TCP/IP model, the application layer includes protocols such as SMTP (for e-mail), HTTP (for Web pages), and FTP (for file transfer). The transport layer is TCP, of course, and the network layer is IP. Then the hardware layer includes the various LAN standards, ISDN, SONET, and DSL, among others. This extended TCP/IP model represents reality in terms of the standard set of networking protocols in the early twenty-first century.

We now have all the pieces of the network puzzle. Network protocols provide the means by which various elements of telecommunications networks can communicate with one another. Thus, networks consist of physical media (or wireless), arranged according to some topology, in a particular type of network, with communication throughout the network permitted through the use of particular protocols.

**THE EXPLODING ROLE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING**

We have already stressed the critical role of telecommunications and networking several times, but to make the point even stronger, we will discuss how the role of telecommunications and networking is exploding in organizations today. In fact, many authorities suggest that the network (not the computer) is the most critical and most important information technology of the future. To illustrate this explosion, we will consider four areas of operation in which telecommunications networks are of critical and growing importance.

**Online Operations**

The dominant activities of many organizations have now been placed online to the computer via a network. For banks and other financial institutions, teller stations (as well as automated teller machines) are all online. Tellers directly update your account when you cash a check or make a deposit. The bank does not care what branch in what city you use because your account is always up-to-date. Not quite as obviously, insurance companies have most of their home office and branch office activities online. When an insurance claim is made or paid, when a premium is paid, or when a change is made to a policy, those activities are entered online to the insurance company network. These and other financial institutions (e.g., brokerage firms) simply could not operate as they do without telecommunications networks.

The computerized reservations systems of the major airlines are another example of an indispensable use of online systems. In fact, computerized reservation systems constitute the core marketing strategy of the major airlines. These reservation systems were originally designed to be
used by travel agencies, but in the 1990s the airlines and online travel companies moved beyond the travel agencies by giving users the ability to make their own reservations online, effectively bypassing travel agencies entirely. Each of the major airlines has its own Web site where users can buy tickets and select seats on future flights as well as make hotel and rental car reservations. These capabilities plus the ability to do comparative shopping are available on the Web sites of three major online travel companies: Travelocity (part of Sabre Holdings, a spin-off from American Airlines), Expedia (developed by Microsoft and spun off in 1996), and Orbitz (created by five airlines—American, Continental, Delta, Northwest, and United). These sites provide information, process ticket sales for flights from almost all airlines, and offer other travel services such as hotel and rental car reservations. To access Travelocity, go to www.travelocity.com; for Expedia, go to www.expedia.com; and for Orbitz, go to www.orbitz.com.

**Connectivity**

Connectivity is a very popular buzzword among major U.S. and international corporations. Most large and midsized (and many smaller) organizations now provide a personal workstation for every managerial and professional employee, and these workstations are connected to a network structure (often an intranet) so that each employee has access to every person, and every system, with which he or she might conceivably need to interact.

Connectivity to persons and organizations outside the firm is also important. As an example, all of the major automobile manufacturers have installed systems to tie their dealers to the corporation so that two-way data communications can take place and deviations from expected sales can be spotted quickly. In addition, the automobile manufacturers are stressing connectivity with their suppliers so that they can adjust orders efficiently. Thus, connectivity throughout the customer–manufacturer–supplier chain is a critical element.

**Electronic Data Interchange and Electronic Commerce**

Electronic data interchange (EDI) will be covered more completely in Chapter 7, but it is certainly part of the exploding role of networking. EDI is a set of standards and hardware and software technology that permits business documents (e.g., purchase orders, invoices, and price lists) to be transferred electronically between computers in separate organizations. For the most part, the transmission of EDI documents takes place over public networks, including the Internet. The automobile industry is perhaps the most advanced in the use of EDI, but many other firms and industries have also adopted this technology.

**Electronic commerce** (also called e-business) is a broad term that incorporates any use of telecommunications and networking to conduct commercial activities. EDI is part of electronic commerce, but the most explosive electronic commerce area involves commerce over the World Wide Web. Electronic commerce includes online catalogs, online ordering, online payment for goods and services, and sometimes online delivery of products. A number of virtual stores and shopping malls have been set up on the Web, and an incredible array of products is offered. Electronic commerce over the Web is burgeoning, and there is no end in sight. The authors of this book, for example, have purchased software and electronic books on the Web and immediately downloaded them; registered online for conferences; made hotel and airline reservations; and purchased books, CDs, clothes, and a variety of gifts on the Web for offline delivery. Shopping on the Web has become important for most consumers. As you will learn in Chapter 7, electronic commerce is even more important for businesses than for consumers.

**Marketing**

In addition to electronic commerce, telecommunications is being used for many other applications in the marketing area. All business organizations sell products and services, although the distribution channels vary widely. The sales function is often performed either by sales representatives employed by the firm or by independent agents aligned with the firm (e.g., an insurance agent). In either case, telecommunications is being widely used to provide support for the sales personnel. If the salesperson works in an office, this support is usually provided through a networked desktop computer; if he or she is on the road, it is usually provided via a laptop microcomputer that can establish a wireless or wired connection to the organization’s WAN or the Internet. This computer-based sales support includes an application to be able to enter orders as well as to be able to check on the status of orders; it also provides an electronic communication channel to be able to get answers to customers’ questions from others in the organization.

In addition, sales support often takes the form of online information describing product or service characteristics and availability. This up-to-the-minute information makes the sales representative or agent more competitive and increases the organization’s profitability (as well as increasing the chances of retaining productive sales personnel). The importance of this instantaneous information is apparent for a Denver-based Edward Jones financial advisor talking to a client who is considering the purchase of a stock on the New York Stock Exchange, but it is
almost as critical for a parts clerk at a Honda dealership in Oregon dealing with a disgruntled customer. The parts clerk can use his networked computer to check the availability of a needed part in Honda regional warehouses in the United States and can immediately place the order from the closest warehouse that has the part.

Sales support also means customer support. Sometimes the online information describing product or service characteristics and availability is made available directly to the customer. In the last few years, instant messaging (IM) has become an important tool for customer support, especially for online retailers and Wall Street stock and bond traders.

THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

There are three major segments of the telecommunications industry: (a) carriers, who own or lease the physical plant (cabling, satellites, cellular towers, and so forth) and sell the service of transmitting communications from one location to another; (b) equipment vendors, who manufacture and sell a wide range of telecommunications-related equipment, including LAN software and hardware, routers, hubs, wireless access points, switches, multiplexers, cellular telephones, and modems; and (c) service providers, who operate networks and deliver services through the network or provide access to or services via the Internet. In the United States, the giant carriers are AT&T and Verizon (including both Verizon Communications and Verizon Wireless), with the other major players including Sprint Nextel, T-Mobile (Germany), and Qwest. The major equipment vendors include Alcatel-Lucent (France), Avaya, Cisco Systems, Ericsson (Sweden), GENBAND, Juniper Networks, Motorola, and Nokia (Finland). The service providers include AOL, Comcast, Google, MSN from Microsoft, Yahoo!, and a wide variety of ISPs.

As an important historical footnote, the entire complexion of the telecommunications industry changed in 1984 with the breakup of AT&T into the long-distance telephone and equipment-centered AT&T and the regional Bell operating companies (RBOCs). Although the various pieces that resulted from the divestiture were still large, there was no longer a single monolithic entity in control of most telecommunications in the United States. Just before the AT&T breakup, technological developments in long-haul communications (e.g., microwave, satellites, and fiber optics) made the development of long-distance networks to compete with those of AT&T economically feasible. Thus came the rise of MCI, Sprint, and other long-distance carriers.

The 1984 AT&T divestiture also had significant managerial implications for the telecommunications function in a user organization. Prior to 1984, the telecommunications manager had a relatively easy job, dealing with AT&T for almost all of his or her telecommunications needs and receiving high-quality, reliable service for a regulated price. After divestiture, the job got much tougher. Now the manager has to deal with a variety of carriers and equipment vendors, and also has to make sure that all the various pieces fit together.

In the 1990s, the growth of mobile telephony changed the landscape, with the rise of new wireless telephone companies, sometimes independent and sometimes associated with AT&T or one or more of the RBOCs. The recombining of the RBOCs into larger entities also began in the 1990s, culminating with SBC’s merger with Ameritech in 1999 and the formation of Verizon from GTE and Bell Atlantic in 2000. In much of the world, the government-owned telephone carriers shifted to private ownership in the 1990s. In the United States, the Telecommunications Reform Act of 1996 resulted in increased competition for telephone service (both voice and data). Within limits specified by the act, the local telephone companies, the long-distance telephone companies, and cable television operators could now enter each other’s markets.

The twenty-first century is bringing even further changes to the telecommunications industry. In 2004, the number of cell phones in the United States passed the number of wired phones in homes. At the end of 2009, there were roughly 280 million cell phones in the United States, compared to 170 million wired home phones. The number of smartphones in service was about 30 million, with that number growing rapidly. The impact of Internet telephony is huge, especially for the business marketplace.

The players in the telephone industry are changing as well. In 2005, Verizon acquired long-distance player MCI, and SBC pulled a major coup in acquiring AT&T (the long-distance leader) and subsequently changed its name to AT&T. Then in 2006, AT&T acquired BellSouth, one of the last two RBOCs that had not already been swallowed up by Verizon or AT&T. (The last remaining independent RBOC is Qwest.) AT&T’s acquisition of BellSouth was doubly important because AT&T and BellSouth had jointly owned Cingular, the nation’s number one wireless carrier at the time. Verizon Wireless bought Alltel in 2008 for $28.1 billion to create a wireless carrier even larger than AT&T (Meyerson and Giles, 2008). Nevertheless, the new AT&T is the leading provider of wired home telephone service, the dominant supplier of telecommunications services to U.S. businesses, and the second largest wireless carrier. It seems that AT&T has been rebuilt! There is a difference, however: This time there is another giant, multifaceted telecommunications firm, Verizon, as well as two other strong competitors in the wireless arena—Sprint Nextel (which merged in 2005) and T-Mobile, growing competition from cable providers offering telephone and broadband services, and a number of other players. These are exciting—and nerve-racking—times for companies in the telecommunications industry and their customers.
Summary

The telecommunications and networking area has existed for considerably longer than computer hardware and software, but the developments in all three areas have merged in the past three decades to put more emphasis on telecommunications than ever before. The late 1990s and the first decade of the 2000s are the era of networking. Networks provide enhanced communication to organizations and individuals and permit the sharing of resources and data. They are also essential to implement distributed data processing and client/server systems. The exploding role of telecommunications and networking is evident in many organizational activities, including online operations and electronic commerce. There is an intense desire to improve organizational communications through universal connectivity. A communications revolution is underway, with networking—and particularly the Internet—at the heart of it.

The technology of telecommunications and networking is extremely complex, perhaps even more so than computer hardware and software. By concentrating on a number of key elements, we have developed a managerial-level understanding of networks. Communication signals may be either analog or digital. It is easier to transmit data digitally, and there is a concerted movement toward digital transmission today. Networks employ a variety of transmission media (e.g., twisted-pair and fiber-optic cable) and are configured in various topologies (e.g., rings and buses). Major network types include computer telecommunications

The Newest Buzzword: Cloud Computing

In the last few years, cloud computing has become the hot button for IT vendors and IT executives. What is cloud computing all about? Cloud computing means obtaining IT capabilities (i.e., hardware, software, or services) from an outside vendor over a network, usually the Internet. “The cloud” is a metaphor for the Internet, so the “cloud computing” phrase means that IT capabilities of some sort are purchased from a vendor and delivered to the customer over the Internet. From the customer’s standpoint, the IT capabilities come from “the cloud”—the customer doesn’t care where the actual computing is taking place. “The cloud is a smart, complex, powerful computing system in the sky that people can just plug into,” according to Web browser pioneer Marc Andreessen.

The details of cloud computing are still evolving, but there are three basic types of cloud computing. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)—also called utility computing—provides the computing capabilities (i.e., servers, networks, storage, and systems software) to augment or replace the functions of an entire in-house data center. Such services are offered by traditional vendors such as IBM, Hewlett-Packard, and Sun, as well as companies such as Amazon that possess extensive computing capacity. Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides a development environment as a service—virtualized servers on which users can run existing applications or develop new ones. The highest profile examples are Salesforce.com’s Force.com, Microsoft’s Azure, and Google’s App Engine. Software as a Service (SaaS) is the most widely known and widely used form of cloud computing. SaaS delivers a single application to its multiple users through a Web browser. Familiar examples include Google Gmail and Apps, VoIP from Vonage and Skype, and IM from AOL, Yahoo!, and Google. The key to these types of cloud computing, and to the many variations that exist, is that computing capabilities of some sort are being delivered to the user via a network, usually the Internet.

Note that while the cloud computing terminology is relatively new, the underlying concepts are decades old. Utility computing in some form has been offered for more than two decades. Application service providers (ASPs) arose in the 1990s, where the customer elected to use a “hosted” application—running on the ASP’s server—rather than purchasing the software application and running it on its own equipment. SaaS has also been around since the 1990s. However, the range of cloud computing services now available—or at least currently under development—is making cloud computing a much more attractive alternative for IT executives who need to be able to increase capacity or add capabilities quickly, without investing in new infrastructure, personnel, or software. Cloud computing, in some form, appears here to stay.

[Based on Fogarty, 2009; Hamm, 2008; and Knorr and Gruman, 2008]
Review Questions

1. What are the primary reasons for networking among computers and computer-related devices?
2. Explain the difference between analog and digital signals. Is the trend toward more use of (a) analog or (b) digital signals in the future?
3. What is a modem? When and why are modems necessary? What is a cable modem, and how does it differ from a traditional modem?
4. List the primary types of physical media in use in telecommunications networks today. Which of these media has the fastest transmission speed? The slowest transmission speed?
5. Describe the similarity between the bus and the ring topology; then describe the similarity between the star and the tree topology.
6. Identify the following acronyms or initials:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAN</td>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>ISDN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>SONET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSL</td>
<td>VPN</td>
<td>VoIP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. What is Bluetooth? Give examples of its use.
8. Explain the difference between Wi-Fi and WiMAX networks. Which of these network types is more important today? Is this likely to change?
9. What is the Internet? What is an intranet? How are they related?
10. What is the World Wide Web, and how does it relate to the Internet?
11. Two important sets of protocols discussed in this chapter are OSI and TCP/IP. In one or two sentences per protocol, tell what these initials stand for and describe the basic purposes of these two protocols.

Discussion Questions

1. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the four primary types of local area networks—contention bus, token bus, token ring, and wireless.
2. What are the key differences between a LAN and a WAN? Are the differences between a LAN and a WAN becoming greater or less? Explain.
3. As noted in the chapter, the most common transmission medium is the twisted pair. Is this likely to continue to be true? Why or why not?
4. Explain the differences between accessing the Internet via a modem, DSL, a cable modem, and satellite. Which of these access mechanisms are likely to become more important in the future?
5. Why is the idea of a standard network protocol, such as the OSI reference model, important? What are the advantages and disadvantages of developing a single standard protocol?
6. Has the popularity of the Internet and the related adoption of TCP/IP by many organizations and networks helped or hindered the movement toward a single standard protocol such as OSI? Why?
7. Find out what types of computer networks are used at your organization (either the university at which you are taking this course or the company for which you work). Does your organization have an intranet? Does your organization have one or more LANs? What types of LANs does your organization use? Does your organization operate a WAN? Is your organization linked to the Internet? Speculate as to why your organization has developed this particular network structure.
8. Consider a large company with which you are somewhat familiar (because of your own work experience, a parent’s work experience, a friend’s work experience, or your study of the company). Use your imagination to suggest...
new ways in which the Internet could be used in this company.

9. Consider a particular small business with which you are familiar (as a customer, as a current or former employee, as a relative of the owner). Describe the current telecommunications employed by the business. In what ways might telecommunications and networking be used to improve the profitability of this business? Consider, as appropriate, such ideas as the use of facsimile communication, telemarketing, enhanced communication through a local area network, a Web home page, acceptance of orders over the Web, and smartphones for employees.

10. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of wireless communication, such as Bluetooth and wireless LANs, compared to wired communication. Using your knowledge and your personal crystal ball, will wireless communication become more or less important in the future? Why?

11. Cellular telephone service has certainly become more important vis-à-vis wired telephone service over the past decade. Will this trend continue? How will the trend toward cellular service be affected by other developments in telephony such as massive increases in bandwidth through fiber-optic technology and the wider use of telephony over the Internet?

12. Explain, in your own words, the concept of cloud computing. Do you believe that cloud computing will have a major impact on the IT function in organizations? Why or why not? In your opinion, what are some factors that will hold back the growth of cloud computing?
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This is the concluding chapter of Part I of this book, which has been devoted to information technology. The previous two chapters have discussed computer systems (both hardware and software) and telecommunications and networking—all central information technology topics. The fourth information technology component that is just as critical as those three is the data that are processed by the hardware and software and sent through the network both before and after processing. In fact, without the right data captured, stored, and disseminated, the other three components have no value. This chapter focuses on the all-important data resource.

The data resource consists of the facts and information an organization gathers while conducting business and in order to conduct business at all levels of the organization. The data resource’s components include numeric, text, audio, video, and graphical data collected both within the organization and from sources external to it, as well as the metadata, which describe the business and technical characteristics of the data resource. The variety and volume of data that are available to organizations has led to data being recognized as a major organizational resource, to be managed and developed like other assets, such as facilities, labor, and capital. In fact, many observers of trends in business believe that the organizations that will excel in the twenty-first century will be those that manage data and organizational knowledge as a strategic resource, understand the usefulness of data for business decisions, and structure data as efficiently as they do other assets.

Organizations are now able to collect more data than ever before through normal business activity, through the recording of data transactions from point-of-sale (POS) terminals and RFID readers, and via Web and electronic commerce sites. And the rate of growth in data is enormous. It is not uncommon for an organization to double the size of its data resource every 18 months. All this data can be an asset only if they are available and understood when needed and purged when no longer useful; and this cannot occur unless an organization actively organizes and manages its data. Financial resources are available to build a new plant or to buy raw materials only if a financial manager and other business managers have planned for enough funds to cover the associated cash requirements. A new product can be designed only if engineering and personnel managers have anticipated the needs for certain skills in the workforce. A business certainly would not ever think about not planning and managing facilities, labor, and capital. Similarly, data must be planned and managed.

The effort to manage organizational data is the responsibility of every business manager; some business managers, often called data stewards, are given defined roles to manage specified kinds of data like customer, product, or employee subject area data. In addition, a special management unit, usually called data or database administration, often provides overall organizational leadership in the data management function. Furthermore, some organizations have built knowledge management functions and appointed a chief knowledge officer. Every manager in an organization has some financial, personnel, equipment, and facilities/space responsibilities. Today, data must be added to this list of managed assets.
WHY MANAGE DATA?

One way to view the importance of managing the data resource is to consider the following questions:

- How much would it cost your company to not comply with Sarbanes–Oxley or other financial reporting laws because you failed to adequately control data integrity or document the source (lineage) of data in your financial statements?
- What would your company do if its critical business data, such as customer orders, product prices, account balances, or patient histories, were destroyed? Could the organization function? For how long?
- What costs would your company incur if sensitive customer, vendor, or employee data were stolen or you violated a HIPAA requirement on protecting health care data? What is the value of the trust you would lose? Can you identify fraud when customers return goods or make claims? Can you link all customer transactions together across different retail, online, and catalog sales channels to determine legitimate and unscrupulous patterns?
- How much does your organization spend reconciling inconsistent data? Do account balances in your department always agree with those in central accounting? What happens when these figures do not agree? Are there problems with providing custom products because of different specifications by sales and engineering? Can you track a customer order all the way from receipt through production to shipping and billing in a consistent, logical way?
- How difficult is it to determine what data are stored about the part of the business you manage? What data exist about customer sales in a particular market? In what databases do these data reside? What is the meaning of these data (e.g., do the data include lost sales, blanket orders, special orders, private label sales)? How can you gain access to these data, and who else has access to data you consider that you own?
- Do you know all the contacts a customer has with your organization? Do you know how profitable a customer is given their purchases, customer support, billing, and service and warranty activities, each with associated revenues and costs? And, based on profitability, can you make decisions on how to treat a customer whose flight is delayed, whose account is temporarily overdrawn, or who registers a complaint?

All of these business questions have a foundation in managing data. Organizations win by making good decisions fast, and organizations cannot do so without a high-quality data resource. See the box “Hurricane Windfall.”

Although managing data as a resource has many general business dimensions, it is also important for the cost-effective development and operation of information systems. Poor systems development productivity is frequently due to a lack of data management, and some methods, such as prototyping, cannot work unless the source of data is clear and the data are available. Systems development time is greatly enhanced by the reuse of data and programs as new applications are designed and built. Unless data are cataloged, named in standard ways, protected but

---

Hurricane Windfall

What do customers of one of the largest retail chains, Walmart, do as a hurricane is heading their way? Sure, they buy flashlights, but they also buy Pop-Tarts. This was the conclusion of Walmart executives when they studied trillions of bytes of shopping history data from prior hurricane periods as they saw Hurricane Francis approaching the Florida Atlantic coast. Their ability to quickly react to changes that affect customer buying patterns turns into profits.

Walmart gathers data on purchases at the POS terminals and using credit card numbers and other means enhances this data to match sales with customer demographics, inventory, supplier, and personnel data to insure that each store has enough of the right products on hand to meet customer demand—no more, no less. Even in times of emergencies.

Walmart values its nearly 500 terabytes of data so much that it will not even share sales data with information brokers such as Information Resources, Inc., and ACNielsen, which buy data from retailers. Data and the ability to see patterns in the data are competitive weapons that allow Walmart, for example, to dynamically reroute trucks from suppliers to better meet anticipated demand. Walmart has been a leader in the use of its data resource to become a leader in its marketplace.

[Based on Hays, 2004]
accessibility to those with a need to know, and maintained with high quality, the data and the programs that capture and maintain them cannot be reused.

There are both technical and managerial issues regarding the data resource. The next section examines the technical aspects of managing the data resource that were not already covered in Chapter 2. It provides an overview of the most common tools used by database administrators (DBAs) and systems analysts for describing and managing data. As responsibilities for managing the data resource are distributed to the business units, these topics also become important to all managers.

**TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF MANAGING THE DATA RESOURCE**

**The Data Model and Metadata**

A key element in the effective management of data is an overall map for business data—a *data model*. A manufacturing company would never think about building a new product without developing a detailed design and using common components and parts from existing products where appropriate. The same is true for data. Data entities, such as customer, order, product, vendor, market, and employee, are analogous to the components of a detailed design for a product. Just as the detailed blueprint for a product shows the relationships among components, the data model shows the relationships among the data entities. A data model shows rules by which the organization operates, such as whether a customer order must be associated with a salesperson, an employee must have a social security number, or the maximum number of direct reports for a supervisor.

Data modeling involves both a methodology and a notation. The methodology includes the steps that are followed to identify and describe organizational data entities, and the notation is a way to show these findings, usually graphically. Managers must be integrally involved in these methodologies to insure that the data you need are planned for inclusion in organizational databases and that the data captured and stored have the required business meaning. Several possible methodologies are introduced in the following paragraphs, but the reader is referred to texts on database management for a detailed discussion of data modeling notations. Figure 4.1 shows a sample data model. Specifically, it is an *entity-relationship diagram (ERD)*

**Figure 4.1** Entity-Relationship Diagram

that captures entities (i.e., customer, order, product) and their relationships (i.e., submits, includes).

The entity-relationship diagram is the most commonly accepted notation for representing the data needs in an organization. It consists of *entities*, or the things about which data are collected; *attributes*, the actual elements of data that are to be collected; and *relationships*, the relevant associations between organizational entities. The model in Figure 4.1 could have the attributes of customer last name, customer first name, customer street, customer city, and so on to represent the data that would be captured about each customer. Because of its nontechnical nature, the ERD is a very useful tool for facilitating communication between end users who need the data and database designers and developers who will create and maintain the database.

However, an ERD is not sufficient for documenting data needs. An ERD is only part of *metadata*, or data about data, needed to unambiguously describe data for the enterprise. Metadata documents the meaning and all the business rules that govern data. For example, some metadata about an attribute of customer name would define this term, state its properties such as maximum length and the type of data (alphanumeric characters) that a value of this attribute might have, whether every customer has to have a name to be stored in the database, whether the name can change in value over time, whether there can be multiple instances of the name, and who has rights to enter and change the name. These metadata rules come from the nature of the organization, so business managers are typically the source of the knowledge to develop these rules. You can purchase business rules and metadata repository software systems to help you manage the typically thousands of elements of metadata in an organization. Business rule software usually covers more rules than just those that address data (e.g., rules that govern when certain business processes must be used or which govern how processes are done).

Creating and maintaining high-quality metadata takes dedication, yet we cannot insure quality data without quality metadata. For example, unless everyone in the organization knows exactly what is meant by the attribute employee salary, different people might interpret values for this attribute differently. One of the authors of this text once worked in an organization that had 17 different definitions of the term *customer*, each relevant to different parts of the organization (e.g., billing, retail sales, and commercial sales). There were good business reasons to have 17 different interpretations, but it was confusing when people thought they were working off the same definition but were not. What this organization needed were 17 different, yet related, entities (e.g., retail customer, business customer, bill-to-customer). Eventually the
organization made a commitment, using the concept of data steward, to actively manage the metadata for each subject area of the business. This allowed subtle differences in customer data to be recognized and accepted and for data to be stored accurately. Until this was done, customers were inaccurately billed, product markets were not accurately understood, and many employees wasted much time trying to resolve misunderstandings.

**Data Modeling**

The role of data modeling as part of IS planning is essential. In practice, two rather different approaches are followed—one top-down, called enterprise modeling, and one bottom-up, called view integration. Many organizations choose to use both approaches because they are complementary methods that emphasize different aspects of data and, hence, check and balance each other.

The **enterprise modeling** approach involves describing the organization and its data requirements at a very high level, independent of particular reports, screens, or detailed descriptions of data processing requirements. First, the work of the organization is divided into its major functions (e.g., selling, billing, manufacturing, and servicing). Then each of these functions is further divided into processes and each process into activities. An activity is usually described at a rather high level (e.g., “forecast sales for next quarter”). This three-level decomposition of the business is depicted in Figure 4.2.

Given a rough understanding of each activity, a list of data entities is then assigned to each. For example, quarterly forecasting activity might have the entities product, customer order history, and work center associated with it. The lists of entities are then checked to make sure that consistent names are used and the meaning of each entity is clear. Finally, based on general business policies and rules of operation, relationships between the entities are identified, and a **corporate data model** is drawn. Priorities are set for what parts of the corporate data model are in need of greatest improvement, and more detailed work assignments are defined to describe these more clearly and to revise databases accordingly.

Enterprise modeling has the advantage of not being biased by a lot of details, current databases and files, or how the business actually operates today. It is future oriented and should identify a comprehensive set of generic data requirements. On the other hand, it can be incomplete or inaccurate because it might ignore some important details. This is where the view integration approach can help.

In **view integration**, each report, computer screen, form, document, and so on to be produced from organizational databases is identified (usually starting from what is done today). Each of these is called a user view. The data elements in each user view are identified and put into a basic structure called a normal form. **Normalization**, the process of creating simple data structures from more complex ones, consists of a set of rules that yields a data structure that is very stable and useful across many different requirements. In fact, normalization is used as a tool to rid data of troublesome anomalies associated with inserting, deleting, and updating data. When the data structure is normalized, the database can evolve with very few changes to the parts that have already been developed and populated.

After each user view has been normalized, they are all combined (or integrated) into one comprehensive description. Ideally, this integrated set of entities from normalization will match those from enterprise modeling. In practice, however, this is often not the case because of the different focuses (top-down and bottom-up) of the two approaches. Therefore, the enterprise and view-integrated data models are reconciled, and a final data model is developed.

An alternative approach to data modeling, which overcomes the difficulties of starting from a clean sheet of paper, is to begin not within the organization but rather from outside, using a generic data model developed for situations similar to your own. So-called universal, logical, or packaged data models have been developed from years of experience in different industries or business areas. Prepackaged data models are customizable for the terminology and business rules of your organization. Consultants and database software vendors sell these starting points for your corporate data model. The price for such a packaged data model is roughly the cost of one to two senior database analysts for a year. Such prepackaged corporate data models have several significant advantages, including the following:
• Data models can be developed using proven components evolved from cumulative experiences. These data models are kept up-to-date by the provider as new kinds of data are recognized in an industry (e.g., RFID).

• Projects take less time and cost less because the essential components and structures are already defined and only need to be quickly customized to the particular situation.

• Because prepackaged data models are developed from best practices, your data model is easier to evolve as additional data requirements are identified for the given situation. You avoid missing important components because prepackaged data models are designed using thousands of business questions and performance indicators.

• Adaptation of a data model from your DBMS vendor usually means that your data model will easily work with other applications from this same vendor or their software partners.

• A prepackaged data model provides a starting point for asking requirements questions that will help to surface unspoken requirements.

• Prepackaged data models use structures that promote holistic and flexible, rather than narrow and rigid, views of data in an organization, thus promoting managing data as an organizational resource.

• If multiple companies in the same industry use the same universal data model as the basis for their organizational databases, it may be easier to share data for interorganizational systems (e.g., reservation systems between rental car and airline firms).

Data modeling methods are neither simple nor inexpensive to conduct. They require considerable time, organizational commitment, and the assignment of very knowledgeable managers and data specialists. In order to deal with these concerns, certain guidelines have been developed:

• **Objective** The modeling effort must be justified by some clear overriding need, such as coordination of operational data processing, flexibility to access data, or effectiveness of data systems. The less clear the goal, the higher the chance for failure.

• **Scope** The coverage for a data model must be carefully considered. Generally, the broader the scope, the more difficult the project is to manage. Scope choices include corporate-wide, division, areas with particular high-impact needs, and a particularly important or willing business function (e.g., sales).

• **Outcome** Choices here include a subject area database definition (e.g., all data about customers), identification of common data capture systems to be shared by several departments (replacing current separate databases), managerial and strategic databases (see Figure 4.3, which will be referred to several times in this chapter) and access services to support the information needs of these levels of management, and a more nebulous architecture for future databases. The more uncertain the outcome, the lower the chances for success.
• **Timing** Few organizations can put all systems development on hold while a complete data model is developed. It is possible, for example, to develop only a high-level data model (with just major data categories) and then fill in details as major systems projects are undertaken. This evolutionary approach might be more practical, but it must be done within the context of an initial overall, general enterprise data model.

Regardless of the approach, data modeling represents a radical change to the more traditional approach of making short-term fixes to systems. A business manager often simply wants access to needed data and is not interested in waiting for an entire data model to be built. Unless an overall data management approach is taken, however, the inconsistencies and excessive costs of poorly managed data will consume the integrity and viability of the data resource.

It should be clear that data modeling is not an issue of centralized versus decentralized control. In fact, the data administration approach (with database administrators and subject area data stewards) emphasizes placing decision-making power in the hands of those most knowledgeable about the data. Some managers (both business and IS), however, will resist data planning and modeling because they sense a loss of influence.

### Database Programming

Data processing activity with a database can be specified in either procedural programs written in a 3 GL or via special-purpose languages developed for database processing. In the case of a 3 GL program, additional and more powerful instructions are added to the vocabulary of the programming language. For example, in a customer and order database the storage of a new order record not only necessitates storing the order data themselves but also updating various linkages that tie together a customer record with its associated order records. In a regular 3 GL program, instructions to write new data to the customer record, its indexes, the order record, and its indexes would have to be provided individually. With the commands available through the special enhancements to the language provided by the DBMS, only one instruction is needed in the program, and all the associated indexes and records are updated automatically, which makes the programming task more productive and less error prone.

More commonly today, two special-purpose languages are used by themselves or in combination with 3 GLs for database access. One such 4 GL, nonprocedural special-purpose language is called a **query language**, for posing queries to the database. The most common database 4 GL is **SQL** (Structured Query Language, often pronounced *sequel*), which is standardized by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Adopting such an international standard for writing database queries means that no or minimal changes will need to be made in a program you write if you change DBMSs. Using such a nonproprietary language, that is not particular to only one vendor, means that programming talent is more readily available, best practices are more common, and you are more likely protected from being locked in to one vendor.

Suppose you needed to see the order ID, customer ID, customer name, and order date for all customer orders since April 12, 2011. The following is an example SQL query to produce this result:

```sql
SELECT OrderID, CustomerID, CustomerName, OrderDate
FROM Customer, Order
WHERE OrderDate > '04/12/11' AND Customer.CustomerID = Order.CustomerID;
```

The equivalent COBOL program might require ten or more procedure division instructions. SQL can be used interactively, by entering one query at a time and getting a result for each query, or can be embedded in 3 GL programs. Languages such as COBOL, Java, C++, and .NET can include SQL with appropriate software to help these languages process the SQL. Software, called middleware, will allow SQL in programs on one computer to access data on another computer when software on both computers understand SQL, even if the SQL processors on the different computers come from different software vendors. Some software hides SQL from you. For example, statistical analysis software like SAS and business intelligence tools such as MicroStrategy actually generate very complex SQL code in order to retrieve the data needed, for example, to perform a sales forecast calculation.

When it is not possible to pass queries and data between computers using SQL, a data exchange language, **XML** (eXtensible Markup Language), often can be used. XML is used to describe the structure of data and to label data being exchanged between computer programs. XML has essentially become a standard for e-commerce data exchange because neither system (e.g., one in your company and one in one of your suppliers) needs to know anything about the database technology each is using. As long as the different organizations agree on a schema (similar to a data model) for data and what labels to use for different pieces of data, data can be exchanged.

XML is the basis for Web services, which is a scheme for sharing programs and data across the Internet. For example, suppose your organization, a manufacturing company, participates in an industry that has created a common schema for data the companies need to share (many industries, e.g., automotive, travel, and health care, have done this). Further suppose that
you allow your customers to place orders via the Web. Your organization writes programs, say, in Java and Microsoft’s ASP, to process orders via Web pages. When a customer places an order, your order entry program checks inventory to see if the order can be fulfilled without delay. When your warehouse is out of stock, you’d like to be able to check inventory in one of your suppliers. With XML you can send over the Internet a document with the product identifier being ordered to a Web Service on your supplier’s computer systems; that Web Service will respond with the description of the item, its on-hand inventory level, and any costs associated with filling from the supplier’s inventory. With this data, your e-commerce site programs can determine what to display to your customer. XML is used in this case to indicate what data are being exchanged by using labels or tags (similar to HTML) that both organizations understand. In neither case, however, does either organization have to understand the programs, computers, or database management systems the other is using.

**MANAGERIAL ISSUES IN MANAGING DATA**

Having considered key technical issues involved in managing data, let us now turn to managerial issues. How to plan for data, to control data integrity, to secure access to and use data, and to make data accessible are important to the business manager. As with any business resource, quality sources for data must be identified and the data acquired; enough space must be available for data storage; obsolete data must be identified, disposed of, or archived; and usage of data must be accounted for, and, if appropriate, usage fees should be charged to those utilizing the data. These are not just issues for the IS organization—the business manager should be equipped to deal with these issues as well.

**Principles in Managing Data**

Successful management of the data resource depends on understanding certain key guidelines:

**THE NEED TO MANAGE DATA IS PERMANENT** Any organization has customers or clients, whether these are other organizations, individual consumers, or patients. Whether a company makes to stock or to order, there are vendors or suppliers, orders or reservations, products or services, and employees. Further, irrespective of how accounting, selling, billing, or any other management activity is performed, there still will be data about customers, vendors, orders, products, and employees. Data values might change, new customers might be added, products discontinued, and employees hired and retired, but a company will always have customers, products, employees, and other entities about which it needs to keep current data. Occurrences of data are volatile, but the existence of data is persistent and the need for excellent data management is constant. Business processes change and so must information systems. If the company decides to change a sales forecasting method, programs will have to be rewritten, but customer, order, and general economic condition data are still needed. In fact, if data are well managed, many of the databases will remain relatively unchanged when an organization decides to change the way it does business. At the same time, the programs that analyze, process, and report information might change drastically. Thus, data are fundamental to the business. Data remain over time and need to be managed over time.

**DATA CAN EXIST AT SEVERAL LEVELS** Although the business retains vast amounts of data, there might be relatively few basic classes of data on which to base most information. One way to organize data is called the data pyramid (as depicted in Figure 4.3). Although new data can enter this pyramid at any level, most new data are captured at the base of the pyramid in operational databases. These databases contain the business transaction history of customer orders, purchases from suppliers, internal work orders, changes to the general ledger, personnel transfers, and other day-to-day business activities. Managerial control and strategic databases (often called data warehousing and used to support decision making and business intelligence) are typically subsets, summaries, or aggregations of operational databases, with key external data as supplements. For example, a database for sales forecasting (a managerial function) might contain past monthly summaries of sales by product family or geographical area derived from customer orders and product data. These data might be supplemented with external economic indicators and sales force judgments to produce sales estimates needed for production planning and scheduling.

When managerial databases are constructed from sources other than internal, shared operational databases, there can be significant inconsistencies. For example, the sales organization might track customer orders in a local database before passing these on to order entry. If they use these figures for forecasting final sales, they might not consider canceled orders, orders rejected due to insufficient credit, returned goods, or sales not met because of inadequate production capacity. These information items might not be considered because they enter the business at other points of contact with the customer. A well-run organization must consider all the transactions that define sales level to be able to build an accurate sales forecasting system.

Developing an understanding of the relationships between data in various databases is a critical element of managing the data resource. Ideally, aggregate data will be derived from operational data, not collected separately.
(and, hence, inconsistently), and different databases will receive data transferred from a common source. The systems that populate these databases, move data, and produce reports are described later in this chapter.

Besides the focus on management levels in Figure 4.3, there are other independent schemes for understanding levels of data. One such scheme focuses on scope of influence for data, based on the following:

- **Local** Local data are those that have relevance to only a single user or small group of organization members. Local data generally do not need extensive control and do not need to follow organizational standards. Local data may have limited life and use, and it is acceptable that local data may be duplicated (and inconsistent) across the organization.

- **Shared** Shared data are those that are exchanged between different user groups, and hence there must be agreements on the definition, format, and timing for exchange of these data among those sharing the data. Shared data exist because of a dependency between different organizational units or functions.

- **Core** Core data are those that require an organization-wide definition and sourcing (in other words, core data is enterprise-shared data). There may be one copy of core data, but if there are multiple copies, the creation of these copies are carefully planned and managed.

The final scheme for levels of data we discuss is based on the differences between data and metadata, which is described by the following:

- **Physical** Physical data exist in databases and other file systems. Critical issues for physical data are computer performance, accessibility, integrity, and security.

- **Logical** Logical data is the view or understanding of data needed to use data. Logical data are presented to users via query languages and applications. Presenting data at a logical level promotes usability and proper interpretation of data.

- **Semantic** Semantic data are the metadata that describe organizational data. Critical issues for semantic data are clarity, consistency, and sharability.

These and other schemes for considering levels of data are useful because they allow us to focus on specific aspects of data without having to consider all the aspects at once. However, conversations about data can be confusing or ambiguous if it is not clear what scheme is being used and what level is being discussed.

**APPLICATION SOFTWARE SHOULD BE SEPARATE FROM THE DATABASE** One goal of data management is application independence, the separation, or decoupling, of data from applications systems. This concept, embodied in Figure 4.3, is further illustrated in Figure 4.4.
In this figure the processing of data into information is viewed like the processing of the raw and component material resources into final products in a manufacturing company. Raw data are captured or received, inspected for quality, and stored in the raw material, or operational, warehouse. Data in storage are used in the production of any authorized information product (e.g., report). Data are retrieved from the warehouse when needed but, unlike raw materials, are not consumed when used. As operational data become obsolete (e.g., product price increase), they are replaced with new data. Somewhat different from our manufacturing analogy, in order to understand trends and patterns, snapshots of data are periodically transferred to a long-term data warehouse. The long-term data warehouse allows historical transactions to be understood within the context of the characteristics of customers, products, facilities, and the like at the time of the transactions, not just the current situation. Data are transferred from operational and historical sources to other parts of the organization or other organizations when authorized. As data are processed into information (e.g., sales forecast), this information is added to the warehouse, similar to the entry of products into finished goods storage. All operations and work centers use the raw material warehouse to produce information products (e.g., reports), but individual work centers (applications) may have their own work-in-process inventory of data and receive a few kinds of data that are not shared among other applications. Thus, data are cataloged, managed, and, at least conceptually, stored centrally, where they can be kept safe and uncontaminated for use throughout the business.

The central point of Figure 4.4 is that data and applications software must be managed as separate entities. When treated separately, data are not locked inside applications, where their meaning and structure are hidden from other applications that also require these data.

**APPLICATION SOFTWARE CAN BE CLASSIFIED BY HOW THEY TREAT DATA** The concept of application independence suggests that different data processing applications can be classified into three groups, based upon their role in managing data: data capture, data transfer, and data analysis and presentation, as shown in Figure 4.4.

The process of transforming data into information useful for transaction management or higher-level decision making includes these steps:

1. **Data capture** Data capture applications gather data and populate the database. They store and maintain data in the data pyramid of Figure 4.3. Ideally, each datum is captured once and fully tested for accuracy and completeness. Responsibility for ensuring the quality of data capture systems might be distributed across the organization. Localized data capture applications are developed for data with an isolated use or data for which coordination across units is not required. Still, because localized data might eventually be useful somewhere else in the organization (and they must then be consistent across sites), an inventory of data elements (in a metadata repository) must be maintained of all database contents.

2. **Data transfer** Data transfer and integration applications move data from one database to another or otherwise bring together data from various databases to meet some processing need. These applications are often called bridges or interfaces because they connect related databases. Once raw data are captured, they might be extracted, transformed for new purposes, and loaded into various databases where they are stored for specific purposes. For example, customer order data might be stored in multiple subject or target area databases supporting production scheduling, billing, and customer service. Also, this kind of application extracts and summarizes data as well as distributes copies of original data. Ideally, this transfer would be event triggered; that is, if new basic data are captured or changed in value, messages are sent as needed to all other databases that build on these data to alert these databases that changes have occurred.

3. **Data analysis and presentation** Data analysis and presentation applications provide data and information to authorized persons. Data might be summarized, compared to history, reformulated into graphs, or inserted into documents being developed using a word processor. Data might be input to a decision support system or executive information system (to be discussed in Chapter 6). Data analysis and presentation applications can draw upon any and all data from databases the business manager receiving the presentation is authorized to see. Data and the way they are presented should be independent, and those who determine the format for presentation should not necessarily control the location and format for capture and storage of data.

**APPLICATION SOFTWARE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED DISPOSABLE** A significant result of application independence is the creation of disposable applications. In many organizations, older systems cannot be eliminated or easily rewritten because applications and data are so intertwined. When the presentation capabilities of an application system become obsolete, but the application also maintains data that are essential to the business, an inefficient system might have to be kept alive only for its data access capabilities. With application independence, a
A company can replace the capture, transfer, and presentation software modules separately when necessary. Presentation systems are often the most volatile types of applications, and these types of systems provide management with business value. In addition, with modern programming languages and system generators, business managers can customize their own presentation and analysis software to meet personal needs.

**DATA SHOULD BE CAPTURED ONCE** Another implication of the separation of data from applications is that data ideally should be captured at one source and, even when not shared from one common database, synchronized across different databases. It is simply too costly for an organization to capture the same data multiple times and reconcile differences across applications. For example, not long ago, a university discovered during a review of its application systems that 12 different systems captured a student’s home address. The redundant data management cost was estimated at several hundred thousand dollars per year. Thus, an IT architecture based on application independence permits a more responsive, flexible, and beneficial approach for managing the data resource.

Figure 4.3 illustrates one way to view the data architecture (more on the information architecture, which includes the data architecture, in Part IV). The **data architecture** of an organization should contain an inventory of the uses of data across the business units. The architecture should also include a plan to distribute data to various databases to support the analysis and presentation needs of different user groups. The same data might be stored in multiple databases because that is the most efficient architecture to deliver data to users. To ensure that data are current, accurate, and synchronized across the organization, however, key business data should be captured once and transferred between databases as needed.

**THERE SHOULD BE STRICT DATA STANDARDS** Because the same and similar data are used in various application software, data must be clearly identified and defined so that all users know exactly what data they are manipulating. Further, shared databases and data transfer systems require that database contents be unambiguously defined and described (metadata). The central responsibility in managing the data resource is to develop a clear and useful way to uniquely identify every instance of data and to give unambiguous business meaning to all data. For example, an organization must be able to distinguish data about one customer from data about another. Furthermore, the meaning of such data as product description and product specification must be clear and distinct.

Figure 4.5 lists the five types of **data standards** that must be established for a business: identifier, naming, definition, integrity rules, and usage rights. Business managers, not IS managers, have the knowledge necessary to set these standards and therefore should actively participate in the standards-setting process. Often this participation happens through the role of **data steward**, who is a business manager responsible for the quality of data in a particular subject or process area.

1. **Identifier** The identifier is a characteristic of a business object or event (a data entity) that uniquely distinguishes one instance of this entity from every other instance. For example, an employee number is a distinctive feature of each employee, and a unique bill-of-lading number clearly identifies each shipment. It is not uncommon to find applications in different units of a business using different identifiers for the same entity. As long as there is a one-for-one match of identifier values across the various systems, there is not a problem, but usually there is no such compatibility. The ideal identifier is one that is guaranteed to be unique and is stable for a long time. For example, a hospital might wish to use a social security number to identify a patient. Also, identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier:</th>
<th>Unique value for each business entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naming:</td>
<td>Unique name or label for each type of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition:</td>
<td>Unambiguous description for each type of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity Rule:</td>
<td>Specification of legitimate values for a type of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage Rights:</td>
<td>Security clearances for a type of data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 4.5** Types of Data Standards
related to meaningful data tend not to be desirable because they are not stable. For example, a customer identification number based on geographical region and standard industrial classification (SIC) code will no longer be valid if a customer moves or changes primary businesses. Thus, it is wise to design a meaningless, sequentially assigned code as the identifier and use such data as geographical location and SIC code as other descriptive data.

2. **Naming** Distinct and meaningful names must be given to each kind of data retained in organizational databases. If two data elements have the same name, their meaning will be confusing to users. If the same data element is referred to by different names that are never associated, business managers will think that these are different pieces of data. Many organizations develop a naming scheme or template for constructing all data names, with common terms to be used for different elements of the scheme. For example, a data name of employee-monthly-pay indicates which entity, which time period, and which type of data. Each of the three components of this data name would be limited to a restricted vocabulary; for example, the time period would have values such as daily and weekly, and abbreviations for each could be assigned. Standard names make naming new data elements easier and give a user a quick start on knowing what data are on a report or in a certain database.

3. **Definition** Each data entity and element is given a description that clarifies its meaning. The definition should apply to all business circumstances and users. Terms such as customer, employee, and product might, surprisingly, not have universal meaning. For example, does customer refer to someone who has bought from you or any potential consumer of your products or services? Over the years, different parts of the business might have developed their own interpretation of such terms, so definitions must be constructed through review by a broad range of organizational units.

4. **Integrity rules** The permissible range or set of values must be clear for each data element. These integrity rules add to the meaning of data conveyed by data definitions and names. For example, a data element of region is probably limited to some set of valid values based upon sales territories or some other artificial construct. In addition, a central and single standard for valid values can be used by those developing all data capture applications to detect mistakes. Also, because exceptions might be permitted, the integrity rules might specify who can authorize deviations or under what circumstances values outside of the valid set can be authorized.

5. **Usage rights** These standards prescribe who can do what and when to each type of data. Such security standards state the permissible uses for every type of data (e.g., whole databases, individual files in a database, particular records, or data elements in a file). For example, a business manager might be restricted to retrieving only the employee-monthly-pay data element, only during regular business hours, from an authorized device, and only about herself and those people she supervises.

These data standards should be retained in a standards database called a **metadata repository** or **data dictionary/directory (DD/D)**. This central repository of data about data helps users learn more about organizational databases. Database management systems should also use the DD/D to access and authorize use of data.

**MASTER DATA MUST CONFORM** Almost all information systems and databases refer to common subject areas of data (i.e., people, things, places) and often enhance that common data with local data relevant to only that application or database. All applications that use common data from these areas, such as customer, product, employee, invoice, and facility, must refer to the same values, or different parts of the organization cannot talk with one another without confusion. **Master data management (MDM)** refers to the disciplines, technologies, and methods to ensure the currency, meaning, and quality of reference data within and across various subject areas (White and Imhoff, 2006). MDM ensures that everyone knows the current description of a product, the current salary of an employee, and the current billing address of a customer. MDM does not address sharing transactional data, such as customer purchases.

No one source system usually contains the “golden record” of all relevant facts about a data subject. For example, customer master data might be integrated from customer relationship management, billing, ERP, and purchased data sources. MDM determines the best source for each piece of data (e.g., customer address or name) and makes sure that all applications reference the same virtual “golden record.”

There are three popular architectures for master data management: identity registry, integration hub, and persistent approach. In the registry approach, the master data remains in their source systems, and applications refer to the registry to determine where the agreed-upon source of the particular data (such as customer address) resides. The registry helps each system match its master record with corresponding master records in other source systems. Thus, an application may have to access several databases to retrieve all the data it needs, and a database may need to allow more applications to access it. In the integration hub approach,
data changes are broadcast through a central service to all subscribing databases. Redundant data are kept, but there are mechanisms to ensure consistency, yet each application does not have to collect and maintain all of the data it needs. In the persistent approach, one consolidated record is maintained, and all applications draw on that one actual “golden record” for the common data. Thus, considerable work is necessary to push all data captured in each application to the persistent record so that it contains the most recent values and to go to the persistent record when any system needs common data.

MDM supports all uses of data, from operational to business intelligence. In good MDM, there is no delay for any application in knowing any fact about master data. For MDM to be successful, an organization must create a strong data governance process, often including data stewards. We will describe data governance later in this chapter. MDM requires a discipline around managing data.

But, does MDM pay off. The general benefit is that the whole enterprise works from a single version of the truth about key organizational data. This consistency and only planned redundancy reduce errors, misunderstandings, and wasted efforts to reconcile differences across business units and with stakeholders. Also, the impact of changes of key data values or even data models can be huge when master data are not carefully managed. MDM also greatly simplifies satisfying the data quality requirements of various regulations such as Sarbanes–Oxley, HIPAA, and Basel II (Russom, 2006). Here is an example of the logic to justify customer master data management and a strong program for data governance: Consistent data drive better data matching, better matching drives better customer identification and modeling, better identification and modeling drive better customer interactions and campaigns, better interactions and campaigns yield higher hit ratio, and higher hit ratios result in more revenues (Dyché, 2006). The root of this chain is MDM.

**The Data Management Process**

A manager of real estate, personnel, or finances is familiar with the basic but essential functions necessary to manage effectively those resources. Figure 4.6 lists the generic functions for managing any business resource. This section examines each of these functions within the context of data management. An important point to note is that, as with other resources, every business manager should be involved, in some way, in every one of these functions for data.

1. **Plan** Data resource planning develops a blueprint for data and the relationships among data across business units and functions. As with most plans, there will be a macro-level data plan, typically called an enterprise data model, to identify data entities and relationships among the entities and more detailed plans to define schedules for the implementation of databases for different parts of this blueprint. The plan identifies which data are required, where they are used in the business, how they will be used (i.e., what they will be used to produce), and how much data are expected. This plan must then be communicated to all business functions that are involved in aspects of data resource management. For example, system capacity planning must be informed of this schedule, along with data and processing volumes, so that adequate computer and network technology can be in place to operate and access these databases.

2. **Source** Decisions must be made about the timeliest and highest-quality source for each data element required. For example, should customer sales data be collected at point-of-sale or entered later? Concerns over error rates, frequency of changes, chance of lost paper documents, technology costs, training requirements, and many other factors will influence this decision. For data to be acquired from sources external to the organization, the quality, cost, and timeliness of these sources need to be considered. For example, different market research organizations might collect competitive sales data from retail outlets or telephone surveys. When selecting an external data source, the original source, the reliability of the data, the timing of when the data are needed and when they were collected, the precision and detail collected, and other factors should be checked. A master data management program often drives decisions about data sources.
3. **Acquire and Maintain** Once the best sources for data are identified and selected, data capture systems must be built to acquire and maintain these data. Changes in data need to be broadcast (via master data management techniques and technologies) to all databases that store these data. Users of the data need to know when the data are refreshed and perhaps automatically be informed of exceptional conditions (e.g., inventory being out of stock, stock price below a critical level, or receipt of an especially large customer order). Appropriate applications systems need to be built to track data acquisition and transfer. For example, suppose electronic files of customer list data are sent to telemarketing vendors for a promotional campaign and results are returned via the Internet. A system is needed to confirm that all files were sent and received, that all customers on the list were called, and that a status is received on each.

4. **Define/Describe and Inventory** A basic step in managing any resource is defining what is being managed. For a real estate manager, each property must be described, standards and scales must be set to define the size and shape of each building or land parcel, and terminology must be defined to refer to different pieces of each building. Similarly, in managing data, each data entity, data element, and relationship must be defined, a format for storage and reporting established, and the organization of the data described so users know how to access the data. As mentioned earlier, a metadata inventory catalog must be maintained, usually using a DD/DD, where all data definitions and descriptions are kept, volume statistics on data are maintained, and other data about data (such as access rights and integrity rules) are stored. All users can go to the metadata repository and data dictionary to find out what data exist and what the data mean.

5. **Organize and Make Accessible** Databases need to be designed so that data can be retrieved and reported efficiently and in the format that business managers require. Data should be arranged and stored so that information can be produced easily. Although most of the work here is rather technical, this physical arrangement of data cannot be done unless potential uses of the data are well defined, and this task is best done by business managers. The two aspects of data usage necessary for proper organization are what data are required and how the data are to be selected. For example, database designers need to know if customer data will be selected by markets, by geographical regions, by what products they have bought, through what sales staff they buy, or by other criteria. Orders of magnitude improvements in processing speed can be achieved when the data organization is well-tuned to the processing requirements. Of course, wise choices of database designs can similarly achieve significant reductions in the cost of maintaining and processing data.

One highly popular method for making data accessible to many people in an organization for decision making and business intelligence is the data warehouse (see Chapter 5 for more on data warehousing). Figure 4.7 depicts how a large division of a furniture manufacturer recently implemented a data warehouse. Prior to the creation of the data warehouse, the company operated several legacy applications systems, each containing data difficult to extract but
needed by other units in the company. Likewise, because of the way data were organized, it was difficult to analyze the data residing in these application systems. A data warehouse was created whereby certain data from each existing system and data from new systems that were built were extracted on a regular basis and put in the operational store. In this facility the data were cleansed and organized for analytical applications (e.g., by product versus by order) and transferred to the data warehouse. Analysts thus have a historical set of data available from each plant and for all product lines. With the data warehouse in place, the furniture manufacturer is beginning to employ data mining techniques (to be discussed in Chapter 7) to aid in areas such as analysis and forecasting. Eventually, improvements in forecasting ability and reductions in lost analyst time from the creation of this data warehouse are estimated to generate a 31 percent return on investment. See the box “Birth of a Legend” concerning data warehousing.

6. **Control Quality and Integrity** As with employee certification, audits of financial records, and tests for hazardous materials or structural defects in buildings, quality and integrity controls must be placed on the data resource. The concept of application independence implies that such controls must be stored as part of the data definitions and enforced during data capture and maintenance. In addition, periodic checks of databases should be made as part of the audit of financial records. As with other quality assurance functions, these audits for data quality should be assigned to an organization that is not directly responsible for storing and managing the data.

Data quality is an especially critical issue when data are considered a corporate asset (see the box “Good, Clean Data”). The more data are used to support organizational operations, the cleaner the data should be. For example, when the data are combined with a customer relationship management (CRM) application, data quality problems can lead to mismanaged relationships and result in lost sales. Data are essential in enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, CRM, and data warehousing. The quality of the data has a direct relationship to the quality of the processes performed by these systems.

Data quality initiatives, like master data management, can be difficult to justify. These programs look like overhead. So, where are the benefits? Most often the benefits come from greater confidence in information. Greater confidence leads to more rapid decisions. Other benefits include less time spent reconciling data, increased customer satisfaction (because we deal with customers in consistent ways), and ultimately reduced costs and increased revenues.

7. **Protect and Secure** The rights each manager has to each type of data must be defined. Privileges for use of data might include definition, retrieval, insertion, deletion, update, and retrieval of the datum by itself or in combination with other values. For example, a business manager might be permitted to see the salaries of everyone in his department but might not be able to match names with salaries. Privileges can be assigned to programs, databases, files, individual records or data elements, terminals, and workstations. Use of other equipment, data, and programs might be limited by time of day or days of the week. The decision on who has the right to do what with data is a delicate balance between the need to protect the quality and integrity of data by protecting a valuable asset from damage or theft and the right of individuals...
to have easy access to the data they need in their jobs. Because security is so important and can be dysfunctional if managed improperly, security should be considered when databases and application systems are originally built and not developed as an afterthought.

8. Account for Use Because there is considerable cost to capture, maintain, and report data, these costs must be identified and an accounting system developed to report them. Further, an organization might choose to distribute the costs to appropriate responsibility centers. Two conditions make accounting for the use of data especially difficult as compared to other information resources. First, frequently the organizational unit responsible for acquiring data is not the primary user of the data. Second, usage is shared because data are not consumed from usage. The operating system and database management systems can capture the actual costs of computer disk storage and computer processing time. The real issue is to develop a fair charging scheme that promotes good management of data but does not deter beneficial use. Because the value of data is so elusive, the linkage of readily identifiable costs to value is difficult. At a minimum, the costs for data storage and processing and who uses which data can be determined. Of course, how to charge to recover these costs is a separate and more difficult issue.

9. Recover/Restore and Upgrade When an asset becomes old or damaged, it is often renovated and put back into operation. When an employee’s skills become obsolete because of new technology or methods, the employee is trained for the new environment. The same process is true with organizational data. When a database is damaged because of some hardware or software malfunction, procedures must be in place to restore the database to a clean and uncontaminated condition. Usually, periodic backup copies of the database will be made and an electronic log will be kept of updates to the database so the restoration can happen quickly. The business manager must anticipate what needs to be done in the business when a database is not accessible because of a recovery or upgrading that temporarily takes the database out of action. In addition, the business manager must be able to determine what wrong actions or decisions might have been taken from the bad data and correct them before they cause excess costs or other problems for the business. For example, if an inventory file has been inaccurately changed and inventory replenishment orders have been written, an inventory control manager should immediately analyze whether work, purchase, or expedited orders should be recalled.

10. Determine Retention and Dispose Business managers must decide, on legal and other grounds, how

---

**Good, Clean Data**

The costs of dirty data and poorly managed data are staggering. According to a survey by PricewaterhouseCoopers, poor data management costs global organizations more than $1.4 billion per year. A study conducted by the Data Warehouse Institute found that erroneous mailings cost U.S. business about $611 billion in 2002.

Data quality is a critical issue that is slowly coming to the forefront in businesses today. Two key reasons for poor data quality are the rush to install new systems and the failure to take an integrated view of the organization’s data. In the rush to install a new system, many organizations fail to look critically at their existing data. Often, these new systems support a single function, and while the data might get cleaned up for that function, the source of the errors is often overlooked.

There are several critical steps in a data quality initiative:

1. Establish processes to prevent errors.
   a. Assign a person in each area to verify the data’s quality.
   b. Structure databases so that fields are consistent across areas.

2. Clean up existing errors.

3. Verify that third-party data suppliers provide clean data.

4. Focus on the critical data.

5. Don’t rely too heavily on cleanup tools; focus on prevention instead.

[Based on Betts, 2001; Turek, 2003]
much data history needs to be kept. Some data need to be kept in active databases, while other data may be archived to be used only when needed. Eventually, data should be summarized, eliminated, and/or moved to the data warehouse. Keeping data too long is not only costly in terms of storage space, but the use of out-of-date data can also bias forecasts and other analyses. With the trend toward data warehousing, a new mechanism exists to retain data to aid in organizational decision making. Walmart, for example, has been storing data in its data warehouse since the late 1980s. Although this might not be appropriate for all organizations, Walmart is in the enviable position of being able to examine and predict from over a decade’s worth of buying trends. Every organization should have a policy on data retention that is consistent with the organization’s strategy and use of data.

11. **Train and Consult for Effective Use** Just because data exist, they will not necessarily be effectively used. What data are stored in databases, what they mean, what presentation systems report these data, and how they can be accessed in ad hoc ways all have to be explained to business managers who might want to use the data. This training might include review of the contents of the corporate data dictionary, with an emphasis on a particular user group (e.g., consumer marketing), or the training might be on how to use a statistical package (like SAS) to access a database for decision support.

**Data Management Policies**

The implementation of these concepts and processes for data management occurs differently in each organization. However, policies should be developed regarding data ownership and data administration. These policies are typically developed from a process called **data governance**. Data governance is an organizational process for establishing strategy, objectives, and policies for organizational data—that is, to oversee data stewardship, even overseeing local data stewards responsible for similar activities for specific data subject areas or business units. Data governance is a subset of IT governance, which will be reviewed in Chapter 13. The goal of data governance is to create and maintain an enterprise view of data through collaboration and a common agenda. Data governance includes high-level oversight of day-to-day data management activities.

Frequently data governance happens through a data governance council, whose members come from IT and a variety of key business areas, including data stewards. This council meets regularly—it is not ad hoc—to address high-level issues. The council sets standards by which day-to-day decisions about metadata, data ownership and access rights, data infrastructure and architecture, and other areas can be made. The council communicates to executive management about challenges and opportunities. The council gets its mandate from senior executives who see the value of managing the data asset. The council also communicates to data stewards, administrators, project managers, and other internal information system stakeholders about their decisions. The council may also audit that policies and processes it establishes are being followed and may review periodic reports about data quality to determine if new policies need to be established, existing policies need to be better communicated, or policy violators (particular data stewards, application developers or project leaders, business managers, and others) need to be handled.

In today’s world, a data governance council may have responsibility for insuring that regulations on quality of financial reporting are supported by sound data quality management practices. This means, in part, that policies must be transparent, procedures for enforcement are well established and consistently followed, and the policies are effective to ensure accurate and reliable information. Internal controls are a major focus of such regulations. The data governance councils oversee that proper data integrity controls are in place on databases and metadata repositories so that changes to data and metadata are properly processed and fraud and security breaches are deterred. Fundamentally, if proper controls are not placed on data, it is very difficult to show compliance with financial reporting rules.

Now, let us review two of the key policy areas for data governance: data ownership and data administration.

**DATA OWNERSHIP** Business managers can become very possessive about data, for both business and personal reasons such as the following:

- the need to protect personal privacy
- the need to protect trade secrets
- the requirement to allow only those with a need to know to see sensitive business or product plans
- the desire to promote internal competition and to justify the use of scarce resources
- the desire to show commitment to one’s job and ownership of the data needed to carry out one’s job
- the desire to use information as power for political gain

This protectiveness is both good and bad. A commitment to quality data, cost control of data management, and use of data for strategic advantage are essential for
obtaining the greatest benefits from managing the data resource. On the other hand, possessiveness about data can stifle data sharing, which can limit access to data (and, hence, reduce the ability to answer important business questions) and increase data processing costs for the whole enterprise. The culture about data must be managed as part of data resource management.

A corporate information policy is the foundation for managing the ownership of data. Figure 4.8 contains a data access policy statement developed in late 2000 for a large Midwestern manufacturer of truck parts. The president and the chief information officer (CIO) developed this policy after it was clear that many managers were not sharing data useful to others in the corporation. The new policy was communicated to all managers through a series of written announcements and staff meetings. This policy states that each manager has responsibility for managing data as a resource for the good of the whole enterprise, not just the gain of his area. Some policies will distinguish among classes of data—such as personal, departmental, and organizational—although the trend is to make all data organizational.

As organizations and the markets they serve become more global, issues of international regulations, standards, and cultures relating to data ownership can have major impacts on data management. One specific issue is relevant in the discussion of data ownership—regulation of the flow of data across international boundaries.

Transborder data flows are electronic movements of data that cross a country’s national boundary for processing, storage, or retrieval of that data in a foreign country. Data are subject to the laws of the exporting country. Legislation to control transborder data flows varies widely from country to country. These laws are justified by the perceived need to

- prevent economic and cultural imperialism, including preventing the change of social values (a kind of antipropaganda mentality) and preventing the usurpation of local decisions by multinational headquarters outside the country
- protect domestic industry, including protecting the local computer hardware, software, and services industry
- protect individual privacy, including protecting individual citizens against storage of personal health, employment, and political affiliation data in databases held in foreign countries
- foster international trade, including measures to make the flow of data easy during desirable international trade and to promote the exporting of information technology and services

Data is a corporate resource. Much of our corporate data is stored electronically. Excellence in data management is key to achieving many of our business goals.

The following statements constitute our electronic data access policy:

- Corporate data will be shared internally. Data are not owned by a particular individual or organization, but by the whole organization.
- Data will be managed as a corporate resource. Data organization and structure will be planned at the appropriate levels and in an integrated fashion.
- Data quality will be actively managed. Explicit criteria for data accuracy, availability, accessibility, and ease of use will be written by the IS department.
- Data will be safeguarded. As a corporate asset, data will be protected from deliberate or unintentional alteration, destruction, or inappropriate disclosure.
- Data will be defined explicitly. Standards will be developed for data representation.
- Databases will be logically designed to satisfy broad business functions.

**FIGURE 4.8** Example Data Access Policy
Mechanisms to control transborder data flows include tariffs, ministries of telecommunication and trade to formulate and implement policies, and formal application processes for conducting data processing activities in the country. Often no one administrative body has overall authority, and there is very little similarity of mechanisms from country to country. International standards bodies on data communications, programming languages, and electronics help to reduce many operational problems, but policy matters still have to be negotiated, often separately with each country.

**DATA ADMINISTRATION** To better manage data, many organizations have created a unit to lead the efforts in data management. Typically, this group is called *data administration*, although other terms may be used. This group often reports as a staff unit to the IS director, although other structures are possible. In any case, the company should have a data governance policy that outlines the role of the data administration group and the role of business managers in data administration.

Typically, policies that assign the data administration group both operational and limited planning responsibilities work best. Data administration helps design databases to make them efficient for the processing requirements. Here, the group works with systems analysts, designers, and users to identify future databases and database technology requirements. Different data administration staff might address operational databases, data warehouses, databases used for e-commerce, and mobile applications. Members of the data administration group should include both technical (often called database administration) and managerial (often called data administration) staff, often with extensive experience and with considerable respect throughout the business and within IS management.

The data administration group should be a high-level function with responsibility for determining or coordinating data management from policy to implementation. A purely technical group, geared only to the optimization of database structures, might be insufficient to deal with the range of issues in data management.

Key functions of the data administration group should include the following:

- **Promote and control data sharing.** The group should encourage all business units to define data and to increase the use of common sources of data for different application systems. The group should work to determine the appropriate ownership for each kind of data and the responsibilities data owners should have. An organization may have to make trade-offs between data sharing and privacy (see the box “Data Privacy and Protection.”)

- **Analyze the impact of changes to application systems when data definitions change.** The application independence concept is usually not fully implemented, so evolution and change to databases might require programming modifications. A schedule of which systems need to be changed must be developed considering the needs of all database users.

- **Maintain metadata.** When a metadata repository and data dictionary are started, data administration must clean up existing data definitions and write definitions where they do not exist. As new data are added or when unclear definitions or insufficient formats are identified, the dictionary needs to be changed.

- **Reduce redundant data and processing.** The group should encourage dropping unnecessary copies of data and programs that maintain them, synchronizing purposefully redundant copies, and managing data distributed across the various computer systems within the organization (ranging from central system to desktop).

- **Reduce system maintenance costs and improve systems development productivity.** Data administration should work to create database organizations that are easy to use, select database technology that reduces the amount of programming, and train database analysts and programmers in the most current methods. These efforts should improve the development and maintenance of application systems.

- **Improve quality and security of data.** The group should take leadership in this area, helping business managers and the data governance council to define data quality standards, set security clearances, and work with data center operations to implement these guidelines.

- **Insure data integrity.** Data administration must actively review databases to insure that the integrity of data has not been compromised. With the growing popularity of Internet-based hacking, the concern over data being corrupted has grown to make regular review a critical task.

Within the overall data administration function, the primary person responsible for the management of computer databases is the *database administrator (DBA)*. He or she might be placed in the technical unit that supports various system software and hardware. The DBA is concerned with the following:

- tuning database management systems
- selection and evaluation of and training on database technology
- physical database design
- design of methods to recover from damage to databases
- physical placement of databases on specific computers and storage devices
- the interface of databases with telecommunications and other technologies
Data Privacy and Protection

Privacy guidelines are becoming a necessity in organizations today. With laws being enacted in the European Union and the United States, companies that collect data in a global environment via the Internet must attend to the privacy of that data. Many of these laws are a result of the fast-growing crime of identify theft, where confidential information is often obtained by hacking corporate databases. Additionally, large-scale data center breaches have prompted some new laws.

Data privacy guidelines typically require that the data must be accurate, secure, and used for limited purposes. Legislation enacted in California in July 2003 takes this a step further. California Senate Bill 1386 requires organizations that experience a security breach to notify Californians if there is a chance that confidential information was accessed inappropriately. Although this law currently applies only in California, it is expected to spread to other states and potentially the United Kingdom. Any global organization that has California customers must comply with this law. Because data privacy laws have only recently come into effect, many organizations do not have policies regarding data privacy and are thus vulnerable to lawsuits.

In order for companies to properly manage data privacy, they need to know who is allowed to have access to the data. In the Internet environment, identifying authorized users can be a daunting task. Companies also need to have the ability to track access to the data by monitoring who is looking at the data and to deny access to those who should not be able to see it. Software is only beginning to be developed to address this critical concern.

But, data breaches occur. Personnel, health insurance claims, student academic and loan, and customer data records have been reported stolen from lost laptops and by hacking into computer systems. From January through August of 2006, over 160 serious data thefts were disclosed by U.S. companies and government agencies. In these cases, it may be necessary for the organization that had data stolen to purchase identity and credit tracking services for the affected parties, at potentially considerable cost.

[Based on Bloor, 2003; Vijayan, 2006]

Summary

This chapter has presented the technical and managerial issues associated with designing, developing, and managing the data resource. Treating the data resource as an asset is essential in modern organizations. The value of the data must first be recognized, and steps to organize and structure the data must be taken in order to reap benefits from this vital asset.

The data model was introduced as a means of unambiguously describing organizational data. The data model is a tool that facilitates communication between the business manager and the database designer. Personal, departmental, and organizational data can all be described using this type of graphical model. Business managers should ensure that such a model exists for their organization. In addition, thorough metadata need to be kept to describe enterprise data and the rules that govern data.

An important distinction has been made among three types of data management systems: those that capture, transfer, or present data. This separation of data management functions leads to greater flexibility, longer life for some systems and the ability to easily dispose of others, and the benefits of greater sharing of data.

Finally, data governance processes are used to develop policies regarding the data resource. Issues regarding data quality, security, privacy, backup and recovery, and access are particularly important. These policies must balance the needs of business managers to use the data with the security and privacy requirements for the data. Careful attention to these policies is needed in order to protect the data resource while maximizing the potential benefits to be reaped from it.

The data resource in an organization is an essential asset that must be explicitly and professionally managed. This management requires a combination of efforts and cooperation by IS professionals and business managers. In the next three chapters, you will learn more about the role of data in the various types of information systems used in organizations.

This marks the end of the three-chapter technology component of this book. We have tried to cover only the technology that you, as a manager, need to know. Whatever your personal managerial career involves, you are likely to be working both directly and indirectly with hardware, software, telecommunications, and data. Knowledge of all four information technology components is essential for understanding the present and potential impact of IT on your organization and your job.
Review Questions

1. Explain what the data resource is and why it is so important in today’s organizations.
2. What is a data model? What does it contain? What are the objectives of data modeling? What are some different approaches to data modeling? What are the benefits of using packaged data models?
3. What are metadata? Why is it important to manage metadata?
4. What are some examples of database programming languages? How do these languages interact with other programming languages?
5. Why do organizations often have several databases?
6. What are the different types of databases? How do they differ?
7. Describe some schemes for identifying data at different levels. Why is it important to have such schemes?
8. Define application independence.
9. What are the differences between data capture, data transfer, and data analysis and presentation applications?
10. Define disposable applications.
11. Describe the issues central to insuring the quality of the data resource.
12. What is master data management? What are the benefits of MDM?
13. What is data administration, and what are the key functions of this role?
14. What are the basic functions of managing the data resource?

Discussion Questions

1. This chapter differentiates among data capture, data transfer, and data analysis and presentation systems. What are the major implications for the system developer of this division into three types of systems?
2. What are the different kinds of data standards, and why are these an essential part of data management?
3. Do you think it is difficult to manage metadata? Why or why not?
4. What are the major differences between the two approaches to data planning and modeling outlined in this chapter—enterprise modeling and view integration? Why do these two methodologies usually yield different results? In what ways does the existence of prepackaged data models affect these approaches?
5. Discuss the problems or pitfalls of doing data planning and modeling. How can these be alleviated? Discuss the advantages and uses of data modeling.
6. Explain why, given the benefits of a coordinated, integrated data architecture, some organizations still maintain multiple databases. How does master data management assist in the management of multiple databases?
7. Identify the data that are captured about you—as a student, a professional, a customer, and so on. Discuss how this data can be an asset for the organizations that collect it.
8. Search the Web for examples of how organizations have treated their data as an asset and the benefits they have achieved through this approach.
9. Consider an organization with which you are familiar. Give examples of local, shared, and core data. Why do you categorize the examples you chose into these categories? Does the organization manage data in these three categories as suggested in this chapter? Why or why not?
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June Page watched an October rainstorm coming out of the west from her second-story executive office. Turning to a growing stack of paperwork, she also thought of the dark cloud hanging over her information systems (IS) area.

Something had to be done. Committee after committee had analyzed urgent systems problems and proposed incremental solutions. And Page’s faith in her staff usually led her to approve the recommendations. But soon another “glitch” always seemed to develop, and another committee would have to be appointed. “Something fundamental was missing,” she thought to herself. “We don’t have a strategic direction for IS—we don’t know where we want to be or how to get there. We have to get our arms around where we want to go with our information systems once and for all.”

Page was a vice president and the division manager of a subsidiary within the International Machine and Tool—USA (IMT-USA) Company. The IMT Custom Machine Company built multimillion-dollar, large custom-made production machines. These machines were used in the manufacturing of various parts for large items such as automobiles. As division head, Page was responsible for two factories, which built about 150 machines per year, and a third factory that made smaller machined parts for the two factories. A service and spare parts group within the division supported the repair and maintenance business for any custom machine, including those built by IMT’s competition. The Fort Wayne, Indiana, plant, where Page worked, was the largest custom machine factory in North America. (See the organization chart in Exhibit 1).

In early September, Page had decided to ask an experienced engineer to learn about the IS activities, investigate all the issues, and develop a recommendation, or at least some options for her to consider for getting IS on track for good. While she recognized she had undertaken an unconventional approach, she knew Charles Browning was the right person for the task. Browning was a staff engineer with an extensive scientific computing background, finishing his MBA at a major Midwestern university. He reported to the development engineering manager at the Fort Wayne plant.

At a meeting on September 3, 2002, Page had given the charge to Browning:

I need you to survey the total IS picture and give me three or four basic directional options which will satisfy our IS needs over the next several years. I want you to report your findings in six weeks. Plan on giving it to me straight. I will review the findings with you and then incorporate one of the alternatives into my business plan for 2003. There should be no limits on the type of recommendations you provide, Charlie.

By using Browning, Page hoped to cut through the layers of management that might have been filtering out the root causes of IMT’s IS problems.

She heard the knock on her office door and assumed that Browning was ready with his report.

The Custom Machine Industry

Exhibit 2 summarizes the additions to production capacity for U.S. suppliers of custom production machines. Until the mid-1970s, there had been a clear upward trend of production capacity additions. But the growth in worldwide demand for the machines began to decline as industrial production in developed countries slowed.

As the market share of U.S.-based industrial production companies declined, demand decreases were soon felt in the U.S. custom machine industry. Excess production capacity suddenly became a reality. Underutilized plants became targets for closing, and plans for scores of new plant and additions were canceled. Annual capacity additions declined after 1975. By the mid-1990s, annual capacity additions had fallen below the level of the early 1960s. When the data were released for 2000, experts expected additions to capacity to be nearly zero.

The industry slowdown caused Williamson Machines and Engineering Corporation (WILMEC), which held about 30 percent of the U.S. market, to close its “medium
horizontal”–type machine factory in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1983, moving its medium horizontal production capability to its one remaining custom machine factory in Fort Wayne, Indiana. The Fort Wayne facility was constructed in the early 1970s specifically to manufacture a similar, but technically different, type of custom machine called a “large vertical.”

In 1988, General Engineering, Inc., which in previous years had been an equal market rival to WILMEC, abandoned its custom machine business by closing its Detroit, Michigan, plant. General Engineering (GE) sold its technology to WILMEC, and GE’s production equipment was moved to WILMEC’s Fort Wayne plant. The result of WILMEC’s technology acquisition from GE was that a third, and very different, technology called “large horizontal” also started being manufactured in Fort Wayne. At this time, WILMEC also expanded its custom machine reconditioning operation in Chicago to handle the assembly of one-third of its medium horizontal machines. By 1990, the Fort Wayne plant produced all three custom machine types: large horizontal, large vertical, and medium horizontal.

Starting in late 1993, WILMEC refocused its strategy away from the machine fabrication industry into various service industries. WILMEC sold all of its custom machine engineering, manufacturing, and sales operations to International Machine and Tool (IMT) of Bonn, Germany, in mid-1995. IMT was itself the result of a 1987 merger between Europe’s two largest machine manufacturers—International Machines (English translation) of Germany and Tools of Commerce (English translation) of Italy. Numerous plant closings and consolidations had rippled through Europe as well as the United States in the late 1980s and early 1990s.

By 1995, the production capacity for custom production machines in the U.S. market had essentially stabilized at 95 percent of the demand level. As was true for most cyclical industries, a significant increase in demand would cause capacity problems and delay deliveries. Indeed, some industry observers suggested that the custom machine industry might return to a robust building program by 2005.

**International Machine and Tool**

International Machine and Tool used a matrix-style organization throughout its operations, modeled after the structure of
other large, European-based global companies. Dr. Wilhelm Schlein, Chairman of IMT, summarized the organization as “a federation of national companies with a global coordination center—a distributed organization which has many homes.” Schlein’s strategy for building a decentralized, multidomestic enterprise was critical to achieving IMT’s goal of “think global, act local.”

One side of IMT’s matrix organization was country-based. Each country manager (president of the national holding company) was responsible for financial targets for all of IMT’s companies in that country. Country presidents coordinated synergistic relationships across IMT operations within the country (e.g., the same distribution and service networks). They were also responsible for maintaining relationships with national government officials.

The second side of IMT’s matrix was technology-based (product classes) and reported through a separate transnational technology management group, called a business group (BG). The mission of each BG was to support shared knowledge and operations among many international factories in the same industry. BG leaders served as business strategists who set global “rules of the game” and then let local managers (like Page) pilot the execution.

In 2002, IMT had eight international custom machine factories, two of which were located in the United States. The U.S. plants represented nearly one-half of IMT’s global capacity. The combined capacity of the Chicago and Fort Wayne plants was far larger than any in the other countries.

Page reported to two managers in the matrix, the U.S. country manager and a Custom Machine BG manager, who often had conflicting goals. While she had to increase return on assets to support the U.S. country manager, she simultaneously was encouraged to maintain a leading technology position by the BG head. As was true for all custom machine factories, Page’s division paid about one percent of sales to the BG for global research and development projects.

June R. Page

With more than 18 years of custom machine engineering experience, Page was widely known and highly respected throughout the custom machine industry. Earlier in her
career, Page had worked her way through several engineering and manufacturing management positions at WILMEC. She had always been active in the industry by chairing and working on technical committees of various professional associations.

However, Page was not actively involved in the use of the information systems at IMT. Her personal use of a computer was limited to preparing short documents, maintaining a calendar, constructing and reviewing reports, sending e-mail at work, and browsing the Internet from home. She felt that her hectic schedule made it impossible to use the personal computer in her office for more than 50 minutes a day.

In 1999, Page was appointed Vice President of IMT Custom Machines Company, Inc. (CMCI), the IMT subsidiary in the United States. On the “country side” of the matrix, CMCI reported through the IMT-USA holding company in New York, which in turn reported to IMT’s world headquarters in Bonn. On the BG side of the matrix, Page reported to the managing director of the Custom Machine BG. The headquarters for the business group was in Milan, Italy.

Shortly after taking the job, Page and other division managers worked with the IMT-USA President toward developing universally applicable (to all IMT-USA companies) statements of the corporate mission, principles, and vision. After considerable discussion and many revisions, the IMT-USA President disseminated the final product on March 26, 1999. (See Exhibit 3.)

The Fort Wayne Plant
The work environment at the Fort Wayne plant over the prior 25 years was dynamic, to say the least. Over that period, the plant first transitioned from a busy single-product factory into a stagnant operation that nearly closed due to a lack of orders. A few short years later, it evolved into a facility that supported three technically different products (large horizontal, large vertical, and medium horizontal custom machines), each originating from a different company with different engineering design systems. In 2002, IMT’s Fort Wayne facility was producing near its capacity and was staffed with about 1,200 employees.

Until the mid-1990s, all the engineering and marketing operations for the Fort Wayne and Chicago plants were located in Cleveland, Ohio (200 miles from Fort Wayne and 350 from Chicago). In 1995, IMT closed the Cleveland site and transferred the engineering and marketing staffs to either Fort Wayne or Chicago.

As the Fort Wayne plant evolved to support multiple product lines, a number of informal procedures emerged to handle day-to-day situations. These undocumented processes worked well enough, despite the incompatibilities among the three different machine technologies, which used three separate drafting systems as well as unique manufacturing processes. Very little capital had been invested in upgrading the operations during the last several years of WILMEC’s ownership. In fact, it was not until IMT had completed its WILMEC purchase that a major capital upgrade was even considered. Low margins and strict capital budget limits always prevented significant upgrades.

As a result, the informal processes continued under IMT ownership, as company executives focused on making the acquisition show a profit.

In early 1996, the plant was reorganized into three “machine-type” product lines, each operating as a separate product line and profit center. In June 1997, CMCI’s Quality Assurance Manager, Edward Fortesque, completed the mission statement for CMCI. (See Exhibit 4.) Finally, the company’s reorganization was coming together.

The following was taken from a presentation given by the IMT-USA President on March 26, 1999.

Mission
- Serve U.S. customers to their individual needs and total satisfaction.
- Create an organizational environment that allows all IMT-USA’s employees to add value.
- Promote an atmosphere of thirst and eagerness to perform that allows delegation of responsibility to the lowest possible organizational level and attracts good people.
- Generate a sense of urgency and results orientation in the development of capital and human resources to ensure proper return for both our employees and our shareholders.
- Expand the horizon of the organization to share in and contribute to our worldwide core competencies.

Guiding Principles
- Create a sense of urgency—concentrate on priority actions rather than procedural issues.
- Promote a unifying culture: “can do—do it.”
- Remove barriers to performance.
- Shift organizational focus to servicing the customers and beating the competition.

Vision
- Demonstrate leadership in serving the U.S. marketplace in its transition to cleaner industry, where products are more efficiently produced, distributed, and applied.

EXHIBIT 3  IMT-USA Mission, Guiding Principles, and Vision Statements
The following was issued throughout the Fort Wayne plant on June 25, 1997 by Edward Fortesque, Manager of Quality Assurance.

**Mission**
- To be recognized as the outstanding custom machine manufacturer in the world.

**Goals**
- Provide market leadership
  - Customer satisfaction
    - Quality
    - Reliability
    - Delivery
    - Service
  - Serve the market with optional products and services
- Be the technology leader
- Achieve business (operational) excellence
  - Zero failures
  - On-time performance
  - Low throughput time for orders through the factory
  - High productivity of labor
  - Return on capital employed >30% (pre-tax)
  - Revenue to total compensation growth of at least 5% per year

**Vision**
- To be perceived by each of our customers as superior to the best of our competitors in the overall quality of our products and services.

EXHIBIT 5  Fort Wayne MIS Direction and Objectives, IMT Custom Machine Company, Inc.

division MIS manager. Chicago had its own one-person MIS “group” who reported directly to O’Neil. O’Neil reported through the division controller’s organization. O’Neil was a former IBM employee with extensive experience on large mainframes and on the IBM AS/400 platform. He had been the MIS manager at another IMT site before coming to Fort Wayne in 1998.

On July 30, 2002, O’Neil circulated a memo to the top division and plant managers that summarized his objectives for Fort Wayne’s MIS group (see Exhibit 5). O’Neil later told Browning, “I do not have a formal mission for the MIS group, but essentially I am looking to provide an adequate, responsive, and economical network structure of data processing support for all sites within the division.”

Browning found that a variety of computing hardware was used to support the division. (See Exhibit 6.)

The division operated an IBM mainframe located at Fort Wayne that could be used by anyone in the division...

* Applications are in parentheses

with no direct charge. All lease and operating costs for the mainframe were covered in the division’s overhead. When they joined the company, new engineers and other professionals were supplied with a mainframe user account, a personal computer (PC) equipped with a board to enable it to communicate with the mainframe, and several PC software packages for local work. The mainframe arrived in March 1999 on a 5-year lease. A mainframe upgrade in 2001 was driven by the need for improvements in computer-aided design (CAD) response time and an increasing number of users. From 1999 to 2001, 65 new users throughout the factory and front offices were connected to the mainframe.

CMCI also had an IBM AS/400 that it had inherited from General Engineering. Immediately after the acquisition, MIS personnel attempted to create a procedure to move data between the two mainframes, but that proved to be difficult. Most exchanges were done by “pulling” data from one system to the other. Although a routine (called AMSERV) was available to “push” data to the other system, its use was not fully understood. Another reason AMSERV was not used was that the receiver’s data file could be updated without the user’s knowledge. As a result, data security issues slowed the practice of sharing data between the two systems. In sequential applications, where data were created in one system and used by another, identical data files were needed on each system.

From 2001 on, the heaviest use of the mainframe was by drafting and engineering staff. IMT Fort Wayne used IBM’s CAD product on the mainframe. The CAD application, along with additional drafting and engineering programs, represented about 65 percent of mainframe use. Total usage in August 2002 was estimated at 54 percent of the mainframe’s CPU capacity.

The division also used personal computers extensively. The policy at Fort Wayne was that anyone who needed a PC could get one. Financial justification was not necessary, as PCs were considered a tool. Fort Wayne’s standard PC configuration included the latest Intel processor running the latest version of Microsoft Windows as well as the Microsoft Office suite and several other popular...
packages—all connected to an inkjet printer. PCs were obtained under a three-year lease from a local supplier.

Many users felt that the lack of sufficient mainframe software support and lengthy systems development time on the part of the MIS group had been partially compensated by the use of PCs. For example, production scheduling in major work centers in the factory was done with a spreadsheet on PCs. However, the principal use for many PCs was as a “dumb” terminal to the mainframe for database inquiry or sending e-mail. In addition, secretaries and engineers routinely used PC word processing to write memos. Of the 300 users on Fort Wayne’s mainframe, about 210 were accessing it through PCs. The remaining users were CAD users.

The division also had powerful personal workstations for technical work. As of 2002, Fort Wayne had six IBM workstations used by the development engineering group for special projects. They were connected through a local area network (LAN). Several Sun workstations were also linked into the LAN during the previous year. Personnel at the Chicago facility used 18 IBM CAD workstations for normal production work. At Fort Wayne, there were also 25 Sun and IBM workstations used for the production of drawings.

Drawings made in Chicago on workstations were stored on Fort Wayne’s mainframe and uploaded and downloaded over a high-speed dedicated telephone line. Chicago’s designers liked their CAD stations, but they were having trouble with the connection between the mainframe and the Chicago LAN. Tom Goodman, the MIS support person in Chicago, told Browning, “I feel like we are the beta site for linking sites together.”

If a marketing engineer had a question about a spec, he or she called a design engineer or another local expert. Most estimates had to be turned around in 10 working days. Because of the volume of requests and a staff of only two engineers covering all of the United States, negotiations were sometimes very hectic. Mike Truelove, a marketing engineer, told Browning, “We do the best we can, but we miss some things from time to time. Almost always after winning the order, we go back and negotiate with the customer over what we missed.”

Another frequently used mainframe application was a query system (called INFO) automatically linked to data from the negotiation program. It was used to analyze data from ongoing negotiations as well as contracts after they were won or lost.

The administration and finance group was the home for most business support systems. The purchase order, accounts payable, and accounts receivable systems were all connected to the mainframe and the Chicago LAN. Personnel at the Chicago facility used 18 IBM CAD workstations for normal production work. At Fort Wayne, there were also 25 Sun and IBM workstations used for the production of drawings.

Drawings made in Chicago on workstations were stored on Fort Wayne’s mainframe and uploaded and downloaded over a high-speed dedicated telephone line. Chicago’s designers liked their CAD stations, but they were having trouble with the connection between the mainframe and the Chicago LAN. Tom Goodman, the MIS support person in Chicago, told Browning, “I feel like we are the beta site for linking sites together.”

Data Flow and Functional Responsibilities

Exhibit 7 illustrates the generalized data flow among the main functional areas of the Fort Wayne operation. Of the seven functions, only the human resources (HR) department was not connected to the main information flow. The remaining six organizational areas participated in a continuous sequential flow of information.

The flow of business information started with the interaction between marketing and the customer. Information originated from the customer when a technical description or specification (a “spec”) was sent to IMT for a new machine. The length of the spec could be from ten to several hundred pages. A marketing engineer would then read the spec and enter his or her interpretation of it into a mainframe negotiation program. The negotiation program (MDB), inherited from WILMEC, required the input of about fifty computer screens of data and was written in COBOL. For presentations, marketing used Excel and PowerPoint on their PCs.

Production Requirements

Each machine the company made was electrically and mechanically custom designed to a customer’s exact specifications. Customization requirements, when mixed with the complexities of the economic and engineering limits, required sophisticated computer programs for modeling and design work. In 2002, Fort Wayne had three separate design systems, one for each of the three types of custom machines. Design engineers for each product line were experts on their own programs.

The first step in design engineering was to receive electronically the data previously entered into the negotiation program. The process entailed pulling the data records from the negotiation database. The design engineer reread the customer’s spec and decided which additional data needed to be added to the input files for the design program. The program then generated a design that the engineer reviewed in detail and often revised. After the design was accepted by the engineer, the electronic computer file
and a paper folder with completed job forms were sent to a drafting supervisor for completion.

The ES group had designed all of Fort Wayne’s design systems. The number of routines used by each of the three systems was a relative measure of size and complexity. Large vertical had about 500 routines, medium horizontal had about 400 routines, and large horizontal had about 2,400 routines.

All drafting at Fort Wayne and Chicago was performed on a CAD applications system. At Fort Wayne, the CAD application ran on the IBM mainframe, and in Chicago it ran on the local IBM workstations. There were 85 CAD “seats” at Fort Wayne and 18 at Chicago. (A “seat” is equivalent to one hardware CAD setup with a high-resolution screen, keyboard, function-button box, and a pointing device that worked like a mouse.) During the prior 5 years, additional programs had been written to take output automatically from the design programs and create CAD drawings or references to drawings of standard parts. About 60 percent of the drawings for the average 4,000 parts per machine were created in this way. The remaining 40 percent of drawings had to be created by a draftsman from the design specifications. All jobs were reduced to drawings prior to being released to the factory.

A standard part drawing included the material specification on the drawing. Assembly work orders contained the bill of material (BOM). Having CAD and the design programs on the same platform made the development of the automatic drawing programs very convenient. Jennifer Velan, an engineer in the development group, told Browning, “There are things we have been able to do with this setup that would be impossible if the jobs were split between two separate systems.”

When all the drawings for a custom machine were completed, the BOM was manually transferred from the drawings into the BOM database system, called DBOMP.
DBOMP was originally written by IBM and extensively modified for Fort Wayne in the 1990s to handle bills of material for the vertical type machines. When production of the medium and large horizontal machines was transferred to Fort Wayne, DBOMP’s limitations forced many “work-arounds.” For example, when the General Engineering large horizontal technology was moved to Fort Wayne, it was discovered that DBOMP could not handle the longer General Engineering drawing numbers. Moreover, there was no one at Fort Wayne who knew the DBOMP code well enough to make a change in the software.

The test department had several personal computers that were also connected to the mainframe, this connectivity was only used occasionally. The test department’s LAN. The test department maintained its own LAN applications.

Personnel Issues

Browning uncovered some additional information about the information systems personnel at the company. The programmers in MIS had extensive backgrounds in COBOL and in RPG for the AS/400. None of them, however, knew the UNIX operating system or its related programming languages. Of the 14 programmers, four had over 25 years experience at Fort Wayne, two had about 12 years, and the remaining eight had three years or less.

Engineers who supported the engineering system in the development group had significant backgrounds in scientific computing and four had some experience with UNIX. Each engineer had more than 10 years of experience with the company. One of the recently added programmers in the engineering systems group knew UNIX very well.

Browning heard many comments during his investigation that suggested that the MIS and engineering systems staff at Fort Wayne always made the systems work—despite the constant change.

Browning concluded that as a result of employing informal systems, work-arounds, and an extraordinary amount of human effort, Fort Wayne was profitable in 2001—it’s first profitable year in several years. Slowly, things were stabilizing at Fort Wayne—the informal systems were being corrected and formalized. Restructuring into three product lines had helped to clarify the focus and purpose of systems staff at Fort Wayne always made the systems work—despite the constant change.

Finally, the MIS group was backlogged in supporting the rapid changes occurring at the Fort Wayne plant. The lead time on most system upgrades was 3 weeks for emergencies and 6 to 9 months for nonemergencies. When a computerized system failed to provide needed functionality, paper systems were created to support the information needs.

Because each custom machine was a significant investment—between $2 million and $8 million—all machines were fully tested at Fort Wayne or Chicago, and the testing was personally witnessed by an employee or agent of the customer company. The test department, along with the witness, certified that every machine met the customer’s test requirements set forth in the specification.

Scheduling information and other test details were forwarded to the test department by hand. Test information was written on a form that was interpreted or copied from the customer specification in marketing and engineering. The biggest complaint from the test department was that sometimes the marketing department did not properly interpret the customer’s test requirement specification. A failed or unnecessary test that resulted from misinterpreting a customer’s specification could cost IMT well over $100,000.

The test department had several personal computers connected to a LAN. Although all PCs in the test department were also connected to the mainframe, this connectivity was only used occasionally. The test department was a part of the quality assurance organization at Fort Wayne, which was responsible for the data and production of the test reports sent to customers. Electronic test result data, however, remained only on the test department’s LAN. The test department maintained its own LAN applications.

Support for Engineering and Drafting Systems

Browning also discovered an ongoing debate over where the IT support for the engineering and drafting
systems should be located. Browning summarized the three alternatives that arose from the debate on a legal pad at his desk:

1. **In the engineering support systems group:** Arguments for leaving support for engineering and drafting in the development engineering line of authority were strong. The design and drafting programs produced models for the three product line technologies. The three principal people supporting these design systems were engineers with strong computer backgrounds. Two of the three had master’s degrees in engineering. Support for these programs required a balance of custom machine design knowledge, creativity, and programming. By working close to the user engineers in the product line, the ES engineers could update the systems rapidly. The engineers feared that MIS programmers had little understanding of the underlying design technology. Some of the engineers speculated that the MIS people might make coding changes that “would cost millions to correct once a design was committed and the parts were made.”

2. **In the product lines:** Arguments for product line support of engineering systems included the fact that product line engineers had extensive firsthand knowledge of how the system was used. As a result, feedback on problems would be more obvious to those who supported the system. Furthermore, it could be argued that ultimate control of the software should be in the hands of each of the profit centers. They should have the option to regulate the level of computer support based on their own strategy. However, if the engineering systems support responsibilities were located within the product lines, a programmer would need to be transferred from the engineering support systems group to each of the product lines.

3. **In the MIS group:** Arguments for MIS-based support of engineering and drafting systems included an alignment of all computer-related functions in one functional group—thus providing a common responsibility point for all computer support and integrated applications. Product line and development engineering would have to submit change requests that were more completely documented. Support through MIS would guarantee that coding changes would be better documented. If support were the responsibility of the product line engineers, MIS people argued that the end result might be “spaghetti code,” which no one but the original programmer could understand.

### The Move to a Common Custom Machine Design System

Browning discovered that in early 2002, Page had received instructions that her subsidiary would have to use a redeveloped set of custom machine design programs from Germany. The BG management team believed it was appropriate to institute a common custom machine design system across all factories. The BG strategy was based on porting the German programs onto a UNIX workstation platform and then distributing and supporting it worldwide. When the announcement was made that the German programs would be used, however, none of the programs would work with UNIX. Nor did the German developers possess more than a few years of total experience in the UNIX environment.

### A New Marketing and Negotiation System

Browning learned that marketing and engineering saw the existing negotiation program as inefficient and ineffective. Two years of studying how the IMT division should do business with its customers led the marketing group to propose a reengineered “front-end information” system. The proposed system would include capabilities to optically scan in all customer proposals, including text. Customer specs could then be analyzed and processed more quickly.

The proposed system had an initial price tag of over $2.5 million. The original idea for the system was conceived in the marketing department, which employed two staff engineers and had hired an independent outside consultant as its own IS expert. Only recently had MIS been involved with planning the system. The project was being led by the division strategic planning manager, which isolated the project from division MIS and engineering input. Hardware purchases were to begin in November 2002, and the system was to be completed and operational by the end of 2003.

### CMCI’s Interface to Field Sales

Browning discovered that IMT’s field sales group had itself been planning to implement a new customer relationship management (CRM) application using a service called Salesforce.com. Russ Nelson, Vice President of Sales, noted that this Web-based service could be put in place with no capital investment. This new CRM system would have to be enhanced for transferring order information to the factories. The new system to transfer order information to the factories, called SPEC, was planned to come online in late 2003. By mid-2003, each factory was to have installed high-speed access to the Internet to use Salesforce.com. They would need to develop system connectivity to accommodate the data downloaded from field sales personnel.
As of September 2002, SPEC had been plagued with delays because staff could not arrive at a consensus on the exact information that should be transmitted to each of the factories and the creation of the necessary system interfaces.

New Software Design Tools
After asking some questions in the controller’s office, Browning found that payments from Fort Wayne and Chicago accounted for 25 percent of the funds used for the BG’s R&D development budget. CMCT’s MIS group felt that about 30 percent of its investment was received back in the form of useful information technologies while the remaining 70 percent benefited production hardware improvements. The BG was definitely committed to additional investments in UNIX application tools. Various software engineering and applications development tools had been mentioned, but the specific software and the number of seats that would be leased or purchased had not been finalized as of the end of September 2002.

Bill of Material (BOM) System Replacement
The production scheduling people told Browning that the DBOMP system was nearly 15 years old and could not handle the new German-developed design system that was to replace the three older systems. To support the new design system and its subsequent BOM structure, a new BOM system would be required. Fort Wayne systems staff had identified a system that would run on the IBM mainframe and could be acquired at no cost. The program, called PUFR, was free because it was in the process of being discarded by IMT-USA’s corporate MIS group. The only requirement was that Fort Wayne MIS staff had to support PUFR.

By September 2002, over 4,000 staff hours had been consumed by Fort Wayne MIS personnel trying to make PUFR operational. Projections suggested that approximately 10 percent more work had to be done in order to get PUFR into a test mode. To get this far, the Fort Wayne MIS group had already purchased additional modules that were not originally included in the free IMT corporate version of PUFR. The effort had also included converting some of the approximately 400 auxiliary programs that used the old DBOMP format. Occasional discussions of replacing PUFR “in a few years” were heard in the halls.

Browning’s Meeting with Page
In an October 2002 meeting with Page, Browning summarized the findings of his six-week investigation as follows:

“The best way to characterize the current information systems situation at Fort Wayne is as a lot of manual points where data are transferred between a patchwork of old, semiautomated, and outdated processes. The result is that since each place where information is transferred has a probability of introducing a new error, checking and rechecking is necessary to ensure integrity. And since the outdated processes require constant fixes and workarounds, the newer processes never move ahead. What we really need is a clear vision to guide our decisions today, so we can be ready for tomorrow.”

“I was afraid of that, Charlie. So do we have any options?” asked Page.

“We do,” replied Browning. “But first we really need to develop a vision, architecture, and strategy statement for all information systems consistent with our business objectives. I see three options for the basic information technology architecture.”

“Let me hear the first one,” replied Page.

“OK,” said Browning. “The first option is to move toward a centralized, likely IBM, computing environment. Under this option, we would commit to staying with the mainframe for all important applications, discourage the use of the Sun and IBM workstations, maybe allow the use of Linux on the mainframe, and eliminate the AS/400. IBM replaced the AS/400 with the eServer iSeries the year after we acquired our system. This new platform would not only run our current operating system, OS/400, it can also run AIX (IBM’s version of UNIX) and Linux. This approach would maximize the use of the lower cost, energy-efficient mainframe.

“Our commitment to the mainframe would have to be long term. To continue to maintain a large central mainframe and acquire new applications and full access for all users would require a systematic plan. The plan would include porting all the major AS/400 applications to the eServer iSeries mainframe in order to assure central usage, support, and control. Major mainframe packages would be reviewed for upgrades that could handle Fort Wayne’s current capacity and requirements. Older packages used in Fort Wayne would be phased out over the next 5 years. PCs connected through LANs to the mainframe would do spreadsheet and word processing work, but almost all computational work would be done on the mainframe.”

“OK,” remarked Page. “I can see that as feasible even though a lot of people would be upset. Our engineers have become accustomed to using the Sun and IBM workstations whenever they want to. What is option two?”

“I call option two workstation computing,” said Browning. “Here we would follow a strategy whereby the mainframe is phased out completely over time. At the same time, we would make significant investments in Sun and IBM workstations running UNIX, as well as PCs, big UNIX servers, and LANs. We could allow the use of Linux
on the workstations. Such an architecture would allow migration to a full client/server environment.

“Our plans for a long-term shift to a distributed UNIX environment would include the migration of all applications to the new environment. A high-speed network would be installed to link all computers. Data and application servers would be distributed by functional area and profit centers (e.g., marketing, development engineering, human resources, and testing). CAD seats would be slowly transferred from the mainframe to dedicated workstations. During the transition period, the mainframe would be connected to the network and available for access from all workstations.

“One relational database server cluster would serve the entire UNIX network system, but local databases could also exist as necessary. PCs would be linked via LANs, and a wide area network (WAN) would be installed to bridge between networks.

“As CAD and other major applications were shifted off the mainframe, it would be downsized to a smaller, compatible midrange mainframe. The process could be expected to take approximately 10 years and two mainframe downgrades before all of Fort Wayne’s applications would be migrated to UNIX workstations.”

“All right,” said Page, “but wouldn’t this one be a lot more expensive and create a kind of ‘disintegrated’ computing environment? I have heard of other companies going this route only to have to reassert central control in a few years.”

“It sure has that potential,” said Browning. “And you are right—it will likely be more expensive than the mainframe option, given what has happened to the cost of mainframes over the last several years.

“Before you evaluate each option, let me explain option three. This one is even more risky. We would outsource the management of our servers to a data center hosting company that would set up and manage ‘virtual machines’ for us. We can operate as if we have a virtually unlimited number of servers. We would eliminate any need for additional computer hardware investment and just pay for what we need on a monthly basis.¹

“In this option, we would pursue a course of abandoning the mainframe, but converting the complete computing platform to a Linux-powered environment. Linux is similar to UNIX as an operating system, but even more flexible. Linux-based solutions are offered by companies such as Red Hat, Corel, IBM, and HP. In the past few years, several large companies have adopted this environment for their computing needs.

“Given the diversity of our needs across the company, the Linux solution could also provide more than adequate flexibility. Utilizing services provided by a recognized supplier like IBM, specialty Linux companies, or the in-house programming staff, Linux solutions could be used for anything from tracking quality control to managing machines and monitoring production. Furthermore, some data center hosting companies employing Linux-based servers have a guaranteed 99.7 percent or higher uptime. I read that Linux had been useful for automobile simulations at DaimlerChrysler and Ford. In addition, the platform’s durability has been proven at Amerada Hess and other oil companies through their exploration activities. Nevertheless, this is a major leap from IMT’s current conservative environment. Someone else would be running our central computers.”

“I guess,” replied Page. “But at least we ought to consider it. Any more options?”

“Just one, to be complete,” replied Browning. “We could consider just waiting and watching carefully. This option says do nothing fundamental at the present time. We wait and see what develops. We would decide on specific system changes only as circumstances force us to make decisions. Following the ‘watch carefully’ option would mean that each decision would be made in response to immediate demands. As part of this approach, we could bring in Linux and let some people experiment with it. If Linux is the wave of the future as some people claim, maybe the best idea is to not make a commitment now. It is not clear that Linux is ready for prime time. But a few years of experimenting could determine if it really is a long-term solution for the company.”

**A Decision and Direction for IMT IS**

“OK,” said Page. “Having the options is very helpful. I appreciate all the time you put into the project. Let me think about the options and make a decision.”

After Browning left the office, Page began to reflect on the options he had presented. Change was going to be painful. Although Browning had captured the basic strategy alternatives, there were many considerations to take into account before a decision could be reached on which option to follow. Years of neglect, restructuring, and a growing organization had finally caught up with CMCI’s information systems. Page also recognized that changes in the division’s IS architecture might require organizational changes as well. A decision had to be made soon. Or did it? Now the only question was, what to do?

¹A few years after 2002, this concept came to be called “cloud computing”—actually one of several ways of utilizing cloud computing.
VoIP2.biz, Inc.: Deciding on the Next Steps for a VoIP Supplier

Lawrence R. Milkowski, President and CEO of VoIP2.biz, Inc., an Indianapolis-based start-up supplier of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) telephony to the small and midsize business market, knew he had a difficult job ahead of him. It was Friday, June 23, 2006, and he had to prepare his recommendations on the next steps for his fledgling company to the board of directors at its meeting on Tuesday, June 27, 2006. While Larry was a firm believer in the direction of the company, he knew that the board was anxious to resolve the future of the firm given the slower-than-hoped-for progress in getting the company’s cash flow to break even.

The Company

In 2006, VoIP2.biz considered itself a systems integrator that worked with business customers to help them move their voice communications from legacy technology to VoIP technology. Through these activities, VoIP2.biz would become its clients’ telephone company, thus earning a recurring revenue stream.

Management’s plan was to continue to gain dominance in the Indianapolis market, expand the company’s business activities throughout Indiana, and then open additional sales offices throughout the Midwest, gaining a first mover position in the marketplaces they served. Management believed that success in this strategy would make them an attractive acquisition target in the 2009 to 2010 timeframe.

Management thought that VoIP2.biz’s business opportunity came from the recognition of five basic marketplace facts experienced by business customers with less than 400 voice telephone lines:

1. These businesses had often invested in separate voice networks, data networks, and Internet access technology whereby they had two distinct and separate monthly cost streams—a network for voice and one for data. Moreover, the voice network was often overconfigured and underutilized. In addition, specialized circuits for transporting voice calls often cost more, sometimes twice as much as the equivalent data circuit cost.

2. Most voice communication systems, called private branch exchanges (PBXs) or key telephone systems (KTSs), were special purpose machines with both proprietary hardware and software. As a result, they were expensive to buy, in the $1,000 to $2,000 per user range; expensive to maintain; and lacked the flexibility to easily adapt to specific user needs. They generally required specialized skills for moving, adding, or changing end-user stations—and therefore had a significant maintenance expense once installed.

3. Business customers understood that customer relationship management can be enhanced and additional sales can be made by the effective handling of their customer communication. For many businesses, the cost to purchase and implement the automated call distributors (ACDs) and the interactive voice response (IVR) applications required were just too expensive to be practical.

4. Business customers, particularly those with one to a hundred employees, or several hundred spread over several facilities, received very poor service from the traditional phone companies. They were often served by under-trained account managers with little technology experience or business knowledge, so it was difficult for the customer to get his or her questions answered or specific needs addressed.

5. Many customers lacked experienced networking people to help them make telephony decisions, and they often lacked a strong data processing staff with any experience in voice processing.

In order to meet these market needs, VoIP2.biz sold systems that:

1. Provided the economic benefits of collapsing the voice and data networks together into a consolidated network—one network instead of two,

2. Included the call origination and termination services in lieu of traditional phone company services, including low-cost long distance, E911, and all of the advanced features available through any traditional telephone carrier,

3. Utilized an open-source call processing platform that operated on commodity hardware in place of proprietary telephone systems, which was 10 percent to 20 percent of the cost of a competing technology, and
4. Were sold, engineered, installed, and supported by an experienced team of data and voice networking professionals.

Progress to Date

The concept behind VoIP2.biz came from some experimentation in early 2004 by personnel working for the Harley Services Corporation (HSC). HSC began business in 1995, providing outsourced engineering, installation, and marketing services to telecommunications carriers throughout the United States. By utilizing HSC’s services, carriers were able to speed implementation of new customer services, such as DSL, and reduce costs by outsourcing central office engineering and equipment assembly. As a service provider to the carriers, HSC was in a unique position to understand and review new telecommunications technology prior to its general availability. In 2003, engineers at HSC started to investigate broadband applications, including video and voice over internet protocol (VoIP) applications.

During 2004, Milkowski and other personnel in HSC explored the market for VoIP and evaluated several then-current VoIP service providers. As a result of these investigations, the HSC project team designed a system to deliver a cost competitive IP PBX solution for implementing VoIP via an open source software platform. They selected an open source solution because it had the advantages of: (1) implementation on a commercially available commodity PC server, (2) high quality application code due to the ongoing review of a large user community, and (3) no licensing fees. Milkowski believed that the open source approach provided the best technological platform for smaller business customers due to its advanced call processing capability and significantly lower monthly telecommunications expense.

Beginning in October 2005, VoIP2.biz was spun out of HSC as a separate corporation, owned by several outside investors, Milkowski, and HSC. HSC retained 70 percent of the stock in VoIP2.biz. Milkowski then developed what was called internally the “Phase I Plan.” In this plan, the infrastructure and staffing of the business had to be completed and some presence in the market had to be accomplished. During late 2005 and the first half of 2006, employees at VoIP2.biz added to the functionality of the open-source IP PBX and entered into several reseller relationships with equipment manufacturers and carriers. These actions gave VoIP2.biz the ability to offer a complete end-to-end VoIP solution for business customers. Milkowski and his team of five engineers and sales professionals also sold the VoIP2.biz solution to several customers. VoIP2.biz signed agreements with four authorized distributors in Central Indiana to help sell the service to the business market. The team also developed a set of features for their product via internal work and relations with outside providers. Through its business activities to date, management was convinced that the open source solution offered by VoIP2.biz provided a small to midsize business customer a complete telephone system solution for 10 to 30 percent of the cost of a new proprietary solution from traditional vendors. For a detailed description of VoIP2.biz’s services, see Exhibit 1.

By June 2006, VoIP2.biz was well on its way to completing the Phase I Plan. The company had sold several custom customers (the current count was 22), resolved several technical issues, and completed hiring a small team of engineers (three) and sales/customer service people. However, the company was yet to break even financially from either a profit or cash flow standpoint. Revenue for October through December of 2005 totaled only $88,000 but resulted in a net loss of $86,000. Financial results for January through June 2006 were expected to be somewhat better with revenue expected to be nearly $150,000, but earnings before taxes were expected to be a negative $66,000. Several members of the board of directors thought that the company should be generating a profit or at least be at breakeven by June 30, 2006.

The Changing Telecommunications Landscape

By June 2006, many experts believed that the Internet would change business communication. However, while the impacts were dramatically changing data communications in a small or midsize business, voice communication often remained on the Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS). In the business market, voice communications was still important to business, and remained 10 to 20 times the size of Internet communication. Business still spent significant dollars every month on legacy telephony technology.

While the Internet had not yet had a major impact on business voice communication, several studies foresaw that business was at the beginning of the next phase in utilizing the Internet to further reduce costs. VoIP was seen as the next major breakthrough in voice communications.

In late 2005, several industry analysts predicted that much, if not most, of the voice traffic generated by businesses would be delivered over Internet technologies. This change would happen for two key reasons:

- Businesses could consolidate voice and Internet connectivity into a single converged network that would carry voice, data, and video, reducing monthly communications expense and increasing Internet network capacity. By combining all communications over the Internet, the underutilized voice network capacity could be used to increase data network capacity. Because VoIP used less than half the network capacity of a traditional POTS phone call, customers would use less of their network capacity for voice.
VoIP2.biz Offerings

- The VoIP2.biz V2B System 1 IP PBX™, which provides the customer a VoIP solution for their enterprise
- The VoIP2.biz V2B Network Services™, which provides the customer connectivity to the telephone network for origination and termination of calls, and Internet access
- The VoIP2.biz Hosted Voice Services, which provides the customer a Centrex-like telephone system capability, including network services

VoIP2.biz V2B System 1 IP PBX™

The V2B System 1 IP PBX is an Internet Protocol (IP)-based telephone system capable of originating, routing, delivering and managing voice communication for a customer enterprise. The IP PBX is implemented on an HP or IBM server running Linux and is installed by VoIP2.biz personnel on the customer’s premises. VoIP2.biz integrates the system into the client’s data network.

The V2B System 1 IP PBX includes most of the commonly available communications features, including:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automated Attendant</th>
<th>Conference Calling</th>
<th>“Meet Me” Capability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call Forward</td>
<td>Do Not Disturb</td>
<td>Music on Hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Park</td>
<td>External Line Access</td>
<td>Remote Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caller Log</td>
<td>Flexible Numbering Plan</td>
<td>Voicemail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling Name Display</td>
<td>Hunt Groups</td>
<td>Voicemail to E-Mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling Number Display</td>
<td>Interactive Voice Response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through VoIP2.biz’s implementation process, the company defines the customer’s specific call handling requirements and implements them in the V2B System 1 IP PBX. In most cases, these requirements include setting up specialized call handling, and applications such as voice mail, auto attendants, interactive voice response (IVR) and an automated call distributor (ACD). These applications are included in the V2B System 1 IP PBX.

VoIP2.biz sells and installs, as an option, a graphical user interface (GUI) that runs on top of the Asterisk application and dramatically simplifies the administrative interface.

As part of the system implementation, VoIP2.biz personnel interface the V2B System 1 IP PBX to the client’s existing PBX or KTS so that the current analog phones can still be used; sells and installs new digital telephone sets; or does a combination of both.

VoIP2.biz personnel often propose a migration plan to its customers. This plan calls for installing the V2B System 1 IP PBX first; then moving the voice network over to it, substituting IP trunking for POTS circuits; then moving the voice mail and call processing to the V2B System 1 IP PBX; and finally moving over all of the handsets and decommissioning the current system and voice network. This migration strategy reduces the perceived risk to the client and gets the network savings started as soon as possible.

VoIP2.biz V2B Network Services™

While the V2B System 1 IP PBX can be installed and operate with an existing POTS telephone network, the operational savings of VoIP, beyond the cost savings of the IP PBX itself, is best realized through consolidating the customer’s voice and data network spending onto one network. Replacing voice telephone lines or trucks from the ILEC with data circuits from VoIP2.biz can generate a significant monthly savings for the customer. These new data circuits, combined with call origination and termination services, allow the V2B System 1 IP PBX to place and complete calls over the IP network. In summary, through VoIP2.biz’s V2B Network Services, the company is providing:

- High-speed call trunking and Internet access
- Call origination and termination, including long distance and E911
- Local and toll-free number portability

The V2B Network Services Schedule includes:

- Internet Access—In order to assure quality of service, VoIP2.biz provides high-speed data circuits that also include Internet access. These circuits can augment or replace the customer’s existing Internet access.
- Dial Tone—VoIP2.biz delivers dial tone to the desktop via the V2B System 1 IP PBX or remote user via VoIP2.biz provided facility.

EXHIBIT 1  Detailed Description of VoIP2.biz’s Services
As the telephone system in the United States was deregulated, technology vendors offered PBX systems for managing voice communication and optimizing the utilization of carrier services, reducing a company’s monthly expense. Smaller versions of these systems, KTSs, were introduced next, making these savings available to smaller enterprises. Each manufacturer of PBXs and KTSs differentiated its products by integrating call processing features, like automated attendants and voice mail, into their systems. Eventually each manufacturer created a proprietary architecture of hardware, software, and telephone handsets for the market. Therefore, choosing Avaya as a business telephone system ruled out using components from Nortel, for example, to meet a future telecommunications need.

Over time, as the Internet expanded and became a business necessity, businesses deployed additional network services for Internet connectivity, and extended e-mail and Internet access to each desktop. Generally, these deployments were made totally independent of the existing voice communication infrastructure, including separate cabling systems and face plates.

The development of “open systems” standards, fundamentally meaning a defined interface for exchanging data between proprietary systems, created protocols like TCP/IP and made the Internet possible. In addition to speeding the development of application software and relational databases, these open systems standards made it possible for applications to be accessed from a standard browser, like

---

**EXHIBIT 1 Continued**

- Delivering dial tone to the desktop and processing voice calls would become a commoditized application that would operate on standard PC hardware—eliminating the need for expensive, special use machines like traditional PBXs and KTSs, which require proprietary hardware and software.

Some experts argued that VoIP would also allow for integrating an organization’s many locations, including remote workers, into a single communications network. VoIP would also reduce communications cost and expand functionality by combining voice and data onto one network and by bringing advanced features not currently available to most small and midsize business customers.

In order for businesses to take advantage of these cost savings and functional enhancements, they would need to enhance or replace their existing telecommunications equipment, and replace their existing POTS telephone circuits with Internet connections. Utilizing open source voice applications and commodity Internet circuits, management at VoIP2.biz estimated that a business could achieve a four to six month payback on the required investment.

**The Market for VoIP Services**

As the telephone system in the United States was deregulated, technology vendors offered PBX systems for...
Internet Explorer, dramatically reducing the cost to deploy and support Internet-based information services.

In time, engineers familiar with Internet technology began to reengineer traditional voice communication. Carriers began using Internet Protocol (IP) communication for voice traffic within their own networks, thus achieving significant savings. The broad acceptance of the need to adopt “open” standards drove traditional PBX manufacturers to accept Internet-based standard protocols for communicating within a network, making it possible for commodity priced components to be used with previously closed systems.

By 2006, many of the proprietary PBX and KTS manufacturers were reengineering their systems to include IP technology. However, they generally continued to deploy a proprietary system that limited the functionality available to their customer, and did not offer much cost savings. In order to take advantage of the cost savings available through IP networks, the customer had to go beyond the VoIP equipment sold to them, and reengineer their network. To see a savings, the POTS network needed to be replaced with an IP network. Then either the installed PBXs had to be replaced, or the customer would have to purchase expensive gateways that turned the new IP communication network back into POTS communication that the old PBXs could support. In short, achieving significant cost savings from network integration using the altered PBX or KTS systems was considered difficult by many smaller businesses.

Alternatively, organizations such as Digium, the authors of Asterisk, and Pingtel, developed application software that functioned just like a PBX, yet ran on commodity PC hardware under Linux. These systems, available for free and distributed as “open source” applications, provided virtually all of the features of a proprietary PBX, plus directly support IP trunking, and at a cost of as little as 10 percent of the cost of a traditional vendor’s PBX.

In summary, as of June 2006, suppliers of voice communications systems for the small and midsize business market were selling:

a. Hosted VoIP solutions as replacements for long distance service, to both residential and commercial customers;
b. Proprietary telephone systems that utilized IP technologies for their internal workings; and
c. System integration solutions, such as VoIP2.biz’s, which applied IP technology to address the entire business communications infrastructure and thereby deliver substantial enhancements in call processing and lower monthly costs.

The alternatives for the small and midsize business customer are summarized in the table on page 133. Hosted VoIP providers provided an additional phone number, sold long distance service, and linked to the existing Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) for delivering calls. Either the supplier or provider could provide the telephone handsets. The provider didn’t integrate with the rest of the business’s telecommunications services and equipment, leaving that effort to the customer. System VoIP providers left even more functions to the customer. Management considered VoIP2.biz’s solutions unique in offering the customer a single point of service and accountability for the entire telecommunications infrastructure.

The market for VoIP was typically measured in terms of how many POTS lines were available to be switched to VoIP service. In 2005, nearly 50 million POTS lines that could be switched to VoIP were installed in small enterprises in the United States. (The small enterprise market was defined as 100 telephone lines or less.) In Indiana, this market was estimated at 1 million POTS lines, and across the Midwest, it was estimated at 8.8 million POTS lines. Through 2005, it was estimated that less than 2 percent of these POTS lines had been converted to VoIP.

Management at VoIP2.biz summarized the small and midsize business market for their services as:

- These customers represented a large business opportunity;
- Currently, the customers were not appropriately served by the traditional telephone companies or carriers and were frustrated in their inability to work with these companies to get their business needs addressed;
- Most customers lacked the internal IT and telecommunications staff to manage their growth and required changes;
- A customer could dramatically decrease their monthly communications cost by moving to VoIP;
- In order to take advantage of IP networking cost savings and enhanced features, a customer had to replace its existing PBX;
- Less than 10 percent of the PBXs on the market had some type of IP capability;
- The forecasted spending on IP PBXs was estimated to grow from $1 billion worldwide annually (2002) to $8 billion worldwide annually by 2008;
- Open source IP PBXs, such as Asterisk, could be implemented for 10 to 30 percent of the cost of a traditional vendor’s IP PBX;
- To reach its objectives, the company would have to secure only 2 percent of the business market with 100 lines or less; and
- Expanding the target market to businesses with 400 lines or less would increase the market size an estimated 40 percent, and VoIP2.biz would need to only secure 1.4 percent of this expanded market.
VoIP2.biz’s Differential Advantage

In a May 2006 presentation to a local venture capital company, Milkowski listed the following reasons why VoIP2.biz would be successful in the market:

“VoIP2.biz sells only to the business market. The big competitors (such as Vonage) are primarily targeting the residential market;

“VoIP2.biz focuses on the small and midsize business market where most of the competitors are not playing. We focus on the 20 to 100 line market primarily but will go up to 400 lines when an opportunity arises;

“We understand that delivering VoIP for business customers is not about saving money on long distance. Their long distance expense is typically only 5 to 10 percent of their telecommunications budget. VoIP for business customers is all about consolidating their networks and utilizing commodity-based technology to dramatically reduce their overall telecommunications costs.

“We believe we are the first company to offer an open-source VoIP IP PBX solution in the greater Indianapolis marketplace. We expect to be the best throughout the Midwest. The only competitors with a solution close to ours operate in New York, Atlanta, and California.

“VoIP2.biz’s offerings are unique in that the company addresses the entire communications systems needs of its clients—from handsets through network connections.

“We believe our use of an open source platform instead of reselling a proprietary PBX manufacturer’s product results in the customer realizing a savings in both the technology acquisition costs and in the ongoing operating costs of an IP PBX.

“The Competition

In early 2006, management conducted an analysis of competing voice communication solutions offered to business customers. The results of this study were summarized in a report to the board of directors in April 2006:

- **National Hosted VoIP Solution Providers:** Starting with organizations like Vonage, these business entities use a national IP transport network to offer business customers low-cost long-distance service. Analogous to cellular phone service, these implementations are not integrated into the business’s existing telecommunications environment. Through data gained by management, these providers are experiencing problems with the lack of data experience in their channel partners and are having difficulty in dealing with customer concerns. Representative companies in this group include www.vonage.com; www.packet8.com; www.broadband.com; and www.broadvoice.com. Generally, these systems are priced from $29.95 to $40.00 per line per month, plus installation fees. Some market participants provide Internet access and sell telephone handsets.

- **Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs):** The ILECs, principally AT&T and Verizon in...
Indiana, have long dominated the traditional market for voice communication. They sell network services through a variety of channels, based on business size. ILECs sell IP-enabled PBXs from manufacturers such as Nortel, Avaya and Cisco. Generally, the ILECs sell equipment, referred to as customer premise equipment (CPE), in order to enable their network sales and maintain an account presence. The systems they sell are generally proprietary implementations of VoIP and generally cost $1,500 to $2,000 a station, with “right-to-use” fees for additional software applications. ILECs offer better pricing for Internet access T1s than for T1s used for voice communication.

- **Competitive Local Exchange Carriers (CLECs):** These firms offer competitive data connectivity for businesses to access the Internet or buy dedicated point-to-point data connectivity in fractional as well as full T1s. Some CLECs implement a hosted VoIP solution using a Cisco platform, though none in the Indianapolis marketplace. Others are reselling the services offered by the national providers described previously. Generally, the infrastructure required to implement a VoIP solution using Cisco is reported to be too expensive to be profitable for most CLECs, and we have learned that the margin available for reselling the national hosted offerings was also not attractive. In addition, most CLECs are not comfortable with selling and servicing voice solutions—they are data providers. Both eGix (www.egix.com) and Ultimate Medium (www.ultimatemedium.com) have attempted to sell hosted VoIP solutions in the greater Indianapolis marketplace. Management understands that Ultimate Medium has withdrawn these services. Management believes Ultimate Medium represents an attractive partnering opportunity for VoIP2.biz rather than an effective direct competitor.

- **Cable Companies:** The companies are preparing to enter the VoIP marketplace, beginning with residential service. BrightHouse launched a residential offering at year-end 2005. They plan to offer a business service in the future, but as most businesses are not cabled and linked to the existing cable network, a significant capital expense would have to be incurred by the cable company or the customer in order for cable to be an effective alternative.

- **Internet Service Providers (ISPs):** ISPs see VoIP services as an attractive service extension, particularly for residential customers. Clearly, AOL, MSN, and other national ISPs should soon be rolling out residential VoIP services. ISPs that service business customers have long searched for an additional value-added service they could offer in addition to Internet access. With VoIP, an ISP could add a profitable service. To date, few local business-oriented ISPs have implemented a VoIP business strategy. Management expects wireless ISPs would also be interested in adding VoIP services.

- **Interconnects and PBX VARs:** VARs and interconnects have traditionally provided a competitive alternative to the ILECs for smaller firms, usually at a lower cost point. Many of these firms sell systems from existing PBX manufacturers, such as Nortel, Avaya, and Siemens. Rarely have they had the data expertise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Avg Cost per User (List)–5 Year TCO Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3COM</td>
<td>NBX</td>
<td>$1,127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with Maintenance</td>
<td>$578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcatel</td>
<td>Omni PCX Enterprise</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with Maintenance</td>
<td>$1,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avaya</td>
<td>IP Office 403 &amp; Definity Multivantage</td>
<td>$1,094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with Maintenance</td>
<td>$2,133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco</td>
<td>CallManager</td>
<td>$1,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with Maintenance</td>
<td>$2,168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitel</td>
<td>3300 ICP</td>
<td>$1,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with Maintenance</td>
<td>$1,989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nortel</td>
<td>BCM</td>
<td>$1,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with Maintenance</td>
<td>$2,282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>VoIP2.biz</td>
<td>$280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with Maintenance</td>
<td>$ 500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to sell and install a Cisco solution. In marketplace discussions, several firms have started selling lower-cost PBXs, including Mitel, NEC, Toshiba, and ShoreTel. These enterprises may prove to be good channel partners for VoIP2.biz. In the Indianapolis marketplace, these competitors included VanAusdell & Farrar (www.vanausdell.com) and MVD Communications (www.mvdcommunications.com).

- **Data Networking Solution Providers:** These organizations have historically sold, installed, and serviced data networking infrastructure. They are in a strong position to add on VoIP equipment and services to their customer base. Organizations such as Fusion Alliance (www.fusionalliance.com) and Advanced Micro (www.advancedmicro.com) have expressed an aversion to managing voice communications solutions and an interest in partnering with experienced firms such as VoIP2.biz.

**The Phase II Plan**

**Overview of the Plan**  
Beginning in July 2006, management planned to implement VoIP2.biz’s “Phase II” plan. This plan was divided into two segments, the first from June 2006 through June 2007 with these objectives:

- Expansion of sales and marketing activities in Indianapolis to achieve two new system sales per week;
- Expansion of sales and marketing activities in Indiana beyond Indianapolis;
- Targeting specific opportunity areas such as large call center opportunities;
- Beginning sales and operations in five additional markets; and
- Developing a franchise strategy for smaller geographic markets.

Management would select suitable new geographic markets during the third quarter of 2006. The new markets would be entered in stages, beginning in the fourth quarter of 2006. These markets would be located in the Midwest and selected based upon having:

1. a population of at least 500,000 and the presence of approximately 200,000 business telephone lines;
2. no other competitor selling an open source IP PBX platform;
3. an effective reseller relationship with a CLEC operating in the marketplace;
4. the availability of suitable authorized distributors; and
5. the availability of local staffing with the appropriate experience, skills, and prospect network.

These market expansions would be supported by systems engineering, network engineering, network provisioning, and equipment configuring work from VoIP2.biz’s Indianapolis headquarters. For geographic markets below a population of 500,000 people, VoIP2.biz would develop and market VoIP2.biz franchises. The company would begin sales of these franchises by the end of Phase II.

The marketing plan for these new markets would commence with:

1. identifying a general sales manager for the market;
2. recruiting a sales support/project management resource;
3. partnering with the selected local CLEC and its sales force for low-cost T1 capacity;
4. recruiting appropriate authorized distributors to help reach the business market;
5. securing and installing the initial pilot customers;
6. launching advertising for VoIP2.biz;
7. securing editorial coverage in local business press;
8. purchasing local National Public Radio sponsorship during morning drive time;
9. conducting direct mail campaigns with follow-up cold-call prospecting; and
10. offering local seminars to business groups regarding the benefits of VoIP and VoIP2.biz’s unique business model.

The second segment of the Phase II Plan would start in July 2007 and last until June 2010. During this time period, the company would enter an additional two markets per quarter for six quarters bringing VoIP2.biz’s Midwest presence to 18 markets by late 2008 and achieving a revenue exceeding $60 million by the end of 2009. The plan called for selling the company to a larger provider sometime during 2010.

**Sales and Marketing**  
The company planned a three-fold channel strategy: selling through indirect channels, direct marketing to potential business customers, and selling VoIP “telco-in-the-box” turnkey solutions to network providers. The company’s franchise strategy would allow entry into smaller geographic markets by partnering with knowledge-able solution providers. These partnerships would use technology and business processes from VoIP2.biz and the sales and installation resources of the partner.

In addition to using authorized distributors to reach the market, the company planned to use direct sales efforts by selling to small and midsize business owners and financial officers as well as information technology leaders in these companies. Both direct mail and cold calling were being planned in this effort. Previous experience had shown a good response to these campaigns as businesses
are generally aware of VoIP as a topic that could save their company money and that they should spend time to learn more about it. While company personnel had had excellent success in obtaining interviews with the client and gaining permission to write a proposal for converting their voice communications network to VoIP, Milkowski knew that the Phase II Plan had to solve the problem of a low close rate. While most clients did not say "no," the length of time to gain a “yes” was estimated to be six to nine months.

In addition to selling directly and through authorized distributors to businesses, Milkowski wanted to build a “telco-in-the-box” offering that provided smaller telecommunications carriers and ISPs with the capability of adding voice services to their existing data networking services. In June 2006, management was negotiating with its first carrier customer for these services and had discussions with several additional carriers.

In terms of growing the business, Milkowski planned that as VoIP2.biz entered new markets, the company would execute an advertising and promotion plan that introduced the benefits of VoIP and the advantages of an open source platform. They also planned to secure reference accounts in each local marketplace.

Upon entering each market, Milkowski planned to launch a substantial local advertising campaign. Management planned to begin promoting VoIP through local business groups, advertising through local business media, and obtaining drive time “sponsorships” on the local National Public Radio station. A sample of an advertisement run during June 2006 in the Indianapolis Business Journal is shown in Exhibit 2.

As shown earlier, VoIP2.biz offered solutions under both a hosted and a system sales pricing structure. Under the Phase II Plan, these hosted solutions would be priced at $25 to $30 per user per month, plus the monthly cost of Internet access. They planned these contracts to normally be three-year agreements. The company planned to charge for nonrecurring services, which included an installation fee of $1,000 plus the cost of any telephone handsets and any optional data networking equipment and services the customer needed.

System sales pricing would include nonrecurring charges for installation, hardware and software installed on the client site; telephone handsets and one-time network charges; and recurring charges for network, direct inbound dial phone numbers (DIDs), long-distance telecom, and software support.

The Phase II Plan called for these systems to be priced at a 50 percent gross margin basis for the initial installation, with annual maintenance fees for the software. The customer also had monthly fees for the network connection and the call origination and termination service. The monthly networking price was quoted at very low margins, 20 to 30 percent, as T-1 pricing was broadly advertised in the market and was a generalized way to measure competition, but the monthly call origination and termination service could be priced very profitably—at 80 to 90 percent margin. The following example (see page 137) shows target margins for different system sizes up to 128 stations.

Since late 2005, management had also been successful in securing presentation engagements at business forums to discuss VoIP. Information technology leaders were interested in open source solutions, and in extending their data networking to include voice processing capabilities. Many had heard of Asterisk, and a few had installed it as an R&D activity. Generally, they were open to learn more about it. The Phase II Plan called for several presentations in each market early in the market entry process.

**Operations** Milkowski felt that VoIP2.biz conducted business similar to a traditional professional services firm, implementing complex voice and data networking solutions. Therefore, he organized the sales support and operations functions accordingly in the Phase II Plan.

During the presales process, VoIP2.biz sales personnel planned to conduct a site survey and identify the prospect’s current voice and data infrastructure components, including reviewing its telecommunications bills. In this process, VoIP2.biz personnel gained an understanding of future communications needs such as opening a new office, hiring significant additional employees, or a planned business...
relocation. With this information, VoIP2.biz engineers would prepare an initial statement of work, and then a prospect proposal would be presented. Experience had taught Milkowski that the prospect would want to see a demonstration and experience VoIP2.biz’s service so the plan called for sales personnel to install a demonstration phone at the client site.

Once the business deal is closed, the plan called for VoIP2.biz engineers to follow a structured implementation process to complete station reviews, specify a dial plan and voice processing applications, build the appropriate IP PBX system software, order and install the necessary equipment, and complete customer training and cutover to the new system.

The plan called for billing activities to be triggered at both the installation of network facilities and at system installation time.

VoIP2.biz planned to provide post-installation support through its technical support center, which had been outsourced to HSC’s technical support center team. VoIP2.biz managed its own network operations center (NOC).
Key Milestones  Milkowski strongly believed in setting firm, measurable milestones during the Phase II Plan. The operations team would be expected to:

- Deploy a second co-location site in order to have tandem network and call processing facilities and back up connectivity. This facility was planned for the third quarter of 2006, and would be implemented in downtown Indianapolis.
- Complete implementation of a graphical user interface for end user management via a Web-based tool by the fourth quarter of 2006.
- Implement the recently available extensions to Asterisk that provided for end user integration with Microsoft Outlook by the fourth quarter of 2006.
- Implement a billing system for automating the billing of clients for end user long-distance minutes by the fourth quarter of 2006.

The business development team would be expected to:

- Add additional sales resources for business expansion in Indianapolis during the third quarter of 2006. Close at least 8 new business contracts per month starting six months after entry into a market. Close at least 12 new business contracts per month starting a year after entry into a market.
- Select the appropriate markets and begin staffing for the expansion into additional geographic markets by August 2006.
- Initiate targeted sales activities to Midwest call centers and smaller carrier prospects by the fourth quarter of 2006.
- Complete the development of the franchise business approach for smaller geographic markets and begin recruiting franchise partners during the fourth quarter of 2006.

The Investment Required  In order to carry out the Phase II Plan, management at VoIP2.biz planned to raise an additional investment of $3 million. Milkowski believed that his plan was an excellent investment because the company had successfully sold and implemented several customers in the greater Indianapolis marketplace, and the firm was poised to enter several additional Midwestern markets. The successful implementation of the Phase II Plan would require significant expenditures in marketing and working capital investment. The $3 million investment would be used primarily to fund this market expansion, and to fund general corporate and operating needs. A detailed breakdown of anticipated cash flows from the implementation of the plan is included in Exhibit 3.

Milkowski knew that this investment would have to come from outside sources. While HSC and some angel investors had provided the funding for VoIP2.biz to date, HSC management had determined that they would be investing only internally for the next two years. While some of the other investors could provide some investment capital, no current investor was willing to invest the entire $3 million.

### Statement of Cash Flow (All figures in $000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecasted</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net (Loss) Income</td>
<td>$ (428)</td>
<td>$ (1,193)</td>
<td>$ 1,151</td>
<td>$ 9,738</td>
<td>$ 22,866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustments for non-cash item</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>$ 43</td>
<td>$ 124</td>
<td>$ 215</td>
<td>$ 196</td>
<td>$ 148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working capital changes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Receivable (Increase)</td>
<td>$ (384)</td>
<td>$ (1,633)</td>
<td>$ (3,611)</td>
<td>$ (3,902)</td>
<td>$ (3,147)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory (Increase)</td>
<td>$ (36)</td>
<td>$ (290)</td>
<td>$ (535)</td>
<td>$ (343)</td>
<td>$ 914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Payable Increase</td>
<td>$ 304</td>
<td>$ 1,644</td>
<td>$ 3,743</td>
<td>$ 4,129</td>
<td>$ 3,292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accrued Payroll Increase</td>
<td>$ 26</td>
<td>$ 108</td>
<td>$ 144</td>
<td>$ 81</td>
<td>(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash used for operations</td>
<td>$ (476)</td>
<td>$ (1,238)</td>
<td>$ 1,106</td>
<td>$ 9,899</td>
<td>$ 24,058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash used for investments</td>
<td>$ (68)</td>
<td>$ (244)</td>
<td>$ (244)</td>
<td>$ (100)</td>
<td>$ (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash from financing activities</td>
<td>$ 3,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in cash for period</td>
<td>$ 2,456</td>
<td>$ (1,482)</td>
<td>$ 612</td>
<td>$ 9,799</td>
<td>$ 23,958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash beginning of period</td>
<td>$ 250</td>
<td>$ 2,706</td>
<td>$ 1,224</td>
<td>$ 1,836</td>
<td>$ 11,635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash ending of period</td>
<td>$ 2,706</td>
<td>$ 1,224</td>
<td>$ 1,836</td>
<td>$ 11,635</td>
<td>$ 35,593</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXHIBIT 3  Projected Statement of Cash Flow**
Financial Projections As part of the process of preparing the investment proposal, Milkowski had prepared a set of detailed assumptions about the future of the business. A summary of those assumptions is shown next:

- The company would enter additional markets on the following schedule:
  - One market in October 2006
  - Two markets in 1Q 2007
  - Two markets in 2Q 2007
  - Two markets in 3Q 2007
  - Two markets in 4Q 2007
  - Two markets in 1Q 2008
  - Two markets in 2Q 2008
  - Two markets in 3Q 2008
  - Two markets in 4Q 2008
- The average customer fee per line would be $26.50 per month.
- Sales would be 65 percent systems and 35 percent hosted.
- Sales would come from:
  - In Indiana: 75 percent direct/25 percent authorized distributors
  - In additional markets: 25 percent direct/75 percent authorized distributors
- The cost to acquire a new customer would be around $120.
- 20 percent of the current customer base would leave after the first year of service.
- VoIP2.biz would outsource call center technical support at $0.55 per minute.
- Network engineering would be conducted at the Indianapolis headquarters; local market staff would conduct station reviews and installations.

Using these assumptions, Milkowski developed a projected statement of earnings (see Exhibit 4) and balance sheets (see Exhibit 5) through 2009.

The Options
As Milkowski thought about what he was going to present to the board, he began considering his options. The first option was to move forward with the Phase II Plan. He was very proud of the progress made in Phase I. For an investment of about $1 million to date, VoIP2.biz had the following accomplishments:

- Completed the installation of the network technology to support deploying VoIP solutions at customer sites,
- Tested and debugged the technology, making selections on the components to be included in its solution set,
### Business Model Income Statement Summary (All dollar figures in $000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>Jan-06</th>
<th>Feb-06</th>
<th>Mar-06</th>
<th>Apr-06</th>
<th>May-06</th>
<th>Jun-06</th>
<th>Jul-06</th>
<th>Aug-06</th>
<th>Sep-06</th>
<th>Oct-06</th>
<th>Nov-06</th>
<th>Dec-06</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Cumulative Users</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>1488</td>
<td>1824</td>
<td>2176</td>
<td>2176</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>$ 69</td>
<td>$ 125</td>
<td>$ 129</td>
<td>$ 166</td>
<td>$ 163</td>
<td>$ 171</td>
<td>$ 1,023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGS</td>
<td>$ 42</td>
<td>$ 82</td>
<td>$ 83</td>
<td>$ 105</td>
<td>$ 116</td>
<td>$ 120</td>
<td>$ 618</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Margin</td>
<td>$ 26</td>
<td>$ 43</td>
<td>$ 46</td>
<td>$ 61</td>
<td>$ 47</td>
<td>$ 52</td>
<td>$ 405</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S, G&amp;A Expense</td>
<td>$ 71</td>
<td>$ 76</td>
<td>$ 76</td>
<td>$ 103</td>
<td>$ 103</td>
<td>$ 103</td>
<td>$ 832</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings before Tax</td>
<td>$ (44)</td>
<td>$ (33)</td>
<td>$ (30)</td>
<td>$ (42)</td>
<td>$ (56)</td>
<td>$ (52)</td>
<td>$ (427)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales per Period</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cumulative Users</td>
<td>2512</td>
<td>2976</td>
<td>3488</td>
<td>4048</td>
<td>5040</td>
<td>5856</td>
<td>6896</td>
<td>8512</td>
<td>9936</td>
<td>11552</td>
<td>14000</td>
<td>16064</td>
<td>16064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>$ 199</td>
<td>$ 190</td>
<td>$ 265</td>
<td>$ 285</td>
<td>$ 308</td>
<td>$ 523</td>
<td>$ 447</td>
<td>$ 564</td>
<td>$ 868</td>
<td>$ 782</td>
<td>$ 924</td>
<td>$ 1,363</td>
<td>$ 6,718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGS</td>
<td>$ 127</td>
<td>$ 130</td>
<td>$ 173</td>
<td>$ 194</td>
<td>$ 220</td>
<td>$ 357</td>
<td>$ 330</td>
<td>$ 413</td>
<td>$ 591</td>
<td>$ 581</td>
<td>$ 656</td>
<td>$ 905</td>
<td>$ 4,687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Margin</td>
<td>$ 72</td>
<td>$ 61</td>
<td>$ 92</td>
<td>$ 91</td>
<td>$ 89</td>
<td>$ 166</td>
<td>$ 117</td>
<td>$ 151</td>
<td>$ 277</td>
<td>$ 200</td>
<td>$ 268</td>
<td>$ 448</td>
<td>$ 2,032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S, G&amp;A Expense</td>
<td>$ 171</td>
<td>$ 170</td>
<td>$ 167</td>
<td>$ 230</td>
<td>$ 228</td>
<td>$ 220</td>
<td>$ 311</td>
<td>$ 301</td>
<td>$ 289</td>
<td>$ 386</td>
<td>$ 382</td>
<td>$ 370</td>
<td>$ 3,224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings before Tax</td>
<td>$ (99)</td>
<td>$ (110)</td>
<td>$ (75)</td>
<td>$ (139)</td>
<td>$ (140)</td>
<td>$ (54)</td>
<td>$ (193)</td>
<td>$ (150)</td>
<td>$ (12)</td>
<td>$ (185)</td>
<td>$ (114)</td>
<td>$ (78)</td>
<td>$(1,193)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Jan-08</td>
<td>Feb-08</td>
<td>Mar-08</td>
<td>Apr-08</td>
<td>May-08</td>
<td>Jun-08</td>
<td>Jul-08</td>
<td>Aug-08</td>
<td>Sep-08</td>
<td>Oct-08</td>
<td>Nov-08</td>
<td>Dec-08</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales per Period</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>1357</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cumulative Users</td>
<td>18320</td>
<td>21664</td>
<td>24432</td>
<td>27472</td>
<td>31792</td>
<td>35344</td>
<td>39184</td>
<td>44496</td>
<td>48848</td>
<td>53552</td>
<td>59856</td>
<td>65072</td>
<td>65072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>$1,184</td>
<td>$1,335</td>
<td>$1,896</td>
<td>$1,648</td>
<td>$1,848</td>
<td>$2,483</td>
<td>$2,211</td>
<td>$2,426</td>
<td>$3,136</td>
<td>$2,826</td>
<td>$3,099</td>
<td>$3,851</td>
<td>$27,942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGS</td>
<td>$865</td>
<td>$947</td>
<td>$1,284</td>
<td>$1,202</td>
<td>$1,315</td>
<td>$1,709</td>
<td>$1,597</td>
<td>$1,718</td>
<td>$2,166</td>
<td>$2,028</td>
<td>$2,165</td>
<td>$2,656</td>
<td>$19,652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Margin</td>
<td>$319</td>
<td>$388</td>
<td>$613</td>
<td>$446</td>
<td>$533</td>
<td>$773</td>
<td>$614</td>
<td>$708</td>
<td>$969</td>
<td>$798</td>
<td>$934</td>
<td>$1,195</td>
<td>$8,291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S, G&amp;A Expense</td>
<td>$471</td>
<td>$467</td>
<td>$445</td>
<td>$564</td>
<td>$558</td>
<td>$651</td>
<td>$644</td>
<td>$618</td>
<td>$744</td>
<td>$735</td>
<td>$709</td>
<td>$7,140</td>
<td>$1,151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings before Tax</td>
<td>$(152)</td>
<td>$(78)</td>
<td>$167</td>
<td>$(118)</td>
<td>$(25)</td>
<td>$239</td>
<td>$(37)</td>
<td>$64</td>
<td>$351</td>
<td>$54</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td>$486</td>
<td>$1,151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Jan-09</th>
<th>Feb-09</th>
<th>Mar-09</th>
<th>Apr-09</th>
<th>May-09</th>
<th>Jun-09</th>
<th>Jul-09</th>
<th>Aug-09</th>
<th>Sep-09</th>
<th>Oct-09</th>
<th>Nov-09</th>
<th>Dec-09</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales per Period</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>2420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cumulative Users</td>
<td>70640</td>
<td>77936</td>
<td>84016</td>
<td>90352</td>
<td>98416</td>
<td>105168</td>
<td>112080</td>
<td>120856</td>
<td>127696</td>
<td>134896</td>
<td>143632</td>
<td>150960</td>
<td>150960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>$3,544</td>
<td>$3,838</td>
<td>$4,631</td>
<td>$4,326</td>
<td>$4,613</td>
<td>$5,378</td>
<td>$5,114</td>
<td>$5,326</td>
<td>$6,023</td>
<td>$5,713</td>
<td>$5,937</td>
<td>$6,540</td>
<td>$60,985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGS</td>
<td>$2,501</td>
<td>$2,643</td>
<td>$3,172</td>
<td>$3,005</td>
<td>$3,117</td>
<td>$3,637</td>
<td>$3,453</td>
<td>$3,543</td>
<td>$4,031</td>
<td>$3,796</td>
<td>$3,874</td>
<td>$4,326</td>
<td>$41,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Margin</td>
<td>$1,043</td>
<td>$1,195</td>
<td>$1,460</td>
<td>$1,322</td>
<td>$1,496</td>
<td>$1,741</td>
<td>$1,661</td>
<td>$1,783</td>
<td>$1,992</td>
<td>$1,917</td>
<td>$2,063</td>
<td>$2,214</td>
<td>$19,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S, G&amp;A Expense</td>
<td>$796</td>
<td>$787</td>
<td>$761</td>
<td>$846</td>
<td>$840</td>
<td>$816</td>
<td>$879</td>
<td>$875</td>
<td>$855</td>
<td>$905</td>
<td>$901</td>
<td>$887</td>
<td>$10,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings before Tax</td>
<td>$247</td>
<td>$408</td>
<td>$699</td>
<td>$475</td>
<td>$656</td>
<td>$925</td>
<td>$782</td>
<td>$908</td>
<td>$1,137</td>
<td>$1,012</td>
<td>$1,161</td>
<td>$1,328</td>
<td>$9,738</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Milkowski knew that in order for the board of directors to accept the option of implementing Phase II, he would have to explain how he and his team were going to increase acceptance of the technology at a much faster pace without spending huge amounts of money. The board at their last meeting had indicated that they would invest only another $500,000 through the end of 2006 if an acceptable plan were to be developed.

Of course, continuing with the Phase II Plan was not the only option. Milkowski was aware that at least some members of the board were concerned about the future of VoIP as a viable commercial venture given the recent history of the best known VoIP firm—Vonage. Their stock’s history since the IPO was anything but stellar. Several speculated that VoIP was just a few years ahead of its time. They recognized that Vonage was primarily a service for the residence market, and VoIP2.biz attacked the small and midsize business market. Still they were concerned. They did not believe that the firm could be sold for very much given the lack of a positive cash flow. These board

EXHIBIT 5  Projected Balance Sheets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>$ 250</td>
<td>$ 2,706</td>
<td>$ 1,224</td>
<td>$ 1,836</td>
<td>$11,635</td>
<td>$ 35,593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Receivable</td>
<td>$ 50</td>
<td>$ 434</td>
<td>$ 2,066</td>
<td>$ 5,678</td>
<td>$ 9,580</td>
<td>$ 12,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>$ 10</td>
<td>$ 46</td>
<td>$ 336</td>
<td>$ 872</td>
<td>$ 1,215</td>
<td>$ 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Current Assets</td>
<td>$ 310</td>
<td>$ 3,187</td>
<td>$ 3,626</td>
<td>$ 8,385</td>
<td>$ 22,429</td>
<td>$ 48,620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Assets</td>
<td>$ 60</td>
<td>$ 128</td>
<td>$ 372</td>
<td>$ 616</td>
<td>$ 716</td>
<td>$ 816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulated Depreciation</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$ (43)</td>
<td>$ (167)</td>
<td>$ (382)</td>
<td>$ (578)</td>
<td>$ (726)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Fixed Assets</td>
<td>$ 60</td>
<td>$ 85</td>
<td>$ 205</td>
<td>$ 234</td>
<td>$ 138</td>
<td>$ 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Assets</td>
<td>$ 370</td>
<td>$ 3,272</td>
<td>$ 3,832</td>
<td>$ 8,619</td>
<td>$ 22,567</td>
<td>$ 48,710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liabilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Payable</td>
<td>$ -</td>
<td>$ 304</td>
<td>$ 1,948</td>
<td>$ 5,691</td>
<td>$ 9,820</td>
<td>$ 13,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accrued Payroll</td>
<td>$ -</td>
<td>$ 26</td>
<td>$ 134</td>
<td>$ 277</td>
<td>$ 358</td>
<td>$ 344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes Payable</td>
<td>$ -</td>
<td>$ -</td>
<td>$ -</td>
<td>$ -</td>
<td>$ -</td>
<td>$ -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Current Liabilities</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$ 329</td>
<td>$ 2,082</td>
<td>$ 5,968</td>
<td>$ 10,178</td>
<td>$ 13,456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes Payable</td>
<td>$ 250</td>
<td>$ 250</td>
<td>$ 250</td>
<td>$ -</td>
<td>$ -</td>
<td>$ -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liabilities</td>
<td>$ 250</td>
<td>$ 579</td>
<td>$ 2,332</td>
<td>$ 5,968</td>
<td>$ 10,178</td>
<td>$ 13,456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owners Equity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Stock</td>
<td>$ 1,000</td>
<td>$ 4,000</td>
<td>$ 4,000</td>
<td>$ 4,000</td>
<td>$ 4,000</td>
<td>$ 4,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retained Earnings</td>
<td>$ (880)</td>
<td>$ (1,308)</td>
<td>$ (2,500)</td>
<td>$ (1,349)</td>
<td>$ 8,389</td>
<td>$ 31,253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Owners Equity</td>
<td>$ 120</td>
<td>$ 2,692</td>
<td>$ 1,500</td>
<td>$ 2,651</td>
<td>$ 12,389</td>
<td>$ 35,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Liabilities and Equity</strong></td>
<td>$ 370</td>
<td>$ 3,272</td>
<td>$ 3,832</td>
<td>$ 8,619</td>
<td>$ 22,567</td>
<td>$ 48,710</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Evaluated several graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and reporting packages for the Asterisk platform improving its general suitability for the small and midsize business markets,
- Secured distribution and reseller agreements for the necessary network and equipment service components,
- Developed processes for provisioning network, implementing systems, providing customer service, managing materials and billing,
- Developed and implemented processes for prospecting, seminar selling, and mass marketing,
- Secured sales channel relationships with four authorized distributors,
- Hired and trained required staffing in software systems engineering, network engineering and project management,
- Contracted with and installed an initial 22 customers, and
- Operated in late June 2006 at a rate of nearly 20,000 calls per week with a quality rating exceeding 98%.
members thought the firm should be shut down. Milkowski knew that closing down service would cause major disruptions for his 22 customers. He also did not like this alternative as it would put his people out of a job. While jobs were plentiful for skilled engineers, he knew that it would take longer to find positions for his more senior employees, each of whom had a sizeable mortgage and ongoing expenses. These people had joined the firm over the last year, each taking a substantial cut in salary.

Finally, Milkowski knew that the company could be sold to another firm. He had been contacted by two firms who had related businesses in the Indianapolis area. In order to recommend this course of action, Milkowski knew that he would have to develop and justify a proposed sale price. He knew the price should be based on the potential of future earnings. He also was aware that earlier investors would like to at least recover their investment to date. Finally, he knew he should consider in setting the price for the firm that the 22 contracts already obtained represented pretty certain cash flow for the life of the contract. He was certain that most if not all of those contracts would transfer easily to the surviving company.

As he was trying to decide what option to recommend, his Vice President of Sales and Service, Jim O’Neil, came into the office. Jim said, “Larry, remember that large call center we have been trying to land? Well, it worked . . . they said they will sign the contract . . . and it is for 100 seats, expanding to 300 seats in three locations over the next year. We have a meeting on Monday to pick up the signed contract.”
CASE STUDY I-3

The VoIP Adoption at Butler University

As CIO Kincaid looked back over the past 12 months, he took pride in the fact that Butler University had taken a major step forward with a network capability for the twenty-first century—the convergence of its data and voice networks. Yet the choices that had been made in the past year were not for the “faint of heart”: his IT organization had taken on a lot more in-house responsibility for voice communications than in the past at a time in which network security risks were heightened concerns. This also meant 24/7 visibility for the telephony staff people who for the first time were working alongside their data network counterparts.

Kincaid wondered: Did we make the right decisions? Have we taken on too much?

IT at Butler University

Butler University is a private liberal arts college in Indianapolis, Indiana. Founded in 1855 by attorney Ovid Butler, the university was comprised of five colleges and 20 buildings on 290 acres, and a student enrollment of 4,400 students in 2005, the year it celebrated its 150th anniversary. More than half of the enrolled students lived on campus and depended on the university for network and telephone services.

Butler’s Information Resources (IR) department (see Exhibit 1) consists of 40 staff members that service the technology needs of not only its students, but also approximately 900 faculty and staff members. The CIO, Scott Kincaid, reports to the president of the university; formerly a CIO at a major financial services firm, Kincaid was the first IT leader at Butler to be given the CIO designation. Reporting to Kincaid are four directors responsible for the university’s IT services: Network and Systems, Administrative Computing, Web Applications Development, and Instructional Technology. Part-time student workers are employed in all four of these areas, with an especially heavy dependence on students for help desk and instructional lab support services.

Campuswide, the IT organization was responsible for supporting over 125 servers, over 1,400 university-owned desktops, and approximately 7,000 network connections. Since 2001, the university’s administrative systems have included PeopleSoft1 ERP modules for Human Resources, Finance, Campus Solutions (student administration), and Enterprise Portal.

Prior to 2005, Butler had utilized SBC’s2 Centrex service to provide 3,000 phone stations, with most faculty and staff having basic single-line analog phones. The Centrex system was an outsourced solution: essentially, all call switching was handled by a local telephone provider (SBC), rather than by a university-owned system, and Butler paid for the services on a monthly basis. Over the past decade, the SBC Centrex system had been very reliable, but it lacked more modern functions, such as intelligent call queuing. Voice mail was provided by a Centigram 640 system that provided a single voice mailbox to each dorm room, which meant that students had to share both their phone number and voice-mail box with their roommates.

The outsourcing arrangement enabled the university to avoid the costs of ownership and the day-to-day management of the communications equipment that would be required if it had implemented its own private branch exchange (PBX). While very reliable, the Centrex system was based on features over a decade old, and was not easily customizable. It had therefore become an impediment to implementing customer call center service features, such as advanced call routings. As departments grew and personnel changed, moving phones and phone lines was a labor-intensive process. SBC’s billing system was antiquated, prone to error, and required constant reconciliation efforts by Butler’s telecom coordinator.

In late 2004, Butler started a research project to evaluate the potential advantages of a new PBX system. After an extensive search, the university purchased a small PBX from a local company and began migrating from Centrex to a new system. As departments migrated to the new PBX, Butler was able to replace the Centrex system.

The new PBX system had many advantages over the Centrex system. First, the new system provided advanced call features, such as call waiting, call forwarding, and call conferencing. This allowed faculty and staff to better manage their phone calls. Second, the new system provided voice mail, which was more reliable and easier to use than the Centrex voice mail system. Third, the new system provided better integration with the university’s administrative systems, allowing for more efficient data sharing. Finally, the new system provided better security features, such as call interception and call monitoring, which helped to protect the university’s reputation.

Overall, the migration to the new PBX system was a success. Faculty and staff were pleased with the new features and the improved service. The new system also provided better security features and helped to protect the university’s reputation.

1PeopleSoft was acquired by Oracle in January 2005.
2SBC was formed through the mergers of Ameritech, Southwestern Bell, and Pacific Telesis. SBC purchased AT&T Corp in 2005 and took the name AT&T Inc. They then merged with BellSouth in 2006 and consolidated ownership of Cingular, all under the AT&T name.
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EXHIBIT 1  IT Organization Chart at Butler University with Key Players in Deployment of New System Highlighted
network as data communications: a VoIP\(^3\) network solution. Like the other alternatives, a VoIP solution appeared to be neither simple nor cheap.

A new in-house PBX would improve the treatment of callers with its Automatic Call Distribution capability, which put callers in a queue if all available staff were busy. Multiline telephone sets, an online caller directory capability, and better management reports would help to improve telecommunications services throughout the university and provide quicker access to personnel. For students, private voice mailboxes could be assigned with each student having their own phone number. Many organizations own and manage an in-house PBX system utilizing traditional voice circuits, but newer VoIP solutions was an interesting trend in the communications industry. The potential cost savings from placing voice traffic on the data network—VoIP—caught the eye of Butler’s technology group. However, VoIP was a relatively new technology, and embarking on a marketplace solution that was this new would mean that there wasn’t yet a “clear path to success.”

Only twelve to thirteen percent of the market had VoIP installed in 2004. Even though the telecommunications landscape was changing with an emerging trend of increasing IP lines, the current statistics were still daunting and left us wondering if this was a good path to take. Needless to say, we became intrigued.

—Scott Kincaid, CIO

The limited adoption rates weren’t the only risks Butler had to consider. By converging traditional data networks and voice networks into one, the reliability of the voice services on campus would likely be less than what the campus had experienced for telephone services in the past: The VoIP phone sets would depend on network operations that weren’t used by traditional analog phones. The Butler data network was known to be prone to occasional outages due to equipment failure, insufficient capacity at times, or odd behavior from rogue student-owned computers. Several constituents were concerned about the potential voice quality of IP-based telephony.

Coincidentally, in January 2004, the Information Resources group at Butler had obtained formal approval to begin a three-year program to upgrade all of the network switches, routers, and hubs, a major endeavor. The network upgrade funding would come from two sources: two-thirds would be supplied by university gifts and the remaining third would come from the annual IR operations budget spread over three years. So Butler was on a path to improve the network, but it was not in place now.

The thought of a data network being capable of accommodating high-quality, business-class phone calls was a real source of apprehension. This meant that perhaps the biggest risk that a VoIP PBX solution posed was introducing a less proven technology to its users and gaining their buy-in to this emerging solution. Gaining buy-in would entail accepting the adoption of a new method of communication and new performance risks. Everyone was also worried about virus attacks that commonly affected data networks, but not traditional voice lines.

People were concerned we’d drag down our voice systems to the quality of data network. Our goal, however, was to bring the data network up to the quality of our traditional voice network.

—Joe Indiano, Director Network and Systems

Matching Butler’s Needs with the Network Alternatives

In order to look at the alternatives, the Telephony Evaluation Team was formed in March 2004 (Exhibit 2). The team was led by Joe Indiano, IR’s director of network and systems. The team included the telecom coordinator, a data network engineer, the university’s Facilities Management telecom technician, and the CIO, Scott Kincaid.

Given that this evaluation was a new project to Butler, but had been done by many other organizations, Joe Indiano made the recommendation to engage an experienced consulting firm to coordinate a formal needs analysis, including end-user surveys. To find a qualified outside firm without spending months of analysis on that alone, Butler utilized the expertise of a professional trade group (ACUTA\(^4\)) of which it was a member. Through the ACUTA listserv, they asked peers for recommendations regarding consultants who had helped other similar organizations with telephony system evaluations. This quickly identified two primary candidates, who Butler contacted and interviewed.

Butler decided to engage Dietrich Lockard Group, an independent telecommunications consulting firm based in St. Louis, Missouri, to help determine if the investment in a new phone system could improve communication and advance Butler’s mission.

To engage the university community in the telephony needs analysis, a formal User Advisory Group was created to work alongside the consulting firm. This committee included end users of the phone system: administrative staff

\(^3\)Voice over Internet Protocol allows for transmission of voice traffic over an Internet protocol network that is either public (the Internet, for example) or private.

\(^4\) ACUTA: Association for Communications Technology Professionals in Higher Education.
from Admission, Finance, Student Life, Facilities Management, the libraries, and faculty. In June 2004 the IR Telephony Evaluation Team, a Dietrich Lockard Group consultant, and most of the User Advisory Group went to Chicago to attend the SUPERCOMM telephony conference. SUPERCOMM hosted leading-edge technology forums and exhibits and allowed the Butler staff to get a jump-start on industry trends. The team was able to “window shop” to get a feel for what products were available and to help devise an appropriate solution for enhancing telecommunications on the Butler campus. The trip also allowed the User Advisory Group and technical staff to become more acquainted and begin to work as a team. The Butler participants began to feel more comfortable with the possibility of acquiring a PBX and implementing newer VoIP technology as they learned about ways to address some of the risks.

After returning to campus, Dietrich Lockard Group consultants conducted surveys, interviews, and focus groups with staff, faculty, and students. The team found that many administrative users were displeased with the outdated Centrex and Centigram capabilities, although they lauded the communication system’s high reliability. For example, all the offices with heavy call volumes had only basic calling trees to help route calls and lacked management reporting; the analog phones could only handle one call at a time. Moves, additions, and changes to current phones required a technician to physically visit each phone. Like many other universities, Butler also lacked any means to communicate to the entire campus if time-sensitive emergency information needed to be disseminated.

The student surveys revealed that nearly 92 percent of students residing on campus had a cellular phone, but virtually the same number of students used their regular room phone as well. While almost two-thirds of the students preferred cell phones, one-third still preferred a regular telephone. Moreover, 75 percent of the students indicated that their campus-provided voice mail was
important and they clearly wanted a private voice mailbox. These results were somewhat of a surprise to the Telephony Evaluation Team and the User Advisory Group, given the visible penetration of cell phones on campus. It meant that cell phones, with their limited minutes and sometimes spotty coverage, did not meet all of the needs of the typical residential student.

Conventional wisdom in the cellular age would be that traditional land line phones are not important. However, facts don’t always line up with intuition. We discovered that our peer institutions were continuing to provide regular phone service in dorm rooms, and therefore it was a no-brainer to continue to provide it as well. I would have bet money that the phones could have been pulled out, so it was a great surprise to me.

—Scott Kincaid, CIO

From all of the needs analysis discussions, a long list of needs and potential opportunities had been identified. In June 2004, based on the analysis of the data collected, a list of key criteria for a new system was developed, with three priority groupings: must haves, very important, and nice-to-haves (see Exhibit 3). Joe Indiano and Dorothy Lockard (president of the Dietrich Lockard Group) then used these needs analysis results to help pinpoint the best opportunities within the context of Butler’s strategic plan, and five strategic goals were established:

- Improve communications with the students and within the student community, including the allotment of private voice mailboxes
- Improve the handling of callers to high-volume call areas on campus
- Leverage newer services such as multiline and self-labeling telephone devices and online directories as well as improve training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical Issues (from master list)</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improved handling of calls to high volume offices</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance reporting to manage calling to high volume offices</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved handling of callers to operator position</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency alert campus-wide</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position for future services/technology &amp; changing expectations</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved training for end-users</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication with students using their preferred medium (e.g., IM)</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM privacy for students in administratively efficient method</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indication of message waiting to student</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure donors reach Advancement anywhere, anytime</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure campus police can locate key administrators in an emergency</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard features and functionality that improve efficiency and are common at many institutions (at minimal recurring cost)</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone instruments that reduce need for training and relabeling</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long delay in 911 cell call response, not routed to campus police</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administratively efficient means of assigning a single phone number for a student while at Butler</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable faculty/staff to make and receive calls using Butler identity (i.e., Butler athletics recruiters, advancement, faculty at-home.)</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy to use video conferencing</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference calling for up to 6 parties at no extra cost</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient means to integrate VM with E-mail</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larger conference calls, ad hoc and meet-me</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell phone coverage inadequate</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time saving system administration tools</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M = Must Have, I = Very Important, N = Nice to Have

**EXHIBIT 3**  Key Criteria for New System (based on focus groups, surveys, and consultant interviews)
- Provide more immediate access to specific Butler personnel
- Remain competitive with peer institutions in the level of services offered, particularly those that impact students and their families

As part of the business case, cost estimates for various alternative telephony systems were determined. These cost estimates incorporated the investments in hardware, software, phone equipment, and on-going expenditures, based on projections of what each option would cost given industry research on pricing and the effort it would take to support each option ongoing.

Based on the cost-benefit estimates, the decision was made to consider four alternative scenarios:

1. Continuing with the current solution: Centrex service outsourced to SBC
2. Continuing with the outsourced Centrex service— but with a significant investment in upgrades and new “bolt-on” equipment
3. Acquiring an in-house PBX system, using either traditional equipment or VoIP
4. Continue with the current solution (Option 1)—but adding an independent 50-seat VoIP system for a few selected offices

With Butler’s needs analysis completed, the results were presented to the university vice presidents in July 2004. Butler management then gave the team the go-ahead to solicit bids from vendors, but was nervous about the potential investment.

Request for Proposal to the Selected Vendors

Based on the strategic goals and the key criteria developed by the User Advisory Group, the Telephony Evaluation Team and the consultants crafted a detailed request for proposal (RFP). Dietrich Lockard Group identified vendors that appeared to be well-aligned with the needs of Butler. Dietrich Lockard Group contacted the six vendors and identified the best local implementation partners (manufacturer resellers) for each of the manufacturers. Four of the vendors, through the local resellers, submitted bids. SBC presented Butler with three bids: continue the outsourced Centrex service option, add equipment to the service, or move to an in-house PBX using Nortel equipment.

Then the User Advisory Group and the Telephony Evaluation Team began the journey of listening to vendor presentations, interviewing vendor representatives, evaluating all of the features, making visits to selected vendor customers, and striving to do an apples-to-apples comparison of the various proposals. The number of features and factors considered was extensive with 400 different data points provided in the RFP. To summarize the criteria, a three-level priority scheme (shown in Exhibit 3) would be used as a weighting scale to help ensure that the selected alternative would best address Butler’s critical issues.

Butler’s main criteria were total overall cost and meeting the needs defined in the RFP (as summarized in Exhibit 3), and most vendors could meet Butler’s requirements. However, during the comparative analysis, issues bubbled up as key differentiators. Local support from an experienced reseller was proving to be imperative if Butler was going to move all of its telephony in-house. Experience with new VoIP systems and integrating other enterprise systems (i.e., PeopleSoft, LDAP) would be crucial as well. With Macintosh users representing 25 percent of the faculty population at Butler, the university also wanted a system that offered equivalent features, such as video conferencing capabilities, for both Mac and PC users. An effective and flexible integrated emergency notification system, which allowed for a simultaneous broadcast of text and audio to all campus phones, as well as other data network security concerns were other key differentiators reflecting their increased priorities in a post-9/11, Internet era.

In addition, what the manufacturers were planning to invest in R&D were also considered. Most telephony vendors currently sold both IP-based PBX systems and also traditional analog systems, with several promoting the ability to interconnect the two types of systems. But during last-minute visits to several of the manufacturers’ headquarters, it became obvious to the Telephony Evaluation Team that the manufacturers were putting all of their R&D dollars into IP-based systems. While VoIP was certainly the more risky approach, the Telephony Evaluation Team came to the uncomfortable realization that if they invested in a new analog PBX, they might end up with a system that had a limited life. Suddenly, staying with the SBC Centrex service for a couple more years looked like a serious option.

Vendor Selection

Butler narrowed the field down to five main candidates from a list of nine potential options presented to them. The final alternatives included the following:

- Continue with SBC’s current Centrex service (outsourcing option)
- Continue with SBC’s Centrex service, but add a Nortel 50-seat IP system

5Lightweight Directory Access Protocol provides an online, fully-indexed telephone directory service developed and freely distributed by the Regents of the University of Michigan. [Eudora]
implement a new system to support VoIP PBX in-house:
- Cisco (represented by Berbee Information Networks)
- Mitel (represented by MVD Communications)
- Nortel (represented by SBC)

Side-by-side comparisons were made of what each vendor solution offered in regard to each critical issue, and what additional capital and/or ongoing support costs would be incurred to satisfy these requirements.

Following the review of this range of options, and the scorings of the options, the Telephony Evaluation Team, working in conjunction with the User Advisory Group, chose option 3: to acquire its own in-house system and to acquire a Cisco IPT system, with products and implementation services provided by a Midwest Cisco partner, Berbee Information Networks. Joe Indiano and Scott Kincaid presented this to the Butler senior management, and after careful consideration, obtained the go-ahead to proceed. Butler informed Berbee and Cisco they had won the bid on the day before the Christmas holidays began.

Contrary to what was seen in the popular press, the team’s analysis did not show that an in-house IP-based system would be cheaper than the old Centrex solution. However, most of the needs identified by staff, faculty, and students would be addressed with only a minimal increase in costs. For example, each high-volume call area on campus would now have Automatic Call Distribution capabilities. Butler would be gaining a system to issue campuswide emergency alerts via the new IP-based phones. Additionally, each student who previously shared a line in a residence hall room would now have their own unique phone number and private voice mailbox, which also moved with them as they changed rooms from year to year. (Changes to room assignments would be entered into PeopleSoft and an automated interface would carry the change into the telephony system.) When students received voice mail, they would also receive an e-mail notifying them of the message.

The strategic objective was to support IR’s mission of providing good services and communication between students and faculty. Cisco’s system fulfilled the identified needs for voice communication, but Butler was concerned about more than just equipment specs and cost.

During the sales cycle, vendors usually promise all types of grand improvements and outcomes. But the written contracts they provide promise only to deliver specific pieces of hardware and software, with very limited warranties, and customers often spend most of their time negotiating on price. In this project, we were able to successfully negotiate for the original RFP and the vendor’s proposal to Butler to become part of the final contract. This kept everyone focused on delivering a fully integrated system, instead of just focusing on the hardware, and held the vendor accountable to the claims in their proposal.”

—Dorothy Lockard, President, Dietrich Lockard Group.

Furthermore, what Butler was ultimately implementing was an integrated set of software applications that operate on the IP network, not just a “black box” phone system. The understanding of the IP protocol and how it would fit into Butler was, in the end, second to how the multiple components of the system were to work together in a secure and quality fashion. Additionally, identifying who within Butler owned each piece, how the data would flow from point-to-point, and where data was being replicated were all important questions that needed to be answered for this application system. Creating seamless integration with other systems such as PeopleSoft, the housing system, and Butler’s LDAP directory was one of the values of the newer software-based systems. Essentially, there were multiple interfaces to existing systems, more options, and a vast array of decisions to make about how all of these features were going to work in unison.

Thus, when choosing the primary vendor, the implementation support provided by a Cisco partner was extremely important.

Since this was really an application system, we were more concerned with who was going to help us deploy the system. Of course, the manufacturer is important as we are using their equipment, but even more important is someone with large-scale application implementation experience.

—Scott Kincaid, CIO

The new Cisco system configuration included the following investments:

- Cisco Call Manager with multiple forms of redundancy
- 1200 IPT stations for faculty and staff
- 1800 Analog ports via VG248 gateways for student phones
- Cisco Unity Voice mail with mailboxes for each student
- Cisco IPCC Express for six call centers
- Cisco Emergency Responder for campuswide E911 capability
- Berbee InformaCast alert system
- ISI Infortel call accounting
The IR team considered leasing the new telephony system, but after analysis chose to purchase and finance it in-house by redeploying the monthly fees they had been paying for the Centrex solution.

Butler’s business model for its original data network replacement investment was a three-year funding plan. However, given the change from an outsourced telephony solution to an in-house solution that depended on the data network, there would have been a lot of risks if Butler continued on the three-year implementation plan for the data network. Instead, Butler decided to compress its three-year network replacement project into one year, using the bulk of their allotted funds at the beginning of the project to reduce the total implementation time.

After the new telephony system was chosen, Butler had to select a vendor to supply local voice circuits. Another RFP had to be initiated for the circuits, and the decision was made to change to a new voice carrier, Time Warner Telecom. The university negotiated the installation of two independent communication links to the campus, and Berbee helped split the new telephony servers between two campus locations—a capability not possible with traditional PBX systems. A total of 17 Windows servers ranging from Call Managers, to an E911 Emergency Responder, to a Call Accounting Database server, were implemented between the two onsite locations to provide backup and disaster recovery capabilities. The Berbee InformaCast software would make it possible for university-wide alerts to be made in audio and/or text, simultaneously or by zone, within seconds, to all IP phones.

The new focus became deploying a single network that would continue to provide reliable service for voice as well as provide more reliable services for traditional computer applications. Butler already had the necessary fiber backbone in place but needed to replace selected old wiring with new Ethernet cable. Improvements in the new converged network, such as installing an uninterruptible power supply (UPS6) in all network closets and replacing old wiring, would now benefit the new telephony system as well as aid in the support of the traditional data network services.

Contract work began during the holiday break, and the contracts were signed in mid-January 2005. Additionally, the department accelerated the pace on the network replacement project and began to implement new routers and switches across campus. To mitigate the reliability risks of the new system, the new network design included more segmentation, protections such as intrusion detection, and quality of service (QoS7) levels. With functions such as QoS levels—new for Butler—the network would be able to logically separate traffic on the converged network to protect voice transmissions from other traffic, including malicious activity. New monitoring tools would be incorporated in the VoIP system as well to observe where calls were originating and going, and to measure the quality of calls placed through the university. This would help the IR group pinpoint where problems were occurring and help them manage the network in order to provide a level of quality for voice communications similar to what was traditionally provided via old-style analog lines.

### Implementing the VoIP System

The number of people formally involved in the project quickly began to increase. Berbee assigned a full-time project manager to the Butler project in January 2005. The director of network and systems, Joe Indiana, would serve as Butler project coordinator and play a key role by ensuring integration with other existing systems. The CIO would serve as project sponsor and had the role to eliminate roadblocks within the organization and to facilitate communication between key stakeholders in the university, such as the deans and other vice presidents. The CIO would also need to communicate the strategic vision of the project and address any concerns that staff, faculty, and student users had with regard to the new system.

The newly formed IP Implementation Team included other key IR personnel as well—telephony staff, network engineers, PeopleSoft developers, and help desk staff, as well as Butler’s Facilities Management staff to help with the logistics of the installation. A majority of the IP Implementation Team members were from the implementation partner, Berbee Information Networks with Cisco staff helping as needed. Additionally, Berbee Information Networks’s security practice was engaged to ensure that the new network design would allow data and voice traffic to coexist but with telephony servers that were protected from student desktops and outside security threats. While not anticipated at the beginning of the project, it was also decided to keep the Dietrich Lockard Group consultant on the team to ensure that Berbee and Cisco implemented a system with all the items defined by the RFP and vendor contracts. Lastly, some 18 students were used to help with the testing and rollout.

Through this implementation, not only were data and voice network technologies converging, but also the former data and telecommunications personnel that had previously worked in separate units were merging:

You have to keep in mind that convergence within the project not only refers to the convergence of technologies but also the integration of processes and people as well. When you have voice and data

---

6 Uninterruptible Power Supply provides a backup power supply for a cable voice adapter and the telephone attached to it. [Cisco]

7 Quality of service is the set of techniques to manage network resources. [Cisco]
traffic merging, the respective personnel also merge. Data people approach projects differently than telephony people and use different terminology. So managing this merging of the staff and disciplines was essential. Along with the size of the implementation team, there were a lot of people to coordinate to pull this off.

—Scott Kincaid, CIO

**Butler’s “Infinitely Personal” Communication Plan**

A communications coordinator was added to the team to help establish the message that the university would send to all users to help ensure acceptance of the new system. Managing the fear factor of a major system overhaul was viewed as critical, because Butler’s users had experienced data network failures before. One of the techniques used for this was to redefine “IP” to stand for “infinitely personal.” This set the tone for the teams to focus on the ways the network changes were empowering people to communicate more freely, not on the fact the calls were being transported via IP data packets.

We chose an IP system not because it was VoIP, but because, overall, it could provide the best set of services to meet our needs.

—Joe Indiano, Director Network and Systems

Reassuring users that a personal approach was being taken helped communicate that this was a decision to help everyone, not just to improve the technology of the university. The IP—infinitely personal—communications plan sought to educate users by first raising awareness and then holding training forums (see Exhibit 4A). Communicating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Phone System Project Communication Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Phone and Voice Mail System Teaser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Phone and Voice Mail System Teaser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign up for training and when and where</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Dates and times on web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Phone and Voice Mail System &amp; Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask for support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinator verification of phones in their areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early notification of cut dates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Broadcast System info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages to communicate in training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last reminder about training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone delivery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXHIBIT 4A Communication Plan: Sample Page**
important system information to users in person via departmental staff and management reminders for attending training sessions were emphasized. Although much of the communication was done via e-mail, other media included all-campus voice mails and printed materials distributed throughout the campus.

Messages sent out to the university community included why a new system was being implemented, where and when training would occur, how to transition from the old voice mail to the newer version, who to call with problems, the date and time of cutover, and how to return old phones after users began using their new equipment (see Exhibit 4B).

**EXHIBIT 4B  Example of Communication Message to Staff**

---

The pilot program began with an information session, followed by a series of training sessions that took place in three labs and were run by a firm that Berbee had contracted with for the training. Members from the implementation team and consultants from Dietrich Lockard and Berbee were on hand to facilitate information sharing and initial training. Pilot users were provided with the opportunity to try various features of the new phone and interact with the new capabilities through role-playing.

They made the training fun. They had gift bags and giveaways, and encouraged questions and discussion from the very beginning. They started out with a...
PowerPoint presentation to explain terminology, benefits, and how the new technology was going to improve our departments. The training sessions became very interactive. . . . The IR team sent out information regularly—leaflets with timelines, cards with contacts, and worksheets to complete after testing various features available with the new phones. We tested such features as “parking” calls, forwarding calls, and setting up conference calls, and we completed Phone Feedback Forms after experimenting with newly-learned features.

—Susie Bremen, Senior Associate Director of Admission

The pilot program helped to create a type of “phone envy” among some users; some of those without IP phones had a chance to see how they were used and became intrigued with the new features of the technology. By bringing the technology closer to the users, it also brought home the message of being “infinitely personal.”

While many users were excited about the new phones and their functionality, others did not fully understand how the IP phone would actually work and were apprehensive about the change:

It was a smooth transition for me [but] it was hard for a lot of people to comprehend; they didn’t understand the concept of running the phone through a computer connection instead of a telephone jack.

—Kristine Butz, Associate Director of Financial Aid

I already had exposure to call routing and advanced phone systems. There is a learning curve. Some people were apprehensive because the phone was complicated, and they were also afraid that the system would crash and service would not be available.

—Kathy Harter, Senior Assistant Director of Operations

Managers of high call-volume offices were aware that the capabilities of the new system would greatly improve their department’s call center processes, as the functionality allowed for detailed reporting and could help department managers analyze and benchmark their call center employees. But these capabilities also contributed to additional concerns by users:

Some of the functionality was actually scaring some users; they feared they would be monitored because we would have the capability to evaluate call volume and length. It gave some users the notion that “Big Brother” would be watching.

—Susie Bremen, Senior Associate Director of Admission

The Cutover to the New System

With the pilot behind them, the implementation team felt confident in their ability to move forward with the full rollout planned for June 2005. Butler’s move from traditional telephony to an IP-based system meant they didn’t have to do a traditional cutover where the old phones are pulled and new ones installed at the exact same time. Instead, the new IP-based phones were distributed to all users during the weeks before the cutover, training sessions were arranged for all faculty and staff, and yet the old analog phones were still available. Even users at the new call centers were able to make and receive internal calls on their new IP phones while the old Centrex phones handled all external calls prior to the cutover.

However, a variety of technical problems threatened to derail the roll-out plan—and later became known as a “Week from Hell”:

- The supposedly simple “plug and play” process of connecting the new IP-based phones failed due to a software bug; all multiline phones had to, unexpectedly, be manually registered one-by-one using their unique machine address code (MAC).
- The new telephony servers were rebooting haphazardly, and the vendor decided to replace and rebuild every single unit.
- After a two-month effort, 2,000 extra phone numbers, which Butler needed to provide private numbers and voice-mail boxes, were found to be missing—and SBC claimed it would take 45 days to resolve the issue.
- Both the Food Service and Bookstore offices, which are independent non-Butler companies but located on campus, were found to have no Ethernet wiring in their areas.

To further complicate matters, the SBC service representative whom Butler had come to rely upon for the past four years suddenly resigned, and the IR telecom coordinator’s husband was robbed at gunpoint, bound and gagged with duct tape!

Our week from hell was a huge setback . . . but I didn’t want this project to be delayed, and neither did any of the team.

—Joe Indiano, Director Network and Systems
Began systematic plan to replace data network over three years

IR Telephony Evaluation Team formed

User Advisory Group formed

Vendor presentations along with customer site visits for Mitel, Nortel, Cisco

Needs Analysis complete; results presented to management and RFP started

Vendor presentations along with customer site visits for Mitel, Nortel, Cisco

User Advisory Group & IR Telephony Evaluation Team attended SUPERCOMM telephony conference in Chicago

User Advisory Group & IR Telephony Evaluation Team attended SUPERCOMM telephony conference in Chicago

Hired Dietrich Lockard Group to assist in needs analysis including student surveys

Vendors scored on features, vendors, and implementation partners; Evaluation of finances and options with CFO

Implementation planning begins with Berbee; System build begins; Hardware ordered and installation begins

Contracts signed; Revised network infrastructure replacement plan; Berbee assigns Project Manager; IP Implementation Team formed

User pilot conducted with 40 phones over 3 weeks

Delivery of phone sets; Decided to delay implementation cutover date

Miscellaneous clean-up as well as 2nd training session for faculty and staff

July 11th actual cutover to new system

EXHIBIT 5  Project Milestones: January 2004–August 2005

One of the options allowed for in the Berbee contract was for Butler to alter the implementation plan to allow for a split roll-out: phase one of the roll-out could be done in the summer to make sure things went according to plan, and then the phase two users would be implemented during the Thanksgiving holiday break. However, the team decided to push through and not let the unexpected setbacks create more damage than necessary, and the decision was made to delay the cutover date by just two weeks.

We decided not to split the roll-out since everyone was motivated to do it all at once. We didn’t want to kill that spirit. Also, we felt that creating more work during Thanksgiving time would place even more of a burden on our team members and the vendors.

—Scott Kincaid, CIO

On July 11 the system went live! SBC migrated all Butler’s phone numbers to Time Warner Telecom, who then routed all calls to the new system, and Centrex was turned off. Calls got through to the right places and the new call center software managed the calls. Only a few lines and features were missed, so the planning, testing and roll-out was clearly valuable. However, none of the departmental burglar alarms worked! The alarm panels depended on analog phone lines to communicate with the campus police department and were now being connected via a Cisco analog-to-VoIP gateway device. However, the alarm panels, based on 1970’s technology, would not work even with the analog-to-VoIP gateway; apparently Butler had not tested the devices before implementation. So Butler found some unused Centrex lines, and the alarms were reconnected using traditional analog circuits.

Otherwise, the newly converged, in-house voice-and-data system was fully functional. No one reported any problems with the voice quality.

Having been a part of various large system changes in the past, I have seen my fair share of “blips” and overall catastrophes and I was pleasantly surprised that I have seen no such issues from this transition, at least not yet.”

—Kathy Parsons, University Budget Director
Post-Implementation Reality

Altogether, the new system took approximately one year from the initial planning process to the final implementation (see Exhibit 5) and included a $1.5 million investment by Butler. The new system gave Butler a robust “soft-PBX” capability based on a series of integrated servers linked to PeopleSoft, LDAP, and the network. This also resulted in six full-featured call centers allowing students and outside callers to get better help regarding such items as student accounts, admissions, financial aid, and box office tickets. When departments moved to different offices, they could simply take their IP phone with them and the number was automatically redirected, without IR intervention. Additionally, faculty and staff were able to utilize a directory of campus phone numbers (available on the telephone’s display area) that was updated daily by the PeopleSoft system.

However, the new IP system was not cheaper and, in fact, was actually somewhat more expensive as IR had to add a full-time staff member to manage the new system. The new system involved many more components than existed with the outsourced Centrex system. In addition, the IR group at Butler now has the responsibility of maintaining networks not just for data, but also voice.

Soon after the euphoria of a successful initial implementation ended, CIO Kincaid was wondering, “Did we make the right choices?” In their quest to improve communications, should Butler have taken on the responsibility of managing an integrated voice and data network, given the current security threats to computer networks?
Supporting Mobile Health Clinics: The Children’s Health Fund of New York City

The Children’s Health Fund

The Children’s Health Fund (CHF) develops and supports a national network of 22 programs and two affiliates in 15 to 17 states in the United States and the District of Columbia. The mission of the CHF is to provide comprehensive health care to the nation’s most medically underserved children, from birth up to age 24. In-person primary health care, mental health, and oral health services are delivered by teams of doctors, nurses, dentists, psychologists, social workers, and nutritionists at more than 200 service sites across the United States in partnership with pediatric departments and specialists in affiliated academic medical centers or Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC).

The CHF’s integrated approach to health care is consistent with the concept of an “enhanced medical home” in which continuity of care is ensured via coordination across multiple healthcare providers and specialties. In the United States, the Medical Home concept is being adopted as one aspect of health care reform to ensure a high quality standard of care that also seeks to increase efficiencies and reduce costs for acute care. This type of integrated health care delivery is enabled by health information technology (HIT)—not only computer software but also communications networks.1

The cofounder and president of the CHF, Dr. Irwin Redlener, received his M.D. from the University of Miami in 1969. But his life mission for bringing medical care to underserved children reportedly began when he was a medical resident in pediatrics at the Children's Hospital of Denver and saw a poster for VISTA (Volunteers in Service to America) with the words: “If you’re not part of the solution, you’re part of the problem.” Dr. Redlener’s quest to become part of the solution began with delivering medical care in Lee County, Arkansas, then working on earthquake relief in Guatemala, followed by serving as medical director for USA for Africa, and this poster is hanging in his office today.2

An important motivation in my life has been working with kids whose situation makes them vulnerable for reasons out of their control. They are desperately ill, or living in extreme poverty, or disconnected from medical care. I feel most energized by trying to help children who have the fewest resources.

—Irwin Redlener3

In 1987, Redlener cofounded the Children’s Health Fund (CHF) in New York City. Its initial focus was on pediatric care for homeless kids, and his cofounder was singer/songwriter Paul Simon. While working for USA for Africa, he helped solicit the help of other recognized entertainers, including Joan Baez, Harry Belafonte, Lionel Richie, and Michael Jackson. When he learned that Paul Simon was interested in doing something for the homeless, he reached out to him:

I was working for USA for Africa, setting up the grant office in New York City. Paul Simon, who was on the We Are the World record, wanted to do something for the homeless. We visited a number of welfare hotels. In the Hotel Martinique [in Times Square] a thousand children and their families were warehoused. Somebody suggested that we should get a van and bring doctors there.

—Irwin Redlener4

That was the beginning of what would become CHF’s national network of Children’s Health Projects (CHP), in which health care is delivered via doctors, nurses, and

1The Medical Home concept, which originated with the American Academy of Pediatrics in the 1960s, is today being considered as a means to reinvent primary care in the United States. One of the current barriers to implementation is the fee-for-service reimbursement model within the United States.

2As reported by Tom Callahan, “Mobilizing for Kids,” Diversion for Physicians at Leisure (April 15, 2004): 30–32.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid. The “We Are the World” record was made to raise funds for the USA for Africa’s famine relief efforts. For example, see: http://www.inthe80s.com/weworld.shtml.
other professionals in an RV-size mobile medical clinic (MMC) that is driven to locations where the people are who need it—such as city shelters for homeless families. The flagship program with the first MMC was launched in NYC in 1987, and by 2009 the program had been expanded to cities and some deep rural areas within CHF’s growing national network of clinics. The clinics are supported by 41 state-of-the-art MMCs (32 medical, 3 mental health, 5 dental, 1 public health field office, and 1 health education) operating in different programs across the country (see the map in Exhibit 1). By 2009, some had been in service for many years and while not obsolete, lacked some of the newest features, such as modular network cabling and upgraded electrical generators; 7 new MMCs were in some stage of procurement in June 2010.

The payments for the medical care provided by CHF primarily come from four sources: private individual and corporate donation, congressional aid, and two government health insurance programs that support children living in poverty. These programs are Medicaid and the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP). Medicaid insures kids whose parents earn little or no money; the federal government pays part of the costs, but programs are administered and partially funded by state governments. SCHIP, a newer federal program initiated in 1997, insures children in families that earn too much to qualify for Medicaid, but too little to afford private health insurance. In February 2009, President Obama signed a bill that continues funding for SCHIP ($32 billion over the next 4.5 years).

Mobile Medical Clinics at the Children’s Health Fund

CHF’s Mobile Medical Clinics (MMCs) are housed in 36- to 44-foot long blue vans, designed to provide a full range of pediatric primary health care including preventive care (e.g., childhood vaccinations), diagnosis and management of acute and chronic diseases, mental health, dental, and health education services. In addition to care provided in the mobile clinics, care is provided at stationary clinical sites located in shelters, schools, and community centers, and traditional health clinics (e.g., the South Bronx Health Center for Children & Families in NYC). The mobile clinics routinely visit low-income neighborhoods and homeless and domestic violence shelters to provide medical services, but MMCs
have also been deployed to provide medical services in response to public health crises or emergencies, including the 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center, hurricanes Rita and Katrina in 2005, and the 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil spill.

Two primary CHF principles are at the heart of the design of the MMCs:

- To provide high-quality pediatric primary care as well as mental health services, dental services, and social services to medically underserved populations with children.
- To operate in partnership with a high-quality local medical institution, such as an academic medical center or FQHC, to ensure access to other medical experts as needed as well as coordinated health care for the local population.

Access to reliable, affordable transportation is a major constraint for those living in poverty at government-sponsored locations, as well as areas where there are few health care providers, known as HPSAs (Health Professional Shortage Areas). To help remove this constraint for low-income and homeless residents in New York and four other major areas, GlaxoSmithKlein provided a $2.3 million grant to support transportation funding in 2004: $35,000 on taxi rides and $20,000 on bus tickets for adults were spent by the Dallas Children’s Health Project (CHP) the prior year. In New York, this Referral Management Initiative had dramatic results: specialist appointment compliance rose from 5 to about 70 percent.5

The medical home concept is based on the premise that a returning patient will be supported by a trusted healthcare team who knows the patient and has access to documentation of his or her health history. Exhibit 2

---

shows a model of the MMC and its layout, with a separate registration area and waiting room, a nurse’s station, and examination rooms.

The sides of the blue vans are painted (like “billboards”) to clearly signal that they are CHF units with qualified medical personnel onboard. On a given day during a given time period each week, the MMCs are scheduled to be at the same location with the same medical personnel onboard.

We don’t just show up like in an ice-cream man mode, give a shot and disappear. The protocol is that every Tuesday from X-time to Y-time the doctor is there.

—Jeb Weisman, CIO

Providing high-quality primary care from a mobile clinic does present some unique challenges for supporting those who are delivering the health care, such as:

- Designing an environment which is consistent with and will support standard physician office and clinic processes. This includes providing the required space and medical equipment to support high quality delivery of primary care, including sufficient, high-quality electrical power.
- Complying with regulatory standards such as those set forth by JCAHO (e.g., PC locations) and government legislation (e.g., HIPAA laws for privacy and security of personal health information).6
- Supporting a mobile unit that operates at multiple, primarily urban, sites—each with its own unique environmental factors.
- Providing computer and communications technologies within the MMC that are reliable and dependable, as well as off-site access to technical support.

Another important consideration is the overall cost for each mobile clinic—including the initial costs for a state-of-the-art MMC as well as continuing operating costs. The majority of the approximately $500,000 capital budget for each MMC is allocated to the required medical equipment and associated vehicle requirements (i.e., space, power, and transportation needs). Preventive care via a medical home should of course result in long-term cost savings for state and federal payers as children receive immunizations and regular health checkups that can avoid costly visits to hospital emergency rooms, but these are difficult to measure. Given the national shortage in primary care physicians, CHF’s association with a major medical center also means that MMC may be part of medical residents’ formal training rotation, often in pediatrics or community medicine, as part of the medical team.

Healthcare Information Systems to Support Primary Care

In the United States today, it is still not unusual to find paper-based record keeping in physician practices (referred to as ambulatory or outpatient practices). Two types of functionality are provided in software packages developed and maintained by vendors who specialize in the healthcare industry:

- Practice Management Systems (PMS) support administrative tasks such as patient workflow and the revenue cycle, with data including patient contact information, appointment scheduling, and patient insurance plan information.
- Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems support clinicians, such as patient diagnosis, treatment and physician orders, with data including patient demographics (age, gender), family history information, allergies, medications, and clinical documentation of diagnoses, treatments, and outcomes for prior visits and specialty referrals.

By 2008, only 4 percent of physicians in ambulatory settings had a fully functional EMR; 13 percent had a partially functional EMR; but 50 percent of those in larger practices (11 or more physicians) had partial or full EMR support.7

Some vendors provide packaged solutions with PMS and EMR modules designed to exchange data with each other. However, since some of the clinical packages are designed to specifically support certain types of care—such as pediatrics, OB/GYN, cardiac care, and so on—specialty practices in particular may have purchased software from different vendors. In addition, software that supports electronic prescription transactions to pharmacies and insurers has recently been widely adopted as this capability has become required for reimbursements by government and other insurers. Investments in software packages to support clinical processes in small practices (1–3 physicians) in particular will be made at a much faster rate during the second decade of this century due to financial incentives administered by Medicaid and Medicare to eligible physicians who have implemented

6JCAHO (Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations) is the accreditation body for healthcare organizations. The HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) Privacy Rule governs all protected health information; the HIPAA Security Rule sets security standards for protected health information maintained or transmitted in electronic form.

7 2007 study by the Institute of Health Policy at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH).
certified electronic health record systems and reported specific metrics for Meaningful Use beginning in 2011 under the HITECH Act.8

The advantages of using computerized health information systems were recognized early on by the CHF. Jeb Weisman, the current CIO, initially joined the organization in the late 1980s prior to the implementation of the first MMC to lead the efforts to provide state-of-the-art support for the MMCs. Initially a home-grown system was developed and maintained.

Given the way the transitional housing system for the homeless worked at the time—there were enforced moves every 3 weeks and that sort of thing—it was incredibly important that you had a real history. Some of these kids were being immunized half a dozen times for measles, by the time they were 6 or 7 because if something would show up, it is better to give them shots than not. . . . So you had as much as medical over-neglect as under-neglect going on. Records are vitally important.

—Jeb Weisman

In 1999, CHF partnered with a now defunct vendor to develop specialized technology for the MMC environment. This system was then phased out in 2007 when CHF partnered with another leading Electronic Health Record (EHR) software vendor: eClinicalWorks.9 Given the CHF’s early investment in custom software that supported the data collection of detailed clinical data specifically for pediatric care, Weisman’s team built in a similar data collection capability for use with the commercial software package. Having this detailed information in a standard format enables high-quality patient–physician interactions on not only the first but also subsequent visits, in addition to providing the data needed for referrals. Medically underserved populations typically have higher levels of lead in their bloodstreams, asthma, and other chronic conditions.10

One of the record keeping challenges faced by all physician practices is the integration of laboratory and imaging results with the rest of a patient’s health record.

In a paper environment, the test results are typically faxed from the facilities performing and interpreting the tests to the requesting physician, and then paper copies and film (such as x-rays or CAT scans) are filed in the patient’s folder along with other hard-copy records. When test results are not received in a timely manner, a nurse or other staff member typically makes a call to the test facility’s staff and can receive the missing record in a relatively short time period. Today’s more sophisticated healthcare information system (HIS) solutions integrate electronic reports of test results with the patient’s record so that the physician can quickly access all relevant data with the same patient record interface.

However, maintaining an accurate medical history for a patient who lives in poverty and may be residing in a homeless shelter or other temporary housing is more complicated than for patients with a more permanent address. In cities and towns with CHF clinics, a patient served by a specific clinic in a given neighborhood in the Bronx this month may be domiciled in a different shelter in a different borough and show up at a permanent clinic or MMC in a different location in NYC the next month. To retrieve a record from another clinic may require a phone call and fax capabilities.

Both telephone and fax capabilities are therefore basic requirements for not only retrieving missing data but also consulting with other medical experts, and supporting patient referrals to other clinicians, including specialists. An ideal solution to capture the patient data that have previously been collected for the same patient—especially when the same software package is being used at multiple clinics—would be to have it available in structured electronic form.

**Connectivity Needs to Support Mobile Medical Clinics**

There are therefore two primary communications needs for clinicians to deliver quality healthcare via a mobile clinic: (1) access to patient data previously captured at another medical facility (or MMC) but not yet available in the patient record system in the clinic and (2) access to personnel at another medical facility for either an emergency consult or referral, or a more routine referral. In an ideal world, all of the network requirements described below for a mobile clinic environment would be satisfied. However, some unique challenges are associated with MMC service environments.

- **Network availability and reliability.** The number 1 networking requirement is that remote access to data and people needs to be available. Yet the MMCs are deployed mostly in dense urban areas—and sometimes in sparsely populated rural areas—that may

---

8 The implementation of an HITECH Act, which is a portion of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act legislation signed into law by President Obama in February 2009, is overseen by the Office of the National Coordinator for HIT within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. An EHR is similar to an EMR, except it is designed to exchange data with other healthcare systems external to the healthcare provider who owns it.

9 Soon after this adoption date, eClinicalWorks was selected as an EHR vendor for the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene’s (DoHMH) Primary Care Information Project (PCIP).

10 As reported in an interview of Irwin Redlener by Janice Lloyd, “‘Kids Can’t Wait’ for Health Care,” USA Today (May 21, 2009): 7D.
not provide network availability or may not provide reliable access to voice and data networks.

- **Data security.** At a minimum, HIPAA requirements for data security must be met. User data must be encrypted at the database server level, and additional encryption and “network tunneling” are needed for protection of patient data at the network level.\(^{11}\)

- **Easy to use with zero on-site support.** Networking technologies in the MMCs are there to support the high-quality delivery of pediatric primary care. Since the highly trained and educated medical staff is not necessarily sophisticated in knowledge about networking technology and maintenance of equipment, it is critical for the networking solution to be “push-button” technology and require little infield maintenance and provisioning.

- **Inexpensive to deploy and operate.** The installed networking equipment should not add significant expense to the cost of an MMC. The network solutions should also be readily available and easy to acquire plus easy to install in the MMC.

- **Network throughput (data rate) and latency.** The data rate must support the transfer of text-based files (medical health records and patient referrals). The transmission of high-density medical images (e.g., digital X-rays) requires much higher throughput rates and therefore provides a different challenge. Another critical requirement is to minimize network latency; large latency results in inefficiencies and possible confusion on the part of the MMC staff (e.g., “Is the network connection still active or not? Why is it taking so long to load?”).

**Connectivity Solutions: What Worked and What Didn’t**

Since the launch of the first MMC in the 1987, several networking solutions have been tried and newer technologies have become available and affordable. Two different wireless network solutions were tried, with mixed results.

**Satellite-Based Access**

In 2005, a number of MMCs were equipped with rooftop-mounted satellite antenna systems. These antenna systems were equipped with a setup function which automatically unfolds the antenna and raises the antenna from a horizontal (“flat”) position to a position where the antenna is facing the sky. The antenna then performs a scanning operation to detect the strongest available satellite signal and begins establishing a communications link with the satellite. When the system is powered down, the antenna folds back into the original horizontal position. Although these systems were expensive and designed for mobile operation, they proved to be mechanically unreliable.

You have these structural limitations to the system. Every day it goes up and down but unlike mom-and-pop casual use, we’re dealing with vital health care information and communications. Invariably, the mechanical system breaks down—a gear strips, a connector fails, or a circuit fries. We have had doctors and nurses climbing on the roof to manually lower the antenna system, and these are high-end, sophisticated devices . . . . Well, that is not good on many levels, not the least of which alienates users towards the technology.

—Jeb Weisman

They also posed structural problems for the MMCs (due to their weight). In some situations, the satellite communications also had unacceptably large latency due to the nature and design of satellite communication systems.

It is interesting how expectations get managed in these kinds of environments. In terms of throughput or capacity in a perfect world, most of the data that you are moving is simple structured textual data. So actually you need very little bandwidth, but you need bandwidth without significant latency . . . . A 1.5 Megabit satellite connection is way different from 1.5 Megabit connections on a wired line or even in Wimax, or whatever the flavor of the month is, in a traditional Ethernet-based system. The latency is a killer. It is deceptive for the end user: even if the throughput is okay to move that image down, or to move those data up, they don’t trust it—because it takes longer to refresh than we are used to today at home or in the office. Do they step away and hope their data are refreshed when they are taking care of the patient, or do they stand there for twice as long waiting for something to happen? Very often wireless communication at the satellite level can make things worse than just going with the flow—which is to say ‘we are here, we are in a box in the middle of nowhere, and we just have got to manually write it down and deal with it later.’

—Jeb Weisman

\(^{11}\) Tunneling is a networking technique that encrypts user data for secure transport over the public Internet.
Cellular Wireless Networks—Wireless Modem Solution

First piloted in 2004 and formally entered into service in 2007, the MMC was equipped with a Sierra Wireless AirLink PinPoint X wireless modem that provided Third Generation (3G) wireless service with a “fall-back” capability to 2.5G wireless service in areas where 3G service was not available. The advantage of this specific wireless modem was that it supported both 3G standards widely deployed in the United States: both Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service (UMTS) and cdma2000. The potential for 3G rates is in the range of several Mbps, so this wireless solution provided the MMC with a high data rate to and from the Internet. However, the transmission of patient data requires cellular coverage and reliability at a “mission-critical” or “professional” level, but today’s general purpose wireless networks are designed for “consumer” levels. If the wireless coverage is not available and reliable, this solution can only be used to support MMC communications that are not mission critical.

For the clinicians working in the mobile clinics, dependable and predictable wireless access to the Internet is more critical than achieving higher data rates. 3G and the emerging 4G networks do have the required throughput (4G wireless networks are promising 100 Mbps) for transmitting more than text-based data. However, what these networks do not deliver is reliable and dependable coverage (i.e., network access) at the level required.

A hybrid alternative that has been tried is to delay data transmission from the MMC until there is access from the van to a wired broadband solution, such as in a community center or school.

Delayed Broadband Wired Access

In this mode of operation, the MMC operates as a “store-and-forward” device: patient records, medical referrals, and digital images are stored on an MMC server until wired broadband Internet access is available. A typical configuration is to have a wireless LAN (WiFi) connection via a wireless router from the MMC to the broadband access point into the other facility. The obvious disadvantages of this approach are the delay in accessing and transferring information, and the security of the wireless LAN link. In addition, the MMC is not always able to use a nearby third-party’s wired network due to local restrictions on access to its wired broadband connection or HIPAA security concerns.

Many of these organizations or institutions, particularly ones that are city based, won’t allow you to install your own telecom infrastructure in their buildings. So we can go to shelters where they even often have an Internet or network-based infrastructure and we are not allowed to connect to it. Plus then we have some problems around what I will generically refer to as a HIPAA Issue—we can’t just go through any old network . . . HIPAA rules are actually changing substantially—becoming much more restrictive, much better prescribed and set out, and much more painful if you violate them . . . . So when we look at the solutions, we have to make sure we can tunnel.

—Jeb Weisman

Asynchronous Multi-Master Database Replication (AMMR)

In the absence of a reliable, high-speed networking solution to enable patient data transfers from the MMCs to the central server at the headquarters of the New York CHP in the Bronx, a more hands-on solution has been adopted to enable (1) the integration of patient record data collected at multiple sites and (2) provide a backup capability. But it also requires physical proximity of the servers in the MMCs to the CHP offices.

Banks figured out years ago that if you could put a teller machine in a town in Montana, people would use it and you would make money on every transaction. But do you think there was telecommunications out to that town? There was not. So how did it work? AMMR. At some point the cash machine could dial up in the middle of the night, when rates were low, and send the data up to Wells Fargo. It all got merged together, business rules were applied, and then it sent back down inserts to the [ATM] database. [The ATM] knows what it needs to know and makes it through another day, without real-time high bandwidth telecom.

What happens here is that all the servers from the vans are physically brought in to a central location so that there are X number of what we call the laptop servers connected to the master or primary server. We press the button and it goes through a kind of round robin, moves the data up to the master from each one, applies business rules, aggregates the data, and then copies the identical data set to every single one of those [servers]. We do it through inserts; we are not actually copying 10 gigs of data down to each one, so it is a very efficient process. And when you are done, each one of those devices is an exact working copy of the entire data set. It’s an elegant solution to an inelegant problem.

—Jeb Weisman
Other Support Challenges and Solutions

The IT infrastructure on the mobile unit includes a server built from a Panasonic ToughBook laptop (CF30) and a number of client computers which are a lighter-duty ToughBook. They support a wireless Ethernet capability, but the recommended MMC solution is wired—because of greater throughput and more reliability:

These generators—anywhere between 5 and 20 kilowatts—are underneath the mobile units, and they produce electromagnetic radiations. You don’t get a lot of wireless connectivity when you have got 20 kilowatt generators standing under your feet . . . . It is a 36 foot van, and you are 20 feet (or 15 feet) from the server and you cannot make a wireless connection that is reliable—the power is too dirty . . . . Even the best regulated generator will produce increasingly dirty power with a lot of harmonics and a lot of brownouts. Brownouts are the danger. In a spike, the thing explodes, melts . . . you just buy a new one. But a brownout slowly degrades the electronics in delicate medical equipment. You don’t know that it is dying, and it begins to create false data or fails at an unexpected time. Plus you have got air conditioners and air filtration in the mobile unit, which have these big startup power needs. So what you have to do is to put at least a real time UPS in front of these things and preferably something like a line conditioner voltage regulator that pre-cleans it and then gets it to the UPS, because the UPS is for the most part not built for this degree of dirty power.

Jeb Weisman

Inkjet printers also have to be used instead of laser printers—because laser printers can’t generally be used with a UPS that fits in the mobile environment. Unfortunately, the operating cost of an inkjet printer is higher.

The CHF’s NYC office provides the initial on-site IT setup and training for new MMC programs and ongoing remote help desk support. Most of the MMC teams supported by CHF have gone 100 percent live with electronic record keeping for all of their patients within the first week. One of the reasons for the fast start-up is that the training team now includes a clinician who is an experienced user of the EMR:

Our training team typically consists of me, another person on our staff—kind of an application specialist—and we typically take either a medical director or a high-level clinical provider from one of our projects within the network who has been using eClinicalWorks out in the field. That actually makes a huge difference. We always have members of the training team stay with [the MMC team], on-site, in clinic support. Usually they are there for the first afternoon of seeing patients live with the system, and then also for the next morning. We try to split it that way so that we go to more than one site—covering as many sites as possible in case there are any technical or clinic process problems. One of the great things that has really worked so well for us in our training is not separating out according to role during the training: we are not training all of our providers in a room by themselves, not training the registrar alone, or the nurses. They are developing [their own] built-in tech support; they are learning each other’s jobs and how to help each other. This is how a clinic really works and the training simulates this.

—Jennifer Pruitt, Director, Clinical Information Systems

Mobile Health Clinics for Crisis Response

In 2003, Dr. Redlener also became the first director of the National Center for Disaster Preparedness within Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health. One of the goals of this center is to deal with the aftermath of major disasters and assess the impacts on high risk, vulnerable children and communities. Prior to that date, CHF had already sent its MMCs to respond to crises related to Hurricane Andrew (1992) and the 9/11 World Trade Center attack in New York City (2001).

The best choice for communications technology following a natural disaster is highly dependent on the crisis situation. If cell towers and base stations previously available in the region have not been lost, the existing commercially available cellular network can be utilized. However, this is the same network available for public cell-phone service, and following a disaster there can be network overload due to an increase in call demands by the public. Most wireless providers do not implement a call-priority capability, so a mobile clinic’s usage of the network will typically compete with calls from the public at large. In worse scenarios, there may be no cellular network access available in the emergency relief area. The same may be said during other public disruptions such as blackouts. In 2003, a large portion of the United States lost electrical power. Within hours virtually all cell phone communications in New York City had failed as uninterruptible power supply batteries were depleted and generators failed or
were inadequately sized for the scale of the outage. A possible alternative, of course, is to use the MMC vans equipped with their own generators and with satellite antennas.

Just days after Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans in 2005, Redlener personally accompanied two mobile healthcare units with a team of medics to provide vaccinations and treat infections in the Gulf coast region. In the initial weeks, they had treated more than 7,000 patients whose doctors’ offices had been wiped out—either washed away or flooded. The following year, a study by the center reported that one in three children that were housed in trailers sponsored by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) had at least one chronic illness, and the number of children housed in trailers in the Baton Rouge area were twice as likely to be anemic than children in NYC’s homeless shelters. The need for more ongoing health support for children was clear, and CHF helped to establish and finance new mobile clinics in the Gulf port (Biloxi, Mississippi) and in the New Orleans and Baton Rouge, Louisiana, areas.12

The Future

By early 2009, Dr. Redlener was on another quest: to build awareness about the long-term health impacts on children from economic recessions. His “Kids Can’t Wait” campaign emphasized that missed immunizations and early health assessments have long-term impacts that can be hard to recover from.

By mid-2010, the need for mobile clinics in the United States was even more widespread, and the television coverage of the 2009 earthquake devastation in Haiti had greatly increased public awareness about the need for quick, mobile healthcare solutions. Installing technology on a new MMC, training the staff on-site, and providing remote support for the first weeks of operation was now a well-honed capability among the NYC-based CHF staff.

However, CIO Weisman wonders how even better support could be provided for the mobile clinics and what new support challenges lie ahead. Are there newer more affordable network communications solutions that should be tried? Will the federal government’s HITECH stimulus funds and Meaningful Use standards lead to better software integration solutions? Will the increase in software adoptions at physician offices make it more difficult for him to retain his staff? What combination of conditions could emerge that render the mobile medical clinic model obsolete?

---

InsuraCorp has several business units that provide financial products, services, and support for one or more of the company’s three major lines of business: (1) individual insurance, such as term life, universal life, and whole life policies; (2) retirement services, such as retirement plans—401(k) and 403(b); and (3) group insurance, such as group life and disability insurance, long-term care insurance. InsuraCorp has grown through acquisitions, and until recently, the business units have continued to operate autonomously. In the past, there was also no attempt to market products to customers across business units.

Under the current CEO, however, there has been a new focus on achieving synergies across the business units by cross-marketing product offerings. The company’s first CMO was hired in 2005, and under his direction, a new branding effort of the company was begun to help InsuraCorp achieve its new synergy goals. In addition to providing a consistent brand image, the branding initiative will result in a single point of contact for customers, including an integrated website that gives sales personnel and customers access to all product and service offerings. The CMO was well aware of the problems of the silos that had developed over time:

In the past, if you had an individual insurance policy, had retirement services, and also had a group policy, you’d go to three different Web sites and you’d have three different passwords. . . . All of that is being consolidated. We are completely revamping the underpinnings of our Web sites so that it looks and feels the same across the board. We are also eliminating a lot of Web sites and reducing them down to where there is really one focal point where you come in as a customer, and you’ll see all the information about you presented.

—VP of Enterprise Architecture

To help facilitate this initiative, the marketing VPs who used to report only to their respective business unit heads now also have a dotted-line relationship to the CMO. This dual-reporting relationship implies that the primary direction for the marketing group is set by the line head, but all marketing leads need to also work with the CMO to establish and achieve marketing plans at the enterprise level. The dotted-line relationship has also helped the marketing leads learn about what other business units are doing and how their own business unit plans fit with enterprise-level initiatives.

Achieving synergies across product offerings and developing a consistent brand image also requires the ability to view sales agents¹ and customers “holistically.” The same agent could be selling products offered by different business units within InsuraCorp. Under its legacy systems, however, it is very difficult to capture the fact that a business or individual customer is interacting with the same agent. With respect to customers, it is also important to understand not only which InsuraCorp products they have, but also which products they could have. For individual customers, for example, the CMO realizes the importance of being able to recognize cross-sales opportunities for different InsuraCorp business units due to “life changing events,” such as having children, buying homes, or sending children to college (empty nesters). Many customers simply buy one product and are not aware of the broad range of other products offered by InsuraCorp.

The InsuraCorp branding initiative, therefore, also requires investing in enterprise-level IT initiatives to capture, and facilitate access to, integrated enterprise-level data.

**IT at InsuraCorp**

Until recently, each business unit had an IT leader with their own IT staff. This decentralized IT organization structure led to processing inefficiencies and duplicate IT resources and was also seen as a barrier to the company’s data integration initiatives—such as the ability to cross-market products of the different business units under the new InsuraCorp brand.

In early 2006, a new centralized structure for the IT organization was announced in which essentially all IT resources were consolidated at corporate headquarters. Under the centralized structure, the former business unit IT

---

¹A sales agent can be a career agent—an agent who works for InsuraCorp—or an independent agent who is licensed to do business in a certain state and is designated to sell products for InsuraCorp.
EXHIBIT 1  Centralized IT Organization

leaders have a solid-line report to the CIO and a dotted-line report to the business unit they support (see Exhibit 1). The CIO’s four other direct reports are the VPs of Corporate Applications, Enterprise Architecture, Planning and Finance (including a Project Management Office) and Systems Operations (Data Centers and Telecommunications). The new centralized IT organization has a total of about 300 IT personnel. About 25 other IT personnel are located at other sites. In addition, IT contractors are typically hired for on-site work when the company does not have the required skill set for a particular IT initiative, and InsuraCorp utilizes outsourcing for IT services such as 401(k) statement printing and spam protection.

The move to a centralized IT organization also meant that new processes and committees needed to be established to review, approve, and prioritize IT projects. A new standing committee that includes a representative from InsuraCorp’s corporate planning department was given the responsibility for initially approving requests for IT work. Approved IT project requests are then passed on to the company’s Executive Committee (which includes the CEO, CMO, CIO, and all business unit heads) for final approval and prioritization.

Another initiative under the current CIO was the development of a set of IT principles to define the role of IT and communicate the standardized IT practices to be used throughout InsuraCorp (see Exhibit 2). The members of the IT Committee referred to as ITC (which includes the CIO’s seven direct reports) developed a detailed rationale and a set of implications for each principle. The CIO understood the significance and necessity of the enterprise-wide IT principles:

> It’s amazing to me once you develop those IT principles how pervasive they’ve become throughout the organization . . . You hear business people say “yeah, we buy versus build,” and we do . . . It has been more powerful than I thought it would have been.

—CIO

These IT principles are used to guide all business and IT managers and other staff involved in IT decision making. For example, Principles 1 and 9 define the primary IT role at InsuraCorp as providing “uninterrupted” support for company operations (principle 1), and establish the importance of providing technology tools that business users find easy to access and use (principle 9). The “working model” for investing in and using IT solutions includes
1. We will make our top priority supporting the uninterrupted processing of day-to-day business operations—Production is number 1.
2. We will see to leverage existing technology solutions before an alternative is purchased or developed.
3. We will purchase solutions or services rather than develop them unless business requirements can only be met, or competitive advantage gained, by developing them internally.
4. We will use common, shared technology solutions and processes consistently for similar functions throughout the enterprise.
5. We will select and develop technology solutions built on mainstream components and utilize commonly accepted industry standards.
6. We will select and develop technology solutions that have capacity for growth and allow easy integration with other systems.
7. We will engineer technology solutions from the outset to be secure, reliable and recoverable.
8. We will select and prioritize IT initiatives using an evaluation process that considers alignment, costs, value delivered, risks and capacity.
9. We will develop processes to provide technology services to be easy to access and use from the perspective of the customer.
10. We will select technology solutions to provide highest long term value.
11. We will favor integrated solution sets over separate stand-alone solutions.
12. We will change business processes rather than customize purchased solutions.
13. We will effectively manage the full life cycle (i.e., plan, acquire, use, dispose) of our valuable technology assets.
14. We will define and maintain a single, “master source” of data with a clearly defined owner.
15. We will develop and equip staff for success through mentoring, proactive training, and a variety of IT experiences.

EXHIBIT 2  IT Principles at InsuraCorp

These principles clearly communicate InsuraCorp’s move toward enterprise-level solutions that leverage mainstream IT products that can be purchased in the marketplace. They also signal that the company will modify its business processes to fit purchased software standards as necessary in order to achieve the corporation’s data integration goals. The company’s recent selection of Salesforce.com to provide a common IT platform for sales and customer service across InsuraCorp’s dispersed internal workforce is an example of an initiative that is clearly in sync with the company’s recently adopted IT principles: customized solutions at the business unit level are being forfeited for a common, easy-to-use, Web-based “self-service” approach.

Data Integration Initiatives and Challenges

Under the sponsorship of the CMO, an enterprise data repository (EDR) project was initiated in 2006. The objective of this project was to develop for the first time an enterprise-level data warehouse for customer and product data for all business units. Previously, all product and customer data existed in separate legacy systems at the business unit or function level. The goal of the EDR project is to have a single source of data for the entire enterprise. The EDR will provide an enterprise source for tracking and reporting on marketing campaigns. It will also be the source of a master list of products offered by InsuraCorp, which will allow sales agents to cross-sell products from business units across the enterprise to their customers. As one of the IT architects noted, EDR will help “connect the dots”:

They know what money is coming in. They know what money is coming out . . . They kind of know what they’re paying the agents, but they can’t correlate all of those dots together. They know they’re doing these e-mail campaigns and these conferences, but again they can’t tie that all together.

—Data Manager

The EDR project has been conducted totally in-house. Early work focused on building data models and data-flow diagrams. Nine months into the project, the EDR was ready to be populated with data, which involved more than 300 data elements across the enterprise. First, “trusted” electronic sources of data within InsuraCorp were identified, and the business analysts on the project team interviewed the subject matter experts and data stewards in the business areas to map the data fields of those trusted sources. The data fields were then mapped to the EDR itself, and it was connected to the source file for data transfer. Finally, the business analysts go back to review the data. Through this multistep process, the project team has identified and resolved inconsistencies.
within and across the source files. Once data is transferred to the EDR, the business analysts will be responsible for reviewing it for accuracy. Under the EDR project manager, alternative products for business intelligence reporting by either business or IT personnel (such as Microsoft Reporting Services Tools or ProClarity) were also being assessed.

However, bringing together data that was siloed in multiple administrative systems maintained by the separate business units in the past also surfaced several data management issues.

Earlier they were more decentralized just within those divisions and so all they focused on was their little piece of the world and nothing else . . . Now they’re kind of being pushed to kind of look beyond that.

—Data Manager

These included data quality concerns and issues related to determining the “trustworthiness” of data from different legacy systems. For example, one of the data quality issues that surfaced was the absence of product description information. Products that do not have an associated description cannot be used, for example, by computer users in the marketing department. Incorrect categorizations of products have also been uncovered. Further, the same customer (or purportedly the same customer) may have different addresses in the legacy systems maintained by different business units, making it difficult to determine if two or more administration systems are indeed referring to the same customer. Although tools and services that can check for data accuracy as it is being entered are available, managers at InsuraCorp realize that data quality cannot be totally automated, nor does it come for free.

Predicting the credibility of data at InsuraCorp has been difficult for two reasons: (1) the large number of source systems (e.g., 11 different systems support sales and service), and (2) the resource-intensive manual processes that are involved in integrating such data. Additionally, the programs to manage and award compensation to sales agents are hard coded in the applications, thus complicating issues related to understanding the trustworthiness of data.

There is certain data that is known to be incorrect in the fields, and there are some fields that are not populated. As we extract that data and move it into the data warehouse, we publish exception reports.

—Project Manager

InsuraCorp’s IT leaders knew that developing an EDR would also not resolve all of their data management challenges: Maintaining an enterprise-wide view of company data would require new data management approaches and decisions about data governance. For example, who in the organization should be responsible for data quality, and how would data quality be evaluated? Who in the organization should be the data owners? Who should be responsible for determining who should be given access to what data, and who should be enforcing the data access controls to ensure the right level of data security? Who should decide what data should be archived and how long should it be kept?
HH Gregg: Deciding on a New Information Technology Platform

It was 7 p.m. on the Friday heading into the Labor Day weekend 2006, and Steve Nelson, the newly appointed Chief Information Officer (CIO) for Gregg’s Appliances, Inc. (Gregg’s), was facing a deadline. Actually, he was facing two deadlines. First, Hewlett-Packard (HP), Gregg’s principal information technology vendor, had chosen to discontinue support for its line of HP 3000 mainframe processors, the operating system (MPE), and the proprietary database management system (Image) that Gregg’s relied upon for its transaction processing and inventory management applications. The last support date was December 31, 2006. Second, Gregg’s executive leadership team and the Board of Directors wanted to know what Steve’s plans were for dealing with this worrisome development. As a matter of fact, Gregg’s Chief Financial Officer (CFO) had just left Steve’s doorway, reminding him that he would need Steve’s PowerPoint slides next Tuesday for inclusion in the next “board book.”

Stephen R. Nelson

Steve Nelson was born in Indianapolis and grew up on the city’s north side. While attending Broad Ripple High School, he got his first exposure to the retail industry while working as a clerk in a local toy and hobby shop. After high school, Steve attended Purdue University where he earned a B.S. degree in Engineering and later received the M.B.A. degree from Indiana University. After college, Steve worked for several years for IBM, with increasing responsibility until reaching his last assignment as a branch manager in a major city.

During the deregulation of the telecommunications industry in the 1980s, Steve recognized that “telephone” companies would soon be operating in a competitive industry. As a result, he was one of many computer company mid-level executives who moved into the telecommunications industry, eventually rising to both corporate vice president and operating company president positions at major carriers.

With a broad background in technology management, Steve “retired” back to Indianapolis, worked as a consultant, and launched a technology start-up. In mid-2006, he interviewed for the open CIO position at Gregg’s, hoping to “make a contribution and get back in the IT game.”

Gregg’s Appliances, Inc. (Doing Business as HH Gregg)

The HH Gregg company was founded on April 15, 1955, in Indianapolis, Indiana, by Henry Harold Gregg and his wife Fansy. The initial store was an 800 square-feet appliance showroom and office. By 1960, H.H. and Fansy had relocated their store to a space nearly 3 times larger. And a few years later, they moved into a 5,200 square-feet location on North Keystone Avenue in Indianapolis.

Mr. Gregg’s son, Gerald Throgmartin, joined the company in 1966, after nearly 10 years of sales at Sears, Roebuck & Company. In 1971, a store was opened on the south side of Indianapolis, and 2 years later another store opened in Anderson, Indiana. Gerald assumed his father’s position as President in 1974. Jerry Throgmartin, Gerald’s son, joined the family business in 1978.

Between 1979 and 1984, sensing a move toward larger stores in the appliance and electronics industry, the decision was made to build a “superstore” on the north side of Indianapolis. Three additional superstore openings soon followed, including one in Lafayette, Indiana, as well as locations on the south and east side of Indianapolis for a total of 6 stores. Gregg’s purchased Famous State Sales in Nashville, Tennessee, in 1984, marking the company’s first move out of Indiana.

Two years later, 1986, was a watershed year for Gregg’s. The company purchased a small appliances and electronics company in Terre Haute, Indiana. A new 180,000 square-feet corporate headquarters and warehouse distribution center opened in Indianapolis that summer. And the company began to use computers, for operational purposes, for the first time. By the end of 1987, Gregg’s had purchased Old Hickory TV in Nashville, Tennessee, and opened 3 more stores. In 1989, Gerald Throgmartin became Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, promoting
his son Jerry Throgmartin to President and Chief Operating Officer (COO).

Nearly 10 years later, Gregg’s acquired eight Sun TV stores in the Cincinnati market. Shortly thereafter, Dennis May joined the company as Executive Vice President. A short time later, Gregg’s expanded further in Ohio, this time in Cleveland. Over the next five years, the company began building stores with a new hi-tech design and opened its first HH Gregg’s Fine Lines (for upscale brands) in Indianapolis. Dennis May was promoted to President and COO in 2000.

By the summer of 2006, Gregg’s was operating more than 60 stores and the company’s strategy of offering outstanding, personal customer service and competitive pricing through a team of well trained associates was working well for the company. The executive team employed a business model that they believed worked well, and with the support of their suppliers, was planning for significant expansion to eventually become a nationwide retailer with several hundred stores.

Information Technology at Gregg’s

In 1985, Jerry Throgmartin knew that the company would have to move to a computer-based order processing, inventory, and warehouse management system. Using 3-inch by 5-inch cards to track inventory and paper-based ledgers would not be scalable as the business continued to grow beyond the 6 stores they had at the time. After several visits to review his plan, and its costs, with his father Gerald, Jerry finally received the okay to pursue computerization.

Jerry and the company’s CFO, Mike Stout, with assistance from Gregg’s CPA firm, wrote a Request for Proposal (RFP) for a computer-based information system to help them manage and grow the company’s retail activities. They required the system to provide application functionality to include:

- Inventory management
- Purchase order management
- General ledger
- Accounts payable and accounts receivable
- Sales order processing/commission management
- Merchandise warranty tracking/customer service
- Advertising accruals/volume rebates
- Delivery

As part of the license agreement, Gregg’s negotiated to receive a copy of the system’s source code, written principally in COBOL and Basic, as assurance that they would be able to maintain and upgrade the system themselves in the event ADI ceased to do business (as ADI did just a few years later). Gregg’s IT team, led by Senior Director (and ex-trainee FAA air traffic controller) Jack McKinney, with assistance from a pair of ex-ADI programmers under contract, was able to expand, enhance, and grow the IDEAS/3000 system, including several hardware changes, to continue to meet the needs of the business for the next 20 years.

The IDEAS/3000 System in 2006

The IDEAS/3000 system was critical to operating Gregg’s business and was fully integrated into daily operations at the company. The team had enhanced the IDEAS/3000 system significantly over the years to deal with changes in business processes and enterprise growth. By 2006, the system had grown to over 60 databases and 3600 programs. In addition to COBOL and Basic, the developers also employed six other programming systems, including three—Speedware, Data Now, and Business Report Writer (BRW)—which had been developed specifically for the HP MPE operating system.

The IDEAS/3000 system received and processed all of the point-of-sale transactions in the stores, updated store inventory, and scheduled deliveries for the same day, the next day, or some future date. As a significant percentage of the orders was delivered from warehouses, and the revenue was not recognized until received by the customer, the system also kept track of all open orders, customer deposits, and payments. Modifications, such as changing the delivery date or time, were made in the system and processed in real-time. As deliveries were completed, the transactions were processed as complete in the system by regional delivery center (RDC) associates, and the appropriate inventory adjustments and revenue recognition
transactions were processed. All of the sales and inventory transactions were processed in real-time—not in a daily batch job as done by most other retailers. This capability gave store operations, the warehouses, and the store sales staff access to accurate inventory information from which to make customer commitments.

Same day tickets for delivery were printed in the local RDC in real-time and stock items were pulled and scheduled. Each RDC ran a nightly delivery-pick job for orders from the stores that identified the product, routed the next day’s deliveries, and directed the product to be queued at the appropriate dock door for its assigned delivery team.

In the evening, replenishment of the stores’ and RDC’s inventory was calculated based on what was sold today and what was scheduled for delivery for the next three days. Included in the pick list were products that were received that day from the manufacturers that now needed to be “pushed” (sent) to the stores. At the two central distribution centers (CDCs), the items to be picked were scanned and loaded, the inventory transferred, and the trucks sent for early morning delivery at the receiving location. At the receiving location, the items were re-scanned and confirmed as received as they were unloaded. Both locations received copies of a variance report confirming shipment and receipt, and discrepancies were reported for further investigation.

A diagram of the current use of the IDEAS/3000 system and the associated other software in 2006 (called the Business Application Current Footprint) is shown in Exhibit 1.

By 2006, the IT team had also:

- Moved the IDEAS/3000 system from supporting only standard dumb terminals to using PCs.
- Procured and deployed a PC-based point-of-sale system, called Client POS (CPOS) that integrated
back to IDEAS/3000, and provided the stores the ability to conduct business in the event of a telecommunications line outage.

- Moved general ledger and the accounting functions to an Oracle-based financial system.

In 2003, McKinney and the team had just completed changes to IDEAS/3000 to support growth to 100 stores. McKinney was planning for the next hardware upgrade for additional capacity when HP dropped the bomb—the HP 3000 platform would no longer be supported. According to McKinney, “Before long, we will be relying on eBay for replacement parts for our hardware.”

As the application databases in Image held all of the company’s inventory records, an accounting of all of the customer orders and deposits for future product deliveries, and detailed records of all of the vendor purchase orders that were outstanding, any system change would have to assure complete data accuracy.

The Previous CIO’s Plan

HP issued its plan to discontinue support of the 3000 systems in late 2003. At the time of the HP announcement, the previous CIO, John Baxter Burns, believed that this was just the push the company needed to get off of the old IDEAS/3000 application suite. During the time that Gregg’s had used the IDEAS/3000 platform, there had been many changes in software technology. He believed that Gregg’s was finally in a position where it could take advantage of what the vendors now had to offer.

Burns prepared a Project Definition Report, the form Gregg’s IT department used to define projects. The project was called “Enterprise Transition,” and the report outlined the scope of the project, the objectives, the key deliverables, the schedule, and the risks. A summary of the Project Definition Report is shown in Exhibit 2.

Under Burns’ leadership, the project was launched with Irene Castle as the project manager, reporting to Burns. Per the project plan, virtually all of the significant software vendors supporting the retail industry were given the opportunity to visit the company and provide a proposal for a “green-field” start. In other words, the vendor could recommend how Gregg’s should utilize the vendor’s software applications to run Gregg’s business. And visit they did. Without the normal issues of integration to previously installed systems, nor an RFP that they needed to respond to, every vendor had a proposal. From early 2004 until early 2006, the company reviewed several dozen proposals, and countless product demonstrations, dismissing one after the other as solutions that wouldn’t work, wouldn’t fit the business needs, or offered only a partial solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HH Gregg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Title:</strong> Enterprise Transition Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 12/30/2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Sponsor:</strong> John Baxter Burns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steering Committee:</strong> Executive Committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Project Scope:**
For the past several years, Gregg’s has relied on a systems architecture that is based on a HP 3000 environment. The 3000 hardware will be withdrawn from support on 12/31/2006. The goal of this project is to insure an orderly transition while establishing a new infrastructure based on open system standards and improved scalability. The project will address our point-of-sale systems and all back office processes.

**Project Approach:**

1. Create an inventory of the existing IT infrastructure, including hardware and software applications. [Done by April 2004]
2. Identify needed applications for the business. All facets of the organization will be examined.
3. Recommend vendors for hardware, software, operating system, and database management system.
4. Design a migration methodology—whether porting, replacing, or rewriting.
5. Receive and install hardware.
6. Build system controls for security.
7. Execute the migration methodology.
8. Exercise testing and quality control of the new infrastructure.
9. Complete training of Gregg’s personnel on the new systems.
10. Create post-project implementation review.

Source: Company records.
At the time of Burns’ departure in April 2006, the application evaluation team was focusing on two possible vendors: Delphi, proposing their retail application suite, and a new retail application development tool offered by Sentra. The Sentra solution included a new point-of-sale application.

In a memo to President and COO Dennis May, Burns summarized the choices as:

Delphi is proposing that Gregg’s license Delphi’s retail application suite, including point-of-sale, inventory and warehouse management, purchasing and pricing management, order management, and a complete e-commerce suite. Basically, Gregg’s would be adopting Delphi’s defined business processes for running a retail enterprise, and move its data into this application. Obviously, this system selection would require a complete revision of our processes and retraining of our associates to use the new system.

On the other hand, Sentra is proposing that we adopt its retail application development tool set. This solution would allow our personnel to define and re-implement business processes using a graphical development tool. Sentra also has several functional software modules already written, like product pricing, that are “plug-and-play” with its application development tool set. In this implementation, our IT personnel would have to learn this new application development tool and would have to implement a combination of off-the-shelf software applications from Sentra with existing business processes that would be recoded using this new tool. The screens would look different—but a lot of the functions would work the same way as they do today.

August 2006

Shortly after Nelson assumed his CIO position in July 2006, the President and COO, Dennis May, asked him to review all the analysis completed to date regarding the evaluation of the IDEAS/3000 system situation and the work that had been done to replace it. When Steve had completed his assessment, May then wanted a strategy for what Gregg’s should do.

Nelson immediately began his assessment of the situation. He found that upon the departure of the previous CIO in April 2006, McKinney and the senior project manager, Irene Castle, had already documented the functional system requirements by application for delivery, order management, sales management, inventory and warehouse management, human resources/payroll, and supply chain.

After the analysis, Castle reported that:

We have found a number of significant gaps in the proposals by the finalists. In both vendors’ proposed solutions, there are 20–30 significant differences between how we currently do business and what the software platform will support. For example, Sentra’s solution doesn’t support the min/max approach we use to replenish a store’s inventory from the central distribution centers. And Delphi’s solution doesn’t have the ability to support the check-in of inventory from a manufacturer except by purchase order (PO)—one PO at a time. Therefore, when we receive a truck of washers and dryers from Whirlpool, for example, and the shipment has product we bought in multiple purchase orders, we have to sort the appliances on the warehouse floor by PO before we can check them in—and we don’t have the space in the warehouse, nor the time, for that.

Nelson also talked with Mike Stout, now Chief Administration Officer for Gregg’s. Stout was the executive in charge of product distribution. He offered his comments on the two possible solutions to Steve, “Neither software platform under consideration does inventory costing the way we do it—we use average inventory cost and we don’t want to lose that capability.”

In several discussions with members of the executive leadership team at Gregg’s, Nelson found that the group really liked the current IDEAS/3000 platform. Some representative comments included “It is basically built around our organization as we grew” and “We already have 3,000 associates who know how to use it.”

Dennis May, Gregg’s President and COO, summed up the situation to Nelson in this way, “We are not changing systems because we want to change—we have to change. I don’t like this situation any better than anyone else. But HP is pulling support of the HP 3000. If we can’t keep our old hardware and its dependent software, we have to change. This decision reminds me of when I had to pick between Nixon and McGovern for President several years ago. I didn’t like either of the options, but I had to make a decision.”

May went on to comment to Steve, “I am very concerned about the employee training that we will have to do with a totally new system and the resulting loss in productivity we will have while our employees gain experience with it.”

After hearing all these comments, Steve asked the IT team to start looking for other ideas on how to deal with the discontinuance of the HP 3000 platform. Unfortunately, HP didn’t have any easy options to offer. But their sales representative did mention that some small companies with HP 3000 installations were looking at
emulator software. This type of software would allow the company to use the old applications on new hardware and a new operating system. Nelson asked his IT team to follow up on that idea. In response, the emulator software provider reviewed the opportunity at Gregg’s and concluded, “There was no way the software emulation could support a company with the number of transactions as Gregg’s has in 2006.”

In a conversation with Steve, the sales representative of the emulator software firm expanded on her conclusion by stating, “The idea sounded to them like that Detroit auto deal awhile back.” She went on to explain that one of the largest auto manufacturers in the United States was facing the same problem with one of its software systems, also dependent on HP 3000 technology, which was used in all of its plant sites. The auto manufacturer had contracted with a Texas-based professional services firm through IBM and had successfully migrated its applications from the HP 3000 to an HP UNIX platform. They had just completed the conversion nationwide at 36 plant locations.

The Vendors Turn up the Heat

In mid-August 2006, the Sentra vice president for the retail industry called Steve. He said, “We feel it is time for Gregg’s to make a decision. For $1.4 million, Gregg’s can license the technology and get started learning how to use it. Then you could pay additional license fees as you add locations to the system. That approach will allow you to minimize cash flow over time and it makes a great return on your investment.”

Based on the requirements and the application inventory Irene Castle had created, Nelson estimated that the professional services cost to move all the applications to the new Sentra platform would be between $10 and 12 million and take 18 to 24 months to complete. McKinney told Steve, “I really like the idea of a new development environment as represented in the Sentra demos. It would be really cool for us to have that type of powerful tool set for developing applications and implementing business rule changes as we continue to grow.”

The Delphi group also brought in higher level executives to convince Nelson to select its retail enterprise system. A regional vice president called and told Steve, “We have the best solution. Lots of other retailers are using our enterprise suite. And our corporate commitment should make Gregg’s feel secure in selecting Delphi. I know we still have some gaps,” said the vice president, “but we don’t normally get into the level of detail necessary to address them until we get a signed contract. Once we have that contract, I know that our people will come up with solutions for these gaps and will meet all of your business needs. We think we can finish the project in 18 to 24 months.”

The Delphi implementation cost, though not on a fixed-bid basis, looked to Steve to be slightly higher than the solution proposed by Sentra. Nelson estimated the investment would be between $15-20 million, including the license, support, and professional services costs. In a conversation with Nelson, Gregg’s CFO mentioned that his department and IT had recently used part of Delphi’s enterprise suite. He stated, “Overall, the project was successful even though we did over run the budget. I also felt like Delphi’s analysts were doing some things for the first time. It got a little bumpy but ended up okay.”

Nelson estimated that both the Sentra and Delphi solutions would require annual software license and support costs of an estimated $1 to 2 million. “But Delphi could go higher, based on our experience to date with its other system,” said the CFO.

Nelson recognized that migrating the current applications to a newer UNIX-compatible hardware platform would be another alternative. Under this approach, Gregg’s IT staff and the Texas firm that handled the migration of the large automobile manufacturer’s system would port all the software by changing the applications’ interfaces to the databases and operating system. This could be done with translation programs, one application at a time—not done manually. He estimated that this approach would cost between $4 and 5 million and consume much of his development staff’s time. But he was worried that the resulting system would still be “home-grown.” “But it would still be our code—we know it and we own it,” said Nelson. He knew that there was some value in moving to the industry standard alternatives offered by Delphi and Sentra. In order to get a solid quote on the migration project, they would need to spend $100,000 completing a detailed system inventory and analysis with the Texas firm. When hearing about the possibility of a migration, Irene Castle, the senior project manager, commented, “But we don’t get anything new—it would be the same old system.”

Jack McKinney, the director of applications development, when hearing about the possibility of migration said, “None of the three estimates include the required testing, and I haven’t figured out a way to phase a new system in. We would have to do a ‘flash cut’ to the new platform—so we would really have to have detailed testing. We would still run the risk of the new system not working and our business would come to a sudden halt.”

Time to Make a Decision

Steve knew that it was time for him to make a decision, and he started to think about his options.
He could essentially “do nothing” and tell the executive leadership team and the Board of Directors that they would have to stop their growth plan at about 100 stores. He figured that by using chewing gum and bailing wire, his IT team could make the current system last for a year or two. But he wasn’t looking forward to the reaction to that suggestion.

He could select either the Delphi solution or the Sentra solution. Both those alternatives would move the company forward to industry standard software platforms but cause many changes in business processes. And he had heard about all the horror stories with changing business processes that some SAP implementations had generated.

Finally, he could use the Texas firm and his own staff to rewrite the current software from the HP 3000 to a UNIX platform. In order to use this strategy, Nelson would have to spend $100,000 to get a more detailed cost estimate from the Texas firm.

He wondered if it would be useful to look at what other major retailers who faced the same problem were doing. There had to be lots of other retailers that used HP 3000 hardware. As he was listing what he had to complete this weekend, Steve knew that the Board would want a clear statement of the overall goals of the decision, a detailed cost estimate of each alternative, and the benefits and risks of each of the alternatives.

As Nelson was shutting off his desk light and hoping for dinner out with his wife, he noticed his voice mail light was on. He tapped the play button on his telephone. It was the voice of the lead ex-ADI contractor whose team was still doing some work at Gregg’s. He heard:

Hey, Steve—we hear that you guys are close to making a decision on a new software platform. We were thinking—we could hire a few more programmers and just rewrite the whole thing into UNIX for you—nobody knows the platform better than we do. I am thinking we could do it and have it done in a year or two for $4 to 5 million. But, it seems like you’re not in, so I will just give Dennis May a call. Have a good holiday weekend!
As Sage Niele, the newly appointed Vice President of Operations and Chief Financial Officer for the Midsouth Chamber of Commerce (MSCC), walked over to the microwave in her office, she recalled her excitement when she first started in this position. Only a few weeks prior, Sage was the owner/operator of a successful information systems and financial consulting business that kept her in the office or on the road an average of 80 hours per week. With a family and dreams of a simpler life, Sage decided to start working for someone else, where she thought her schedule would be much less hectic. Today, it did not seem like her life had changed much. She was still working 80 hours a week, and her life was just as hectic as before. Sage thought that she could see hope on the horizon, however.

A few days after Sage began her position, Leon Lassiter, MSCC President, gave her the daunting task of managing the MSCC’s information systems. In most organizations, this role would be challenging, but it was especially so at the MSCC due to its history. Over the last several months, the MSCC had been receiving what it considered erroneous charges from its software vendor and consultant, Data Management Associates (DMA). DMA had been charging the MSCC for work related to errors in and/or the implementation of the relational database system and customized report-writing software that the MSCC had purchased nearly a year ago. Now it was clear that this was another incident in a long history of poor operational decisions for the MSCC’s information systems. And it was Sage’s job to correct the situation and build a direction for the future.

As Sage looked down at the calendar, she realized that she had just two more days until her 100-day action plan was due to Lassiter, on December 24, 2010. Among her list of things “to do” was to determine the deficiencies of the current information systems, to ascertain the MSCC’s future information systems needs, and to investigate the alternatives that existed should the MSCC need to scrap the DMA system. Beyond that, however, some items needed to be fixed immediately—including the deteriorating relationship with DMA and the implementation of the new software. While she knew that she did not have all the answers now, her 100-day plan had to lay out a process for getting the answers.

Given Sage’s consulting experience, she decided the best way to start was to investigate the troubled history of the MSCC’s information systems to help find the clues necessary to avoid disaster in the future. “How ironic,” she thought. “The situation at the MSCC has the same potential to explode as the popcorn does when I hit the start button.”

The Midsouth Chamber of Commerce

A more extensive description of the MSCC and its history and computing systems can be found in Case Study 1, Midsouth Chamber of Commerce (A).

The Midsouth Chamber of Commerce (MSCC) was created in the early part of the twentieth century, but its information systems history began in 1989 when personal workstations and a suite of software were first introduced into the organization by Ed Wilson, the Vice President of Public Affairs. Many staff members were skeptical of the automation effort and reluctant to accept this approach. However, with the help of Jon Philips, a small business consultant, Wilson acquired the equipment and hired a programmer to write custom software for each functional area—the marketing division, the operations division, and the human resources division.

During the 1990s, the use of these systems grew steadily. In 1998, Wilson selected another outside consultant, Nolan Vassici, to review the organization’s information systems needs and to select the hardware and software solutions that the MSCC required. After a careful study, Vassici recommended more personal workstations. And a year later, Vassici revised and updated the custom software used by each division.
In June 2003, Wilson hired a systems analyst, Simon Kovecki—a recent computer science graduate—to increase the MSCC’s computing capabilities. Wilson continued to manage the computer systems and, with the help of Kovecki, upgraded the hardware and software almost every year. Under Kovecki’s watchful eye, the systems were very reliable.

The Necessity for Change

By 2005, Lassiter was bothered by the lack of a comprehensive information systems plan that would provide the MSCC with the kind of ongoing support the organization needed. Even though the systems were stable, the data used by the MSCC were segregated onto several workstations. Lassiter felt the information systems area needed more attention and integration. He took it upon himself to send out requests for information to a number of firms servicing the software needs of organizations like the MSCC. In August 2005, Lassiter attended a national association meeting where a session on management software led to Lassiter’s discovery of a small firm called UNITRAK. UNITRAK had recently developed a software system that Lassiter felt the MSCC should consider—based on his (and Kovecki’s) 2004 assessment of the MSCC’s current and anticipated divisional needs.

Planning the New Information Technology System

Lassiter had identified features provided by the UNITRAK software that he felt would allow the MSCC to be more efficient—including quicker access to account information, the ability to use a centralized database of information, and increased quantitative analysis of activities. In a memo to the management group, Lassiter commented, “The UNITRAK system not only meets our needs today, but this user-friendly package is also powerful enough to provide the MSCC with the room to grow over the next five years.”

In October 2005, Lassiter invited Greg Ginder, President of the UNITRAK Software Corporation, to give a short demonstration of the system’s capabilities. Wilson observed about 30 minutes of the three-hour demonstration and told Lassiter, “I’ll support it if you want it. It will work for my project in public affairs.” Kovecki’s comments were different. He remarked, “The software has its strengths and weaknesses and it probably would save some of my time. But I don’t like the idea of the staff having uncontrolled access to so much data. It’s not clear what they’ll do with it.” Lassiter was able to convince the MSCC’s Executive Committee to approve the purchase of the UNITRAK system, including a small IBM server and the UNITRAK software.

Implementation of the System

Despite Lassiter’s interest and urging, implementing the new system took much longer than was planned. Delays in issuing the purchase order and testing the software only added to the time to make the system operational. Training finally took place in August 2006. The training went well, but data migration became a serious problem. On the final day of training, Lassiter told Kovecki to migrate the data in the current workstation systems to the new system. Kovecki had considerable problems doing so as less than 15 percent of the data rolled over into the proper assignments. Because there was no documentation on the old software to refer to, it took him until late 2006 to get the data migrated to the new system. In the meantime, most of the MSCC workstations were essentially inoperable. Requests for lists and labels for mailings could not be fulfilled. And word processing, payment and invoice posting, data changes, and list management were very difficult during this time.

Lassiter was also finding it very difficult to gain information from Kovecki as to the progress and status of the system conversion. It seemed that Kovecki, frustrated with the problems he was having and irritated with the staff coming to him to ask for assistance, was going out of his way to avoid staff members.

UNITRAK came through, however, and by the end of the year the system was up and running—and at no additional cost (beyond the initial hardware and software cost) to the MSCC. Problems still remained, however, as it soon became clear that the system had severe limitations—most importantly the lack of a relational database management system. Nevertheless, the MSCC managed to get by with the UNITRAK software through 2007. Then in February 2008, a more severe problem cropped up—UNITRAK was experiencing serious financial problems and filed for bankruptcy protection. Soon thereafter, UNITRAK’s existing support staff was dismissed, and the MSCC was left with no technical support. To alleviate this problem, Lassiter hired an outside consultant, Zen Consulting, to write programs, generate new reports, and assist in the maintenance/support of the software.

Moving Past the UNITRAK Implementation

In September 2008, Kovecki became concerned about his future with the MSCC. As a result, he resigned to take a position with a local law firm operating a similar hardware platform. In late October 2008, Dick Gramen, a
former staff computer trainer for a locally-based insurance broker, was hired to replace Kovecki. Gramen came from a Hewlett-Packard (HP) computing environment where he established and maintained a large HP server and a local area network. Gramen, however, had no experience working with IBM servers. Additionally, Gramen had no previous exposure to the UNITRAK software or trade associations generally. Soon after he arrived, Gramen realized that this new environment would be very difficult to learn as he struggled with even the most basic system management tasks. These struggles made him wonder why the MSCC’s needs could not be satisfied on HP server hardware and a workstation network.

Determined to confirm his views, Gramen consulted one of his college roommates, John Harter, about the proper system for the MSCC to have in place. Harter was now a consultant for the local HP value-added reseller (VAR). Harter said,

Obviously, Dick, I’m going to tell you to buy the HP system. HP makes the perfect system for your type of organization, and I am sure UNITRAK will operate on it. And it should be simpler for you to maintain. I have to be honest with you, though. It’s going to be a tough sell to your board. There are cheaper systems out there that would also meet your needs. If you do get the HP system, however, our company could provide some support if you had difficulties.

Gramen was certain that with the help of Harter and by avoiding the learning curve on the old hardware system, he would be able to handle the maintenance and support and succeed at the MSCC. Now, all he had to do was to convince the MSCC’s managers to move to the HP system. So, one month into his tenure, Gramen began telling Lassiter, then the Vice President of Marketing,

The MSCC can no longer afford to stay with its current computer hardware platform. The IBM machine just cannot meet your needs today, let alone tomorrow. The current online legislative information services system is maxed out, and without new hardware I just can’t support the emerging political action program. If we don’t get this situation addressed soon . . .

Eventually, this combination of reasons led Lassiter to support Gramen’s general hardware proposal. Lassiter was very pleased that finally the IS person was taking some initiative. He was convinced that MSCC’s information systems were the key to maintaining Midsouth’s preeminence among business trade associations and thus the key to its financial success. Lassiter was also fearful that the MSCC would not be able to be of real value to its members in the legislative tracking arena without a change. As a result, Lassiter told Gramen to quietly pursue acquisition cost estimates.

Gramen realized, however, that if he were to be successful in moving the MSCC to the new hardware, he would have to have support from the President of the association, Jack Wallingford. When Gramen approached Wallingford, however, he was not prepared for the response:

Dick, I agree that we may need entirely new hardware, but we cannot repeat the problems that occurred with our previous information system purchase. We made some pretty serious errors when we purchased the UNITRAK system and those simply cannot occur again. And we don’t have anyone from on our Board of Directors who can get us a good price from HP. Plus, I don’t see how you can make this decision yet. You have not had enough time to learn about our current hardware (the IBM server), software (UNITRAK), our data structure, or even what the MSCC is engaged in and how the organization operates.

To alleviate some of Wallingford’s concerns, Gramen agreed to arrange several meetings throughout the first quarter of 2009 with members of senior management for the purpose of outlining the organization’s IS needs and the general operations of the MSCC.

**Moving to HP Hardware**

After listening to Gramen outline the gravity of the situation, Ed Wilson decided to help Gramen by going to Lassiter and Wallingford individually to persuade each to support the HP system. Lassiter’s support was of the greatest importance, though, because of his influence within the Executive Committee and the fact that his division was the largest user of information systems. Nevertheless, when Wilson went to Lassiter, Lassiter was incensed:

I told Gramen to quietly pursue acquisition cost estimates so that we would be prepared when we knew exactly what we needed. Apparently he did not honor my request. I am not willing to rush into this blindly and I will not support taking this to the Executive Committee until we know what we need. We can’t just rush into a purchase.

Even though Lassiter’s logic was sound, Wilson remained convinced that something needed to be done
immediately—with or without Lassiter’s support. Subsequently, even though they knew doing so would alienate Lassiter, Wilson and Gramen took their proposal to the Executive Committee. Wilson began,

Ladies and gentleman, this decision is one that must be made expeditiously. The high cost of paying a consultant to support and maintain the UNITRAK software on hardware that is undersized is becoming a drain on our increasingly scarce resources. And with needs in the legislative services arena on the horizon, we must act quickly before we can no longer serve our members well. Our proposal is the perfect solution to this crisis situation. From a technology standpoint, the HP technology is state-of-the-art with impeccable stability and reliability. As important, however, is that we have received assurances from HP that it will recommend a software vendor to meet our needs once a purchase is made. This proposal gives us the best of all worlds.

Uncharacteristically, Lassiter sat in the back of the room, listening in complete silence. He felt confident that even without his input the Executive Committee—comprised of CEOs from twenty of the top companies in the state—would never accept this proposal. Because of the economic downturn in 2008 and, in Lassiter’s opinion, the limitations of the UNITRAK software system, the MSCC’s revenue growth had slowed considerably while its expenditures continued to increase. This had quickly sliced the MSCC’s financial reserves in half to just over $1 million which would make an off-budget purchase difficult to justify.

Lassiter, however, had miscalculated the power of the crisis argument, as the Executive Committee instructed Wilson and Gramen to inquire into the acquisition cost of the HP equipment with only one limitation—that they use “due diligence” in developing the entire information systems solution.

Realizing that the MSCC was starting down a dangerous path, Lassiter drafted a memo to Wallingford and Wilson in which he wrote,

The MSCC must hire an outside consultant to conduct a thorough needs analysis and establish a long-range vision and IS goals before any decisions are made. Furthermore, we must recognize and learn from the mistakes we made with our first system. Hardware and software decisions cannot be made in isolation.

Neither Wallingford nor Wilson responded to his memo.

Enter Data Management Associates (DMA)

Immediately after the meeting of the Executive Committee, Gramen contacted the HP representative for a recommendation on an appropriate vendor. Without hesitation the HP representative suggested a local value-added reseller (VAR) that not only sold and installed HP hardware, but that also, for a fee, would search for software solutions that matched the MSCC’s needs to the proposed hardware platform. With Gramen’s shaky understanding of these matters, this seemed like the ideal solution. Because his friend, John Harter, worked for the local VAR, Gramen thought that this approach was the right way to go.

This arrangement, however, turned out to be far from ideal. Without ever visiting the MSCC—and based only on Gramen’s view of the MSCC’s operations and information systems needs—the VAR (for a $5,000 fee) contacted Data Management Associates (DMA) on behalf of the MSCC. DMA was a 54-employee operation located 61 miles from the MSCC’s offices and was headed by Dittier Rankin, a Stanford University alumnus and computer science Ph.D. DMA had recently undergone a shift in its focus and had begun developing custom software for small trade associations and local chambers of commerce throughout the country. Nonetheless, even with DMA’s lack of significant experience, the VAR was confident in DMA’s abilities. After several phone conversations between Gramen and DMA, arrangements were made for DMA to demonstrate its capabilities at the DMA office in May of 2009.

While the meeting lasted only 45 minutes, Wilson and Gramen left it very impressed. With screen shots, report samples, and specification sheets in hand, Gramen was prepared to present this proposal to the Executive Committee. In the interim, however, a new situation had developed. John Hilborn, one of Lassiter’s most trusted friends—and a member of the MSCC Executive Committee—approached Lassiter inquiring about his silence at the prior meeting. Hilborn was not pleased with what he heard. As a result, at the next Executive Committee meeting, Hilborn asked Lassiter—during Gramen’s presentation—for his input on the proposal. With that cue, Lassiter only made one comment: “Guys, if the proposed solution turns out to be ideal for the MSCC it would be pure luck, as the software selection process has not been comprehensive.” And then Lassiter sat down.

Those few words unnerved Gramen and made several members of the Executive Committee very uncomfortable. Immediately, a motion passed to table the proposal for a month while more information was gathered from and about DMA.

With his proposal—and potentially his job—on the line, Gramen arranged for DMA’s President and two other
members of DMA’s management to visit the MSCC’s offices and conduct an IS needs analysis. Those individuals visited for two days. They spent the morning of the first day providing a complete overview of DMA and demonstrating, on a laptop, the capabilities of the software systems they offered. The remaining day and a half was spent interviewing the MSCC’s staff on their job duties, on how they used the current system, and on any unmet needs they could identify.

Additionally, Lassiter provided DMA with a very complete look at his division’s IS needs and his personal vision of the information system that the MSCC needed. Additionally, in an effort to explain the MSCC’s capabilities and to impress upon DMA the diversity and complexity of its operations, Lassiter gave DMA lots of materials. These included examples of every report and every type of document that the existing system could produce as well as explanations of the purpose and meaning (to the MSCC) of the information in each of these reports. Furthermore, he gave DMA an operations manual, detailing each task of each employee in the marketing division, and a lengthy report on the information that was currently in the database that could not be retrieved and printed in a useable report format. In all, this was a two-foot-deep stack of reports and data. Lassiter was also unwilling to allow DMA to leave until he was given a detailed thesis on DMA’s capabilities and its software systems.

After two weeks, and in time for the June 2009 Executive Committee meeting, Rankin reported that DMA had reviewed the information gathered on its fact-finding visit and had successfully analyzed the IS needs of the MSCC. In doing so, DMA determined that its Association Plus software was the ideal match for the MSCC’s needs and the HP platform. Lassiter remained undeterred, however, as he urged the approval of travel funds to allow someone to visit at least one DMA customer to see the software in action. The Executive Committee, in deference to Lassiter—and to the fact that his division was by far the most extensive user of the current information system—agreed to delay the final decision and to approve funds to send him and Gramen to visit the Lake Erie Chamber of Commerce—one of DMA’s most recent clients.

More Visits/Interviews

While DMA had willingly given out the Lake Erie Chamber of Commerce’s (LECC) name, this proved to be a bad choice for DMA. One hour into their visit, Gramen and Lassiter met with the LECC’s President, George Franks. Sr. Franks explained, "We were thoroughly impressed with DMA when we went through our due diligence process. They showed us reports and screen shots that gave all of us hope that this was our panacea. But guys, we have had serious and persistent data conversion problems from the moment of implementation. And, I still don’t know whether we will ever see any value from this system."

With this information in hand, Lassiter (and a reluctant Gramen) reported these findings back to the Executive Committee. Even though Gramen continued to argue that time was of the essence, the Executive Committee needed additional assurances. As such, they sent Lassiter and Gramen to DMA headquarters with two goals: (1) to determine what DMA’s capabilities were and (2) to see an operational version of DMA’s software.

Immediately upon arriving at DMA headquarters, Lassiter and Gramen were given a tour and were introduced to some of DMA’s senior staff. Soon thereafter they were led into a conference room where they were treated to a lengthy demonstration of what appeared to be a fully operational version of DMA’s software. However, DMA had actually used the MSCC’s data and reports to prepare sample reports and screenshots to create the appearance of a fully operational software system. As an former DMA employee would later tell Sage Niele, "They used the sample reports and other information they received from Lassiter to create representative screens and reports. DMA so badly wanted to get into the trade association market with a big customer like the MSCC that they believed if they could just land this contract they could develop the software and stay one step ahead of the MSCC. The long and short of it is that they sold “vaporware.”"

During the demonstrations, Lassiter and Gramen repeatedly asked for and received assurances that DMA could, with “relatively minor and easily achievable modifications,” develop the software and convert the UNITRAK database to produce the demonstrated reports and lists for the MSCC. To every question and contingency raised, DMA responded that the development would be no problem, and that, additionally, the MSCC would receive the source code if it purchased the software.

Satisfied with what they had seen, Lassiter and Gramen flew home. At the August 2009 Executive Committee meeting, they reported that this system (the HP hardware and the DMA software) was acceptable for purchase. Hearing this, the Executive Committee instructed Gramen to request design specifications and specific cost estimates on this software system. Under the new configuration, a relational database management system called...
Progress, created by DMA, would be loaded on the HP server. Existing data were to be converted by DMA into the new system. In addition, DMA was to use its Association Plus software to enable the MSCC’s staff to produce the desired reports, lists, and other documents through a user-friendly report-writer software package known as Results. (See Exhibit 1.) The design specifications and cost estimates were presented at the September 2009 Executive Committee meeting where they were approved. The total price was $277,000. Gramen immediately contacted DMA and asked the company to prepare a proposed contract.

**The DMA Contract**

In late September, DMA sent its standard contract to Gramen for the acquisition of the Progress relational database management system, the Association Plus custom software module, and several packaged software components. When the proposed contract arrived, Gramen, recognizing that he had neither the expertise nor the inclination to review the contract, sent the contract to Wallingford with a note saying, “It looks fine.” Wallingford signed the contract, and the next day the signed contract was headed back to DMA without any other staff member or the corporate counsel or any outside specialist having reviewed the document.

Had someone with greater legal acumen reviewed the contract, however, they would have immediately recognized that it was extremely one-sided and contained none of the assurances that Lassiter and Gramen were given during their visit. In laymen’s terms, it gave no specific or quantifiable performance standards for the services to be provided. The contract also gave DMA the ability to increase the price of services and products provided at its discretion, while limiting DMA’s financial and performance liabilities.

**Troubles in Implementing the DMA Software**

Nevertheless, for the first time in several years, excitement filled the air at the MSCC as it appeared as if a new computing era had begun. On November 11, 2009, the MSCC held a kickoff celebration and invited DMA management to help commemorate the event. Just as important, however, were the meetings associated with this celebration. In these meetings, DMA attempted to set the project’s implementation schedule by determining (1) the complexity of the various customization components, (2) the length of time necessary to implement the customized software, and (3) the tasks that the MSCC needed to complete in order to facilitate the conversion. By the end of that day, the broad outline of an implementation schedule had been laid out with the first week of July 2010 set as the target completion date.
Two weeks after the initial meetings, Stacey Porter, a DMA consultant, arrived at the MSCC offices to install the first version of the telemarketing module and to provide training on the constituents, territory management, and committees modules. This training served as the staff’s first look at the software. The territory managers, however, were not impressed with the layout or content of the software, as it often forced them to work through more than twenty screens to perform relatively simple tasks. As a result, Lassiter demanded a significant rewrite of the territory management module, and by March 2010, similar delays were a part of the PAC, accounting, meetings, and legislative modules as well.

With the scheduled conversion to the DMA software quickly approaching and delays becoming the norm, Gramen and Wallingford decided to continue running the old system until the staff was completely comfortable with the new system. Within three months, however, even though the DMA software was still not fully operational, the MSCC abandoned this directive as it had simply become too expensive to pay the consulting fees to keep UNITRAK operational.

As implementation pushed into late July, DMA began encountering substantial problems converting the membership database from UNITRAK into the DMA custom software package. As progress ground to a halt on the software installation, Lassiter summoned Gramen and Porter into his office. During this meeting, the working relationship between the MSCC and DMA began to deteriorate further as Gramen warned Porter, “I think we’ve been pretty patient with you so far, but that is about to change. I’ve heard of far less serious situations ending up in court before. And I know you understand that this all falls on you.”

**The Start of Additional Problems**

Further complicating this relationship had been a series of billing issues. In the process of installing the system, DMA ran into a myriad of problems with solutions in one area often leading to problems in other areas. By the middle of July 2010, no less than five MSCC staff members were in regular contact with DMA identifying problems and requesting assistance. As a result, DMA had quickly used up the development hours specified in the contract, and it had subsequently started billing the MSCC for the work beyond the free hours guaranteed.

As the problems worsened, Lassiter became increasingly involved in the daily implementation problems. Feeling as if he was the only one who could right the ship, Lassiter went to Wallingford and argued that he should be given the responsibility of overseeing the entire project. Wallingford gladly consented to Lassiter’s request.

Immediately, Lassiter arranged a conference call between himself, Gramen, and Porter to address the many outstanding items past completion date. In the call Lassiter emphasized,

> We are in our eleventh month, and we still cannot use your software to close our books each month. This is completely unacceptable. You could at least provide the system documentation you promised so that we can reduce our own learning curve. It’s no wonder that you cannot get the more complicated modules complete, though. I’ve been making simple requests and for some reason you can’t meet them. And one more thing, we were promised the source code when our negotiations began, and now I’ve been told by one of your team members that this will cost us $20,000. What type of dishonest organization are you running? This is completely unacceptable and my patience is thinning. If this situation doesn’t improve . . .

The exchanges between DMA and MSCC continued to become increasingly strained, and disagreements on what items were and were not promised as part of the system installation became a key point of contention. Given the nature of this relationship, Lassiter ordered that all DMA billings were to be carefully reviewed by Gramen for inappropriate charges. Furthermore, Lassiter asked for the opportunity to review the DMA contract.

There first appeared to be a glimmer of hope, as the contract specified that roughly half the cost of the software system had been due as a down payment with the balance due upon Gramen signing acceptance certificates after the satisfactory installation of each individual module. After meeting with Gramen, however, Lassiter learned that although none of the acceptance certificates had been signed, the full system had nonetheless been paid for in full. Lassiter could not believe that they had given up one of the most important pieces of leverage that the MSCC had. Lassiter quickly decided it was time to go back to Wallingford for his input.

> “Jack, we have two problems,” Lassiter said. “First, it goes without saying that there are serious problems with the software and with DMA’s capacity to support and deliver it. Just as important, however, is that Gramen does not seem to have the requisite ability to maintain and support the hardware platform and is really of little value in terms of overseeing or solving problems with the software implementation. As a result, we are completely dependent on DMA for this project’s success or failure. I think it’s time we go in a different direction.”

Wallingford replied, “I agree with you. I trust your judgment in these matters. But before we go any farther,
there is something I want to tell you. I am planning on retiring at the end of the year. This week the Executive Committee will appoint a search committee and begin accepting resumes from interested parties. I really would like you to consider applying for this position.”

Lassiter was speechless, but by this point he no longer had any desire to stay with the MSCC. In his mind, he had taken the marketing effort at the MSCC about as far as he could—especially given the information system’s limitations. Lassiter had already received a lucrative offer to be the chief operating officer of a local investment management company and was ready to accept it. Lassiter was not alone, however, as Ed Wilson had just had a final interview with a new government policy think tank. But, while Lassiter did not throw his name into consideration, Wilson did because his final outside interview had not gone well. Nevertheless, the search committee was acutely aware that Wilson would just be a temporary fix as he was nearing retirement; Lassiter was their preference.

As a result, after reviewing the other available candidates again, two search committee members contacted Lassiter and urged him to apply. After two lengthy meetings—in which the two members intimated that they would not take no for an answer—Lassiter relented and agreed to have his name offered for the presidency. At the August 2010 meeting two weeks later, the Board of Directors ratified that selection.

A Lack of Progress

The search for a President had not slowed down the MSCC’s problems, however. In late August 2010, Lassiter gave Porter an updated list of problems with the software—as compiled by the MSCC staff—and asked her to estimate the time to address these tasks in hours. Three weeks later DMA sent back the time estimates and a series of work orders with cost estimates. DMA indicated in that correspondence that it would initiate the work when the orders were signed and returned by the MSCC. Lassiter refused to sign the work orders and informed DMA that he considered the work to be part of the initial installation and that DMA was in breach of contract.

On October 1, 2010, Lassiter officially took over as President, and shortly thereafter, Ed Wilson announced he would retire on December 1. Instead of replacing him, Lassiter decided to disperse his duties among existing staff members. Knowing that he had to shed some of his IS development responsibilities and realizing that he could no longer afford to leave Gramen as the sole person responsible for the MSCC’s information systems, Lassiter began looking for a candidate with a strong information systems and financial management background to oversee the MSCC’s information systems and to serve as chief financial officer. In the interim he had Gramen report directly to him while temporarily retaining the role of overseer of the ever-tenuous relationship with DMA.

Meanwhile, DMA seemed to be creating as many problems as it fixed. Confidence in the new software was dwindling, and paper systems began to proliferate as some modules were not installed and others were completely nonoperational. Because of the slow response time, the staff often had to work evenings and weekends to complete simple tasks, which further diminished morale. In addition, the integrity and dependability of the membership database had become increasingly suspect as a result of the data conversion problems and the general unreliability of the system.

At the end of October, Rankin and Porter from DMA spent a full day in meetings with the MSCC’s staff and senior management. Each division outlined its problems and frustrations with the software system. By the final meeting that day, Lassiter was livid: “We have to bring the initial installation to an end! It is time for your company to deliver the system that we contracted for. I am tired of missed deadlines, unreturned phone calls, and partial solutions.”

“I understand your frustration, Mr. Lassiter,” Rankin said. “But I want to reiterate our desire to keep you as a customer. We will redouble our efforts to finish the installation, and I will personally send a letter to you outlining the dates for completion of the outstanding problems.”

Two days later, Gramen and Porter held a conference call to once again discuss the discrepancies between the promised and actual delivery dates. Per Lassiter’s instructions, they also requested and received a listing of DMA’s clients. Lassiter instructed Gramen to conduct a phone survey of these businesses to determine their level of satisfaction with DMA. To Lassiter’s dismay, this phone survey revealed that there was overwhelming dissatisfaction with DMA’s products and services. The Lake Erie and Great Lakes Chambers of Commerce were already in litigation with DMA due to contract nonperformance, and many of DMA’s other clients were calling for a multiparty lawsuit.

On November 4, Lassiter sent Rankin another letter outlining the items still unfinished and demanding a speedy resolution to these problems. In response, Rankin instructed Porter to phone Lassiter with a pointed message. “Mr. Lassiter,” Porter said, “I just wanted to let you know that DMA has already incurred $250,000 of expenses it has not charged you in an attempt to meet your concerns. Nevertheless, DMA has decided to discontinue programming support for the MSCC until the Chamber pays its outstanding invoices.”
“In that case,” Lassiter responded, “I guess we’ll see you in court,” at which point the phone conversation ended abruptly.

**Enter Sage Niele**

On December 1, 2010, Ed Wilson stepped down—although he was retained as a part-time consultant and given the title of the political action committee’s Executive Director—and Sage Niele arrived as Vice President of Operations and Chief Financial Officer. Niele held an MBA from the Wharton School of Business and had previously performed systems manager responsibilities for a large pharmaceutical company in the Midsouth area. More recently, she had operated her own information systems and financial consulting business. With two small children at home, she had decided to pursue something less rigorous and time-consuming than running her own business, but it soon became clear to her that this position might not fit that billing.

A few days into her position, Lassiter met with Niele in his office:

Sage, it’s good to have you on board. I need you to begin a planning and assessment process to determine the deficiencies of the current information system, along with the MSCC’s needs, and the alternatives that exist in the event the MSCC needs to scrap the DMA system and start over. From this day forward, you are to be the exclusive contact person between the MSCC and DMA. I have begun the process of finding a suitable, top-notch replacement for Gramen, which will help you in your cause. I’ll give him two months to find a new job, but we have to let him go.

That next week, Lassiter, Niele, and Gramen met with an attorney specializing in computer software contracts who had also been a past Chairman and current Executive Committee member of the MSCC. Lassiter outlined the situation for her, but her assessment was far worse than Lassiter had imagined.

“The way I see this contract,” she began, “The MSCC has few, if any remedies. I wish you had contacted me earlier—before the contract was signed. The absence of performance standards leaves you with only one real remedy, avoidance of payment. Because you have already made full payment, you have given tacit acceptance of the software system. From speaking with Leon earlier, I understand that your goal is to either receive reimbursement and the source code from DMA—or to get your money back and buy another system. These outcomes are unlikely. In my opinion, you need to tone down your demeanor with DMA and try to get as much additional progress out of them as possible until you decide what to do. If DMA does get serious about cutting off their support, pay what you think you owe and we’ll go after them for specific performance.”

Taking that advice to heart, several additional pieces of correspondence were internally generated and sent to DMA with a more temperate tenor. Meanwhile, Niele continued to send DMA payments for only those items the MSCC deemed to be billable. Each time she crossed her fingers that DMA would not pull the plug.

With the help of the MSCC librarian, Niele identified a list of eight software packages that would run on an HP hardware platform, that were designed for use in a trade association environment, and that appeared to be worthy of further investigation. At the same time, she began interviewing MSCC staff members to prepare an inventory of the current system deficiencies as well as the needs for the future. An outgrowth of this effort was the creation of an ad hoc information systems committee that she used to help flatten her learning curve about the MSCC and its current information systems.

Furthermore, Niele also spoke with Lassiter and key board members to determine their vision for the operational future of the MSCC. And Niele arranged for six CEOs from the Executive Committee to have their IS managers or other key IS staff members serve on a steering committee to assist her in evaluating systems alternatives. Not only did that give her additional points of view, but she hoped this would make it easier to sell her final recommendation to the Executive Committee.

Unfortunately, Niele also knew that her assessment of the current situation and the alternatives she had identified to date would not be attractive to the Executive Committee. On a legal pad in her office, she wrote down the problems as she saw them: (1) The modules will likely never become operational, (2) DMA is unwilling to commit the resources necessary to finish the job, (3) the DMA relationship is still deteriorating quickly, (4) any costs already itemized are likely sunk due to poor contracting, (5) it will be expensive to start over from scratch, and (6) it is equally expensive to do nothing. Now the big question was, where to go from here?

As the microwave sounded to signal that her popcorn was ready, Sage wondered which problems she would be putting to an end through her recommendations and which problems she would start by making additional changes.
The purpose of these three chapters is to increase awareness and understanding of specific IT applications being used in today’s organizations. Rapid changes in business conditions and management methods, the types of applications available, and the IT platforms and networks that support them all provide new opportunities for organizations to use IT in new ways in order to survive and grow. Chapters 5 through 7 offer a comprehensive view of the capabilities of a wide range of IT applications that can be considered for adoption by business and IT managers. For those readers with considerable business experience, this chapter will help you categorize and assess the capabilities and features of systems that you might have already worked with.

The first two chapters in Part II focus on IT applications used within an organization’s boundaries: enterprise systems (Chapter 5)—systems that support the entire organization or large portions of it—and managerial support systems (Chapter 6)—systems designed to provide support for one or more managers. At the beginning of Chapter 5 we first introduce several concepts critical to the understanding of IT applications in general: batch versus online processing, client/server systems, virtualization, service-oriented architecture, and Web services. Then we discuss transaction processing systems, followed by enterprise resource planning, data warehousing, customer relationship management, office automation, groupware, intranets, factory automation, and supply chain management applications. Among the managerial support systems discussed in Chapter 6 are decision support and group support systems, as well as data mining, geographic information systems, business intelligence systems, knowledge management systems, expert systems, neural networks, and virtual reality applications.

The focus of Chapter 7 is e-business systems—applications designed to interact with customers, suppliers, and other business partners. The chapter begins with a brief history of the Internet and the technology innovations, U.S. legal and regulatory environments, and e-business opportunities (and threats) that initially shaped e-business applications via the Internet. Business-to-business (B2B) examples (including reverse auctions) are then described. After looking at B2C benefits in general, six B2C retailing companies that have evolved their e-business capabilities are described: successful dot-com examples (Amazon, Netflix), traditional catalog retailers (Dell, Lands’ End), and traditional store retailers (Staples, Tesco). Then successful dot-com intermediary examples are discussed, including eBay, Google, and Facebook. The chapter ends with ideas about what makes a good Web site for consumers and what makes a good social media platform for businesses to directly interact with the public.

Part II concludes with a set of six original teaching case studies. A supply chain management initiative that builds on an enterprise system capability is described in “Vendor-Managed Inventory at NIBCO.” The Continental Airlines case study illustrates how an organization invested in data warehousing and business intelligence applications to turn a poor performing organization into an industry leader. The Norfolk Southern Railway case study, which is coauthored by the company’s Vice President of
Information Technology, describes Norfolk Southern’s 15-year journey to develop a mature business intelligence capability.

The fourth case study, “Mining Data to Increase State Tax Revenues in California,” describes the technical and nontechnical issues with the mining of data collected from multiple government sources to identify residents who might have underreported their taxable income to the state of California. The final two case studies involve small firms. The Cliptomania Web Store case study traces the changes made by a B2C startup to continue to be a successful e-tailer. Finally, the Rock Island Chocolate Company case study describes the management issues that arise as part of a midsized organization’s assessment of whether or not to start utilizing social media tools and social networking platforms (e.g., Facebook and Twitter) for the first time.
Information technology (IT) is a key enabler for organizations of all sizes, both public and private. Businesses and other organizations are not the same as they were a decade or two ago. They are more complex but have fewer layers of management; they tend to offer more customized products and services; they are increasingly international in scope; and they are heavily dependent on the accurate and timely flow of information. And this change in organizations is accelerating, not decelerating.

As a current or future manager, you must be aware of IT and its potential impact on your job, your career, and your organization. You cannot afford to leave consideration of IT solely to the information systems (IS) specialists. As a business manager, you must perform many critical roles if you and your organization are to be successful: conceptualize ways in which IT can be used to improve performance; serve as a consultant to the IS specialists who are developing or implementing applications for your organization; manage the organizational change that accompanies new IT applications; use the technology applications and help enhance them; and facilitate the successful implementation of new IT applications.

Where do we start getting you ready for your new roles? We start with an awareness of how IT is being used in a variety of organizations. The first four chapters of this book have already begun the process of building awareness of IT applications. This chapter and the following two chapters will provide a systematic introduction to a wide variety of IT applications. We think you will be impressed with the breadth of areas in which IT is being employed to make organizations more efficient and effective. We hope these three chapters will stimulate your thinking about potential applications in your present or future organization. Most of the obvious applications are already in place. Nearly every organization uses a computer to handle its payroll, keep inventory records, and process accounts receivable and payable; almost every organization uses a telephone system and facsimile machines. But many applications remain to be discovered, most likely by managers like you.

**APPLICATION AREAS**

To consider a topic as broad as IT applications, some type of framework is needed. We have divided applications into those which are *interorganizational* systems and those which are *intraorganizational* systems. Electronic commerce or e-business applications, including electronic data interchange (EDI) systems, represent obvious examples of interorganizational systems, or systems that span organizational boundaries. The importance of applications that link businesses with their end consumers (B2C) or link businesses with other business customers or business suppliers (B2B) has been fueled by the growth of the Internet. Knowledge about e-business applications is so important today that we devote all of Chapter 7 to this topic.

To provide some structure to the broad range of intraorganizational systems, we have divided these applications into two major categories: enterprise systems, designed to support the entire enterprise (organization) or large portions of it, and managerial support systems, designed to provide support to a specific manager or a
Critical IT Applications and Technologies

In a 2009 survey of Society for Information Management (SIM) members—primarily chief information officers (CIOs) and other senior IS executives—the executives placed “business intelligence” at the top of their to-do lists. A business intelligence system is an IT tool for focusing, filtering, and organizing business information so that executives can make more effective use of it. Business intelligence moved to the top of the list in 2009, after being in the number two position in the three previous annual SIM surveys. “Server virtualization” ranked second among the applications and technologies of importance to IS executives, with “enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems” ranking third, “customer/corporate portals” fourth, and “enterprise application integration/management” fifth. In the sixth position came “continuity planning/disaster recovery,” followed by “collaborative and workflow tools” in the seventh position. Items two through five are on the list in large part because all four represent ways to cut or contain IT costs. Items one and seven are primarily concerned with improving efficiency and effectiveness, while item six is a recognition of the importance of restoring mission-critical IT services after a major incident (Luftman and Ben-Zvi, 2010).

All seven of these critical applications and technologies will be discussed in this chapter or in later chapters in the book. “Business intelligence” will be considered in Chapter 6, and “server virtualization,” “ERP systems,” and “customer/corporate portals” will be covered in this chapter. “Enterprise application integration/management,” which is the integration of a set of enterprise computer applications, is interwoven throughout this chapter as we discuss ERP, customer relationship management (CRM), supply chain management (SCM), and other enterprise applications. “Continuity planning/disaster recovery” will be considered in the chapter on information security (Chapter 14), and “collaborative and workflow tools” will be covered in Chapter 6. Thus, the topics covered in this chapter and the next relate to six of the top seven critical applications and technologies, with the seventh topic dealt with in Chapter 14.

small group of managers. This chapter covers enterprise systems, such as transaction processing systems and groupware, as well as the critical concepts of client/server architecture and service-oriented architecture (SOA). Chapter 6 deals with systems specifically designed to support managers, such as decision support systems and expert systems.

Figure 5.1 lists these two major categories of applications, along with representative application areas that fall within each category. This figure provides the primary framework for our discussion of intraorganizational IT applications in this chapter and the following chapter. Please note that the application areas are neither unique nor exhaustive. For example, some specific applications fall in two or more application areas (such as enterprise resource planning systems also being transaction processing systems). Further, it is easy to argue that an application area such as groupware is both an enterprise system and a management support system. Somewhat arbitrarily, we have chosen to discuss group support systems, which is an important subset of groupware concerned with supporting the activities of a small group in a specific task or a specific meeting, as a management support system while discussing the broader category of groupware as an enterprise system. Despite these caveats, however, the application areas given in Figure 5.1 encompass the overwhelming majority of specific applications.
CRITICAL CONCEPTS

Before we turn to specific examples of the various application areas, we must consider a number of important concepts that are intertwined throughout all the applications. An understanding of these concepts is a prerequisite to an understanding of the applications.

Batch Processing versus Online Processing

One of the fundamental distinctions for computer applications is batch processing versus online processing. In the early days of computers, all processing was batched. The organization accumulated a batch of transactions and then processed the entire batch at one time. For example, all inventory transactions (in and out) were recorded on paper during the day. After the close of business for the day, the transactions were keyed into a type of computer-readable medium, such as magnetic tape. The medium was then physically carried to the computer center, and the entire inventory was updated by processing that day’s batch against the master inventory file on the computer. By the beginning of the next business day, the master inventory file was completely up-to-date and appropriate inventory reports were printed. Figure 5.2 represents this batch processing approach in a simplified form.

The major problem with batch processing is the time delay involved before the master file is updated. Only at the beginning of the business day, for example, will the master inventory file be up-to-date. At all other times the company does not really know how many units of each product it has in stock.

As the technology improved, online processing was developed to avoid the time delay in batch processing. With a fully implemented online system, each transaction is entered directly into the computer when it occurs. For example, in an online inventory system a shipping clerk or sales clerk enters the receipt or sale of a product into a workstation (perhaps a sophisticated cash register) connected by a telecommunications line to the server computer, which holds the inventory master file. As soon as the entry is completed, the computer updates the master file within a fraction of a second. Thus, the company always knows how many units of each product it has in stock. Figure 5.3 depicts such an online system.

A fully implemented online system is also called an interactive system, because the user is directly interacting with the computer. The computer will provide a response to the user very quickly, usually within a second. Not all online systems, however, are interactive. Some systems, often called in-line systems, provide for online data entry, but the actual processing of the transaction is deferred until a batch of transactions has been accumulated.

A fully online system has the distinct advantage of timeliness. Why then aren’t all present-day systems online? There are two reasons—cost and the existence of so-called natural batch applications. In most cases, batch systems are less expensive to operate than their online counterparts. There are usually significant economies associated with batching, both in the data-entry function and the transaction processing. But if the data-entry function can be accomplished when the original data are captured (such as with a sophisticated cash register), an online data entry/batch processing system might be less expensive than a straight batch system. The decision of batch versus online becomes a trade-off between cost and timeliness. In general, online costs per transaction have been decreasing, and the importance of timeliness has been increasing. The result is that most applications today use online data entry, and an increasing proportion also use online processing.

The exception to this movement to online processing has been the natural batch applications. An organization’s payroll, for example, might be run once a week or once every two weeks. There is no particular advantage to the timeliness of online processing; the organization knows when the payroll must be run. Even in this instance, there might be advantages to online data entry to permit convenient changes in employees, exemptions,
deductions, and wage rates. Thus, hybrid online data entry/batch processing systems will continue to exist.

Functional Information Systems

Instead of considering the two major categories and associated application areas of Figure 5.1, it is possible to create a framework based strictly on the organization’s primary business functions—a functional information systems framework. For example, consider an organization in which the primary business functions are production, marketing, accounting, personnel, and engineering. Applications may then be categorized as part of the production information system, part of the marketing information system, or part of the accounting information system, and so on. This functional approach is simply an alternative way of classifying applications.

In this alternative view, the overall IS is composed of multiple subsystems, each providing information for various tasks within the function. In turn, each functional subsystem consists of a possibly interrelated series of subsubsystems. For example, the production information system is likely to include interrelated subsystems for sales forecasting, production planning, production scheduling, material requirements planning (MRP), capacity requirements planning, personnel requirements planning, materials purchasing, and inventory. The marketing information system may include subsystems for promotion and advertising, new product development, sales forecasting (hopefully tied into the production sales forecasting subsystem), product planning, product pricing, market research, and sales information. The accounting information system, which is generally the oldest and most fully developed functional system, is likely to include computerized versions of the entire journal and ledger system, plus a cost or responsibility accounting system and a financial reporting system for preparing reports for stockholders and other external groups.

One of the most important trends in latter 1990s and the early 2000s is the movement toward integration of these functional information systems. Often these integration efforts have begun by focusing on a business process—the chain of activities required to achieve an outcome such as order fulfillment or materials acquisition—rather than on functions. Such a focus on process makes it easier to recognize where formerly distinct information systems are related and thus where they should be integrated (e.g., use common data and perform an activity only once). Sometimes the internal IS department has developed these integrated systems, but more often software packages called enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems have been purchased from outside vendors. We will return to these ERP systems later in the chapter.

Vertical Integration of Systems

Another important characteristic of some systems is that they operate across levels of the organization or, in some instances, across independent firms occupying different levels in an industry hierarchy, such as an automobile manufacturer and the associated independent dealers. (More on these interorganizational systems will be covered in Chapter 7.) A system that serves more than one vertical level in an organization or an industry is called a vertically integrated information system. For example, in a single firm, a vertically integrated sales information system might capture the initial sales data and produce invoices (acting as a transaction processing system), summarize these data on a weekly basis for use by middle managers in tracking slow- and fast-selling items as well as productive and unproductive salespeople (acting as a decision support system), and further analyze these data for long-term trends for use by top managers in determining strategic directions (acting as an executive information system).

In a somewhat similar way, a national fast-food chain might develop a sales information system with modules both for operating units (company stores and franchises) and for the national organization. Thus, data collected at the store level using the operating unit module are already in the appropriate form to be processed by the national organization module. These basic data are transmitted via telecommunication lines to the national organization on a periodic basis, perhaps each night. The extent of vertical integration is an important characteristic of applications.

Distributed Systems

Distributed systems, sometimes called distributed data processing, refers to a mode of delivery rather than a traditional class of applications like transaction processing or decision support systems. With distributed systems, the processing power is distributed to multiple sites, which are then tied together via telecommunication lines. Local area networks (LANs) and wide area networks (WANs) are both used to support distributed systems. Thus, distributed systems are systems in which computers of some size (microcomputers, midrange computers, mainframes, and so forth) are located at various physical sites at which the organization does business (i.e., headquarters, factories, stores, warehouses, office buildings) and in which the computers are linked by telecommunication lines of some sort in order to support some business process.

The economics of distributed systems are not perfectly clear but have tended to favor distribution. For the most part, communication and support costs go up with distributed systems while computer costs go down. Placing smaller microcomputers and workstations at noncentral
Client/Server Systems

In the 1990s a particular type of distributed system known as a client/server system moved to center stage, and this type of system continues to enjoy the spotlight in the twenty-first century. With this type of system, the processing power is distributed between a central server computer, such as a midrange computer or a powerful workstation, and a number of client computers, which are usually desktop microcomputers. The split in responsibilities between the server and the client varies considerably from application to application, but the client usually provides the graphical user interface (GUI), accepts the data entry, and displays the immediate output, while the server maintains the database against which the new data are processed. The actual processing of the transaction may occur on either the client or a server. For example, in a retail client/server application, the client might be the sophisticated cash register on the sales floor while the server is a workstation in the back office. When a credit sale is made, the data are entered at the register and transmitted to the server, the server retrieves the customer’s record and updates it based on the sale, the server returns a credit authorization signal to the register, and the sales document is printed at the register. At the close of the billing cycle, the server prepares the bills for all of the customers, prints them, and produces summary reports for store management.

Now that we have a general idea about the nature of a client/server system, let us explore the three building blocks of such a system. First, the client building block, usually running on a PC, handles the user interface and has the ability to access distributed services through a network. Sometimes the client also does the processing. Second, the server building block, usually running on a bigger machine (a high-end PC, workstation, midrange computer, or even a mainframe), handles the storage of data associated with the application. This associated data might be databases, Web pages, or even objects for object-oriented programs. Sometimes the server (or even another server) does the processing. The third building block is middleware, a rather vague term that covers all of the software needed to support interactions between clients and servers. The Client/Server Survival Guide refers to middleware as “...the slash (/) component of client/server. In this first approximation, middleware is the glue that lets a client obtain a service from a server” (Orfali, et al., 1999, p. 44).

Middleware can be divided into three categories of software: server operating systems, transport stack software, and service-specific software. The server operating system, also called a network operating system, has the task of creating a single-system image for all services on the network, so that the system is transparent to users and even application programmers. The user does not know what functions are performed where on the network—it looks like a single system. The primary server operating systems include several variations of Microsoft Windows Server, several variations of UNIX, and Linux. Transport stack software allows communications employing certain protocols, such as Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) (see Chapter 3), to be sent across the network. The server operating system often encompasses some elements of the needed transport stack software, but other middleware products might also be required. The service-specific software is used to carry out a particular service, such as electronic mail or the World Wide Web’s Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).

Consider the split in responsibilities between the client and the server. The question is where the actual processing of the application is done. Originally, all client/server systems had only two tiers—a client tier and a server tier. If most of the processing is done on the client, this is called a fat client or thin server model. If most of the processing is done on the server, then it is a thin client or fat server model. For example, Web servers and groupware servers are usually fat servers (i.e., the processing is largely done on the server for Web and groupware applications), while database servers are usually thin servers (i.e., the processing is largely done on the client). In the mid-1990s, three-tier client/server systems became popular. In the most common three-tier configuration, an application server that is separate from the database server is employed. The user interface is housed on the client, usually a PC (tier 1); the processing is performed on a midrange system or high-end PC operating as the application server (tier 2); and the data are stored on a large machine (often a mainframe or midrange computer) that operates as the database server (tier 3).

Let us consider some examples of client/server systems. An East Coast electric utility company used a three-tier approach to revamp its customer service system. The new system enables the utility’s 450 service representatives to gain access to the multiple databases the company maintains on its 1.5 million customers. The service representatives use PCs as clients (tier 1) working
through four servers that process the customer inquiries (tier 2) by accessing data from the company mainframe (tier 3). A Canadian supplemental health insurer began its migration to client/server technology by concentrating on its most mission-critical system—processing claims for prescription drugs sold at more than 3,500 pharmacies across Canada—into a three-tier environment. The clients were PCs, running Windows, located in the pharmacies (tier 1); the application servers were Sun workstations and Hewlett-Packard midrange systems (tier 2); and the database server was a Unisys mainframe computer (tier 3). Programmers used the C and C++ programming languages to develop the tier 1 and tier 3 components of the system. They used a specialized development tool, BEA (now Oracle) Tuxedo, to develop the transaction processing component (tier 2) (Ruber, 1997).

In the twenty-first century, there is a renewed emphasis on the thin client model to service remote areas, small locations, and traveling employees, where it is difficult to update the client software regularly. As an example, Maritz Travel Company, a $1.8-billion travel management company, used a thin client approach based on Microsoft’s Windows NT Terminal Server Edition and MetaFrame software, from Citrix Systems. With the Citrix approach, applications execute on a server and are merely displayed on the client, with the client acting as a “dumb” terminal. Maritz initially licensed 15,000 Citrix users and plans to extend the applications to nearly 50 of its remote offices. Richard Spradling, the Chief Information Officer of Maritz, identifies many advantages to the thin client approach. According to Spradling, it is much easier to update only the servers; users automatically access the most current version of an application; performance of the applications has improved; and, over time, Maritz will spend less money on hardware by purchasing thin client devices rather than standard PCs or other fat clients (Wilde, 1999). Ten years after the initial thin client rollout, Maritz still uses thin clients in its call centers for all its customer service representatives.

Xerox Corporation is also adopting a thin client approach. Until recently, Xerox replaced employees’ PCs every three years, meaning about 10,000 employees got new machines each year. Starting in 2005, Xerox adopted less expensive thin clients, moving many key applications—such as those supporting sales and service personnel—to servers. Centralizing software will reduce support costs and will also provide better security because the applications are not scattered among tens of thousands of client devices. “We’re trying to be more efficient and want to do more with less money,” says Janice Malaszenko, Xerox’s Vice President and Chief Technology Officer for Information Management Strategy, Architecture, and Standards (Chabrow, 2005).

Virtualization

An increasingly popular way of delivering IT services is through virtualization, which comes in several flavors. With server virtualization, a physical server is split into multiple virtual servers. Each virtual server can run its own full-fledged operating system, and these operating systems can be different from one virtual server to the next. The physical server typically runs a hypervisor program to create the virtual servers and manage the resources of the various operating systems. Then each virtual server can be employed as if it were a stand-alone physical server, thus reducing the number of physical servers needed in an IT shop and saving the organization money and space.

With desktop virtualization, the desktop environment—everything the user sees and uses on a PC desktop—is separated from the physical desktop machine and accessed through a client/server computing model. This virtualized desktop environment is stored on a server, rather than on the local storage of the desktop device; when the user works from his or her desktop device, all the programs, applications, and data are kept on the server and all programs and applications are run on the server. The server does almost all the work, so a thin client is a very appropriate desktop device; of course, a standard PC, a notebook computer, or even a smartphone could also be used as the client.

Service-Oriented Architecture and Web Services

As we begin the second decade of the twenty-first century, client/server systems are still important, but service-oriented architecture and Web services are the hot buzzwords when considering the development and deployment of application systems. Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an application architecture based on a collection of functions, or services, where these services can communicate (or be connected) with one another. A service is a function that is well-defined and self-contained, and that does not depend on the context or state of other services. Then there must be some means of connecting services to each other, when the services might be running on different machines, using different protocols, and using different operating systems and languages. The key advantage of SOA is that once services are created, they can be used over and over again in different applications—only the connections will vary. Furthermore, the services could be developed within an organization, or the software for the services could be purchased from a vendor, or the services could be obtained from a vendor on a fee-for-use basis.

Though built on similar principles, SOA is not the same as Web services, which is a particular collection of technologies built around the XML (eXtensible Markup
Language; see Chapter 2) standard of communicating. In practice, Web services might be the means by which SOA services communicate with one another, but that would not have to be the case—other connecting technologies could be used. However, most commentators today use the terms SOA and Web services almost interchangeably.

SOA is slow in coming, although there are numerous vendors pushing their SOA-oriented products, including IBM, Oracle, Hewlett-Packard, Tibco Software, and SOA Software. Based on a 2009 survey by InformationWeek, only 23 percent of respondents have deployed an SOA project, with 15 percent having an SOA project in development. In the same survey, 14 percent are currently experimenting with SOA, 17 percent plan to evaluate SOA in the next 24 months, and 31 percent are not evaluating or considering SOA (Smith, 2009).

Among firms that have invested in SOA are Automatic Data Processing (ADP), Pep Boys, and BT Group. As ADP expanded from a payroll company to a full-services human resources (HR) company, it wanted better integration and more reuse of code. For example, all of its HR services require people to enter data for new employees, so ADP wanted to use the same code in each application—which resulted in an SOA approach. According to Bob Bongiorno, ADP’s Senior Vice President and Chief Information Officer for Employer Services, SOA let ADP deliver an HR product for a new market segment in about one-third of the time it normally would have taken. Auto parts seller Pep Boys is using IBM’s SOA strategy to help give its point-of-sale system a tune-up, including the rewriting of a linked inventory application. SOA’s ability to let companies reuse application modules appealed to Pep Boys. After an application is reconfigured as a service—as Pep Boys’ tax module was at the point of sale—it can be reused with other applications, such as customer service (Greenemeier and Babcock, 2006).

BT Group (formerly British Telecommunications) launched a major SOA effort. BT began its SOA initiative by designing straightforward services, such as billing or customer address checking, that could be used for BT’s
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1 In the Web services approach, XML is used to tag the data. Other protocols used in Web services include Web Services Description Language (WSDL) to describe the services available, Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) to list the services available, and SOAP (originally Simple Object Access Protocol, but now just the initials) to transfer the data.
retail customers or for an independent broadband provider using BT’s network. BT identified 160 core business processes that the company provided and then figured out the IT services used to perform these processes. The SOA services built to carry out one process can frequently be reused in another process. The result is that both BT and its business partners can leverage the SOA infrastructure as they develop new applications. George Glass, Chief Architect at BT, indicates that the SOA approach has helped the company cut time to market for a new customer service from 270 days to 90 days (Babcock, 2007).

**TRANSACTION PROCESSING SYSTEMS**

Let us begin our survey of applications with the “granddaddy” applications, the ones that started it all—transaction processing systems. These systems process the thousands of transactions that occur every day in most organizations, including sales; payments made and received; inventory shipped and received; hiring, firing, and paying employees; and paying dividends. In addition to producing the documents and updated records that result from the transaction processing (such as invoices, checks, and orders), these systems produce a variety of summarized reports that are useful to upper-level management.

Transaction processing systems are life-or-death systems for “paperwork” organizations, such as banks and insurance companies, and critical systems for the overwhelming majority of medium and large organizations. These systems were the first computerized systems, and they still use the majority of large-machine computing time in most organizations. For the most part, these transaction processing systems can be justified by traditional cost-benefit analysis. These systems are able to process transactions more rapidly and economically (and certainly more accurately) than a manual (human) system. Transaction processing systems might be mainframe-based or midrange-based, or they might be two-tier or three-tier client/server systems, or they might involve the use of service-oriented architectures (SOAs). Most of the latest systems being implemented are client/server systems or employ SOAs, but there are many mainframe- or midrange-based transaction processing systems still in use.

As a manager, you do not need to know the details of these systems. You only need to have an understanding of a transaction processing system’s general nature, importance, and complexity. Therefore, we will limit our discussion to two representative transaction processing systems for single business functions—payroll and a sales order entry system.

**Payroll System**

At first glance, a payroll system seems fairly simple. Operators input the number of hours worked for each employee (usually employing online data entry), and the system batch processes these transactions to produce payroll checks. While this one-sentence description is correct, it represents only the tip of the iceberg, because it involves only about 10 percent of the system. The payroll processing subsystem also must keep year-to-date totals of gross income, social security income, individual deductions, various categories of taxes, and net income. It also must incorporate the ability to compute federal, state, and local taxes, as well as social security contributions, and it must handle both mandatory and voluntary deductions.

What other subsystems are necessary? Figure 5.4 lists the primary subsystems in most payroll systems and the tasks the subsystems must accomplish. Thus, the payroll system is both commonplace and complex. The payroll system is usually easy to justify on a cost-benefit basis because it would take an incredible number of payroll clerks to complete a modern payroll and maintain all the associated records.

**Order Entry System**

We will illustrate a mainframe- or midrange-based order entry system, but an order entry system could certainly employ client/server technology. The basic idea behind an online order entry system is simple. As orders are received (whether in person, by mail, or by telephone), the sales representative enters the information into the system. The
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**Subsystems to accomplish:**
- Payroll processing, including updating year-to-date master file
- Capture hours-worked data
- Add/delete employees
- Change deduction information for employees
- Change wage rates and salaries
- Creation of initial year-to-date master file
- Calculate and print payroll totals for pay period, quarter, and year
- Calculate and print tax reports for pay period, quarter, and year
- Calculate and print deduction reports for pay period, quarter, and year
- Calculate and print W-2 forms at end of year
- Interface with human resources information system
- Interface with budget information system

**FIGURE 5.4 Components of a Payroll System**
data entry might be via a microcomputer on the sales representative’s desk or possibly through a point-of-sale transaction recording system (a sophisticated cash register that doubles as a terminal). The computer then updates the appropriate files and prints an invoice, either at the point-of-sale terminal, the sales representative’s desk, or in the computer center.

Once again, this basic explanation tells only a small part of the story. Figure 5.5 provides a more complete description and shows how each transaction (sale) interacts with as many as six files on the computer system. In addition to the invoice, more than a dozen types of computer output might be generated. For example, the computer can check the credit status of the customer and reject the sale if the customer’s credit limit will be exceeded. If the item ordered is in stock, a multipart shipping document is printed; if the item is not in stock, a message is sent (via the PC) to the customer to ask if he or she wants to back order the item. Periodically or on demand, the order entry system will print out sales reports organized by item or by customer, customer statements, inventory reports, back order status reports, and accounts receivable reports. The system will also generate reports when exception conditions occur, such as when an item is out of stock or when a customer attempts to exceed the established credit limit. In these cases, management action might be necessary. The order entry system can automatically print out purchase orders when an item is out of stock; it can also print out past-due billing notices for customers. A primary advantage of such an online system is that inquiries can be answered in a few seconds.

An important order entry system variant is an interorganizational system in which the orders are placed directly by the customer or the customer’s computer (more on e-business applications in Chapter 7). An early, pre-Internet example was the American Hospital Supply Corporation’s ASAP system in which order entry terminals, linked to AHSC’s computer, were placed on the customers’ (hospitals’) premises, and hospital personnel placed orders themselves by keying them in. This made placing orders much more convenient for the customers and at the same time greatly reduced the delays and costs associated with printing and mailing order forms. More recently, orders have been placed by the customer’s computer to the seller’s computer using electronic data interchange (EDI)—which will be discussed in Chapter 7. By the late 1990s, the World Wide Web had taken the order entry process one step further by making it easy for both consumers and businesses to do their own order entry via a Web browser and an Internet connection. For example,
many businesses use the Web to order networking equipment from Cisco Systems, and both businesses and consumers use the Web to order PCs from Dell.

**ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING SYSTEMS**

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems are also transaction processing systems, but they go well beyond traditional transaction processing system functionality—and thus deserve treatment as a separate application area. An ERP system is a set of integrated business applications, or modules, that carry out common business functions such as general ledger accounting, accounts payable, accounts receivable, material requirements planning, order management, inventory control, and human resources management. Usually these modules are purchased from a software vendor. In some cases, a company might buy only a subset of these modules from a particular vendor, mixing them with modules from other vendors and with the company’s existing applications.

An ERP system differs from earlier approaches to developing or purchasing business applications in at least two ways. First, the ERP modules are integrated, primarily through a common set of definitions and a common database. As a transaction is processed in one area, such as the receipt of an order, the impact of this transaction is immediately reflected in all other related areas, such as accounting, production scheduling, and purchasing. Second, the ERP modules have been designed to reflect a particular way of doing business—a particular set of business processes. Unlike a functional IS approach, ERP systems are based on a value-chain view of the business in which functional departments coordinate their work. To implement an ERP system, then, a company is committing to changing its business processes. If a company is purchasing an ERP system, the company might need to change its processes to conform to those embedded in the software package. The company adapts to the ERP software package, not vice versa.

Why did ERP become such a hot topic in the late 1990s and early 2000s, with most large and medium-sized firms either installing ERP systems or seriously thinking about it? The benefits from ERP will be specific to a given firm, but some common benefits have emerged. In many cases, the companies are not happy with the old way of doing business—by separate functional departments—and they do not have the integration of applications (and therefore the data) to support their decision-making and planning needs. The current applications often do not “talk” to each other, making it a time-consuming and difficult job to gather data, present a coherent picture of what is happening in the firm, and make informed decisions and plans. This situation is not new, but, until recently, packaged solutions were not available to companies. The cost to develop a set of integrated applications internally is prohibitive; even if the company had the IS resources to perform the task, it would take years. From previous reengineering efforts, many companies know that their internal business processes need to be changed, and they believe that the best and easiest way to fix them is by adopting the processes built into an ERP system that can be purchased. Thus, implementing an ERP system is a way to force business process reengineering.

In the late 1990s, the *Year 2000 (Y2K)* problem also added to the demand for ERP systems. At that time it became clear to many companies that their key application programs would cease to function correctly when dates past December 31, 1999, were used. When these programs were coded—often using COBOL—the programmers allowed only two digits to represent the year. They did not imagine that their programs, written in the 1970s and 1980s, would still be used when the millennium arrived. For companies with this problem, the effort and cost to change every reference from a two-digit year to a four-digit year in their programs would be substantial. Adopting an ERP system which correctly provided for dates beyond the year 2000 was a good, albeit expensive, solution to the problem. Rarely was the year 2000 problem the sole reason to implement an ERP system, but if the company was not happy with its existing, nonintegrated set of applications, then the year 2000 problem might well have tipped the balance.

It should be emphasized that implementation of an ERP system is extremely difficult because the company must change the way it does business. Further, ERP systems are very expensive. A typical large-scale ERP implementation costs tens of millions of dollars and takes a year or more. These implementation costs include not only the software licenses but also hardware and network investments and often consulting costs.

Further, choosing the right ERP software is a difficult task. The two giants in the ERP marketplace are SAP and Oracle. SAP (based in Germany) has been the leading ERP vendor since the beginning, and Oracle has grown in part by acquiring ERP vendor PeopleSoft in a hostile takeover in 2005 (PeopleSoft had, in turn, acquired ERP vendor J. D. Edwards in 2003). Other ERP vendors include the Sage Group (United Kingdom), Infor Global Solutions, and Microsoft with its Dynamics applications.

For ERP purchases, there are strong arguments for picking a single vendor, such as the tight integration of applications that is possible and the standardization of
common processes. On the other hand, choosing a single vendor could also reduce flexibility for the adopting company. A “best of breed” or mix-and-match approach with multiple vendors might enable the company to meet more of its unique needs and reduce reliance on a single vendor; conversely, such an approach typically makes implementation more time-consuming and complicates system maintenance. With either approach, it is usually essential to employ the vendor or another consulting firm, or both, to assist in the implementation process. For large, multidivisional firms, implementing an ERP system is a very complex, challenging task that needs the best minds and careful attention of internal IS specialists, internal business managers, and external consultants. The potential payoff of an ERP system, in terms of better information for strategic and operational decision making and planning, and greater efficiency, profitability, and growth, makes the efforts and the costs worthwhile.

**An Example ERP System: SAP ERP**

The most popular of the ERP systems is SAP ERP, developed by SAP AG, headquartered in Walldorf, Germany. On the strength of SAP’s R/3 system and its newer variants (the current version is SAP ERP 6.0), SAP is one of the top software firms in the world. SAP boasts more than 95,000 customers in over 120 countries.

SAP R/2 was a mainframe-based ERP; R/3 is a client/server system employing a common, integrated database with shared application modules. SAP developed R/3 using its own fourth generation language (4 GL), named ABAP, and customers may use this language, if they wish, to modify or enhance the standard R/3 modules. Today, however, if companies are interested in developing new SAP-related applications or extending SAP modules, the best option is to use SAP’s NetWeaver platform, especially SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, to carry out the development work. SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio offers a convenient user interface and rich functionality for developing Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE; see Chapter 2) applications.

In 1999, SAP launched mySAP, which was both an umbrella concept for SAP’s strategy of allowing its users to work through the World Wide Web and a brand name for the new Web-enabled versions of its R/3 software. In 2007, SAP dropped the mySAP label, calling the newest version of its ERP package simply SAP ERP 6.0. The all-encompassing SAP Business Suite includes a wide variety of enterprise software modules, including the robust ERP module (see Figures 5.6 and 5.7).

The family of SAP ERP software products fits the general description of an ERP system given previously. It is a tightly integrated system consisting of several modules. A company may choose to implement some or all of these modules. Most important, implementation of SAP ERP requires that the company change its business processes to conform to the processes built into the software.

Let us take a closer look at SAP ERP and the SAP Business Suite. SAP ERP consists of four primary sets of modules—SAP calls each set a “solution”—financials, human capital management, operations, and corporate services. In addition, modules are available for end-user service delivery and performance management (or analytics, to use SAP’s term). End-user service delivery includes both an employee portal and a manager portal. We will talk more about portals later in this chapter, but the employee portal gives employees more active participation in the organization’s human resources programs by permitting...
Financials
- Financial Supply Chain Management
- Financial Accounting
- Management Accounting
- Treasury Applications

Human Capital Management
- Talent Management
- Workforce Process Management
- Workforce Deployment

Operations
- Procurement
- Inventory and Warehouse Management
- Inbound and Outbound Logistics
- Transportation Management
- Production Planning
- Manufacturing Execution
- Product Development
- Life-Cycle Data Management
- Sales Order Management
- Aftermarket Sales and Service
- Professional-Service Delivery

Corporate Services
- Real Estate Management
- Enterprise Asset Management
- Project and Portfolio Management
- Travel Management
- Environment, Health, and Safety Management
- Quality Management
- Global Trade Services

End-User Service Delivery
- Manager Portal
- Employee Portal
- Employee Interaction Support Center

Analytics
- Financial Analytics
- Operations Analytics
- Workforce Analytics

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
- Marketing
- Sales
- Service
- Partner Channel Management
- Interaction Center
- Web Channel
- Business Communication Management
- Real-Time Offer Management

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
See Figure 5.6

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
- Life-Cycle Data Management
- Program and Project Management
- Life-Cycle Collaboration
- Quality Management
- Enterprise Asset Management
- Environment, Health, and Safety

Supply Chain Management (SCM)
- Supply Chain Planning and Collaboration
- Supply Chain Execution
- Supply Chain Visibility Design and Analytics

Supplier Relationship Management (SRM)
- Procure to Pay
- Catalog Management
- Centralized Sourcing
- Centralized Contract Management
- Supplier Collaboration
- Supplier Evaluation

FIGURE 5.6 Key Functional Areas of SAP ERP

them to review and update their own address data, submit travel expenses or leave applications, view and print summary pay information, and check their own benefits selections and vacation balances. The manager portal provides support for managers in the budgeting area (including budget planning, budget monitoring, and cost analysis) and in the staffing area (including recruitment, employee reviews, and compensation planning). As an example of the various analytics available, financial analytics includes tools for financial and managerial reporting, working capital and cash flow management, payment behavior analysis, and popular scorecard methodologies such as balanced scorecard and activity-based costing. All the various modules run on the SAP NetWeaver platform, which is SAP’s integration and application platform to ensure seamless interaction with virtually any other SAP or non-SAP software. Figure 5.6 lists the key functional areas of SAP ERP. Note that SAP

FIGURE 5.7 SAP Business Suite Applications (in bold), with Supported Core Business Processes for Each Application
ERP is a relatively comprehensive package, with strength in the operations area as has historically been the case for SAP.

In addition to the modules in SAP ERP, other available applications in the SAP Business Suite include customer relationship management (CRM), product lifecycle management (PLM), supply chain management (SCM), and supplier relationship management (SRM) (see Figure 5.7 for the supported core business processes for each application). The names and core business processes of the applications should provide a reasonable understanding of what most of the applications do, but let us mention a few of the particularly interesting capabilities. Within the CRM application, the Web channel capability permits your business to carry out business-to-business (B2B) or business-to-consumer (B2C) sales on the Web; it also provides support for Web catalog management, content management, customer segmentation, and personalization, as well as a Web store locator. Within the PLM application, the enterprise asset management capability supports the selection, purchase, and installation of equipment; tracks the costs of individual assets and aggregates these costs as desired; and assists in determining the optimal time to replace equipment. Within the SRM application, the supplier collaboration capability permits the electronic exchange of documents in any format with suppliers and provides the tools to create and manage a supplier portal.

All of the previously mentioned SAP applications are generic software packages that would work in many businesses. In addition, the early years of the twenty-first century have seen the development of industry solutions by SAP and other ERP vendors that are tailored to the special needs of particular industries. SAP, for example, currently offers 24 specific industry solutions, including automotive, banking, chemicals, health care, insurance, life sciences, retail, and wholesale distribution. The trend is for more specialization of ERP packages, with variations for smaller businesses being introduced and more industry solutions under development.

Companies choose to implement the SAP modules or applications that make sense for them. Comcast Corporation, the leading cable provider in the United States, has selected the SAP Human Capital Management (HCM) solution to carry out the human resources and payroll business processes for the company’s employee base of approximately 90,000 people (SAP, 2007b). Harry & David Operations Corporation, the premium gourmet food retailer, has selected the SAP for Retail solution, including the SAP Merchandise and Assortment Planning and SAP Forecasting and Replenishment applications, to drive business benefits in inventory management and retail and channel sales. These applications will support Harry & David’s ability to offer more targeted merchandise selections in its retail stores. Harry & David will begin its implementation with food and beverage capabilities, followed by SAP ERP Financials. “We are poised for tremendous growth, both as a direct retailer and as a wholesaler to numerous retail outlets,” said Joe Foley, Chief Information Officer of Harry & David Holding, Inc. “The seasonality of our business demands a platform that can rapidly scale and meet our ever-changing needs. Only SAP’s fully integrated business model can provide us with a single operating platform that will take costs out of our infrastructure and give us a solid basis for growth” (SAP, 2007a).

In other examples, Graybar Electric Company, a leading North American wholesale distributor of electrical, telecommunications, and networking products, has chosen the SAP ERP application to more effectively manage its physical inventory (more than 1 million stock-keeping items) and process its tens of thousands of purchase and customer orders and quotes daily. Benefits to Graybar from SAP ERP include streamlined reporting of key performance indicators, yielding better decisions; improved inventory management resulting from better forecasting; better control of chargebacks; and enhanced efficiency from self-service functions and improved workflows (SAP, 2007c). As part of an outsourcing agreement with EDS, Dial Corporation has scrapped enterprise software packages from Oracle, Siebel Systems, and Manugistics and moved to a single suite from SAP. The SAP implementation included manufacturing, supply chain, finance, accounting, performance management, and customer relationship management software and cost about $35 million, including licenses, implementation services, and maintenance. According to Dial Chief Information Officer Evon Jones, Dial went with SAP because “SAP and the processes with SAP’s software are regarded as best in class and will drive operational efficiencies, particularly when you start to get greater visibility within your supply chain” (Bacheldor, 2003). For a more detailed description of a SAP implementation at a major pharmaceutical firm, see the section entitled “What is the Experience with ERP?” in Jacobs, Berry, Whybark, and Vollmann (2011, pp. 26–30). Also see the box entitled “Toyota Motorsport Accelerates Formula One Operations with SAP.” Today, ERP software systems are still a hot commodity.

**DATA WAREHOUSING**

In order to create a data warehouse, a firm pulls data from its operational systems—the transaction processing systems we have just discussed—and puts the data in a
Toyota Motorsport Accelerates Formula One Operations with SAP

Toyota Motor Corporation, the world’s largest automobile manufacturer, employs SAP software at many places within the company, but one of the more interesting is within Toyota Motorsport GmbH, Toyota’s German-based motorsport subsidiary. In 2003, Toyota Motorsport chose to implement software from SAP’s automotive industry solution to streamline ERP processes across its Formula One racing operations. Toyota Motorsport replaced its previous, nonintegrated systems with SAP for Automotive, including mySAP Product Lifecycle Management, mySAP Supply Chain Management, mySAP Human Resources, and mySAP Financials.

Having won seven world championship titles with its World Rally Championship program, Toyota decided to enter Formula One racing in 1999. The entire car, including the engine and chassis, was completely designed and constructed at Toyota Motorsport’s headquarters in Cologne, Germany. In order to operate a Formula One racing program, 20,000 to 30,000 made-to-order parts are required, and these parts must be quickly available. Further, the parts must be analyzed on an ongoing basis. Toyota Motorsport felt that SAP software was the best choice to efficiently manage the enormous amount of data required for the racing program’s success, as well as to control its supply chain, production, and financial processes cost effectively.

“Applying knowledge effectively translates into competitive edge,” said Thomas Schiller, IT General Manager for Toyota Motorsport. “After comprehensive evaluation of several vendors, we found that SAP could best enable the solid data foundation that is critical to our business. SAP gives us a strategic advantage, ensuring high availability of reliable information across our operations to make faster and more informed decisions. With its integrated solutions and powerful scope of functionality, SAP enables us to effectively execute these decisions and accelerate our production and supply chain processes.”

Toyota Motorsport chose to run the SAP software on Intel-based servers using the Linux operating system and Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) software. The Oracle software permitted database clustering over multiple servers, such that in the event of a failure one cluster node can take over for another and system operations can continue.

In late 2009, Toyota pulled out of Formula One racing because of the global economic situation, but Toyota Motorsport continues to operate as a high-performance development, testing, and manufacturing facility. Among the services currently offered by Toyota Motorsport are car design and development, wind tunnel services, engine design and development, and advanced component testing.

[Based on Oracle, 2005; SAP, 2003; and Toyota Motorsport GmbH, 2010]

FIGURE 5.8 Key Elements of Data Warehousing

separate “data warehouse” so that users may access and analyze the data without endangering the operational systems. Thus, data warehousing is the establishment and maintenance of a large data storage facility containing data on all (or at least many) aspects of the enterprise. If the data warehouse is to be useful, the data must be accurate, current, and stored in a usable form; in addition, easy-to-use data access and analysis tools for managers and other users must be provided to encourage full use of the data.

Establishing a data warehouse is time-consuming and expensive. Three types of software tools are needed: warehouse construction software, warehouse operation software, and warehouse access and analysis software. Warehouse construction software is required to extract relevant data from the operational databases, make sure the data are clean (free from error), transform the data into a usable form, and load the data into the data warehouse (see Figure 5.8). Operation software is required to store the data and manage the data warehouse. Software tools in the warehouse access and analysis area permit the user to...
produce customized reports from the data warehouse, perhaps on a regular basis, as well as query the data warehouse to answer specific questions. Data warehouses can be built around a traditional database management system, such as Oracle or IBM DB2, by using add-on data warehousing software tools, but increasingly organizations are turning to comprehensive data warehousing software packages or to data warehousing “appliances” to handle their data warehouses.

The comprehensive data warehousing software packages include IBM InfoSphere Warehouse, Informatica Platform, Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Data Integrator Enterprise Edition, and SAS/Warehouse Administrator. A data warehousing appliance is a packaged solution consisting of hardware (i.e., server, storage) and software (i.e., operating system, database management system, other data warehousing software), where the software has been specifically pre-installed and pre-optimized for data warehousing. Data warehousing appliances on the market include Hewlett-Packard NeoView, IBM InfoSphere Balanced Warehouse, Netezza TwinFin, Oracle’s Sun Oracle Database Machine, Sybase IQ, and Teradata Data Warehouse Appliance. Note that some data warehousing appliances, such as Sybase IQ, employ third-party hardware.

In addition to appliances, another new development in the data warehousing scene is column-store databases. Consider a customer database, where each customer’s record occupies one row, and where each column contains the same attribute, such as customer name or customer zip code, for each customer. When this database is stored in memory or on the hard drive as a traditional, row-store database, all the attributes for the first customer (or row) are serialized together, followed by all the attributes for the second customer, and so on. When the same database is stored in column-store format, then all the values for the first attribute (or column), say customer names, are serialized together, followed by all the values for the second attribute, say customer zip code, and so on. The traditional row-store approach tends to be more efficient in transaction processing, because entire new rows are created and existing rows are modified. However, in queries that are only concerned with a limited number of columns (attributes), such as producing a report of sales by zip code, a column-store approach is more efficient. In this case, only the zip code and sales columns need to be accessed, and all the values for zip codes are stored together, as are all the values for sales. Thus, operational databases, which are used primarily for transaction processing, are almost always row-store, while data warehouses, which are used for a variety of purposes—including querying—might be either row-store or column-store, depending on the mix of uses of the warehouse (Henschen, 2008). Column-store data warehouse solutions include Infobright (based in Canada), ParAccel Analytic Database, Sybase IQ, and Vertica Analytic Database.

For data warehouses built around traditional database management systems, there is a wide variety of software tools available in the warehouse access and analysis area. While comprehensive data warehousing software packages include some access and analysis tools, some users need different types of analysis tools and choose to add another package. Among the many analysis packages available are Computer Associates’ CA ERwin Data Modeler, Information Builders’ WebFOCUS, Microstrategy 9, Oracle Data Mining, and SAS Institute’s Enterprise Miner and SAS Visual BI. We will defer further consideration of these analysis tools until the next chapter, when we consider decision support systems, data mining, executive information systems, and especially business intelligence systems in more detail. In our judgment, creation and maintenance of the data warehouse is an enterprise system, while these end-user reporting and analysis tools are designed for management support—the topic of Chapter 6.

Data warehousing is being used successfully by organizations of all shapes and sizes. Let us consider some examples. The U.S. Postal Service has assembled a gigantic 32-terabyte data warehouse, and is using the system to analyze many areas of its business, including sales at individual post offices, the efficiency of mail-processing facilities, and the use of manpower and transportation resources. The data warehouse is based on hardware and software from Teradata. The warehouse collects retail data from 37,000 post offices, data from mail-processing facilities, package-tracking data, air-transportation data, and data from the Postal Service’s ERP and CRM applications. At present, the data warehouse generates about 20,000 reports for 1,800 users every day, using software from Microstrategy; the number of reports is expected to grow to 60,000 reports for more than 5,000 users, according to Wayne Grimes, Customer-Care Operations Manager for the Postal Service. The data warehouse provides the Postal Service with a much clearer picture of its finances and operations. In the past, it took three to four months to close the books at the end of the fiscal year, but last year—using the data warehouse—it took less than five weeks (Whiting, 2005).

Walmart operates a massive data warehouse containing—as of January 2006—583 terabytes of sales and inventory data. The data warehouse is built on a massively parallel 1,000-processor system from Teradata. “Our database grows because we capture data on every item, for every customer, for every store, every day,” says
Dan Phillips, Walmart’s Vice President of Information Systems. Phillips goes on to indicate that Walmart deletes data after two years and does not track individual customer purchases. Walmart refreshes the information in its data warehouse every hour, and thus it has turned its data warehouse into an operational system for managing daily store operations. Managers can check the database hourly and see what is happening at an individual store or stores throughout a region. As an example of the use of the data warehouse, Phillips relates an interesting story: On the morning after Thanksgiving a few years ago, the IT staff at Walmart’s headquarters checked the data warehouse and noticed that East Coast sales of a computer/monitor holiday special were far below expectations. When the marketing staff contacted several stores, they learned that the computers and monitors were not being displayed together, so customers could not see what they were getting for the posted price. Calls went out to Walmart stores across the country to rearrange the displays, and by 9:30 A.M. CST the data warehouse showed that the pace of sales was picking up (Babcock, 2006).

Walmart is not standing still with its data warehousing efforts. By mid-2007, its Teradata-based warehouse had grown to over 1,000 terabytes. Then—in addition to the Teradata warehouse—Walmart decided to become one of the earliest customers of Hewlett-Packard’s new NeoView data warehousing system. The NeoView warehouse will be used with Walmart’s important Retail Link system, which permits Walmart’s 20,000 suppliers to access data about the sales of their products in Walmart stores. The Retail Link system also permits Walmart to carry out market basket analysis in order to understand what products are commonly purchased together (and then develop appropriate marketing strategies); to conduct profit analysis on markdowns; and to track percentage of items in stock (Walmart aims for a 98.5 percent in-stock rate). Through its data warehouses, Walmart is leveraging massive amounts of data for competitive advantage (Weier, 2007).

Online dating company eHarmony uses a Netezza data warehouse appliance to manage its massive data warehouse—12 terabytes of data on more than 20 million registered users. Scoring algorithms are run on eHarmony’s pool of users to match potential mates, according to Joseph Essas, Vice President of Technology. Then data are collected on users’ satisfaction with matches and what results from the matches, and these data are fed into Netezza for analysis and possible updating of the scoring algorithms. Netezza provided the plug-ins needed for the warehouse to work with Oracle, Microstrategy, and other software packages used by eHarmony. Implementation of Netezza was easy, according to Essas: “Within 24 hours we were up and running. I’m not exaggerating, it was that easy.” Essas has found that the Netezza warehouse is “more or less working as advertised. It runs complicated queries; it’s fantastic in terms of table scanning and those sorts of things” (Kanaracus, 2009). Data warehousing has the potential to let companies understand and utilize the data that they are already collecting as they run their businesses.

**CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS**

A type of application that often pulls much of its data from the organization’s data warehouse is customer relationship management (CRM). A CRM system attempts to provide an integrated approach to all aspects of interaction a company has with its customers, including marketing, sales, and support. The goal of a CRM system is to use technology to forge a strong relationship between a business and its customers. To look at CRM in another way, the business is seeking to better manage its own enterprise around customer behaviors.

A variety of software packages have been created to manage customer relationships, most based on capturing, updating, and utilizing extensive profiles of individual customers. These profiles are often stored in a data warehouse, and data mining (discussed in Chapter 6) is used to extract relevant information about the firm’s customers. Furthermore, customer profiles are made available online to all those in the company who might interact with a customer. In addition, Web-based front-ends have been created so that a customer can interact with the company online to obtain information about products and services offered by the company, to place an order, to check on the status of an existing order, to seek answers from a knowledge base, or to request service. CRM software packages enable organizations to market to, sell to, and service customers across multiple channels, including the Web, call centers, field representatives, business partners, and retail and dealer networks.

There are many players in the CRM marketplace, so let’s attempt to differentiate them in various ways. For the first cut, we will look at the leading firms that market to larger firms versus those that market to small and medium businesses. ISM, Inc., a strategic advisor to organizations planning and implementing CRM initiatives, names the top 15 CRM enterprise (larger firms) winners and the top 15 CRM small and medium business (SMB) winners each year—in other words, the top 15 vendors to larger firms and the top 15 vendors to small and medium businesses. Both rankings are based on ISM’s surveys and testing, and both lists are presented alphabetically (Lager, 2009).
Most of the top 15 CRM enterprise vendors offer a traditional out-of-the-box CRM application, including call-center support, sales-force automation, and marketing support, as well as templates for specific vertical industries, such as health care, manufacturing, distribution, and financial services. Several of these vendors also offer a **hosted or on-demand solution** (also called **Software as a Service**, or **SaaS**). With a hosted solution, the software runs on the vendor’s hardware, and the customer pays a subscription fee on a per user, per month basis to use the application. Two of the firms in the top 15 are major software vendors SAP (with SAP CRM) and Oracle (with PeopleSoft CRM), both of which offer both a traditional CRM application and a hosted solution. Another major player in this market is Salesforce.com, which offers only a hosted solution and is the clear leader in the hosted market subsegment. Other vendors in this category include Clear C2 (C2CRM); Infor Global Solutions (Infor CRM); RightNow Technologies (RightNow CRM, which is only a hosted solution); and Sage Software’s SalesLogix (Sage Software is based in the United Kingdom). A few vendors have chosen to focus on a particular industry—for example, Amdocs Ltd. (Amdocs CRM) focuses on telecommunications carriers and Internet service providers.

Turning to the top 15 CRM SMB vendors, we find a few repeats, including Oracle, Salesforce.com, Clear C2, and Sage Software, which has two products on the SMB list—Sage SalesLogix and Sage CRM. Microsoft enters
this list with its Microsoft Dynamics CRM product, which is available as a traditional CRM or a hosted solution. A few of these top 15 SMB vendors offer a Lotus Notes–based product (more on Lotus Notes later in this chapter), including Ardexus Mode (Canada) and Relavis CRM. Other products in this top 15 SMB list include FrontRange Solutions’ GoldMine, NetSuite’s CRM+ (which is a hosted solution), and StayinFront CRM.

We have already described one example of a CRM project using a data warehouse in the box discussing Harrah’s Entertainment. Other examples abound: BT Group plc (formerly British Telecommunications) has implemented a multimillion dollar CRM system to upgrade its online customer service, based on software from RightNow Technologies. The CRM application includes a knowledge management system for use by BT’s 10,000 call center staff members when dealing with customer queries. It also incorporates an improved call-handling system and a live IM-style service for customers to have queries answered by support staff (Ferguson, 2007).

Resurrection Health Care, a Chicago-based integrated health care provider that operates eight hospitals, home and occupational health services, free-standing medical imaging centers, nursing homes, and more, has deployed Microsoft Dynamics CRM to manage and grow its relationships with physicians. Resurrection’s CRM system, which was customized by reseller Sonoma Partners, is used by Resurrection’s sales staff to build relationships with physicians to encourage them to refer their patients to Resurrection services such as rehabilitation, home health services, and medical imaging. The software enables capturing a variety of data about each physician, including records of e-mails, telephone, and in-person meetings, a list of personnel who work with the physician, and even the physician’s concerns about Resurrection’s services so that these concerns can be dealt with. Resurrection sales staff is also using the CRM to manage relationships with large, non-health-related companies in order to build awareness of Resurrection’s drug testing services for employees and occupational rehabilitation services for workmen’s compensation cases. “The use of CRM is moving into niches, like in health care to manage physician relationships, and real estate management to keep track of properties,” says Chris Fletcher, an analyst at research firm AMR (McGee, 2009a).

Author Solutions, the market-share leader when it comes to publishing books for individuals, created its CRM system based on a hosted solution from Salesforce.com and customization by Appirio, a consulting firm. Author Solutions published about 24,000 titles in 2009, with revenue close to $100 million; it has grown both from the increased popularity of self-publishing and by acquisition of other self-publishing companies. Kevin Weiss, the President and Chief Executive Officer of Author Solutions, knew that the company’s technology systems were antiquated and that it needed to prepare for explosive growth. He also knew that he didn’t want to manage the new technology himself, so he opted for a SaaS solution. As the company has grown through acquisition, the new companies have been quickly migrated to Author Solutions’ CRM system, named Gemini. Weiss believes that “The applications have made us able to move our customers through the production process faster. Customer service has improved. We have a world-class production system to serve our authors and fulfill exactly what they want” (Weiss, 2009).

In recent years, many companies have publicly stated that they were becoming more customer-focused—and some companies are carrying through on such statements in a very significant way by installing a CRM system.

OFFICE AUTOMATION

Office automation refers to a far-reaching set of office-related applications, including telephony (including Internet telephony), voicemail, videoconferencing, electronic mail (and its variants), word processing, copying, desktop publishing, electronic calendaring, and document imaging, along with document preparation, storage, and sharing. Like other areas in IT, office automation has its buzzwords, and the newest buzzword in office automation is unified communications (UC), which is the integration of real-time communication services, such as telephony and IM, with non–real-time communication services, such as e-mail, voicemail, and facsimile. With UC, an individual can send a message on one medium and have it read on another medium. For example, one can receive a voicemail message and choose to access it via e-mail (or vice versa). The UC products are getting better and more “unified” over time, with strong offerings from Avaya, Cisco, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Microsoft, among others.

In Chapter 2 we discussed imaging, word processing, and desktop publishing, and we will not repeat that discussion here. Similarly, we discussed telephony, and especially Internet telephony, in Chapter 3. We also introduced e-mail in Chapter 3, but e-mail is so central to office automation that we will pursue electronic mail and its variants (as well as other features often related to electronic mail, such as electronic calendaring) in more detail in this section and the next. Before turning to e-mail, we will discuss videoconferencing, which is one of the newer office automation tools. At the end of this section and the groupware section, you should have a good overall picture of the office automation area.
Videoconferencing

Videoconferencing permits face-to-face, or, more properly, image-to-image meetings and conferences without the need for costly and time-consuming travel. In most cases, computer-generated reports and graphics, such as a PowerPoint presentation, can also be shared during the conferences.

Desktop videoconferencing has become popular for one-on-one and small group conferences. The screen on a desktop PC is so small, however, that desktop videoconferencing would be unsatisfactory for larger group conferences. Splitting an already small screen into multiple smaller images will reduce the sense of being there, reducing the effectiveness of the conference. Thus, larger businesses often have a separate videoconferencing facility (usually a conference room) where a group of people can participate in a conference with a group at another location.

As an example of both group and desktop videoconferencing, let us consider offerings from Polycom, Inc., headquartered in Pleasanton, California. With its 2001 acquisition of PictureTel Corporation, Polycom solidified its position as the worldwide market leader in voice- and videoconferencing. Polycom’s HDX series provides a choice of several conference room videoconferencing units designed to work in a custom boardroom, a large room, or an auditorium. The various HDX models are designed for different-sized rooms and different-sized groups. Full-room systems start at about $34,000. All of the models have high-definition video, designed to be superb at any data rate. The high-end models have two video screens, and the lower-end models have dual monitor emulation on a single screen. The audio is also high-definition, and it is possible to distinguish which side of the room a person is talking from, just as in an in-person meeting. Audio is activated automatically, only when needed. The HDX

The Future of CRM

The basic ideas, goals, and challenges of CRM have not changed in the last decade, but there have been changes and these changes are continuing. For one thing, the cost of CRM software has decreased. According to a Gartner study, CRM application pricing reached a peak of $3,000 per licensed user in 2000 and dropped to between $1,000 and $1,500 per licensed user in 2009. Perhaps more significant is the movement to hosted solutions—Software as a Service (SaaS)—as the delivery mechanism for CRM. Gartner expects SaaS to be the delivery model for 50 percent of all field sales applications in 2009, compared to less than 1 percent in 2000. Considering all CRM applications, Gartner predicts that SaaS will be the delivery model for 25 percent of applications by 2012 and 40 percent by 2020. At the same time, pricing of SaaS-delivered CRM will drop from $800 per user per year in 2009 to $500 by 2020.

Another change in CRM is just beginning—the incorporation of social media into CRM applications. Clara Shih, Chief Executive Officer of Hearsay Labs, a SaaS provider of B2C sales and marketing software, argues that “Facebook, Twitter, and other social sites have become CRM for individuals. They’re how a growing number of people manage relationships across personal and professional realms.” Ed Thompson, Vice President of Gartner, believes that social CRM will become a big part of what CRM means over the next 10 years. Salesforce.com has been the early leader in incorporating social media into its CRM. Salesforce.com first partnered with Google by permitting its core CRM software to be used alongside Google Ad Words, which allows companies to advertise their products on Google by associating them with specific keywords. Then the two companies announced that any customer of Salesforce.com could add Google Apps (a competitive product to Microsoft Office) to their existing CRM software for free. Salesforce.com next partnered with Facebook, unveiling a product that allowed developers to build business applications for Facebook using Salesforce.com technology. A feature was built into Salesforce.com’s customer service application—named Service Cloud—to connect it to Facebook, so that customer service representatives can read and post messages on Facebook. More recently, Salesforce.com established a similar partnership with Twitter so that a customer service representative can monitor conversations over Twitter and respond if appropriate. These moves into social CRM permit businesses to build a marketing and customer service presence on Facebook and Twitter, and they serve as a logical step in helping companies figure out how to utilize social media.

[Based on Lynch, 2009; Musico, 2009; and Shih, 2009]
Electronic Mail

Electronic mail (e-mail) systems permit rapid, asynchronous communication between workstations on a network, eliminating telephone tag. Most systems incorporate such features as sending a note to a distribution list, forwarding a note to someone else with an appended message, replying to a note without reentering the address, and filing notes in electronic file folders for later recall. All the authors of this book use electronic mail on a regular basis, and we feel we could not do without it.

Of course, there are potential drawbacks to e-mail communication. Because it is so easy to use, the volume of e-mail can become overwhelming, particularly standard messages sent to a distribution list. Spam—unsolicited e-mail that most of us regard as junk—is the bane of e-mail users. E-mail is also less personal because it is dependent on text signals alone (but some users spice it up a bit by using e-mail smileys such as :-) or :( ). Some people use offensive words and phrases that they would never use in face-to-face conversation, called “flaming.” Privacy issues arise because of the opportunity for electronic monitoring by supervisors. For most organizations and most users, however, these drawbacks are totally overshadowed by the advantages of rapid, asynchronous communication.

Variants of e-mail include electronic bulletin boards, listservs, computer conferencing, chat rooms, instant messaging (IM), blogs, and, most recently, Twitter. An electronic bulletin board is a repository (a disk on a computer) on which anyone with access to the bulletin board can post messages and read other messages. Bulletin boards can be operated within an organization (employing the usual communication links) or over the Internet. A listserv is a computerized mailing list that accepts a message sent to the listserv address and forwards it to everyone on the particular mailing list.

Computer conferencing is similar to a bulletin board, but it is set up around a particular topic. For example, a professional society can set up a computer conference to consider changes in its annual meeting program. The announcement of the topic and the Web address at which the conference will be held are published in the society’s newsletter, which can be distributed electronically via a listserv. Users participate in the conference by logging into the conference, entering an opinion, and reading other participants’ opinions. Chat rooms are real-time versions of computer conferencing (synchronous communication) conducted on the Internet, with an incredibly wide array of topics. Group chat has emerged as an important real-time collaboration tool for businesses, providing communication support for far-flung project teams and reducing the need for in-person meetings, voice conferencing, and videoconferencing.

IM is a synchronous communication system that enables the user to establish a private chat room with another individual to carry out text-based communication in real time over the Internet. IM is a hit in business, with research firms estimating that 20 percent or more of employees use IM. A blog is a user-generated Web site where entries are made in journal style, typically displayed in reverse chronological order. Blogs can deal with any subject—sometimes they serve as personal online diaries, and sometimes they provide commentary on a particular subject such as the environment, politics, or local news. Twitter, a social networking and microblogging application that enables its users to send and read short messages known as tweets, is sort of a broadcast version of IM.

The first popular e-mail systems were mainframe- or minicomputer-based, which makes sense because e-mail predated client/server systems. They were also designed to
run under proprietary operating systems (e.g., not UNIX). Examples are Digital Equipment’s ALL-IN-ONE and IBM’s PROFS (Professional Office System). The more advanced mainframe-based systems, such as PROFS, packaged e-mail together with electronic calendaring and other related features. In this mainframe environment, the e-mail system runs on the mainframe, with the workstation being used as a terminal; there is no GUI interface. With PROFS, the main menu included a calendar with the current date highlighted, a clock, a message area where other users could directly communicate with this workstation, and a menu of other choices, such as process schedules (electronic calendaring), open the mail, search for documents, and prepare documents.

The second wave of e-mail systems was designed to run on UNIX servers (high-powered workstations running the UNIX operating system). Popular systems include Pine and Elm. This type of e-mail system runs on the server, with the PC being used as a terminal; again, there is no GUI interface. These systems do not have the functionality of mainframe systems like PROFS, but they are much more economical to operate on a per-user or per-message basis.

The development of POP-servers and POP-mail demonstrates how PC-based front-ends can be used to provide a friendlier interface for users. POP stands for post office protocol, and POP-mail is based on an analogy with post office boxes. To use POP-mail, a POP-client such as Eudora or Pegasus must be loaded on the PC. Various e-mail systems, including Pine, can be used as a POP-server. All incoming mail is kept on the POP-server until the user logs on and asks for mail to be downloaded to his or her own machine; this is analogous to traditional mail being kept in a post office box until the patron opens the box and empties it. The user processes the mail on his or her own machine, using the GUI provided by Eudora or Pegasus. The user can read mail, throw some of it away, store some in electronic file folders, and prepare responses to some of it. After processing the mail on the PC, the user reopens a connection to the POP-server on the host computer and uploads any outgoing messages.

The third wave of e-mail systems was LAN-based client/server software systems that incorporated well-designed GUI interfaces, complete with small inboxes, outboxes, wastebaskets, attractive fonts, color, and other GUI features. Example packages are cc:Mail by Lotus and Microsoft Mail. If an organization wants e-mail only, these packages are sufficient. LAN-based e-mail systems were very popular in the 1990s, but they have largely been replaced in the 2000s by the more robust groupware systems such as Lotus Notes/Domino and Microsoft Outlook/Exchange—we will talk more about these groupware systems in the next section. A variation of this third wave of client/server e-mail systems is Internet mail, which has become very popular for small business and home use. Internet mail is gaining traction for larger businesses under a SaaS arrangement with a vendor such as Google or Microsoft. For Internet mail, the client software is the user’s Web browser, and the server software is located on a high-powered Web server operated by an Internet service or software provider. The user must, of course, have access to the Internet via an Internet service provider (ISP) or an organizational link to the Internet. Examples of these Internet mail systems, which are usually free for small business and home use, are Microsoft Hotmail, Google Gmail, and Juno E-mail on the Web.

Most organizations, however, have moved beyond simple e-mail. They want the greater functionality of the older mainframe systems plus the GUI interface of the POP-mail and LAN-based systems. They want electronic calendaring and document sharing. The answer is groupware. We will discuss groupware as a separate category of applications in the next section.

In summary, office automation is moving forward, slowly but steadily, and the key to further development appears to be the use of unified communications combined with collaboration tools or groupware.

GROUPWARE AND COLLABORATION

Earlier in this chapter, we argued that ERP systems deserved treatment as a separate application area because of their currency and importance, despite the fact that ERP systems are, indeed, transaction processing systems. Now we wish to make the same argument for including groupware and collaboration as an application area vis-à-vis office automation. Clearly, the groupware and collaboration area is part of office automation, but it is a very critical part that deserves special attention.

Groupware is an industry term that refers to software designed to support groups by facilitating collaboration, communication, and coordination. Nowadays, the term collaboration or the phrase collaborative environment is often used as a synonym for groupware. In choosing a groupware product, the decision maker must decide what functions are required and seek a product (or a combination of products) that provides these features. Some groupware features are electronic mail, electronic bulletin boards, computer conferencing, electronic calendaring, group scheduling, sharing documents, electronic whiteboards, shared workspace, meeting support systems, workflow routing, electronic forms, Internet telephony, desktop videoconferencing, learning management systems, unified communications, and IM. One groupware feature needed to
support real-time collaboration is presence awareness, or the ability to detect others’ online availability (which is the key technology underlying IM). None of the leading groupware packages provide all the functions that a company might want, but in many cases add-on packages can be purchased to fill the gaps.

One might guess that the heart of a successful general-purpose groupware product is electronic mail, and that is certainly right—both industry leader Microsoft Exchange and top contender Lotus Notes (from IBM) have excellent e-mail capabilities. Until 2004, Lotus Notes held the top position based largely on its outstanding ability to share documents of all types. Lotus Notes is still used in more than half of the Fortune 100 companies, with 145 million corporate employees using Notes (Boulton, 2009). However, for a variety of reasons—Exchange is somewhat less expensive to operate, Exchange has a user interface that some find easier to use, and Microsoft’s marketing prowess—Exchange has passed Notes in terms of its installed base. In terms of market share, no other contenders come close to the top two. However, there are other players in the market with exciting groupware products, including Oracle Beehive Collaboration Software, Novell GroupWise, HotOffice, Webcrossing Community (from Bayspire, Inc.), and EMC’s Documentum eRoom.

The top two players have added additional products to supplement the collaboration capabilities built into their baseline groupware products. Microsoft offers Microsoft Office SharePoint Server, an integrated suite of server capabilities including extensive collaboration services such as shared workspaces, shared calendars, presence awareness and IM, document management, workflow routing, wikis, and blogs. Then Microsoft Office Communications Server—this is Microsoft’s primary UC offering—delivers streamlined communications including presence awareness and IM, VoIP telephony, voice and videoconferencing, and mobile access. We should also note that Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft SharePoint are available as hosted (SaaS) services.

IBM Lotus Sametime—IBM’s primary UC offering—provides integrated, real-time communications services including presence awareness and IM, voice and video conferencing, VoIP telephony, mobile access, and community collaboration tools such as chat rooms, easy connection to experts, and screen sharing. IBM Lotus Quickr is team collaboration software with an extensive set of content and team services. On the content side, Quickr provides content libraries to organize and share content as well as personal file sharing, where each user decides who will have access to his or her files. Quickr also enables creation of team places (shared workspaces), including team calendars, discussion forums, blogs, and wikis. Like Microsoft, IBM has hosted groupware services available. IBM LotusLive Notes uses the Notes client loaded on a PC to access a Domino server hosted by IBM—again, SaaS. IBM also offers a less expensive option called LotusLive iNotes, which is a Web client accessing a server hosted by IBM. LotusLive iNotes provides e-mail service, but does not have full Domino functionality. An interesting specialized groupware area deals with electronic meeting support systems, and we will talk more about this area in the next chapter.

Groupware, like ERP systems, is a growth area in the software industry as well as an evolving area. To gain a greater understanding of this area, let us take a closer look at a leading groupware product, Lotus Notes.

An Example Groupware System: Lotus Notes

Lotus Development Corporation’s first important product was 1-2-3, and it became the dominant spreadsheet package in the 1980s and early 1990s. The second important product was Notes, a groupware system originally featuring strong document-sharing features and a reasonable e-mail package that has grown into a more full-featured product. Notes—and Lotus’s expertise in developing PC and client/server software—were important to IBM, which paid $3.5 billion to purchase Lotus in 1995. IBM was already a software powerhouse, as we have noted earlier in this book, but its strength was in large machine software. IBM felt it needed to bolster its PC software prowess to compete with Microsoft in that market, and it also wanted the Notes groupware product. IBM has allowed Lotus to operate as a separate business unit, and the buyout seems to have benefited both IBM and Lotus.

Users can configure the welcome page of Lotus Notes to their liking: Figure 5.9 shows the slightly customized welcome page used by one of the authors of this book. At the top left of the screen is the menu bar containing the menus of commands used to perform tasks within Notes. Just below the menu bar is a row of icons that permit the user to perform tasks quickly by clicking the mouse on an icon. Below the row of icons is an address box. To go to a Web address you have not visited before, enter the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) in the address
box; to go to a page you have previously visited, click the down arrow at the right end of the address field and select the appropriate URL from the drop-down list. To the right of the menu bar is the navigation bar that allows the user to navigate in Notes just as you would in a Web browser (Notes is, in fact, a Web browser). Down the left side of the screen are the bookmark buttons, which represent a powerful way to navigate to Web pages as well as to Notes databases, views, and documents. In the big area of the screen, the upper left quadrant shows the most recent entries in the user’s Notes inbox, the upper right quadrant shows the calendar entries for the current week, and the lower half contains “hot spot” links to the user’s mail, calendar, address book, “to do” list, and personal journal.

When the user opens the mail—either by clicking the mail bookmark button on the left side of any page (the top icon, which looks like a piece of mail) or the mail hot spot in the bottom area of the welcome page—the inbox view of the mailbox is displayed, as shown in Figure 5.10. In addition to the bars and icons appearing on the welcome page, a view action bar appears above the listing of e-mail messages in the larger window to the right. The actions listed relate to the current view. For the inbox view, the entries are new memo, reply, reply to all, forward, delete, follow up, folder (i.e., move to folder), and copy into new—all common actions used in processing e-mail. Most of the screen is divided into a navigation pane on the left and an active view pane on the right. In the inbox view, the active view pane lists the user’s mail messages, tells who sent the message, the date and time it was sent, the size of the message, and the subject assigned by the sender. To open a message a user double-clicks on it. A star immediately to the left of the sender’s name indicates an unread message. The navigation pane on the left lists a number of views and folders that can be used to manage the mail. For instance, the folder “drafts” contains messages you are working on but have not yet sent, and the set of file folders with names such as Academic Dishonesty, Accreditation MIS, ACM, and Advising constitute the electronic filing system for this user. Notes also has a valuable electronic calendaring feature that you access by clicking on the calendar bookmark button on the left side of the page (the second icon, which looks like a page of a desk calendar) or by clicking on the calendar hot spot on the welcome page. Several different calendar views are available, including a one-day view, a one-week view, and a one-month view.

The user’s mail files, as described previously, constitute a Notes database. The calendar files are another database, and the contacts are yet a third database. In fact, the various databases are the heart of Notes. Each database contains a collection of documents (of some sort) relating to the same topic. An experienced Notes user most likely
will have created databases for the variety of activities in which he or she is engaged, such as a significant committee assignment, an ongoing research project, a graduate information systems course, and a faculty discussion group. These are databases that the user most likely does not want to share with other users. However, there are other databases—created by users throughout the company—that are intended for sharing. As mentioned previously, the real strength of Notes is its document-sharing abilities. This is done through various shared databases. Some of the databases might be set up so that the user can only read documents, not modify them or add new ones; in other databases, such as discussion groups, all participants are encouraged to enter into the discussion.

To open a particular database, first click on the database bookmark button on the left side of the page (this button appears to be two cylinders, or hard drives, in front of a file folder). This opens the database bookmark page, showing all the databases that the user has bookmarked. The user opens a database by double-clicking on the relevant database listing. What if the user has not bookmarked the desired database? The database bookmark page also contains “Find a Database” and “Browse for a Database” selections. The opening screen of any database looks similar to Figure 5.10, with appropriate tool buttons, a navigation pane to the left, and a list of topics or documents in the view pane to the right. The user double-clicks on a document to display it.

How does all this work? Lotus Notes is a client/server system, with the large files (databases) stored on the server, which Lotus calls a “Domino server powered by Notes.” The user can opt to store databases on the PC hard drive, but master copies of the large corporate or departmental databases of documents are stored on the server. Corporate files are replicated from one Notes server to another on a regular basis, so that everyone in the organization has access to the same version of a document. The Lotus Notes client, operating on a PC, is used to access the server with appropriate password protection. This access might either be directly across a LAN or via an Internet connection. Any Web browser on the Internet can also access Notes. Of course, the Notes client is itself a Web browser. A major advantage of using Notes as the browser is that Notes gives you the ability to store copies of Web pages as documents in a Notes database.

Finally, another strength of Lotus Notes is its ability to serve as a development platform, allowing companies to create their own Notes applications customized for their needs. In fact, a growing number of these specialized applications are available commercially through third-party vendors, including project management, human resources, help desk, document management, health care, sales and marketing, and imaging applications.
INTRANETS AND PORTALS

The notion of an intranet was introduced in Chapter 3: An intranet is a network operating within an organization that employs the TCP/IP protocol, the same protocol used on the Internet. In most cases, an intranet consists of a backbone network with a number of connected LANs. Because the protocol is the same, the organization may use the same Web browser, Web search engine, and Web server software that it would use on the Internet. The intranet, however, is not accessible from outside the organization. The organization decides whether or not people within the organization have access to the Internet.

An intranet presents some incredible advantages to the organization. If an organization already has an internal network of interconnected LANs plus Web browsers on most workstations and an operating Web server, as most organizations do, then implementing an intranet is a relatively easy task involving some programming on the

Lotus Notes in Action

Let’s consider three recent examples of Lotus Notes/Domino applications in three quite different settings. IMS Health, based in the United Kingdom, is the world’s leading provider of market intelligence to the pharmaceutical and health care industries, with $2.2 billion in 2007 revenue. IMS Health provides market intelligence, such as pharmaceutical pricing and reimbursement information in different world markets, to its customers via newsletters, a monthly magazine, and its Web site. When IMS Health decided to redesign its Web site to make it more attractive and easier to use, the company chose to build on its existing Lotus Domino–based content management system. Neil Turner, Senior Manager of Editorial Publications, explained that “Lotus Domino is very popular with our IT team because of the flexibility of the platform, which makes it easy to develop new applications and databases that are integrated with e-mail and calendaring, as well as to support our Web site.” IMS Health worked with Kelros, a consulting firm, to develop the new Web site, and the company is very pleased with the result. The new site offers greatly improved search and browse functions, helping users drill down to relevant data and get answers more quickly. IMS Health has seen a marked increase in traffic on the new Web site and expects to see an increase in customer renewals (IBM, 2008a).

The Kentucky Baptist Convention (KBC) is a cooperative missions and ministry organization serving over 2,400 Baptist churches in Kentucky. This nonprofit organization moved to Lotus Notes/Domino in 1998 to provide e-mail, calendaring, and scheduling to its employees. KBC’s headquarters are in Louisville, but about 40 of its employees travel throughout the state of Kentucky. To satisfy the needs of all its employees—especially these remote workers—for communication, KBC upgraded its Notes/Domino software, including Lotus Sametime, in 2008. With this upgrade, KBC provides mobile access, presence awareness, IM, and real-time chat services to its employees. Lotus Quickr was used to create a centralized, easily searchable library of reference records. Lotus Domino has also served as KBC’s development platform—the IT staff has developed over 20 unique business applications using Domino and has designed its Web site to be hosted in the Domino environment. “The big benefit of the Lotus Notes and Domino platform is all the things that we can do with one system,” explains Troy Fulkerson, Director of Information Technology at KBC (IBM, 2008b).

Shikoku Electric Power Company, in Japan, supplies electrical power to more than 2.8 million people. Shikoku Electric decided to set up a new communications system for knowledge sharing throughout the company, focusing on the need for high reliability and improved service levels. The company used its existing Lotus Notes/Domino application, which was running on a number of UNIX servers, as a starting point for the new system. In order to hold its costs down, Shikoku Electric chose to implement an expanded Lotus Notes/Domino solution on an IBM System Z9 mainframe computer rather than on numerous smaller servers. The IBM System Z9 uses virtualization technology to provide multiple copies of Lotus Domino on a single machine. To install a new server, no hardware needs to be added—a virtual server is simply created on the mainframe. “We believe we have succeeded in deploying a system that is easy to use, with high reliability and security,” says Shinji Nakauchi, System Promotion Group Leader in Shikoku Electric’s IT department (IBM, 2009).
Web server. With minimal effort the full functionality of a localized World Wide Web, including e-mail and document sharing, is available within the organization. The Web browser is a "universal client" that works with heterogeneous platforms. Furthermore, virtually no training is needed to implement an intranet because users already know how to use a browser. Deploying a new intranet application is simple—just send an e-mail message containing the URL (address) of the new application to users.

Even if the organization does not have a Web server and Web browsers, the costs are not overwhelming. Web browsers are free, and a minimal Web server complete with software can be obtained for well under $10,000. Intranets are easy enough to set up that in some organizations the first intranet was set up by end users (such as engineers), not by the IS organization, to enable sharing of particular documents.

Intranets serve a variety of important uses within organizations. In many organizations, the intranet serves as a valuable communication tool between the organization and its employees and between employees as well as a repository of organizational information. General announcements, benefits information, news releases, organizational policies, and employee manuals, as well as a calendar of activities, can be posted on the intranet. The intranet can incorporate an organizational directory to find e-mail addresses and telephone numbers—and perhaps even find others in the organization with a particular area of expertise. The intranet can permit blogs and wikis as well as forums on particular topics. It can also host many self-service applications, such as updating personal address and withholding information, requesting vacation time, submitting travel reimbursement requests, and even online training. Depending upon the nature of the organization, there may be even more important features that can be built into the intranet. In a health care network setting, for example, intranets have been used to consolidate medical records from geographically dispersed patients, clinics, and laboratories into a single clinical database and make these records accessible to health care professionals via a Web browser. With patients’ medical histories available on the intranet, health care professionals can easily determine information such as past surgeries, medications used, and allergies.

Let’s consider the award-winning intranets of two well-known companies. In 2010, Walmart’s intranet—known as mywalmart.com—was selected as one of the ten best intranets in the world according to Nielsen Norman Group, a research firm that advises companies on human-centered product and service design. Rather than building a traditional intranet site, Walmart focused on creating a successful social networking intranet. The intranet still conveys corporate information, but the primary purpose of the intranet is to encourage associates to communicate with each other, share information, and build relationships. The Walmart intranet provides associates a place to learn about Walmart, find co-workers, discuss topics with each other, and chat online with company leaders. The site also contains company benefits information, news, and access to self-service applications. Walmart does not interfere with discussion threads on the intranet; any negative attacks on Walmart are usually answered by other associates. The result is that, a year after the site’s introduction, about 75 percent of Walmart’s 1.4 million U.S. associates regularly use mywalmart.com, and the company expects that number to go up after the corporate benefits Web site is fully integrated into the intranet (Tuttle, 2010).

IBM’s intranet, known inside the company as “w3 on Demand Workplace,” was selected as a top 10 intranet in 2006 by Nielsen Norman Group, and it continues to receive praise as an outstanding intranet. Nielsen Norman said that IBM achieved consistency and personalization in its intranet, which facilitates collaboration between 329,000 employees in 75 countries.

Among the features of IBM’s intranet recognized by Nielsen Norman are the following:

- the personalization of news based on self-created profiles
- the creation of role-specific portlets for employees in finance, sales, and management (A portlet is a specialized content area, or window, within an intranet opening page or within a portal.)
- a robust employee directory, which permits its employees to search for other employees in many ways, including particular areas of expertise
- a facility for blogging—employees can create their own blogs through BlogCentral, or they can subscribe to each other’s blogs via RSS (RSS is the de facto standard for the syndication, or distribution, of Web content—in this case, employees’ blogs, but also news feeds, event listings, project updates, or corporate information.)
- accessibility—the intranet is designed to be accessible for people with disabilities, memory issues, and low vision (Jones, 2006)

When originally introduced, intranets were seen as competing with full-service groupware products such as Lotus Notes and Microsoft Exchange. Both fostered communication within the organization. Intranets did not provide the full range of groupware services, but they were much less expensive. Over time, intranets and groupware have grown closer together. Groupware has fully embraced the Internet, and groupware clients such as Lotus Notes are...
now Web browsers. Today some intranets employ the groupware client as the Web browser. At the same time, intranets became so complex and cumbersome to use that it was necessary to provide some structure, some organization so that users could find what they needed on the intranet. The answer was a portal—software that provided a structure and thus easier access to internal information via a Web browser. (If the organization desires, those external to the organization can also use the portals—see the Volkswagen example later in this section and the Haworth, Inc., box.) This added software meant that intranets became more expensive. Portal software is available from a number of software firms, both large and small, including groupware vendors IBM (with IBM WebSphere Portal), Microsoft (with Microsoft Office SharePoint Server), and Oracle (with Oracle Portal). Among other portal products are SAP NetWeaver Enterprise Portal, TIBCO PortalBuilder, Open Text Vignette Portal, and JBoss (now part of Red Hat) Enterprise Portal Platform.

Volkswagen AG has created two major portals, one internal and one external, to help the company manage the production of five million cars a year at 40 factories in 16 countries. The internal portal, known as iPAD (Integrated Purchasing Agent’s Desk), provides an incredible array of information on parts to purchasing agents throughout the company. According to Meike-Uta Hansen, Director of e-Supply Chain Integration and Services, the iPAD portal “provides 360-degree views of suppliers, parts, and projects.” The external, business-to-business portal enables VW to collaborate more closely with its suppliers. This portal features 30 applications, links to 16,000 supplier sites, and has 55,000 users. Through the portal, suppliers have access to the specific information they need to track VW’s procurement needs; they also receive event-driven alerts to keep them up-to-date on changes in VW’s plans (Travis, 2005).

Ball Memorial Hospital in Muncie, Indiana, has successfully used a portal for its physicians, and it is currently extending the portal to be useful for all its employees. Ball Memorial has used portal development tools from Bowstreet, Inc. (purchased by IBM in late 2005), along with IBM’s WebSphere Portal, to build more than 20 applications for its physicians. Christina Fogle, e-Systems Manager at Ball Memorial, estimates that the tools helped shave 40 percent off the development time for complex applications and as much as 70 percent for simpler applications. The hospital is currently using the same tools for new employee self-service applications, including benefits management and travel (Whiting, 2006).

In another hospital example, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center has created a Fetal Care Portal to make available patient data, including electronic medical records and digitized radiology images, to doctors at CCHMC and two nearby hospitals where surgery on fetuses is performed, if needed. The portal permits doctors to view patient data on two side-by-side screens, with images on one screen and written reports on the other. Doctors may also access data about treatments and outcomes of other patients with the same conditions who have been treated at CCHMC and its two partner hospitals, and they can use the portal’s database query tools to analyze trends and devise improved treatments (McGee, 2009b). For organizations such as Walmart, IBM, Volkswagen, Ball Memorial Hospital, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, and many others, intranets and portals have brought improved performance and communication.

**FACTORY AUTOMATION**

The roots of *factory automation* lie in (1) numerically controlled machines, which use a computer program, or a tape with holes punched in it, to control the movement of tools on sophisticated machines and in (2) *material requirements planning* (MRP) systems, which rely on extensive data input to produce a production schedule for the factory and a schedule of needed raw materials. The newer *computer-integrated manufacturing* (CIM) combines these basic ideas not only to let the computer set up the schedules (as with MRP) but also to carry them out through control of the various machines involved (as with numerically controlled machines).

Computer-integrated manufacturing is one of the primary ways by which manufacturers are facing the challenges of global competition. Through the various components of CIM, manufacturers are increasing productivity and quality while simultaneously reducing the lead time from the idea stage to the marketplace for most products. A list of strong proponents of CIM reads like a who’s who of manufacturing—General Motors, John Deere, Ford, Weyerhauser, FMC, and Kodak, among others.

CIM systems fall into three major categories: engineering systems, manufacturing administration, and factory operations. Table 5.1 lists the acronyms used in this section on factory automation. The engineering systems are aimed at increasing the productivity of engineers and include such systems as computer-aided design (CAD) and group technology (GT). Manufacturing administration includes systems that develop production schedules and monitor production against these schedules; these systems are usually termed *manufacturing resources planning systems*. Factory operations include those systems that actually control the operation of machines on the factory floor. Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) and shop floor control (SFC) are examples of such systems.
Engineering Systems

**Computer-aided design (CAD)** is perhaps the most familiar of the engineering systems. CAD involves the use of computer graphics—both two-dimensional and three-dimensional—to create and modify engineering designs. **Computer-aided engineering (CAE)** is a system designed to analyze the functional characteristics of a design and simulate the product performance under various conditions in order to reduce the need to build prototypes. CAD and CAE permit engineers to conduct a more thorough engineering analysis and to investigate a wider range of design alternatives. Advanced CAD/CAE systems store the information they generate in a database that is shared with the other components of CIM, such as CAM.

**Group technology (GT)** systems logically group parts according to physical characteristics, machine routings through the factory, and similar machine operations. On the basis of these logical groupings, GT is able to identify existing parts that engineers can use or modify rather than design new parts, simplifying the design and manufacturing processes. **Computer-aided process planning (CAPP)** systems plan the sequence of processes that produce or assemble a part. During the design process, the engineer retrieves the closest standard plan from a database (using the GT classification of the new part) and modifies that plan rather than starting from scratch. The resulting plans are more accurate and more consistent, thereby reducing process planning and manufacturing costs.

Manufacturing Administration

**Manufacturing resources planning (MRP II)** systems usually have three major components: the master production schedule, material requirements planning, and

## Haworth’s dNet Portal

Office furniture maker Haworth, Inc., an innovator in office products with more than 250 patents to its credit, offers more than 35 million products—one of the largest selections of office furniture and products in the world. In order to better serve its 600 dealers, Haworth decided to build a portal, which it called dNet. The initial version of the portal was unsatisfactory, so Haworth chose to start again with new vendor proposals. Haworth went with a proposal from systems integrator Ascendant Technology, using IBM WebSphere Portal and IBM Lotus Web Content Management software. The new dNet portal has proved valuable for both Haworth’s dealers and Haworth’s own employees. Before the upgrade, the number of visitors to the portal averaged about 12 a month. After the new portal was put in place, it garnered about 4 million hits in 7 months, according to Mike Stock, dNet’s manager.

The company’s dealers use dNet to obtain real-time financial information, inventory status, and marketing materials. Before the upgrade, Haworth’s sales representatives would spend more than 30 minutes per customer call to search various databases for product availability, pricing, and order-status information. Dealers can now do much of this work for themselves. The portal has also increased productivity for other Haworth employees. “Internally, all of our employees now have a centralized place to access order-entry, marketing materials, and product-development information,” Stock says. “They no longer have to walk down the hall or call across the room to get information like part numbers.” dNet has been a big success for Haworth: The company has been able to reduce the amount of time employees spend on customer service, increase security of financial information, and increase overall efficiency in its processes.

[Based on Ascendant Technology, 2010; and Hulme, 2005]
shop floor control. The master production schedule component sets the overall production goals based on forecasts of demand. The MRP component then develops a detailed production schedule to accomplish the master schedule, using parts explosion, production capacity, inventory, and lead-time data. The shop floor control component releases orders to the shop floor based on the detailed production schedule and the actual production accomplished thus far. MRP II systems attempt to implement just-in-time (JIT) production. Note that MRP II does not directly control machines on the shop floor; it is an information system that tries to minimize inventory and employ the machines effectively and efficiently.

In our discussion of enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems earlier in this chapter, we noted that MRP is often one of the key modules of an ERP system. Thus, such an ERP system ties together the manufacturing production schedule with the other important aspects of running an enterprise, including sales and distribution, human resources, and financial reporting. The latest type of manufacturing administration system—supply chain management (SCM)—goes beyond ERP and outside the boundaries of the firm itself. In our view, SCM systems are so important that we have chosen to treat them as a separate application area in a section that immediately follows the factory automation section.

**Factory Operations**

Factory operations systems go a significant step further than MRP II—they control the machines. By definition, computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) is the use of computers to control manufacturing processes. CAM is built around a series of computer programs that control automated equipment on the shop floor. In addition to computer-controlled machines such as automated drill presses and milling machines, CAM systems employ automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to move raw materials, in-process materials, and finished products from one workstation to another. AGVs are loaded using robot-like arms and then follow a computer-generated electronic signal (often a track under the floor that has been activated) to their next destination. Workers are used only to provide maintenance on the equipment and to handle problems. Because job setups (preparing a machine to work on a new part) are automated and accomplished in minimum time, CAM permits extremely high machine utilization. With the low setup time, very small batches (even as small as one) can be produced efficiently, shortening production lead times and reducing inventory levels.

As this brief description has implied, a CAM system is very sophisticated and requires a great deal of input data from other systems. Product design data would come from CAD, process design data from CAPP, and the master production schedule and material requirements from MRP II. The CAM system must also be able to communicate electronically with the machines on the shop floor.

The manufacturing communications network is likely to employ the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP), pioneered by General Motors and now accepted by nearly all major manufacturers and vendors. MAP is a communications protocol (a set of rules) to ensure an open manufacturing system. With conformance to MAP by all vendors, seamless communication between all equipment on the factory floor—regardless of the vendor—is possible. MAP is a user-driven effort, and the details of the concept are evolving. Nevertheless, MAP is a reality in factory automation upon which future systems will be based.

Within factory operations applications, shop floor control (SFC) systems are less ambitious than CAM but are still important. These systems provide online, real-time control and monitoring of machines on the shop floor. For example, the SFC might recognize that a tool on a particular milling machine is getting dull (by measuring the metal that the machine is cutting per second) and signal this fact to the human operator on duty. The operator can then take corrective measures, such as instructing the SFC to change the tool or changing it himself or herself, depending on the system.

**Robotics**

Outside the broad area of CIM, robotics is one other aspect of factory automation that deserves mention. Robotics is, in fact, one branch of the artificial intelligence tree. (Artificial intelligence, especially expert systems and neural networks, is discussed in the next chapter.) With robotics, scientists and engineers are building machines to accomplish coordinated physical tasks in the manner of humans. For over two decades, robots have been important in manufacturing to accomplish simple but important tasks, such as painting and welding. Robots perform repetitive tasks tirelessly, produce more consistent high-quality output than humans, and are not subject to such dangers as paint inhalation or retinal damage. Newer robots incorporate a certain amount of visual perception and thus are able to perform assembly tasks of increasing complexity. Industrial robots are expensive, but they are becoming economically viable for a wider range of tasks as their capabilities are extended. Robots and CIM are producing a vastly different “factory of the future” based on IT.

**SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS**

Supply chain management (SCM) systems are designed to deal with the procurement of the components a company needs to make a product or service and
the movement and distribution of components and finished products throughout the supply chain. These supply chain management systems are often inter-organizational in nature, involving two or more levels of the supply chain—such as a manufacturer and its suppliers or a retailer and its suppliers. There are five basic components of SCM: plan, source, make, deliver, and return. Planning means developing a strategy, with appropriate metrics, for managing all the resources that are needed to meet customer demand for your product or service. Sourcing is choosing the suppliers for the resources needed to produce your product or service, as well as developing pricing, delivery, payment, and inventory management processes for these resources. Making is the manufacturing step, including scheduling the activities required. Delivering is the logistics associated with getting your product or service to customers, and returning is creating a procedure for handling defective and excess products and supporting customers who have problems (Worthen, 2007).

Each of these five basic components actually consists of dozens of specific tasks, and SCM software has grown up around these specific tasks, such as demand planning, inventory management, and transportation planning. SCM software packages are available to handle a few of these specific tasks, or many of them, but no vendor has a complete package that is right for every company. Each company must carefully assess its needs, and select the package—or perhaps the combination of products from several vendors—that best meets its needs. Among large companies, the SCM market tends to be dominated by the ERP vendors, especially SAP and Oracle; Microsoft has a significant presence in the small and medium business SCM market. Other important SCM vendors are JDA Software Group, Ariba, Inc., Manhattan Associates, and RedPrairie. JDA Software Group, which traditionally had strength in SCM for retailers, merged with Manugistics in 2006 and i2 Technologies in 2010, both of which had strength in SCM for manufacturers. With these mergers, JDA Software Group moved into the number three position in the SCM field, behind industry giants SAP and Oracle.

An interesting use of SCM occurs at Perdue Farms, which produces more than 48 million pounds of chicken products and almost 4 million pounds of turkey products each week. For Thanksgiving, Perdue will ship roughly 1 million whole turkeys—and all these turkeys will arrive at the supermarkets within 24 hours of processing. This logistics task is much easier for Perdue after the company invested $20 million in Manugistics SCM software, including forecasting and supply chain planning tools. With the aid of the SCM system, Perdue has gotten much better at delivering the right number of turkeys to the right customers at the right time, according to Chief Information Officer Don Taylor. “As we get to November, we have live information at our fingertips,” he says.

Perdue also uses technology to make sure its products arrive fresh. Each of its delivery trucks is equipped with a global positioning system, so dispatchers always know where the trucks are and can send out replacement trucks if necessary. Some supermarkets have vendor-management inventory control systems, which allow Perdue to track sales of its products in real time (Luttrell, 2003).

Imperial Sugar, the third-largest sugar refinery in the United States, experienced a terrible disaster in February 2008 when its refinery in Port Wentworth, Georgia, exploded, resulting in deaths and injuries to employees. The explosion destroyed approximately 60 percent of Imperial Sugar’s production capacity, and it turned out to be twenty months before the sugar refinery was online again. Imperial Sugar’s Chief Information Officer, George Muller, credits its SCM system, especially its demand-management software, with helping the company make the best of available resources and satisfying as many of its customers as possible. According to Muller, the demand-management software from Demand Foresight “took our demand, our inventory and capacity, and the number of new orders coming in and tied it all together. We couldn’t fulfill every order, but we were able to fill more orders than we ever would have had we not had that tool.” SCM software helped keep Imperial Sugar going in the face of disaster (Overby, 2010).

As an example of SCM in the retail industry, let’s consider J. C. Penney, an $18.4 billion company. In 2002, J. C. Penney implemented an inventory management system from i2 Technologies and a forecasting and replenishment system from Teradata. Based on the success of these systems and other changes in the supply chain and product development processes, J. C. Penney has reduced the time it takes to get a product from the design stage to the sales floor from as long as two years to just 45 days, according to Jeffrey Allison, J. C. Penney Executive Vice President and Director of Planning and Allocation.

In 2003, J. C. Penney created its factory-store system, which enables the store to replenish such basics as towels, sheets, and jeans on an as-needed, just-in-time basis. Because J. C. Penney can now get these items directly from its suppliers, who can produce them in a matter of days, the company no longer has to store them in warehouses, said Peter McGrath, J. C. Penney’s Executive Vice President of Product Development and
Summary

Today virtually all large and midsized businesses and an increasing number of small businesses depend on enterprise IT systems. These systems support almost every function of the business, from procuring raw materials to planning the production schedule to distributing the product, from recording and summarizing sales figures to keeping track of inventory, from paying employees and suppliers to handling receivables, from maintaining the organization’s financial records to enabling employees to communicate more effectively. Modern organizations simply require enterprise IT systems to do business.

Transaction processing systems are central to the operations of almost every business. These workhorse systems, which were the very first IT applications installed in most businesses, process the thousands of transactions that occur every day, including sales, payments, inventory, and payroll. In recent years, many large and midsized businesses have turned to enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems as a way to achieve an integrated set of transaction processing applications. ERP systems typically consist of a number of modules to handle the sales and distribution, manufacturing, financial reporting, and human resources areas, and the organization can buy a subset of these modules to satisfy its needs.

Transaction processing systems handle the volume of transactions generated as a firm does business, and they also produce summary reports on these transactions. They do not, however, provide this transactional data in a form that enables managers to use the data in decision-making activities—data warehousing does this. With data warehousing, organizational data are made accessible from a storage area that is distinct from that used for operational transaction processing. When combined with easy-to-use analysis tools—which are discussed in the next chapter—the data warehouse becomes a critical information resource for managers to enable strategic and operational decision making.

Office automation systems affect every knowledge worker in a firm. Word processing, electronic calendaring, electronic mail, and many other applications are most commonly delivered via an employee’s PC attached to the organization’s network. Groupware is a popular way of providing office automation functionality in an integrated package. Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes, the most popular groupware packages today, provide e-mail, calendaring, document sharing, and other features. Intranets—networks within an organization that employ Internet standards—offer employees easy access to an organization’s internal information via a Web browser, with portals providing a valuable structure for accessing these intranets. Factory automation applies IT to the task of increasing efficiency and effectiveness in the manufacturing process. A particularly important factory automation application is supply chain management, which enables more efficient management of the supply chain as a process from supplier to manufacturer to wholesaler to retailer to consumer (or at least some portion of that supply chain).

As important as these various enterprise systems are, they are certainly not the whole story in terms of IT applications. Chapter 6 focuses on managerial support systems designed to provide support to a manager or a group of managers, and Chapter 7 explores the topic of e-business systems.

Review Questions

1. Consider the enterprise systems application areas listed in Figure 5.1. Which application area developed first? Which one is most common today? What is a “hot” application area today?
2. Describe the fundamental differences between batch processing and online processing. What is in-line processing?
3. What is a vertically integrated information system? Give an example.
4. What is a client/server system? What is a client? What is a server? Why would an organization choose to implement a client/server system?
Discussion Questions

1. Differentiate between a two-tier client/server system and a three-tier client/server system. Differentiate between a fat client and a thin client. Why would a firm choose one of these approaches over the others when implementing a client/server system?

2. In review question 6, you listed the three categories of middleware. In one sentence each, define the three categories. Explain the role of each category and how they interact.

3. In this chapter, payroll and order entry were used as examples of transaction processing systems. Another example with which all of us are somewhat familiar is the check-processing system employed by your bank. Consider how the check-processing system is similar to (and different from) the two examples in this chapter. Is the check-processing system likely to be batch, online, or some hybrid of the two? What subsystems would be required to operate the check-processing system?

4. Why do many firms find it difficult to implement an ERP system? List all the reasons you can think of, and indicate which reasons you think are most important and why.

5. Every large organization has large files or databases containing data used in operating the business. How does a data warehouse differ from these operational files or databases? Why are these differences important?

6. Consider an office environment with which you are somewhat familiar. Over the past decade, what changes in the way the office operates (including communication, document preparation, and scheduling meetings) have been brought about by office automation? Why do you think these changes have occurred? Have they been technology-driven or people-driven, or both?

7. Based on your reading and knowledge from other sources, in what ways has the phenomenon of the Internet influenced office automation?

8. Explain the concept of Software as a Service (SaaS), and describe at least one application area in which SaaS is becoming important. Do you think the use of SaaS will expand, and why or why not?

9. Find out if the university where you are enrolled, or the company where you work, or the company where a close relative or friend works, has developed a portal for employees (or students) to access information and applications on the organization’s intranet. If possible, log into the portal and find out what services are available.

10. The terminology employed in factory automation is often confusing, in part because the names are so similar and in part because the subareas do indeed overlap. Carefully distinguish among CIM, CAD, CAE, CAM, and CAPP, indicating any overlaps.

11. All of us come into contact with distributed systems almost every day, even if it is only while shopping at Walmart or Sears. Describe a distributed system with which you have come in contact. In your view, what are the advantages and disadvantages of this system? Is the system you described a client/server system?

12. What factors are pushing organizations to adopt service-oriented architectures, and what factors are holding them back? Considering these factors, do you believe that SOA will be adopted, but slowly; that SOA will be adopted rapidly; or that SOA will disappear as another good idea that simply costs too much?
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Part II • Applying Information Technology

Managerial Support Systems

Managerial support systems are the topic of this second of three chapters devoted to our survey of information technology (IT) application areas. Managerial support systems are designed to provide support to a specific manager or a small group of managers, and they include applications to support managerial decision making such as group support systems, executive information systems, and expert systems. In contrast, the previous chapter dealt with enterprise systems designed to support the entire organization or large portions of it, such as transaction processing systems, data warehousing, groupware, and intranets. Together these two chapters provide a relatively comprehensive picture of the applications of IT within a single organization (intraorganizational systems). To complete the survey of IT applications, Chapter 7 will focus on e-business applications that span organizational boundaries, including B2C and B2B applications using the Internet. Taken as a set, these three chapters encompass the great majority of IT applications in use today.

The enterprise systems discussed in the previous chapter are critical for running a business or any other type of organization, and you will be dealing with many such enterprise systems, especially transaction processing systems and groupware. Nevertheless, these enterprise systems have been designed to support the organization as a whole, not you in particular or even a group of managers. Managerial support systems, in contrast, are intended to directly support you and other managers as you make strategic and tactical decisions for your organizations. For example, decision support systems (DSSs) are designed to help managers and other professionals analyze internal and external data. By capturing the expertise of human experts, expert systems advise nonexperts in a particular decision area. Group support systems are designed to make group work, especially meetings, more productive. Executive information systems (EISs) provide easy-to-navigate summary data for the managers of an organization. This chapter will explore these and other managerial support systems that are increasingly important in running modern organizations.

**DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS**

A decision support system (DSS) is a computer-based system, almost always interactive, designed to assist a manager (or another decision maker) in making decisions. A DSS incorporates both data and models to help a decision maker solve a problem, especially a problem that is not well structured. The data are often extracted from a transaction processing system or a data warehouse, but that is not always the case. The model might be simple, such as a profit-and-loss model to calculate profit given certain assumptions, or complex, such as an optimization model to suggest loadings for each machine in a job shop. DSSs and many of the systems discussed in the following sections are not always justified by a traditional cost-benefit approach; for these systems, many of the benefits are intangible, such as faster decision making and better understanding of the data.

Figure 6.1 shows that a DSS requires three primary components: model management to apply the appropriate model, data management to select and handle the appropriate data, and dialog management to facilitate the user.
interface to the DSS. The user interacts with the DSS through the dialog management component, identifying the particular model and data set to be used, and then the DSS presents the results to the user through this same dialog management component. The model management and data management components largely act behind the scenes, and they vary from relatively simple for a typical spreadsheet model to quite complex for a mathematical programming-based scheduling model.

An extremely popular type of DSS is a pro forma financial statement generator. Using a spreadsheet package such as Microsoft Excel, a manager builds a model to project the various elements of the organization or division financial statement into the future. The data employed are historical financial figures for the organization. The initial (base) model incorporates various assumptions about future trends in income and expense categories. After viewing the results of the base model, the manager performs a series of “what-if” analyses by modifying one or more assumptions to determine their impact on the bottom line. For example, the manager might explore the impact on profitability if the sales of a new product grew by 10 percent per year, rather than the 5 percent incorporated in the base model. Or the manager might investigate the impact of a higher-than-expected increase in the price of raw materials, such as 7 percent per year instead of 4 percent per year. This type of financial statement generator is a simple but powerful DSS for guiding financial decision making.

An example of a DSS driven by transactions data is a police-beat allocation system used by a California city. This system enables a police officer to display a map outline and call up data by geographic zone, which shows police calls for service, types of service, and service times. The system’s interactive graphics capability lets the officer manipulate the maps, zones, and data to consider a variety of police-beat alternatives quickly and easily and takes maximum advantage of the officer’s judgment.

Other DSS examples include an interactive system for capacity planning and production scheduling in a large paper company. This system employs detailed historical data and forecasting and scheduling models to simulate overall performance of the company under differing planning assumptions. A major oil company developed a DSS to support capital investment decision making. This system incorporates various financial routines and models for generating future plans; these plans can be displayed in either tabular or graphic form to aid in decision making. A major airline uses a DSS to help aircraft controllers deal with aircraft shortage problems that might arise at an airport because of delayed or canceled incoming flights or mechanical problems for aircraft on the ground. The DSS, which uses a network optimization modeling technique, helps controllers use spare aircraft more effectively as well as evaluate possible delay-and-swap options. Over an 18-month period, this DSS saved the airline more than $500,000 in delay costs.

All the DSS examples cited are more properly called specific DSSs. These are the actual applications that assist in the decision-making process. In contrast, a DSS generator is a software package that provides a set of capabilities to build a specific DSS quickly and easily (Sprague and Carlson, 1982). In the previous pro forma financial statement example, Microsoft Excel can be viewed as a DSS generator, whereas a specific Excel model to project financial statements for a particular division of a company is a specific DSS.

**DATA MINING**

In Chapter 5 we introduced data warehousing—the idea of a company pulling data from its operational systems and putting the data in a separate data warehouse so that users may access and analyze the data without interfering with the operational systems. In that discussion we touched on the variety of software tools available for analysis of data in the warehouse but deferred a more complete discussion until this chapter. Our argument was that the creation and maintenance of the data warehouse is an enterprise system, in that the data warehouse supports the entire organization by
Virtually every issue of Interfaces, a journal devoted to describing practical applications of management science and operations research, contains a discussion of one or more new DSSs. To illustrate, we briefly describe three quite different decision support systems presented in three recent issues of Interfaces.

Continental Airlines employs a DSS to minimize the costs of schedule disruptions caused by unexpected events such as inclement weather, aircraft mechanical problems, and crew unavailability (Yu, et al., 2003). Because of such disruptions, crews might not be properly positioned to service their remaining scheduled flights. CALEB Technologies has developed the CrewSolver DSS to generate optimal or near-optimal crew-recovery solutions to cover open flights and return crews to their original schedules in a cost-effective manner while honoring government regulations, contractual rules, and quality-of-life requirements. CrewSolver is a real-time DSS operated by a crew coordinator using a graphical user interface. CrewSolver employs live operations data from the system operation control database as well as a complete crew file. When a disruptive event occurs, the crew coordinator requests a recovery solution, and CrewSolver employs a mathematical programming model (solved by a heuristic-based search algorithm) to generate up to three solutions, from which the crew coordinator chooses one. Solutions consist of reassigning crews from one flight to another, deadheading crews to cover a flight or return back to base, holding crews at their current location, assigning crews additional duty periods, moving a crew’s layover to a different city, and using reserve crews to cover flights left uncovered by active crews. The results from the use of CrewSolver have been impressive. Continental Airlines estimates that it saved $40 million during 2001 from the use of CrewSolver to recover from four major disruptions: snowstorms that hit Newark, New Jersey, just before New Year’s Eve and again in March, heavy rains that closed the Houston airport for a day in June, and the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001.

A quite different type of DSS has been developed to assist Schlumberger, the leading oilfield services company, in bidding for and carrying out land seismic surveys (Mullarkey, et al., 2007). One of the services offered by Schlumberger is seismic surveying, the process of mapping subterranean rock formations with reflected sound waves, which is an important early step in the identification and recovery of oil and gas reserves. Carrying out a seismic survey is a complicated logistical operation lasting up to six months, covering hundreds of square miles, and involving many people. Schlumberger must bid for seismic survey projects, and thus it must be able to quickly and accurately estimate the cost of a survey. Mullarkey et al. developed a simulation tool to evaluate the impact of crew sizes, the amount of equipment employed, the survey area, the survey design, the geographic region, and weather conditions on survey costs and durations. The simulator involves stochastic elements to incorporate such factors as equipment failures and the varying speeds of the vehicles and crews used in the survey. Because the results are stochastic, the simulator is run multiple times for each scenario, that is, for each set of input factors. The scenarios are varied to arrive at the best cost figures for acceptable survey durations; Schlumberger can then use the costs in preparing its bid for the project. On four surveys, the use of the DSS resulted in savings of about $2 million, so the simulator should save Schlumberger $1.5 to $3 million each year. Although the simulator was constructed for bid estimation, it has also been used for production planning on existing jobs, and future plans include embedding the simulator in an “end-to-end decision-support framework for each land seismic job, making the simulator available for both bidding and executing surveys” (pp. 121–122).

A complex, multipart DSS named RealOpt has been built to enable the public-health infrastructure in the United States to respond quickly and effectively to public-health emergencies, such as bioterrorist attacks or pandemics (Lee, et al., 2009). The focus of RealOpt is on mass dispensing of medical countermeasures for protection of the general public. RealOpt consists of four stand-alone DSSs, which we will briefly mention. RealOpt-Regional assists in the determination of locations for point-of-dispensing (POD) facilities within a region, considering the population densities and demographic makeup of the region. It includes interactive visualization tools to assist users with spatial understanding of the region as well as a specialized heuristic-based mathematical procedure to arrive at good feasible solutions to the POD location problem, which is a very complex nonlinear mixed-integer program. RealOpt-POD is a DSS for facility layout and resource allocation for a POD facility. Using an automatic graph-drawing tool,
making the data available to everyone, whereas the analysis of the data is performed by and/or for a single manager or a small group of managers and is, therefore, a managerial support system. Without explicitly mentioning it, we have already begun the more detailed discussion of these tools for analyzing data in the warehouse, for the DSSs described in the previous section often pull the data they need directly from the organizations’ data warehouses.

**Data mining** employs a variety of technologies (such as decision trees and neural networks) to search for, or “mine,” “nuggets” of information from the vast quantities of data stored in an organization’s data warehouse. Data mining, which is sometimes considered a subset of decision support systems, is especially useful when the organization has large volumes of transaction data in its warehouse. The concept of data mining is not new, although the term became popular only in the late 1990s. For over two decades, many large organizations have used internal or external analysts, often called management scientists, to try to identify trends, or patterns, in massive amounts of data by using statistical, mathematical, and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques. With the development of large-scale data warehouses and the availability of inexpensive processing power, a renewed interest in what came to be called data mining arose in recent years.

Along with this renewed interest came a variety of high-powered and relatively easy-to-use commercial data mining software products. Among these products are IBM SPSS Modeler Professional, Oracle Data Mining, Salford Predictive Miner, SAS Enterprise Miner and Text Miner, TIBCO Spotfire Miner, XLMiner for Windows (an add-in for Microsoft Excel from Resampling Stats), and KnowledgeSEEKER, KnowledgeSTUDIO, and StrategyBUILDER from Angoss Software (based in Canada). Among the more interesting data mining products are text mining products, such as SAS Text Miner, which have the ability to handle textual information, pulling data out of letters, memos, medical records, blogs, wikis, tweets, and documents of all kinds and finding themes and patterns in these documents. The data mining products vary widely in cost, ranging from under $1,000 for some desktop products to over $100,000 for some enterprise products that run on large servers. Consultants are often required to fully utilize the capabilities of the more comprehensive products.

What are the decision techniques or approaches used in data mining? One key technique, decision trees, is embedded in many of the packages. A decision tree is a tree-shaped structure that is derived from the data to represent sets of decisions that result in various outcomes—the tree’s various end points. When a new set of decisions is presented, such as information on a particular shopper, the decision tree then predicts the outcome. Neural networks, a branch of artificial intelligence to be discussed later in this chapter, are incorporated in most of the high-end products. Other popular techniques include linear and logistic regression; association rules for finding patterns of co-occurring events; clustering for market segmentation; rule induction, the extraction of if-then rules based on statistical significance; nearest neighbor, the classification of a record based on those most similar to it in the database; and genetic algorithms, optimization techniques based on the concepts of genetic combination, mutation, and natural selection.

For completeness, let us introduce a term related to data mining, but with a difference—**online analytical processing (OLAP)**. OLAP has been described as human-driven analysis, whereas data mining might be viewed as technique-driven. OLAP is essentially querying against a database, employing OLAP software that makes it easy to pose complex queries along multiple dimensions, such as time, organizational unit, and geography. The chief component of OLAP is the OLAP server, which sits between a client machine and a database server. The OLAP server understands how data are organized in the database and has special functions for analyzing the data. In contrast, data mining incorporates such techniques as decision trees, neural networks, and genetic algorithms. An OLAP program extracts data from the database and structures it by individual dimensions, such as region or dealer. Data mining software searches the database for patterns and relationships, employing techniques such as neural networks.

Of course, what you can do with data mining is more important to you as a manager than the decision techniques employed. Typical applications of data mining are outlined in Table 6.1. Whatever the nature of your business, the
TABLE 6.1 Uses of Data Mining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross-selling</td>
<td>Identify products and services that will most appeal to existing customer segments and develop cross-sell and up-sell offers tailored to each segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer churn</td>
<td>Predict which customers are likely to leave your company and go to a competitor and target those customers at highest risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer retention</td>
<td>Identify customer characteristics associated with highest lifetime value and develop strategies to retain these customers over the long term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct marketing</td>
<td>Identify which prospects should be included in a mailing list to obtain the highest response rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud detection</td>
<td>Identify which transactions are most likely to be fraudulent based on purchase patterns and trends; identify insurance claims that are most likely to be fraudulent based on similar past claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive marketing</td>
<td>Predict what each individual accessing a Web site is most likely interested in seeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market basket analysis</td>
<td>Understand what products or services are commonly purchased together (e.g., beer and diapers) and develop appropriate marketing strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market segmentation</td>
<td>Segment existing customers and prospects into appropriate groups for promotional and evaluation purposes and determine how to approach each segment for maximum results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment or default analysis</td>
<td>Identify specific patterns to predict when and why customers default on payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend analysis</td>
<td>Investigate the difference between an average purchase this month versus last month and prior months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

chances are good that several of these applications could mean increased profits. Most of these applications focus on unearthing valuable information about your customers.

Many examples of successful data mining operations have been reported in IT magazines. Xerox is using data mining to improve sales forecasts and free up its sales force to spend more time with customers. Xerox installed Rapid Insight Analytics software from Rapid Insight, Inc., to mine customer order, sales prospect, and supply chain data to develop monthly and quarterly sales forecasts for Xerox North America (Whiting, 2006). Farmers Insurance Group, a Los Angeles–based provider of automobile and homeowners insurance, uses data mining to develop competitive rates on its insurance products. For example, Farmers used IBM’s DecisionEdge software to mine data on owners of sports cars. Typically, these drivers are categorized as high-risk and thus pay high insurance premiums. However, Farmers discovered that a sizeable group of sports-car owners are married, 30 to 50 years old, own two cars, and do not have a high risk of accidents. Farmers adjusted the premiums for this group downward and believes that the company gained a competitive advantage in this market segment (Davis, 1999).

Vermont Country Store (VCS), a Weston, Vermont-based catalog retailer of traditional clothing, personal items, and housewares, uses SAS’s Enterprise Miner software to segment its customers to create appropriate direct marketing mailing lists. “We concentrate on profitability, which we have learned can be increased by identifying the top echelon of customers and mailing them the larger catalog,” according to Erin McCarthy, Manager of Statistical Services and Research at VCS. VCS also uses data mining to determine the mailing lists to be used for special campaigns. For example, VCS uses Enterprise Miner to research Christmas buying patterns and create a special Christmas campaign list, selecting only customers who order during the holidays. These customers can be even further segmented by their level of purchases and the types of products they buy, with focused catalogs sent to each separate group. “Enterprise Miner is a big part of why we’ve been able to consistently find better ways to mail to our customers,” according to Larry Shaw, VCS Vice President of Marketing and Creative. “When you mail 50 million catalogs a year, if you can improve results by 1 to 3 percent, that’s a big increase” (Dickey, 1999, and SAS Web site, 2010).

American Honda Motor Co. collects massive amounts of data—including warranty claims, technician call center data, customer feedback, and parts sales—about any issues with its vehicles, and then uses SAS data mining and SAS text mining to identify problems and investigate issues that aren’t clear on the surface. Using SAS, American Honda has developed an early-warning system that helps the automaker find and resolve potential problems. For example, during the early use of SAS, analysts identified issues with three different vehicle
models that had not shown up earlier, and these issues were quickly resolved. SAS Text Miner enables analysts to zero in on a single performance issue that can be identified based on text (SAS Web site, 2010).

For over a decade, hospitals have been using data mining in an effort to identify relationships in their patient data. For example, one hospital system used data mining to predict which patients suffering from congestive heart failure were most likely, after being treated and released, to be readmitted or, even worse, to die. Data mining identified unsuspected clusters of data involving patient care that the hospital used as a starting point for making changes in clinical procedures. More recently, hospitals are using data mining to reduce hospital-acquired infections, which saves lives and shortens hospital stays as well as saves money. Blue Cross and Blue Shield insurers have launched infection control programs in selected hospitals in Alabama, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Texas using MedMined data mining software from Cardinal Health, based in Dublin, Ohio. The insurance companies are paying much of the cost of the software, and it is paying off for them in terms of reduced reimbursements for hospital-acquired infections. The data mining software uses data from a hospital’s laboratory and admission-discharge-transfer systems to develop infection scorecards for each inpatient unit and identify patterns of statistical changes that have occurred. Infection control personnel at the hospital use these data to assess trends at the unit level and examine processes with the unit staff. Because of data mining, infection control personnel no longer spend their time detecting patterns; instead, they automatically get the data they need to support decisions on changing processes at the unit level to avoid infections. So far, 14 hospitals in New Jersey have saved an estimated $6.4 million by preventing hospital-acquired infections, according to Horizon Blue Cross and Blue Shield of New Jersey (Anderson, 2008). Data mining offers exciting possibilities for learning about customers, particularly for companies that have well-established data warehouses.

**GROUP SUPPORT SYSTEMS**

In our discussion of groupware in Chapter 5, we noted that the term collaboration or the phrase collaborative environment is often used as a synonym for groupware. Collaboration, of course, can be aided by many tools, including e-mail, IM, VoIP telephony, videoconferencing, shared workspaces, and shared document storage. But none of the major groupware systems includes a collaboration tool designed to provide comprehensive support for meetings, whether these meetings are in-person or virtual meetings. Such a collaboration tool—one that is specifically aimed at supporting meetings—is a specialized type of groupware called a **group support system (GSS)**.

GSSs are an important variant of DSSs in which the system is designed to support a group rather than an individual. GSSs, sometimes called group DSSs or electronic meeting systems, strive to take advantage of the power of a group to make better decisions than individuals acting alone. Managers spend a significant portion of their time in group activity (i.e., meetings, committees, conferences); in fact, some researchers have estimated that middle managers spend 35 percent of their work week in meetings and that top managers spend 50 to 80 percent of their time in meetings. GSSs represent an attempt to make these group sessions more productive.

GroupSystems, the market leader in GSS software, provides an excellent example for us to consider. The GroupSystems GSS software was originally developed at the University of Arizona; in 1989, Ventana Corporation was formed to offer the GroupSystems GSS as a commercial product. Ventana Corporation later changed its name to GroupSystems, Inc., and the newest version of the GroupSystems GSS is now called ThinkTank. GroupSystems estimates that its “customer base represents roughly 75 percent market share of the group intelligence segment of collaborative computing” (GroupSystems Web site, 2010a). GroupSystems customers include major corporations such as Agilent Technologies, IBM, Procter & Gamble, Southern California Edison, Verizon, and Wellpoint and government organizations such as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the U.S. Air Force, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

In a typical in-person implementation of the original GroupSystems GSS (see Figure 6.2), a computer-supported meeting room is set up containing a PC for each participant, all linked by a local area network (LAN). A large public screen facilitates common viewing of information when this is desired. GroupSystems, which is installed on each machine in the network, provides computerized support for idea generation, organizing ideas, prioritizing (such as voting), and policy development (such as stakeholder identification).

Each participant in a group session (e.g., a brainstorming session) has the opportunity to provide input anonymously and simultaneously via the PC keyboard. This can encourage creative thinking because no one can be ridiculed for a “stupid idea.” Each idea or comment is evaluated on its merits rather than by who offered it. Similarly, in a voting session the participants will not be swayed by how someone else votes. Thus, a GSS such as GroupSystems should generate more high-quality ideas as well as decisions that truly represent the group.
Today, an in-person implementation of ThinkTank would look much the same as Figure 6.2. The difference is that each participant’s PC uses only Web browser software; the ThinkTank software is stored on a server, which may be located in the same room or anywhere else accessible via an intranet or the Internet. The participants log into the ThinkTank Web site located on the server, and the session proceeds as previously described.

Let’s consider some examples of the use of a GSS. Several of the authors of this book were part of a group of faculty members that used a GSS to arrive at a recommendation for the name of a newly formed academic department. The faculty members in the new department met in a computer-supported meeting room and went through the process of generating possible names for the new department (over 20 names were suggested), then organizing and combining names to get the total down to a more reasonable number, and finally voting on the reduced set of names. We are happy to report that the dean accepted the recommendation.

Eastman Chemical is using GroupSystems to support creative problem-solving sessions to generate ideas to better meet customer needs. In a recent GroupSystems session, 400 ideas were generated during a two-hour session with nine people. During the same GSS session, similar ideas were combined and weighted voting was employed to pick out the top ideas for implementation. According to Dr. Henry Gonzalez, Manager of Polymer Technology at Eastman, “We found that with GroupSystems, we had more unusual ideas, a richer pool to choose from, and we got to the point a lot faster.” Based on the company’s GSS successes, Eastman purchased a second GroupSystems license and upgraded another facility so that more people can use the technology (GroupSystems Web site, 2010b).

Consumer-products giant Procter & Gamble incorporates the ThinkTank GSS in its “Innovation Gym” in West Chester, Ohio, where people across the company get together to brainstorm new products, solve problems, or build better teams. “ThinkTank is a key tool in my interactive toolbox,” according to Rick Gregory, Section Head, Innovation Evangelist. Working with facilitators, groups meeting in the Gym often use ThinkTank to brainstorm ideas, group them into common “buckets,” build consensus by discussion, and finally employ iterative voting. P&G has found that there are significant business benefits to using a GSS: Anonymity enriches the quality and quantity of ideas, meetings produce more results in shorter periods of time, and facilitators save significant time on postmeeting documentation (GroupSystems Web site, 2010c).

Recent work in the GSS area has moved beyond support of the traditional group session. The new focus is to support the work team in all its endeavors, whether the team is operating in a “same time, same place” traditional meeting or in a “different time, different place” mode—that is, as a virtual team. Because of the fact that the ThinkTank software is stored on a server and accessed over an intranet or the Internet via a Web browser, ThinkTank also provides rich support for a “different time, different place” meeting (or “same time, different place” meeting) in which group members can participate in the group session no matter where they are or when they are able to contribute. GroupSystems also offers a hosted version of ThinkTank, called ThinkSpace, for small organizations and teams. The small organization or team can use a session pass licensing model where each participant in a session requires a session pass for the day. ThinkTank is integrated with the IBM Lotus Sametime platform, so that groups can move seamlessly from a group chat to an organized collaboration session; more recently, ThinkTank is also integrated with Microsoft Office SharePoint Server. In summary, group sessions benefit from ThinkTank’s presence awareness (knowing who is online), agenda management, anonymous contributions, multiple voting tools, and automatic documentation of the group’s proceedings.

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Geographic information system (GIS), spatial decision support system (SDSS), location intelligence, geodemographics, computer mapping, and automated routing are names for a family of applications based on manipulation of relationships in space. Geographic technologies such as a GIS capture, store, manipulate, display, and analyze data spatially referenced to the Earth. As Figure 6.3 shows, a
GIS—a generic term for any system that specializes in geographic data—features a rich user display and an interactive environment that is highly engaging to human decision makers.

Fields as diverse as natural resource management, public administration, NASA, the military, and urban planning have been using GISs for more than four decades. Scientists, planners, oil and gas explorers, foresters, soldiers, and mapmakers have matured this technology, developing sophisticated capabilities for creating, displaying, and manipulating geographic information. In the 1990s geographic technologies came to the attention of business users as the power of desktop computing merged with widespread access to geographic data. Today geographic technologies are moving into key business functions enabled by technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID) tags, embedded Global Positioning System (GPS) capabilities, and spatial analysis features in mainstream database management systems (DBMSs). More important, many firms are learning that most business data have inherent spatial meaning, and they are taking steps to exploit this characteristic.

**Business Adopts Geographic Technologies**

Geographic technologies in business were a well-kept secret for many years; the earliest business adopters of GISs seldom talked about it because of its competitive value. Firms such as Arby’s and McDonald’s—whose ability to succeed depends on being in a better location than competitors—used GISs for site location to become among the first to recognize the business benefits of geographic technologies. Culver’s, a Wisconsin-based quick-service restaurant chain known for its ButterBurgers and frozen custard, uses Esri’s GIS software to help franchisees choose the best possible locations for their restaurants. According to Dave O’Brien, Real Estate Manager at Culver’s, “Using ArcGIS Business Analyst, we are able to easily compare and contrast new sites by analyzing the demographics of our existing restaurants and then pinpointing new areas that are similar.” As one step in this process, Figure 6.3 defines areas being serviced by existing Culver’s restaurants in Madison, Wisconsin (Richardson, 2008).

Other business applications include market analysis and planning, logistics and routing, real estate, environmental engineering, and the geographic pattern analysis that mortgage bankers use to show that they do not “redline” areas—that is, unfairly deny loans by location. Today, many sources provide high-quality geographically encoded data; few companies need to digitize their own maps or photographs.

Many functional areas in business are using spatial technologies to recognize and manage their geographic...
dependencies. Federated Department Stores, Inc., (Macy’s and Bloomingdale’s) provides an example: Beginning in the late 1990s, Federated used a GIS for simple map production and analysis. Dozens of proprietary, industry, and public data sources including internal sales information were underutilized because of the difficulty of linking them. The capabilities languished until a team of five analysts identified an integrated GIS as a key organizational tool. The resulting system came together just in time to support a major business initiative to find sites for a new type of small store in existing markets. Federated’s GIS allowed comparison between potential and actual performance in hundreds of existing markets; mapping the data clearly showed untapped potential and supported market development (Esri, 2003).

It is hard to find an industry or government agency that does not have spatial analysis needs. Health care, transportation, telecommunications, homeland security, law enforcement, natural resources, utilities, real estate, banking, and media all need to locate people or assets, or both, in space and to predict their behavior. For example, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) use GISs to analyze and understand public health problems ranging from rates of chronic illness such as heart disease to identification of the sources of infectious disease outbreaks—and then use these associations between data and geography to help make public health decisions (CDC, 2007).

### What’s Behind Geographic Technologies

Two approaches to representing spatial data are widely used: the raster approach and the vector approach. Both types of data are commonly managed in a data model that stores related data in layers known as coverages or themes.

- **Raster-based GISs** rely on dividing space into small, equal-sized cells arranged in a grid. In a GIS, these cells (rasters) can take on a range of values and are aware of their location relative to other cells. Like pixels on a television or computer screen, the size of the cells relative to the features in the landscape determines the resolution of the data. Satellite imagery and other remote sensing applications exploit the ability of the raster approach to identify patterns across large areas. Although this approach offers continuous data, objects of interest must be inferred or extracted from the rasters, making the precision of the original data collection crucial.

- Raster approaches have dominated applications in natural resources. Analysis of raster data using statistical techniques and mathematical models allows meteorologists to distinguish rain from snow, foresters to identify diseased areas within a forest, and farmers to more precisely apply herbicide to their fields. The Nature Conservancy compares handheld “ground truth” data collected with GPS devices to raster-based remote sensing data to aid in early detection and monitoring of invasive plants in the Hells Canyon region of Idaho and Oregon (Karl, 2007).

---

**Monkeytown Swings with GIS**

Today, you don’t have to be giant or global to use a GIS. Monkeytown, Inc., a small office supply company with a funky name and an owner who refers to himself as the “Top Banana,” describes itself as the “Wildest office supply company in the world.” Monkeytown, which serves Waterloo, Cedar Rapids, and about 110 smaller communities in eastern Iowa, runs five delivery routes (each covering a 50-mile radius) and makes an average of 200 deliveries per day. Can geographic technologies keep Monkeytown ahead of local and national competitors?

Monkeytown chose Esri’s ArcLogistics Route software. The software defines routes overnight for tomorrow’s orders; in the morning, Monkeytown’s drivers load their trucks by delivery sequence. Provided with invoices, delivery directions, and timing, drivers are less likely to speed and total drive time has been reduced by about 7 percent.

“ArcLogistics Route has redefined how our business processes work,” says Kurt Karr, the “Top Banana” of Monkeytown. “We are more efficient than ever.” Fuel use has decreased by over 4 percent, labor hours are down 18 percent, and the company retains its adaptability, high service level, and customer-centric focus. In the case of severe weather—such as a snowstorm—which prevents deliveries, Monkeytown’s GIS can easily reroute the next day’s deliveries to include the delayed deliveries and meet its customers’ expectations. Karr adds, “We use ArcLogistics Route for much more than just routing of deliveries. ArcLogistics allows us to use dynamic routing, changing the configuration of each day’s deliveries to best match the resources available. We also use it to route sales calls so we can optimize the sales work we do. I think it’s a great tool and I can’t imagine operating this business without it.”

[Based on Esri, 2006; Esri, 2010; and Karr, 2010]
Vector-based GISs are widely used in public administration and utilities and, arguably, are the most common approach used in business. Vector systems associate features in the landscape with either a point, a line, or a polygon. Points are often used to represent small features such as ATMs, customer addresses, power poles, or items in motion, such as trucks. Lines are for linear features such as roads and rivers and can be connected together to form routes and networks. Polygons represent areas and surfaces, including lakes, land parcels, and regions—such as sales territories, counties, and zip codes. The relationships between the vector elements are called their topology; topology determines whether features overlap or intersect. Vector systems can distinguish, for example, an island in a lake, two roads crossing, and customers within a 2-mile radius of a retail site. However, vector data are not continuous; the resulting overlaps and gaps between features affect presentation and analysis and thus can require a specialist’s attention.

The most common data model for both vector and raster data is the coverage model in which different layers or themes represent similar types of geographic features in the same area and are stacked on top of one another (see Figure 6.4). Like working with transparent map overlays, the layers allow different geographic data to be seen together, and they facilitate geographic manipulation and analysis.

Most GIS technologies today effectively combine both types of data, often using raster data sets for realism and vector data for roads, administrative boundaries, and locations. By employing both types of data, geographic analysis can answer questions such as the following:

- What is adjacent to this feature?
- Which site is the nearest one, or how many are within a certain distance?
- What is contained within this area, or how many are contained within this area?
- Which features does this element cross, or how many paths are available?
- What could be seen from this location?

If you have looked for your house on Google Earth, you have used the zoom feature as well as panning and centering your display based on a map overlay—these are basic capabilities of any GIS. Other basic capabilities include finding the distance between two points, searching for and labeling specific features, and turning symbols and layers on and off on demand. These functions underlie spatial manipulation such as intersection and union, the assignment of geographic references to addresses through geocoding, and standard query language support for interacting with descriptive (attribute) data. Once limited to high-end workstations, advanced GIS applications—now on the desktop or palmtop—automate sophisticated decision support tasks such as finding the shortest/fastest/safest route from A to B or grouping sales or service territories to minimize internal travel distance, equalize potential, or omit the fewest prospects.

Issues for Information Systems Organizations

Business applications of GISs are often initially introduced into a company to support a single function such as market research or field service. Experience shows us that GISs soon spread within and across groups. Thanks to the maturity of GIS tools, organizations can acquire off-the-shelf geographic technologies with scripting languages, application program interfaces with popular desktop software packages, and Internet-based interactive mapping packages (such as Microsoft’s MapPoint Web Service). As the cost of GIS technologies has dropped and technical sophistication has risen, even computationally demanding functions such as route optimization and territory assignment are widely available (do your competitors already have these functions?).

Managing geographic technology options, now that they are available on familiar platforms, may be less challenging to a typical IS organization than managing spatial data. Obvious geographic data (which you will want to buy, not build) include base maps, zip code maps, street networks, and advertising media market maps. Other data with spatial elements are spread around in internal company databases, including customer locations, locations of company warehouses and distribution centers, and the location of fixed and movable assets. Recently, a new wrinkle in spatial data management has arisen: Handheld GPS devices now allow users to collect their own data and download it to a PC.

Because the value for a business in “going spatial” comes from bringing internal and external data together, IS personnel can expect to get an education in cost and quality issues for geographic data. For example, although geographic files for zip codes are often included at no additional cost in packaged desktop GIS software, the U.S. Postal Service updates zip codes on an ongoing basis, resulting in decay in the accuracy of existing data. For geodata coverage outside the United States, one can expect fewer choices in terms of available data, and the data that are available are likely to be less accurate, more difficult to obtain, and more expensive.

Many people have been exposed to mapping technologies through household-name Internet sites such as Yahoo! Maps or Google Earth. The “GIS engines” behind these sites come from a less well-known pool of vendors
including Environmental Systems Research Institute (Esri), Pitney Bowes (with its MapInfo products), Autodesk, Tactician Corp., and Intergraph Corp. Ongoing developments in geographic technologies include the following:

- three-dimensional and dynamic modeling to simulate movement through time and space, such as reconstructing the path of Hurricane Katrina
- geography in your hand—the continued proliferation of spatial technologies such as GPS into handheld devices for consumer use in location-based services
- linking spatial capability with wireless capability for deployment and redeployment of the right assets—both human and nonhuman—to the right place, in real time, particularly for public safety or customer service
- forecasting models that include geography as a variable to predict, for example, the responses of consumers to a loyalty card program based on
Intelligent Locations or Location Intelligence?

People are always somewhere in space, whether at home, working, shopping, playing, or traveling. These days, they are likely to have a portable, wireless, location-aware, audio-visual device with them: their cell phone. And, if they are in Oregon within a certain radius of a franchised ice cream store of the type that they frequent, they might receive discount coupons on their cell phones. And, a certain ice cream franchisee might see a 10% boost in sales. Or, they might be your 16-year-old, newly licensed, teenager driver speeding (?) home (AccuTracking, 2010). Or, they might be the crew on a multimillion-dollar racing sailboat in head-to-head competition for the coveted America’s Cup. Or, they might be stranded mountain climbers, or a wandering dog, or a misplaced pallet in a warehouse. (These last two examples are not people with cell phones, but they still might have location-aware devices such as RFID chips.)

The application of spatial technologies to identifying where someone or something is in real time is called location intelligence. The technology most responsible for the shift in geographic technologies from being about maps to about location is the Global Positioning System (GPS).

GPS, created and operated by the U.S. Air Force, is a worldwide satellite-based system in which small receivers can determine longitude, latitude, and altitude. Fully operational in the 1990s, the 24 original satellites offered the U.S. military unprecedented accuracy in navigation and targeting anywhere in the world. An encrypted signal gave military personnel accuracy within 3 feet; the free public signal offered accuracy within 30 to 50 feet. The potential for GPS in nonmilitary applications, both public service (such as navigation and search and rescue) and commercial (such as finding discounted ice cream), quickly built up a multibillion-dollar market.

The importance of location for military, government, commercial, and personal pursuits is behind two new satellite initiatives: GPS III and Galileo. Not surprisingly, GPS III is a new and improved GPS funded by the U.S. government. More satellites in a different orbital pattern, carefully designed frequencies, and the addition of a “beam” antenna will enhance both military and commercial applications when GPS III is fully deployed sometime after 2016. Less dramatic is a pattern of regular upgrade and replacement of the existing satellite fleet (called GPS II), designed to maintain operational readiness and accuracy and improve the ability to locally disrupt the signal to hostile forces (while not impeding civilian use).

Galileo is the name for a satellite navigation system under development by the European Union and European Space Agency. Conceived as a primarily civilian alternative to the U.S. military-controlled GPS, Galileo will provide higher accuracy and better signal coverage at latitudes closer to the poles. Galileo will offer a free, lower-precision open service; a fee-based, encrypted commercial service with higher accuracy; a safety-of-life open service for applications where guaranteed accuracy is essential; a search-and-rescue service; and an encrypted, regulated navigation service for government use. As of spring 2010, two experimental satellites have been launched, with four operational satellites (out of 30 planned satellites) scheduled to be launched in 2011. Full deployment is expected no earlier than 2015.

[Based on AccuTracking, 2010; European Space Agency, 2010; Global Positioning System, 2010; Wikipedia, 2010a; and Wikipedia, 2010b]
without the assistance of intermediaries. An EIS uses state-of-the-art graphics, communications, and data storage methods to provide the executive easy online access to current information about the status of the organization.

Dating only to the late 1980s in most cases, EISs represent the first real attempt to deliver relevant summary information to management in online form. Originally, EISs were developed for just the two or three top executive levels in the firm, but that caused many problems of data disparity between the layers of management. The most important internal data—dealing with suppliers, production, and customers—are generated under the control of lower-level managers, and they need to know what is being reported higher up in the organization. As a result, today the user base in most companies has been broadened to encompass all levels of management in the firm—and sometimes even managers in customer and supplier organizations. Largely because of this broadening of the user base, today the EIS label has often been replaced with the broader term **performance management (PM)** software.

EISs employ transaction data that have been filtered and summarized into a form useful for the executives in the organization. In addition, many successful EISs incorporate qualitative data such as competitive information, assessments, and insights. This emphasis on competitive information has become so important in the last few years that many organizations now call their EISs **business intelligence (BI) systems** or competitive intelligence **systems**. In summary, an EIS is a hands-on tool that focuses, filters, and organizes an executive’s information so he or she can make more effective use of it.

Let us consider Infor PM as an example of a software platform for developing a performance management/business intelligence system. Infor PM has its roots in an earlier product named Commander EIS, but it has now moved beyond a relatively simple EIS that summarizes data for top managers to a full-blown management planning and control system. Infor PM incorporates six core components: strategic management, planning, budgeting, forecasting, financial consolidation, and reporting and analysis. Reporting and analysis, in turn, consists of three modules—Infor PM Application Studio, which provides business intelligence by accessing, filtering, analyzing, and distributing information throughout the organization; Infor PM OLAP, which permits querying against a multidimensional database; and Infor PM OfficePlus, which is a Microsoft Excel add-in designed for analysts who need advanced financial reporting and analysis capabilities. All of these core components and modules may be deployed individually or as part of the full suite. Also available from Infor is a performance management solution designed for small to midsized businesses named Infor PM Business Edition. The client for Infor PM is simply a Web browser.

Infor PM permits customization of a large number of easy-to-use and easy-to-interpret displays to present key information to managers; the software package allows business users to view information in whatever way makes sense to them, including charts, dashboards, scorecards, gauges, spreadsheets, and even early warning alerts when results deviate from expected performance. In addition, it provides an intelligent “drill-down” capability to identify relevant detailed information, multiple business perspectives (such as region or product), multiple scenarios for planning (“what-if” analyses), and charting of cause/effect linkages among plan elements. Examples of Infor PM displays are shown in Figure 6.5.

Other EIS/PM products include Executive Dashboard from Qualitech Solutions, Oracle Enterprise Performance Management System, SAP BusinessObjects Strategy Management, SAS/EIS, and SymphonyRPM from Symphony Metreo. Business intelligence platforms, which overlap considerably with EIS/PM products but sometimes have a broader focus (including, for instance, data mining) and sometimes a narrower focus (excluding performance management reporting features), include IBM Cognos Business Intelligence, MicroStrategy Intelligence Server, Oracle Business Intelligence Suite, SAP BusinessObjects BI Solutions (including Advanced Visualization, Dashboard Builder, and Voyager), and SAS Business Intelligence.

Perhaps the earliest EIS described in print is the management information and decision support (MIDS) system at the Lockheed-Georgia Company (Houdeshel and Watson, 1987). The sponsor for MIDS was the Lockheed-Georgia President, and a special staff reporting to the Vice President of Finance developed the system. An evolutionary approach was used in developing MIDS, with only a limited number of displays developed initially for a limited number of executives. For example, a display might show prospective customers for a particular type of aircraft or might graphically depict both forecast and actual sales over the past year.

Over time, more displays were developed and more executives were added to the system. The initial version of MIDS in 1979 had only 31 displays developed for fewer than a dozen senior executives. By 1985, 710 displays had been developed, 30 senior executives and 40 operating managers were using the system, and the mean number of displays viewed per user per day was up to 5.5. Many factors had to come together for MIDS to be successful, but perhaps the most important was that the system delivered the information (based on quantitative and qualitative data) that senior executives needed for them and their company to be successful.
More recently, EISs have been created and used successfully in many other large companies such as Phillips Petroleum, Dun & Bradstreet Software, Coca-Cola Company, Fisher-Price, Conoco, Inc., and CIGNA Corporation. Let’s consider some other EIS/PM examples.

Based in Calgary, Alberta, Petro-Canada is a leader in the Canadian petroleum industry. Petro-Canada's oil and...
gas division used Comshare Decision to create an integrated information system with easier, more consistent, and timely access to information for business decision-making processes—an EIS. Petro-Canada calls the new system “The Dashboard Project,” which means having the key performance measures and analytical data available for view on a dashboard so that managers can look forward through the “windshield of opportunity.” By using Comshare Decision’s integrated solution for analysis and performance measurement, all levels of decision makers have access to the same numbers and views and have confidence that the data are current, correct, and verifiable. The new system provides a single user interface for all required information in an intuitive, flexible manner, including executive views, graphs, charts, drill-down capabilities, alarms, and alerts. Furthermore, the data visualization capabilities permit decision makers to have the data presented in the way that makes most sense for them (DM Review, 2000).

Grand Rapids, Michigan-based Meijer, Inc., is one of the largest private retailers in the United States, operating more than 175 retail supercenters across Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky. Based on feedback from the business areas within Meijer, the company knew that its existing financial reporting processes needed to be changed. The company needed to have a central repository for data, to get rid of the multiple spreadsheets it had been using, to have reports available via the Web, and to be able to carry out additional analyses on the data. In short, Meijer needed a performance management system. After a careful evaluation of alternative products, Meijer selected Inform PM, and the company has been very happy with the results. Users can now go to the Web for the information they need. As they sign on the Web site, they see messages about the availability of financial reports, scorecards, and other pertinent information. “Our more than 200 users are happy to be able to go to a central spot, pull the information, have it immediately go into Excel if they want to work with it, and be able to pull the past history,” reports Jeff Powers, Director of Financial Reporting at Meijer. “They can page through their profit and loss statements and drill into further detail that supports the individual P&L lines, and they can flip between actual and budgets” (Infor Web site, 2010).

University Health Care System (UHCS) of Augusta, Georgia, is an integrated, not-for-profit health-care provider operating a network of facilities—anchored by University Hospital—serving 25 counties in Georgia and South Carolina. UHCS implemented Infor PM to automate its budgeting process, make management reporting and analysis more efficient and effective, and provide executives with customized dashboards for tracking key performance measures. UHCS began by streamlining the budget process—eliminating spreadsheets and manual labor—and was able to shave more two months off the budget cycle. Reporting also became more efficient, with more timely and accurate reports. Further, users had the ability to access data online and, if they wished, drill down to detailed data levels. The executive dashboard gave management daily statistics, including revenue, on the various units in UHCS as well as other important statistics such as emergency room registrations. Managers could drill down into the daily revenue figures and compare with their budgets, if they wished. “Our success at streamlining operations and gaining better control in such a short time has been phenomenal,” according to Lisa Ritch, UHCS Director of Financial Accounting (Infor Web site, 2010).

**KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS**

Knowledge management systems (KMSs) are systems that enable individuals and organizations to enhance learning, improve performance, and, hopefully, produce long-term sustainable competitive advantage. Simply stated, a KMS is a system for managing organizational knowledge. A KMS is typically designed to support one of three connection strategies: connections from people to people (e.g., expert directories), connections from people to knowledge (e.g., knowledge repositories), and connections from people to tools (e.g., community calendars, discussion forums). On the other hand, a KMS may consist of elaborate structuring of knowledge content (e.g., taxonomies), carefully packaged and disseminated to people. Hence, KMSs provide organizations the ability to leverage and extract value from their intellectual or knowledge assets.

KMSs use various hardware and software applications to facilitate and support knowledge management (KM) activities. What then is KM? KM is a set of management practices that is practical and action-oriented. In other words, KM involves the strategies and processes of identifying, creating, capturing, organizing, transferring, and leveraging knowledge to help individuals and firms compete (O’Dell and Grayson, 1998). KM is concerned with behavior changes to reflect new knowledge and insights. KM is not about relying on technology to improve processes; rather, KM relies on recognizing the knowledge held by individuals and the firm. Therefore, a KMS is the technology or vehicle that facilitates the sharing and transferring of knowledge for the purpose of disseminating and reusing valuable knowledge that, once applied, enhances learning and improves performance.

Why has KM received so much attention recently, and why are so many projects labeled KM projects? There
are four explanations. First, organizations invest in KMSs because they believe that the value derived by the individuals using the system will exceed its cost (Santhanam and Hartoro, 2003).

Second, one trigger leading to the development of KM projects is related to firm valuation. For example, Microsoft’s net value was estimated by examining its market value based on stock prices minus net assets. The enormous difference was attributed to the knowledge held by individuals and the organization (e.g., routines, best practices). In a similar time frame, “knowledge assets” began to appear on a few firms’ balance sheets in their annual reports. Hence, there is a growing awareness and consensus that “knowledge,” or intellectual capital, will enable firms to differentiate themselves from others and to compete effectively in the marketplace, and this has led to a proliferation of KMSs for managing knowledge assets.

Third, the resource-based view of the firm theory suggests that “knowledge assets,” when thought of as an organizational resource, can be a source of competitive advantage. In other words, organizational knowledge assets that are valuable, rare, inimitable, and nonsubstitutable could allow firms to differentiate themselves from competitors.

Fourth, tangible benefits accrue from implementing KM and KMS initiatives. Although the benefits are specific to a given firm, there are both operational improvements and market improvements. Operational improvements focus on internal activities and include cost savings (e.g., faster and better dissemination of knowledge), efficient processes (e.g., best practices), change management processes (e.g., behavior changes), and knowledge reuse (e.g., high quality standards). In contrast, market improvements focus on external activities such as performance (e.g., increased sales), cost savings (e.g., lower costs of products and services), and customer satisfaction (e.g., faster resolution of customer problems).

The goal of a KMS is to tap into the knowledge of the individual and the organization and disseminate it throughout the firm to derive operational and market improvements. Furthermore, a KMS is fundamentally different from other systems because (1) it considers the content contained within the system—that is, the system is only as good as what is in it!—and (2) the system is not used to work on the task, but rather to acquire knowledge needed to perform the task—therefore, the use of a KMS is one step removed from the task itself. Based on a study of
more than two dozen successful KMSs recently implemented in various firms, there are three KMS characteristics that need to be considered in describing a KMS: first, the extent to which there is formal management and control of the KMS; second, the focus of the KM processes, such as knowledge creation, capture, organization and packaging, access, search and dissemination, and application; and third, the extent to which reusability of knowledge is considered (e.g., the 80–20 rule, or 20 percent of the knowledge content that potentially could be contained in a KMS is likely to be of most value to 80 percent of the users) (Dennis and Vessey, 2005).

A KMS might have very little formal management and control, as in the case of “communities of practice” (COPs). Designed for individuals with similar interests, a COP KMS provides a vehicle to allow members of such a community to exchange ideas, tips, and other knowledge that might be valuable to the members of the community. There is no formal management or control of such a KMS; rather, the members are responsible for validating and structuring their knowledge for use within the KMS. Each member of the COP is responsible for the knowledge content, with a great likelihood that such knowledge will be applicable to only a few members. In other words, there is very little, if any, organizing and packaging of knowledge, making the search and applicability even more difficult. Hopefully, there will be occasions where a single item of knowledge content will be important to many members of the COP, although these occasions might be few in number.

In contrast, a KMS might have extensive formal management and control. There might be a KM team to oversee the process of validating the knowledge prior to dissemination. Such a team provides structure, organization, and packaging for how knowledge is to be presented to the users. These dedicated resources ensure that knowledge content entered into the KMS has been thoroughly examined and that it will meet the 80–20 rule.

This discussion does not imply that a KMS must be characterized as binary—that is, having either little or extensive formal management and control, knowledge processing, or knowledge reusability. Rather, there is a spectrum of KMSs that are designed to meet the specific needs of a given firm. In the case of a COP KMS, it is not clear whether the focus is either operational or market improvements. On the other hand, the KM team approach attempts to accomplish both operational and market improvements. Although KMSs are still growing with much room for advancement, many firms observe their KMS evolving from one form to another as they learn from their experience and as their strategic needs and resources change. Such evolution suggests that firms are enjoying the benefits accrued from tapping into their employees’ and organizational knowledge. Moreover, they find a strategic need to continue their efforts to unveil the hidden treasures within and outside their organizational boundaries.

Two Recent KMS Initiatives within a Pharmaceutical Firm

CORPORATE KMS A KM team was formed to develop an organization-wide KMS serving multiple communities of practice. The operation of a community of practice involves a combination of software and processes. Each community has a designated coordinator whose job is to ensure that the community thrives (some communities have two or three coordinators). The coordinators are volunteers and receive no extra compensation; however, they do tend to become highly visible members of their communities. The coordinator performs many specific functions such as welcoming new members, developing and maintaining standards of conduct and standards for knowledge within the community, maintaining the community calendar, monitoring the discussion forums, ensuring that the knowledge in the community is appropriate, and serving as the primary point of contact and external ambassador for the community.

The portal software used to support the communities of practice provides approximately 150 tools of which only a handful are regularly used. The three most commonly used tools are the discussion forum, tips, and calendar. As the name suggests, the discussion forum is a tool that enables question-and-answer discussions among members of the community. Any member of the community can pose a question or a request in the discussion forum; likewise, all members can respond to the items posted in the discussion. Each discussion item in the forum is typically started as its own thread, and there are often two or three active discussion threads, depending on the community’s size. The community’s coordinator typically reviews the items in the discussion forum and archives older discussions. Sometimes the coordinator will decide that a particular item is useful and relevant over the long term and should be moved to the tips area. In that case, the coordinator or the contributors to the discussion will prepare a more formal version to be stored in the tips area.

The tips tool enables any member of the community to write a short entry that documents some best practice advice that the contributor believes might be of interest to the community as a whole. The full text of all tips is searchable, so the members of the community can find tips of interest.

The coordinator maintains the community calendar. Members of the community typically e-mail the coordinator with suggested calendar items, which the coordinator
A different KM team was formed to lead the development of the field sales KMS. Unlike the corporate KMS, this KMS team’s mission was to design and build both the content and the structure of the KMS. Therefore, a knowledge taxonomy was developed so that knowledge about each of the drugs sold by the firm was organized separately. Sales representatives would have access to knowledge only about the drugs they sold.

Sales operations and brand management would develop initial drafts of the knowledge content, which they would provide to the KM team. The KM team would format the documents and put them in the proper locations in the KMS according to the taxonomy. The system was designed to be the primary knowledge repository used by the field sales representatives and the sales managers. In addition, all knowledge communication with the field sales representatives was expected to be conducted through the field sales KMS. Instead of mailing paper marketing materials and advisories, for example, managers would now create them in Word and PowerPoint and post them into the field sales KMS.

The KM team also realized that it was important to enable the field sales representatives themselves to contribute sales tips and practical advice for use by other sales representatives. However, because of strict government regulatory control over communication with the physicians, all such tips needed first to be approved by the firm’s legal department. A formal four-step process was therefore developed for validating all content sent in from the field sales representatives. Tips were first vetted by the KM team itself to make sure the content was coherent and complete. Next, the tip was submitted to the legal group to ensure that the content was consistent with all rules, regulations, and good promotional practice guidelines. Then the tip was sent to the brand management team to ensure that it was consistent with the marketing strategy for the drug. Last, the tip was sent to the sales operations group for peer review by a panel of five sales representatives to ensure that the contribution had real value. Finally, once the tip had been approved, it was entered into the field sales KMS. Although this sounds like a lengthy process, most tips were processed within two weeks of receipt. Field sales representatives were rewarded by receiving sales points for each tip that was ultimately accepted (these points were part of the usual commission structure received by all sales representatives; the points received for each tip were equivalent to approximately $60).

Although there were several iterations of user interfaces to best align with changing taxonomies, the knowledge structure for the current system was designed in what the team called a “T-structure,” which had two distinct parts. Across the top of the “T” (and presented horizontally near the top of the Lotus Notes screen) was the general sales knowledge designed to be pertinent to all sales divisions. This contained knowledge on topics such as rules and guidelines for sales promotions, templates for sales processes, forms for sales functions, and directories with phone numbers of key experts within the U.S. business unit. Down the middle of the “T” (and presented vertically near the left edge of the Lotus Notes screen) was the division-specific knowledge, which typically pertained to drugs sold by that division. This contained information such as fundamental sales information on the drugs sold by the sales representatives, competitive analyses, results in recent drug trials, and letters from expert physicians. Tips and best practices submitted by the field sales representatives would either fit across the top or down the side of the screen depending on whether they focused on general sales knowledge or on product-specific knowledge.

KMS Success

What does it take for a KMS to be a success? One stream of research suggests that both the supply (i.e., knowledge contribution) and the demand (i.e., knowledge reuse) sides of KM must be considered simultaneously. In other words, organizational support factors on the supply side—involving leadership commitment, manager and peer support for KM initiatives, and knowledge quality control—and on the demand side—involving incentives and reward systems, relevance of knowledge, ease of using the KMS, and satisfaction with the use of the KMS—are as important as the KMS itself and that these factors must be managed carefully and concurrently (Kulkarni, Ravindran, and Freeze, 2006–2007).

A second stream of research suggests the importance of social capital in determining whether benefits can be realized. KMS success occurs when individuals are motivated to participate in the KM initiative, when individuals have the cognitive capability to understand and apply the knowledge, and when individuals have strong relationships with one another (Wasko and Faraj, 2005). Yet another stream of research suggests the importance of time and experience in realizing benefits from KM and KMSs. More experienced individuals have the absorptive capacity to benefit right away from KMS use. However, over time, experience played a diminishing role in terms of performance gains from KMS use—that is, less experienced individuals eventually derived similar performance
benefits as those of their more experienced counterparts (Ko and Dennis, 2009). Collectively, these individual and institutional factors facilitate the success of a KMS.

**ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE**

The idea of artificial intelligence (AI), the study of how to make computers do things that are currently done better by people, is well over 50 years old, but only in the last 30 years have computers become powerful enough to make AI applications commercially attractive. AI research has evolved into six separate but related areas; these are natural languages, robotics, perceptive systems (vision and hearing), genetic programming (also called evolutionary design), expert systems, and neural networks.

The work in natural languages, primarily in computer science departments in universities and in vendor laboratories, is aimed at producing systems that translate ordinary human instructions into a language that computers can understand and execute. Robotics was considered in the previous chapter. Perceptive systems research involves creating machines possessing a visual and/or aural perceptual ability that affects their physical behavior. In other words, this research is aimed at creating robots that can “see” or “hear” and react to what they see or hear. With genetic programming or evolutionary design, the problem is divided into multiple segments, and solutions to these segments are linked together in different ways to breed new “child” solutions. After many generations of breeding, genetic programming might produce results superior to anything devised by a human. Genetic programming has been most useful in the design of innovative products such as an energy-efficient halogen light bulb that is much brighter than a standard halogen bulb and a satellite support arm with a novel shape that prevents vibrations from being transmitted along the truss.

The final two branches of AI are the ones most relevant for managerial support. The **expert systems** branch is concerned with building systems that incorporate the decision-making logic of a human expert. A newer branch of AI is **neural networks**, which is named after the study of how the human nervous system works, but which in fact uses statistical analysis to recognize patterns from vast amounts of information by a process of adaptive learning. Both of these branches of AI are described in more detail in the following sections.

**EXPERT SYSTEMS**

How does one capture the logic of an expert in a computer system? To design an expert system, a specialist known as a knowledge engineer (a specially trained systems analyst) works very closely with one or more experts in the area under study. Knowledge engineers try to learn everything they can about the way in which the expert makes decisions. If one is trying to build an expert system for estate planning, for example, the knowledge engineer works with experienced estate planners to see how they do their job. What the knowledge engineer has learned is then loaded into the computer system, in a specialized format, in a module called the knowledge base (see Figure 6.6). This knowledge base contains both the inference rules that are followed in decision making and the parameters, or facts, relevant to the decision.

The other major pieces of an expert system are the inference engine and the user interface. The inference engine is a logical framework that automatically executes a line of reasoning when supplied with the inference rules.
and parameters involved in the decision; thus, the same inference engine can be used for many different expert systems, each with a different knowledge base. The user interface is the module used by the end user—for example, an inexperienced estate planner. Ideally, the interface is very user-friendly. The other modules include an explanation subsystem to explain the reasoning that the system followed in arriving at a decision, a knowledge acquisition subsystem to assist the knowledge engineer in recording inference rules and parameters in the knowledge base, and a workspace for the computer to use as the decision is being made.

**Obtaining an Expert System**

Is it necessary to build all these pieces each time your organization wants to develop and use an expert system? Absolutely not. There are three general approaches to obtaining an expert system, and only one of them requires construction of all these pieces. First, an organization can buy a fully developed system that has been created for a specific application. For example, in the late 1980s, Syntelligence, Inc., developed an expert system called Lending Advisor to assist in making commercial lending decisions for banks and other financial institutions. Lending Advisor incorporated the many factors involved in approving or rejecting a commercial loan, and it was installed in several banks. In general, however, the circumstances leading to the desire for an expert system are unique to the organization, and in most cases, this “off-the-shelf” expert system option is not viable.

Second, an organization can develop an expert system itself using an artificial intelligence shell (also called an expert systems shell). The shell, which can be purchased from a software company, provides the basic framework illustrated in Figure 6.6 and a limited but user-friendly special language with which to develop the expert system. With the basic expert system functions already in place in the shell, the system builder can concentrate on the details of the business decision being modeled and the development of the knowledge base. Third, an organization can have internal or external knowledge engineers custom-build the expert system. In this case, the system is usually programmed in a special-purpose language such as Prolog or Lisp. This final approach is clearly the most expensive, and it can be justified only if the potential payoff from the expert system is quite high and no other way is possible.

**Examples of Expert Systems**

Perhaps the classic example of an expert system is MYCIN, which was developed at Stanford University in the mid-1970s to diagnose and prescribe treatment for meningitis and blood diseases. General Electric Co. created an expert system called CATS-1 to diagnose mechanical problems in diesel locomotives, and AT&T developed ACE to locate faults in telephone cables. Schlumberger, Ltd., an international oil company, developed an expert system named Dipmeter to give advice when a drill bit gets stuck while drilling a well. These examples and others are concerned with diagnosing problem situations and prescribing appropriate actions, because experts are not always present when a problem occurs.

Diagnosis of a different sort is accomplished by an expert system at the American Stock Exchange that has been built to help detect insider trading on the exchange. This expert system, named Market Surveillance, is designed to support analysts in making recommendations on whether to open an investigation of suspected insider trading. The relevant database of stock price activity is entered into the expert system, and the analyst responds to a series of questions from the system. The output consists of two scores—the first is the probability that an investigation should be opened and the second is the probability that an investigation should not be opened (Exsys Inc., 2010).

Earlier we mentioned that expert systems were used to assist in making commercial lending decisions as early as the 1980s. Today, over one-third of the top 100 commercial banks in the United States and Canada use FAST (Financial Analysis Support Techniques) software for credit analysis. The FAST expert system gives a credit analyst access to the expertise of more experienced analysts, speeding up the training process and increasing productivity. FAST also provides a complete range of traditional analytical reports on both a historical and a pro forma basis (Exsys Inc., 2010).

Expert systems often serve in an advisory role to decision makers of all kinds. For example, the IDP (individual development plan) Goal Advisor is an expert system that assists a supervisor and an employee in setting short-range and long-range employee career goals and the developmental objectives to reach these goals. Nestlé Foods has developed an expert system to provide information to employees on their pension fund status. Using the expert system, an employee can conduct a private “interview” with a pension fund expert and ask what-if questions about benefits. The expert system enables the employee to make more knowledgeable personal financial planning decisions without requiring extensive personnel department consultation. EXNUT is an expert system developed by the National Peanut Research Laboratory and the U.S. Department of Agriculture to help peanut farmers manage irrigated peanut production. Based on extensive data
collected from individual peanut fields throughout the growing season, EXNUT makes recommendations for irrigation, fungicide treatment, and pest management. The results are quite positive: The fields managed by EXNUT have consistently produced higher yields and high-quality peanuts using less water and less fungicide than those managed without the expert system (Exsys Inc., 2010).

Scheduling is another important area for expert systems. Expert systems currently in use include a truck routing and scheduling system that determines the sequence of stops on a route to provide the best service and a factory design system that organizes machines and operators to provide an efficient flow of materials through the factory and use the resources efficiently. As another example, General Motors created the Expert Scheduling System, or ESS, to generate viable manufacturing schedules. ESS incorporates heuristics that had been developed by an experienced factory scheduler into the system, and it also links directly into GM’s computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) environment so that real-time plant information is used to generate the plant floor schedules.

Some expert systems specialize in sifting through massive sets of rules or other data. For example, expert system online advisors have been created for more than a dozen complex areas of Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations. One of these online advisors is the Asbestos Advisor, which is available for free download by building owners, managers, and contractors maintaining properties potentially contaminated with asbestos. Based on the user’s input, the system provides guidance on how asbestos standards might apply to buildings. In the first year it was placed on the Internet, nearly 80,000 businesses used the Asbestos Advisor. Another example is the Case Worker Advisor, which has been developed to support the Navajo Nation’s Tribal Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) welfare program. This expert system captures the expertise of case workers in making decisions about benefits to Navajo clients. The

Traditionally expert systems have been run on a PC or a server (often via a Web interface), but that is changing. Software vendor Exsys Inc. now makes its Corvid expert systems software available to run on a variety of handheld computers. This expert systems mobility could be especially useful to sales representatives, field technicians, and repair workers—and anyone else who works outside of an office environment.

Some of the earliest mobile expert systems have been deployed in medical applications. Epocrates, Inc., in collaboration with Massachusetts General Hospital’s Laboratory of Computer Science, has developed a mobile disease diagnosis and treatment reference tool called Epocrates SxDx. This mobile expert system allows clinicians to enter an unlimited number of symptoms, lab results, and patient demographics and then generates a list of the plausible diagnoses. Furthermore, Epocrates SxDx can prompt clinicians to refine their input list based on the likelihood of patient symptoms and findings. SxDx then uses the potential diagnoses to identify treatment options. “This integration of a diagnosis index and the Epocrates mobile medical reference content can help to support clinical decisions wherever they are made,” said Octo Barnett, M.D., Senior Scientific Director of Massachusetts General Hospital’s Laboratory of Computer Science.

Mobile phones and an expert system are being used to help control malaria in Kenya as part of the Millennium Village Project. In this new approach to controlling malaria, community health workers visit households on the lookout for fevers that may indicate malaria. The health workers carry rapid diagnostic testing materials that examine a drop of blood for the presence of the malaria pathogen. Using a mobile phone, they send a text message with the patient’s identification and test results to the expert system, which is located on a remote computer. Within seconds, an automated text response from the expert system informs the health worker of the proper course of treatment, if any. The system can also send reminders about follow-up treatments or scheduled clinic visits for the patient. In addition to the rapid testing-mobile phone-expert system procedure, the new approach to controlling malaria includes insecticide-treated bed nets made to last for five years and a new generation of combination drugs built around a traditional Chinese herbal treatment. This combined approach has proven to be a remarkably effective malaria-control system.
Case Worker Advisor incorporates the cultural aspects and philosophy of the Navajo case workers, streamlines the previous assessment methods, and assists less experienced case workers. “In programming the knowledge automation system we accounted for our unique cultural heritage, while following complex federal, state, and tribal guidelines,” according to the Navajo Nation’s TANF project director (Exsys Inc., 2010).

**NEURAL NETWORKS**

Whereas expert systems try to capture the expertise of humans in a computer program, neural networks attempt to tease out meaningful patterns from vast amounts of data. Neural networks can recognize patterns too obscure for humans to detect, and they adapt as new information is received.

The key characteristic of neural networks is that they learn. The neural network program is originally given a set of data consisting of many variables associated with a large number of cases, or events, in which the outcomes are known. The program analyzes the data, works out all the correlations, and then selects a set of variables that are strongly correlated with particular known outcomes as the initial pattern. This initial pattern is used to try to predict the outcomes of the various cases, and these predicted results are compared to the known results. Based on this comparison, the program changes the pattern by adjusting the weights given to the variables or by changing the variables. The neural network program then repeats this process over and over, continuously adjusting the pattern in an attempt to improve its predictive ability. When no further improvement is possible from this iterative approach, the program is ready to make predictions for future cases.

This is not the end of the story. As more cases become available, these data are also fed into the neural network, and the pattern is once again adjusted. The neural network learns more about cause-and-effect patterns from this additional data, and its predictive ability usually improves accordingly.

Commercial neural network programs (actually, these are shells) are available for a reasonable price, but the difficult part of building a neural network application is data collection and data maintenance. Still, a growing number of applications are being deployed. Neural networks are typically used either to predict or categorize, but to do so in an inductive manner rather than deductively. Table 6.2 lists examples of current uses of neural networks.

Let us consider some neural network examples. American Express uses a neural system to read handwriting on credit card slips. The state of Wyoming uses a neural system to read hand-printed numbers on tax forms. Oil giants such as Arco are using neural networks to help pinpoint oil and gas deposits below the earth’s surface. Neural networks are being used to predict the total contingency costs on construction projects. In one especially interesting application, a neural network was designed to predict the expected revenue range of a movie prior to its theatrical release—and the neural network resulted in a much better prediction than other statistical methods currently employed (NeuroDimension, 2010).

Many of the larger banks in the United States use neural networks to develop credit scores for consumers and small and medium businesses. Then the credit scores become the basis for approving loans or deciding on a collection strategy. Mellon Bank installed a neural network credit card fraud detection system. When a credit card is swiped through the card reader in a store, the transaction is sent to Mellon’s neural system. By analyzing the type of transaction, the amount spent, the time of day, and other data, the neural network makes a fraud prediction in a few seconds and either approves or denies the transaction or feeds the predictive score to a human analyst who makes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 6.2</th>
<th>Uses of Neural Networks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Categorization</strong></td>
<td><strong>Prediction/Forecasting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit rating and risk assessment</td>
<td>Share price forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance risk evaluation</td>
<td>Commodity price forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud detection</td>
<td>Economic indicator predictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insider trading detection</td>
<td>Process control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct mail profiling</td>
<td>Weather prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery defect diagnosis</td>
<td>Future drug performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character recognition</td>
<td>Production requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria identification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the final decision. Neural networks are being used to predict the probability of bankruptcy to help banks make lending decisions.

Neural networks are also being used in investment and trading applications. In some cases major companies are using neural networks to manage their pension fund portfolios. Another application detects common characteristics among stocks to determine whether a stock is on the verge of a breakout. Neural networks are being used to predict the next day’s closing prices of stocks and to group mutual funds based on performance measures.

Another use of neural networks is in targeted marketing, where marketing campaigns are targeted to potential customers who have the same attributes that resulted in sales for previous campaigns. Spiegel Brands, Inc., which depends on catalogs to generate sales for its mail-order business, uses a neural network as a way of pruning its mailing list to eliminate those who are unlikely to order from Spiegel again.

Neural networks are also being used to improve security. A security system has been developed that uses neural technology to recognize a person’s face to grant that person access to a secured area. A computer network intrusion protection system, based on a neural network, conducts a real-time assessment of each visitor to a network, and if it notes behavior that indicates an attempted security breach, it automatically terminates the intruder’s access (Orzech, 2002).

In the late 1980s and 1990s, expert system and neural network applications received a great deal of hype in the popular press. The AI applications were supposedly going to solve many of the decision problems faced by managers. Today, industry has adopted a more realistic view of AI applications: AI is not a panacea, but there are a significant number of potentially valuable applications for AI techniques. Each potential application must be carefully evaluated. The result of these careful evaluations has been a steady growth, but not an explosion, in the development and use of expert systems and neural networks to help businesses cope with problem situations and make better and more consistent decisions.

VIRTUAL REALITY
Virtual reality is a fascinating application area with rapidly growing importance. Virtual reality (VR) refers to the use of computer-based systems to create an environment that seems real to one or more senses (usually including sight).
of the human user or users. The ultimate example of VR is the holodeck aboard the *U.S.S. Enterprise* on *Star Trek: The Next Generation*, where Data can be Sherlock Holmes in a realistic setting with realistic characters and where Jean-Luc Picard can play the role of a hard-boiled private eye in the early twentieth century.

VR exists today, but with nowhere near the reality of the *Enterprise’s* holodeck. You might have played a video game where you don a head-mounted computer display and a glove to get directly into the action. The use of VR in a nonentertainment setting falls primarily into three categories—training, design, and marketing. Training examples will be presented first, followed by examples of the use of VR in design and in marketing.

The U.S. Army uses VR to train tank crews. Through multiple large video screens and sound, the soldiers are seemingly placed inside a tank rolling across the Iraqi desert, and they have to react as if they were in a real tank battle. In the field of medicine, medical students are learning through collaboration and trial-and-error on virtual cadavers, which is much less expensive than using actual bodies. As an example, researchers have created 3-D animations of hematomas—bleeding between the skull and brain—of virtual patients who have suffered head damage in an automobile accident. Using a virtual-reality head-mounted display and virtual-reality gloves, students work together to diagnose and treat the patient (Hulme, 2002).

Amoco (now part of British Petroleum) has developed a PC-based VR system, called “truck driVR,” for use in training its drivers. Amoco believed that the VR system was a cost-effective way of testing how well its 12,000 drivers performed under a variety of hazardous driving conditions. This immersive VR system, which cost approximately $50,000 to develop, employs a helmet that holds the visual and auditory displays and completely immerses the user in the virtual world. To make truck driVR realistic, multiple views are provided to the user, including views of both left and right rearview mirrors that are displayed only when the user moves his or her head to the left or right (I/S Analyzer, 1997). Several manufacturers use VR in training for specialized jobs. As an example, you can view a short video at [www.osc.edu/research/video_library/ford.shtml](http://www.osc.edu/research/video_library/ford.shtml) showing Ford’s use of VR in training a forge hammer operator (Ohio Supercomputer Center, 2010).

Duracell also employs VR for training. Duracell was installing new equipment to manufacture a new line of rechargeable batteries, and the company needed to train its factory personnel on the new equipment in a safe and cost-effective manner. The Duracell system, which is nonimmersive (no helmet or special glasses), runs on a PC and incorporates a parts familiarization module, an operations module, and a troubleshooting module. With this system, the user is able to completely explore the new piece of equipment within the desktop virtual world. “With the use of that special mouse [a Magellan space mouse], the user can walk around it [the equipment], they can get underneath it, they can get on top of it,” says Neil Silverstein, a training manager at Duracell. “They can fly into the smallest crevices of the machine, something that you can never do in the real world because you might lose a finger.” Duracell is quite pleased with the results. The training is standardized and completely safe, and there is no need for on-the-job training (I/S Analyzer, 1997).

On the design side, several automobile manufacturers use VR to assist in the design of new automobiles. As an example, General Motors created the Envisioning Center, a three-screened, theater-like room where designers can view 3-D images of car designs. The image can be rotated to be viewed from any angle, and it is displayed at such an exact scale that the designers can walk up to the screen and use rulers to measure the width and height of any detail. A designer can manipulate the image until it almost seems that he or she can reach into the interior and manipulate the steering wheel. “Designers can study how much headroom a driver has, how ergonomic the dashboard controls are, and make absolutely sure that every aspect of the vehicle is perfect,” says Robert DeBrabant, who runs the Envisioning Center. The center also has a collaboration capability that permits members of the design team to participate in VR sessions from remote sites—even on other continents—and these remote team members can manipulate the 3-D models as easily as their on-site counterparts (Konicki, 2002).

Arizona State University has created the Decision Theater, an immersive 3-D visualization environment that has many similarities to GM’s Envisioning Center. The Decision Theater, however, boasts seven screens and has the goal of “connecting the science of the university with the needs of the Arizona community,” and thus it often serves as an aid to policy making (Arizona State University, 2010). For example, a detailed 3-D model of downtown Tempe, including Arizona State University, has been built to assist the city in making zoning decisions (particularly for height limitations) and to illustrate to all involved (e.g., developers, city officials, and the general public) the impact that a proposed multistory office building, condominium project, or university building would have on the nature of an area and on sightlines. One of the authors of this book viewed a demonstration of this model in the Decision Theater—using 3-D glasses, of course—and was amazed at the impact of changing the angle at which the model was viewed and the ease of moving around within the model.
An air conditioning/furnace manufacturer is using VR to permit engineers to walk through an existing or proposed product. By walking through a furnace, for example, the engineer gets a perspective of the design from a completely different vantage point. The engineer starts thinking of all the ways in which the design could be improved that were not obvious before. VR also allows the mock-up of products long before physical prototypes are created. This enables designers to get the real look and feel of the product and even get feedback from focus groups. Imagine sitting in the cab of a large farm combine before it is ever built and getting an understanding of the line of sight that the operator will have. Is the steering wheel blocking important gauges? Where should the mirrors be placed?

VR is increasingly being used for marketing on the Web. Interactive 3-D images of a company’s products and services are beginning to appear on company Web sites; these images provide a more comprehensive view of the product as well as differentiate the Web site from those of competitors.

A very popular use of VR-like technology is the use of “virtual tours” for the real estate industry, the travel and hospitality industry, and educational institutions. On these virtual tours, the user logs on the appropriate Web site and can experience a 360-degree view from a particular camera location. If you are house hunting, you can get a 360-degree view of the great room and the kitchen in a home for sale; if planning a vacation, you can get a 360-degree view of the grounds and the lobby of a resort hotel; if selecting a college, you can get a 360-degree look at key buildings on campus. CirclePix.com, LLC, headquartered in Springville, Utah, is a leader in virtual tour technology for the real estate industry. Figure 6.7 shows a virtual-tour view of the family room of a home for sale in California. By using the buttons at the bottom of the picture, the user can turn a full 360 degrees, stop the movement, or zoom in and out. At www.campustours.com, you can find campus tours for most college campuses in the United States; some of these tours incorporate 360-degree photographs. Check out your college, and see if it has a 360-degree tour!

FIGURE 6.7 CirclePix 360-Degree Virtual Tour of Family Room (Courtesy of CirclePix.com, LLC. Copyright © 2010 CirclePix.com, LLC)
The development of VR is in its infancy, and it will be a long time before anything remotely approaching the Enterprise’s holodeck is possible. Nevertheless, many vendors are developing VR hardware and software, and numerous valuable VR applications are beginning to appear.

---

**Second Life and Business**

Second Life, developed and operated by Linden Lab, is an online 3-D virtual world entirely built and owned by its residents. Launched in 2003, Second Life now boasts about 650,000 active users. Users create alter egos, called avatars, to represent themselves. These avatars, which can look like ordinary people or very weird nonhuman beings, can walk, run, sit, fly, buy property, build houses, start businesses, attend concerts, and buy and sell virtual products and services. All this sounds like escapist fun—and it is—but why are real-world businesses such as IBM, Cisco, Nokia, and Dell big users of Second Life? How do organizations such as the U.S. Air Force, the U.S. Navy, and Children’s Memorial Hospital in Chicago use Second Life?

When Second Life first really took off, in 2005 through 2007, many businesses created buildings in Second Life that could be visited by residents. These buildings showcased the products offered by the sponsoring businesses—a new way of creating an awareness of these products and building some real-world demand. These companies believed that some of the design, marketing, and sales challenges in the real world could be solved by the virtual world. For the most part that hasn’t happened, although some of the business buildings remain open for Second Lifers to visit. It seems that most Second Lifers didn’t want to design and shop for real-world products.

What are the popular activities in Second Life? There are many, including shopping—but for virtual clothing, furniture, and buildings. Sightseeing is very popular, and there are several Second Life travel blogs to suggest places to see and things to do. Frequent live music concerts are held in Second Life, and there are dance clubs where your avatar can move to DJs or live music. Role playing in improvised scenes is popular; sometimes the role playing occurs in role play communities based on ancient Rome, historic Deadwood, South Dakota, or a vampires-and-monsters-themed city. Simulated surfing and sailing are popular, and, of course, so is cybersex. With all these activities, what role remains in Second Life for real-world businesses and organizations?

Second Life has proved to be very useful to businesses for collaboration and training. IBM, for instance, has more than 50 islands (an island is a leased server) in Second Life, where it holds internal meetings and connects with its corporate users. Second Life is used by 1,400 organizations for training, meetings, conferences, and team building. These organizations say that the virtual world gives them richer collaboration than teleconference calls or videoconferencing. The number of organizations using Second Life would undoubtedly be even greater except for a limitation of Second Life: It runs on Linden Lab’s servers, resulting in potential problems in terms of user control and security. This limitation has been removed with the recent launch of Second Life Enterprise, a $55,000 hardware appliance that businesses can install in their own data centers, enabling them to run Second Life on their own networks behind the company firewall.

Nonbusiness organizations are also finding a place in Second Life. The U.S. Air Force has created MyBase in Second Life for recruiting, training, education, and operations. MyBase is open to the public, and users can tour the base, learn about the Air Force, take a virtual flight in a P-51 Mustang, and sign up for online conferences. Chicago’s Children’s Memorial Hospital hired a contractor to build a Second Life simulation of its campus and building and then used Second Life to conduct a disaster preparedness exercise to show employees how to evacuate patients in an emergency. A number of peer-support groups have been created in Second Life, and one of the biggest of these is Virtual Ability, which serves a community of about 400 people with a variety of real-life disabilities. Members of Virtual Ability, through their Second Life avatars, provide emotional support for others in the group as well as share practical advice for real-world problems. Second Life provides a social outlet for many disabled people, and it gives housebound people the opportunity to travel. Second Life is playing a major role for many businesses and other organizations, although that role is not the same as was originally envisioned.

[Based on LaPlante, 2007; and Wagner, 2008a, 2008b, 2009a, 2009b, and 2009c]
**Summary**

We have now completed our two-chapter survey of intraorganizational IT application areas. Chapter 5 focused on application areas that support the entire organization or large portions of it, including transaction processing systems, data warehousing, and office automation. At the conclusion of Chapter 5, we argued that modern organizations cannot do business without these enterprise IT systems. In this chapter, we have concentrated on managerial support systems such as decision support systems, business intelligence systems, and neural networks. These managerial support systems are just as critical to the individual managers in a business as the enterprise systems are to the firm as a whole. Modern managers simply cannot manage effectively and efficiently without managerial support IT systems.

Several types of managerial support systems are designed to support individual managers in their decision-making endeavors without the aid of artificial intelligence. Decision support systems (DSSs), data mining, geographic information systems (GISs), executive information systems (EISs), and business intelligence systems all fall into this broad grouping.\(^1\) A DSS is an interactive system, employing a model of some sort, that assists a manager in making decisions in a situation that is not well structured. The prototypical example of a DSS is carrying out what-if analyses on a financial model. Data mining is concerned with digging out nuggets of information from a data warehouse, again using a model; thus data mining can be considered as a subset of the broader DSS construct. A GIS is based on spatial relationships; many, but not all, GISs incorporate a model and are used as a DSS. In contrast, an EIS does not usually involve a model. An EIS provides easy online access to current aggregate information about key business conditions. A business intelligence system is a newer variant of an EIS incorporating special tools to capture and display competitive information. In general, a DSS, data mining, or a GIS provides specific information of value to a manager working on a particular problem, while an EIS provides aggregated information of value to a wide range of managers within the firm.

Group support systems (GSSs) and knowledge management systems (KMSs) provide support to a group of managers, although in quite different ways. A GSS provides support to a group of managers engaged in some sort of group activity, most commonly a meeting, whereas a KMS is a system for managing organizational knowledge and sharing it with the appropriate group. A GSS, which is a specialized type of groupware, consists of software running on a Web server that permits all meeting participants to simultaneously and anonymously make contributions to the group discussion by keying in their ideas and having them displayed on a large public screen, if desired. The software facilitates various group tasks, such as idea generation, organizing ideas, prioritizing, and policy development. With a KMS, knowledge might be shared within a community of practice (a group of managers with similar interests) via knowledge repositories, discussion forums, and community calendars, or within a broader grouping of employees via a carefully structured package of knowledge content.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is used to support the individual manager in our third grouping of managerial support systems. By capturing the decision-making logic of a human expert, an expert system provides nonexperts with expert advice. A neural network teases out obscure patterns from vast amounts of data by a process of adaptive learning. In both cases, the user is led to better decisions via AI. Closely related to AI is virtual reality (VR), where computer-based systems create an environment that seems real to one or more human senses. VR has proved particularly useful for training and design activities, and it is increasingly being used for marketing on the Web.

We hope that these two chapters have convinced you of the value of these intraorganizational systems. But how does an organization, or an individual manager, acquire one of these potentially valuable systems? The complete answer to this question will have to wait until Part III of this book, entitled “Acquiring Information Systems,” but we already have some clues.

The enterprise systems, for example, are primarily large-scale systems that would be purchased from an outside vendor or custom developed by the internal IS organization or an external consulting firm. In particular, enterprise resource planning, office automation, groupware, and factory automation are almost always purchased from an outside vendor. These are all massive systems that require similar functionality across a wide variety of firms. Of course, the internal IS department or a consultant may customize them to the organization. Data warehousing, customer relationship management systems, intranets, and supply chain management systems are often implemented with purchased software, but there might also be internal or consultant development. Historically, the internal IS organization developed most transaction processing systems, but even these systems are likely to be purchased today, as shown by the growth of ERP systems, unless the firm’s requirements are unique.

---

\(^1\)This generalization is not entirely correct. Data mining, in particular, may incorporate neural networks—a branch of artificial intelligence—as a technique employed to mine data. Nevertheless, the authors believe that the groupings of managerial support systems given here provide a useful way of summarizing the chapter.
By contrast, the business manager or a consultant (internal or external to the firm) is likely to develop many managerial support systems expressly for the manager. In most cases, the business manager or consultant would start with an underlying software tool (such as a DSS generator, expert systems shell, neural network program, data mining tool, or business intelligence package) and develop a specific implementation of the tool that satisfies the need. The manager is unlikely, however, to develop a GSS, EIS, or KMS; these multiuser systems are more akin to enterprise systems in terms of their acquisition.

All these methods of IT system acquisition—purchase of a fully developed system, development by the internal IS organization or an external consultant, and user application development—will be explored in detail in Part III.

Review Questions

1. Describe the three primary components that make up any decision support system (DSS) and how they interact.
2. Explain the difference between a specific decision DSS and a DSS generator. Give an example of each.
3. Describe two examples of specific DSSs that are being used to assist in decision making. You may use examples from the textbook or other examples you have read about or heard about.
4. Explain both data warehousing and data mining. How are they related?
5. List at least two techniques (decision technologies) that are used in data mining.
6. List at least three uses of data mining.
7. What is the purpose of a group support system (GSS)? What are the potential advantages and disadvantages of using a GSS?
8. Compare the raster-based and vector-based approaches to geographic information systems (GISs). What are the primary uses of each approach?
9. What are the distinguishing characteristics of an executive information system (EIS)? Why have these systems become a part of business intelligence in many companies?
10. What is knowledge management, and what is a knowledge management system? How does the concept of a community of practice relate to knowledge management?
11. Briefly describe the several areas of artificial intelligence (AI) research. Indicate why we in business are most interested in the expert systems and neural networks areas.
12. Describe two examples of expert systems that are being used to assist in decision making. You may use examples from the textbook or other examples you have read about or heard about.
13. Describe two examples of neural networks that are being used to assist in decision making. You may use examples from the textbook or other examples you have read about or heard about.
14. Describe two examples of the use of virtual reality in an organizational setting. You may use examples from the textbook or other examples you have read about or heard about.

Discussion Questions

1. Review question 4 asked about the relationship between data warehousing and data mining. In addition to data mining, which of the other application areas discussed in this chapter may be used in conjunction with data warehousing? Explain.
2. Two of the important topics in this chapter are decision support systems (DSSs) and expert systems. Based on your reading of this chapter, you have undoubtedly noticed that these two application areas have a great deal in common. What are the primary distinctions between DSSs and expert systems?
3. Compare group support systems, as described in this chapter, with groupware, as described in Chapter 5. How do these two application areas relate to one another? Which one is more important today? Do you think this will be true in the future?
4. Several examples of geographic information systems were mentioned in the chapter. Consider an industry or a company with which you have some familiarity, and identify at least one possible application of GISs in the industry or company. Explain why you think this is a good prospect for a GIS application.
5. Explain the concept of “drilling-down” as used in executive information systems (EISs). Is drilling-down used in other IT applications? How do these applications relate to EISs?
6. What are the three general approaches to obtaining an expert system? What are the pluses and minuses of each approach?
7. According to the trade press, the success record of knowledge management systems has been spotty. Why do you think this is? What steps must organizations take to give their knowledge management efforts the best chances of succeeding?
8. Several examples of expert systems were mentioned in the chapter. Consider an industry or a company with which you have some familiarity, and identify at least one possible application of expert systems in the industry or company. Explain why you think this is a good prospect for an expert system application.
9. Several examples of neural networks were mentioned in the chapter. Consider an industry or a company with which you have some familiarity, and identify at least one possible application of neural networks in the industry or company. Explain why you think this is a good prospect for a neural network application.
10. Which of the application areas considered in this chapter is most useful to a small to midsized business? Defend your answer.
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E-Business Systems

This chapter focuses on applications that are designed to extend an organization’s electronic reach beyond its own organizational boundaries to customers, suppliers, and other business partners: e-business systems.

Although e-business systems to conduct business transactions beyond organizational boundaries did not originate with the Web, the development of the first commercial Web browser in the mid-1990s led to an explosive demand for the development of Web sites for e-business. The commercial potential of interactive web sites was first exploited by dot-com (also known as “pure-play”) companies such as Amazon and eBay, as well as many other dot-com pioneers that did not survive.

Today, an online channel for communicating and conducting business via the Internet is also an additional channel for traditional (brick-and-mortar) companies. Traditional companies that integrate their off-line and online business channels as part of a multichannel strategy are often referred to as bricks-and-clicks (or click-and-mortar) firms.

E-business systems enable the electronic transmission of business transactions or other related information between a buyer and seller.

Continued growth in e-business systems by companies around the globe is expected due to the proven benefits of conducting business via the Internet: a relatively cheap entry cost, a transmission speed measured in microseconds, a multimedia communications capability, and a growing number of business partners and customers that can be “reached” via the Internet. A more theoretical explanation for why the Internet is likely to become in future years an even more attractive vehicle for e-business is provided by Metcalfe’s Law, which states that the value of a network is proportional to the square of the number of connected users in the network ($n^2$). Stated differently, there are increasing returns to be gained as more and more organizations create Web sites and link them or more users join an online community.

In the next section, we provide a brief history of the Internet, including some of the major IT innovations that led to the rapid commercial growth of the Internet, as well as some aspects of the legal and regulatory environments in the United States that impacted its early growth. Since in-depth technology discussions can be found in the chapters in Part I, in this chapter we next focus on understanding how e-business systems have impacted the way companies in an industry compete. Specific examples of applications for B2B and B2C transactions as well as dot-com applications for intermediary roles and social media platforms are then discussed. The chapter ends with some ideas of what makes a good Web site from a consumer perspective and what makes a good social media site from a business perspective.
**BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INTERNET**

The commercial history of the Internet is actually quite short. The Internet has its roots in **ARPANET**, a network that initially included only U.S. government organizations and a select group of research and development firms in the private sector and then grew to include educational institutions and other nonprofit organizations outside of the United States. Two events in the first half of the 1990s paved the way for today’s Internet. First, in 1991 the National Science Foundation (the nonprofit organization in the United States then responsible for managing the Internet backbone) lifted the ban on commercial usage of the Internet. Second, in 1994 Netscape Navigator (the first commercial **Web browser**) was released as a free product, based on the Mosaic browser developed at the University of Illinois. This rapid diffusion of an easy-to-use Web navigation tool followed shortly thereafter by Microsoft’s Internet Explorer browser, quickly ushered in the opportunity for businesses connected to the Internet anywhere in the world to have an online reach to customers and suppliers. Today, the Internet is a network of computer networks that use the TCP/IP protocol with gateways to even more networks that do not use the TCP/IP protocol. The Web (World Wide Web) is a subset of the Internet, with multimedia capabilities. Web documents are composed in standard markup languages (HTML) and stored on servers around the globe with standard addresses (URLs) that are accessible via a hypermedia protocol (HTTP). No single organization owns the Internet; each organization or end user pays for its software and hardware (for clients and servers) and network access. Initially, these Web technologies were created for a scientific community to exchange documents. Today these Internet technologies have become “standards” for use by local communities, governments, nonprofit organizations, and entrepreneurs, as well as some of the poorest countries and richest companies in the world.

As shown in Figure 7.1, the IT applications, services, and communications technologies that enable e-business are dependent on two types of pillars: a technology pillar and a legal and regulatory pillar. The standards for the Web have evolved under the guidance of consortia such as the cross-industry World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), other industry consortia, as well as various watchdog groups. Beginning in 1993, the rights for registering Web site addresses (domain names) were held solely by a U.S. federal contractor, Network Solutions, Inc., but for the past decade, the assignment of domain names and IP addresses has been overseen by the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), a nonprofit organization in the United States that has taken on broader coordination and policy roles.

The left-hand pillar in Figure 7.1 includes actions by national governments and legal systems.

**E-Business Technologies**

The major IT innovations that led to the growth of e-business applications during the first decade after the introduction of...
the Web browser are shown in Figure 7.2. (More detailed discussions on the technologies are provided in Part 1.) Initially, businesses only had the tools to create a “Web presence”: Text documents with hyperlinks were loaded on a Web server to communicate with various stakeholders, including not just customers and the public but also their financial backers. Web technologies to support interactivity with the user were then developed, followed by flashier designs to capture the “eyeballs” of Web site visitors.

The implementation of secure ways to transmit sensitive transactions and a standard for credit card processing were catalysts for the development of Web sites with direct sales capabilities. A consortium that included banks, two major credit card players (MasterCard and Visa), and other major industry players (GTE, IBM, Microsoft, and Netscape) developed this new standard to support business-to-consumer (B2C) transactions via the Web, and the first version of Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) was released in June 1997. Similarly, the implementation of a digital signature capability was a catalyst for enabling secure business-to-business (B2B) transactions via the Internet by the year 2000 (see the box entitled “Digital Signatures”).

The term “Web portal” emerged to refer to sites that were designed to be an initial point of access, or gateway, to other Web sites. Popular Internet portals today include not only search engines but also news stories, stock prices, and other sources of information and personal entertainment. Many businesses also have portals designed for their employees to provide Web access to the company’s intranet, which might include self-service applications to facilitate the collection of employee data for payroll and other HR systems. Some businesses have also established portals for business partners, which are accessed remotely using a URL separate from the company’s public Web site, to provide selective access to company information (called extranets). Of course along with the introduction of public Web sites and extranet sites, firms also needed to provide online channels for around-the-clock customer service and ensure reliable and secure Web site hosting. Many firms today use external service providers to host their Web sites and manage the security risks associated with the public Internet.
Internet A worldwide network of networks accessible to the public that employs the TCP/IP protocol.

Intranet A private network operating within an organization that employs the TCP/IP protocol to provide information, applications, and other tools for use by the organization’s employees.

Extranet A portion of a company’s private intranet that is accessible via the Internet to authorized organizations that are business partners (such as customers or suppliers).

By the beginning of this century, Web masters had gained experience designing and operating Web sites for public use. Within traditional companies as well as new dot-com companies, developers began to focus on technologies to improve not only the B2C sales experience for individual consumers but also auction bidding and other B2B experiences for business customers and suppliers. The collection of clickstream metrics and personal data from Web site users, as well as the users’ benign (and often unaware) acceptance of Web “cookies” stored on their personal computers, enabled the presentation of customized Web site content for the individual or organizational user. Web browsers also continued to improve in functionality and ease of use and had become a standard interface to access not just text and graphics but also interactive multimedia (audio, video, animation), with essentially no special end-user training.

Initially, a constraint to more widespread growth of B2C applications was the capacity of the “pipeline” that users have access to for different types of media and files. However, by midyear 2006, 143 million Americans used the Internet at home, and 72 percent of these users had a high-speed broadband connection via cable modems or DSL telephone lines, and the overall communications costs via cable and DSL had fallen from about $1.50 in 1995 to $.02 per kilobit. As more home users gained access to broadband Internet usage, companies modified their Web site content to make use of these bigger communications pipelines. Comparative download times by 2010 for different types of file content with cable versus DSL are summarized in Figure 7.3.

More recently, the growing usage of mobile devices for wireless cellular communications has fueled the development of e-business applications designed for these mobile devices, sometimes referred to as m-commerce. One of the new business opportunities here is to provide customized content to the user based on the actual geographic location of the handheld device as well as demographic data. A mid-2009 U.S. survey found that almost 60 percent of mobile phone users would purchase pizza and movie or other event tickets with their mobile phones, and around 43 percent would also purchase hotel rooms (MacManus, 2009).

Countries outside of the United States (e.g., Finland and Japan) were early leaders in providing this type of mobile Internet access to their citizens, and by 2010, high-end handhelds with phone, camera, and Internet access capabilities had become more widespread in the United States, Europe, and Asia. Globally, it should also be noted that the number of users with cell phone and text messaging access is twice as large as those with e-mail access.

For B2B e-business, an important open technology standard endorsed by the W3C is XML (eXtensible Markup Language), a language for facilitating the transmission of common business data elements due to its precise “tagging” capabilities. Prior to the commercialization of the Internet,
over half of the Fortune 1000 had already implemented their own proprietary electronic data interchange (EDI) applications (see box entitled “How EDI Works”) using a private telecommunications network of leased lines or a value-added network (VAN) provided by a third party. XML has enabled a flexible, lower-cost form of EDI that takes advantage of the Internet as a public communications channel.

The lack of sufficient online security was one of the biggest constraints to the initial diffusion of Internet-based e-business systems for businesses as well as for end consumers. Today, however, technical solutions for security are required investments at the data, host computer, and network levels (see the discussion of information security issues in Chapter 14).

Legal and Regulatory Environment

Given the U.S. origins of the Internet, the legal and regulatory environment in the United States has played a major role in initially shaping the Internet’s capabilities for e-business. For example, taxes on sales of products and services are collected at the state level in the United States, not the national level. With the advent of online sales beginning in the 1990s, a uniform sales tax policy at the federal level could have been initiated but President Clinton and the U.S. Congress chose instead to take a “hands-off” policy for taxing Web-based sales. This purposeful inaction fit the U.S. government’s vision for a national information infrastructure (superhighway) that would link homes, businesses, and government, without major government funding.

Another major government issue is the protection of the privacy of individual consumer data. Privacy rights advocacy groups and nonprofit organizations in the United States and Europe in particular have played a major role in ensuring that companies protect the privacy of their consumers by not sharing the personal data they have collected. Virtually all U.S.-based retailers today provide a copy of their company’s privacy policy on their Web sites—explicitly stating what the firm will or will not do with any individual data collected from usage of their Web site. Nonprofit organizations such as TRUSTe also administer programs that validate a firm’s “trustworthy” behavior toward Web site visitors. Dot-com companies particularly dependent on maintaining consumer trust may display a visible logo signaling their validated trustworthiness for protecting their customers’ individual privacy (see box entitled “TRUSTe Program Continues to Ensure Consumer Privacy”).

Although the U.S. brand of capitalism and the U.S. laws protecting freedom of expression were the initial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of File</th>
<th>Typical size</th>
<th>Download Time via Cable</th>
<th>Download Time via DSL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-page email text</td>
<td>2.0 KB</td>
<td>0.0 seconds</td>
<td>0.0 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-page Word doc</td>
<td>130 KB</td>
<td>0.2 seconds</td>
<td>0.4 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo, mid-level resolution</td>
<td>500 KB</td>
<td>0.8 seconds</td>
<td>1.4 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-minute MP3 file</td>
<td>5 MB</td>
<td>8.0 seconds</td>
<td>14.3 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-second video clip</td>
<td>10 MB</td>
<td>16.0 seconds</td>
<td>28.6 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-hour video show</td>
<td>700 MB</td>
<td>18.7 minutes</td>
<td>33.3 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full DVD</td>
<td>4.7 GB</td>
<td>2 hours 5 minutes</td>
<td>3 hours 44 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIGURE 7.3  Download Times with Broadband
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### How EDI Works

EDI is usually implemented by computer-to-computer communication between organizations. A customer sends a supplier a purchase order or release to a blanket order via a standard electronic document. There is no manual shuffling of paperwork and little if any reentering of data. The supplier’s computer system checks that the message is in an acceptable format and sends an electronic acknowledgment to the customer. The electronic order then feeds the supplier’s production planning and shipping systems to schedule the shipment.
TRUSTe Program Continues to Ensure Consumer Privacy

TRUSTe is an independent, nonprofit organization founded in 1997 by the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and the CommerceNet Consortium. Its TRUSTe seal is intended to be a signal to Internet users that a given Web site will protect their online privacy. The seal is awarded only to sites that adhere to established privacy principles and agree to comply with ongoing TRUSTe oversight, consumer consent and unsubscribe capabilities, and redress procedures, which include the adoption and implementation of a privacy policy that discloses how the company collects and uses personal data and also gives users the opportunity to exercise some control over the use of their information. SSL or similar security technologies must be used by the site to encrypt pages that collect credit card or other sensitive personal information, and the site must be free of malware. Among the sites approved for the TRUSTe seal are eBay, Facebook, New York Times, and Apple.

STRATEGIC E-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES (AND THREATS)

A well-established, pre-Internet framework for assessing a firm’s strategic opportunities and threats is Michael E. Porter’s competitive forces model. As can be seen in Figure 7.4, the five competitive forces in the model are a firm’s suppliers, its customers, new market entrants (same products/services), substitute products brought to market, and a firm’s competitors within the same industry.

In an article published in the Harvard Business Review after the first wave of e-business applications at the beginning of this century (Porter, 2001), Porter used this competitive forces model to make predictions about the commercial opportunities and threats to an industry from the perspective of a traditional brick-and-mortar company. Only three major e-business opportunities for traditional companies were identified:

1. The procurement of supplies via the Internet can increase a company’s power over its suppliers,
2. The size of a potential market can be greatly expanded (due to the national and global reach of the Internet), and
3. Distribution channels between the traditional company and its customers can be eliminated.

The first and third opportunities here refer to the potential to bypass a company that was a traditional “intermediary” between a producer (or service provider) and the customer for that product (or service). For example, an airline company used to depend on travel agencies to sell and print airline tickets; today, airline companies can bypass this channel by selling tickets directly to customers via the Web and save the transaction fees once paid to travel agents or their own customer service representatives.

However, in the same article Porter also identified a large number of e-business threats to the traditional company, including the following:

1. There is greater competition based on price because the Internet makes it more difficult to keep product or service offerings proprietary,
2. The widening of the geographic markets results in an increase in the number of competitors,
3. The Internet reduces or eliminates some traditional barriers, such as the need for an in-person sales force, and
4. Customers have more bargaining power because they can see prices for the same or similar products by just looking at Web sites and can easily “switch” to a competitor.

The first and fourth threats suggest that it is much more difficult to compete based on differentiation of the company’s products or services—such as visible quality, customer service, or some other unique value perceived by the customer—because of information available on the public Internet.

Although Porter’s model establishes a starting point for thinking about competitive moves for companies within an industry, there is a potential danger in using a competitive model that was initially based on ways of doing business in earlier decades when we did not have a global computer network to link commercial businesses with their business partners and to provide global reach online. For example, users of this model need to take into account the potential impacts of new dot-com intermediaries between a firm and its customers, as well as between a firm and its suppliers—including Web sites that can serve as online “aggregators” that make it easy to compare prices (such as www.hotels.com) or competitor bids.
About the time that Porter’s predictions were published in 2001, an economic recession in the United States severely dampened the rate of IT-related Internet innovations. An e-business “reality check” also began to dampen e-business innovations following the 1999 end-of-year holidays when it became evident that many online retailers lacked B2C fulfillment capabilities and many online B2B exchanges lacked a robust-enough business model to survive. By March 2001, the dot-com “meltdown” had become a dot-com “bust” as venture capitalists in the United States that had fueled the growth of the Internet in the late 1990s began to stop investing in companies that only showed revenue growth potential, not revenues (see Figure 7.5).

The potential for competitive advantages from being a “first mover” also began to be questioned. A recent analysis of the business plans for dot-com startups that were funded before the dot-com meltdown emphasized investments to grow as quickly as possible. Today, there is some evidence of a first-mover advantage for dot-com survivors such as Amazon.com and eBay, and the survival rates for startups during that period were apparently on par with those in other major industries during their formative years (Gomes, 2006). However, there were also colossal failures, including the online grocery retailer Webvan and eToys.com. As summarized by Marc Andreessen, the cofounder of the first commercial browser (Netscape) who saw his company lose its first-mover advantage to Microsoft’s Internet Explorer browser, being first does not guarantee survival (Anders, 2001): “Most first movers end up lying facedown in the sand, with other people coming along and learning from their mistakes. . . . Being the first mover with the right approach is very important. Being the first mover with the wrong approach means you’re dead.”

The most recent Web site innovations have been part of what’s been referred to as Web 2.0 capabilities, including social-networking software for information sharing across individual Web users and virtual communities. This consumer-centric phenomenon was highlighted in the year-end *Time* magazine “Person of the Year” award for 2006, in which the winner was “You” (signaled by a mirror on the magazine cover). In addition to dot-com social media platforms for information sharing (e.g., MySpace, Facebook, YouTube, and Linked-In), businesses have also begun to take advantage of social media as a new customer channel (see the discussion of Facebook later in this chapter).

To understand the importance of both e-business application functionality and the business innovations they support, in the next sections we focus on examples of traditional companies that have evolved their B2B and B2C capabilities, as well as dot-com companies that have become national and global brands.

### B2B APPLICATIONS

B2B applications that leverage the Internet are not visible to the public in the same way that Web sites for B2C applications are. Prior to the Internet, many large companies had in proprietary EDI systems for electronic transmission of standard documents that used private networks (see the box “How EDI Works” earlier in this chapter). By the early 1990s there was a large installed base of these systems, and because these proprietary systems were also highly reliable and efficient, it took almost a decade for many large businesses to rely on the Internet as a secure communications channel. However, for many smaller businesses, the custom EDI systems of the past had not been economically feasible, and for these firms the Internet created entirely new B2B opportunities. By 2003, the dollar volume of B2B e-business had grown to about $1.3 trillion (from about $250 billion three years earlier) and to $3.6 trillion by 2008.

---

**FIGURE 7.5** Before and After the U.S. Dot-Com Meltdown
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Venture capital</td>
<td>Less venture capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial markets</td>
<td>Valuation based on potential for revenue growth</td>
<td>Valuation based on potential for earnings and profits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation on sales</td>
<td>“Hands-off” policy</td>
<td>Some state sale tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business models</td>
<td>Dot-com (pure online)</td>
<td>Bricks-and-clicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First mover advantage</td>
<td>Strategic follower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New types of intermediaries</td>
<td>New types of intermediaries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some of the benefits achievable with B2B applications via the Internet are the same as those previously achieved by large companies with EDI applications. For example, B2B applications via the Internet can

- reduce the cycle times for doing business with customers and suppliers
- decrease the costs of doing business with automated transaction handling and the elimination of paper documents, and
- improve coordination across business partners.

The majority of B2B transactions are for online procurement of products from suppliers, fulfillment of orders from customers, and order tracking.

Reduced cost savings and improved cycle times can also result from online marketplaces (exchanges) for buyers to purchase goods from multiple suppliers, and vice versa. An early dot-com company that provided B2B purchasing software and services for buyers was FreeMarkets. Working for the buyer, FreeMarkets hosted online reverse auctions in which suppliers could bid for a client contract. Because the products used as inputs to manufacturing processes can have complex requirements, FreeMarkets also provided behind-the-scenes people experts to help purchasing managers in client companies to prepare the bidding requirements for the online auctions. During the auction, the suppliers could see their competitors’ price bids in real time and then had the option to place a lower bid that would also become visible to other bidders who could place an even lower bid, and so on. Figure 7.6 is an example of an online display that bidders could see during an auction in which they were pre-approved to participate in. Some firms first conducted these types of online auctions with the help of B2B intermediaries such as FreeMarkets, but then invested in software to host their own online exchanges (Mabert and Skeels, 2002). Alibaba is an example of a successful B2B intermediary for global trade as well as domestic trade in China, with a special focus on smaller buyers and suppliers.

Competitors have also attempted to collaborate in the development of an online exchange. For example, Covisint (pronounced coh-viz-int) was initially established by the Big Three automobile manufacturers in the United States as an independent online exchange for sourcing, auctions, and other collaborations. However, this consortium faced major roadblocks to operational and information sharing among these large automakers due to U.S. antitrust laws. The company was subsequently sold to two different companies, and as a division of Compuware, it is now offering EDI-type services to other sectors, such as healthcare.

As shown in Figure 7.7, if the number of buyers in a specific industry is small, the buyers will have a lot of “buyer power”; this explains why the automobile companies initially tried to invest in a new exchange for automotive companies rather than pay an independent intermediary for an online service that they could fund themselves. Similarly, if the number of sellers in a given industry is small, the sellers will more likely rely on their own competitive power as a strategic supplier, or band together, rather than pay an independent intermediary for an online service. However, in industries where there are lots of buyers and sellers, companies that serve as online intermediaries are more likely to have a sustainable business model. Online procurement of commodity MRO (materials, repair, and operations) supplies in particular can generate significant cost savings for client firms, even though commodity products typically have very low profit margins.

For example, the North American procurement team of Nestlé, one of the largest food and beverage companies in the world, determined that comprehensive online sourcing solution could yield much higher savings than off-line sourcing for many of its purchasing categories (Vollman, 2005). The team first focused on strategic purchasing of raw materials and packaging using an online auction, which required significant changes in its sourcing process. As it learned how to use the auction system to its advantage, it expanded its online sourcing to include MRO products and additional services as well.

Another potential benefit from B2B systems via the Internet is improved information sharing with suppliers and customers about supply-chain transactions via extranets. B2B applications for access to a customer’s
• If Buyers and Sellers are Fragmented, Independent Intermediaries are likely to be successful.

• If Sellers are Concentrated, Sellers are likely to dominate.

• If Buyers are Concentrated, Buyers are likely to dominate.

**FIGURE 7.7** Dominant Players in B2B Marketplaces

Supply-chain information would typically be used with only a few selected business partners with which a strong relationship has major benefits. Many of these types of supply chain applications are designed to leverage prior enterprise system investments, especially ERP systems with SCM modules. For example, the e-sourcing initiative (described earlier) at Nestlé USA leveraged a major supply chain initiative that was part of a global ERP system rollout under the parent firm headquartered in Switzerland, for whom the cost savings from coordinated information was a key e-business driver (Ariba, 2005). Other companies have leveraged centralized databases with product and inventory information to develop B2B applications for a vendor-managed inventory (VMI) partnership in which the client entrusts the management of their inventory levels to a strategic supplier. VMI partnerships are therefore dependent on timely electronic information sharing of the client’s sales information with the supplier. The low cost of B2B communications via the Internet has made this type of B2B application feasible for even midsized and smaller companies (for a detailed example, see Case Study II-1, “Vendor-Managed Inventory at NIBCO”).

B2B applications are expected to continue to grow as more companies across the globe implement standardized ERP platforms to more locations and develop extranet portals for information sharing with key business partners. The growth of these e-business applications has also meant that entirely new skills are needed for business auditors. That is, traditional internal 1999 end-of-year holiday season within the United States is usually cited as a major milestone for B2C applications, as online sales approached 1 percent of holiday retail sales for the first time. Besides online purchasing, consumers were also using the Web to search for gift ideas and for price comparisons (Schwartz, 2001). Accounting controls have been “rendered useless” in today’s B2B environments, and auditors need to be skilled in e-business technologies as well as systems auditing (Pathak and Lind, 2010).
B2C APPLICATIONS

The growth of B2C e-business worldwide is dependent on the number of potential consumers that have Internet access. As can be seen in Figure 7.8, the numbers of Internet users across the globe have grown steadily. By the end of 2009, North America still had the highest percentage of Internet users within its population (74 percent), but the population of North America is only about 5 percent of the world population. By 2009, the actual number of Internet users was already much greater on two other continents: Europe and Asia. Although the Internet penetration is just in its infancy in Africa in particular, the growth rates in Internet usage from 2000 to 2009 on the continents with less developed countries are truly remarkable.

The 1999 end-of-year holiday season within the United States is usually cited as a major milestone for B2C applications, as online sales approached 1 percent of holiday retail sales for the first time. Besides online purchasing, consumers were also using the Web to search for gift ideas and for price comparisons (Schwartz, 2001). By 2009, online shopping accounted for $29 billion of the November–December holiday season retailing in the United States and in 2010, on the Monday after the Thanksgiving holiday (referred to as Cyber Monday), there was a new record for online consumer spending in a single day: more than $1 billion (comScore, 2010). Despite the global recession, online retailing has continued to grow as a percentage of retail sales, with South Koreans reported to be the most avid online shoppers, followed closely by shoppers in Germany, the United Kingdom, and Japan; in this survey, online shopping in the United States ranked only eighth (iStockAnalyst, 2009).

The potential benefits for B2C applications for the seller are relatively clear, as summarized in Figure 7.9. However, the actual B2C benefits achieved for the seller also depend on the market in which the seller competes (both the industry and country), whether a company has traditionally sold directly to end consumers (either by catalog or retail store), and the characteristics of the product or service. For example, products that can be digitized (such as music and movies) and services based on aggregated information can be distributed directly to the customer using an online channel.

International markets have also become increasingly popular for B2C sales by U.S. companies due to the lower entry costs and recently weakened value of the U.S. currency. The traditional barriers to international retailing include sales taxes, duties on imported goods, shipping costs, as well as language and cultural barriers, but the benefits are now greater than the costs for many companies. However, it is easier to carry out trade with some countries

FIGURE 7.9 Potential B2C Benefits to Sellers

Seller Benefits
24/7 access to customer for sales and support
Lower costs from online channel
Multimedia opportunities for marketing
New ways to research potential markets
New ways to distribute (if product/service can be digitized)
Global reach to buyers
than others because of national policies about transborder data flows and others that can favor domestic companies. (See also the box “China Online” later in this chapter.)

Next we describe how six companies have evolved their usage of the Internet for B2C applications. All but one of these companies are U.S.-based because of the origins of the Internet and its relatively short history:

- two dot-com retailers that have outcompeted store-based sellers (Amazon.com, Netflix)
- two traditional catalog retailers that were early B2C innovators with Web sites that enabled the user to order customized products (Dell, Lands’ End)
- two traditional store retailers that have successfully integrated their store-based and online systems to service repeat customers that use both channels (Staples, Tesco).

From these B2C innovators, we can draw some conclusions about e-business application designs that are effective. At the end of the chapter, we also describe what makes a good B2C Web site from a consumer perspective.

**Two Dot-Com Retailers**

**AMAZON.COM** (www.amazon.com)  Amazon.com was a dot-com pioneer that began as an online bookseller in 1995. Under its founder Jeff Bezos, Amazon.com was able to leverage the publicity it received due to its successful “first mover” online retailing to quickly “brand” itself as a trusted dot-com company that provides a customer-friendly online shopping experience.

Named after the Earth’s biggest river, Amazon.com was launched as a pure-play online retailer in 1994 with the slogan “Earth’s Biggest Bookstore.” Originally only a threat to traditional superstore booksellers (e.g., Borders, Barnes & Noble), by mid-1999 Amazon had expanded into other third-party consumer products—from books to electronics to outdoor furniture. Although traditional “big-box” retailers such as Walmart, Target, and Sears thus became its new competitors, by August 2003 Amazon.com had become the online “department store” with the most visitors, and by the end of that year, the company finally reported its first profitable fiscal year. By 2008, Amazon.com was reported to be the most popular online shopping site worldwide, although it had not successfully penetrated the Chinese market (see the box “China Online” later in this chapter).

Amazon.com has long been recognized for its superior online shopping experience for individual consumers, including its patented “one-click” method of online shopping and a personalization (tailoring) capability that provides purchase recommendations based on a customer’s own purchases as well as those by other online customers (see the box entitled “Online Shopping to Cloud Computing with Amazon”). In 2001, Amazon.com received the highest customer satisfaction score for any service company (online or off-line) by the American customers that participated in the survey.

---

**Online Shopping to Cloud Computing with Amazon**

Amazon.com won customer loyalty early on by providing an online experience that was easy to use, was trusted to deliver on time, and used technology to develop a sense of community among its customers. The site is easy to navigate; searching is easy; and the site personalizes the content displayed to highlight merchandise of a type you’ve bought before and to suggest similar items.

The company sends e-mails to tell when the order was processed and when it was shipped; an order can be cancelled before it ships; and warnings are provided if delays might mean a delivery will miss a major holiday (such as Xmas). It also has a click-to-call customer service in which online shoppers can pose questions to a customer service representative: Users enter their phone numbers in a help screen, indicating how soon they would like to be contacted, and the customer’s data—including usually what section of the site a customer is viewing—are made available to an Amazon employee.

Amazon.com has also leveraged its superior IT infrastructure and technology talent by selling IT services. For example, Amazon hosted the Web site of Target, one of its big-box competitors, beginning in 2001. Target had a store tab on Amazon.com that linked Web users to selected Target products. In 2002, Target contracted with Amazon to use its advanced search, personalization, product recommendation technology, 1-click shopping, and so on under Target’s own URL, and more recently the company has also begun leveraging its computing infrastructure investments to sell computer power and data storage services as part of a cloud computing strategy.
Amazon.com’s initial success as a dot-com book retailer in the 1990s has also been attributed to its early access to a major distribution infrastructure first built by another company. For example, when other dot-com retailers failed to deliver holiday purchases on time in late 1999, Amazon.com was able to fulfill 99 percent of its orders in time for the Christmas holiday. When the company expanded its online store offerings in the following years, it also had to heavily invest in additional distribution facilities to handle products for which it kept its own inventory (including electronics).

Today as a Fortune 500 company with $24.5 billion revenues in 2009 and net income of about $1 billion, Amazon.com has continued to innovate. For example, it introduced its first e-book reader (Kindle) in 2007 and began to sell e-books that would cost $25–27 in hard copy for $9.99. In the Fall of 2009, it sponsored a pilot program at Princeton University and other universities where its larger Kindle DX reader was used for textbooks, and in 2010, it announced a major milestone, despite the fact that Amazon and other competitors are still using proprietary software: During the 2nd quarter of 2010 Amazon had higher e-book sales than hard copy book sales. One of the barriers to the adoption of an e-book industry standard (called ePUB) is that e-book sellers are dependent on publisher agreements for digital rights, and their proprietary software includes digital rights management capabilities. In response to Apple’s introduction of the iPad, Amazon created a downloadable e-reader application for iPad, as it had also done for the iPhone, Blackberry, devices using Google’s Android platform, and others.

**NETFLIX (www.netflix.com)** Netflix was established in 1998 shortly after the DVD format had become the new standard for video rentals and sales. Under its founder and current CEO, Reed Hastings, the company began its flat-rate online movie rental business with about 1,000 movie titles. In 2006, Netflix reported having 6.3 million subscribers (a 50 percent increase over the prior year), annual revenues close to $1 billion with profits close to $100 million, and an inventory of over 75,000 movie (and TV program) titles—including an extensive collection of documentaries and hard-to-find independent films. In 2009, it had revenues of $1.67 billion.

The company’s Web site (see Figure 7.10) features a bold red color scheme that promotes its simple brand logo. Movie information is provided with images and text, and the site has an easy-to-use but sophisticated search and sorting capability. Subscribers create an ordered list (queue) of DVDs to be rented that are filled in the order listed, as available. Customers can choose from several monthly subscription plans at different prices that vary in the number of movies that the customer can have in their possession at the same time. By 2007, about 1.5 million

---

**FIGURE 7.10** Netflix Home Page
DVDs were being mailed out daily to customers’ mailboxes from over 40 distribution centers in 29 different states, using the U.S. Postal Service. Customers return the videos to Netflix by mail using the same preaddressed envelope at a time of their own choosing with no mailing charges. A barcoded mailing envelope, as well as the barcode on the inside DVD envelope that is visible from a window opening in the mailer, enables efficient distribution capabilities (Zachary, 2006).

Similar to Amazon.com’s customer reviews, members can create a “Friends List,” with whom they share their movie queues, and provide movie ratings that can be viewed by other members. Sixty percent of customers reportedly select their rentals based on movie recommendations provided by the Web site, which uses an algorithm (similar to Amazon.com) that takes into account past rental titles by the subscriber and recommendations by other members who have similar tastes. Members can also sign up for e-mail notifications (i.e., of press release information, video library updates, media reviews) and RSS feeds for account and video release information.

Compared to some other dot-coms from the 1990s, Netflix had less venture capital to support its initial growth. However, it also benefitted from being in a relatively new industry niche (movie rentals) where the largest retail store competitor was slow to develop a multichannel capability (see the box “Online Movies Overtake Blockbuster Stores”). In January 2007, Netflix began launching a digital movie distribution service via the Internet using a proprietary video streaming technology to subscribers’ personal computer, Mac, and to TVs via alliances with hardware companies, including LG. The company’s long-term vision is to eventually be able to deliver old and recently released movies to any Internet-connected screen—including cell phones.

Two Traditional Catalog Retailers

DELL (www.dell.com) Within the PC industry, Dell Corporation (formerly Dell Computer Corporation) was one of the first to establish a customer-driven PC configuration capability. Its early-mover advantage was due to its already existing business model: Unlike competitors that manufactured PCs for a distribution channel, Dell had a make-to-order assembly model that received orders from its own direct-to-customer retail channels—using call centers, fax, and phone orders—but no retail stores. Launched in July 1996, Dell’s Web site leveraged the software applications and experiences of its own customer service representations to create an effective “self-service” Web application that let online customers create their own custom PC orders. Customers can experiment with different computer configurations using a “choiceboard” capability that shows them price differences for components and calculates the total price before finalizing their order. Customers submit their PC order via the Web site, and the order data are translated into a design, the components are ordered, and then the right resources are electronically scheduled to fulfill the order “Direct from Dell.”

For retail sales to business customers (which is a larger customer segment than end-consumer sales), Dell’s sales staff works with an organization’s procurement managers to select a small number of PC configurations at a prenegotiated price to fit the company’s infrastructure standards and employee needs. Only these options are displayed when the company’s employees access the secure Web page (Premier Pages) customized for their firm. The configurations typically also include preloaded application software packages, sometimes with company-specific images.

Online Movies Overtake Blockbuster Stores

Video store retailer Blockbuster initially avoided investing in an online sales channel to compete with its growing dot-com competitor Netflix. However, after several years of income losses, Blockbuster became a bricks-and-clicks competitor in 2004. The Web site had similar capabilities to the Netflix site, including a “Friends and Family” feature, and utilized a customer profiling application that allowed customers to set preferences that could be used to personalize movie recommendations by the site. Like Netflix, the online movie rentals are distributed via the U.S. Postal Service. In 2006, Blockbuster was still the world’s largest video rental company with 8,000 stores, including over 2,500 stores in 25 countries, renting movies and videogames on DVDs, and that year it launched its Total Access program, in which online rentals could be returned or exchanged in its stores. However, by 2010 it had lost its market leader position in video rentals to Netflix, and it planned to close a total of one thousand stores between 2009 and 2010. Even the possibility of bankruptcy was being reported (Grover, 2010).
By year-end 2002, Dell was number one in market share for desktop PCs and was also the number one online computer retailer. However, by mid-2006 Dell had lost its market share position to Hewlett-Packard (which had merged with Compaq Computer a few years earlier). The company’s highly efficient supply-chain model and direct sales retail approach were still intact, but by then its competitors were also able to compete online as well as through their traditional distribution channels. In January 2007, Michael Dell returned as CEO, and a few months later the company announced that it had signed a pact with Walmart stores in North America to develop another sales channel. This announcement clearly signaled that the build-to-order catalog model that its founder had leveraged for B2C sales in the past was perceived as being at a disadvantage for competing with store distribution channels for sales of low-end PC models to individual consumers. In 2010, its B2C market share still lagged HP, and the company reported an increased focus on sales to its business customers as well as leveraging its market position as a provider of technical services in the healthcare sector due to its new IT services acquisition (Perot Systems).

LANDS’ END (www.landsend.com) Founded in 1963 first as a retailer of sailing equipment, then clothes and home furnishings, Lands’ End traditionally marketed its products via catalog. Like Dell, it took sales orders via e-mail, telephone, and fax. In the late 1990s, it began selling its products online via its Web site. Similar to Dell, its traditional distribution infrastructure for catalog sales was easily modified to also fulfill online orders, and the company quickly realized additional profits from its new multichannel capability.

In October 2001, Lands’ End also was an early mover in offering online sales of custom-crafted clothing. The customer answers a few questions about fit preferences and body type, and can “try on” items and outfits using a 3-D model via its Web site. The customized product innovation was made possible by an alliance with Archetype Solutions, Inc. (ASI), a small start-up, founded by a prior Levi Strauss North America manager. Levi’s had been an early experimenter with online orders of customized clothing but, unlike Lands’ End, traditionally sold its products via distributors rather than direct to customers. ASI’s algorithms translate a customer’s measurements into a pattern for cutting fabric for a specific product, which is then electronically submitted to manufacturers of the custom clothing orders. Other Lands’ End initial IT investments included software to track custom orders as they were passed between Lands’ End, ASI, offshore manufacturing sites, and shippers.

Lands’ End began with custom orders for a small number of products. By 2003, its Web site sales of custom chinos and jeans accounted for 40 percent of its sales for those product lines. The company kept in place its usual generous return policy for its custom orders, and customers who experienced poor fit were encouraged to “try again” by providing additional information. The company then used this customer feedback to improve its software algorithms with ASI. However, by 2007 several competitors (including Levi’s) were offering their own customization options and similar promises of money-back, customer-satisfaction guarantees.

Lands’ End was acquired by the U.S.-based retailer Sears in 2002. Initially, its public Web site did not feature this relationship in any way, except for a listing of Lands’ End “stores” within Sears stores across selected U.S. locations. After several years, the two companies’ systems were integrated so that customers could return Lands’ End clothing purchased online to a Sears store.

Two Traditional Store Retailers

STAPLES (www.staples.com) Staples began as a superstore retailer of office products in 1986. Initially, the company focused on the small business and home office market, but by the late 1990s it had implemented separate Web sites to support the procurement of supplies and equipment by Fortune 1000 companies, midsize companies, and small businesses, as well as a catalog division, and 1,100 stores in six counties.

The company’s public Web site has little aesthetic appeal but is designed to efficiently facilitate first-time and repeat orders, with tabs, textual and graphical product descriptions, and search capabilities similar to other superstore sites. A store locator feature is prominently placed on its Web site, and in recent years it has also promoted its “Easy button” brand marketing. In its retail stores, kiosks enable customers to order products not available in a given store from an online inventory.

Beginning with its 1998 launch of its online division, Staples’s strategy was to align its online and off-line divisions to take advantage of its existing infrastructure for order fulfillment for retail store and catalog sales. Its early multichannel integration was also no doubt fostered by other external events: Its plan for an initial public offering (IPO) of the tracking stock for its online unit was abandoned due to the dot-com meltdown in the year 2000.

By year-end 2006, Staples was the world’s largest office products company; by 2010 it had $23 billion in sales generated from its public Web site, extranet sites, catalogs, and stores in 27 countries.
TESCO (www.tesco.com)  
Headquartered in England, Tesco began as a self-service supermarket in 1956. When it started its online grocery delivery capability four decades later, it had expanded into nongrocery items; its typical retail superstore had 50 percent of the shelf space devoted to nongrocery items.

From the beginning, the company chose to keep its grocery customers’ online experience simple but personalized (Enders and Jelassi, 2009). Since grocery shopping typically involves a lot of repeat purchases, customers could begin their orders with an online shopping list to check off, as well as a “My Favourites” display that included all items recently purchased. Consumers could place orders using mobile computers and cellular phones (with WAP protocol) as early as 2001. The ordered items were retrieved (picked off) from store shelves by trained personnel using trolleys with computer scanners. If a scanned product barcode did not match an item ordered, an alert would be sounded so that a correction could be made. Pickers also checked products for expiration dates and freshness and took note of consumer preferences—such as how green the ideal banana was. In-store and online purchases had identical pricing, and if a consumer had made in-store purchases using a Tesco club card, the in-store purchases were integrated with the online shopping lists.

In addition to overcoming consumer concerns about individually selecting fresh produce and meats, another major challenge for online grocery retailers is the delivery of a perishable product (Enders and Jelassi, 2009). Tesco customers request delivery by day/time blocks with knowledge of the flat rate to be charged—or premium rates for certain day/time combinations. At the time of the home delivery, if substitutions had been made due to an out-of-stock item, they would be clearly marked so that the customer could refuse them at the time of delivery.

Other online retailing challenges faced by Tesco were similar to those faced by other bricks-and-clicks firms (including Staples): (1) the establishment of sales incentives so that managers of its 300 traditional stores would not be penalized due to the online sales channel and (2) investments in additional facilities to accommodate the picking and delivery of online orders. Both issues were initially addressed by using regular grocery stores for fulfilling online orders, although the avoidance of investments in large warehouses also led to increased in-store risks for clogged sales aisles and back rooms (due to the trolleys) and insufficient air-conditioned storage prior to delivery. As Tesco evolved its multichannel capabilities, it began online order fulfillment in its largest supermarkets and eventually built a facility to support dot-com sales only (Enders and Jelassi, 2009).

By 2009, Tesco was reported to be one of only four successful multichannel grocery retailers in the world, along with Auchan and Carrefour in France and Sainsbury’s in the UK.

Summary: B2C Retailing

THE INITIAL DOT-COM ADVANTAGE  
In the mid-1990s, as corporate America was beginning to learn about this piece of software called a Web browser, the dot-com companies clearly had the online advantage: They could focus on developing interactive customer experiences that helped them brand their Web sites, which “were” their companies in the eyes of their customers. Dot-com retailers also had the luxury of avoiding the costs and constraints associated with retailing via stores, such as owning or leasing physical stores and personnel costs. The early dot-coms also had a clear advantage as they focused on hiring workers with Web technology skills and interests, who were attracted to a kind of “greenfield” opportunity to develop online systems with the new Web technologies; they could focus on developing superior online experiences without having to consider linkages with legacy applications or migrating historical data.

However, having the eyeballs of Internet users and online orders was not enough for a successful online retailer. Customer communications are primarily (if not completely) automated via the Internet and today require online as well as alternative channels for responses. For products that cannot be digitized, the importance of a reliable order fulfillment capability, with delivery tracking capabilities for customers, became widely recognized after the publicized delivery failures of holiday purchases in 1999. Amazon was able to jump-start its initial fulfillment capability (for books and CDs) with a business alliance and has continued to invest heavily in technology and process improvements for its warehouses as it expanded its third-party products to compete with discount department stores such as Walmart and Sears. Delivery for a dot-com is typically via private services (e.g., UPS, FedEx, DHL), although Netflix uses the U.S. Postal Service for its six-days-each-week national delivery of its small mailers, combined with automated e-mail notifications to customers for receipts and sends.

TODAY’S MULTICHANNEL ADVANTAGE  
By the middle of the first decade in the new millennium, the online B2C advantage had clearly shifted to traditional firms who had developed a multichannel capability. In a direct sales model, the seller and buyer communicate directly. When a direct retailer who traditionally has sold products via a store or catalog implements an online sales capability, it
creates an additional channel for the customer to gather information, purchase a product, or get customer service (via information on the site or other contact methods). The customer can still go to a store, or call a customer service rep, but there is also the option of using the retailing Web site when it’s more convenient.

From a consumer perspective, an effective multichannel capability means that online purchases can also be returned or exchanged in a retail store and perhaps purchased online and picked up from a nearby store by the customer at an agreed-upon time. Facilitating this type of multichannel capability requires significant IT and process investments by store retailers in particular.

In contrast, traditional catalog companies were able to not only quickly leverage their brand names to become “bricks-and-clicks” firms but also their existing distribution systems for off-line catalog customers that were already designed to deliver small product quantities to widely dispersed customers. Dell and Lands’ End were also both early Web innovators by offering online tools to enable a “mass customization” sales strategy: The customer designs his or her own products, which these companies then make to order. Dell had the additional advantage of selling its products to online shoppers who were among the most computer literate and typically eager to play with different configuration options as part of the online ordering process. However, within just a few years, both of these traditional catalog companies’ innovations had been copied by other computer hardware and apparel companies, and their traditional customers had lots of other Web-based retailers to choose from.

Today, the multichannel advantage therefore seems to be in the hands of companies that can offer both in-person and online customer service and sales via retail stores as well as the Web. This type of multichannel capability (developed by Staples and Tesco) enables customers to use the Internet to find and order the product they want and then choose whether to receive it via a delivery service or from a store.

However, to provide this type of seamless multichannel capability, companies need to integrate their place (off-line) and space (online) business operations as well as their information systems. Sometimes a barrier to this type of integration is a traditional incentive system that rewards for performance based on only a traditional channel (in-store). Business and IT managers that support both off-line and online business operations also need to be linked in some way, in order to develop applications and processes that support a single face to the customer, no matter what sales channel is used.

It should also be noted that all six of the B2C examples described here are companies that use the Web for retailing their own products or third-party products. However, when manufacturing or service firms that traditionally have sold their products or services through distributors initially set up a new direct-to-consumer Web site capability, they need to carefully take into account the potential responses of the companies that are their traditional intermediaries. Sometimes industrial age laws are also barriers: For example, U.S. state laws prohibit automobile manufacturers from direct selling to protect their sales tax revenue from car dealerships within their states.

In the next section, we focus on how three companies created dot-com businesses that could not have existed prior to the Internet.

**DOT-COM INTERMEDIARIES**

In the mid-1990s, there was a widespread belief that the Internet would primarily have a disintermediation effect on traditional intermediaries, such as wholesalers who distribute to retailers. That is, companies that were intermediaries between the firms that created the products or services and their buyers were thought to be no longer economically viable. Instead, producers or service companies would adopt their own direct-to-consumer sales strategy. As discussed earlier, this certainly became true for travel agencies that were intermediaries for airline companies for ticketing and other customer services.

However, e-business via the Internet has also of course led to another phenomenon: the formation of new dot-com intermediaries. Some of these new online intermediaries (e.g., Expedia, Travelocity, Orbitz) have emerged with services similar to what people agents used to provide for their travel customers. One of the issues faced with these types of intermediaries is to what extent to be “transparent” with product and pricing information (Granados, et al., 2010). For example, Priceline.com was one of the first online intermediaries to use a model in which the actual airline carrier information and itineraries were concealed until the consumer accepted a discounted price.

In general, a successful intermediary needs to be able to attract a large-enough user base that will generate revenues to pay for the unique service that it offers to buyers, sellers, and/or online searchers. Intermediary models that have been successful include the following:

- an auction for used or new goods for which a buyer and/or a seller pays a fee because the intermediary can attract the desired audience
- a site that has aggregated information about similar products or services from multiple sellers for which a buyer and/or seller pays a fee to reduce its own information search or marketing costs.
In addition, dot-com intermediaries that serve as portals have emerged to help users find Web sites and to offer other Internet-specific services. For example, Internet users needed Web sites to help them link to other Web sites for which they did not know a URL or did not even know a certain Web site existed:

- a Web search (or “finder”) tool based on user-provided text that advertisers value because their ads can be targeted to users that entered specific search words

Other Web sites provide platforms to support online communities where individuals, workers, and businesses can share information and create virtual networks. The rise of these types of applications, referred to as Web 2.0, has generated a whole new set of innovative dot-com companies.

The three dot-com examples described in this section provide one or more of these types of online services:

- eBay, (www.ebay.com), a pioneer in C2C e-business that was one of the first dot-com companies to achieve profitability based on small fees paid for auction listings and sales; today it has a global reach and is also a B2C and B2B intermediary.
- Google (www.google.com), a fast-growing dot-com with a superior Web search algorithm that currently supports more than half of the Internet searches submitted daily around the world; today it is in many IT-related businesses, including mapping services, an operating system for mobile phones, and a data repository for individual health records.
- Facebook (www.facebook.com), a social networking dot-com that grew from a software tool to connect college students in 2004 to a site attracting more than 500 million users across the globe in 2010.

**EBAY (www.ebay.com)**

eBay has been successful as an intermediary that brings together individual buyers and sellers from over the world who might not otherwise find each other. Launched in 1995, the company had captured about 80 percent of the online auction market by the year 2000, with more than $5 billion in merchandise sales from 250 million auctions and global participants. During 2007, it generated about $77 billion in trades. However, in 2008 eBay lost its ranking as the most popular shopping site to Amazon and its global market share was at risk due to domestic competitors outside the United States that have copied its business model to capture greater market shares in their countries (see the box “China Online” later in this chapter).

The online auction model is based on revenues captured as a percentage of the auction sale, as a transaction fee for the sale, and/or as a listing fee. Initially, the eBay business model was a consumer-to-consumer (C2C) application in which the early user assumed that they were part of a “community” of individual buyers and sellers. However, many eBay sellers today are small businesses: liquidators, wholesalers, small retail shops, or at-home entrepreneurs. eBay today is therefore also a B2C and B2B intermediary for businesses of many sizes that sell to other businesses or individuals. For example, it has recently experimented with Buy-It-Now “flash sales” of discounted apparel from designer brands. To foster relationships with small businesses in particular, the company provides extensive online advice as well as periodically runs workshops in various geographic regions. Third parties with convenient store locations have also emerged to facilitate auction sales listings and mailings to buyers for customers who don’t want a do-it-yourself eBay service.

eBay has continued to expand its business model by adding online services, usually via acquisitions. For example, it created a fixed-price trading capability for direct sales of previously owned goods when it purchased the dot-com startup Half.com. In 2005, eBay purchased Skype, a peer-to-peer Internet telephony network. Two years earlier it purchased PayPal to have its own third-party payment capability: Accounts established by users with debit and credit cards, bank accounts, or stored balances enable instant payments to merchants and individuals. PayPal still provides payment services to other Web sites and has become a major revenue source for eBay; in 2010 it was the leader in the alternative payments market, with more than 70 percent of U.S. online buyers having a PayPal account (Peers, 2010).

eBay has also continued to develop new services to collect higher revenues from sellers for “extras” such as additional digital photos with a listing, the highlighting of a listing, setting a “reserved price” (such as a minimum price or a Buy-It-Now capability), or providing used car certifications.

Since eBay hosts millions of auction sales simultaneously, in real time, its IT operations are of critical importance. In addition to capacity planning for its servers, the company has also had to quickly recover from denial-of-service attacks and other security breaches in recent years. Its primary value to sellers and buyers is low search costs, so the design and execution of its site search capabilities must also be of the highest quality. eBay also continually monitors its sites for the sale of inappropriate items, or even illegal items. For example, eBay has had to delete listings for items related to tragic events in the United States—such as the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center. However, the company is also not responsible for the quality or legal ownership of the items sold, as it clearly states on its Web site.
The actual transfer of the purchased good takes place between the buyer and seller, but eBay maintains data about the transaction and tracks sales for sellers and purchases for buyers. Since maintaining the trust of buyers and sellers is a key to its survival, one of eBay’s early tactics for self-policing was to encourage buyers to rate their sellers, and vice versa. The company also offers insurance coverage for items of certain types and value and facilitates a process to resolve disputes between buyers and sellers.

In 2009, the president of eBay’s auction business, CEO Meg Whitman, handed over the reins to John Donahue after a successful decade of global growth.

**GOOGLE** ([www.google.com](http://www.google.com))  Google was founded in 1998 by two Stanford University graduate students in their twenties who put their studies on hold to develop a Web search capability with more relevant results than the dominant search service at the time (Yahoo!): a PageRank algorithm, in which pages that are linked to other pages are given higher weightings under the assumption that they are likely more useful. The company’s name is a play on the word *googol*: the number 1 followed by one hundred zeroes. Within two years, it was the ninth U.S. Web site in terms of unique monthly visitors (24.5 million) without any money spent on marketing. The company has also been known in the past as a dot-com with distinctive corporate values, with a slogan of “Don’t be evil” and other democratic ideals associated with computer science and engineering professionals in general and early Silicon Valley innovators. Its approach to its initial public offering (IPO) in mid-2004 reinforced its founders’ insistence that it was a company of the people, as its initial IPO price was determined by a Dutch auction rather than investment bankers.

Although initially the company’s revenues were only based on sales of its search engine software to other entities, the company changed its business model to capture advertising revenues. At first, companies paid to be listed based on keywords. By March 2003, Google had launched a targeted advertising service in which ads were posted based on “contextual” search results, and by 2007 the company’s online ad revenues were over $16 billion, which was more than 50 percent of the Internet advertising market (see the box entitled “How to Leverage a Search Engine”). Its 2007 announcement and then successful purchase of DoubleClick generated individual privacy concerns, as the company already had access to aggregate data on millions of individuals’ Web searches, and DoubleClick had a targeted ads service. In mid-2010, it was pursuing acquisitions of gaming software companies, as advertisers had begun to invest more marketing dollars in games that could influence gamers about products to purchase.

Like other dot-com successes, the company has continued to grow by both internal innovations and via acquisitions of other companies (see Figure 7.11). For example, its purchase of Keyhole enabled it to launch Google Maps and other GIS applications (Google Earth), whose success is due to the tight integration of these applications with the company’s search capabilities. Since its IPO, the company has also continued to broaden its offerings, and therefore its attractiveness to advertisers. Its acquisition of YouTube—the world’s most popular video sharing site today, its launch of Google Health—for individuals to manage their medical records, and its release of iPhone apps as well as its own open platform for mobile devices (Android) are milestones that document the company’s evolution from a navigation tool start-up to a global dot-com leader of the digital age (see box “Google’s Evolution”).

In July 2010, Google had its license to operate a mainland Chinese site it started in 2006 ([Google.cn](http://Google.cn)) renewed in a compromise agreement with the Chinese government: Users

---

**How to Leverage a Search Engine**

Although search engines don’t always reveal their formulas for rank ordering search results, companies are getting smarter about how to use their advertising dollars. Pay-per-click ads that pop up based on general search terms (such as books) tend to be more expensive because hundreds of businesses are already bidding for them, so you need to use more specific works to describe your product or service. It’s also important to keep in mind that not all search engines use the same algorithms: Some place more weight on page content. Major newspapers have trained their journalists to embed key phrases and words in the top paragraph and headings of their articles so that they would be more likely to appear in unpaid search results. Sites that offer useful content for consumers may also boost a firm’s search results. Today’s marketing staff need expertise in Internet navigation tools and advertising opportunities, as well as tools (such as Google’s Analytics software) that can be used to calculate conversion rates for ads. Google’s Web site also offers tools for businesses to estimate the effects of their Web site design and advertising strategies.
of Google.cn are asked whether or not they wanted to be diverted to Google’s Hong Kong search site, which is uncensored. Users who choose not to will have their search results censored by Google, which is what other search engines operating in China do. In early 2010, Google had only 36 percent of the Chinese market in comparison to its domestic competitor Baidu’s 58 percent. However, Google also has advertising contracts with Chinese businesses and offers mainland China users other services, such as music search and map services (Chao and Worthen, 2010; Crovitz, 2010; Vascellaro and Chao, 2010).

**Facebook (www.facebook.com)**  Founded in 2004 by CEO Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook surpassed the pioneer social networking site MySpace with over 500 million users by mid-year 2010. Like MySpace, Facebook users create a profile and join networks based on personal preferences, regions, or other affiliations for messaging, information sharing, photo sharing, and now even playing online games together. Initially open only to college students, the category of users older than 34 has become its fastest growing demographic as these older members find the site convenient for rekindling old friendships and affiliations. The site also has a global presence: By year-end 2007, it had gained more non-U.S. visitors than MySpace, and by 2010, about 70 percent of Facebook users were outside the United States (Fletcher, 2010).

Facebook’s founder firmly believes that people want to stay connected to friends and want to share even more information with them over time. Its original social networking model was that users post personal information, for free, that is only shared with those that the user has authorized to view it. The business model hinges on the assumption that one’s friends are also likely to want to see the same movies, purchase the same products, or have the same online experience. For example, a Facebook Like button can be clicked on when visiting other Web sites, and the user’s friends can learn about this recommendation from the user’s profile, a so-called status update, or perhaps on the other Web site itself (with the user’s name and photo displayed). Although sites like Google receive revenues from advertising services based on search words entered by individuals, Facebook can offer advertisers targeted marketing based on actual user characteristics or Web surfing, as well as access to that user’s network of friends.

A major challenge that the Facebook owners have continually faced is how to have a profitable company without violating the trust that users have placed in the company for maintaining the privacy of their personal information (Swisher and Mossberg, 2010). The Facebook Platform can be used by other developers to create applications such as games, review sharing, and news feeds that are then integrated into the site—to an individual’s profile. Some of...
these applications gain access to individuals’ personal data, and the company has had some missteps as it has made changes to the site’s privacy settings without opt-in user consents.

For example, in response to a complaint filed in May 2010 with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in the United States by the Electronic Privacy Information Center, the company announced changes to its user-controlled privacy settings so that only a user’s name, profile photo, and gender (if given) would remain public; other data would be public by default but could be made private; users can decide whether they want to share other postings (including photos) with everyone, friends of friends, or only friends; and users can choose whether or not to share information, currently and in the future, with third-party game and other application developers (Worthen, 2010).

Today, large and midsized companies are moving significantly more of their marketing and advertising dollars to social networking sites such as Facebook; see the section “Special Issue: What Makes a Good B2C Social Media Platform” at the end of this chapter.

Summary: Successful Online Intermediary Models

Like the dot-com direct-to-consumer retailers we discussed earlier, dot-com intermediaries have achieved their current success by continuously innovating with superior IT capabilities. eBay’s business model requires superior IT operations capabilities, and except for some early server reliability problems, it has continuously maintained an outstanding record for systems availability and reliability. Google’s success was initially due to its superior search capabilities, still accessible today via a deceivingly simple screen interface.

In addition, successful intermediaries continue to evolve their business models to provide enough value for their services to users of their services. eBay expanded into certification services in order to provide auction services for products that yield higher service fees (such as used cars); changed its original buyer/seller mix to include many small businesses selling their products online; and made revenue-generating acquisitions that complemented its business model. Google’s ongoing success has depended on its ability to continue to provide the best search service; make smart choices about new markets to enter; and manage its acquisitions.

Successful intermediaries have also branded themselves well. eBay benefitted from a “first mover” presence (launched in 1995). In contrast, Google is a clear reminder that a “first mover” advantage is not guaranteed: Individual Web users were quick to “switch” loyalties away from a dot-com pioneer (Yahoo!) when they perceived a better “free” service by a much younger company, whose name also became a verb (Google).

However, none of the U.S.-based dot-com intermediaries or B2C retailers currently have a dominant market share in China, a country with an avid base of Internet users (see the box “China Online”).

SPECIAL ISSUE: WHAT MAKES A GOOD WEB SITE FOR CONSUMERS

Web site design is an important factor for a user’s initial online experience. For companies with e-business applications for consumers, as either a seller or intermediary, the company’s Web site “is” the company. In addition to a company’s reliable operations and high-quality customer service and execution, the functional and the aesthetic characteristics of the Web site itself are of course of critical importance for dot-com as well as bricks-and-clicks firms.

A useful framework for thinking about Web site designs from a human–computer interface perspective is the 7Cs model developed by marketing educators Rayport and Jaworski (2004):

- Context—the site’s layout and design, which includes functionality and aesthetic appearance, or both
- Content—usage of text, pictures, sound, and video as appropriate for business
- Commerce—the site’s capabilities to conduct commercial transactions
- Customization—the site’s ability to tailor itself to a specific user or to capabilities that enable users to personalize the site for themselves
- Community—ways that the site enables feelings of membership and shared interests with other users of the site
- Communication—availability of site-to-user and user-to-site communications, including asynchronous (e-mail), real-time video, phone lines
- Connection—handling of Web links to other external sites—such as a separate window.

Note that the Rayport and Jaworski framework has a separate “C” for community. Although companies in some industries (such as banks) may not highly value such a characteristic, “fostering community” among the users of a Web site was identified early on as a desirable attribute (Seybold and Marshal, 1995). Today, of course, a community capability is at the core of new social networking Web sites—as discussed in the next section.
Other key attributes of a good Web site are related to the characteristics of the operational environment—both the client side and the Web server side—as well as the networks being accessed. Common technical problems that need to be anticipated include download delays, search problems, as well as security weaknesses (Straub, 2004). User tolerance for download times will also be a function of the users’ goals and whether they are connected to a high-speed broadband line appropriate for the task (e.g., video download). Although delays in download times and screen displays can of course be at the server side, the client side, and/or be a function of the network infrastructure between the client and server, the user will typically not know the source of their frustrating wait times.

Given the increase in wireless networks and handheld devices that can access the Internet, today’s developers must also consider what makes a good Web site display not only on desktop computer screens but also on much smaller devices—including mobile devices. In addition to the differences in hardware (e.g., screen size, keyboard), developers need to take into account differences in typical device usage. For example, the typical mobile user may use the device for shorter time periods and in very different contexts (while traveling, shopping, walking down a street, etc.). A secure payment method that demands minimal cognitive attention from the mobile phone user is needed, as well as a condensed checkout process suitable for a small display (Lee and Benbasat, 2003). Given the widespread reliance on

---

**China Online**

The total number of Internet users in China has now exceeded the entire population of the United States. In 2008, the year that Beijing hosted the Olympic Games, the number of Internet users in China reportedly grew by 50 percent. In 2009, Internet users in China reported spending 50–70 percent of their leisure time online, and B2C purchases doubled that year.

All Web sites operating in China must be registered and in compliance with national policies about certain content—including no politically or religiously sensitive topics and pornography. Web sites that don’t comply are shuttered down by the government; users who attempt to access unregistered sites such as Facebook or Twitter, for example, will receive an error message. By mid-2010, China’s major dot-com companies included the following:

- **Baidu**, which began as online search engine, but now also has a C2C site (Youa) with its own online payment system
- **Tencent**, which began as an instant messaging site (QQ) in 1999 and now has a social networking site similar to MySpace and Facebook
- **Dangdang**, which began as an online bookseller like Amazon, and by 2006 was the country’s largest online retailer with sales of appliances and other products
- **Youku**, the Chinese equivalent to YouTube
- **Taobao**, a C2C auction site similar to eBay that grew from 43 billion CNY in 2007 to 100 billion CNY one year later. (Taobao’s parent firm is Alibaba, which took over Yahoo!’s operations and is a dominant B2B player in China and Japan.)

China’s censorship rules and national policies that favor domestic firms for government contracts have contributed to these domestic dot-com firms holding dominant market shares. However, just as Chinese dot-com firms have learned from dot-com pioneers in the United States, U.S. Internet firms have a lot to learn about how to successfully compete in an Asian country whose citizens have embraced the digital age but have different local customs for trade and communications. In China, for example:

- Instant messaging, not e-mail, is widely used for both social and business communications
- Consumers prefer anonymity and may create multiple fictitious profiles for social networking sites, not provide their real profile
- Sales have traditionally been conducted with cash payments, including cash-on-delivery (COD) payments rather than at the time of purchase; most Chinese do not hold credit cards and are concerned about online fraud, so all the major Chinese dot-coms have their own online payment systems.
cellular phones in less developed countries without broadband access, understanding the potential design differences for not only mobile applications but also applications that target different nations and cultures will also need increased attention.

**SPECIAL ISSUE: WHAT MAKES A GOOD B2C SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM**

In the initial years of the social media dot-com phenomenon, the focus was on interpersonal networking of a social nature—sharing news, photos, and other personal information or experiences and supporting timely communications across virtual people networks. By 2010, news services as well as nonprofit organizations had embraced the new media, including political organizations (see the box “Social Media and U.S. Political Elections”). Both large and small businesses have also begun to leverage public social media platforms as a new channel for engaging current or future customers. According to a late 2009 McKinsey survey of executives worldwide, 56 percent of organizations were using Web 2.0 applications to communicate with customers, and more than 64 percent were using these types of applications internally (Bughin and Miller, 2009).

Among Fortune 500 firms, Facebook and Twitter have been the most popular platforms for engaging with virtual customer environments (Culnan and McHugh, 2009). Although small and large companies have not always found that the value justifies the means, the primary business activities are for branding, sales, customer service and support, and product development activities. Corporate and retail Web sites have links to and from their own social media pages and/or link directly with the public social media platform. Some companies have Web sites run by “fans.” Messages posted to a Facebook site or direct message (“tweets”) from Twitter need to be constantly monitored by corporate personnel and content needs to be kept current. Today there are also third-party tools to help businesses periodically post to a Web site (e.g., every two hours rather than flooding the site all at once), as well as tools to help keep track of the “tweets” it receives.

Starbucks is an example of a company that was an early adopter of social media. The Facebook “Like” buttons and news feeds help users promote its products, including the company’s alliance with Apple’s iTunes. Given that most of its retail stores promote social gathering as well as Internet communications, the usage of social media by Starbucks also appears to be an extension of its off-line business model. Both Starbucks and Dell have also been pioneers in leveraging the online community concept for generating ideas for product and service innovations. Users submit ideas, comment on other users’ ideas, and track the host company’s responses to the ideas generated (Di Gangi and Wasko, 2009).

Some of the criteria that consumers use to evaluate a social media site are also important to businesses that attempt to leverage these online networks: (1) giving users control over their privacy settings so that they can control who sees their personal data and (2) business transparency. Businesses that choose to leverage free content or pay the platform owners for targeted advertising to its users need to keep in mind the values and expectations of the online community members. Many companies have reported that the time and effort spent on social media marketing is greater than expected. Nevertheless, companies also need to be on the lookout for blogs by unhappy customers or stockholders, as well as Tweets by imposters.

---

**Social Media and U.S. Political Elections**

It may not be the reason that he got elected, but Barack Obama’s usage of social media certainly generated enthusiasm and more young voters came to the voting polls in November 2008 than in prior U.S. election years. His Web site My.BarackObama let users create their own profiles, including a friends list, join groups, and participate in fund-raising. Before the election, his “friends” on MySpace and Facebook were over 1.5 million, and he had more than 45,000 “followers” on Twitter (Nations, 2009). Links to his speeches could be viewed in their entirety on YouTube, and those watching his inauguration ceremony online at CNN could use Facebook Connect to chat with other viewers in real time. Former U.S. president Ronald Reagan may still be considered “the great communicator” in front of a camera, but President Obama has brought campaigning skills into the digital age.
Summary

Today we are only in the second decade of learning how to conduct business over the Internet in general and the Web in particular. The legal and regulatory environment of the United States initially shaped the e-business landscape, but the private sector was the source of technology and business innovation. Surviving dot-com pioneers that were startups in the mid-1990s have not only developed superior technology capabilities but have also continued to evolve their business models to respond to national and global competitors. At the same time, traditional companies have invested in e-business applications that leverage the Internet as a new channel for communications and building existing and new relationships with business partners and end consumers.

Although online B2B exchanges that are owned by independent companies, or consortia, have proven to be difficult to sustain unless both the buyer and seller markets are fragmented, companies have invested in software for online procurement of direct and indirect materials, with or without the support of specialized service providers. Other types of B2B applications that leverage a company’s supply chain software investments are also yielding major benefits in cost efficiencies, improved cycle time response, and closer collaborations with selected business partners, as well as a global reach.

Although dot-com retailers of the 1990s initially had an advantage over traditional companies in developing effective B2C capabilities, traditional catalog and store retailers in many cases have gained an advantage over competitors with only online channels. This type of multichannel capability, however, requires integrating systems that support online and off-line channels. Both bricks-and-clicks and dot-com retailers have evolved their business models as well as their online and behind-the-scenes distribution capabilities. In addition, dot-com intermediaries have continued to emerge, and the newest success stories are companies that have leveraged social networking platforms.

Today we have a relatively good understanding of what makes a well-designed e-business application for desktop and laptop users, as well as for handheld devices. However, there is still much to be learned about competing in a digital age in countries on continents other than North America and Europe.

Review Questions

1. Define and contrast the following pairs of terms: dot-com and bricks-and-clicks; intranet and extranet; B2C and B2B.
2. What business capabilities are enabled by digital signatures and XML?
3. Describe some characteristics of the U.S. regulatory and legal environment that influenced the early growth of e-business applications.
4. What are some of the potential benefits of B2B applications that use the Internet?
5. Choose one of the five competitive forces in Porter’s model, and describe a new opportunity and a new threat due to e-commerce via the Internet for a specific industry of your choosing.
6. Why has the Internet lowered the “switching costs” for consumers?
7. Describe some of the reasons that early dot-com companies had an initial advantage over traditional companies in developing an online sales capability.
8. What is meant by the term multichannel capability?
9. Describe some of the reasons why a company that is a traditional store retailer when first developing an online sales capability.
10. What were some of the e-business innovations using Web technologies that were introduced by Amazon.com, Netflix.com, Dell.com, and Landsend.com?
11. Describe how eBay evolved from its original C2C business model.
12. Why is Google today referred to as a Web portal rather than a search engine?
13. How does a company that is a dot-com intermediary earn revenues?
14. Why might a firm choose to use an external service provider to host its public Web site?
15. What is one of the ways that the dot-com meltdown in the United States during the early 2000s influenced the growth of e-business in this country?
16. What is m-commerce and what are some of the new business opportunities associated with it?
17. Why might a business choose to participate in a social networking site such as Facebook?

Discussion Questions

1. Provide evidence to support the following statement: The growth of e-business is due to both business and technological innovations.
2. Provide an argument to either support or refute the following statement: In B2B applications, the customer holds the greatest power.
3. Briefly describe some online experiences that you have had with good customer service and/or poor customer service.
4. Research the company Alibaba.com, and describe some reasons that you think it has been so successful.
5. Describe how the existence of (or lack of) state laws in the United States has been a barrier or a catalyst to online sales.
6. Choose three traditional firms within the same industry that sell similar products or services to consumers. Based on their public Web sites, compare and contrast how effective these companies are in developing a multichannel capability.
7. Use the 7Cs framework described at the end of this chapter to evaluate the public Web sites of two competitors. Based on your analyses, what improvements could these companies make to the design of their Web sites?
8. Explore a social networking Web site, and analyze how businesses appear to be using the site. What do you see as some of the pros and cons for this type of software, from the perspective of a Fortune 500 versus a small company’s perspective?
9. Analyze current statistics on Internet users around the globe, and comment on the trends.
10. Analyze how candidates in a current political election appear to be leveraging the Internet as part of their campaigns, or not.
11. Describe some of the ways the Internet has or has not impacted the way you (1) buy groceries, (2) make travel plans, (3) read news, (4) follow your favorite sports team, (5) decide which movie to see next, (6) decide what political candidate to vote for, and (7) do research for a business course.
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Headquartered in Elkhart, Indiana, NIBCO is a worldwide provider of flow control products (valves, fittings, hangers, supports, seismic bracing, and struts) with over $400 million in revenues and a 100-year history. As a privately held firm, by 2003 NIBCO had about 3,000 employees (referred to internally as associates) and manufactured more than 20,000 different stock-keeping units (SKUs) in manufacturing facilities primarily in the United States, but also in Mexico and Central Europe.

NIBCO’s flow control products (made from plastics and metals manufacturing processes) are used in several industries, including the residential and commercial construction, industrial, and irrigation markets. Two-thirds of its sales are in commodity markets, and its major customers include large wholesalers such as F. W. Webb; large (“big box”) retailers such as Home Depot, Lowe’s, and Menard’s; hardware cooperatives such as Ace Hardware and True Value; and a substantial number of smaller customers. The remaining one-third of its sales are from make-to-order products. These make-to-order products are marketed and sold by a direct sales force that works with engineering firms, architectural firms, and contractors that require specialized flow control products for custom projects.

NIBCO’s mission is to be the worldwide choice in flow control products, competing on both low price and differentiation. Because of the low growth opportunities within its commodity markets, there is fierce competition for retaining existing customers and increasing market share. NIBCO therefore strives to be the manufacturer of choice not only as a result of its reliability as a supplier and low costs, but also as a result of its value-added services. Competing on service has therefore become an even more important way for the company to distinguish itself in commodity markets: Competing on superior product quality alone is not enough.

Initial SAP R/3 Implementation Project

Every time someone would stand up and [present their long-range plan], they’d say we could do this wonderful thing, “but…” and the “but” would be that we needed good systems. This led to a fundamental change in the way we viewed IT.

—Rex Martin, Chairman, President, and CEO, NIBCO

In 1995, the firm developed a long-range strategic plan that called for radically improved information flows in an attempt to ensure company survival and growth. A business operations manager was released full time by early 1996 to develop task force recommendations for an enterprise resource planning (ERP) package and implementation partner selection. NIBCO’s executive leaders endorsed the internal recommendation that SAP R/3 be purchased and implemented by December 1997. Its selected implementation partner was IBM. By the end of 1996, NIBCO had become one of the first midsized manufacturers in North America to begin planning a “big bang” SAP implementation for R/3 modules to replace most of its legacy systems—at its headquarters, ten domestic manufacturing plants, and four newly consolidated distribution centers (DCs).

The internal project team was led by a trio of senior managers with accountabilities for business process, technology, and change management. Other company directors participated as business process experts (business review leaders), and power users from the various business functions were dedicated full time to the project team or played part-time roles as extended team members from October 1996 through the end of 1997. On December 30, 1997, NIBCO went live with version 3.0f of SAP R/3 sales and distribution, production planning, materials management (including warehouse management), and financial and controller modules. All company employees normally included in the bonus program were rewarded with a one-time project bonus for a successfully functioning system.
that was implemented as planned, on-time and within the approved $17 million budget.

In the four years following its initial SAP R/3 implementation (see Exhibit 1), NIBCO implemented new functionality (human resources modules and e-business) and also implemented two SAP R/3 upgrades (to 4.0b and then to 4.6c). At the end of 2001, it also purchased mySAP SCM modules and other licenses. Instead of being a cost of doing business that would continuously be restricted, IT became a strategic investment in the business.

NIBCO’s initial implementation of SAP R/3 resulted in a totally different focus for the company, improving the way it does business, facilitated by the integrated processes and information facilitated by its SAP systems. IT spending on an annual basis was almost doubled: New integrated systems were needed to enable a new cross-functional process orientation and greater returns on business and IT assets.

The two SAP upgrades (in 1999 and 2001) were treated as separate information systems (IS) projects with no new business functionality.

We made a strategic alignment decision to stay relatively current on both hardware and software. We try to upgrade SAP every 18 to 24 months. We have done it efficiently, although it is going to become more complex [because of integrating non-North American operations and a recent domestic acquisition].

—Gary Wilson, Vice President and Chief Information Officer, NIBCO

All other projects have had significant business management involvement.

### Business Process Improvement Projects

Since the initial SAP R/3 implementation, the company has engaged in a series of continuous improvement projects that have involved business innovation initiatives. The following quotes from Ken Eme, VP of Supply Chain at NIBCO in the second half of 2002, articulated the company’s vision:

We took the SAP implementation as an opportunity to redefine our supply chain business processes. The implementation was the trigger to make it happen. It also helped us define and communicate our supply chain philosophy.

Having a standardized system across our network of plants helps us do many more things remotely than before. Further, it reduces our personnel training expenses and helps us leverage expertise across our plants. Personnel can move from one factory to another and be ramped up very quickly—this makes our associates even more agile and flexible.

The standardization brought about by the SAP system provides us with complete, real-time visibility into inventory levels, production order status, and sales orders, helping us gain a better understanding of our total position and opportunities.

As part of its initial SAP R/3 implementation, NIBCO consolidated its distribution centers from 17 to 4 to better manage inventory and improve order fill rates. The improvements NIBCO made to its work processes involved all aspects of both its internal and external (both supply-side and customer-side) supply chains. Gordon McCrory, Director of Metals Manufacturing at NIBCO, highlighted the achievements that had been gained and the future benefits envisaged from changes in work processes:

Some of the side benefits from SAP may potentially be of the greatest benefit: For example, the things that SAP can do for us from a high performance work organization standpoint... If you believe that people closest to the work have the best ideas and can make improvements, then you need to be able to get the information to them.

When NIBCO had received a customer order in the past, it had been filled by a divisional distribution center closest to the customer. Traditionally, NIBCO had collected demand forecasts from customers and constructed an aggregate forecast of future demand. These forecast figures, in turn, drove medium-term and short-term production planning decisions in which the bulk of the manufacturing activity focused on make-to-stock production. This product was then pushed from NIBCO manufacturing plants to...
NIBCO distribution centers (DCs) regardless of emerging short-term demand patterns—information on immediate actual sales demand was not considered or even commonly available through NIBCO’s stovepipe legacy systems.

The SAP implementation enabled the company to replace its long-established forecast-push approach to supplying product to customers, with a demand-pull approach. The new approach involved a complete change in the corporation’s mind-set:

That was a huge cultural shift for NIBCO: going from a push to a pull system. It took a while to get that ingrained.

—Clyde Hayes, Director of Supply Management, NIBCO

Now, product would be “pulled” through the supply chain, with the customer triggering the pull process. A customer purchases product from NIBCO, which is supplied or “pulled” from the appropriate DC. Should the supply of the given product fall below a preestablished level (the reorder point), the DC places a replenishment order with the appropriate NIBCO plant. Here the DC “pulls” product from the plant. The plant then replenishes the stock of that product, either through provision from its own finished goods inventory or through rapid production and shipment of that finished good, often in kanban quantities (which are predetermined, fixed order quantity levels, often based on storage and shipment container sizes). In turn, the plant “pulls” raw materials and components from its own inventory and from suppliers for subsequent materials conversion at the plant. The pull philosophy embraced by NIBCO is consistent with tenets of just-in-time manufacturing and lean supply chains.

The new system is notable in two ways: first, the reliance on actual customer orders as the driver for day-to-day replenishment and production activity (versus demand forecasts as the driver) and, second, the direction of triggers for the movement of product (from the marketplace rather than from the manufacturer). The demand forecasts employed previously to guide supply of product to customers were necessarily speculative, typically inflated, and often inaccurate. In contrast, actual customer orders represent true immediate customer demand. NIBCO embarked on this radical change to its supply chain processes with two overriding goals: to significantly increase customer service through greater product availability (in turn further differentiating NIBCO’s product/service bundle to customers in the marketplace) and to drastically cut inventory and other operating costs.

To make the demand-pull process possible, NIBCO implemented a system of inventory zones. Inventory zones are numerical values or ranges specifying desired inventory levels. The end product (an SKU) is typically stored at a specific DC, but in special cases, it may be stored at a manufacturing plant or even at a customer site (such as for vendor-managed inventory customers, as described in the next section). Statistical analyses are used to determine the maximum level of end product to maintain, the reorder point quantity, and the safety-stock level. This approach was implemented initially by evaluating the prior year’s historical demand pattern for a given SKU and aiming for a 99 percent product availability service level. Currently, a rolling 12-month sales demand history, along with seasonality information and customer-specific inputs, is assessed periodically to reevaluate the zone levels. Zone levels may change as often as twice a year for a given end product.

This initiative has had a massive influence on all aspects of NIBCO’s supply chain, cutting across customer service, the distribution system, manufacturing operations, and procurement. It also enabled the firm to embark on a new external supply-chain initiative: vendor-managed inventory.

The VMI Initiative

In order not only to retain customers but also to increase its market share, NIBCO needed to develop innovative ways to provide additional value-added services, particularly for key customers of its commodity products. NIBCO’s objective was to become the easiest, most valued supplier with which to do business, and the company looked for ways to use mySAP SCM to develop electronic partnerships with its customers, which would increase customer loyalty and decrease its customers’ switching costs.

One of its most successful innovations has been a vendor-managed inventory (VMI) program for its large wholesalers. VMI requires a large amount of transaction data on a daily or weekly basis across thousands of SKUs per customer. It therefore requires a robust enterprise system.

NIBCO’s first VMI customer was a leading wholesaler whose president had challenged all current and potential copper suppliers to provide an efficient customer response capability. The company with the successful proposal would become their sole-source provider of copper products.

NIBCO captured the contract and developed first a manual process and then a fully automated replenishment process driven by mySAP SCM. Under VMI, the customer no longer places an order; instead, the customer provides a daily inventory level report electronically. NIBCO uses that report to monitor the customer’s inventory levels on a daily basis, and inventory is replenished weekly. NIBCO guarantees that its customer will never run out of NIBCO products and that the customer’s orders can therefore always be filled. Backup plans are developed to deal with extraordinary events.
By mid-2002, NIBCO had developed competency in VMI, providing these value-added services to eight strategic wholesale customers who entered into sole-sourcing agreements with NIBCO for specific, high-moving products. One of the primary benefits to NIBCO has been the smoothing of demand. One of the biggest difficulties in NIBCO’s supply chain is that the demand from some of its large customers tends to fluctuate, which can create a bullwhip-effect type of response to a false demand, despite the fact that the yearly demand of its largest customers is fairly stable. Price changes, orders from a new large customer, or other events can create extreme fluctuations when the marketplace really does not need the product for 30 to 60 days.

VMI has taken a tremendous amount of the bullwhip effect out of the supply chain response: our demand pull coming through the plants is now more related to what the final customer buys than it is to what our wholesaler buys.

—John Hall, Director of Supply Chain Systems, NIBCO

NIBCO has developed a business model to identify potential VMI customers based on sales levels and the attractiveness of a sole-sourcing arrangement to both parties. A targeted customer also typically has a centralized inventory system servicing multiple branches.

We have a very diverse customer base out there... and their ability to make investments in information technology is radically different. A $10 million or $20 million business in a single location has a radically different ability [to make investments] than a $5 billion or $10 billion firm, or a Home Depot at $60 billion.

—Jim Drexinger, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, NIBCO

Many of NIBCO’s domestic wholesale and retail customers have already made an investment in (EDI). For those that need to start from scratch, the investment includes not only technology (hardware, software, and sometimes ongoing value-added network operational costs) but also ongoing technical support personnel. The alternative is outsourcing to an EDI trading partner. Four EDI transactions are currently involved: product data activity (transaction number 852), product order acknowledgment (855), advanced ship notice (856), and invoice (810).

We replenish millions of dollars worth of inventory. But the first human intervention is literally when our distribution center gets the picking list out of SAP to fulfill an order to be shipped to our VMI customer.

—Jim Drexinger, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, NIBCO

NIBCO and a few of its VMI partners work with a center of technology excellence in the American Supply Association (ASA), with whom the EDI standards for wholesale distributors were developed (ASA Express). For example, NIBCO has participated in the development of standards for electronic product catalogs.

We are really dealing with an industry that is working hard to embrace technology.

—Jim Drexinger, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, NIBCO

Since 1999, NIBCO’s VMI team has honed its processes and systems so that a new VMI partnership can be established within a period as short as two to three weeks, once customer buy-in is achieved. A marketing team provides the initial presentation for the customer, informing them of the types of improvements that other VMI customers have already achieved; then, if there is buy-in, a statistical analysis is performed to model their purchase landscape and determine the potential benefits for the customer. The customer’s past 24-month purchase activity is typically analyzed in conjunction with customer inventory data, growth forecasts, and seasonality effects. It is not uncommon for 300 to 600 SKUs to be involved. This approach is followed by a proposal for mutually agreed upon aspects of the contract, including reorder point levels for automatic replenishment. Implementing VMI in the short time frame is facilitated by the fact that mySAP SCM allows for multiple cross-references for Universal Product Code (UPC) bar codes to accommodate a specific customer’s product name and labeling needs.

Before SAP, that was difficult. Now we can have a call in the morning... and by the end of the day we have a new trading partner. It can be that easy.

—Diane Krill, Director of Customer and Marketing Services, NIBCO

After a new VMI implementation, the NIBCO core team typically stays on the project for three to four weeks to monitor issues on a weekly basis. Then, on a quarterly basis, NIBCO communicates to customers the benefits that have been delivered. The idea is to create a unique service that is available from NIBCO alone. Having a well-honed SAP
architecture to build on, as well as the experience resulting from several years of internal SAP experience, gives NIBCO an initial competitive advantage in its industry.

Without the SAP platform as the backbone, we would never have been able to get to that level of e-commerce commitment within the time frame that was being mandated [by the customer].

—Jerry Whiteford, Vice President of Finance and Treasurer, NIBCO

The benefits of the VMI program have been compelling. The critical business metrics used by NIBCO’s customers are the success measures that are tracked for the VMI program; the program, for example, is sold primarily on the basis of gross margin return on inventory (GMROI). Other metrics that are tracked are the increase in the customer’s inventory turns, the decrease in the customer’s inventory items and dollars, and the decrease in pallet or physical storage requirements. The proposed improvement levels for all VMI customers to date have been realized or exceeded.

In some cases, we cut their inventory levels quite significantly because there was a lot of hedging on their part before this [VMI] process.

—Chris Mason, Manager of Supply Chain Systems, NIBCO

Benefits Realized: 1997 to 2002

NIBCO became an IT leader within the flow control industry as a result of its early (1996 to 1997) investment in an ERP package (SAP R/3) to replace its legacy systems. By 2002, NIBCO had also positioned itself as a leader in business process innovation within its industry. The company had developed closer relationships to key customers as a result of its initiation of value-added services based on electronic integration capabilities, and it was the first company in its industry to leverage its IT infrastructure to offer VMI.

NIBCO also leveraged the project management knowledge that it had gained for two integration projects. These two projects involved replacing legacy systems of one of its international business units and a new acquisition, with little outside consulting help. In the company’s Polish operations, SAP solutions were implemented in May 2002. This project was viewed as an internal pilot for integrating a new acquisition, and the project team created templates for future use. Five months after a domestic acquisition (TOLCO) in California was finalized in June 2002, a dedicated project team of business and IT associates implemented SAP in the acquired company as well. Although new make-to-order processes were also added, about 60 percent of NIBCO’s business processes were used without configuration changes.

We have been able to effectively take 60% of our business operating processes defined in SAP and implement them unchanged. . . . It standardizes them with our business functionality almost immediately.

—John Hall, Director of Supply Chain Systems, NIBCO

By leveraging the capabilities of its SAP investments, NIBCO has measurably:

• Improved customer service by focusing on order accuracy and product availability
• Developed multichannel customer service capabilities and electronic partnerships for customers and suppliers
• Increased the effectiveness and reduced the costs of doing business through continuous business process improvements in both its internal and external supply chains

Looking Ahead

What other initiatives should NIBCO embark on to leverage its IT lead?

One of the CIO’s first assignments when he joined NIBCO as an IS director almost a decade ago was to implement a data warehouse capability to improve business decision making. This initiative was abandoned when the decision was made to invest in an ERP package. Now there was an opportunity to implement a data warehouse capability with its SAP platform. Could NIBCO’s business managers gain greater insights into its product manufacturing and distribution costs with an information warehouse? Could it improve its customer relationships? Could it selectively increase prices and achieve other increased revenues with investments in new CRM and business intelligence tools? Or should it focus instead on a more aggressive growth-by-acquisition strategy to both increase revenues and achieve cost savings, such as achieved with TOLCO?

When its customers or suppliers increase their own IT investments, NIBCO should also be in an even better position to leverage its enterprise system platform with expanded electronic linkages to them:

We see cost reductions and some nice growth opportunities [by leveraging] our SAP engine.

—Rex Martin, Chairman, President, and CEO, NIBCO
Continental Airlines was founded in 1934 with a single-engine Lockheed aircraft on dusty runways in the American Southwest. Over the years, Continental has grown and successfully weathered the storms associated with the highly volatile, competitive airline industry. With headquarters in Houston, Texas, Continental is currently the United States’ fifth largest airline and the seventh largest in the world. It carries approximately 50 million passengers a year to five continents (North and South America, Europe, Asia, and Australia), with over 2,300 daily departures, to more than 227 destinations. Continental, along with Continental Express and Continental Connection, now serves more destinations than any other airline in the world.

In 1994, Continental was in trouble. There were ten major U.S. airlines, and Continental ranked tenth in on-time performance, mishandled baggage, customer complaints, and denied boardings because of overbooking. Not surprisingly, with this kind of service, Continental was in financial trouble. It had filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection twice in the previous ten years and was heading for a third, and likely final, bankruptcy. It had also gone through ten CEOs in ten years. People joked that Continental was a “Perfect 10.”

Continental’s position in the industry changed dramatically over the period 1994–2004. In 1994, Gordon Bethune became Continental’s CEO, and by 1998 he took the company from its “worst to first” position in the airline industry. A key to this turnaround was the Go Forward Plan, which continues to be Continental’s blueprint for success and is increasingly supported by real-time business intelligence (BI) and data warehousing. Currently, the use of real-time technologies has been critical for Continental in moving from “first to favorite” among its customers, especially among its best customers. Continental’s president and COO, Larry Kellner, describes the impact of real-time BI in the following way: “Real-time BI is critical to the accomplishment of our business strategy and has created significant business benefits.” In fact, Continental has realized more than $500 million in cost savings and revenue generation between 1998 and 2004 from its business intelligence initiatives, producing an ROI of more than 1,000 percent.

The Role of Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence

Real-time business intelligence is taking Continental Airlines to new heights. Powered by a real-time data warehouse and strong management leadership around data, the company has dramatically changed all aspects of its business.

Information Wasn’t Available

The movement from “worst to first” was only partially supported by information technology. Historically, Continental had outsourced its operational systems (e.g., reservations, payroll, billing) to EDS, and employees had very limited access to data from these systems. Data was locked away in systems that could support operations, but not decision making. Each department had its own approach to data management and reporting. There was no support for ad hoc queries. Employees had to make decisions based on intuition rather than on information.

The airline lacked the corporate data infrastructure for employees to quickly access the information they needed to gain key insights about the business. Data was not considered an asset, and was not governed for the good of the enterprise. However, senior management’s vision was to merge data into a single source, with access by employees in all departments.

Enter Data Warehousing

Senior management decided to invest in an enterprise data warehouse that all employees could use for quick access to key information about the business and its customers.
The CIO at the time, Janet Wejman, recognized that the warehouse was a strategic project and brought the development and the subsequent maintenance and support in-house. She believed that the warehouse was core to Continental’s business strategy and should not be outsourced. Work on the warehouse began, and after six months of development, the warehouse was rolled out in June 1998.

The initial focus of the warehouse was to provide accurate, integrated data for revenue management. Before the warehouse, only leg-based (a direct flight from one airport to another) data was available. Continental could not track a customer’s itinerary from origin to destination when it involved more than one stop because itinerary data were held in multiple databases. This limited Continental’s ability to understand a market and customer behavior, and optimize its entire network. The warehouse integrated multiple data sources—flight schedule data, customer data, inventory data, and more—to support pricing and revenue management decision making based on origin-to-destination information.

The data warehouse provided a variety of early, big “wins” for the business. The initial applications for pricing and revenue management were followed by the integration of customer information, finance, flight information, and security. They created significant financial lift in all areas of the Go Forward Plan. Exhibit 1 provides two examples of how integrated enterprise data was initially used at Continental.

### Demand-driven Dispatch

Prior to the warehouse, flight schedules and plane assignments were seldom changed, regardless of changes in markets and passenger levels. Continental flew flights without fully understanding each flight’s profitability. After the data warehouse, Continental created Demand-driven Dispatch, an application that identifies opportunities for maximizing aircraft usage. The application identifies opportunities to make short-term adjustments that do not disrupt operations. For example, it may be possible to swap one routing of an aircraft without disrupting the crews or the maintenance operations. The swap may assign a larger plane to a flight with unusually high demand. This application is very useful when large events, such as the Super Bowl or Mardi Gras, occur. Continental uses this application to “cherry pick” schedule changes that increase revenue. Demand-driven Dispatch has led to an estimated $5 million dollars a year in incremental revenue.

### Good Will Letters

An eight-month good will test showed that even small gestures are very important to building loyalty. The warehouse first determined Continental’s high-value customers by marrying profitability data and algorithms with customer records. The marketing department pulled this data from the warehouse and divided a sample of these high-value Continental customers into three groups. When individuals were delayed more than 90 minutes, one group received a form letter apologizing, a second group received the letter and a trial membership to the President’s Club (or some other form of compensation), and a third group received no letter. Customers who received regular written communication spent 8 percent more in the next 12 months. Another unexpected benefit was that nearly 30 percent of those receiving the President’s Club trial membership joined the club. This translated into $6 million. The concept was expanded across the company to include the top 10 percent of Continental’s customers.

### Taking Things a Step Farther, with “First to Favorite”

Once Continental achieved its goals of ranking first in the airline industry in many performance metrics and of returning the company to profitability, Gordon Bethune and his management team raised the bar with a new vision. Instead of merely performing best, they wanted Continental to be their customers’ favorite airline. The First to Favorite strategy builds on Continental’s operational success and focuses on treating customers extremely well, especially the high-value customers.

The Go Forward Plan identified the actionable ways in which the company could move from first to favorite. Increasingly, information technology was critical for supporting the plan’s initiatives. At first, having access to historical, integrated information was sufficient to support the Go Forward Plan and to generate considerable value for the company. However, as Continental moved ahead with the First to Favorite strategy, it became increasingly important for the warehouse to provide real-time, actionable information to support tactical decision-making and business processes.

### Real-Time BI Applications

Continental moves real-time data (ranging from to-the-minute to hourly) about customers, reservations, check-ins, operations, and flights from its main operational systems to the enterprise data warehouse. The following applications, ranging from revenue management to flight operations to fraud detection, illustrate the variety of key applications that rely on real-time data.

---

**EXHIBIT 1** Some of the Initial Data Warehouse Applications
Revenue Management and Revenue Accounting

The purpose of revenue management is to maximize revenue given a set of resources. An airline seat is a perishable good, and an unfilled seat has no value once a plane takes off. The revenue accounting area seeks to quickly and accurately record the revenues that Continental generates.

Fare Design

Continental understands how important it is to offer competitive prices for flights to desired places at convenient times. Continental uses real-time data to optimize airfares (using mathematical programming models). Once a change is made in price, revenue management immediately begins tracking the impact of that price on bookings. And, knowing immediately how a fare is selling allows the group to adjust how many seats should be sold at a given price. Last minute, customized discounts can be offered to the most profitable customers, to bring in new revenue, as well as increase customer satisfaction. Continental has earned an estimated $10 million annually through fare design activities. Prior to the availability of real-time data, Continental’s pricing was a less effective balance of filling seats and optimizing fares.

Ticket Facsimile

Prior to the warehouse, paper tickets were scanned and archived on microfiche. To access a ticket for research purposes, required finding the ticket number, accessing microfiche, locating the particular ticket, and printing it. In 2001, the warehouse team built a report in Hyperion Intelligence (the software was called Brio at the time) to “look like” a facsimile of the ticket, and other airlines and agencies agreed to use this as the standard ticket copy for inter-airline transactions. The report is used to interactively search for one or more tickets in a variety of ways and query the real-time booking, customer, and flight information in the warehouse. The ability to find and print tickets from the warehouse reduced headcount by eight and saves hundreds of thousands of dollars for Continental.

Airline Reservations

The ability of customers to make reservations and airlines to accurately process those reservations is critical. While a data warehouse is not typically thought of as supporting airline reservations, Continental’s warehouse sometimes serves as an emergency backup system because it includes real-time reservation data.

Recovering Lost Reservations

In 2002, an error in Continental’s reservation system resulted in a loss of 60,000 reservations. Within a matter of hours, the warehouse team developed an application whereby agents could obtain a customer’s itinerary and confirm whether the passenger was booked on flights based on warehouse data.

Another similar situation happened recently when the reservation system had problems communicating with other airlines. In certain circumstances, the system was not sending reservation information to other airlines, and, consequently, other airlines weren’t reserving seats for Continental’s passengers. As a result, Continental customers would arrive for a flight and not have a seat. The data warehouse team was able to run a query to get the information on passengers who were affected and who had not yet flown. This information was fed back into the reservation system so that seats could be assigned, thus avoiding a serious customer relations problem.

Customer Relationship Management

The purpose of customer relationship management (CRM) is to increase revenues, profits, and customer service by knowing customers exceptionally well and giving them great service. Continental’s marketing department uses the warehouse for customer segmentation and target marketing, loyalty/retention management, customer acquisition, channel optimization, and campaign management. In addition to these traditional CRM applications, marketing has created other innovative CRM applications that leverage the warehouse’s real-time capabilities.

Customer Value Analysis

A customer value model using frequency, recency, and monetary value gives Continental an understanding of its most profitable customers. Every month, the customer value analysis is performed using data in the warehouse, and the value is fed back to Continental’s customer database. Although the value is not adjusted real-time (because some source systems needed for the value analysis can provide the data only once per month), the value is provided to Continental’s customer-facing systems so that employees know who the best customers are.

This understanding helps Continental react effectively in tough situations. For example, post-9/11, Continental used the results of its customer value model to understand who and where their best customers were stranded around the world. Continental applied this information to its flight rescheduling priorities. And, while the schedules were being revised, the company worked with its lodging and rental car partners to make arrangements for its stranded customers. The highest value customer was in Zurich, and he used Continental’s offices to conduct business until he was able to get home.
Marketing Insight
Marketing Insight was developed to provide sales personnel, marketing managers, and flight personnel (e.g., ticket agents, flight attendants) with customer profiles. They can see how much someone has traveled with Continental and what the person’s value is to the airline. Flight attendants receive the information by reading their “final report,” which lists the passengers on their flights, expanded to include value information. Gate agents are able to pull customer information up on their screens and drill into flight history to see which high-value customers have had flight disruptions. A commonly told story is about a flight attendant who heard about a high-value customer’s recent flight disruption and apologized on behalf of Continental. The passenger was floored that she would know about the incident and then care enough to apologize. President and COO, Larry Kellner, loves the Marketing Insight application because if someone calls him on the phone, he can input their frequent flier number to identify the customer. He knows immediately if he is speaking with a customer who flies every week or once a year and responds accordingly.

A Personal Touch
At Continental, like at most companies, a relatively small percentage of customers are responsible for a disproportionate amount of the company’s profits. Using data from the warehouse, each quarter Continental’s top 3,000 customers are sent handwritten notes from senior management. A note may say, “I see that you live in Houston. Hope that you have tried the Presidents Club, it has wireless Internet access,” or “You checked in on Continental.com. I hope that you liked the service.” Sometimes these customers are sent a personalized report card (based on up-to-the minute warehouse data) that shows the on-time performance of the flights that they were on. The response to this personal touch has been outstanding. Many fliers select carriers on the basis of price, but many of the most profitable customers do it on the basis of the relationships that are created and the attention and service that go along with the relationships.

Elite Access
Elite Access is one of the perks that Continental extends to its high-volume, high-profit customers. Qualifying travelers receive priority check-in, priority security screening, priority boarding, priority baggage handling, seat upgrades when available, and additional mileage credit when they happen to be assigned to a middle seat. Prior to the warehouse, marketing assumed that nearly all of the people who qualified for Elite Access were One Pass (Continental’s frequent-flyer program) members. This proved to be incorrect. Through an analysis of warehouse data, Continental discovered that 60 percent of the high-value customers were not One Pass members, and as a result, were not receiving Elite Access service. These customers were going to the airport, standing in (long) lines, not benefiting from high-priority service, and not receiving any seat upgrades. In other words, they were receiving baseline service. With the real-time warehouse in place, these customers are identified as soon as they check in. They receive Elite Access treatment because Continental’s systems can identify them at all of the customer touch points. They do not have to be One Pass members to be recognized.

Flight Operations
Operations is concerned with all aspects of getting people to their destinations safely, on-time, efficiently, and with their luggage. This is where customers have either a good or bad flying experience, and Continental works hard to provide excellent service. Good operations also can reduce costs by ensuring that ground personnel are in the right place at the right time. Special real-time applications have been developed to support this capability.

Flight Management Dashboard
The Flight Management Dashboard is an innovative set of interactive graphical displays developed by the data warehouse group. These displays are intended to help the operations staff quickly identify issues in the Continental flight network and then manage flights in ways to improve customer satisfaction and airline profitability.

Some of the dashboard’s displays help Operations to better serve Continental’s high-value customers. For example, one of the displays is a graphical depiction of a concourse, which is used to assess where Continental’s high-value customers are or will be in a particular airport hub (see Exhibit 2). The display shows gates where these customers have potential gate connection problems so that gate agents, baggage supervisors, and other operations managers can assess where ground transportation assistance and other services are needed so these customers and their luggage avoid missing flights. In Exhibit 2 it can be seen that Flight 678 is arriving 21 minutes late to Gate C37 and two high-value customers need assistance in making their connections at Gates C24 and C29.

On-time arrival is an important operational measurement at Continental. Therefore, another critical set of dashboard displays helps Operations keep the arrivals and departures of flights on time. One display shows the traffic volume between the three Continental hub stations and the rest of their network (see Exhibit 3). The line thickness between nodes is used to indicate relative flight volumes.
and the number of late flights so that the operations staff can anticipate where services need to be expedited. The ratio of the number of late flights to the total number of flights between the hubs is also shown. The operations staff can click on the lines and drill down to see individual flight information. Another line graph summarizes flight lateness. Users can drill down to more detailed pie charts that show degrees of lateness, and then, within each pie, to the individual flights in that category. Another chart concentrates on flights between the United States and Europe and the Caribbean, and can show similar critical flight statistics. In all of these elements of the dashboard, high-level views can be broken down to show the details on customers or flights that compose different statistics or categories.

**Real-Time Flight Statistics**

Continental management believes, “You can’t manage what you can’t measure.” Therefore, management has an operations meeting every morning to review airline performance in terms of on-time arrival, on-time departures, baggage handling, and other key performance indicators. Prior to the real-time warehouse, information was refreshed at the end of each day; therefore, managers had to use historical information to try to improve the day’s operations.

Operational data are now available in real-time (updated each minute), and users can submit queries and understand how the airline operation is performing at any

---

**EXHIBIT 2**  
Concourse Display of High-Value Customer Activity

**EXHIBIT 3**  
Display of Flight Lateness from/to Hubs
moment. Upper management can see in real-time the revenue projections for any flight, where the most valuable customers are while in flight, which ones are affected by delays and cancellations, and bookings as they are made. This helps management make decisions in the event flights need to be delayed or cancelled for weather and other disruptions. They can also run “what-if” scenarios to determine the impact of cancellations, delays, or changes to specific flights.

Fraud Detection and Airline Security
Continental uses its warehouse to identify reservations that are not in fare and contract compliance and to profile suspicious booking and ticketing transactions. Fraud also includes the blocking of seat inventory, the selling of tickets at prices lower than allowed (an estimated $60 to $70 million annual risk), fictitious booking records, fraudulent lost baggage claims, and One Pass account redemption abuse. Continental also uses its real-time data warehouse to support airline security efforts.

Fraud Profiles
Some interesting applications have emerged as different kinds of fraud have been identified. More than 100 “profiles” of fraud are run regularly against the data. As potential fraud is detected, it is handed off to a case worker who conducts a formal investigation. For example, one profile looks for reservations agents who make an extraordinary number of first-class bookings. Last year, Continental was able to convict an agent who was manufacturing fake tickets and then exchanging them to purchase new first-class tickets that she would then sell to friends. Continental received over $200,000 in restitution from that one case. In total, Continental was able to identify and prevent more than $15 million in fraud last year alone.

Too Much Travel to Be True
A daily report lists Continental’s most profitable customers. A man appeared out of nowhere one day as number one on the list. An alert user did not recognize the name and investigated. She discovered that he had made all of his deposits for frequent flyer points on the same day. She then looked at all of the deposited flights and discovered that he had not flown on any of them. He had counterfeited boarding passes and tickets and bundled them up and sent them in to the One Pass service center. The “revenue” from the dummy tickets shot him to the top of the customer profitability report. A timely report, an alert employee, and the ability to drill into One Pass flight data caught this attempted fraud.

Is It Safe to Fly
Immediately after 9/11, planes were ordered to land at the nearest airport. Continental had 95 planes that did not reach their planned destination. Sometimes there were three or four planes at a little airport in a town with no hotels, and passengers had to move in with the local people. At Continental’s headquarters, FBI agents moved into a conference room with a list of people they wanted to check. Queries were run against flight manifest data to see if potential terrorists were on flights, and it was only after a flight was deemed safe that it was allowed to fly. Continental Airlines was recognized by the FBI for its assistance in the investigations in connection with 9/11.

Fraud Investigations
In the wake of 9/11, Continental realized that they had the technology and data in place to monitor passenger reservation and flight manifests in real-time. A “prowler application” was built so that corporate security can search for names or patterns of activities that have been identified as being fraudulent. When matches are found, an e-mail and a page message are sent immediately to a contact at corporate security. This capability helps corporate security identify fraudulent activity as it occurs. Not only does this feature enable corporate security to prevent fraud that is occurring, but it enhances their ability to gather critical intelligence through more timely interviews with suspects, victims, and witnesses.

Supporting First to Favorite with Information Technology
Real-time BI requires the use of appropriate technologies, which build upon and extend those that are used with traditional BI and data warehousing. At Continental, real-time technologies and the associated processes are critical for supporting the First to Favorite strategy.

The Data Warehouse
Real-time BI is built on a real-time data warehousing foundation. At the core of Continental’s real-time efforts is an 8-terabyte enterprise data warehouse running on a 3 GHz, 10-node Teradata 5380 machine. The warehouse supports 1,292 users who access 42 subject areas, 35 data marts, and 29 applications. Exhibit 4 shows the growth of the warehouse over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1998</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>1,292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tables</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>5,851</td>
<td>16,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Areas</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Marts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW Personnel</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXHIBIT 4  Warehouse Growth over Time
The basic architecture of the warehouse is shown in Exhibit 5. Data from 25 internal operational systems (e.g., the reservations system) and two external data sources (e.g., standard airport codes) are loaded into the warehouse. Some of these sources are loaded in real-time and others in batch, based on the capabilities of the source and business need. Some results of analysis (e.g., customer value analysis) are fed from the warehouse back into the operational systems.

Data Access
The users access warehouse data in various ways (see Exhibit 6). Some use standard query interfaces and analysis tools, such as Teradata’s QueryMan, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Access. Others access data using custom-built applications. Still others use either the desktop or Web versions of Hyperion Intelligence to access data. An estimated 500 reports have been created in Hyperion Intelligence, and many of these reports are pushed to users at scheduled intervals (e.g., at the first of the month, after
the general ledger is closed). Other products include SAS’s Clementine for data mining and Teradata’s Campaign Manager for campaign management.

Real-Time Data Sources
The warehouse’s real-time data sources range from the mainframe reservation system, to satellite feeds transmitted from airplanes, to a central customer database. For example, files of reservation data are sent from a mainframe application on an hourly basis. Within the reservation system, the records are not structured in a useful way for analysis. The records are leg-based instead of trip-based (i.e., a trip recognizes a passenger’s true origin and destination), and they are stored in a hierarchical format that cannot be easily queried. Therefore, a passenger name record (PNR) server application reads each file into memory and changes the format of the records from a leg-based perspective to one that includes origin and destination information. The PNR server application then sends the updated records to the warehouse. Passenger data are referenced by many applications, so it is important to control this critical master data.

Other data feeds are streams of real-time data. The flight data (called FSIR, or flight system information record) is sent real-time from the airplanes via satellite to an operations control center system, which supports the command center for Continental where the actual flights are coordinated. FSIR data may include time estimates for arrival, the exact time of lift-off, aircraft speed, etc. This data is captured by a special computer and sent within seconds to the warehouse.

Other data sources are pushed real-time by the sources themselves. For example, Continental’s reservations system, One Pass frequent-flier program, Continental.com, and customer service applications all directly update a central customer database. Then, every change that is made to a customer record is sent to the warehouse.

The Data Warehouse Team
Continental has 15 people on its data warehouse team. They are responsible for managing the warehouse, developing and maintaining the infrastructure, data modeling, developing and maintaining ETL processes, and working with the business units. The organization chart for the data warehouse staff is shown in Exhibit 7.

Data Warehouse Governance
The Data Warehouse Steering Committee provides direction and guidance for the data warehouse. It is a large, senior-level committee with 30 members, most at the director level and above. The members come from the business areas supported by the warehouse and are the spokespersons for their areas. The warehouse staff meets with the committee to inform and educate the members about warehouse-related issues. In turn, the members identify opportunities for the warehouse staff to become involved with the business areas. They also help the warehouse team justify and write requests for additional

EXHIBIT 7  The Data Warehouse Organization Chart
funding. Another responsibility is to help set priorities for future directions for the warehouse.

Securing Funding

The business areas drive the funding for the warehouse. There has always been one area that has helped either justify the initial development of the warehouse or encourage its later expansion. Revenue Management supported the original development. The second and third expansions were justified by Marketing to support the First to Favorite strategy. Corporate Security championed the fourth, and most recent, expansion. This approach helps ensure that the warehouse supports the needs of the business.

The funding does not come directly from the business areas (i.e., their budgets). Rather, the funding process treats proposals as a separate capital expense. However, the business areas must supply the anticipated benefits for the proposals. Therefore, any proposal must have a business partner who identifies and stands behind the benefits.

The Benefits of Business Intelligence

Continental invested approximately $30 million into real-time data warehousing from 1998 to 2004. Of this amount, $20 million was for hardware and software expenses, and $10 million for personnel costs. Although this investment is significant, the quantifiable benefits from real-time warehousing are magnitudes larger. Specifically, over this same period, Continental realized over $500 million in increased revenues and cost savings, resulting in an ROI of over 1,000 percent.

The benefits from real-time BI at Continental range from better pricing of tickets to increased travel to fraud detection. Exhibit 8 identifies some of the benefits that have been realized. Because there are 1,300 users with warehouse access, it is impossible to keep track of all the ways in which the warehouse has impacted Continental’s bottom line. The data warehouse team knows that many other benefits exist that have not been identified. However, when big “wins” are achieved, the benefits are recorded and communicated throughout the company. This helps to preserve the excitement around warehouse use, and it encourages business users to support warehouse expansion efforts.

Lessons Learned

The experiences at Continental confirm the common keys to success for any enterprise-wide IT initiative—the need for senior management sponsorship and support, close alignment between business and IT strategies, a careful selection of technologies, and so on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Continental performs customer segmentation, target marketing, loyalty/retention management, customer acquisition, channel optimization, and campaign management using the data warehouse. Targeted promotions have produced cost savings and incremental revenue of $15 million to $18 million per year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A targeted CRM program resulted in $150 million in additional revenues in one year, while the rest of the airline industry declined 5 percent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Over the past year, a goal was to increase the amount of travel by Continental’s most valuable customers travel. There has been an average increase in travel of $800 for each of the top 35,000 customers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Continental was able to identify and prevent over $30 million in fraud over the last three years. This includes more than $7 million in cash collected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The warehouse technology has significantly improved data center management, leading to cost savings of $20 million in capital and $15 million in recurring data center costs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Tracking and forecasting demand has resulted in $5 million in incremental revenue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fare design and analysis improves the ability to gauge the impact of fare sales, and these activities have been estimated to earn $10 million annually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Full reservation analysis has realized $20 million in savings through alliances, overbooking systems, and demand-based scheduling.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXHIBIT 8  Sample Benefits from Real-Time BI and Data Warehousing

In terms of data management, Continental learned two very important lessons:

1. Recognize that some data cannot and should not be real-time. Although the initial movement to real-time was relatively easy for Continental, the decision
to move additional data to real-time is made with care for several reasons. First, real-time data feeds are more difficult to manage. The real-time processes, such as the flow of transaction data into queues, must be constantly monitored, and problems with these processes can occur throughout the day (rather than just when a batch update is run). And, when problems with data occur, they must be addressed immediately. This puts pressures on staffing requirements. Second, there is a need for additional hardware. Additional capacity is needed to store the data, and each real-time feed requires two servers, one to run the load and a second to back it up. Third, obtaining a real-time data feed from some source systems can be prohibitively expensive (or even impossible) to implement. Because of these time, cost, and difficulty-related factors, data should only be as fresh as its cost and intended use justify. Some daily, weekly, or monthly updates may be adequate for the business.

2. **Have the right people in the right positions.** Developing and operating a real-time warehouse requires a team with excellent technical and business skills. At Continental, data warehouse staff members in the more technical positions (e.g., design of ETL processes) have degrees in computer science. Some of them previously built and maintained reservation systems before they joined the warehouse team. Consequently, they have experience with transaction-oriented, real-time systems, which serves them well for real-time BI and data warehousing. The warehouse team members who work closely with the business units have previous work experience in the business areas they now support.

In some companies, the warehousing staff has strong technical skills but limited business knowledge, and the business side has limited technical skills but good business knowledge. At the intersection of the warehousing and business organizations, there is a dramatic change in the technical/business skills and knowledge mix. Continental ensures that the warehouse is used to support the business.

The right people are also on the data governance council. The council has authority from senior management and includes a balanced membership from IT, business, and data stewardship roles.

**Conclusion**

The leadership of Gordon Bethune, the Go Forward Plan, and Continental’s employees moved the airline from “worst to first.” They helped Continental do what an airline should do—get people to their destinations, safely, on-time, and with their luggage.

Continental’s initial improvements were made in spite of the company’s limited information systems, but management recognized that better information was critical if the company was to improve, grow, become more profitable, and provide even better customer service. The company developed better performance reporting systems, shared this information with everyone in the company, and rewarded outstanding performance when the airline as a whole improved.

Even after Continental had moved from “worst to first,” management wanted more. It wanted Continental to move from “first to favorite.” With the First to Favorite business strategy, Continental would strive to become the preferred airline of Continental’s most profitable customers. Meeting this objective, however, required much better information than was currently available. Continental had to learn who its most valuable customers were and what kinds of programs and offers were most appealing to them, and then the airline had to use information to provide exemplary service.

To meet these requirements, Continental developed and rolled out its data warehouse in 1998. At the time, management recognized that real-time BI was needed in order to fully support the First to Favorite strategy. Consequently, Continental moved systems to real-time as much as was possible given the source systems and the current technology and made plans for real-time data warehousing. In 2001, ahead of other airlines and most other companies, Continental implemented real-time BI and data warehousing. The use of real-time BI has fundamentally changed how the company operates and its ability to compete in the marketplace.

As noted, data warehousing is commonly described as “a journey rather than a destination.” This is certainly true at Continental. For example, although the Continental data warehouse currently contains 90 percent of the operational systems’ subject areas, the warehouse team is currently working to enhance existing subject areas and to convert more subject areas to real-time.

Continental’s journey is likely to be relatively easy because of the approaches they have taken with real-time BI and data warehousing. The business strategy and real-time BI are in sync. The business units feel that they own the warehouse; the warehouse team maintains the warehouse, and the business areas develop their own applications, with assistance from the warehouse staff. With its approach, Continental is able to use real-time business intelligence to move from first to favorite.
Norfolk Southern Railway Company operates one of the country’s four largest “Class I” (Exhibit 1) railroads. The railway includes approximately 21,000 route miles in 22 eastern states and the District of Columbia, serves all major eastern ports, and connects with rail partners in the West and Canada, linking customers to markets around the world. Norfolk Southern provides comprehensive logistics services and offers the most extensive intermodal network in the East.

Competing in a Regulated Industry

Just a few decades ago, the railroad industry was highly regulated. Like most railroads, Norfolk Southern focused on moving shipments from point A to point B, and in doing so, the company provided a good cost advantage over other modes of transportation, such as trucking. Consistent with this business approach, Norfolk Southern put in place complex transactional systems that specialized in moving cars from point A to point B safely and efficiently. These systems were instrumental to the operations of the railroad.

Unfortunately, these transactional systems could not be used for any significant reporting purposes because of the possibility that queries would degrade system performance. When employees needed a report of some kind, they had to submit a request to IT. And, the resulting report would take time to produce and require considerable IT resources. Therefore, the access to reporting, particularly specialized reporting, was limited.

In 1995, employees within the Marketing and Cost Departments developed enough reporting needs to justify investment into a reporting system. Norfolk Southern implemented a 1 terabyte Teradata data warehouse to allow managers to access the vast amount of data that the transactional systems were producing. Each night, the records of all the rail car movements from that day (e.g., arrivals, departures) were loaded into the data warehouse. The Marketing and Cost Departments funded this initial effort to produce reports about customer service and cost data, respectively. These departments used the warehouse to help them understand “How was Norfolk Southern serving its customers?” and “What should Norfolk Southern charge its customers based on the cost of moving goods from one point to another?”

At first, marketing employees with IT skills implemented and maintained the reporting system within the Marketing department. A contractor developed the data models for the system. The technology platform, however, was significant and required the skills of IT professionals to be maintained. Thus, when a member of Marketing transferred into the IT department, the company moved the data warehouse into IT as well. At this point, the reporting system still remained oriented towards the Marketing and Cost departments, but the platform was housed and managed by corporate IT.

Railroad Deregulation Occurs

After deregulation of the railroad industry, railroads had more freedom to compete in different ways. Deregulation introduced a greater level of competition for railroads, and it motivated companies to explore new and innovative ways to change and enhance their value propositions. Deregulation also opened the door for merger and acquisition activity.
In 1999, company leaders at Norfolk Southern invested in a growth strategy by acquiring 58 percent of Conrail. This move, known as the “Conrail Split,” doubled Norfolk Southern’s size while providing direct track lines to the New York and Philadelphia markets and ownership of expanded intermodal capabilities. CEO Wick Moorman explains that this shift prompted “a two-fold effort. First, we needed to come up with a new operating plan. Second, we needed to put in place underlying systems and information tools to support the maintenance and the management of the plan.”

The result was an initiative in 2002 called the Thoroughbred Operating Plan, or TOP, whereby Norfolk Southern redesigned its operations. This was a fundamental change for the company. Prior to TOP, employees would hold or cancel a train if it did not contain enough tonnage because the business goal was to maximize the assets (e.g., cars) on the railroad network. A car could lose a day or so in the process and in turn impact other trains connected to it. Delivery dates sometimes varied within a window of up to three to five days. Prior to deregulation, this is the way most railroads operated.

With TOP, management invested in new transactional systems and processes that used operations research techniques to determine when and how railcars should move throughout the Norfolk Southern transportation network. The new system managed inventory and planned trips in an optimized way.

Once Norfolk Southern crafted this optimized operating plan for its railcars, employees in various capacities needed measures, reports, and tools that would help them manage to the plan. Field managers needed to monitor performance and identify root causes for going off-plan so that they could make adjustments. The more field managers conformed to plan, the faster equipment would move through the system, arriving on time more often, and spending less time in terminals. Thus, a TOP steering committee of senior-level management funded a new BI application on the data warehouse through which managers could manage to the TOP plan.

The TOP BI application analyzed trip plans (i.e., itineraries) for every shipment and determined what trains would handle the shipment and how, when, and where connections between the trains would be made. Then, the TOP BI application graphically depicted actual performance against the trip plan for both train performance and connection performance for internal field managers who were accountable for sticking to the TOP plan (see Exhibit 1 for a screenshot of the TOP BI application). Over time, Norfolk Southern reinforced TOP through incentives; a portion of corporate bonuses, for example, is tied to how well the network runs to plan. Since implementing TOP, Norfolk Southern has achieved a one-day reduction in rail car cycle time over the past six years, which translates into millions of dollars of annual savings.
Competing on Service

With TOP, service became predictable, and Norfolk Southern strengthened its ability to compete on service to its customers. Becoming a service-oriented, scheduled railroad created huge opportunities for Norfolk Southern. The Marketing Department had created visibility into Norfolk Southern’s extensive transportation network through its initial investments in BI reporting. And, as Norfolk Southern became more “scheduled,” Marketing expanded service to customers using a BI application called accessNS.

Customers of Norfolk Southern want to know where their shipments are “right now”—and at times they want historical information: Where did my shipment come from? How long did it take to arrive? What were the problems along the route? Prior to 2000, customers would call a Norfolk Southern customer service agent with questions, and then wait for minutes, hours, or days for an answer. Behind the scenes, agents had to place information requests into the IT department, or navigate legacy systems that were hard to use.

The BI application accessNS allowed customers to access BI reports from the Internet and find answers to questions about service status and performance. This kind of customer-facing BI application was the first of its kind in the industry and was wildly popular with customers. Over time, the user base grew to more than 11,000 users in 8,000 customer organizations. These users log in to accessNS to access any of the 20 accessNS reports and help themselves to information at any time. The users can access current data, which is updated hourly, or they can look at three years of history. accessNS provides alerting, text
messaging, and RSS feed capabilities; in fact, 4,500 reports are now pushed to users daily.

accessNS standard reports can meet a wide variety of user needs—but sometimes customers have a one-time need, such as needing a quick piece of information for a meeting, or they want information in a different format. For these cases, Norfolk Southern offers a Report Wizard, which allows customers to manipulate over 125 fields of information to modify existing reports or to build new ones (see Exhibit 2 for Report Wizard screen shots). This
custom-built application makes it possible to access information without writing complex SQL queries; users employ a drag-and-drop interface (i.e., sorting, fields, order of columns, limits) to build queries, and the Report Wizard takes care of translating the query into program code. “The users love it,” says Blair Hanna, Manager, E-commerce. “It takes most business users only five to 10 minutes to customize their reports, and sometimes new users never need to contact us at all while creating their own reports.”

Over time, the user base of accessNS has grown to include suppliers and partner organizations, including the US Government. In fact, the Department of Defense and the Department of Homeland Security have implemented requirements that companies have to be able to provide quick responses to high threat commodities traveling in heavily populated areas. Through accessNS, Norfolk Southern can track goods easily and quickly, enhancing the ability for emergency response.

The success of accessNS has positively impacted organizational capabilities at Norfolk Southern. For one, the customer service center transformed from a call center to “a real customer center.” Once customers served themselves via accessNS, the customer service center got a lot smaller, and it became much more focused on proactively finding areas for service improvements. Instead of concentrating only on metrics like time per call and calls dropped, customer service representatives became intent on finding and correcting areas where service is not meeting expectations before the customers bring them to their attention.

### A Strategy for the New Decade

In recent years, Norfolk Southern developed a strategy called Track 2012 that leverages BI across the enterprise. Track 2012 includes very specific goals and initiatives that drive toward those goals, many of which require BI. CEO Wick Moorman describes the content of Track 2012 in the following way:

The first goal of Track 2012 is service. At the end of the day, we are a service business. And, at the end of the day, our company will rise and fall depending on the level of transportation service we offer. So, that is job 1. Second, we need to manage our cost structure, which determines the value we can provide and the margins we can earn. We focus on three big drivers. The first is fuel use. We burn 500 million gallons of diesel fuel a year; how do we reduce fuel consumption? The second is asset turns, or productivity. We are an extraordinarily asset-intensive business. How do we make our locomotives and cars more productive? Then, the last driver is workforce productivity. Running to schedule and eliminating variations has a helpful impact in improving labor productivity.

Departments across Norfolk Southern—ranging from Accounting and Human Resources, to Operations and Fleet Management, to Strategic Planning—have created BI application that tie into Track 2012 strategies. Table 1 provides several examples of BI strategies that directly support Track 2012 initiatives.

### Table 1: Track 2012 Strategies and BI Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track 2012 Strategy</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>e-Commerce</td>
<td>accessNS: See description and screenshots above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermodal</td>
<td>Intermodal Operational Dashboard: A real-time (updated every 15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>exception-based dashboard that communicates operational information about</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intermodal service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Fuel Use</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Ad hoc: An ad-hoc application was developed after Hurricane Katrina to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ensure that fuel was delivered to the right places at the right times in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>an emergency situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Asset Turns</td>
<td>Modalgistics</td>
<td>Multilevel: This application optimizes the movement of special</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>multilevel cars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Car Distribution</td>
<td>Empty: This application reduces the number of empty cars that travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>on the track network.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
NS expects that post–Track 2012, BI will continue to evolve to enable new types of strategic initiatives and business demands. However, currently the company is investing in a new enterprise resource planning system that will replace a significant number of operational systems. Norfolk Southern is carefully monitoring that project and determining best ways to evolve the BI capabilities and adapt BI applications to these changes in the source system environment. The company anticipates an even more agile BI foundation once the transition is complete.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track 2012 Strategy</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workforce</td>
<td>Crew Call</td>
<td>Crew Call: This application optimizes crew scheduling to ensure crews are at the right train at the right time. The result is $2.8 million annual savings for reducing the cost of trains held for crews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resources</td>
<td>Workforce Planning: This application predicts future staffing needs. The HR planning staff proactively examines the employees within each department and explores historical trends for retirement ages and years of service. Armed with this data, they forecast out retirement attrition for the next five to ten years and help put strategies in place to meet hiring needs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In January 2006 Frank Lanza, Director of the Filing Compliance Bureau (hereafter, the Bureau) of the California Franchise Tax Board (www.ftb.ca.gov; the Board) and Mary Yessen, Section Manager for the Bureau’s Integrated Non-filer Compliance Business Section, were discussing next steps in the analysis of data collected from many sources, in order to identify Californians who were not paying their fair share of state income taxes. In December the Bureau had won an award from the Center for Digital Government for its Integrated Non-Filer Compliance (INC) system project. “After all our hard work, that award is well deserved,” said Yessen. “Absolutely!” Lanza replied. “However, let’s not rest on our laurels. There are decisions to be made regarding the latest pilot project.”

IBM Global Services built the INC system, which was launched in 2001 and utilized a data warehouse containing information on direct and indirect “income indicators” for Californians. Data collected from various federal, state, county, and local sources were analyzed to identify possible non-filers and under-reporters and to estimate the taxes they owed. The INC system was strongly supported by Gerald H. Goldberg, the Board’s Executive Officer, who protected the Bureau from political influence during his 25 years of leadership. Mr. Goldberg retired at the end of August, and his successor was expected to be announced soon and sworn in to office by the end of the month. It remained to be seen whether the new Executive Officer would share Goldberg’s enthusiasm for the INC system.

**California’s Tax Gap**

Personal income taxes provided about half of the State of California’s General Fund revenues in 2005 (see Exhibit 1). Unfortunately, California faced a large budget deficit, which showed little sign of dissipating soon; for fiscal year 2005–06, Governor Schwarzenegger’s office anticipated spending up to $6 billion more than it took in.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2004 amount (millions)</th>
<th>2004 percent of total</th>
<th>2005 amount (millions)</th>
<th>2005 percent of total</th>
<th>percent change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal Income Tax</strong></td>
<td>$38,540</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>$43,790</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corporation Tax</strong></td>
<td>$8,812</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>$13,337</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal</strong></td>
<td>$47,351</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>$57,127</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Revenue Sources</strong></td>
<td>$29,532</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>$32,125</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total General Fund Revenues</strong></td>
<td>$76,884</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>$89,252</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXHIBIT 1  State of California General Fund Revenues**  
*Source: 2005 Annual Report, California Franchise Tax Board*
Somewhat Californians were not paying their fair share of taxes. The difference between collected and uncollected taxes (the “tax gap”) occurs when individuals or organizations under-report income, fail to file tax returns, or pay fewer taxes than they rightfully owe. The Bureau estimated this Exhibit at $6.5 billion. However, improving compliance gave rise to challenges, including citizen concerns about their privacy, issues in working with other state agencies, and other social and political issues that deserved careful consideration. Lanza and Yessen knew that while most citizens endorsed the idea that everybody should pay their fair share of taxes, opinions varied as to the appropriateness of the tactics that were in use or could be used to improve compliance.

**The Integrated Non-Filer Compliance (INC) System**

The Franchise Tax Board collected personal and corporate income taxes for the state of California. When formed in the 1920’s, its mission was to collect corporate taxes, then referred to as “franchise” taxes; personal income taxation in California went into effect in 1935. The Board was also responsible for several nontax programs, such as child support debt collection. In 2000, the Board’s ambitious **eGovernment Blueprint** described how computers and the Internet would be used to improve administration and taxpayer relations. In 2005, about 60 percent of personal income tax returns were filed electronically, and a corporate electronic filing program was expected to start in 2006. (Most corporate tax payments already came in as electronic funds transfers, but corporate returns were still paper based in 2005.) The Board employed 5,300 permanent employees; another 1,000 temporary employees were hired each spring, during peak tax filing time in the United States. (Both State and Federal taxes are due on April 15 each year.)

The Board was organized around three primary business functions: Tax Filing and Collections, Auditing, and Filing Enforcement. This latter aspect—essentially accounts receivable management—was run through the 120-person Filing Compliance Bureau, which also handled some income-withholding programs.

The two-step compliance process for individual income taxes worked as follows: Individuals identified as likely to have income on which taxes were not paid were sent a notice, requesting them to either file a tax return or explain why they did not owe any money. If this first notice did not yield a response from a non-filer, the individual would then be sent a Notice of Proposed Assessment, including an estimate of the amount of taxes owed based on information that indicated that the person was either doing business in California or earning income in California. The corporate compliance process for tax-owing businesses was similar but not identical.

The proposal for the INC system explained it this way:

The Non-filer Program’s automated non-filer systems were developed during the middle 1970’s and are constrained by typical “legacy system” limitations. They were designed around technology which is now over twenty-five years old and cannot be “tuned or enhanced” to efficiently use today’s hardware and software, or to meet today’s business goals. Neither system has adequate evaluation and decision support capability. These systems have limited effectiveness and cannot adapt to new tax laws or sources of income data without great difficulty. This severely hampers the department’s ability to identify additional non-filers and to adapt to changing business needs. These existing systems generate over $200 million in revenue annually, but need to be redesigned to prevent this revenue from being put at risk. This will allow the Non-filer Program to meet its customers’ expectations in a fair and less intrusive manner and to more easily respond to changing business needs and generate additional revenue... FTB estimates that the combined benefits to be obtained by achieving the objectives and solving the current system problems will result in the identification of nearly 100,000 new non-filers with an accompanying increase in net revenue of $36 million a year. In addition, 55,000 incorrect notices, assessments, and other compliance actions which now intrude into the lives of taxpayers will be eliminated.

IBM developed the INC system at a cost of $61 million. Exhibit 2 summarizes its hardware and software elements.

For this project, the Bureau used a “benefit-based alternative procurement method” (an approach the State of California was increasingly using for capital investments). The contract specified that IBM would receive a percentage of new revenues generated by the INC system, subject to a preset cap. Lanza stated the following:

It’s an incentive to them to deliver a system that is free of bugs and defects, with the functionality specified in our requirements document. It’s an incentive for us because the sooner we pay them off out of the benefits, the more revenue we have for the state.

---

Under this benefit-based procurement contract, it was possible to pay IBM the full amount in about four years, thanks to the ability of the INC system to identify potential tax cheats through data mining. Exhibit 3 summarizes the INC system’s tax compliance outcomes between 2000 and 2005. By comparison, a winter 2005 taxpayer amnesty program (the first since 1984) had produced very good results, but not as impressive as those obtained through data mining. The amnesty program had given California residents two months (February 1 through March 31, 2005) to apply to file new or revised returns and pay owed taxes without penalties or legal liability; the Bureau also announced at that time that noncompliance penalties in the future would increase greatly. The amnesty program brought in about $715 million from about 175,000 taxpayers.

As of 2006, INC system maintenance was included in the operational budget of the Bureau’s Information Systems Department. The system’s database contained 220 million income records regarding more than 35 million individuals and 4 million business entities. Data had been collected from sources that included banks, various state agencies (e.g., California’s Employment Development Department), local agencies, and the United States Internal Revenue Service (including listings of all taxpayers who filed a Federal return using a California address, as well as 1099 interest, dividend, stock sales, and retirement income data). In addition to these direct income indicators that reflect actual income that might have gone unreported to the California Franchise Tax Board (CFTB), the INC database also included various indirect income indicators from external sources that reveal potential sources or uses of income. These indirect indicators, such as the Federal 1098 form (reporting mortgage interest paid), proved to be an excellent way to identify tax cheats. The effort involved in obtaining data from some sources was low. For example, thanks to a uniform format for data that had been laid out by the IRS through its Governmental Liaison Data Exchange Program, it was easy to match up federal and state taxpayer information to be fed into the INC system. Other state agencies, however, contributed indirect income indicator data in less malleable formats, such as the State Bar Association’s list of licensed attorneys or lists of occupational license holders (realtors, barbers, cosmetologists, physicians, veterinarians, etc.).

Before deciding whether to obtain and use a data source, Bureau managers considered both the costs of integrating the data and the additional value each source would contribute. The time and cost to expand the INC database was considerable. Some agencies did not collect all the needed data elements nor did some have the ability to transmit the data electronically. There were


3 The Governmental Liaison Data Exchange Program is described at http://www.irs.gov/irm/part11/irm_11-004-002.html. Accessed July 9, 2010. States enter into individual agreements laying out the data elements to be extracted from the IRS Master File. Several predefined extracts of individual and business taxpayer data are specifically targeted toward identifying non-filers or under-reporting filers.
significant reformatting challenges when collating data from local agencies, because each took a different approach to data collection and management. Some agencies collected U.S. Social Security numbers and some did not, so records that did not include this identifier needed to be matched by name and address (leading inevitably to errors, such as when John Smith Sr. and John Smith Jr. resided at the same address). Thus, locating usable data and reconciling it with tax filings was tedious and difficult.

Apart from issues involved in finding, evaluating, and integrating new data sources, the INC system worked well, in Yessen’s opinion. A GUI front end (Exhibit 4) made it easy to query the database and run analytic reports (subject to strict employee access requirements based on job responsibilities). The INC system also enabled better customer service and communication, in Lanza’s view, and reduced the number of letters and phone calls made to taxpayers. Because INC helped them handle most typical filing enforcement cases, paraprofessionals could be used to assist highly skilled auditors, a mix that resulted in lower operational costs. Employees liked it because most of the pertinent business rules and tax compliance “thinking” was automated. Yessen noted that even technicians and lower-level staff could use the knowledge embedded in the system to quickly, fairly, and consistently resolve tax compliance cases. Although INC was used primarily by the Non-filer program, other CFTB units also used it to a lesser extent. The Collection Department used it to look up information such as taxpayers’ bank or asset information, and the Audit Department used the system to verify that a taxpayer had reported all the income that was indicated in the database.

Although the INC system had won kudos, there had been a number of challenges along the way.

**Taxpayer Relations**

Californians were usually not happy to be contacted by the Filing Compliance Bureau; some complained to elected officials about perceived privacy violations and “Big Brother” government. A review revealed that at times the Bureau had inadvertently taken a heavy-handed approach. For instance, the decision whether to contact a presumed non-filer was sometimes based on overly broad criteria. In one incident, the INC system calculated the average reported income for all barbers, and letters were then sent to all holders of barber licenses who did not report barbering income. Inactive license holders were instructed to contact the Bureau and prove they had not been working as barbers. For various reasons—poor health, family situation, and others—some individuals held licenses but were not currently working as barbers. Since license renewal cost just $40 per year, it might be that many nonactive barbers would think it best to renew—even for several years when they were inactive—rather than go through the steps of acquiring a license all over again when ready to return to work. Many felt that the Bureau was not being

---

**EXHIBIT 4** INC System Interface
fair; citizens were being required to shoulder the burden of proof when, in their view, they had done nothing wrong. Yessen felt that use of the INC system _per se_ did not cause these problems, but did magnify customer-service issues in that the system identified many presumed non-filers or under-reporters for the first time. Over time, algorithms for estimating unreported income and procedures for contacting presumed non-filers were successfully refined. Further analysis revealed that some notification letters were a bit heavy-handed. Yessen reflected on recent changes that were made in that aspect of customer service:

We can’t say “We know you earned this amount of money; you owe us a tax return and you better get it to us now.” The letter is phrased a little differently now: “This is an indication that you may have earned money in the State of California using this occupational license.” On the back side the recipient is allowed a chance to respond and tell us that they didn’t use the license. Once we get that information back, of course we do a little deeper digging just to verify what they’re telling us is correct, but I think we now phrase the letter in such a manner that it kind of takes that accusatory tone out of it.

With these operational adjustments, Yessen believed taxpayer relations were improving. Still, political costs also were incurred when individual citizens felt the Bureau violated their privacy (California’s privacy policy is shown in the Appendix). Yessen knew it was vital to carefully and diligently control how the INC data were used. Neither she nor Lanza wanted to expose the Bureau to legal risks. For example, as was true in many other states, any California agency needed to establish a reasonable basis for looking into a person’s finances, thanks to federal and state privacy laws such as California’s Information Practices Act of 1977. Lanza explained, “We just can’t say because you drive a Ferrari and live in Beverly Hills 90210, we’re going to audit you,” even if a filer’s tax return shows a low income.

### Evaluating Data Sources

Exhibit 5 summarizes the 12 direct income data sources used in the INC system as of January 2006. In order to show improvements in taxes collected, numbers of non-filers identified, and percent of non-filers who filed in subsequent years, it was necessary to continue to evaluate new direct and indirect income indicators. For example, evidence suggested that many non-filers operated in a cash economy (paid “under the table”), but current data sources did not capture this information. Also, people who do not have bank accounts often cash payroll checks at check-cashing storefront establishments, which do not retain data about most transactions.

The Bureau estimated that if it were able to obtain data about cash transactions in excess of $10,000 (which, by law must be reported), nearly $2.3 million in additional tax revenues would come in. New legislation would need to be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Federal Data Sources</th>
<th>Revenue Per Case</th>
<th>Data Provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1099-INT (Interest income)</td>
<td>$1,784</td>
<td>Internal Revenue Service (IRS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-1 Sub S (Partnership income)</td>
<td>$1,436</td>
<td>IRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1099-G (Tuition program payments)</td>
<td>$1,322</td>
<td>IRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1099-PATR (Income from cooperatives)</td>
<td>$1,265</td>
<td>IRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-1 P/S (Partnership income)</td>
<td>$1,253</td>
<td>IRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1099-OID (Original issue discount)</td>
<td>$1,119</td>
<td>IRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1099R (Pensions or profit sharing)</td>
<td>$ 837</td>
<td>IRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1099-MISC (Miscellaneous income)</td>
<td>$ 749</td>
<td>IRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRS listing of Californians filing Federal returns</td>
<td>$ 453</td>
<td>IRS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>California Data Sources</th>
<th>Revenue Per Case</th>
<th>Data Provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA Sales Tax Return</td>
<td>$ 993</td>
<td>Board of Equalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA EDD Wage data</td>
<td>$ 626</td>
<td>Employment Development Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA EDD Employer data</td>
<td>$ 555</td>
<td>Employment Development Department</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXHIBIT 5**  Direct Income Sources Utilized in the INC System
passed to require that this data be shared with the Bureau, and managers did not want to push for such legislation unless they were confident the data would prove worthwhile for purposes of tax compliance. Some legislators were reticent to sponsor laws that would be unpopular with their constituencies, particularly if these measures would yield relatively low incremental revenues for the state. Thus, the Bureau carefully evaluated all possible new data sources.

In summer 2004, the Bureau petitioned the State Assembly for authorization to obtain data from check-cashing institutions and four other indirect sources (Exhibit 6). In 2004, a law was proposed to require cities to share data about license owners with the Bureau. Lanza recalled the turmoil that caused:

The cities made a huge stink, saying “Oh my gosh, we can’t provide the data; we don’t have the right IT platform to do that. We need money from the State of California.” The non-revenue part of government does not view sharing data as an opportunity for the greater good. We could say to them, “If you give us that data we are going to generate $10 million of additional revenue for the state of California.” The response will be “But that’s not revenue that accrues to our agency, we don’t get credit for it.”

Lanza noted that while some data acquisition costs could be easily quantified, there were also nettlesome political issues, particularly in dealing with various state agencies. He felt that agency middle managers focused on their agencies’ missions, which sometimes conflicted with cooperation around data sharing. When agency executive officers got involved, it was easier to reach agreement that investment in programming and testing time would help the state’s coffers in the long run.

Other data sources under consideration in 2006 included property taxes paid and data from the Division of Motor Vehicles (records of the makes and models of automobiles registered in the state).

### What about Commercial Data Brokers?

When considering potential new data sources, a suggestion was offered: Why not get data from for-profit businesses, such as credit agencies? These companies had sophisticated information systems and could easily sell data at a reasonable cost and in a form that was fully interoperable with the INC system. However, there were political perils in working with such businesses. In February 2005 about 30,000 Californians had been the victims of identity theft when at least 50 fake firms accessed information about them that was stored in the ChoicePoint service, a for-profit data aggregation company that sells personal credit-related information. Nearly 163,000 Americans had been affected by this breach. When, the following June, the U.S. Internal Revenue Service announced that it had awarded a $20 million contract to ChoicePoint to help uncover assets owned by individuals in order to collect on delinquent accounts, there was a storm of protest. Senator Patrick Leahy from Vermont stated:

It is especially galling right now to be rewarding firms that have been so careless with the public’s confidential information.

Massachusetts Congressman Edward Markey stated:

It is disturbing that an agency as critical to data privacy as the IRS would choose this moment to hand over sensitive data to a company which is under a cloud due to prior security breaches.

The IRS quickly announced it would conduct a security review of ChoicePoint’s practices. By then, though, it was clear that agencies should steer clear of commercial data brokers, at least until proper protections were in place. A decision was made that the Filing Compliance Bureau would only obtain data from other government agencies; they would not purchase data from commercial data brokers.

---

### EXHIBIT 6  Expected Value of Proposed New Indirect Data Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed Source</th>
<th>New Taxpayers</th>
<th>Expected Value</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City Business Tax</td>
<td>14,287</td>
<td>$1,271,543</td>
<td>Self-employed in cities with license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Care Licensing</td>
<td>4,312</td>
<td>$ 866,712</td>
<td>Self-employed care facility providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholic Beverage Control</td>
<td>3,569</td>
<td>$ 717,369</td>
<td>Self-employed seller of liquor/wine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Fuel Data</td>
<td>1,664</td>
<td>$ 334,866</td>
<td>Self-employed truckers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1. “New taxpayers” are non-filers identified via this source.
2. Example calculation: Community Care Licensing: The California Department of Social Services licenses more than 88,000 care facilities for children, adults, and the elderly. Applying the typical self-employed non-filer rate of 4.9% × 88,000 = 4,312 contracts × $201 taxes owed = $866,712.
The Property Tax Pilot Project

A pilot study using property tax data from two of California’s most affluent counties began in February 2005, aiming to determine the potential value-add of these data as indirect indicators of income. For the pilot test, data were provided by means of an Excel spreadsheet, since the two counties’ systems were not compatible (with each other or with INC). If property tax data helped identify new non-filers or under-reporters of income, it would be necessary to find some other way for counties to provide the data, since converting spreadsheet data for use in the INC system was a cumbersome process involving time-consuming manual steps on the part of both county and Bureau employees. The technical challenge of matching data fields and formats from each of 58 counties with the taxpayer identification information already stored in the INC system would also be considerable—especially as compared with the mortgage interest data received from the IRS form 1098, which was fully interoperable with the Bureau’s systems. For those counties not equipped to share data in a usable format, the high cost of updating their systems would certainly impede data sharing. Lanza commented on these roadblocks:

I really think technology issues are secondary. Even though there are challenges there, in the future solutions will be available to share data among government agencies, and the cost to do so is dropping over time. It’s really . . . the political policy environment that these government agencies are operating in and the lack of common understanding that by sharing data they’re serving the greatest good for the greatest number.

Even if property tax data could be easily obtained and matched with INC data, it was not clear whether the value added would be sufficiently compelling. Residents’ property tax assessments could be matched with data already stored in the INC database, such as wage information from the IRS and the California Employment Development Department, banking and other financial records, and mortgage interest paid. If, compared with these data sources, the property tax data did not yield new names or useful differences in imputed income, then it might not be worth pursuing this source further.

This pilot, using data from Marin and San Diego counties, ran for six months, ending in August 2005. One staff person was dedicated to the pilot study for approximately two months, and based on the analysis, about fifty assessments were issued. The pilot data suggested that the Bureau could anticipate collecting an additional $150,000 using property tax data. Based on this initial analysis, Lanza noted:

The preliminary conclusion is that it is not a gold mine of information. Property taxes are probably not very helpful in identifying non-filers, but may have more value in identifying taxpayers who are hiding income.

There was also some legal ambiguity concerning the use of property tax data. California laws essentially require probable cause to question whether a taxpayer has under-reported income. If an individual claims only $100,000 in income, yet pays out nearly $100,000 in property taxes, it seemed to Lanza that probable cause would be evident; “Where are they getting the income to pay those taxes?” However, both Lanza and Yessen were concerned that they didn’t know where exactly to draw the line on this sort of investigation.

Looking Ahead

A decision about whether to expand the use of property tax data would be made following a complete analysis of the pilot-test results, due in early 2006. Meanwhile, by January 2006 Lanza and Yessen felt that the Filing Compliance Bureau had probably already identified and incorporated the most productive sources of direct and indirect income information. New sources were likely to provide only incremental benefits, so it was important to clearly quantify those benefits and to fully understand the costs of adding each data source. For example, while data provided by the United States Internal Revenue Service used a uniform format and thus was easily integrated into INC, data provided by some California State agencies was much more difficult and costly to integrate. Yessen felt that if all state agencies were required to utilize a common identifier (Social Security or federal taxpayer ID number), the costs of integrating data into the INC system would decline dramatically and data quality would certainly improve. However, at this time there was insufficient political support for such a mandate.

Based on their assessment of both the benefits and the costs associated with current and potential data sources, Yessen and Lanza felt that the INC system might have reached the point where additional sources of individual taxpayer data would yield a negative ROI.

Given the troubling need for increased tax income to cover the state’s rapidly expanding budget, Lanza and Yessen began to wonder if they should start to conduct pilot tests of data sources that could point to corporations that fail to file or under-report their taxable income. They wondered whether they would be as successful in identifying corporate non-filers and under-reporters as they were with individuals and began to consider which sources of business data would most easily point to missed tax revenue.
Glossary

Direct Income Indicators Data collected from such agencies as the California Employment Development Office and the U.S. Internal Revenue Service federal tax income forms, that reflect actual income.

E-file Allows people to file their tax return electronically over the Internet.

E-government The provision of government services or information to citizens, businesses, or other government agencies via the Internet.

Fiscal year A fiscal year is a 12-month period ending on the last day of a month other than December. In certain circumstances, a taxpayer is permitted to elect a fiscal year instead of being required to use a calendar year.

Indirect Income Indicators Data collected from such sources as the U.S. Internal Revenue Service mortgage interest paid form or state licensing boards that reflect potential reportable income.

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) An administrative agency of the U.S. Department of the Treasury that is responsible for collecting federal personal and business income taxes and federal payroll taxes.

Sales tax A state- or local-level tax on the retail sale of specified property for sales occurring within state boundaries.

Taxpayer Amnesty Program Fixed period of time during which delinquent taxpayers may pay taxes without penalty. The program is intended to recover tax income that might otherwise be written off.

Use tax A sales tax that is collectible by the seller where the purchaser is domiciled in a different state.

Appendix: California Board of Equalization Privacy Policy

Pursuant to Government Code section 11019.9, all departments and agencies of the State of California shall enact and maintain a permanent privacy policy, in adherence with the Information Practices Act of 1977 (Civil Code section 1798 et seq.)

It is the policy of the Board of Equalization (BOE) that information which can be identified with a particular person (“personally identifiable information”) is only obtained through lawful means and that the collection, use, retention, disclosure, and destruction of such information is in compliance with state privacy laws.

Personally identifiable information is collected by the BOE for purposes of administering the tax and fee programs set forth in the Revenue and Taxation Code. Personally identifiable information regarding BOE employees is also collected, for purposes of personnel administration. When the BOE collects personally identifiable information, it provides the notice required by Civil Code section 1798.17 of the Information Practices Act which includes the purposes for which the information will be used. Any personally identifiable information that is collected must be relevant to the purpose for which it is collected.

Any subsequent use of personally identifiable information shall be limited to the fulfillment of purposes consistent with those purposes previously identified. Personally identifiable information shall not be disclosed, made available, or otherwise used for purposes other than those specified, without the consent of the subject of the information, or as authorized by law. As disclosed in the notice provided by the BOE in compliance with Civil Code section 1798.17, information collected by the BOE may be exchanged with or provided to other entities as authorized by law.

Information security awareness training is provided to all BOE employees. BOE employees and contractors are also required annually to review the pamphlet Information Security Requirements for Employees with Access to Confidential Information and to sign a Confidentiality Statement (BOE-4). Access to personally identifiable information is restricted to persons who have an appropriate business need for the information. Information and physical security policies and procedures are in place at the BOE to protect personally identifiable information from theft, unauthorized access, use, modification or disclosure. Internal review of BOE policies and procedures is conducted to ensure that adequate safeguards for information security are in place.

This privacy policy is applicable to all personally identifiable information, including information obtained or disclosed through the BOE website. In addition, BOE’s Web site contains a Privacy Notice in compliance with Government Code section 11015.5.
The Cliptomania™ Web Store

Cliptomania, LLC, a limited liability corporation, sells clip-on earrings on the Internet at www.cliptomania.com. Cliptomania is owned and operated by the Santo family—father Jim, mother Candy, and daughter Christy. Its business is conducted from the lower level of the Santo home in Indiana, but it sells non pierced earrings throughout the United States, Canada, Ireland, Australia, and New Zealand.

Most people who wear earrings have pierced ears, so stores offer a limited assortment of non pierced earrings. Those who want clip-ons have a very difficult time finding appealing choices. Cliptomania sells nothing but non pierced earrings, and it offers its customers a choice of hundreds of different styles of clip-ons. Although the percentage of people who want clip-ons is small, the total number of potential customers available to Cliptomania on the Web is huge. The Santos have found an underserved market niche. According to Candy:

A lot of our buyers are first-time buyers on the Internet, and some of them are older women. But you would be surprised how many teens and young twenties buy because for one reason or another they have had trouble with pierced ears. There are young mothers whose babies ripped the earrings out of their ears and their ears cannot be pierced again. And there are people like me who have problems with scarring forming keloids and don’t want any unnecessary scars. There are people for whom piercing their ears is against their religious beliefs.

Some women are so thrilled to find us—they will tell me that they have this problem or that problem and ask which of the earrings will work best for them. Because there are several different types of clip mechanisms, I can often help them out.

Our customers are pretty evenly distributed by age from pre-teens to the elderly. We had not anticipated it, but we estimate that we get some 5 percent of our sales from the cross-dresser and transgender population.

The Santos want Cliptomania to become the first name someone thinks of when looking for non pierced earrings. They concentrate on providing a quality product at a competitive price with outstanding customer service. They have worked diligently to provide quality, honesty, and friendliness through the Cliptomania Web site. For example, Cliptomania has a very liberal return or exchange policy that allows customers to return or exchange any item within 30 days for any reason without question. Less than one percent of their customers return any items.

First established as a Yahoo! store in November of 1999, Cliptomania has had spectacular growth in sales during a very difficult period for retailing. Although it sells only clip-on earrings, by June 2003 Cliptomania was the fifth largest jewelry store on Yahoo! in terms of gross sales.

Yahoo! store customers are encouraged to rate their satisfaction (or lack thereof) with their experience with the store. If they choose to rate the store, in two weeks (by which time they should have received their purchases) they are sent an e-mail pointing to an online rating form to complete. The ratings are on the following scale:

- **Excellent** Better than I expected. Tell everyone that Cliptomania is a great store.
- **Good** Everything went just fine.
- **OK** There were a few problems, but I would probably still order from Cliptomania again.
- **Bad** There were real problems. I would be reluctant to order from Cliptomania again.
- **Awful** I had such a bad experience that I want to warn everyone about Cliptomania.

Although the default rating (already checked) is Good, an amazing 81 percent of Cliptomania’s ratings have been Excellent! Ninety-eight percent of Cliptomania’s ratings have been either Excellent or Good, so Cliptomania quickly earned a five-star Yahoo! rating for service.

In addition to a numerical rating, the rating form provides space for customers to submit specific comments that are available to the store through a database. Cliptomania has received a great deal of effusive praise such as the following:

I am very pleased and satisfied with the service I received from Cliptomania. The customer service representative was polite, helpful, and patient with me being a new customer ordering with a credit card.
The service was superb! I am also very pleased with the earrings. They are light, comfortable, and no pinching of my ears. And the cost you cannot beat. I am so thrilled with this. I plan on ordering more earrings from them, and have told several of my friends about this Web site. It is hard to find good quality clips, and I found just what I was looking for, and more. Working with the customer service representative was just like talking to a friend. I appreciated that.

History

In the mid-1990s, Jim and Candy Santo were living in New Jersey near New York City. Candy was the development director for a large nonprofit organization that provided a broad continuum of care for the homeless, and before that she had been executive director of a crisis line. Jim had a long-time career in insurance sales that he still continues. According to Jim:

In 1998 I went out to buy earrings for an anniversary present for Candy, and I could not find a good selection of nice clip-on earrings anywhere. I looked everywhere I could think of in the New York metropolitan area. I could find plenty of earrings for pierced ears, but it was clear that all the stores had decided that they could not sell enough clip-ons to justify carrying an adequate stock in their stores.

I knew that there must be millions of people in the world who wanted clip-ons and could not find what they wanted, so this appeared to be a great opportunity to sell them on the Internet. This intrigued me, but I knew little about the Internet or jewelry so I started staying up at night and working weekends doing research on jewelry and how to sell via the Internet.

After 13 months of research I concluded that the Internet was the ideal medium for this type of business. Earrings had a high markup, you could get started with little capital, and the Internet was the way to access the widely distributed market for clip-on earrings.

The Santos decided to try to sell clip-ons on the Web, and Candy came up with the name Cliptomania for their new Web store. They decided that if the URL Cliptomania.com was available and the name Cliptomania had not been registered as a corporate name, they would go forward with the endeavor. They employed a patent and trademark attorney who checked and found that the corporate name appeared to be available. And they were able to purchase the URL Cliptomania.com from Network Solutions, so they decided to go ahead.

On Thanksgiving day, 1999, traditionally the beginning of the Christmas holiday sales season in the United States, they went live with the Cliptomania store on the Web, operating out of one small room of their home in New Jersey. Their total capital investment was $10,000, which came from their savings. Although Jim had hopes that Cliptomania would grow, they expected it to be a sideline activity that they would take care of in their spare time while continuing their regular jobs.

Setting Up the Web Store

Neither Jim nor Candy had any expertise in the creation of a Web site, so Jim had devoted a lot of time and effort to determining how they would go about setting up the Cliptomania Web site. Jim found that one way would be to contract with an Internet service provider (ISP) for the computer resources required, purchase several software packages to perform the various functions that would be needed to run the store, and design the site and write the HTML code to set up the pages. The problem was that they did not have the personal experience or any IT development background to design the site and write the code or to integrate the various software packages. To hire someone to do all of that would be expensive, and they might have little control over the process or the result.

The other alternative was to pay a vendor for hosting a store. For a price, the vendor provides the computer resources and integrated software as well as templates for setting up the Web pages that provide the basic Web store structure but allow you to customize them to suit your business. The Santos chose this option and contracted with Yahoo! to establish their Cliptomania Yahoo! store.

Yahoo! provided templates for setting up the home page and the pages that displayed images of and described the items offered, as well as for navigation across the site. Yahoo! made it easy to add and delete items offered for sale and to make changes in the images and descriptions of these items. It used a shopping cart approach that holds selected items there until the customer wishes to place an order. Then it provides an online order form with the selected items detailed and accepts a credit card number and other billing information from the customer. Yahoo! then sends the completed order to Cliptomania and presents the customer with a page confirming that the order has been placed with Cliptomania. By checking a box, the customer can request that the order also be confirmed by e-mail.

Another company, Paymentech, is integrated with Yahoo! to validate the credit card by making sure that the customer address on the order is the same as the billing address of the credit card. After Cliptomania accepted the order, Paymentech collected the money from the credit
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Jim was very concerned with transaction security via the Internet. When he was doing his research, he had read that 40 percent of the transactions on the Internet were fraudulent. He also read that Yahoo! had the best security among the vendors providing support for Internet stores. In addition to encryption to restrict access by outsiders to credit card numbers and other financial data, the Yahoo!/Paymentech combination detected and eliminated most fraudulent purchases, and that was crucial to Jim. The outstanding security and the ease of setting up and operating the store were the main reasons the Santos decided to go with Yahoo! as their vendor.

The Yahoo! store also had a “back office” that collected and made available data about Cliptomania’s Web site transactions. The Santos got a historical report for each month showing the number of customers that visited the store, the number of page views, the average number of page views per customer, the number of orders, the income, the number of items sold, the average number of items per order, and the dollar value of the average order. This report also included daily and yearly totals. They could also print out graphs showing the volatility and seasonality of their orders. On many orders they could find what search engine sent the customer to Cliptomania and what search terms were used, and this information could be summarized by search engine. All of this information was of great value to the Santos in managing the store and evaluating the effect of their marketing efforts.

When Cliptomania was started in 1999, there was only a $100 monthly charge for the Yahoo! store. However, over the years Yahoo! has changed its pricing structure and as of 2003 it charged $49.95 per month for hosting, $0.10 per item carried per month, a 0.5 percent fee on all sales, and a 3.5 percent revenue share on sales that originate through a Yahoo! Store search.\(^1\) Paymentech charged $0.20 for each credit card transaction it processed, in addition to the percentage of the amount of the sale charged by the credit card company (typically 2.5 percent to 3.5 percent).

**Designing the Cliptomania Web Site**

Jim and Candy did most of the set up work on the original Web pages themselves, with some help from a freelance consultant they employed to help them with problems that were beyond their technical capability. Since then Candy has learned the basics of the HTML language. The consultant is still available to the Santos via telephone and the Internet for tougher questions, although they have had to turn to him less and less often.

Before starting the store the Santos examined a number of Web stores and they had a pretty good idea of what they liked and what they didn’t like in these Web sites. Candy explains what they wanted to do:

> I designed the logo in the banner at the top of our page. I wanted the “t” to be dangling down from the “p” like an earring hanging down. We chose the burgundy and gold colors for our page because we wanted to give the impression of a quality jewelry store and not look like the typical Web store with bright colors crying for your attention. We put our names—Jim, Candy, and Christy—on the front page and we use personal pronouns throughout the site because people need to know that we are real people. Some people call before they will place an order on the Internet because they feel the need to talk to a real person and have a sense that we are legitimate. A lot of our buyers have been first-time buyers on the Web. We are asking them to make a leap in faith and we want them to feel comfortable about making that leap.

From the start we put the various categories of products that customers can click on down the left side of the page. The names of these categories are very important because they must guide the customers to the products that they like. I have set things up so that no more than six items appear on one page. I do this because I think that most people don’t like to scroll down a page—they will only look at the top items. Also, our pages load fast, which is important when people are coming in through regular phone lines. Customers often mention how nice it is that our pages load so fast.

**Getting Items to Sell**

Initially one of their biggest problems was finding sources from which they could get earrings to offer in the Cliptomania store. They searched yellow pages on the Internet for jewelry wholesalers and manufacturers and called lots of them. Half of them did not exist any more, and the rest were not very helpful. They finally found a man in Virginia who bought overruns and closeouts, so in the beginning most of their stock was not the most attractive. Jim remembers:

> We were very naive in the beginning. We got any stock we could get because we were almost desperate. We didn’t know anything about jewelry, about

\(^1\) For current charges see [http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com](http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com).
what styles were popular, or about fashion. And we are in the fashion industry, so there was a big learning curve there. But somehow we survived.

I knew there was a jewelry district in Manhattan, so I took a day off from my insurance business and went to the city to the fine jewelry area, the diamond district. I tromped around for five or six hours before I concluded that I was in the wrong area. Finally someone had mercy on me and told me where to find the fashion jewelry area. That was a major breakthrough.

We finally found the wholesalers that would provide the kind of product we were looking for. These wholesalers had the product, but they were relatively expensive because they were several layers down from the manufacturers, and each layer tacked on its expenses and profit. After searching everywhere for manufacturers, we finally found this woman manufacturer/wholesaler out on Long Island who got all excited about what we were doing. We started getting stock from her and developed a relationship with her. She told us that we should go to the manufacturers’ International Fashion Jewelry, Accessories and Gifts (IFJAG) national show in Rhode Island, which is very difficult to get admitted to. She got us an invitation that allowed us to get into that invaluable show that we now go to each February and September.

Before we went to the show, manufacturers’ reps wouldn’t talk to us because at that point we weren’t buying in large enough quantities to interest them. But when we went to the show and got to talk directly to the manufacturers, some of them connected with our passion to offer quality products for women who don’t want to pierce their ears. Some of the manufacturers would say: “I think you’ve got a good idea, and you remind me of my wife and I when we were your age. We’re going to gamble on you. I’m going to take orders from you that I would kill any rep of mine if he came in with them.” They started providing stock to us that we couldn’t have gotten otherwise.

That was the beginning of some mutually beneficial relationships. Since then we have grown to the point that we are ordering in such volumes that we are higher up on their customer lists. Some manufacturers will now make special manufacturing runs for us. At the 2003 February show one of the manufacturers said that it was time that we had our own exclusive earrings, and that manufacturer designed some for us and we have had our own special designs ever since.

Early Growth

The year 2000 showed steady growth in Cliptomania’s sales. The Santos had only three orders in January, but by the end of the year, they were up to more than one order a day. In 2001, Cliptomania’s sales continued to grow rapidly to where sales had more than quadrupled over its sales for the year 2000. Candy recalls:

Jim and I both had full time jobs and Christy was a student. We took no pay out of the business for the first two years—we just plowed everything back in. We started with pure sweat equity.

It started very, very slowly. When we got to one order a week we were celebrating. But it just grew and grew. Around October of 2001 I left my full-time development director job because I was really burning-the-candle-at-both-ends at that point. I took a part-time job where I could just go to work and leave it behind when I came home.

The Move to Indiana

In December 2001, the Santos sold more than they had in the entire year 2000. They were running out of space for operating out of their small house in New Jersey. Candy was originally from Indianapolis, Indiana, and she began to think about getting away from the high costs of New Jersey to the Midwest where the costs of space were much lower. She explains:

I could see after the holiday season of 2001 that we would not be able to handle the next holiday season out of the space in which we were working. If you needed packing material you either went up into the attic or out into the garage. We didn’t have separate offices—we were all trying to work out of one room. After we searched for a suitable space in our area and found that everything available was far too expensive, it dawned on me that the people on the Internet don’t care whether you are doing it out of high-cost New Jersey or lower-cost Indiana.

Jim provides another perspective on the move:

Another reason we moved to Indiana was to change our lifestyle. Candy and I recognized that if I continued to work 80 hours a week, I was going to kill myself. Our expensive lifestyle wasn’t giving us any quality of life.

Also, I think that the events of 9/11/2001 had something to do with it. We lost several friends and some neighbors in the World Trade Center disaster. Moreover, after 9/11 thousands of people who felt vulnerable living in Manhattan wanted to move out of
they bid up real estate by 50 percent in our neighborhood across the river in New Jersey, so we could sell our house easily and at a very good price.

In March 2002, we took a trip out to Indiana, and after that trip we decided to move. We sold our house in New Jersey and bought our present one in Indiana. We got twice the house for half the money, the equity in our New Jersey house paid for our new home, and we now have no mortgage. That was a big plus in enabling us to devote the time necessary to bring Cliptomania to the point where it could fully support the three of us and enable us to hire adequate help to make sales 24/7 without having to cover every day on our own.

When they moved to Indiana, Candy quit her part-time job. She has been full time with Cliptomania since then. Also, Jim cut back his insurance agent job to half time and has since hired his own help to continue to build his insurance clientele in Indiana.

Later Developments

In 2004 Candy began to question the use of Paymentech to verify and process credit cards. She explains:

Paymentech proved to be very expensive and difficult to work with. In credit card processing there are three costs to us: the monthly fee we pay for the service, a per transaction fee, and the percentage that the credit card company gets. In addition to a hefty monthly fee, Paymentech was charging us 20 cents for each transaction, and in addition was charging us 30 cents for any credits or voids.

I went to our local bank and they set me up with a group called Nova that was much lower cost to us. Nova only charges us 10 cents per transaction and they charge nothing on the credits. Also, the monthly fee is less and the percentage that the credit card company keeps is almost a full percentage point less than it was with Paymentech. That adds up quickly.

Furthermore, I am dealing with either my local bank or Nova, and they are much easier to deal with than was Paymentech. They provide much better support at substantial savings.

Cliptomania’s Operations

Candy is Cliptomania’s CEO and Christy is Customer Relations Manager. In addition to sharing responsibility for receiving and processing orders with Christy, Candy maintains the Web site, chooses the styles of earrings to stock, orders the stock, sets the prices, and manages the inventory.

Customers access the items for sale by clicking on one or more of the categories arranged vertically along the left side of the main page. Therefore, Candy carefully chooses the categories and selects the words to describe them. Candy also produces the images of the items that are shown and writes the descriptions that appear alongside the pictures. According to Jim:

Candy describes each earring very honestly so that the customer knows exactly what she is getting. But she has the gift of wording it in such a way that the person reading about it thinks that she will look like a million bucks when she wears our $10 earrings.

The quality of the pictures is critical. The customer cannot pick up an earring and look at it like you would in a brick-and-mortar store, so if she does not feel she is seeing the real thing and is not attracted to the earring, she is not going to buy it. Candy also does all of our imaging and her pictures look great!

Earrings are fashion items, so the market is continually changing. Candy changes Cliptomania’s Web page almost every day as new items are added, old ones are removed, items are featured during special times of the year, items are put on sale, the categories are reorganized, and so on.

Buying Earrings to Stock

About half of their sales are for fairly standard items that sell year in and year out. But the other half are fashion items that are very dynamic. Candy and Christy try to keep abreast of fashion trends to choose what to stock. There is a long lead time in ordering and receiving fashion items—in fact many decisions must be made at the national manufacturers’ show in February. Therefore, they depend heavily on the manufacturers whose judgment they trust to help them decide what will be hot for the next year.

With the dynamism and long lead times of the fashion business, keeping adequate stocks of the good sellers while not getting stuck with items that don’t sell is a continuing challenge for Candy. She describes the problem:

We do about 60 percent of our business in the last third of the year—September through December. September is the latest that I can order fashion items and expect to get delivery before Christmas, so I have to make decisions as quickly as I can figure out what items are going to be hot for Christmas. In mid-December the manufacturers worldwide close
Many of the newer fashion items are designed and manufactured in the United States. Many of the standard items that do not change are made overseas where costs are much lower. Even the standard items can be difficult to maintain in inventory because the lead times on them are long and delivery schedules can be uncertain. Candy sometimes runs out of some of her standard earrings that are best sellers because of shipping problems in getting deliveries from China.

Candy gets lots of helpful information that is gathered by the Web site, which helps her with stocking decisions. She can see how many people visited, how many put items in the basket but have not bought yet, what they put in the baskets, and which search engine they came from and what search terms they used. She can get online graphs showing sales trends by item as well as for total sales. She can request summaries for various time periods and sort by gross receipts or number of items sold.

Candy also uses an Excel spreadsheet she developed that has a line for each item Cliptomania sells. It shows the Cliptomania product code, the name of the item, the cost per unit, the total number she has received, the dollars she has invested in the item, how many they have sold, the number damaged or lost in the mail, gross receipts for the item, total net margin, the vendor of the item, the vendor’s product code, the current inventory, and the value of the current inventory. But even with all this information, there is still a lot of judgment involved in deciding what to stock and how much to order.

Processing Orders

Cliptomania operates out of the lower level of the Santos’ home in Bloomington, Indiana. There is a large workroom that contains the inventory in wide shallow drawers in cabinets and small plastic containers in cubbies along one wall. There is also room for assembling and packing orders, two desks with computers, and workspace for receiving orders. In addition, there are two offices and a storeroom for packing materials and reserve stock.

There are four PCs connected by a network, along with a fax machine and a printer. They have two high-speed lines coming into a router on the network, one from a telephone company and the other from a cable company, so that they can continue operations if one vendor’s lines go down for some reason. Once a month Candy backs up key records onto a zip drive and puts it into their safe deposit box at the bank.

In addition to the security features provided by the Web site provider, they have firewalls to deter break-ins to their own computers. They have many different layers of security to make it more difficult to break into their store either physically or electronically, including central security alarm systems for their house.

When an order comes in on the computer, Candy or Christy checks Nova’s assessment of whether the billing address the customer has given matches the address for that card in a central database. If these addresses are not the same, it is a red flag that the order may be fraudulent. She also looks at all orders over for other indications that they may be suspicious. If it appears that there might be problems, she can call Nova to obtain the telephone number of the issuing bank and call it to determine whether or not the card is legitimate. If she cannot verify that the card is legitimate, she can cancel the order, which does occur, but rarely. If everything seems all right, she checks the inventory to make sure the items are available and, if so, prints out the picking ticket and the mailing label for shipment. The order is then assembled. Each pair of earrings is wrapped in plastic padding; the more expensive ones are also placed in an attractive box. Once the earrings are protected, they are placed in a small corrugated cardboard shipping box. For some kinds of clip-ons, a set of printed instructions for putting on the earrings is inserted. Then the box is sealed, and the mailing label is affixed. Once a day, the completed orders are taken to the local U.S. Post Office and mailed. Most orders go out the same day that they are received. The shipping options and charges for shipping and handling are detailed on Cliptomania.com.

After the orders are put into the mail, Christy sends each customer an e-mail thanking her for the order, telling her it has been shipped, spelling out the return policy, and where appropriate, encouraging her to read the instructions in the box describing how to put on the earrings. Candy explains:

We found early on that customers were having trouble with some of the earclips because they didn’t know how they worked—they were twisting them and breaking them. So I made a graphic and wrote

---

2 Their credit card verification process has been very effective. There have been very few instances in their history where they were charged back on a credit card transaction.

3 The boxes are too small to make it feasible to use a package service such as UPS.
directions showing how to put them on properly and we include these instructions in the box with the earrings.

Some customers are not comfortable ordering over the Web, so Cliptomania also accepts orders by mail or fax. Such orders are relatively rare (less than 2 percent), which is fortunate because it is more work to process them as the information has to be manually entered into the computer and the credit card processing must be done manually. Mail orders sometimes include items that were in stock when the buyer decided to make the purchase but are sold out by the time the order is received by Cliptomania. Initially the Santos accepted personal checks in payment of mail orders, but they have had enough problems with this that they now only accept credit cards and U.S. Postal Money Orders as payment.

Cliptomania also reluctantly accepts orders over the phone. They discourage phone-in orders because this requires someone to sit at the computer and enter the order while talking over the phone, and this is quite time consuming for their small staff. Despite the following plea on the “how to order” page, they still receive and handle several phone-in orders a week:

Please do not use our phone number to place an order. We are a small family-run store and that would overwhelm us. We would be happy, however, to answer any questions you may have at that number.

One of Cliptomania’s PCs is a laptop. The office printer has two trays, one with plain paper and the other with mailing labels. Things are set up so that if the Santos go on a trip they can log onto the network via the laptop, process orders from the Web as though they were in the Cliptomania office, and print out the orders and mailing labels. Workers can come in and pack and mail the orders, and Cliptomania’s operations can continue uninterrupted.

Foreign Sales
About 10 percent of Cliptomania’s sales are to customers outside of the United States. Selling overseas has some challenging aspects. There is the language problem—their overseas sales are restricted to English-speaking countries—Canada, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, and English-literate persons in Japan. Initially Cliptomania sold earrings in the United Kingdom, but because of long delays in clearing British customs, they no longer accept orders from there.

The cost to a foreign customer is considerably higher than in the United States because of higher shipping cost and import duties that may be charged. A major problem is verifying the validity of credit cards. On the other hand, currency exchange is not a problem as the credit cards take care of that—Cliptomania bills in dollars, and the customer’s credit card is charged in his or her local currency at a reasonably good exchange rate.

Although Canadian import duties on jewelry make Cliptomania’s earrings cost as much as 60 percent more for Canadians than they cost for Americans, the majority of their foreign sales are to Canadians. Overseas customers may pay even more than Canadians because shipping costs are higher.

In July 2003, Cliptomania attempted to expand its presence in Japan. They had been told that Japan could be a big market for clip-ons. They tried to set up a Japanese language Web site, but were not successful. Eventually they wrote off the Japanese experiment as a failure, but they still accept orders from there as long as they are in English.

In 2003, a man from Mexico e-mailed Cliptomania and was adamant about needing three pairs of thin hoop earrings. Although they do not usually sell in Mexico, Candy worked with him and describes what transpired in this case:

Mail theft is rampant in Mexico, and has been for at least 10 years. As the U.S. Postal Service does not serve his area, the customer said he would pay for UPS or FedEx shipping. The shipping costs exceeded the costs of the earrings as neither company would ship by ground due to theft problems. The customer was afraid a money order would not reach us, so he sent his credit card number by three different e-mails and the expiration date by a fourth. And then the whole order had to be manually done. The time it took to research this and all the e-mails sent back and forth added up to a loss to us if we add the value of my time. He was thrilled with his earrings, but I am convinced we have made the right choice not to sell in Mexico!

Marketing on the Web
Marketing on the Web is primarily a matter of getting potential customers to visit your Web store. For several years, Jim spent half time as Cliptomania’s Vice President for Marketing and half time with his insurance business, but Jim’s son, Greg, has recently taken over most of Cliptomania’s marketing efforts.

The primary way that potential customers find the Cliptomania store is by searching on a term such as clip earrings on a search engine such as Google, Yahoo! Search, or Microsoft’s Bing. When Cliptomania got started
in late 1999, search engines on the Internet were still listing sites by relevance based on the site’s fit with the search terms. In very quick order, Cliptomania was listed number one on all the search engines when someone searched for clip-on earrings. But soon the environment changed radically. Jim explains:

When the dot-coms went “dot bomb” in 2000, the whole environment got even more dynamic—it went ballistic. Since I was devoting lots of time to keeping up with what was going on, I quickly caught on to the fact that the industry somehow had to generate revenue and profits instead of just expanding its customer base. This is when Yahoo! went from a modest fixed monthly charge to adding fees based on volume.

About this time the GoTo search engine started charging for listing position. There was not a fixed price for the top positions. You stated how much you would pay per click for each of your search terms, and if you bid high enough you could be number one or number two on a GoTo search. But if you did not pay you might be down on the second or third page where 95 percent of the people would not find you. I jumped on this and immediately agreed to pay GoTo (which changed its name to Overture and eventually became Yahoo! Search in 2005). We had an instant increase in our business! Within a week, it was very obvious that our sales were up significantly, and they stayed up.

At the start we paid one cent whenever GoTo sent a person to our site. However, only 1.2 percent of these clicks resulted in a sale, so the cost was about 83 cents per sale. That cost was quite acceptable, but since that time our cost per click has increased to where the cost per sale can eat up most (or sometimes all) of the profit on that sale. However, we are willing to pay a high price because we view this as an acquisition cost—hopefully a good proportion of these buyers will be repeat customers who will come directly to Cliptomania without going through a search engine (which is one reason why we encourage people who visit our store to bookmark us).

People search the Web by entering combinations of keywords, and the search engine produces lists of Web pages that are related to these search terms. Today there are two ways that your Web store may appear on search engine results—sponsored links and relevancy ranked listings. The sponsored links appear at the top and along the right-hand side of the results page. Search results ranked by relevancy appear below the top-level sponsored links and may go on for page after page. A Web site may appear both as a sponsored link and on the relevancy ranked listings.

**Search Engine Advertising**

Sponsored links are the major way Cliptomania advertises on the Web. Your sponsored link is an advertisement, and you get to write the short description that is displayed as the sponsored link. You want this description to attract potential customers so that they will click on it to visit your store, but you want it to realistically describe your offerings because you do not want persons who have little probability of buying to click and cost you money.

To establish a sponsored link on Google AdWords, you bid a specified amount that you are willing to pay per click on a Google search for a specific search term. Thus, you must specify the search terms that you are interested in and you may bid a different amount for each of your specified terms. You may not pay the amount you bid for each click as you actually are charged one cent more than the next lower bid on that term. You can specify your search-targeted keywords as broad matches, phrase matches, exact matches, or negative matches.4

The amount that you bid determines your position among the sponsored links for that term—the highest bid gets the top position, the next bid gets the second position, and so on. For several years, Cliptomania tried to be among the top three positions on its major search terms.

The Cliptomania site includes over a hundred search terms, but most customers access them through a small number of terms such as “clip earrings” or “clip-on earrings.” Cliptomania only pays for the terms that are used by most customers because it doesn’t make sense to pay for a search term where a person will click on your site and find that she has no interest in buying your product.

The placement of your sponsored links can change instantaneously as your competitors can change their bids at any time. If you want to stay at the top of the sponsored listings, you have to pay close attention to what is going on so that you can respond to competitors’ moves. However, there are limits to what you can afford to pay per click without losing money on each resulting sale. The search engines provide tools that allow you to analyze the results you get from your sponsored links so that you can make informed decisions about how much to bid on each of your search terms.

---

4 Explanations for these terms can be found on the Google Web site.
Jim and Candy’s son, Greg, has examined their strategy in pay-per-click advertising and sharpened its focus. Greg explains:

In a search for a longer term that includes “clip-on earrings” we have what is called a general match which means that if we don’t have a specific term set up that matches the search term then the search engine will default to a general search on clip-on earrings. So if somebody does a search on “little girl clip-on earrings” and we don’t have that term there is no problem—a Cliptomania advertisement still comes up—but we don’t pay the 10-cent minimum. Instead, we pay what we bid on the term “clip-on earrings,” which is much higher. So I am going through and adding those more specific terms to bid on. These terms are converting for us at a higher percentage because they are very specific terms, and they cost less per click because there are fewer people bidding on them.

We have set up specific search terms for any non-pierced term (non-pierced, clip-on, clip, clasp, etc.). There are lots of them and we find new ones all the time. Our conversion rate on these terms once we set them up is pretty high. We don’t have to bid high on them so we are converting at a lower cost per click. Also, I am setting up specific search terms that include the words men, boys, male, guys, etc. A certain percentage of men, particularly the young men, are going to be non-pierced, so we want to be in the top five for those searches. And the child-related terms are good too, as they will convert at a higher rate than more general terms. Only one in twenty women have non-pierced ears, but a higher percent of children and young men who want to wear earrings will have non-pierced ears.

The recession in 2009 caused Greg to modify his approach to advertising:

My approach to advertising Cliptomania on the Internet is different right now than it was in the past. Currently, it is mostly like “damage control.” The cost per acquisition for bidding on the top 3 spots for Cliptomania’s most common search terms can be as high as, and often higher than, the net first-time sales they generate. There is a lifetime value of a customer, but in this economy I have to be pragmatic about how long it will take to realize a profit from aggressively bidding for customers. So my goal is to try to keep Cliptomania on the first page of paid advertising for our most common search terms, but I avoid the top position unless it is relatively inexpensive to occupy. The few times in the past year that I have deviated from this approach by aggressively bidding for the top positioning have demonstrated that the extra cost was not justified by the relatively few extra sales that were generated.

The Relevancy Listings

Although the sponsored links are important, according to Greg about three-fourths of the clicks Web sites receive come from the relevancy listings, so it is very important to appear among the top few relevancy listings. If you are not on the first page, most of the searchers will not find you. Therefore it is very important to understand how the search engines work and how they determine their relevancy rankings. For competitive reasons Google and the other Web search companies are reluctant to explain exactly how their search engines determine their rankings, but each of them has a different algorithm for determining its relevancy rankings. As of this writing Google is the dominant search engine, and it seems to have the most complex approach to its relevancy rankings. The following excerpts from the Google Web site explain in general how its search engine works:

The process by which we find content to include in our search index is known as “crawling.” Google is a fully automated search engine that uses computer programs known as “spiders” to “crawl” the Web and find sites for inclusion in our search index.

The spiders analyze the Web pages for relevant terms and phrases that characterize the content of the site, and Google includes these terms in the giant index that it uses when you perform a Google search. Google’s Web page explains:

Google goes far beyond the number of times a term appears on a page and examines all aspects of the page’s content (and the content of the pages linking to it) to determine if it’s a good match for your query.

The following presents what Google reveals on its Web site about its relevancy rankings.

Search results are generated automatically using algorithms that weigh numerous factors about the quality of a given Web page and its relevance to a user’s search query. Google doesn’t accept payment either to include sites in our search results or to improve or alter the ranking of sites in our search results.
Google uses PageRank to examine the entire link structure of the Web and determine which pages are most important. It then conducts hypertext-matching analysis to determine which pages are relevant to the specific search being conducted. By combining overall importance and query-specific relevance, Google is able to put the most relevant and reliable results first.

**PageRank Technology:** PageRank performs an objective measurement of the importance of Web pages by solving an equation of more than 500 million variables and 2 billion terms. Instead of counting direct links, PageRank interprets a link from Page A to Page B as a vote for Page B by Page A. PageRank then assesses a page’s importance by the number of votes it receives. PageRank also considers the importance of each page that casts a vote, as votes from some pages are considered to have greater value, thus giving the linked page greater value. Important pages receive a higher PageRank and appear at the top of the search results. Google’s technology uses the collective intelligence of the Web to determine a page’s importance.

**Hypertext-Matching Analysis:** Google’s search engine also analyzes page content. However, instead of simply scanning for page-based text (which can be manipulated by site publishers through meta-tags), Google’s technology analyzes the full content of a page and factors in fonts, subdivisions, and the precise location of each word. Google also analyzes the content of neighboring Web pages to ensure the results returned are the most relevant to a user’s query.

In summary, Google combines at least two major factors to determine the ranking of Web sites in response to a search: (1) how well the content of the site matches the search terms and (2) the quality of the Web site defined primarily by the number and quality of the Web sites that link to it.

In regard to the page content component of the ranking, it is important that the crawlers find indications of the content that people may be searching for on the page. For example, Cliptomania has a number of what they call “bead earrings,” but many potential customers search for these as “beaded earrings” and may not find Cliptomania’s store under that search term. Also, Web crawlers cannot deal with images, so if your content is in images, it will not show up on searches unless the images are also described in text. For example, if you are a dude ranch that features horseback riding and emphasize that in pictures but not in text, the Web crawlers will not rank you high on “horse-back riding” searches.

**Other Marketing Approaches**

Jim experimented with “site-targeted advertising” through Google AdSense where Google places an ad for you on Web pages that are found via related searches. These ads would not appear on one of Cliptomania’s competitor’s pages, but might appear on the page of someone who sells scarves or beauty products or on other categories that Jim might specify. You may pay by the click or by how many persons view your ad. Google pays the person who allowed your ad to appear on his page and charges you for your clicks or views. After trying this type of advertising, Jim decided that it was not profitable and discontinued that approach.

Jim will not accept ads for related products on Cliptomania’s Web pages. He says:

We don’t like the idea of cluttering up our store with links that send people away and they may not come back. Furthermore, we have worked hard to provide superior service and achieve an outstanding excellence rating. We have control over how you are treated when you deal with us, but if we refer you out to another site we lose that control. If someone gets bad service from a store we sent them to, they might associate that experience with us, and our good reputation is too important to risk.

The Santos have established another Web site, www.earringinformation.com, that contains a lot of information about non-pierced earrings including information on how to adjust them, what styles are best with different shaped faces, and other interesting information and ideas. This site also extols the virtues of Cliptomania and encourages visitors to click to visit Cliptomania, so this site is a marketing tool for the Santos. Although Jim will not accept advertising on Cliptomania.com, he does allow ads on www.earringinformation.com and receives some revenue from this source.

Like many Web businesses, Cliptomania also owns quite a number of URLs with names that are similar to Cliptomania or have to do with clip-on earrings. For example, if someone in desperation keys in the URL www.cliponearrings.com, his or her browser will pull up the Cliptomania Web site. Cliptomania gets some business via these URLs, and it is relatively inexpensive as it only costs a few dollars a year to maintain a URL.

Another marketing approach involves the use of e-mail. Cliptomania has a file containing the e-mail addresses of all its customers. It also has a box on its home
page where a visitor can provide an e-mail address. About eight times a year, Candy sends everyone in this file a promotional e-mail. Candy cites examples:

For the Twelve Days of Christmas (December 26 through January 12) everything in the store is a fixed percent off. I give our customers a jump on that by sending out an e-mail that lets them get the discount a few days before other visitors so that they can get the most desired stock before it sells out.

These e-mails can be very effective. I sent out an e-mail around April 25 that said: “Here comes Mother’s Day, graduation, wedding season and proms. If you or someone you know doesn’t have pierced ears we have what you need for these occasions.” That produced a tremendous spike in our sales over a two-week period.

Incidentally, repeat customers provide a lot of Cliptomania’s business. Through their eclectic product offerings and outstanding service, the Santos have built a very loyal customer base, so a sale to a first-time customer is just the beginning of a very productive relationship for Cliptomania. They also get a lot of new business by word of mouth from satisfied customers.

Jim is always seeking ways to increase sales so he continues to search for and experiment with new marketing approaches so that Cliptomania doesn’t fall behind. However, the Internet is such a dynamic environment that not all Jim’s initiatives work out well. He has spent several thousand dollars each year on experiments that were failures, but he realizes that in such a dynamic environment you must take some calculated risks.

Changing Web Service Providers

In 2006, the Santos began to have problems with the service that Yahoo! was providing. Customers were reporting that they were having trouble placing orders, and Cliptomania was being charged more than once for some transactions. They called in their consultant to help them deal with these problems but were not able to resolve them all.

To make a long story short, it turned out that the consultant’s company, NetProfits Internet Consulting, had also become a Web service provider and was serving a number of former Yahoo! customers. In the fall of 2006, Cliptomania switched to this new Web service vendor with the URL Cliptomania.net. The new vendor charged substantially less than Yahoo! and provided services that in many ways were better than those Yahoo! offered, so Cliptomania is no longer a Yahoo! store.

Advantages of the New Store

Jim and Candy’s son, Greg, who joined the family business in 2006, says that the new vendor’s software offers a number of somewhat subtle advantages that he is taking advantage of to improve Cliptomania’s performance. Greg is particularly concerned with improving Cliptomania’s performance on the relevance rankings on Web searches. Greg notes:

The new site has two improvements that are helpful. First, the new store allows for meta-tags for each product, while the Yahoo! store only allowed a meta-tag on the main page. A meta-tag is a description that the customer does not see, but is available to the Web crawlers. Second, the Yahoo! store severely restricted the length of product descriptions, but the new store can have longer descriptions. Both of these allow us to include more descriptors that can be picked up by the Web crawlers and thus increase our relevancy rankings.

For example, the meta-tag gives me the opportunity to be specific about the type of gem stone in the earring. In the product description that the customer sees we may describe the earring as a gem stone, but in the meta-tag I can be more specific and describe the gemstone as garnet—the January birth stone—which allows people to do more specific searches.

As another example, in our product descriptions we describe our earrings made of beads as “bead earrings,” while some customers may search for them as “beaded earrings” and not find ours. In the meta-tag we can call them beaded earrings and thus be found by searching on either term.

An Unforeseen Consequence of the Change

When the Santos changed Web service providers from Yahoo! to NetProfits Internet Consulting, they operated the two stores in parallel for a while, giving the new store the URL Cliptomania.net and keeping the old one as Cliptomania.com. When they switched over to the new store, its URL remained Cliptomania.net rather than Cliptomania.com. Although this small change did not affect Cliptomania’s position on its sponsored links, it had serious consequences for Cliptomania’s relevancy rankings. Before this change, Cliptomania.com was among the top five in the relevance rankings on most searches for non-pierced earrings. However, by late December the Santos discovered that neither Cliptomania.com nor Cliptomania.net was in the top 100 of the relevancy rankings on the
major search engines—they had fallen off the radar! The Santos had been so busy handling the Christmas rush that they had not monitored the relevancy rankings so they do not know exactly when the rankings collapsed.

The Santos had retained both the Cliptomania.com and the Cliptomania.net URLs, but the information on all the earrings for sale was on Cliptomania.net. If someone went to Cliptomania.com, he or she was automatically transferred to Cliptomania.net, so the store was indirectly available via Cliptomania.com.

This change seems to have confused the search engines, some more than others. Cliptomania.net gradually rose in the relevancy rankings on Yahoo! Search and MSN Search to where by February they appeared on the first or second pages. However, neither Cliptomania.net nor Cliptomania.com appeared in the top 100 of the Google relevancy rankings. Greg tweaked the content of their pages every way he could think of to try to increase their relevancy on Google, the most popular search engine, to no avail. On March 1, the Santos finally gave up and returned the store content to Cliptomania.com. In about a week Cliptomania.com was near the top of the Google relevancy rankings and also near the top of the other search engines. Things were back to normal, but the Santos have no idea how many sales Cliptomania lost due to this episode.

**Challenges**

Although the Santos have had to overcome many difficulties and problems, Cliptomania has been an outstanding success. During a period where most Internet retailers have struggled, Cliptomania has done relatively well. Started as a part-time sideline for Jim and Candy, Cliptomania is a thriving business despite the downturn in the economy.

Up through 2005 Cliptomania’s yearly dollar sales grew at least 20 percent a year. However, in 2006 Cliptomania’s sales leveled off for the first time. Jim explains:

> I am sure that some of our lack of revenue growth was due to the problem with our search engine relevancy rankings, but there were also other factors involved. When the price of gasoline hit $3.00 a gallon that summer we got the number of orders that we expected, but they were much smaller. It is obvious that people were buying earrings with their disposable income. Although our number of orders in 2006 was up about 20% over 2005, the total dollar sales for 2006 was about the same as 2005. Also, the advertising is getting much more expensive, so the cost of doing business went up and our profits went down.

The year 2006 was the beginning of difficult times for retailers who sell discretionary items such as earrings. By 2010, Cliptomania’s sales were down almost 40 percent from the peak in 2006. Although many of its competitors have gone out of business, Cliptomania has remained profitable because it has a good reputation, loyal customers, low fixed costs, and (other than the Santos’ initial investment) it has been financed entirely from revenues so it does not depend on bank financing. Times have been hard, but Candy is confident that when the economy recovers Cliptomania will be back on a growth path.

In 1999, when Jim and Candy started Cliptomania, they had little competition as a specialized Web store. Today, however, competition is fierce. If you do a search on “clip-on earrings,” you will get over a million responses. Jim explains his competitive situation:

> We have competition from stores that exclusively sell clip earrings, fashion jewelry stores that sell clip earrings on the Web, and big portals like eBay, BizRate and Shop.com that do not stock products themselves but present the goods of others. All this competition is vying with us for position on the relevancy search results and bidding for position of ads on the Web pages, which is driving up the cost of our basic advertising.

As an example of the intensity of competition, when a person types Cliptomania into the Google search box rather than keying in the Cliptomania.com URL, the results page includes advertisements for some Cliptomania competitors. It appears that these competitors are bidding on Cliptomania’s trademarked name as a search term! On one of these ads the top line, the one the user clicks on, contains Cliptomania in large letters, a blatant attempt to mislead the customer. The Santos don’t know how often, but it seems certain that some people click on one of these ads thinking that they are going to the Cliptomania store. One confused lady called Cliptomania to complain about poor service on a product she purchased from a competitor that she thought was Cliptomania. Despite repeated requests from Candy, Google has refused to block ads from appearing in the results of searches on the Cliptomania trademark.

The Web is a jungle out there, and it is still evolving rapidly. Jim explains:

> The Web is so dynamic and so competitive that we have to keep running hard just to keep up. I look at
other successful Web stores and try to learn from them. And I devote a lot of time and energy to identifying and keeping up with new developments and trends relating to the Internet. For example, an obvious trend in this country is to go mobile. Everyone has a cell phone, and the Internet is going on the cell phone. The URL for mobile ends with .mobi, so we have purchased our most critical URL terms with the .mobi ending. If someone wants to shop for clip earrings through her cell phone we want Cliptomania to be found, so I have purchased those URLs just to protect our turf.

We are lucky that we started when we did. Today there is no way that we could be successful starting Cliptomania from scratch, but we have reached the point where we believe we can continue to prosper despite competition, downturns in the economy, and a few missteps like we had when we changed service providers.
“Look at this! What should we do about it?” exclaimed Seymour Burris, Jr., the President and CEO of the Rock Island Chocolate Company (RICC), as he walked into the office of his Director of Information Systems, Charlie Tunista, on Tuesday morning.

Burris handed a piece of paper to Charlie. (See Exhibit 1.) “One of my kids found this on the Internet last night. It’s horrible! It says all kinds of nasty things about Rock Island . . . and me! This could be very harmful for our company, especially when we are trying to raise our next round of venture capital funding.”

Charlie read the document and found that it was the latest entry in a blog about RICC. As he thought about the nature of the contents, he guessed that it had to have been generated by a former employee as it contained some non-public information about the company.

“I want you to find out how much negative stuff about our company is out there. And while you are looking at how to handle this blog problem, what do you think about all this social media that I have been hearing about—especially Facebook and Twitter? Should we be doing something in this area? I’d like to have some ideas for dealing with the blog problem, as well as preliminary ideas about a RICC social media strategy, for discussion at our management meeting next Monday,” said Burris.

“Will do, boss,” replied Charlie, having no idea what he was going to do or what he thought the strategy for RICC should be. Charlie knew that he had his work cut out for him, including catching up with what others companies were doing about social networking. (Exhibit 2 contains some background information on the social networking industry.)

The Rock Island Chocolate Company

Seymour Burris, Jr., founded RICC in 1997 while working at the local U.S. Army facility in Rock Island, Illinois. Initially, the company operated a small specialty retail store in a formerly vacant building in a small strip center near downtown Rock Island. Seymour worked part-time in the store, while his wife, Lottie, worked full time at the store. Until 2000, they sold chocolates they purchased from distributors in Chicago and sold them loose or packaged them for special occasions. RICC was able to break even in 1998 on revenue of $568,000. Business revenue grew to nearly $700,000 in 1999.

In late 2000, Seymour received notice that he was the heir to a series of carefully guarded recipes for various

Belgian Chocolate Online, a division of Rock Island Chocolate Company

Wife orders chocolate and pays the expensive three-day express shipping with the caveat that, if we’re not there to sign for the package, it gets shipped back to the company at our expense. We stay home for five days waiting and nothing arrives. Wife then queries via e-mail. Response is it’s not their fault as the importer has delayed it. Wife responds suggesting they should have told us so we don’t sit home and wait. Their response is to cancel the order. Wife then asks to be notified when her money is returned to her bank.

Then she receives a snotty answer in a German language, which we understood. Wife sends back that if they want to do business in America, they should try using English. The manager comes back with “*&%$#@&” in German!

I wrote to the CEO of RICC and he said he’d investigate but never responded further.

If you like chocolate and you like being cursed out, then this is the company for you!

Ralph
Lehigh Valley, Florida
U.S.A.
In the 1980s, technology firms began to provide instant communication among “communities of interest” through subscription-based online services such as America Online. To implement these technologies, a subscriber installed a proprietary communication software package provided by the service provider on his or her personal computer. This package established the necessary communication sessions with the provider’s computer network and supported electronic communication, including e-mail. This business model was very difficult to sustain as the service provider had the responsibility of providing end user support for its proprietary software in a constantly changing environment of PC hardware, software, and operating system combinations.

The advent of the Internet did little to resolve these issues, but in an effort to make the Internet easier to use, the Web browser was developed. Dozens of early browsers were created by the early 1990s, and the first commercially viable browser was Netscape Navigator. By 1999, Navigator was overtaken by Microsoft’s Internet Explorer, which had a significant advantage because it was distributed with Windows. The browser simplified the user interface and created a standard platform for content, freeing service providers from the ongoing support cost of maintaining a proprietary communication software package. By 1997, with the power of Web browsers and the growing content on the Internet, the Internet reached an estimated 120 million users. That number had grown to over 1.7 billion users by 2009.

The creation of Web browsers in the 1990s made it easy to access content on the Internet. However, it was still a relatively complex task, particularly for novice users, to create content on the Internet. Social networking technologies allow users to easily create and share their own content on the Internet in lieu of creating a Web site. Facebook, a very successful example which was launched in 2004, allows one to create a profile; add photos; invite people to become “friends” and connect; and carry out microblogging—short, yet frequent, posts about whatever interests the user. Facebook gained over 100 million users in 2009 alone—a 145 percent growth rate within one year. According to co-founder, CEO, and President Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook achieved 500 million users on July 21, 2010 (Zuckerberg, 2010).

In addition to Facebook, there are several other popular social networking sites. MySpace, launched in 2003, is similar to Facebook although it has a focus on music; it includes MySpace Music, a joint venture with music labels. MySpace tends to be dominated by high schoolers. MySpace became the most popular social networking site in 2006 and stayed in the lead until 2008, when it was overtaken by Facebook. DoubleClick Ad Planner by Google estimated that MySpace had 65 million unique visitors in June 2010, compared to Facebook’s 540 million. Despite this disparity, MySpace still appears to be the third ranking social network. Moving into the number two spot is Twitter, an easy-to-use microblogging service preferred by a youthful user base. Twitter was launched in 2006, and now claims 190 million users (Schonfeld, 2010). That figure might be high, as DoubleClick Ad Planner by Google estimated that Twitter had 99 million unique visitors in June 2010; another source, ComScore, estimated that Twitter had 83.6 million unique visitors in May 2010 (Schonfeld, 2010). Twitter microblogs, known as tweets, are text-only messages of up to 140 characters that are posted on the author’s Twitter page and delivered to the author’s subscribers, known as followers.

LinkedIn, another popular social networking site, is used more heavily by business professionals seeking business networking opportunities—including searching for jobs and seeking employees. LinkedIn, founded in 2003, had over 70 million members around the world as of May 2010 (LinkedIn, 2010). Other popular social networks include Flixster, which focuses on movies, allowing users to share movie reviews and ratings with friends, providing movie clips and trailers, and hosting photos of actors; Tagged, which is all about games; and Classmates, which helps members find, connect, and keep in touch with friends and acquaintances from elementary school, high school, college, work, and the United States military.

In January 2009, Compete.com—a Web traffic analysis service—listed the top 25 social networks in terms of monthly visits. Facebook ranked number one, with almost 1.2 billion visits, followed by MySpace with 810 million visits and Twitter with 54 million visits. Flixster was number four with 53 million visits, Tagged was number five with nearly 40 million visits, and Classmates was number six with 35 million visits (Kazeniac, 2009). In the time that has passed since that set of rankings, Facebook has continued to grow rapidly, MySpace has actually fallen slightly, and Twitter usage has exploded to take over the number two spot by most measures.

**EXHIBIT 2** The Social Networking Industry

versions of chocolates made in the Belgian style—very rich, very creamy, and sweeter than most other European or American-made chocolates. He was able to work with a baker in Rockford, Illinois, to produce several small runs of his new type of chocolates. The first batches sold quickly, and in a few months Burris found that there was a growing demand for Belgian chocolates among the residents of the Quad Cities.1

Starting in 2001, RICC began to ramp up the manufacturing of its own brand of specialty chocolates, using the formulas he had inherited. Burris purchased some equipment and leased manufacturing space in the same retail complex as the store. The purchases were financed via a 5-year loan from Quad Cities Bank and Trust and two angel investors. He next obtained licenses to use

---

1 The Quad Cities area in the mid-Mississippi Valley includes the cities of Rock Island and Moline, Illinois, and Davenport and Bettendorf, Iowa.
The Specialty Chocolate Industry

A chocolate manufacturer buys and roasts cocoa beans and grinds them into chocolate. There are lots of chocolatiers who make confections from bulk chocolate, but there are very few chocolate manufacturers as the process is difficult, costly, and requires specialized equipment and knowledge.

Many chocolate manufacturers differentiate their product by the method they use for extracting the cacao “butter” or fats from the beans. The traditional method was boiling the chocolate and skimming off the fats. Coenraad Van Houten invented and patented a press in 1828, later used and perfected by Domenico Ghiradelli in San Francisco. The Swiss had the idea of mixing milk with the chocolate, but they found it impossible to do until they started the process by removing nearly all of the water from the milk. Milk chocolate was created in 1875 by using Henri Nestlé’s “condensed” milk.

The specialty, or “fine,” chocolate industry includes many firms from the giant Ghirardelli to tiny Kailua Chocolate Co. on the Big Island of Hawaii. Like breweries in the past, historically they have been bounded by geography in terms of distribution and brand awareness. The industry is broadly believed to exceed $2.5 billion in annual sales in the United States alone. Industry trade publications estimate that the segment is growing by 10 to 20 percent each year as young professionals are attracted to designer confections in much the same way as happened with wine, bread, olive oil, tea, and coffee during the first decade of this century.

The term “fine chocolate” literally refers to the fineness of the cacao and sugar particles within the chocolate. Any manufacturer of fine chocolate should have the necessary machinery to refine chocolate until it has a very smooth texture—something that can objectively be referred to as “fine.”

Specialty chocolate manufacturers are usually small shops. They focus on obtaining the best cacao beans they can find, often dealing directly with small growers. Then they process the chocolate using specialized machinery, chosen specifically for the task, in order to create a unique taste. The most successful ones are able to communicate the special flavor of their products to the chocolate-loving public by pointing out the uniqueness of their products and the relevance of their approach to chocolate.

Charlie’s Investigation

Charlie began his investigation on what to do about the blog and social networking strategy later in the morning with a phone call to a former undergraduate classmate. “What’s the big deal?” said Russ Nelson, the IT director of a local specialty popcorn company. Russ went on:

Rock Island and Every-Kernel Popcorn already have Web sites. Customers can read about our products and even order them online. RICC is a small company. Why spend the money for potentially nothing in return? Social networking is fine for communicating with your old college roommates or building a network in case you need to change jobs, but I don’t see the value for a company with only a few million in revenue. As a matter of fact, I have blocked access by our employees to the social media sites like Facebook at work. We don’t want them wasting time like that on the company’s dime.

And the disgruntled guy will soon get tired. You could have your attorney go after him, but why go to the expense . . . just let it go away.

We had the same problem with a former employee as I think every company who is in business today has had. She created a blog and griped for about three weeks. When no one else chimed in, she
stopped posting more gripes. This stuff happens because it is cheap to create a blog and blow off steam. But if there isn’t a lot of reaction from others, the blog dies a quick death.

As Calvin Coolidge, a 20th century President of the United States, used to say, “If you see a big problem coming at you, the best solution is to wait—usually the problem goes away before it is a big deal.” At least that is what I think he said.

Charlie commented,

OK, Russ. That is one option. But what if the blog continues and gathers a following? What if this guy builds a Facebook page and starts to build a friends list? What if...? As you know, the downturn in the economy has had an impact on our company. We have had to lay off about 25 percent of our employees over the last year. They may be upset enough to add to the blog or start a new one. What then?


In the afternoon, Charlie looked for information about corporate strategies for social networking on the Internet. In his reading, he found that most business firms had been slow to react to social networking. In a 2009 survey, less than half the top 100 e-tailers had a social networking presence. At the same time, other articles reported that over two-thirds of online shoppers say they use social media sites. In one survey in 2008, over 50 percent of consumers reported that they also participate in social media Web sites as a “friend,” “follower,” or “subscriber” to at least one retailer.

After Charlie finished reviewing articles on the Internet, he called RICC’s Vice President of Marketing, Will Rush, and invited him to lunch the next day. During their meeting, Charlie shared the blog entry with Will and asked him for his opinion on whether RICC should build a strategy for social networking. Will responded to the questions by asking,

Did you read about Einstein Bagels? They set up a Facebook page and offered to give away a free bagel and a smear to any new friends that hooked up. They had 250,000 takers in the first 24 hours. It seems to me that going after new customers via social media could really help us promote our brand. We need a Facebook page, we need to tweet, we can even twit if that will help.

There are a lot of people and companies outside of the Quad Cities who have heard about our chocolates. I think we could turn them into regular customers with some additional exposure. By using the social media, we could also attack the corporate market for specialty items for use at parties and other special occasions. I think you and I should jointly propose a strategy to Burris to enter the social media arena. We need to attack the matter rather than run from it.

Charlie appreciated Will’s view on the matter, but he was worried about the cost of a full-blown social networking strategy for RICC. His reading earlier revealed that another specialty consumer products company estimated that its initial investment for hiring a large accounting company to design and implement a social networking strategy was over $100,000, with annual recurring costs estimated at over $100,000. He wondered how to come up with ways to justify anything close to that level of expense, especially when Burris primarily wanted the blog his kids had seen to go away.

When Charlie arrived home that evening, he decided to ask his wife, Alba, what she thought. Alba was a consultant for a regional consulting firm that dealt largely with midsize companies. Charlie asked, “What have you seen midsize companies—especially companies in both the retail and manufacturing levels in the channel—implement with regard to a corporate strategy for social networking?” Alba thought for a moment and responded,

Well, it depends. There are some midsize companies that just don’t think that the benefits of doing anything in the social networking arena are worth the costs. Be aware that the initial cost is not the only cost of this venture—there are also significant ongoing costs. With only one retail location, some of the value of being aggressive in the social networking area goes away—after all, providing coupons via Twitter or Facebook will help increase store traffic only among “followers” or “friends” in the Rock Island area. But Internet traffic can certainly be positively impacted by such coupons or offers.

But then there are other midsize firms that believe participating actively in Facebook or other sites is absolutely essential to help build the brand and drive sales. RICC could introduce new products or explain the benefits of the Belgian style of chocolates. These sites have the possibility of building a “buzz” about the company. And with RICC’s special focus on the Belgian process for making chocolates, your company could develop a big following. No one else in the country is quite so focused. I think people would want
to learn about your products—particularly about the new ones—and about special offers. Companies also aggressively track what is happening on blogs and social media sites regarding their company and take steps to deal with negative comments about the firm. They also track what is happening to competitors, and sometime may even help extend negative views about other companies—although that seems ill-advised. But these firms see social media as a way to gather business intelligence.

There are also some firms that participate in social networking but are more passive about it. They post new products to social media sites but they don’t assign anyone to track what is being said on an all-the-time basis. They don’t generate special content; they just copy what is on their Web site and post it on the social media sites. In other words, they put their toes in the water but don’t go all the way in.

Remember that your boss may not have the appetite for moving into social networking. You will have to do a good job reviewing the information on the Internet to see how any effort in this arena will generate a return on the investment for RICC and its owners.

Goals for Social Networking

The next evening, Charlie attended his MBA class in IT management at the local university. He decided to bring up the issue he was dealing with during the class discussion. He described what happened over the last few days and then started the discussion by saying,

We could just deal with the blogger by replying on the blog and suggesting that the blogger talk with us directly, offline, to resolve his issues. But we have the chance to work with the marketing department at RICC to propose a strategy for the company to get into social networking. There is no clear answer, but we certainly need to consider it. What do you think?

The instructor in the class, Irene Castle, answered first by responding.

Charlie, it would seem that you should first identify exactly what your company wants to achieve via a social networking strategy. From what I have read, there are four reasons why a company might engage in such an effort: helping employees deal with customer service, building brand awareness and increasing sales, helping customers and business partners, and conducting online market research.

Let’s talk about these four reasons. First, customer service employees can benefit from the use of microblogging, as well as messaging and chatting technologies built into some of the social media (such as Facebook). Combined with instant messaging, these approaches help those employees who need to respond to inquiries from customers get in immediate contact with subject matter experts so as to get the right answer right now. These technologies seem perfect for sharing links, sharing status, and getting answers. You could empower your employees to monitor existing blogs and respond to questions and product issues as they are found.

Another student in class, Sarah Hayes, spoke up at this point by asking,

Professor Castle, could I respond on the building brand awareness matter? At our company, we have used a social networking strategy to create an online profile on Facebook in order to establish a personality. We ask questions of the community, comment on users’ content or profile entries, post links to threads that would be helpful, offer promotions and talk about new products and features, and even share short videos about product production. Our CEO is convinced that these activities have contributed to our revenue growth over the last two years. We spend lots of employee time but he is convinced that it is worth it.

Castle responded by saying, “Thanks, Sarah. I appreciate those ideas. Do you know if your CEO has data that prove that social networking provides a return on the investment? Have you had any problems caused by the privacy policies of Facebook?”

Sarah said, “Not that I am aware of, but let me ask him.”

Castle continued,

For your business partners, social networking can provide them with better, more convenient access to sales support and product experts. These sites have been used for product introductions and project management, and they could really support new retailers by giving them the opportunity to talk online with some of the company senior management. Having such access makes your channel partners feel like they are really part of the company.
Finally, online market research using social media is a way to enhance the company’s product development work. When RICC introduces a new type of chocolate, you could ask for customer reactions to the new product via a tweet or on your Facebook site. Or you could even offer a coupon for money off on the customer’s next box of RICC chocolates if they complete a survey about the new product they have tried.

Let me add one more related point. While they are not, strictly speaking, social networking applications, you might want to consider mobile applications. Mobile applications, as in “we have an app for that,” represent the most rapidly growing field of information technology. No one wants to have access to information only from their desktop. It takes some more work, but you could build applications that are accessible from any smartphone or mobile device. These would include not only store locators, but applications that can support the shopping and consuming experience. As an example, we were on a trip last week and wanted to find some lobster to eat for lunch in Boothbay Harbor, Maine. Rather than trying to find the Lobsterman’s Cooperative by stopping and asking people, Google Earth was able to show us the way and provided over a dozen comments about the place.

Charlie thanked everyone for their ideas. After class was over, he spent the rest of the evening looking at some of the social media platforms and what other midsize firms have been doing on these platforms.

**Time to Decide**

When Charlie came into the office Friday morning after his 6 A.M. exercise program, he knew it was time for a decision. What should he propose in his response to President Burris? How should he respond to the blog issue? What should he suggest in terms of a strategy for building a presence in the social networking arena? Should it be a “wait-and-see” strategy (since research is just beginning to appear), an experimental strategy at very little cost, or an aggressive strategy?

Charlie knew that doing anything in social networking would require a resource commitment, not just in IT budget dollars but in people resources. Among other tasks, he needed to get back with Will Rush on developing a preliminary social networking proposal. Marketing’s input and cooperation was absolutely required if the initiative was going to be successful. Lots of other people in the firm would also need to be involved if the decision was to go ahead. Charlie also knew that to participate fully would require RICC to be timely in its communications and frequent in its updates and offers, and that would mean additional staffing. These investments, both initial and ongoing, would have to be justified. Charlie figured that he had better get some ideas down—he had a lot to accomplish before Monday’s management meeting.
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Obtaining and successfully implementing a new information system application is far from trivial. Whether an application is custom-built for a business organization, or purchased (or leased) from a software vendor, both business and IS managers need to be accountable for achieving the business benefits and managing the potential business risks from these application investments. These chapters therefore describe key capabilities for every organization, large or small. For readers preparing to be IS professionals or who have taken courses on systems analysis and design, you will have already had some experience using a subset of these system development methodologies. For readers with experience managing non-IT projects in organizational settings, you will likely be familiar with some of the project management practices discussed here, but others will be specifically related to IT projects.

Chapter 8 presents some fundamental systems principles, including how systems thinking underlies business process design and can be used for recognizing the technical and organizational aspects of introducing new systems in an organization. A life-cycle view of systems development is introduced, as well as a variety of structured techniques, both procedural-oriented and object-oriented. The chapter also highlights the importance of disciplined approaches to ensure operational reliability and data integrity, as well as compliance with financial reporting requirements (such as Sarbanes-Oxley and Basel II).

Chapter 9 focuses on methodologies for developing custom software applications. Four approaches are described and compared in some detail: a traditional systems development life cycle (SDLC), a prototyping approach, a rapid application development (RAD) approach, and an “agile” development approach. In addition to describing the key steps for developing and implementing custom software, we discuss project team roles, some project characteristics associated with successful system delivery, and advantages and disadvantages of the custom development approach. The chapter closes with a discussion of the benefits, risks, and methodological issues associated with custom software development by end users (user application development).

Chapter 10 begins with a discussion of the overall benefits associated with purchasing a software application versus developing a customized application. We then detail the process steps for selecting, preparing for, and implementing a software package. Next we discuss project team roles and some keys to success. Then we describe in detail a special case: the benefits and key success factors associated with enterprise system packages. The chapter ends with a discussion of newer software acquisition options: open source software and software hosted by an application service provider (ASP).

Chapter 11 discusses practices for effectively managing IT projects. First we introduce some key project management concepts—including portfolio management, the project management office, and the major processes of an IT project: a) project initiation, b) project planning, c) project execution and controlling, and d) project closing activities. Techniques are presented for addressing two IT project management challenges that are dependent on business manager participation: managing the business risks of an IT project and managing business change. The chapter closes with a discussion of practices to address two special issues: managing large, complex IT projects (such as enterprise
system implementations) and managing projects with “virtual” team members.

Eight original case studies, all written by the textbook authors, accompany Part III. The Consumer and Industrial Products case study describes the roles of both business managers and IT professionals using an SDLC methodology to develop a complex system. The Baxter case study is concerned with a make-or-buy decision for a critical software application, and the Benton case study presents the different viewpoints of various company leaders as they consider whether or not to purchase an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. The Kuali Financial System case study demonstrates the development and managerial challenges encountered by a consortium of higher education institutions to develop, implement, and evolve a suite of applications as an open source system governed by a non-profit foundation.

The NIBCO's “Big Bang” case study describes a 15-month project to implement multiple modules of an ERP suite at a midsized manufacturing firm, with the help of consultants. This project entails major changes to the way the organization purchases materials, manages its factories, uses its distribution centers, conducts transactions with its customers, and manages its accounting functions. The BAT Taiwan case study describes the challenges faced when implementing a standard ERP package in a small country office where expertise from other BAT units in Asia is relied on in lieu of hiring non-BAT consultants.

The final two case studies describe problematic implementation projects in disguised organizations. In the Modern Materials case study, managers are faced with the dilemma of what to do with a runaway (troubled) IT project. And finally, the Jefferson County School System case study reveals the types of problems that can occur when selecting and installing a packaged system in an organization that had previously relied on custom-developed applications.
Basic Systems Concepts and Tools

“It’s the SYSTEM’s fault!”
“The SYSTEM is down.”
“My SYSTEM can’t be beat!”
“Don’t buck the SYSTEM.”

Phrases such as these remind us that the term system can be used to refer to an information system with hardware, software, and telecommunications components (discussed in Part I) or that the term system can be used to refer to something much broader than an information system. For example, a systems perspective helps us to understand the complex relationships between different business units and different types of events within an organization so that when we change one aspect of a business we can anticipate the impact on the entire business. The ability to manage organizations as systems with interrelated processes is crucial for success in today’s fast-changing business environments.

Today’s business managers are being asked to play major roles in systems project teams with internal information systems (IS) specialists and/or outside vendors and consultants, and one of their key roles will be to help provide a high-level systems perspective on the business. Business and information technology (IT) managers must work together to determine the best scope for a systems project to meet the business’s needs, as well as the business’s requirements for financial returns on its IT investments. With IS personnel, business managers will also help develop and review graphical diagrams of the ways in which the organization currently works, as well as new ways. This chapter will therefore familiarize you with some of the specific methods and techniques that software developers use to describe both current (As-Is) and future (To-Be) systems in the abstract. In other words, this chapter is about design, whereas the next few chapters are about construction.

Today there is also a heightened sensitivity to system security and reliability. At the end of this chapter, we describe a variety of controls that are associated with best practices for system development and implementation in particular. In Chapter 11, we will more fully discuss how a project manager needs to manage the business risks associated with a systems project.

THE SYSTEMS VIEW

Peter Senge and other management gurus have argued that more holistic systems thinking is needed to enable organizations to more quickly adapt to today’s complex, fast-changing environments. According to Senge (1990), systems thinking is

- a discipline for seeing wholes
- a framework for seeing interrelationships rather than things
- an antidote to the sense of helplessness one feels when confronted with complexity
This section provides some templates for analyzing, describing, and redesigning systems. The systems concepts we discuss are general ones, although we will use many information systems examples.

**What Is a System?**

A **system** is a set of interrelated components that must work together to achieve some common purpose. This is simply said but more difficult to apply. An example of what happens when system components do not work together appears in Figure 8.1. This house has all the components (e.g., rooms, doors, windows, plumbing, electrical wiring) necessary for a functioning home, but the components just do not fit together. For example, the outside steps do not lead to a door. The lesson here is that even when a given component is well-designed, simple, and efficient to operate, the system will malfunction if the components do not work together.

Further, a change in one component could affect other components. For example, if the marketing group (one component part of a business) sells more of some product than expected, the production group (another component) would have to special-order materials or pay overtime to produce more than the planned amount. If the interrelationships between these functions (components) are not well managed, an unanticipated result might be a rise in the costs of goods sold, leading to the company actually losing money from increased sales.

An **information system (IS)** can be defined in a very broad way as the collection of IT, procedures, and people responsible for the capture, movement, management, and distribution of data and information. As with other systems, it is crucial that the components of an IS work well together. That is, the components must be consistent, minimally redundant, complete, and well connected with one another.

**Seven Key System Elements**

Systems share the seven general elements; it is one or more of these elements that change or are created when we redesign or design a new (information) system. These seven general system elements are briefly defined as follows:
1. **Boundary** The delineation of which elements (such as components and storage) are within the system being analyzed and which are outside; it is assumed that elements within the boundary are more easily changed and controlled than those outside.

2. **Environment** Everything outside the system; the environment provides assumptions, constraints, and inputs to the system.

3. **Inputs** The resources (i.e., data, materials, supplies, energy) from the environment that are consumed and manipulated within the system.

4. **Outputs** The resources or products (i.e., information, reports, documents, screen displays, materials) provided to the environment by the activities within the system.

5. **Components** The activities or processes within the system that transform inputs into intermediate forms or that generate system outputs; components may also be considered systems themselves, in which case they are called subsystems, or modules.

6. **Interfaces** The place where two components or the system and its environment meet or interact; systems often need special subcomponents at interfaces to filter, translate, store, and correct whatever flows through the interface.

7. **Storage** Holding areas used for the temporary and permanent storage of information, energy, materials, and so on; storage provides a buffer between system components to allow them to work at different rates or at different times and to allow different components to share the same data resources. Storage is especially important in IS because data are not consumed with usage; the organization of storage is crucial to handle the potentially large volume of data maintained there.

Figure 8.2 graphically illustrates how these seven elements interrelate in a system.

These elements can also be used to describe specific computer applications. For example, in Figure 8.3 a payroll application and a sales-tracking application are described in terms of five system elements, excluding boundary and environment.

Another important system characteristic is the difference between **formal** versus **informal systems** within organizational contexts. The formal system is the way an organization was designed to work. When there are flaws in the formal system, or when the formal system has not been adapted to changes in business situations, an informal system develops.

Recognizing that an organization’s formal system is not necessarily equivalent to the real system is crucial when analyzing a business situation or process. For example, if workers continue to reference a bill-of-materials list that contains handwritten changes rather than a computer-printed list for a new shop order, an informal system has replaced the formal information system. In this case, the real system is actually the informal system or some combination of the formal and informal systems.
Three system characteristics that are especially important for analyzing and designing information systems are the following: determining the system boundary, breaking down a system into modules (decomposition), and designing interfaces between old and new systems.

**SYSTEM BOUNDARY** The system boundary delineates what is inside and what is outside a system. A boundary segregates the environment from the system or delineates subsystems from each other. A boundary in the systems world is often arbitrary. That is, we can often choose to include or exclude any component in the system. The choice of where to draw the boundary depends on factors such as these:

1. **What can be controlled** Recognizing you can’t control everything... Elements outside the control of the project team are part of the environment, and the environment often places a constraint on the system scope. For example, if a preexisting billing system is treated as part of the environment of a new product management system, the product management system would be limited to devising products that can be priced and billed in ways already supported.

2. **What scope is manageable within a given time period** Make progress and move on to the next job... Complex systems often take so long to design and develop that the envisioned systems solution could no longer be the best choice by the time the project is complete.

3. **The impact of a boundary change** While you were gone over the weekend, we decided to... As the business changes or new information about the organization is uncovered, a different system boundary can appear to be beneficial. This decision requires careful analysis of the impact of such a change.

**COMPONENT DECOMPOSITION** A system, like an assembled product, is a set of interrelated components. A component of a system that is itself viewed as a system (or a set of interrelated components) is called a subsystem (module). The components of a subsystem can be further broken down into more subsystems. The process of breaking down a system into successive levels of subsystems, each of which shows more detail, is called hierarchical (or functional) decomposition. An example is provided in Figure 8.4. Figure 8.4 (A) shows a high-level view of the system with two subsystems. Figure 8.4 (B) shows details about one of these subsystems, Produce Sales Summary. One important relationship between the two views of the Produce Sales Summary subsystem is that there are two inputs to each view and the consolidated output in (A) matches with the detailed outputs in (B).

Five important goals of hierarchical decomposition of a system are the following:

1. **To cope with the complexity of a system** Decomposition of a complex system allows us to break the system down into understandable pieces.

2. **To analyze or change only part of the system** Decomposition results in specific components at just the right level of detail for the job.

3. **To design and build each subsystem at different times** Decomposition allows us to respond to new business needs as resources permit while keeping unaffected components intact.

4. **To direct the attention of a target audience** Decomposition allows us to focus on a subset of components of importance to a subset of the total user population.

5. **To allow system components to operate more independently** Decomposition allows problem components to be isolated and components to be changed, moved, or replaced with minimal impact on other components.

**INTERFACES** An interface is the point of contact between a system and its environment or between two subsystems. In an information system, the functions of an interface are generally as follows:
(A) Sales Summary System

- Rejects Orders
- Customer Orders
- Product List
- Valid Customer Orders
- Sales History
- Produce Sales Summaries

(B) Produce Sales Summary Subsystem

- Valid Customer Orders
- Sales History
- Sort orders by month
- Sorted orders by month
- Sort orders within month by product
- Sorted orders by month & product
- Calculate total dollar sales by month
- Calculate total dollar sales by product and compare to history
- Monthly Dollar Sales Summary
- Product Sales Comparison

**FIGURE 8.4** Sales Summary Reporting System and Subsystem

*Filtering* Disposing of useless data (or noise)

*Coding/decoding* Translating data from one format into another (e.g., switching between two-part numbering schemes, one used by marketing and another used by engineering)

*Error detection and correction* Checking for compliance to standards and for consistency; by isolating this task in interfaces, other components can concentrate on their more essential responsibilities
Buffer Allowing two subsystems to work together without being tightly synchronized, as by having the interface collect data until the next component is ready to accept the data

Security Rejecting unauthorized requests for data and providing other protection mechanisms

Summarizing Condensing a large volume of input into aggregate statistics or even mathematical parameters to reduce the amount of work needed by subsequent subsystems

Interfaces also can be built between preexisting independent systems. For example, a company might contract with an outside organization (possibly a bank) to process payroll checks or with a market research firm to capture competitor sales data. In each case, an interface is built that allows the external system to communicate with the company’s internal systems. Different formats for data, different identifications for customers or employees, and various other differences in definitions and coding need to be translated to support this type of interface. Sometimes these interfaces are called bridges because they connect two “island” systems.

Bridge programs are relatively common. Bridges are expedient ways to accomplish the goal of expanding the capabilities of any one system. Rather than take the time to redesign two systems into one (e.g., to reduce redundant steps, to share common data, and to discontinue duplicate processing and calculations), the two systems are simply interfaced. In fact, many methods for integrating two or more information systems are really different ways to build interfaces. You may hear or read the term federated systems; a federation is simply multiple systems coupled by interfaces.

Another important objective of an interface is system decoupling. Two highly coupled system components require frequent and rapid communication, thus creating a dependence and bottleneck in the system. If one of the components fails, the other cannot function; if one is modified, the other might also have to be modified. Appropriately designed interfaces result in the decoupling of system components. The principal methods of system decoupling are these:

Slack and flexible resources Providing alternative paths to follow when one component breaks down or slows down, such as having an interface reroute data transmissions to public carriers if the company’s private data communications network becomes busy

Buffers Storing data in a temporary location as a buffer or waiting line that can be depleted as the data are handled by the next component, as in collecting customer orders over the complete day and allowing an order-filling batch program to allocate scarce inventory to highest-need jobs

Sharing resources Creating shared data stores with only one program (part of the interface component) maintaining the data, thus avoiding the need to synchronize multiple step updating or to operate with inconsistent multiple copies of data

Standards Enforcing standards that reduce the need for two components to communicate, as in adopting a business policy that requires all interunit transfer of information about customers to be done using the company standard customer identification code

Decoupling allows one subsystem to remain relatively stable while other subsystems change. By clustering components into subsystems and by applying various decoupling techniques, the amount of design and maintenance effort can be significantly reduced. Because business is constantly changing, decoupling can significantly reduce an organization’s systems maintenance burdens. Decoupling can also make it easier for an organization to engage in mergers and acquisitions, or business unit spinoffs. On the other hand, decoupling often re-creates redundancy, as well as different cultures and views or understandings and, hence, can make shared perspectives on organizational directions more difficult to achieve.

Organizations as Systems

Several useful frameworks exist to conceptualize how information systems fit into organizational systems. The framework in Figure 8.5, based on the Leavitt diamond, graphically depicts four fundamental components in an organization that must work in concert for the whole organization to be effective: people, information technology, business processes, and organization structure. Figure 8.5 also suggests that if a...
change in IT is made in an organization—such as the introduction of a new software application—this change is likely to affect the other three components. For example, people will have to be retrained, methods of work (business processes) will have to be redesigned, and old reporting relationships (organization structure) will have to be modified. The important principle here is that:

Each time we change characteristics of one or more of these four components, we must consider compensating changes in the others.

This raises an interesting question: With which of the four components do we start? There is no universal answer to this question, and organizational politics can play a key role in this decision. For example, organization theorists have argued that changes in technology can lead to organizational changes (technological imperative); that organizational factors can drive changes in technology (organizational imperative); and that changes are difficult to predict because of variations in purpose, processes, and organizational settings (Markus and Robey, 1988). In the 1990s many large U.S. companies chose to make large-scale changes in the way they conducted business by replacing custom information systems with a large software package (such as an enterprise resource planning [ERP] system) in which a vendor embedded the “best practices” for a business function or even an industry.

**Systems Analysis and Design**

A major process used in developing a new information system is called **systems analysis and design (SA&D)**. SA&D processes are based on a systems approach to problem solving. Here we describe several fundamental principles associated with good SA&D techniques that stem from the key system characteristics described previously.

The first two principles are these:

- *Choose an appropriate scope* Selecting the boundary for the information system greatly influences the complexity and potential success of an IS project.
- *Logical before physical* You must know what an information system is to do before you can specify how a system is to operate.

**SYSTEM SCOPE** Often the fatal flaw in conceiving and designing a system centers on choosing an inappropriate system scope. Apparently the designer of the house in Figure 8.1 outlined each component separately, keeping the boundaries narrow and manageable, and did not see all the necessary interrelationships among the components. Turning to a business situation, when a salesperson sells a cheaper version of a product to underbid a competitor, that salesperson has focused only on this one sale. However, the costs of handling customer complaints about inadequacy of the product, repeated trips to install upgrades, and other possible problems make this scope inadequate.

The system boundary indicates the system scope. As discussed earlier under the topic of system boundary, defining the boundary is crucial to designing any system or solving any problem. Too narrow a scope could cause you to miss a really good solution to a problem. Too wide a scope could be too complex to handle. Choosing an appropriate scope is difficult but crucial in problem solving in general and in IS projects in particular.

**LOGICAL BEFORE PHYSICAL** Any description of a system is abstract because the description is not the system itself, but different system descriptions can emphasize different aspects of the system. Two important general kinds of system descriptions are logical and physical descriptions. Logical descriptions concentrate on what the system does, and physical descriptions concentrate on how the system operates. Another way to say this is “function before form.”

Returning to our example of a house as a system, as an architect knows, function precedes form with the design of a new house. Before the house is designed, we must determine how many people will live in it, how each room will be used, the lifestyle of the family, and so on. These requirements comprise a functional, or logical, specification for the house. It would be premature to choose the type of materials, color of plumbing fixtures, and other physical characteristics before we determine the purpose of these aspects. (Even though a recent TV commercial in the United States has a woman telling an architect “Design my house around this” as she presents a faucet to him, this is not how systems should be designed.)

We are often anxious to hurry into designing the physical form before we determine the needed functionality. The penalty for violating the function-before-form principle is increased costs—the cost and efforts to fix a functional specification error grow exponentially as you progress to the physical. We must get the logical or functional specifications right to understand how to choose among alternate physical implementations.

As an example of the difference between a logical and a physical information system, consider a class registration system. A **logical system** description would show such steps as submitting a request for classes, checking class requests against degree requirements and prerequisites, and generating class registration lists. A **physical system** description would show whether the
submission of a request for classes is via a computer terminal or a touch-tone telephone, whether the prerequisite checking is done manually or by electronic comparison of transcript with course descriptions, and so on.

Some people find logical system descriptions to be too abstract to confirm what functionality is really needed and if business requirements will be met. To overcome this disconnect, a physical system can be used to communicate the logical system. Some systems development methods (which we describe in Chapter 9 under the general category of prototyping) intermix logical and physical design. In these methods, building a physical, working prototype of an information system is done for the purpose of developing, communicating, and testing ideas about the functionality (logical system). The prototype is very likely NOT the physical design that will be used for the information system that goes into production. The final prototype is interpreted as a concrete logical system to inform the actual physical design process. For very small information systems, the final prototype may have evolved into a workable physical design.

**PROBLEM-SOLVING STEPS** The three following principles, or problem-solving steps, have also been associated with good SA&D processes. In fact, they are recommended as good principles for problem solvers in general.

- A problem (or system) is actually a set of problems; thus, an appropriate strategy is to keep breaking a problem down into smaller and smaller problems, which are more manageable than the whole problem.
- A single solution to a problem is not usually obvious to all interested parties, so alternative solutions representing different perspectives or which make different trade-offs among desired outcomes should be generated and compared before a final solution is selected.
- The problem and your understanding of it could change while you are analyzing it, so you should take a staged approach that incorporates reassessments; this allows an incremental commitment to a particular solution, with a “go” or “no-go” decision after each stage.

Later in this chapter, we will introduce a generic lifecycle process for developing new systems, as well as some specific techniques used by SA&D professionals. First, however, let us develop a shared understanding of the “what” that is driving many IS development and implementation projects today: systems to support cross-functional business processes.

**BUSINESS PROCESSES**

In the 1990s, many organizations began to transform their businesses in an effort to sense and respond more quickly to global threats and demands for cost cutting. Many of these transformation efforts were directed at moving away from a functional “silos” approach to a more process-oriented approach. Organizing work and work structures around business processes—rather than business functions or business products—requires a new mind-set in which basic assumptions are challenged and change is embraced. A **business process** is the chain of activities required to achieve an outcome such as order fulfillment or materials acquisition. Information systems are used to facilitate radical restructuring from silos to true core business processes.

**Identifying Business Processes**

According to Peter Keen (1997), the identification of a firm’s core processes is a key analytical task. For example, a typical manufacturing firm may have six core processes: sensing the market, developing product, sourcing of materials, manufacturing product, selling product, and fulfilling customer order. A firm’s core processes should not be viewed just as its workflows. Rather, these business processes should be viewed as the firm’s assets and liabilities. By evaluating the worth of a given process to a firm’s competitiveness, managers should be able to identify a small number of processes that need their attention the most. These are the processes where improvements, including “best practice” information processing, can yield the greatest value.

Figure 8.6 shows one way in which managers can evaluate the importance of a given business process. Folklore processes are those processes that are carried out only because they have been in the past; they are often difficult to identify because they are so embedded in an organization’s tasks. When they are identified, they should be abandoned because they create no economic value. Keen also warns that the importance (salience) of a given process is not necessarily the same in different companies in the same industry or even in the same company under different circumstances.

**Business Process Redesign**

In a seminal article published in the *Harvard Business Review*, reengineering expert Michael Hammer urged companies to start with a “clean slate” and use IT to radically change the way they did business: “Don’t automate; obliterate!” By the early 1990s, consulting firms had developed expertise in what came to be referred to as **business process reengineering (BPR)**: radical business redesign initiatives that attempt to achieve dramatic
improvements in business processes by questioning the assumptions, or business rules, that underlie the organization’s structures and procedures, some of which could have been in place for decades. New, disruptive, technologies can be the catalyst for such radical redesigns (e.g., telecommunications, in general, and group meeting tools such as WebEx, in particular, have changed the way meetings among geographically dispersed employees are conducted).

Simple questions like “why,” “what if,” “who says so,” and “what do our customers think” can lead to breakthrough insights that result in totally new business processes. The goal is to achieve an order of magnitude improvement, rather than incremental gains.

Two BPR success stories described by Hammer (1990) have now become classic examples.

**ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AT FORD MOTOR COMPANY**

During an initial redesign of its accounts payable process, Ford concluded that it could reduce head count by 20 percent in this department. The initial solution was to develop a new accounts payable system to help clerks resolve document mismatches. This solution was based on the assumption that problems with coordinating purchase orders, shipment documents, and invoices are inevitable. The proposed new system would help prevent the document mismatches.

Ford’s managers were reasonably proud of their plans until the designers discovered that Mazda Motor Corp. accomplished the same function with just five people. The difference was that Ford based its initial system solution on the old business assumptions. In particular, Ford had not questioned its assumption that it could not pay a vendor without an invoice. When Ford questioned its assumptions, a truly reengineered solution was identified, as follows: Capture the receipt of goods at the loading dock using computer scanners and use the negotiated price to pay the vendor based on a validated receipt of goods—instead of an invoice. When Ford took a “clean slate” approach, the company achieved a 75 percent improvement gain—not the original projected 20 percent.

**MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE**

Mutual Benefit Life’s old insurance application processing was a 30-step process that involved 19 people in 5 departments. Rather than automating the old workflows across multiple people in multiple departments, the process was radically redesigned. Under the reengineered process, an individual case manager is empowered to handle the entire loan application process.
Old Ways to Work | Information Technology | New Ways to Work
---|---|---
Field personnel (such as sales and customer support staff) need to physically be located in an office to transmit and receive customer and product data | Portable computers with communications software and secure networks that allow remote access to company data | Field personnel access data and respond to messages wherever they are working
Client data is collected in different databases to support different points of contact with the client | Centralized databases that capture transactions from different parts of the business and are accessible via a network | Client data can be accessed simultaneously by employees working in different business units
Only experts can do a complex task (see Mutual Benefit Life Insurance example) | Expert systems that have knowledge rules used by company experts when they do this task | Generalists can do a complex task previously only done by an expert

**FIGURE 8.7 How IT Enables New Ways to Work**

This was accomplished by supporting the case manager with an advanced PC-based workstation, expert system software, and access to a range of automated systems. Time to issue a policy dropped from three weeks to about three hours.

**IT as an Enabler of BPR**

In both of these examples, IT played a key role as an enabler of radical business process redesign. Hammer and Champy (1993) encourage managers to go through exercises that help them think about how IT can be used to break old assumptions and rules. Three examples of rule-breaking IT are provided in Figure 8.7.

Hammer (1990) advocated the use of key principles for redesigning business processes. A consolidated list of six principles is presented next.

1. **Organize business processes around outcomes, not tasks** This principle implies that one person should perform all the steps in a given process, as in the case of Mutual Benefit Life, where one manager handles the whole application approval process. IT is used to bring together all the information and decision-making resources needed by this one person. Often this principle also means organizing processes around customer needs, not the product.

2. **Assign those who use the output to perform the process** The intent of this principle is to make those most interested in a result accountable for the production of that result. For example, Hammer reports the case of an electronics equipment manufacturer that reengineered its field service function to have customers perform simple repairs themselves. This principle reduces nonproductive overhead jobs, including liaison positions. Principles 1 and 2 yield a compression of linear steps into one step, greatly reducing delays, miscommunication, and wasted coordination efforts. Information technologies, like expert systems and databases, allow every manager to perform functions traditionally done by specialty managers.

3. **Integrate information processing into the work that produces the information** This principle states that information should be processed at its source. For example, at Ford this means that the receiving department, which produces information on goods received, should also enter this data, rather than sending it to accounts payable for processing. This puts data capture closest to the place where data entry errors can be detected and corrected, thus minimizing extra reconciliation steps. This principle also implies that data should be captured once at the primary source, thus avoiding transmittal and transcription errors. All who need these data work from a common and consistent source. For example, the true power of electronic data interchange (EDI) comes when all information processing related to an EDI transaction works from a common, integrated database. This principle also implies that process design should begin early in the information systems development process, when enabling technologies can influence breaking long-standing business rules before they are perpetuated by new information processing.

4. **Create a virtual enterprise by treating geographically distributed resources as though they were centralized** This principle implies that the distinction between centralization and decentralization is artificial with IT. Technologies such as
teleconferencing, group support systems, e-mail, and others can create an information processing environment in which time and space are compressed. Hammer reports on the experience of Hewlett-Packard, which treats the purchasing departments of 50 manufacturing units as if they were one giant department by using a shared database on vendor and purchase orders. The result is 50 to 150 percent improvement in key performance variables for the purchasing function.

5. **Link parallel activities instead of integrating their results**

This principle says that related activities should be constantly coordinated rather than waiting until a final step to ensure consistency. For example, Hammer suggests that different kinds of credit functions in a financial institution could share common databases, use communication networks, and employ teleconferencing to coordinate their operations. This would ensure, for example, that a customer is not extended a full line of credit from each unit.

6. **Have the people who do the work make all the decisions, and let controls built into the system monitor the process**

The result of this principle is the drastic reduction of layers of management, the empowerment of employees, and the short-circuiting of bureaucracy. This principle emphasizes the importance of building controls into a system from the start, rather than as an afterthought (see the section entitled “Information Systems Controls to Minimize Business Risks” at the end of this chapter).

However, not all BPR projects of the early 1990s were successes. In fact, Keen (1997) points out that Mutual Benefit Life, whose radical reengineering example was described previously, was taken over by regulators due to insolvency about the time Hammer lauded it as a success story. By the mid-1990s many firms began to acknowledge that a combination approach of both radical change and incremental change (such as continuous improvements as part of quality management initiatives) was more successful (El Sawy, 2001).

By the mid-1990s client/server versions of enterprise system packages had also become widely available, making it possible for large companies to implement systems that would support complex processes across multiple functions for the first time: Earlier attempts to become more process oriented had been aborted because systems to support their reengineered processes were too difficult to custom develop. For example, as described in Chapter 5, enterprise resource planning (ERP) packages offered by vendors such as SAP and Oracle provide integrated software modules that use the same centralized database for manufacturing, purchasing, and accounting transactions. Similarly, packages to support customer relationship management (CRM) by vendors such as Siebel from Oracle provide modules that can integrate customer data from multiple communication “channels,” which are typically managed by different business units (e.g., marketing, sales, and customer support).

### PROCESSES AND TECHNIQUES TO DEVELOP INFORMATION SYSTEMS

We turn now to processes and techniques for developing information systems. Our intent here is to introduce the key concepts that underlie the toolkits of system professionals. We also emphasize topics of use to both IS specialists and business managers who are asked to participate in, or lead, systems projects.

### The Information Systems Development Life Cycle

Figure 8.8 presents the three phases of a generic systems development life cycle (SDLC) model: Definition, Construction, and Implementation. Although there are various versions of the SDLC, some with more refined phases, this three-phase model captures the essence of what IS specialists and business managers participate in.

In the **Definition** phase, end users and systems analysts conduct a multistep analysis of the current business operations and the information system or systems in the area of concern. Current operations and systems are described, at a high level, via both process-oriented and data-oriented notations. A high-level description is usually sufficient for identifying issues and for later understanding how to transition from the As-Is to the To-Be systems. Process-oriented analysis concentrates on the flow, use, and transformation of data. Data-oriented analysis focuses on the kinds of data needed in a system and the business...
relationships between these data. Problems with current operations and opportunities for achieving business value through new IT capabilities are identified. These new capabilities are then documented in detail using similar process- and data-oriented notations. A business case is made for the feasibility of new systems, and one solution is chosen. This solution is detailed in a requirements statement agreed to by all parties. If a software vendor has already developed a “packaged” system that meets these requirements, this phase also includes steps to identify and the package that best meets future needs and to make the “make versus buy” decision. The Definition phase of the life cycle is very much a cooperative effort between business and systems professionals. Doing this phase right can have significant impact on the competitive use of IT.

The Construction phase entails the designing, building, and testing of a system that satisfies the requirements developed in the Definition phase. The system first is logically described, and then its physical design is specified. Programs and computer files are designed, and computer technology is chosen. Inputs such as business forms and computer screens, as well as outputs such as reports, are designed. After the physical design is accepted as feasible (technically, economically, and operationally), the computer software is programmed, documented, and tested. If a packaged solution was chosen, then the construction phase is used to customize the package to the local environment; various forms of testing are still necessary to make sure the tailored package works in the local environment along with other systems with which it must interface. Users play a major role in acceptance testing to verify that the system’s business requirements have been met.

In the Implementation phase, business managers and IS professionals work together to install the new system, which often involves converting data and procedures from an old system. The installation of a new system can occur in a variety of ways, such as in parallel with operation of the old system or in a total and clean cutover. The implementation phase also includes training staff on the new procedures and software as well as the operation and continued maintenance of the system. Maintenance is typically the longest stage of the systems life cycle and incurs the greatest costs. It includes system changes resulting from flaws in the original design, from changing business needs or regulations, and from incorporating new technologies. Each maintenance activity is a mini life cycle following the same three phases. By monitoring an information system for both performance and satisfying business needs, it will eventually be discovered that the information system has major flaws or inadequacies. Then work is begun on a new information system by cycling back to the Definition phase.

In the following chapters we will discuss in more detail some specific methodologies for developing and implementing custom software solutions (Chapter 9) and for purchasing and implementing packaged software solutions (Chapter 10). All these methodologies are based on the generic three-phase life cycle for systems development described previously. Although many IS organizations customize these approaches—including expansion or contraction of the specific number of phases or steps, or using different names—there is agreement among IS specialists on the generic activities that are required for developing a quality system that meets the organization’s needs.

**Structured Techniques for Life-Cycle Development**

Just as architects use blueprints as abstract representations of a house, IS professionals have developed techniques for representing system requirements and designs. In this section, we describe some of these techniques, which are used for both customer-developed and purchased application software solutions.

Today, IS development projects range in size from a single-user application for a desktop machine to one that will be used by thousands of people in a large organization, or by even thousands more external stakeholders (e.g., customers and business partners) via the Internet from computers and smartphones. The scope of today’s large development projects has brought system builders up against both cognitive and practical limitations: The scale and complexity of these projects exceed the capacity of one developer or even a single team of manageable size. Effective large system development requires more systematic approaches that allow partitioning of the problem so that many developers can work on the project simultaneously. Increasing the scale also increases the number of parties involved. Systems projects today can require coordination across multiple project managers and even involve IS professionals in a customer or supplier organization (such as some B2B applications discussed in Chapter 7) and in IS contractor organizations located anywhere on the planet across multiple time zones. System builders must be able to communicate with other IS professionals about what system modules do and how they do what they do. IS project managers must be able to coordinate and monitor progress and understand the commitments they are asking business managers and IS project team members to make.

A body of tools has emerged to document system needs and requirements, functional features and dependencies, and design decisions. Called *structured techniques*, these techniques exist for all phases of the systems development process, and many variations have emerged. These
techniques make the system requirements and designs clear, precise, and consistent to all parties involved in the process. Additionally, the techniques could be embodied within a larger approach called a **system development methodology**. A methodology is a framework consisting of guidelines, processes, tools, and techniques for managing the application of knowledge and skills to address all or part of a business issue. In addition to the types of structured techniques discussed in the sections that follow, these methodologies prescribe who should participate and their roles, the development stages and decision points, and specific formats for system documentation.

This section will provide a conceptual introduction to the most common structured techniques in a general life-cycle development framework. Two major approaches to systems building have emerged: procedural-oriented and object-oriented. Procedural-oriented systems have historically been the most common, as they appropriately represent a large class of business activities. They include data-oriented as well as sequential, process-oriented activities such as tabulating time cards and printing paychecks, inventory handling, and accounts payable. Object-oriented (O-O) techniques are a newer approach to systems development which often are used with prototyping-like methodologies. Considered by some to be revolutionary and by others to be evolutionary, O-O techniques are better suited to the development of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and multimedia applications, but they require an entirely new way of thinking for veteran IS professionals.

**Procedural-Oriented Techniques**

In the past the vast majority of IS development projects have involved automating an existing paper-oriented business process or updating and expanding an existing automated or partially automated business process. This reality is reflected in the fundamental procedural approach to systems development: Describe what you have, define what you want, and describe how you will make it so. This process is akin to the general problem-solving approach of analysis (detect problems), design (develop solutions and select the best), and take action (operationalize the chosen solution).

As shown in Figure 8.9, this approach involves documenting the existing system (the As-Is model), creating a model of the desired future system (the Logical To-Be model), and then interpreting the logical future model as a physical system design (the Physical To-Be model). The motivation for following such a process derives in part from human nature. Most people find it easier to imagine the future by conceiving of how it is different from today. A systematic effort to document the existing system can also yield important insights about its deficiencies and worker ideas about improvements.

This sequential approach is also effective when a new business process is being implemented at the same time that a new system is being implemented; it helps ensure that the new process will work in concert with the new IS, not against it. As described previously, business process redesign became increasingly common during the 1990s.

Describing the three models in Figure 8.9 requires a significant amount of effort prior to building the software. Business managers are often surprised at the demands placed on them to support this definition phase. The objective of this process is to have a thorough description of what the construction phase for the system will entail, so that the project risks can be assessed and planned for with some level of confidence or the decision can be made to abandon the project. In fact, actual software coding during the construction phase typically represents less than one-quarter of the entire systems development effort (Page-Jones, 1988). The As-Is model provides a baseline for the system: Why build a new one if it will not do more than the old one, do it faster, or avoid existing problems? The As-Is model typically includes both logical (what—functions and processes) and physical (how—technology, including people, and timing) models.

Although developing the As-Is model can be user intensive, the majority of the effort is typically involved with developing the second model: abstracting the As-Is model into the Logical To-Be. Logical To-Be modeling involves a critical appraisal of existing work processes in order to

- identify major subprocesses, entities, and their interactions
- separate processing from the flow of data
- capture relationships between data elements
- determine those entities and processes within the project scope, and those that are not

The Logical To-Be model shows what the system will do (functionality), including improvements possibly only because of new technology. However, new technology perhaps is not shown until the Physical To-Be model. As you can surmise, these two To-Be models are related, and may be developed iteratively (i.e., logical without much appreciation for technology first, then the physical, then revision of the logical to reflect technology capabilities, and so forth), but it is highly recommended that you begin with the
logical before the physical, even though the logical is influenced by what new technology makes possible.

Creation of the Physical To-Be model is a task dominated by IS specialists, as it requires technology expertise to map the logical requirements to available technology. Although information systems are implemented with specific hardware and software, participants in systems development efforts are cautioned to resist the urge to make decisions related to design and implementation until as late as possible in the project. Premature fixation on a particular technology has often led to unsatisfactory outcomes because it can cause important aspects of the system to go undiscovered or put undue emphasis on how to do something before there is certainty about what needs to be done. In reality, although no IS project is truly a “clean slate,” delaying judgment until the Physical To-Be stage is the recommended strategy.

After a new system has been implemented and is operational, a diagram like that in Figure 8.10 would be used to show a physical model of the key system components and their relationships. It uses the following symbols:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boxes</th>
<th>for</th>
<th>Major modules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>Databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrows</td>
<td>for</td>
<td>Flow of data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note, however, that this diagram makes no references to details such as what type of computer hosts the software or what language it is written in. Instead, the Physical To-Be model is a high-level model. It communicates how the new system will work and helps identify any dependencies that might lead to downstream impacts, such as data integrity problems or inadequate process definitions. It is implicit, however, that it will be technically possible to implement the physical model with available hardware, software, and networking, or that new technology can be developed. A Physical To-Be model may use different symbols to distinguish between human and computerized processes, may use notations to indicate which processes communicate across different computers and even geographical locations of processes and data. However, references are not made to specific pieces of equipment or people.
Distinct techniques are used at each stage of procedural-oriented development, and no one technique is comprehensive, or best, for each phase; in fact, multiple techniques are often used because they complement one another. The output from one stage serves as the input for the next. As firms gain experience with systems development, they often develop a preference for certain techniques or adopt variations in the notation. The following section introduces some of the most common techniques, concepts, and terminology using widely recognized notation. The techniques will be presented with the model (As-Is, Logical To-Be, Physical To-Be) with which they are most closely associated, using a common business example throughout: accounts payable. An accounts payable example is useful because accounts payable activities interact with other business activities (such as purchasing and receiving), are familiar to most managers and business students, and are common across industries.

**Techniques for the As-Is Model**

Whether a system is entirely manual or highly automated, the functions and flows of the existing business activity must be captured. Knowledge of a business process is rarely entirely in the possession of a single person, and there could be disagreements on the actual or preferred processes. Procedures, policies, manuals, forms, reports, and other documentation are used along with individual and group interviews to identify existing processes, external participants such as vendors and other functional departments, other databases or applications, and the inputs and outputs of the activities concerned.

A context diagram positions the system as a whole with regard to the other entities and activities with which it interacts. This provides a common frame of reference for project participants and helps define the project scope. Figure 8.11 illustrates a context diagram for an accounts payable system. We can see from this diagram that the accounts payable function both receives input from vendors and sends output to them. Other accounting functions receive summary information about payables activities, whereas purchasing provides the input needed to process payables. Vendors, accounting, and purchasing are all considered to be outside the project scope for this development effort.

Another common technique for documenting the As-Is system is a work process flow diagram, as shown in Figure 8.12. This flow chart identifies the existing information sources (i.e., purchase order file, receipts file), information sources that are updated (changes to invoices/payables), the order in which steps occur (approvals before checks are printed), and some of the dependencies or decisions (need to know whether vendor is new or not). The way in which exceptions are handled should also be captured (e.g., what happens to invoices not approved). No two workflow diagrams are identical, because they capture the unique patterns and procedures—formal and informal—of an organization.

The work process flow diagram and other As-Is techniques serve to point out where the existing system does and does not perform as desired (both missing functionality and process inefficiencies). Common problems include repeated handling of the same document, excessive wait times, processes with no outputs, bottlenecks, and extra review steps. This shows how systems development efforts are closely associated with business process redesign efforts. To emphasize process flows across organizational units—where errors can be introduced and delays can occur—one variation of the diagram in Figure 8.12, called a swimming lane diagram, shows which steps are processed in which area of the organization. Moving of data across organizational boundaries (swimming lanes) cause analysts to consider more efficient designs. Recall that the principles of BPR suggest that one person (or one organization) should perform all the steps in one process.

![Figure 8.11 Context Diagram for Accounts Payable System](image)
Techniques for the Logical To-Be Model

In this step, systems developers build a high-level model of a nonexistent system: the system that the users and managers would like to replace the one they have now. The Logical To-Be model is an abstraction that identifies the processes and data required for the desired system without reference to who does an activity, where it is accomplished, or the type of computer or software used. The model describes the “what,” rather than the “how.” Stated differently, it separates the information that moves through the business process from the mechanisms that move it (e.g., forms, reports, routing slips). This is important because IT enables information to be in more than one place at the same time; paper does not possess this attribute. By leaving physical barriers behind, the analyst can better determine how to exploit IT. This abstraction step can be difficult for first-time business participants because it appears to ignore issues crucial to their daily work (e.g., specific forms, reports, routing slips). Understanding that the Logical To-Be model encompasses information flows, rather than physical flows (i.e., of paper, money, products), is the key.
The Logical To-Be model is most closely associated with the data flow diagram (DFD) (see Hoffer et al., 2010, for a thorough discussion of DFDs). The DFD notation itself is technology independent; the symbols have no association with the type of equipment or the humans that might perform the process activities or store the data. DFD creation typically involves groups of people and is accomplished through multiple iterations.

Four types of symbols are used in DFDs:

**External Entity** A square indicates some element in the environment of the system that sends or receives data. External entities are not allowed to directly access data in the system but must get data from processing components of the system. No data flows between external entities are shown. External entities have noun labels.

**Data Flow** Arrows indicate data in motion—that is, data moving between external entities and system processes, between system processes, or between processes and data stores. Timing and volume of data are not shown. Data flows have noun labels.

**Process** Circles represent processing components of the system. Each process has to have both input and output (whereas an external entity may have either input, output, or both). Processes have verb-phrase labels as well as a numerical identifier.

**Data Store** Rectangles depict data at rest—that is, data temporarily or permanently held for repeated reference by one or more processes. Use of a data store implies there is a delay in the flow of data between two or more processes or a need for long-term storage. Each data store contained within the system must have both input and output (i.e., be populated and be used) within the system. Data stores that are outside the system may provide only input or only output. Data stores have noun labels and a unique identifier.

The process of creating data flow diagrams is as follows:

- Identify the entities that supply or use system information.
- Distinguish processes from the data that they use or produce.
- Explicate business rules that affect the transformation of data to information.
- Identify logical relationships.
- Pinpoint duplicate storage and movements of data.

In Figure 8.13, a “top-level” DFD for the accounts payable system is shown. Consistent with the context (data flow) diagram of Figure 8.11, the dashed line delineates the system boundary. The system includes four processes (circles). Data stores internal to this system (D2, D3, and D4) serve as buffers between the process components (e.g., to compensate for different processing rates of the components or to permit batch processing of transactions) and also as semipermanent storage for auditing purposes. Because this is a top-level DFD, or macro view, processing details are not depicted. For example, this top-level diagram does not show what happens to exceptions—such as what the process does to deal with invoices that do not match purchase orders or shipment receipt records.

A key to the effectiveness of DFD modeling is the enforcement of strict hierarchical relationships. Each process (circle) on a DFD has a lower-level DFD that documents the subprocesses, data stores, and data flows needed to accomplish the process task (each lower-level DFD would be a separate diagram, and for simplicity, we do not show any of these here). This “explosion” continues for each subprocess until no further subprocesses are needed to describe the function. A process at the lowest level in the model must be definable by a few descriptive sentences. The process decomposition relationship is shown by the process numbering scheme (1.1, 1.2, etc.) for processes on the DFD for the explosion of process 1.0, and then processes 1.1.1, 1.1.2, and so on for processes on the DFD for the explosion of process 1.1.

The lower-level DFDs can result in the identification of additional data stores and data flows as well as subprocesses, but the exploded DFDs must balance with their higher-level counterparts. All data flows identified in a lower-level DFD must be accounted for in the description, source, and destination of data flows at the higher level. During the Logical To-Be defining process, external entities and data flows sometimes will need to be added to higher-level DFDs to assure completeness. It is not uncommon for business systems to have four or five levels of DFDs before exhausting all subprocesses.

When complete, DFDs tell a story about the business process that does not depend upon specific forms or technology. The rigor imposed by the explosion, aggregation, balancing, and documentation of DFDs results in more than simple circle-and-arrow diagrams. For example, from reviewing the accounts payable DFDs, we see the following:

1. Purchase orders and shipment receipt records are produced by systems outside the accounts payable system (because they are shown as inputs from the environment—that is, outside the system boundary).
2. The payable invoice data store temporarily stores and groups invoices after invoice approval and before subsequent vendor account updating and check writing (data flows into and out of D2). These statements describe two aspects of the accounts
payable organizational data flows as we want them to be without implying computerization or any other form of new system implementation.

In addition to diagrams such as in Figure 8.13, each external entity, process, data flow, and data store is documented as to its content. The documentation also shows how the components are related; for example, the description for the Vendor entity would include both inbound and outbound data flows. Similarly, the data store documentation includes the individual data elements that are input into the store and matches them to output descriptions.

The accuracy and completeness of a DFD model is crucial for the process of converting the Logical To-Be model into the Physical To-Be design. However, prior to commencing this physical design step, additional logical modeling is required to define the system’s data elements and relationships.

The most common approach to maintaining the metadata in a DFD is to create a data dictionary/directory (DD/D), a concept introduced in Chapter 4. The goal of the DD/D is to maintain the metadata as completely as possible; these entries should err on the side of too much information, rather than too little. This is also the place to capture whether elements are calculated, how many decimal places are required, and how an element may be referred to in external systems that reference it. Figure 8.14 shows a typical data dictionary entry for the data element Purchase Order (PO) Number. Metadata will exist for every process, data flow, external entity, and data store on DFDs, as well as the data elements included within each data store.

In addition to the detail at the data element level, the relationships between entities must be determined. A data
model (defined and illustrated in Chapter 4) is created by logically defining the necessary and sufficient relationships among system data. A data model, as was discussed in Chapter 4, consists of data entities (i.e., people, places, things, concepts) and their associated data elements (characteristics), relationships between the data entities, and instances of the entities and relationships. A data model documents the same data that are in the data stores from the DFDs but focuses on greater details and the relationships between data, rather than on data usage. There is not necessarily a one-to-one mapping of data stores to entities on a data model, because of the different perspectives DFDs and data models have on data.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the most common notation for a data model is an entity-relationship diagram, also known as the E-R diagram or ERD. Figure 8.15 shows that the data entity “Vendor Invoice” is related to the data entity “Purchase Order” by the relation type “Includes.” Furthermore, the notation next to the data entities shows that a many-to-one relationship has been defined. This means that one invoice can refer to only one purchase order but that a purchase order number may have many invoices associated with it. The attributes of each data entity are shown inside the rectangles (only a sample of attributes are included); that attribute which is unique to each instance of the entity is underlined (e.g., PO_No for Purchase Order), and any attribute whose value must be present for each instance of the entity is in bold (e.g., any purchase order must have a date).

The E-R diagram in Figure 8.15 thus reflects an existing business rule:

Vendor invoices cannot include items from more than one purchase order.

The motivation for such a business rule could lie in difficulties related to manual paper processing. However, IT can be used to break this rule by eliminating the problems of manually reconciling invoices to multiple purchase orders. If this decision rule is changed, the E-R diagram would be changed to reflect a new many-to-many relationship desired in the Logical To-Be system.

![Entity-Relationship Diagram for Invoice and PO](image-url)
In summary, creating a Logical To-Be model requires the abstraction of existing business processes from the As-Is model into representations that separate data flows from processes and entities, accurately identify business rules, and capture the relationships among data. Though a demanding effort, the creation of a complete To-Be model for complex systems is our best assurance that the new system will improve upon the existing one.

The next step is to develop a physical model based on the Logical To-Be model—including all the decisions necessary to determine how the logical requirements can be met. In preparation for the following Physical To-Be model discussion, Figure 8.16 identifies relational database terminology (as used in a physical model) that corresponds to the various logical data modeling terms from DFDs and ERD. For each pair of terms, a corresponding example from the accounts payable system is also provided.

**TO-BE PATTERNS** Recall that in Chapter 4 we introduced the notion of universal, or packaged, data models. Such database patterns provide reusable starting points for new To-Be logical data modeling. Few new information systems are so unique that we need to start with a clean sheet of paper. It is likely that some similar system has been developed before, so we can learn from past experience by starting from a pattern that is considered best practice for the type of system we are developing. For a systems development team unfamiliar with the type of system they are developing, patterns can greatly assist in communication of potential requirements. We can then customize the pattern with local terminology and unique requirements. Patterns can also be used to evaluate the capabilities of purchased software.

For many years, IT organizations have maintained libraries of documentation and computer code so that these artifacts can be reused and adapted for new needs. Today, such analysis and design libraries can be purchased from consulting firms and software companies so best and proven practices can be shared across organizations. Patterns might exist of a data model for a manufacturing company or data flow diagrams for credit card application processing. Purchased patterns for the physical To-Be system descriptions are also available.

These patterns are abstractions that address all aspects of a domain; that is, they are comprehensive and cover the most general of circumstances. Several patterns may need to be combined to cover the design of a new information system. These patterns then need to be adapted to use terminology for data and processes in the specific organization. Special business rules may need to be added to accommodate industry regulations or organizational customs. Kodaganallur and Shim (2006) provide a taxonomy of To-Be patterns.

**Techniques for Documenting the Physical To-Be System**

The end deliverables from the Logical To-Be modeling process are called the system requirements. Requirements are embodied in the kinds of diagrams illustrated in the prior section along with metadata contained in the DD/D. Other textual documents, which may or may not be contained in the DD/D, contain business rules and other narrative explanations of agreed-upon expectations. Any proposed system design must address the need for each requirement, provide a substitute, or justify its exclusion. Of course, the objective is to meet as many of the requirements as possible without jeopardizing project scheduling and budget constraints. For this reason, often requirements are categorized into mandatory (has to be handled exactly as specified), required (may be handled in an alternative way), and desired (can be delayed to a later maintenance phase or could be rejected as infeasible). Any physical design that does not satisfy mandatory and required features should not be proposed. Alternative physical designs may be proposed (e.g., an internally developed solution versus a purchased package) and a comparison of the pros and cons of each
alternative will lead to one approach selected as the chosen strategy for designing and developing the physical system.

Making the Logical To-Be model “physical” requires additional analysis and a host of decisions. Techniques for physical design include those that represent how processes and data stores will be partitioned, how program control will be handled, and how the database will be organized. We will illustrate in this section several techniques that facilitate the communications between system users and developers, which are used to help ensure that system requirements are properly met. There are a host of techniques used to communicate between various systems developers (e.g., a program structure chart to communicate the design of a computer program between system architects and programmers), which are documented in other sources (e.g., see Hoffer et al., 2010).

Data design issues must also be resolved for a specific database and application architecture. Because database structures embody business rules, getting system requirements right is at the heart of database design. Thus, there are often check points when system users and developers review database designs. The number, content, and relationship of data tables and their data elements must be defined consistent with business rules. For example, a closer look at the accounts payable system reveals that purchase orders, receipts, and invoices may contain several similar data elements. An Item Master table is created into which data about all invoiced items must be entered. Figure 8.17 shows the Item Master table and its relationship to other tables in the accounts payable database. In each table, there is a data attribute which uniquely identifies each instance of that data; for example, ItemNumber is the identifier for the Item Master table (so it is in boldface and underlined). Attributes that must have a value for each row in a table are in boldface; for example, each Item Master must have an ItemName and an ItemDescription. Notation on the relationship lines between tables indicate how many rows of one table may relate to rows in another table. For example, there may be many Invoice Detail rows for each row in the Item Master table, and an Invoice Detail row must have an associated Item Master row (this makes sense; why have an Invoice Detail entry that isn’t for some item). Invoice Detail also includes the ItemNumber attribute, which is the way an Invoice Detail row implements the relationship to its associated Item Master row. The names on the relationship lines help people to read the diagram; for example, a Check Register entry Pays for an Invoice, and each Invoice is paid by some Check Register entry. All of this notation shows important business rules that the database and information system must enforce.

Our final example for the Physical To-Be model is layouts for system interfaces with end users. The most common interfaces are online screen layouts and report

**FIGURE 8.17** Entity-Relationship Diagram for Accounts Payable Database
layouts. In the Logical To-Be modeling, the need for an interface, as well as its frequency of use and information content, was identified. In the Physical To-Be modeling, the specific interface design is addressed.

Figures 8.18 and 8.19 show draft layouts for an input screen and a report for the accounts payable system. Layouts such as these are often developed in close consultation between systems designers and the end users who will be directly working with a computer display. Today’s system building tools allow for easy prototyping of such interfaces by end users before the system itself is actually built. Systems today are also frequently built with some flexibility, so that the user can directly control design options for reports and data entry forms in order to adapt to changing needs of the business or the user of the report.

You have now considered some of the techniques used to capture system needs, document business rules, and uncover hidden dependencies and relationships as part of a system acquisition process.
of the process of developing a new computer system using procedural-oriented techniques.

Object-Oriented Techniques

An object orientation (O-O) to systems development became common in the 1990s as the demand grew for client/server applications, graphical interfaces, and multimedia data. Objects can be used with any type of data, including voice, pictures, music, and video. An object approach is also well suited for applications in which processes and data are “intimately related” or real-time systems (Vessey and Glass, 1994). As described in Chapter 2, common O-O programming languages include C++, Java, and Visual Basic.

One of the primary advantages of an O-O approach is the ability to reuse objects programmed by others (see Figure 8.20). According to industry observers, successful O-O approaches can produce big payoffs by enabling businesses to quickly mock up prototype applications with user-friendly GUI interfaces. Application maintenance is also simplified.

Software objects are also a key concept behind the sharing of software for an emerging type of network-centric computing: Web services. A Web service enables computer-to-computer sharing of software modules via the Internet on an as-needed basis: A computer program (which could be another Web service) “calls” a Web service to perform a task and send back the result. This type of “dynamic binding” occurs at the time of execution and therefore greatly increases application flexibility as well as reduces the costs of software development: The computer program’s owner who uses the service could pay the owner of the Web service on a subscription basis or per use. Existing examples of Web services include currency conversions (e.g., U.S. dollars to euros), credit risk analysis, and location of a product within a distribution channel. (For a discussion of the software standards, communication protocols, and development environments that enable Web services, such as .NET by Microsoft Corp., see Chapter 2.)

Object-oriented techniques have not been adopted at the original predicted levels for business applications. Instead, organizations have taken a less aggressive approach that requires less change in their practices, and vendors have enhanced their non-object-oriented technologies and tools with object-oriented features. In addition, some object-oriented core principles and techniques are now commonly used to understand and represent systems and system concepts during systems development and have thus been integrated into what are essentially traditional systems development approaches. We introduce the basics of object orientation in the next section.

Core Object-Oriented Concepts

An object is a person, place, or thing. However, a key difference between an entity in data modeling and an object is that data attributes as well as the methods (sometimes called operations or behaviors) that can be executed with that data are part of the object structure. The attributes of an object and its methods are hidden inside the object. This means that one object does not need to know the details about the attributes and methods of another object. Instead, objects communicate with each other through messages that specify what should be done, not how it should be done (see Figure 8.21).

Storing data and related operations together within an object is a key principle of O-O approaches, referred
Encapsulation also means that systems developed using O-O techniques can have loosely coupled modules, which means they can be reused in other O-O applications much more easily. This is why O-O approaches and traditional approaches that have incorporated some O-O concepts should theoretically result in faster project completion times: New systems can be created from preexisting objects. In fact, vendors can sell libraries of objects for reuse in different organizations.

A second major O-O principle is inheritance. That is, classes of objects can inherit characteristics from other object classes. Every object is associated with a class of objects that share some of the same attributes and operations. Object classes are also typically arranged in a hierarchy, so that subclasses inherit attributes and operations from a superclass. For example, if a bird is a superclass, the bird object’s attributes and operations could be inherited by a specific type of bird, such as a cardinal.

Techniques and notations for O-O analysis and design modeling have now been standardized under a Unified Modeling Language (UML). Some UML techniques and notations are used even with non-O-O systems development approaches. According to UML, logical modeling begins with a Use Case diagram that captures all the actors and all the actions that they initiate. (The actors are similar to external entities in a data flow diagram.) For example, the actors for a software application to support the renting of videos would include customers who are registered members, noncustomers (browsers) who could choose to become members, a billing clerk, a shipping clerk, and an inventory system. As shown in Figure 8.22, nine different functions initiated by these actors are modeled as Use Cases.

Each Use Case is also described in a text format using a standard template. Common elements in a template are Use Case Name, Actor, Goal, Description, Precondition, and Postcondition, as well as Basic, Alternate, and Exceptional Flow events, which describe the actor’s actions and the system’s response. The events to be documented for one of the use cases (Become Member) in Figure 8.22 are shown in Figure 8.23. Use Case documentation is reviewed by system users and developers to verify that system requirements are adequately captured.

UML also has many other types of diagrams. Three common diagrams are as follows:
### Use Case Name: Become Member

**Actors:** Browser  
**Goal:** Enroll the browser as a new member

**Description:** The Browser will be asked to complete a membership form. After the Browser submits the application form, the system will validate it and then add the Browser to the membership file and generate a password that is e-mailed to the Browser.

**Pre-condition:** The systems is up and the Browser is logged in as a guest

**Post-condition:** The Member password e-mailed to the Browser/Member is logged

**Basic Flow**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor action</th>
<th>System response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. This use case begins when the Browser clicks the membership button.</td>
<td>2. Display the membership form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3. Browser completes and submits the application. | 4. Check for errors  
5. Check the membership database for prior membership  
6. Create a password  
7. Add new or updated member record to the membership database  
8. Send an e-mail to the actor with the password |

**Alternate Flow**

**Exception Flow**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior membership handling</th>
<th>Errors in membership application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 5.1. Update membership record | 4.1. Identify errors  
4.2. Return errors to Browser |
| 5.2. Inform the browser | Continue from step 6 of Basic Flow  
Continue from step 4 of Basic Flow |

**Summary of Processes and Techniques to Develop Information Systems**

Yes, information systems development is very detailed, and it is easy to become overwhelmed by the many diagrams and documents. Why so detailed? The reason is quality. Quality information systems support every circumstance with repeatable, correct actions. Everyone touched by the system has to agree on the business rules to
govern each process and on the usability and adequacy of all data inputs and information outputs. The builders of the system are usually not the same persons who will use the system and conduct the organizational tasks being supported by the information system, so the builders have to be told explicitly what to build. (Alternatively, as we will see in Chapter 10, these specifications are necessary to evaluate possible purchased solutions, as well.) New regulations such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) or Basel II require that systems and system changes be thoroughly documented so there is transparency and controls in place that will allow executives to sign financial statements and stay out of jail! The design documentation also makes subsequent design work more efficient, just as having blueprints of a home makes it easier to build an addition by knowing the capacity of the furnace to support the added space, where the plumbing and wiring might be in a wall to be exposed, and what building codes have to be followed. Fortunately, managers will be asked to review specifics of the diagrams and documentation, not all of the gory details. But, the diagrams are shared by the many business and technical people working on a systems development project, so they have many uses and must have much detail.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONTROLS TO MINIMIZE BUSINESS RISKS

Suppose you and your partner with whom you have a joint savings account separately go to the bank one day to withdraw the same $500 in savings. Or suppose an inventory clerk enters a wrong part number to record the issue of an item from the storeroom, which results in an out-of-stock status, which automatically generates a purchase order to a supplier, who then begins production, and so on. These situations illustrate just some of the ways in which potential human errors when interacting with information systems can create business risks. However, they are only a small part of the potential risks associated with the use of IT.

Other common system security risks include the following: (1) risks from criminal acts, (2) risks due to staffing changes and project management deficiencies, and (3) risks from natural disasters. All these risks have the potential for not only dissatisfied customers but also considerable business expenses for error correction. There is also the risk of potential losses due to lawsuits and negative publicity, which even the world’s largest software vendors don’t want to receive (see the box entitled “Regaining Customer Trust at Microsoft”).

Because of the importance of this subject, elsewhere in this textbook we will also provide discussions of potential IT-related business risks and how to manage them. For example, in Chapter 11 we provide some guidelines for managing the risks of IT projects, and in Chapter 14 we discuss information security issues to help ensure compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Act and other recent laws.

What is your data quality ROI? No, we don’t mean return on investment. Rather, we mean risk of incarceration. According to Yugay and Klimchenko (2004), “The key to achieving SOX (Sarbanes-Oxley) compliance lies within IT, which is ultimately the single resource capable of responding to the charge to create effective reporting mechanisms, provide necessary data integration and management systems, ensure data quality and deliver the required information on time.” Poor data quality can put executives in jail. Specifically, various sections of the SOX act yields requirements for organizations to measure and

**Regaining Customer Trust at Microsoft**

Computer users worldwide raced to protect themselves from a malicious electronic “worm” designed to allow hackers to gain access to infected PCs. Whatever the origin of the worm, one thing is clear: The outbreak increases pressure on Microsoft to make its Windows software more reliable and secure. In 2002, Bill Gates launched an initiative, called “Trustworthy Computing,” to change the way the company designs and builds software. Among other actions, Microsoft added 10 weeks of training for 8,500 of its software engineers. The company also reportedly spent more than $200 million in 2002 to improve the security of its Windows program for corporate servers.

But experts give Microsoft mixed grades for its follow-through, saying the company hasn’t changed its methods enough to avoid the kinds of flaws that make attacks by viruses and worms possible in the first place. Ultimately, that could hurt Microsoft where it matters most—in the corporate wallet.

[Based on Guth and Bank, 2003]
improve metadata quality; ensure data security; measure and improve data accessibility and ease of use; measure and improve data availability, timeliness, and relevance; measure and improve accuracy, completeness, and understandability of general ledger data; and identify and eliminate duplicates and data inconsistencies.

Here we discuss some of the management controls to address risks that are specifically associated with the three phases of the software life cycle. Although the security and reliability issues will differ somewhat due to the nature of the software application, this list of control mechanisms provide a starting point for understanding the role of the IS professional (including project managers, analysts, and programmers) in helping to ensure that business risks have been accounted for. However, the identification of potential control risks is to a large extent a business manager’s responsibility.

First we describe different types of control mechanisms that need to be considered. Then we describe specific examples of control mechanisms for error detection, prevention, and correction that need to be addressed during the three life-cycle phases (i.e., Definition, Construction, and Implementation). Although these “proven” mechanisms are recommended responses, both business and IS managers also need to recognize that when new information technologies are introduced they likely will also introduce new control risks.

### Types of Control Mechanisms

Control mechanisms include management policies, operating procedures, and the auditing function. Some aspects of control can be built into an information system itself, whereas others are the result of day-to-day business practices and management decisions. Information system controls, for example, are needed to maintain data integrity, allow only authorized access, ensure proper system operation, and protect against malfunctions, power outages, and disasters. Throughout the systems development process, the needs for specific controls are identified and control mechanisms are developed to address these needs. Some mechanisms are implemented during the system design, coding, or implementation. Others become part of the routine operation of the system, such as backups and authorization security, and still others involve the use of manual business practices and management policies, such as formal system audits. Figure 8.24 shows some of the control approaches usually employed in the indicated phases of the system’s life cycle.

Security controls related to the technology infrastructure—such as backup power supplies, network access control, and firewall protection—are typically the purview of the IS organization. In addition, IS developers will include some standard controls in all applications. However, specifying checks and balances to ensure accurate data entry and handling is a business manager’s responsibility. Managers must carefully identify what are valid data, what errors might be made while handling data, what nontechnical security risks are present, and what potential business losses could result from inaccurate or lost data.

Some new technologies, such as advanced software tools for system testing, have improved an organization’s control processes, whereas other new technologies (such as Web applications) have introduced new control risks. The increase in distributed computing applications over the past two decades in general has significantly increased a company’s reliance on network transmission of data and software—which requires additional technical and managerial controls (Hart and Rosenberg, 1995). Next we discuss only some of the most common control mechanisms that apply to a wide range of application development situations.

### Controls in the Definition and Construction Phases

In the initial two phases of the system’s life cycle, the accurate and reliable performance of the system can be assured by the use of standards, embedded controls, and thorough testing.
METHODOLOGY STANDARDS  The reliable performance of a system depends upon how well it was designed and constructed. No amount of automated checks can override errors in the software itself.

One way to avoid errors is to develop standard, repeatable, and possibly reusable methods and techniques for system developers. The use of standard programming languages and equipment means that systems developers will be more familiar with the tools and will be less likely to make mistakes. A common method is to create a library of frequently used functions (such as calculation of net present value or a sales forecasting model) that different information systems can utilize. Such functions can then be developed and tested with great care and reused as needed, saving development time and reducing the likelihood of design and programming flaws. Most organizations also have standards for designing user interfaces, such as screen and report layout rules and guidelines.

The importance of standards also extends to the documentation of the system during construction and the following period of maintenance and upgrades. If future programmers do not have access to systems documentation that is complete and accurate, they could be unaware of prior changes. Documentation for the system’s users also needs to be complete and accurate so that system inputs are not incorrectly captured and system outputs are not incorrectly used.

Standards are also important for supporting information systems and users. A rather extensive set of international guidelines called Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) has been developed. ITIL documents best practices for management of incidents, problems, system changes, technology configuration, software releases, service/help desk operations, service levels, service and support availability, capacity, continuity (recovery), and financials. Many organizations are benchmarking their implementation management practices against these guidelines, which originated in 1989 in Great Britain’s Office of Government Commerce. The goal of using these standards include to reduce IT costs, increase IT resource utilization, better align IT with business requirements, reuse proven methods and tools, and generally refocus IT operations around customer satisfaction. The IT Service Management Forum (ITSMF) professional society fosters the ITIL methods through education, and certification of its members and other IT professionals, and promotion of the value of ITIL.

VALIDATION RULES AND CALCULATIONS  Each time a data element is updated, the new value can be checked against a legitimate set or range of values permitted for that data. This check can be performed in each application program where these data can be changed (e.g., in a payables adjustment program that modifies previously entered vendor invoices) and in the database where they are stored. Edit rules, ideally stored with the database, are also used to ensure that data are not missing, that data are of a valid size and type, and that data match with other stored values (e.g., a price of a new product is within some tolerance of the price of similar existing products).

Providing a screen display with associated data can be a very useful edit check. For example, when a vendor number is entered, the program can display the associated name and address. The person inputting or modifying data can then visually verify the vendor information. Edit rules can also ensure that only numbers are entered for numeric data, that only feasible codes are entered, or that some calculation based on a modified data value is valid. When feasible, data being entered should be selected from drop-down lists of possible values, thus minimizing the chance of keystroke mistakes. These edit checks are integrity rules that control the data’s validity.

Well-designed user interfaces also will prevent data entry mistakes. Clear labels to identify each field to be entered, edit masks that show standard formats for data, examples of valid data formats, buttons to quickly clear fields when a user recognizes data entry errors, and similar user interface guidelines help to control data entry. When possible errors are identified, immediate and direct error messages should indicate exactly what data is in error and why, so the user can correct any mistakes. Overriding data entry rules should be allowed only when necessary and should be logged so they can be traced after the fact during auditing of databases.

Various calculations can be performed to validate processing. Batch totals that calculate the sum of certain data in a batch of transactions can be computed both manually before processing and by the computer during processing; discrepancies suggest the occurrence of data entry errors such as transposition of digits. Though they are not foolproof, such approaches, along with automated edits, go a long way toward assuring valid input.

A check digit can be appended to critical identifying numbers such as general ledger account numbers or vendor numbers; the value of this check digit is based on the other digits in the number. This digit can be used to quickly verify that at least a valid, if not correct, code has been entered, and it can catch most common errors.

Business managers and their staffs are responsible for defining the legitimate values for data and where control calculations would be important as a part of the information captured in the data dictionary. Furthermore, business managers must set policy to specify if checks can be overridden and who can authorize overrides. Validation rules should permit business growth and expansion, yet reduce the likelihood of erroneous data.
Controls in the Implementation Phase

Not all the elements necessary to assure proper systems operation can be built into an application. Avoiding and detecting inappropriate access or use, providing data backups and system recovery capabilities, and formally auditing the system are all ongoing control mechanisms. As mentioned earlier, many application-level controls work in concert with managerial controls. User-managers are responsible for being familiar with any firm-wide control mechanisms and identifying when additional ones are needed for a specific application.

SECURITY  The unauthorized use of data can result in a material loss, such as the embezzlement of funds, or in losses that are harder to measure, such as the disclosure of sensitive data. In any case, the security of data and computers is necessary so that employees, customers, shareholders, and others can be confident that their interactions with the organization are confidential and the business’s assets are safe.

Security measures are concerned with both logical and physical access. Logical access controls are concerned with whether users can run an application, whether they can read a file or change it, and whether they can change the access that others have. Managers work with systems personnel to identify and maintain appropriate authorization levels based on work roles and business needs. Two mechanisms for controlling logical access are authentication and authorization (Hart and Rosenberg, 1995):

Authentication involves establishing that the person requesting access is who he or she appears to be. This is typically accomplished by the use of a unique user identifier and a private password.

Authorization involves determining whether or not authenticated users have access to the requested resources and what they can do with those resources. This is typically accomplished by a computer check for permission rights to access a given resource.

Encryption techniques are used to encode data that are transmitted across organizational boundaries. Data may be stored in an encrypted form and then decrypted by the application. Unless a user knows the decryption algorithm, an encrypted file will be unreadable.

The physical security of specific computers and data processing sites must also be established. Badge readers; voice, fingerprint, and retina recognition; or combination locks are common. Formal company statements about computer ethics raise awareness of the sensitivity of data privacy and the need to protect organizational data. When combined with knowledge of the use of transaction or activity logs that record the user ID, network location, time stamp, and function or data accessed, many security violations could be discouraged.

Because no security system is foolproof, detection methods to identify security breaches are necessary. Administrative practices to help deter computer security abuses have been compiled by Hoffer and Straub (1989). Detection methods include the following:

- Hiding special instructions in sensitive programs that log identifying data about users
- Analysis of the amount of computer time used by individuals
- Analysis of system activity logs for unusual patterns of use

With the rise of end-user computing and use of the Internet, additional risks due to inappropriate behaviors while using these tools, as well as issues stemming from work-related use of home PCs, have emerged. Some specific end-user computing risks and controls are discussed in Chapter 13. Today, organizations are developing similar controls to manage intranets and access to external Web sites from intranets.

BACKUP AND RECOVERY  The ultimate protection against many system failures is to have a backup copy. Periodically a file can be copied and saved in a separate location such as a bank vault. Then, when a file becomes contaminated or destroyed, the most recent version can be restored. Of course, any changes since the last copy was made will not appear. Thus, organizations often also keep transaction logs (a chronological history of changes to each file) so these changes can be automatically applied to a backup copy to bring the file up to current status.

A common flaw in backup plans is storing the file backup in the same location as the master file. If stored in the same location, a backup is no more likely to survive a fire, flood, or earthquake than its source file. A secure, off-site location for the backup must be provided, along with a foolproof tracking system.

Some organizations (such as airlines, banks, and telephone networks) can operate only if their online
computer systems are working. One approach is to provide redundant systems and operations that “mirror” the production system and data located at a distant facility. This improves the chances of an effective recovery from a widespread power or network outage or a natural disaster. If data recovery processing via another location is immediately available, these locations are known as “hot sites.”

Managers and IS professionals together need to determine how frequently backup copies are needed, the business cost of recovering files from backup copies, and how much should be spent on specialized backup resources. As with any security procedure, the ongoing backup and recovery costs need to be in line with the potential organizational benefits and risks.

**Auditing Roles** Critical business processes are subject to periodic formal audits to assure that the processes operate within parameters. Such audits may be part of the annual accounting audit for a publicly traded company or part of activities to show compliance with financial reporting regulations like Sarbanes-Oxley and Basel II, or with health-care regulations such as HIPAA. As more and more organizations have become dependent on information systems in order to operate their business, the importance of IS auditing has increased. IS auditing is still frequently referred to as EDP auditing—a name chosen when the term electronic data processing was used to refer to computer operations. EDP auditors use a variety of methods to ensure the correct processing of data, including compliance tests, statistical sampling, and embedded auditing methods.

Compliance tests check that systems builders use high-quality systems development procedures that lead to properly functioning systems. Statistical sampling of a portion of databases can identify abnormalities that indicate systematic problems or security breaches. Embedded auditing methods include reporting triggers programmed into a system that are activated by certain processing events. The flagged records are then analyzed to determine if errors or security breaches are occurring in the system.

The most commonly used EDP auditing technique in the past has been an audit trail. Audit trails trace transactions from the time of input through all the processes and reports in which the transaction data are used. Audit trail records typically include program names, user name or user ID, input location and date/time stamps, as well as the transaction itself. An audit trail can help identify where errors are introduced or where security breaches might have occurred.

Managers need to participate in the identification of elements that should be captured in the audit trail to detect errors and assure compliance with all relevant laws and regulations. Furthermore, the frequency and extent of formal information system auditing is a management decision that should take into account the system’s breadth and role, its relationship to other business processes, and the potential risks to the firm.

**Summary**

Systems thinking is a hallmark of good management in general. Systems thinking is also core to many basic concepts on which modern information systems are defined, constructed, and implemented. Three systems characteristics especially important for IS work are determining the system boundary, component decomposition, and designing system interfaces.

This chapter also introduced a generic life-cycle model for software systems as well as some of the processes and techniques for systems analysis and design used by IS professionals for developing software. Procedurally oriented techniques for structured system development include notation systems for modeling processes and data separately. Object-oriented (O-O) techniques, including a new modeling language (UML), have become more prevalent as newer software applications have required graphical user interfaces, multimedia data, and support for “real-time” transactions. O-O approaches will also be important in the development of Web services. Common IS control mechanisms to minimize business risks due to internal and external threats are described; many of these controls need to be identified with the help of business managers and then addressed during the development and maintenance of an information system.

**Review Questions**

1. Define the term *system*. Give an example of a business system and use a context diagram to show its boundary, environment, inputs, and outputs.
2. Define the term *subsystem*. Give an example of a business subsystem, and identify some subsystems with which it relates.
3. What are the seven key elements of a system, and what role does each element play in describing a system?
4. What happens at the point where two systems interact?
5. Explain the first two principles of systems analysis and design.
Discussion Questions

1. Explain and give an example that supports the following statement: Each time we change characteristics of one or more of the components of the organization (e.g., organization structure, people, business processes, information technology), we must consider compensating changes in the other components.

2. Explain the function of hierarchical decomposition in systems analysis and design, and discuss the reasons for viewing and analyzing systems in this way.

3. Why do informal systems arise? Why should systems analysts be aware of them?

4. Some observers have characterized business process reengineering (BPR) as evolutionary, others as revolutionary. Develop an argument to support one of these sides.

5. Explain why many companies were unable to implement new cross-functional processes that were identified by BPR project teams in the early 1990s, before ERP packages became widely available.

6. Describe why analysts begin with the As-Is system, rather than starting with the design of a To-Be system.

7. Develop a context diagram and a top-level DFD to model the data flows involved in registering for classes at your college or university. Then model the student registration system in a use case diagram, and write a textual description for one of the use cases.

8. Discuss the differences between data stores on a DFD and an entity-relationship diagram for the same information system application. What purpose does each serve? What does each explain or show that the other does not?

9. Identify the construction controls for the class registration system of the previous question. Justify why these controls would be adequate for data quality, security, and recoverability.

10. Web services have been called a second wave of net-centric computing that will have broad implications for software development approaches in the future. Develop an argument to support or refute this viewpoint.

11. Explain why some organizations have adopted more rigid control mechanisms in recent years and whether or not you think they are justified, given the added costs to implement them.
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Methodologies for Custom Software Development

Until the late 1980s, software applications that were custom-developed systems for a specific firm were very common. If an organization had its own information systems (IS) professionals, the organization’s own IS staff most likely developed these custom applications in-house. If an organization did not have the resources (or IS expertise) to develop custom applications, an outside vendor would be employed either to provide IS contract personnel on a temporary basis or to completely develop the custom software for the organization. As we will discuss in Chapter 10, today’s firms are likely to purchase software packages whenever they can. However, custom software development skills are still in high demand in a variety of organizations (to build new information systems and to customize purchased software), as well as in software vendor and consulting firms.

Not all custom development is done by IS staff. End-user computing has become common since the dawn of fourth generation languages and problem-oriented analytical and query environments. Software such as Microsoft Excel, MicroStrategy and SAS business intelligence packages, and Web site building environments are used by non-IS personnel to build or customize information systems for individual or departmental use.

In this chapter, we first describe two common approaches to developing customized applications: a traditional systems development life cycle (SDLC) approach and an evolutionary prototyping approach. Although our methodology descriptions assume that the IT project is being managed in-house, most of what we describe holds true also for application development approaches used today within commercial software houses. A key difference, of course, is that when custom applications are being built for a specific organization—rather than for sale to many organizations—business managers and end users who will use the application on a day-to-day basis will play key roles in the development process. Also, the principles and activities for custom software development are often applicable for systems development by end users and for configuring purchased software. So, understanding custom software development is a great foundation for appreciating what needs to be accomplished for any form of information systems development.

Later in the chapter we describe two newer development approaches: rapid application development (RAD) and an “agile” development approach, including some characteristics of an “extreme programming” approach. Then we briefly describe some of the special issues related to developing custom software using external contract (outsourced) staff. Finally, the chapter closes with a discussion of the benefits, risks, and methodological issues associated with custom software development by end users (user application development).

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE METHODOLOGY

In Chapter 8 we introduced three generic phases of a systems life-cycle process: Definition, Construction, and Implementation. We turn now to a detailed discussion of these three phases in the development of a new software application using a highly structured approach. This traditional life-cycle process for developing customized
applications is referred to as the systems development life cycle (SDLC).

The SDLC approach also provides a baseline for understanding what is involved in developing an application system, whether by IS professionals employed by your organization, by IS professionals employed by a software development firm or consultancy, or by some combination of internal and external IS specialists or end users. The processes for purchasing a software package (described in Chapter 10) will also be better understood after becoming familiar with the traditional SDLC approach. At the end of this section, we review the advantages and disadvantages of the SDLC methodology.

The SDLC Steps

The generic SDLC methodology includes three phases and eight steps. This template is shown in Figure 9.1. The specific steps in this figure can vary across organizations. For example, an organization could have developed its own version of an SDLC methodology that includes a total of 5 steps or even 10 steps. Nevertheless, an organization’s internally developed SDLC methodology should also essentially correspond to the steps for each of the three phases in Figure 9.1.

The overall thrusts of the three phases of the SDLC are quite straightforward. The Definition phase is critical: It justifies the systems development work and defines precisely what the system must do in sufficient detail for IS specialists to build the right system. In the Construction phase, the IS specialists produce a working system according to the specifications set forth in the earlier phase. These include many of the structured techniques—data flow diagrams, E-R models, and structure charts—and IS control concerns discussed in Chapter 8.

A key characteristic of the SDLC approach is extensive formal reviews by project team members and business management at the end of each major step. The purpose of these reviews is to verify that the needs of all parties who will be impacted by the system are being met, that common issues are being addressed, and that the effects of the system being developed on other existing systems are being considered (an über-systems perspective). Without formal approvals, the project team cannot begin the next step of the methodology. The completion of each phase therefore represents a milestone in the development of the system.

In the Implementation phase, the new system is installed, becomes operational within the organization, and is maintained (modified) as needed so that it continues to reflect the changing needs of the organization. These last two steps—Operations and Maintenance—are included in the life cycle as a way to formally recognize that large custom applications are major capital investments for an organization that will have ongoing operational and maintenance costs.

In large organizations in the 1980s, it was not uncommon to find many custom software applications that were more than a decade old. These systems had often been modified multiple times—the Maintenance step—in response to the organization’s changing requirements. As we will learn later in this chapter, it often took a major external crisis, such as potential system failures due to the program’s handling of the year 2000, for the organization to invest in a replacement system after having made significant dollar investments in these systems over many years.

In Figure 9.2, a typical breakdown of IS costs is presented for these three phases for a medium-sized project with a total development cost of $1 million. This breakdown does not include costs that a business unit might bear for training or replacing a business manager who is working on

![FIGURE 9.1 Phases and Steps of Systems Development Life Cycle](image-url)


**Initiating New Systems Projects**

Organizations use a number of approaches to decide which new applications to invest in. In many organizations, the process begins with the submission of a formal proposal by a business department. Some large organizations require that these proposals first be reviewed and prioritized by a committee at the department or division level. When substantial investments and resources are involved, the department might be required to wait for an annual approval and prioritization process to occur. Very large, high-budget projects could also require approval by the corporation’s top management executive committee and board of directors. Some organizations require that a business sponsor, rather than an IS manager, present his or her proposals to these approval bodies. Smaller, low-budget projects might be approved on a much more frequent basis with fewer hurdles.

At a minimum, a proposal that describes the need for the software application with a preliminary statement of potential benefits, costs, scope, and risks will be prepared by business management or an IS manager or systems analyst assigned to a particular business unit (an account manager). The extent to which IS professionals need to be involved in this preliminary phase varies greatly across organizations.

Once the proposal has been approved and IS resources are formally assigned to the project, the formal SDLC process begins. For some projects, the initial approval might only be an endorsement to proceed with a feasibility analysis, after which additional approvals will be required. The documents for the feasibility analysis then become the basis for a decision on whether or not to invest in the custom application (i.e., a business case for investment). In many situations, because of the phased nature of the SDLC, the commitment to move forward applies only to the next phase or step, at which time the business case will be readdressed. This approach of reviewing a program after each phase or step, with options to continue, continue with changes, or terminate the project, is called **incremental commitment**.

Descriptions of each of the eight steps outlined in Figure 10.1 follow.

### Definition Phase

**FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS**  
For this first step of the SDLC process, a project manager and one or more systems analysts are typically assigned to work with business managers to prepare a thorough analysis of the feasibility of the proposed system. Three different types of feasibility will be assessed: **economic**, **operational**, and **technical**.

The IS analysts work closely with the sponsoring manager who proposed the system and/or other business managers to define in some detail what the new system will do, what outputs it will produce, what inputs it will accept, how the input data might be obtained, and what databases might be required. An important activity is to define the scope or boundaries of the system—precisely who would it serve, what it would do, as well as what it would not do—and what data processing would and would not be included. The IS analyst is primarily responsible for assessing the system’s technical feasibility, based on a knowledge of current
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**FIGURE 9.2  Cost Breakdown for $1 Million SDLC Project**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Activities</th>
<th>Percentage of Total Cost</th>
<th>Dollar Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition Phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility analysis</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$ 50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements definition</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System design</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding and initial testing</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System testing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$130,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation and procedures</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation planning, data</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cleanup, and conversion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**  

100%  

$1,000,000
and emerging technological solutions, the IT expertise of in-house personnel, and the anticipated infrastructure needed to both develop and support the proposed system. The business manager is primarily responsible for assessing the proposed system’s economic and operational feasibility. In some organizations, business analysts who are knowledgeable about IT, but are not IT professionals, play a lead role in this process. Operational feasibility entails assessing the degree to which a proposed system addresses the business issues or opportunities that gave rise to the idea for a new or changed information system. The motivation may be discretionary (e.g., “I think we can improve sales with an X system”) or imposed (e.g., a new EPA or FTC regulation or new language in a labor contract).

Both business managers and IS analysts work together to prepare a cost-benefit analysis of the proposed system to determine the economic feasibility. Typical benefits include costs to be avoided, such as cost savings from personnel, space, and inventory reductions (which might be due to reducing errors); new revenues to be created (which might come from increased speed of decision making, improving planning and control, or opening new sales opportunities); and other ways the system could contribute business value overall. However, for many applications today, some or all of the major benefits might be intangible benefits; they are hard to measure in dollars. Examples of intangible benefits include better customer service, more accurate or more comprehensive information for decision making, quicker processing, or better employee morale. (For a further discussion of system justification, see the section later in this chapter entitled “Managing an SDLC Project.”)

The IS analyst takes primary responsibility for establishing the development costs for the project. This requires the development of a project plan that includes an estimated schedule in workweeks or months for each step in the development process and an overall budget estimate through the installation of the project. Estimating these project costs and schedules is especially difficult when new technologies and large system modules are involved. (Note that these costs usually do not include user department costs, which might be substantial during both the Definition and Implementation phases.)

Any project, not just systems development, has risks, and these risks need to be considered. Not every project needs to be low risk. Often an organization will undertake a portfolio of systems development projects that range from low to high risk and low to high net value. Risks can arise from barriers to achieving the benefits (e.g., overcoming resistance from some key players—often called political feasibility—or differences of opinion about system requirements), uncertainties of economic estimates, inexperience of development staff with the application area or technologies to be used, and the sheer size of the project (large projects tend to be more risky than small projects). Projects with high risks and low rewards may not be approved.

The deliverable of the Feasibility Analysis step is a document of typically 10 to 20 pages that includes a short executive overview and summary of recommendations, a description of what the system would do and how it would operate, an analysis of the costs, benefits, risks of the proposed project and system, and a plan for the development of the system. Sometimes referred to as a systems proposal document or a business case, this document is typically first discussed and agreed to by both the executive sponsor and the IS project manager and then reviewed by a management committee that has authority for system approvals and prioritization.

Before additional steps are undertaken, both IS and business managers need to carefully consider whether to commit the resources required to develop the proposed system, given the funding available for what might be many proposed systems. The project costs up to this point have typically been modest in relation to the total project costs, so the project can be abandoned at this stage without the organization having spent much money or expended much effort. As described earlier, the approval of a large system request might not actually occur until after the completion of a formal feasibility analysis and may be reassessed after each step in the SDLC. For large projects, the executive sponsor of the application is typically responsible for the presentation of a business case for the system before the approving body.

**REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION** If the document produced from the feasibility analysis receives the necessary organizational approvals, the Requirements Definition step is begun. Both the development of the “right system” and developing the “system right” are highly dependent on how well the organization conducts this step in the SDLC process. This requires heavy participation from user management. If this step is not done well, the wrong system might be designed or even built, leading to both disruptive and costly changes later in the process.

Although in the past new systems often automated what had been done manually, most of today’s systems are developed to do new things, to do old things in entirely new ways, or both. Although the executive sponsor plays a key role in envisioning how IT can be used to enable change in what the sponsor’s people do and how they do it, the sponsor is often not the manager who helps to define the new system’s requirements and will not be a primary user of the system. Rather, the sponsoring manager must make sure that those who will use the system and those
managers responsible for the use of the new system are involved in defining its detailed requirements.

Also referred to as systems analysis or logical design, the requirements definition focuses on processes, data flows, and data interrelationships rather than a specific physical implementation (i.e., what, not how). The systems analyst(s) is responsible for making sure these requirements are elicited in sufficient detail to pass on to those who will build the system. It might appear easy to define what a system is to do at the level of detail with which system users often describe systems. However, it is quite difficult to define what the new system is to do in the detail necessary to write the computer code for it. Many business applications are incredibly complex, supporting different functions for many people or processes that cross multiple business units or geographic locations. Although each detail might be known by someone, no one person knows what a new system should do in the detail necessary to describe it. This step can therefore be very time consuming and requires analysts who are skilled in asking the right questions of the right people and in conceptual system design techniques. In addition, there might be significant disagreements among the business managers about the nature of the application requirements. It is then the responsibility of the IS project manager and analysts to help the relevant user community reach a consensus. Sometimes outside consultants are used to facilitate this process.

A variety of methods are used to elicit requirements, and several are often used on the same project. Interviews of key personnel (from the sponsor to a representative set of users) are often done. These may be individual interviews or group interviews, sometimes called Joint Application Design (JAD) sessions (described later in this chapter). Review of documents related to the application area (e.g., business plans, communications complaining about the current system, job descriptions, even descriptions of commercial applications or academic research about similar systems) is also common. Sometimes it makes sense for the systems analyst to observe people doing the job that will be supported by the new or changed system, so that bottlenecks, errors, and confusions can be seen firsthand. It is best to triangulate on requirements by using a variety of these methods.

Furthermore, some new applications are intended to provide decision support for tasks that are ill structured. In these situations, managers often find it difficult to define precisely what information they need and how they will use the application to support their decision making. Information needs might also be highly variable and dynamic over time. As noted in Chapter 8, many of today’s large systems development projects might also arise in conjunction with reengineering an organization’s business processes. Redesign of the organization, its work processes, and the development of a new computer system could go on in parallel. The ideal is to first redesign the process, but even then work processes are seldom defined at the level of detail required for a new business application.

Because defining the requirements for a system is such a difficult and a crucial task, analysts rely on a number of techniques and approaches to document and communicate the requirements. Examples of some of the techniques were described in detail in Chapter 8. Later in this chapter we also describe an evolutionary prototyping approach that can be used to help define systems requirements—for the user interface in particular.

The deliverable for the Requirements Definition step is a comprehensive system requirements document that contains detailed descriptions of the system inputs and outputs and the processes used to convert the input data into these outputs. It typically includes several hundred pages with formal diagrams and output layouts, such as shown in Chapter 8. This document also includes a revised cost-benefit analysis of the defined system and a revised plan for the remainder of the development project.

The system requirements document is the major deliverable of the Definition phase of the SDLC. Although IS analysts are typically responsible for drafting and revising the requirements specifications document, business managers are responsible for making sure that the written requirements are correct and complete. Thus, all relevant participants need to carefully read and critique this document for inaccuracies and omissions. Case studies have shown that when key user representatives do not give enough attention to this step, systems deficiencies are likely to be the result.

The deliverable from this step is typically subject to approval by business managers for whom the system is being built as well as by appropriate IS managers. Once formal approvals have been received, the system requirements are considered to be fixed. Any changes typically must go through a formal approval process, requiring similar sign-offs and new systems project estimates. All key participants therefore usually spend considerable time reviewing these documents for accuracy and completeness.

**Construction Phase**

**SYSTEM DESIGN** In this step, IS specialists design the physical, or technical, system, based on the functional requirements document from the Definition phase. In system design, one decides what hardware and systems software to use to operate the system, designs the structure and content of the system’s database(s), and defines the processing modules (programs) that will comprise the system and their interrelationships. A good design is critical because the technical quality of the system cannot be added later; it must be designed into the system from the beginning.
Two activities are involved in building the system—producing the computer programs and developing or enhancing the databases and files to be used by the system. IS specialists perform these activities. The major involvements of users are to answer questions of omission and to help interpret requirements and design documents. The procurement of any new hardware and support software (including the database management system selection and new telecommunications network infrastructure) is also part of this step, which entails consultation with IS planners and operations personnel.

**SYSTEM TESTING** Testing is a major effort that might require as much time as writing the code for the system. This step involves testing by IS specialists, followed by user testing. First, each module of code must be tested. Then the modules are assembled into subsystems and tested. Finally, the subsystems are combined, and the entire system is integration tested. Problems might be detected at any level of testing, but correction of the problems becomes more difficult as more components are integrated, so experienced project managers build plenty of time into the project schedule to allow for problems during integration testing. The IS specialists are responsible for producing a high-quality system that also performs efficiently. Tests are done to assure requirements are met, performance is adequate even under high-load and stress situations, and security is as expected.

The system’s users are also responsible for a critical type of testing—user acceptance testing. Its objective is to make sure that the system performs reliably and does what it is supposed to do in a user environment. This means that users must devise test data and procedures that completely test the system and that they must then carry out this extensive testing process. Plans for this part of the application testing should begin after the Definition phase. Case studies have shown that end-user participation in the testing phase can contribute to end-user commitment to the new system, as well as provide the basis for initial end-user training.

Both user and IS management must sign off on the system, accepting it for production use, before it can be installed. **Documentation** of the system is also a major mechanism of communication among the various members of the project team during the development process: Information systems are simply too complex to understand when they are described verbally.

Once the users sign off on this part of the testing, any further changes typically need to be budgeted outside of the formal development project—that is, they become maintenance requests.

**Implementation Phase**

The initial success of the Implementation phase is highly dependent on business manager roles. Systems projects frequently involve major changes to the jobs of the people
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**FIGURE 9.3 Characteristics of High-Quality Systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accurate</th>
<th>Reliable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auditable</td>
<td>Robust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changeable</td>
<td>Secure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>User friendly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>Well documented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 9.3, a quality system includes adequate controls to ensure that its data are accurate and that it provides accurate outputs. It provides an audit trail that allows one to trace transactions from their source and confirm that they were correctly handled. A quality system is highly reliable; when something goes wrong, the capability to recover and resume operation without lost data or excessive effort is planned for. It is also robust—insensitive to minor variations in its inputs and environment. It provides for interfaces with related systems so that common data can be passed back and forth. It is highly efficient, providing fast response, efficient input and output, efficient storage of data, and efficient use of computer resources. A quality system is also flexible and well documented for both users and IS specialists. It includes options for inputs and outputs compatible with its hardware and software environment and can be easily changed or maintained. Finally, it is user-friendly: It is easy to learn and easy to use, and it never makes the user feel stupid or abandoned.

To ensure that the new system design is accurate and complete, IS specialists often “walk through” the design first with their colleagues and then with knowledgeable business managers and end users, using graphical models such as those described in Chapter 8. This type of technique can help the users understand what new work procedures might need to be developed in order to implement the new system.

The major deliverable of the System Design step is a detailed design document that will be given to programmers and other technical staff. Models created by various development tools, such as diagrams of the system’s physical structure, are also an important part of the deliverable. The documentation of the system will also include detailed descriptions of all databases and detailed specifications for each program in the system. Also included is a plan for the remaining steps in the Construction phase. Again, both users and IS managers typically approve this document before the system is actually built.
who will use the system, and these changes must be anticipated and planned for well before the actual Implementation phase begins. Ideas for user training as well as other “best practices” for change management will be discussed in a subsequent project management chapter (Chapter 11).

**INSTALLATION** Both IS specialists and users play critical roles in the Installation step, which includes building the files and databases and converting relevant data from one or more old systems to the new system. Depending on the extent to which the data already exist within the organization, some of the data conversion burden might also fall on users. In particular, data in older systems could be inaccurate and incomplete, requiring considerable user effort to “clean it up.” The cleanup process, including the entering of revised data, can be a major effort for user departments. Sometimes the cleanup effort can be accomplished in advance. In other situations, however, the data cleanup is done as part of the new system implementation. In this latter situation users have a lot of data verifications to do and conversion edits to resolve, sometimes without the benefit of additional staff, while the staff also learn the new system.

Another crucial installation activity is training the system’s end users, as well as training other users affected by the new system. If this involves motivating people to make major changes to their behavior patterns, planning for this motivation process needs to start well before the Implementation phase. User participation in the earlier phases can also help the users prepare for this crucial step. Similarly, user training needs to be planned and carefully scheduled so that people are prepared to use the system when it is installed but not trained so far in advance that they forget what they learned. If user resistance to proposed changes is anticipated, this potential situation needs to be addressed during training or earlier.

Installing the hardware and software is the IS organization’s responsibility. This can be a challenge when the new system involves technology that is new to the IS organization, especially if the technology is on the “bleeding edge.” The major problems in system installation, however, usually lie in adapting the organization to the new system—changing how people do their work.

Converting to the new system might be a difficult process for the users because the new system must be integrated into the organization’s activities. The users must not only learn how to use the new system but also change the way they do their work. Even if the software is technically perfect, the system will likely be a failure if people do not want it to work or do not know how to use it. The conversion process therefore might require attitudinal changes. It is often a mistake to assume that people will change their behavior in the desired or expected way.

Several strategies for transitioning users from an old system to a new one are commonly used (see Figure 9.4). This is a critical choice for the effective implementation of the system, and this choice needs to be made well in advance of the Implementation phase by a decision-making process that includes both IS and business managers. Good management understanding of the options and trade-offs for the implementation strategies discussed next can reap both short-term and long-term implementation benefits.

In the parallel strategy, the organization continues to operate the old system in parallel with the new system until the new one is working sufficiently well to continue the old. This is a conservative conversion strategy because it allows the organization to continue using the old system if there are problems with the new one. However, it can also be a difficult strategy to manage because workers typically must operate both the old system and the new while also comparing the results of the two systems to make sure that the new system is working properly. When discrepancies are found, the source of the problem must be identified and corrections initiated. Parallel conversion can therefore be very stressful. A parallel strategy also might not even be feasible due to changes in hardware and software associated with the new system.

The pilot strategy is an attractive option when it is possible to introduce the new system in only one part of the organization. The objective is to solve as many implementation problems as possible before implementing the
system in the rest of the organization. For example, in a company with many branch offices, it might be feasible to convert to the new system in only one branch office and gain experience solving data conversion and procedural problems before installing the system company-wide. If major problems are encountered, company-wide implementation can be delayed until they are solved. Pilot approaches are especially useful when there are potentially high technological or organizational risks associated with the systems project.

For a large, complex system, a \textit{phased} conversion strategy might be the best approach. For example, with a large order processing and inventory control system, the firm might first convert order entry and simply enter customer orders and print them out on the company forms. Then it might convert the warehouse inventory control system to the computer. Finally, it might link the order entry system to the inventory system, produce shipping documents, and update the inventory records automatically. The downside to this approach is that it results in a lengthy implementation period. Extra development work to interface new and old system components is also typically required. On the other hand, a phasing strategy enables the firm to begin to achieve some benefits from the new system more rapidly than under other strategies. A phased strategy may relate to not only the implementation of a system but also prior steps in the SDLC, thus breaking a large project down into a series of smaller, coupled projects. Later in the chapter we will describe a formal process that takes this incremental approach called agile methods.

In the \textit{cutover} (or cold turkey) strategy, the organization totally abandons the old system when it implements the new one. In some industries this can be done over holiday weekends in order to allow for a third day for returning to the old system in the event of a major failure. The cutover strategy has greater inherent risks, but it is attractive when it is very difficult to operate both the old and new systems simultaneously. Some also argue that the total “pain is the same” for a system implementation, whether implemented as a cutover or not, and that this strategy moves the organization to the new operating environment faster.

Combinations of these four strategies are also possible. For example, when implementing system modules via a phased conversion strategy, one still has the option of a parallel or cutover approach for converting each phase of the system. Similarly, a pilot strategy could include a parallel strategy at the pilot site.

\textbf{OPERATIONS}  The second step of the Implementation phase is to operate the new application in “production mode.” It is common for IS organizations to maintain three versions of an application:

- a development version (in partial states of completion as new capabilities are being added or corrections are being made),
- a test version (a tentative new release of the application going through the testing process described earlier), and
- a production version (the version actually “run”).

In the Operations step, the IS responsibility for the application (or the next release of an application) is turned over to computer operations and technical support personnel. The project team is typically disbanded, although one or more members may be assigned to a support team.

New applications are typically not moved into production status unless adequate documentation has been provided to the computer operations staff. Implementing a large, complex system without documentation is highly risky. Documentation comes in at least two flavors: system documentation for IS specialists who operate and maintain the computer system and user documentation for those who use the system.

Successful operation of an application system requires people and computers to work together. If the hardware or software fails or people falter, system operation might be unsatisfactory. In a large, complex system, thousands of things can go wrong, and most companies operate many such systems simultaneously. It takes excellent management of computer operations to make sure that everything works well consistently and to contain and repair the damage when things do go wrong.

\textbf{MAINTENANCE}  The process of making changes to a system after it has been put into production mode (i.e., after the Operations stage of its life cycle) is referred to as \textit{Maintenance}. The most obvious reason for maintenance is to correct errors in the software that were not discovered and corrected prior to its initial implementation. Usually a number of bugs in a system do elude the testing process, and for a large, complex system it might take many months, or even years, to discover them.

Maintenance could also be required to adapt the system to changes in the environment—the organization, other systems, new hardware and systems software, and government regulations. Another major cause for maintenance is the desire to enhance the system. After some experience with a new system, managers typically have a number of ideas on how to improve it, ranging from minor changes to entirely new modules. The small changes are usually treated as maintenance, but large-scale additions might need approval as a new development request.
Because both business and technology environments change rapidly, periodic changes to large systems are typical. In the past the total costs over a typical system’s life cycle have been estimated to be about 80 percent on maintenance and only 20 percent on the original development of the application. As a result, many IS organizations have to allocate a significant number of their IS specialists to maintaining systems, rather than developing new ones. In the early 1990s, maintenance resources were consuming as much as 75 percent of the total systems development resources in many large organizations (see Figure 9.5). The IS organization is responsible for making the required changes in the system throughout its life, as well as for eliminating any bugs that are identified prior to launching the new system in a production mode.

To make a change in a system, the maintenance programmer must first determine what program(s) must be changed and then what specific parts of each program need to be changed. The programmer must also understand the logic of the part of the code that is being changed. In other words, one must understand the system in some detail in order to change it.

Because systems can be very complex, system documentation is critical in providing the necessary level of understanding. This brings up another difficulty—the documentation must be changed when the system is changed or else the documentation will provide misleading information about the system rather than assistance in understanding it. Most programmers are primarily interested in programming and are not rewarded for updating the documentation, so in many IS organizations the documentation of old systems becomes outdated and includes inaccuracies.

Furthermore, when changes are made in complex systems, a ripple effect might be encountered such that the change has an unanticipated impact on some other part of the system. For example, a change in a program can affect another program that uses the output from the first program. A change to a line of code can affect the results of another line of code in an entirely different part of that program. Another change must be made to correct those problems and that change might cause unanticipated problems elsewhere.

Another major problem with maintenance is that most IS professionals prefer to work on new systems using new technologies rather than maintain old systems. Maintenance is therefore often perceived as low-status work, although it is critical to the business. Maintenance is often the first assignment of a newly hired programmer, and most organizations do not have mechanisms to ensure that really good maintenance people are rewarded well.

From the business manager’s perspective, the major maintenance challenges are getting it done when it is needed and dealing with new system problems introduced as part of the maintenance process. A high proportion of operational problems are caused by errors introduced when making maintenance changes. Changes to production systems need to be carefully managed. Maintenance changes are typically made to a copy of the production system and then fully tested before they are implemented. An effective release management process for changing from an older to a newer version of the system is critical to avoid introducing large numbers of new problems when maintaining operational systems.

If adequate numbers of IS specialists are not available for systems maintenance projects, the manager often must suffer long delays before needed changes are made. Figure 9.6 graphically displays the widening gap that can occur between the organization’s needs and the system’s performance over time. Also, as a system gets older and is repeatedly patched, the probability of performance problems becomes even greater and reengineering or replacement solutions might be required.
The SDLC Project Team

Most application systems are developed by a temporary project team. When the system project is completed, the team is disbanded, but a small core of the team may remain to provide continuity for maintenance tasks. Most project teams include representatives from both the IS organization and relevant business departments. If several organizational units or several levels of people within a unit will use the system, the project team might include representatives from only some of these different units, including higher-level managers and experienced end users who will work with the new application on a day-to-day basis. The selection of the project team is therefore critical to the success of a given systems project.

The project team can also vary in membership during the system’s life cycle: A few members might be assigned full-time to the project for its entirety, while others might join the project team only temporarily as their specific knowledge or skills are required. In addition to an IS manager in a project leadership role, other IS personnel will be assigned as needed for the specific application, including systems analysts, application programmers, data administration specialists, telecommunications specialists, and others. It is also not unusual for IS specialists from outside the organization to also be used on systems projects. The IS specialists hired from a contract firm might bring specific IS knowledge to the project or might be needed due to the lack of internal resources available to assign to the project. These personnel could be so well integrated into the project that they are almost indistinguishable from the firm’s internal IS personnel.

Historically, the project manager for a custom application was always an IS manager. Today, however, a business manager with information technology (IT) management knowledge might be asked to be the project manager, or a project might have two project managers: a business manager responsible for all user activities, especially for the implementation phase, and an IS manager responsible for the activities of all IS personnel. Some guidelines on whether the manager of a specific project should come from the IS organization, a business unit, or both are provided in the box “Who Should Lead the IT Project?” The practitioner press suggests that assigning both IT and business managers to lead IT projects is a way to tighten the overall alignment between the IT organization and the business. According to a recent report, Cisco Systems, Inc., is giving IT and business leaders joint responsibility for every IT project (Hoffman, 2003).

Whether or not this role is shared, the project manager(s) is held responsible for the success of the project—for delivering a quality system, on time, and within budget. Managing a systems project typically involves coordinating the efforts of many persons from different organizational units, some of whom work for the project only on a part-time or temporary basis. The project manager must plan the project, determine the SDLC tasks that must be carried out and the skills required for each task, and estimate how long each will take. The skills of the IS resources assigned to the project can be just as important as the number of resources assigned.

The system documentation produced at each step of the SDLC methodology provides a major tool for communication across team members and for assessing the quality of the development effort throughout the life of the system. Most organizations require that systems for which an SDLC process is appropriate include business management beyond those on the project team to provide formal sign-offs at each milestone of the project.

The systems analyst role is also a critical one. These IS professionals are trained to work with business managers and end users to determine the feasibility of the new system and to develop detailed system requirements for the custom application. During the Construction phase, they work with other IS specialists in designing the system and help to monitor the adherence to the system requirements. A good systems analyst has problem-solving skills, a knowledge of IT capabilities, and a strong understanding

Who Should Lead the IT Project

If the project involves new and advanced technology,
    Then it should be managed by someone from the IS department.
If the project’s impact would force critical changes in the business,
    Then it should be managed by someone from the business unit.
If the project is extremely large and complex,
    Then it should be managed by a specialist in project management.
If a project shares all of the above characteristics,
    Then senior management should consider multiple project leaders.

[Radding, 1992, based on Applegate]
of the business activities involved in the application. The role of the systems analyst needs to be played well in order for multiple user perspectives to be taken into account. Sometimes the systems analyst also provides the important function of providing checks and balances for IS specialists eager to work with new, but unproven, technologies by ensuring that the business risks associated with new technologies are accounted for in project decisions.

Other key roles, including key business roles (e.g., sponsors, champions), are discussed in the chapter on IT project management (see Chapter 11).

**Managing an SDLC Project**

All systems projects are typically measured by three primary success criteria: (1) on-time delivery of an IS that (2) is of high quality and meets business requirements and (3) is within project budget. Additional project management techniques for achieving these goals will be considered in Chapter 11.

Particularly critical for the success of custom development projects using an SDLC methodology are three characteristics: manageable project size, accurate requirements definition, and executive sponsorship.

**MANAGEABLE PROJECT SIZE** Experience has convincingly shown that very large custom IT projects are very difficult to deliver within budget, which is one reason these types of projects are considered riskier when developing the business case. On the other hand, projects that take fewer technical people a year or less to complete are more likely to meet the success criteria for the project. This suggests that large systems should be broken down into relatively independent modules and built as a sequence of small, manageable projects, rather than as a single monster project.

**ACCURATE REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION** The SDLC waterfall process is based on the premise that requirements for a new system can and should be defined in detail at the beginning of the process. The downside is that if the requirements are not well defined, or significantly change during the project, there could be large cost overruns and the system could be unsatisfactory. Early studies have shown that about half of the total number of requirements errors (or omissions) is typically detected in the Requirements Definition step. Further, an error detected in the Implementation phase costs about 150 times as much to fix as an error detected in the Definition phase (Boehm, 1976). Every effort must therefore be put into obtaining as accurate a requirements definition document as possible. This requires systems analysts skilled in eliciting requirements as well as in process and data representation techniques. It also requires access to business users knowledgeable about both current business operations and the envisioned system.

**EXECUTIVE SPONSORSHIP** Although all large systems projects require business sponsorship, the intensity and length of time involved with the typical SDLC project means that executive-level sponsorship is critical to success. Key business managers need to understand the potential benefits of the proposed system and be dedicated to contributing resources to the systems project team, as well as to the sustained usage of the new custom application. Because some business managers and end users will also be assigned to the project team, business sponsors need to be willing to dedicate these resources to the project team, sometimes on a full-time basis for the life of the project.

Although not every project team has end users as formal team members, end users frequently participate by providing information about current work processes or procedures and evaluating screen designs from an end-user perspective. This, too, takes time away from normal business activities. User involvement in a systems project has in fact been associated with user acceptance and usage of the new system (Hartwick and Barki, 1994). However, business managers must be willing to dedicate these business resources throughout the project as needed, not just at the time of implementation.

Beath and Orlikowski (1994) have pointed out that systems development methodologies can differ in their assumptions about IS and user roles over the life of the project. For example, two methodologies that have been practiced more commonly outside of the United States (the ETHICS method and the Soft Systems Methodology) are specifically designed to facilitate more user involvement.

System implementation also requires managing organizational changes. Unless there is strong business sponsorship, there will not be a strong initiative to make changes to the business as part of the systems project effort. (See Chapter 11 for some guidelines for managing business change.)

**SDLC Advantages and Disadvantages**

The SDLC process is a highly structured approach best suited to the development of large, complex applications for one or more business units. A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the SDLC approach is provided in Figure 9.7 and is discussed in the following paragraphs. The disadvantages serve as cautions about the best conduct of the SDLC and suggest circumstances when the SDLC is likely not the best custom systems development approach. In a subsequent section, we will review some alternative approaches that address these concerns about the SDLC.
### Advantages
- Highly structured, systematic process
- Careful controls on the process, including impact on related systems
- Thorough requirements definition
- Clear milestones with business management sign-offs

### Disadvantages
- Does not account well for evolving requirements during project
- Time-consuming (and costly) process
- Top-down commitment required
- Resistance in practice to feedback or going back to a prior phase
- Role of system user may be narrowly defined
- Fixed milestone and completion dates

---

**FIGURE 9.7  Advantages and Disadvantages of Traditional SDLC Approach**

In the hands of competent IS specialists and knowledgeable business managers, the SDLC is a systematic process with formal steps with clear IS and user roles, formal checkpoints, and techniques for analysis, design, testing, and implementation. These tools and the rigorous discipline associated with an SDLC methodology help the systems project manager produce a well-engineered system on time and within budget.

Second, the systematic process includes controls that assess the impacts the system under development will have on existing systems. These controls address the concepts of the organization as a set of systems, with carefully designed interfaces between subsystems.

Third, requirements are formally and thoroughly developed. All parties understand and agree on the requirements. Thus, the system is less likely to be idiosyncratic, rather it will balance the needs of all users.

Finally, the process is transparent with clear milestones in which interested parties sign-off that further funds should be allocated to continue to the next step. The milestones also give participants a formal point to identify the need to backtrack to a prior phase or step, if the situation suggests the need to reconsider prior design decisions.

The major disadvantages are inherent in the methodology. First, the project’s success depends on the accurate and complete specification of detailed requirements at the beginning of the development process (Definition phase). There are several serious problems with this dependency. For example, many customized applications today are unique solutions. Because the project begins with an incomplete understanding of what this unique information system will do, it might be necessary to try several approaches before discovering the optimal one. New technologies might also be involved, and until the capabilities of these technologies are better understood, it might be hard to develop a firm set of requirements or to estimate the time to perform some project steps. With pressure to meet what were ill-conceived deadlines, shortcuts can be taken that affect project and system quality. Another problem with up-front detailed requirements specification is that today’s business environment is changing so rapidly that there can be significant differences in business needs between the time the requirements are specified and the time the system is installed. Although the SDLC allows for backtracking to previous steps if necessary, this feedback loop is often ignored in practice. Rather, the output of one step is frozen; requested changes are recorded and handled only during maintenance.

Note that the SDLC process also requires a total system cost-benefit analysis based on the initial Definition phase. The justification process can be difficult to accomplish using traditional approaches such as return on investment (ROI) calculations when new technologies are involved or requirements are incomplete.

Second, the SDLC process is time consuming. In the 1980s, the typical systems project took several years, and the pace of business change accepted this. Today, with personnel turnover, threats from new competitors, and conditions changing at Internet speed, such long delivery times are not acceptable. Third, because the SDLC process is both lengthy and costly, strong executive sponsorship is required. Without strong business sponsorship, business managers and users will be reluctant to dedicate their time to a systems project instead of working on other activities for which they are typically measured.

Fourth, although in theory the SDLC allows for feedback and backtracking, there is strong resistance in practice to doing so. At each milestone, there is a “go-no-go” decision on whether to move forward: There may be some willingness to
redo some aspects of the prior step, but there is usually great resistance to going back several steps, even when the situation demands this. Hence, it is not uncommon that a project is terminated at a milestone because the project is not going well or the business situation has changed since the project began.

Fifth, the role of system users, and in fact each participant, is usually very narrowly defined. This can be restrictive for technology-savvy users, especially in organizations that regularly move employees between IT and general business positions as part of their career development.

Finally, the SDLC tends to enforce strict dates for each milestone and completion. If these dates are not met, for whatever reason, the project may be deemed a failure. Although it is good to place realistic time limits on any project, time to completion is but one of three project trade-offs (along with project scope and project resources).

Next we look at an alternative approach to systems development that addresses some of these disadvantages.

**PROTOTYPING METHODOLOGY**

The SDLC methodology is based on the premise that business requirements for the system will be static over the life of the project. Thus, the system requirements must be completely and finally specified before the Construction phase is begun. Once the requirements have been agreed upon, changing them leads to significant project costs and potential schedule delays.

In the second half of the 1980s, the growing availability of fourth generation nonprocedural languages and relational database management systems began to offer an alternative approach. These tools make it possible to initially build a system (or part of a system) more quickly and then repeatedly revise it after users have tried it out and provided their feedback to the developers. Thus, rather than first initially defining the system on paper and then building it, the initial system can be revised based upon the user’s experience and understanding gained from the earlier versions.

This approach is very powerful because, although most people find it very difficult to specify in great detail exactly what they need from a new system, it is quite easy for them to point out what they do not like about computer screens that they can try out and use.

This general approach is most commonly known as prototyping. It is a type of evolutionary development process. The prototyping concept can also be applied to a process in which a real system is developed for the user to try out as well as for situations in which only a “toy” (non-operational, usually thrown away without converting to an operational system) prototype is developed. For example, prototype input and output screens are often developed for users to work with as part of the requirements definition or detailed design steps. Other examples of prototyping include a “first-of-a-series” prototype in which a completely operational prototype is used as a pilot and a “selected features” prototype in which only some essential features are included in the prototype and more features are added in later modules (Kendall and Kendall, 1999).

In the next section, we first discuss prototyping as a complete alternative to the traditional SDLC methodology: its steps, project management considerations, and its overall advantages and disadvantages in comparison to an SDLC methodology. This approach is particularly attractive when the requirements are hard to define (“we’ll know what we want when we see it”), when one or a few stakeholders/users are involved, when a critical system is needed quickly, when communication problems have existed in the past between end users and developers, or when the system will be used infrequently (or even only once)—so that operating efficiency is not a major consideration. Note that these are all system characteristics that apply to some types of managerial support systems.

Prototyping as an alternative to an SDLC methodology is impractical for large, complex system efforts. However, when prototyping is used within an SDLC process to help determine requirements of a new custom application, it can increase the likelihood that the system project is a success. Prototyping provides a practical way for organizations to experiment with real systems, not just abstract diagrams, where the requirements are not totally clear and where the probability of success is unclear but the rewards for success appear to be very high.

**The Prototyping Steps**

Figure 9.8 presents the steps for an evolutionary methodology for developing a new, working system. The process begins with the identification of the basic requirements of the initial version of the system (Step 1). The analyst/builder(s) and user(s) meet and agree on the inputs, the data processing, and the system outputs. These are not complete detailed requirements; rather, this is a starting point for the system. If several builders and users are involved, a joint application design (JAD) session may be used to determine requirements (see the description of JAD in the section entitled “Newer Approaches” later in this chapter).

In Step 2, the system builders produce an initial prototype system according to the basic requirements agreed on in Step 1. The system builders select the software tools, locate the necessary data and make these data accessible to the system, and construct the system using higher-level languages. This step should take from a few days to a few weeks, depending on the system’s size and complexity. Note, this step works best when high-quality data already
exist in some current databases and access to the existing data can be quickly acquired.

When the initial prototype is completed, it is given to the user with instructions similar to the following: “Here is the initial prototype. I know that it is not what you really need, but it’s a beginning point. Try it and write down everything about it that you do not like or that needs to be added to the system. When you get a good list, we will make the changes you suggest.”

Step 3 is the user’s responsibility. He or she works with the system, notes the things that need to be improved, and then meets with the analyst/builder to discuss the changes. In Step 4, the builder modifies the system to incorporate the desired changes and any additional requirements that have surfaced from further analysis work. In order to keep everyone actively involved, speed is important. Sometimes the builder can sit down with the user and make the changes immediately; for larger systems, the changes might take several weeks. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until the user is satisfied with the current version of the system. These are iterative steps within the prototyping process. When the user is satisfied that the prototype has been sufficiently developed, Step 5 begins.

Step 5 involves evaluating the final prototype as an operational system. It should be noted, however, that not all prototypes become operational systems. Instead, it might be decided that the prototype system should simply be thrown away. Or, it could be decided that no additional costs should be devoted to the application because a system could not be developed that solved the original problem. That is, the prototyping process helped the organization decide that the system benefits do not outweigh the additional development or operational costs, or both, or that the expense of developing an operationally efficient system is too high. At this point it could also be decided that the system will be implemented but that the system needs to be built using different tools in order to achieve performance efficiencies.

If the prototype is to become an operational system, in Step 6 the builder completes the Construction phase by making any changes necessary to improve operational efficiency and to interface the new application with the operational systems that provide it with data. This is also the step in which all necessary controls, backup and recovery procedures, and the necessary documentation need to be completed. If the prototype is only slightly modified, this step differs from the end of the Construction phase of an SDLC methodology in that most (or all) of the system has already been tested. Step 7 is similar to the Implementation phase of the SDLC: The new system is installed and moved into operational status. This is likely to be a much easier Implementation phase than under the traditional SDLC process because at least some of the intended users are already familiar with the system. Step 7 also includes maintenance. Because of the advanced tools that likely were used to build it, changes might be easier to make.
Managing an evolutionary development process is clearly a joint IS and user management responsibility. Whether the project manager role is played by IS alone, business personnel alone, or both IS and business personnel, both groups need to jointly determine when to continue to request revisions to a prototype and when to end the iterative tryout-and-revise steps. The business manager needs to determine whether a satisfactory solution has been developed, and the IS manager needs to determine whether all relevant technology capabilities have been explored.

Because only basic requirements are being defined, the systems analyst and prototype builder (which might be one and the same) need to have some different skill sets than required for the SDLC process. Techniques to elicit abstract requirements and an emphasis on detailed documentation under the SDLC process are replaced by a heavy reliance on skills to build systems quickly using advanced tools. The initial prototypes are assessed more in terms of their look and feel from a user perspective and less in terms of technical quality from a systems performance perspective. Interactions between IS specialists and users center around creative development solutions and personal reactions to user-system interfaces and outputs.

A prototyping methodology also requires a dedicated business user role. Because there is continual user involvement with the various versions of the system, the designated business user needs to be able to be freed from other responsibilities to work with the application and to suggest changes over the life of the project. Sometimes more than one person plays this critical end-user role, which will require a structure and process for reaching agreement when suggested changes from different users are in conflict. The business user also needs to be patient and to understand that each iteration results in a system that may be “not quite right.”

Managing a Prototyping Project

Managing new development projects with a methodology based on an iterative or evolutionary process requires a different mind-set than managing projects using an SDLC methodology based on a highly structured development approach. IS project managers and system builders need to approach the project differently: The objective is to respond quickly to user requests with a “good-enough” prototype multiple times rather than to produce a tightly engineered actual system at the outset of the project. This might require some cultural changes within the IS organization. IS professionals who have built their careers on skills and attitudes required by an SDLC approach might need to acquire new skills for prototyping approaches.

The Prototyping Project Team

IS managers also find managing prototyping projects more problematic because it is difficult to plan how long it will take, how many iterations will be required, or exactly when the system builders will be working on the system. Project managers need to have sufficient IS resources available for system building in order to quickly respond to user requests for system changes within an agreed-upon timetable. Users who will be trying out each prototype version must be committed to the process and must be willing and able to devote the time and effort required to test each prototype version in a timely fashion. IS managers might rightfully feel that they have less control over the project’s scope. One of the potential hazards of prototyping is that the iterative steps will go on and on and that the project costs will keep accumulating. Good working relationships between IS personnel and users responsible for the project are required to move to the prototype evaluation step (Step 5) at the optimal time. Joint IS-user accountability would appear to be a key to success for these types of projects.

Depending on the software tools used to build the prototype, the operational efficiency of a prototype that is evaluated in Step 5 might be significantly inferior to systems developed using the traditional SDLC methodology. Technical standards established by the organization also might not be rigorously followed, and the documentation might be inadequate. A substantial investment in computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools (see the final section of this chapter entitled “Newer Approaches”), database management tools, and IS specialist training might be required before an IS organization can successfully implement the end prototype as the final system.

Prototyping Advantages and Disadvantages

The advantages of the evolutionary development methodology address the disadvantages inherent in the SDLC methodology. First, only basic system requirements are needed at the front end of the project. This means that systems can be built using an evolutionary approach that would be impossible to develop via an SDLC methodology. Furthermore, prototyping can be used to build systems that radically change how work is done, such as when work processes are being redesigned or a totally new type of managerial support tool has been envisioned but never seen. It is virtually impossible to define requirements for these kinds of systems at the beginning of a systems development process. Prototyping also allows firms to explore the use of newer technologies, because the expectations under an evolutionary methodology are that the builders will get it right over multiple iterations, rather than the first time.

Second, an initial working system is available for user testing much more quickly. In some cases, business
managers might actually use a working prototype to respond in some way to a current problem or at least to quickly learn that a given systems approach will not be the best solution. Although the complete process might take several months, users might have a working prototype in a few weeks or months that allows them to respond to a problem that exists now and is growing in importance; often a business manager cannot wait many months, let alone years, for a particular system to be built.

Third, because of the more interactive nature of the process, with hands-on use of working system models, strong top-down commitment based on a well-substantiated justification process might be less necessary at the outset of the project. Instead, the costs and benefits of the system can be derived after experience with an initial prototype.

Fourth, initial user acceptance of an application developed with an evolutionary process is likely to be higher than with an SDLC process. This is partly because the evolutionary process results in more active involvement and more joint control of the process on the part of the user.

The disadvantages of an evolutionary methodology are related to the evolutionary build process. The end prototype typically lacks some of the security and control features found in a system developed with an SDLC process. It also might not undergo the same type of rigorous testing. Documentation of the final version can be less complete because of the iterative nature of the process. Because the focus is on getting the requirements right as well as the look and feel of the user interface, other critical infrastructure features of the system may not be quite right. However, many of these flaws can be corrected in Step 6 when the final prototype is converted to a system that can go into production. In some cases, it will be necessary for this final prototype to go through the same audits and controls testing of systems developed by the SDLC before it can be approved to go into production. Of special concern will be any dependencies the new system has with existing systems, usually for the exchange of data.

In the past the operational inefficiencies of fourth generation tools also contributed to the inadequacies of end prototypes. However, with recent advancements in hardware and software tools for developers and end users, these issues have become much less important than implementing a system that meets user needs. As described earlier, these potential deficiencies are assessed in Step 5 and corrected in Step 6 of the evolutionary methodology in Figure 9.8.

Another potential disadvantage is related to managing user expectations. Frequently, a prototype system appears to be so good that users are reluctant to wait for a well-functioning, well-documented operational system.

Prototyping Within an SDLC Process

As fourth generation tools have become commonplace, the incorporation of a few steps of an evolutionary process into an SDLC methodology has also become common. In the following paragraphs we describe two ways that prototyping is commonly incorporated into an SDLC process.

First, prototyping is used in the Definition phase to help users define the system requirements, particularly for the user interface (computer screens and navigation). As shown in Figure 9.9, the SDLC process still begins with a feasibility analysis. However, for the requirements definition step, IS specialists use screen-painting tools to produce initial versions of screens and reports that users can experiment with. This might be an example of a nonoperational prototype, in which the screen designs are not connected to a live database. After the requirements have been determined with the help of a series of prototypes, the rest of the steps in the SDLC process remain the same. However, the system builders can also make use of the screens during the design and build steps, and they may actually use computer code generated by the prototyping tools in the final system.

The second way of prototyping used is more complex and includes a pilot implementation of a working prototype. This type of prototype is typically a first-of-a-series type of pilot system. Unlike the pilot rollout strategy discussed for the Implementation stage of the SDLC process, in which a complete system is first implemented in only a portion of the organization, here the intent is to use a scaled-down prototype in only a minimal number of locations within the organization in order to assess its feasibility in an operational setting. As shown in Figure 9.10, the Definition phase of the SDLC process is replaced by three steps in a Prototyping/Piloting phase.
After basic requirements are determined (Step 1), a working prototype is developed (Step 2). The initial prototype is sufficiently developed to demonstrate a technical solution using hardware and software components that typically had not been used before in the organization. In Step 3, the prototype is extended to become a working prototype that can be piloted with a subset of the targeted users.

This prototyping/piloting approach within an SDLC is especially useful for large, risky projects that involve technological risks or organizational risks, or both. For example, one major objective might be to demonstrate the basic capabilities or provide a proof-of-concept test of a technical solution. A second major objective might be to get executive sponsors to buy in to the proposed system. By working with a prototype with live data, business managers can evaluate the potential benefits (and risks) of the new application in an operational setting. The expectation is that this is only a prototype, developed at minimal cost, which will be modified before the actual system is built.

For example, changes in functionality based on using the prototype in a pilot setting, as well as changes in the technology, are anticipated before the final system will be implemented at all locations. The prototype is used to help “sell” the system to key users as well as those who have budgeting authority. If the pilot is successful, what was learned from using the working prototype can now be incorporated into the design that will be used for the building of the actual system. The learning from the pilot step also helps users prepare for the organizational changes needed to implement the full system. The remaining steps match the typical SDLC process.

### NEWER APPROACHES

The demands for speedier development of new application systems have steadily increased over the past decade. In this section, we briefly discuss two approaches that have been proven to result in faster development of high-quality customized applications of a certain size: a RAD methodology and agile software development approaches.

#### Rapid Application Development (RAD)

Rapid application development (RAD) is a hybrid methodology that combines aspects of the SDLC methodology and prototyping. Similar to the SDLC methodology, several RAD variants exist within organizations and consultancies. The goal is to produce a system in less than a year. Some organizations adopting RAD approaches require that all projects fit within a short timebox—such as six months (Clark et al., 1997). RAD is usually applied, much like prototyping, in isolation from other systems, so interdependencies between systems are not considered.

The RAD life cycle developed by guru James Martin includes four steps, with iterations between and parallel conduct among Steps 2 and 3, similar to a prototyping methodology (see Figure 9.11). The Requirements Planning step incorporates elements of the traditional IT project proposal initiation and steps from the SDLC Definition phases. For the User Design step, **Joint application design (JAD)** sessions and software automation (CASE) tools are used to accomplish the work more quickly.

A JAD session could last several hours or could be held over several consecutive days. It is often held at a location removed from the participants’ usual workplace so
that the task can be concentrated on without interruption. A remote location also helps set up a forum for user representatives to work through areas of disagreement; achieving shared understanding is especially important when cross-functional systems are being developed. The JAD session is led by a facilitator who is not only skilled in systems analysis and design techniques but is also skilled in managing group interactions; a person outside the organization is sometimes used in this facilitator role in order to have a neutral third party who can help resolve conflicts and keep the group focused on the JAD session outcomes.

As shown in Figure 9.12, computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools include front-end analysis tools such as diagramming tools, analysis tools, and computer display and report generator tools to support requirements definition and system designs; back-end tools for generating code (in one or more computer languages) from diagrams and other design documents; and central repositories for the processing logic, data structures, other specifications, and project management documents for a software system. Full-cycle CASE systems, also called Integrated CASE (I-CASE) tools, combine front-end and back-end functions to produce a working system.

Returning to Figure 9.11, in the Construction phase computer code is generated using the CASE tool. The business team members help validate screens and other design features, and an iterative approach is then used to make design changes and generate new code for validation. A cutover approach is used to convert the organization to the new system. By using this implementation approach, system testing must be undertaken at virtually the same time that user training and other organizational preparations are being accomplished.

The structured checkpoints and system reviews that are hallmarks of an SDLC approach are also used in a RAD approach. However, unlike the traditional SDLC approach, when users sign off on the CASE-based design document, the expectation is that they will also be involved in the Construction step, during which additional design changes can be made as necessary. Besides intensive usability testing with end-user involvement, rigorous quality assurance procedures are also built into the RAD methodology.

RAD is a methodology that works well in a business environment characterized by rapid change. The smaller design teams and shorter development times associated with RAD also can lead to considerably lower total development costs. For example, the U.S. Navy has reported system development savings of up to 50 percent and annual maintenance savings of 20 percent (Valacich et al., 2009). On the other hand, increased speed can sometimes also have its downside. For example, noncritical functionality or quality standards might be sacrificed, such as consistent user interfaces across screens and data element naming standards.

Figure 9.13 summarizes some of the advantages and disadvantages of RAD. Like prototyping, a RAD methodology is highly dependent on involvement by key users. If these key users are not freed up to work on the RAD project, the custom application might still be produced quickly but is less likely to be an optimal software solution for the business.

Agile Methodologies

No one systems development methodology works in every circumstance better than all other methodologies. This is why structured, rapid, and other methodologies all have been developed. Systems development is difficult for a variety of reasons, including the following:

- Requirements are about dealing with business problems not software features, yet how we apply different methods often tries to separate these two aspects too much.

### Diagramming tools

- Diagramming tools: support graphic representations for process, data, and control structure diagrams

### Computer display and report generators

- Computer display and report generators: used to prototype user interface for input (screen displays, forms) and reports as part of requirements definition

### Analysis tools

- Analysis tools: automatic checkers for missing, inconsistent, or incorrect specifications in diagrams, forms, and reports

### Central repository

- Central repository: integrated storage of system specs, diagrams, reports, and project management documents

### Documentation generators

- Documentation generators: produce technical and user documentation in standard formats

### Code generators

- Code generators: automatic generation of program and database definition code from diagrams, forms, reports, and other design documents
Advantages
- Dramatic savings in development time
- Focuses on essential system requirements
- Ability to rapidly change system design at user request

Disadvantages
- Quality may be sacrificed for speed
- Time-consuming commitments for key user personnel
- Possible shortcuts on internal standards and module reusability

FIGURE 9.13 RAD Advantages and Disadvantages

- The business (and developers, too) may not know what is possible with IT, so they may limit their requirements to what they think is possible or to current business rules rather than what could be done with “out-of-the-box” thinking.
- Business conditions are constantly changing, so freezing requirements always means being out of step once the system is implemented (by the way, there is a similar truth with textbooks!)
- There is often not a consensus about what is required (due to different situations or cultures in different user groups), so agreements may not be able to be reached until well into a project.
- Personnel turnover during a project, from both the user community and the development team, means new ideas, new skills, and relearning.

Different methodologies attempt to deal with these issues in different ways.

In recent years an agile software development discipline has emerged as an alternative methodology for smaller projects (e.g., project teams not larger than 20) in order to address some of these issues. The objective is to deliver software with very low defect rates, based on a set of four key values:

- Simplicity
- Communication
- Feedback
- Courage

A project is not a full application, but rather one module or working piece of a full application. These four principles are based on “The Agile Manifesto,” which has been adopted by 17 leaders in the field (see www.agileAlliance.org, http://agilemanifesto.org, and Hoffer et al, 2011).

A “whole team” approach is taken in which business representatives (customers) and technical team members (programmers) work in a co-located workspace (sometimes called a bullpen) on a daily basis. Emphasis is placed on interactions among these participants, rather than on the processes they follow, tools they use, or formal contracts between developers and clients. Daily, face-to-face conversations among these core team members, rather than documentation and interviews with subject matter experts, dominate requirements determination. Team members use processes utilizing adaptation rather than planning. Working versions of software, not artifacts, are measures of progress, and these working components or increments (pieces of the whole) are produced very frequently. Proponents suggest that the more engineering approach of traditional systems development methods fails because it is not designed to handle the changing requirements (due to business changes or better understanding of needs) in most software development activities. Late changes to requirements are welcomed by agile methods. In fact, a core principle of agile methods is to respond to change rather than adhere to a plan. Learning occurs through repletion and readressing requirements in increments.

Agile methods are similar to other iterative methods, such as prototyping and RAD, but differ in that cycles for delivery of new code products are much shorter (in fact, timeboxed to be weeks not months) and in the very close collaboration of team members. Emphasis is on working software over comprehensive documentation. Figure 9.14
characterizes an agile approach, with frequent software releases and rapid cycling over the systems development phases of definition, construction, and implementation and their various steps. Some see this chart as the route of a yo-yo over time. Each release is a refactoring and enhancement of the accumulation of prior releases; prior work is not scrapped. The software gets better with each release. Early releases focus more on architecture issues (the glue that will hold the pieces together), whereas later releases drill deep into specific functionalities. The application is composed of the set of all releases and can be under continuous change. There is a need for an initial step to establish an overall architecture for the application system so that each piece can be developed and all pieces will fit together (remember Figure 8.1).

Agile methods are a radical change in systems development and can be resisted by systems development staff (Wailgum, 2007). Some see agile methods too dominated by users who do not understand IT or too dependent on the scarce resource of expert developers to be used for many systems development projects. Individuals on the team may be called “purple people,” because they are generalists, neither business nor IT specialists (an odd reference to combining “red” and “blue” to get purple). Others feel that the lack of deep up-front design compromises a sound architecture needed for robust and easy to maintain organizational systems. Because testing occurs throughout the development cycle, rather than at fixed points controlled by quality assurance staff, some believe testing is too ad hoc and myopic. Some believe the lack or limited conduct of planning and documentation is a hazard. For these and other reasons, agile methods are still emerging as accepted approaches to systems development. Successful projects using agile methods are making organizations pay more attention to the potential of agile methodologies.

Fowler (2003) recommends that agile methodologies are best suited for situations with dynamic requirements, dedicated and motivated team members, and customers willing to be members of the core team and also that the core team can be kept relatively small (20 or fewer members).

Agile is a general term that encompasses various specific methods and techniques. Several of the more widely used agile methods and techniques are Crystal Clear, Adaptive Software Development, Scrum, Feature Driven Development, and eXtreme Programming. The remainder of this section presents overviews of several of these methods and techniques as a way to illustrate what might happen on a project using the agile approach and to illustrate some of the important principles that transcend all agile methods.

**EXTREME PROGRAMMING** In one agile approach, called eXtreme Programming (XP), the programmers write production code in pairs. By using simple designs (definition and construction are fused together) and frequent testing, the team produces small, fully integrated releases that pass all the customers’ acceptance tests in a very short time period (e.g., every two weeks). Each cycle begins with users writing a story to describe their need for the application (Serena, 2007). The cycle of analyze, design, code, and test are integrally linked and iterated until a working solution is developed. Changes in code are frequent (usually daily). Programming teams test their own code (which is a radical change from traditional testing methodologies). Both members of the programming pair do coding and testing in parallel, so duties are not divided by one person coding and the other testing. It is claimed that such a process produces higher-quality code faster (for those situations outlined previously). The programming pairs then might disband to form new pairs and thus quickly share their specialized knowledge and completed code. Another hallmark of the XP approach is the obsession with feedback and testing. As team-tested programs are released to a collective repository, any pair of programmers can improve any of the collective code at any time, following the common coding standards adopted by all teams.

XP focuses on the immediate problem, not anticipating future requirements. This and other factors keep the design simple, a major goal of this technique. Three traits characterize simple design:

- The system must communicate everything you want to communicate (i.e., be complete and self-documenting)
- The system must contain no duplicate code (so reusing code modules is essential, hence simplicity and standards are key for reusability)
- The system should have the fewest number of components as possible

**SCRUM** Yes, for you rugby fans, the origins of the Scrum agile method are in this team sport, in which well-orchestrated movement between team members is important. A Scrum Master (SM) organizes the Scrum team work, serves as the team’s liaison with other teams and with clients, and monitors team performance. Scrum emphasizes independent project teams, coordination and communication between and within teams, iterative and continuous monitoring of work, and highly efficient work methods. A major vehicle that Scrum uses for this purpose is meetings (Cho et al., 2006):

- **Daily Scrum meeting** A very short (5 to 15 minutes) "stand up" session for each team in which developers on that team report on accomplishments since the
last meeting, what is to be done before the next meeting, and issues that might impede progress.

- **Scrum of Scrum meeting** The team SMs gather for short (“stand up”) daily meetings and monthly for longer meetings to review coordination between teams and interteam issues.

- **Sprint planning meeting** Each team meets monthly (for up to a day in length) to allocate work units in the project backlog to team members. Each work unit is prioritized, and based on these priorities, interdependences, and estimated work times, tasks are scheduled and assigned so they can be completed over the next month.

- **Sprint review meeting** This team meeting reviews (in a meeting that might last up to a day) accomplishments of the monthly work plan, identifies areas for improvement, and highlights what has gone well. In some instances, this meeting becomes a “products fair” to which members from other teams, clients, and IT support staff (e.g., from quality assurance and data administration) are invited to see intermediate results.

Additional meetings or presentations are required to share project results with clients.

These frequent and varied meetings facilitate communication and sharing of ideas and provide peer pressure to show real progress. Quality assurance (QA) is built into each team by including a QA staff member on each team. The role of SM is key and must be carefully staffed. Work products are considered the output of the team. Hence, the team nature of Scrum tends to foster team ownership and sharing of ideas and solutions to problems among team members.

**Managing Software Projects Using Outsourced Staff**

Although hiring on-site contractors to help with custom software projects has been a widespread practice for decades, today there is a renewed focus on keeping down the costs of software development by outsourcing portions of the project to on-site workers, especially offshore workers in a different, less-expensive labor market. Other advantages of using external resources to assist or substitute for internal staff for custom development work are to make use of technical expertise not available in-house (some contractors specialize in certain technologies or application areas), to hire capacity above a baseline for the amount of development work the organization can justify at any given time, to free up internal staff to work on more strategic or proprietary projects that must be kept in-house, and to be able to complete the project more quickly (due to when internal staff or expertise is available). Some organizations have actually outsourced their whole systems development group; this usually occurs when the organization feels its mission does not include managing information systems development. Some small organizations may feel they cannot afford to retain quality IT development staff.

Off-site outsourcing can involve contracting with companies within the same country or region (“onshore”) or not (“offshore”). Offshore outsourcing is often driven by price because labor costs have traditionally been 40 to 60 percent less by offshoring work to systems development groups in India, Eastern Europe, or Asia. As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 13, some significant risks of offshore outsourcing are loss of some control (or at least control is more difficult due to time zone differences), language and cultural barriers, and threats of piracy of intellectual property. According to Poria (2004), the offshore alternative is likely a very favorable option when the following conditions exist:

- The system requirements can be well-defined and will remain relatively stable over the project.
- Time is of the essence and 24/7 availability of resources to work on the project is advantageous.
- The cost of the project (or program) is an important consideration.

Research by Holmström et al. (2006) suggests that the agile methods of Scrum and eXtreme Programming are useful in overcoming some of the risks of offshore software development projects. These methods, with their explicit communication and coordination mechanisms, can reduce the negative effects of distance between team members. Guidelines for effectively managing the day-to-day interactions with an off-site outsourcer have also been developed. For example, some of the key guidelines published by a Sourcing Interests Group (and summarized in McNurlin and Sprague, 2004) and by Rottman and Lacity (2004) are as follows:

**Manage expectations, not staff** The outsourcer’s staff is not under the direct control of the client company nor are their rewards tied to those of the client, so a facilitative mode of working is best in which the focus is on the outcomes.

**Take explicit actions to integrate the off-site workers** Managing projects across workgroups requires more formality, such as explicit, agreed-upon outcomes and measures. In-house staff might even benefit from moving to the outsourcer’s firm in order to work side by side with them and learn how they work together internally.

**Communicate frequently** Managers responsible for the relationship with the outsourcers need to keep the lines of communication open.

**Abandoning informal ways may result in increased rigor** Because of their business model, a service
provider might have more disciplined processes than the client organization, which can lead to higher quality solutions.

Create a centralized project management office A PMO is a center of excellence for managing projects; a specialized unit of the PMO can concentrate on managing offshore projects, which can become very inefficient due to risks mentioned earlier.

Begin with pilot projects Small pilot projects will test working relationships, build trust, and develop experience for the more important projects later.

Hire offshore legal expertise Specialized legal consultants can assist in writing contracts to manage tax implications, protect intellectual property, address differences in legal systems and regulations, handle visa issues for workers who have to travel between your organization and the contractor, define precise deliverables and terms (often called service level agreements), and assist in resolving disputes.

Use secure and redundant communication links Such communication links help to insure sensitive documentation that must be shared between your organization and the contractors arrive and are protected from theft.

SUPPORTING USER APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT (UAD)

After IBM Corp. introduced its first microcomputer (called the “personal computer” or PC) in late 1981, microcomputers begin to appear on the desktops of business managers and analysts. Many of these PCs were purchased by business managers using office equipment budgets without the knowledge or support of the IS department. Until there was a “call for help” from a computer user or business manager, the IS department may not have even known what hardware and software was in use in the business.

By the early 1990s, when local area networks that enabled the sharing of microcomputer resources (including printers and data) began to be installed in organizations, IS managers began to implement less reactive approaches to supporting microcomputer users. The use of desktop computers also became more widespread due to the rise in computer literacy among entry-level employees who had learned PC (or Mac) applications as part of their college programs. Computer-literate business managers recognized that small spreadsheets and database applications, as well as reports with graphics, could usually be more quickly developed by their own workers. This meant that the business manager didn’t have to fill out a formal project request for an application to be developed by IS staff, which would typically take much longer or possibly not be approved for IS resources at all.

Today, the overall challenge in managing user application development is to find the best ways to maximize the potential benefits of application development by users without creating unacceptable levels of risks to the organization for using applications developed by minimally trained users.

Advantages and Disadvantages of User-Developed Applications

Understanding the potential advantages and disadvantages of user-developed applications is critical for making good choices about whether a new application should be user-developed or IS-developed (i.e., internally, externally, or purchased). More than 25 years ago, the prolific IT guru James Martin shocked many IT professionals by advocating that organizations invest in software products for users to develop their own applications:

The continuing drop in cost of computers has now passed the point at which computers have become cheaper than people.

—JAMES MARTIN, Application Development without Programmers, 1982

The main advantages to UAD are due to users (1) not having to explain their information requirements to an analyst who is not familiar with the business context and (2) not having to wait for IS resources to be assigned to work on their project. Rather, the business manager can determine when his own workers should spend time on using computer tools to develop a new application. This can often result in a more timely response to a specific information need. Business managers also gain total control over the development costs: There are no cost chargebacks from an internal IS department or contractual obligations with an outside vendor if the manager’s own employees can develop the application. User application development (UAD) can also be a clear advantage when internal IS resources are relatively scarce: In this situation, it may be best for an organization to use its IS resources to work on projects that require more sophisticated, specialized IT skillsets or for applications that serve multiple user departments.

However, organizations also need to recognize the potential downsides to applications developed by non-IS specialists: (1) lack of application controls for security and data quality, (2) loss of opportunities for IT and business integration, and (3) increased operational risks due to developer turnover. Let’s address each of these downside in more depth.
First, a major downside can be the potential loss of quality controls. By virtue of their training and work methods, IS professionals design robust controls into a new information system: controls for data access and inputs, controls for calculations and other outputs, and application controls for backup and reliability. As in any profession, products developed by those with less training and experience will, on the average, be of lower quality. Depending on the type and size of the application, there is also an organizational cost associated with having an untrained, or partially trained, employee spend considerable amounts of time on what could be much more efficiently achieved by an IT professional. (Similarly, time spent by business managers on application development can be time spent from their core jobs and competencies.) Undetected bugs in processing logic, the lack of audit trails, inadequate backup and security procedures, and undocumented systems are much more common in user-developed systems than in those developed by a trained IS professional (Schultheis and Sumner, 1991). Errors in spreadsheet programs are particularly common, and business decisions based on faulty data can imperil the survival of the business (see the sidebar entitled “Errors in Spreadsheets”).

Second, when systems are developed outside of an IS organization, there is also a greater likelihood that opportunities for data integration are missed. Employee time is spent “reinventing” an application (and data) with functionality that is similar to an application already in use by another workgroup, or missing the opportunity for even greater organizational value by including features other users would find appealing. When business units throughout an organization independently develop applications using software and data definitions of their own choosing, the result is dozens, or even hundreds, of what has been referred to as isolated silos or “islands” of automation. The risks include not only unsharable data but also conflicting reports of key business indicators, especially if different data sources, business rules, or time periods are utilized by the different applications.

Finally, user-developed applications that are utilized on an ongoing basis can pose operational risks. Corporate systems run on servers in a data center are monitored and maintained by computer specialists. However, the responsibilities for the ongoing operation and maintenance of a user-developed application typically belong to the business unit that created and owns the application—and might in fact be managed by a single employee who originally developed it. If the original developer of a database application or a spreadsheet application (especially one with complex logic) moves on to a different work unit, or even a different

---

**Errors In Spreadsheets**

End users produce countless spreadsheet models each year, often to guide mission-critical decisions. Some consultants have claimed that something like a third of all operational spreadsheet models contain errors. One Price Waterhouse consultant reported auditing four large spreadsheet models for a client and finding 128 errors.

Different types of errors contained in spreadsheets that have been identified include the following:

- **Mechanical errors**—Typing errors, pointing errors, and other simple slips. Mechanical errors can be frequent, but they have a high chance of being caught by the person making the error.
- **Logic errors**—Incorrect formulas due to choosing the wrong algorithm or creating the wrong formulas to implement the algorithm. Pure logic errors result from a lapse in logic, whereas domain logic errors occur because the developer lacks the required business area knowledge. Some logic errors are also easier to identify than others: Easy-to-proof errors have been called Eureka errors, and difficult-to-proof errors have been called Cassandra errors.
- **Omission errors**—Things left out of the model that should be there. They often result from a misinterpretation of the situation. Human factors research has shown that omission errors have low detection rates.
- **Qualitative errors**—Flaws that do not produce immediate quantitative errors, but can lead to quantitative errors during later “what-if” analyses or when updates are made to a spreadsheet model, or errors that cause users to misinterpret the model’s results or make maintenance difficult, leading to increased development costs and the potential for new errors.

To reduce error rates requires aggressive techniques—similar to the discipline followed by developers of more complex applications.

[Based on Panko, 1996, and Panko and Halverson, 1996]
organization, the user-developed system may have to be abandoned due to the lack of resident knowledge and documentation within the business unit (Klepper and Sumner, 1990). This risk exposure is especially great when the application is being used as a managerial support tool for decisions with high impact or as a regular transaction processing and reporting system at the workgroup or department level.

These types of organizational risks associated with user application development increase considerably when user-developed applications are allowed to proliferate without adequate coordination and oversight. The first management responsibility is to identify when an application should be user-developed or IS-developed—by assessing the benefits and risks.

**Assessing the Risks from UAD**

Let us turn now to the issue of under what conditions a specific application should be developed by business users rather than IT professionals. As summarized in Figure 9.15, three types of factors should be considered: characteristics of the application to be developed, the tools available for UAD, and the human resources (IS or user) needed for both a high-quality application and reliable, ongoing operations and maintenance over the life of the application.

**APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS** Several characteristics of the application need to be taken into account. First, the organizational risks associated with UAD differ depending on the intended scope (or organizational usage) of the application to be developed. Organizations assess risks based on three levels of application scope that typically have significantly different risk levels (Pyburn, 1986–1987), as shown below. Personal applications typically have the least risk, whereas organizational applications have the greatest risk.

- Personal applications developed and used (operated) by the primary user for personal decision making, often replacing work formerly done manually
- Departmental applications developed by a single user but operated and used (and perhaps enhanced) by multiple users in a department; departmental applications often evolve from applications originally developed for personal use
- Organizational applications used by multiple users across a number of departments

In addition to application scope, the potential impact of managerial decisions based on the application, as well as the actual size of the application and its intended frequency of usage, also need to be considered. Small, one-time applications are typically good candidates for user-developed applications.

Finally, the complexity of the business problem supported by the application needs to be assessed in two different ways: the degree to which the task is common and the degree to which the problem being addressed is well defined. If the application is addressing an ill-structured analytical problem, a combination of business and IS specialist expertise may be required to develop the best software application and database to address it. On the other hand, applications to support business tasks that are already well understood (common), such as a system to track the status of multiple departmental projects or to track communications with various suppliers, are usually better candidates for user-developed solutions.

**TOOL CHARACTERISTICS** Two important tool characteristics to consider are the complexity of the software tools
to be used to develop the system and the degree to which the application is to be interconnected with other applications (or databases). For example, spreadsheet functions are relatively simple to design and spreadsheet applications are relatively simple to implement, whereas data mining tools based on neural network technologies are much more complex and require more sophisticated tool training.

Applications can also vary greatly on the extent to which they rely on other applications for data inputs. If an application requires sophisticated tools and access to data distributed via a network, then an IS-developed solution may be the only appropriate approach. However, it is not uncommon for users to first develop a stand-alone application to address a business problem and then later for this application to be used as a prototype for a more integrated application developed by IS specialists.

DEVELOPER CHARACTERISTICS The application developer skills and experience and the availability of the user developer resources in relation to the time period allotted for the development of the new application should be considered. As discussed earlier, the lack of dependence on scarce IS department resources is a frequent catalyst for UAD if the user developers have, or can be trained to have, the tools skills and application development expertise required. One management challenge here is that the business manager who wants the application might not have the knowledge to adequately assess the user developer’s skills and expertise prior to the project getting underway. Consultation with IS experts inside or outside the organization may therefore be needed to adequately assess this potential risk factor.

Guidelines for User Developers

When systems are developed by IS professionals, they use a methodology (described earlier in this chapter) appropriate for the specific application. For user-developed systems, the user developer (or the accountable business manager) typically chooses the development methods to be used. Panko (1988) suggests that the most appropriate methodology for a user-developed application depends on three of the application characteristics: scope (personal or departmental use), size (small to large), and the nature of the business problem being supported by the application (simple to complex).

In Panko’s framework, small applications for simple problems that will be used by the person developing the application (personal scope) could be developed with a simplified (“collapsed”) life-cycle approach. However, when the application for personal use is of larger size and requires more complex logic, a more disciplined approach needs to be taken to ensure a quality application.

If the application is for other users (a workgroup or department), then one or more of the other intended users should be involved in the application’s development, even if a formal project team for the application is not established. If a large, complex application is being developed for multiple users, it should be developed using an SDLC methodology (with formalized user and developer roles). In fact, the Definition phase should include a reassessment of whether the project should be user developed or IS developed, using factors such as those summarized earlier (see Figure 9.15).

Prototyping and other iterative methods are especially well suited for user-developed applications: The screen designs can be tried out with multiple users, and today’s UAD tools have graphical interfaces that support prototyping well. However, as described earlier in this chapter, a basic set of requirements for the application should first be defined to guide the development of the prototype; selected users then try out the prototype and suggest changes; and the prototype is then modified by the developer until there is agreement that the application meets the business users’ needs.

Figure 9.16 lists a number of important questions that can serve as a guide for user developers during the Definition and Construction phases. These questions are similar to those that arise during an SDLC or prototyping development process run by IS professionals. It is common for user developers to underestimate what it takes to define a system’s requirements, especially if other users will also be using the application. A key learning point for most first-time user developers is not to move to the Construction phase, or the building of the prototype, too soon.

Two common UAD pitfalls are not doing enough testing of the application and not providing sufficient documentation. The lack of adequate testing for decision support applications can lead to serious consequences for a business. Errors in spreadsheet applications, for example, are known to have resulted in business losses ranging from hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars (Galletta et al., 1996), and inadequate debugging practices can be a major cause (Panko, 1996; Panko and Halverson, 1996). Studies have found that many spreadsheet developers apparently do not attempt to reduce their spreadsheet errors systematically and do not have other workers check their programs. Since research on the work practices of IS professionals has found that spotting errors by inspection is difficult for the original programmer, user developers should regularly involve others in debugging their applications rather than relying wholly on self-testing.

The documentation that is necessary for a user-developed application depends on the application’s characteristics. If the application is to be used by someone other than the user developer, including a possible successor in a specific organizational role, formal documentation should
be provided and kept up-to-date; documentation that is not embedded in the application itself is needed in the event of a system crash. The documentation for a multiuser system, or a stand-alone application used by different people in different workgroups, typically requires relatively detailed user documentation, such as that produced for users by IS documentation specialists. Depending on the organizational context, a formal internal audit or other oversight mechanism may be needed before the application is utilized to ensure that it does not expose the organization to unacceptable levels of risk or to comply with financial reporting laws.

IT professionals have also learned that a simple system that works reliably is much more useful than an elaborate failure. It often is a good idea to start with a limited version of a user-developed system and then to expand it after having some experience with the initial version. Indeed, user-developed systems sometimes also lead to more complex systems projects that require custom development work by IS professionals.

**Summary**

The choice among the traditional systems development life cycle (SDLC), prototyping, RAD, and the newer “agile” methodologies for developing a customized application is essentially an IS management decision. Within firms that have their own capable IS staffs, the methodology choice might be based on factors such as the degree to which system requirements can be easily determined and the application’s functionality, size, and complexity. Custom application development using the multistep SDLC methodology, with well-defined sign-offs, is now the traditional way to develop new computer systems and to maintain them; it is still the preferred approach when the system is large, complex, and serves multiple organizational units. A prototyping methodology is a more effective approach for small, simple projects. A prototyping approach is also used within an SDLC methodology to help users and IS professionals begin with a set of basic requirements and then develop a fuller set of functional requirements. A combination prototyping/piloting approach within an SDLC methodology is especially useful when the systems project is characterized by significant technological risks or organizational risks, or both, that can be tested out early in the project using a prototype.

Whether the traditional SDLC, prototyping, or some combination of the two is used, it is the responsibility of both business managers and IS specialists to ensure that the system that is installed meets the needs of the
business at the time of installation. IS specialists typically hold primary responsibility for most system analysis and all system building steps. However, the systems project may be managed by an IS manager, a business manager, or both.

Rapid application development (RAD) methodologies have become more important as businesses seek to deliver high-quality applications within shorter time frames. A RAD methodology combines the iterative development benefits of prototyping with the quality controls of the SDLC; this approach also typically relies on JAD sessions and software automation (CASE) tools to generate code. In recent years, there has also been a movement to develop more “agile” development methods based on the principles of simplicity and feedback, with relatively small project teams. One of the characteristics of an agile method called eXtreme Programming is an obsession with testing code early and often, in order to have zero defects. Another method called Scrum utilizes many work teams and frequent meetings to coordinate and share work experiences.

The chapter includes some guidelines for managing the interactions between project team members when there are off-site (including offshore) contract workers on a project. These guidelines address managing expectations, integrating off-site staff with internal IS staff, communicating frequently, creating a centralized project management office, beginning with pilot projects, hiring offshore legal expertise, and securing redundant communication links.

The development of computer applications by business employees who are not IS specialists has become commonplace. Although there can be clear benefits to having business users develop applications, both business and IS managers should carefully consider the characteristics of the application to be developed, the technologies to be used, and the skills and experience of the available user developers to ensure that the benefits are not outweighed by the risks to the organization for an application developed and maintained by a non-IS specialist. User developers should also use a development methodology that is appropriate for the specific application, and consultation with IT professionals and auditing personnel should be encouraged, as appropriate.

**Review Questions**

1. Briefly describe the typical steps in the typical systems development life cycle (SDLC) as presented in this chapter.
2. Describe the key activities performed by IS professionals in each step of the SDLC.
3. Select three characteristics of a high-quality application system, as shown in Figure 9.3, and provide a rationale for why each is important.
4. Describe the importance of documentation under an SDLC methodology.
5. Describe a distinct advantage of each of the four strategies for implementing a new system, as shown in Figure 9.4.
6. Briefly describe the elements of a business case for a new information systems project under the SDLC methodology.
7. Why is an accurate and complete requirements definition especially critical when using the SDLC “waterfall” approach?
8. Briefly describe the steps of a pure prototyping methodology as an alternative to an SDLC approach.
9. Which disadvantages of an SDLC methodology are addressed by a prototyping approach?
10. Describe two ways that a prototyping approach can be used within the Definition phase of a traditional SDLC methodology.
11. Why are JAD techniques a key characteristic of RAD methodologies?
12. Describe how a RAD methodology builds on the strengths of both an SDLC methodology and prototyping.
13. Why does the use of contractors increase the complexity of an IT project?
14. Describe the underlying principles of agile systems development methodologies.
15. What conditions and methods improve the chances that offshore outsourcing of systems development will be successful?
16. Describe one application, tool, and developer characteristic that should be assessed when evaluating whether or not a given application should be user developed, including what you see as the potential business risk associated with each characteristic.
17. Choose three of the Definition questions in Figure 9.16 that the user developer should address and explain why they could be important.

**Discussion Questions**

1. Discuss why you think the SDLC methodology for developing application systems was widely adopted in U.S.-based organizations by the early 1990s. Further, what has changed to encourage other approaches to become so popular?
2. IS department managers often believe that they are responsible for making sure the requirements of the system are properly defined, but in this chapter the business manager’s responsibility for defining requirements is
emphasized. How can you reconcile these two points of view?

3. There have been many failures in the development of application systems using the traditional SDLC. Discuss some characteristics of the methodology that could contribute to the high failure rate under certain situations.

4. Compare the role of the systems analyst in the development of an application system using the SDLC and using a prototyping approach.

5. Some IS specialists contend that end prototypes are usually poor technical solutions. Comment on why this perception might (or might not) be valid.

6. Discuss why an application might be built using prototyping as part of the SDLC methodology, rather than by a pure prototyping methodology alone.

7. Discuss the role of the project manager in the in-house development of a customized application, and in what situations both IS and business managers might serve as co-leaders of a project.

8. It has been said that “a system without good documentation is worthless.” Provide support for this statement. Then comment on how today’s advanced tools might alleviate the documentation burden.

9. At each milestone in a system development project some form of a go/no-go decision is made about continuing the project. What factors should be considered in this decision?

10. Discuss how some modern tools (e.g., CASE), techniques (e.g., JAD), and new methodologies (e.g., eXtreme Programming) help IS organizations overcome the disadvantages of the traditional SDLC methodology.

11. Discuss the role of testing in each of the SDLC, RAD, and eXtreme Programming methodologies.

12. Discuss and contrast the role of application clients in the SDLC, RAD, and agile methodologies.

13. Maintenance is often the longest-lasting phase of systems development, as a system is enhanced and fixed with new releases. Discuss the tasks that need to be done as a new version of software is ready for release.

14. Discuss some factors that would encourage an organization to outsource some or all of its information systems development work.

15. Discuss the unique issues that arise with offshore outsourcing of information systems development.

16. From the perspective of an organization’s managers, discuss what you see as some of the primary trade-offs between the benefits and risks of user application development.
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In most large companies today, application software is both custom developed by in-house information systems (IS) staff and procured from an outside source. In fact, the trend for more than a decade has been for midsized and larger organizations to purchase (or lease, often from a service provider) application packages rather than custom develop their own solutions with in-house IS personnel, whenever it is feasible and cost beneficial to do so. Capital expenditures for implementing purchased or leased software packages are therefore a large part of the total IS budget. Of course, many small businesses have no, or very few, IS professionals, so they essentially procure all their software from outside sources. In some cases, the software is not even run on in-house hardware but rather accessed from an external service using telecommunications, often the Internet. An often-cited example of this kind of application service provider (ASP)—or “software as a service” (SaaS)—is Salesforce.com. Recently, such software delivered via the Internet has been grouped under the term “cloud computing.”

Firms in the software industry have grown across the globe over the past decades, so that today companies can choose from thousands of products that can be purchased or leased as “off-the-shelf” packaged software to be deployed in-house or accessed as an external service. The software industry firms that survive attract new and seasoned IS professionals to be their employees so that they can quickly develop information technology (IT) solutions to respond to new marketplace needs. Firms that purchase or lease a software package also typically need to purchase services from the software vendor to help install and maintain the software for their business. Besides working with the software vendor or software service provider, the purchasing firm’s own system and business analysts work on project teams with business managers to purchase and install new systems. Some team members also typically are part of an ongoing support team for the business users after a new purchased or leased system has been deployed.

Packaged software applications are often built today with standard Windows or Web browser interfaces for the end user. These types of interfaces are also available for large client/server systems (e.g., the enterprise resource planning [ERP] and customer relationship management [CRM] packages introduced in Chapter 5). Some of these enterprise-level systems have industry-specific versions of their packages to facilitate their implementation. Other software vendors develop packages for a specific industry only, such as sales and inventory management systems for retailers, commercial loan systems for banks, claim-processing systems for insurance companies, or health care providers. Yet additional software vendors provide software tools, such as for statistical analysis and forecasting, report writing, business analytics, and graphical design. Wherever there is a sizable market for a standard package, a software company is likely to be developing applications to sell to that market.

For firms that have their own IS department resources, a make-or-buy analysis is undertaken in order to decide whether to procure a product or service from an outside source or to produce the software or perform the service
using internal IS resources. In this chapter, therefore, we begin by better understanding the overall business and IT benefits that an organization needs to consider when it has a choice between purchasing a software application and developing a customized application. Next we will describe in detail the process steps for selecting, preparing for, and implementing a software application package, as well as some of the project team roles and keys to success.

THE MAKE-OR-BUY DECISION

The choice between building a custom application and purchasing (or leasing) a software package—a **make-or-buy decision**—should be made jointly by the business managers who need the software and the IS professionals who have the knowledge to assess the technical benefits and risks. For organizations with their own skilled IS personnel, the three most obvious advantages of packaged software are (1) cost savings, (2) faster speed of implementation of quality software, and (3) internal staff available to work on other applications that were not purchased. A software package usually costs less than a custom solution because the software vendor will be selling the package to many organizations. That is, the companies that acquire the software will be sharing the development and upgrade costs of the package. Some additional cost for customization by internal staff or consultants is usually necessary (e.g., to make report headings local, to use company-specific data names). A software package also typically can be implemented sooner than a custom application because it already exists; in today’s fast-changing business environments, this can be a very important advantage. This can be important when IT and business staff lack sufficient experience with the application, thus making a development project especially risky. A package may be preferred to support core, generic business functions on which your organization does not compete with other organizations that could also acquire the same technology. Of course, the real advantage comes from intelligently using the package in ways competitors cannot. Internal staff can then devote their time to making all applications interoperate and developing applications that require local knowledge or have a competitive advantage.

However, there also are some downsides. One major downside of buying an application solution is that packaged software seldom exactly fits a company’s needs. For the organization that is acquiring a package to replace an older, custom-developed system, this type of change can have several important ramifications for the business. Most commonly, it means that business users might be asked to “give up” features of the older custom software that the package does not support. The package may be able to be customized to add distinctive features, but customization can make upgrading the package much more difficult as new releases occur and may be limited by what the software license allows for the package to be supportable by the vendor. Another choice is for the organization to change its processes to match those supported by the software. This could be desirable, albeit painful, if organizational processes are inefficient or not current best practices. This downside alone means that organizations should have a very good process in place that will help them make the best trade-off decisions about software features and capabilities for the organization. As described next, this requires a methodology that will take into account knowledge of the package’s capabilities as well as informed business and technical judgments about how well the package will meet the organization’s needs.

Other issues that play a role in making the make-or-buy decision are the financial viability of the major or desired vendors, whether the software fits with the chosen system software of the organization, whether the vendor has a vision for enhancement of the package that is compatible with the future (not just current) needs of your organization, the reliability of the vendor in delivering new releases on time, and the total cost of ownership (i.e., considering not just the purchase cost but also longer-term costs to maintain and upgrade the software—an especially critical factor to consider with open-source packages, which we discuss later in the chapter).

At the end of this chapter we also briefly discuss the procurement option that includes contracting with a vendor to “host” (run) one or more applications (e.g., Salesforce.com) for a business firm under a leasing contract (see the section of this chapter entitled “New Purchasing Option: Application Service Providers”). The process for deciding on an application service provider is similar to the process for deciding on a purchased software package, with some special considerations because of the remote connection to data and software.

**PURCHASING METHODOLOGY**

Let’s turn now to the detailed steps of a life-cycle process for selecting, modifying, and implementing software application packages. After describing the individual steps
in detail, we then briefly discuss the project team roles, how to effectively manage a purchased system project, and the major advantages and disadvantages of purchasing a packaged system.

Although at first glance it appears relatively easy to purchase packaged software, many instances of systems implementation problems have arisen because an organization simply did not understand what was involved in acquiring and installing the software package that was purchased. Our description of the purchasing steps assumes that an initial approval has been received for a new system that is of sufficient size to merit a full purchasing process. As we will discuss, the package selection should be a joint decision between business managers who can assess the organizational benefits and risks and IS professionals who can help assess the benefits and risks from a technical as well as ongoing support perspective.

Note that our focus here is on what has been referred to as a “dedicated” package that offers a solution to a particular business problem, rather than a personal productivity suite (e.g., Microsoft Office). Our discussion also assumes that an organization has its own IS specialists. Organizations that have no IS specialists will need to rely on the vendor or outside consultants, or both, to provide the necessary IS expertise.

The Purchasing Steps

The template for the purchasing process steps is shown in Figure 10.1. The steps for purchasing application packages fit into the three life-cycle phases introduced in Chapter 8: Definition, Construction, and Implementation. In the systems development life cycle (SDLC) methodology described in Chapter 9, detailed systems specifications (what the system is to do) are documented in the Definition phase; the system is built in the Construction phase; and the system is installed, operated, and maintained in the Implementation phase.

Because customized application development using an SDLC process historically came first, the process for purchasing packages is referred to here as a modified SDLC approach. In the Definition phase, an organization not only defines its system needs but also then uses these requirements to identify potential vendors and solutions and then collect enough information to be able to evaluate them. In comparison to the SDLC process for custom software, the Definition phase is expanded to include five additional steps, beginning with creating a short list of potential packages.

Because an off-the-shelf packaged solution has already been designed, built, and tested by a vendor, the Construction phase is radically reduced. An exception here
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is when the package has not yet been fully released and the purchasing organization contracts with the vendor to serve as an alpha site or a beta site for the software vendor. Being involved as an alpha site often means that the company can play a significant role in determining the final functionality and user interface design for the new package; in turn, this is a major commitment to providing both business and IS resources to work with the vendor. Being involved as a beta site typically means significant involvement in a user acceptance test role for the software vendor (e.g., described in Chapter 9): A vendor does beta testing with organizations that are not alpha sites in order to closely monitor the system for potential errors in a different setting.

The Implementation phase includes the same steps as in the SDLC. For a purchased system, however, the software vendor might be highly involved in the Installation. Further, the maintenance of the package is usually a task performed by the vendor. The negotiation of this part of the purchase contract is therefore a critical step.

**INITIATING THE PURCHASING PROCESS** Similar to the decision for customized application investments, organizations use a number of approaches to decide whether to invest in a purchased system. Some organizations do not require a detailed formal request to begin an investigation of a possible system purchase because there is an assumption that fewer IS resources are needed. At a minimum, the business manager prepares a document that briefly describes the proposed application needs and outlines the potential benefits that the application will provide to the organization.

A high-level cost estimate for a proposed purchase will need to be developed with both business manager and IS analyst input. Estimating the system costs involves much more than identifying the purchase costs of candidate packages. For example, Figure 10.2 provides a hypothetical comparison of the costs for a $1 million custom-developed system using in-house resources (a midsized system) with the costs for selecting and purchasing an off-the-shelf package with the same overall functionality. The total cost for the purchased solution ($650,000) is about two-thirds of the total cost of building the system in-house. Note, however, that the software purchase price ($100,000 for purchasing the licenses to the software package) is less than one-sixth of the total costs—a characteristic that is often not fully realized by business managers who don’t have extensive experience with purchasing packaged software. Further, in the Construction phase costs for this example, there is an assumption that no major modifications to the package are required and that linkages with other systems are not a part of this project.

As when building the system using the SDLC, a systems project team should be established and given the responsibility for acquiring the software. The team should include representatives from the business units that will implement the system, IS analysts, and other IS specialists who will operate and support the packaged system and other systems that will interface with the package. Some of the specific team roles will be described later in this chapter.

**DEFINITION PHASE** The Definition phase begins with the same two steps as in the SDLC process. However, five additional steps are specific to the purchasing process.
**Feasibility Analysis**  Similar to the SDLC, the objective of this step is to determine whether the proposed system is economically, technically, and operationally feasible. When purchasing a system, the feasibility of purchasing rather than building a system solution is also being considered. This step would therefore include a preliminary investigation of the availability of packaged systems that might be suitable candidates, including a high-level investigation of the software features and capabilities provided by the vendors. In this step a more detailed cost-benefit analysis is undertaken for project budgeting and monitoring purposes.

**Requirements Definition**  The requirements definition is a critical step in the SDLC approach. The SDLC deliverable is a detailed specification of what the system must do in terms of the inputs it must accept, the data it must store, the processes it must perform, the outputs it must produce, and the performance requirements that must be satisfied. It must be accurate, complete, and detailed because it is used to design and program the system and because it determines the quality of the resulting system.

When purchasing the system, this step is equally critical. In order to select the best software package, one must first have at least a high-level conceptual understanding of the system requirements. Here, however, the focus is on defining the functional requirements of the system to the degree needed for developing a request for proposal (RFP) from a short list of vendors. The requirements need to be more fully developed than the basic requirements used to build a prototype but less detailed than the requirements elicited under an SDLC process when they are used to design the actual system. Research has shown that uncertainty about an organization’s needs is a significant barrier to packaged software adoption.

**Create Short List of Suitable Packages**  In this step the organization’s requirements are used to eliminate all but a few of the most promising candidate packages that were identified in the feasibility analysis step. For example, packages should be eliminated if they do not have particular required features or will not work with existing hardware, operating system and database management software, or networks. Further research on the vendor’s capabilities can be undertaken to eliminate vendors due to problems experienced with other users of the package, a vendor’s inadequate track record or firm size, or other concerns about long-term viability. Independent consultants with expertise on specific types of applications or specializing in a given industry can also be key resources here and might be able to help the project team eliminate inappropriate candidates.

**Establish Criteria for Selection**  In this step both business and IS team members need to work together to determine relevant criteria about the candidate packages and vendors in order to choose the best one. Some criteria can be categorized as mandatory requirements, whereas others could be categorized as desirable features.

Some areas in which detailed criteria (i.e., beyond cost) should be developed are shown in Figure 10.3. For example, the vendor’s business characteristics could include items such as how long the vendor has been in the software business, the number of employees, financial reports over the past five years, its principal products, its yearly software sales revenue, and the location of its sales and support offices. The packaged system’s functional capabilities should include the degree to which the package allows for multiple options and the ease with which it can be tailored to fit company needs using parameters or other approaches that do not require system coding.

The technical requirements to be evaluated include the hardware and system software (system platform) required to efficiently run the application and the database requirements for the package, as well as the ease of installation within a given company’s environment. This information allows one to evaluate how well the package will conform to current organizational standards for hardware, software, and networks. The types, amount, and quality of the documentation provided should also be evaluated, as well as the quality and amount of vendor support available, including training, consulting, and system maintenance.

In addition to detailing the evaluation criteria, consideration should be given to the measures that will be used in the evaluation process. It is not uncommon to evaluate packages using a scale with numbers (e.g., 1 through 10) or qualitative labels (e.g., outstanding, good, average, fair, or poor). If a scale with numbers is used, each criterion can be assigned an importance weight, and a weighted score can be computed for each evaluation.
Develop and Distribute the RFP  

A request for proposal (RFP) (sometimes called a request for quote, or RFQ) is a formal document sent to potential vendors inviting them to submit a proposal describing their software package and how it would meet the company’s needs. In organizations with prior experience purchasing software, a template for the RFP could already have been developed. A sample table of contents is shown in Figure 10.4. However, the specific requirements sought in Section III in this example will greatly depend on the type of package and the specific business needs.

The project team uses the criteria for selection to develop the RFP. The RFP gives the vendors information about the system’s objectives and requirements, the environment in which the system will be used, the general criteria that will be used to evaluate the proposals, and the conditions for submitting proposals. Specific questions might need to be developed to capture the system’s performance characteristics, whether source code is provided, and whether the purchasing organization is allowed to modify the package without voiding the vendor warranty. In addition to pricing information for the package itself, any additional costs for training and consulting need to be ascertained. The RFP can also be used to capture historical information about the package, such as the date of the first release, the date of its last revision, and a list of companies in which the package has been implemented—including contact information to obtain references from these companies.

This step ends when the RFP is sent to the short list of qualified vendors.

Evaluate Vendor Responses to RFP and Choose Package  

In this step, the vendor responses to the RFP are evaluated and additional actions are taken to evaluate the candidate packages and their vendors. The overall objective of the evaluation process is to determine the extent of any discrepancies between the company’s needs as specified by the requirements and the weighting system and the capabilities of the proposed application packages. Aggregate evaluations (scores) need to be calculated for each set of criteria and for the overall package. The team then uses these figures to discuss the major strengths and weaknesses of the candidate packages. This can be a large data collection and analysis task and might involve independent evaluations by all project team members. Both IS and business team members might need to confer not only with other project team members but also with other members of their departments.
In addition to evaluating the vendors’ responses from the formal RFP process, two other types of data collection are commonly pursued, at least for the leading candidate packages. First, demonstrations of the leading packages can usually be arranged. Sometimes it is feasible for the vendor to set up a demo on-site at your organization; at other times, another location is required—either at a vendor location or at another company that has installed the package. Detailed requirements for software demos should be provided to the vendors to ensure equitable conditions for demonstrating system performance, because response times and other characteristics of system performance can vary greatly depending on the hardware and system software being used to run the package. An example of demo specifications for a financial modeling package, and a form for evaluating the demo specified, are provided in Figures 10.5A and 10.5B. In addition, it may be possible for the vendor to install the software on an organization’s computer for some short period to allow for a test drive of the application. This way you can explore firsthand some features for which there was not time in the demo to show and which can be used by your staff to investigate potential idiosyncrasies that the vendor staff quickly passed over during the demo.

Second, references from users of the software package in other companies are usually obtained. Each vendor might be asked to provide a reference list, to your specifications, as part of the RFP. You might ask for references from similar-sized organizations, some geographically close, who have a mix of experience (e.g., some recent and some long-term purchasers), or from similar businesses. You might even want to talk with a reference that chose not to purchase the package. One especially effective technique is to require the vendor to provide the names of users as well as IS specialists for each customer organization on their reference list. Task force members can then divide up the names with, for example, IS specialists contacting their counterparts in companies that have already implemented the package. Site visits to one or more of these companies might also be possible. Evaluations of the vendor’s support, consulting, and training services can also be obtained from these sources. You need to understand the situation with the reference organization to understand how to evaluate their experiences. For example, a reference where the package was thrust on users by the IT unit will likely provide different comments than a reference from an organization in which the package was selected by a careful process, as outlined in this section.

Based on all the previously mentioned information sources, the project team needs to assess how well the company’s needs match with the capabilities of the available packages (see Figure 10.6). This is a critical step that requires both business and technical expertise. The results of this process step will also have broad ramifications for the project’s success.

Once the discrepancies between the package’s capabilities and the company’s needs are identified, the team needs to choose the best way to deal with these discrepancies for the top candidate packages. Assuming that the company decides that it still wants to invest in one of these
packages, there are three major alternatives to choose from. As shown at the bottom of Figure 10.6, the company can change its own procedures to fit the package, investigate the feasibility and costs of modifying the package, or implement the package “as is” and work around the differences.

An important factor when choosing among these alternatives is fully understanding the additional development effort and costs that would be required to modify the package in order to tailor it to the company’s needs and integrate it into the company’s environment. These alternatives therefore need to be made in collaboration with internal IS specialists and the vendors of the top candidate packages in order to be sure that the extent of the discrepancies have been fully identified and that the feasibility and advisability of modifying a given package have been fully considered.

If system modifications are a viable alternative, the plans for which organization will be responsible for programming the changes and the total costs of these changes will need to be taken into consideration. Further, the impacts of modifying the package need to be evaluated for not just the initial system project but also for subsequent maintenance and package upgrade projects. For example, many companies that purchase today’s large complex enterprise system packages, such as an ERP system, are advised to avoid reprogramming portions of the package in order to avoid the costs of continually modifying new releases of the package in the future (see the later section entitled “Special Case: Enterprise System Packages”).
Instead, many purchasing companies have decided to take the middle alternative in Figure 10.6: Change Procedures. That is, they decide that it is better for the company to change its own procedures to match the way the software package operates than to modify the package. A company might in fact even find that the procedural assumptions incorporated into the package are better ways of doing things than those specified by the company during the Requirements Definition step of the process. This could occur if the software vendor has worked with one or more leading organizations in the same industry in order to develop the software package. For example, the vendors of today’s large ERP packages might have worked with industry consortia to develop modules around industry-specific processes, and then the vendors can market their packages as having “best practices” for the industry embedded in their software package.

The decision to purchase a system is therefore not only a commitment to purchase the best of the available systems but also a commitment to whatever organizational changes (sometimes compromises) need to be made in order to implement the system. Packaged software is a vendor’s solution to a problem that is perceived to exist in a significant number of firms. In many cases, the solution implements best practices—at least best for many organizations. Thus, it is likely that discrepancies between the organization’s needs and the package’s capabilities will exist. Before finalizing the purchase decision, the project team should ensure that the relevant business managers support the decision to buy the selected package and agree that they will do whatever is necessary to implement it successfully. Similarly, the project team should ensure that the IS specialists agree that the system can operate in the current environment and that they can satisfactorily support it in-house as required.

**Negotiate Contract**  The deliverables from this stage are a legal contract with the vendor of the selected software package and a detailed plan for the remainder of the life-cycle steps. The contract with the software vendor specifies not only the software price, number of licenses, and payment schedule but also functional specifications, acceptance-testing procedures, a timetable of the delivery process, protection of trade secrets, repair and maintenance responsibilities, liabilities due to failures, required documentation, and options to terminate the agreement (Gurbaxani and Whang, 1991). Another important element of the contract is the rights of the customer to future upgrades of the package—including the cost, and whether upgrades can be skipped yet a prior release will still be supported by the vendor.

Contract negotiations should be an integral part of the purchase process. When working with vendors to determine how to reduce the discrepancies between the company’s needs and the packages’ capabilities, one is actually prenegotiating a contract with the selected vendor.

Many organizations have software purchasing specialists who work with system project managers in the contract writing and negotiation steps. Because the contract will be the only recourse if the system or the vendor does not perform as specified, the use of an attorney also reduces the likelihood of future legal wrangling or a loss of rightful claims. Once the project is under way, the project manager needs to be familiar enough with the contractual agreement in order to know whether an unanticipated need for vendor services will require a formal change to the vendor contract.

The contract type also has implications for the risk level of the purchasing company. For example, under a fixed-price contract, the buyer knows in advance the total price that will be incurred for a specified product and vendor services. Under a cost-reimbursement type of contract, in which the buyer agrees to pay the vendor’s direct and indirect costs, the purchasing company assumes a much greater risk.

**CONSTRUCTION PHASE** In the SDLC process, the Construction phase includes three steps: system design, system building, and system testing. With purchasing, the extent to which the first two steps are needed depends on whether or not the purchased package is modified, as well as the complexity of the package itself.

Significant savings in time and money might be realized if no major modifications are made to the package’s code. Some packages, especially those sold to a mass market, are considered “turnkey,” and they cannot be modified. Looking back at the cost comparisons in Figure 10.2, the Construction phase costs are the major source of the total cost savings from purchasing a package versus building a custom application: Even when adding in the software purchase price itself (shown under Implementation Phase), the costs for the Construction phase of a purchase package are less than half as great as the Construction costs for the customized solution. However, as stated earlier, the example in Figure 10.2 assumes that no major modifications to the package are required and that linkages with other systems are not a part of this project. The $350,000 difference in total costs between the cost of building and the cost of purchasing this particular system could therefore quickly vanish if the assumption of no system modifications does not hold true.

*If no modifications to the system are to be made,* the firm can move to the system testing step after the purchase contract is signed. Many off-the-shelf packages for single functions, such as accounting applications, are often not
modified because the business practices they support are quite standardized and the vendor did not develop the package with modifications in mind (Rockart and Hofman, 1992). Packaged systems have typically been beta-tested in companies in the targeted industry before they are sold on the open market. Despite the fact that the package might have been thoroughly tested and already used in other organizations, user acceptance testing still needs to be conducted to ensure that the system works properly with the company’s data and on preexisting or newly installed hardware. This could require significant time and effort because the purchasing organization is not familiar with the system’s detailed design. The vendor provides user documentation for those who will use the system and technical systems documentation for those who install the system and operate it. However, new procedures for the system’s business users might need to be developed to fit the purchasing organization.

If the package is modified, there might be several options to consider for how to accomplish the changes: a contract with the vendor, a contract with a third party, or modifying the software with in-house resources. Many vendors routinely contract to make the desired modifications. If a vendor will furnish only the machine-language code for the application—not the source code in which the program was written—the only alternative might be to contract with the vendor to make the modifications.

If the vendor or another outside supplier makes the modifications, the purchaser also needs to test them. User acceptance testing is especially important and typically requires significant time and effort by the business users. Revised user and system documentation also needs to be reviewed. If the purchaser modifies the package, the system design and building activities in the SDLC methodology likely will be followed, similar to the way these steps would be for traditional custom development. Because IS staff must devote substantial effort to understanding the details of the software package’s design and structure in order to modify it, it is not uncommon for the initial estimates of the time and costs for these steps to be insufficient.

The scope of the project might also include modifications to existing company systems in order to interface them with the new package. Creating these interface programs can be difficult and costly, and integration testing is typically time consuming. According to Keen (1991), the total costs of system modifications can be hard to predict and the total life-cycle costs for a purchased system can be up to seven times greater than the original estimate.

The previous discussion focused on actual modifications to the functionality or architecture of the purchased package (e.g., changing the way inventory is valued in an accounting package or changing the software to work with a specific database management system). In contrast, some modifications and enhancements are not as significant. Most purchased packages have routines that allow certain customization (e.g., including your company name and logo on reports and invoices, or tailoring the layout of standard reports). Also, the package may include tools to allow the purchasing organization to build additional reports, display screens, or data extracts (the latter to assist in interfacing the purchased system with other “downstream” systems). These changes do not affect the underlying architecture or code of the purchased software and tend to be much easier to maintain as new versions of the purchased system are released.

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE The Implementation phase of the SDLC involves installation, operations, and maintenance. As seen in Figure 10.1, these are all major activities in the purchasing life cycle.

Installation The installation stage in the SDLC involves installation planning, training, data cleanup, and conversion. The installation of a packaged system also includes all these activities. A key factor in a successful installation of a packaged system is the quality of vendor support during this step (Lucas et al., 1988). The package’s size and complexity can also greatly affect the installation plan. For example, large ERP system packages can entail multiple years of work by in-house IS specialists as well as outside consultants to prepare for the initial installation of these integrated systems. This is because not only do these systems include many optional choices with which to configure the system to fit the organization but also because ERP systems typically require significant changes in day-to-day business processes. As a result, the costs for installation planning, data cleanup, and conversion efforts to install such packages exceed those for a custom application effort (see Figure 10.2). In large organizations, especially those with different types of business units in different geographic locations, it is also often necessary to implement the package in phases, which can also increase project costs.

Special attention also needs to be given to the training needs for a purchased system as part of the implementation activities. Depending on the extent to which the new system will require significant changes in how employees currently do their jobs, the project might require a large investment in preparing the users for the new system, including in-house or vendor-led training programs. Business managers and representative users must be actively involved in these activities and committed to devoting the time necessary to anticipate and resolve problems that arise.

To help organizations that will be making significant changes in the way people do their jobs, many consulting
firms have developed an expertise in what is referred to as “change management.” Some of the change management activities are specifically designed to help overcome resistance by business users to the new system being implemented. For projects implementing complex enterprise systems, for example, the systems budget for change management activities can be greater than the budgeted cost for the initial software purchase. (See the section entitled “Managing Business Change” in Chapter 11.)

**Operations** Ongoing operations tasks for a new application are similar whether the company purchases the system or builds it using the SDLC. However, a key to success in the initial days of operation for a new packaged system is good lines of communication with the vendor in order to quickly resolve any problems. Long-term success depends on the degree to which the organization has successfully integrated the system into the company’s ongoing operations.

**Maintenance** As described previously, it is common for a vendor to do package maintenance, and this needs to be specified in the software purchase contract. A well-designed contract can lead to considerable cost avoidance to a firm over the life of the system. The potential downside, however, is that the purchasing company becomes totally dependent upon the vendor for future system changes. (This is especially true for so-called proprietary software—but, as we discuss in a subsequent section, open-source software is built on a different purchasing-maintenance business model). Because the vendor must balance the desires and needs of all the organizations that use the system, a purchasing company might not get all the changes it wants, and it might even have to accept some changes it does not want. The worst-case scenarios here are as follows: (1) the purchased system has a significantly shorter useful life than originally intended, so the system costs may exceed the expected benefits for the company that purchased the software, or (2) the vendor goes out of business before the company achieves its expected return on the packaged software investment.

If the original package was modified, the installation of a vendor’s new version of the package might not be the optimal solution for the purchasing organization. With the vendor’s help, the company needs to compare the functionality of the new version of the package with its current modified version and then decide on the best way to deal with these discrepancies. The choices are similar to those shown in Figure 10.6, except the “do nothing” choice, which means that the organization might be left operating a version of the package that the vendor might or might not continue to support. If the organization modified the original package in-house or built extensive interfaces to the package’s earlier version, the implementation of a new version of the package can also result in considerable maintenance costs for the organization.

In the case of large ERP system packages, the purchasing organization needs to anticipate that new releases of the software might be relatively frequent, and the vendor might continue to support prior package releases only for a certain time period. When implementing a system upgrade that includes significant new functionality, the company will need to decide whether to first implement the new version of the system and then initiate projects to make better use of the business capabilities supported by the new release or whether to implement the new business capabilities as part of the system upgrade project.

**Project Team for Purchasing Packages**

Successfully implementing a packaged application typically requires a major commitment on the part of business managers and users because of the extensive changes in business processes and procedures that are needed to effectively implement the purchased software. As a result, it is not uncommon for business managers to be asked to take a project manager role for a packaged application system project. However, because IS expertise is still required in order to manage the technical aspects of implementing a package, IS managers also need to play project leadership roles. As mentioned previously, small organizations that have no IS specialists will need to rely on the software vendor or outside consultants, or both, to provide the necessary IS expertise.

The software vendor initially provides information on the package capabilities in response to an RFP. Vendors of leading packages might then be asked to provide a demonstration and to consult with the purchaser about potential system modifications or new interfaces to older systems. The vendor company might also be contracted to perform modifications to the package prior to implementation in order to reduce mismatches between the packaged system’s capabilities and the organization’s needs after a careful assessment of the benefits and risks of doing so. The vendor could also play a major role in the system installation, as well as provide ongoing maintenance support for the purchasing organization. In the case of large enterprise system packages, it is also common for companies to contract with a consulting firm (that might have been certified by the software vendor) as a third-party implementation partner on the project.

Because of the initial and ongoing dependence on the software vendor, purchasing specialists (contract specialists) within the purchasing company can also be critical to the success of a packaged system implementation, whether or not they are formal members of the project team. For
example, if an RFP is sent to vendors, a purchasing specialist will help prepare or at least review the RFP document before it is distributed to vendors. Firms with prior software purchasing experience might have developed boilerplate sections to be adapted to the type of purchase. Purchasing specialists are also skilled in negotiating contracts that provide for contingency actions that can reduce financial and other business risks for the purchasing company. For example, many of today’s contracts include specific agreements about levels of service during an installation period (see the section entitled “Service Level Agreements” in Chapter 13).

As described earlier under the negotiate–contract step, attorneys (who may also be purchasing specialists) should oversee the writing and approval of the external contract with software vendors. All associated licensing agreements should also be reviewed in order to minimize the associated costs and risks for the business.

**Managing a Purchased System Project**

Purchased system projects are successful when the organization has selected a product, and a vendor, that is able to satisfy the firm’s current and future system needs. This requires an effective project team with members who have the business and technical skills and knowledge needed, including the skills and knowledge needed for the project team roles described previously. Unlike the traditional SDLC process in which a long Construction phase buffers the Definition phase from the Implementation phase, the purchase of a software package might entail large capital expenditures by the company within just a few months (unless other terms are negotiated with the vendor). The right business managers, end users, and IS specialists need to be a part of the project team to ensure that the best package is purchased from the best vendor and that both technical and business risks have been adequately considered.

A typical problem with managing the life cycle of a purchased system project is ensuring that adequate attention is given to the steps in the initial Definition phase. A common mistake is that business managers learn about a particular packaged solution from another company or a salesperson at an industry conference and they begin negotiating with the vendor without adequate attention to the functional requirements definition step. Project teams that do not do a good job identifying their requirements will not be able to do a good job assessing the discrepancies between the company’s needs and the capabilities of candidate packages. This increases the short-term and long-term investment risks, because a contract with an external vendor is not as easily changed as a project agreement between users and internal IS developers. It is therefore critical that the Definition phase be performed well.

For the project team members from the business side who also have implementation responsibilities, it is also imperative that they be representative business managers and users. Steps should be taken to ensure that they are committed to the project goals at the outset, including the time schedule and budget.

The success of the Implementation phase also depends on how well the Definition phase was performed, because this is where the team members assessed the organizational changes needed to successfully implement the purchased system. As discussed earlier, users of the packaged system might be asked to make significant changes in how they do their jobs in order to conform to a package’s features. This requires a well-planned installation step under the leadership of committed business managers who are very knowledgeable about the needed changes.

In addition, purchased system projects introduce several new types of risks. First, the success of the project is highly dependent on the performance of a third party. The quality of the implemented system will depend not only on the vendor’s software engineering capabilities but also on how well the implementing organization understands the package’s capabilities and on the vendor’s training and installation capabilities. As discussed earlier, a key aspect of the vendor selection process is the accurate assessment of the vendor’s capabilities, not just an evaluation of the current software package.

The project’s initial success, as well as the long-term effectiveness of the system being installed, is also highly dependent on the contract negotiation process. In most situations system, implementation does not simply involve “turning the key.” Vendor expertise might be required to install the package, build interfaces to existing systems, and perhaps modify the package itself to better match the purchasing organization’s needs. Service expectations between the purchaser and vendor need to be a part of the contract developed at the end of the Definition phase. The contract will be the only recourse for the purchaser if the system modifications, vendor training, or the implementation of the package do not go well.

**PURCHASING SMALL SYSTEMS** The discussion in this chapter has focused on the purchasing process for large, complex systems. If a smaller, simpler system is being considered, the time and effort put into the process can, of course, be scaled back. However, a small system can still be a major investment for a small business. Unfortunately, many small businesses have limited experience with and knowledge of evaluating and installing such systems. The services of a hardware vendor, a local software supplier, as well as external consultants might therefore be needed.
Purchasing Advantages

- Reduced time to implement
- Lower overall acquisition costs
- Reduced need for internal IS resources
- High application quality (debugged and best practices)
- Infusion of external expertise (IS, business)

Purchasing Disadvantages

- Risks due to lack of package knowledge
- Risks due to extent of organizational changes required
- Initial and ongoing dependance on vendor

**FIGURE 10.7** Advantages and Disadvantages of Purchasing Packaged Software

**Purchasing Advantages and Disadvantages**

Figure 10.7 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of purchasing packaged systems, as well as some potential long-term advantages and disadvantages for buying packaged software solutions.

**ADVANTAGES**  The primary project advantage is that, compared to customized application development, less time is needed to implement the system. Nevertheless, for mid-sized systems, the entire process will still require several months, and for large-scale enterprise software implementations (with packages such as ERP systems), the process can take several years to implement enough modules of the software to achieve a net benefit.

A second major advantage is that packaged software implementations can be very attractive from an economic standpoint. For example, a small business can obtain a complete accounting system for less than $25,000, which is very low compared to the cost of developing a comparable customized application. Assuming that the vendor has more than 10,000 installations of this small package ($250 million in revenues), the vendor will have an incentive to spend millions of dollars on improving the package in order to issue new releases. Everyone comes out a winner because each purchaser has cost avoidance from purchasing a package, and the vendor makes a large-enough profit to stay in business and provide upgrades and other support services on an ongoing basis. As shown in Figure 10.2, the initial purchase price of a software package might be a relatively small fraction of the total cost of acquiring and installing a software package.

A third temporary advantage is that in-house IS resources could be freed up to develop mission-critical applications that could provide the firm a competitive advantage if software packages can be implemented for relatively common processes that provide no specific strategic advantage.

Two potential long-term advantages are application quality and the infusion of external expertise. The quality of a software package might be substantially better than that of a custom system, because a vendor can afford to spend much more time and effort developing the system than an individual company. Also, the package may include best practices or choices of best practices for different situations. The documentation can be much better than the typical in-house documentation, and new releases of the package might incorporate improvements recommended by companies that are using the system. Furthermore, each release is usually thoroughly tested, including a beta test in a client organization.

Finally, a packaged solution is a quick way to infuse new expertise—both IT expertise and business expertise—into the organization. Given the fast pace of technological change, most organizations today find it difficult to train and retain IS personnel with expertise in new, emerging technologies. Software vendors often have the funds and motivation to develop systems using newer technologies. Packaged solutions for a particular industry, or large ERP systems, also frequently have best-in-class processes and procedures embedded in the software. By purchasing the software, companies can also adopt better business processes.

**DISADVANTAGES**  Two major project risks are also associated with implementing purchased packages. One risk is the lack of package knowledge. The package implementation can require significant training for IS as well as business personnel, which increases the implementation costs. Because of an organization’s relative unfamiliarity with the software package, the organization might also not be as quick to leverage the capabilities of the package as it would be to leverage the capabilities of a system that members of the organization had designed and custom developed. Some organizations also make the mistake of initially modifying the package, or adding other functionality, only to learn later that the package could have provided the same functionality if it had been implemented differently.

Another related project risk is that since implementing a packaged system often requires significant business process changes, there are greater project risks. Knowledgeable business managers and skilled IS specialists need to be significantly involved in the Definition phase to understand what organizational changes need to be made. Furthermore, there often is more user resistance due to the extent of changes required in order to implement the packaged solution.
The long-term disadvantage is that the organization becomes dependent on an external IT provider not only for the initial installation and perhaps some package modifications but also for the ongoing maintenance of the package. Although in many cases this can result in a strategic alliance of value to both the vendor and purchaser, the purchaser might not fully anticipate the coordination costs associated with managing the vendor relationship. In addition, of course, there is the risk that the vendor will go out of business or be unresponsive to the needs of the purchasing firm. There can also be pricing hazards if the vendor makes it difficult for third parties to compete for support services.

**SPECIAL CASE: ENTERPRISE SYSTEM PACKAGES**

By the end of the 1990s, the majority of U.S.-based *Fortune* 500 companies and more than one-fourth of European-based midsized organizations had invested in a first wave of enterprise system packages: enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. Most companies purchased these systems in order to achieve business benefits (e.g., cost reduction, more efficient business processes, and faster compliance with legal requirements), but ERP investments are also IT platform investments (see the discussion of major vendors and ERP benefits in Chapter 5).

One of the primary business benefits associated with ERP systems is to enable access to a single repository of integrated data, sometimes real-time data, for better management decision making. This is accomplished by getting most business applications on a common platform, the ERP system. Because most ERP systems are built to support cross-functional business processes, there will be fewer system interfaces to maintain. Further, ERP modules that can be “configured” to be used by different types of firms in different industries enable those firms that have already conducted projects to reengineer their business processes to now implement them; building custom systems to support new cross-functional processes would require a much larger system investment over a much longer time. However, an ERP system is not a total information system for an organization; rather, an ERP system itself will meet only roughly 70 percent of the needs of the organization (Markus, 2000). Thus, it is important in selecting an ERP system to consider how the system will interface with existing operational systems with which it must share data. Such interfaces may not be trivial because the software platforms of legacy applications can be quite different than the platform for the more modern ERP system.

Adopting an ERP system is a major undertaking for any organization, and there are potential risks and costs (see Fub et al., 2007). ERP systems are very expensive to purchase, plus there likely will be significant consulting fees to assist in configuration and installation. Like any package, but more so because of the comprehensive nature of ERP, the package confines an organization to the capabilities of the particular package. The ERP package may establish standards for the platform for all systems that will interface with it. Also, an organization becomes very dependent on one vendor for a sizeable portion of its core business applications. The task of deploying the ERP package, which includes turning off legacy applications in the organization, is complex and can be perilous to continuing operations. These are all important risks and costs, hence, the decision to acquire an ERP package and how to manage its deployment are critical.

For the IS departments within firms that purchase an ERP package, this could also be the first time that their project team personnel would be asked to configure a package in the best way possible, rather than to custom develop an application based on the requirements of their business users. IS and other project team personnel, as well as business users, must be sent to training classes, typically conducted by the software vendor, so that they can learn the packaged software as well as learn new vendor-specific languages for writing interfaces and queries. Because, out of the box, an ERP system is a generic, semifinished product, IS and other personnel must learn how to configure the software for the options that are best for your organization. New “business analyst” skill sets may also be required to effectively manage the process steps for a packaged software project, rather than a customized life-cycle methodology.

Another key characteristic of the early ERP projects has been the heavy reliance on third-party consultants who are not employees of the software vendor, such as consultants in the Big Four or smaller consulting firms. These “implementation partners” are usually invaluable for helping an organization quickly learn how the software package operates, as well as how the complex business process options embedded in each module would work. Because of the large scope and complexity of some of these ERP package implementations, one of the key management challenges has been to what extent to rely on the external consultants to lead an ERP project and how to make sure the purchasing company captured the needed knowledge to continue to operate and “fine-tune” the configurations after the consultants left. More recently, firms that host ERP installations for several clients (see the subsequent section on ASPs) can be relied on to keep the ERP application running and maintained to the latest releases of the
software, as well as to provide some of the up-front and ongoing consulting services. Nevertheless, even with the help of third-party consultants, many initial ERP implementation projects have not been successful.

According to Brown and Vessey (2003), five factors need to be managed well for an ERP project to be successful. These factors are described in some detail next.

- **Top management is engaged in the project, not just involved.** Because enterprise systems demand fundamental changes in the way a company performs its business processes, its business executives need to be visibly active in the funding and oversight of the project. Lower-level managers will not have the clout needed to ensure that not only will the ERP modules be configured to align with the best business process solutions for the company but also that all relevant business managers buy in to the organizational changes that will be necessary to take advantage of the software package’s capabilities. Turnover among project sponsors (given the length of most ERP projects) may mean that new top management is less engaged in the project, so the job of the project leader to keep top management engaged requires constant effort. Also, it is common that benefits from the ERP implementation will take time to occur, well after significant initial costs. Initial reactions from some stakeholders (e.g., employees, customers, and suppliers) may be negative due to start-up difficulties and the initial net cash outflow (Markus et al., 2003). Again, top management engagement is needed to stay committed to the ultimate expected goals through each project phase.

- **Project leaders are veterans, and team members are decision makers.** Because ERP system implementations are extremely complex, the leaders of the project need to be highly skilled and have a proven track record with leading a project that has had a major impact on a business. The team members who are representing different business units and different business functions (e.g., finance, marketing, manufacturing) need to also be empowered to make decisions on behalf of the unit or function they represent. If the team members do not have decision-making rights, the project leaders will likely not be able to meet the agreed-upon project deadlines. It is also important to try to keep the project team members intact for as long as possible because of the need for the right people on the team and because of the ramp-up time needed to become an effective team member.

- **Third parties fill gaps in expertise and transfer their knowledge.** As described previously, ERP systems are typically implemented with the help of third-party implementation partners (consultants), as well as the software vendor. The skill sets of the consultants needed will depend on the skill sets and experiences of the purchasing company’s own business and IT managers. If there are no internal project leaders with the necessary project management skills, consultants should also be used to help manage the project. However, before the consultants leave, the internal staff needs to acquire the knowledge needed to continue to operate the new system. Many organizations develop agreements with consultants that explicitly refer to the transfer of knowledge to internal staff as a part of the consultant contract.

- **Change management goes hand in hand with project planning.** Many of the early adopters of ERP systems underestimated the need for project resources to help prepare the business for implementing the new system. ERP systems typically require training not only in how to use the new system but also in how to perform business processes in new ways to take advantage of the package’s capabilities. Because of the tight integration of the ERP modules, workers also typically need to learn much more about what happens before and after their own interactions with the system. Companies with the fewest problems at the time of implementation began to plan for these types of changes as part of the overall project planning activities. The fundamental changes are to business processes. It has been found that it is better to change business processes to adapt to the best practices embedded in ERP systems than to try to modify the purchased software; not modifying business processes to fit the ERP software is a main reason for ERP project failure. Remember, the reason an ERP solution is being adopted is to reengineer business processes to best practices and better integration across business units. Not all ERP systems are created equal. Each has its roots in some industry (e.g., manufacturing, banking), sector (i.e., public or private), or country (e.g., U.S. or European). Thus, it is important to select an ERP package that is based on the set of best practices and business processes you want to adopt (see Kien and Soh for more on this topic).

- **A satisficing mind-set prevails.** Because of the integrated nature of the modules of an ERP package, companies typically implement the package in as “vanilla” a form as possible. This typically means that business personnel will be asked to “give up” some functionality that they had in a system that the ERP is replacing. In other words, the company needs to be in
OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

Although the open source movement began with system software like the Linux operating system, the Firefox Web browser, and the MySQL database management system, open source is now viable for application software and other enabling packages (e.g., for data warehousing and business intelligence). **Open source software** goes beyond freeware, which can be downloaded from various bulletin boards. With open source, you obtain the source code and the right to modify it. Depending on the license for acquiring the software, if you change it, you may be obligated to share your changes with the community of organizations that are using the software.

Although an open source application is free to acquire, the provider of the software as well as third parties often provide fee-based products and services to extend the product with advanced features, maintenance and training, and documentation and books about use of the software. Thus, for some, the real advantage of open source software is not the lower cost but rather the independence from a single software provider that may not have the same priorities as you do for enhancements and that may lock adopters into their services and add-on components by not allowing third parties to be involved. What makes open source an attractive type of purchased software? Certainly the up-front acquisition cost is important, but the total cost of ownership (for maintenance, upgrades, support, training, thorough documentation, etc.) may make proprietary packages not much more expensive. However, an open source application also has other advantages, including the following (see Hoffer et al., 2011):

- A large pool of volunteer testers and developers facilitate the construction of reliable, low-cost software in a relatively short amount of time; in other words, the future viability of the application software does not depend on one vendor.
- The ability to modify source code to add new features you want, not those on the priority list developed by the marketing department of the software vendor; your new code can be easily inspected by others; even the ability to review the original source code (rather than having to treat it as a “black box”) means that you can inspect it thoroughly before deployment.
- You do not become dependent on one vendor or proprietary code, which may not allow you to enhance the software as your needs change.
- The acquisition cost is the same for one copy or thousands, so it can be much less expensive to make the software available to a large number of users throughout your (perhaps global) organization than would acquiring multiple-user licenses for proprietary applications.
- You may use the software for any purpose (e.g., for your own use, to distribute with software you write, for profit-making activities).
Because the source code is open, it may be easier to interface different open source packages with each other, and you would not have to be dependent on the software vendor to provide this service.

However, there are some risks with open source application software, including:

- The absence of complete documentation without paying for it from some service provider.
- Only commodity-type applications (i.e., applications that are generic and common to many organizations—e.g., a catalog-type e-commerce Web site) are viable; otherwise, there is no motivation among a large-enough community of users for you to expect that the application will be enhanced with the advanced or specialized needs of users like yourself.
- Unless there is some cooperative group of users, different adopters may not know what others are doing, so there can be duplication of efforts; at least with proprietary software, vendors usually announce what future enhancements are coming and when; however, it is possible through cooperation to join forces on the development of features desired by several open source adopters.
- There are different types of open source licensing agreements, so you must be careful to choose software with a license that suits your needs (e.g., whether you must share code changes or whether you can sell new applications you might build from the open source code you acquire).

**NEW PURCHASING OPTION: APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDERS (ASPs)**

A new trend (or a renewal of an old practice) related to implementing packaged solutions began to emerge in the IT industry during the first decade of the new millennium: application service providers (ASPs). Note that we do not distinguish here between an ASP and a newer term—software as a service (SaaS)—or the alternative term, on-demand software. Also, we do not distinguish here between an ASP and the currently popular term—cloud computing—which is a broader term that includes ASP services delivered over the Internet, often via a Web browser.

Under an ASP purchasing option, the purchaser elects to use a “hosted” application rather than to purchase the software application and host it on its own equipment. The ASP is therefore an ongoing service provider, and the ASP option is a different kind of make-versus-buy decision. Instead of having a software licensing agreement with a firm that developed the software, a company pays a third party (ASP) for delivering the software functionality over the Internet to company employees and sometimes the company’s business partners. The ASP host owns the licenses for the software. Almost any software can be delivered via an ASP, from basic office automation (e.g., Microsoft Office) to specialized application software (e.g., Salesforce.com) and large ERP systems (e.g., the Oracle ERP suite). The most common ASP services are for Web site hosting, e-mail, financial/ accounting applications, and e-commerce. The ASP client pays for as much or as little of the software service as they need (based on number of users and which modules of the package the client uses), rather than having to buy a minimal number of licenses from the original vendor.

The ASP provider may be a specialist in the particular hosted software or in some vertical industry suite of software (e.g., software for firms in the health care industry). Major technology vendors, such as Microsoft and Oracle, also provide a variety of data storage and application software via ASP-hosting options. Many ASP hosts are oriented to supporting small to medium-sized businesses in a particular geographical area (when they can meet directly with clients). Some ASPs provide auxiliary services, such as arranging for the local networking and ISP service to provide Internet access, and purchasing and maintaining thin-client workstations for their customers (when thin clients are sufficient because all software and data storage are maintained at the ASP host site).

The two major advantages associated with purchasing a package, which were discussed at the beginning of this chapter, are also advantages for choosing an ASP: (1) cost savings and (2) faster speed of implementation. A subscription-based service with an ASP typically involves monthly fees (pay as you go) rather than large up-front IT investments in both the software package and additional infrastructure investments to host the package. You can stop the service at any time without large “sunk costs” associated with purchasing. For companies with widely dispersed employees requiring remote access, an ASP solution can also reduce network access and other service delivery costs. Because the package is also typically already up and running on the ASP’s host computer, the implementation project should also be less time consuming. Also, the hosting service provides all software maintenance and operational support, freeing up your IT staff to work on other applications. Often, your organization can afford to use a package with more functionality (arguably the best or industry standard software) than you might be able to afford by directly purchasing the software.

However, there are also some potential downsides, including dependence on an external vendor not just for the software package but also for ongoing operations. Good processes for making the best purchasing decision and contracting for the needed service levels are even more
critical when an organization enters into an ASP agreement. A purchasing process that carefully assesses the capability of an ASP to provide reliable performance, security to the organization’s data, and the likelihood of the ASP surviving in the marketplace are especially important for ASP contracts, because this market is still in its infancy. Some of these risks appear to be diminished when the ASP host is also a large software vendor—such as SAP or PeopleSoft for ERP modules or Siebel Systems for CRM modules. The ASP host may not be in the business of integrating their hosted software with client-hosted software; thus, the ASP model works best for stand-alone applications. Also, the host will not customize the software for the client (beyond any customization features built into the software such as including your organization’s logo in computer-generated documents). Security (ensuring your data will be protected from access by others, especially those in competitor organizations using the same hosting service) can be a concern, but most ASPs provide high-end security services. Finally, the hosting service may require you to convert to new versions of the packaged software, which may not be when you want to convert.

Metrics for vendor performance and penalties for noncompliance should be a key part of the contract. A service level agreement should be part of the contract, in which specific performance expectations are set for various operational metrics—such as system uptime, recovery time, wait time on calls to the help desk, notifications about software upgrades, and other factors important to the customer. As described in the box entitled “A Dream Versus a Nightmare,” if you do not do a good job with the ASP selection process up front, you risk paying the price later.

Summary

Purchasing packaged software is an alternative to custom software development that has been increasingly pursued by organizations of all sizes since the early 1990s. The fact that packaged solutions can be implemented more quickly than a custom-developed solution with the same, or similar, functionality is a major advantage in today’s fast-changing business environment. A major disadvantage can be increased dependence on a vendor that could go out of business.

The process for purchasing an application is based on the same life-cycle phases as a custom approach: Definition, Construction, and Implementation. Even if an application is to be purchased, an organization first must define its basic system needs before attempting to select the best off-the-shelf application solution. The Definition phase also includes the development of an RFP to be sent to software vendors and an evaluation of the vendor responses. If successful, the Definition phase ends with a vendor contract, which should be negotiated with the help of contract specialists.

The time spent on Construction phase activities varies greatly depending on whether or not the source
code of the package is modified, which may be done by the vendor, another outside supplier, or the purchasing company. In the case of large packaged systems for which there are expected to be frequent future releases (e.g., ERP modules), modifications are typically kept to a bare minimum. In contrast, the Implementation phase for a software package can be more challenging than for a custom application because of the purchasing company’s lack of familiarity with the details of how the package operates as well as the need for large-scale changes in the way the company will operate once the new package has been implemented. The software vendor might be heavily involved in the installation step and is also typically relied on for ongoing maintenance. Large enterprise system vendors (e.g., SAP) typically release new versions on a frequent basis and support older versions of the package only for a set period of time.

Expertise in the implementation of packaged systems has become an important IT capability. In some firms, new manager positions have been created in order to manage relationships with IT vendors. Organizations are increasingly considering open source packages in addition to proprietary application packages. Open source packages can be obtained with low up-front investment; support can be obtained for a fee from various service providers. A new procurement option is to pay an application service provider to host a software application for remote access by company employees via the Internet.

**Review Questions**

1. What are the major trade-offs in a make-or-buy decision?
2. Summarize the five additional steps for purchasing a system that are not part of the Definition phase of a traditional SDLC process.
3. What is an RFP, and what critical tasks does it facilitate in the purchasing process?
4. Why is making a lot of modifications to a packaged system sometimes a risky approach, and what are the alternatives?
5. Briefly summarize how the phases of the traditional SDLC are similar to or different from the phases of the modified life-cycle approach in support of the cost comparisons in Figure 10.2.
6. Describe the role of the vendor for each of the three phases of the purchasing life cycle.
7. Describe why the methodology for purchasing a small system could differ from purchasing a large system.
8. Describe what a purchasing company might want to learn from a vendor demonstration of a packaged system.
9. What are the criteria that should be applied when choosing among candidate application software packages?
10. What do you think are the most important advantages and disadvantages of purchasing a package?
11. What kinds of modifications tend to be easy to do and what others tend to be difficult to do with packaged software?
12. What are some of the major differences between a process to implement an ERP package and the process to implement a less complex package?
13. What are the critical success factors for running an ERP project?
14. What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of open source software versus proprietary application packages?
15. What is an ASP and why is this an attractive purchasing alternative?

**Discussion Questions**

1. Critique the following statements: It would cost us $800,000 to build this system, but we can purchase an equivalent package for $125,000. Therefore, we can save the organization $675,000 by purchasing the software package.
2. Discuss the options an organization needs to choose from when the best packaged-system solution is not a perfect fit with the needs of the organization.
3. You run a small business. You have no IS specialists on your staff and plan to purchase all your software. What might be your three most important concerns?
4. You are a manager in a company that has a lot of in-house IS expertise. What might be your key decision rules for when to purchase a system versus when to develop it in-house?
5. Discuss why an assessment of the financial stability of the vendor can be a critical consideration when evaluating responses to an RFP.
6. Choose one of the five factors associated with successful ERP implementations (presented in the section entitled “Special Case: Enterprise System Packages”) and comment on how different this really is (or is not) from other packaged system implementations.
7. Many midsized firms are investing in ERP system packages, such as SAP and Oracle/PeopleSoft. Comment on what you think might be particularly important parts of the decision-making process when the purchasing organization has only a small IS department.
8. Revise Figure 10.3 to make it a list of criteria for assessing an application service provider (ASP).
9. Identify some recent articles and Web postings about “cloud computing.” Based on these sources, are there any differences between cloud computing and SaaS? If so, what are some of the unique advantages and disadvantages?

10. Research two competing packages for some application, one proprietary and one open source. Develop a list of criteria for selecting between these packages and then compare these packages on the criteria. What advantages does the open source package have? What disadvantages?

11. Modify Figure 10.7 to focus just on ERP packages.

12. Modify Figure 10.7 to focus on open source packages.
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The overall goals of systems projects are to implement a quality system that meets the needs of the targeted business and its users, on schedule and within budget. Achieving these project goals requires not only an appropriate systems methodology (e.g., the SDLC, prototyping, “agile” approaches, and purchasing life cycle discussed in the previous chapters) but also “best practices” for managing projects. Frequently cited reports by the Standish Group suggest that large portions of application development project costs are “wasted” because companies fail to utilize effective project management practices. This organization’s 2009 report suggests that as many as 44 percent of IT projects are delivered late, over budget, and/or did not provide the required features or functionality (Standish Group, 2009).

The Project Management Institute (PMI, www.pmi.org.), an international society of project management professionals established in 1969, has developed a globally recognized standard for managing projects. Released in late 2008, the 4th edition of the *Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)* details nine knowledge areas certified by the PMI (see Figure 11.1). Four of these have traditionally been associated with project management: scope, time, cost, and human resource management. The five other competency areas have been developed more recently: managing project communications, procurement (including contract management), quality management, risk management, and integration management. Managers of IT projects therefore need to have competencies in these nine project management knowledge areas, as well as be skilled in unique techniques and methods for managing IT projects in particular.

In today’s fast-changing business environment, IT project work also needs to stay in synch with changes in the business. Although an IT project has been approved, and resources have been committed to it, unanticipated events may also need to be addressed. These range from new corporate initiatives that affect a company’s products or customer base, as well as external events such as unexpected changes in national or international laws, political events, natural disasters, or other environmental events. Reevaluating IT projects in light of such events is the responsibility of both business and IT managers, and many organizations have implemented a committee of senior business leaders to approve, prioritize, and oversee such projects from an IT portfolio management perspective.
Even more common today is a program management office (PMO), also referred to as a “project office,” to ensure that projects in different stages of completion are coordinated. The PMO is staffed with full-time managers experienced in managing project budgets, scheduling resources, and using tools that keep track of projects across work teams and business stakeholders. Their objective is to help ensure not only that projects are run but also that interdependencies are taken into account. The PMO might be a temporary unit set up for a large, enterprise-wide systems project (e.g., a multiyear ERP or other enterprise-wide systems projects described in Chapter 5), a permanent unit within an IS organization, or a permanent unit within a corporate office that serves many functional areas.

A project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product or service. It typically is a one-time initiative that can be divided into related activities that require coordination and control, with a definite beginning and ending. Project management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to a broad range of activities in order to meet the requirements of a particular project.

A program is a group of projects managed in a coordinated way to obtain benefits not available from managing them individually (PMI, 2004).

A Program Management Office (PMO) is an organizational unit with full-time personnel to provide a full range of standard approaches to project management support and services that are utilized across projects; lessons learned from each project are collected from post-project reviews and shared across project managers.

In this chapter we first briefly discuss the growing issue of how to manage an organization’s portfolio of IT projects; we will return to this topic in Part 4 of this textbook. Then we introduce the key project management roles and describe in detail some approaches to managing the five processes of an IT project once it has been prioritized and initially funded: (1) project initiation, (2) project planning, (3) project execution, (4) project monitoring and control, and (5) project closing. This chapter discusses executing and controlling projects in the same section. Our focus here is two capabilities especially important for managing IT projects: managing project risks and managing business change.

The chapter ends with some guidelines for two other project management issues important for IT projects due to rapid changes in technology and the need for expert user involvement in requirements definition and implementation: (1) managing large, complex IT projects (e.g., enterprise system package implementations) and (2) managing a project with “virtual teams” (in which team members are geographically dispersed).

IT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

As organizations have become highly dependent on integrated data for their strategic and operational decision making, there has been an increasing emphasis on a portfolio approach to IT investments. IT portfolio management is typically the responsibility of a committee of senior business leaders and IT leaders who approve and prioritize IT project requests for an entire organization and then monitor progress on approved IT projects until they are completed. An organization’s IT portfolio usually includes investments in new IT applications as well as IT infrastructure investments (i.e., networks, servers, storage equipment, data warehouses) to support these applications.

New IT project requests are typically submitted using an organization-specific template for a business case that captures the expected business benefits and both the initial resource costs for the project and the ongoing resource costs for maintaining the new system (see the example in Figure 11.2). Most organizations also want to review an initial return on investment (ROI) analysis or other formal financial assessment to help the committee of business and IT leaders assess what are the right set of IT projects to work on (given the organization’s current competitive environment) and what priority should they be given for resource allocation. For large, complex projects, however, only a rough order of magnitude (ROM) cost estimate may be possible at the time of the initial request.

As part of the system prioritization process, an evaluative categorization scheme for all projects of a certain size is typically applied. One such scheme, based on Denis et al. (2004), would categorize projects into four buckets:

- **Absolute Must** A mandate due to security, legal, regulatory, or end-of-life-cycle IT issues
- **Highly Desired/Business-Critical** Includes short-term projects with good financial returns and portions of very large projects already in progress
### PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Implement Learning Delivery system to build and deliver virtual classes, conference calls, Web meetings, and other e-learning events.

Implementation target is 18 months from project initiation.

### MAJOR MILESTONES
- Project Scope and Approval
- Publish RFP
- Vendor Screening/Evaluation/Selection
- Architecture Review
- Implementation
- Training
- Go-Live

### BUSINESS BENEFIT
Creates dependable, cost-effective, scalable solutions that offer all learners rich distance learning experience to expand their knowledge in the way that works best for them.

Cite savings and revenue generation expected.

### DEPENDENCIES/RED FLAGS
Project budget, Resource & skill sets, Technology

### LEVEL OF EFFORT/COST
- 100 hrs ERP Interface
- 300 hrs Build Learning
- 100 hrs customization
- Estimated Licensing, Time & Materials (500 hrs × hrly rate = $$$$)
- Total Cost of Ownership (annual or per user)
- FTE support required

---

**FIGURE 11.2** Business Case Example using Template for Project Prioritization (Vavra and Lane, 2004)

- **Wanted** Valuable, but with longer time periods for returns on investment (more than a 12-month period)
- **Nice to Have** Projects with good returns but with lower potential business value

In most organizations projects in the top two categories would most likely be funded for the budget year in which they were submitted. The “Wanted” projects might involve the most contentious prioritization decisions. The business leaders who will be paying for the projects (business sponsors) typically present the business cases for the project. Many practitioners emphasize that a senior committee approach to IT project approvals and prioritization results not only in a list of current prioritized IT projects for funding but also in a better understanding among the organization’s business and IT executives about the reasons for why a given IT project was funded, or not funded.

Besides assessing new requests, the same committee typically will also be charged with monitoring the status of all current IT projects underway in order to ensure that the company’s IT investments are staying aligned with the company’s business goals. Some organizations are now doing this on a quarterly basis—referred to as a “dynamic” portfolio management process.

---

### PROJECT MANAGEMENT ROLES

Every IT project will have at least one formal IT project manager and one **project sponsor** (the high-level fiscal owner of the project). In addition to these two formal roles, many IT projects also need a project “champion.” We describe these three roles next.

**Project Manager**

A systems project is typically led by an IT project manager who has demonstrated both technical and managerial skills. This manager is responsible for managing relationships with the project sponsor and other stakeholders, as
well as initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing a project. Some projects involve managing not only in-house IT professionals assigned to the project but also external IT personnel who work for vendors associated with the project.

In some situations, a business manager could also be selected as a project manager or comanager. The choice of the project manager depends not only on the degree to which the application project will impact a specific business unit or division but also on the degree to which the project requires technical expertise, both internal and external.

The project manager’s responsibilities in general are to plan and execute the project, including controlling for project risks and ensuring that necessary business changes have been implemented. This requires several different types of skills, including team management skills (see Figure 11.3). A major characteristic of any project is “uniqueness” (Meredith and Mantel, 1989), and because the typical IT project involves new technologies, essentially all IT projects are learning experiences for the project manager. In other words, no amount of planning can take into account the variety of unexpected situations that occur during the course of the project. Effective project managers are also good leaders. Sometimes this entails being politically savvy—aware of what not to do as well as what to do in a given organizational context. Riskier projects, such as when new, unproven technologies are involved, also require coping skills and a high tolerance for ambiguity (Frame, 1994).

A summary of the key tasks for each of the PMI processes, which will be described in some detail in this chapter, is provided in Figure 11.4.

**Project Sponsor and Champion Roles**

Most IT projects have multiple business stakeholders: managers and users with vested interests in the outcome of the project. Two business stakeholder roles have been associated with successfully managed systems projects: the project sponsor and the project champion.

The **project sponsor** role is typically played by a business manager who financially “owns” the project (i.e., the person who “writes the check” for the project). The sponsor oversees in the development of the initial project proposal, including an assessment of the feasibility of the project. The sponsor also argues for the approval of the systems project before the committee members responsible for new system project approvals. For systems projects that will be implemented in multiple business functions or business units, the sponsor is likely to be an officer of the company (e.g., a CFO or COO) or the designated owner of a major business process (e.g., a supply chain manager). The exception here is projects that are major hardware or network infrastructure investments only, in which case the CIO is likely to be the designated project sponsor.

Once the systems project has been initiated, the project sponsor provides the funds for the project and continues to play an oversight role during the life of the project. The sponsor also typically takes responsibility for ensuring that the most appropriate (“best”) business managers and other users are assigned to the project team and that these project team members are empowered to make decisions for the business units they represent. In addition, the sponsor is often relied on to ensure business personnel who are not formal team members are made available as needed at certain points in the project—such as providing information about current work processes or procedures in the Definition phase, evaluating screen designs from a user perspective early in a Construction phase, performing system tests at the end of a Construction phase, or training other users during an Implementation phase.

Because the business unit often cannot easily spare the most capable business managers and users for part- or full-time IT project work, managers in the business sponsor role are also relied on for making financial and work arrangements to “free up” employees from their normal tasks and responsibilities, so that they can put forth the level of effort that is needed for the project to succeed. Once the system project has been completed, the sponsor should also be held accountable for ensuring that the projected system benefits are achieved after the system is installed.

It is therefore critical for the project manager to have a strong relationship with the project sponsor from the very beginning of the project. Suggestions for how a project manager can keep a typically busy executive engaged in an IT project are provided in the box entitled “Tasks to Engage and Maintain Project Sponsors.” The **project champion**
Part III • Acquiring Information Systems

- Initiating:
  - Conduct project selection methods
  - Define scope (understand customer needs and expectations)
  - Document project risks, assumptions, and constraints, using historical data and expert judgment
  - Identify and perform stakeholder analysis, using a variety of methods
  - Develop the project charter
  - Obtain project charter approval

- Planning:
  - Define and record detailed requirements, constraints, and assumptions
  - Identify project team and define roles and responsibilities, creating a project organizational chart
  - Create the work breakdown structure with team involvement
  - Develop the change management plan
  - Identify risks and define risk strategies in preparing the risk management plan
  - Obtain plan approval from the sponsor and key stakeholders
  - Plan and conduct a kickoff meeting

- Executing:
  - Execute tasks defined in the project plan to meet project objectives
  - Ensure common understanding and manage stakeholder expectations
  - Implement the procurement plan for project resources
  - Manage resource allocation for the plan
  - Implement a quality management plan to meet established quality standards
  - Implement approved changes, following the formal integrated change control process
  - Implement approved actions and workarounds to mitigate risk
  - Improve team performance

- Monitoring and Control:
  - Measure project performance, using a variety of tools, identifying variances and performing required corrective actions
  - Verify and manage changes to the project
  - Ensure that all project deliverables conform to quality standards
  - Monitor the status of all identified risks

- Closing:
  - Obtain formal final acceptance for the project from the sponsor and stakeholders
  - Obtain financial, legal, and administrative closure, both internally and externally
  - Release project resources in accordance with organizational policies
  - Identify, document, and communicate lessons learned
  - Create and distribute final project report
  - Archive and retain project records
  - Measure customer satisfaction, using appropriate surveys and interviews

---

**FIGURE 11.4 Processes Included in PMI Certifications [Adapted from Brewer and Dittman, 2010]**

role is another role associated with successful IT projects. In essentially all situations, the champion role needs to be played by a business manager, not an IT manager, for the following reason: A manager with high credibility among the business users who will be impacted by the new system solution will be best able to prepare workers for the process and workflow changes required. This involves continual communications about the project’s goals and the milestones achieved. Personal traits of an effective project champion include an enthusiasm that never wanes and the capability to “rally the troops” as problems arise that require exceptional efforts.

Although the project champion’s contribution to the project’s success can be critically important, the champion role is not always a formally designated one. For some IT projects, the project sponsor and the project champion may even be the same business manager. For example, for customer relationship management system projects a Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) might play both roles. However, for other projects in which the sponsor’s daily responsibilities are far removed from the business activities to be affected by the new system, the champion role is better played by a lower-level business manager whose direct reports will be highly impacted by the project.
PROJECT INITIATION

The first phase of a project life cycle is the project initiation phase in which the project is formally authorized and a determination is made as to whether the project should actually proceed or not. Although how this phase is conducted varies a lot across organizations, a key deliverable for this phase is a project charter that states in some detail the project’s specific objectives, its intended scope, any underlying assumptions and known constraints, and the estimated benefits based on the feasibility analysis step of the IT project. A broad statement of scope for a large ERP package implementation project would include the specific ERP package modules to be purchased (e.g., finance/accounting, materials management) as well as the number of divisions and geographic locations within the enterprise to be included in the proposed project.

The scoping of a project involves setting boundaries for the project’s size and the range of business functions or processes that will be involved. A high-level diagram is used to capture the major actors (entities) that provide inputs or receive outputs from the proposed system. (For examples, see the context diagram and the Use Case diagram descriptions in Chapter 8).

As described in Chapter 9, three types of feasibility analyses are typically conducted for systems projects as part of the Definition phase of a systems life cycle: economic feasibility, operational feasibility, and technical feasibility. Some of the technology feasibility questions to consider are the expected maturity level of the technologies to be used and the ease with which the needed technical expertise can be acquired (bought) or transferred to sufficient numbers of internal IS specialists. A common pitfall here is that the potential for major “technical shortfalls” is not adequately taken into account. To do so may require IS managers with strong relationships with the vendors of the IT products to be utilized.

The economic feasibility investigation usually involves a formal cost-benefit analysis based on the overall objectives and scope of the project as well as an estimate of the project budget. For projects with benefits that are easily measured, an ROI will be easy to calculate. However, for projects that involve a business innovation, such as building a new organizational capability, it is much more difficult to quantify the potential benefits. For these types of strategic application projects, a technique such as rank-ordering the alternatives can be used to overcome total reliance on ROI measures that could be very difficult to calculate (see Figure 11.5).

Several other types of feasibility concerns can also be studied in order to better understand the best way to manage a systems project and its interdependencies, including operational feasibility issues such as schedule feasibility, legal and contractual feasibility, and political feasibility. Schedule feasibility takes into account the potential impact of externally imposed deadlines, such as the effective date of a new federal regulation or a seasonal date of importance for competing in a given industry. Legal and contractual feasibility concerns might need to be investigated to understand the issues related to partnering with one or more IT vendors for delivering the product solution. Political feasibility involves an assessment of support for the proposed system on behalf of key organizational stakeholder groups, which may not have been captured as part of an operational feasibility study. For example, a systems innovation with major potential impacts for the way an organization conducts its business could require special capabilities that organizational members do not yet possess, or the innovation could be perceived as a major competitive threat to one organizational group but not another.

Keeping Project Sponsors Engaged

- Reach agreement with the sponsor about their role, including the preparation of the business case, the development of the project charter, and help with gaining buy-in from business managers at key project milestones
- Prior to the project kickoff, reach agreement on a problem escalation process—including the sponsor’s preferences for when and how project management issues are brought to his/her attention
- Learn how the sponsor will communicate the status of the project to other business managers (including the company’s top management) and what metrics need to be tracked
- Schedule regular meetings with the sponsor to ensure that the project still reflects current business priorities
- Capture an early agreement on who will participate in the post-project review

[Based on Russell, 2007; Brewer and Dittman, 2010]
Even if it is not possible to compute explicit numerical values, it may be possible to estimate with enough accuracy to rank the alternatives.

Use sensitivity analysis to deal with uncertainties. If a precise value is not known for a parameter, repeat the analysis with alternative values.

FIGURE 11.5 Alternatives to ROI for Justifying Investments

As described earlier, a committee of business and IT leaders is typically charged with new systems project approvals and prioritization. This committee also typically approves the project charter from the project initiation phase before additional resources are committed. If approved, the charter document also serves as a tool for the project manager, the project sponsor, and the IS and business oversight committees to monitor adherence to the agreed-upon project objectives and scope over the life of the project.

PROJECT PLANNING

The objective of the planning process is to ensure that the project goals are achieved in the most appropriate way. The three major components of project planning are project scheduling, budgeting, and staffing. These components are obviously interrelated, and poor planning for one component can severely affect another. Good estimation techniques are especially important for systems projects that involve immature or emerging technologies. In general, conservative (rather than optimistic) estimations as well as control mechanisms that focus on the areas of greatest project uncertainty and organizational vulnerability are recommended. Although we emphasize next some proven techniques for good project planning and control, it should also be kept in mind that experienced project managers will tailor their approaches to match the special circumstances of a given project or organizational situation (see the box entitled “256 Project Characteristics To Be Managed”).

“Scope creep” is often touted as a potential pitfall to watch out for during project planning. However, sometimes changes in the project scope are positive changes that result from a better understanding of business needs or technology capabilities during the planning phase. According to Russell (2007), “scope creep” only becomes a problem when the project manager and business stakeholders don’t agree that the scope has been changed and the impacts of these changes aren’t formally and realistically accounted for in the project schedule, budget, and staffing.

Scheduling

Developing a project schedule typically involves a work breakdown analysis: identifying the phases and sequence of tasks that need to be accomplished to meet the project goals—as well as the goals for other organizational and external party obligations—and then estimating the time of completion for each task. For systems projects, the project phases as well as the detailed activities for each step and their sequence can typically be derived from the systems methodology being used for the project.
**Work breakdown** is a basic management technique that systematically subdivides blocks of work down to the level of detail at which the project will be controlled.

Time estimates are typically based on the relevant past experiences of the organization or the project manager, or both. Other sources for time estimates include benchmarking studies for similar projects in other organizations, activity estimates embedded in software estimation packages, and project databases of system consultants.

The detailed work activity list, the task interdependencies, and the time estimates for each task are then used to develop a master schedule for the project that identifies the project milestone dates and deliverables. The level of detail provided in a master schedule depends upon project characteristics such as size, functional complexity, and task interdependencies, as well as organizational practices.

Some project milestone dates will also be highly influenced by time demands particular to the organization. System implementation activities are frequently scheduled to coincide with calendar periods when transactions affected by the new system solution are much lower in number or can even be temporarily left unprocessed during the conversion to the new system. For example, it is very common for major system tests and new system cutovers in U.S.-based organizations to be scheduled for three-day holiday weekends. In other situations, a project implementation date near the end of a fiscal period will be targeted in order to minimize historical data conversions.

The project scheduling process is somewhat different when an organization has adopted a timeboxing philosophy. The term **timeboxing** refers to an organizational practice in which a system module is to be delivered to the user within a set time limit, such as six months. (This technique is a characteristic of the rapid application development [RAD] methodology discussed in Chapter 9.) Because the intent of timeboxing is to deliver new IT solutions as rapidly as possible, a work plan might be designed in which a given module is initially implemented during the timebox without full functionality, and then the functionality is increased in subsequent releases.

A common pitfall in developing a master schedule is a failure to understand the interdependencies among project tasks and subtasks. Including a customer verification step as part of the master scheduling process can help identify misunderstandings at an early stage of the project planning cycle. Another common pitfall is estimating task completion times based on a level of expertise associated with an experienced worker, rather than the average worker typically available in the organization.

Effective scheduling is critical to the project’s success and is a key input to the project budgeting component. However, the master schedule is also meant to be a living document. A good planning process therefore also provides for change-control procedures to request schedule changes. Aside from a process to request the necessary management approvals, changes to the master schedule should be documented with the date of the change, the nature and reason for the change, and the estimated effects of the change on other project components (e.g., budget, resource allocations) and related project tasks.

**Budgeting**

The project budget documents the anticipated costs for the total project. These costs are typically aggregated into meaningful categories at the level at which the project costs will be controlled.

There are two traditional approaches to estimating project costs: bottom-up and top-down. The project work plan from the scheduling process is typically used for a bottom-up process: Cost elements are estimated for the work plan tasks and then aggregated to provide a total cost estimate for the project. According to Frame (1994), a top-down approach “eschews” the cost details and provides instead estimates for major budget categories based on historical experience. A top-down approach (also called parametric cost estimating) could be used in the project initiation stage because not enough is known about the project to do a work breakdown analysis. However, once a master schedule has been developed, a bottom-up process is recommended, especially if the project is large and complex. These two approaches can also be used as checks for each other.

No matter which approach is used, the budgeting process needs to build in cost estimates to cover project uncertainties associated with changing human resources, immovable project deadlines (that could require overtime labor), as well as changes in technology and contract costs outside the organization’s control.

Like the master schedule, the project budget is a living document of anticipated total costs. A good planning process therefore also provides change-control procedures to request approvals for deviations from an estimated budget. Changes to the budget should be documented with the date of change, the nature and amount of the requested budget deviation, the reason for the change, and the estimated effects of the change on other project components (e.g., scope, schedule, resource allocations).

According to Frame (1994), inexperienced estimators typically fall into three estimation traps: They (1) are too optimistic about what is needed to do the job, (2) tend to leave components out, and (3) do not use a consistent
methodology, so they have difficulty recreating their rationalities. Good training in how to estimate project steps and organizational checklists of items to include in estimates can help the amateur estimator quickly improve.

Even for the experienced project manager, cost estimations can be complicated by many types of unknowns, including the lack of precedents, unpredictable technical problems, and shifting business requirements. Projects that use standard and mature IT components are the most likely to have published estimates available from consultants or other third-party vendors and are generally the easiest to estimate. Both budget padding and lowballing are apparently widely used, but both of these techniques can also cause dysfunctional consequences (see the box entitled “Highballing Versus Lowballing Project Costs”).

**Staffing**

Project staffing involves identifying the IT skill mix for specialists assigned to the project, selecting personnel who collectively have the skills needed and assigning them to the project, preparing team members for the specific project work, and providing incentives for them to achieve the project goals.

In project work, the human resources are a critical production factor. As part of the project planning, the project manager should be able to estimate the skill type, proficiency level, quantity, and time frame for personnel to execute each project phase and critical task. Some human resources need to be dedicated to the project full-time, whereas others (e.g., a database administrator) will likely be shared with other project teams. Still others (e.g., users who help test a system) might not be formal team members but will be relied on for their expertise at critical points in the project.

Wherever possible, individual employees with the best qualifications for the project work should be selected. However, in an organizational setting this is not always possible, due to the size and talent of the specialist pool internal to the organization. Because of the diverse set of specialist skills that might be needed across projects, it is not uncommon for at least a portion of the team members to undergo specialized training in anticipation of a project. Some IS organizations use a skill centers approach in which IS specialists belong to a center of excellence managed by a coach who is responsible for developing talent and selecting personnel for project assignments based not only on the project’s needs for specific skill sets but also on individual development needs (Clark et al., 1997). In addition, personnel from a PMO may be involved to help plan communications with key stakeholders and other business employees, as well as to ensure that the most current documents are available to all employees who need access to them.

For systems projects, it is also not uncommon to hire outside contractors for project work for either quality or workload reasons. This is especially desirable if a distinct IT specialty is required for a single project, but it does not make economic sense to develop and maintain these specialized resources in-house. It also might be impractical to use internal resources if a project requires a significant number of additional personnel for just a short period of time. The downside in these situations is that the company can become highly dependent on a talent base that is temporary. In the late 1990s, many companies began to focus on decreasing dependence on outside contractors by developing their own IT specialist talent. One way to do this is to build in a requirement for “knowledge transfer” to internal employees from the outside consultants or contractors as part of the external vendor contract.

Another key aspect of systems project team staffing is the selection of business personnel for the project team. Business personnel with enough authority and credibility to work with both business leaders and other business

### Highballing Versus Lowballing Project Costs

Budget padding is a common approach. Often there is no useful precedent to serve as a guide for a budget projection; past authorizations can be misleading or only partially applicable. Further, sometimes project budgets receive across-the-board cuts, favoring those who have submitted a padded budget in the first place. Budget padding is therefore sometimes the best defensive measure to ensure that adequate resources will be provided to get a job done.

Lowballing project costs can be conscious or unconscious. Sometimes lower estimates are provided in order to gain initial project approval. Other times the technical glitches that can arise are underestimated. Sometimes ignorance of an environmental event invalidates what was thought to be a well-informed estimate.

[Based on Roman, 1986; Frame, 1994]
workers who will be using the new software need to be selected with the help of the project sponsor. The careful selection of business employees can obviously be a critical step in the staffing process. IS specialists are dependent on business users for their functional expertise (referred to as subject matter expertise, or SME). Formal documented procedures are not always the way that work tasks actually get done, and the project team must also be able to elicit these differences from business users as part of the Definition phase. Further, making major changes in the ways that business personnel get their work done can be a major project objective. Changes in business processes are most common when an organization is implementing a new software package without modifications (referred to as “vanilla” implementations), and the right business personnel need to be part of the project team to accomplish this objective. In addition, business personnel who are not formal team members may have a role as “extended” team members to help with defining the systems requirements, testing, and training over the life of the project. Even after a well-managed selection process, there is sometimes a need for special team-building exercises to build team spirit and to help team members who have not worked together before to get to know each other quickly. The degree to which team building is needed will depend on the characteristics of the project, the prior experiences of the team members, and the degree to which the systems methodology or other project practices will be new to the team members. Team-building and fostering ongoing motivation for meeting the project objectives are easiest when team members are in the same physical location (colocated), there is a stable roster of team members, and the project manager is able to manipulate the appropriate motivating factors. (See the section “Special Issue: Managing Virtual Teams” at the end of this chapter.) Because project incentives can influence individual performance and productivity, projects that require especially intense efforts, personal sacrifices (e.g., postponed vacations), and possibly geographic relocation might also have attractive project-based incentives to help ensure that the project goals are achieved. The dot-com IT start-up culture within the United States in the late 1990s epitomized this highly intensive lifestyle for which stock options were the primary reward. Similar motivators are sometimes needed for IT projects with highly aggressive schedules in order to meet project deadlines. (Unlike a dot-com start-up, however, the duration of the project is usually known and the rewards can be more certain.) For example, key project team members on multiyear enterprise implementation projects could be asked to make commitments to the project in return for special project completion bonuses or even stock options. (See the box entitled “Project Completion Incentives when the Stakes Are High”.) When designing incentives, it should also be kept in mind that an individual’s response to a particular incentive can vary over time due to changing personal needs (e.g., family pressures for work-life balance). Project Completion Incentives When The Stakes Are High

When NIBCO’s project planning phase ended, the company’s leaders had a better understanding of the level of change that would be required for a successful “Big Bang” ERP project and the potential impacts of this project on the company’s bottom line. To help motivate the right behaviors throughout the company, management established an incentive plan that would reward all NIBCO employees for a successful on-time, within-budget project completion, as well as a special bonus for all project team members. The specific metrics were clearly communicated, and the board of directors was charged with the responsibility of determining whether the metrics were met. For example, for every $1 over the project budget, the incentive pool would be reduced by a half dollar. (For more details, see the Case Study in this textbook entitled “NIBCO’s ‘Big Bang.’”)

One of the public goals for the merger of Sallie Mae and the USA Group was a 40 percent reduction in costs, including a 25 percent headcount reduction that would partially come from a consolidation of the two companies’ data centers, as well as the elimination of one of the two loan processing systems that had been custom-developed at each company. This meant that the new company was at risk for losing IT talent before these IT integration projects had been completed. To mitigate this serious risk, Sallie Mae quickly offered a retention package to the IT workers most likely to leave. The incentives offered were perceived by these workers as being “generous” ones, and the CIO was able to keep the IT talent that he needed to successfully complete a complex data center move within an aggressive timetable. (For more details, see the Case Study in this textbook entitled “Fast Track IT Integration for the Sallie Mae Merger.”)
Planning Documents

Two documents are typically created from the project planning phase: a statement of work (SOW) for the customer and a project plan to be used by the project manager to guide, monitor, and control the execution of the project plan.

The SOW document is a high-level document that describes what the project will deliver and when. It is in effect a contract between the project manager and the executive sponsor. It therefore can be used as a high-level guide for business managers to plan for their own unit implementation as well as to monitor the project’s progress toward the project goals of on-time completion within budget.

All program managers or committees that oversee the project typically review the project plan. For example, a program manager and other IT project managers may initially review the project plan, and then a project oversight committee of business managers and IS leaders may be asked to endorse it.

Two types of project management charts are also typically developed during the planning phase and used during project execution: (1) PERT or CPM charts and (2) Gantt charts. These are two complementary techniques for project scheduling and resource planning, as described next.

A PERT chart (a Program Evaluation and Review Technique developed for a missile/submarine project in 1958) graphically models the sequence of project tasks and their interrelationships using a flowchart diagram. An alternative method called CPM (Critical Path Method) was developed by DuPont about the same time. As shown in Figure 11.6, each major task is represented as a symbol (here circles), arrows are used to show predecessor and successor tasks, and the time period to accomplish each task (here in days). By examining these dependencies (or critical paths), the sequence of activities that will take the longest to complete can be calculated (here the path at the top, 19 days). Any delays in completing the activities on this critical path will result in slippage on the project schedule.

Researchers have found that projects in which CPM or PERT techniques are used are less likely to have cost and schedule overruns (Meredith and Mantel, 1989).

A Gantt chart graphically depicts the estimated times (and later, the actual times) for each project task against a horizontal timescale. Tasks are presented in a logical order along with a bar graph depicting the estimated time duration for each task on an appropriate linear calendar (i.e., minutes, hours, days, or weeks) for the number of months and years planned for the life cycle of the project (see Figure 11.7). The precedence relationships in the PERT/CPM chart are reflected in the start and end dates of the activities, and overlapping tasks can be easily seen. Gantt charts are therefore particularly useful for displaying a project schedule and for tracking the progress of a set of tasks against the project plan (as discussed in the “Project Execution and Control” section next). An important project management skill is to determine at what level of detail to plan the project tasks. Too much detail can be stifling and result in too much time being spent on tracking rather than on more critical project tasks. Too little detail can result in inadequate project management controls and both missed deadlines and cost overruns.

Project Execution and Control

The documents described in the Planning section are best recognized as living documents that need to be refined and reassessed throughout the life of the project. The objective of the execution process is to effectively coordinate all resources as the project plan is carried out. Measuring variances from what was planned versus what progress is actually achieved is part of the controlling process.

In large, complex projects, the planning activities still continue after a project team has been selected and some initial tasks have been undertaken, and the revised plan goes through the same endorsement procedures a few months into the project, as described previously.

![Figure 11.6](source_image)
Although projects vary by size, scope, time duration, and uniqueness, most projects share the three following life-cycle characteristics (PMI, 2004):

1. Risk and uncertainty are highest at the start of the project.
2. The ability of the project stakeholders to influence the outcome is highest at the start of the project.
3. Cost and staffing levels are lower at the start of the project and higher toward the end.

Project management software tools are used to plan and visualize project tasks across the entire project management life cycle. Microsoft Project is the most commonly used general purpose software, but more than 100 such products are available today, including hosted Web-based applications. In some cases an organization develops its own project management tools, or a consulting firm might provide such a system. Our focus here is not on the software tools used, but on three general project management practices: communication, coordination, and measuring progress.

Communication about the project to all affected stakeholders and potential users is key to successful implementation for systems projects in particular. For large projects with major business impacts, a project “kickoff” event is frequently scheduled at which the project’s sponsor or champion explicitly communicates the project objectives and perhaps also presents some general ground rules for project team members to make decisions on behalf of their constituents.

It is the project manager’s responsibility to have an external communications plan appropriate for the project. This includes formally communicating the project status on a regular basis (typically weekly or monthly) to any oversight groups, all key stakeholders, and the user community that will be affected by the project. Using the planning charts mentioned earlier, variances from the forecasted project budget and project milestones can be reported in a way that highlights deviations from the project plan and their causes (see Figure 11.8). When outside consultants are used, the tracking of consultant costs and utilization is also a key project manager responsibility.

**Schedule Status**
- Scheduled and actual or forecasted completion dates
- Explanations of deviation(s)

**Budget Status**
- Total project funding
- Expenditures to date of report
- Current estimated cost to complete
- Anticipated profit or loss
- Explanation of deviation, if any, from planned expenditure projection

**FIGURE 11.8** Reporting the Status of a Project Schedule and Budget [Based on Roman, 1986]
The usage of templates for project-related communications also contribute to productivity. For example, some organizations have also adopted a red-yellow-green (or red-amber-green, RAG) traffic light approach to signal what is “on track,” potential problem areas, and project problems to business oversight groups:

- Green indicates a project is on track
- Yellow flags potential problems
- Red means a project is behind

This type of high-level approach helps ensure that business managers focus on corrective actions to avoid a bottleneck, or consider major revisions to the project plan, to better manage project risks.

Successful execution and control also include a process for documenting and approving (or denying) requests for project changes. Figure 11.9 is an example of a form that can be used as part of the change control process.

---

**Request For Change**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name:</th>
<th>Monthly Financial Status Reports</th>
<th>Date Submitted:</th>
<th>10/1/2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Submitted by:</td>
<td>Sally Jones</td>
<td>Change Req. #:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(name, contact information)</td>
<td>Status:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority:</td>
<td>H (E, H, M, L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description of change:**

Due to the timing of the reports, the inventory carrying costs are not getting calculated correctly. In most cases the costs are submitted after the report generation causing the financial statements to be in error. The change is to delay the start of monthly report generation until most recent cost data is input. Change the system to add a check to make sure that the cost information has been input before generating the reports.

**Category:** Minor (Major, Significant, Minor, Operational)

**Business Reason for change:** (cost benefit analysis)

To improve the accuracy of the monthly financial statements so that better decisions can be made in a more timely fashion.

**Business Impact if change denied:**

Late or poor decisions made because they are based on inaccurate information

**Indicate Impact on:**

- Scope
- Schedule
- Cost X
- Risk
- HR
- Quality X
- Other

**Suggested Implementation Schedule**

I would suggest the change be made as soon as possible, and until done a note needs to be attached to the reports explaining the situation

**Required Approvals:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Approve/Reject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jim Golden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Kane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Rogers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Recent research also suggests that all IT projects experience fluctuations in momentum, both positive and negative. IT project managers who take steps to proactively stabilize or counteract negative spirals in momentum are therefore more likely to lead projects to a successful completion (Nelson and Jansen, 2009).

Good communications among the project team members are also critical for task coordination and integration. The mechanisms here include both formal activities (e.g., weekly meetings of team leaders) and informal (e.g., e-mail communications and in-the-hall progress reporting). Recently researchers (Kappelman et al., 2006) have provided evidence that potential project failures can be avoided if project managers and team members pay attention to “early warning signs” of people-related and process-related issues and then take appropriate actions to mitigate these risks. Some of the people-related early warning signs are:

- Inadequate business stakeholder involvement or participation in the project
- Subject matter experts (SMEs) in the business are overscheduled

Some process-related signs are:

- A lack of documentation of the success criteria for the project (e.g., budget, timeline, high-level system requirements) as well as the expected future benefits (the business case)
- Team members have been re-assigned to a higher priority project

**Managing Project Risks**

All projects carry some risks, and one of the goals of project management is to reduce the risk of failing to achieve the project’s objectives. Standard risk management practices include: identification and classification of project risks, planning how to avoid them, and establishing plans to otherwise detect, mitigate, and recover from problems if they occur (see the summary in Figure 11.10). The extent of risk exposure for approved projects can vary widely across projects as well as across organizations. The culture of an organization can lead some managers to take a more defensive approach overall, while managers in a different organization might purposely pursue high-risk projects because of the potential for higher competitive rewards.

Risk identification should be undertaken at the project’s outset, based on experience with similar projects. A common risk management approach is to develop a list of risk factors and then to weight them according to their potential impact. Identified risks are typically classified on several dimensions, including the nature and cause, the likelihood of occurrence, and the potential consequences. Risks can be due to a variety of causes, including characteristics of the project itself (e.g., project size, availability of business experts, newness of the technologies to be utilized), as well as characteristics of the external environment (e.g., competitive risk for not completing a project, extraordinary economic events).

The risk assessment for a given project is then used for decisions about project staffing or technical platform alternatives that lower the total risks, beginning with the planning stage. A potentially serious risk should be addressed by detailed plans and dedicated tasks. Some examples of common strategies for resource decisions are shown in Figure 11.11. For example, an exchange strategy could result in subcontracting with vendors, and a reduction strategy could result in allocating the “best and brightest” to a project team to minimize the potential for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Identification and Assessment</th>
<th>Elicit, identify, and classify major project and process risks and determine the impact, probability, and time frame of occurrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk Planning</td>
<td>Use assessment information to make decisions and actions to implement them (present and future)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Avoidance</td>
<td>Avoid a specific risk when possible, by eliminating its causes (e.g., change the design, change requirements, change technologies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Monitoring</td>
<td>Develop processes for monitoring the risk indicators and detecting occurrences. Change the initial assessments (impact, probability, time frame) as relevant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Mitigation or Acceptance</td>
<td>Take steps to limit the probability of occurrence and limit the impact of a risk, OR formally plan for its occurrence (such as shifting the management of a risk to a 3rd-party).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Management, Tracking and Control</td>
<td>Continue to track and control for deviations from the planned risk actions and re-assess the risks and the effectiveness of the monitoring process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 11.10**  Risk Management Tasks [Based on Mohtashami et al., 2006; Brewer and Dittman, 2010]
Avoidance Strategy: An alternative technical approach to a problem may be chosen in order to avoid risk exposure.

Exchange Strategy: An unknown risk or known critical risk is exchanged for a more acceptable level of risk. For example, the risk can be shifted to a third party by subcontracting with another organization under a fixed-cost contract for a specific project deliverable.

Reduction Strategy: A specific project risk can be reduced by assigning the best human resources available.

Failure. Sometimes the project budget includes monetary resources allocated to a contingency fund that can be used at the discretion of project team members to resolve anticipated thorny problems that cannot be specifically defined at the outset of the project.

The highest level of project risk typically occurs at the project’s outset. Once the project is underway and the team members learn more about a business unit’s needs, a new technology, or a vendor’s software package, the project risks will typically decrease. After more resources have been invested, the organization’s stake in the project also increases and thus its risk exposure also increases: More will be lost if things go wrong. Good risk management depends on accurate and timely information on project characteristics that managers view as likely indicators of risk (Hamilton, 2000). Deviations from expectations need to be clearly highlighted, and this information needs to reach the right people at the right time in order for further investigation and corrective actions to be taken. One of the major pitfalls in monitoring the risks of projects that are already underway is to ignore negative feedback: Project managers need to be careful not to “turn a deaf ear” to bad news or to downplay symptoms of what could be major problems (Keil and Robey, 1999). An outside consultant may be needed to evaluate a troubled project and to help devise alternative courses of action.

Managing Business Change

When new systems are implemented, they typically involve major changes in business processes, which in turn require changes in the way employees do their work and information flows into and out of their work activities. Change management, or the ability to successfully introduce change to individuals and organizational units, is therefore key to successfully implementing a new system.

When a new information system will affect organizational power structures, strategies and tactics to deal with these political aspects of the project need to be explicitly developed. According to Markus (1983), the sources for resistance to the implementation of a new information system can often be anticipated by comparing the distribution of power implied by the new system and the distribution of power existing in the organization prior to the new system. Faced with potential shifts in organizational responsibilities, key stakeholders could consciously, or unconsciously, employ counterimplementation tactics that result in preventing or delaying the completion of a new system or in modifying its initial requirements. Examples of explicit or implicit resistance tactics include:

- withholding the people resources needed for a task (including designating a representative who is not qualified to make the decisions needed)
- raising new objections about the project requirements, resulting in schedule delays
- expanding the size and complexity of the project (rescoping)

Recognizing from the beginning of a project the potential political implications and then devising solutions to avoid them is usually more effective than overtly trying to overcome resistance tactics. Devising system solutions that will be viewed as desirable by all stakeholders is of course an ideal outcome. One key way to achieve this type of win-win situation is to involve potential objectors in the implementation process so that they participate in negotiating the requirements as well as the implementation schedule for a new system. However, it should also be kept in mind that sometimes resistance also can occur postimplementation not only at the individual level but also at a department level (Lapointe and Rivard, 2005).

As business managers have come to recognize the importance of change-management practices in general, researchers have proposed multistage models for managing changes in organizations. Most of these change models have their roots in a simple three-stage model (originally proposed by Lewin/Schein) as described below.

1. Unfreezing stage: Those individuals who will be significantly affected by the new system must
embrace the need for this change. To help motivate them, a work environment in which it is “safe to change” needs to be created. That is, individuals who need to change have to be convinced that giving up the old ways of doing things will not personally disadvantage them.

2. Moving stage: Change requires knowledge transfer and training. Until the knowledge and skills required for the new roles are acquired, change cannot take place. Information about changes in work tasks needs to be assimilated, and adequate time needs to be allocated for the people to learn these new skills and behaviors.

3. Refreezing stage: The new behavior becomes the accepted way of doing things. New incentive systems could be needed to reinforce the new behaviors, and the change might not be routinized until new informal norms have also been adopted within relevant workgroups across an enterprise. Today’s common wisdom is that modern organizations and their people need to be able to accept change easily. This suggests that one of the new behaviors to instill in an organization after a major change initiative is for an organization’s employees to become “change-ready” (Clark et al., 1997): Change-ready personnel view change as a desirable, ongoing state for competing in today’s business world. If this occurs, the Unfreezing stage should become less difficult to move through for future projects involving a lot of workplace change.

Based on a study of successful and failed efforts to transform an organization, Kotter (1995) has proposed an eight-step framework for leaders of major organizational change efforts:

1. Establish a sense of urgency
2. Form a powerful guiding coalition
3. Create a vision
4. Communicate the vision

These four steps help bring an organization through the Moving stage (described earlier) by establishing a sense of urgency for the change and both creating and communicating a vision to help direct the change effort.

5. Empower others to act on the vision
6. Plan for and create short-term wins
7. Consolidate improvements and produce still more change
8. Institutionalize new approaches

If a new system is first piloted, or implemented in stages, the choice of the pilot or first business unit to implement the system are very important choices for creating early “wins.” According to Kotter, the 8th step will only occur if the change becomes rooted in the organization’s norms and values, and this clearly requires top management support.

Kotter and other change-management researchers have recently emphasized that major organizational change efforts cannot be entirely planned in advance. Instead, change efforts should be expected to be somewhat “messy” and “full of surprises” (Kotter, 1995). A successful change-management effort therefore requires both planned (pre-planned) activities as well as “improvisational” responses to unforeseen circumstances (Orlikowski and Hofman, 1997). Similar to risk management, then, a major systems project trap is to ignore negative feedback. Paying careful attention to those in the organization who are closest to the people who will be affected by the systems project will help avoid implementation failure.

Three major categories of change-management activities have been associated with successful IT projects: communicating, training, and providing incentives. Communication activities are part of good project management, and communicating the need for change (the vision) is one of the first activities that needs to be addressed. The second category, training, is part of the installation step in a systems life-cycle implementation phase. According to the practitioner press, however, the amount of user training required for an initial implementation success is typically underestimated. The third category, incentive system changes (e.g., performance rewards), helps motivate the attitudes and behaviors needed for the Lewin/Schein moving stage and helps institutionalize the behaviors for a Refreezing stage. Special project incentives may be used for high-risk projects and be under the control of the project manager(s). However, long-term incentive schemes to influence behavioral changes are clearly beyond the scope of a single project.

In many situations, the budget for an IT project does not include change-management activities. Not allocating sufficient resources for managing business change when the implementation of an IT project includes major changes in business processes can be a major barrier to implementation success (Brown and Vessey, 2003). In organizations with a PMO (or project office), specific activities to ensure “change-readiness” are more likely to be a part of the project plan. These include formal assessments of the project’s impacts on different types of job positions. Based on the level of these impacts, resources are then allocated for training workers. This type of approach was taken by Motorola (in their Semiconductor Products sector) in preparation for a major ERP release that affected 5,700 employees worldwide. Under the
leadership of their change-readiness unit, individual workers were assigned to instructor-led, train-the-trainer-led, or computer-based training depending on the anticipated impacts of the new system on the individual’s job role (Roberts et al., 2003).

**PROJECT CLOSING**

A project close-out process begins when the IT project deliverables have been completed and a formal user acceptance or a user sign-off has occurred. Project managers should be required to document the extent to which the project met its budget, schedule, scope, and other project success criteria.

A project closing should also include a formal post-project review step in which project team members share their opinions about what went right, what went wrong, and what project leaders could do differently (Wheatley and Kellner-Rogers, 1996; Schwalbe, 2004). Yet if there is no formal post-project review step, project team leaders typically do not take the time to document what actions helped the project succeed. This step might occur a few months later than the user acceptance sign-off. Some common questions for an IT project review are provided in Figure 11.12. The team member responses can be aggregated and summarized in a lessons-learned section of the report.

Mappings of key project events and their perceived impacts on the momentum of a project (Nelson and Jansen, 2009) can also be captured as part of a project closing to better understand the impacts of actions that were, and were not, under the control of project leaders. Once collected, these lessons then need to be made accessible to other project team leaders. In organizations that have a PMO, the dissemination of these types of project lessons is a responsibility of this unit.

How close to the scheduled completion date was the project actually finished?  
What was learned about scheduling that will help us with future projects?

How close to budget were the final project costs?  
What was learned about budgeting that will help us with future projects?

At completion, did the project meet client specifications without additional work?  
If additional work was required, what was it?

What was learned that will help us with future projects about:
- communications during the project?  
- writing specifications?  
- staffing?  
- managing conflict through negotiation?  
- monitoring performance?  
- taking corrective action?

What technological advances were made on this project?

What tools and techniques were developed that will be useful on future projects?

What was learned from our dealings with service organizations and outside vendors?

If we had the opportunity to redo the project, what would be done differently?

**FIGURE 11.12** Common Questions for an IT Project Review [Based on Schwalbe, 2004; Russell, 2007]
**SPECIAL ISSUE: MANAGING COMPLEX IT PROJECTS**

Experienced IT project managers or IT program managers are increasingly likely to be asked to lead large, complex systems projects across an enterprise, such as ERP package implementations. Consulting firms are also frequently contracted to help with these complex projects because of their experiences in implementing the same package in other organizations.

Project complexity therefore needs to be recognized as a key characteristic of many systems development and implementation projects in today’s digital world. To deliver quality solutions in this type of environment, business managers must realize that complexity is unavoidable and that they must manage the associated project risks. A multiyear field review of how large, complex projects were implemented led to the identification of three high-level factors that are critical to success (Ryan, 2003):

1. The business vision was an integral part of the project.
2. A testing approach was used at the program level (not just at the individual application level).
3. The projects used a phased-release approach (rather than a single-release rollout strategy).

We can also learn from early analyses of one of the most ambitious IT projects to date: the National Program for IT (NPfIT) of the National Health Service (NHS) in the United Kingdom (U.K.), originally estimated to be a 10-year project with costs of about 12 billion British pounds. In the first five years of this program, a number of project management issues arose—including project delays, underestimated costs, and a turnover of key personnel (senior sponsors). However, Sauer and Willcocks (2007) point out that increases in the number of problems typically associated with IT projects should be expected to occur, due to the increased uncertainty and complexity that result from projects of a larger scale (see Figure 11.13). They argue that in situations where megaprojects are required, the best course of action is to keep all stakeholders informed of the project realities and their causes, so that appropriate changes can be made and stakeholder expectations can be adjusted accordingly. Nelson (2007), however, argues that the NHS is a “prime example” of an organization that did not learn from the mistakes made in other large-scale modernization projects.

The need to scale up people resources with external contractors results in project sourcing arrangements that impact a project’s activities. Managing project complexity therefore also requires an understanding of how different characteristics of the project sourcing arrangements can impact project management activities. The management of off-site workers, including offshore workers, and projects that involve outside vendors is becoming an important IT management capability. In the next section, we discuss the issue of managing virtual teams, and in Chapter 13 we will address the challenges of managing IT outsourcing in general.

**SPECIAL ISSUE: MANAGING VIRTUAL TEAMS**

Project teams with members working at different locations within the same company have become increasingly common as distributed tools have facilitated working across national and organizational boundaries. These so-called “virtual teams” in which team members are not colocated and cannot regularly meet face-to-face are often formed to take advantage of unique skill sets or knowledge not available at a single geographic location.

More recently, IT project resources are also being selected in order to take advantage of lower labor costs.

---

**TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic of Large, Complex Project</th>
<th>→</th>
<th>Increased Risk of Project Failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project requirements captured from multiple stakeholders</td>
<td>Engaging with more stakeholders results in more discrepancies in requirements to be resolved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large project teams devoted to the project</td>
<td>Reliance on multiple outside contractors to supplement internal people resources increases time and cost for project coordination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-year timetable for project completion</td>
<td>The longer the project timeline, the greater the likelihood that key personnel will leave the organization before project completion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External environment changes require revisions to a project plan</td>
<td>The bigger the project scope, the greater the likelihood that major changes to the project plans will need to be made to accommodate unanticipated changes outside of the control of the project leader</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 11.13** Project Size Impacts Project Risk [Based on Nelson, 2005; Nelson, 2007; Sauer and Willcocks, 2007]
For example, a multinational company may assign some of their own IT workers based in offshore IT centers (e.g., in India, Brazil, or Macedonia) to an IT project led by a project manager in the United States or the United Kingdom—a practice referred to today as “best shore” offshoring.

In addition, as IT outsourcing has become more common over the past decade, companies in developed countries have also increasingly been outsourcing IT application projects to firms headquartered in the same country (domestic outsourcing) or in a different country (offshore outsourcing).

For example, countries with higher labor costs like the United States may contract out IT projects to develop or maintain software applications to an offshore vendor not only in countries like India, where software engineering skills and English language skills are plentiful, but also in other BRIC countries (i.e., Brazil, Russia, and China), as well as in Eastern European, South American, and Asian countries that can provide these services at a lower unit cost. However, project coordination can be hampered by time zone differences (morning in the United States is mid-afternoon in Europe and nighttime in Asia) as well as a lack of middle managers with outsourcing management experience in some of the newer outsourcing vendors (Willcocks and Griffiths, 2010). All of these types of sourcing arrangements increase the complexity of managing virtual teams (see Figure 11.14).

Virtual teamwork can also introduce new IT project risks due to three related factors: differences in communication norms, unfamiliarity with a different culture, and a lack of trusting relationships across team members (Mohtashami et al., 2006). According to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Resource</th>
<th>Project Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-site Contract Worker</td>
<td>Delivery team in the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hourly charges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managed by the client company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-site Project Teams</td>
<td>Delivery team in the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hourly charges; may also be milestone fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managed by the client company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed On-site–Offshore Projects</td>
<td>Project management and internal customer services in the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivery team offshore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fees normally project-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requires client investment in development infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requires client efforts in building trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Offshore Projects</td>
<td>Project management by offshore vendor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fees normally project-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requires client investment in development infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requires client and vendor efforts in building trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requires increased efforts to transfer intellectual capital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 11.14** Project Management Complexity Increases with Off-site and Offshore Resources

[Based on Poria, 2004]
Behavior Dos and Don’ts
Dos: Be proactive, be positive, respect, celebrate success, be compassionate
Don’ts: Blame, embarrass, say one thing and do another, be defensive

Communications
Seek first to understand…then to be understood
Feedback: give honestly, accept with grace, be constructive, provide frequently
Priority order: face-to-face, phone, e-mail—as appropriate

Organization
Understand your role and process
Share priorities and goals
Work within the organization defined
Continuous improvement

Relationships
Be supportive: cooperation, affirmation, give credit to others
Teamwork: be inspirational, take ownership, strive for excellence
Value diversity: understand, leverage, blend, value styles
Trust: be trustworthy, understand others, give benefit of doubt

| FIGURE 11.15  Global Teamwork [Adapted from Ranganathan et al., 2007] |

Many organizations are adopting an IT portfolio approach to IT investments to help identify the “right” projects to work on. A project management office (PMO) structure can help ensure that the company utilizes standard practices for managing approved projects across an organization. Today’s IT project managers therefore need not only technical skills but also more general project management competencies—including the nine competencies identified by the Project Management Institute (PMI). Two business stakeholder roles—the project sponsor and project champion—have also been associated with successful project implementations.

The planning phase for an IT project includes project scheduling, budgeting, and staffing. PERT charts, Gantt researchers, communication risks are intensified when there is a greater likelihood of imprecision in communicating project requirements or other deliverables with high information content, and interpersonal relationships are less developed due to communications that are not face-to-face and often asynchronous. Kostner (1996) recommends that leaders use communication techniques such as creating symbols that unify a work group and using online tools for team members to learn more about each other (both professionally and personally). Cultural differences include crossnational social differences as well as differences due to an organizational style, even if team members are from the same country. Training programs to increase awareness of potential cultural differences and their impacts on “virtual” project work can help reduce this source of project risk. An example of the topics that might be included in such a training workshop can be found in Figure 11.15.

Trusting relationships are also key to effective collaboration across team members. As personal trust increases, team members and other project stakeholders exchange information in more detail and more freely. They are also more likely to endorse mutual goals and use common processes. All of these behaviors increase a team member’s confidence that unanticipated problems will be surfaced and misunderstandings will be avoided. Kostner (1996) recommends that project leaders think about how every interaction with a remote worker can be used to help build trust across team members.

Summary
Many organizations are adopting an IT portfolio approach to IT investments to help identify the “right” projects to work on. A project management office (PMO) structure can help ensure that the company utilizes standard practices for managing approved projects across an organization. Today’s IT project managers therefore need not only technical skills but also more general project management competencies—including the nine competencies identified by the Project Management Institute (PMI). Two business stakeholder roles—the project sponsor and project champion—have also been associated with successful project implementations.

The planning phase for an IT project includes project scheduling, budgeting, and staffing. PERT charts, Gantt

| FIGURE 11.15  Global Teamwork [Adapted from Ranganathan et al., 2007] |
charts, and project management software are typically used to help execute and control project team activities. Managing IT project risks involves identifying and classifying potential risks, assessing the potential consequences, developing responses for risk minimization, and ongoing risk monitoring. Successfully managing business change as part of an IT project requires change-management activities throughout the project, as well as timely responses to unanticipated situations. Capturing the lessons learned from each project, as part of a project closing phase, can help project managers learn from the successes and mistakes of other projects in the same organization.

The successful management of complex software projects is an important IT capability that often requires outside consulting help. Today’s IT project teams are also likely to be “virtual” teams, as some team members are working at different company centers, perhaps in different countries, or are employees of an IT vendor. As the outsourcing of application projects by firms in developed countries to those in less developed countries increases, IT project managers that have repeatedly delivered quality IT solutions, on-time and within-budget, using project teams of IT and business workers in different locations and time zones, will be especially highly valued.

Review Questions

1. Describe the difference between project management and program management.
2. What is a PMO and why have many organizations implemented one?
3. What managers are involved in managing an IT portfolio, and why?
4. What information is typically included in an initial IT project request? In a project charter?
5. What types of skills have been identified as important for successful IT project managers?
6. What are the business manager roles of project sponsor and project champion, and why are they important?
7. What is a work breakdown analysis and why is this concept important?
8. Why is timeboxing becoming a common IT project management technique?
9. Contrast the strengths of bottom-up and top-down approaches to project budgeting.
10. What are some key issues related to IT project staffing that need to be well managed?
11. Describe the key uses of CPM and Gantt charts.
12. Describe one technique used to manage IT project risks.
13. Describe one technique associated with effectively implementing business change (change management).
14. Compare and contrast the Lewin/Schein model with the Kotter framework. What is the same and what is different?
15. Why is the management of large complex system projects an important IT capability?
16. What is a virtual team, and why do IT managers need new approaches for managing such a team?

Discussion Questions

1. If a person has been certified by the PMI but has never been on an IT project team, would you even consider hiring that person to manage an IT project? Justify your answer.
2. Several approaches for time and budget estimations are provided in this chapter. Why are these types of project estimates difficult to “get right,” and what techniques can be used to improve them?
3. Select an IT project that you are familiar with and comment on whether there was a formal project sponsor and champion, which business managers played these roles, and whether or not you think their roles positively affected the project outcomes.
4. Use the Web to identify at least two software products used to support project managers in general. Briefly contrast their features and costs.
5. Select any project that you have participated in. Describe how well the project budget and schedule were controlled, and evaluate why you think this outcome occurred.
6. A project monitoring technique called a traffic approach (i.e., red, yellow, and green lights) is mentioned in the chapter. Comment on what you see as the pros and cons of this approach.
7. A large number of U.S.-based mergers over the past two decades have failed to achieve the forecasted business benefits of the merger. Develop an argument for why poor IT project management could contribute to this type of failure.
8. Not all organizations conduct a formal post-project review. Provide an argument for why you think organizations should include such a step as part of their project closing.
9. Identify a recent news report about the IT mega-project underway for the NHS in the United Kingdom. Summarize the issue discussed. Then comment on whether the report seems to support the ideas in Figure 11.13 or not.
10. Describe which one of the training topics in Figure 11.15 would be most helpful to you, and why.
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Managing a Systems Development
Project at Consumer and Industrial
Products, Inc.

Late Friday afternoon, T. N. (Ted) Anderson, director of
disbursements for Consumer and Industrial Products, Inc.
(CIPI), sat staring out the wide window of his 12th-floor
corner office, but his mind was elsewhere. Anderson was
thinking about the tragic accident that had nearly killed
Linda Watkins, project director for the Payables Audit
Systems (PAS) development project. Thursday night,
when she was on her way home from a movie, a drunken
driver had hit her car head on. She would survive, but it
would be months before she would be back to work.

The PAS system was a critical component of a group
of interrelated systems intended to support fundamental
changes in how billing and accounts payable at CIPI were
handled. Without Watkins, it was in deep trouble. Deeply
committed to the success of these new approaches,
Anderson did not know exactly what he could do, but he
knew he had to take drastic action. He picked up his phone
and told his secretary, “Please get me an appointment with
IS Director Charles Bunke for the first thing Monday
morning.” Anderson would have the weekend to decide
what to do.

The Origin of the PAS Project

Consumer and Industrial Products, Inc., is a Fortune 100
manufacturer of a large variety of well-known products for
both individuals and industry. Headquartered in the United
States, CIPI is an international company with facilities in
Europe, Asia, and North and South America.

The PAS project was one of several interrelated
projects that resulted from a fundamental reevaluation
of CIPI’s accounts payable process as part of CIPI’s
compnywide emphasis on total quality management
(TQM). Anderson recalls:

In late 1991 we began to look at what we were
doing, how we were doing it, the costs involved, and
the value we were adding to the company. We real-
ized that, even with our computer systems, we were
very labor-intensive, and that there ought to be
things we could do to increase our productivity and
our value added. So we decided to completely
rethink what we were currently doing and how we
were doing it.

Since we were a part of the procurement
process, we needed to understand that total process
and where accounts payable fit into it. We found that
procurement was a three-part process—purchasing
the goods, receiving them, and finally paying for
them. And we concluded that our role was pretty
extensive for someone who was just supposed to be
paying the bills. We were spending a lot of effort try-
ing to match purchase orders with receiving reports
and invoices to make sure that everyone else had
done their job properly. We typically had about
15,000 suspended items that we were holding up pay-
ment on because of some question that arose in our
examination of these three pieces of information.
Many of these items spent 30 to 60 days in suspen-
sion before we got them corrected, and the vast
majority of the problems were not the vendor’s fault
but rather the result of mistakes within CIPI. For
some of our small vendors for whom we were a dom-
inant customer, this could result in severe cash flow
problems, and even bankruptcy. With today’s empha-
sis upon strategic partnerships with our vendors, this
was intolerable.

We finally recognized that the fundamental
responsibility for procurement rests with purchas-
ing, and once they have ordered the goods, the next
thing that is needed is some proof that the goods
were received, and we are outside that process also.
We concluded that our role was to pay the resulting bills, and that we should not be holding the other departments’ hands to make sure that their processes did not break down. And we certainly should not be placing unfair burdens upon our vendors.

So we decided to make some fundamental changes in what we did and how we did it. We told the people in our organization what we wanted to do and why we wanted to do it and gave them the charge to make the necessary changes. After about 9 months we discovered that we were getting nowhere—it was just not moving. Obviously we could not just top-down it and get the results we wanted. With the help of a consultant we went back to the drawing board and studied how to drive this thing from the ground up rather than from the top down. We discovered that our people were very provincial—they saw everything in terms of accounts payable and had little perspective on the overall procurement process. We had to change this mind-set, so we spent almost a year putting our people through training courses designed to expand their perspective.

Our mind-set in accounts payable changed so that we began to get a lot of ideas and a lot of change coming from the floor. There began to be a lot of challenging of what was going on and many suggestions for how we could reach our strategic vision. In cooperation with the other departments involved, the accounts payable people decided to make some fundamental changes in their role and operations. Instead of thoroughly investigating each discrepancy, no matter how insignificant, before paying the bill, we decided to go ahead and pay all invoices that are within a reasonable tolerance. We will adopt a quality-control approach and keep a history of all transactions for each vendor so that we can evaluate the vendor’s performance over time and eliminate vendors that cause significant problems. Not only will this result in a significant reduction in work that is not adding much value, but it will also provide much better service to our vendors.

We also decided to install a PC-based document imaging system and move toward a paperless environment. We are developing a Document Control System (DCS) through which most documents that come into our mail room will be identified, indexed, and entered through document readers into the imaging system. Then the documents themselves will be filed and their images will be placed into the appropriate processing queues for the work that they require. The Document Control System will allow someone to add notes to the document, route it from one computer system to another, and keep track of what has been done to the document. This will radically change the way we do business in the department. Things that used to take 18 steps, going from one clerk to another, will take only 1 or 2 steps because all the required information will be available through the computer. Not only will this improve our service, but it will drastically reduce our processing costs. It will also require that all of our processing systems be integrated with the Document Control System.

In addition to developing the new Document Control System, this new accounts payable approach required CIPI to replace or extensively modify five major systems: the Freight Audit System (FAST); the Computerized Invoice Matching System (CIMS), which audited invoices; the Corporate Approval System (CAS), which checked that vouchers were approved by authorized persons; the vendor database mentioned above; and the system that dealt with transactions that were not on computer-generated purchase orders. The PAS project was originally intended to modify the CIMS system.

Systems Development at CIPI

Systems development at CIPI is both centralized and decentralized. There is a large corporate IS group that has responsibility for corporate databases and systems. Also, there are about 30 divisional systems groups. A division may develop systems on its own, but if a corporate database is affected, then corporate IS must be involved in the development. Corporate IS also sells services to the divisions. For example, corporate IS will contract to manage a project and/or to provide all or some of the technical staff for a project, and the time of these people will be billed to the division at standard hourly rates.

Similarly, computer operations are both centralized and decentralized. There is a corporate data center operated by corporate IS, but there are also computers and LANs that are operated by the divisions and even by departments. Corporate IS sets standards for this hardware and the LANs, and will contract to provide technical support for the LANs.

Because the accounts payable systems affected corporate financial databases, Anderson had to involve corporate IS in the development of most of these systems. The Document Control System (DCS), however, did not directly affect corporate databases, so Anderson decided to use his own systems group to develop this imaging system.

Corporate IS had just begun using a structured development methodology called Stradis. This methodology
divides the development into eight phases: initial study, detailed study, draft requirements study, outline physical design, total requirements statement, system design, coding and testing, and installation. This methodology provides detailed documentation of what should be done in each phase. At the end of each phase detailed planning of the next phase is done, and cost and time estimates for the remainder of the project are revised. Each phase produces a document that must be approved by both user and IS management before proceeding with the next phase. Stradis also includes a post-implementation review performed several months after the system has been installed.

Roles in the PAS Project

The Stradis methodology defined a number of roles to be filled in a development project: Anderson was the executive sponsor, Peter Shaw was the project manager, and Linda Watkins was the project director. (Exhibit 1 shows the Disbursements Department organization chart, and Exhibit 2 shows how Corporate IS Systems Development is organized.)

Executive Sponsor

Ted Anderson, director of disbursements, is responsible for all CIPI disbursements, including both payroll and accounts payable. Starting with CIPI in 1966 in the general accounting area, Anderson had a long history of working as the user-manager on systems development projects, including projects in payroll, human resources, and accounting. He spent a year doing acquisitions work for CIPI and in 1978 served a stint in Europe as area treasurer. He made steady progress up the CIPI management ladder.

In the Stradis methodology the executive sponsor has budgetary responsibility and must approve all of the expenditures of the project. He or she must sign off at the end of each phase and authorize the team to proceed with the next phase.

According to Watkins, Anderson was a very active executive sponsor:

Ted was determined that this project would produce a quality system and get done on time and that his people would commit themselves to the project. He not only talked about these priorities, but he also led by example by attending working sessions where lower-level people were being interviewed and participating in data modeling sessions. By visibly spending a lot of his personal time on the project, he showed his people that it was important for them to spend their time.

“The area manager has to take an active role in the development of systems,” Anderson asserts:

particularly when you are trying to reengineer the processes. If you do not have leadership from the manager to set the vision of where you are going, your people tend to automate what they have been doing rather than concentrating on what really adds value and eliminating everything else, so I took a fairly active role in this project. I wanted to make sure that we were staying on track with our vision and on schedule with the project.
User Project Manager

Peter Shaw was the user project manager. He had worked for CIPI for 18 years, starting as a part-time employee working nights while going to college. Over his career he had worked in payroll, accounting, and human resources, spending part of the time in systems work and part in supervisory positions. For the past 3 years, he had been a supervisor in accounts payable.

The user project manager is responsible for making sure that the system meets the user department’s business needs and that the system is completed on time. He or she manages the user department effort on the project, making sure that the proper people are identified and made available as needed. He or she is also responsible for representing the user view whenever issues arise and for making sure that any political problems are recognized and dealt with.

The user project manager and the project director work closely together to manage the project and are jointly responsible for its success. Shaw also served in the role of business analyst on this project.

Project Director

Linda Watkins, senior analyst in the corporate IS department, was the project director. Watkins, who had recently joined CIPI, had an MBA in MIS and 7 years of experience as an analyst and project manager with a Fortune 500 company and a financial software consultant. She had experience using Stradis to manage projects, which was one of the reasons she had been hired by CIPI. Because they were being charged for her time, Watkins viewed the disbursement department managers as clients for whom she was working as a consultant.

The project director was responsible for managing the IS people on the project. “My job resembled that of the general contractor on a construction project who has to deal with all the subcontractors and manage the budget and
schedule,” Watkins explains. She developed the project plans, determined what each phase would cost, managed the budget, involved the necessary technical people at the right time, and worked through Shaw to make sure that the proper client people were available when needed to be interviewed or make decisions.

“I felt like I was ultimately responsible for the success of the project,” Watkins reports, “because if things fell apart I would be the one that would take the blame, both from IS management and client management. Therefore my major concern was to look ahead and foresee problems and make sure that they were solved before they impacted the success of the project.”

“That is what I look for in a project manager,” Ted Anderson asserts. “Most of the day-to-day work just happens if you have good people, but the crucial thing is to anticipate potential problems so that you are preventing them rather than just reacting.”

Watkins also tried to make her clients aware of what was possible with computer technology so that they would not simply automate what they had been doing. “I tried to help them think about why they were doing things instead of just how they were doing them,” Watkins says. “Because I was not an expert in accounts payable, I could ask the dumb question that might lead to a new perspective.”

Another important part of Watkins’ job was communication. “I tried to make sure that the client managers knew what was going on at all times and that they knew all the options when there were decisions to be made. I trusted them to make the right decisions if they had the information they needed.” Anderson found that to be a refreshing change from his past experience. “Previously IS has not told its customers anything more than it had to. But Linda was very open and we felt that we could trust her.”

That trust was very important to Watkins, for her ultimate responsibility was to ensure that everyone worked together effectively on the project. She devoted a lot of effort to selecting technical people who had good communications skills and could interact positively with her clients.

**IS Management**

Henry Carter, IS supervisor of disbursements systems, was Watkins’ supervisor. He was responsible for integrating all projects in the disbursements area and for allocating IS people to these projects. His role included advising and coaching the project directors, reviewing their project plans, and making sure that they got the technical assistance they needed from the IS organization.

Carter had been responsible for maintenance of the Disbursement Department’s systems for many years. When the new development projects were initiated, Carter became responsible for them also, but he had little experience with systems development and was of little help to Watkins.

Carter reported to Clark Mason, IS manager of financial systems, who was aware of some of Carter’s limitations but who valued him for his knowledge of the existing systems. To compensate for Carter’s weaknesses, Mason had tried to get the best available project managers, and he told them to come directly to him when they had strategic questions or problems with client relationships.

**Steering Group**

The steering group was chaired by Anderson and included three accounts payable supervisors whose areas were affected by the project, Shaw, and the manager of the disbursements systems group, Tom Hill. Watkins and Carter were ex officio members of this group. The role of the steering group was to approve budgets, determine the business direction of the project, and make any necessary decisions.

The steering group met on alternate Wednesdays at 3:30 p.m. The agenda and a project status report, such as the one prepared for the steering group meeting on October 6, 1993 (see Exhibit 3), were distributed at least 24 hours before each meeting. Under the “Recap Hours/Dollars” section, the “Original” column refers to the original plan, and the “Forecast” column gives the current estimated hours and cost. The “Variance” column is the original plan minus the current estimate, whereas the “Actual-to-Date” column shows the hours and cost incurred up to October 5. A major function of the steering group was to deal with problems and issues. Problems require immediate attention, and issues are potential problems that will move up to the problem category if they are not dealt with.

At the start of each steering group meeting, Anderson would ask whether or not everyone had made themselves available when they were needed, and if not he would talk to them afterward. According to Watkins, “Ted was very vocal with his opinions, but he was not autocratic. When there were differences of opinion within the steering group, he would subtly hint at the direction he wanted to go, but it was still up to the interested parties to work out their own resolution of the problem. On the other hand, if he thought the project was getting off the track, he would put his foot down hard!”

Shaw was knowledgeable about the political climate, and he and Watkins would meet to plan the steering group meetings. They would discuss the issues that might come up and decide who would present them and how. If there were significant decisions to be made, Watkins and Shaw would discuss them with Anderson ahead of time to see

---

1The interviews for this case were conducted while Watkins was recovering from her accident, a few months after the events described.
Recap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours/Dollars</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Actual-to-Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Study:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dollars</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>16,667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed Study:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>1,337</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dollars</td>
<td>$45,000</td>
<td>47,927</td>
<td>-2,927</td>
<td>42,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>1,927</td>
<td>1,785</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1,599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dollars</td>
<td>$65,000</td>
<td>64,927</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>58,717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Milestone Dates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Revised</th>
<th>Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete Context DFD—Current</td>
<td>8/3</td>
<td>8/4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Level 0 DFD—Current</td>
<td>8/6</td>
<td>8/13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Level 1 DFD—Current</td>
<td>8/22</td>
<td>9/12</td>
<td>9/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Level 0 DFD—Proposed</td>
<td>9/17</td>
<td>9/21</td>
<td>9/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map System Enhancements to DFD</td>
<td>9/17</td>
<td>9/21</td>
<td>9/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Data Model (key-based)</td>
<td>10/2</td>
<td>10/11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Detailed Study Report</td>
<td>10/8</td>
<td>10/15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accomplishments This Week:

Project Team:
- Completed the documentation library for the current system.

Lucy Robbins:
- Completed the PAS system’s Business & System Objectives.
- Documented the PAS system’s constraints.
- Started compiling the Detailed Study Report (DSR).
- Completed the documentation library for the current system.

Arnold Johnson:
- Completed the documentation library for the current system.

Linda Watkins:
- Reviewed the estimates and work plan for the three enhancements.
- Drafted the authorization for the enhancements.
- Initiated the Draft Requirements Statement (DRS) work plan.

Peter Shaw:
- Identified the new system’s Business & System Objectives.

Carol Hemminger and Paul Brown:
- Completed the documentation of the workshop findings.
- Refined the ERM diagram.

Plans for Next Week:
- Finish and distribute the draft DSR.
- Finish the data modeling workshop documentation.
- Complete the DRS work plan.
- Distribute the finalized Initial Study Report (ISR).

Problems That May Affect the Project Status:

1. The DSR will not be finalized until the documentation from the data modeling workshops is completed.
2. Two walkthroughs are still outstanding, the key-based data model workshop and current system task force. Both will be completed when client schedules allow.

Issues:

1. Due to delays in scheduling interviews with AP, Robbins’ time has not been utilized as well as possible. If this continues it may cause delays.
where he stood and work out an alternative that he could support. Watkins did not try to force a recommendation on the committee; rather, she presented the problems in business terms along with a number of possible alternatives. Because the agenda was well organized and all the information was in the hands of participants ahead of time, the steering group meetings were quite effective, usually ending before the scheduled hour was up.

Several of the steering group members were the sponsors of other projects, and after the PAS steering group meetings were finished, they would stay around and discuss these projects and their departmental problems with Watkins. She was pleased that she was viewed as a Disbursements Department colleague and not as an outsider.

**Project Planning**

The Stradis methodology requires that the project director estimate two costs at the end of each phase of the project: the cost of completing the rest of the project and the cost of the next phase. At the beginning, estimating the cost of the project was mostly a matter of judgment and experience. Watkins looked at it from several perspectives. First, she considered projects in her past experience that were of similar size and complexity and used their costs to estimate what the PAS system would cost. Then she broke the PAS project down into its phases, did her best to estimate each phase, and totaled up these costs. When she compared these two estimates, they came out to be pretty close. Finally, she went over the project and her reasoning with several experienced project managers whose judgment she respected. This initial estimate was not too meaningful, however, because the scope of the project changed radically during the early stages.

Estimating the cost of the next phase requires that the project director plan that phase in detail, and then that plan is used to set the budget and to control the project. According to Watkins:

> The Stradis methodology provides an outline of all the steps that you go through to produce the deliverables of a stage. I would go through each step and break it down into activities and then break down each activity into tasks that I could assign to people. I would estimate the time that would be required for each task, consider the riskiness of that task, and multiply my estimate by a suitable factor to take the uncertainty into account. I would also ask the people who were assigned the task what kind of effort they felt it would require and would consult with experienced people in the IS area. Finally, by multiplying my final time estimate by the hourly rate for the person assigned to the task I would get a cost estimate for each task and add them all up to get a total cost for the phase. Again I would go over this with experienced project managers, and with Peter and Ted, before making final adjustments.

Then I could start scheduling the tasks. I always included the tasks assigned to user department people, although I did not need them for controlling my budget and many other project managers did not bother with them. I wanted Peter and Ted and their people to see where they fit into the project and how their activities impacted the project schedule.

To help with the scheduling, Watkins used a tool called Project Manager’s Workbench that included a PERT module and a Gantt Chart module. With the possibility of time constraints and different staffing levels, she often had to develop several different schedules, for discussion with Shaw and Anderson and for presentation to the steering group.

**Staffing the Project**

In addition to Watkins, Arnold Johnson was assigned to the project at the beginning. Johnson had worked for Carter as a maintenance programmer for many years. Carter valued him highly as a maintenance programmer and therefore only assigned about 20 percent of Johnson’s time to the PAS project. According to Watkins:

> Arnold did not see any urgency in anything he did, and being primarily assigned to maintenance, he never had any commitment to our deadlines, and he would not even warn me when he was going to miss a deadline. When you are on a project plan that has tasks that have to be done by specific times, every person must be fully committed to the project, so the project plan was always in flux if we depended on him to get anything done.

Johnson had a detailed knowledge of the existing CIMS system, and Watkins had planned for him to document the logical flow of the 14,000 lines of spaghetti code in the main program of the CIMS system. Watkins reported:

> He knew where things were done in the existing program, but he never knew why they were being done. He would never write anything down, so the only way to get information from him was verbally. We eventually decided that the only way to use him on the project was as a consultant and that we would have an analyst interview him to document the existing system.
A few weeks after the start of the project, Watkins obtained Lucy Robbins from a contractor firm to be her lead analyst. Robbins had managed a maintenance area at a medium-sized company and had also led a good-sized development project. She could program, but her main strength was in supervising programmers and communicating with the technical specialists in IS. Watkins was able to delegate much of the day-to-day supervision to Robbins so that she could concentrate on the strategic aspects of the project.

The Stradis methodology required the use of a CASE tool, and Robbins became the CASE tool “gatekeeper” who made sure that the critical project information stored therein was not corrupted. She said,

We used the CASE tool to keep our logical data dictionary, data flow diagrams, and entity/relationship data models. The CASE tool keeps your data repository, and then uses that repository to populate your data flows, data stores, and entity/relationship models. It also assists in balancing the diagrams to make sure that everything that goes into a diagram is necessary, and everything that is necessary goes in.

Because IS had far more projects under way than it had good people to staff them, Watkins was never able to convince Henry Carter or Clark Mason to assign a qualified CIPI person to the project full time, so she had to staff the project with temporary employees from outside contractors:

After I determined what resources I could get from CIPI, I would look at the tasks the project team had to perform and then try to find the best persons I could that fit our needs. I took as much care hiring a contractor as I would in hiring a permanent CIPI person. I tried to get people who were overqualified and keep them challenged by delegating as much responsibility to them as they could take. My people had to have excellent technical skills, but I was also concerned that their personalities fit in well with the team and with our clients.

Watkins hired two contractor analysts who had skills that the team lacked. One was a very good analyst who had experience with CIPI’s standard programming language and database management system and had been a liaison with the database people on several projects. The second contractor analyst had a lot of experience in testing.

The project got excellent part-time help from database specialists in the CIPI IS department. Watkins recalls:

We used IS database people to facilitate data modeling workshops and to do the modeling. We also used a data analyst to find a logical attribute in the current databases or set it up in the data dictionary if it was new. There were also database administrators who worked with the data modelers to translate the logical data model into physical databases that were optimized to make sure we could get the response time we needed.

Watkins also used consultants from the IS developmental methodologies group:

Because my supervisor was not experienced in development, I used people from the methodologies group to look at my project plans and see if they were reasonable. We also used people from this group as facilitators for meetings and to moderate walkthroughs, where not being a member of the team can be a real advantage. Also, when we needed to have a major technical review, the methodologies group would advise me on who should be in attendance.

Carrying out the Project

The project began in mid-June 1993 as the CIMS Replacement Project. The Computerized Invoice Matching System (CIMS) was an old, patched-up system that matched invoices to computer-issued purchase orders and receiving reports, paid those invoices where everything agreed, and suspended payment on invoices where there was disagreement.

The Initial Study

Because of strategic changes in how the department intended to operate in the future, a number of significant changes to the system were necessary. The project team concluded that it was impractical to modify the CIMS system to include several of these important enhancements. Therefore, Shaw and Watkins recommended that a new system be developed instead of attempting to enhance the existing CIMS system. They also suggested that the scope of this system be increased to include manual purchase orders and some transactions that did not involve purchase orders, which effectively collapsed two of the planned development projects into one. At its meeting on August 8, 1993, the steering group accepted this recommendation
and authorized the team to base the Initial Study Report on the development of a new system that they named the Payables Audit System (PAS).

The Initial Study Report was a high-level presentation of the business objectives of the new system and how this system would further those business objectives. A seventeen-page document released on September 21, 1993, it discussed two major problems with the old system and described five major improvements that the new system would provide. The estimated yearly savings were $85,000 in personnel costs and $50,000 in system maintenance, for a total of $135,000. On October 9, 1993, the Initial Study Report was approved by Anderson, and the team was authorized to proceed with the Detailed Study.

The Detailed Study Report begins with an investigation of the current system, and with production of level 1 and level 2 data flow diagrams and an entity/relationship diagram of the existing system. Then, given the business objectives of the new system, the project team considers how the current system can be improved and prepares data flow diagrams and entity/relationship diagrams for the proposed system. Much work on the Detailed Study Report had been done before it was formally authorized, and this report was issued on October 26, 1993. This report was a 30-page document, with another 55 pages of attachments.

The major activities in this stage were initial data modeling workshops whose results were stored in the CASE tool logical data dictionary. Most of the attachments to the Detailed Study Report were printouts of data from this logical data dictionary providing information on the data flow diagrams and the entity/relationship models that were included in the report.

The body of this report was mainly an elaboration of the Initial Study Report. It included the following business objectives of the new system:

- Reduce the cost of voucher processing over the next 3 years to less than the current cost.
- Reduce the staff required for processing vouchers by 50 percent over the next five years.
- Significantly reduce the time required to pay vouchers.
- Provide systematic information for the purpose of measuring quality of vendor and accounts payable performance.
- Support systematic integration with transportation/logistics, purchasing, and accounts payable to better facilitate changes due to shifts in business procedures.

Among the constraints on the PAS system cited in the Detailed Study Report were that it must be operational no later than September 30, 1994; that it would be limited to the IBM mainframe hardware platform; and that it must interface with six systems (Purchase Order Control, Supplier Master, Front-End Document Control, Electronic Data Interchange, Corporate Approval, and Payment). Four of these systems were under development at that time, and it was recognized that alternative data sources might need to be temporarily incorporated into PAS.

The estimated savings from the new system remained at $135,000 per year, and the cost of developing the system was estimated to be between $250,000 and $350,000. It was estimated that the next phase of the project would require 1,250 hours over 2.5 months and cost $40,000. The Detailed Study Report was approved on October 31, 1993, and the team was authorized to proceed with the Draft Requirements Study.

The Draft Requirements Study

As the Draft Requirements Study began, Watkins was concerned about three risks that might affect the PAS project.

First, so many interrelated systems were changing at the same time that our requirements were a moving target. In particular, the imaging Document Control System that was our major interface had not been physically implemented and the technology was completely new to CIPI. Second, the schedule called for three other new systems to be installed at the same time as PAS, and conversion and testing would take so much user time that there simply are not enough hours in the day for the accounts payable people to get that done.

Finally, I was the only full-time person from the CIPI IS department. Although the contractors were excellent people, they would go away after the project was over and there would be little carryover within CIPI.

Watkins discussed her concerns with Carter and Mason and with Anderson and the steering group. They all told her that, at least for the present, the project must proceed as scheduled.

The Draft Requirements Study produces detailed information on the inputs, outputs, processes, and data of the new system. In addition to producing level 3 data flow diagrams, the project team describes each process and produces data definitions for the data flows and data stores in these data flow diagrams, and describes the data content (though not the format) of all input and output screens and reports of the new system. The project team was involved in much interviewing and conducted a number of detailed data-modeling workshops to produce this detail.
The major problem encountered was the inability to schedule activities with Disbursements Department people when they were needed. For example, in early December, Anderson came to Watkins and told her that his people would be fully occupied with year-end closing activities for the last 2 weeks of December and the first 2 weeks of January and that they would not be available for work on the PAS project. He was very unhappy with this situation and apologized for delaying the project. Watkins told him that she understood that the business came first and that she would reschedule activities and do what she could to reduce the impact on the schedule. This potential problem had been brought up at the steering group meeting in early November, but the group had decided to go ahead with the planned schedule.

The PAS Draft Requirements Statement (DRS) was completed on March 21, 1994, 4 weeks behind schedule, but only $5,000 over budget. The DRS filled two thick loose-leaf binders with detailed documentation of the processes and the data content of the inputs, outputs, data flows, and data stores in the new system. Preparation of the Outline Physical Design was projected to require 600 hours over 6 weeks at a cost of $25,000. The DRS was approved on April 3, 1994, and the Outline Physical Design phase was begun.

The Outline Physical Design

In the Outline Physical Design phase the IS technical people become involved for the first time. They look at the logical system and consider alternatives as to how it can be implemented with hardware and new manual procedures. The approach in this phase is to map the processes in the logical data flow diagrams and the data models to manual processes and hardware and to make sure that this proposed hardware can be supplied and supported by the organization. Programming languages and utilities are also considered, so at the end of this phase the project team knows what kind of programming specifications and technical capabilities will be required.

The PAS system was originally planned to run on the IBM mainframe, but given the use of a LAN for the Document Control System, the technical people decided to move as much of the PAS system to the LAN as possible. This was a radical change that increased the estimated development cost substantially.

Watkins’ new estimate of the total cost of the PAS system was $560,000. This was a substantial increase from the previous estimate of $250,000 to $350,000, and it caused some concern in CIPI management. Peter Shaw asserted:

The company treasurer doesn’t care a bit about the PAS project. All he cares about is how many dollars are going to be spent and in which year. When the cost went up so that we were substantially over budget for this year, that got his attention. If the increase were for next year it would not be a major problem because he would have time to plan for it—to get it into his budget. But this year his budget is set, so Linda and I have to figure out how we can stay within our budget and still get a usable system this year as version 1 and upgrade it to what we really need next year.

On June 27, just as the Outline Physical Design report was being completed, Watkins’ car accident occurred, taking her away from work for several months.

Anderson’s Concerns

Watkins’ accident focused Anderson’s attention on some long-standing concerns. He was worried because among the directors of the five projects he was sponsoring, Watkins was the best. All of his other projects were behind schedule and in trouble, and now he did not know what would happen to the PAS project.

Anderson was fully committed to his strategic direction for the disbursements area, and he felt that his reputation would be at risk if the systems necessary to support his planned changes could not be completed successfully. He was convinced that he had to take decisive action to get things back on track. He needed a plan of attack to present to IS Director Charles Bunke at tomorrow’s meeting.
A Make-or-Buy Decision at Baxter Manufacturing Company

It is late Friday afternoon, and Kyle Baxter, president of Baxter Manufacturing Company, Inc., and his sister, Sue Barkley, vice president for customer relations, are discussing whether or not to purchase the Effective Management Systems manufacturing software package proposed by manufacturing Vice President Lucas Moore. “I’m really fearful of buying such a large, complex software package given our past experience,” Baxter exclaims. “What do you think?”

“I really don’t know,” Barkley replies. “We do need manufacturing software, and there are some obvious advantages to purchasing this software. We have had bad experiences in past attempts to buy such software, but we have learned from some of our mistakes, so we might be successful this time. But I have been impressed by the success that MIS has had in building new systems for us, so I am in a quandry right now.”

“We’re going to have to decide before long,” Baxter notes, “but we need to talk with some of our people first.”

Baxter Manufacturing Company Background

Baxter Manufacturing Company (BMC), located in a small Midwestern town, is a leading manufacturer of deep-drawn stampings, particularly for electric motor housings. (Exhibit 1 shows a few of BMC’s products.) The company was founded in 1978 by its chairman, Walter R. Baxter, as a supplier of tools and dies, but it soon expanded into the stamping business. BMC is a closely held corporation, with the family of the founder holding most of the stock.

BMC’s engineers have implemented some of the most complex stamping concepts in the industry, as the company has established its niche as a quality supplier of deep-drawn stampings to the automotive (85 percent of sales) and appliance (15 percent of sales) industries. BMC’s major customers include Ford, General Motors, Honda of America, General Electric, Whirlpool, Amana, and Maytag. BMC puts great emphasis on quality and has achieved Q-1 status from Ford, a QSP Award from GM, and quality awards from Honda, and is recognized as a world-class supplier within its niche.

Producing a deep-drawn part is a complex process requiring repeated stampings, each with a different male/female die pair. This process is performed on a heavy press, using a very complex die that consists of perhaps 10 individual dies assembled together in a line. A coil of steel of the proper width and thickness is fed into one end of the press. After each stamping cycle a precision transport mechanism moves the material forward exactly the right distance so that a part that has completed one stage is positioned correctly at the next stage to be struck by the next die on the next cycle of the press. Thus each cycle of the press performs a different forming operation on each of 10 parts, and a finished part comes off the machine at the end of each cycle. (Exhibit 2 shows the different stages of a motor housing stamping.)

BMC’s strength lies in its ability to produce efficiently large volumes of high-quality complex stampings. It may take 6 to 8 hours to install the dies and set up the
EXHIBIT 2  The Stages of a Motor Housing Stamping

huge stamping presses for a production run, so BMC cannot efficiently produce short runs and therefore does not serve the replacement market well.

BMC uses state-of-the-art equipment to develop and manufacture the necessary tooling for the needs of its customers. With the use of wire electrical discharge machines (EDM), computer numerical control (CNC) vertical machining centers, and CNC horizontal lathes, it is able to produce quality tooling efficiently. For the life of a part, BMC’s computerized equipment can reproduce identical die components for replacement of worn or damaged dies.

BMC’s 140,000-square-foot manufacturing facility is one of the best in the country, with 39 presses that range from 50-ton to 600-ton capacity. Every press is equipped with accessory items such as feeds, reels, and electronic detection systems. In addition to the presses, BMC has recently added the capacity to weld, drill, tap, and assemble stampings into more complex parts to suit the needs and desires of its customers.

BMC employs about 420 people and is nonunion. Management believes that these employees are BMC’s greatest asset. According to Chairman Walter Baxter:

We have a great group of people! We are fortunate to be located in a farming area where the people have a strong work ethic and a “do whatever it takes” attitude. We started out as a family company and we have a lot of families—husbands and wives, their children, aunts and uncles—working here. My son, Kyle, is now President, and my daughter Sue is Vice President for Customer Relations. We cherish our family atmosphere.

Over its 19-year history, BMC has grown at about 20 percent a year. The last five years of sales have been as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sales (in $)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>$32,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>$37,292,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>$49,900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$61,976,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$74,130,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This rapid growth has caused problems at times. For example, in 1990 its sales were so close to BMC’s production capacity that, even when running its production 24 hours a day 7 days a week, it became almost impossible to meet promised delivery schedules. According to Sue Barkley:

In 1991 we had to turn down business from existing customers who wanted to give us new parts to make. For almost a year we did not accept any new business. That was the most difficult thing we ever did because we were fearful that customers who had to go to our competitors might never come back. We told our customers that we hated to refuse their business, but we had to because if we took more business we couldn’t handle it—we would be late and couldn’t provide the level of service that we are committed to providing. Most of our customers understood. They were not happy about it, but they respected us for being up front about it. We did lose some good orders because we weren’t accepting business when they came out, but I don’t think that there are any customers who haven’t come back to us with more business.

By 1992 BMC had made the large investment necessary to significantly increase capacity and was back on its historical growth track.

In the late 1980s BMC’s automotive customers started to go to a just-in-time (JIT) philosophy in which they carried
minimal inventories of raw materials and parts. Rather than sending an order for a month’s parts at a time as they had in the past, the customers began telling BMC one day what to ship on the next. BMC was provided with a blanket order for planning, but the customers reserved the right to change the amounts at the last minute.

Including the time to procure the raw materials, run them through the presses to make the parts, clean and pack them, and ship them out, BMC’s production process requires at least two weeks if things go well. Thus the automotive companies are forcing their suppliers to maintain their inventories for them, which places great pressure on BMC to reduce its cycle times. Because of its two-week production cycle and long setup times, BMC is often forced to maintain a finished goods inventory that is substantially above its target of a three-day supply.

About five years ago its automotive customers began to pressure BMC to convert to electronic data interchange (EDI), where all paper document flows between customer and supplier are replaced by electronic flows directly between the customer’s computer and BMC’s computer. Thus BMC receives all purchase orders and shipping schedules electronically and sends out electronic shipping notices and bills. EDI has the potential to be quicker and more efficient for both parties, but BMC’s factory computer systems were incomplete and fragmented, so for several years BMC accepted the data electronically, printed it out, and then rekeyed the data into those relevant systems that existed. The IS department is now building interfaces to enter the EDI data directly into some of BMC’s systems. One reason for this delay was that their automobile customers use one EDI standard while their appliance customers use another, and each customer has its own variation on the standard it uses. BMC has had to build a separate subsystem to handle each of its customers.

### Information Systems at BMC

BMC’s managers have been very receptive to the introduction of new technology. They were early adopters of CAD/CAM, and are at the forefront of stamping technology. However, they have had little experience with the use of computers in business applications and have limited understanding of what the technology can do for them.

BMC got its first PCs in 1987, and a few managers started experimenting with Lotus spreadsheets. One of the first applications they set up was a spreadsheet for generating customer quotes by calculating what price to charge for a part based on estimates of raw material cost, tooling costs, the costs of stamping, and the expected quantity to be produced. Another early use of the PC was a scheduling spreadsheet developed by the company president, Kyle Baxter, when serving as vice president for manufacturing.

This spreadsheet, which is still used today, contains data for each part, including the machine used, the number produced per hour, and the setup time. The quantity required and the delivery date are entered, and the spreadsheet determines when each part should be started into production and generates a schedule of what should be run when on each machine group. If the schedule is not feasible (e.g., some parts must be started last week), the scheduler can make manual adjustments in due date, quantity required, overtime, and other factors to produce a feasible schedule.

Realizing that they needed someone to lead and educate them in the use of computers, in 1989 BMC management set up an MIS department and hired an MIS manager, Nancy Shaw. BMC installed a Data General MV minicomputer, and the first application was interoffice e-mail. This was a great way to start because it demonstrated how helpful the computer could be in sharing information. According to Sue Barkley:

> E-mail was very well received because we were growing so rapidly and the need to communicate within the plant was so important. It wasn’t until we got on e-mail that we realized how much time we had been spending running around the plant trying to find somebody and leaving little notes on their desk. We really became dependent on our e-mail system.

During the next two years Shaw led the purchase and successful installation of a package of financial applications, including payroll, accounts payable and receivable, and general ledger. Also, in 1989 BMC was beginning to encounter problems in production because of its growing capacity problems and its customers’ switch to JIT. When customers changed their requirements, the production schedule had to be changed, which forced changes in the schedules of other parts, and production people seemed to be spending all their time rescheduling things. Because demand was so near to capacity, it was difficult to get all the orders done on time, and there was a lot of expediting going on, which again led to the need to reschedule. Although there was no computer support for manufacturing other than the spreadsheet used for scheduling, BMC’s management decided that if scheduling could be speeded up, the problems would be alleviated. Consequently, the decision was made to purchase a software package for scheduling.

Sue Barkley, who was involved in the process, remembers:

> Our MIS manager, Nancy Shaw, did some research and selected four packages from which we tried to choose the best one. That was my first exposure
to software, and it was a terrible experience. Each vendor claimed that his software would do anything you wanted to do, and there were so many questions we should have asked but didn’t.

Vendors all offered integrated packages that included production scheduling, but you also got sales, inventory, purchasing, shipping, etc. We made our selection and paid about $120,000 for the system, including both hardware and software, which was a large expenditure for us at the time.

Then we started to load the data and implement the scheduling package. The training the vendor provided was poor, the manual was full of errors, and support from the vendor was minimal. We worked and worked, and finally became so frustrated by our inability to get the system to do what we wanted it to that we just gave up. On top of everything else the vendor went bankrupt. It was a total disaster—$120,000 down the tube!

As mentioned previously, by 1991 the problems in meeting shipping schedules had gotten so bad that BMC began to have to turn down new business. Management again decided that they had to do something about machine scheduling, so again they decided to purchase a scheduling package. Sue Barkley remembers:

This time things went better. Nancy Shaw and I got more people involved in the decision on what package to buy. This vendor provided some in-depth training to our MIS people, and vendor people came down here for 2 weeks to help us load the data and get the production scheduling module working. Again, we found that the manual was full of errors and that the vendor people did not fully understand the logic that the system was using. But we got the system up and working and taught the production scheduling people how to use it.

The problem was that whenever we had to expedite something—give it top priority because it had to be shipped quickly—the schedule had to be regenerated, and that took 2 hours. Then we had to take the schedule for each machine and examine it to see what the impact on its schedule was and change what it was going to do. Because we were always expediting something, we were constantly churning.

After about a month the production scheduler came to me and said, “I’m not getting anything done. It takes me 2 hours to regenerate a schedule. I look at it and I then have to change five or six machines because of what the system did. Then it takes me 2 more hours to generate a new schedule and I have to change another five machines, and I have to go through the cycle again. It’s just a continuous process of change, change, change!”

We tried for another month to make the system work for us, but we were in such bad shape with our capacity that we just couldn’t take the time to try to cope with the system anymore. So we abandoned it and went back to our Lotus spreadsheet. The $150,000 that we had spent for that system was down the drain!

The Present MIS Department

In 1994 Shaw left and BMC hired Don Collins to replace her as MIS manager. Collins had 20 years of experience as a lead systems analyst with a large manufacturer and broad experience with manufacturing systems. In 1996, Collins has a programming staff of four. The 1996 capital budget for hardware, software, and other information technology items was about $200,000. The MIS expense budget for payroll, supplies, and education was about $350,000.

The MIS department is using a development tool called Cyber Query Cyber Screen (CQCS) from Cyber Science, but Collins is giving some thought to what BMC’s development environment of the future should be. The Data General MV computer is becoming obsolete and is reaching capacity, so BMC will have to obtain additional capacity soon.

In order to plan a production schedule you need to know what you have in inventory, so the MIS group has created systems to track raw-material, in-process, and finished-goods inventories. MIS has also developed a mini-computer system that accepts EDI orders from customers and allows the customer service group to create a shipping schedule on the computer. Collins believes that within 2 more years the MIS group can build and install a set of manufacturing systems that will satisfy BMC’s basic needs and provide quite satisfactory EDI service to customers.

This success in building new systems opened BMC managers’ eyes to the possibilities for using the computer, and they have generated so many requests for new systems that an MIS steering committee has been established to approve projects and set systems development priorities. The members of the MIS steering committee are President Kyle Baxter, Controller Lou Wilcox, Sue Barkley, and Don Collins.

The New Proposal

In late 1996 Lucas Moore, vice president of manufacturing, suggested that BMC purchase and install an integrated package of manufacturing software sold by Effective
Management Systems, Inc. (EMS). Moore had worked as an engineer with the company for 7 years and then took a leave for 2 years to get an MBA. The vice president of manufacturing retired soon after Moore returned, and Moore was promoted to that management position.

Moore supports the proposal that BMC install the EMS Time Critical Manufacturing package consisting of eight modules: shop floor control, EDI integration, inventory management, factory data collection, standard routings, labor collection, engineered product configurator, and general ledger. The purchase price of this software package is $220,000, including documentation, training by EMS, and consulting help during installation of the software. The cost of a software maintenance contract is $55,000 a year, and EMS will make limited changes requested by BMC at a cost of $60 per hour.

The EMS software will run on several minicomputers, including BMC’s Data General MV. However, additional computer capacity will be needed whether BMC purchases the EMS package or builds its own manufacturing systems.

**Moore’s Views**

Moore is relatively new to the manufacturing area, having taken over that area about a year ago, and was not involved in the past attempts to purchase scheduling software. Moore explained to Baxter that BMC should purchase the EMS package for the following reasons:

- We are still fudging our EDI and still scheduling with a Lotus spreadsheet. The entire industry has passed us by in our use of the computer in manufacturing and we are in danger of losing our reputation as a world-class parts manufacturer. Both my MBA studies and our experience with the new inventory systems that Don has installed have convinced me that computer systems can significantly enhance our efficiency and improve our service to our customers, but we can’t wait another 2 years to complete home-grown manufacturing systems that will still need to be upgraded before they are really first class.

- I have had extensive discussions with EMS manufacturing specialists, read their literature, and seen the proposed systems demonstrated, and am convinced that the proposed system will do everything that we will ever want to do. EMS has assured me that there will be no problem integrating these manufacturing modules with our existing financial systems, and that we can be up and running with the entire system in 6 months.

“Given that our MIS group is doing a good job developing new systems,” Baxter asked, “why should we purchase the EMS package rather than build manufacturing systems in-house?” Moore’s reply was:

The time and cost differences between purchasing and building are too significant to ignore: 6 months to install this advanced system versus 2 years to build our own basic system, and a firm $220,000 to purchase this system versus over $400,000 to build our own. These costs do not include new hardware, but we will need to increase our capacity whether we purchase or build our new systems.

Furthermore, we will get a high-quality state-of-the-art system instead of a simple “first try” system. EMS has sold this system to hundreds of manufacturers, and thus has been able to spend much more time and money developing it than we could possibly afford. EMS has a large staff of more creative and sophisticated programmers than we can get, and EMS has gone through several cycles of improvement of this system based upon the experience of hundreds of users of the earlier versions of the system.

It is true that the EMS system will not always do things the way we currently do them. But is the way we do them better than the way that is based on the experience of hundreds of manufacturers? We are always making changes in how we do things, so it will not be difficult for us to make some changes to conform to this new software, and I expect that these changes will improve our operations.

“We have not been successful in two tries to use purchased software packages in the manufacturing area,” Baxter noted. “What makes you think that we would be successful this time?” Moore replied:

There are a number of important differences this time. First, in the past there was little ownership of the new system by the factory people, but this time I am the champion of the new system and my people will make it work. Second, in the past the conversion strategy was flawed—BMC tried to install scheduling without having inventory data under control, but this time we will go at it a module at a time in the sequence that EMS has been very successful with in many previous installations. Third, during the previous attempts we were pushing capacity and no scheduling system was going to work when we were having to expedite everything, but today capacity is not a major problem and things are reasonably calm.
He may or may not make the changes that you want, and in fact he may make some changes that you do not want. If you do not expect the system to change and it is a common system, you probably should purchase it. For example, one general ledger system is just like any other, and they haven’t changed in 20 years, so you should purchase this application. But we are continually changing things out in the shop, and if we build our own systems, we can change them when we need to.

Finally, we have demonstrated that we can build and successfully install our own systems, but our record with purchasing and installing manufacturing systems is dismal. The EMS proposal may fulfill our needs, but then again it may not. We failed twice in the past because the system we purchased did not fit our needs. Why take that chance again?

“You seem very concerned that the EMS system might not suit our needs or that our needs might change,” Baxter replied. “Could we modify this system if it does not suit our needs?” Collins said:

Because we will not have a source-code version of the software, it will not be feasible for our programmers to modify the functionality of this system. However, we can write interface software to change the form of the system’s input and output.

When Baxter noted the cost and time differences between purchasing and building the system as estimated by Moore, Collins replied:

The figures Lucas quotes are very misleading. The purchase price is but a part of the total cost of buying, installing, and maintaining the software. To be sure you are choosing software that truly meets your needs, you must put a substantial effort into defining your needs and evaluating each candidate package against those needs. One of the major weaknesses of the present proposal is that this process of defining needs and evaluating each candidate package has been completely ignored. In my opinion we must go through this process before buying any packaged software, and this will affect both the proposed cost and how long it will take to install the system.

Another cost of purchasing a system is the cost of modifying your existing systems so that they can feed data to or receive data from the purchased package. If the systems that must be interfaced with the purchased systems are also purchased systems that you cannot modify, you may have to create
additional systems to translate from one packaged system to the other packaged system. In addition there will be costs of training the users, data conversion, and the changeover to the new system. A good rule of thumb for the total cost of installing a purchased package would be twice the purchase price of the software, which in this case would be $440,000. I doubt that we could do it for any less, and that compares with about $420,000 to build our own systems, which includes all the costs involved, such as training, conversion, and defining the needs of our manufacturing people.

It will take at least a year to properly evaluate and install a purchased system. This is less than the 2 years we will need to complete our own system, but we will be installing and using components of the new system as we complete them, so the time advantage is not that great.

When asked what it would take to do a more complete evaluation of the proposal to purchase the EMS system, Collins replied:

We would need to spend about 6 months studying our manufacturing area to determine what we are doing now and what the new systems should do. Then we would take some time to explore the many packages that are available, and winnow them down to the three or four most suitable. Then we would invite the chosen vendors to submit proposals so we could study and evaluate each of these proposals in detail and pick the best one. Meantime, we would prepare a proposal for building the new system that would describe the proposed system in detail and include a plan for its development including schedules of both time and dollars. Finally, we would compare the best proposal with the plan for building the system ourselves and decide which to do. That would take at least a year and cost between $50,000 and $90,000.

Decision Time

After his discussions with Moore and Collins, Baxter sat down with his sister, Sue Barkley, to discuss what to do about Moore’s proposal. “Sue,” Baxter began, “you were able to get the second manufacturing software system we bought up and running, but conditions in the shop were so chaotic that we abandoned trying to use it. Why don’t we go back and try it again?” Sue replied:

We recently considered trying again to use this system, but the special computer we bought to run it died and the software vendor has gone out of business, so we were out of luck.

“Lucas claims that BMC is losing its reputation as a world-class parts manufacturer because its systems are inadequate, and therefore BMC must purchase a system without delay,” Baxter said. “Do you believe that it is critical that we get these new systems immediately?” Sue thought a while before replying:

I don’t think that our customers care about our systems as long as we provide high-quality products at a good price and deliver them when they are needed, which we are doing. From their perspective, we are already interacting with them via EDI, so that is a problem for us rather than for them. It would be great to have the proposed systems as soon as possible, but we have been getting along without them for a long time.

“Well, Sue,” Baxter said, “I still don’t know what we should do. What do you think?”
ERP Purchase Decision at Benton Manufacturing Company, Inc.

Benton Manufacturing Company, Inc., is a U.S. manufacturer of a varied line of consumer durables. Although its stock is publicly traded, a single family holds a controlling interest in the company. In 1998 Benton had net sales of almost $1 billion and an operating profit of about $180 million.

Benton’s 5,200 employees operate seven factories and 57 distribution centers located throughout North America. In the past few years Benton has acquired several companies, and two of Benton’s factories have been added as the result of acquisitions that broadened Benton’s product line. Benton’s products are sold through thousands of independent dealers who may sell both Benton’s and competitors’ products.

Benton is the leader in its industry with its products claiming some 40 percent of the market. However, industry demand is growing very slowly while the structure of the industry is undergoing rapid change as formerly independent dealerships are being acquired by large chains. This consolidation is changing the power relationships between Benton and its dealers and causing Benton’s traditional profit margins to erode. Benton has responded to this pressure by pursuing a Continuous-Improvement strategy that so far has increased productivity more than 25 percent, reduced in-process inventory 30 percent, freed up thousands of square feet of factory space, and reduced new product development cycle times.

Benton has a history of continuous growth in sales and profits. In order to continue this growth in today’s increasingly competitive environment, Benton management has focused on growth through the following strategies: (1) customer-driven new product development, (2) the acquisition of new businesses that complement existing ones, (3) international expansion, and (4) emphasis on the Continuous-Improvement approach.

Enterprise Resource Planning Systems

As one response to growing competitive pressure, Benton management is considering acquiring an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. An ERP system is a comprehensive set of software modules that integrate a company’s financial, human resources, operations and logistics, and sales and marketing information systems, storing the data for all these systems in a central database so that data are entered only once and the results of each transaction flow through the system without human intervention. An ERP system can replace many separate poorly integrated computer applications systems that a company has purchased or developed over the years. During the 1990s the use of purchased ERP packages exploded among Fortune 500 companies, making the leading vendor, Germany’s SAP, the fastest-growing software company in the world.

Thomas H. Davenport explains why ERP systems—sometimes called Enterprise Systems (ES)—are so popular:

An ES streamlines a company’s data flows and provides management with direct access to a wealth of real-time operating information. For many companies, these benefits have translated into dramatic gains in productivity and speed.

Autodesk, a leading maker of computer-aided design software, used to take an average of two weeks to deliver an order to a customer. Now, having installed an ES, it ships 98 percent of its orders within 24 hours. IBM’s Storage Systems division reduced the time required to reprice all of its products from 5 days to 5 minutes, the time to ship a replacement part from 22 days to 3 days, and the time to complete a credit check from 20 minutes to 3 seconds. Fujitsu Microelectronics reduced the cycle time for filling

1This is a disguised case. Because of confidentiality issues, further details about Benton’s products or its industry cannot be disclosed.

orders from 18 days to a day and a half and cut the
time required to close its financial books from 8 days
to 4 days.

Along with the successes, however, there have been
a number of resounding failures in attempts to utilize ERP
systems. Davenport reports on problems with enterprise
systems:

The growing number of horror stories about failed or
out-of-control projects should certainly give managers
pause. FoxMeyer Drug argues that its system helped
drive it into bankruptcy. Mobile Europe spent hundreds
of millions of dollars on its system only to abandon it
when its merger partner objected. Dell Computer
found that its system would not fit its new, decentralized
management model. Applied Materials gave up
on its system when it found itself overwhelmed by the
organizational changes involved. Dow Chemical spent
7 years and close to half a billion dollars implementing
a mainframe-based enterprise system; now it has
decided to start over again on a client/server version.

Some of the blame for such debacles lies with
the enormous technical challenges of rolling out enter-
prise systems—these systems are profoundly complex
pieces of software, and installing them requires large
investments of money, time, and expertise. But the
technical challenges, however great, are not the main
reason enterprise systems fail. The biggest problems
are business problems. Companies fail to reconcile the
 technological imperatives of the enterprise system
with the business needs of the enterprise itself.

An enterprise system, by its very nature, imposes
its own logic on a company’s strategy, organization,
and culture. It pushes a company toward full integration
even when a certain degree of business-unit segregation
may be in its best interests. And it pushes a company
toward generic processes even when customized
processes may be a source of competitive advantage. If
a company rushes to install an enterprise system with-
out first having a clear understanding of the business
implications, the dream of integration can quickly turn
into a nightmare.

The ERP Study

Aware of the growing use of ERP systems and concerned
that Benton might be missing an important development,
Benton President and CEO Walter S. McHenry has
formed a two-person team, composed of Adam T. Meyer
and Jerry L. Cook, to investigate whether or not Benton
should purchase such a system. Meyer is a senior systems
analyst who has been a star with the Benton IS department
for 15 years and has led many successful projects. Starting
in engineering 12 years ago, Cook has worked in several
areas throughout the company, including production,
finance, and market research. Although not an IT profes-
sional, Cook is quite comfortable with computer technol-
ogy and has led the introduction of CAD and LANs into
engineering. McHenry told Cook and Meyer:

ERP seems to be the direction that our industry is
growing, and we probably need one too. However, I
don’t know the specifics of what an ERP system
involves or what it might bring to the company, so I
want you to do a quick study and determine whether
ERP is for us, and if so how we should approach it.

The study team found that there are four major ERP
software vendors they might consider: SAP, J.D. Edwards,
Oracle, and PeopleSoft. Each of these vendors is financially
stable, supports global companies, has a full line of highly
integrated modules, and is a leader in R & D. There are a
number of “Tier 2” vendors, but Cook and Meyer believe
that none of them is suitable for a long-term partnership.

After a great deal of study, attending a number of
conferences, and talking with several people from compa-
nies that are using ERP systems, the study team is con-
vinced that Benton should replace its legacy “back office”
systems with an ERP system. Meyer explains:

We believe that information technology is crucial to
survival in today’s competitive environment. Our
present systems are growing old and hard to maintain,
and will have to be replaced in the next few years.
ERP systems have much more functionality and much
better integration than our internal IT staff can possi-
bly provide, so we have to use them just to keep up
with our competitors who are starting to install them.

Furthermore, Benton management has estab-
lished strategic business plans that cannot be realized
without an ERP system. These plans include the fol-
lowing emphases that cannot be fully supported by
our present information systems:

• International expansion
• Mergers and acquisitions
• Use of IT as a strategic weapon
• Integration with suppliers and customers
• Reduction of operational costs
• Product line expansion
• Process standardization across different units
of the company

Ibid., pp. 122–3.
Adopting an ERP system will be a monumental undertaking for Benton. According to Cook:

An ERP system is not just a huge infusion of software and technology. We have learned that this is not just an IT project. Rather, it will require wholehearted commitment from all departments. They have to be willing to change their work processes to conform to those dictated by the ERP—the software is almost an afterthought. Benton has never faced change of this magnitude!

Reactions to the ERP Proposal
Cook and Meyer know that there is strong support for an ERP system from IT management, and they are confident that, although President McHenry does not seem to want to get personally involved, he is supportive of an ERP system. To make sure that McHenry understands the issues involved in adopting an ERP, Cook and Meyer have urged him to visit with a friend of his who is the CEO of a company that installed an ERP two years ago and is reported to be very pleased with the results.

There is also a great deal of support for an ERP system from operating-level management. But the reaction of VP-level management (see the partial organization chart in Exhibit 1) is mixed. According to Cook:

Contrary to what Benton management believed in past years, we’re going to have to change. Although the structure of our industry is changing, our dealers are changing, and the economy is changing, the need for us to change is not universally recognized in the company management. We have some managers whose view is more defensive and who are less willing to embrace change.

Benton’s present human resources information systems are old and inadequate. Susan R. Hamilton, human resources vice president, is an enthusiastic supporter of an ERP system. Hamilton says:

I have talked with human resources managers who have ERP systems from several different vendors, and they are all enthusiastic about their systems. I know that an ERP system will enable us to increase productivity, serve the needs of our employees much better, and significantly improve the management of our human resources at Benton. Although I realize that converting to such a system will be a long and difficult process, I can’t wait to get started.

Tracy C. Scott, vice president for distribution, has seven years’ experience with Benton and is one of the few top managers that have management experience outside the company. Scott advocates an ERP system:

Our present computer systems work well at the distribution centers, but they only provide local information—I can’t get a quick picture of the entire
distribution system. Better information would enable us to significantly reduce our finished goods inventory and at the same time provide better service to our customers. The integration of sales, production, and inventory information that an ERP system provides would enable me to do a much better job of managing my department.

Pat L. Miller, vice president for manufacturing, joined Benton as an engineer 20 years ago and worked in many positions in the manufacturing area prior to becoming a vice president four years ago. Miller is concerned about the possible impact of an ERP system on the manufacturing area:

For the past several years we have been concentrating on lean manufacturing through the Continuous-Improvement approach, and have increased productivity over 25 percent and reduced inventory by 30 percent in our factories. The Continuous-Improvement approach avoids going for the “home run.” Rather, it concentrates on producing many relatively small improvements, each of which can be quickly and easily implemented. It seems to me that an ERP project costing over $30 million is the antithesis of our Continuous-Improvement approach that has been so successful. First, it is one huge step, not a progression of small improvements. Also, in the ERP approach you must use the process dictated by the designer of the ERP system, and that is inflexible. How can you do Continuous Improvement?

I have another concern. We have a unique culture here at Benton that, in my opinion, is responsible for the success we have enjoyed. I have read that installing an ERP system may well force you to change your culture to be more compatible with the ERP system. That sends shivers down my back!

Lee L. Gibson has been vice president for finance for 10 years. Until about three years ago the information systems department reported to Gibson. Gibson, who is responsible for financial analysis of Benton’s investments, asserts:

The IS department has developed excellent financial systems for me that are quite adequate for our needs, so I see no major need for an ERP system as far as the finance department is concerned.

Also, I am very concerned about the high cost of an ERP implementation and about whether the bottom-line return from such a system would justify this huge expense. We have always subjected our IT investments to a rigorous cost/benefit analysis, and I don’t see any reason why we should treat an ERP system any differently. In my view, the larger the investment, the more important it is that it be carefully justified, and an ERP system would cost many times as much as the largest IT system we have ever developed.

**Cost/Benefit Analysis**

Meyer shudders at the thought of trying to use cost/benefit analysis to justify an ERP system:

The costs of an ERP system are readily apparent up front, but many of the benefits are results of more complete and timely information that enable you to better manage the enterprise. These intangible benefits do occur, but they are not easy to identify and quantify beforehand.

At conferences we talked with a number of people that are delighted with the results of their ERP systems, and we always asked how the cost justified the system. We got a lot of strange looks and blank stares. The identifiable cost reductions will seldom justify the cost of an ERP system, but people are installing them because they realize that they have to in order to compete in the future. And many companies are beginning to get bottom line results that they ascribe to their ERP investments.

Gibson’s concern prompted Cook and Meyer to develop the analysis presented in Exhibits 2 and 3. This analysis is based on a study they obtained that reported the experience of over 60 firms that have successfully installed ERP systems and used them for at least three years. Using the figures from this study, the team estimates that it will cost Benton some $34 million to install an ERP system and $750,000 a year for a maintenance contract. The benefits are estimated to be about $11.593 million a year after installation is complete. Over a seven-year period this produces an Internal Rate of Return of 20 percent and a Net Present Value (at a 20 percent discount rate) of just over $156,000, which just barely meets Benton’s criteria for such investments.

Cook explains how the yearly benefits were developed, as shown in Exhibit 2:

In each area of benefits (inventory, centralized operations, etc.), the table shows the industry low and high as a percent of the Base Amount column, which contains the current cost to Benton of the category in each line, except for the last line where it contains Benton’s total revenue. The three Estimated
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### EXHIBIT 3  Cost/Benefit Analysis for Benton ERP

Benefits columns are calculated as follows: The Low $ column is the Base Cost times the Low percent; the High $ is the Base Cost times the High percent; and, the Medium $ is the average of the High $ and Low $ columns.

For each row we considered Benton’s situation and chose a Low $ or Medium $ figure depending on our judgement, trying to be conservative. In the Inventory row we chose the Low $ column because we had already reduced inventory by 30 percent. In the Centralized Operations row we chose the Low $ figure because we think we are already pretty lean. And in the Incremental Revenue row we chose the Low $ figure because we are already growing revenues by 6 to 7 percent, and doubt that we will be able to do much better than that given the industry conditions. Incidentally, in that line we took only 50 percent of the increased revenue as the benefit because labor and materials cost is half the revenue. We think that the $11,593,000 estimate of total yearly benefits is conservative.

Meyer explains Exhibit 3:

We based our estimate of total cost of converting to an ERP on the concept of “cost per seat.” The industry “cost per seat” ranges from $15,000 to $35,000, which includes hardware, networks, software, consulting, conversion, customization, and the cost of our people who work on the project. Because we expect to have to do a good amount of reengineering and will need a lot of help from outside consultants, we took $25,000 per seat and multiplied by the number of PCs we expect to have on the system (1360) to get the $34 million cost estimate. We also included $750,000 a year for a maintenance contract. We used judgement to spread both the costs and the benefits over the 7 years.
**Recommendation**

Although they understand that there are legitimate concerns about the cost of an ERP and that there will be many difficulties to be overcome to install an ERP, Cook and Meyer are convinced that Benton should acquire an ERP system as quickly as possible. They are aware that this proposal has generated controversy, but the team believes that most of Benton’s top management is supportive of installing an ERP system. To force a decision on this matter the team has proposed to President McHenry that Benton begin the process of acquiring an ERP by employing a nationally known consulting firm to help select an ERP system vendor and assist in the process of implementation of the system. Because the recommended consulting firm has worked with each of the four major ERP vendors, it should be prepared to help select and install the ERP system that best suits Benton’s needs.
The Kuali Financial System: An Open-Source Project

The Kuali Financial System is an open-source enterprise financial information system for colleges and universities developed by seven higher education institutions for free and unrestricted use by anyone, including the entire higher education community.

The Kuali Financial System (KFS) consists of the following modules: Chart of Accounts, Financial Transactions and General Ledger, Workflow, Capital Assets, Budget, Labor Distribution, Accounts Receivable, Purchasing and Accounts Payable, and Research Administration/Contracts and Grants. A higher education institution can choose whether to install all or just some of these modules, so the system can be tailored to suit the needs of institutions of varying size and complexity ranging from small colleges to large multicampus research universities.

The KFS chart of accounts is table driven and is therefore very flexible and can be tailored to the needs of any institution. The system makes it possible for an institution to produce all its GASB\(^1\)-required financial statements including segment reporting. Also, on demand one can produce reports such as a snapshot of the financial status of an auxiliary organization or a report for a dean on the total travel expense across all funds within a college. The workflow engine is a general-purpose electronic routing infrastructure. Client applications use the workflow engine to automate and regulate the routing and approval processes for the transactions/documents they create. It starts with an eDoc (electronic document) that users compose in a client application such as one of the other modules of the KFS or some other Web application which requires routing and approval of documents. The workflow engine routes the eDoc electronically to the attention of designated individuals, based on university or departmental business rules and policies. For example, the Business School may route a transaction directly to an administrative officer while the College of Arts may route the same type of transaction first to the department chair and then to the dean’s office. This routing is table-driven so that it can be easily tailored to the characteristics of the transaction and organizational unit without modifying the software code; you just change the table values. Therefore the workflow engine can be used by any institution, and when there is a reorganization, the workflow may be easily changed to suit the new organization structure.

Not only is electronic workflow much more efficient than the old paperwork system, but users are also enthusiastic about how they can follow the documents through the processing cycle. Jon Stockton, Chief Financial Officer, Colorado State University College of Agricultural Sciences, agrees:

> It is very exciting to have a system where you can see the document immediately. You can see it and know that it is there. You can look at a document, whether it is approved or not, and see what is floating out there.

### History of the Project

The Kuali Financial System (KFS) was developed by staff from Cornell University, Indiana University, Michigan State University, San Joaquin Delta College, the rSmart Group, the University of Arizona, and the University of Hawaii, with guidance from the National Association of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO). In March 2005, the initiative received a grant of $2,500,000 from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. The University of California Office of the President, along with University of California campuses at Davis, Irvine, and Santa Barbara, joined the project in 2006. The KFS is based on the proven design of the Indiana University Financial Information System. Built on open standards and featuring a robust enterprise workflow engine that enables effective

\(^1\)GASB is an abbreviation for Governmental Accounting Standards Board.
The Indiana University Financial Information System had a number of characteristics that made it desirable as the basis for a system to serve the higher education community. The system was designed and built for higher education institutions whose needs are quite different from the needs of most business organizations. It was used at all seven IU campuses, both large and small, so it could be tailored to the needs of small undergraduate-oriented campuses as well as large research-oriented campuses. It was a paperless system that could be accessed from desktops throughout the university system.

The Kuali Financial System was developed and distributed using the “community source” model, a type of open-source approach. System development was managed by the Kuali Financial System Board and staffed by employees of the partner institutions. Except for the fact that the developers operated in a virtual organization and were geographically distributed across the country from Ithaca, New York, to Hawaii, the development process was managed just like any other large systems development project. However, the software is being distributed under the open-source Educational Community License that provides:

Permission to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and sublicense this Original Work and its documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose, and without fee or royalty to the copyright holder(s) is hereby granted, . . . .

Thus, anyone can take the Kuali software and do whatever they want to do with it. Anyone, including for-profit companies, can take the code and documentation, modify it as they wish, and use it or sell it without restriction. A large trove of information on the KFS is available on the Web at www.kuali.org, including both user and technical documentation. Also, anyone can download the software from this site.

How It Started

The Kuali Financial System project was initiated by Indiana University. IU had an excellent Financial Information System (FIS) that had been developed in the early 1990s. By 2002, however, it had become clear that the client/server technology on which the IU FIS was based was rapidly becoming obsolete and was not likely to be supported for much longer. Furthermore, the other administrative systems at IU were migrating to Java Web technology. It was becoming difficult to keep good technical people in this area because the client/server technology had become a dead end in the career paths of IU development staff. So, although the users were quite happy with the existing FIS, it was decided that the FIS would have to be replaced.

There were two traditional possibilities—build a replacement system for the FIS using newer technology or install a financial system from a software vendor. Both of these alternatives were quite expensive. IU was using the Student and Human Resources modules that were part of the PeopleSoft ERP suite. There was initial support from the IT department for installing the PeopleSoft Financials, but the estimates of the cost of this conversion ranged from $20 to $22 million. Furthermore, it was clear that in terms of functionality the PeopleSoft system would be a step backward, so that was not an attractive option. The option of building a replacement for the system in-house was estimated to cost $8 million, which would be a very painful expenditure for Indiana University. There would be additional costs of converting to the new system, but these would be far less than for converting to the PeopleSoft system.

IU had previously experienced growing pains with its homemade OnCourse course management system, and established partnerships with other institutions with similar problems to develop a course management system that could be used by all. In late 2003, then IU Assistant Vice President Bradley C. (Brad) Wheeler joined with representatives of the University of Michigan, Stanford University, and MIT to found the Sakai Project to develop an open-source course management system for higher education by assigning staff at the participating institutions to develop course management systems software under the direction of a multi-university project board. With a $2.4 million grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and a $300,000 grant from the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the Sakai Project was launched and soon began to upgrade and integrate classroom management software components from the founding institutions. Within a short time a host of other outstanding universities were supporting this effort, and by 2006, the Sakai software was being used by dozens of higher education institutions on five continents.

In 2003, Wheeler and John F. (Barry) Walsh, Senior Director of e-Business Services at IU, decided to try to adapt the approach that had been pioneered by Sakai to the replacement of the IU FIS and began discussions with the National Association of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO), the rSmart Group, and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation regarding an open-source financial system that could be used for all higher education institutions. The Mellon Foundation provided a small grant to NACUBO to assess the feasibility of an open-source financial system. NACUBO sponsored a survey of higher education finance
officers that concluded that there was “affirmative ambivalence” about building open-source financial systems for universities. The proponents took that as a ringing endorsement and ploughed ahead.

One problem with selling this idea to university financial officers was that they had little understanding of the term “open source,” and even less understanding of what was being proposed. Wheeler recalls:

In May of 2004 I went to a meeting in Chicago of financial officers and IT officers that was jointly convened by the two professional societies. When we said open source to these people the image in their minds was of strange people in foreign countries who dress funny making changes to their mission-critical systems by dark of night. It was very clear that there was a chasm in understanding what open source actually meant, so we explained to them that we were really talking about our developers in our institutions creating the software with rigorous processes and structured releases. So to avoid confusion we quit using the term “open source” and started using the term “community source” instead.

Formation of the Kuali Partnership
In 2004 IU started to try to find some partners to develop a community source financial system based on the IU FIS. Hawaii joined up immediately, and NACUBO and the rSmart Group said that they wanted to be involved. On September 10, 2004, they announced the Kuali project. Although there were not yet enough resources to go forward with the development, they started planning the project and having conversations with other potential partners. The University of Arizona soon joined up, and in the next six months San Joaquin Delta Community College, Michigan State University, and Cornell came in. In March 2005 the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation announced a grant of $2.5 million to the Kuali project. Together with the $5 million in development resources pledged by the partner institutions, this grant brought the available resources for the project close to its projected $8 million cost, so Kuali was underway! The University of California Office of the President, along with University of California campuses at Davis, Irvine, and Santa Barbara, became a partner in 2006 and contributed an additional $1 million.

Considerable effort went into the choice of the name Kuali. According to Wheeler:

The name Kuali came from an intensive search. The word Kuali means wok in Malaysian. We thought that was a very appropriate association because the wok is an essential but very humble dish, and every Asian kitchen has to have one. We thought that Kuali was a wonderful metaphor for administrative systems in a university—humble but essential.

There have been a number of attempts by higher education institutions to band together to jointly develop systems and before Sakai most of them turned out to be failures. But not only has Sakai held together, but it has continued to grow stronger and stronger, and Kuali followed in Sakai’s footsteps. Wheeler explains why these projects have been successful:

We are held together by enlightened self-interest. Through Kuali, Indiana is getting a system that costs $8 million for an investment of a little more than $2.5 million, and all of the other partners can make that same claim or better. And this cost advantage will hold for the entire life of the system—we will be sharing the cost of maintaining the system, which is the dominant part of the total life cycle cost.

Also, we feel strongly that we are a community of institutions that are not just interested in ourselves, but care about each other and are making a significant contribution to the welfare of the entire higher education community. That has been a very energizing motivation.

Furthermore, we are starting from a proven system, upgrading it to modern technology, and modifying it where necessary to make it suitable for everyone, not just IU. If we had tried to start with a clean slate, we would still be debating the functional specifications.

Finally, we have taken a date-driven approach to the software development. In system development there is an immutable relationship between completion date, resources employed, and functionality. Problems inevitably arise and you must delay completion, add more resources, or reduce the functionality of the system. We have chosen to keep the completion date and the resources employed relatively fixed and when necessary reduce the functionality of the current release of the system. There will be later releases, and the missing functionality can be added to the next release. In the meantime the users have a system that they can use.

The release of the basic modules of the Kuali Financial System occurred in October 2006. The second release was in November 2007, and the complete system was released in November 2009 and is being implemented by the partner institutions and a number of other universities.

Legal Issues
Getting approval from the legal department of each of the Kuali partner institutions was a chore. The role of lawyers
is to protect the institution’s interest, and they found it hard to see that giving up their ownership rights to code their people were creating was a good idea. However, eventually they all agreed to approve the Educational Community License agreement.

Patent issues have become a serious problem for Sakai. The dominant firm in the classroom management systems arena is Blackboard, Inc. The U.S. Patent Office has granted Blackboard a comprehensive patent for classroom management software, and Blackboard sued a small competitor, Desire2Learn, for breach of this patent. Desire2Learn lost the case, and Blackboard was awarded $3,300,000 in damages. However, upon appeal most of the Blackboard patent was invalidated and the damage award was revoked, but litigation continues. Blackboard has asserted that it has no plans to sue Sakai, but it could in the future. In the meantime Blackboard is using the patent issue to discourage institutions from adopting its competitors’ classroom management systems.

Consequently, Kuali took great pains to make sure that the developers of Kuali Financials do not inadvertently violate any software patents. According to Walsh:

Financial people tend to be conservative, so we are doing a lot more due diligence than we might have done otherwise. We had done the due diligence of getting contributor license agreements with everybody that had contributed software from the school saying “I’m not plagiarizing. What I am contributing is my stuff. I am using all the open-source constructs that you have asked me to use,” etc., etc.

That might have been sufficient, but because we are conservative financial people we are going the extra mile here. We are doing it in two ways. We are having a company look at the code and analyze it very carefully for potential patent violations. We are also paying a software company to run the software through their system that is similar to plagiarism detection systems and is designed to identify blocks of code that are similar to existing blocks in their extensive database of existing software and thus might be patent violations. We could do one or the other of these, but we chose to do both.

**Why Open Source?**

Open-source software has emerged as a new force in the marketplace in recent years with the appearance of such well-known products as UNIX, Linux, MySQL, Ingres, Apache, Sendmail, and so on, which were developed as collaborative efforts by geographically dispersed programmers working on their own time to create and/or improve the product, which was made freely available to all within the technological community. Many people assume that the meaning of the term “open source” refers to how the software was created, but the term is generally understood today to relate to the conditions under which the software can be used (i.e., that it can be used freely by all without compensation as in the Educational Community License mentioned previously).

From the perspective of the organization acquiring it, open-source software would present impressive advantages even if it were not free. Wheeler explains some of the advantages of open source:

If you install software from a typical vendor you do not get the source code and you do not have the right to change the program. You can usually make some add-ons, but no fundamental changes in the system. With open source, if there are things that you don’t like you can change them to tailor the system to your needs.

If you install an ERP from PeopleSoft or SAP you are at the mercy of the vendor. For example, the vendor decides when to issue a new release and what that release contains. You have to march lockstep in order to upgrade, and these are all multimillion dollar upgrades. You just don’t have control of your destiny. With open source you are free. If you don’t like what is going on you can take the software and walk away. You will have to take care of maintaining the software, but you are free to go your own way. So this model fits us very well. We maintain control of destiny. Everybody has walkaway rights to the software.

The open-source model allows institutions to decouple producing the software from maintaining the software. In the traditional model you have to buy your maintenance from the intellectual property owner which is a monopoly situation and thus prices are high. But in the new model we can separate producing the software from maintenance and integration services, help desk services, etc. If you hire an implementation partner to install and support Kuali Financials and you work with them for two years, and then for some reason you get upset with them or their prices become too high, you can throw them off campus and go hire somebody else to come in and provide your support services.

Finally, even if you don’t choose to install an open-source software package you still benefit because the existence of the open-source alternative provides competition to the traditional software providers and that competition holds down the price you pay for the system you choose to use.

It is easy to see why the Kuali partner institutions would want to share open-source rights to the software
Among themselves, but it is not immediately obvious why they would insist that it be freely available to all. One advantage to the partners of making the software freely available is that this increases the number of institutions using the software and therefore increases the potential resources available for maintaining the system. Since maintenance costs are such an important component of a system’s total life cycle cost, reducing that cost is a significant benefit. And if you give up the idea of making money selling the system, there is no cost to making it open source. But the major reason that Kuali and Sakai are open source is that the founders of these projects, including the Mellon Foundation, believe that every dollar that higher education institutions are spending for administrative systems is a dollar that cannot be spent to support their teaching and research missions. They are passionately committed to the welfare of the entire higher education community and therefore to open-source systems that can reduce the huge expenditures for administrative systems for everyone who would like to use them.

**Organization of the Kuali Financials Project**

As mentioned previously, the history of interinstitutional cooperation to jointly produce software systems has been littered with failures, so starting out to work together is no guarantee of success. It is not easy to successfully develop large, complex financial systems when all the developers and users are in the same organization, and the difficulties are multiplied when both the users and the developers come from different institutions with different cultures that are spread out “from sea to shining sea.” Kuali is overcoming these difficulties with innovative organizational and management strategies. Exhibit 1 depicts the Kuali Financial System project’s organization.

**Kuali Commercial Affiliates**

Although the Kuali Financial System is open-source software that is available without cost, the partner institutions have no intention of providing support services to adopters of the Kuali system. The KFS is a large and complex system, and it is not easy to install it to replace your existing financial system. The partner institutions have worked at developing the system and have the resources to install and support it, but most other institutions need help to make it successful. Thus, if the Kuali Financial System is to be widely adopted, there must be other organizations to provide the necessary support services.

Not shown on the organization chart, but a very important component of the Kuali effort, is the Kuali Commercial Affiliates program. Commercial affiliates provide for-fee guidance, support, implementation, and integration services related to the Kuali software. Affiliates may offer packaged
versions of Kuali that provide value for installation or integration beyond the basic Kuali software. Affiliates may also offer other types of training, documentation, or hosting services.

At this writing Kuali has enrolled ten commercial affiliates including two longtime affiliates, the rSmart Group and IBM. An rSmart customer, Strathmore University of Nairobi, Kenya, was the first-known adopter of the Phase I version of Kuali Financials. Even some Kuali partner institutions are using the services of commercial affiliates to help them implement the KFS.

The Kuali Financials Board

The Kuali Financials Board was responsible for directing the development of the Kuali Financial System. It was composed of two representatives from each partner institution, one of whom was a senior IT manager and the other a senior finance manager. Although both representatives from each institution attended the board meetings and participated in the discussions, only one of them had a vote. Wheeler was the Chairperson and Walsh the Executive Director and voting member for Indiana University. NACUBO and rSmart each had one nonvoting member on the board.

The board met weekly via a telephone conference call and had a face-to-face meeting every three months. The meetings were chaired by Wheeler. An agenda was distributed before the meeting, and they followed the agenda. Usually the first thing on the agenda was a five- to ten-minute discussion of the status report of where the development stood. Then they went on to larger issues that needed resolving. While the telephone conferences worked well, they tried to deal with the more contentious issues at the quarterly face-to-face meetings.

Initially the board was primarily concerned with starting up the project and setting policies and procedures and organizational arrangements that would make for success. The board set up the organizational structure and populated it with employees from the partner institutions. It also formulated the following vision, mission, and scope statements:

Project Vision

Kuali is dedicated to providing and maintaining a richly featured financial system for use by its member institutions. The consortium will work to ensure that:

- The baseline of the new system is FIS.
- Its financial system modules meet GASB and FASB standards.
- The system enables a strong control environment.
- Thoughtful and timely changes are made to keep pace with advances in both technology and business.

No one member bears the bulk of the cost for, or reaps the overwhelming majority of the benefit/profit from, system development.

An efficient governance and administrative structure is created and maintained to support the member institutions with new or improved functionality, fixes, and service releases.

Project Mission

Create a comprehensive suite of functionality to serve the financial system needs of all Carnegie Class institutions. The design will be an enhancement of the proven functionality of Indiana University’s Financial Information System (FIS).

Project Scope

Kuali Financial Systems will be based on the existing Indiana University FIS design. Conformance with FIS provides the fundamental basis for Kuali scope control. The basic presumption of Kuali Financial Systems is conformity with FIS, including preservation of where the FIS software is configurable beyond the IU implementation and configuration decisions.

The following shows the release phases and the modules contained in each.

Phase I Deliverables
- Chart of Accounts
- Financial Transactions/General Ledger
- Kuali Nervous System (KNS)
- Kuali Enterprise Workflow (KEW)

Phase II Deliverables
- Accounts Payable/Purchasing
- Labor Ledger
- Contracts & Grants

Phase III Deliverables
- Accounts Receivable
- Budget Construction
- Capital Assets Management

Detailed information about module specifics was presented in the Kuali Scope Statement.

The Kuali Nervous System in Phase I is unlike the rest of the modules in that it is a toolbox that has been so useful in developing the system that it has been expanded into a suite of middleware named Rice and made available for use as a part of a development environment as well as to expand or modify the KFS. It was named the “Nervous
System” because, like the human nervous system, it ties to- together and coordinates everything.

As the project got under way, the board served as the court of last resort when disputes arose. Any partner could escalate a dispute to the board, but fortunately that was done infrequently because the Technical and Functional Councils were very effective in working things out at their level. Increasingly as the development process settled down, the board turned its attention to developing a broader long-term mission for Kuali and modifying the organizational arrangements to accommodate that expanded mission.

The board provided outstanding leadership to the project. The members of the board were dedicated to the vision of providing open-source administrative systems to the educational community. They consistently put the best interests of the overall project ahead of the interests of their own institutions, so the Kuali Financials project prospered.

The Technical Council

The Kuali Technical Council (KTC), chaired by Brian McGough of IU, was composed of one representative from each of the partner institutions. The role of the Technical Council was to provide and enforce technical standards for the Kuali Financial Systems project. Because the systems development was spread out over the IT organizations of seven geographically dispersed institutions, each with its own development culture and practices, without uniform standards the resulting system would be difficult to support and maintain. Without standards, two team members from different institutions would find it very difficult to work together on a module.

Eighty percent of the total lifetime cost of software goes to maintenance. The original author of the code often does not perform the maintenance. This is particularly true with open-source projects. Applying standard development practices across the Kuali project results in substantial maintenance savings for everyone. Good standards promote better quality applications, code reuse, and enhanced portability.

If a developer felt it necessary to deviate from a standard, the first step was to communicate with the Kuali Technical Council. The Technical Council then applied its collective knowledge and experience to arrive at a recom- mended approach. Often the Technical Council found a way to solve the problem and still adhere to the standards. Otherwise it might decide that an exemption to a particular standard was justified.

The members of the Technical Council were experienced architects, designers, and developers who brought a wealth of experience and wisdom to the table. They worked together effectively to produce a document titled “The Kuali Architecture and Development Standards” that includes high-level standards on methodology and system architecture and detailed standards concerning the tools and technologies that may be employed.

The following excerpt describes the standard methodology:

In general, the Kuali development methodology is a lightweight, iterative approach to development that focuses on individual components that can be quickly developed and integrated into a larger application taking into account in all cases the knowledge and investment that is being carried forward from the original IU FIS system. Frequent communication and interaction with users is required in order for this methodology to succeed. By simplifying the development process and emphasizing frequent feedback, the software product has a much greater likelihood of meeting the user’s needs.

Another fundamental rule of the Kuali methodology is to KEEP IT SIMPLE. Developers should resist the temptation to add unnecessary complexity.

The following describes the standard architecture:

The contemporary architecture of applications is a set of distributed, loosely-coupled components and services that provide distinct business services. A Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach to Kuali development is recommended. This architecture assumes service delivery via an enterprise portal framework and the presence of key infrastructure services like a single sign-on solution, an enterprise directory, and an enterprise workflow engine. In addition, a standard Application Program Interface (API) for common services like authentication and authorization should be agreed on.

Components should be designed to build the application into three layers: Presentation, Business, and Persistence layers. Components should be container-agnostic and use standard J2EE proven APIs such as Servlet and JSP. All system-to-system interoperability that cannot be done within the container should be done using Web services technology that uses Apache Axis.

The Presentation layer focuses on the presentation of the data to the user in the context of the user interface, e.g., the Web browser or a rich client. The Presentation layer that we are building for the out-of-the-box version of Kuali is intended to be used through a Web browser as a standard HTML-based Web application.

The Business layer provides the enterprise logic. It includes the components that capture the
business rules of the enterprise. It may support multi-
tple Presentation tiers.

The Persistence layer is the data repository for
the application. It provides the data storage, retrieval,
and maintenance. Data Access Objects (DAOs)
should be employed to encapsulate the data sources
using the Spring/OJB (Object Relational Bridge) 
framework to isolate access to the database. No Business logic should be present in the data tier. No Business object or Presentation-related object should
access the database directly; any need for this should
be met through service calls.

The architecture document suggests some two dozen
development tools that should be used for ease of code sharing and consistency in the code base. The coding will be in
Java and the eXtensible Markup Language (XML). All secure Internet communications involving Kuali applications should use the Java Secure Socket Extension (JSSE), Sun’s Java implementation of the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). JavaScript should be avoided if at all possible. It should only be used for “value-added” features as approved by the KTC. Kuali should still function properly with JavaScript turned off.

This is only a sampling of the total body of standards promulgated by the Technical Council, but it should give the flavor of the approach the council has taken.

The Functional Council

The Functional Council was composed of two or more
user representatives from each of the partner institutions, but each institution had only one vote. There were also nonvoting representatives from rSmart and NACUBO. It was chaired by Kathleen T. McNeely, Assistant Vice President for Finance and Executive Director, Financial Management Services at IU.

According to Wheeler:

The Functional Council, composed of financial peo-
ple, is God. They speak it and it will be or it will not be. It is the most finely tuned performing group that I have seen in my life, and Kuali could not have been successful without this superb performance by the Functional Council.

The Functional Council met via an audio telephone
link for one hour every Thursday at 1 P.M. Every three months it had a face-to-face meeting for about two and a half days. In these meetings they dealt with issues of prioritizing functionality, doing a review of the resources, identifying where they were short on resources, and deciding what functionality to cut. The Functional Council made all of those critical decisions.

The agreement with Mellon Foundation specified
that the KFS would be a rewrite of the IU FIS. But each of the seven institutions had its own ideas about what changes needed to be made. There was a subcommittee for each module composed of user representatives from the partner institutions. Those subcommittees reviewed the functionality and discussed changes that they wanted, either changes in current functionality or new functionality for that module. If they suggested a change to the functionality, they wrote an enhancement document, which included an estimate of the hours it would require from the technical side. Then the Functional Council voted on whether or not to allow that change to occur given that they had to manage the overall development resource budget. That is the core of what the Functional Council did. It controlled what got done, what didn’t get done, and when it got done.

One of the first tasks for the Functional Council was to determine the enhancements to the IU FIS that would be included in the Phase 3 version of the Kuali Financial System. There were far more desirable enhancements than could be accomplished within the resources that were available for development of the first complete version of the system, so the Functional Council had to struggle with very difficult priority decisions.

Each module subcommittee prepared a description of and a resource requirements estimate for each of the enhancements that its members wanted. The Functional Council then considered each of these proposals and assigned each of them one of the following priority levels: essential, high, medium, and low. The essential priority was defined as an enhancement that must be included or the system would not be acceptable. It was intended that most of the high-priority enhancements would also be included. After much consideration and several difficult votes, the council agreed upon 16 essential-priority and 19 high-priority enhancements and included them in the Kuali Financials Scope Statement.

Dynamics of the Council

The weekly council meetings usually included about 20 people in 10 or 12 locations spread out from Ithaca, New York, to Honolulu, Hawaii. They talked with and listened to each other over a telephone link. You would think that this would never work, but it did. McNeely described how she managed the meetings:

Early in the week, based on the issues occurring I called the Project Manager, Jim Thomas, and others as appropriate to solicit agenda items. Sometimes council members called me and suggested issues the council needed to deal with. The agenda was created and sent out approximately one day in advance of the meeting. At the beginning of the meeting I did a roll
call to make sure that each school was represented. At the end of each agenda was a miscellaneous item that allowed any issues to be brought up if missed.

The council followed the agenda. I usually summarized what the issue was and requested that people speak up with their concerns. I usually paused and gave them an opportunity to think. The agenda was always completed on time, and all participants were provided an opportunity to speak. If an agenda item had to be deferred or schools indicated they were not ready to vote, the issue went back on the agenda the next week. We are busy people, so one hour was it.

Minutes were taken and posted to the Kuali Web site. If a Functional Council member missed a meeting they could read the minutes. If a lead subject matter expert (SME) wanted to know how a vote came about he or she could read the minutes. If there was disagreement later and somebody indicated they didn’t remember the decision then the minutes could be reviewed for final resolution. The Functional Council’s documentation of the meetings was very good.

Occasionally a sensitive issue existed that schools hesitated to speak about in front of everybody. All Functional Council members knew that my phone was open for calls. Every few weeks one of the schools would call me and I would spend 20 minutes talking to them. Sometimes I would add the concern to the agenda and the council would discuss it and sometimes the issue was resolved without going to the Functional Council. Overall the communication process for the council was very effective.

There were some very difficult priority issues. For example, at the face-to-face council meeting in November 2005, the project plan showed that they were short 5,000 hours. The Functional Council was charged with identifying items that could be deferred. They agreed that all the planned modules must be delivered and that they should keep the essential priority enhancements. Eliminating all the high-priority enhancements would result in a surplus of 2,000 hours. The difficult part was agreeing on which high-priority enhancements should be moved back in. When the dust settled, they were left with six enhancements that would be deferred to future releases.

McNeely recalls another difficult situation:

Once we were over budget on our resources and had to make some priority decisions that couldn’t wait until the next face-to-face Functional Council meeting in February. So I called a three-hour Functional Council meeting via teleconferencing. Although effective, it was a very painful conference call since we were cutting scope and some schools were losing functionality they felt they needed. It is hard to do those types of things without face-to-face discussions, but it worked and we got it done.

Making those kinds of decisions is not easy when you have to get agreement of seven institutions, each of which has its own priorities and culture. McNeely described the difficulty:

Higher education institutions have cultures that are very old and very ingrained. There are huge cultural differences between our institutions, not only in the way decisions are made but also in the way we communicate with each other. There were several instances where people were offended.

When the council had disagreements on functionality we tried to maintain the focus that the system is not just for the core partners, but for all of higher education. So when roadblocks occurred, I tried to guide the discussion toward what was best for all of higher education, not just what was best for Indiana or Cornell or Hawaii. With a few exceptions, that worked.

Although the council didn’t vote on everything there were times when a vote finalized an issue and allowed forward movement in the decision-making process. If a school disagreed with a Functional Council decision and felt that it was core to their ability to implement successfully it had the right to escalate the issue to the Kuali Board. That only happened twice. In general, the Functional Council was extraordinarily successful in resolving some very difficult issues.

Another key to the success of Kuali was the close relationship between the Functional Council chair and the Project Manager. Without trust and close cooperation between the users and the developers, it would have been very difficult to succeed with this project. McNeely and Thomas had an excellent personal relationship. Their offices were just a few doors from each other, and they communicated face-to-face frequently. This relationship was so important that McNeely questioned whether a project like KFS could succeed if the chair of the Functional Council and the project manager were from different institutions.

**The Development Process**

The Kuali Financial System had some special characteristics that impacted its development. James (Jim) Thomas, Project Manager, explains:

We completely re-architected the technology. The IU FIS was a client/server-based application which was
built using a tool called UNIFACE. At the time the FIS was developed, UNIFACE was a very advanced development tool. However, the KFS enterprise applications were written in Java Web technology so from a technical standpoint it was completely new. We were leveraging the intellectual property within the old FIS so we knew how the system should work. We just needed to create it in the new toolset. We took a document, maybe a Disbursement Voucher, and all the rules and everything behind it, and we created that same document in a Web-based system. The user interface changed because it is Web-based, but there are some things that are consistent. The way the screen is organized is very similar. However, because of differences between the Web technology and client/server technology it looks a little bit different.

Going from client/server to the Web presented some challenges. Client/server is a very responsive and rich interface. There are things that you can do which are very difficult with Web-based applications. The Web is more limited in what you can do in the user interface because of technological limitations and browser differences. Something that is really nice and slick that works on Internet Explorer may not work in Firefox or Safari. So there were some challenges with the Web, but we worked through the major user interface problems.

We tried to stay open in terms of the technologies that we used to avoid major dependencies on vended software and tools. For example, we ran on an Oracle database in our development and test environments. However, we built the system so that someone can use another database system if they wish. In fact, in order to provide a pure open-source stack, we tested the code on MySQL, an open-source DBMS. This allows schools who cannot afford Oracle licenses to run on MySQL and avoid the Oracle licensing costs.

We are “modular” in that our components are not tightly integrated. We did not want to require schools to use the whole ball of wax or nothing. For example, if you have your own purchasing system but want to use our Chart of Accounts and General Ledger, it will be loosely coupled. There will be work involved to interface your purchasing system with the KFS module, but it will be limited to the interfaces between the two modules as opposed to having to rewrite major components. That said, we also had some pretty aggressive deadlines. True modularity takes a lot of time to design and develop. Therefore, there are places in terms of modularity where we can do better in the future. To make it the ultimately flexible system takes a lot of time that we didn’t have.

**Managing the Project**

Project Manager Jim Thomas was located at Indiana University-Bloomington, but his Kuali staff of 32 developers was spread out over at least a dozen locations. The Mellon grant to Kuali funded a few employees located at IU and other places, but most of the developers were employees of and were paid by their own institutions. Some of them were so valuable that their institutions could not spare them full-time, so they were only part-time with Kuali. Thomas managed an organization that was virtual in every aspect.

To complete a project of this size and complexity on time and on budget has always been a challenge. Doing it successfully with a virtual organization where the developers are employed by seven different higher education institutions spread over five time zones was exceptionally challenging.

Thomas explains how the development process was organized:

We broke the project into modules and had a development team for each module. In the first phase, we worked on the core set of modules with teams for Chart of Accounts, General Ledger, and Financial eDocs. Each team had a Development Manager who managed a team of three to seven developers. I worked with the Development Managers with the project plans. The Functional Council decided the scope of the things that needed to get done based on the development team’s time estimates and available resources. The Development Managers assigned tasks to their team members and then monitored progress. Some of the Development Managers were located at IU, but others were at other institutions. The developers on each team were scattered at many different locations.

That presented a challenge. Initially, we wanted each school to have expertise about the whole system. Rather than having all the developers at a particular location work on the same module, we assigned them to different teams. This helped give each institution a set of developers with a broader understanding of the whole system. The scope of this project and different ways in which people manage projects made this difficult. So, while it was a good idea from the perspective of broadening knowledge across institutions, it was not a good idea from the perspective of productivity. I found that it is good to leverage the fact that people are located together, in some cases sitting right next to each other. I found that if developers were located at the same institutions, we should try to assign them to the same team when possible. That would help in terms of productivity and communication. The trade-off is that their institution’s technical expertise on the application may be somewhat narrow. Because we had
a consistent development methodology and standards, this was not a major problem.

In a virtual organization good communication is critical. We used mail lists, teleconferencing, and a lot of videoconferencing. We also used Atlassian’s Confluence for collaboration and JIRA for task tracking. Confluence is a place where we put documents so that people could share and jointly edit them. You put documents there and you can share them with a group of people who can make comments and contributions. This was all done online and avoided having to track long e-mail threads around a particular document or discussion. JIRA is a task-tracking system. When I had a task that needed to get done, I created an issue and assigned it to a developer. The developers went into JIRA to see what tasks were assigned to them. The Development Manager can put due dates and priorities on tasks and categorize them by module. These have been useful productivity tools in managing the day-to-day operations of the project.

With people spread out so widely, face-to-face interaction together in one place is very important. Getting the development teams together in a room for a week or two at a time is really critical. I don’t think this project could have been successful without doing that. Face time establishes relationships and builds trust. Trust is critical. If teams go too long without that sort of personal contact, trust and communication start to break down a little bit. That can be really problematic. Getting together and establishing and maintaining those relationships, that trust, simply getting to know each other on a personal level, are really important things to do. This is what makes it truly “community source”. We always realized the benefits of these gatherings.

We were deadline-driven. Deadlines give you targets to shoot for to get things done. The initial product won’t be perfect. However, it will be good quality and it will perform the required functionality reliably. We will always have time to refine things and make them better in the future. You can pretty much guarantee that users are going to want some changes anyway after they begin using the system. Our strategy was to get something out in front of the users as soon as possible. They will tell you if it is not what they expected. Getting that feedback sooner rather than later makes the software better. The users are a part of the design and development process throughout the life of the software. In that sense, it becomes THEIR software. They will like it much better. We will continuously improve the system over its lifetime.

Meeting deadlines builds credibility with the users, and the developers get a feeling of accomplishment. Deadlines also encourage progress. You do not have the luxury of spending endless amounts of time debating this or that feature. You make a decision that will work and move on. If it turns out to be a bad decision, you can change it later. Deadlines help you avoid “analysis paralysis” and get the software in front of the users. This type of iterative process has been a successful model for us here at IU.

There are lots of challenges for the manager of a project like this one. Thomas describes some of the difficulties he faced as project manager:

It is hard enough to manage people right here in the same building. Despite the challenges of managing a large group of developers, with those located here at least I can go down the hall and talk to them and see how things are going. When managing a team of developers located in different time zones throughout the country, you can probably multiply the difficulty by about 50. There are logistical issues with scheduling meetings. They are probably used to doing things a bit differently than we are in their shops back home. We do not know each other very well. This presents some challenges when trying to keep them motivated and productive on the project.

We have our own style and culture here at Indiana that may be different from the way they work at Cornell or Hawaii or Arizona or the other schools involved. The way we approach systems development may vary from institution to institution. The way we manage our project plans may be different. The way we communicate assigned tasks may be different. The way we motivate may be different. It is a challenge to work through these differences when managing developer resources from many different schools. Our managers had to find ways to connect with each of their developers and identify the most effective approach for communicating task assignments, monitoring progress, and providing feedback. What works for one developer may not work for another. This is true with developers at the same institution but becomes even more noticeable with developers at different institutions.

Another challenge is that I managed a project differently than what some of the Kuali developers were accustomed to. These differences in terms of management style, communication, and organizational culture can create problems. The developers had to learn what I expected of them. I had to learn
what they expected from me. This was also true for the Development Managers in working both with me and with their development teams. We had to get to know each other better, understand preferred communication and coordination mechanisms, and adjust accordingly. This was particularly difficult in the beginning but got much better over time.

We also had the logistical challenges of time zones—I couldn’t schedule a nine o’clock meeting because that is 4 A.M. in Hawaii. It helped that we had people willing to flex their hours by staying later or getting up earlier to accommodate certain meetings. However, it was still challenging to make things as fair as possible to everyone on the project. We also tried to share the travel burden so that no one group ever had to do all of the traveling for our face-to-face meetings.

**The Kuali Nervous System**

The Kuali Nervous System (KNS) is a module that was included as a part of Release 1 of the KFS, but it is unlike the other modules. Rather, it is a core technical module composed of reusable code components that provide common pieces of functionality. It is a toolbox of components that are commonly used across all the modules, such as looking up a value in a table, authorization and authentication, adding notes and attachments to a document, and other things that are done over and over. For example, if you need to do a lookup, you just call the lookup component and plug in the right parameters.

The Kuali developers spent a great deal of time and effort in the early stages of development designing and developing these core components included in the nervous system. Then they could take those and quickly put together what they call the skeleton, a very fundamental outline of a given document or a given screen of an application. They could put one of those together very rapidly—a matter of half a day or a day. They have been able to leverage that and develop things fairly quickly later in the project because of it. They continue to add components to the nervous system.

The KNS is a technical framework that enforces consistency in the applications that use it. It promotes adherence to the architectural principles and development standards defined by the Kuali architects. The KNS also provides a stable core of development tools providing a more efficient development paradigm. Another way to think of it is that it provides some standard approaches. In programming there are always many ways to solve a problem, and if you leave the choice of how to solve a problem up to developers, they will come up with every different way possible. So the KNS provides some standard ways of doing things, and that makes the system a lot easier to maintain. And, since the components of the nervous system have been debugged, a substantial proportion of new components will be bug-free before system testing is begun.

**Kuali Rice**

During the Kuali Financial System development, the developers recognized that the KNS, the workflow engine, and other components of the KFS would be very useful for the development of other systems. This led to the establishment of a separately funded project to develop Kuali Rice, an enterprise-class middleware suite of integrated products that allows for applications to be built in an agile fashion. Rice includes the Kuali Nervous System (KNS), Kuali Enterprise Workflow (KEW), Kuali Enterprise Notification (KEN) that notifies people of workflow items awaiting their attention, Kuali Identity Management (KIM) that provides identity management and access management services, and the Kuali Service Bus (KSB) that facilitates interfacing between applications and services that have been defined to the bus.

Not only has the initial version of Rice been used extensively in development of the KFS, but several institutions have also been using it to develop new applications and to adapt legacy applications to a paperless workflow environment. More information about Rice is available at the Kuali Foundation Web site, [www.kuali.org](http://www.kuali.org).

**Further Developments**

Before the official release of the KFS version 3.0 was available, Colorado State University and San Joaquin Delta College implemented a prerelease version to replace their old financial systems, and the other partner institutions began to convert to the official version on their individual schedules. In October 2009, the Naval Postgraduate School installed the KFS, and several other institutions are in the process of adopting the system.

Although implementation of any enterprise information system is a big challenge, the implementations of early KFS adopters have gone exceptionally smoothly. The combination of support from the Kuali community and commercial affiliates has been quite effective in preparing for installation and in dealing with issues that arose during conversion. For example, Colorado State found a serious performance issue with the software and sent a message to the Kuali e-mail list. Other institutions responded with possible solutions to the problem, and the eventual solution was found the next day. According to Patrick Burns of Colorado State, “It was just amazing. Whenever you want help you just send an e-mail out and you get the whole community jumping in to help you.”
The Kuali Financial System (KFS) project has been a great success not only in producing an outstanding open-source system for higher education institutions but also in changing attitudes among educational administrators about community source development of administrative systems.

**The Kuali Foundation**

For the Kuali Financial System to continue to evolve and adapt to future circumstances, there had to be some mechanism for coordinating ongoing activities over the long run. Also, the success of Kuali in developing the KFS led the Kuali leadership to conclude that the community source approach should be applied to develop a complete suite of administrative systems for higher education institutions. So the Kuali Board has established the Kuali Foundation to perpetuate the KFS and to expand the Kuali mission to include other administrative systems. Excerpts from the announcement of the establishment of the Kuali Foundation, a 501(c)(3) corporation, follow:

The Kuali Foundation is a non-profit organization responsible for sustaining and evolving a comprehensive suite of administrative software that meets the needs of all Carnegie Class institutions. Its members are colleges, universities, and interested organizations that share a common vision of open, modular, and distributed systems for their software requirements. The goal of Kuali is to bring the proven functionality of legacy applications to the ease and universality of online services.

The Foundation employs staff to coordinate the efforts of partners, and to manage and protect the Foundation’s intellectual property. The Kuali Foundation manages a growing portfolio of enterprise software applications for colleges and universities. A lightweight Foundation staff coordinates the activities of Foundation members for critical software development and coordination activities such as source code control, release engineering, packaging, documentation, project management, software testing and quality assurance, conference planning, and educating and assisting members of the Kuali Partners Program.

The Kuali Foundation is funded by a combination of grants and support from higher education institutions in the form of memberships in the Kuali Partners Program. The yearly membership dues are based on the institution’s annual budget and range from $4,500 to $24,500. Since Kuali systems are open source, an institution does not have to become a member to get the software, but member institutions get to influence the development and enhancement process, and enough institutions have joined to fund the necessary activities of the Foundation.

Initially the Kuali Financials Board became the Kuali Foundation Board, but additional members have been added to represent new partner institutions and NACUBO. The initial staff includes an executive director, a quality assurance director, a Kuali member liaison, and a lead technical architect.

**Additional Development Projects**

The success of the KFS project has led to the establishment of a number of other large development projects instituted under the Kuali Foundation umbrella. Soon after the release of the Phase I version of the KFS, the Kuali Foundation announced the formation of a project called Kuali Coeus (KC) to produce research administration software. This project is based on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s proven COEUS system, one of the first cradle-to-grave award management systems in the nation. The KC project is funded in part by a $1.5 million grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. The partner institutions that are contributing resources to the project include Indiana University, Cornell University and the Weill College of Medicine, MIT, Michigan State University, and the University of Arizona.

The Kuali Coeus project is organized like the Kuali Financials project with its own board composed of representatives of the partner institutions and a Functional Council with representatives of the research administration people from the partners. However, the Kuali Financials Technical Council has become the overall Kuali Foundation Technical Council so that all the Foundation’s projects will have the same technical architecture. As before, the developers are employees of the partner institutions. An early release of Kuali Coeus is currently being implemented by partner institutions.

Next came a project to develop a comprehensive student services system. The Kuali Student project is developing a modular, open-source, standards-based, next-generation student system delivered through service-oriented architecture and Web services.

In late 2009, the Kuali Foundation announced the Kuali Open Library Environment (OLE) (pronounced Oh-LAY) project to produce a comprehensive system for the management of print and electronic collections for academic and research libraries around the world. OLE is creating a next-generation library system that breaks away from print-based workflows and reflects the changing nature of library materials and new approaches to scholarly work.

Up-to-date information on the activities of the Kuali Foundation may be found at [www.kuali.org](http://www.kuali.org).
December 30, 1997, was the “Go-Live” date at NIBCO, Inc., a privately held midsized manufacturer of valves and pipe fittings headquartered in Elkhart, Indiana. In 1996 NIBCO had more than 3,000 employees (called “associates”) and annual revenues of $461 million. Although many of the consultants NIBCO had interviewed would not endorse a “big bang” approach, the plan was to convert to SAP R/3 at all ten plants and the four new North American distribution centers at the same time. The price tag for the 15-month project was estimated to be $17 million. One-quarter of the company’s senior managers were dedicated to the project, including a leadership triad that included a former VP of operations (Beutler), the information services director (Wilson), and a former quality management director (Davis).

One of the major drivers of the whole thing was that Rex Martin said “I want it done now.” That really was the defining moment—because it forced us to stare down these implementation partners and tell them “.... we’re going to do this big bang and we’re going to do it fast.”

Scott Beutler, Project Co-Lead, Business Process

We took ownership: It was our project, not theirs. We used the consultants for what we needed them for and that was technology skills, knowledge transfer, and extra hands.

Gary Wilson, Project Co-Lead, Technology

It was brutal. It was hard on families, but nobody quit, nobody left...Professionally I would say it was unequivocally the highlight of my career.

Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

Company Background

NIBCO’s journey to the Go-Live date began about 3 years earlier, when a significant strategic planning effort took place. At the same time a cross-functional team was charged with reengineering the company’s supply chain processes to better meet its customers’ needs (see “NIBCO’s Big Bang Timeline” in Exhibit 1). One of the key conclusions from these endeavors was that the organization could not prosper with its current information systems. The firm’s most recent major investments in information technology had been made over 5 years earlier. Those systems had evolved into a patchwork of legacy systems and reporting tools that could not talk to each other.

After initial talks with several consulting firms, top management brought in the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) in August 1995 to help the company develop a strategic information systems plan to meet its new business objectives.

BCG brought in a team and what they instantly did was to start going through each of the functional areas of the company to determine the need for changes....And so they went into each little nook and cranny of the company and sorted out whether we really needed to change every system we had.

Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

The consensus among NIBCO’s management team was that the company was “information poor” and needed to be “cut loose” from its existing systems. There were also major concerns about being able to grow the company and become more global without an integrated information capability. BCG’s recommendation on December 1st was that NIBCO replace its legacy systems with common, integrated systems that could be implemented in small chunks over a 3- to 5-year time frame.

They told us, “You really need to look at integration as a major factor in your thought processes—the
ability to have common systems with common communication for the manufacturing area, the distribution area, across the enterprise.”

Scott Beutler, Project Co-Lead, Business Process

The company began to reorganize into a cross-functional, matrix structure in January 1996. It also initiated a new cross-functional strategic planning process. Scott Beutler was relieved of his line management responsibilities to focus on the development of a new IT strategy. Beutler had joined NIBCO in early 1990 as general manager of the retail business unit. When this business unit was restructured, he became the VP of operations, residential division. Beutler was charged with learning whether a new type of integrated systems package called enterprise resource planning systems (ERP) would be the best IT investment to move the company forward.

Information Systems at NIBCO

Gary Wilson was hired as the new head of the IS department in May 1995 and became a member of the BCG study team soon after. Wilson had more than 20 years of...
IS experience, including managing an IS group in a multidivisional company and leading four major project implementations. He reported to Dennis Parker, the chief financial officer.

Wilson inherited an IS department of about 30 NIBCO IS specialists, including those who ran mainframe applications on HP3000 and IBM/MVS platforms. About one-half were COBOL programmers. The IS payroll also included a number of contractors who had been at NIBCO for up to five years.

Four major legacy systems supported the order entry, manufacturing, distribution, and accounting functions (see Exhibit 2). The business units had purchased their own packages for some applications and plants were running their own versions of the same manufacturing software package with separate databases.

We had a neat manufacturing package that ran on a Hewlett Packard, an accounting system that ran on an IBM, and a distribution package that was repackaged to run on the IBM. Nothing talked to each other. Distribution couldn’t see what manufacturing was doing and manufacturing couldn’t see what distribution and sales were doing.

—Jan Bleile, Power User

At the time of the BCG study, there was widespread dissatisfaction with the functionality of the legacy environment and data were suspect, at best, because of multiple points of access and multiple databases. The systems development staff spent most of their time building custom interfaces between the systems and trying to resolve the “disconnects.”

The systems blew up on a regular basis because we made lots of ad hoc changes. As a result, the IS people weren’t a particularly happy lot . . . no one really had a great deal of respect for them.

—Dennis Parker, Chief Financial Officer

EXHIBIT 2 Legacy Systems at NIBCO
The ERP Selection Team

Beutler set up a cross-functional team to select an ERP package early in 1996. CFO Parker was the executive sponsor, and it included eight other, primarily director-level, managers. Wilson played an internal technology consultant role for Beutler while still managing the IS group, which was heavily immersed in a new data warehousing project.

Seven ERP packages were evaluated in depth. Representatives from the various functional areas participated in walk-throughs of specific modules, and the selection team also visited several different vendors’ customers. The strengths and weaknesses of each package were mapped into an evaluation matrix. One of the key decisions was whether to wrap a series of best-in-class finance and supply chain solutions around a common database, or whether to select a single ERP system that integrated all the modules.

The selection team also did some benchmarking on implementation approaches and success rates. Some of the team members sensed that the BCG recommendation for a three to five year phased ERP implementation was not the best approach for NIBCO. The fear was that the company would just get to the point where it would say “enough is enough” without executing the whole plan. Team members had also observed that some of the companies that had used a phased, “go-slow” approach were not among the most successful. At the same time business initiatives were demanding a quicker implementation.

Jim Davis, who had led a reengineering team for the strategic planning process, was asked to facilitate the selection team’s formulation of a recommendation to the executive leadership team (ELT).

Because of my facilitation experience, I was asked to facilitate that meeting so that there would be an objective person who had no particular interest or bias to help lead the discussion... It actually was a bit of a breakthrough because in the context of that meeting we changed our approach from the point solution over 3 to 5 years to an ERP big bang.

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

In July 1996, the ERP selection team recommended to the ELT that NIBCO purchase a single ERP system: SAP R/3. Among the benefits would be multimillion dollar operational improvements and reductions in inventory costs; the ROI was based on a 6 percent forecast growth rate in NIBCO’s revenues. The cost estimates included the move from a mainframe to a client/server platform and an estimated number of R/3 licenses. Although consulting costs under the big bang approach were still expected to be high—about one-third of the project budget—they would be lower than the 1,000 days estimated for the three to five year phased approach. Either approach would involve a big increase in IS spending. The ELT supported the recommendation to implement R/3 as quickly as possible—pull the people out of the business to work on it, focus, and get it done.

The R/3 purchase and big bang implementation plan were then presented to NIBCO’s Board of Directors. The Board viewed the big bang approach as a high-risk, high-reward scenario. In order to quickly put in place the systems to execute the new supply chain and customer-facing strategies, which had come out of the strategic planning process, the company would have to commit a significant portion of its resources. This meant dedicating its best people to the project to ensure that the implementation risks were well managed.

A contract was signed with SAP for the FI/CO, MM, PP, SD, and HR modules and for about 620 user licenses soon afterward. The HR (human resources) module would be implemented later. Rex Martin, chairman, president, and CEO of NIBCO, assumed the senior oversight role.

The TIGER Triad

Once the team’s big bang recommendation was endorsed, Beutler began to focus on the R/3 implementation project. The initial idea was to have Wilson co-lead the R/3 project with Beutler. In an earlier position, Wilson had worked on equal footing with a business manager as co-leads of a project involving a major platform change, and it had been a huge success. He therefore quickly endorsed the idea of co-leading the project with Beutler. Between the two of them there was both deep NIBCO business knowledge and large-scale IT project management knowledge. Although Beutler was already dedicated full-time to the ERP project, Wilson would continue to manage the IS department as well as co-lead the project for the next 18 months.

Shortly after the Board decision in late July, Rex Martin asked Jim Davis to join Beutler and Wilson as a third co-lead out of concern for the high strategic risk of the project. Martin had been the executive sponsor of a team led by Davis that reengineered strategic planning at NIBCO. The morning after Davis agreed, Martin introduced Davis as the third co-lead of the project, and then let the three directors work out what roles they were going to play.

As the three co-leads looked at what needed to be accomplished, it became clear that Davis’ experience with total quality management initiatives could bring focus to the change management aspects of the project. Davis split his time between his quality management job and the R/3 project for about a month, and then began to work full-time on the ERP implementation.
One of the things we did was a lot of benchmarking . . . and one of the things we kept hearing over and over was that the change management was a killer. Having been in the IT business for a long time, I realized it was a very, very key element. With the opportunity to give it equal footing, it sounded like we could really focus on the change management piece.

—Gary Wilson, Project Co-Lead, Technology

I was pretty sensitive to change management because of my TQM role and so in the conversation I could say, “Look guys, if we don’t get people to play the new instrument here, it could be a great cornet—but it’s never gonna blow a note.”

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

The R/3 project team came to be called the TIGER team: Total Information Generating Exceptional Results. The project was depicted as a growling tiger with a “break away” motto, symbolizing the need to dramatically break away from the old processes and infrastructure (see Exhibit 3). A triangle symbolized the triad leadership with responsibilities for technology (Wilson), business coordination (Beutler), and change management (Davis).

The three co-leads spent significant amounts of time together on a daily basis, including Saturday mornings. Each brought completely different perspectives to the project. They talked through all the issues together and most major decisions, even more technical decisions, were made as a triad.

Rex Martin was the executive sponsor for the team, and also came to be viewed as the project champion. It was Martin’s responsibility to ensure that the VPs supported the project and were willing to empower the project leaders to make decisions. The project co-leads informed him of the key issues and Martin eliminated any roadblocks. Together they decided what decisions to refer to the ELT level and provided the ELT with regular project updates. In turn, the ELT was expected to respond quickly. Of the three key project variables—time, scope, and resources—the time schedule was not negotiable: The project was to be completed by year-end 1997.

Selecting an Implementation Partner

The same NIBCO team that selected the ERP software vendor was responsible for selecting an implementation partner. It was critical that this third-party consulting firm support NIBCO’s decision to take a big bang approach, which was viewed as high risk.

I remember serious counsel where people came back and said: “What you’ve described cannot be done. And here are all the failures that describe why it can’t be done.” We just kept looking at them and said: “Then we’ll get somebody else to tell us how it can be done.”

—Scott Beutler, Project Co-Lead, Business Process

After considering several consulting firms, IBM and Cap Gemini were chosen as finalists due to different strengths: NIBCO was already an IBM shop from a hardware standpoint, but Cap Gemini had a superior change management program. The team elected to employ IBM. By contracting for a large number of services (implementation consulting, change management consulting, technical consulting, and infrastructure), NIBCO’s management hoped it would have enough leverage to get a quick response when problems arose.

Not all of the potential IBM project leaders that the team interviewed believed in the viability of the big bang approach.

When we hired IBM, we hired them with the agreement that they were going to help us to do a big bang in the time frame we wanted. As far as I know, IBM had not done a successful big bang up to that point. In fact, [Michael] Hammer1 got on the bandwagon

---

1Michael Hammer has been a reengineering guru since the early 1990s. (See M. Hammer and J. Champy, Reengineering the Corporation: A Manifesto for Business Revolution. New York: HarperCollins, 1993.)
about halfway through our project and preached that big bangs are death.

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

NIBCO’s triad leadership design was also not viewed as optimal for decision making, and the consultants recommended that a single project leader be designated. The three co-leads considered their suggestion, but turned it down: The triad ran the project, but designated Beutler as the primary spokesperson.

Another risk was that IBM’s change management approach in mid-1996 was an off-the-shelf, generic approach that was not ERP-specific. However, it had been used successfully for business process reengineering projects, and it included communications activities and job redesign initiatives. The intent was to tailor it to the TIGER project.

When the change management consultants came to NIBCO, none of them had ever heard of ERP or SAP, so it was difficult to directly apply their principles to NIBCO’s situation. They stayed with us for 4 or 5 months into the project so that we could get enough learning from them, couple that with our own internal understanding, and then tailor these ideas to the specific ERP change issues.

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

The IBM contract was signed in late August 1996. Six functional consultants would work with the project team throughout the project. Consultants with ABAP development and training development expertise would be added as needed. Knowledge transfer from the consultants to NIBCO’s associates was part of the contract: NIBCO’s employees were to be up to speed in R/3 by the Go-Live date.

Selecting the Rest of the TIGER Team

The TIGER project team had a core team that included three business process teams, a technical team, and a change management team. Each business process team had seven or eight people with primary responsibility for a subset of the R/3 modules (see Exhibit 4): (1) sales/distribution, (2) financial control, or (3) materials management/production planning. NIBCO associates on the three business process teams played the following roles:

- **Business review** roles were filled by business leaders who could make the high-level business process redesign decisions based on their own knowledge and experience, without having to ask for permission.
- **Power user** roles were filled by business people who knew how transactions were processed on a daily basis using the existing legacy systems and were able to capture operational details from people in the organization who understood the problem areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sales Distribution Team</th>
<th>Finance Controlling Team</th>
<th>Materials Management Production Planning Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Review Role</td>
<td>Business Review Role</td>
<td>Business Review Role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power User Role</td>
<td>Power User Role</td>
<td>Power User Role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXHIBIT 4 Project Team Composition
• Business systems analyst roles were filled by persons with strong technical credentials who were also able to understand the business.

Wilson led the technical team of IS specialists, which was responsible for designing and building the new client/server infrastructure as well as providing ABAP programming support, PC training, and help desk support. The new infrastructure would link more than 60 servers and 1,200 desktop PCs (with standardized e-mail and personal productivity tools) to a WAN. Almost every existing PC was to be either upgraded or replaced, and the WAN would be upgraded to a frame relay network that would link headquarters with all North American plants and distribution centers. New technical capabilities would also be required for the product bar-code scanning and labeling functions that were to be implemented as part of the warehouse management changes.

Jim Davis led the three-person change management team. A public relations manager, Don Hoffman, served as the project team’s communications/PR person. Steve Hall, an environmental engineer, was responsible for ensuring that all team members and users received the training they needed. Davis had witnessed some training that Hall had done and selected him to lead the training effort for the project.

The R/3 package was to be implemented in a “vanilla” form with essentially no customization. The intent was not to try to reconfigure R/3 to look like the old legacy systems. Rather, the company would adapt to the R/3 “best-practice” processes.

We felt like SAP had enough functionality within it that we could make, by and large, the choices that we needed to configure the system to accomplish those high-level . . . We would identify what core processes we would need, we would look at the choices within SAP, we would pick the one that most closely mirrored our need, and we would adjust to the difference.

We had to have some senior-level business people who could make the call on those business decisions: how would we configure and why, and what would we let go of and why... We did not have a situation where we had to go ask permission; we had a situation of continuous communication and contact [with top management].

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

To find the best business people for the TIGER team, the three co-leads brainstormed with executives and managers to identify a list of 50 or 60 NIBCO associates who had the skills and competencies needed; the project would require almost half of them. A human resources representative interviewed the candidates with Jim Davis and helped to develop personality profiles, including personal ability to lead and adapt to change, and emotional fit. At some point, the core team would need to put in long hours, seven days a week.

Four director-level leaders were chosen for business review roles, including the two leaders for sales and distribution. This meant that seven of NIBCO’s twenty-eight directors (counting the three project co-leads) would be committed full-time to the project. Because the other directors were needed to keep the business running during the project, the remaining business review roles were filled with managers who had deep enough business knowledge to identify issues as well as strong enough organizational credibility to settle conflicts as they arose.

Two business systems analysts were on each business process team. As liaisons with the technical team, the analysts were to make sure that the technical implementation matched the business requirements. Because few of the IS personnel inherited by Wilson had the appropriate IT-business skill mix for this type of analyst role, Wilson started early in his tenure to use job vacancies to hire people who could fill these anticipated analyst roles. One of these new hires was Rod Masney, who had worked under Wilson a year earlier in another company.

One of the exciting things about coming to this company was being a part of an ERP implementation. It was very exciting from a personal and career standpoint. I had been a part of a number of implementations for manufacturing businesses and those types of things, but never anything quite this large.

—Rod Masney, Business Systems Analyst

Early in the project it was decided that the project team members would be dedicated full-time to the project, but there would be no backfilling of their old jobs. Team members were expected to remain on the team throughout the project plus four additional months following the Go-Live date. They would then be redeployed back to business units.

IBM consultants were also assigned to each of the five project teams. The IBM project team members brought their technical knowledge to the project not only so that the business could make smart decisions among the R/3 options, but also for knowledge transfer to the NIBCO core team. Many of these consultants also brought experiences from R/3 implementations at other companies that could be used to help NIBCO avoid similar pitfalls. Consultants from the software vendor (SAP) were also
occasionally brought in throughout the project—including BASIS and security consultants.

We said all along, from day one, that we expected to become competent with the tools. We didn’t take the approach of “do it to us” like it’s done in many places. We took the approach of “show us how” to be an oil painter, and we’ll be the artist. We wanted them to show us how the tools work and what the possibilities were. Then we’d decide how we were going to operate. We started with that from day one.

—Scott Beutler, Project Co-Lead, Business Process

Their job was to bring to the table a deep knowledge of SAP and how it functions and enough business savvy to be able to understand the business case to help us best configure it in SAP. But we were responsible for all the decisions. We considered them critical members of the team, not somebody separate and apart. But our goal all along was that as soon as we went live, the consultants would go away and we’d manage the business on our own. We didn’t want to have to live with them forever.

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

We used the consultants for what we needed them for—and that was knowledge transfer, extra hands, and technical skills.

—Gary Wilson, Project Co-Lead, Technology

In addition to these formal team roles, extended team members would be called on to help with documenting the gaps between old and new business processes and helping with master data loads and testing. Because the business employees designated to these roles would continue to work in their business areas during the project, several of them would also be the primary user trainers in preparation for Go Live. After the cutover, many would also serve in local-expert roles.

We probably consumed anywhere between 150 to 200 resources throughout the project in one way or another—either scrubbing master data, or training, or who knows what else. If we needed hands to key, we went and got them. That’s how many people really got involved—and there were a lot.

—Rod Masney, Business Systems Analyst

The project kickoff was September 30th. It took the company 14 months of planning to get to the kickoff, and the team had 15 months to deliver the ERP system. During the first week, formal team-building exercises were conducted offsite. During the second week, IBM facilitators led the entire team through discussions about the kinds of changes the project would necessitate. For example, team members were asked to think through what it would mean to change to standardized processes from 10 different ways of doing things in 10 different plants with 10 different databases. The intent was to sensitize the entire team to potential sources of resistance and the need for early communication efforts.

Introductory-level training and training on R/3 modules were held on site; team members were sent to various SAP training sites in North America for more in-depth, two to five day courses. Altogether, the team received almost 800 days of training.

Working in the TIGER Den

Rex Martin was committed to housing the entire project team in a single physical location. The original plan was to move the team to a building across town, but Martin wanted the group to be located closer to NIBCO’s senior managers. A major remodeling project was in progress at the headquarters building, and the team was allocated 5,000 square feet on the first floor. Beutler and Davis read books on team management and came up with a plan to configure the space, which came to be called the TIGER den. The company’s furniture manufacturer designed a movable desk (Nomad), which would enable flexible workspace configurations.

In the end, we were less mobile than we thought we might be, but it created an environment of total teamwork and lack of individual space that forced us to work together and get done what we needed to get done.

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

The TIGER den had no closed doors and no private offices. A large open space called the “war room” had whiteboards on every wall. It was used for meetings of the whole project team, open meetings with other NIBCO associates, system prototyping, and for core-team training during the project. Beutler and his administrative assistant, the change management team, and the IBM project manager used an area with a 6-foot partition, that had a U-shaped conference table and workstations. Wilson kept his office within the IS area in another section of the same building, but spent about 40 percent of his time in the den.

Each business process team had its own small “concentration” room for team meetings. They configured their Nomads in different ways, and each team’s space took on its own personality. There was also another open space where extended team members could work and that could be reconfigured as needed.
At one end of the TIGER den was a room with soft couches and chairs designed to facilitate informal meetings. It was also used for formal meetings as well as celebrations around significant project milestones or team members’ birthdays.

Because up to 70 people could be working in the den at the same time, phones would have been very distracting. The administrative area had a few phones for outbound calls only, and all team members were given private voice mailboxes and pagers; their pager alerted them when a message went into their voice mailbox. A bank of phones was installed in a small hallway leading out of the den, and emergency numbers were given to family members.

The directors on the project team were used to having private offices, so working without privacy in an open arena alongside the rest of the team took some adjustment. They were told: “Here’s a chance to ‘live’ change management.”

Final Project Plan

During the initial months of the project, the co-leads worked with the IBM project leaders to hone in on the scope, cost, and magnitude of the project in order to develop a final project plan with a realistic budget. In early December 1996, the final project scope and resource estimates were presented to the ELT and the Board, based on a Go-Live date 12 months later.

The final project budget was estimated to be $17 million, which was 30 percent higher than the mid-summer estimate. One of the major reasons for the significant increase was the inclusion of change management costs (including training) that had been missing from the summer budget. About one-third of the final budget was for technology infrastructure costs, including the R/3 software. Another third was for team costs and the education of NIBCO associates. The final third was for third-party consulting.

The December plan also addressed two major changes in project scope. One was a recommendation to include North America only. For example, sales offices outside of the United States (such as operations in Poland) would not be included in the big bang implementation.

A second scope change was driven by technology issues. At the end of 1996, NIBCO had 17 distribution centers, but its long-term strategy was to consolidate to at least half that number. An R/3 project involving 17 distribution centers would have high technology installation and operations costs as well as high project complexity due to the sheer number of locations. A distribution center consolidation prior to the ERP Go-Live date would therefore reduce both technology costs and implementation complexity.

Although the detailed planning for the distribution center (DC) consolidation was not complete when the final project plan was presented to the Board, by March 1997 the company had committed to consolidate from seventeen small DCs to four large ones: One existing facility would be enlarged, and new managers and associates would be hired to run the three new DC facilities. The goal was to complete the consolidation by September 1997 to allow time to prepare for the cutover to the ERP system.

SAP provides opportunities for consolidation, so it’s not uncommon for companies to decide on a certain amount of consolidation for something . . . The original timing had the warehouse consolidation getting done ahead of SAP by a couple of months.

—Gary Wilson, Project Co-Lead, Technology

There were several major business risks associated with the project that also would have to be managed. First, the integration really had to work, because otherwise any one part of the organization could claim that they were no better off, or even less well off, than before the project. This meant the team would have to make decisions focused on the integration goals, which would result in killing some “sacred cows” along the way.

Second, the company could be significantly harmed during the project because most other company initiatives would basically be put on hold. The exception was the distribution center consolidation, and this would involve large-scale personnel changes and increased demands for training. At the same time, it would be important to maintain as much customer satisfaction as possible.

Management also knew that if the project ran late, it could really hurt the company. So the project had to be completed on time with a quality result.

You can’t pull 27 full-time people out of a business that runs fairly lean, and then not backfill and expect business to go merrily on its way. We actually watched one competitor of ours go live with SAP during the course of our implementation, and the first 2 weeks they were live they could not take a customer order. And so we were seeing some real-life horror stories in front of us. So, the risk management from our perspective was: We’re gonna deep six this company if we do this poorly or if we don’t do it on time.

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

Because there was no backfilling of the jobs held by the project team members, NIBCO associates not on the project team had to take on extra work to sustain normal operations. This meant that the whole organization needed to be committed to the ERP project. An up-front goal of participation by one-third of NIBCO’s salaried associates was established to be sure they understood
EXHIBIT 5  Criteria for Incentive Pay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Impact on Incentive Pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On Time</td>
<td>SAP must be live on or before 12/31/97</td>
<td>Required for any incentive pay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful</td>
<td>1) Client/server environment measures:</td>
<td>Executive leadership team will review the results of these four measures and make a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- available 90% of agreed-upon time</td>
<td>recommendation to the board of directors as to whether or not project was a success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 95% of real-time response times less than 2 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Business processes supported by SAP:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1 day after Go-Live, no transaction data entered into legacy systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 45 days after implementation, less than 15 open data integrity problem reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Core management and administrative processes supported by SAP:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- close books through SAP within 15 days at first month end</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Training of NIBCO associates in use of SAP and processes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- a minimum of 95% attendance at training classes across the organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within</td>
<td>Control spending to at or below project plan approved by Board</td>
<td>Every $1 over budget reduces the incentive pool by 50 cents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>1/28/97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where the project was going, to promote buy-in, and to get the work done.

There was a team of people who were living and breathing it everyday, but it truly was a whole company effort. I had two individuals that left my organization and were full-time members of the team. We did their work; we absorbed it. That was universal throughout the company.

—Diane Krill, Director, Customer and Marketing Services

A few months after the project began, a special incentive pay bonus was established for every salaried NIBCO associate. The bonus was tied to a half-dozen criteria (see Exhibit 5). The Go-Live schedule had to be met, or no incentive pay would be distributed: A 30-day grace period, only, would be allowed from the original date set, which was the Monday after Thanksgiving (November 29th). The incentive pay pool would be reduced by 50 cents for every dollar over budget. Four overall project “success” criteria were also established, along with specific measures. The results of these measures would be available for review by the ELT within 2 months after implementation, and the Board would make the final decision as to whether or not these results collectively met the success criteria.

In the end, being that solid or fierce in holding firm on the time-line was probably one of the main things that made us successful. . . . There was never an option. Slippage was not an option. We had to make the milestones as we went.

—Scott Beutler, Project Co-Lead, Business Process

Stock options were also granted to all core team members in April 1997 as a retention incentive.

Achieving the Milestones

The project was conducted in four large phases: preparation, analysis, design, and implementation (see Exhibit 6). Because few tools were available for purchase, the IS team built a number of tools to help with process scripting as well as project management. For example, Project Office was a NIBCO-developed tool for project management and project tracking that used an Access database (MS Office 95). Project Office became the repository for all project planning documents, As-Is and To-Be process scripts, tables to support the documentation for the project, testing plans and results, site visit and training schedules, issue logging, and much more. The sales order processing script, for example, consisted of more than 100 pages of detailed documentation, and was used as the basis for classroom training documentation. This tool allowed team members to access the latest project documents and to gauge where they were in relation to the project’s key milestones.

Due to the time demands of the project, all team members were provided with laptops so that they could work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, from anywhere they
EXHIBIT 6  Implementation Phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Major Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Preparation | Final project plan—scope and cost.  
              As-Is business analysis.  
              Technical infrastructure specifications.  
              Project management and tracking tools developed. |
| Analysis    | Document As-Is processes as To-Be processes.  
              Analyze gap between To-Be processes and R/3 processes.  
              Identify process improvements and changes to fit R/3.  
              Documentation of inputs, outputs, triggers, business activities, (process) roles, change categories,  
              training requirements.                                      |
| Design      | Configure R/3.  
              Develop training materials.  
              Develop and document specifications (master data, external systems interfaces, reports).  
              Develop prototypes:  
              1. Operational: module-oriented; prototyping and testing of business processes; reviewed by  
                 business review team.  
              2. Management: module-oriented; demonstrated functionality needed to run business.  
              3. Business: integrated; all key deliverables configured. |
| Implementation | Some overlap with design phase.  
              New tactical teams formed with directors heading up risky areas:  
              1. Master data teams: data cleanup.  
              2. Customization team: determine customization needed across plants.  
              3. Implementation infrastructure team: address outstanding hardware issues; plan transition to  
                 new system.  

wanted. Because there was no support for mobile (remote access) computing prior to the TIGER project, providing anytime/anywhere support was also symbolic of NIBCO’s new commitment to helping its employees leverage their time better using information technology.

There wasn’t much of an e-mail culture before this...but before this project was over, we basically had pulled the whole company into this way of life.

—Gary Wilson, Project Co-Lead, Technology

Business Responsibilities

Finance and Controlling Team

The business review lead for the controlling function was Steve Swartzenberg, who had spent more than five years in different plant positions, starting as an industrial engineer and working his way up through plant administration; he had recently been promoted to product manager. During the project Swartzenberg worked not only with his current boss, the VP of marketing, but also with the CFO—because the tactical managers of the new controlling module would be controllers within the accounting/finance group.

My business review role responsibility was to make sure that the functional organizations who would be taking ownership for the controlling module, once we turned it on, were pulling for it. I kept them up to speed on how we were doing on the issues, on the things they needed to help with along the way, so that they knew that their role was to hit each of these critical milestones. None of us wanted to not make it, so we knew how it had to knit together—we knew our job was to hit the milestone.

—Steve Swartzenberg, Business Review Lead

There were two IBM consultants on the controlling team. One helped with the controlling (CO) module functions of product costing, cost center accounting, and internal orders; team members relied on this consultant to answer detailed questions about what the package could and could not do. The second consultant supported the team on the profitability analysis (PA) and profit center accounting (PCA) sub-modules. When the second consultant left the project, Swartzenberg helped select a replacement who not only understood R/3 details, but also had a strong financial background.

Not coming from accounting, I kind of used him as my accounting consultant—as a kind of sanity check....The controlling module in SAP really is the
spot where it all comes together. What you find out is no part of the organization is disconnected from another. It’s all connected; the processes are all integrated. If one part falls out, it doesn’t link up.

—Steve Swartzenberg, Business Review Lead

A major business process change would be to centralize all accounts payable entries that had been decentralized to the plants in the past. Swartzenberg spent extra time developing documentation that included flow charts and other tools to help with the transition. For example, a check-and-balance process was designed for looking at transactions in specific areas where problems would first be visible. The accounting group did these checks every day for the first month after Go Live so that problems could be fixed as they happened, and to avoid snags at the time of the first financial close.

An extended team member from marketing helped develop profitability reporting (P&Ls) for each of the product lines—copper fittings, cast fittings, plumbing, heating valves, and so on—information that was not available under the old systems.

**Materials Management/Production Planning Team**

The business review lead for the manufacturing production planning (PP) module was John Hall, a NIBCO veteran of 20 years. Hall had been a member of the BCG study team and was involved in the decision to take the big bang approach. Six months prior to the TIGER project kickoff, Hall had become director of plastics manufacturing.

The business review teams had 100 percent support from Rex Martin and the ELT. They allowed us to only go to them for major issues. We had the freedom to make decisions.

—John Hall, Business Review Lead

One of the two power users on the PP team was Jan Bleile, a 25-year NIBCO veteran in production control who had worked on the manufacturing legacy system (Man-Man) and its predecessors. He also had a good rapport with all the old-timers in the plants.

I was a supply chain master scheduler at that time and the position I was recruited for on the TIGER project was as a power user for the MM/PP team. One of the reasons that I was chosen was that I had been in on all the manufacturing systems implementations that have happened here at NIBCO since we’ve been computerized....So it really was a natural for me to accept this, when offered, because of the three other implementations that I was on. This one was different in that it was 100 percent dedicated.

—Jan Bleile, Power User

From the outset, there were concerns about all the changes that would need to take place to implement both new processes and new systems at the plants. Hall worked with other manufacturing directors, the VP of manufacturing, and Scott Beutler to set up 3- to 4-day meetings with TIGER team members at every plant during December 1996. At these meetings the core project team emphasized that R/3 was the system that would be used at all plants, and that all data would reside in it. In turn, the team learned how things were done in each of the plants, including what each plant thought it did that was unique.

Although it was not initially clear whether common processes could be implemented across all NIBCO plants, the project team was able to reframe each plant’s tasks into high-level generic processes. The idea was to keep things relatively simple at first. Then, as people became comfortable in using the system, the number of complex features and functionality could be increased. The project team then gained consensus for this common way of doing things, plant by plant—whether the manufacturing process was for plastics, copper, foundry materials, and so on.

We kept pounding the message home that you don’t have to believe us, but just give it a try, and do it with an open mind. Every time someone would call and say, “We can’t do this, we’re different, we need this, we need that” we would say “you’re not going to get it, so you’ve got to give this a try.”...Just having the CEO as the major champion helps overcome any and all obstacles you can think of.

—Jan Bleile, Power User

Extended team members for the PP module were formally designated early on. Although they resided at the plants, they also spent time in the TIGER den at headquarters learning about the master data plans and the impacts of real-time online processing. Through these in-person interactions, the project team members learned what process changes would need to be emphasized the most when the plant workers were trained. During the final months of the project, many of these extended team members dedicated 100 percent of their time to conducting training classes at different facilities. Every NIBCO associate who would need an R/3 license was signed up for a certain number of classroom training hours.

The business review lead for the materials management module left the company in May 1997. Although this event was viewed as positive overall (due to internal team conflicts), it also left a major gap. Because this happened so late in the project, John Hall took on this role as well, with help from Beutler.
Sales/Distribution Team

Several major process changes were also to be implemented for these functions. First, national accounts (which accounted for a large percentage of sales) would have dedicated NIBCO associates. Second, a much more controlled processing environment would be set up for making changes to customer master data. In the past, changes to customer data, including pricing data, could be made by all customer services (CS) personnel. Under SAP, a new, centralized marketing services group would be formed and customer master data changes would be limited to this group. This more centralized, focused approach would yield revenue gains from better response to national accounts. It would also yield dollar savings because fewer price deductions would have to be given to customers due to internal processing errors.

One of the major challenges facing the project team was the structuring of the customer master data. For example, terms of sale at NIBCO had not been defined in terms of the sales channel of the customer in the past, but in R/3, pricing distinctions are made between wholesalers and retailers. This meant that all NIBCO customers had to be classified by their sales channel. Training was also a major hurdle because about half of the CS staff had used green screen terminals in the past and had to be trained in using a PC with a mouse and graphical user interface (Windows). PCs for the CS group were installed about eight months before the Go-Live date, and each member of this group had over 45 hours of mandatory R/3 training.

NIBCO’s warehouse operations had not been highly disciplined in the past, so large-scale process changes would also be implemented for the distribution function. The risk of the warehouse management implementation was increased by the distribution center consolidation that was going on during the same time period.

We used to run distribution centers with notebooks. John, who put stock away, put it over in bin 12 in the corner, and would write it down. He knew where the overstock was and you could get away with that in a 50,000-square-foot facility. But when running 250,000-square-foot facilities, you can’t do that; you’ve got to have a system run your facility for you.

—Larry Conn, Extended Team Member

Technical Responsibilities

During the preparation phase, while the business process teams worked on As-Is analysis, about six IS specialists under Wilson developed a 250-page technical document that became the blueprint for building the new technology infrastructure—the PCs, servers, and networks for every NIBCO location. Over the next nine months, the technical team worked through the installations for all the plants and distribution centers, and a trainer would travel right behind the technical team and do PC and Windows training as needed.

The TIGER project and the new client/server architecture also required new work processes for the IS organization. New processes for network management, backup and recovery procedures, system change controls, and business-client relationship management needed to be developed. Many of these changes were made under the TIGER project umbrella, and the IBM consultants helped with the IT process design and IT worker reskilling.

The project leaders worked very hard to manage our consultants. We expanded when we needed to and we contracted very quickly. When a consultant no longer held value for us, we cut him loose. At one time, we counted 50 consultants here.

—Rod Masney, Business Systems Analyst

Change Management Responsibilities

We were convinced we could configure a system. We were convinced we could build a technical infrastructure that would support it. We were NOT convinced that we could change people’s attitudes and behaviors in a way that we could successfully use what we came up with.

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

Because IBM’s change management approach was not ERP-specific, the NIBCO team had to learn how to apply it to an R/3 big bang implementation. Some of the IBM change management people had been trained in methods developed by Daryl Conner, CEO of Organizational Development.
EXHIBIT 7 Change Management Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Management Categories</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New work (New)</td>
<td>The purpose of this category is to highlight where a new job is required. Please reference which role (responsible, accountable, consulted, or informed) you are referring to and any details about the job you think would be useful in defining or designing the new job. (Example: Master data is going to be managed and controlled in a centralized location. This would require the creation of a new job which is focused solely on this set of activities.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation of old work (Automate)</td>
<td>This should be used when an activity which was previously performed manually will now be automated either in whole or in part. Please note whether this activity should still remain in the same functional area or whether the automation would support its movement to another functional area. (Example: The system will automatically perform the three-way match of a PO, receiver, and invoice which we currently reconcile manually.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elimination of related activities (Eliminate)</td>
<td>This should be used when activities previously performed associated with this activity are no longer required because of a changed process. Please note which function previously performed this eliminated work. (Example: People spend significant time creating special reporting to summarize data in a meaningful way for analysis. The system will provide that data online in a way which allows the analysis to occur without the off-line work.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work moved from one group to another (Transfer)</td>
<td>This should be used when work moves from one function/department to another or when work is moved up or down from one level of management to another. The goal for this element is to track how you expect work to shift as a result of the new activity or process. (Example: Accounts receivable activities occur as a part of the customer service function because of the need for communication with CSRs. The system will now provide information in a way that allows the A/R activities to be performed in the treasury area.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of process not being done well (Risk)</td>
<td>It is important that all new processes be performed efficiently and effectively. This change element should be used when the activity is particularly critical to activities performed downstream and you want to highlight that to the organization. (Example: The new demand pull methodology has a particular “triggering event” which drives all of the downstream events. It is imperative that this activity is performed effectively, or in a particular time frame, or with a particular frequency.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased level of difficulty (Difficulty)</td>
<td>This should be used when a new activity or process is substantially more complex or involved than previously. This will give us a heads-up for training and organizational readiness to prepare for a more difficult application. (Example: The current process calls for data to be input without any quality review or analysis. The new process requires a specific analysis to be performed or data to be reviewed and approved prior to entry into the system.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New business partnerships (Relationships)</td>
<td>This should be used to identify where the new activity or process requires people to work together or collaborate in new ways. This could include where information must be shared between groups that don’t ordinarily work together. (Example: I currently work with the logistics function to get input for an activity I perform. In the new process, that information will come from manufacturing.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous (Other)</td>
<td>This should be used when you want to highlight an issue or concern that is not covered by one of the other change categories.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resources, Inc. Conner’s book\(^2\) heightened the leadership team’s understanding of the importance of dealing with change management issues at the level of the individual. The overall change management thrust became how to ensure that the R/3 implementation would not drive NIBCO users beyond their abilities to adapt to change.

Although only Davis and two other team members were working full-time on change management issues, all team members were expected to be change leaders. During the selection process they were told that the rest of the organization would be looking to them to understand where the TIGER project was heading and why it made sense to be going in that direction. The team members also had to understand the change implications of their decisions: They were asked to identify what the major impacts would be for people performing a particular function—how they would work together differently, or need different information. The change management team used this knowledge to develop communication and training plans that would help NIBCO associates make those changes.

**Identifying the Key Changes**

Information to help the change management team was captured as part of the business process documentation. For example, as a business process team was preparing To-Be business process documentation, the team members were asked to identify the changes a given process introduced and to categorize them (see Exhibit 7).

---

No process documentation (and later no training script) would be approved until the change management elements were complete.

For example, an associate in accounts payable who worked with NIBCO’s legacy systems in the past really had no need to talk to the procurement department. In R/3, however, the procurement process has a significant bearing on the transaction documentation that finds its way to accounts payable. So the communication and information sharing between those two groups becomes very important. The change category here would be relationships.

Team members were also asked to help determine the training needs for these specific change examples. In all, 450 different business activities in 15 locations had to be addressed.

**Internal Communication Plan**

A critical part of the change management efforts was to provide information and to keep open the communication lines between the project team and the other NIBCO associates. This involved several types of activities—some at headquarters and some onsite at the plants and distribution centers across North America.

We basically followed the rule...somebody has to hear something five different times from three different sources for it to hold. So we looked for every different way that we could get ahold of somebody to get their input and to share information with them, too.

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

A communication analysis of three or four hundred people at NIBCO yielded a type of “spider web” map of internal communication linkages from which the “best connected” associates could be determined. The supervisors of associates with a score above a certain level were then asked for their permission to have these associates invited to participate in a TIGER focus group. About fifteen people at corporate, and three to six people at each plant and distribution center, were then personally invited to join the focus group. Their job was to be a “hub” within the business, to provide bidirectional feedback to the team and to those with whom they were connected in the workplace.

We didn’t say: “You have to be a cheerleader for the project.” As a matter of fact we said: “We prefer that you fight back because it is only at the point of resistance that we can identify how to react”. . . . Their job was to get in our face and say: “You know what? You’ve got a deep problem—people are just not buying into this.” Or: “Here’s where you’re gonna fall off the edge.”

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

Another key communications activity was holding monthly “TIGER talks” in the auditorium at corporate headquarters. Jim Davis and selected TIGER team members made presentations and answered questions, and Don Hoffman facilitated the meetings. Each TIGER talk had a different main message, such as project phases, process-focused organizations, training and education plans, technology infrastructure, plans for prototype sessions, organization/role/job design, implementation phase issues, “homestretch” issues, SAP start-up plans, and post-live status.

These face-to-face sessions were open to all NIBCO associates; each session was run four times, so that people could pick a time slot to fit their schedules. Attendance was voluntary, but there was an expectation that members of the focus group would be among the attendees. A summary and internal news release highlighting the main message were published to the entire organization within 48 hours. On a monthly basis, information would be sent out to focus group members and other key players who were not at the meeting, and videotapes of the sessions were also made available.

Team members also conducted two or three rounds of onsite visits to each NIBCO plant and distribution center. That meant that all associates had an opportunity for a physical face-to-face meeting with team members once every three to four months. Again, questions and answers from these meetings were summarized and distributed within 48 hours to the entire organization.

At each meeting, the team attempted to measure the level of individual commitment to change. A change adoption curve was posted on a flip chart and the meeting leaders pointed out that their goal was to get every NIBCO associate to the buy-in point on the curve. Each participant was given a red sticker and asked to place the sticker on the curve to record “where they were” at the end of each meeting, out of sight of the TIGER team members. Over the course of the project, these scattergrams became a way to measure progress toward an effective implementation. The team could also identify which plants or distribution centers were lagging behind, and then focus on the ability of those associates to assimilate the anticipated changes.

About halfway through the project, a weekly newsletter for those associates who would be using R/3 began to be distributed via e-mail. After training had begun, the newsletter included questions asked in the training classes and the answers provided by the classroom trainers.

**User Training**

Over 1,200 hours of training were delivered at three NIBCO training sites over the four month period before Go Live. Depending on their job, users received between 8
and 68 hours of training that focused on the new processes, not just individual tasks. In addition, a user ID was issued during the training classes that entitled associates to access a training “sandbox” where they could try things out and practice transactions or scenarios. User attendance at the training sessions was tracked as part of the organizational incentive scheme, but sandbox practice was not.

**Delivering the “Go Live”**

The original plan was to go live the Monday after Thanksgiving. This date proved not to be feasible for two primary reasons.

First, the distribution center consolidation was significantly delayed. This resulted in a somewhat chaotic state, as most of the DC managers were still focused on the consolidation, rather than on preparations for the R/3 system. The new staff hardly had a chance to get to know NIBCO’s business partners, let alone be prepared for a new system by the Go-Live date.

These new people who were in all the new facilities never had time to get involved in the SAP project. They never went through appropriate training because they were focused on the consolidation. You cannot do two astronomical projects at the same time. Distribution was not prepared for the SAP start-up and we paid for it.

—Larry Conn, Extended Team Member

Second, a complete master data load was taking about 17 to 18 days round the clock. The first loading of the master data for manufacturing was sufficiently bad that the consultants had warned them that they were in trouble. The manufacturing data alone was loaded six times. A “stress test” at the beginning of November also reinforced the need for another “full load” test, and time was running out.

We were probably right out there at the maximum extreme as far as time to get something like this done. There were other small companies out there that had done it in like six or seven months where they just slammed it in. We didn’t buy into that. We had a ton of master data to move around, which was a big deal for us. It was a major, major effort that slowed us down.

—Scott Beutler, Project Co-Lead, Business Process

The Go-Live date was moved back to the latest possible date—the end of the 30-day grace period. The change management team used the project delay to emphasize scenario training that focused more on business process changes. Although the attendance at training had been very high, there was no formal user-certification process and user readiness continued to be a concern.

**The Big Bang: December 30, 1997**

On the Go-Live date, there were no consultants on site. Instead of paying the consultants to come in for two days in the middle of a holiday week, they were cut loose for the last week in December. Management knew that even if they struggled for those two days, they would be bringing the system back down and would have time to work on it over the New Year’s holiday weekend to make any fixes. Core team members were on site at plants out in the field, and a help desk was manned by project team members. Besides saving some consultant costs, it was a symbolic move: The company was ready to operate R/3 on its own.

The co-leads had warned the business that “it was going to be ugly” in the beginning. Everything they had read and heard suggested that there would be an initial drop in productivity. The key was not to deny it, but to plan for it and manage through it. On Day 1 they were prepared to be able to operate at only the 50 percent level.

The project team members were kept on the team for only two months after the Go-Live date, rather than four months. The business units were clamoring for people to come back, and just did not want to wait any longer.

Ideally, we should have had them for another 60 days because we went through a lot of growing pains, and we could have done much better if we had the team together longer. But…it was unraveling on us and we just had to let people go.

—Jim Davis, Project Co-Lead, Change Management

By the time they went live, most team members knew where they would be redeployed. Some went back to their old jobs, but several received promotions or new opportunities and many went into newly created jobs. Some of the extended team members found that their business groups continued to rely on them for their in-depth R/3 knowledge. A few of the power users went into SAP support positions within the IS organization.
We needed a new system to support the new business model. A/P and A/R had never been done in Taiwan before, and the timeline was very short. We told them SAP is not new to Asia, and if it works in operating companies similar to ours (like Singapore) there is no reason why it should not work for us. Furthermore, the integrated information derived from the SAP system is going to help make our jobs more efficient and meaningful. There was a huge buy-in.

—Mr. Ma, BAT Taiwan Country Manager

Very few of our people had any experience in actually using an ERP system; they didn’t have an integrated system view of things. So we depended a lot on the proven template. As a team we said there should be minimal, minimal changes to the template. We don’t want to change the system and get away from those embedded best practices.

—Mr. Lee, Project Co-Lead, BAT Taiwan

The Asia Pacific Regional IT Manager, Mr. Ponce, was reflecting on the recent SAP implementation in Taiwan. The project marked an important business transition for the Taiwan market, and it also represented a big victory for insourcing an SAP implementation at BAT. What were the important lessons from the implementation approach and management of this project? How could they be amplified as best practices to other parts of the Asia Pacific region and BAT as a whole?

Company Background

British American Tobacco (BAT) is a 99-year-old company in the tobacco industry that has grown to be one of the top three global players through organic growth and acquisitions. Formerly B.A.T. Industries, it spun off its financial services business in 1998 and merged with the global cigarette company Rothmans International in 1999. BAT’s local and international brands are sold in six world regions: Africa, America Pacific, Asia Pacific, Europe, Latin America, and Mesca (Middle East and Central Asia). A seventh division, STC (Smoking Tobacco and Cigars), is a global division operating in more than 100 countries. Corporate headquarters for BAT is based at Globe House in London.

The profit centers are end markets, typically at the country level. Small- to medium-sized end- markets typically report into an area cluster, a self-sufficient management unit led by an area director. An end market is headed by a country manager who reports to an area director, and each area director reports to a regional director.

For example, the Asia Pacific region has five management units: Asia Pacific North (APN), Asia Pacific South (APS), Malaysia, Australasia, and Indonesia. BAT Taiwan is part of the APN management unit, which also includes Hong Kong, The People’s Republic of China, and Macau. The country manager for Taiwan has a report line to the managing director for APN, who is also the country manager for China. The APN offices are based in Hong Kong.

BAT Taiwan

BAT Taiwan is a branch office of BAT Services, Ltd., UK (BATURE), with responsibilities for trade and brand marketing. After the tobacco market in Taiwan was liberalized in 1987, imported cigarettes were allowed to be sold via local agents. Initially, BAT brands were sold in Taiwan by Brown & Williamson and BATURE through different distributors. Beginning in 1992, all Brown & Williamson’s brands were sold through the BATURE network worldwide. As a result of this global initiative, the importation and distribution of all BAT brands in Taiwan was consolidated, with China Merchants, Ltd., being appointed as the sole importer/distributor for Taiwan. In 1999, the BAT-Rothmans merger resulted in another realignment. Rothmans used a local agent, Taiwan International Tobacco
Company, as its sole distributor. In April 2000, both distributors were merged and now operate under a new corporate entity known as Concord Tobacco Company.

The Rothmans merger also resulted in a more progressive portfolio of brands being available to the BAT Taiwan market. Prior to the merger, BAT’s major brand was SE555, but its 2.5-percent market share was declining due to its older consumer profile. After the merger, the BAT market share was slightly boosted from 4.9 percent to 5.3 percent, and the spend focus was shifted to Dunhill, an ex-Rothmans brand, which was more appealing to younger adults. The Taiwan management team also rationalized its brands’ stock keeping units (SKUs) to improve its marketing focus and use of resources.

Taiwan has more than 70,000 retail outlets, of which about 4,000 outlets are under five large convenience store chains: 7-11 (about 2,600 outlets), Family Mart (about 1,000), Circle K, Hi Life, and Niko Mart. These five large chain stores are still growing at a rapid pace, at the expense of the independent “mom and pop” stores and “beetle hawkers,” and currently account for 43 percent of BAT’s volume.

Taiwan’s business environment has also been undergoing some major changes due to major bilateral negotiations in preparation for entry into the World Trade Organization (WTO). To provide a more level playing field for international tobacco companies, the Taiwan Tobacco and Wine Monopoly will have to be dissolved. Two new laws relating to the new administration and taxation of tobacco products were passed in April 2000, but have yet to be enforced, pending Taiwan’s accession—which has been delayed by the deferment of China’s entry. The legislated change in Tobacco Tax legislation from a specific tax per mille to a mixed tax regime will have significant impacts on pricing, market size, and profitability. (See Exhibit 1.)

In the face of these changing market dynamics, and the BAT-Rothmans merger, BAT Taiwan commissioned Bain Consulting to do a full market potential study, to assess the size of the market opportunities and to identify the investment opportunities. This study identified Taiwan as one of the key profitable growth markets in the Asia Pacific region. It also highlighted various strategic options to pursue in order to realize BAT potential in this market: Besides a higher level of investment behind its “drive brand” (Dunhill), a change in business model would be necessary to grow the business and to reap supply-chain savings.

Under the new business model, Taiwan would be directly importing its own products and selling directly to key accounts (e.g., big five convenience chains) and its distributor, who would also focus on direct store delivery, as opposed to selling only to the wholesale trade as it had in the past. The plan was to begin direct importing by January 1, 2001. The direct-sales operation would be piloted first in Taipei and then rolled out to the rest of Taiwan sometime before mid-year 2001.

### The IT Function at BAT

The information technology (IT) function within BAT mirrors the overall company structure. The global CIO is located at Globe House and has direct reports with responsibilities for IT infrastructure, IT service delivery, e-business and business system initiatives, and IT people and processes. Under the global CIO, there has been an increased emphasis on global strategies to help reduce the costs of implementing integrated IT solutions and ongoing IT service delivery. For example, the newly appointed head of business integration at Globe House
has global responsibilities for IT standardization and consolidation initiatives.

BAT currently delivers IT services via three data centers geographically located in Europe (Hamburg, Germany), North America (Macon, Georgia), and Asia Pacific (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia), and are governed by regional management. All three data centers now operate under a shared services model: by consolidating IT operational support functions at the regional level, economies can be achieved, and these cost savings contribute to the profitability of the BAT end markets that purchase their IT services via a chargeback arrangement.

Europe was the first region to extend the shared services concept beyond data center operations to include application services: In 1997 an Enterprise Center of Excellence (ECoE) began to offer hard-to-find SAP expertise to northern European countries for their R/3 implementation projects. Today the ECoE is also providing SAP services for Latin America.

In the Asia Pacific region, a data center (APDC) was established in Technology Park, Malaysia, in early 1999. Since that time, the APDC has evolved into a shared services organization (APSS) that combines two business streams: a data center and a competency center (center of excellence) for SAP. Personnel with SAP and other IT skill sets are readily available in Malaysia at a cost quite low compared to the other markets, due in part to early SAP installations in the oil and gas industries and recent government incentives for economic growth in high-technology industries.

While the data centers/shared services units are providing support for shared business system solutions, IT organizations that exist at each management unit are responsible for managing the use of IT for their respective end markets. These responsibilities include identifying business requirements, identifying IT solutions, building business cases for IT projects, and managing support services (including local, shared, and outsourced services). For example, APN has an IT organization based in Hong Kong with responsibilities covering all the end markets in APN, including China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. The smaller end markets typically operate with very few IT resources of their own but share resources from the management unit center. For example, BAT Taiwan only has one IT technical support resource onsite for desktop and LAN support, who has a dotted-line report to the IT organization for APN.

**New Computer Systems for Taiwan: The ERP Choice**

The new business model for BAT Taiwan created a need for a new computer system for functions and processes not previously performed. The Taiwan end market needed to have its own accounts payable and accounts receivable systems because these functions had previously been handled by BAT U.K. It also needed a system to support direct selling and inventory management for multiple sales channels, not just for a single distributor.

Two ERP platform standards had been prescribed for all BAT solutions by 1998: SAP R/3 and Sage Tetra CS/3. The Sage system was selected for less complex, smaller operations that did not need the functionality of SAP and that required a low-cost ERP solution. SAP R/3 was initially viewed as the standard solution for larger, more complex BAT markets only, because it had proven to be a very expensive system to implement and maintain. However, because the Sage system did not scale well, it was no longer viewed as the best solution for BAT organizations in rapidly growing markets. In mid-1999, for example, the former head of IT for APN (now the Asia Pacific Regional IT manager) had put an ERP implementation for the Hong Kong end market on hold because of the weaknesses of both standard options: CS/3 was not viewed as a sufficiently robust system for the Hong Kong market, but the costs of an SAP solution at that time appeared astronomical.

Although Globe House sets strategy and dictates the standard IT platforms, each end market chooses which ERP platform standard to implement, as well as when to implement it. During 1999 and the first six months of 2000, however, several BAT regions had gained much more expertise in implementing both ERP platforms. Some of these implementations were brought forward to achieve Y2K compliance. Other projects were undertaken as part of data integration initiatives for the Rothmans merger: Rothmans brands were transferred to BAT (according to local government restrictions) and BAT’s processes and standard systems were adopted for all operations.²

Within the Asia Pacific region, SAP R/3 projects had been carried out in Australia, Malaysia, and Singapore. Malaysia and Singapore were originally implemented based on the Symphony template; following the merger with Rothmans, however, the Malaysian implementation was changed significantly, and it is now regarded as using a different template. Australia is currently using a BAT SAP system for manufacturing, and a Rothmans SAP system for sales. Hence, the Asia Pacific region is currently using three different SAP R/3 templates to satisfy area needs. Many of these projects had been done with Andersen Consulting (now Accenture) as the implementation partner, some using SAP’s rapid implementation methodology (Accelerated SAP or ASAP). Because of the success of these projects and growing pressures for common data standards, it was

² Some of Rothmans’ business units had implemented SAP, and other business units were using BPCS on an AS/400 platform.
expected that SAP would become the solution for all end markets over time, if it could be implemented at a reasonable cost.

When reviewing the APSS model for implementing SAP, we found that the difference in total cost of ownership between CS3 and SAP became insignificant if we use the common configuration approach. Rather than taking an interim solution for cost reason, it’s more effective for us to commit a marginally higher investment and advance directly to the endgame solution—which is SAP.

—Head of IT, APN

In July 2000, a two day study of the SAP project for Taiwan was conducted by the APSS Applications Manager for SAP with a team that had representatives from APN, BAT Australia, BAT Singapore, and APSS. The outcome was a high-level system specification document for implementing SAP R/3. The recommendation was that R/3 modules for sales and distribution (SD), materials management (MM—purchasing and inventory management), financials (FI including fixed assets), and controlling (CO including profitability analysis) be implemented in two phases. Phase 1 would support direct importing and distribution to one customer (a former distributor) and would be operational by January 1, 2001. Phase 2 would support direct sales and distribution to key accounts and be operational within six months later.

Selecting an IT Partner

Although APN IT could provide project management expertise as well as PC desktop and LAN support, it had no SAP R/3 expertise. An implementation partner with functional and technical SAP experience was therefore needed. Further, Taiwan needed a contract for IT services with a BAT global data center to host the SAP application as well as a contract for ongoing application maintenance: IT resources would need to be contracted for periodic system requests such as new reports, as well as for the periodic software upgrades provided by SAP.

Following the high-level study, both the European and the Asia Pacific shared services organizations were invited to submit proposals for Taiwan’s R/3 implementation as well as ongoing operations and support. Taiwan would then select the best proposal based on the R/3 template and other considerations.

The European shared services groups already provided computer support for BAT Taiwan as a user of SAP financials for the BAT U.K. operations. Because Taiwan had experienced the European data center’s high-quality operational support firsthand, continuing to work with this data center was a clear option. In addition, the SAP Center of Excellence in Europe was a viable partner for the R/3 implementation project.

The SAP application services group that was part of APSS was a newer group, but had played a part in the other SAP implementations in the AP region. APSS had also been running SAP applications for Australia, Malaysia, and Singapore for more than 16 months at the time of the Taiwan proposal, so APSS also had a proven track record as a regional data center for SAP.

Although Andersen Consulting (now Accenture) had been the implementation partner on a number of BAT R/3 implementations for the AP region, such as those in Australia and Singapore, R/3 project costs using an external implementation partner had been quite expensive. For a new, still small, Taiwan end market, project costs were a very important consideration, so the decision was made to not request a bid from an external consulting firm. In addition, a regional BAT partner would be more knowledgeable about BAT business processes and existing BAT templates for SAP implementations.

Proposals were received from the shared services organizations in Europe (EDC and EcoE) and the Asia Pacific (APSS). The decision was made to go with APSS for the R/3 implementation, as well as for SAP hosting and ongoing support, for a number of reasons.

First, the proposals from both Europe (EcoE) and APSS were quite similar with respect to implementing R/3. Although the European shared services group had more extensive SAP implementation experience, APSS had recently used a template (code-named “Symphony”) for an SAP implementation with a similar business model in BAT Singapore. Thus, there was high confidence in the SAP functional and technical expertise in the AP region.

Second, for the ongoing operations and maintenance roles, APSS had two major advantages over the EDC: lower personnel costs in the AP region compared to Europe and the same time zone. By mid-2000, the annual operational costs at APSS for hosting an SAP R/3 user were U.S.$3,500, and were expected to drop further in 2001. BAT Taiwan would not have to purchase the SAP software licenses, which would be held by APSS.

BAT Taiwan saves a lot of time and effort by letting APSS purchase and own the licenses and we only pay a monthly fee. We don’t have to track the licenses as assets, manage maintenance contracts and payments, process procurement and track global pricing policies and terms. We also do not have to worry about selling excess licenses when the number of users comes down.

—Head of IT, APN
Taiwan uses the traditional Chinese language, rather than simplified Chinese, as its official language. Chinese is the written form of the language; Mandarin is the spoken form of the language.

—Mr. Ma, BAT Taiwan Country Manager

Because Taiwan was in the same time zone as the APSS organization, its people would be able to communicate more easily about their support needs with the shared services group in APSS than with the shared services group located 7 hours away in Europe.

There were also some “natural synergies” with APSS that would help with communications: Taiwan, unlike the rest of the Mandarin-speaking world, uses only the Chinese language for business transactions. The APSS staff in Kuala Lumpur, like other Malaysian businesses, includes many people of Chinese heritage, including some who speak Mandarin.

The significant time difference between Taiwan and Europe was problematic, as was the lack of knowledge of the Chinese language. Taiwanese are not all fluent in English, and the local system requirements would include preparing invoices and printing reports in Chinese.

—Major Project Management Manager, APN IT

Taiwan’s R/3 Project

The APSS project plan for Taiwan outlined a fixed-cost implementation budget of U.S.$100,000 for Phase 1 and an estimated budget of U.S.$50,000 for Phase 2. Phase 1 would involve 250 APSS man-days and consulting fees of U.S.$77,700. The other costs would include technology upgrades and direct expenses for travel and living expenses for the APSS consultants. The Phase 2 costs would include an estimated U.S.$30,000 for software development costs for unique local requirements.

The Taiwan office named this project Confucius because the project kickoff took place during the week of Confucius’ birthday, and it was hoped that the intellectual capability pooled from a number of areas within BAT would be as good as that of the renowned Chinese philosopher, if not better.

The project cost was based on several assumptions. (See Exhibit 2.) One key assumption of the plan related to the use of the Symphony template developed by APSS and used in Singapore (BATS). By using this template, Taiwan could leverage BAT’s best practices for the new business processes, as well as take advantage of a template that was recently reported to be 95 percent compliant with the corporate data standards set by Globe House.

The Symphony template initially included configuration for the financial and controlling modules, with other modules added later.

The four primary business processes would be order-to-cash (accounts receivable), requisition-to-payment (accounts payable), inventory management, and plan-and-manage-enterprise, which includes profitability analysis. However, because many of the business processes would be new to the Taiwan office and few staff members had prior in-depth experience with integrated systems in general, few changes to the template itself were anticipated. Customization would only be done for legal or statutory reporting purposes. Further, BAT Taiwan was very mindful of the dangers of customizing standard systems.

One of the things I learned from my previous company and in BAT was that when we modified the system to suit our local operational needs, normally in the name of enhancement, we changed the system to a point beyond recognition. That’s where the problems start. Later, we found that it was difficult to fit in vendors’ enhancements, modules, and whatever. To me, it’s the resistance to take on processes that have been established and tested as a more efficient way of doing things; we tend to hold onto old habits. It’s a mind-set challenge.

—Mr. Ma, BAT Taiwan Country Manager

For Phase 1, a three-stage implementation approach, developed by APSS with reference to the ASAP methodology, was to be used. (See Exhibit 3.) The business users would participate in the detailed requirements study, in cleaning up data to be converted, verifying the data conversion, and participating in system testing and system rollout. The system would be configured by APSS personnel to reflect Taiwan’s business environment, with such details as the number of warehouses and the accounts to be debited or credited in specific circumstances. The development environment would consist of a three-instance development landscape with DEV (development), QAS (quality assurance), and PRD (production) servers, all housed in Kuala Lumpur. R/3 version 3.1H would be implemented for Phase 1.

—Mr. Ma, BAT Taiwan Country Manager

4A recent review of BAT templates across the regions sponsored by Globe House concluded that the Symphony template had the highest compliance with the corporate data template among all the current templates.
• BATS template is extended to include BAT Taiwan in this implementation, and business requirements not supported by BATS template are considered out of scope, with the exception of Fixed Assets, which is not part of the template but will be set up for BAT Taiwan.

• BATS template remains at v3.1H and will be upgraded to v4.6x in Q2 2001. There will be no SAP upgrade during the course of this project. The cost of v4.6x upgrade shall be shared with BATS and BAT Mkt. The cost of upgrade to BAT Taiwan is estimated to be at U.S.$57,000 but the amount will be reviewed again before the upgrade commences.

• BAT Taiwan project is to commence not earlier than mid-September 2000 and a lead time of 4–6 weeks is required to mobilize the resources once the project is awarded to APSS.

• Estimate is based on the high-level understanding gathered during the two-day SAP study in July 2000. The system specification, documented after the study, forms the basis of this proposal.

• The estimate takes into consideration efforts for 18 customized reports (please refer to Appendix B) in Phase 1.

• A total of 24 business processes will be covered in this project. Refer to Appendix A for details.

• Documents printed in Chinese are not a requirement in Phase 1.

• BAT Taiwan will use the data center services from APSS and will use the existing hardware in APSS. Please refer to Appendix C for the service-level agreement.

• Existing WAN bandwidth is sufficient but will need to reconfirm during the project.

• BAT Taiwan will assume project management, communication plan and execution, development of user procedures, and local infrastructure management.

• Project site and resources are based in Taiwan, and there is no necessity to travel outside of Taiwan head office.

• Full-time resources are identified and assigned to the project as per project plan to ensure on-time delivery and quality output of project deliverables.

• The business resources assigned to the project are subject-matter experts in their respective functional areas, and are either decision makers or are in a position to influence the process owners.

• BAT Taiwan resources assigned to the project will be equipped with the knowledge to be the first-level support after Go Live.

• A single set of chart of accounts is used by BATS, BAT Mkt, and BAT Taiwan. BATS finance manager has been appointed as custodian for COA. Any request for COA maintenance shall be forwarded by the respective end markets to the custodian for action.

EXHIBIT 2 APSS Assumptions for Cost Estimating Phases 1 and 2

The plan for Phase 2 included potential solutions to two system requirements unique to doing business in the Taiwan end market. First, an invoicing system required by the Taiwan government (Government Universal Invoice, referred to as GUI) would need to be purchased and integrated with the SAP system. Because this capability would be required for doing business in Taiwan, it was anticipated that the module would be developed by SAP Taiwan. Second, a Chinese language module would be required because Taiwan conducts business communications almost exclusively in its official language. All reports, including those produced by the GUI, and certain parts of the system needed to be in the official Chinese language. APSS planned to request help from SAP Malaysia in producing such a module.

For Phase 1, APSS would provide an application team leader and three other full-time application consultants onsite.
EXHIBIT 3  Eight-Week, Three-Stage Project Approach

(which could include contract employees hired by APSS from their local market). These four APSS team members would work at the BAT Taiwan offices, beginning with the project kickoff at the end of September 2000 until two weeks after the implementation date. A part-time APSS programmer would also be assigned to the project, but would primarily work out of the APSS offices in Kuala Lumpur.

Initial Schedule

The original schedule was to implement the R/3 modules in two phases. Phase 1, to be initiated September 25 and completed by January 2, involved the modules to support direct importation: parts of the SD, MM (purchasing and inventory management), and FI/CO modules. Phase 2, to be completed by June 2001, would involve implementing the additional modules needed for direct sales and distribution to key accounts, as well as the specific invoicing system required by the Taiwan government and software to support the reports in Chinese for the area offices. The Phase 1 system would therefore support importing to just one customer: Taiwan’s current distributor. The distributor’s system would continue to be used for the GUI reporting until Phase 2 provided these customized capabilities.

Initially, the plan was to complete the Phase 1 development and testing within eight weeks (by the end of November) to provide a buffer for training the business users in not only the new system, but also in the process changes associated with the new business model. The business users would begin with 18 customized reports.

Although the APSS staff would be full-time, the team members from Taiwan needed to continue to perform some of their current functions during the project. Further, the team members would also need to help train temporary or new personnel that would be brought in near the end of the project.

The Project Team

The leaders for the project team brought together three sources of expertise from the three organizations involved: IT project management from APN; BAT template, SAP package, and technical knowledge from APSS; and local business needs from BAT Taiwan. The country manager for Taiwan, Mr. Ma, served as the business sponsor for the project. The project leaders from APN, Taiwan, and APSS were empowered to make project decisions and formally reported to Mr. Ma and the head of IT for APN, via a project steering committee. (See Exhibit 4.)

The Major Project Manager in the IT APN organization, who had previously been a consultant for one of the Big Five consulting firms but did not have any SAP training, was the IT co-lead responsible for overall management of the project. He developed the schedule and task breakdown, the timing of each task, and the resources needed. His work plan became the final project plan, and he was responsible
for monitoring the achievement of the milestones and verifying the quality and scope of the resulting system.

Initially, the lead business role for the project was played by the manager of finance for BAT Taiwan. However, at the time of the project kickoff, she announced her resignation from BAT. The lead business manager role for the project was then assumed by Mr. Lee, who was at the time the trade marketing manager for BAT Taiwan and was the logistics process owner on the project. Lee had been Country Manager in Thailand and had experience with the core processes (such as accounts receivable and inventory management) during earlier employment at Johnson & Johnson in the U.S.

For the remainder of the project, Lee took responsibility for the business process owner role for finance as well as logistics. As project co-lead, he was also responsible for co-leading the change management efforts for the project. Two other Taiwan managers also played business process owner roles.

An APSS manager, who was a certified accountant with an MBA, was selected to play the Project Integration Lead role and to lead the APSS development team for the Taiwan project.

This APSS manager was selected to lead the project integration because he had strong knowledge of financials, the business, and the [SAP] FI module. Plus he had managed other ERP project implementations. He also was able to speak Mandarin, to foster communications.

—SAP Applications Manager, APSS

The APSS Project Integration lead was responsible for process integration as well as the day-to-day progress of the project and the work by the APSS team members. He and one other APSS consultant were assigned to the FI/CO modules; one APSS consultant each was assigned to the SD and MM modules. There were two part-time technical team members at APSS (see Exhibit 4).

The initial plan was for the four full-time members of the APSS development team to go to Taiwan for three weeks at a time and then return to Kuala Lumpur (KL) for the following weekend for personal reasons. However, government regulations permitted nonresidents to work in Taiwan for only 2 weeks at a time. Therefore the return weekend visits to KL became biweekly. Further, because they could
obtain a visa for only two months, they remained in Kuala Lumpur for one week every two months to renew their visas. The week-long visa stays in KL were staggered so that two APSS team members always remained onsite in Taiwan. Pressing issues were discussed with absent team members by phone as needed, and the Project Integration Lead provided a weekly progress report by phone to the APSS Applications manager, who was serving as the APSS lead on an R/3 project in Thailand during several weeks of the Taiwan project.

Everything was coordinated with timelines. You could do the project at a distance, but being co-located made it a lot easier: when you hit an issue, you could say, “Let’s have a meeting to discuss this.”

—SAP Application Consultant, APSS

The manager of finance for BAT Taiwan was initially responsible for choosing the “power users” for the project team based on information provided by APSS about the user expertise that would be needed. Five Taiwan employees were selected to work on the FI/CO modules (see Exhibit 4). Only one user was assigned to work on the SD and MM modules because no one in the Taiwan office had previously been performing these functions; the person had gained experience with sales and logistics functions when employed at Rothmans.

None of the Taiwan users had prior experience on SAP projects, but some users had entered data into the SAP R/3 financials system (of BATUKE) and one user had some experience with Oracle systems. All team members were considered fast learners who would be able to pick up the new system quickly.

The good thing about Taiwan is that most of the managers here are pretty new in the organization. They are young, well-educated (many have MBAs), and have a high level of computer literacy. They are open-minded and are more prepared to take on changes. They knew that whatever we were doing in the past, things were going to be different, and they knew that what we had was cumbersome, that we could not go forward with a bunch of non-integrated systems. They welcomed the [SAP] system; this was going to help them do their job. Their commitment level was extremely high. So the credit is due to the people themselves.

—Mr. Ma, BAT Taiwan Country Manager

All of the Taiwan team members continued to also do their regular jobs during the project. One manager, who had just rejoined the Taiwan office in a supervisory role, was able to devote 70 percent of his efforts to the project. The BAT Taiwan Project Co-Lead was able to juggle the workloads of the part-time project team members that reported to him. The trade marketing position was left open, but the country manager helped with that role.

The Taiwan operations were small at that time. This made it more difficult for the project team, because they had to deal with day-to-day activities as well as the project. But they also had full senior management support.

—Major Project Manager, APN IT

There were three technical team members (see Exhibit 4). The APN IT resource already based in Taiwan was responsible for the telecommunications infrastructure to support system access by five business partners in Taiwan. The R/3 Basis expert from APSS worked offsite until a week before the Go-Live date, when he spent two weeks in Taiwan. The third person on the technical team was responsible for creating ABAP reports. Later in the project, she was replaced by a programmer from SAP Malaysia. Just prior to Go Live, this programmer spent three weeks in Taiwan to ensure that all the reports were functioning correctly.

Kickoff Meeting

A one day project kickoff meeting was held in Taiwan at the end of September and was run by the manager of finance for BAT Taiwan. Most of the project team members and all of the business process owners were present, as were the brand and trade marketing managers. The project co-leads from APSS and APN talked to the whole office staff—both expert and casual users—about the need to be supportive of the project team members over the coming months.

They made a presentation to the whole office—whether they would be actual users or a final user at the end of the day. They said, “These people are taking on a lot in a short period of time . . . and you should not make too many unreasonable demands during this time period.” They were told that the project was a critical part of the full potential initiative, so let’s pull together on this one.

—Mr. Lee, Project Co-Lead, BAT Taiwan

The APSS team members worked in a conference room just down the hall from the other managers. All the team members got along well together, both in the work environment and socially—including some weekend get-togethers.

Exhibit 5 documents the High-Level Work Plan with the eight week project milestones. During the Business Blueprint Phase (high-level requirements), the APSS team members met with the key users to explain the processes in the template and to learn about local needs. The fact that the APSS personnel knew BAT’s business really helped,
because Taiwan had not had to deal with accounts payable, accounts receivable, or inventory in the past.

They added a lot of value. When we needed to decide how we wanted to configure something, they would say, “The BAT way is this.”

—Mr. Lee, Project Co-Lead, BAT Taiwan

They knew the alternatives and the impact on the user and the actual process. For example, online approval of a purchase order sounds good, but they asked, “Who will approve it when the person is out of the office?” because someone must go into the system to do it. [Singapore implemented online approval, but it was not effective—so in the end it was not used.] APSS could advise us on these issues.

—Major Project Manager, APN IT

The APSS people knew BAT’s processes. They asked us to review the blueprint. I had worked with Oracle systems and knew how to link modules—Materials Management and Finance.

—FI/CO Team Member, BAT Taiwan

The initial configuration was really good. We worked really hard. The APSS team understands our operations and our industry. Also, they spoke my primary language [Mandarin].

—MM/SD Team Member, BAT Taiwan

Because BAT Taiwan had no experience with direct distribution, help was sought from some workers at the distributor. Some configuration was also done to take into account the expected future changes in government regulations regarding the payment of taxes that would affect product pricing, as well as the key accounts that would be introduced in a future phase. These changes could be activated when needed. A prototype was ready by the third week.

**Scope Change: Moving Forward Phase 2**

In October, the project leaders recognized that some of the Phase 2 changes would already be done in the initial configuration, so it might be possible to move Phase 2 forward. They believed that Phase 1 could be completed easily within the eight week period and that the team had the resources to also complete Phase 2 by January, 2001. They consulted with the APSS Applications Manager, the Head of IT at APN, and the other project team members, and it was agreed to move Phase 2 forward. A revised proposal was prepared by APSS, and the phase was renamed 1A to signal that the Phase 1 resources would continue on the project team, rather than have a totally different implementation.

Changing the schedule for the two-phase implementation greatly increased the risks of the project from both an IT and a business perspective. Phase 1A included the two requirements that were specific to the Taiwan
implementation: the government-designed invoicing system (GUI) and the Chinese language module. These additional requirements increased the technical complexity of the initial implementation, as well as the need for training on additional business processes. APN management therefore initiated a formal review before the end of October to reassess the risks and to determine whether the project was under-resourced.

The APN review team consisted of the IT head at APN and two finance managers from Hong Kong. The team leads walked through the project, and discussions were held in Taiwan with the business sponsor. As a result of this review, BAT Taiwan made plans to hire additional temporary staff prior to the user acceptance testing phase to help relieve the business team members who would be involved. In addition, Hong Kong-based APN staff (mostly from finance, but also logistics and IT) would receive training prior to implementation in case they were needed for emergency backup support. Further, APSS staff would stay longer than originally anticipated following the rollout.

There were a lot of concerns. It was a short timeframe and for the first time it was managed by APSS—not jointly managed with Andersen Consulting. A lot of ‘teething problems’ had been experienced in other project rollouts, so APSS consultants were requested to stay longer to provide onsite support.

—APSS Project Integration Lead

The functionality required for the GUI system was originally expected to be part of the version 4.6 upgrade of SAP R/3 proposed for the Phase 2 project. At the end of November it was learned that SAP could not deliver a version of the GUI for the 3.1H system prior to January 1. Another vendor’s GUI system would therefore need to be purchased and interfaced to the R/3 system (as a bolt-on). With advice from BAT’s auditors (PricewaterhouseCoopers), a system from a local supplier that had been implemented by a number of other companies in Taiwan was identified and a contract was signed in mid-December.

The Chinese language module was needed to print reports. SAP Malaysia offered to help, but would not have the resources to do it before mid-March. Some other companies that were developing the software as a bolt-on were asked to make presentations, and a system was purchased from E-Com. The APSS Basis team member was scheduled to come to Taiwan a week before Go Live to ensure that the system would print correctly.

User Acceptance Testing and Change Management

Because of the change in Taiwan’s business model, the change management activities associated with the SAP implementation involved defining new staff roles and communicating with all personnel, as well as providing training for those involved in the new system. The Project Co-lead at BAT Taiwan, Mr. Lee, was largely responsible for change management as the business lead on the project team, although all the training was done by APSS.

Temporary personnel were brought in before user acceptance testing (UAT) to perform functions usually done by project team members. Three temporary accountants were trained on the general ledger, issuing checks, and paying employees. Similarly, two extra people were brought on to help in the MM/SD areas. One of these people had previously worked for the distributor and knew the existing system very well; she later became a permanent BAT employee. The other person, who used to work for a consumer products company, had considerable experience in order processing.

The UAT phase involved all of the users on the project team. Most of the other finance personnel had received exposure to the new processes during earlier phases of the project. Other Taiwan personnel were trained in early November as part of the UAT phase of the project. Few changes were required as a result of the testing. However, the integrated nature of the system did cause some problems.

There were some hiccups here and there. During the user test phase, there were some apprehensions, partly due to the lack of understanding of the system, and the process adjustments that need to be made. With motivation and support from each other within the team, they managed to pull it through with great success.

—Mr. Ma, BAT Taiwan Country Manager

Following the UAT, an additional 20 people—mostly in marketing functions—received overview training from the APSS consultants. A key challenge here was how to convey the integrated nature of the system when most people were used to focusing on a single function.

Quality Reviews

Globe House provided funding for two quality reviews. The first one was to be a quality review after the user acceptance test, prior to implementation. The second one

---

5 The GUI is an official invoice that must be prepared using invoice numbers issued by the government. When a business uses up its assigned range of numbers, it must reapply for a further set of numbers, and so on. Six to eight such reports must be submitted to the government for tax purposes every four to eight weeks.
would be part of a post-implementation review process a few months after implementation.

The country manager decided that having a third-party independent of BAT to do the review would be a good idea, and SAP Taiwan was selected. The first review took place in early December and took the form of the quality check for the Final Preparation Phase in the ASAP methodology. The results were positive and the project team prepared for the final steps: Data Conversion on December 29 and Go Live on January 2, 2001.

We were unconcerned about whether someone from SAP or an internal auditor did the review. The issue was: Is the system quality up to the mark? Is there anything substandard that could cause a system failure?

—Mr. Ma, BAT Taiwan Country Manager

Globe House has sponsored some of the quality reviews. It depends on whether the project management would like to have it done or not. In Brazil, the reviews are being done by an external consulting partner, but it’s a much bigger project: Once a week a person comes in and reviews the implementation progress.

—SAP Program Manager, Business Integration, Globe House

Go Live

Phases 1 and 1A went live according to the revised project plan on January 2, 2001, with one major exception: The functionality for processing the key accounts and for printing the reports with the Chinese language module were included in this release, but the GUI interface was not integrated with SAP until mid-January. Instead, the team’s contingency plan was used for the first two weeks in January: The sales orders were entered into BAT Taiwan’s R/3 system and then submitted to the system used by the country’s long-time distributor to produce the required government reports. This process made the January close very difficult, although it was still completed within a week.

There was also a delay in the installation of a new telecommunications line leased from the government-owned telecommunications company in Taiwan. This meant that a more expensive international dial-up line had to be used to connect to Kuala Lumpur via Hong Kong until early in February, when the leased line could be phased in.

Initially, there were also some order processing problems. The Go-Live date was close to the Chinese New Year (January 24), which meant heavy numbers of orders had to be processed at the same time as the new business processes were being implemented. Some orders were delivered late, and sometimes an order contained the wrong pricing, but within six weeks, these problems were worked out. The second close in February went smoothly.

The original Phase 1 plan was for all APSS consultants to remain onsite in Taiwan for two weeks after Go Live. Because of the new Phase 1A schedule, the business sponsor asked for four weeks of support. A compromise solution was to provide two APSS team members onsite for six weeks following Go Live. In addition to the Project Integration lead, the MM consultant from APSS remained onsite for the first two weeks and helped coach the users through the new processes, and then the second financial consultant and SD consultant from APSS were onsite for the succeeding two weeks.

As of January 2001, APSS is running three separate SAP systems for (1) Singapore, Taiwan, and Thailand; (2) Malaysia; and (3) Australia. BAT Taiwan’s R/3 system is run on the same client system as those of Singapore and Thailand. Because all three systems use the same template, each country shares the same organizational hierarchy, chart of accounts, and data definitions. For example, finance is subdivided into the three areas of operating, marketing, and corporate finance, while marketing is subdivided into trade and brand marketing. Each country is defined by a company code, which represents a legal entity for reporting purposes. Although the basic processes within the client are the same, some configuration is specific to the company code. For example, a country can have its own configuration to reflect how it wants to manage costs, how it structures its departments, and with codes for its own area offices and key accounts. Further, controlling area and operating concern are defined at the company code level. There is no consolidation of financials or profitability analysis at the regional level. Exhibit 6 shows the cost center hierarchy for BAT Taiwan.

Ongoing Operational Support by APSS

In the first 3 months of service, the production server running the Taiwan system had been down only once for a period of approximately two hours. However, in the weeks immediately following Go Live, procedural errors led to a few processing errors. For example, incorrect data was recorded on some occasions when the users specified an incorrect company code (equivalent to a country code).

A multi-tier support plan is in place. Tier 1 support is provided locally, and APSS provides support services via their help line based on six priority levels.

6 The Thailand R/3 implementation was also completed in Fall 2000.
(See Exhibit 7.) Contacts with an APSS consultant on the original Taiwan project team are sometimes feasible, but not guaranteed. However, learnings from the Taiwan project and the modifications to the Symphony template for the local system requirements have been captured in a Lotus Notes database accessible to other members of the APSS support team.

User ID and authorization changes are authorized by designated business managers, and these requests are submitted to APSS via an Excel spreadsheet format. As noted earlier, APSS owns the SAP licenses and leases them to the end market as needed.

Requests for system changes (new functionality, new configuration, or new reports) for Taiwan are reviewed and authorized by the Project Co-Lead at BAT Taiwan, who is now head of finance for the Taiwan office. Some problems have surfaced over time and certain changes have been requested as users have learned more about how the system works. For instance, a differential pricing policy was not initially specified, but has been added to the configuration.

**Post-Implementation in Taiwan**

A project celebration was held as part of a Chinese New Year celebration for the BAT Taiwan office. It involved dinner for the heads of the Taiwan departments and all of the business users on the team. At the dinner, each Taiwan project member who was not a department head received a surprise bonus of a month’s salary in recognition of their effort and extra-long hours.

People say that it usually takes a year to do an SAP implementation, or maybe only 6 months when you have the experience. Here it was 4 months for the implementation; it was so fast you’re maybe a little afraid that things may still go wrong. But now we’re starting to feel proud.

—FI/CO Team Member, BAT Taiwan

Over the past few years, BAT Taiwan has grown from 20 to 100 personnel as it first absorbed Rothmans and then evolved into a full trading company. All data entry is
### EXHIBIT 7  Help Desk Support by APSS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Users Affected</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Minimum Service Level *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>The entire business is stopped, a business process has failed and/or an entire site is affected.</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>System is unavailable, billing and delivery cannot be processed, month-end processing cannot be completed.</td>
<td>95% resolved in 1 hour = Application &amp; APSS (HD, Sec, Ops) – Resolution External Engineer (third party, i.e., Equant/IBM) – Active assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Issue impacts a module, prevents a large number of users from doing their work, and/or a workaround is not available.</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Sales and Distribution module fails, orders cannot be taken, volume is too large for a manual workaround.</td>
<td>90% resolved in 2 business hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Issue impacts a module and prevents a large number of users from doing their work and a workaround is available.</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Financial journals cannot be posted but it does not affect third parties, volume is small for a manual workaround.</td>
<td>90% resolved in 3 business hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>User is prevented from doing work due to critical task failure, no workaround exists.</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>User cannot print documentation, user profile is not complete.</td>
<td>90% resolved in 4 business hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>A user is prevented from completing a function, but a workaround can be provided, and/or problem is minor.</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Automatic check printing fails but critical payments can still be processed with manual checks.</td>
<td>90% resolved in 2 business days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Query or request.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>How to extract data for reporting</td>
<td>90% resolved in 3 business days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Minimum service level: a resolution (including workarounds) is handed to the user to confirm acceptance before it is implemented in the production environment.

now done in the Taipei office, and invoices are printed at the five area offices. Within the Taipei office a few work imbalances still continued to exist because of the lack of widespread SAP expertise and the loss of some expert business users. For example, the MM/SD lead still regularly worked a few hours of overtime each evening even after the new GUI system was in place.

A system upgrade to R/3 version 4.6C is planned for July 2001, and some improvements to the process configurations could be made at the same time.

SAP is a very powerful application for a small market. Initially you go through a stage where you learn the basics but you don’t yet know all the functionality. When you become proficient with the system, you begin to look at other needs. APSS needs to be ready to show the business how to use the system better—what the more complex processes are that they couldn’t absorb before.

—Mr. Ponce, Asia Pacific Regional IT Manager

A formal post-implementation review, sponsored by Globe House, was to be conducted toward the end of March 2001. Other BAT managers are expected to be interested in learning how the implementation was accomplished so quickly, at such a low cost, and whether the business users were happy with the quality of the system. Within APN, Hong Kong would probably be the next end market to implement SAP.
CASE STUDY III-7

A Troubled Project at Modern Materials, Inc.

Modern Materials, Inc. (MMI) manufactures products that are used as raw materials by large manufacturers and the construction industry. With yearly sales exceeding $3 billion, over 10,000 employees, and four large manufacturing facilities in the United States, MMI is one of the giants in the manufacturing materials industry. Two of the facilities produce basic products and the other two process these materials further to produce products with special properties and shapes.

MMI was established under another name in 1927 and grew over time through a series of small mergers and acquisitions until 1991, when it took over a major competitor and the resulting company took the name MMI. Two of its manufacturing facilities came with this merger, which broadened MMI’s product line.

The last several years have been difficult ones for the manufacturing materials industry, with overcapacity, foreign competition, and a depressed manufacturing economy putting intense pressure on profits. MMI has fared better than most of its competitors, but as can be noted in Exhibit 1, MMI has lost money in two of the past five years. Furthermore, at this time it looks like the year 2003 will be worse than 2002. MMI went through a wrenching downsizing in 1998 that has left the remaining workers stretched thin and working at a hectic pace.

Information Services at MMI

Up until 1994 MMI had a conventional internal IS structure, with a small corporate IS group and decentralized organizations serving the two major divisions created with the merger in 1991. Each premerger company became a division in MMI, and each division inherited the IS organization of the company from which it was formed. Each division had its legacy people and legacy systems modified to provide the necessary enterprise data to corporate IS.

In 1994 MMI outsourced its IS organization to STC, a major player in the IT outsourcing business. As a part of the contract, STC offered employment to all of MMI’s IS people, and most of them accepted jobs with STC. Thus MMI’s IS staff was pretty much the same as before, but under new management. And the hardware and software were also taken over by STC. MMI retained a small group of analysts concerned with problem definition and process analysis.

Initiation of the Supply-Chain Management System (SCMS) Project

In 1995 Harvey Woodson was hired from a smaller competitor to become executive vice president for quality at MMI. Woodson brought with him a passionate vision of how to improve MMI’s competitive position and profitability through exemplary customer service—being able to take orders, produce the product, and get it to the customer with the desired quality and package type when it was needed. Everyone in the industry had similar products and similar quality, and Woodson believed that outstanding customer service could make MMI stand apart from its competition.

Providing outstanding customer service depends upon excellent supply-chain management, which involves entering an order, creating a manufacturing order to guide it through the required manufacturing processes, scheduling it into production, producing it, warehousing it, shipping and routing it so that it arrives at the proper time, invoicing and billing it, and handling any testing issues or claims that might arise. This chain of events starts with the initial order and carries all the way through the customer receiving and using the product in his manufacturing process.

Woodson understood that excellent supply-chain management depends upon efficient processes supported by appropriate information processing systems. MMI’s production processes were highly automated, with exceptional computer controls, but the business processes and the supporting information systems were clearly inadequate to provide outstanding customer service. As previously noted,
the information systems were mainly legacy systems from
the premerger companies that had been jury-rigged to pro-
vide the necessary enterprise information, and each loca-
tion had its own way of doing things and its own systems.

In 1996 Woodson proposed that MMI undertake a
massive effort to make a quantum leap in its supply-chain
management performance by reengineering its business
processes corporatewide and providing adequate informa-
tion systems support for the new supply-chain management
(SCM) process. A task force, composed of four senior
executives and chaired by Woodson, was established to
develop a proposal to present to the MMI board.

MMI’s senior management enthusiastically bought
into the vision of gaining competitive advantage through
outstanding customer service. There was unanimous agree-
ment that making this vision a reality depended upon radical
improvements in the SCM process by reengineering MMI’s
business processes and supporting these new processes with
adequate information technology. The question was how to
do this, how long it would take, and what it would cost.

The company from which Woodson had come had com-
pleted reengineering and systems development for its
SCM process, and Woodson had been involved in that
effort. The development of that system had been outsourced
to United Consultants Associates (UCA). That system was
developed for only a single-plant operation, and Woodson
envisioned a much more comprehensive system, but UCA
could be employed to begin with that system and expand
and enhance it to suit the needs of MMI. The task force
estimated that the existing UCA-developed system con-
tained about 50 to 60 percent of the functionality that MMI
would require.

Hiring UCA to develop a new SCMS for MMI was
the major alternative developed by the task force. The task
force also considered the alternatives of enhancing MMI’s
existing systems to support the reengineered processes or
acquiring enterprise software, but both alternatives were
rejected as impractical.

The proposal cited the following business objectives
of a new SCMS:

- Reduce inventories
- Increase market share
- Enhance profits
- Reduce operating costs
- Increase customer satisfaction

The new system would be based upon reengineered
processes and replace the following existing MMI systems:

- Sales-order entry
- Sales forecasting
- Order status
- Pricing
- Scheduling and planning
- Manufacturing data collection
- Inventory control
- Quality tracking
- Traffic
- Shipping
- Invoicing
- Billing
- EDI

UCA, the contractor who would provide the code
for the system developed for MMI’s competitor, would
lead the requirements definition effort and develop
the system design and program specifications for the
new SCMS. UCA would also assist MMI people in
reengineering the business processes. Coding, testing, and installation of the system would be done by MMI’s IS outsourcer, STC. The initial system provided by UCA did not include a production scheduling module, so an existing scheduling and planning module would be purchased from another qualified vendor and integrated into the system by STC.

The SCMS project was planned to take three years at a cost of $60 million. This proposal was approved by the board of MMI in late 1997, and work on the project began in early 1998, with completion scheduled for early 2001.

Building the System

The project was driven by Woodson, who headed a small steering committee of MMI managers. He was the project’s champion, providing the enthusiasm and push within MMI. Woodson had been through this process before, and he knew that radical reengineering was necessary to achieve the dramatic improvements in customer service that MMI was seeking. He also understood that radical reengineering was terribly hard to accomplish because it would require enthusiastic participation by workers who would have to make radical changes in how they did their jobs, and that degree of change is hard for most people. Furthermore, one of the first things business process reengineering involves is looking for work that does not contribute to what is being accomplished. Eliminating that work may eliminate people, perhaps some of the same people being asked to participate in the reengineering process. So Woodson devoted a lot of time and energy to cheerleading—generating enthusiasm and support for the project throughout the company. He spent a lot of time out at the plants explaining how important the project was to the future success of the company, encouraging people to give their best efforts, and using his clout as an executive vice president to coerce people when necessary.

Early in 1998, just as the project was getting started, the industry was hit by a serious downturn, and MMI was forced to reduce its workforce by more than 8 percent. Morale plummeted, and as the remaining workers had to assume the duties of those who were downsized, it was difficult for them to find the time to get involved in reengineering and defining requirements of the system. In order to not fall too far behind the schedule, UCA people began to design the system and develop program specifications on the basis of what they thought the processes and requirements should be. This resulted in huge problems later, when the code had been written and the systems were to be tested and installed, requiring much expensive and time-consuming rework, so the project fell further and further behind schedule.

In 1999 management realized that MMI had a serious problem with Y2K compatibility and decided that it was necessary to devote most of the STC resources at MMI to dealing with that problem, so the time spent on the SCMS project was substantially reduced during that year.

In 2000 Woodson, the driving force behind the project, suddenly left for greener pastures, and the project lost its original champion. The task force that had been driving the project was reorganized, with senior managers replaced with middle-level managers, and Woodson replaced as its leader and de facto project manager by George Leach, director of planning in the construction division.

Leach had no experience in an IS organization, but was very knowledgeable about how to run the business, and had a great reputation as a sophisticated user of information technology, having developed several impressive personal systems to assist management in running the division. These systems used PC software such as Microsoft Excel and Access to manipulate and analyze data extracted from MMI’s existing IS systems, but had no documentation and were outside the regular production environment of the IS department.

Leach was an enthusiastic and forceful leader of the SCMS development effort and had a good understanding of the SCM process. When the requirements definition process for a system component fell behind schedule, Leach would step into the breach and assist in defining the requirements and specifying appropriate processes.

The first component of the system, order entry, was completed and ready for final testing in early 2001, about the time the entire project was originally scheduled for completion. Final testing did not go smoothly. The various locations insisted that the new uniform processes the system was based upon were not feasible and much rework was required to make the system acceptable. It was early 2002 before the order entry system was fully installed and in use.

New Chief Information Officer Hired

By early 2002 it was obvious that the SCMS project was seriously behind schedule and over budget, and MMI’s senior management became more and more concerned with perceived problems with the project. In March 2002, Charles Hastings was brought in as chief information officer (CIO) and given the mission of straightening out the problem. Hastings was a long-time MMI manager who had been director of IS at one of the plants before becoming plant manager.

Matthew West, MMI financial vice president, had served in that position for many years. Before MMI established the CIO position, IS had reported to West, so
West had some familiarity with IS projects. Shortly after Hastings became CIO, West expressed concern about the project:

We need to admit that the supply-chain management project is a failure, minimize our losses by killing it, and move on. I realize that it is hard to abandon a project that we have invested so much time and effort in, but times are so tough for MMI that we cannot continue to pour money down a rat hole.

It took only two months for Hastings to agree that the project was in serious trouble. Although MMI senior management continued to believe in the vision of improved competitiveness through better customer service and the need for a new SCMS to support reengineered processes, the project had lost much of its drive when Woodson left MMI. Due to other serious business concerns, there had been no consistent personal involvement on the part of any senior manager. Consequently, there had been no top management clout to enforce the project’s intent to make radical changes in how MMI did business. Furthermore, although people from MMI and at least three different outside contractors were working on the project, there was no overall project management responsibility. Hastings found a lot of finger-pointing with, for example, people from UCA saying “I’m waiting for MMI people to complete this,” and MMI people saying “I’m waiting for STC.” They were all correct because there was little overall coordination of what they were doing.

Hastings expressed concern about the project to George Leach, and Leach maintained that, although the project was well behind schedule and over budget, the underlying problems had been overcome and the project was now under control:

We have had some serious problems to overcome—the downsizing that slowed down our requirements definition effort, the Y2K problem that diverted resources from the project, and Woodson’s leadership was lost. We have also had some coordination problems between the four organizations that have been working on the project. We are now well past the planned completion date of the project and $4 million over the initial budget of $60 million, which is not surprising given the problems we have had.

On the other hand, we have successfully installed the order-entry system and many of the rest of the components are almost completed. We are dealing with the coordination problems, have recently redone the project plan, and I am confident that we can complete the system in 18 months at a total cost of $84 million. Given the importance of a supply-chain management process to MMI’s future, there is no question in my mind that we should complete the project as planned.

Wishing to get a more comprehensive picture of the health of the project, Hastings prevailed upon STC to bring in an experienced consultant, Carol Young, to study the situation and make recommendations about how to deal with any remaining problems.

Young’s Findings

Carol Young was an experienced project manager who was brought in from a different STC location to conduct the study at MMI. Young had just completed an STC assignment as the project manager of a large system development project that was completed on time and on budget.

The first thing Young did was to run a quick “health check” of the project using a questionnaire that STC has used in many places. On a scale of 1 to 10, it evaluates how the project is doing in seven critical areas such as risk management, financial management, and schedule management. A score of 1 or 2 is in intensive care, 3 or 4 is critical condition, and so on. When she analyzed the results, the average score was 3.1, so the project was in deep, deep trouble (see Exhibit 2).

Then Young examined the newest version of the schedule that Leach asserted would get the project completed in 18 months at a cost of an additional $20 million. She reported:

I took two additional people and interviewed every functional person and every end user person that had anything to do with the next phase of the schedule, which was planned to take three months. All of those people said that the project was in the toilet. The major problems were that the requirements had not been correctly identified, so they were going to have to do a lot of rework to get the requirements right, and the users were terrified because there was almost no testing in the schedule—only a little time for user acceptance testing. There was no unit testing and no integration testing. The users knew that installing the system would be a disaster.

I also carefully reviewed the project plan and found that it does not take into account staffing needs. Often more work is scheduled over a time period than there are people available to do the necessary work. Thus the schedule is not feasible. Furthermore, the new systems do not have the documentation and controls necessary in a production environment. It is a mess.
EXHIBIT 2  Project Health Check by Carol Young

When we included the time to define the requirements, make the necessary changes, upgrade the controls and documentation, and adequately test and install the system, the time to complete that phase went from three months to six months. All of the succeeding phases had the same problems, so the time to complete the project went from 18 months to at least 3 years, assuming that it is done right. If MMI doesn’t define the requirements and do the needed testing, the project will be a complete disaster. But Leach is still planning to complete and convert to the use of each new system in about half the time it will actually take. Because MMI is burning money on this project at over $1.2 million a month, the cost goes from $20 million to $40 million.

In summary, the current schedule that envisions the completion of the project in 18 months at a total cost of $84 million is totally unrealistic. The minimum time and cost that will be required for Leach to complete the system is three more years at a total cost of $104 million.

When Hastings asked why the project was in such deep trouble, Young replied:

In the first place, there has been no overall project management in the professional IS sense. No one has been given overall project management responsibility and authority. What little project management the project has had has been by Leach as head of the project steering committee. There has been little coordination between the various contractors who are working on the project so one contractor has often wasted time waiting on another to complete something. During this waiting time the workers continue to work and draw their pay even though they are not accomplishing anything, wasting MMI’s money as well as time.

Although Leach is an enthusiastic, hard-working, dedicated manager who knows MMI and its supply-chain management problems, unfortunately he has no concept of how to develop an IS system of this complexity. His experience is in user development, where he has done an outstanding job. But in user development, where data are extracted from an existing system and manipulated with PC tools, one can get away with just building a system without too much concern for the requirements because you can easily modify it until you get it right. One does not need thorough documentation because the user is also the developer and understands the details of the system. You don’t have to worry about security, risk management controls, configuration management controls, data capture issues, etc. And you do not have to coordinate the activities of various groups that are all working on the project. So Leach has tried his best to lead this project without understanding any of these crucial aspects of project management.

Furthermore, the MMI legacy systems had little usable documentation, so the development team did not know the details of what these systems did or how they did it. When the downsizing came about and the users did not have time to participate in the reengineering and defining the requirements, UCA and Leach assumed that they understood the requirements.
and began defining the system and writing program specs without really understanding the requirements or obtaining buy-in from the users. They did not realize they had serious problems until they tried to install the systems and the users rebelled.

Hastings asked Young what she would suggest that MMI do, and this was her reply:

I have devoted a good deal of time to determining what needs to be done, how it could best be accomplished, and how it should be managed. The bad news is that the best plan I could come up with would take 2 years for completion of the system. The good news is that the total cost would be only $84 million.

My suggestion would be for MMI to designate me as the overall project manager and make sure that the entire project, including all the contractors and MMI personnel, would be directly responsible to me. Leach would continue to head the steering committee and provide vision and knowledge of MMI’s supply-chain management process, but I would have direct responsibility for managing the project. The $84 million cost includes STC’s fee for managing the project.

I have reworked Leach’s schedule to eliminate the inefficiencies, do things in the proper sequence, provide the time needed to perform the necessary activities with the people available, involve the users in requirements definition and system testing, and so on. It will take 2 years to complete the work.

The project bottleneck was the rate at which the users and functional people could define the requirements. Everyone on the project had been spending a lot of useless time waiting for the users and for each other or writing code on the basis of incomplete requirements. They were busy working, but they were not doing anything productive. When I lengthened the schedule to what was feasible and assigned the work properly, I was able to drastically reduce the staffing on the project, so we would only be spending $800,000 a month rather than $1.2 million.

Leach had been using a “big bang” approach where they worked simultaneously on all five of the remaining phases. I plan to use a “rolling wave” approach where we will concentrate on defining the requirements of the first phase. When that is completed, we will move on to programming on that phase. The people who were defining requirements for the first phase can then move on to the same task for the second phase, and so on. This way we will work at the pace at which they can define requirements and everyone working on the project will be doing useful work all the time.

**Leach’s Reaction**

In response to Young’s critique of the project and its management, George Leach made the following points:

Carol went out and talked to a number of malcontents who do not know what is currently going on in the development process and do not understand the quality that we are now building into the system. Carol hasn’t worked on this project, knows little about conditions in MMI, and just represents the viewpoint that nobody who is not an IS professional can manage a systems development project. Carol heard what Carol wanted to hear. I suspect that Carol is influenced by the desire to develop more business for STC and criticizing me is the way for STC to take over the project.

I would argue that given the obstacles we have faced, the project has been remarkably successful. Remember that we lost a year to downsizing and a year to Y2K. The downsizing has made it much more difficult to reengineer the processes and to define requirements because the users are so busy trying to keep production going. Also, we lost Woodson’s leadership at a crucial time.

Secondly, it looks like we are farther behind than we really are. Although we have only installed the order entry system, quite a number of additional systems are almost complete and ready to go into final testing. So we are set to make a lot of progress in the next few months.

Finally, experience has taught us a lot about managing development. I have thoroughly reworked our development approach, project plan, and schedule to make it more effective. I am now conducting weekly meetings with the managers of all the contractors to discuss and deal with our coordination problems. I am confident that we can complete the system in 18 months for only an additional $20 million.

Young was quick to respond to Leach’s accusation that she was criticizing his leadership in order to get more business for STC:

If my proposal to manage the project is accepted it will result in less, not more, revenue for STC than if I had recommended that the project continue under its present management. Our people are working steadily on the project now and would continue to do so for at least 3 years. Under my proposal, the number of our people working on the project would be
reduced and our people would only be on the project for 2 years, so our total revenue would be substantially less. If I were trying to maximize STC’s revenue I would have let things go on as they are.

**West’s Concerns**

Vice President of Finance West believed that MMI was in such dire financial condition that the SCMS project should be shut down immediately. He asserted:

We are losing substantial amounts of money, and if this continues for too long we will be in big trouble. We hope things turn around before long and are taking every possible measure to make sure that it does.

Our stock has tanked. Our stockholders’ equity, cash, and working capital have declined significantly over the last 5 years, and they will continue to decline this year. [See Exhibit 3.] We are borrowing money to cover deficits in our cash flow. We project that this year will be very tough, but we expect the economy to turn around and our position to begin to improve during 2003. [See Exhibit 4.] Although we are not in immediate danger of bankruptcy, we will be in desperate straits if our projections turn out to have been too optimistic. Borrowing more money to cover cash-flow deficits will be exceedingly difficult.

It is not responsible management to spend $20 million on any project in our present situation even if that amount would not bankrupt us. There are too many better ways to use those resources. For example, that would be $20 million we would not have to borrow and $20 million less in losses. Also, we may have to downsize again in the near future, and $20 million would save the jobs of some people we desperately need.

Furthermore, I doubt that this project can be completed as proposed under either Leach’s or Young’s proposals. Since the downsizing we do not have the user manpower to define the requirements well enough, and we also have serious political problems that are holding us back. Young will find that the lack of project management is not the only serious problem that we face in completing this project.

But more importantly, even if it were to be completed it would not achieve the purpose that motivated the project in the first place, namely providing competitive advantage by a quantum jump in customer service. We might get marginally improved data processing systems, but we have not done the reengineering to obtain the radical changes in how we do business that would set us apart from our competitors. This project was never justified on the basis of quantitative returns, only on strategic grounds, and it has been doomed ever since our downsizing and the departure of Woodson. We should have killed it years ago.

However, in the final analysis it doesn’t matter whether or not the project is a complete failure. Even if it would be a moderate success, in these difficult times we cannot afford the huge drain on our resources that it involves. Perhaps we could mothball it so that if conditions improve it could be resumed, but we need to get rid of it for now.
Leach contested West’s assertion that the new system would not provide the competitive advantage originally envisioned:

We have only installed one subsystem, and you cannot expect overall performance to be improved much until the entire system is installed and working. The results of this effort will be apparent when the full system is completed and installed.

Our legacy systems that run production at the plants are stand-alone systems that are not integrated with other production systems or with the support systems—administrative, financial, personnel, etc. The new system will integrate everything from the time the customer calls in an order through ordering the raw materials, scheduling and following through the production process, entering it into inventory, shipping it, billing it, and handling any problems with the use of the product.

As a result, the customer will be able to get exactly what he wants in the shortest possible time. When the customer calls with an order, it can be entered, scheduled, and the delivery date determined while the customer is on the phone. Changes to an order can be made quickly and easily. The lead time to deliver an order will be reduced from today’s 120 days to 45 days, which is just a little more than a third of what it is today! That will be a huge improvement in customer service. No one else in our industry will be able to match this.

Furthermore, with this integrated system, management information will be available in real time rather than months after the fact. We will be able to determine the profitability of each product and focus our marketing efforts on the most profitable products, and we will be able to plan our production and load it on our facilities so as to minimize the cost of production. Not only will we be able to radically improve customer service, but we will also be able to improve the profitability of what we produce.

I admit that the project has had its problems, but I am sure that we can complete it in 18 months for an additional $20 million. Although our financial condition is not good, this is a strategic project that will greatly improve our competitiveness. It represents a crucial top management vision, and I can’t believe that we would abandon it because of temporary difficulties. MMI’s future depends upon it!

Mary J. Ellis, the construction division’s representative on the project steering committee, believed that the project should be continued and that Leach should continue to lead it. She asserted:

Admittedly our financial condition is not the best, but $20 million is not going to make or break us. We must not let short-range problems cause us to lose the vision that can make such an important contribution to MMI’s long-term success.

George has the vision, the enthusiasm, and the experience needed to complete the project. George has provided outstanding leadership, fighting through difficulty after difficulty. Without George’s drive and enthusiasm the project would have failed long ago. It would be disastrous to change leadership now when the project is so close to completion.
Purchasing and Implementing a Student Management System at Jefferson County School System

The Jefferson County School System (JCSS) educates about 10,000 students in fourteen elementary schools, two middle schools, and two high schools. It serves a diverse community consisting of a county seat of 80,000 with a substantial industrial base and a major state university, and the surrounding rural area.

Central High School and Roosevelt High School, located on the eastern edge of town, are spirited athletic rivals whose attendance districts split the county into approximately equal areas, with each district including about 1,450 city and rural patrons. The two middle schools each have about 750 pupils in the seventh and eighth grades and also serve diversified areas. The elementary schools are located throughout the county and range in size from rural schools with about 250 students up to almost 700 students for the largest city school.

History of Administrative Computing in JCSS

Administrative computing at JCSS began in the early 1970s when computing resources at the university were leased to do scheduling and grade reporting and to keep student enrollment data. In 1976 the school corporation purchased a DEC PDP 11/34 computer, and the student management applications were converted from the university computer. During the next few years, financial applications were added and more student management applications were developed. Over the years there have been many changes to the JCSS technical architecture. They now have four Dell servers operating under UNIX, and PCs in all JCSS locations are connected to the system via a high-speed TCP/IP network.

All JCSS applications, both financial and student management, were custom developed by the longtime director of data processing, David Meyer, and the two programmers on his staff. The users of these systems were satisfied with them, and when they wanted changes and improvements, Meyer and his programmers would make them. There was no end-user capability—if anyone needed a special report, a program to produce it was written by one of the programmers.

Three years ago the long-time JCSS superintendent of schools retired, and Dr. Harvey Greene was hired as his replacement. Dr. Greene had been the superintendent of a smaller school system and had attended a conference where a speaker convinced him that software had become a commodity and that it no longer made sense for a school system to develop and maintain its own software.

After a few months to get his feet on the ground, Dr. Greene established a small task force of administrators to evaluate the JCSS data processing systems and to recommend directions for the future. Not surprisingly, this task force recommended that:

- The JCSS systems should be replaced with purchased software packages with maintenance agreements.
- The new systems should utilize an integrated database and report-generation software so that people could share data from various applications.
- Because JCSS would no longer be doing custom development, the programming staff of the data processing department could be eliminated.

David Meyer was not included on the task force, and Director of Data Processing Meyer was quite upset with the decision to gut his staff without even consulting him. When these recommendations were accepted by Dr. Greene and the school board, he chose to resign from his position as DP Director. He was replaced by Carol Andrews, who had 13 years of experience as an applications programmer, systems programmer, and systems analyst with a nearby federal government installation.

Purchasing the New System

After spending several months getting acclimated to the JCSS and her new job, Andrews set about the task of selecting a vendor to provide the hardware and software to replace
the current administrative computing applications at JCSS. In late November a computer selection committee was appointed to evaluate available systems and recommend a vendor to the JCSS School Board. This 14-member committee included representatives of most of the major users of the system—assistant principals who did scheduling and were responsible for student records, deans who were responsible for attendance and student discipline, counselors, teachers, the personnel director, and the chief accountant. It also included representatives of the different levels of schools in the system and from each of the larger school locations.

By late March Andrews and the committee had prepared a 71-page request for proposal (RFP) that was sent to 23 possible vendors, asking that proposals be submitted by May 4. The RFP stated that “The proposals will be evaluated on functional requirements, support services, and a 5-year life cycle cost.” The table of contents of the RFP is included as Exhibit 1. Appendices A through E listed in the contents were in the form of fill-in-the-blank questionnaires that defined the information that JCSS desired from the vendors.

The RFP was sent to vendors that would contract to accept responsibility for all the software and support and training services required to install and maintain the new system. Appendix C of the RFP described the JCSS hardware and communications architecture and specified that any required changes to the existing environment must be described and the associated costs presented. The desired requirements for the application software were described in Appendix D in the form of characteristics that could be checked off as included or not.

Although members of the selection committee made suggestions, Andrews determined most of the requirements for the application systems by examining what the existing systems did and talking with people throughout the JCSS. The application specifications for the attendance accounting and student scheduling systems from Appendix D are included as Exhibit 2.
### Student Administration System
#### Attendance Accounting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Included</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXHIBIT 2  Application Specifications, Appendix D**

### Selection of the Vendor

Seven proposals were submitted in response to the RFP. Andrews was able to winnow them down easily to three serious contenders that were evaluated in detail. Each of the three finalists was invited to demonstrate its system to the selection committee. The vendors were not told in detail what to show, but they were asked to demonstrate the operation of several of the major systems. The three vendors brought in their own computers for the demonstration, and all of the demonstrations were quite satisfactory to the committee.

The committee originally intended to visit a school that used each vendor’s system, but because of time and money constraints they were only able to visit two sites—one Data Systems, Inc., installation and one Scholastic
### Student Administration System

#### Student Scheduling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Included</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXHIBIT 2 (Continued)**

Systems Corporation installation. Andrews and Dr. Paul Faris, Assistant Principal at Roosevelt High, spent one day at each of these locations observing their systems in action and talking with users. In addition, members of the committee made telephone calls to their counterparts at other schools that used each vendor’s systems without unearthing any major problems or concerns. Everyone seemed quite positive about all three vendors and their products.

The committee had a difficult time deciding between the three finalists. Each of the vendors proposed software packages in all the areas that JCSS had asked for, but none of these systems did exactly what they wanted in exactly the way the current systems did things. The committee finally chose Data Systems, Inc. (DSI) because the members felt they could work well with the DSI people, and they felt that the DSI proposal was best on balance, as indicated in Exhibit 3, which they presented to the JCSS School Board. This table rates six factors on a scale from 1 to 5, with a total rating for each of the finalist vendors at the bottom. DSI was rated highest in “Application Software” because its system was a Web-based system, and the committee felt that this was the technology of the future. DSI had recently converted the functionality of its legacy systems to the Web-based architecture and had only installed it at three school systems, so the committee was aware that it might have more bugs than if the system had been in use for several years. The “cost of ownership” includes the purchase price of the software, installation, training, and five years of maintenance...
and support. The “bid exceptions” rating refers to how well the proposed software fits the JCSS specifications and thus a high rating indicates that little modification of the software would be needed.

The JCSS School Board awarded the contract to DSI in June. It included the following systems: financial, payroll/personnel, fixed assets, warehouse inventory, registration, scheduling, grades/transcripts, attendance, book bills, office assistant, electronic mail, and special education. These systems utilize a standard relational database management system that includes a query language that generates ad hoc reports.

DSI agreed to make specific changes in the software packages where the committee had indicated that the packages did not meet the JCSS specifications. The contract also provided that DSI would devote up to 100 hours of programming time to making other modifications (not yet specified) in its software. Any additional changes requested by JCSS would be billed at $100 per programmer hour. JCSS also purchased DSI’s standard software maintenance contract.

### Implementation of the Systems

With the help of DSI people, the software for the new systems was loaded on the JCSS servers in December. Although they had some problems with the financial systems, they successfully converted most of them from the old systems to the new DSI systems. However, they had major problems in installing and using the student management systems.

Andrews planned to follow the cycle of the academic year when implementing the student systems. First, they would transfer all the student demographic information from the present system to the new system’s database. Then they would complete the students’ fall class schedules by the end of the spring semester, as they had been doing with the old system, so that the students’ schedules would be on the new system and ready to go in the fall. During the summer they would pick up the attendance accounting on the new system so it would be ready for the fall. Then they would implement grade reporting so it would be ready for use at the end of the first six-week grading period in the fall. Finally, they would convert the student transcript information from the old system so that fall semester grades could be transferred to the transcripts at the end of the semester.

They successfully transferred the student demographic information from the old system to the new in February. Then they started to work on student scheduling. Things did not go well. The training provided by DSI for the scheduling officers was a disaster. Then, after entering the student class requests and the available faculty data, they started the first scheduling run. After it had run all day without completing the schedules, they decided that there was something definitely wrong. Andrews never completely resolved this problem with DSI’s experts. DSI claimed that it was caused by the way the scheduling officer set up the scheduling system—the various parameters that the system uses. Andrews was still convinced that there was some sort of bug in the scheduling program.

### EXHIBIT 3 Evaluation of Bids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection Criteria</th>
<th>Data Systems</th>
<th>Scholastic Systems</th>
<th>Orian Computer Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Vendor Profile</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Vendor Services</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Application Software</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 5 yr. Cost of Ownership (Rating)</td>
<td>$502,000</td>
<td>$655,000</td>
<td>$430,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Software Support</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Bid Exceptions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL RATING 29 24 20
DSI did make some minor modifications to the program, and they sent some people out to consult with Andrews and her staff on how to set up the schedule, but they were unable to get the schedules done by the end of the spring semester as planned. This caused severe problems because the assistant principals in charge of scheduling were not on the payroll during the summer. Fortunately, Paul Faris, the scheduling officer at Roosevelt, was working summer school, and with his assistance they were just able to get all the schedules done two weeks before school started.

Preparation for the fall was also hindered by the fact that neither the school secretaries, who entered much of the data for the attendance module, nor the counselors, who had to work with the scheduling of new students in the system and changes to schedules of continuing students, were on the payroll during the summer. The administration would not spend the money to pay these people to come in during the summer for training on the system, so all training was delayed until the week before school started, when everyone reported back to work. The training was rushed, and again DSI did a poor job with it.

When school started in the fall, the system was a total disaster. The people who were working with the system did not understand it or know what they were doing with it. When the counselors tried to schedule a new student into his classes, the system might take 20 minutes to produce his new schedule. Needless to say, there were long lines of students waiting in the halls, and the students, their parents, the counselors, teachers, and administrators were upset and terribly frustrated.

Also, the attendance officers did not know what they were doing and could not make the system work for the first few weeks of the semester. Things were so bad that at the end of the first grading period Andrews decided that, although the grade reporting system was working correctly, it was not feasible to have the teachers enter their grades directly into the system as had been planned. Instead, she hired several outside clerical people to enter the grades from forms the teachers filled out. After some well-executed training, the teachers successfully entered their grades at the end of the semester.

By the end of the fall semester most of those working with the student systems had learned enough to make them work adequately, and a few of them were beginning to recognize that the new systems had some significant advantages over the old ones. They did get the second semester underway without major problems, and in early February of the next year they were getting ready to bring up the transcript system and start the scheduling process for the fall.

**Perspectives of the Participants**

Given everything that had transpired in acquiring and implementing the new system to this stage, it is not surprising that there were many different opinions on the problems that were encountered, whether or not the new system was satisfactory, and what the future would hold. The following presents the perspectives of a number of those who had been involved with the new system.

**Dr. Harold Whitney, Assistant Principal, Central High School**

Dr. Whitney asserts that the previous system was an excellent system that really did the job for them.

It was fast, efficient, and effective. And when we needed something, rather than having to call DSI in Virginia to get it done, our own people would do it for us in a matter of 2 or 3 days. However, the study committee (which probably didn’t have enough good school people on it) decided on the new system, and we were told that we would start with the new scheduling software package early in the year.

The first acquaintance that Whitney had with the new system was in early February when DSI sent someone in to train four or five of the scheduling people on how to use the new system to construct a master schedule. Whitney recalls:

Over a 3-day period we took 50 students and tried to construct a master schedule. And at the end of the 3 days, we still hadn’t been able to do it. It was apparent that the lady they sent out to train us, while she may have known the software, had no idea of what we wanted in a master schedule, and had never experienced the master schedule-building process in a large high school.

The master schedule is the class schedule of all of the courses that we offer—when and where they will be taught, and by whom. In the past, I would take the course requests from our students and summarize them to determine the demand for each course, and then I would develop a master schedule that assigned our available teachers to the courses that they could best teach while meeting the student demand as well as possible. I had to take into account the fact that, among all the teachers who are certified to teach mathematics, some are more effective teaching algebra and geometry than they are in calculus, and similarly for other subject areas. Also, we have 15 or so teachers who are part-time in our
school and therefore can only teach here during the morning (or the afternoon). Furthermore, we need to lock our 2-semester courses so that a student will have the same teacher for both semesters.

With the new system we were supposed to input our teachers and their certifications and the student requests for courses, and the DSI software would generate the ideal master schedule to satisfy that demand. But we had to place quite a number of restrictions on what and when the teachers could teach and into what sections a student could be scheduled. When we tried to run the software, it just ran and ran, but it never produced a satisfactory schedule.

DSI sent one of its top executives out to talk with Whitney about these problems. The executive told Whitney that “the reason that you’re unhappy is that you’re placing too many restrictions on the schedule.” Whitney replied, “All well and good. But are you telling me that your software package should dictate our curriculum? That it should dictate who teaches calculus, who teaches general math, who teaches advanced and who teaches beginning grammar? That’s hardly sound educationally!”

Whitney ended up doing the schedule by hand, as he had done before, and the students were scheduled by the end of the spring semester. Some of the other schools continued to try to use the full system, and they had a hard time getting the schedules out by the start of school.

Whitney had a very bad impression of the system until the end of the year when he began to believe things were improving somewhat. The DSI people were beginning to listen to him, and he was more receptive: “I’ve always been able to see that somewhere down the road the new system will have capabilities that improve on our old system.”

The way your master schedule is set up and the search patterns you establish determine how the system performs. The individual principals have control over many aspects of the process, and there is a lot of leeway—whether you set up for one semester or two, whether you strictly enforce class sizes, whether or not you have alternatives to search for with specific courses, and so on. We set it up for double semester, which is the hard one, but I had generous limits on my class size and we had limited search for alternatives, which kicked the difficult ones out of the system to handle on a manual basis. And I limited certain courses to seniors, or sophomores, et cetera, and that restricted the search pattern somewhat.

Dr. Faris knew that the beginning of the fall semester would be crunch time, when lots of work would have to be done with the new system in a limited amount of time. So he prepared his people for the transition ahead of time. His secretary was skilled on the old system. Early in the spring Faris told her: “We are going to change over our entire system in 4 months. And week by week I want you to tell me what files have to be changed over, and you and I are going to do it.” Again, it was a matter of making sure things were done in a nonpressure situation where they could learn what they had to know.

Dr. Faris and his counselors still had many problems during the first few weeks of school in the fall, but nothing that they could not cope with. Things are going well in his area now. When they recently started the second semester it was a crunch time again, but the counselors got along fine with schedule changes and they completed the new schedules faster than they had with the old system. Dr. Faris believes that the new system is a substantial improvement over the old one.

I can follow through and find the kids’ attendance, current program, grades, past history and transcripts, and probably have everything I need in 2 or 3 minutes. Before the new system I could barely walk to the filing cabinet and find his folder in that time. And then I’d still have to go to the counseling office and get the current schedule, and then to the attendance office and get the attendance record.

I’m really pleased with the new file structures. And Carol’s programmer is starting to add back some of the custom things that we had in the old system. I’m looking forward to being trained on the report generator so that I can produce my own special reports without getting a programmer involved.

---

Dr. Paul Faris, Assistant Principal,
Roosevelt High School

Dr. Faris, an active member of the computer study committee that chose the new system, is responsible for class scheduling at Roosevelt High. Unlike Harold Whitney at Central High, he used the system as it was intended to be used both to develop the master schedule and to schedule the students into their classes. He had a struggle with the system at first and had not completed the master schedule by the end of spring. However, he was on the payroll during the summer and was able to complete the master schedule a few weeks before the beginning of school in the fall. In doing so he learned a great deal about how the scheduling system worked.
Dr. Ruth Gosser, Assistant Principal, Central High School

Dr. Gosser is the attendance and disciplinary officer at Central High and was a member of the computer selection committee. Ruth recalls:

We looked at about four different companies. Several had very good packages, although I will admit that by the time you sit through four or five different presentations, they all tend to run into one another.

My participation in specifying the requirements and evaluating the proposed systems was minimal. It was a big committee, and I was busy with other things, so I didn’t even read the materials very carefully. I disliked spending the time that I did, and I was really turned off by the details, especially the technical details. I remember thinking: Ugh! I’m sick of this. Just go ahead and buy something!

She and her people had only two days of training on the system before the start of school, and Gosser thought the training provided was pretty useless. “They weren’t very well-organized, and they spent too much time on the technical aspects of the system. I just wanted to know how to use the system, but they tried to give me a lot more and it really confused me and made me angry.”

When school started in the fall, it was a disaster. Ruth remembers it vividly:

It was awful! Awful! I didn’t get home till after 6:30 for weeks. Just getting the information in and out was a nightmare. We had a terrible time trying to change the unexcused to excused, and doing all the little things that go with that. It was so bad that we seriously considered abandoning the system and trying to do it by hand. It was horrible!

But we’ve just gone through second-semester class changes, and I haven’t heard anyone weeping and wailing about what a crummy system this is. We’re beginning to recognize that we’ve got the new system, and we’re going to have it for a long time. They’re not going to junk a system that we have paid all that money for, so we’d better work to make the very best out of it that we can. And I can see that there are some really good things about the new system that the old system didn’t have, and never could have.

Looking back, I don’t think that the computer selection committee did a very good job. If I had known then what I know now I’d have put a lot more effort into it than I did. Since most of us didn’t put in the effort to get down to the details of exactly what we needed, Carol pretty much had to do it herself. Unfortunately, we only gave her enough information to get her off our backs. Like “I need something that will chart attendance for me.” That wasn’t much help. Every system we considered would chart attendance, so we had no basis for deciding which system would have been best for us.

Dr. Helen Davis, Assistant Principal, Roosevelt High

Dr. Davis is the attendance and disciplinary officer at Roosevelt High School. She was not a member of the computer selection committee, and she does not think it did a very good job.

The committee looked at a lot of different kinds of things, but they didn’t communicate. Even though we all were supposed to have representatives on the committee, we didn’t know what they were doing, nor did we have the opportunity to discuss any of the systems that they were looking at and whether those systems would help us or satisfy our needs.

When the new system was put in last fall a lot of us had no training, no information, and didn’t know what was going on. My secretary had a day and a half training in August, but I had no training at all. Some training was offered to me in August, but I had already made arrangements to be out of town, and no flexibility was provided as to when the training would be available. Furthermore, there are no user-friendly manuals for the system—the manual they gave me is written in computerese. So I’ve had to learn the system by bitter experience, and I still don’t know what it offers me. I could go through a hundred menus and not find what I want because I don’t know what they are for.

Last fall when school opened my blood pressure probably went to about 300 every day! We couldn’t do attendance—it wouldn’t work. We couldn’t print an absence list for the teachers. We couldn’t put out an unexcused list. We couldn’t get an excessive absence report, so it was mid-semester before I could start sending letters to parents whose kids weren’t attending regularly. That really impedes the work of trying to keep kids in school.

The thing that frustrated Helen the most was that she resented being controlled by the software system.

The system is dictating what we can do with kids and their records. It needs to be the opposite way. We ought to be driving that machine to service what we
need to do as easily as possible. But the machine is driving us, and I’m really displeased with that.

We’re stuck with DSI and their software because we’ve got so much money invested in it. In time Carol will be able to make this system as compatible with our needs as it can be, but it will never be as suitable as it should be. And it will take a long, long time before we get all the things that we need.

**Catherine Smith, Counselor, Central High School**

Catherine Smith has been a counselor at Central High School for 20 years, but she had no experience with the computer before the training session that was held the Thursday and Friday before school started. According to Catherine:

The first day of school was just unbelievable! It took 2 hours to schedule one new student. Everyone was running up and down the halls asking each other questions. No one knew what was going on.

The first 2 days I had absolutely no control over that computer! It would bleep, and you didn’t know why. But by Wednesday morning I began to get control. I knew that if I pushed this button, this would happen. And I knew how to make it do some of the things I wanted it to do.

Now that I’ve worked with it for a semester, I’m happy with it. The system contains a tremendous amount of information that I need to help the students. The thing I like most about the system is that when I want to put a kid in a class and it’s full, I can find out instantly how many kids are in each section, and I can usually find a place for the kid. I can even override it if the section is closed. Despite the fact that we almost died during that first week, now that I have control over it I think it’s tremendous!

**Murphey Ford, English Teacher, Roosevelt High School**

Murphey has taught English at Roosevelt for 12 years, and he has had no experience with a computer beyond entering his grades into the old system.

This new computer has been a disaster from the word go. Last fall they didn’t produce a class schedule until 2 weeks before classes were to start, so I had no time to prepare to teach a class I hadn’t taught for 5 years! And I wasn’t even asked if I would be willing to teach it—the computer just assigned me to it.

Then they relaxed the limits on class size. We ended up having some classes with 30 students and others with 40. That’s not fair to either the students or the teachers. And it was a zoo around here at the beginning of the fall. It was 3 weeks before they got all the new students into their classes and things settled down a little.

In this community we have very high expectations for the education system, but we never have enough money to provide the special programs we want, or get adequate supplies, or pay decent salaries. It really burns me up that we spent so much on this new system that doesn’t work anything like as well as the old one.

**Carol Andrews, Director of Data Processing**

The 15 months since the new software arrived have been very difficult and stressful for Carol:

I often wonder what it was that caused things to have gotten so difficult and to have raised so much negative reaction to the new system. One explanation is that we have a history of custom-developed systems, so anything that users wanted got done exactly the way they wanted it. Now we have a set of generic software that is meant to serve many school systems and it doesn’t do exactly what they want in exactly the way they want it.

It was hard to get effective participation from the members of the computer selection committee. Coming from the government our RFP wasn’t very big to me, but when I passed it around to the committee they couldn’t believe it. I couldn’t even get the people to really read the RFP, let alone the responses. Actually, it should have been even more detailed. It was the lack of detail that really caused us most of our problems, because it has been the details that have determined whether or not the systems were suitable to our people.

We should have paid a lot more attention to training. DSI hasn’t had much experience with training, and they just didn’t do a good job with it. They left me, a new user, with too much responsibility for setting up the training and making sure that everything in the system was ready for it. And they didn’t provide me with the training that I needed.

Money is a big constraint to the JCSS. I needed a lot more programming help in-house, and someone from DSI—a week here and a week there—to fill in for our lack of knowledge in being able to support our users.
Looking back at it, 15 months seems like an extremely long time to implement a new system. But it might have been better to take even more time to do it. Maybe we should have piloted the system at one school for a year and worked the bugs out of it before installing it systemwide.

Where do we go from here? How do we handle the negative reaction that has been generated from all the stumbles and falls? How do we get things turned around to take advantage of some of the things that are really positive for the school system now that we have access to all this information? I’m beginning to see little pockets here and there where people are starting to use the capabilities of the new system and are developing positive attitudes. I hope that we’re getting over the hump!

If we had it to do over again, would we make the decision to go with DSI? That’s a question I ask myself every day! Could we have done better? Would we have had fewer problems? I don’t know.
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The chapters in Part IV address the key activities of IS leaders as they work with business leaders to ensure that the organization is spending wisely on new IT investments and is making the best use of its IT resources—not just technology but also its IT workers.

Chapter 12 describes some best practices for creating plans for an organization’s information resources that are well aligned with its business strategy. The importance of business manager participation in the planning of a firm’s information resources cannot be underestimated, and is highlighted throughout the chapter.

Chapter 13 focuses on the other key responsibilities of an organization’s IS leaders, including the delivery of IT services, managing a portfolio of new and existing software applications, hiring and retaining personnel with the needed IS skills, and fostering strong relationships with other business managers. The chapter ends with a discussion of two IS leadership challenges that reflect today’s increasingly digital world: managing a global IS organization, and managing IT outsourcing arrangements.

Chapter 14 is concerned with information security topics. After a brief discussion of different types of computer crime, the chapter focuses on the managerial aspects of information security—including risk management, organizational policies for information security, business continuity planning, and electronic records management. Also discussed is the relatively new role of Chief Security Officer and several relevant U.S. laws for which there are significant penalties for noncompliance.

Chapter 15 addresses IT-related legal, ethical, and social issues. It begins with some frameworks for addressing ethical issues in general and examples of codes of ethical conduct for IT professionals. The chapter deals with not only organizational issues but also broader IT-related issues of importance to individuals and the societies we live in—including privacy issues, identity theft, and intellectual property rights.

Part IV (and this textbook) ends with eight original case studies, all written by the textbook authors. The Clarion School case study describes how a small organization develops a plan for new IT investments. The Sallie Mae case study describes a successful example of a “fast-track” project to integrate the technology assets of two merging companies under strong IT leadership and a preexisting project management office (PMO).

The next two case studies describe the challenges faced by a $2 billion company with multiple business units and aggressive growth goals as it chooses its first major IT outsourcing vendor and then manages the contract for all of its business units. Schaeffer A describes the decision process and the opposing views of different IT and business leaders about relying on an external vendor for computer operations and telecommunications support. Schaeffer B describes the management issues the company faces during its multiyear outsourcing relationship with the Tier 1 service provider it selected, including what contract adjustments to make as its IT support needs change.
The Baxter case study here in Part IV describes a small company facing decisions about how to provide IT support for a new manufacturing plant being built in Mexico. The MaxFli case study describes a multiphase project to support sales teams located in different Latin American countries using handheld computers.

The last two case studies focus on dilemmas faced by IT workers. In the Meridian case study, a new college graduate needs to choose whether to begin his career in a small software start-up firm in the health-care industry or in a large, established IT industry player. In the last case study, Mary Morrison is faced with an ethical issue involving software copyrights.
Planning Information Systems Resources

In previous chapters, the technical and operational groundwork crucial to an understanding of the management of the information resources in an organization was established. You should now be familiar with the capabilities of computing hardware and software, telecommunications and networking, and a wide range of information technology (IT) applications enabled by these technologies, in addition to management issues related to the development and maintenance of application systems and IT project management. Both IS and business managers today must successfully combine this knowledge with a thorough understanding of business strategy and IS management practices to effectively guide their organizations in the planning and utilization of current and future information resources that will position their organizations to the best competitive advantage.

This chapter addresses how to create plans for information resources that are well aligned with an organization’s business strategy today as well as its vision for tomorrow. We will therefore look at a multistep planning process that includes:

1. an assessment of current information resources (the status quo),
2. the establishment of an information vision,
3. the establishment of an IT architecture for that vision,
4. the formulation of an IS strategic plan (roadmap) to evolve an organization’s information resources from their current status toward the desired vision and architecture, and
5. the formulation of short-term operational IS plans based on the IS strategic plan.

It would not be appropriate here to outline detailed instructions for a specific planning process because an organization’s planning needs and management styles for achieving them can vary greatly from organization to organization, and many approaches seem to work. Instead, we present the high-level steps required for an effective information resources planning process with some specific examples.

As will be discussed in Chapter 13, IT governance designs vary widely across firms, and many large organizations may have multiple IS units that report to different business managers. However, in this chapter we will discuss the information resources planning process from an enterprise or single IS organization perspective. The importance of business manager participation in the planning of a firm’s information resources cannot be underestimated, and we will highlight this throughout the chapter.

**BENEFITS OF INFORMATION RESOURCES PLANNING**

Before we discuss the steps of a planning process, let us first look at some of the benefits of both a periodic and ongoing information resources planning effort. The cost of developing useful strategic and operational IS plans can be substantial, especially in terms of the time commitment required for both IS leaders and business managers.
In addition to the actual documents that result from the planning process, there are also other significant benefits, as described later.

**Creating a Context for IS Resource Decisions**

An important function of an information resources plan is to create a clear context within which both business and IS managers can make individual technology and human resource decisions. In many organizations it is possible to come to work every day, move from one meeting to another and from one project to another, and not really understand the organization’s overall direction. A planning process establishes the overall direction and IS vision for the organization that should influence decisions about IS resources.

**Aligning IS and Business Goals**

Senior managers in today’s organizations have higher expectations than ever before about the ways that IT can enable new strategic initiatives. Executives are continuously looking for new sources of competitive advantage, and IT investments can be another source of differentiation in the marketplace. Each step in the information resources planning process needs to be aligned with current and future goals—and business manager participation is critical to ensure that both short-term and long-term IS resource plans are aligned with current and future business goals.

**Balancing the Trade-offs Between Standardization and Agility**

Most IS organizations are focused on obtaining a high level of standardization of information resources in order to create efficient common processes and lower the costs that accompany complexity. Simultaneously, however, they need to respond to business unit needs that require innovating with new technologies (Segars and Grover, 1999). Without an agreed-upon IT architecture, an organization runs the risk of being unduly influenced by current vendor offerings or short-term business needs rather than ensuring long-term efficiencies and organizational agility. A planning process that results in an IT architecture that supports these standardization versus agility trade-offs will result in a more realistic strategic IS plan for achieving the best balance between these sometimes-competing business goals. The planning documents that result from this process can also be used by IS leaders to communicate with vendors about capabilities needed by their organizations today and in the future.

**Obtaining IT Capital Investment Approvals**

Major capital investments require an approval process that involves top management and the board of directors, and many IT investments fall into this category. A planning process that results in a vision and an IT architecture captures what the high-level objectives are for capital IT investments, and the strategic IS plan provides the roadmap for how these investments will help the organization get there. The outputs from an information resources planning process should therefore result in IT capital investment requests that are clearly aligned with business objectives and already have enough support from business managers to compare favorably with other capital investment requests being prioritized for funding.

**THE INFORMATION RESOURCES PLANNING PROCESS**

Figure 12.1 depicts the relationship between planning for the business as a whole and information resource planning. On the left side are the general steps required to set a

![FIGURE 12.1 The Information Resources Planning Process](image-url)
direction for the business. On the right are the required planning steps for the organization’s information resources. The arrows depict an ideal view of how a step in the business planning process (on the left side) can impact an information resource planning step (on the right side), and vice versa.

IS managers have developed short-term IS operational plans and budgets for many years. However, the task of formally developing and communicating an information resources vision and IT architecture is still relatively new to many organizations. Research has shown that senior management involvement in a strategic IS planning process yields the most successful outcomes (Basu et al., 2002), but what is needed to create the deliverables at each step in this process will require different efforts from organization to organization.

Our focus in this chapter will be on the right side of Figure 12.1. Our overall assumption is that an organization’s IS planning and business planning processes are linked, and that business managers play key roles in the IS planning process. Previous chapters have also argued that IS decisions must be tightly aligned with the direction of the business. Such a maxim exists for not only aligning a strategic IS plan with the business plan but also for managing a project portfolio or set of IT services (Chan and Reich, 2007). Striving to achieve business and IT alignment is a continual process (see the box “Business and IT Alignment”).

Next we describe each of the five process steps, and the outputs from each step.

**ASSESSING THE CURRENT INFORMATION RESOURCES**

The information resources planning process should begin with an assessment of the use of information and IT in the entire organization and an assessment of the IS organization itself. Current performance is compared to a previous plan, to competitors, or to a set of past objectives. IS surveys are also often conducted to measure internal (business customer) satisfaction with IS performance. Competing organizations are “benchmarked” to determine both what is possible and what is being achieved at other organizations.

This assessment of the status quo is usually conducted by a committee of business managers and IS professionals, perhaps with the aid of outside experts. Outside facilitators can bring needed objectivity and experience to the process, but their value must be weighed against the added cost. Alternatively, the assessment might be conducted totally by an outside organization and presented to top business and IS leaders. If a thorough assessment has been conducted within the past two or three years, then an update may be all that is required.

**Measuring IS Use and Attitudes**

The information resources assessment, however it is conducted, should measure current levels of information resources and usage within the organization and compare it to a set of standards. These standards may be derived from past performance in the organization, technical benchmarks, industry norms, and “best of class” estimates obtained from other companies. In addition to use measures, the attitudes of users and staff of the IS organization are important. Opinions about the performance of the IS organization in relating its activities to the needs and direction of the business must be measured. Likewise, a technical assessment of the IT infrastructure should be conducted to establish its performance against benchmarks such as reliability and response-time.

An information resources assessment includes inventorying and critically evaluating an organization’s information resources in terms of how well they are meeting the organization’s business needs and IS mission.
• **A standard IT platform to integrate our information systems does not exist in our company.** A variety of disconnected information systems exists throughout our organization. Some systems are run on isolated mainframes, others on PCs, at multiple locations. These types of IT “silos” hinder integration and cause needless efforts on the part of IT staff to build interfaces between disparate systems to support decision making by senior managers.

• **Significant gaps exist in automating “value-added” processes in our company.** Many of the steps involved in value-added processes are conducted manually, or using systems that do not talk to each other. There are work steps that are not supported by the software, and the staff either overrides the software or manually supports these tasks. This results in “lost” opportunities for strategic advantage from our IT investments.

• **There is a consistent perception among business users that the IS department is not responsive to their support needs.** There seems to be a general lack of trust between the user community and the IS organization. Requests for new application systems are not approved and the recent turnover in desktop support personnel has resulted in IT staff not understanding the support needs of their internal business customers.

• **The level of user training is substantially below needs and expectations.** Training on new software is inconsistent. There is a strong feeling among business users that only “tunnel training” exists—they are taught enough to perform a current specific task rather than use software applications in more innovative ways.

**FIGURE 12.2  Sample Items from Information Resources Assessment**

Figure 12.2 contains a portion of an information resources assessment conducted for a food products company. As should be clear from the example, the assessment led to substantial changes in the overall information resources direction at this organization.

**Reviewing the IS Organizational Mission**

Another important part of the assessment step is a review of the IS department’s mission. The IS mission (or IS role) statement should set forth the fundamental rationale (or reason to exist) for the activities of the IS department. As introduced in Chapter 1, the IS organization’s mission can vary substantially from one organization to another. Some IS departments may focus primarily on operational support or cost reduction, while others take a more “offensive” role, focusing on how to use new technologies to achieve “first-mover” advantage in the marketplace. Still others are truly in a strategic role, focusing on excellent, efficient IS operations as well as delivering strategic advantage from newer technologies (Nolan and McFarlan, 2005).

Business manager participation in the assessment exercise is one way to ensure that the IS mission statement defines the most appropriate role for the IS department. This involvement also allows business managers throughout the organization to understand better why the IS department needs a mission statement. Some examples of questions that require key business management involvement are provided in the box entitled “Assessing the IS Mission.”

Figure 12.3 provides an example of a major mismatch between what IS leaders and business managers in the same manufacturing organization understood the IS department’s mission to be. The top of the figure is the mission statement developed by the organization’s IS staff, which emphasized technical capabilities and a highly technical support posture—including an emphasis on secure data storage, maintaining processing capacity, managing the data network, providing access to external information resources, and integrated systems development services.

**Assessing the IS Mission**

• How can IT impact the company’s competitive position?
• Have the opportunities for current and forthcoming technologies been fully considered?
• Will changing IT capabilities and economies of scale change the way the business is operated and managed in the future?
• Has the right balance between IT innovation and managing IT costs been achieved?
**Mission Statement Prepared by IS Managers**

Information Services is responsible for designing, acquiring (including custom developing), and maintaining a wide variety of computing systems and services for the people of our corporation.

In this role, the department:

- Provides a secure location for housing and accessing the official electronic data records of the company.
- Maintains computer processing capacity and support for file maintenance and information reporting.
- Provides access to approved external data sources on the Internet.
- Manages a corporate data network that delivers services to departmental and individual workstations linked to its data center.
- Provides integrated IS development for departments in order to advance organizational strategies (systems development services are available for central systems, local area network, workstations, and supply chain applications).

**Mission Statement Prepared by Business Managers**

In order to meet the challenges outlined within the company’s Vision Statement and support the strategic objectives and values of our company, the mission of Information Services is to provide reliable information, data, and computing services to all clients, both within and, where appropriate, outside of the company.

To accomplish this role, the IS department will exercise leadership in identifying new management tools based on evolving information technology that enables management to increase their effectiveness in operating and managing the business. The department's ultimate objective is the development of an integrated information infrastructure and associated services required to facilitate the decision-making process.

**FIGURE 12.3 Conflicting Mission Statements**

In contrast, the mission statement developed by nine senior managers in this organization makes it clear that these business managers see the IS role as supporting business strategy and operations, including being the provider of “new management tools” to improve decision making in the business. Leading an IS department with this more “offensive” mission statement would clearly require a major transformation of the IS organization role. In this situation, a mismatch in business and IS manager perceptions of the IS mission was found to be a root cause of internal customer dissatisfaction with the IS department’s past performance.

**Assessing Performance Versus Goals**

An annual IS assessment should also include actual performance data. Figure 12.4 provides an example from a regional bank in the Midwest where some of an IS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Achievement Area</th>
<th>Prior Year Objectives</th>
<th>Prior Year Performance*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal customer satisfaction with applications services</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>(71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departmental computing equipment purchases that comply with the supported standards</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduled network availability to internal customers</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of total organization computing resource capacity connected to data network</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per transaction on common systems (lower means higher performance)</td>
<td>$0.025</td>
<td>($0.0285)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS department personnel turnover (lower means higher performance)</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>(14%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parentheses indicate performance did not meet the IS objective.

**FIGURE 12.4 Assessing the Achievements of Prior Year IS Objectives**
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department’s operational objectives for the prior year are compared against actual performance metrics. The reasons for the shortfalls can be assessed, and this information can be used as input to later steps in the information resources planning process and to set specific operational objectives for the following year.

CREATING AN INFORMATION VISION

After assessing the current use and management of an organization’s information resources, the shared business and IS leadership expectations of how information will be used in the future should be specified. Developing a vision requires both an understanding of the future direction of the business and an understanding of the role information can best play in enabling the business strategy.

An information vision is a written expression of the desired future about how information will be used and managed in the organization.

An example might be useful to explain the process. A small printing company in Atlanta was taken over by new management as the result of an acquisition. During three off-site, full-day discussion sessions that were held to create a new vision and direction for the overall company, a task force developed a set of basic specifications and fundamental propositions about the company in the future, which led to new business strategy decisions.

Senior managers and IS leaders then reviewed these business priorities along with the new business vision. After several sessions, they jointly arrived at a shared vision for information resources in the company, as stated below:

- Business managers will know how to use information to make decisions and how to use the capabilities of our information resources effectively.
- Each business unit and functional department will manage its information resources within an overall IT architecture.
- All existing business support processes (e.g., purchase order processing) will be automated (with business rules) to free up time of critical human resources.
- All internal customers (employees) will have desktop tools with easy access to internal and external networks (the Internet) for research and communications.
- Our corporate network will be able to service a large number of remote nodes (to be able to send and receive large files from external customers) at high speed.
- User demand on our information system each year will experience:
  1. Medium growth in transaction volume on existing common systems.
  2. High growth in ad hoc requests for information on all shared and personal systems.
  3. High growth in transaction volume from new applications on shared and personal systems.
- The order fulfillment cycle (for external customers) will be supported by an integrated, comprehensive, and accurate database.

Taken together, these statements specify how senior management wants information to be used and managed in the future. The architectural decisions on how to deploy the company’s data, software, people, and other IS assets are not yet specified. That is the next step.

DESIGNING THE IT ARCHITECTURE

Like the information vision, the IT architecture is an ideal view of the future state of the organization’s information resources. This architecture specifies how the technological resources (i.e., hardware, software, networks, data) and human assets (i.e., personnel) of the IS organization should be organized to support the firm’s operating model and the information vision.

An IT architecture model proposed by Ross (2003) has four IT architecture stages of “maturity” that have different strategic implications for the business (see Figure 12.5). The definition and value that each of the four IT architectures brings to the business can be summarized as follows:

1. Application Silo Architecture—The architecture consists of individual applications serving individual processes or business units. This architecture is good for local innovation and support but impedes cross-unit initiatives and reporting.
2. Standardized Technology Architecture—This architecture ties the enterprise together using applications that are standardized and integrated, for example, by implementing modules of an ERP. This architecture stage is supported by centralizing most IT resources.
3. Rationalized Data and Process Architecture—Building on the standardized technology, organizations can develop tight standards to optimize their most important processes (e.g., supply chain) and the data that support them. This standardized architecture requires significant technical effort and organizational change management since it removes variability in core processes and “locks them down.” However, when accomplished, this architecture positions the
organization to quickly leverage these processes with new features as the competitive landscape changes.

4. **Modular Architecture**—Recognizing that core business processes of a multinational organization will need flexibility to compete locally, this architecture stage brings back customized modules that are extensions of the standardized core. Although the study (Ross, 2003) found no organizations in this stage, we can now see that the newer architectural options, such as Service-Oriented Architecture and Cloud Computing, will support this stage and that many organizations are pursuing them (see the box “Service-Oriented Architecture and Cloud Computing”).

This stage model reminds us that organizations need to learn as they evolve, and that a move from stage 1 to stage 3 (i.e., application silos to rationalized processes and data) will be very risky because the learning that results from standardizing the technology infrastructure has not yet been achieved. This can be seen in the differences needed for IT capabilities for stage 1 versus stage 3, as shown in Figure 12.6. A move

---

**FIGURE 12.6** IT Capabilities and Business Metrics for 4 IT Architecture Stages (Based on Ross, 2003)
from any stage to the next requires significant collaboration between IT and business people at all levels and forms the basis of trust and technology that supports further movement.

The fact that IT architecture is tightly intertwined with business strategy is sometimes not fully understood until there is a major change in the business. For example, major business restructuring initiatives, such as a business merger, the initial outsourcing of business processes, or new collaborations between value chain partners, require IT architectures that can respond quickly to changes in organizational boundaries. IT strategies that rely on proprietary systems and local standards rather than industry practices can impede such business changes. In the future, service-oriented IT architectures may mitigate some of these issues (see the box “Service-Oriented Architecture and Cloud Computing”).

**FORMULATING THE STRATEGIC IS PLAN**

After establishing an information vision and IT architecture, the information resources planning process should generate two major plan deliverables—a strategic IS plan and short-term operational IS plans.

The strategic IS plan contains a set of longer-term objectives (often three to five years) that represent measurable movement toward the information vision and IT architecture and a set of associated major initiatives that must be undertaken to achieve these objectives.

The aim of any strategic planning effort is to shape the company’s resources and products so that they combine to produce the needed results and make progress toward the organization’s vision. In parallel with the business plan, a strategic IS plan contains a set of long-term objectives that define the path to be taken (or road map) to a future state that is consistent with the information vision and IT architecture.

**The Strategic IS Planning Process**

The development of the IS strategic plan is accomplished in four basic steps: setting objectives or goals, conducting an external analysis, conducting an internal analysis, and establishing strategic initiatives. Although they are treated here in sequence, most planning processes involve iterations through these four steps.

**SETTING OBJECTIVES** The setting of IS objectives is done in much the same way as strategic objectives are specified for any business or functional organization. Measures are identified for each of the key result areas for the organization. IS objectives are often established in such areas as IS department service levels, IS personnel
productivity, and the appropriateness of technology applications. Goals relating to increased effectiveness, access to external resources, and breadth of business manager involvement in IS applications are also possible.

A sample of strategic IS objectives for a regional bank in the Midwest was shown in Figure 12.4. This organization assigned IS department goals in several areas, including internal customer satisfaction, compliance with standards, network availability, and IS department personnel turnover. Although the choice of which goals to set will vary with the organization’s circumstances, each objective should provide some clear benchmark toward achieving the vision and architecture for IT.

CONDUCTING INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ANALYSES

The second step in the development of a strategic IS plan is a review of the external environment within which the organization’s information resources must be developed over the planning period, say three to five years. This step should include reviews of the company’s strategic business plan as well as an IT industry forecast. Quite often the result of this process is a series of statements called opportunities (areas in which new systems could be created or where the IS organization could take some action to the company’s long-term advantage) and threats (external factors that might affect IS performance that could be corrected or for which some countermeasure could be developed).

Along with the external analysis, a review of the internal strengths and weaknesses of the IS department and how well business managers play their role in the entire IT process is also conducted. The list of strengths indicates areas where the IS department is particularly strong. Likewise, the list of weaknesses displays areas where the IS department or the role of the business manager should improve. The internal analysis parts of this step are often conducted during the assessment phase of the planning process described earlier in this chapter. These four statements together make up a SWOT (i.e., strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) strategic situation analysis.

A sample SWOT analysis that was input into a company’s strategic IS plan is shown in Figure 12.7. Note that the company (via a working group of business managers and IS managers) identified seven strengths related to the organization’s information resources. Most relate to technical skills of IS professionals and the quality of their transaction processing systems. Six weaknesses in the use or management of information are listed, ranging from personnel issues within the IS organization to limited departmental applications beyond routine transaction processing.

These strengths and weaknesses act as either leverage points (strengths) or as limiting factors (weaknesses) for new strategic initiatives. The threats and opportunities lists contain both factual and attitudinal issues that must be dealt with in the plan. Both user and technology issues should be mentioned in the opportunities and threats sections.

ESTABLISHING STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

Figure 12.8 contains a set of strategic initiatives resulting from a strategic information resources planning effort for a medium-sized energy company. Each statement represents an important initiative needed to enhance the role of IT at this corporation. Some of these initiatives will require substantial investment and create new operating costs for implementation. Yet none of the initiatives is spelled out in enough detail to be immediately translated into action. The operational planning step which is discussed in the next section is required to translate these initiatives into actual projects.

Tools for Identifying Strategic IT Opportunities

While building the strategic IS plan, organizations often seek help in identifying ways in which IT can provide strategic advantage for the firm. Several tools for finding new strategic insights have proven useful. None of the tools discussed here explicitly considers how an opportunity, once identified, can be translated into a comprehensive IS plan for the organization. The tools, however, have proven valuable in finding specific opportunities for IT applications and showing the role that IT might play in achieving certain business objectives.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

Critical success factors (CSFs) define a limited number of areas (usually four to six) that, if executed satisfactorily, will contribute most to the success of the overall performance of the firm or function. In an automobile manufacturer, critical success factors might include energy-efficient design and dealership effectiveness. Many CSFs have either short-term or long-term impact on the use of IT. Once identified, the factors can be stated as opportunities for the application of IT. An analysis might then be conducted to determine more precisely how IT can be used to accomplish the needed task.
Strengths

• Major transaction control systems are relatively new, functionally adequate, well-documented, maintainable, and operationally efficient.
• The IS department has demonstrated effectiveness in adding new technologies (e.g., Web-enabling certain systems).
• There is a stable, competent professional IS staff with expertise in designing and programming transaction processing systems.
• Our IS outsourcing partner seems to manage a reliable, cost-effective data center.
• There is substantial use of our in-house electronic mail operation, frequented by most business managers in the company.
• There is substantial information technology expertise among business managers in both line and staff organizations.

Weaknesses

• A single point of IS contact for internal customer operational problem diagnosis and resolution has not been established.
• There are limited data center performance measurement systems.
• There is a lack of emphasis on transaction-based systems development productivity.
• There is a high degree of technology specialization (narrowness) among IS professional staff and a limited degree of business orientation.
• There is limited departmental use of information technology beyond simple decision support and participation in common transaction processing systems.
• Few business managers make effective use of the Internet.

Opportunities

• The IS department enjoys a high degree of credibility among the large and growing internal customer community.
• The role of the business manager in collaborating with the IS department has been institutionalized, facilitating ease of future system implementation.
• There is a growing base of internal customers who understand a wide range of information technologies and want to use IT for their business.
• The Internet provides data and interaction capability that would be of substantial strategic use to the firm.

Threats

• The IS department’s effectiveness is threatened by pockets of internal customer negativism, especially among top management.
• Some business managers are developing a high degree of technical competence, which they employ in a nonintegrated fashion by developing separate workstation-based systems.
• The accelerating pace of technological change and proliferation of information technologies pose risks of control, obsolescence, and difficulty in maintaining IS professional staff competence.
• Extensive internal communication networks and internal customer access to external databases pose security risks to our data.
• The IS department is still not an integral part of company’s business planning process.

FIGURE 12.7 SWOT Analysis Example

ANALYSIS OF COMPETITIVE FORCES Competitive advantage can come about by changing the balance of power between a business and the other actors in the industry (Porter, 1985). As seen from the strategic systems examples in earlier chapters, a company interested in finding a strategic initiative can:

• Inhibit the entry of new competitors by raising the stakes for competing in the market or by redefining the basis for competition in at least one dimension (e.g., price, image, customer service, product features).
• Slow the application of substitute products/services by providing difficult-to-duplicate features.
Management wants the Information Services and Systems (ISS) department to develop its own long-range plan utilizing the vision, mission, values, and principles of operation outlined previously. The following is a listing of initiatives we feel should be undertaken in the ultimate formulation of this plan:

1. Manage development and operations of network architecture and security in accordance with business and internal customer requirements.

2. Help departments build individual information plans, utilizing ISS departmental expertise and knowledge of overall company system requirements.

3. Create and maintain a short list of approved hardware and software that can be efficiently utilized within the designed network to meet end-user requirements.

4. Coordinate with other departments in the evaluation and design of telecommunication and data communication systems that meet the company’s strategic and operational needs.

5. Provide and annually update a prioritized list of uses of external data that would strategically help the company.

6. Encourage active client participation in network utilization through training programs and help sessions that increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the overall company decision-making process.

7. Restructure the information services and systems departmental organization to better accomplish the mission of the department.

8. Develop a structured timetable and system of application backlog reductions.


FIGURE 12.8 Sample Strategy Agenda

- Make products/services more desirable than those of current competitors by providing unique product features or customer services (e.g., providing profitability reports to small pharmacies in addition to selling them products).
- More strongly link with customers by building systems to achieve loyalty and “lock-in,” thereby making it more difficult to switch to a competitor.
- Strengthen the link with suppliers by seamlessly connecting to their ordering and invoicing systems.

In addition to the competitive forces framework, Figure 12.9 lists questions that planners can ask about suppliers, customers, and competitors to identify opportunities for the strategic use of IT. The most fruitful discussions will occur when both business and IS managers are involved since IS managers can help quantify the effort needed for a particular initiative and business managers can identify the value that it would bring to the organization.

**VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS** Another technique frequently used to suggest strategic IS initiatives is the classic value chain analysis method described by Porter and Millar (1985). As depicted in Figure 12.10, the value chain includes five primary and four support activities within an organization that can each add value for the customer in the process of producing, delivering, and servicing a product or service.

IT can be used in each activity to capture, manipulate, and distribute the data necessary to support that activity and its linkages to other activities. To be of strategic or competitive importance, automating an activity in this chain must make the process run more efficiently or lead to differentiation of the product or service.
For example, an organization’s goal of market differentiation by a high level of on-time delivery of products requires that operations, outbound logistics, and service activities (e.g., installation) be highly coordinated, and the whole process might need to be reengineered to be Web-enabled. Thus, an automated IS in support of such coordination could have significant strategic value. In automotive manufacturing, for example, Internet-based systems that facilitate sharing of design specifications among design, engineering, and manufacturing (which might be widely separated geographically) can greatly reduce new vehicle development time and cost. Significant advantage can also be gained at the interfaces between the activities, where incompatibility in departmental objectives and technologies can slow the transition process or provide misinformation between major activities.

### Suppliers

- Can we use IT to gain leverage over our suppliers?
  - Improve our bargaining power?
  - Reduce their bargaining power?
- Can we use IT to reduce purchasing costs?
  - Reduce our order processing costs?
  - Reduce supplier’s billing costs?
- Can we use IT to identify alternative supply sources?
  - Locate substitute products?
  - Identify lower-price suppliers?
- Can we use IT to improve the quality of products and services we receive from suppliers?
  - Reduce order lead time?
  - Monitor quality?
  - Leverage supplier service data for better service to our customers?
- Can we use IT to give us access to vital information about our suppliers that will help us reduce our costs?
  - Select the most appropriate products?
  - Negotiate price breaks?
  - Monitor work progress and readjust our schedules?
  - Assess quality control?
- Can we use IT to give our suppliers information important to them that will in turn yield a cost, quality, or service reliability advantage to us?
  - Conduct electronic exchange of data to reduce their costs?
  - Provide master production schedule changes?

### Customers

- Can we use IT to reduce our customers’ cost of doing business with us?
  - Reduce paperwork for ordering or paying?
  - Provide status information more rapidly?
  - By reducing our costs and prices?
- Can we provide some unique information to our customers that will make them buy our products/services?
  - Billing or account status data?
  - Options to switch to higher-value substitutes?
  - By being first with an easy-to-duplicate feature that will simply provide value by being first?
- Can we use IT to increase our customers’ costs of switching to a new supplier?
  - By providing proprietary hardware or software?
  - By making them dependent upon us for their data?
  - By making our customer service more personalized?
- Can we use external database sources to learn more about our customers and discover possible market niches?
  - By relating buyer behavior from us to buying other products?
  - By analyzing customer interactions and questions to us to develop customized products/services or methods of responding to customer needs?

**FIGURE 12.9 Questions to Identify Strategic IT Application Opportunities**
• Can we use IT to help our customers increase their revenues?
  — By providing proprietary market data to them?
  — By supporting their access to their markets through our channels?

**Competitors**

• Can we use IT to raise the entry barriers of new competitors into our markets?
  — By redefining product features around IT components?
  — By providing customer services through IT?
• Can we use IT to differentiate our products/services?
  — By highlighting existing differentiators?
  — By creating new differentiators?
• Can we use IT to make a preemptive move over our competition?
  — By offering something new because we have proprietary data?
• Can we use IT to provide substitutes?
  — By simulating other products?
  — By enhancing our existing products?
• Can we use IT to match an existing competitor’s offerings?
  — Are competitor products/services based on unique IT capabilities or technologies and capabilities generally available?

**FIGURE 12.9** Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPPORT ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>Firm Infrastructure</th>
<th>Planning models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
<td>Automated personnel scheduling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Development</td>
<td>Computer-aided design</td>
<td>Electronic market research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>Online procurement of parts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRIMARY ACTIVITIES</th>
<th>Inbound Logistics</th>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Outbound Logistics</th>
<th>Marketing and Sales</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examples of IT Application</td>
<td>Automated warehouse</td>
<td>Flexible manufacturing</td>
<td>Automated order processing</td>
<td>Telemarketing Laptops for sales representatives</td>
<td>Remote servicing of equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer scheduling and routing of repair trucks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 12.10** Strategic IT Application Opportunities in the Value Chain
From a broader perspective, an organization’s value chain is actually part of a larger system of value creation, called a supply chain, that flows from suppliers, through the firm, to other firms providing distribution, and ultimately to the end customer. Opportunities for improvement in the supply chain could thus be intercompany, such as using the Internet to automate the automobile ordering process from customers to dealers to manufacturers. Thus, competitive advantage can result from improvements in either the internal value chain or the interorganizational supply chain.

A series of idea-generation and action-planning sessions is often used to generate possible strategic applications of IT for the organization. The idea-generation sessions typically include example strategic applications from other organizations (to stimulate ideas by analogy) and use selected tools as described earlier. Small groups brainstorm about possible strategic opportunities that address the competitive environment. Subsequent evaluation and prioritization of these ideas involves the degree of competitive advantage expected, cost to implement, technical and resource feasibility, and risk.

The opportunity identification techniques discussed here are nothing more than tools for creating a strategic IS plan. Although tools and concepts help, the key to the development of a viable strategic IS plan is clearly the ability of the IS department and business managers to work together in designing and executing an IS strategic plan.

**FORMULATING OPERATIONAL IS PLANS**

After the strategic IS plan has been developed, the initiatives identified in it must be translated into an action plan incorporating a set of defined IS projects with precise expected results, due dates, priorities, and responsibilities. Operational planning differs from strategic planning in its short-term horizon. It typically includes a list of projects that will be implemented in order of priority as well as projects that are in progress from prior operational plans. Specific, measurable goals are established, and general estimates of costs and benefits are prepared. New capital expenditures are identified and justified. Responsibility for achievement of the objectives, actions, and projects is also specified in this plan. Specific details, responsibilities, and dates of projects that move to the implementation stage are identified. Once set in motion, the operational plan is naturally less flexible than the strategic plan.

The criteria for evaluating and prioritizing projects include availability of resources, degree of risk, and potential of the project to contribute value to the organization’s objectives. Clearly, organizational politics often play more than a minor role in the final project selection process, as different business leaders argue for projects that they sponsor (see the sponsor role discussion in Chapter 11).

Many IS planners have taken a cue from financial analysts by adopting a portfolio view of the IS operational plan. They select new systems to be developed or purchased based on their association with and impact on other projects in the current systems development portfolio. Factors to consider include, but are not limited to, the level of risk of the various projects in the portfolio, the expected time until completion, their interrelation with other projects, their nature (e.g., transaction processing versus business intelligence), and the amount of resources required. IS and business managers then seek to balance the projects in the portfolio.

Firms that ignore portfolio balance and concentrate solely on implementing low-risk transaction processing systems, for example, might lose the opportunity to develop higher-risk systems offering higher potential business returns. Conversely, a project portfolio of nothing but risky applications with unknown chances for success and uncertain economic benefits might place the firm itself in financial jeopardy. Figure 12.11 shows a portion of the systems project portfolio (both new systems and enhancements of existing systems) developed for a company with its own sales organization.

Each IS project in the portfolio must then be subjected to a more detailed project planning process, in the form of a budget review. Once the operational IS plan has been approved, it should be shared to help instill a sense of commitment on the part of the organization. As with all business functions, a multiyear IS plan should be reviewed and updated as necessary, at least annually.

Finally, the operational IS plan for a one-year time period focuses on specific tasks to be completed on projects that are currently underway or ready to be started. It is linked to the firm’s business priorities by the annual budget. Hardware, software, and staffing needs; scheduled maintenance; and other operational factors are highlighted in detail.

As business and technology changes have become more constant, the planning horizons have shortened and the need for more frequent reviews and updating has increased. Quarterly portfolio reviews are now increasingly being used in today’s organizations.

**GUIDELINES FOR EFFECTIVE IS PLANNING**

The first step in developing an organizational planning focus, as opposed to only a project focus, is to change the way in which the IS organization’s professionals view their jobs. These changes include adoption of a service orientation by the IS staff in order to be more responsive to business partners. Change must also be viewed by IS
By taking the following actions, managers can also increase the likelihood of a successful IS planning effort:

1. **Alignment of the IS planning process with business plans is essential.** Business managers will not buy in to an IS vision not linked to business plans and will not support capital IT investment requests that are not clearly aligned with business objectives.

2. **The information resources planning effort should be viewed as an iterative effort.** A time-consuming planning process that generates lots of outputs that are not utilized will be less effective than a less extensive process that generates a strategic IS plan that is reviewed and then modified on a regular basis to reflect the new realities facing the organization.

3. **Operational IS plans should reflect realistic expectations.** The operational IS plans should reflect the current realities in the organization. For example, planning for twice as many projects as has been successfully completed in the past sets the IS organization up for failure and should be avoided.

### Summary

To ensure that IT is effectively utilized in today’s increasingly digital world, organizations must engage in a proactive, future-based information resources planning process. The process must include a thorough assessment of the status quo. Strategic planners must have an understanding of the competitive marketplace in which the company operates, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of its current IS resources.

The strategic IS plan should mirror and be clearly linked to not only the IS vision and IT architecture but also current business plans, and provide a well-documented roadmap from which the firm can make IT investment and budgeting decisions. Documentation from the entire IS planning process ranges from the broad objectives stated in the strategic IS plan to the detailed staffing requirements and expense forecasts made in the short-term operational IS plans.

A number of tools exist for identifying strategic opportunities to be assimilated into the strategic IS plan. No matter which of these tools are utilized, both business and IS managers have crucial roles to play to ensure that the IS plans are initially aligned with, and continue to be aligned with, the strategic direction of the business.
Part IV • The Information Management System

Review Questions

1. This chapter emphasizes that an IS plan should be linked to the strategic plan for the overall organization. Why is this important?

2. How does an information vision differ from an IT architecture?

3. Describe the five basic steps in information resource planning, and some ways that business managers might participate in each step?

4. Why is it important to assess business user attitudes, not just their use of information?

5. Comment on the differences between the IS mission statements by the IS and business managers in Figure 12.3. What are some conclusions that could be drawn from these differences?

6. How would you respond to the criticism that a proposed IT architecture is not feasible based on today’s technology?

7. How could the performance results in Figure 12.4 be used in the remaining IS planning steps?

8. Figure 12.5 suggests that companies evolve their IT architectures through different maturity stages. Why might an organization wish to stay in an earlier stage of the long term?

9. Contrast the critical success factors (CSFs) and SWOT (i.e., strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) approaches for assessing opportunities as part of a strategic IS planning process. Under what circumstances might one of these approaches be more useful than the other?

10. Why might companies today develop IS operational plans that cover only one year?

Discussion Questions

1. In addition to the reasons listed in the chapter, what other issues or events might cause an organization that does not have a formal IS vision recognize the need for developing one?

2. What are the major implications for the business manager if an assessment of current practices indicates substantial inconsistency in the information vision and IT architecture for the company? What are the major implications for the IS leaders?

3. What are the implications for changes in technology and personnel as an organization moves from stage 1 to stage 2 and stage 2 to stage 3 in the IT architecture maturity model in Figure 14.5?

4. What are some important IT management challenges that would likely be encountered in working toward the Modular architecture in Figure 14.5?

5. Through which media (text, pictures, etc.) can an information vision and architecture be represented? What are the advantages of each approach?

6. Given the rapid rate of change in both information technologies and business environments, do you believe that extensive information resource planning efforts are worthwhile for most organizations? Why or why not? Under what circumstances might they not be?

7. Some have argued that a company’s existing IT architecture should drive the business strategic plan, instead of being driven by it. Can you think of an example where this might be the case?

8. Do you believe that strategic advantages obtained by the effective use of IT are sustainable? Why or why not?

9. How might a business manager’s participation in an information resource planning initiative help with the evaluation of a capital investment request that is exceedingly difficult to quantify?
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Leading the Information Systems Function

In Chapter 12, we talked about developing a vision for the IS role in the organization, which determines IT architecture planning and other strategic IT investments. In this chapter, we focus on the management activities that IS leaders need to conduct to achieve the IS organization’s vision and provide value to the business. IS leaders are responsible for managing the organization’s computer systems, networks, and IT personnel. IS leaders are also responsible for managing business/IT relationships (Ross et al., 1996). IT is so pervasive today that effective IT decision-making requires some level of participation by every major organizational unit and key business manager. Without a close working relationship with business managers, the IS department will not be well aligned with the goals of the business, and the business will not be making strategic IT investments.

Rapid changes in information technologies and business expectations for how IT can be leveraged in organizations have led to significant changes in the IS organization’s mission. Changes in legal and regulatory environments—as well as the need to respond to unanticipated economic events—have also impacted IT investments and IS leadership roles. A rise in growth-by-acquisition business strategies also brings new challenges, including consolidating dozens of data centers. However, not all organizations desire to invest in the same information resources at the same level at the same point in time. The extent to which IS plays a strategic role in an organization depends on the extent to which its IT investments are for mission-critical IT operations as well as for new technologies to enable innovative business initiatives (Nolan and McFarlan, 2005). These investment choices, in turn, depend on the information intensity of the industry and business-specific goals for positioning a company in that industry.

The ability of an IS organization to respond to enterprise-wide or business division initiatives will depend on its IS leadership capabilities as well as its governance structure. Ensuring payback from appropriate IT investments, being able to respond quickly to changing external events, and leveraging technology for increased business value are all challenges that an organization’s IS leaders need to be prepared to meet. Many organizations therefore have IS leaders with a Chief Information Officer (CIO) title (see the box “The Executive IS Leadership Role”). In some firms in the IT industry, the executive IS leader has a Chief Technology Officer (CTO) title. By 2007, the average compensation for a firm’s top IS leader was about $200,000, but CIOs at major corporations were reporting salaries more than three times that average (Tam, 2007).

In the next sections, we first briefly discuss the key responsibilities of the IS organization and the reasons for choosing centralized or decentralized IS governance designs. Then we focus on practices for managing the organization’s IT resources: the delivery of IT services (including supporting computer users), portfolio management of software applications, IS personnel skills and retention issues, and managing relationships with the business. The chapter ends with a discussion of two IS leadership challenges that reflect today’s increasingly digital world: managing a global IS organization and managing IT outsourcing.
The Executive IS Leadership Role

Computer operations and networks have long been seen as a critical corporate resource with significant costs that need to be controlled. But today's CIO is also asked to help hone corporate strategies to better leverage IT—including how to reach new customers, how to better design products, and how to increase revenue growth rates. Corporate Web sites are now also critical channels for branding and communicating with customers and potential customers, and IS managers may work with a company's business unit to design new customer-centric products that can be digitally delivered. In a survey of U.S. organizations during the economic downturn (Luftman and Ben-Zvi, 2010), the top five IT management concerns were (1) business productivity and cost reduction, (2) IT and business alignment, (3) business agility and speed-to-market, (4) business process re-engineering, and (5) IT cost reduction.

IS ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBILITIES AND GOVERNANCE

The IS organization today is accountable for two primary responsibilities: (1) computer and network operations and (2) software applications. In the mainframe era of the 1970s, these two primary IS activities were typically managed by a single unit: a centralized IS governance design. As mid-range computers became more common, a business division may have had its own IS staff running its own applications on computers under its control—with little or no coordination across the other divisions. This design resulted in what was primarily a decentralized IS governance design. Decentralized IS designs can still be found in organizations with highly autonomous business units that can achieve minimal benefits from sharing IS operations or applications with other business units in the company. Instead, the business units are given essentially total control over their IS resources although a corporate IS group may set some IT architecture standards.

Today, highly centralized designs are especially common for computer and network operations. This is because greater cost efficiencies can be achieved when expensive computer equipment and networks can be purchased and operated by a central (corporate) IS group for all business units. It is important to note that decisions on how to distribute IS decision-making authority and oversight are separate from decisions on how to distribute computer-processing power, storage equipment, and network hubs. The discussion here focuses on centralized versus decentralized decision-making authority for a set of IS activities, not the economies of locating data processing operations close to a supplier or a specific business user.

Large multinationals as well as smaller businesses also have chosen to implement centralized governance designs for most of their software applications in an attempt to achieve greater integration across their business processes and the systems to support them. One approach here is to have a central IS group responsible only for “shared” applications (see Figure 13.1):

- “shared” applications are used across an organization (e.g., enterprise system modules for financials, human resource systems, and the purchasing of materials)
- “local” applications are used only by a particular business unit, such as a scheduling system for one type of manufacturing plant or a claims processing system for a particular service unit.

The rationale here is that these more specialized “local” applications may be better supported by a separate group of IS personnel that is not part of a centralized IS unit; instead, these IS personnel reside in and may report only to a business manager in a single business unit.

Hybrid IS governance designs—which combine elements of centralized and decentralized designs—are therefore common today (Brown, 2003). As shown in Figure 13.2, some organizations may choose a federal design in an attempt to achieve cost efficiencies from centralized computer and network operations, as well as to give
business units control over their own applications by decentralizing the governance of these IS resources. A more customized hybrid design is found especially in large, multi-divisional firms in which some business divisions choose to have a centralized IS unit handle all of their IT needs, while other divisions choose to have a federal or decentralized design in order to have more local control of their own IT resources, which might even include having their own IS staff running their own computers. Customized designs are also common in companies that have acquired other firms, and then allow them to continue to operate as autonomous business units or subsidiaries.

Some organizations with centralized designs may also operate as a “business within a business” where the IS unit is treated much like an external vendor, with separate cost and revenue accounting, and an agreed-upon transfer pricing scheme. Some senior business managers believe that this is the best way to hold both the IS and business units accountable for IT costs for both IT service delivery and new IT applications. In large organizations, a common approach is to also combine the IS organization with other functional support organizations (e.g., human resources, legal, physical facilities maintenance, transportation) into a shared services unit, which may or may not be created as a separate legal entity. Shared services organizations dedicated to different world regions may also be set up to support large multinationals, and sometimes these regional units even compete with each other. (See the box “Shared Services at a Multinational Firm.”)

**How does a firm choose among these IS governance designs?**
A firm’s IS governance design needs to be aligned with characteristics of the overall business. If a company is relatively small, a centralized IS design is most likely. If a company is large and has multiple business units, and the heads of these business units operate with a high degree of autonomy, then a federal or decentralized design may be a better choice. If some business leaders within a large firm are reluctant to be responsible for governing IS resources, then a custom design may be adopted to accommodate business unit preferences.

### MANAGING IT SERVICE DELIVERY

The physical technology assets of an organization (e.g., its computer hardware, software, telecommunications and data networks) have always represented a very large capital investment. Although hardware costs have decreased even as their capabilities have increased, organizational demands for computing processing power, data storage, and communications speed and user demands for desktop PCs, laptops, and other portable devices have also increased. From a business perspective, these technology assets are used to deliver a service—such as access to an enterprise system screen for entering order information or a printer connected to a local area network.

Today, employees at all levels in the organization, at multiple locations, typically interact with the computer network for essential aspects of their work. Thus, network or computer failure now has a high degree of visibility—it
may disrupt plant managers, division heads, and decision making by senior leaders. Further, with the advent of applications for not only internal operations but also interorganizational operations, an IT service delivery failure may also have a direct impact on the company’s customers or suppliers. Today’s information “utility” is like electrical power—if it goes out, everything comes to a halt until service is restored. For example, problems with a bank’s network can affect those customers who enter transactions into the bank’s ATM system, and problems with an airline traffic control system at a major hub can create havoc for travelers and business partners worldwide.

Technology decisions about the type and physical location of IT equipment, the choice of a new PC operating system, or a new security application involve different kinds of trade-offs that can affect IT service delivery. Some examples are summarized in Figure 13.3. Although these types of trade-off decisions require IT expertise, business manager input is frequently required so that the best decision is made from a service delivery perspective.

In addition, today there is a growing interest in identifying “green” computing solutions. Data centers in particular are power hungry and most electricity generation produces greenhouse gases, which have been associated with global warming. Computers also generate a lot of heat, and some data centers reportedly spend as much to run their data centers as for cooling solutions to reduce the temperatures in the facilities that house them. In the United States, the Department of Energy (DOE) has established an industry goal to reduce data center energy usage by 10 percent by 2011, and in Europe, a voluntary Code of Conduct on Data Center Energy Efficiency defines best practices and commitment goals for industry and governments (Babin and Nicholson, 2009). Carbon footprint metrics have therefore also now been added to the IT trade-off decisions (see the box “Green Computing”).

Shared Services at a Multinational Firm

British American Tobacco (BAT), a global competitor now more than 100 years old, delivers IT services via a Shared Services model to its highly autonomous country markets in three world regions: Europe, North America, and the Asia-Pacific. By consolidating data center operations and hosting SAP instances for smaller-end markets, economies of scale are achieved at the regional and country-level profit centers. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are used to ensure responsiveness to their end-market customers. The regional centers also offer project management and application design and implementation services to end markets in their own regions as well as to other BAT regions, based on competitive bidding.

[Based on Brown and Vessey, 2003]

Green Computing

Today’s IT investment decisions are becoming greener. Industry leaders Google and Microsoft are building data centers with smaller carbon footprints by taking advantage of hydroelectric power. The annual costs for electricity for data center servers jumped from $1.3 billion to $2.7 billion in the United States and from $3.2 billion to $7.2 billion worldwide between the years 2000 and 2007, and cooling costs have also helped raise the average annual U.S. utility bill of a 100,000 square-foot data center to $5.9 million. Server virtualization tools can also reduce the number of servers required to run applications, reducing equipment costs as well as power consumption. Greener solutions for microcomputers are also on the rise. Verizon Wireless replaced 1700 PCs in an Arizona facility with thin clients by Sun Microsystems, and its power consumption went down by one-third. Hewlett Packard (HP) is working to replace copper wiring on microprocessors with light pulses, and today’s microcomputers with enhanced sleep modes may draw as little as three to four watts of power versus 100 watts for an idle machine not in sleep mode. New legislation by governments in North America are also addressing environmental concerns about e-waste. Under the Waste Diversion Act in Ontario, Canada, computer equipment buyers pay an up-front disposal fee, and California has a similar e-waste recycling fee. More than 18 other U.S. states have also passed legislation mandating e-waste recycling programs.

[Based on Babin and Nicholson, 2010; Laudon and Laudon, 2010]
1. **Equipment Location.** Clearly, most organizations today operate in a distributed computing environment. However, the physical location of the hardware on a network can be a critical issue from cost, control, and security standpoints. Physically distributing equipment that supports enterprise systems may create additional costs for managing the hardware and safeguarding data (e.g., many computers and telecommunications switches benefit significantly from being housed in a secure, environmentally controlled location), as well as extra costs for specialized personnel. Nevertheless, there may also be good reasons for locating servers near plant or division managers, rather than in a corporate or regional data center many miles away. Likewise, some countries may be better hosts than others for the location of complex data centers.

2. **Client/Server Allocations.** Policies on the design and role of IT servers and workstations are also driven by not only cost concerns, but also convenience and security trade-offs. Questions that need to be addressed include: What is the most appropriate location of each type of computing work—at the workstation or at a central server or at a remote hardware resource? Which workstations should have independent intelligence and which should be a network device slaved to some central server? Should telecommunications, such as with voice over the Internet protocol (VoIP), and computer components of the workstation be physically integrated? Should video conferencing capability be integrated into the manager workstation, on a local area network, or at some departmental server? What level of access should a given client have to outside resources on the Internet?

3. **Operating System Standards.** Some vendors of technology hardware still offer a proprietary operating system, although more commonality exists now than in the past. How many and which operating systems will the organization support? In particular, will the organization support an “open source” operating system such as Linux, for servers and/or clients? Each different operating system creates more difficulty in sustaining a seamless network, and support costs increase rapidly as new operating systems are added. Confining the company to one operating system, however, reduces bargaining power, limits access to the best software, and makes the organization more dependent on the fortunes (and security practices) of a particular vendor.

4. **Network Redundancy.** Because organizations are so dependent today on their networks, many business managers want full redundancy of the key nodes and paths in the IT network. Yet full redundancy can be very expensive. How much redundancy should there be in the design of the network? Should there be full redundancy only for major nodes and high-volume pathways? The cost for full path redundancy can be very expensive because there must be at least two different paths to every node in the network from every other node. Likewise, “hot” backup sites that allow failed critical nodes to return to operation quickly are also expensive. The lack of redundancy, however, can be very expensive in terms of lost user time if the network or a critical node is not available for some period. The needs of business managers for specific types of applications are key inputs to trade-off decisions between the cost of downtime and the cost to provide continuous access.

5. **Bandwidth Capacity.** What bandwidth, or transmission capacity, should be provided between hardware nodes in the network? The decision is, of course, dependent on the applications to be used. Image and graphical applications require much greater transmission rates for effective use than do text-only applications. Content-rich applications are growing rapidly on the Internet. Should every client on the network have broadband connectivity? Specifications about the desired technical infrastructure to meet the vision for information use are critical to help drive bandwidth investments.

6. **Network Response Time.** In many organizations, hundreds of users are simultaneously interacting with the network, and each of them is directly affected by the response time of the system—the delay between when the return key is pressed and when the response from the system appears on the screen. If this delay is reasonably short, and consistent, users are generally satisfied. If the delay is perceived by the user as excessively long—three or four seconds when one is used to subsecond responses—it can be very frustrating and significantly hamper productivity. Yet the costs needed to reduce response delays tend to increase exponentially at some level, so input from business managers is again critical in making such decisions.

7. **Security, Privacy, and Network Access.** If steps are taken to make the network and its nodes more secure, quite often the result is to reduce ease of access for users of the network. Organizations should make an explicit decision to operate somewhere along the spectrum between maximum ease of access and maximum security, based on an up-to-date understanding of the legal and regulatory environments for their business. In addition, how ubiquitous should access be to specific networks and data? Should all managers in the organization have essentially the same access rights, or is there a need to provide different levels of access support—including remote access—to specific employees? To what extent should employees have unrestricted Internet access? At many firms, viewing the results of athletic events (or even the events themselves) is permitted from the desktop, but others prohibit such access.
Chapter 13 • Leading the Information Systems Function

Chargeback systems and service level agreements are examples of management practices typically used to help ensure that business unit expectations for delivery of IT services (e.g., the response time for displaying an online application screen) are aligned with the organizational costs of providing a specific service. Both of these practices are discussed here. Metrics associated with the use of these practices are also being used to evaluate an IS department’s performance in IT service delivery.

**Chargeback Systems**

Chargeback systems place IT service spending controls in the hands of the business managers who use the services. Instead of a vague annual negotiation process of capital expenditure approvals and cost allocations, the IS leader and senior business managers agree on prices for IT services that allow the IS department to effectively manage IS department costs.

Transfer prices can be developed for a broad and comprehensive range of IS department activities, including charges for:

- IT personnel (time spent and rate for specific skills)
- Computer usage (or computer cycles used)
- Disk file space (data storage costs based on type of storage unit)
- Number of transactions processed
- Amount of computer main memory used (per unit of time)
- Number of users of an application

Charges might be cost-based (to recover all costs) or market-based (to be comparable to market alternatives). A combination of clearly identifiable direct costs, plus an allocation of other overhead costs (space, administrative staff, etc.), might also be used. One of the challenges here is that many IT costs are joint costs, not easily attributed to one single unit—such as the cost to store and maintain a shared database or to place an order fulfillment process on the Internet. Further, some costs are essentially fixed, such as systems software costs, and all of the components of a data center are complex. Thus, calculating data processing costs, and having the capability to reduce expenditures as processing demands vary, can be difficult to accomplish.

If implemented well, a chargeback system is a way for business managers to better understand IT costs and to adapt their usage of IT services to take advantage of the agreed-upon price of a service. For example, discounts for overnight processing might cause a business manager to rely less on online reporting in real time. Other potential benefits associated with chargeback systems are summarized in Figure 13.4.

However, if chargeback systems are not implemented well, they can be a source of tension between the IS organization and business managers. The structure for determining the IS service charges needs to be jointly developed and clearly understood. As summarized in Figure 13.5, successful chargeback systems have charges that are understandable, promptly reported, controllable by the business manager, and consistent with the organization’s IS role and goals. Once implemented, it’s important to periodically evaluate the chargeback formulas to ensure that the desired results are being achieved.

**Service Level Agreements (SLAs)**

Another practice for managing the delivery of IT services is to develop formal service level agreements for individual business units. Similar to an agreement that would be

- Assigning costs to those who consume and benefit from IT.
- Controlling wasteful use of IT resources by encouraging users to compare the benefits with the costs and eliminate unprofitable use.
- Overcoming erroneous perceptions that IT costs may be unnecessarily high.
- Providing incentives by subsidizing the price of certain services or innovative uses of technologies.
- Changing the IS department’s budgeting process to be more business driven, thus rewarding the IS organization for improved service and greater efficiency rather than technological change for its own sake.
- Encouraging line managers to be knowledgeable consumers of IS because they must directly pay for such support.

**FIGURE 13.4 Potential Benefits from Chargeback Systems**
• **Understandable**: An understandable chargeback system reports use in business terms that user-managers can relate to their own activities, not just customer order, invoice, or report relate more to business activity than does the number of computer input/output operations performed or machine cycles used.

• **Prompt and Regular Feedback**: Changes should be reported soon after the activity to which they are related so that use and cost can be closely linked and total costs can be accurately monitored by those who can control the costs.

• **Controllable**: The activity for which business managers are charged must be something they can control. For example, charge for rerun computer jobs because of operator errors would not be controllable. Further, business managers must have a choice to use alternative services or to substitute one kind of usage with another (for example, switching between two alternative database management systems or trading computer time for data storage).

• **Accountable**: Managers responsible for generating IS activity must be identifiable and must be held accountable for their changes. Otherwise, the charges are meaningless and useless.

• **Relate to Benefits**: Managers must see a link between costs and benefits so they can balance the value of the IS services against what is being spent.

• **Consistent with IS and Organizational Goals**: Charges should be designed to achieve the goals set for the business and the goals of the IS organization. Thus, charges should encourage use of important information technology services, efficient use of scarce technology and services, the desired balance of internal and external sourcing of IS services, and development of systems that comply with accepted architectural standards.

**FIGURE 13.5 Characteristic of Good Chargeback Systems**

written with an external supplier, an SLA explicitly defines client expectations (here, the business unit) for a specific type of IT service, and procedures to be followed when there is an IT service delivery failure.

At a minimum, an SLA should include the following elements:

- A simple definition of the service to be provided (e.g., help desk support)
- The name(s) and contact information of IS personnel to contact for this service
- A table listing the services to be provided and their costs (e.g., how quickly different types of problems will be responded to, and the costs associated with providing this type of service level)
- Escalation procedures (e.g., who to contact if the agreed-upon service response is not being provided)
- A sign-off page for the appropriate business client and the IS liaison preparing the SLA document

**IT Service Management with ITIL**

In recent years, IS leaders have also adopted other process-oriented approaches to help their IS departments improve their internal delivery of IT services. In particular, several organizations have begun to implement processes based on best practices that are part of the *Information Technology Infrastructure Library* (ITIL).

First developed in the late 1980s by a branch of the British government, ITIL version 3 documents more than two dozen processes that describe how various IT processes should be performed to ensure outcomes such as the following:

- adequate *computer capacity* exists for new IT applications or other IT infrastructure changes
- tracking of a *computer incident* (e.g., a service interruption or security breach) from the time it first appears until a system change is made to permanently fix the problem
- formal *change management* processes are followed for changes to any component of an IT system

The overall objective is for IT operations staff to better anticipate service delivery impacts before an IT infrastructure change is made, and to more quickly and effectively resolve delivery problems after they are detected. For example, after using ITIL guidelines to restructure their handling of help desk calls, the brokerage firm Pershing reported reducing the time it took to respond to incidents by 50 percent (Worthen, 2005). ITIL also provides a common language for operational processes that enables better tracking of service delivery and root-cause analyses of chronic service delivery problems. A common language enables better communications across internal IT staff as well as with contractors and suppliers. An ITIL implementation can also foster a culture in which IT services are considered more from
Supporting Computer Users

One of the responsibilities on an IS department is to provide technical assistance to employees using personal computer tools within and outside of company walls. Although the potential productivity gains from what’s referred to as user computing (or end-user computing) are well recognized, these benefits do not come without organizational costs for supporting computer users. For example, the initial purchase of a personal computer is generally less than 20 percent of the total cost of supporting an employee using a networked computer over its typical three-year life cycle. This is because the total cost of ownership (TCO) for desktop and portable computers also includes ongoing costs such as application software licenses, network access, communications services, user training and support services, as well as virus and spam protection, e-mail storage costs, and so on.

Figure 13.6 presents a framework that can be used to help design an appropriate organizational approach to supporting end-user computing activities in general. The Individual-Level box at the bottom right includes factors that characterize the employee, the business tasks for which computers are used, and the end-user tools. Highly skilled computer users can be found in most organizations today, but it is important to remember that not every user, or user department, may have the same level of computer skills or the same complexity of computer tasks. (For a discussion of application development by users, see Chapter 9.)

The Organizational Context in Figure 13.6 explicitly acknowledges that the location of the IS specialists providing the support (which could include personnel that work for an outsourcer) and the different needs of different business units need to be taken into account when designing strategies and tactics for providing desktop support. For example, if an IS group is physically located alongside the users to be supported, there is a greater likelihood that these “local” IS professionals will have a high degree of business-specific knowledge. The opposite is likely to be true if user support has been outsourced.

The two-headed arrow between the Organization-Level and Individual-Level boxes reflects the importance of designing a support approach that takes into account unique aspects of the organization as well as the needs of different individuals: A rigid, one-size-fits-all approach to supporting users is not likely to be as effective.

Strategies for User Computing

Most organizations today have developed an explicit strategy and an overall approach to supporting computer

![Figure 13.6 Framework for Designing User Support](image-url)
FIGURE 13.7 Strategies for User Computing (Adapted from Munro et al., 1987–1988; Brancheau and Amoroso, 1990)

Users. Four approaches are shown in Figure 13.7. Although a laissez-faire ("hands-off") approach is not common today, it may be used when new technologies are involved. For example, employees may be purchasing personal digital assistants (PDAs) based on their own product preferences without formal authorization or support of an IS department, and it may be some period of time before an organization establishes a PDA or smartphone standard and/or implements policies appropriate for this type of technology.

Organizations that invest heavily in resources to support user computing, but implement minimal formal controls and procedures (to be described later), have an Acceleration strategy. Their objective is to enable users to acquire and learn appropriate computer tools and perhaps also develop their own innovative computer applications, with few constraints. In contrast, firms with a Containment strategy opt to bring in new user technologies more slowly, after specific controls are put in place, to minimize organizational risks. Business units can only purchase "standard" computer tools unless they have received permission for an exception, and stricter guidelines for tool usage and security are heavily enforced.

The Controlled Growth strategy (high expansion, but also high control) is the most mature approach, and is common in many organizations today. The arrows in Figure 13.7 depict three different ways that organizations may move to a mature, "balanced" approach. However, even organizations in this mature stage need to select a different strategy when implementing newer user technologies. For example, many organizations initially took an Acceleration approach helping users develop Web pages for organizational intranets in the late 1990s, and then introduced more restrictive approaches as they would for a Controlled Growth stage (Jordan, 1997). Other organizations, however, chose a Containment strategy: From the start, they established a committee to develop rules for Web page content and a standard "look-and-feel" format for all Web pages. Still other organizations have taken a more middle-ground strategy from the start (shown by the dotted line in Fig. 13.7) for a new technology in particular. For example, an organization may begin with a pilot implementation of a new technology (e.g., a specific instant messaging tool) that involves just a subset of users to help the organization learn what support services and control policies are needed, and then it rolls out the technology across the entire organization with a set of support services and control policies in place that eventually evolve to a Controlled Growth strategy.

A critical success factor for effective user support is the staffing of the support unit—which can include internal personnel, external service providers, or some combination of the two. In the early 1990s, an internal typical staffing ratio was one support member for each 100 PCs, but ratios as low as 35 staff members supporting 10,000 users have been reported (McNurlin and Sprague, 1998). As with other personnel responsible for customer services in general, support staff for computer users need to have not only knowledge about the technologies being used but also the ability to relate well to business users.

Today’s more proactive approaches to user support typically involve both IS and business managers working together to best leverage investments in technologies for business users and support personnel. For example, it is not uncommon for "power users" in business units that have experience in developing sophisticated applications for decision support to be hired away by an IS department to provide consulting and troubleshooting support for other business users.

Providing quick turnaround time in response to user requests is a typical key performance metric. Different support “levels” are typically established in consultation with business unit managers, and different types of computer problems will have different maximum time periods in which they should be solved (see Figure 13.8).

No matter what strategy is adopted, all organizations need to design an appropriate set of support services and control policies to help realize their strategy for user support. Next, we discuss some typical support services, followed by a discussion of control policies and procedures.

Support Services for Computer Users

A list of common support services is provided in Figure 13.9. One critical service is help desk support, which the user typically accesses via a telephone number.
Some organizations have used help desk positions as an initial training ground for entry-level IS department positions; in a very short time, the new employee gained a firsthand appreciation of the difficulties faced by the organization’s business users. However, just as many companies today are outsourcing some of their customer service support to organizations that can easily support customers in different time zones at a lower cost, many help desks for internal computer users are also being outsourced. Help desk personnel (both in-house and those working directly for an external vendor) typically are guided by computer tools that provide them with “scripts” to follow to help them document and/or diagnose a problem in response to telephone inquiries. Today’s network administrators also have an array of sophisticated tools to help them troubleshoot problems at remote sites.

Supporting users also involves preparing employees for new application systems and upgrades of existing software that can impact the way a user gets his or her work done. For example, when new versions of an operating systems (e.g., Microsoft’s Vista or Windows 7) or a major revision of a personal productivity package (e.g., Microsoft’s Office) is involved, user training as well as upgrading a user’s computer equipment (e.g., adding more memory or disk storage space to support the new software) may be required. By the late 1990s many organizations adopted a three-year replacement strategy for personal computer hardware to more easily handle such upgrades. However, some organizations have found that a five-year replacement strategy can be sufficient for some computer users.

The list in Figure 13.9 also includes not just tool training but also user education: Training refers to learning to use a specific tool or software application. IS education refers to more general computer literacy—such as learning “best practices” and alternative methodologies for user-developed applications or better managing their e-mail (see the box “Training for E-Mail Hoarders”).

Many organizations have attempted to reduce classroom training costs by providing self-paced training alternatives. Large firms in particular have found it cost-effective to invest in learning management systems. Intranet tools for sharing solutions to common problems and answers to frequently asked questions (FAQs) can also reduce support costs.

The outsourcing of user training has also become more popular as firms have begun to standardize on office productivity tools and other purchased software whenever possible. However, it should be noted that by turning over classroom training to an outside firm, a desktop support organization may lose a valuable opportunity for education on company-specific IS issues as well as an opportunity to establish a support-service relationship with business users.

---

**FIGURE 13.8 Service Level Agreements for Desktop Support**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Level Agreements (SLAs) by Severity Level of Desktop Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80% of Severity 1 problems will be resolved in 4 hours; 95% in 24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% of Severity 2 problems will be resolved in 8 hours; 95% in 24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% of Severity 3 problems will be resolved in 3 business days; 95% in 5 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% of Severity 4 problems will be resolved in 5 business days; 95% in 15 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIGURE 13.9 Common Support Services for Computer Users**

- **Troubleshooting** A hotline or help desk 24/7 or as needed
- **Consulting** One-on-one consulting with IS specialists on application development, query tools, and so on
- **Training and Education** Technology (tool) training in classroom setting as well as self-paced e-learning modules; education in system development methodologies, security procedures, and so on
- **Tool Research and Evaluation** Identifying and evaluating new end-user tools and recommending products for trial by users
- **Tool Purchasing, Installation and Maintenance** Hardware, software, networks
- **Information Sharing** Formalizing communications between support personnel and end users, as well as across and end-users groups; typical sharing mechanisms include newsletters, Web pages on an intranet, and periodic meetings for users to evaluate new tools and share development and technology “tips”
The vendors of software for large numbers of users have also improved their online self-help features for their products and are paying more attention to the “user experience” with their products in general. For example, pop-up screens offer help based on keystroke patterns by the user.

**Control Policies and Procedures**

A list of typical policies and procedures for business users is provided in Figure 13.10. The most contentious issues are policies and procedures related to what hardware and software can be purchased and how. The development and enforcement of user computing “standards” is typically an IS department responsibility, but some organizations have set up a committee that includes business unit representatives to establish these types of policies and an exception process for requests of nonstandard hardware or software. The degree to which organizational policies are guidelines versus mandates, and the manner in which they are enforced, varies widely across organizations and sometimes even across different departments within the same organization (Speier and Brown, 1997). However, the willingness of business unit managers and individual users to comply with computing standards has increased in recent years as the business advantages associated with using common tools have increased, and employee awareness of the need to avoid potential business losses due to external threats such as virus attacks has become widespread.

Keeping users up to date on the latest policies and procedures has been a challenging management issue; organizations have typically done a better job communicating all of them to new workers via orientation programs than to informing current employees of changes in policies and procedures. However, user computing policies and forms for technology and password approvals are typically accessible to all employees via a company’s intranet, and changes in policies and procedural deadlines can also be broadcast to all relevant employees via e-mail.

Organizational compliance with copyrights and licensing agreements is also a responsibility of senior IS managers. Many organizations invested in mechanisms to monitor software licenses and to inventory user-developed applications and other software on desktop machines as part of their Year 2000 (Y2K) compliance initiatives, but not all of these organizations have continued to monitor for compliance. Although enforcing control policies for software copyrights is certainly easier to accomplish in networked environments in general, software vendors are reportedly still losing significant revenues due to software copyright violations. To put pressure on companies to proactively monitor for copyright and software licensing violations, software vendors in the United States have created entities such as the Business Software Alliance (BSA) through which civil suits for copyright infringement can be filed (see also the Software Piracy discussion in Chapter 15).

Control policies and procedures need to be continually modified in response to new technologies, new ways of working, new laws, and new external threats. Some of the greatest increases in costs for desktop computing are related to security issues: preventing viruses, worms, and other hacker software to enter a company’s network. Providing support for workers outside of the physical walls of a business has also become increasingly important as computer and communications devices have become more portable. Chapter 14 discusses these security threats in more detail.

**Supporting Telecommuters**

Given the accelerated diffusion of mobile devices and wireless networks, as well as broadband connections from the home that support fast data transfers of large data streams and multimedia applications, the number of computer users who are telecommuters is likely to continue to increase.

---

**Training for E-Mail Hoarders**

E-mail hoarders keep hundreds of e-mails in their inbox and use it as a searchable archive. E-mail deleters keep only a few messages in their e-mail inbox; after reading a message, they immediately answer it, file it, or delete it (Tam, 2007). To avoid the high storage costs of e-mails left on corporate servers, some companies are adopting stricter policies for what e-mails to store and for how long. The policies vary since some companies and industries are subject to special legal requirements about what e-mail documents must be retained. Periodic archiving may also be enforced based on e-mail dates and storage space criteria. Training programs that provide suggestions for using alternative storage options that minimize organizational costs along with tips for altering work habits can also be effective.
Required (or recommended) product standards (hardware and software)  
Requirements (recommendations) for workstation ergonomics  
Approval process for product purchases  
Requirements for product inventorying  
Upgrade procedures  
Application quality review process  
Guidelines to identify high-impact applications and sensitive data  
Policies for corporate data access  
Guidelines for program and data backup procedures  
Policies for document retention  
Requirements for audit trails  
Documentation standards  
Policies to control unauthorized access and file sharing  
Policies to control unauthorized software copying  
Policies for acceptable use of computing resources  
Virus protection procedures  
Spam filtering procedures

**FIGURE 13.10 Common Policies and Procedures**

Telecommuters spend at least a part of their regular business hours using IT to perform their jobs outside of a company’s physical facilities, using a mobile office, an office in their personal home, or at a temporary office at a shared work center away from the company’s main office.

However, not all “white-collar” work (knowledge work) is suited to a telecommuting arrangement, and not all telecommuters have the same needs for remote work support. One way to think about these differences is to categorize job positions in terms of to what extent an employee is “tethered” to a physical building in which he or she works:

- **Office-bound** Office-bound employees are “tethered” to an office in a building, where they typically use IT that might or might not be portable.
- **Travel-driven** Travel-driven employees take their office with them to whatever location they are working in, which can change during the workday or workweek. For example, many sales force personnel have travel-driven jobs; they were likely to be among the first employees within their organizations to become telecommuters.
- **Independent** Independent workers do not have a permanent office work space owned or leased by an employer. Instead, the worker uses IT in a home office or a mobile office, or both.

Some organizations have implemented telecommuting options for individual employees who weren’t necessarily independent or travel-driven workers, but who desired more flexibility in their work arrangements to achieve a more positive work-life balance. For example, an employee might normally go to an office building to work but occasionally would be able to work at home. Other telecommuters might simply be “day extenders”—employees working full days at a permanent office but then working at home during evenings and weekends. Some companies’ programs are designed to facilitate working at home for different types of projects that might require uninterrupted work time. Companies having trouble recruiting full-time employees with specific skills have also developed work-at-home programs for new hires.

For those knowledge workers in positions that are not highly office-bound, the benefits from implementing telecommuting programs can be compelling. Self-reports by telecommuters emphasize three types of personal benefits:

- **Increased workday flexibility** Remote workers gain flexibility in their work schedules that can reduce work stress and could allow them to avoid rush-hour traffic.
• **Improved work-life balance** Employees who work at home typically are able to spend more time with family members by working very early in the morning or very late in the evening.

• **Easier accommodation of communications across time zones** Employees who need to communicate with others in different time zones sometimes find it easier to integrate meeting times that extend their workdays if they can communicate from their homes.

Some companies have also reported significant savings from implementing telecommuting programs of various types. For example, over a period of more than five years, 12,500 employees at IBM gave up dedicated office space in company buildings, and the company achieved multimillion annual dollar savings (Agpar, 1998). In some geographic regions within the United States with major air pollution problems (e.g., Los Angeles), governments have experimented with requiring companies of a certain size (or setting up tax incentives for them) to establish telecommuting programs so that only a certain percentage of their employees are physically commuting to work within a given workweek. However, telecommuters may also require immediate help desk support outside of normal work hours; in many large, distributed organizations, 24 × 7 user support, at some level, has become the norm.

Organizations with telecommuters also need to redesign their performance appraisal systems to focus on performance outcomes so that the telecommuter is not penalized for different (and less visible) approaches to achieving work objectives. Some companies only allow “proven stars,” not newcomers, to telecommute, and some managers still believe that telecommuting weakens loyalty to the company (Dunham, 2000).

Some telecommuters also report a sense of isolation: Remote workers don’t have the opportunity for informal social interactions that working in an office building fosters. Regular meetings at times and places that telecommuters can attend in-person can help increase social interactions with supervisors and among coworkers and make electronic communications more meaningful. Concerns about missing advancement opportunities due to the belief that being “out-of-sight” would mean that they are less well known and therefore less likely to be considered for a given career opportunity may also need to be addressed. Training programs for not only telecommuters but also supervisors of telecommuters can be developed to help avoid some of these nontechnical obstacles.

Telecommuting programs also need to take into account security and legal issues. Employees need to be aware of organizational policies for maintaining the confidentiality of company data and the use of company equipment for personal reasons. A newer solution being reported for travelers in particular is to not keep sensitive (e.g., project-related) documents on laptops, but to instead let an organization’s “cloud” deliver the application programs and associated data to the employee’s device when required (Iyer and Henderson, 2010).

### MANAGING IT APPLICATIONS

Most organizations have a substantial investment in software applications used throughout the business. In some organizations, one can still find thousands of programs and millions of lines of code that are the result of investing millions of dollars in thousands of staff-years for custom systems development—with or without the help of outside contractors. Today, commercial software packages are typically used whenever possible to decrease the costs of original software development and an ongoing dependence on internal software engineering skills.

Implemented software applications become critical assets without which a company cannot operate. One of the key management dilemmas is when to abandon an aging legacy system and invest in a new IT solution versus continuing to incur the costs of maintaining it. In the early 1990s, it was not uncommon for large organizations based in the United States to be spending 80 percent of their application software budget on legacy system maintenance, rather than on new software. An increased usage of software packages provides some relief as upgrades, and maintenance becomes the responsibility of the vendor. However, the organization is still dependent on the software vendor. (See Chapter 10 for a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of packaged versus custom software applications.)

**An Applications Portfolio Approach**

Thinking about a firm’s software assets as an IT applications portfolio to be continuously managed helps an organization make these types of difficult decisions. As discussed in Chapter 12, decisions about the development of new applications and the maintenance of legacy applications should be subject to a set of guidelines derived from the organization’s current vision, IT architecture, and strategic IS plans for the future. These guidelines should also provide a corporate-level policy as to what degree application investments at the “local” (functional, divisional) level are appropriate, as opposed to the implementation of “shared” IT applications (as described earlier), as well as the extent to which corporate IS
resources are involved in the development and maintenance of such “local” applications.

Managing an IT application portfolio also involves knowing what software the company owns, where it is located, what it does, how effective it is, and what risks are associated with its continued use and maintenance. Organizations need to treat software maintenance similar to the way they treat plant or other physical asset maintenance: It is an activity that is necessary to preserve the value of the asset, based on a regular assessment of the return that this asset provides to the company.

Other issues that applications portfolio policies should deal with include the organization’s preferences (or policies) for purchased packages versus custom-developed applications. As discussed in Chapter 10, the implementation of a software package frequently requires major changes in business processes and workflows that would not be necessary if a custom application were being implemented. However, for many organizations the benefits of more quickly implementing a software package that may already have been installed in other organizations that other users have reported to be a well-designed application that met their needs may outweigh the cost-benefit trade-offs for a custom-developed application.

All but very small organizations typically have a formal process for making any IT investment decision. Most of these organizations also require that some kind of return on investment (ROI) and feasibility assessment be performed before funds are approved. The payback period for a given investment then becomes one of the criteria used by a committee of business and IT representatives that is charged with approving and prioritizing project requests on an annual or more frequent basis.

Sometimes it is difficult to quantify the potential benefits from a new application, especially when it will be custom-built with new technologies. In these situations, prototyping and pilot techniques are typically used to help assess the benefits. Organizational guidelines should also exist for evaluating IT investments for smaller projects that may not need a rigorous approval process—including policies and guidelines for application development by employees who are not IS professionals. (For a discussion of guidelines for user-developed applications, see Chapter 9.)

**Metrics for IT Applications Management**

The performance metrics for IT projects to initially implement new applications are well established: both custom and packaged system: (1) a high-quality application, (2) delivered on time, and (3) within budget. However, new applications should also be tracked to ensure that the potential benefits calculated at the time of the investment decision are actually realized. The responsibility for ensuring that the benefits are achieved over time resides primarily with business managers, and for large IT projects a one-year time lag after the initial implementation is not unusual.

To improve the quality of an IS organization’s processes to manage and deliver IT applications, many IS leaders have adopted the process guidelines embedded in the five-level **Capability Maturity Model** developed two decades ago by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University. Descriptions of the five levels are provided in Figure 13.11; as noted in this exhibit, a revised version of the model, named **CMMI**, was released in 2002.

Although by 2003 very few U.S.-based organizations had reached level 3 or higher, recent researchers have reported that many organizations seek to achieve certification up to only CMMI Level 3. That is, moving to Levels 4 and 5 requires a significant amount of additional IS development discipline and IS specialist time to document and test systems. Level 5 processes are certainly appropriate for certain types of systems (e.g., government defense systems), but may not be appropriate for many other types of business applications (Adler et al., 2005). Nevertheless, several IT outsourcing firms in India have used their Level 5 certifications to good advantage in winning application development contracts.

Another common practice to improving performance metrics is to invest in process improvements for managing IT projects under the direction of a **project management office (PMO)** or similar program management structure. In addition to improved performance metrics due to training in project management techniques, benefits have also accrued to those firms that have developed repeatable processes, change management capabilities, and post-project reviews. (See also the PMO discussion in Chapter 11.)

**MANAGING IT HUMAN RESOURCES**

The most important asset in the IS organization is clearly its people—and personnel costs are typically the largest item in an IS organization’s annual budget. The specific skills needed for effective IT service delivery and IT application solutions vary based on the IT infrastructure standards and nature of the business. However, IT skills needed for today’s organizations can be classified into five categories (Zwieg et al., 2006): technical, project management, business domain, sourcing, and IT administration. A listing of knowledge areas for each of these categories can be found in Figure 13.12.

The IT field is diverse and includes some highly specialized technical skill needs as well. Although senior IS executives are more and more becoming general business
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMM*</th>
<th>Focus and Description</th>
<th>Key Process Areas</th>
<th>Distribution of Levels Achieved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Initial</td>
<td>Competent people and heroics: The software process is ad hoc, occasionally even chaotic. Few processes are defined, and success depends on individual effort and heroics.</td>
<td>• software configuration management</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: Repeatable</td>
<td>Program management processes: Basic program management processes are established to track cost, schedule, and functionality. The necessary process discipline is in place to repeat earlier successes on programs with similar applications.</td>
<td>• software configuration management • software quality assurance • software subcontract management • software project tracking and oversight • software project planning • requirements management</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3: Defined</td>
<td>Engineering processes and organizational support: The software process for both management and engineering activities is documented, standardized, and integrated into a standard software process for the organization. All programs use an approved, tailored version of the organization’s standard software process for developing and maintaining software.</td>
<td>• peer reviews • intergroup coordination • software product engineering • integrated software management • training program • organization process definition • organization process focus</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4: Managed</td>
<td>Product and process quality: Detailed measures of the software process and product quality are collected. Both the software process and products are quantitatively understood and controlled.</td>
<td>• software quality management • quantitative process management</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5: Optimizing</td>
<td>Continuous process improvement: Improvement is enabled by quantitative feedback from the process and from piloting innovative ideas and technologies.</td>
<td>• process change management • technology change management • defect prevention</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In the revised Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI) model, level 4 is “Quantitatively Managed.”

**FIGURE 13.11** Five Levels of Capability Maturity for Software Development (Adapted from Adler et al., 2005)
managers, most IT professionals have specific technical duties and require specialized training. To ensure that the right skill sets are identified, many IS organizations have expanded their involvement in recruiting new IT personnel by establishing a direct reporting relationship with staff members in the Human Resources organization who are responsible for attracting and recruiting IT workers. Another common initiative to reduce job-hopping among IT personnel has been to develop formal “coaching” programs.

Most IS leaders also regularly monitor their annual retention rates for IT personnel, usually stated as “turnover” rates. However, the ideal turnover rate for one organization may not be similar to that for another organization. This can be due to several reasons. For example, the need for an organization to expand skills in a newer emerging technology may mean that a high turnover rate for personnel with skills for older technologies is ideal. Or an organization may need to retain industry-specific or company-specific knowledge of its employees, and thus a lower turnover rate for these types of skills is ideal. Common practices that organizations have used to retain IT workers in general are provided in Figure 13.13. Note that many of these practices are devoted to the continuing professional development of IT staff—including skill and competency training as well as career planning. With product life cycles for software becoming shorter, it is not uncommon for large organizations to have some of its IT workforce in training most of the time.

Decisions about the mix of internal and external IS staffing have become more complex in recent years as the outsourcing options have grown. A recent survey suggests that the skills most likely to be outsourced by companies in developed countries are technical skills. Client organizations are most likely to retain project management and business domain skills of IT professionals (see Figure 13.14).

For those readers aspiring to be entry-level IT professionals, it should be kept in mind that many technical skills are still needed not only by client organizations in developed countries but also by IT vendors—especially those that specialize in specific IT services or application solutions for a specific industry—such as health care or financial services. Further, several U.S.-based service providers are also multinational firms, with IT service centers around the world (e.g., IBM and EDS).

The salaries of IS professionals are highly dependent on local labor markets, and the demands for specific IT skill sets for workers in developed countries are somewhat cyclical. For example, in the second half of the 1990s the demands for IT professionals with both COBOL skills as well as newer Web technology skills greatly exceeded the U.S. supply. But after venture capital investments in new dot-com ventures came to a standstill early in the twenty-first century, the supply exceeded the demand. This in turn led to fewer enrollments in IT educational programs in U.S. universities and colleges, and just before the recent economic downturn (beginning in 2008), attracting and retaining IT professionals had again become one of the top five concerns of IS leaders (Agarwal et al., 2006). As this textbook goes to press, the health-care industry in the United States, which had been a laggard in IT

FIGURE 13.12 IT Skills and Capabilities by Category (Based on Zwieg et al., 2006)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work Environment</strong></td>
<td>Interesting work, Empowerment/Participation, Teams, Communication by senior management, Market-anchored compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Career Development</strong></td>
<td>Promotion from within career paths, Career planning activities, Management training &amp; development, Building business/leadership skills, Dev. plan &amp; competency/skill training, Individual or mentor-based development, In-house/other mentor-based development, In-house/other mentor-based formal training program, More frequent appraisals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community-Building Initiatives</strong></td>
<td>Newsletters, Intranets, Social activities, Social responsible activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monetary Incentives</strong></td>
<td>Monetary rewards/bonuses, Variable compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment Incentives</strong></td>
<td>Employment security, Financial stability of company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MANAGING THE BUSINESS/IT RELATIONSHIP

If the leader of an IS organization has a CIO position, then he or she will not be the only person at that level concerned with IT issues in the business: By appointing a CIO, the organization is signaling that IT leadership needs to be a concern of all top managers. However, even when the IS leader is not in a formal CIO position, many IT decisions need to be made with input from other senior managers. The Business/IT relationship therefore needs to be viewed as a key IT resource, and building and fostering this relationship needs to begin at “the top” of the IS organization with the CIO and other IS leaders. The strength of an organization’s business/IT relationships will also be heavily dependent on the IS department’s track record for successfully completing new systems projects as well as providing computer and communications services.

In organizations with a strong business/IT relationship, IS and business managers collaborate on IT-related decisions, not just on overseeing a single IT project. They share common goals and mutual trust, as well as share IT investment risks. Each IS and business leader respects the distinctive expertise and competencies of the other.

Researchers have found that four types of horizontal mechanisms help build and foster strong business/IT relationships (see Figure 13.15). Two of these mechanisms involve formal structures (Brown, 1999).

The most frequently used structural mechanism is an IS advisory council or steering committee with high-level business leaders as members. This type of committee is typically charged with the responsibility of approving and prioritizing IT investments for an annual budget cycle. The same committee or a subset of its members may also be responsible for monitoring the progress of IT projects of a certain size—meeting on at least a quarterly basis to reassess the company’s IT application portfolio. A summary of an IS steering committee’s expanded responsibilities might therefore include the following:

- Review and approve requests for new IT investments.
- Set priorities for IT projects to acquire, design, and implement application software.
- Monitor the progress of IT projects (of a certain size) against agreed-on timelines and budgets.
- Share the responsibility for achieving business value from IT investments.

Another approach to fostering strong business/IT relationships is to establish formal integrator role positions (Brown, 1999). For example, in firms with a centralized IS organization governance, an IS manager may be designated to be an account manager responsible for responding to the IS needs for a specific business unit. The manager in this role will often have an office physically adjacent to business managers in the unit they are supporting. When the leaders of the business unit meet, their account manager may be asked to join them.

In the IS organization chart in Chapter 1 (see Figure 1.2), the three managers in the account manager roles were at the Vice President level, and they had a dual reporting relationship: to the CIO and to the business division they supported. Both the IS and business managers therefore had input to the account managers’ performance reviews and salaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formal Groups</td>
<td>Formally established councils or teams with specific linking or oversight responsibilities for IT activities (such as IS steering committees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Roles</td>
<td>Individual positions with formal responsibility for linking activities between a central IT unit and one or more business units (such as IS managers serving as account managers for specific business units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Networking Practices</td>
<td>Intentional activities or practices to link managers in two or more organizational units who may engage in or impact cross-unit problem-solving (such as physical co-location)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resource Practices</td>
<td>Human resource management initiatives to facilitate voluntary cross-unit problem-solving (such as temporary job rotations, cross-unit input to performance reviews)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 13.15 Four Mechanisms for Business/IT Partnering
Strong business/IT relationships can also be fostered by two other types of mechanisms in Figure 13.15; informal networking practices and human resource practices can be used to link IS and business managers, or IS managers that report to different business units, in a less formal way. These mechanisms help build interpersonal networks among organizational members that can be used for information and knowledge sharing across different units.

MEASURING OVERALL IS PERFORMANCE

In addition to the performance metrics mentioned in the previous discussion of the technology and human resource assets, some organizations conduct an annual survey to assess business manager satisfaction with IS activities in general. However, these measures may not capture well the higher-level contributions of an IS organization in terms of its ability to provide “business value.”

One increasingly popular approach to assessing these higher-level outcomes has been to mirror metrics used by the overall organization by using a now popular tool called the balanced scorecard. Kaplan and Norton (1992) introduced the framework with the objective of promoting a more “balanced” view of organizational performance than financial performance measures alone. The overall business model included four metrics: (1) customer satisfaction, (2) internal processes, (3) innovation and learning, as well as (4) financial performance.

Applying these metrics to an IS organization assessment, some CIOs have adopted a balanced scorecard approach that captures not only the IS role as service provider but also its ability to serve as a key resource for enabling business process improvements. Some organizations have reported that the process of aligning a balanced scorecard for the IS department with a corporate (or business unit) scorecard has also helped the organization to develop a common “language” for business and IS leaders to more openly discuss IS performance objectives and how well they are being achieved (Huang and Hu, 2007).

SPECIAL ISSUE: IS MANAGEMENT IN GLOBAL ORGANIZATIONS

Today, virtually all organizations, regardless of size, must deal with the impacts of competing in a global economy. At an organization level, this can require not only an in-depth knowledge of technological and business issues but also of world history, culture, geography, religion, politics, and international law. With ever-improving global communication networks and connectivity, global IS management has also become much more pervasive and brings with it some new leadership challenges.

For example, systems integration has long been acknowledged as a critical process for most organizations, and the additional problems associated with integrating a multitude of diverse systems across multiple geographies are especially challenging. To avoid some of the pitfalls of integration, many IT leaders are increasingly relying on worldwide IT standards (see the box entitled “How Global IT Standardization Enables ‘One Company, One Team’”).

Nevertheless, several unique factors at the world region and country level also need to be taken into account, such as the country telecommunications infrastructure, legal and security issues, language and culture, and time zone differences. Each of these are discussed here.

GLOBAL IT STANDARDIZATION ENABLES “ONE COMPANY, ONE TEAM”

Part of the mission of global company Johnson Controls, Inc., is to transfer people, products, and processes seamlessly across the world. In an interview held in late 2005, CIO Sam Valanju emphasized the importance of IT standardization in enabling the company’s vision of “one company, one team” (Brown, 2006). For example:

- The company has one e-mail system and one e-meeting system (for collaboration) around the world.
- An employee can take his or her company laptop to any Johnson Controls site around the world, and its wireless connection will work in any facility—whether the employee came from China, the United States, or Europe, it will work.
- The same vendor’s telephone products are used at company sites around the world, so when you are at a different site, pushing buttons to retrieve voice mail, it just gives you the feeling that you are in your own office.
- Workers in eight automotive design centers around the world are seamlessly connected, working with the same standardized systems, in the same standardized way.
**COUNTRY TELECOMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURES**

To fully realize the benefits of integrated global information systems, countries must be able to provide transnational companies the necessary telecommunications infrastructure and its associated worldwide connectivity. Landlines in many developing countries are still limited and are often supplanted by easy-to-set-up wireless infrastructures. Unfortunately, not all cellular networks provide the bandwidth necessary for enterprise-wide applications, and satellite connections can be expensive.

Many global companies base their Asian headquarters in the tiny island nation of Singapore to take advantage of the fact that it is one of the most wired countries in the world (Collett, 2003). Other emerging economies in Asia—such as Malaysia—have created special zones for foreign subsidiaries where the telecommunications are world-class, even when the infrastructure in the rest of the country is limited. Global IT managers must be aware of what different countries will be able to provide before making decisions on global systems rollouts and multinational development efforts.

**LEGAL AND SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS**

Further, to being technically knowledgeable and culturally sensitive, the global IT manager must also keep constantly abreast of current legal and ethical issues in the countries of operation. Governmental regulations on technology transfers, intellectual property and copyrights, privacy laws, and transborder data flows are but a few of the areas that must be constantly monitored. For example, the European Union’s Data Protection Directive requires that companies exporting data about EU citizens across borders meet Europe’s very stringent privacy standards, and failure to comply can lead to hefty fines.

**TIME ZONE DIFFERENCES**

With employees around the world separated by up to as much as 10 to 15 hours, finding times for synchronous meetings and discussions can be

---

**Figure 13.16** Nine Dimensions of Cultural Differences (Adapted from House et al., 2002)

- **Uncertainty Avoidance**  Extent to which members of a society avoid uncertainty (through social norms or bureaucratic processes) to improve predictability of future events
- **Power Distance**  Degree to which members of a society expect and accept that power is distributed unequally within a firm.
- **Collectivism-I**  Extent to which organizations and society reward collective distribution of resources and collective action
- **Collectivism-II**  Degree to which individuals see themselves as part of a group, whether it is an organization or family
- **Gender Egalitarianism**  Extent to which a society or organization minimizes gender role differences and gender discrimination
- **Assertiveness**  Degree to which individuals are assertive, confrontational, and aggressive in societal relationships
- **Future Orientation**  Extent to which society engages in future-oriented activities such as planning, investing in the future, and delaying gratification
- **Performance Orientation**  Extent to which group members are encouraged and rewarded for performance improvement and excellence
- **Human Orientation**  Extent to which a collective encourages and rewards individuals for being fair, generous, altruistic, caring, and kind to others

Further, global electronic commerce has led to considerable legal arguments over issues of jurisdiction regarding intellectual property and Web content. For example, which country’s laws should apply when objectionable Web content may be viewed in any country in the world? Network security has also become a global concern for IT managers. With the promise of global connectivity comes the danger of network attacks from locations around the world.

**LANGUAGE AND CULTURE**

Among the most common problems facing global IT managers dealing with a culturally diverse group of international workers is the issue of differences in language. Fluency in English is often mistaken for an understanding of Western idioms. A baseball expression (“hit a home run”) may make as little sense in a country whose national sport is cricket as would “bowling a googly” in the United States. Further, body language and gestures have different connotations in different countries.

Cultural differences also play an important role in determining the effectiveness of global technology implementations. Figure 13.16 summarizes nine dimensions identified by House et al. (2002) that managers need to be aware of. For example, when dealing with individuals from a society characterized by high power distance, the manager should be aware that those employees may be less comfortable with contradicting their superiors than are their Western counterparts. This may require, for example, different communication mechanisms if project team members are to avoid potential problems.
firms first received a lot of attention when Kodak announced major outsourcing contracts with three different vendors in 1989. The second major catalyst for increased IT outsourcing occurred almost one decade later when the combination of Y2K compliance and e-business IT demands exceeded company-specific resources and indeed the domestic IT workforce supply. Organizations with higher labor costs have increasingly looked beyond their own national borders for suppliers with lower costs, and IS leaders in developed countries are doing the same: outsourcing IT work to take advantage of offshore labor pools.

However, financial benefits are not the only reasons that companies choose to outsource. Some firms find it difficult to keep up with the latest technologies for both IT service delivery and software application development. Other benefits include increased flexibility to respond to business restructuring (e.g., mergers, smaller acquisitions, divestitures). With these types of business restructurings, as well as unanticipated economic downturns, come sudden shifts in demands for computing power or systems integration work, and an outsourcing vendor may be in a better position to increase or decrease support. However, the outsourcing contract needs to be written so that it accommodates this type of growth or downsizing in the business without substantial re-negotiations with the vendor. (For an example, see the case study “IT Infrastructure Outsourcing at Schaeffer (B): Managing the Contract.”)

Outsourcing at least a portion of IT activities could also be motivated by a lack of satisfaction on the part of key business managers with IT service delivery or application development by an in-house IS department.

Some outsourcing vendors specialize in IT service delivery or IT applications development and maintenance, and some major vendors provide both types of services.

**OUTSOURCING IT SERVICE DELIVERY**  With the cost-cutting emphasis in business in recent years, there has been a renewed interest in outsourcing data center operations (sometimes called IS facilities management). When data centers are outsourced, it is also common to outsource the management of data networks and telecommunications, as well as the IT help desk. The most common benefit associated with this type of IT infrastructure outsourcing is cost savings, and some companies have reported 10 to 20 percent cost savings due to the economies of scale available to the vendor that could not be achieved by the client organization alone. There are also other potential benefits to outsourcing IT service delivery activities, including leveraging the expertise and presence of a major multinational service provider. In other words, an outsourcer who already operates in geographies that the client company is, or intends to expand to, may provide not only the needed equipment and skills at a lower cost but also provide valued knowledge about operating in a specific world region—including country-specific regulations for trans-border data flows that exist in Europe.

Outsourcing contracts for managing computer processing and communications networks for larger organizations are typically multiyear contracts—spanning five, seven, or even ten years. Because of the complexity of the outsourced activities, security concerns about the organizational data and processing being managed, and the time length of these outsourcing arrangements, entering into such a contract typically requires many months of preparation and contract negotiations under the purview of an organization’s legal department and procurement specialists. Organizations that initially engage in infrastructure outsourcing contracts without a good knowledge of their own IT costs and resource strengths risk spending more, and incurring more delays in initiating these types of arrangements. Once IT service delivery is outsourced, it’s also hard to bring it back in-house. It’s therefore important for organizations to carefully assess the potential costs and benefits of not having internal IS personnel.

**OUTSOURCING IT APPLICATION PROJECTS**  Beginning with the Y2K compliance work in the late 1990s, many firms also began to increase their usage of external service providers for application development work. Here the primary benefit may be cost, if there is a labor market difference between the contracted workers and the in-house staff. However, there are also other benefits, including access to specific IT skill sets (e.g., skills with newer technologies) or improved productivity tools, as well as the ability to hire specialists for a short time period during the life of a project rather than for permanent positions.

More recently, some vendors have offered another sourcing alternative: not only hiring their firms to configure a given software package but also to host the applications on the vendor’s computers. These application service
providers (ASPs) range from providers of single-purpose applications (e.g., a sales-force automation capability as offered by Salesforce.com) to broad applications (e.g., enterprise resource planning systems). The client organization often pays an ASP on the basis of the number of “seats” (users) or on the number of transactions per month. (For further discussion, see Chapter 10.)

On the other hand, security and privacy issues and the strategic value of some data may mean that certain applications should not be developed by another organization. For example, applications to support new product research and development may be considered too sensitive to outsource. Sometimes an outsourcer will specialize in particular industries (e.g., retail or health care) to gain a depth of relevant application knowledge; in such instances, steps should be taken to ensure that the outsourcer is not put in a situation where its personnel could leak competitive information.

**VENDOR SELECTION** Similar to selecting a vendor for a software package (see Chapter 10), the selection of an outsourcing vendor should include several factors about the vendor, not just its products, including the following:

- Vendor reputation as a vendor partner, and health as a company
- Established record of quality service, including responsiveness to client issues

Recent research also has pointed out the importance of assessing a vendor’s track record for knowledge transfer (Ranganathan and Balaji, 2007; Hawk et al., 2009). Some firms have also increased their outsourcing benefits and decreased their risks by multisourcing with a set of vendors with three different types of contract relationships (see box “Managing the Vendor Set”).

**OFFSHORE OUTSOURCING** While India is the current leader among offshore outsourcing vendors, many other countries vie for a share of this market. Not only China but also smaller Asian countries (e.g., the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia), Eastern European countries, Brazil, and some south African countries offer highly trained IS personnel at costs that seem to be a fraction of what is available domestically. Although recent estimates are that it will take about a quarter of a century before average salaries in India will converge with average salaries in the United States (Luftman and Kempaiah, 2007), Indian outsourcing firms are already subcontracting some of their own work to China, Vietnam, and other countries that currently have lower labor rates.

It is also important to recognize that not all offshore arrangements are the same. For example, some companies have established offshore development centers in which foreign technology workers are actually employees of the client company and use the same software tools and development processes as their domestic counterparts. The main difference is the salaries paid for these workers. The term near-shore has also been introduced to distinguish offshore locations that are geographically closer to a company’s home office, often with overlapping time zones. For example, several companies in the United States are looking more closely at sites in South America for infrastructure outsourcing in particular, at least partially due to time zones. Many multinational firms have the option of choosing what is referred to as best-shore sites—meaning there are multiple options available to them, and time zones and skill sets can be taken into account. Sometimes a “follow-the-sun” approach is deliberately chosen in order to leverage the ability to hand off help desk or application development work from workers in one geographic area to another.

**MANAGING THE VENDOR SET**

A multinational company has taken a multisourcing approach to software development in which contracts exist with vendors of three different types:

- Alpha vendors that have an established relationship with them and primarily work on their strategic applications
- Beta vendors that are newer, but aspire to be Alphas
- Gamma vendors that are the newest vendors and know the least about the client and its business operations

Client managers work with the vendor types in different ways to build relationships and transfer relevant knowledge. They also routinely identify, qualify, and contract with new vendors for smaller projects, but don’t consider them part of the “set” until the arrangement has been proven to be successful. This allows them to incent the members of the vendor set to perform well as well as leverage the competitive players in the marketplace.

[Based on Poston et al., 2009]
Recent IS research has also identified the importance of not only an IS department’s skills in selecting an offshore vendor but also the negotiation of contracts and ongoing management of the offshore outsourcing relationship to minimize offshore risks. Similar to the global IT management challenges discussed earlier, offshore outsourcing arrangements also require careful assessment of the client firm’s readiness to manage vendor relationships and distributed work teams when working across cultures (see box “Assessing Offshore Outsourcing Management Capabilities”). Some IT projects are also more “culturally neutral” and therefore require less cross-cultural understanding, such as embedded software application development or middleware (Krishna et al., 2006).

**ASSESSING OFFSHORE OUTSOURCING MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES**

Companies that have had successful outsourcing experiences with domestic vendors need to recognize that managing offshore vendors will require some additional skills and capabilities. Some of the questions that IS leaders in a client firm need to consider are the following:

- Do all the key organizational stakeholders impacted by this contract support outsourcing to an offshore vendor?
- Can we adapt to the business practices and norms in the vendor country and the vendor’s “way of doing things”?
- Do we need to invest in training programs for our staff to better understand any cultural differences and any best practices to address them?
- How can we best use Internet-based collaboration tools with this vendor?
- To what extent will the vendor provide personnel to be on-site at our company?
- Will we need to visit the vendor’s site on an ongoing basis to ensure good working relationships?

[Based on Lacity and Rottman, 2007; Ranganathan and Balaji, 2007]

**Summary**

The IS leadership role has evolved as new technologies and external events have increased the dependence on IT for business operations and enabling strategic business goals. IT is so pervasive today that decisions about IT resources require business manager participation under both centralized and decentralized governance designs. Improved processes for IT service delivery and IT application development, such as SLAs as well as support services and control policies for user computing, have been widely adopted. Portfolio management practices help ensure new IT investments are aligned with business goals. The increased globalization of companies has led to an increased reliance on IT standards to integrate IT operations and applications.

Today’s IS leaders must not only determine the skills needed by IS personnel but also the extent to which the organization should take advantage of external service providers, both those operating in the same country and offshore. They are measured not only on the delivery of IT services and projects but also their IS department’s contributions to improving operational efficiencies and enabling business agility in response to increasingly dynamic business environments.

**Review Questions**

1. Why has the IS leadership role in organizations become so important?
2. What benefits are associated with centralized governance of IT resources, and how do these differ from those associated with decentralized governance?
3. What are some of the IT service trade-off decisions that IT leaders face today?
4. What practices help ensure that the costs of providing an IT service are aligned with the needs of business managers?
5. What are the key objectives for managing IT applications from a portfolio perspective?
6. Compare the Acceleration and Containment strategies for supporting user computing, and provide a rationale for why a firm might choose one or the other.
7. Describe how a company policy could minimize a specific business risk associated with user computing.
8. What are some of the key concerns associated with managing an IS organization’s personnel?
9. What types of mechanisms can be used to help increase collaboration across business and IS leaders?
10. What is a balanced scorecard approach, and why might it be useful for measuring overall IS performance?

Discussion Questions

1. What mixture of education, skills, and experiences might be considered when an organization chooses an executive to fill a chief information officer (CIO) position? Why might the importance of these characteristics not always be the same?
2. This chapter emphasizes the need for strong business/IT relationships for managing IT. Describe what you think contributes to a strong cross-unit relationship and whether or not you think it may be more important for managing IT than managing other business functions.
3. What circumstances might lead an entire organization (or business unit) with a federal IT governance design to change to a centralized IT governance design?
4. Identify some examples of “shared services” organizations that include IT. What are the primary advantages associated with this business model?
5. Find an article on a green computing initiative. What potential benefits were associated with the initiative, and were they achieved?
6. Some chargeback systems can lead to negative “tensions” between IS and business leaders. Why do you think this happens, and what might an IS leader do to alleviate them?
7. Describe a circumstance under which you think it will be difficult to enforce a corporate “standard” for purchasing a newer user technology—such as a BlackBerry or iPhone (or other type of handheld device or PDA).
8. If you were employed as a salesperson, but were asked to work from your home (as a telecommuter) on days that you were not out in the field, what would you like, and dislike, about this arrangement—and what could the company do to address some of your “dislikes”?
9. If you were a chief marketing officer, what metrics might you use to evaluate the performance of the IS organization in your company?
10. Research some ads for IT professionals in a company and/or geographic location that you would like to work in. Which types of jobs would you be the most interested in, and why?
11. Develop a list of pros and cons for an IS leader to consider when deciding whether or not to outsource (a) its computer and network operations (e.g., data center, networks, helpdesk) and (b) a large software development project. What are the differences (if any) between your two lists, and why?
12. Select one of the special challenges discussed for managing a global IS organization. What types of education and training programs would you like to participate in to help you better prepare for this type of challenge?
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As industrial economies move toward information-based economies, their information on products and customers become more valuable, and security becomes more important. We need only look at the ascendancy of the financial services industry and their increased investments in data warehouses and business intelligence applications to understand the growing importance of digital information. The explosive growth in the usage of online transactions via the Internet as well as wireless networks to link mobile devices to the Web have also increased the need for business managers, as well as security specialists, who understand these management issues. In the United States, the protection of the confidentiality and integrity of an organization’s information is also now required by law. The penalties for noncompliance or violation of these laws can range from civil charges and severe fines to criminal charges for repeated and flagrant violations.

Early in the field of information security, the standard mantra was that better passwords, firewall rules, encryption, and other security technologies would solve most information security breaches. However, technical solutions are much less useful for thwarting attacks by an employee or business partner or those that exploit a mistake made by a computer user or organizational unit. This chapter will therefore discuss in some detail the managerial aspects of information security—including risk management, security policies, and business continuity planning (BCP) approaches to system controls, auditing, and compliance. This is not meant to negate the importance of security technologies in any way: Chief Security Officers and other managers are responsible for identifying and implementing appropriate technologies for information security, based on the organization’s assessment of its risks.

We begin this chapter with a brief discussion of computer crime. Then we discuss a new managerial role that frequently, but not always has a reporting relationship with the CIO: the Chief Security Officer (CSO). This sets the stage for a discussion of some basic risk management approaches for determining what actions should be taken for information protection from a cost-benefit perspective. Then we summarize some examples of U.S. laws on information privacy and security for which there are significant penalties for organizational noncompliance. The chapter then ends with sections on developing organizational policies for information security, business continuity planning, and electronic records management.

### COMPUTER CRIME

Computer crime is defined today as a crime that involves a computer or a network. Some crimes directly target computers or networks; other crimes use computers and/or networks to commit a crime. Some attacks involve single computers, and some are intended to involve thousands. Descriptions of some of the most common techniques used to attack computers from the outside are described in Figure 14.1. So-called cyberattacks have of course greatly increased over the past decade as organizations have increased their Internet connectivity.
**Computer Virus**: a small unit of code that invades a computer program or file. When the invaded program is executed or the file is opened, the virus makes copies of itself that are released to invade other programs or files in that computer. It may also do nasty things like erase files or corrupt programs. Viruses are transmitted from one computer to another when an invaded computer program or files is transmitted to another computer.

Example: ILOVEYOU – May 2000. Written in Visual Basic script; transmitted as an attachment to an e-mail with the subject line ILOVEYOU. Estimated damage: $10-15 billion

**Worm**: a virus that has the ability to copy itself from machine to machine, normally over a network

Example: Sobig.F – August 2003. Spread via e-mail attachments; sent massive amounts of e-mail with forged sender information; deactivated itself Sept. 10, 2003. Estimated damage: $5-10 billion

**Trojan Horse**: a security-breaking program that is introduced into a computer and serves as a way for an intruder to re-enter the computer in the future. Like the huge wooden horse used by the Greeks to trick the Trojans into opening their city gates to let in the horse, it may be disguised as something innocent such as an electronic greeting card, screen saver, or game.

**Logic Bomb**: a program introduced into a computer that is designed to take action at a certain time or when a specific event occurs.

**Denial of Service Attack**: a large number of computers on the Internet simultaneously send repeated messages to a target computer, resulting in the computer being overloaded or the communications lines are jammed so that legitimate users cannot obtain access.

Figure 14.1 Common Techniques Used by External Attackers

The types of losses from computer crimes (sometimes called *e-crimes*) can take many forms. Many involve data breaches, such as the loss of medical data or financial data of individuals, especially credit or debit card data. The largest customer data breach to date involving retailers or financial institutions took place over a multimonth period, and industry experts have estimated that the total business losses could be close to $1 billion (see the box “Customer Data Theft at TJX”). In August 2008, the U.S. Department of Justice indicted 11 individuals for this e-crime: three from the United States (including the alleged ringleader), two from China, and the rest from Eastern Europe.

The perpetrator of a computer crime can be a hacker or a cracker. Hackers usually intend no harm to humans and justify their actions as helpful in pointing out vulnerabilities in computer security practices or particular software products—for example, geeks upset with the dominance of Microsoft operating systems. In contrast, crackers use hacking techniques to intentionally steal information, wipe out hard drives, or to do other harm, including attacks on governments (see box “Cyberwarfare”).

Although outsiders therefore pose the greatest security threat to organizations, insiders (current employees and former employees) still continue to be the source of a computer crime in about 20 percent of incidents. Typical insider crimes are gaining unauthorized access to information, systems, or networks, or thefts of intellectual property rights, trade secrets, and research and development knowledge by employees who are authorized to have access to the information that they are stealing. Many companies attempt to minimize this type of risk by immediately canceling the computer passwords of an employee who quits or is fired; the employee may even be watched as they clean out their belongings and are escorted off the premises (see box “How Ex-Employees Can Be Dangerous”).

Another growing source of e-crime is an organization’s business partners who have access to their information resources—including IT vendors, other suppliers, consultants, and contractors. Recent surveys about data breaches experienced by customers at Verizon who used the services of their risk management team found that up to one-third of data breaches implicated one or more business partner.

The globalization of business also brings increased information security risks from business partners. For example, many organizations enter into joint ventures or other strategic alliances for research and development, new product manufacturing, or product testing. Offshore outsourcing has also become increasingly common, with third-party firms processing an organization’s payroll or claims data. Some firms also use application service providers (ASPs) that host applications and store customer data for multiple client organizations. All of these business partner arrangements increase information security risks.
Customer Data Theft at TJX

TJX Companies is a $17 billion retailer with more than 2,500 retail stores in North America, the British Isles, and other countries. For a period of more than six months, credit card information of between 45 million and 200 million customers was stolen.

How did the information thieves do this? The evidence suggests that it was not that difficult: It is believed that they tapped into wireless networks, gained administrative control of large databases, and freely downloaded immense amounts of unencrypted information from the company’s data warehouse. By any reasonable auditing standards, TJX was guilty of gross negligence. It had complied with only 3 of the 12 required control objectives specified in a data security standard (PCI-DSS) created by major credit card companies.

What was the cost of this theft? TJX will also be spending well over $100 million for badly needed security upgrades, but this dollar amount does not come close to the dollar amount associated with the loss of reputation, goodwill, and opportunity costs for TJX. Financial institutions were also projected to spend over $300 million to replace the credit cards of these TJX customers. By 2009, TJX reported they had already spent $202 million to deal with the data theft, including legal settlements. Forrester Research estimated that the cost to TJX could surpass $1 billion due to consultant costs, security upgrades, attorney fees, and additional marketing to assure customers that their systems were now secure.

[Based on Pereira, 2007; Laudon and Laudon, 2010; and Panko, 2010]

Cyberwarfare

Cyberwar refers to attacks on the IT infrastructure of the enemy with the intent to disable or disrupt the function of the military or the economy of the enemy. Military targets might include command-and-control systems, air defense networks, and computers embedded in weapon systems. Civilian targets might be power grids, financial networks, air traffic control systems, and contractors with military defense departments. There have been a number of incidents that may or may not have been examples of cyberwarfare. In 2007, there were almost 13,000 attacks on U.S. government agencies, and in April of that year, during a dispute between Russia and Estonia over the removal of a Soviet-era statue, sophisticated denial-of-service attacks via the Internet shut down Web operations of Estonia’s largest bank, several newspapers, and the Web sites of its parliament, the president, and the prime minister. Although most Cyberwarfare developments are cloaked in secrecy, in 2009 a Cyber Command was established in the U.S. Pentagon to defend national security and carry out offensive operations inside computer networks.

How Ex-Employees Can Be Dangerous

Committing a crime against a current or former employer can also sometimes be a way that individuals “get back” at a company for real or perceived transgressions. For example, an insurance company employee who was fired from his IT job planted a logic bomb that went off after he left the firm and destroyed more than 160,000 records used to pay monthly payroll commissions.
Some computer crimes take advantage of unwary users by spoofing—a technique in which a Web site that mimics a legitimate site is set up for the purpose of misleading or defrauding an Internet user. A message board or e-mail might be used to direct the victim to the spurious site, or the spoofer might simply use a close variant of another site’s URL to con people who make an innocent typing mistake. This type of practice is called social engineering.

Most of today’s organizations typically have invested in a variety of technologies for each layer of the OSI model—beginning with firewalls at the perimeter, automated virus scanning technologies, physical security systems, spyware/adware detection software, automated or manual “patch” management, and other sophisticated network traffic monitoring and tracking tools—or have contracted with service providers to provide such security (see Figure 14.2). Identifying and justifying these types of technologies is an IT manager’s responsibility, but all managers responsible for information security compliance should be kept apprised of the technology basics so that they can participate in decisions about capital investments as part of an organization’s approach to security management.

In the next section we discuss the relatively new organizational role responsible for information security: the Chief Security Officer role. However, good security management also depends on alert and dedicated IT employees. For examples of thwarted (or minimized) computer crimes due to actions taken by skilled IT employees, see the box “E-Crimes Solved by IT Professionals.”

### FIGURE 14.2 Security Technologies by OSI Layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer #1: Perimeter Layer (web servers, mail servers, etc.)</th>
<th>Firewalls</th>
<th>Pros: lots of vendor solutions, easy to implement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cons: hackers can easily penetrate it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VPN encryption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network-based anti-virus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer #2: Network (LAN/WAN)</th>
<th>Intrusion detection systems (IDS)</th>
<th>Pros: solutions provide deep security not easy to breach and regular monitoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vulnerability management systems</td>
<td>Cons: IDS tend to report false alarms; some solutions better for specific network devices rather than network as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network access control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User control/authentication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer #3: Host Security (individual computer, server, router, etc.)</th>
<th>Host IDS</th>
<th>Pros: solutions provide good operational protection at device level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host anti-virus</td>
<td>Cons: time-consuming to deploy as are fine-tuned for individual devices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer #4: Application</th>
<th>Public key interface (PKI)</th>
<th>Pros: encryption provides robust security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSA</td>
<td>Cons: overhead results in slower system response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Access control/authentication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level #5: Data</th>
<th>Encryption</th>
<th>Pros: solutions provide good security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cons: Dependent on good organizational policies and good execution by data steward</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### E-Crimes Solved by IT Professionals

Defacement of Web site: tracked down the defacer: he was convicted and served three years in a federal prison.

Attempt to plant logic bombs and password sniffers: non-American hackers (Asian and Eastern European) were detected and threat was avoided.

Infected PC of a contractor was spreading a virus: it was caught in the first hour of being online.
THE CHIEF SECURITY OFFICER ROLE

Because of new laws and increased security risks, many organizations have implemented a position for security department heads at an officer level: chief security officer (CSO). Also sometimes referred to as a chief information security officer (CISO), the CSO is responsible for continually assessing an organization’s information security risks and for developing and implementing effective countermeasures. Managers in this role do not need to have a computer engineer’s level of understanding of security technologies. Rather, a CSO needs to be able to talk knowledgeably with technical staff about mature and emerging technologies for information security.

A key governance issue associated with this role is where in the organization the CSO should report. Many CSOs report to CIOs. However, security is much broader than IT security and requires productive relationship with many other departments in the firm, including human resources, legal, auditing, facilities management, and any other units or directors with responsibilities for ethics, compliance, and privacy (Panko, 2010).

The goal of the CSO is not to eliminate all information risk. Rather, the goal is to identify and prioritize all relevant risks, totally eliminate those risks that can be eliminated with a reasonable investment, and mitigate other risks until the point of diminished returns for security investments. Of course, determining that point of diminished returns can be quite difficult.

For understanding the potential value of having a highly competent CSO, one need look no further than the most recent front-page headline about a security flaw. In the United States it is even legal for a vulnerability to be disclosed to the public before an IT industry vendor has a chance to fix it—which recently happened when a Google researcher who discovered a flaw in Microsoft software made his finding public (Worthen, 2010).

RISK MANAGEMENT FOR INFORMATION SECURITY

In Chapter 11 we discussed some risk management techniques for assessing and managing IT project risks—including identifying risks and choosing appropriate actions based on managerial assessments. Information security activities are also based on risk management practices.

A key responsibility of a CSO is to continually assess how to achieve the best balance between the costs versus benefits of risk management practices. You personally wouldn’t want to pay $10,000 to protect yourself from an estimated potential loss of $5,000, and organizations don’t either. Determining how much the organization is paying for security is relatively easy. The challenge here is in estimating potential losses.

Although after a major system intrusion, information security managers may be asked to do ‘whatever it takes’ to secure a system, these of course are temporary orders. Those responsible for security management need to be able to answer the following:

What human resources and financial assets are to be deployed, in what proportions, to protect what assets?

This is the essence of information security management, and both quantitative and qualitative means are used to provide the answers to these questions.

First, management must determine what their real information assets are and assign values and priorities for them. It is easy to overlook valuable information assets, and organizations often do not know what they are dependent upon until they lose access to it. So it is imperative that managers take a systematic approach to identifying all of their critical information assets and what business processes are dependent upon what specific information systems.

Second, management must determine how long the organization can function without a specific information asset—which is typically one hour, half a day, one day, two days, one week, or about one month.

Third, departmental managers and the owners of the information assets then need to develop and implement the security procedures to protect these assets. The security budget should include both the dollar outlays and the personnel dedicated to the task.

As shown in Figure 14.3, for each information asset and the business goals they enable, the known vulnerabilities are explicitly stated, and an estimate is provided for what a single loss expectancy (SLE) would cost. An SLE can be difficult to determine because the variance can be large. For example, one intrusion can be somewhat harmless, but another can cost many thousands of dollars.

The best sources to use here are based on the (1) historical experiences of the organization and (2) industry averages. For example, the organization in Figure 14.3 had experienced laptop theft in the past two years, which it concluded had led to the loss of several contracts. If an organization has experienced this type of loss before, the impacts will be easier to estimate. If not, industry statistics may be available to help determine potential losses from specific vulnerabilities.
The annual occurrence rate (AOR) is simply your estimation of how often this loss happens each year. You multiply this times SLE to get the annualized expected losses (AEL).

\[
\text{SLE} \times \text{AOR} = \text{AEL}
\]

Similar to Figure 14.3, precise numbers can be calculated to justify security budgets and resource deployments. However, many information crime statistics are actually somewhat “grey areas” due to the difficulties of knowing that an information theft has occurred and a reluctance on the part of companies that were victims in the past to make an information theft public.

When someone steals your camera, you know it is stolen, and the thieves do not leave a copy of it. But information theft is different: It can be stolen, but you still can have your copy of it. In fact, if the thieves are skillful, you actually may never know that it happened: The true information criminal will never tell you that he or she has stolen your information because they will want to come back and do it again, and again. Another reason for poor statistics on information theft is the reality that the victims historically have been unwilling to admit that it has happened. Companies have been silent about information theft in the past because of the bad publicity and legal liabilities that accompany it.

But new laws for the reporting of information theft have led to new behaviors in the last few years. For example, California’s State Law 1386 went into effect on July 1, 2003. This law requires all organizations that store information on California residents to report to their citizens any information theft within 96 hours. Failure to do so can have both civil and criminal remedies. (see the box “Silence Is No Longer an Option.”)

For calculating the importance of data to an organization, business managers need to be involved to help justify and prioritize investments in information security technologies. Using a scale of 1 through 5, the relative importance of each information asset can be calculated to help determine what assets are the most important for the organization and to determine what percentage of a security budget should be allocated to the different information risks identified. In addition, managers today need to take into account the risks of financial penalties due to an organization’s non-compliance with federal or state laws, as described in the next section.

Figure 14.5 includes some recent information security breaches involving large numbers of personal records. These examples include breaches that are criminal attacks.
as well as careless employee actions. Data breaches due to stolen, lost, or misplaced computer equipment have been on the rise. The loss of a single server, laptop, or portable storage device also has the potential to negatively impact the company’s reputation and the level of trust in the company by its customers.

**COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS**

In this section we summarize the relevant characteristics of several recent U.S. laws on financial and personal health information transactions, which have important impacts on information security practices in organizations. Following brief descriptions of some laws that have had the greatest corporate impacts are provided in Figure 14.6. Then we discuss them in more detail. Similar laws and regulations can also be found in the European Union (e.g., Basel II) and other developed countries (e.g., J-SOX legislation in Japan).

### Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX)

The **Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX)** was passed in response to the corporate financial frauds at companies such as Enron, in which many employees lost not only their jobs but also their savings for retirement. SOX has had a major impact on the accounting, record-keeping, and controls landscape for all publicly traded corporations doing business and/or being traded in the United States. (Similar laws and regulations also exist in the European Union and other developed counties.)

To avoid serious legal liabilities, managers need to know the following:

**Records Retention:** SOX specifically states that corporations must retain all relevant e-mail and instant message records for a minimum of five years, to guarantee that the auditors can easily obtain the necessary documents. This rule has spurred the growth of **electronic records management** (ERM) software, which...
can categorize the type and retention time for specific electronic documents, and ensure their retention. (See the ERM discussion later in this chapter).

**IT Audit Controls**: Section 404 of SOX states that the officers of publicly traded companies in the United States must now certify that they are responsible for establishing and maintaining internal controls. These officers are required to have evaluated the effectiveness of the internal controls within 90 days prior to the report. Section 404 also requires management to produce an internal controls report as part of each annual Exchange Act report.

The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO) has created a framework for auditors to assess controls. The COSO guidelines now require the chief information officer (CIO) to be directly responsible for the security, accuracy, and reliability of the information systems that manage and report the financial data. Because the CEO and CFO of companies are typically dependent upon the CIO’s controls, the CIO is now critically involved in the sign-offs of a company’s financial statements.

The COSO framework specifically impacts information technology in the following five areas:

**Risk Assessment**: Management must first conduct a risk assessment of the information systems affecting the validity of the financial statements.

**Control Environment**: Employees should have an environment where employees are involved in the decisions affecting the quality assurance, security, and confidentiality of their information systems.

**Control Activities**: The design, implementation, and quality assurance teams should be independent. The organization must document usage rules and demonstrate the reliability of audit trails. Management must be able to demonstrate segregation of duties (SOD) within their critical processes where there can be conflicts of interest and increased opportunities for fraud.

**Monitoring**: Management must create systems that allow for quick and accurate internal audits, and should perform these audits on a schedule appropriate to their level of risk. Management must clearly understand that they are responsible for the results of these audits.

**Information and Communication**: IT management must be able to demonstrate to management that they are in compliance with SOX. They must be able to demonstrate that they can quickly respond to any

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Date Enacted</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Penalties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)</td>
<td>08/21/1996</td>
<td>Standardization and confidentiality of health data.</td>
<td>Both civil and criminal, with maximums of $250,000 in fines and 10 years in prison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)</td>
<td>11/11/1999</td>
<td>Privacy of personal financial and credit information.</td>
<td>Varies, depending upon intent. Deliberate violation and/or noncooperation with governmental inquiry is a felony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The PATRIOT Act</td>
<td>10/26/2001</td>
<td>(relating to information security) Keep records of all financial transactions over $10,000. To allow the government to see all telephone, e-mail, and financial information without a search warrant.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)</td>
<td>7/30/2002</td>
<td>Integrity in financial statements and disclosures, internal controls, and auditor independence.</td>
<td>Organizations can be fined up to $100,000. Individuals up to $10,000 and 5 years in prison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Information Practice Act (Senate Bill 1386)</td>
<td>07/01/2003</td>
<td>Mandates full and quick disclosure to anyone who has had their information lost or stolen from any company doing business in California.</td>
<td>Allows civil lawsuits for loss of information. The most serious penalty is negative publicity from public exposure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 14.6** Recent U.S. Laws with Information Security Impacts
changes in information that would affect financial reporting and SOX requirements.

**Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 (GLBA)**

The GLBA mandates all organizations to maintain a high level of confidentiality of all financial information of their clients or customers. The GLB Act gives authority to eight federal agencies and states to enforce the Financial Privacy Rule and the Safeguards Rule. These two regulations apply to all banks and lending companies, securities firms, insurance companies, and credit-reporting consumer loan agencies. It applies to anyone involved in transferring or safeguarding money, preparing of individual tax returns, providing financial advice, credit counseling, residential real estate settlement services, or collecting consumer debts. With such a broad scope, it seems fair to say that some aspect of most businesses comes under the jurisdiction of the GLB Act. (For a discussion of the law from a customer perspective, see the Laws on Privacy section within Chapter 15.)

**THE FINANCIAL PRIVACY RULE** The Financial Privacy Rule requires financial institutions to give their customers privacy notices that explain the financial institution’s information collection and sharing practices. GLBA requires that the organization must clearly state their privacy policy at the time of establishing the relationship. In turn, customers have the right to limit some sharing of their information.

Financial institutions and other companies that receive personal financial information from a financial institution are now limited in their ability to use that information. Financial institutions may not disclose to a third party any nonpublic personal information. This includes account and credit card numbers, social security numbers, or any otherwise private information that could allow someone to obtain more information from it. Failure to do so can lead to serious civil penalties.

**Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)**

Organizations that deal with electronic transactions of medical records, medical payments or remittance advice, insurance claims, eligibility requirements, or medical referral information must be in compliance with HIPAA privacy and security rules. Organizations that have insurance policies for their employees must also comply. Noncompliance with HIPAA’s confidentiality standards can lead to serious civil penalties and fines.

If HIPAA applies to an organization, its management must do the following:

1. Assign a person/persons to be responsible for HIPAA compliance
2. Familiarize staff with the key HIPAA compliance issues
3. Know how the law specifically affects the organization
4. Insure in writing and with audits that all of the relevant business organizations it worked with also are HIPAA compliant.

**The PATRIOT Act**

The PATRIOT Act greatly reduces the requirements for the government to access information. U.S. law enforcement agencies are now permitted to request business and financial records and use electronic surveillance from organizations without court search warrants. These provisions apply especially to banks for searching money trails and in the use of roving wiretaps for communication companies.

The PATRIOT Act allows victims of computer hacking to request law enforcement assistance in monitoring the “trespassers” on their computers. This change made the law technology-neutral. It placed electronic trespassers on the same footing as physical trespassers. Now, hacking victims can seek law enforcement assistance to combat hackers, just as burglary victims have been able to invite officers into their homes to catch burglars.

The PATRIOT Act extends the money-laundering act of 1986 so that it is mandatory for financial institutions to file a Currency Transaction Report (CTR) for all cash transactions greater than $10,000. It also amends the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970 to lower the legal standards for disclosure.

**ORGANIZATIONAL POLICIES FOR INFORMATION SECURITY**

Every organization today needs to have a clear information security policy that takes into account the information risks to be managed and the compliance needs with laws such as those discussed previously. There are no “implied” security policies:

*If your security policy is not written down, your organization has no security policy.*

Publicly traded organizations with no written security policy are automatically out of compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley. In addition, insurance companies today will not insure an organization that does not have a clearly written security policy. This is the current business environment, and it is likely to continue to be this way well into the twenty-first century.
Security policies should be written at a high level, and should state what is, and what **is not**, permissible. There should be no ambiguity in the policy. One should also not substitute existing civil or criminal laws for an organization’s security policy. Instead, the policy should explicitly state that such acts are prohibited.

Policies should also clearly state what the punishments are for violation of the policy. This gives management the justification they need to quickly remove any employees who behave improperly: The organization may not yet know whether they have violated the law or not, but if you can prove that they have clearly violated the policy, then you have clear grounds for employee dismissal.

Although another company’s security policy will never be a perfect fit, “boilerplate” information security policies can often be found on the Internet or in other sources. The actual implementation details of the policy, however, should be in a procedures manual, not in the security policy itself.

**WHO SHOULD DEVELOP THE SECURITY POLICY?**

Unless an organization is quite small, it should establish a security policy committee with representatives for as many affected user groups and other stakeholders as possible. This helps ensure not only good policy content but also employee support for the written policy. If a security policy does not have the support of the managers who must administer and abide by it, it will fail.

Then, all relevant employees should be asked to read any new policy developed by the committee (on company time) and be given an easy way to ask any questions about it; if the policy isn’t clear, it should be rewritten to be more understandable for the internal worker. Whenever significant changes are made to a policy, this process should be repeated with all affected employees.

Because the technological and legal environments constantly change, the security policy committee should have regular, scheduled meetings to develop and vote on any changes or additions to the policy. Developing a security policy is an ongoing task, rather than an end goal.

**WHAT SHOULD BE IN THE SECURITY POLICY?**

A security policy needs to be written for everything that affects the information integrity and confidentiality of the organization. It should state what the organization does to be in compliance with current laws, and what exactly an employee can, and cannot, do with organizational information.

An organization may actually have many security policies (Barman, 2002), or it may have a single, comprehensive security policy that is a compendium. Common policy areas are:

- Access Control Policies: password log-in and access controls, encryption, and public key infrastructures
- External Access Policies: Internet security, VPN access, Web and Internet, and e-mail
- User and Physical Policies: Acceptable use, network architecture and address, and physical security

Password management policies and formal policies on **acceptable use** of an organization’s computer resources are most commonly used to prevent or reduce e-crime. For example, an acceptable use policy typically includes statements about the following:

- The organization’s computing resources (hardware, software, network services) are company property.
- An employee does not have privacy rights to their usage of these computing resources (e-mail, usage of Internet sites, etc.).
- Specific types of computing behavior are prohibited by federal or state laws (e.g., electronic libel or defamation, impersonation of others, unauthorized copying of protected intellectual property).
- Other types of actions are also not permitted by the organization (e.g., use of resources for personal profit, transmission of an image that is sexual in nature, initiation or forwarding of chain letters).

Today’s organizations are also updating their acceptable-use policies to include the usage of social media.

**HOW STRICT SHOULD A SECURITY POLICY BE?** The rigidity of the policy should be appropriate for the estimated risks to the organization. A mantra used by some is: Tighten it up until it hurts, and then loosen it up until it works.

**WHEN AND HOW SHOULD AN ORGANIZATION DEVELOP A SECURITY POLICY TO ADDRESS A NEW SITUATION?** A new policy should be developed as soon as possible: The longer an organization operates without a complete policy, the greater are the information and legal risks. For example, social media is now in widespread use, but not all organizations have updated their policies on the usage of sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

**HOW SHOULD POLICIES BE DISSEMINATED?** The organization should make it easy for all employees (including contractors) to know where they can find the most current version of a security policy. Manuals are typically made available to all employees, and policies are typically included in training materials. Less common today are hard copies of manuals: Organizations have increasingly been distributing policies on the organization’s
intranet, with e-mails sent to employees about policy changes or totally new security policies.

New employees should be asked to thoroughly read existing security policies and then sign them as a condition of employment. Some organizations require all of their employees to review and accept their appropriate usage policy on an annual basis. In some situations, the employee may be asked to acknowledge acceptance of the policy each time data is accessed.

PLANNING FOR BUSINESS CONTINUITY

In the past, IS leaders have focused on activities to keep IT resources operating as part of “disaster recovery” contingency planning. For example, many organizations have contracts with external service providers to provide backup data center processing and telecommunications support. However, business continuity planning (BCP) involves much more than IT recovery from a natural disaster—such as a flood, tornado, earthquake, hurricane, or fire. BCP involves putting plans in place to ensure that employees and core business operations can be maintained or restored when faced with any major unanticipated disruption. Research has shown that an organization’s inability to resume in a reasonable time span to normal business activities after a major disruption is a key predictor of business survival. As many U.S. organizations learned after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, and Hurricane Katrina and the New Orleans floods that followed in 2005, business continuity also requires having:

- Alternate workspaces for people with working computers and phone lines
- Backup IT sites that are not too close but not too far away (to be within driving distance but not affected by a regional telecommunication disaster)
- Up-to-date evacuation plans that everyone knows and has practiced
- Backed-up laptops and departmental servers, because a lot of corporate information is housed on these machines rather than in the data center
- Helping people cope with a disaster by having easily accessible phone lists, e-mail lists, and even instant-messenger lists so that people can communicate with loved ones and colleagues

The process for creating a BCP begins with a business impact analysis, which can include the following:

4. Gather quantitative and qualitative information on these threats
5. Provide remedies for restoring systems

For item 3, some dependencies that affect access to organizational information are obvious—such as electricity, communications, and Internet connections. Others may be less obvious, such as the maximum tolerable downtime for each application system. Traditionally, these have been measured in categories like Lower-priority = 30 days, Normal = 7 days, Important = 72 hours, Urgent = 24 hours, and Critical = less than 12 hours.

This process should result in quantitative rankings, along with qualitative judgments, about the severity of the disruption, which are then used to determine an appropriate remedy for system restoration. The BCP should also state who is responsible for doing what, under which conditions. Templates for logs and other documentation should be available to implement the plan.

BCP plans should also be tested. In fact, testing a BCP may be the most costly part of the process, as it demands pulling staff away from their normal work to simulate a parallel situation to which a disruption occurs. It is also difficult to test a plan because of the potential scope of the disaster. Depending on the organization’s industry, auditors may require periodic testing within a certain time frame.

Nevertheless, sometimes an organization discovers that a disaster far exceeds the assumptions it used to develop its BCP. This happened, for example, to Northrop Grumman Corporation, a $30 billion defense and technology company that had about 20,000 employees working in its Ship Systems sector in two states bordering on the Gulf of Mexico, where Hurricane Katrina made landfall in August 2005 (see “Post-Katrina BCP Lessons”).

ELECTRONIC RECORDS MANAGEMENT (ERM)

The importance of electronic records management has grown as recent U.S. laws have required that an organization must retain certain records for a minimum period of time. For example, Section 802 of Sarbanes-Oxley requires that public companies and their public accounting firms maintain all audit and review work papers for five years. The Internal Revenue Service can require a period of seven years, and willful destruction of corporate audit records can result in sentences of imprisonment for up to 10 years. The Department of Education requires that guarantors of federal student loans maintain records for a minimum of five years after the loan is repaid. HIPAA gives individuals the right to receive an accounting of any disclosures of their public health information for up to three years prior to
the date a request is made. Tiered penalties (e.g., unintentional disclosures versus willful neglect) include both large civil fines and even criminal imprisonment. There are currently over a dozen major laws within the United States alone that require information retention and protection.

In general, most businesses have greatly underestimated their digital liability for actions their employees have taken. For example, Microsoft executives clearly did not think out the consequences when sending e-mails about Netscape (see the box entitled “Is E-Mail Forever?”).

Digital liability management requires ensuring that managers are knowledgeable about the risks involved in information mismanagement, the need for precise policies, and the legal and regulatory environment that its

---

**Post-Katrina BCP Lessons**

Northrop Grumman Corporation learned a lot about Business Continuity Planning from Hurricane Katrina—the hard way. Here are four of its lessons:

— Keep Data and Data Centers More Than 100 Miles Apart
   The BCP assumption was that a backup data center facility only needed to be a minimum of 100 miles away from the facility it was backing up. But Katrina’s width exceeded this distance, and two data centers that served as backups for each other got wiped out.

— Plan for the Public Infrastructure to Not Be Available
   Katrina wiped out all public communications in the company’s Gulf Coast location. In addition, roads were washed away or closed and airports were shut down; water was also shut off or, if not, it was polluted.

— Plan for Civil Unrest
   Personnel had to be brought into the area to secure a physical facility.

— If Your A team Is Not Available, Assemble a B Team
   The company’s qualified technical support personnel weren’t available, so other employees were trained to work with IT industry suppliers to assemble and test new equipment.

[Based on Junglas and Ives, 2007]

---

**Is E-Mail Forever?**

The basis of a U.S. government antitrust case against Microsoft was that Microsoft conspired to use its monopoly on the desktop computer market to drive Netscape (which introduced the first commercial browser) out of business. Microsoft denied it—but were there copies of incriminating e-mails somewhere to prove otherwise? Yes—there were hundreds of e-mails, all on servers outside of Microsoft.

How can this happen? If an organization is using Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing, then it is allowing the network to choose the quickest route to send its information, including its e-mail. This means that an e-mail could pass through a number of public servers anyplace on the continent. The sending organization has no control over these servers, and these machines are constantly backing up the information passing through them. Thus, it is very reasonable to assume that there will be discoverable electronic copies archived somewhere.

Recent history has also shown that companies cannot even control their e-mail on their own private subnets. Individuals can make copies, save them, forward them, and most definitely do not “wash” them forever off their storage devices.

So: Is e-mail forever? As users and managers, you should assume that yes—it is. In other words, it is much more probable that a computer forensics specialist will be able to recreate the e-mail than the creating person will be able to erase it forever from everywhere.
organization faces. All digital liability management must be based upon risk analysis. This may seem obvious, but business history is littered with cases of companies that did not assess the risks of their actions.

The sheer complexity of large organizations, in combination with changing national and international laws and the increased use of electronic documents, requires a centralized approach to electronic records management (ERM). In many organizations, an investment in not only ERM specialists but also commercial, off-the-shelf ERM software may be justified.

In general, an ERM manager (or an ERM committee) should be responsible for the following:

1. **Defining** what constitutes an electronic record. Electronic records include not just e-mail, but financial records, research and development, IM messages, customer and transaction databases, and many others.

2. **Analyzing** the current business environment and developing appropriate ERM policies. For example, what should be kept, and for how long? When and how should records be destroyed? Who can make copies, and on what types of media? Where are these media copies kept, and who has access to them?

3. **Classifying** specific records based upon their importance, regulatory requirements, and duration.

4. **Authenticating records** by maintaining accurate logs and procedures to prove that these are the actual records and that they have not been altered.

5. **Formulating and managing policy compliance** The ERM policies must have precise controls, explaining what is to be done, when it is to be done, who is to do it, with logs and controls to prove that the policy has been complied with. Employees need to be trained and policies need to be regularly audited for completeness and currency.

Amendments to the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) that took effect in December 2006 place a new burden on records managers for the purposes of records retention and timely information gathering in response to potential litigation. Failure to comply with these eDiscovery amendments can lead to severe financial penalties, so good ERM practices have become an important part of information risk management (Volonino et al., 2007). Additional FRCP amendments in 2009 clarified that businesses are required to preserve and produce electronically stored information that may be relevant to a lawsuit even before the lawsuit is filed (Ward et al., 2009).

### Summary

Today’s organizations are increasing their investments in information security practices and budgets for information security technologies. This does not mean that organizations strive to be completely secure. Rather, it means that, to the best of current technical and information management knowledge, an organization seeks to minimize an organization’s risks at an acceptable cost level. Based on a thorough risk analysis, the organization’s resources, and its current legal and regulatory environment, the organizational goal is to find the appropriate balance between accessibility, integrity, and confidentiality.

An organization must be in compliance with current laws. Noncompliance is not an option, and a company’s employees need to be educated on all of the relevant laws for their position and their organization.

Information security management needs to be viewed as a process and never as an achievable end state. A CSO, high-level business manager, or organizational committee needs to be responsible for assessing the impacts of changing regulations or other work environment changes. IT managers are responsible for assessing and implementing security technologies, as well as assessing new risks associated with new technologies. Together they need to develop and implement new information security policies to address them.

Information security requires continuous adjustments, based on imperfect information, about a potentially hostile and ever-changing external environment.

### Review Questions

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What are some examples of computer crime?</td>
<td>6. Why does the Sarbanes-Oxley Act impact the work of IT personnel?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What is the difference between a hacker and a cracker?</td>
<td>7. Why is it important for an organization to have an information security policy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What is the role of a chief security officer, and why is this organizational role a relatively new one?</td>
<td>8. What is the specific purpose of an acceptable use policy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What are the overall goals of information risk management?</td>
<td>9. What information security issues does electronic records management address?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. What resources can organizations use to calculate an expected annual financial loss for a given information asset?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion Questions

1. Do you think the acts of hackers should be punished the same as those by crackers? Why or why not?
2. Use the Internet to identify a recent report of a computer crime, and summarize what it involved and what the punishment (if any) was.
3. The importance of having vigilant IT professionals who are capable of detecting and minimizing the damage from a security breach has become increasingly important. Is this a type of job position that you would like to hold, and why—or why not?
4. If you were offered the position of a CSO for a large organization, what reporting relationship would you want? Under what circumstances do you think a reporting relationship to the CIO is the best choice?
5. To achieve SOX compliance has required many organizations to significantly change their business processes and invest in new software products. Use the Internet to research some examples of these types of impacts that SOX has had on U.S.-based companies in particular—or J-SOX has had on Japanese companies?
6. HIPAA concerns will be growing over the next years as more physician practices in the United States adopt electronic health records (to take advantage of a federal government incentive plan under the HITECH Act). Find a recent article that discusses concerns about the security of health information of patients.
7. Reflect on when you last received authority to have a computer account with an organization (e.g., your university), and comment on your own experience when you were asked to sign (or otherwise signify acceptance of) an organizational policy similar to the acceptable use policy described in this chapter. Would you recommend any changes to the organization for what to include in the policy and how to present this policy to a new account holder?
8. How easy is it to find out about an information security policy (e.g., an acceptable use policy) at your university? At an organization where you are an employee?
9. What were some of the lessons learned about business continuity planning that can be derived from organizational experiences following the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center in New York or Hurricane Katrina in 2005?
10. Use the Internet to research some of the IT-related issues that had to be addressed by organizations (or individuals) in a recent natural disaster in your own country.
11. What have been some of the impacts of the eDiscovery amendments on U.S. organizations?
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As we have seen, information technology (IT) is becoming a core resource for organizations in today’s global economy and is affecting, if not determining, what organizations produce and how they are managed. Anyone with casual familiarity with today’s news knows that IT is influencing the whole of society, not just the business arena. Today’s younger generation can hardly conceive of living without the smartphone, Facebook, Twitter, communication satellites, and the Internet. IT is rapidly changing our lives, and this process of change is ongoing. The information revolution is often compared with the industrial revolution in terms of the overall impact that the industrial revolution had on civilization.

In spite of all the benefits that IT has brought, it has also given rise to a number of troubling social problems, including loss of privacy, intellectual property issues, identity theft, spam, sexual exploitation of children, obsolescence of workers’ skills, global outsourcing of jobs, and deterioration of working conditions. Some of the computer crimes that create these social problems, such as viruses and worms, were discussed in Chapter 14. In this chapter, we will explore a number of social issues and consider their ethical and legal implications.

In the next section, we discuss the legal environment as it relates to IT. Then we explore some ways to analyze social problems from an ethical perspective, after which we consider the ethical and legal dimensions of a number of social problems.

THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT

In dealing with the use of IT, individuals and organizations must work within a complex legal environment. This legal environment is incomplete and sometimes less than satisfactory, yet it is a manager’s duty to know and obey the existing laws. Ignorance of the law is no excuse.

The purpose of law is to constrain behavior within a society so that its needs are satisfied and harm within it is prevented. Thus, law is related to, but not necessarily identical to, ethics. Laws are rules that must be obeyed, but it is difficult to write a rule that applies to every possible situation, especially in the case of IT, which is changing so rapidly. Also, laws must be enforceable—there must be meaningful sanctions that are invoked if the law is broken. A law that cannot be enforced or that people will not obey simply engenders a lack of respect for all law.

The digital age has put great strain on the legal system. IT has made new forms of crime, such as identity theft, feasible. And it has changed the mechanisms for reproducing printed material, photos, art, and music to the point where what was once laborious and expensive has become a simple matter of downloading from the Web. Technology has evolved quite rapidly, and the legal system has inevitably lagged behind.

The first reaction has been to try to reinterpret existing laws to apply to new conditions, which they often do not quite fit. Then writing and adopting new laws takes time, and it is hard to write a law that exactly suits the problem, especially when the problems are always changing. It might take a number of iterations before a satisfactory law emerges.
Ideally, the law should reflect the best interests of society as a whole, but there is always controversy on what best serves the public interest. Laws, then, are typically compromises between the views of various interest groups. Also, the issues in regulating technology can be very complex, and members of legislative bodies and government officials might have little expertise in dealing with these issues. Therefore, these decision makers may depend on the expertise and advice of lobbyists who can devote resources to developing logical positions that reflect the interests of those who are paying them.

Organizations are increasingly global, and the Internet covers most of the world. Different countries have different values and different legal systems. Whose laws apply when a possible crime has been committed? There are serious problems in determining who has jurisdiction when the person who is injured is in one jurisdiction and the perpetrator of the crime is in another. It might be virtually impossible to enforce any law in a situation where essentially anonymous people in multiple countries are involved.

The impact of IT law on organizations has been discussed in Chapter 14. In this chapter, we will discuss the impact of IT law on individuals and society.

**ETHICS FRAMEWORKS**

Why are we discussing ethics in a book on management of IT? First, IT has a growing impact on our lives, and anything that has such powerful effects on people’s lives gives rise to ethical issues. Second, managers determine how IT is used, and therefore managers are responsible for the effects of the use of IT and the ethical implications of these effects.

To act ethically requires that we take responsibility for our actions. We need to clearly understand that the technology itself is not to blame for any harm that results from its use. Too often we hear: “We can’t do that because our computer won’t allow it.” That might be true for the person who is making the statement, but it does not absolve the organization from responsibility—one person designed the system and programmed the computer to act in that way. And saying “the computer won’t let me do that” is equivalent to saying “our organizational policy won’t let me do that.” Likewise, blaming the computer for a mistake is just an excuse—those who decided to use the computer and designed and implemented a system without adequate controls are responsible for any harm, not the computer! People and organizations are responsible for the results, good or bad, of the use of IT.

Most of us consider ourselves ethical persons. Most of us have an internal set of ethical standards, and we are uncomfortable when we violate these standards. Furthermore, in our careers as managers or professionals, there are very practical reasons to act ethically according to the society’s standards. As individuals, if we are perceived as unethical we are in deep, deep trouble. If we get a reputation for being unethical, our jobs, or even our careers, might come to an inglorious end. Likewise, if an organization is perceived as unethical, it might quickly be out of business. Whether it belongs to an individual or an organization, a reputation for integrity is crucial to success.

Consider, for example, what happened to Enron and its managers when its books were found to be dishonest. Thus, managers must be concerned with both their individual ethics and the ethics of their organization. Managers are involved in determining the organization’s ethical standards as well as in making sure that these standards are followed.

**Identifying Ethical Problems**

The first step in acting ethically is to recognize that a decision or action has ethical implications. In our use of IT we might do harm because we simply did not realize that our actions might be harmful—we might not consider all the implications of our actions. Therefore, we need to think about the ethical issues associated with our decisions before we take action. One purpose of this chapter is to sensitize you to the ethical issues that might arise in your use of IT so that you will not neglect the ethical implications.

How do we identify decisions where ethical problems might arise? Because our ethical makeup lies deep within us, the most common way we recognize ethical problems is by feel—when we don’t feel right about a situation, there might be an ethical problem. When we suspect that there might be ethical problems, a number of questions can be of help: Is this fair to everyone that will be affected? Would I want my mother to know about this? Would I care if everyone knew about this? What would be the result if everyone did this?

Identifying ethical problems associated with the use of IT might be complicated by the fact that its effects can be so pervasive. The effects of the use of IT might extend to many stakeholders—managers, workers, stockholders, customers, suppliers, communities, and the general public—and might affect them in ways that are not immediately obvious. For example, collecting information on customers for use in serving their needs might be beneficial to both the customer and the organization, but if this information is not protected against intrusion, someone might break into the system, steal personal information, and use it to harm the individual. Furthermore, if personal information is sold to outside parties, it might be used to harm the individual. Therefore, when trying to determine if there are ethical problems in the use of IT, a good place to start is to carefully consider all the potential stakeholders who might be affected by the system and determine how each one could
be affected. If one or more of the stakeholders might be harmed, there is likely to be an ethical problem.

**Analyzing Ethical Problems**

There is no universally accepted way to determine whether an action is ethically justified or unethical. There are examples where almost everyone would agree that an action, such as murder, is unethical, but still there are those who believe that they are acting ethically when they kill women and children in an act of terrorism or in war. Even though there are no universally accepted rules, many concepts are helpful in analyzing ethical problems.

A number of professional organizations have recognized that IT presents many ethical issues. The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) have jointly developed a comprehensive code of ethics for the software engineering profession. The preamble to this Code of Ethics and Professional Practice, developed by the IEEE-CS/ACM Joint Task Force on Software Engineering Ethics and Professional Practices, contains the following paragraph:

> Ethical tensions can best be addressed by thoughtful consideration of fundamental Principles, rather than blind reliance on detailed regulations. These Principles should influence software engineers to consider broadly who is affected by their work; to examine if they and their colleagues are treating other human beings with due respect; to consider how the public, if reasonably well informed, would view their decisions; to analyze how the least empowered will be affected by their decisions; and to consider whether their acts would be judged worthy of the ideal professional working as a software engineer. In all these judgments concern for the health, safety, and welfare of the public is primary; that is, the public interest is central to this Code.

(Gotterbarn, Don, Keith Miller, and Simon Rogerson, “Software engineering code of ethics is approved,” Communications of the ACM 42 (October), © 1999 Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. Reprinted by permission. Web address doi.acm.org/10.1145/317665.317682).

The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) code of ethics for its members explicitly recognizes that managers and organizations have special responsibilities as expressed in Section 3 of this code (see Figure 15.1).

**Section 3 of the ACM Code of Ethics**

3. **Organizational Leadership Imperatives.** As an ACM member and an organizational leader, I will …

3.1 Articulate social responsibilities of members of an organizational unit and encourage full acceptance of those responsibilities.

3.2 Manage personnel and resources to design and build information systems that enhance the quality of working life.

3.3 Acknowledge and support proper and authorized uses of an organization’s computing and communication resources.

3.4 Ensure that users and those who will be affected by a system have their needs clearly articulated during the assessment and design of requirements; later the system must be validated to meet requirements.

3.5 Articulate and support policies that protect the dignity of users and others affected by a computing system.

3.6 Create opportunities for members of the organization to learn the principles and limitations of computer systems.

**FIGURE 15.1** Section 3 of the ACM Code of Ethics (Anderson, Ronald E., “ACM code of ethics and professional conduct,” Communications of the ACM 35 (May), © 1992 Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. Reprinted by permission. Web address doi.acm.org/10.1145/129875.129885)
 Quite a number of basic principles to guide ethical behavior have been suggested over the years. Some of these principles come from religious traditions, while others come from philosophers and others concerned with ethics. The ancient Hippocratic Oath advises physicians to “do no harm.” The Ten Commandments of the Hebrew Scriptures forbid killing, adultery, stealing, bearing false witness, and coveting. Most world religions advocate the same ethic as Christianity’s Golden Rule: Treat others as you would like them to treat you.

Some ethical issues are viewed differently depending upon the culture in which they arise. For example, in some Islamic cultures charging interest and drinking alcohol are unethical while polygamy is permissible. In some cultures, bribery is not considered unethical; it is just the way you get things done. In cultures where there is respect for the law, breaking the law is considered unethical. However, the reverse—if it is not illegal, it is ethical—is usually not an accepted interpretation.

In some cases, the situation is so complex that it is not immediately obvious what action is ethical. When there are several interests that are affected in different ways by the decision, one needs to carefully consider the impact on all those affected. Here all the parties who will be affected by the action must be identified and the consequences for each party delineated. Then it is tempting to argue that the action is ethically justified if the good outweighs the bad. However, when you harm some parties in order to benefit others, it is usually questionable. Most people would consider it unethical if, for example, all the benefits go to the decision maker at the expense of others who are harmed.

In these complex situations, we should remember that there usually are a number of possible alternative actions—not just “do it” or “not do it.” Especially in the case of developing and using IT, we can often devise alternatives that obtain adequate benefits while minimizing the harmful effects. And we need to be sure that we identify and include all those who will be affected by the system, not just those who will benefit from it. We might be inclined to include ourselves, those we know, members of our organization, members of our community, or members of our segment of society, while excluding “outsiders” from consideration. Ignoring affected parties is a common flaw in ethical reasoning.

Despite occasional problems, ethical reasoning is seldom difficult. If we recognize that there is an ethical issue involved and take some time to think it through, we usually have little difficulty knowing what is ethical and what is unethical. Problems arise, however, when we face decisions where being ethical has a cost. How we deal with these situations is what distinguishes the ethical person or organization from the unethical ones.

**SOCIAL ISSUES**

In addition to driving our economy and affecting how we work and what jobs we do, IT affects how we relate to one another, how we learn, and not only how we access information but also what information we obtain. Overall, IT has been a very positive contributor to our welfare, but it raises some troubling questions.

Today we are easily connected to one another through electronic media such as cell phones, e-mail, instant messaging, Facebook, and Twitter so that we can stay in close contact with and share information with more and more individuals than ever before. Does this lead to more healthy and fulfilling relationships than what we had when most of our interaction was face-to-face, or does it lead to more and more superficial ties? Or can we have both more and better quality relationships through the judicious use of these technologies?

Children are spending more and more time alone watching television, playing video games, and sitting at computer screens and less and less time in traditional play activities with playmates. Play has an important role in physical and emotional development, and over the past few years, childhood obesity has become a national health issue in the United States. Furthermore, all of this exposure to intense stimuli seems to be resulting in decreased attention spans of our children in the school environment.

Recent studies have demonstrated that prolonged exposure to the intense information overload resulting from the constant use of electronic media can alter the development of the brain and even rewire adult brains. What will be the impact, if any, on our society if these trends continue?

Not too long ago, the educational technology used by most teachers was limited to overhead projectors, slide projectors, and movie projectors that supplemented the blackboard that had been the mainstay for generations. Today the digital revolution has provided a host of alternatives that are changing the way education is delivered by educators and pursued by students. Distance education opportunities allow students to obtain advanced degrees from anywhere in the world at one’s own pace and without even visiting the degree-granting institution. There are obvious advantages to many students, but it also raises the question: Is the expense and inefficiency of the traditional residential university justified in today’s technological world?

Finally, it is clear that traditional print media such as newspapers, magazines, and books are losing out to digital media. Newspapers and magazines are going out of business right and left, and the Kindle and iPad are putting pressure
on book publishers. Traditional journalism, where reporters are trained to verify facts and avoid bias, is giving way to blogs and opinionated programs masquerading as news. News programs that attempt to adhere to traditional journalistic values are losing viewers to overtly biased cable channels that appeal to specific population groups, and the most popular hosts are those who shout the loudest and are the most opinionated. If one believes that a successful democracy depends upon an electorate that is well informed about the issues, what do these trends portend for our future?

It would require an entire book to do justice to the social, legal, and ethical issues in IT, so we are limited in the number of topics and the depth of coverage of these topics. We have chosen to cover the following three issues in some depth: privacy, identity theft, and intellectual property rights. Then we briefly introduce the topics of access to the technology, freedom of speech, the hazards of inaccuracy, and the impact on workers.

Some social issues are important because managers must be aware of them and make sure that these activities are not going on in the workplace. However, they are not central to the management of IT, so for space reasons they are not included in this chapter. These omitted topics include hate e-mail, cyberstalking, sexual abuse via the Internet, and pornography. An employee might harass others via hate e-mail. Cyberstalking is the use of the Internet, e-mail, or other electronic communications devices to stalk another person. Employees can be sexual predators who are contacting minors through chat rooms using company facilities. And employees might use their office computers to access pornography while at work. These activities might subject the organization to significant penalties as well as public embarrassment, so it behooves prudent managers to make sure that they do not occur in their area of responsibility.

**PRIVACY**

Privacy is important to people, but it is a difficult concept to define. Violating your privacy can relate to unwanted access to your person, or to intruding into your home or office, or to observing you, or to obtaining information about you. We would like to think that we have a “right” to privacy, but legally that right is much weaker than property rights or the right to free speech.

As a legal right, privacy was defined by Samuel D. Warren and Louis D. Brandeis in 1890 as “the right to be let alone.” However, this broad right has not been enacted into law in the United States.

In our discussion, we will define privacy as the ability to control access to information about ourselves. Control is a key word in this definition because there is information about us that we willingly share with family, or friends, or those we trust, but that we would not want to share with the general public. Note that there is information about us—public information—to which we cannot control access. And there is critical information about us, such as social security numbers in the United States, that by law we must provide to financial institutions so that income can be reported to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS). This is another instance of why the concept of control is so important, for we want to be able to keep our social security number away from potential identity thieves.

A person might give up his or her claim to privacy by giving permission to collect and use certain personal information. Therefore, if, after fully informing a person of how the information is to be used, you receive the person’s permission to obtain and use personal information, you are not invading that person’s privacy. People routinely give up personal information to someone they trust in exchange for some benefit or in order to transact business. However, privacy has been invaded when that information is used in ways that the person never intended or agreed to.

**Privacy Problems**

It is clear that IT has radically affected our ability to control access to information about ourselves and thus presents serious privacy problems. Before the computer, when transactions and records were on paper, there was quite limited access even to public information about ourselves. To find information someone had to go to where it was located, find it in the file, and copy it down. However, it was also difficult to keep track of who had accessed it. Today, when the same information is in an online database accessible via the Internet, it can be obtained from anywhere in the world in a few seconds and at no cost unless the appropriate security controls are in effect. That ability has provided an enormous boost to productivity in our economy, but without substantial safeguards, it can devastate our personal privacy. The Internet has therefore enormously magnified the privacy problem, because once electronic information is captured, it may be copied and made available in numerous other places.

Explosive growth of the use of IT has produced a situation where huge amounts of personal information are easily available without any need for criminal activities. For reasons of convenience and efficiency, government agencies are putting official records into online databases—birth and death records, marriages, divorces, property sales, business licenses, legal proceedings, driving records, and so on. Furthermore, personal information is valuable for marketing purposes, and there are data brokers whose business is to collect and sell such information to whomever wishes to purchase it.

In the normal activities of transacting business, we often must provide sensitive personal information such as
name, address, and credit card number. To take out a loan from a financial institution, we must provide much more personal information and allow a credit check so that the lending institution can decide whether we are likely to repay the loan. This is quite legitimate and, because we agree to provide the information in order to transact the business, there is no invasion of privacy. However, when the business uses the information for purposes that we did not authorize or sells the information, serious privacy problems arise.

People differ widely in their attitude toward the privacy of this type of personal information. Surveys over the years have shown that about 25 percent of the public is not at all concerned with these privacy issues, 25 percent is quite sensitive to loss of privacy, and the remaining 50 percent is willing to consider trading some privacy risks for other benefits, if given the right to make that decision.

Personal information is so valuable to marketers that they go to great lengths to obtain it. Purchasers are encouraged to fill out and return warranty cards that sometimes include a questionnaire with questions about age, income, hobbies, favorite magazines, and so forth. If you enter a sweepstakes, you might have to fill out an entry form with similar questions. If you have a special shopper card that provides discounts at your supermarket, you probably filled out an application that included personal information. Credit card records can provide comprehensive information about your shopping habits. All this personal information is likely to end up in databases that are used to target marketing efforts (see the box entitled “Database Marketing”).

Facebook’s privacy policy has evolved gradually since its inception. Starting with a simple statement that your information would only be shared with those in your group, over the years the policy has grown less and less protective of your personal data. The reason is clear—Facebook gets its revenue from advertising, and the greater the ability to target ads to persons who might be interested in purchasing what is advertised, the more valuable the ad is to the advertiser and thus to Facebook. For example, Facebook cites a very successful advertising campaign for a rental storage firm that targeted college students going home for the summer based upon location and year in college. Another Facebook campaign for a photographer targeted future brides based upon age, gender, engagement status, and location. The more of your personal information that Facebook can use for targeting ads, the more profitable it will be.

When individuals do not know what data are being collected or by whom or how it is used, they have no control over their personal information and therefore by definition their privacy has been invaded. Furthermore, if all these marketing databases were to be combined with official information databases and financial information databases into one database, the result would be a very comprehensive dossier on each person. So far this has not been done in the democracies of the world, but it would be possible. Repressive governments have developed and used these comprehensive dossiers as a means to control their citizens.

E-Commerce Privacy Concerns
We know that unencrypted communications on the Web can be intercepted and that there are sites that mimic trusted
companies for the purpose of enticing the unwary to give their personal identifying information and credit card number to potential identity thieves. But we might not be aware that legitimate, trusted businesses are collecting personal information about us and our shopping activities and selling them to others. As described in Chapter 7, some companies participate in independent certification programs, such as TRUSTe, and note this association on their Web site (such as by displaying the TRUSTe seal).

When you visit a Web site, that site might deposit a cookie on your computer in a cookie file provided by your Web browser. The cookie is a small record that identifies you to the Web site you visited and allows it to set up a file on its computer that can record information about the actions you take with that site. When you visit that site again, the cookie is retrieved, and that data are used to access your file on the site. This can be very helpful to you. For example, if you have made a purchase from that store, it might have saved your name, address, and credit card number so you do not have to enter that information again (but only verify it) when you wish to make another purchase. The Web store might also maintain a record of the particular items you looked at and the purchases you made and analyze that information to determine your interests and target its advertising and promotions to those interests. As described in Chapter 7, this type of personalization was pioneered by Amazon.com, and today it is considered a characteristic of a good retailing site.

From the standpoint of your privacy, this use of cookies is relatively benign. Furthermore, it provides the basis for “target marketing” that is very beneficial to the marketer and also helps provide you with promotional material that might be of interest to you instead of just junk mail. However, you might not know about the cookie or the information that the Web site maintains about you. Further, if the Web site sells that information to others without your permission, that is a definite violation of your privacy because you have lost control of your personal information. This information, along with similar information from other Web sites that you visit, might end up in the database of a data broker whose business is building comprehensive dossiers on people and selling them. You might or might not care about whether a comprehensive picture of your buying habits and interests is freely available, but some people consider this to be a gross invasion of their privacy.

Cookies can also be used to develop more comprehensive information on your interests and preferences as you surf across a number of Web sites. For example, DoubleClick Inc., a leading Internet advertising service, places ads for thousands of advertisers on thousands of Web sites that employ their services. When you visit one of these client Web sites, a cookie is deposited on your computer that identifies you as described previously. However, that cookie also identifies you when you visit any other DoubleClick client Web site, so your record in DoubleClick’s computer includes information about your viewing and purchasing behavior across all of DoubleClick’s client sites. This information is extremely valuable to advertisers, for they can then display ads to you that fit your interests and you have a higher than normal probability of responding to their ads. Any improvement in the response rate is of great value to an advertiser, and you might also benefit by not being subjected to as many ads in which you have no interest.

The data collected by the use of a cookie is anonymous—the cookie only identifies your browser to DoubleClick’s computers. However, in 2001 DoubleClick made a strategic investment in Abacus Direct, a direct marketing service that served direct mail and catalog marketers. Abacus had buying information on 88 million households, including name, address, telephone number, credit card numbers, income, and purchases. DoubleClick soon announced a product that provided advertising services based upon merging its Internet database with the Abacus database to serve cross-channel marketers. When this linking of databases was publicized by the news media, it elicited a storm of protest, and DoubleClick announced that it was withdrawing that product until suitable privacy standards had been developed. After the addition of some privacy guidelines, the product was returned to DoubleClick’s product line. In 2008, Google purchased DoubleClick for $3.1 billion. As would be expected, the combination of the information that Google maintains on your search history with DoubleClick’s information is very disturbing to some privacy advocates.

Except for the financial industry, in the United States there are no laws regulating the collection and sharing of such data. Many companies on the Web do not post a privacy policy, and many other companies post privacy policies that do not fully explain what data they collect or how they use or share the data. Furthermore, companies can change their privacy policies at any time without notifying those whose data they have collected.

**Workplace Privacy**

There is no expectation of privacy in the workplace. The U.S. courts have held that a company can monitor anything done using company computers. Employees need to be aware that e-mail is archived on company computers and preserved for a long time, so deleting an e-mail message does not remove it from company records. Furthermore, if the company is investigated by a government agency, the e-mail archives might be turned over to the investigating agency. Enron employees were dismayed in March 2003 when 1.6 million personal e-mails and documents were
posted on a government Web site (Berman, 2003). Embarrassing personal messages, as well as sensitive information such as social security numbers, were among the data posted.

According to an American Management Association survey released in 2000, nearly three-quarters of employers record employee Web use, voice mail, e-mail, or phone calls; review computer files; or videotape workers. Moreover, up to a quarter of companies that spy do not tell their employees (Associated Press, 1997). The only federal law that limits employer surveillance is the 1986 Electronic Communications Privacy Act, which bans employer eavesdropping on spoken personal conversations.

Companies do not want their employees to waste company time and resources on inappropriate activities such as personal online shopping, chatting with friends, gambling online, or visiting pornographic Web sites. Moreover, managers can be held accountable for certain illegal activities of employees even if they do not know that these activities are taking place, so companies often monitor employees in self-defense. For example, a single offensive e-mail message circulated around the office by a single employee can pose a liability risk for the company (Nusbaum, 2003). For practical as well as ethical reasons, it is important that the company policies for monitoring employee activities and communications be carefully considered and that they be clearly communicated to company employees.

**Ethics of Invasion of Privacy**

It seems that invasion of privacy is unethical, for if you invade someone’s privacy you are not treating that person as you would want to be treated. However, some argue that in some cases the resulting good can exceed the harm that has been caused. This, of course, can be tricky as it might be very difficult to accurately value the harm caused by a loss of privacy, and it is common to ignore or to undervalue the potential harm to others.

**Laws on Privacy**

In the United States, there is no comprehensive legal right to privacy, but there is a great deal of legislation that purports to offer some privacy protection. For example, the following privacy laws were in existence by the new millennium (Baron, 2000):

- The Fair Credit Reporting Act regulates the disclosure of credit application data and credit histories.
- The Privacy Act restricts a government agency from gathering information for one purpose and using it for another purpose or sharing it with another government agency. For example, the IRS has been prohibited from sharing income tax information with other agencies.
- The Family Education Rights and Privacy Act protects the privacy of students by restricting access to their student grade and disciplinary information.
- The Electronic Communications Privacy Act prohibits unauthorized access to e-mail.
- The Video Protection Privacy Act prohibits videotape service providers from disclosing information about video rentals.
- The Driver’s Privacy Protection Act prohibits states from selling driver’s license information.
- The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act protects your personal health information from unauthorized disclosure.
- The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act prohibits collecting information from children under the age of 13 unless their parents authorize it.

In total, these federal laws provide a great deal of protection in certain areas. Student information, electronic medical information, and electronic communications are reasonably well protected. However, although several federal laws relate to protection of financial data, the total result is not very impressive. The key financial data protection law is the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), which purports to protect the privacy of information collected by financial institutions, but this protection is quite limited. Furthermore, there is no federal protection of the privacy of information collected by other businesses such as merchants.

Financial institutions—businesses that engage in banking, credit card issuing, insuring, stocks and bonds, financial advice, and investing—often buy and sell the information that they collect on you. The GLBA provides limited privacy protections against the sale of this private financial information as follows (this information comes from the Web sites of the American Civil Liberties Union and the Federal Trade Commission):

- Financial institutions must develop precautions to ensure the security and confidentiality of customer records and information and to protect against unauthorized access to such records.
- Financial institutions must provide the customer with written notice of their information sharing policies when he [or she] first becomes a customer and annually thereafter.
- The customer has the right to opt out of sharing his [or her] information with certain third parties, and the above privacy policy notice must explain how, and offer a reasonable way, for the customer to opt out. However, the customer cannot prevent sharing
this information with affiliated companies or companies that the financial institution has employed to provide certain services, or with credit reporting agencies, or as part of the sale of a business.

The requirement that the customer “opt out” to obtain this limited privacy protection is a significant concern. Because the ability to sell this information has substantial value, the financial institution has the motivation to reduce the likelihood that the opt-out option will be exercised. So the required privacy notice might be long, written so only a lawyer can understand it, printed in small type, and included in the envelope with the customer’s bill along with several advertising inserts. It takes a dedicated person to take the time and effort to read through and understand the notice, to figure out how to opt out, and to follow the required procedure. From the standpoint of the consumer, an “opt-in” policy would be much preferred, for it would force the companies to explain clearly what would be shared, with whom, and how the information would be used in order to persuade the customer to agree to the sharing.

Judging by their laws, many European countries seem to value privacy more highly than the United States does. According to Grupe, Kuechler, and Sweeney (2003), the U.S. position on privacy can be characterized as:

- unprotective of data about individuals collected by businesses and government
- an unrestricted flow of data among companies
- a market-driven view of people as consumers under which data are seen as a saleable, usable commodity that belongs to the corporations
- reliant on self-regulation by companies to respect an individual’s privacy
- regulated by specific pieces of legislation (i.e., by sector) that relate to particular aspects of privacy, but not to privacy generally

In contrast, the European position can be characterized as:

- protective of personal rights with respect to data about individuals
- restrictive regarding the flow of personal data out of the country of origin, except to other countries honoring certain privacy principles
- having a view of the people as citizens who are in control of their personal data
- regulated by general laws, principles, procedures, and standards adopted to oversee the collection of data by governmental agencies established for this purpose

The preceding differences in approach have led to conflict. In 1998, the European Union issued a directive that requires that countries allow transborder personal data transfers only to countries that adhere to standards substantially equivalent to those of the European Union. That does not include the United States, which threatened to interrupt European operations of U.S. companies. After some intense negotiations, an accommodation has been worked out that allows U.S. companies to continue to transfer data back to the United States if they certify that they adhere to agreed-to “safe harbor” standards that are roughly equivalent to those that the GLBA requires for financial institutions.

The PATRIOT Act, passed by Congress soon after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, with the purpose of protecting Americans against terrorism, significantly weakened Americans’ constitutional protection against unreasonable search and seizure by allowing the FBI to force anyone—including doctors, libraries, bookstores, universities, and Internet service providers (ISPs)—to turn over records on their clients or customers by simply telling a judge that the request is related to an ongoing terrorism or foreign intelligence investigation. Some sections of the PATRIOT Act had sunset provisions that were due to expire, so in 2005 Congress reauthorized the act. At this time a number of changes were made, some of which strengthened the powers of the government and others that provided more judicial oversight of the most controversial provisions, including the section forcing doctors and libraries to turn over records as mentioned previously.

IDENTITY THEFT

Identity theft is a particularly detestable invasion of privacy. According to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), identity theft is “someone appropriating your personal information without your knowledge to commit fraud or theft.” An identity thief uses information about you, such as your name, address, social security number, credit card number, and/or other identifying information to impersonate you and obtain loans or purchase items using your credit. When the thief does not make the required payments, it is reported to credit bureaus, and your credit rating could be ruined. Furthermore, the thief’s creditors might hound you to repay the debts that have been run up in your name. Trying to clean up the mess the thief created can take a lot of time and effort and exact an emotional toll (see the box entitled “Identity Theft Nightmare”).

Technically, identity theft might not be solely a computer crime, for the identity information about you might be obtained by stealing your wallet or bills out of your mailbox, by obtaining your credit card number from a credit card receipt, by “dumpster diving” to find discarded paper records,
Identity Theft Nightmare

John Harrison’s nightmare began on July 27, 2001, when an identity thief used Harrison’s social security number to acquire a military photo ID and began a four-month spending rampage that left more than 60 bogus accounts and close to $260,000 worth of purchases in his victim’s name. Using Harrison’s good credit rating, the thief had been able to open new credit card, checking, and utility accounts, and then purchase two new pickups, mobile phones, clothing, and more than $7,000 in home improvements. He rented an apartment as Harrison and even bought a vacation time-share.

Police arrested and prosecuted the thief, Jerry Phillips, and he even went to prison for three years. With an apologetic thief behind bars, Harrison thought he was lucky—but he was wrong. Despite letters from the Justice Department confirming that he was a victim, Harrison is still being harassed by creditors. In fact, he remains nearly $140,000 in debt.

Harrison has struggled for over four years and spent over 2,000 hours to clear his name. “I’ll spend 10 minutes explaining that I’m a victim of identity theft,” says Harrison of his daily battles with unremitting debt collectors. “Then they’ll say, ‘OK, can you start paying some of this debt?’ It keeps coming and you don’t have a choice but to deal with it.”

Harrison’s personal credit also dried up as banks revoked his spending limits. And when his 15-year-old daughter needed his help to open up her first savings account, they were turned away. “I can’t put a price tag on the humiliation I felt,” Harrison reported.

[Based on Moritz, 2003; and CBS News, 2005]

or by disclosure by someone who has legitimate access to your personal information. However, the information can also be obtained by breaking into a computer and examining files that contain this information, by phishing (sending an e-mail to a user falsely claiming to be a legitimate enterprise in an attempt to scam the user into providing private information), or even by intercepting information flowing through the Internet or dedicated communication lines. Moreover, the fraud that makes identity theft lucrative would not be possible without the heavy dependence on IT by national credit card companies and credit bureaus. Information security actions that can be taken by an organization to prevent potential identity thieves and others from accessing computer information are discussed in Chapter 14.

Impact of Identity Theft

Identity theft crime is a serious problem for both businesses and individuals. The 2010 Identity Fraud Survey Report released by Javelin Strategy & Research revealed that identity theft fraud affected 11.1 million American adults in 2009, an increase of 12 percent over 2008. The total fraud amount from identity theft increased by 12.5 percent, to $54 billion. The average victim spent 21 hours and $343 resolving the crime. Nearly half the victims filed police reports, and more perpetrators were convicted than ever before. (See the box entitled “Preventing Identity Theft.”)

Financial institutions and merchants bear most of the dollar costs of identity theft. If your credit card is misused, either the merchant or the credit card company absorbs the loss. If someone borrows money in your name, the lender is stuck with the loss. However, the dollar figures do not tell the full story of the impact of identity theft on the victim. In the first place, the victim must prove his or her innocence to every business that has been victimized, and the business might not be happy about its loss and be reluctant to admit that it erred, so it might make it difficult to erase what it assumes to be the victim’s debt. Furthermore, by the time the victim finds out about the crime, the thief could have run up a lot of bad debts that end up on the victim’s credit record, thus destroying the victim’s reputation and creditworthiness. Getting these records corrected can be a long, laborious process and might have to be repeated over and over as the thief continues more thievery using the victim’s identity. Although the typical victim spent only 21 hours clearing up his or her record, there are many cases where the victim’s life has become a nightmare without end.

There usually is no single entity that looks out for the interests of the person whose identity has been stolen. The lenders, banks, credit bureaus, collection agencies, and police all are difficult to contact and may not always be helpful. When the identity thief persists in using the stolen identity over a long period of time, the victim faces a long and frustrating challenge to clear his or her credit and reputation.

There is no question that an identity thief is acting unethically. It may appear that banks and merchants are simply ignoring the crime, but they justify their inaction on the
grounds that the cost of taking action exceeds the amount that might be recovered from the thief, so taking action is not economically justified for them. This raises very tough ethical issues. These institutions are victims also. How much cost should they be expected to bear in order to reduce the potential harm to the person whose identity has been stolen?

Laws on Identity Theft

The Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act of 1998 amended Title 18 of the United States Code Section 1028 to make it a federal crime when anyone “knowingly transfers or uses, without lawful authority, a means of identification of another person with the intent to commit, or to aid or abet, any unlawful activity that constitutes a violation of Federal law, or that constitutes a felony under any applicable State or local law.”

Violations of the act are investigated by federal investigative agencies such as the U.S. Secret Service, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and the U.S. Postal Inspection Service and prosecuted by the Department of Justice. The act also requires the FTC to log and acknowledge such complaints, provide victims with relevant information, and refer their complaints to appropriate entities (e.g., the major national consumer reporting agencies and other law enforcement agencies).

The U.S. Fair Credit Reporting Act as amended sets the rules for how credit bureaus maintain information and what victims of identity theft must do to clear their credit records. The act is a large, complex law, and it does not adequately address the needs of identity theft victims. For example, at a time when speed is very important to the victim, the law allows 30 days for the credit bureaus to make corrections, and the credit bureau is the judge of whether any correction should be made. Always the burden of proof is on the victim.

However, creditors victimized by identity theft have a legitimate interest in making sure that the bad debts they cover are truly identity theft rather than the doings of a deadbeat who is swindling them, so it is not easy to write and pass laws that protect the creditors and also provide adequate relief for identity theft victims. Nevertheless, it is clear that the law on identity theft is inadequate, and enforcement of the law is poor but improving.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

There are a number of definitions of intellectual property, but we will use the following:

Intellectual property is any product of the human mind, such as an idea, an invention, a literary creation, a work of art, a business method, an industrial process, a chemical formula, a computer program, or a presentation.

Intellectual property is quite different from physical property. If one sells or gives away something physical, you no longer have it, but an idea can be shared without losing it. With the invention of the printing press, the widespread sharing of intellectual property became feasible, and succeeding waves of technological development have made sharing easier. With digital representation increasingly becoming the norm, sharing intellectual property has become easy, rapid, and inexpensive.

What property can be owned differs from one society to another. For example, in a communist society individuals cannot own land and the means of production. Many Native Americans had no concept of land ownership. And in many societies today private ownership of intellectual property is uncommon. Even in the United States you cannot own an idea, but only the particular expression of that idea, and others can take that idea and use it in other ways.

Most Western societies have long recognized that intellectual property is so valuable to society that its
creation should be rewarded, so they have copyright and patent laws that grant its creator exclusive ownership rights that allow that person to profit from the creation of the intellectual property. But societies also recognize that eventually intellectual property should be in the public domain, so the ownership rights to intellectual property are granted for only a limited time. Societies differ widely in exactly what is to be protected, how it is to be protected, and for how long. Protection for intellectual property is built into the U.S. Constitution in Section 8 on the powers of Congress, which includes these words: “To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”

The patent and copyright laws were first devised when printing was the primary medium of expression that needed protection. However, IT separates the information from the media that contains it—one can no longer protect information by controlling the piece of paper on which it is written. The development of photography, motion pictures, sound recorders, copiers, computers, CDs, and the Internet have continuously changed the environment, and it has been quite a challenge to adapt these laws to each new reality. This is further complicated by the fact that each country has its own history of laws, which differ from one another. With globalization and the international reach of the Internet, the result is a messy situation.

Within the complex topic of intellectual property rights, we will discuss two areas that are currently of great interest—software piracy and digital entertainment piracy.

Software Piracy

Software piracy is a serious problem for the software industry. According to the Business Software Alliance (2010), 43 percent of the business and consumer PC software installed worldwide in 2009 was pirated, which cost the software industry over $51 billion. This does not include software installed on servers and mainframes. It should be noted that despite this loss of revenue, the software industry has managed to remain profitable.

Software piracy rates varied significantly by region, with North America the lowest at 21 percent, Western Europe at 34 percent, both Asia/Pacific and Middle East/Africa at 59 percent, Latin America at 63 percent, and Central/Eastern Europe leading the pack at 64 percent. In dollar terms, Asia/Pacific led with $11.6 billion in losses, followed by Western Europe with $10.6 billion and North America with $8.1 billion. Several countries have over an 80 percent piracy rate, including Armenia, Vietnam, Venezuela, Pakistan, and Indonesia. Until the last few years, China had the highest piracy rate, but more aggressive government action has brought the rate down to 79 percent.

Many of the highest software piracy rates are in formerly communist areas where there is no tradition of intellectual property rights. Also, in developing economies there are strong incentives for the government to ignore (or even encourage) software piracy. Software is essential to becoming a modern economy, it is expensive to purchase legally, and foreign exchange resources are scarce, so low-cost domestic copies can be a significant advantage to a developing country.

Copyright Protection

The ownership rights of developers of computer software are protected by both copyrights and patents. One cannot copyright an idea, but one can copyright a specific written expression of that idea, whether it is on paper, magnetic disk, or CD, or in some other electronic form. Except for certain “fair use” exceptions, the copyrighted material cannot be copied without the copyright holder’s permission. Computer programs can be copyrighted, and that means that they cannot be used without the developer’s permission because they must be copied into your computer memory in order to be used. For most software, the copyright owner does not sell the software itself, but only the right to use it under certain specified conditions. If the user violates those conditions, he or she is deemed to have violated the copyright.

U.S. copyright laws make it illegal to copy software and use it without the software vendor’s permission, and there are severe penalties for violating these laws. Although this is difficult to enforce against individuals, software vendors have become vigilant in prosecuting large companies that have (knowingly or unknowingly) allowed software to be copied. Most well-managed companies have strict policies against copying software, and they check periodically to make sure that an individual’s office PC hard drive contains only authorized software. That is why the business software piracy rate is so low in the United States. However, individuals can copy software for personal use without much fear of prosecution, so whether or not one copies software depends primarily upon one’s ethical position on that issue.

Patent Protection

A copyright provides effective protection against software piracy, but it does not prevent someone else from creating another computer program that does the same thing as the copyrighted program. This is where patents come in. A patent on an invention or process gives its creator the exclusive right to the manufacture and use of the new design or method for a limited period of time. One cannot patent laws of nature, natural phenomena, mathematics, or
other universal truths. We used to think of patents as protecting the inventors of machines, but in recent years some very strange things have been granted patents: plants, animals, and even genes.

Patenting computer programs has had a controversial history. At first, courts viewed computer programs as algorithms similar to mathematical algorithms that cannot be patented. However, in recent years the U.S. Patent Office has begun to issue patents on computer-implemented processes. For example, Amazon.com was issued a patent on “one-click ordering” on the Web: If you are a previous customer, Amazon.com retrieves a cookie to locate its record containing your name, address, and credit card number and thus can process your order without you having to reenter that information. That process seems obvious today, as cookies are being widely used for many similar purposes, but the patent was issued in the mid-1990s. Amazon.com sued Barnes and Noble over infringement of this patent, but in March 2002 the suit was settled out of court so that patent has not yet been tested in court.

Over the past several years, software patents have been a contentious issue in the European Parliament, and the outcome is still in doubt. However, in the United States each year thousands of computer programs and basic business processes are patented by such software giants as Microsoft and IBM. IBM alone was issued over 4,900 patents in 2009, a substantial number of which are computer program patents. This has created a great deal of controversy because it can inhibit the growth of small software firms who do not have the resources to find their way through the maze of what is allowable and what is not or to defend against infringement lawsuits. With so many software patents granted, how can any software developer be confident that he or she has not infringed on one or more of them without employing an army of lawyers?

In May 2007, Microsoft executives asserted that 235 Microsoft patents were being infringed by the Linux operating system, OpenOffice desktop applications, and other open-source programs. The executives declined to specify what patents had been violated by whom and said that they had no present intentions to sue to enforce these patents. However, this announcement provoked a firestorm of reactions, some asserting that if Microsoft decided to litigate, it would open the floodgates of countersuits and that Microsoft’s vast trove of patents would be at risk. Nevertheless, this announcement cast a pall over the open-source software community, scared smaller software developers, and disturbed large Microsoft customers that are using some popular open-source software. Many persons contend that if this explosion of software patents continues, society will suffer because innovation will be limited and monopoly power will be encouraged.

The U.S. Patent Office denied an application by partners Bilski and Warsaw for a computerized business process. This rejection was appealed through the patent office and the District Court and was argued before the U.S. Supreme Court in November 2009. In June 2010 the Supreme Court rejected the appeal, but it does not appear that the decision offers any clear guidelines as to under what conditions software is patentable.

**Digital Entertainment Piracy**

Growing volumes of digital music, digital videos, and digital movies are being pirated worldwide. In developing countries, much of this piracy is carried out by copying or counterfeiting CD and DVD disks. The International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI), which represents the international recording industry, participates in the identification and prosecution of piracy operations, and it has had some successes. According to IFPI, 28 percent of all CDs sold worldwide in 2002 were pirated, and music piracy was a $4.3 billion industry (IFPI, 2003). CD piracy rates vary widely from country to country, from over 90 percent in Indonesia and Paraguay down to less than 10 percent in the United States, Japan, and most of Western Europe.

**Internet File Sharing**

In the United States and much of the world, the major problem for the recording industry is file sharing on the Internet. IFPI claims that 40 billion songs were illegally downloaded in 2008—95 percent of all music downloads (IFPI, 2009). Sharing entertainment files on the Internet has become an emotional and contentious issue, with some claiming that it is leading to the demise of the entertainment industry as we know it and others claiming that the industry can continue to prosper and even profit from downloading. Still others rejoice and say “who cares” (see the box entitled “Free Digital Entertainment!”).

The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) has launched a crusade against sharing music on the Internet, undertaking a publicity and educational campaign, lobbying lawmakers for help, and instituting legal action against those trafficking in copyrighted files. The RIAA claims that sales revenues of recorded music in the United States were down 42 percent from 1999 to 2008—primarily because of illegal downloading. Although this precipitous drop in revenue may not be entirely due to illegal downloading, there is little question that it has been a major factor. The recording industry is in disarray, and it is not clear how it will shake out.

Swapping music on the Internet gained widespread popularity with the advent of Napster. Napster developed
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Free Digital Entertainment!

James Phung saw *Phone Booth* before you did. What’s more, he saw it for free, in the comfort of his private home-screening room. Phung isn’t a movie star or a Hollywood insider; he’s a junior at the University of Texas who makes $8 an hour at the campus computer lab. But many big-budget Hollywood movies have their North American premieres in his humble off-campus apartment. Like millions of other people, Phung downloads movies for free from the Internet, often before they hit theaters. *Phone Booth* will fit nicely on his 120-GB hard drive alongside *Anger Management*, *Tears of the Sun*, and about 125 other films, not to mention more than 2,000 songs. Phung is the entertainment industry’s worst nightmare, but he’s very real, and there are a lot more like him.

In late July 2007, some of the most sought-after downloads were for copies of TV shows planned for the fall season: NBC’s *Bionic Woman*, ABC’s *Pushing Daisies*, the CW’s *Reaper*, and several other TV shows were available for illegal download on sites such as Torrent Spy, The Pirate Bay, and Mininova. Other leaked shows included Fox’s midseason *The Sarah Connor Chronicles* (a spin-off from *The Terminator*), NBC’s *Chuck*, and NBC’s *Lipstick Jungle*. *Television Week* confirmed that the video downloads were of reasonably high quality, akin to the streaming programs on broadcast network Web sites.

According to Big Champagne, a media measurement firm that tracks piracy, the piracy of TV shows is growing faster on the Web than is the illegal sharing of movies and music. TV executives are beginning to fight back, but they have a long way to go. They did win an early battle in April 2009 when the people behind file-sharing site The Pirate Bay were convicted of copyright violation and ordered to pay $3.6 million in damages to production companies including Columbia, Warner Bros., Sony BMG, and 20th Century Fox. Big Champagne CEO Eric Garland believes that there are now more than 60 million Internet users worldwide actively engaged in piracy. As one indication of the extent of the problem, the TorrentFreak Web site has estimated that there were two TV shows in its “top 10 most pirated TV shows of 2009”—*Heroes* and *Dexter*—where the number of downloads actually exceeded the average viewership in the United States. According to TorrentFreak, both *Heroes* and *Lost* had more than six million downloads in 2009.

Newly released movies turn up online before they hit the theaters. Record albums debut on the Internet before they have a chance to hit the charts. TV pilots are available for viewing months ahead of the next season. Record numbers of TV shows are being downloaded illegally. Somewhere along the line, millions of computer users worldwide have made a collective decision that since no one can make them pay for entertainment, they’re not going to.

Based on Grossman, 2003; Hibberd, 2007; TorrentFreak, 2009; and Whitney, 2009]
downloaded. Among those sued were a 12-year-old girl, a working mom, a college football player, and a 71-year-old grandpa who blamed his grandkids for the legal mess. Most of those sued have settled out of court for a few thousand dollars, but the message has been sent that those who share copyrighted music on the Web are not anonymous and might be subjected to expensive penalties.

There are now a number of convenient ways of paying for and downloading music legally, such as from iTunes and Amazon.com, and this approach now accounts for about 20 percent of recorded music sales. But despite everything, over 95 percent of the music that is downloaded is pirated (IFPI, 2009).

**Ethical Questions**

It seems clear that large numbers of people are comfortable illegally downloading copyrighted entertainment on the Internet. A survey by Public Affairs (2003) of 1,000 U.S. college and university students found the following about student attitudes and behavior:

1. Sixty-nine percent of the students surveyed have downloaded music from the Internet, and three-fourths of the downloaders admitted to never paying for the music they download. Thus, over half of the students surveyed had been downloading music and never paid for any of it.
2. Only 24 percent of the students said that it is always wrong to pirate music and movies, 55 percent said it depends on the circumstances, and 21 percent said it is always right.

Most ethical rules conclude that taking something of value from others without their consent is unethical. Although most students would consider stealing the physical recording from a store to be unethical, somehow many students seemingly do not think that downloading the same song is unethical.

This raises the question that we have discussed before: How do you determine if an action is unethical? Do you ask: Does it violate some absolute rule such as “do not steal”? Do you apply a general rule such as “treat others as you would want to be treated”? Or is something ethical if it is acceptable in your culture? In this case you might ask: Would I mind if everyone knew about this? After determining that something is unethical, then the question may be: Am I willing to be ethical when it costs me?

**OTHER SOCIAL ISSUES**

In this section we introduce other important social issues that we cannot cover more thoroughly because of space limitations.

**Access to the Technology**

IT has become such an essential ingredient of a modern economy that people who do not have access to IT are precluded from full participation in the benefits of the economy. Similarly, societies are doomed to third-world status if they do not have a computer-literate population provided with access to modern IT.

Computer access (including access to the Internet) is widely available in the United States, and computer literacy is relatively high and growing. As reported by the National Center for Education Statistics, 91 percent of U.S. children in nursery school and students in grades kindergarten through 12 use computers and 59 percent use the Internet (DeBell and Chapman, 2006). Furthermore, this participation rate is growing year after year. On the other hand, there is a “digital divide,” even in developed countries: In the United States, computer and Internet use are divided along demographic and socioeconomic lines with whites having more usage than Hispanics and blacks. Also, those living in U.S. households with higher family incomes are more likely to use computers and the Internet than those living in lower-income households, and the lower-income children tend to have access to these technologies only at school while the higher-income children have access at both home and school.

The good news is that the digital divide is getting smaller and smaller over the years. In the United States from 2006 to 2008, the percentage of Hispanic adults using the Internet grew from 54 to 64 percent, while the percentage of black adults using the Internet grew from 61 to 63 percent and the percentage of white adults grew from 72 to 76 percent (Pew Hispanic Center, 2009). Overall, the United States has an Internet use penetration rate of 76.3 percent (Internet World Stats, 2010). However, in terms of wireless Internet use (including the use of mobile devices), a greater percentage of U.S. Hispanic adults (68 percent) and black adults (60 percent) use wireless than white adults (54 percent) (Horrigan, 2009). The digital divide is therefore diminishing, and it is expected to continue to diminish as older generations that did not grow up with or use these technologies in the workplace become a smaller percentage of the U.S. population.

From a global perspective, Japan has an Internet use penetration rate of 75.5 percent and therefore lags only very slightly behind the United States. Oceania and Australia follow at 60.8 percent, and Europe—with widely varying rates from country to country—comes in at 53.0 percent. Latin America and the Caribbean have a 31.9 percent participation rate, Asia (including Japan) has a 20.1 percent rate, and Africa has an 8.7 rate (Internet World Stats, 2010). In general, the developing countries lag far behind the developed
world, but are making progress. The growth rates in Internet use for the last decade are over 1,000 percent in Africa and the Middle East, and nearly 1,000 percent in Latin America. However, in the underdeveloped countries, the situation is compounded by low literacy rates in general, as well as huge numbers of people who have no access to any technology.

**Freedom of Speech**

The Internet is such a powerful and pervasive technology for presenting information that the question arises: Is there information that is so harmful or dangerous that for the good of society it should be prohibited from being posted on the Internet? How about detailed plans for an atomic bomb? Or instructions for making a bomb from readily available materials such as the one used in the Oklahoma City bombing? Or several different suggestions for how to poison a city’s water supply? Or the names and addresses of physicians who perform abortions along with assertions that they are murderers who must be punished? Or child pornography? Or the spam that jams your e-mail inbox and consumes vast amounts of bandwidth? Or blogs that spread vicious rumors? Or cyberbullying?

The increasingly pervasive use of the Internet and the World Wide Web has led to renewed controversy over the conflicts between our right to freedom of speech and the right of society to protect itself against terrorists or criminals or those who would tear down the moral basis on which our society depends. It is clear that there are limits to free speech—you cannot libel someone or threaten to harm someone without risking legal action. However, when it comes to prohibiting other types of speech, the U.S. courts have generally upheld the free speech rights granted by the First Amendment. Furthermore, the legal status might be moot because of the practical difficulties of policing the Internet, as the offender’s identity might be concealed or he or she might be anywhere in the world and therefore out of the jurisdiction of U.S. law.

**Hazards of Inaccuracy**

As mentioned earlier, comprehensive data about individuals are contained in numerous large databases that are used to make important decisions that affect the individual. Unfortunately, some of this data can be highly inaccurate or incomplete, or both. When these erroneous data items are used to make decisions about individuals, the results can have serious consequences for those unfortunate persons.

For example, the FBI’s National Crime Information Center (United States) maintains an integrated, real-time transaction processing and online fingerprint-matching database that includes data about suspected terrorists, fugitives, outstanding arrest warrants, missing people, gang members, and stolen vehicles, guns, or boats. This system handles millions of transactions a day while serving law enforcement officials at all levels by providing information on people who have been arrested or who have arrest warrants outstanding, stolen cars, and other items. It is used at airports to screen people who are boarding airplanes. Many police agencies have terminals in police cars so that when a police officer stops a car for a traffic violation, the officer can check whether the driver is potentially dangerous or the car is stolen before approaching the car. You can imagine the problems that result when these data are not accurate.

The three large credit reporting services in the United States—Experian (formerly TRW), Equifax, and TransUnion LLC—maintain databases on 90 percent of American adults. These services purchase computer records from banks and other creditors and from public records of lawsuits, tax liens, and legal judgments. These records are compiled and then sold to credit grantors, rental property owners, employers, insurance companies, and many others interested in a consumer’s credit record. If a person’s records are not accurate, he or she might be unable to get a credit card or a loan to buy a home or an automobile or might even be denied employment. A person usually does not know what is in his or her credit report until something bad happens, and then it is the individual’s responsibility to go through a long and involved process to remove the erroneous information (U.S. PIRG, 2004).

Businesses also maintain data whose accuracy might affect many people and whose accuracy and security might be very important to those affected. Thus, there are many legal and ethical issues associated with accuracy. These are particularly difficult issues because accuracy is quite costly for those maintaining the data, while others are the ones being harmed by the inaccuracies. How much accuracy is reasonable and who should pay the associated costs are difficult social, ethical, and legal issues.

**Impact on Workers**

Information technology has tremendous impacts on workers. A major advantage of IT is that it increases productivity, in some cases by replacing workers. And the jobs of those workers that are not replaced are often radically altered. Sometimes the new jobs are more challenging and rewarding, but in other cases the remaining jobs might require lower skills. Ethical issues arise here because managers are responsible for the design of work
have allowed humans and computers to share complex analysis and decision-making tasks, with both computers and humans doing what each does best. However, just as the industrial revolution replaced human and animal muscle power with machines, and in the process caused painful dislocations to displaced workers, IT has also enabled the downsizing of organizations—in this case, by streamlining processes, automating tasks, and providing visibility to data, when and where it is needed.

Today the computer can also take the place of humans in areas where we always thought that human brainpower was required. Expert systems are commonly used in troubleshooting applications from automobile maintenance to medical diagnosis, and neural networks are routinely used to sift through mountains of data and discover relationships that humans probably would not be able to find. In May 1997, Deep Blue, an IBM supercomputer with very sophisticated software developed by a long-term IBM-sponsored research project, finally beat the reigning world chess champion, Garry Kasparov, in a challenge match. In 2010, IBM demonstrated a system called Watson that plays Jeopardy—a game which involves deciphering puzzling clues about unlimited trivia—and does so quite competitively in real time against human contestants. Although the field of artificial intelligence (AI) has advanced far more slowly than some predicted in its early days, it is now clear that the computer is capable of competing with humans in surprising arenas. IT is also intertwined with other exciting technological developments: Robotics, nanotechnology, and genetic engineering all have exciting possibilities for improving human life, but they could also lead to some unintended consequences.

So what new social and ethical issues will the future bring? We have no clear answers to this question, but we are confident that business and IT managers will need to continue to address the types of issues discussed in this chapter.

### Review Questions

1. What is meant by the term identity theft? What can happen to a person who is the victim of identity theft?
2. Why is a person’s social security number (or other personal identifier) so valuable that someone might steal it?
3. Describe the services provided by a credit reporting service such as Experian, Equifax, and TransUnion. How are these services provided?
4. What do U.S. laws require a financial company to do in regard to sharing information that it has collected on its customers?
5. What is the difference between a copyright and a patent on a computer program?
6. In reference to a company sharing information that it has collected about a customer, what is meant by “opt in”? By “opt out”? In your opinion, which of these is preferable?
7. Has IT created an ethical problem for you or someone you know? Explain.
Discussion Questions

1. Suppose you are the victim of an identity thief who continues to use your identity and to ruin your credit rating after you have discovered the problem. What problems do you have in clearing your name? How could the laws be changed to help you in this process?

2. Some people believe that “access to computers should be unlimited and total” and that “all information should be free.” Do you agree with these statements? Why or why not?

3. Spam on the Internet is a growing problem. Why is spam so attractive to some marketers? To what degree can spam be controlled by laws? Are there other ways that spam might be controlled? How?

4. What do we mean by “intellectual property”? What are the differences between intellectual property and real property? Should someone be able to own intellectual property? Why or why not?

5. The U.S. Patent Office is granting patents on computer processes such as Amazon’s “one-click ordering.” Should patents be granted on such computer-supported business processes? Why or why not?

6. In your opinion, what is the most important social issue raised by the pervasiveness of IT? Why? How can society best deal with this issue?

7. The RIAA asserts that downloading copyrighted music on the Internet without paying for it is stealing, but lots of people are doing it. Is this ethical? Why or why not? If this is not ethical, why are so many people doing it?

8. In the United States, information that a company collects about the customer is legally the company’s property. In the European Union, this information is the individual’s property. Explain why there is this difference in the legal treatment of this information.

9. In order to protect against terrorists, the U.S. government is collecting more and more data on individuals into comprehensive databases. Have you any concerns about this? Why or why not?

10. Although this practice might invade individual privacy, many companies use IT to measure the quality and quantity of an employee’s work. Discuss the ethical implications of this practice.
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John Young, Controller of the Clarion School for Boys, Inc.—Milwaukee Division, hung up the telephone as the school bell signaled the end of another day’s classes. Young’s conversation with Sean McHardy, the Superintendent and Chief Operating Officer of Clarion—Milwaukee Division, was short and to the point. McHardy had called to confirm that Young would be prepared to present his assessment of the current information systems (IS) at Clarion and propose a direction for information systems at the organization for the next fiscal year at the quarterly Board of Directors meeting scheduled for next week (June 13, 2006) in Chicago.

As an MBA student, Young had learned about the importance of an overall information systems strategy. McHardy’s request, however, required Young to formalize a full plan, complete with an assessment of the current situation as well as future projects and budgets. As Controller, Young knew that the members of the Board of Directors were anxious to hear how Clarion—Milwaukee’s current investment in information technology was paying off. Since 1998, when the Board had approved a sizable investment in hardware and software, there had been little formal monitoring of the system’s benefit.

Young had joined the Milwaukee Division of Clarion in November 2005. His previous job had been as assistant controller in one of the divisions of American Chemical Company (ACC) in Chicago; he had worked at ACC for 10 years after receiving his MBA in finance from a well-known Midwestern business school.

After 10 years, Young had tired of big companies and narrow jobs and decided to move into a position with broader responsibility. However, most of his days at Clarion—Milwaukee had been spent “fighting fires” rather than planning business strategy. Although his position was quite different than he had expected, he felt the intangible rewards clearly surpassed those at American Chemical. Young had developed several good friends at Clarion—Milwaukee and enjoyed his daily routine.

The Clarion School for Boys, Inc.

The Clarion School for Boys, Inc., was founded in 1989 as “a refuge for wayward boys” by a group of investors from Chicago, all of whom had grown up in foster homes but accumulated considerable wealth during their lives. Their vision was to create an environment for boys who had got into trouble that would provide them with a diagnosis and treatment plan as well as the discipline and support needed to become productive members of society. They felt that they could operate these schools efficiently and make a small profit in the process. During the next 10 years, Clarion established a diverse program of care that relied on the dedication and devotion of this group of investors. The first school was opened near Chicago, Illinois, in 1991. Later, Clarion opened additional schools near Detroit, Michigan (1995); Indianapolis, Indiana (1998); and St. Louis, Missouri (2000).

The Milwaukee division was the second oldest school in the Clarion system, opened in 1993. It was housed on the grounds of a former monastery and contained several buildings and 80 acres of land on the edge of the city. As in other states, Clarion—Milwaukee Division depended somewhat on the parents for financial tuition. However, over 80 percent of the revenue came from per diem charges paid by government agencies for the housing and treatment of problem boys.

The Clarion School for Boys—Milwaukee Division was classified as a private, for-profit residential treatment facility for delinquent boys between the ages of 10 and 18. In 2006, there were 128 full- and part-time employees who provided care and treatment to 120 students. Of the 9 residential child-care facilities operating in Wisconsin, Clarion—Milwaukee was the second largest in terms of enrollment and the third most expensive in per diem costs.
charges. Unlike Clarion—Milwaukee, most other child-
care facilities were not designed to help children who were
exhibiting severe behavioral problems. As a result, Clarion—Milwaukee often functioned as a “last resort” before a child was placed in a mental hospital or state correctional institution.

Clarion—Milwaukee’s ability to manage difficult cases was largely the result of its comprehensive treatment program. The treatment effort was supported by a faculty-managed school program along with modern crisis-management facilities and tracking devices. Since 1999, Clarion—Milwaukee’s strategy to differentiate itself from its competitors emphasized the importance of using modern information technology in combination with a caring staff attitude. Because the school typically dealt with potentially dangerous students, the ability to contact support staff and access student records quickly was considered essential to effective performance.

As operational expenses and capital requirements continued to rise, the Milwaukee school became more dependent on increased per diem charges and higher enrollments to balance the budget. During the 2005–2006 fiscal year (ending June 30, 2006), Clarion charged placement agencies or families $150.50 per day for each student enrolled in the regular treatment program. For students enrolled in the ISIS program, a premium care/rehabilitation facility opened in 2001 for students whose next option was a juvenile delinquency institution, the charge was $197.00 per day. Total per diem revenue for the 2005–2006 fiscal year was budgeted at $4,891,000, but enrollment had been running well ahead of projections. As a result, there was considerable interest in expanding the school’s capacity in fiscal 2006–2007.

All capital expenditures were allocated from the Capital Assets Fund of Clarion, Inc. Each division competed with the other operations for access to this fund. Clarion—Milwaukee was proposing three major projects for fiscal year 2006–2007:

1. a major upgrade to the IBM AS/400 computing system and associated software, personal computers, and network,
2. the remodeling of a living unit to expand the ISIS program, and
3. the construction of a cottage that would accommodate 10 additional students for the regular program.

Young would have responsibility for managing each of these major capital projects. All capital projects exceeding $25,000 had to be approved by the Board of Directors of Clarion, Inc. The Board was known for reviewing each capital request carefully.

Information Systems (IS) Planning

With labor costs representing 68 percent of the school’s operating budget, Young’s predecessor (Jacob Miller) considered computerization as one way to increase staff effectiveness and productivity in accessing information and to improve communications among the staff. Miller did not emphasize using automation to reduce cost directly (e.g., by reducing staff). On the recommendation of Miller in January 1998, the Clarion, Inc., Board of Directors approved the purchase of an IBM AS/400 computer and associated applications software.

Because Clarion, Inc., had many demands for its capital, Miller knew that capital expenditures for computers were considered difficult to justify, especially if the purchases were not connected directly to a new revenue stream. Nevertheless, members of the Board of Directors exhibited interest in the new information systems project even before the approval in 1998. As Miller began to describe the capabilities of the system in detail, the Board’s interest rose even further. Likewise, staff from all treatment programs and support areas expressed enthusiasm for the proposed benefits. Based mostly on the treatment staff’s support, the Board approved the project.

The stated objective of the hardware and software investment was to save staff time by using electronic communications, to accelerate routine tasks, and to provide easier, faster access to computerized student data. Critical functions at the time were considered to be electronic mail, student database access, analysis of the data held in the student database, and appointment/room scheduling. Applications software was purchased for each of these functions as well as support packages for accounting and human resources. The AS/400 system acquisition was supplemented by the purchase of 60 personal computers, replacing those that had been purchased from 1993 through 1997.

In order to synchronize implementation of the 1998 computer acquisition project with the needs of all departments, the Clarion Board of Directors had also approved a long-range organization plan for the Milwaukee Division. A joint effort between Board members and staff from all levels had led to the adoption of the division’s first five-year plan. This comprehensive plan focused on both administrative and treatment issues and was also approved in January 1998.

Clarion—Milwaukee’s Computer System

While no longer considered by some as state of the art, Clarion—Milwaukee’s computer network was custom-designed for its application needs in 1998. The distributed system was networked campuswide and linked the 60 IBM personal computers and attached laser printers. Each personal computer was provided with the latest version of
Microsoft Windows as well as the Microsoft Office applications software suite. According to the IBM sales representative, the network architecture allowed for 40 to 50 more personal computers to be added over time. Additional AS/400 computers could also be networked to provide peer-to-peer communications if more central computing power was needed at the school. No access to the Internet was allowed at the time due to concerns over providing students’ access to potentially harmful material.

Because of severe budget constraints at Clarion from 2000 through 2004, no major upgrades to the AS/400 system were made. While all 60 personal computers were replaced in 2004 with the latest IBM desktops, the main system and its associated software remained the same as in 1998. Five IBM laptops were purchased for checkout by staff, and staff access to the Internet was allowed at that time.

The school’s AS/400 computer was located in the front office building, where 14 personal computers were also located (see Exhibit 1). The primary system console—used for initial program loads and file backups by Jean Baker (the senior bookkeeper who worked for Young)—and the school’s PBX unit (for the telephone system) were also located in the front office. The “white house,” where the offices of the Assistant to the Superintendent and the Controller were located, housed 10 of the 60 personal computers as well.

The education center contained all of Clarion—Milwaukee’s classrooms and was by far the largest building on campus. Of the 60 total, 24 personal computers were available in a pool in the staff lounge of the center for teachers and the education supervisor, who also shared these systems with personnel who worked under the supervisor of services and other staff who worked in the east wing of the center.

The ISIS treatment program was located in Sherer Hall. Twelve personal computers were available in a community cubicle office environment for shared use by treatment and support staff. The Knight, Gibson, and Kunkler Hall dormitories (that could each house up to 45 students) were not equipped with computers, nor were the maintenance facilities. The proposed addition would place personal computers in each of the dormitories for student use, but still would not permit Internet access for fear that residents might access inappropriate materials.

**Evaluating the Current System**

After having the same system (except for new PCs) for over eight years, Young thought that the computing system should be formally evaluated. During his first staff meeting in November 2005, Young asked whether the administrative and treatment staff thought the current campuswide IS architecture was sufficient for Clarion. He also asked the group if they viewed the network as an advantage Clarion—Milwaukee had over other schools providing similar services.

In order to focus the discussion, Young asked, “What are your opinions of the system?” A sampling of the answers follows (the organizations these people belong to are described in Exhibit 2):

“We use e-mail to distribute weekly teaching plans to our aides.” (Teacher)

“We put the whole report card process on the system. Each teacher an input grades from a PC—it saves a lot of time since the cards don’t have to go to each instructor individually.” (Education Supervisor)
Social Services Department
The social services department is responsible for ensuring that those under care receive the appropriate clinical treatment. Because of the involvement of this department with the boys and their placing agencies as well as the wide variety of treatment options, access to the treatment files as well as e-mail, mail routing, and dictation is extremely important. The supervisor of social services functions as department head and is a member of the administrative council. She is also a member of the institutional treatment team.

Social services counselors handle direct counseling and casework functions, enter various progress data, and serve as members of the institutional treatment team and unit treatment teams. Most of the documents and reports that are the responsibility of the unit treatment teams require user data entry and report generation on the part of counselors.

Program Department
The program department is responsible for the group living environment as well as activities such as crisis intervention, recreation, and special events of the treatment program. Staff members in this department supervise part-time employees within their treatment area (child-care workers, recreation workers, and program aides). One lead program supervisor functions as the primary department head and needs access to computer treatment data and all other information resources. Seven associate program supervisors share direct supervisory responsibility for the child-care and recreation data.

Education Department
The education department is responsible for the operation of Clarion—Milwaukee’s comprehensive year-round education program. Because the education department coordinates its activities with the program department, effective communication between these departments is critical. The education supervisor functions as the principal for the school. She is a member of the administrative council and the institutional treatment team. Within this department, 20 teachers provide instruction to the boys in a regular classroom environment. Some teachers have telephones while others do not. Most communication is through direct contact and written memos.

Transition Department
The transition department is responsible for the treatment and care of 20 boys enrolled in Clarion—Milwaukee’s “transitional living” program. In most respects, the transition program is a separate treatment entity with its own supervisory, counseling, and care staff, but most supplementary functions are still performed by main campus personnel. The transition supervisor serves as the department head and is on the institutional treatment team and the administrative council.

ISIS Department
The ISIS department was created in response to the development of the ISIS rehabilitation program. The ISIS department reports to the supervisor of social services but has its own program supervisor. ISIS social service counselors perform some of the same functions as their counterparts in the regular program. Certain treatment needs require computer access to specialized treatment data.

Development Department
The development department is responsible for all human resource issues and a variety of other tasks, including the fund-raising efforts and public relations of Clarion—Milwaukee. The development director also serves as assistant to the superintendent. This department has access to the AS/400-based human resources data, telecommunications, dictation, and mail routing. The director is a member of the administrative council.

Controller’s Department
The controller’s department performs purchasing, information systems, and financial control functions as well as all accounting and treasury functions. The controller, who also assumes overall responsibility for finance, leads the department. The head bookkeeper reports to the controller and spends about one-quarter of her time performing system operator responsibilities. Typical daily tasks include answering users’ questions and performing file backups for the AS/400. The controller is also responsible for the housekeeping and maintenance departments. Neither of these departments is tied into the computer network.
“I recently talked with an old classmate of mine who is using a computerized database to store addresses for frequent mailings. He addresses envelopes through the printer in a fraction of the time it used to take. I send a lot of mail to local businesses every month. Can we do that on the system?” (Executive Secretary)

“We had two programmers working for us at my last school. They would ask us about our needs in admissions and would customize software that we licensed. I enjoyed using the system since I helped design the applications. Why don’t we have that kind of help?” (After Care and Admissions Coordinator)

“Since I just joined the Clarion staff about a month and a half ago, I’m not sure what is available on the system. We used computers extensively at my university. Are there training sessions offered so I can learn more about the system?” (Associate Program Supervisor for Activities and Honor Jobs)

Following the staff meeting, Young spent time trying to determine if the current system was really cost-effective for Clarion—Milwaukee Division. Although it was clear that the system had potential, his inquiry showed it was not getting the level of use his predecessor had envisioned.

Young realized he faced a challenge in convincing his boss of the need for any improvement in the current
system. Superintendent McHardy had always been hesitant to incorporate any new technology into the school’s operations. Young once overheard McHardy mention to a Board member that he felt that “computer technology and the treatment of troubled boys just don’t mesh.”

A New Long-Range IS Plan

In December 2005, McHardy called Young into his office. “John,” he began, “I’m hearing that you’re asking questions about the computer system. Your inquiry matches my concerns about the way we are managing our information system—or should I say not managing it? From what I can tell, few people on Clarion—Milwaukee’s staff fully understand how our current systems are functioning and what capabilities are available. Furthermore, we have only sketchy ideas of what our IS objectives should be over the next few years—and most of those are probably only in your head.”

Young nodded in agreement, as if he truly had a vision of Clarion—Milwaukee’s IS strategy. McHardy continued, “We’ve also got to get a handle on the cost situation. Are you aware that we have spent more than $80,000 on hardware and software maintenance agreements alone in the last 12 months? I want you to really dig into the information systems area so you can include an assessment of where we are now and a long-term direction for information systems for the Clarion Board of Directors next June along with your regular business plan and budget presentation. Can you do it?”

In mid-January 2006, Young formed the Information Systems (IS) Task Force to help develop the IS assessment and plan. Besides Young, the six-member task force included Christopher Larson, Director for Treatment; Brian Thomas, Assistant to the Superintendent; Ann Lyman, Supervisor of Social Services; Lara Kirk, Education Supervisor; and Michael Todd, Program Supervisor. As indicated on the organization chart in Exhibit 2, the task force was composed primarily of department-level management.

At its first meeting, Young defined the objectives of the IS Task Force—to explore the IS needs of Clarion—Milwaukee employees and determine what enhancements (if any) should be made to the hardware, network, database, and software so that the information system would better fulfill the staff’s mission-critical requirements. At the meeting, Young suggested that task force responsibilities would require only minimal time commitment by the staff. He told the group simply “to keep your ear to the ground and listen for needs that are not being met.”

The IS Assessment Process

By their mid-February 2006 meeting, the IS Task Force members had not developed a list of new needs. Instead, they reported that they had received substantial informal input from staff indicating that the current system was not living up to expectations. In an effort to identify the root causes of these disappointments, the task force decided to conduct a staff survey with the goal of understanding the most common complaint—the lack of communications throughout the organization and the failure of the school’s information system to remedy the situation. The survey was distributed by Young’s office during March 2006. Some responses were not received until a full month later. Results of the survey are shown in Exhibit 3.

An initial review of the results of the IS Task Force’s survey indicated that personal contact was seen by the respondents as the most important form of communication among staff at Clarion—Milwaukee. Second was the telephone system. Third on the staff’s list was the AS/400’s electronic mail system. Most staff members were aware of the communications software products available on the AS/400, but many were not using them. Further down on the list of ways to communicate was reports. Although hundreds of different paper reports were processed regularly, the importance of these types of written communication was perceived as low.

The task force considered the possibility that the current information system had not proved as effective as hoped simply because it was not being used extensively by staff. By checking the system logs (an automatic record of system usage generated by the operating system), it was determined that while an employee might have been logged on the system for most of the day, he or she was actively using it less than 15 minutes each day. The task force members were not sure why the system was not being used as expected.

In addition to conducting the survey, task force members allotted time at their own departmental meetings in March 2006 and during one-on-one conversations to solicit responses from other members of the units for which they had primary responsibility. Discussion of these issues was awkward for some of the task force members because they were not well educated in the area of information systems.

Task Force Interviews

Highlights from the IS Task Force’s personal interviews helped better define the attitudes of Clarion—Milwaukee’s staff. One task force member, Lara Kirk, reported to the committee at its late-March 2006 meeting that she had conducted a group interview with instructors who had used the system for electronic mail. She recalled one teacher saying, “It was great during the first month or two when we could actually find a PC available, but after that, they got so crowded. I don’t have time to wait in line. I thought these were supposed to be personal computers.” Another
### Background

A questionnaire was distributed to all full-time employees except for janitorial and temporary services personnel. A one-week turnaround time was requested. Although the employees were not required to identify themselves on the form, department names were noted on each questionnaire before it was distributed. The overall survey response rate was 71 percent. Lower return rates were apparent in the education and social services departments. No surveys were returned from the maintenance department. Some returned surveys contained questions that were not answered.

### Findings

The following summary of the information resources survey has three main sections: Mechanisms for Verbal Communication, Mechanisms for Written Communication, and a Summary of Detailed Data Analysis.

#### Mechanisms for Verbal Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Large formal staff gatherings</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• General staff meetings</td>
<td>1 per year, or when there was a major crisis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Convocations</td>
<td>3 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Institutional treatment team meetings</td>
<td>1–2 hours, once per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In-service training sessions</td>
<td>1 per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Large informal staff gatherings</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Weekday lunches</td>
<td>Most staff were required to eat with the students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Holiday parties and banquets</td>
<td>5 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Small formal staff gatherings</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unit treatment team meetings</td>
<td>1 or 2 per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Administrative Council meetings</td>
<td>1 per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Departmental meetings</td>
<td>1 per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Teachers’ meetings</td>
<td>Every weekday morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Supervisory sessions</td>
<td>Approximately 1 per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Performance reviews</td>
<td>Annual, with supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Scheduled one-on-one meetings</td>
<td>Various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Long-range planning committee meetings</td>
<td>4 per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Other informal staff gatherings</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Teachers’ lounge discussions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Work space area conversations by coffee machine and mailboxes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Service staff’s break room conversations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unscheduled one-on-one meetings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Parking lot” conversations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Mechanisms for Written Communication

- Scrap notes: notes of all shapes and sizes, no format
- Memos: a standard 4-copy form, many per day
- Weekly treatment services calendar: 4 to 6 pages

---
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• Special request forms: various requests
• Minutes of formal meetings and supervisory sessions: 1 to 6 pages
• The Clarion Record: 5 to 10 page quarterly internal report of the corporation
• Semester calendar: 20 to 26 pages three times per year
• Financial statements: 6 pages issued monthly
• Departmental one-year goals: 2 to 6 pages annually
• Annual audit: 10 to 12 pages annually
• Five-year plan: 40 to 60 pages, updated annually

Summary of Detailed Data Analysis

For each of the following questions, the survey question (as it appeared on the questionnaire) precedes the summary analyses.

**Question: What information sources do you rely on most to accomplish your daily job tasks?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Written</th>
<th>Computer</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responses</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from the above question displayed by job classification (percent rounded):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Written</th>
<th>Computer</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management/Administration</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Services</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Question: Which of the following information resources would you most like to use more?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Written</th>
<th>Computer</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responses</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from the above question displayed by job classification (percent rounded):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Written</th>
<th>Computer</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management/Administration</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Services</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Question: How much formal training have you had on the computer system?

“Percent of respondents” designates percent of respondents who indicated the specific answer for this question if they indicated an answer for this question. “Percent of all” indicates the percent of responses as a portion of all Clarion employees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Demo</th>
<th>1–3 hr</th>
<th>4–7 hr</th>
<th>8–16 hr</th>
<th>17–32 hr</th>
<th>32+ hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responses</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of respondents (rounded)</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of all (rounded)</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question: Circle either I am satisfied or dissatisfied with the amount of training I have received.

“Percent of respondents” designates percent of respondents who indicated the specific answer for this question if they indicated an answer for this question. “Percent of all” indicates the percent of responses as a portion of all Clarion employees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfied</th>
<th>Dissatisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responses</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of respondents (rounded)</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of all (rounded)</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question: How much time do you spend working on a PC or the central system on the average each day?

(For this question, answers were compiled only by job classification.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Management/Administrative</th>
<th>Instructional</th>
<th>Clerical</th>
<th>Social Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>&lt; 1 hr</td>
<td>1–2 hr</td>
<td>3–4 hr</td>
<td>&gt; 4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXHIBIT 3  Continued

added, “I have found PCs available early in the morning, say between eight o’clock and nine, but whenever I try to log on, I get a message telling me the system is not available. I think it says something about backups—whatever that means.”

When Kirk pursued these problems, she learned from Jean Baker that the system backup schedule took place each morning between 8:00 and 9:30. When Baker was backing up the system, she specified that no other users could log on.
Christopher Larson also relayed comments from one of his group interview sessions. “We have found that it is easier to use our old file card system to look up student records rather than walk all the way down the hall to the nearest PC to use the system. But I heard the same information is actually available online. I just don’t have time to go stand in line and wait to use the system.”

Michael Todd reported that although he had thought the clerical staff was using the calendaring software product on the AS/400 to help his associate program supervisors with room scheduling and personal calendar services, they were actually using the functions very infrequently. When he questioned the secretaries during the group interview, they told him that “the associate program supervisors like to keep their own calendars and they never give us enough time to schedule activities ahead of time. We usually end up rushing around trying to find an open classroom or conference room for their needs at the last minute.”

Brian Thomas discovered that his assistant and the director of planned giving were using the system less than he had thought as well. “To make a long story short,” he said, “no one ever told me what value I would get from the new computer system. I could use a better phone system so I could hold conference calls among potential donors rather than a better computer system. I’m sure I could raise more money if I could put donors in contact with each other one on one. I have heard that we spent a lot of money on the AS/400. Who is using it?”

Young also heard reports that staff members at Clarion—Milwaukee felt defensive when faced by what they perceived as an “interrogation” by their supervisors on the IS Task Force. It was obvious that some employees were sugarcoating their answers while others simply avoided giving their opinions.

Obtaining Outside Help

One important result of the task force assessment survey and the individual interviews was the conclusion that the task force needed additional planning assistance from an objective source. At the special request of the task force, Clarion’s Board of Directors approved funding in late April 2006 for Young to hire a consulting firm to assist with his assessment and plan.

In a hurried search for a consulting firm to assist at Clarion—Milwaukee, the IS Task Force selected LTM Consultants, Inc., from among three companies that submitted proposals, largely because LTM had a local office in Milwaukee and had done some work for other divisions of Clarion.

LTM was a growing firm of 47 professionals and 18 support staff members based in Chicago. The firm had offices in three states, and its expertise included accounting, information technology, and general management consulting. Young believed that LTM would provide the best value to Clarion—Milwaukee. The final engagement letter from LTM is included as Exhibit 4. Young expected LTM to deliver an IS assessment and plan for the school by the first week of June 2006. Although Young would assume ultimate responsibility for the recommendations he would deliver to the Clarion Board of Directors, he considered an outside set of recommendations as well as the task force work critical to his success with the Directors in June.

Young spent a full day briefing the three LTM consultants on the history of Clarion—Milwaukee’s IS situation, including the results of the recent IS Task Force survey. In his position as Controller, Young explained that he was responsible for making sure that major capital investments were paying off. He wanted to know if the system was filling the information needs at Clarion—Milwaukee and which long-term improvements should be made. He also pointed out organizational change issues to LTM that he thought might have affected system usage. For example, Clarion—Milwaukee had grown in three years from 90 to 120 students. A number of new positions had been created to take on the extra load. Full- and part-time staff had increased by almost 30 percent, and turnover and absenteeism were very low.

“I’m not sure,” Young told the LTM team, “but my biggest challenge may be in selling McHardy that the system was a good investment for Clarion—Milwaukee and that further investment is warranted.” He went on to describe a brief discussion he had with McHardy when they bumped into each other on the way to the parking lot one evening. “When I asked Sean’s opinion of the school’s information system, he said that he hadn’t found any practical use for computers so far besides the word-processing software on his PC (he uses it for his daily to-do lists).” Young recalled McHardy’s words, “I don’t use e-mail, I just make a phone call or walk over to someone’s office.” McHardy continued, as he headed for his car, “Sometimes I wonder if our investment was worthwhile, John. I know the Clarion Board of Directors is counting on you to make sure that Clarion—Milwaukee is getting full value from the system.”

Regarding his own concern about the use of the current information system, Young remembered that his own department had a difficult time with specialized billing needs. Most of the billing was done directly through the system’s accounting software, but about 10 percent was first done by hand and then manually entered into the invoicing system as adjustments at the end of a period. Young admitted to the consultants, “If I can’t get invoicing to work consistently for my own staff, how can I expect others to be excited about other applications?”
April 20, 2006

John F. Young
Controller
The Clarion School for Boys, Inc.—Milwaukee Division
Post Office Box 2217
Milwaukee, WI 51740-2217

Dear John:

LTM appreciates the opportunity to work with the Clarion School for Boys, Inc.—Milwaukee Division in identifying critical issues related to its future information systems environment and determining its future systems strategy. The primary objectives of our engagement are to:

• Evaluate the current strengths and weaknesses of Clarion—Milwaukee’s information systems.
• Determine the information systems strategy required to achieve Clarion—Milwaukee’s short-term and long-term business goals.

In consideration of the importance of this engagement, we have combined the unique talents of LTM consultants from three of our offices. A three-person team of consultants from LTM’s Information Technology Group in Milwaukee, the Human Factors Group in Indianapolis, and the Strategy Group in Chicago will ensure that this engagement is approached from both a business and technical solution perspective.

One critical success factor of this project is to quickly gain an in-depth understanding of the needs, issues, and constraints related to Clarion—Milwaukee’s information systems environment. Only then can we convert the present functional needs into a broad set of systems requirements and a subsequent strategy.

We estimate this analysis will require approximately four weeks to complete at an estimated cost for professional services of $42,500. Costs for travel and lodging expenses will be billed as incurred. An initial invoice of $20,000 will be issued fifteen days after start-up, and a reconciling invoice will be submitted upon completion of the engagement.

John, we look forward to working with you and the Clarion—Milwaukee School on this important assignment. I can assure you that we will bring the value that will make a difference to your school in the future.

Sincerely,

C. J. VanZant
Vice President

Approved: John F. Young
Clarion School for Boys, Inc.

Date 4/23/06

EXHIBIT 4  Engagement Letter from LTM Consultants, Inc., to the Clarion School for Boys, Inc.—Milwaukee Division
During the visit by the LTM team to Clarion—Milwaukee in May, the lead consultant mentioned that she had done some investigation of basic hardware and software options for the school. First, she had contacted several other users of the AS/400 in Milwaukee and Chicago to see how they were handling ongoing issues of maintenance. She discovered that while Clarion’s current AS/400 is no longer supported by IBM, there are several reputable third-party maintenance organizations in Milwaukee that could service the hardware. She also learned that continuing software maintenance and upgrades would be somewhat more difficult, but she found several independent software specialists who could provide support for the current operating system and applications software. While she would not recommend this alternative, Clarion—Milwaukee could continue its operation as is at least for the next few years.

The consultant had also contacted the local IBM sales office. She found that the AS/400 had gone through several iterations since the machine was purchased by the school. The AS/400 series had been replaced by the IBM eServer iSeries line, which in turn was replaced by the IBM System i family of hardware. Most recently, IBM had announced a version of the System i for smaller organizations that needed to upgrade from an AS/400. The sales representative mentioned that the new operating system is called the i5/OS and still supports the AS/400 DB/2 database applications. The IBM sales representative

June 3, 2006

John F. Young
The Clarion School for Boys, Inc.—Milwaukee Division
Post Office Box 2217
Milwaukee, WI 51740-2217

Dear John:

LTM has completed our study at Clarion and we submit the enclosed written report per our agreement. As I mentioned to you during our telephone conversation, we would be happy to present our findings to Clarion, Inc.’s Board of Directors meeting in Chicago if you wish.

Please note the four main sections of the report. First, a sampling of comments from Clarion—Milwaukee’s staff characterize the general attitude toward information systems (IS). Strengths and weaknesses of the current information system are highlighted. Finally, specific recommendations are presented for improving Clarion—Milwaukee’s information system.

As I am sure you will agree, there are many opportunities to improve Clarion—Milwaukee’s daily IS operations. We would like to meet with you soon to discuss how LTM can assist you in making our recommendations operational.

Sincerely,

C. J. VanZant
Carl John VanZant
Vice President
Enclosure
Long-Range IS Plan Final Report

Findings in this report are a result of analysis during the last week of April and the first three weeks of May 2006. Eighteen person-days were spent on site at the Clarion—Milwaukee school. LTM consultants began with a kickoff meeting that included six department supervisors, three directors, and the superintendent. In this meeting, the scope and purpose of LTM’s engagement was defined: to identify critical issues related to Clarion—Milwaukee’s future information system (IS) environment with the goal of defining Clarion—Milwaukee’s future IS strategy.

Included in this report is a selection of comments made by Clarion—Milwaukee staff during both formal and informal interactions with LTM consultants. The following six questions were used as a starting point for each interview. A majority of the interview time was devoted to exploring responses to initial questions using follow-up questions.

1. Are there any recommendations you would like to make regarding how the Clarion—Milwaukee Division school handles information—written, computer, telephone, or direct (face-to-face)?
2. What is the most useful form of information you receive?
3. In what ways do you feel this form of information is vital to your work objectives?
4. What could be done to make Clarion—Milwaukee’s information system even more beneficial to your work?
5. Summarize the strengths of the current information system.
6. Are there any additional comments you would like to make regarding future enhancements to Clarion—Milwaukee’s information system?

The following interviews were conducted during the first three weeks of the study:

- Six 2-hour two-on-one interviews with department supervisors (two LTM consultants and one supervisor)
- Six 1-hour interviews with the unit directors
- Twenty-three 1-hour two-on-one interviews with nonsupervisory staff

LTM consultants attended the following meetings during the last three weeks of the study:

- Two weekly administrative council meetings (comprised of the nine supervisors and the superintendent)
- One weekly institutional treatment team meeting (comprised of the superintendent, director of treatment services, deputy director of treatment services, supervisor of the program department, associate program supervisors, supervisor of social services, social service counselors, education department supervisor, and transition department supervisor)
- Two scheduled department meetings and four impromptu department meetings
- Five daily teachers’ meetings
- One weekly unit treatment team meeting (comprised of one teacher, two members of the child-care workers staff, and a member of the social service staff)

LTM consultants randomly queried 17 of Clarion—Milwaukee’s employees in the halls of the school and in the parking lot by asking questions about their uses of current IS resources at the school. Staff comments were recorded during both formal and informal conversations.

The remainder of this report is divided into four main sections: Sampling of Staff’s Comments, Strengths of Clarion—Milwaukee’s Information System, Weaknesses of Clarion—Milwaukee’s Information System, and Information System Strategy.

Sampling of Staff’s Comments

“I have been trying to finish this month’s books for the last two days, but I am having the same problems as last month. The accounts receivable software program is still giving me difficulties. I think I’ll just do them by hand again this month.”

(Bookkeeper)

“I use the scheduling module all the time for my event scheduling since most of the work I do runs in biweekly cycles. The automatic messages remind me when I have something due.”

(Clerical Worker)

“There was a lot of initial excitement about e-mail, but I haven’t heard much about it since then. I know I’ve been too busy to learn it myself, and I missed the training sessions because of other meetings. The only thing I’ve heard is that a few of the teachers sent out e-mail to others, but never got a reply. Maybe the interest died down because everyone didn’t get training right away.”

(Education Supervisor)

“I’ll be honest with you. Although I have been using the system for almost a year now, it is not easy to use. I think my daughter’s Mac is much easier.”

(Development Staff Member)
“I remember someone mentioning that there is an inventory management software package we might use for our kitchen supplies, but I haven’t checked into it yet.”

(Kitchen Manager)

“In my last job, we used a program on our computer to monitor the progress of our students. It was a custom package written for us by a consulting group. Although it took about 10 months to complete the software, it worked very well for our special needs.”

(Transition Counselor)

“It would help us if we had a reliable system for keeping the student’s medical records. Sometimes the note cards get misplaced, and you don’t know about it until you really need one.”

(Nurse)

“I just bypass the menu system since it slows me down . . . especially since I have set up generic templates for all the common reports.”

(Secretary)

“I am responsible for producing the weekly treatment services calendar. Because I am continually making updates, my biggest complaint is that I have to walk down the hall whenever I want to get a printed copy.”

(Associate Program Supervisor)

**Strengths of Clarion—Milwaukee’s Information System**

**Hardware and Software**

1. Dictation equipment is used extensively by treatment personnel. This use increases efficiency for both treatment staff and the secretarial staff who transcribe the dictations.
2. Personal computers are used by the controller and the director of development to generate overhead slides for presentations.
3. Software application programs are flexible enough to be useful for both beginners and advanced users.
4. Adequate software documentation manuals are available for users.
5. The AS/400 file transfer product allows data transfer between PC and mainframe units. It allows flexibility for those who use PCs a lot.
6. The AS/400 is expandable in case additional workstations or processors are needed.

**Policy and Procedures**

1. System backups are done on a daily basis and are well organized.
2. Quarterly preventive maintenance schedules coordinated through IBM representatives have been effective in the past.

**Staff Perceptions**

In general, interviews revealed that most of the staff, although not totally satisfied with Clarion—Milwaukee’s information system, felt that the system was likely better than what existed in comparable facilities. Most frequently noted comparisons were with a local mental health facility that is experiencing severe system difficulties.

**Weaknesses of Clarion—Milwaukee’s Information System**

**Hardware and Software**

1. Resultant quality of dictated memos is largely dependent on the level of experience of the secretary.
2. Some needed software is not available on the AS/400, necessitating use of personal computers for some reporting functions.
3. Self-paced tutorial software is not available for users.
4. A number of users stated that PCs were not available when they needed them late in the day. PCs are used heavily from 3:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

**Policy and Procedures**

1. At least 90 minutes each day of the senior bookkeeper’s time is spent running system backups and initial program loads (IPLs). Consequently, others cannot use the system during that time, and Ms. Baker is not available to perform her regular supervisory functions.
2. Requests for report changes are routed through department supervisors to either John Young or Jean Baker. Once each month they are reviewed and reprioritized by Baker and Young. Baker then works on requests according to priority, as time allows.
permits. Day-to-day operations require Young or Baker to answer user questions as they come up, which reduces the time they have for their primary responsibilities.

3. Only two individuals have attended college-level computer courses. A formal training schedule does not exist.

Staff Perceptions

1. Administrative council members were given very limited opportunities to provide input for the original computerization project in 1998. Thus, they perceive the current system as incapable of providing for their needs.

2. Direct personal communication has become more difficult as staff size has increased and departmental specialization has evolved.

3. Many of Clarion—Milwaukee’s would-be IS users have decided not to use the system because they find it difficult to find an open PC.

4. Secretarial staff use the AS/400 application software more than any other personnel. The AS/400 is regarded by many as only a tool for performing reporting tasks.

5. Staff who use accounting applications have a sense that they are “the shoemaker’s children” whose applications receive lowest priority.

Information System Strategy

The following recommendations are arranged in general categories, with more specific suggestions offered in the conclusion:

1. Establish a permanent staff position for IS management. It is difficult for a staff member to handle an information system project as a part-time assignment when she has a multitude of other responsibilities and projects to oversee at the same time. For this reason, a new manager-level position should be created with primary responsibility to manage Clarion—Milwaukee’s information system (including computing networks, personal computers, and telephone systems). Additional responsibility should include evaluation and implementation of IS training needs. The new IS manager should report to the controller and have permanent membership on the long-range planning committee. The individual selected for the IS manager position should have extensive computer science background and information systems experience.

2. Establish a team approach to planning. Planning should initially be conducted by a small team with strong leadership, making sure that feedback is obtained from the various user groups in each of the departments. A feedback process should be used to motivate staff toward cooperation and support of IS projects. This feedback can be accomplished by soliciting their input and explaining system benefits so they will develop a sense of ownership. Potential “stakeholders” should also be identified as this process reduces the barriers to change.

3. Involve and evaluate the entire system when considering all IS projects. Telecommunications, central computer, and PC decisions should not be made in a vacuum. When IS-related decisions need to be made, Clarion—Milwaukee’s entire IS must be considered. The new IS manager’s responsibilities should include researching “high-impact” issues. This procedure should be regarded as an integral part of Clarion—Milwaukee’s information system evolution. Overall evaluation should include input from experts within each department.

A feedback process should be established to ensure a comprehensive and consistent evaluation. The methodology should include consideration of the following:

- What are the attitudes of employees regarding the introduction and use of the new system?
- How should Clarion—Milwaukee’s business practices change as a result of the new system?
- Should organizational restructuring occur, including changes, additions, or eliminations of staff positions?
- How much experience does Clarion—Milwaukee have in this particular area?
- What other current projects or strategic issues could compete with this project?

Use of a formal impact assessment methodology will allow identification of opportunities with low, medium, and high risk that can be considered when appraising the response to future change. Furthermore, in concert with an evaluation of the entire information system, this technique facilitates the development of a rolling, long-range IS plan.

4. Install a formal approach to IS planning. A variety of techniques can be used for IS planning. “Critical success factors” and “investment strategy analysis” are common frameworks. Elements of several of these techniques should be combined in structuring planning activities. It is also vital for the Milwaukee superintendent and the Clarion, Inc., board of directors to have proposals that can be judged according to the same criteria in the process of decision making. Although the formal process will undoubtedly be timeconsuming, our experience with IS projects suggests that this
practice will benefit the school in the long term by reducing the likelihood of inappropriate projects being implemented. A specific planning framework should include the following features:

A. Master IS Plan. A master IS plan involves identification of the school’s strategic issues and the development of the planning infrastructure for the future. The master plan is based on an examination of Clarion—Milwaukee’s formal mission statement with respect to current strategic emphases. Workshops should be held for staff with the goals of educating them as to the strategic process of IS planning and providing an understanding of broad IS management objectives. All employees at Clarion—Milwaukee should be aware of the necessity to manage all information—including text documents, voice messages, diagrams, and statistics—as valuable corporate assets. Staff should understand that computers, software, written documents, and telephones are not “theirs.” Decisions and procedures regarding these assets will be based on the treatment of these elements as “Clarion—Milwaukee Division” resources addressed within the master plan. Staff should also be instructed to identify “critical success factors” vital for accomplishing Clarion—Milwaukee’s objectives. This process will link specific task activities to the master IS plan.

B. Top Management Involvement. Primary attention should be given to techniques that facilitate top management involvement and support. The superintendent, along with the new IS manager, should play a critical role in long-range IS planning. All future IS planning decisions should also include substantial input from members of the administrative council.

C. Systems Life Cycle Methodology. A “systems life cycle” methodology is recommended for use on each specific application system. It is also useful for establishing requirements and project timetables. When evaluating new application systems, consideration should be given to the life-cycle stage of each component. Avoid decisions that lead to purchase of an application just prior to the release of a new option. A formal system should be developed that facilitates identification of a software product’s evolutionary position with respect to Clarion—Milwaukee’s current technology. Only after application systems are characterized within the spectrum of “cutting edge” to “nearing obsolescence” and compared to the Clarion—Milwaukee Division’s ability to manage new technology, should tactical decisions be made.

D. Rolling Timetable. The master IS plan should include a rolling timetable in order to coordinate various project efforts and make effective IS investment decisions.

5. Incorporate IS requirements in proposed long-range planning objectives. Long-range planning (LRP) objectives must include information regarding a standard set of topics relevant to information systems. Each LRP objective should address its potential impact on Clarion—Milwaukee’s information system and specifically identify any additional requirements. It is because of the highly integrated nature of IS planning and other long-range planning that the new IS manager will have to work closely with Clarion—Milwaukee’s controller.

6. Establish IS objectives within Clarion—Milwaukee Division’s five-year plan. As Clarion—Milwaukee’s IS planning requirements become more complex, it will be imperative to continually seek out new ways to make strategic decisions. For this reason, Clarion—Milwaukee should include ongoing evaluation of computer-based methodologies, which would increase planning efficiency and integrity, as part of the long-range planning process. The role of IS management must be evaluated and redefined in light of technological changes.

EXHIBIT 5 Continued

also mentioned that a new System i Model 525 would be
four to five times faster than Clarion’s AS/400 and could
handle a full complement of eight disk drives (560 giga-bytes) for all the online data storage the school could ever
need. The consultant found that pricing for software is
now user-based so the operating system and user software
licenses would need to be relicensed for the conversion to
a System i. The sales representative’s estimate for a
conversion to a System i at Clarion—Milwaukee would be
between $100,000 and $130,000, including project man-
agement and professional services to support the
conversion. The consultant mentioned that the IBM sales-
person would be happy to visit with Young as soon as he
was ready to make his recommendations to the board.
Young expressed his appreciation to the lead LTM
consultant for this information.

Decision Time

It was 4:35 P.M. on June 6, 2006—one week before his presen-
tation. Knowing he would have to work with his IS Task
Force to finalize the report, Young poured himself a cup of
coffee and flipped open the consultants’ findings, which he
had received earlier that day (the report’s text is included as
Exhibit 5). He read LTM’s report with the vigor of a gradu-
ate student, hoping the findings would be a panacea for
Clarion—Milwaukee’s information systems problems.

Young had intended to make LTM’s report the basis
of his own report to the Board of Directors. Now that he
had read it, he thought it included some good ideas and
suggestions, but it seemed lacking as a full IS plan.

As Young was reviewing the plan, Jean Baker
brought an envelope into his office. She said “a nice young
man dropped this off just now. I told him that you were too busy to see someone without an appointment. He asked that I deliver it to you as soon as possible. He mentioned that he had heard from one of the members of the Board of Directors that you were considering an upgrade to the AS/400 system. He thought you would be interested in what he brought.” Young opened the envelope and found a proposal to replace the AS/400 system with a Microsoft-based system (see Exhibit 6).

Young was now really unsure exactly what he needed to do, but he knew he would be burning a lot of midnight oil during the next few days.

---

**EXHIBIT 6** Proposal: Hooper Technology Services, Inc., for the Clarion School for Boys, Inc.—Milwaukee Division
FastTrack IT Integration for the Sallie Mae Merger

This transaction combines our capital strength and sales capabilities with USA Group’s premier service quality. . . . It would be difficult to overstate the significance of this deal to our three principal constituencies: students, schools, and shareholders.¹

—Albert L. Lord, Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Sallie Mae

In June 2000, the two largest players in the education finance industry announced their intent to merge: Sallie Mae of Reston, Virginia, would acquire USA Group of Indianapolis, Indiana. The merger announcement in The Wall Street Journal highlighted the strategic role that USA Group’s software applications would play in the new combined company: USA Group’s loan-guarantee-processing business and its campusloan origination and loan-processing products were expected to make the combined company more competitive.²

Although Sallie Mae held a teleconference for all employees on the day of the merger announcement, new tensions about the future set in quickly. People were stunned. USA Group was our largest competitor, and there was a lot of uncertainty about how this could impact employment for all of us. There was so much anxiety on both sides. People had built their careers at these companies.

—Cindy Gunn, Vice President of Computer Operations for Sallie Mae

Sallie Mae planned to cut its work force by 1,700 employees, or 25 percent, by the end of 2001, as it integrated its operations with USA Group. Most of these reductions (1,400) would be in its information-technology and customer-service areas; the remainder (300) would be administration and headquarters jobs.³

The busy season for the education-financing industry is in the summer: about 60 percent of loan processing occurs during the summer months in preparation for the fall semester, with June as the peak month. When the government’s Direct Lending program had undergone a major software change about 1 year earlier, there had been a number of publicized bottlenecks and processing errors with student loans during the busy season. Sallie Mae’s management team didn’t want to make the same mistakes; to ensure that its own customers would not go to a competitor, customer-facing operations would need to be completed before the coming summer season, with no perceived loss of service.

Some were afraid the merger might meet shareholder objectives but would hurt the customer. The customer concerns were that service would suffer, agility would be low, and we would create a large bureaucracy. We were combining the volume of two company’s loans on one system with a new management team and brand-new architecture. And we were doing it just before peak season.

—Hamed Omar, Senior Vice President, Technology Group

Company Histories

Sallie Mae was founded in 1972 as a government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) in Reston, Virginia, to provide a secondary market for banks and other lenders to sell their student loans. Prior to the merger, Sallie Mae

¹PR Newswire (SLM Holding Corporation), June 15, 2000, “Sallie Mae and USA Group Reach Agreement to Combine.”
had a $50 billion portfolio of student loans and was the largest funding source and servicer for student loans in the United States. The company’s primary role was to purchase student loans from banks and other lenders, creating a secondary market and freeing up funds for the institutions to lend out money to other borrowers.

Albert L. Lord, Sallie Mae’s CEO, had been a major catalyst in transforming the company from a GSE to a publicly held business. In the early 1990s he helped streamline the company’s operations, but then left the company in 1993 when the board opposed his plans for restructuring the company. Two years later, he led a dissident slate of eight directors that was elected to the 21-member board and was able successfully to launch a plan to reposition the company from a buyer of loans to a competitive lender to students.

As CEO since 1997, Lord began phasing out the company’s government-sponsored status, despite some internal opposition. Lord also switched its marketing focus to get closer to the customer. Rather than working solely with banks and financial institutions, the company began marketing to students through the schools. At the time of the merger announcement in June 2000, Sallie Mae was a $14 billion public firm.

USA Group was originally founded in 1960 as USA Funds, a not-for-profit company based in the Indianapolis, Indiana, area. At the time of the merger, USA Group had a $16 billion portfolio of student loans, was the largest guarantor of student loans in the United States, and had been aggressively growing its fee-based businesses of loan origination and default collection. In 1999, the company had an excess of $150 million in revenues over expenses, and employed 3,000 people, across 20 states, the District of Columbia, and Canada.

Laying the Groundwork for the Merger

As Sallie Mae entered the new millennium, its executive team was concerned that the company could not maintain its double-digit growth in 2004 and beyond if it did not expand its servicing role. At the same time, USA Group’s executive team was seeking a buyer to gain access to the capital it needed to take advantage of market opportunities to grow the company’s private loans and for-profit collections businesses. USA Group became an acquisition target for Sallie Mae for three primary reasons:

1. Its complementary student loan services would result in Sallie Mae having a role in the entire life cycle of the student loan, from origination to default collection.
2. Economies of scale from combining operations would allow Sallie Mae to continue being profitable in the face of narrowing margins.
3. Sallie Mae leaders could leverage the information technology and marketing prowess of USA Group to grow revenues.

Prior to nailing down the final offer, Sallie Mae sent a team of four IT leaders to Indianapolis in May 2000 to conduct due diligence for the merger. The goals of the visit were to validate the information about the company that had been received and to report back to the CEO about any previously unforeseen issues that could materially impact the purchase offer.

My colleagues and I were pretty impressed with what USA Group was doing from a technical standpoint. Their approach was thoughtful, strategic, and focused. We were impressed with their ability to make progress on strategic activities . . . and they had executed very effectively . . . They were a good step ahead of us in the rollout and deployment of automated call-center technologies as well as tools to manage their hardware and software assets. We had languished behind and couldn’t get focused on newer technologies. I believe this was due in part to a period of several changes in IT management in the previous years, making it difficult to focus on long-term projects. In contrast, the USA Group management team was very stable and had worked together for a long time.

—Cindy Gunn, Vice President of Computer Operations for Sallie Mae

The New Merged Company

USA Group was acquired by Sallie Mae for $770 million on July 31, 2000. The new Sallie Mae became a single source of service for customers—from the point of loan application to successful repayment (see Exhibit 1).

The immediate financial goals for the merger were to reduce headcount by 1,700 (25 percent) and to reduce costs by 40 percent. Due to significant redundancies across the two companies, nine customer service centers would be reduced to six, and four data centers would be consolidated into one. In addition to successfully achieving its cost reduction goals for the merger, the combined company sought to attain double-digit growth in its business as a result of the merger.
1) The student application originates either with a lending institution, a school financial aid office, or online through a student loan originator such as Sallie Mae.

2) After the application is submitted, a loan guarantor processes the loan; a loan approval comes with a federal government guarantee that the lender will be paid back. Guarantors are either state agencies or not-for-profit entities that provide loan insurance to lenders or holders of Federal Family Education Loan Program (FFELP) loans.

3) The loan is serviced throughout its life, which at Sallie Mae is an average of 10 years. Most students begin repayment after graduation. Default prevention and collection services work together to ensure that the highest possible percentage of loans are repaid.

EXHIBIT 1 Three Basic Steps of the Student Loan Business

Stock options were issued to all USA Group employees when the merger was finalized. Since USA Group was founded as a not-for-profit company, this was a new financial opportunity for many of its managers.

We were really excited about getting stock options. We could exercise half of them in June 2001 and half of them in June 2002. A lot of people took advantage of the options since the stock price more than doubled.

—Paula Lohss, Manager, Application Development Support Services

Another major change for USA Group employees was adjusting to a results-driven, for-profit culture in which risk-taking was viewed as positive as long as the risks were well managed.

One of the biggest differences between USA Group and Sallie Mae is the increased adherence to plan and budget. We now have shareholders. Many of our employees have always worked in a not-for-profit environment and the change was somewhat of a shock.

—Larry Morgan, Senior Vice President, Application System Development

Within one calendar year from the June announcement of the merger, the IT group of the new company would integrate its most critical system applications and IT operations. To realize the publicized cost savings, a single IT headquarters location would be selected, the data centers would be consolidated, and 500 technologies within the two companies would need to be rationalized, transitioned, or retired. One of the most contentious decisions would be which of the two homegrown loan-servicing systems to eliminate.

Many mergers and acquisitions fail; more fail than succeed. So it’s very important to do the right things when you’re trying to bring two corporations together. You also have to do this with very good execution—do it right—or you will go out of business, or will definitely flounder.

—Hamed Omar, Senior Vice President, Technology Group

The IT Organizations

The Sallie Mae IT organization had undergone a great deal of change in the years prior to the merger. CIO turnover had been high, making it difficult for the company to maintain a coherent IT architecture. Plans for integrating the IT operations for two recent acquisitions (Nellie Mae of Braintree, Massachusetts, and Student Loan Funding Resources of Cincinnati) had not yet been completed. Several strategic applications had been totally outsourced, and the IT work force had been cut back to less than 500 just prior to the merger announcement.

In contrast, the IT organization at USA Group had a fairly stable history and had grown to 600 personnel: approximately 400 developers and 200 operations staff. CIO Greg Clancy had a 20-year tenure with the company, and his IT management team of the past 6 to 7 years was well-oiled, with a proven track record for developing complex systems and keeping operational costs low.

Within the 5 years prior to the merger, more than $100 million had been invested by USA Group in two internally developed service applications: (1) the Eagle II guarantee agency system, which tracked all federal loan origination and guarantee activities administered on behalf of guarantors, and (2) the Unity loan-servicing system.

A new call-center routing application, which routes incoming customer calls based on loan-record characteristics and the skill base of available call-center representatives, had won a Smithsonian innovation award in 1999 and led to a recognition for outstanding customer service in CIO Magazine Top 100 in 2000.6

6 CIO Magazine, Aug. 15, 2000, “IDG’s CIO Magazine Honors Top 1000 Companies,” “CIO-100 Winners Recognized for Outstanding Customer Service”. 
PeopleSoft modules for financials and human resources had also been implemented under project teams led by IT groups within the business units.

The former USA Group teams had worked together for a long time. One of the major secrets of our success is that we know how to work with each other. The group in Reston didn’t have the same cohesion. CIO turnover had been very high, projects took longer to complete, and there seemed to be more infighting.

—Greg Clancy, Chief Information Officer

On June 15, Clancy was privately informed that he would be CIO of the new Sallie Mae. Although the public announcement of his appointment was not made until August 1, both internal and external communications made it apparent to the Reston IT group that IT leadership at the new Sallie Mae would be primarily in the hands of the former USA Group team. For example, according to a report in The Washington Post, a Sallie Mae executive vice president stated in a June 16 announcement that, “Indianapolis has a . . . very high-quality work force, and in terms of the technology environment, probably a more stable one.”

Those of us in [Sallie Mae] IT leadership quickly made the decision to make this work. I was 98 percent certain that I would not have a job after the merger was completed, but as a shareholder and longtime member of Sallie Mae’s management team, I believed it was absolutely the best thing for Sallie Mae to do this.

—Cindy Gunn, Vice President of Computer Operations for Sallie Mae

Cindy Gunn really helped on the Reston side: she kept a great attitude . . . and her group was still motivated, despite the fact that many of them would lose their jobs after the merger was completed. She was the linchpin.

—Greg Clancy, Chief Information Officer

Soon after the merger was announced, all critical systems were assigned to teams of two technology “champions”—one from Sallie Mae and one from USA Group. Together, the two champions were responsible for conducting a full disclosure and comparative analysis of the relevant systems. Knowing that Sallie Mae executives would need to have a high degree of confidence in the capabilities of the acquired USA Group team as each system alternative was examined, the USA Group IT managers encouraged their people to take advantage of every opportunity to demonstrate their abilities to develop innovative applications and to handle operations that would be triple the size of the systems they had managed in the past. They also changed their decision processes so that they could make decisions faster:

We had to focus on making decisions quickly, so our decision-making process had to change. We went from presenting highly detailed written justifications to presenting key bullet points on PowerPoint slides. You also had only one meeting to present your case. Over time we have moved from a 5-year to a 3-year NPV [net present value]. We still use this macro-level decision-making process today.

—Sharon Vincent, Director of Network Services

We were told to have confidence in our ability as we exchanged and gathered information. For each application decision, we spent a lot of time and effort trying to prove that our systems were the best choice. We took charge, and we were very assertive. I think all of these interactions really helped us gain their confidence.

—Becky Robinson, Director of Systems Management

The IT Headquarters Decision

The decision about the physical location of the consolidated data center was not formally made until October 2000. Sallie Mae had established measurable cost-cutting goals with their merger consultants (McKinsey & Company), and each side (Reston and Indianapolis) was charged with developing a formal cost–benefit analysis for having the IT headquarters located in their city. The cost advantages became pretty clear: operating a consolidated data center out of Reston, Virginia, would be much more expensive than out of the acquired Indianapolis area facility.

- IT personnel costs in Indianapolis were estimated to be about 30 percent less than in the Reston area, which had become a mid-Atlantic Silicon Valley phenomenon.

---

7 The Washington Post, Sept 1, 2000, “Sallie Mae to Cut Staff 25 Percent”.
• Running the data center out of an expanded Indianapolis facility would save an estimated annual $2 million or more in occupancy costs due to the significantly lower costs in this Midwest city.
• The new Sallie Mae data-center facility in Reston could be leased out at an attractive price.

Shortly after the relocation decision, a lease agreement with a new tenant, beginning July 1, 2001, was signed for the Reston data center.

The First Data Center Consolidation

In the months prior to the USA Group merger, Sallie Mae had been working to integrate the operations of Nellie Mae, a company Sallie Mae had purchased in 1999. Nellie Mae was a major originator of student loans based in Braintree, Massachusetts, with 150 employees. However, the integration project had been slow going. The 16 IT professionals at Nellie Mae already had severance packages in hand, but their severance pay was dependent on a successful operational move and knowledge transfer to Sallie Mae.

When Jo Lee Hayes of USA Group took on this small data center consolidation project, severance of IT professionals was only 3 months away. Working side by side with Nellie Mae’s IT operations head and a team of six to eight people, Hayes defined the current Nellie Mae systems, established a move strategy, and worked through the systems integration and knowledge transfer issues. Successful on-time completion of this data center project was a visible early win for the Indianapolis-based IT team.

Everybody knew where he or she stood, and there was no question about what needed to be done. We had a hard-and-fast date, and people were motivated to combine operations successfully because severance was tied to successful knowledge transfer. . . . It was thrilling, impossible, and such a rush when we actually pulled it off.

—Jo Lee Hayes, Vice President, Business Solutions Group

Critical Application Decisions

The types of factors used to determine the fate of current applications included system functionality, scalability, performance, the number and types of interactions with other systems, whether the system was custom or purchased, and if purchased, whether the latest version of the application was currently installed.

Now you’re talking about jobs. Now you’re talking about changing people’s lives in a big way with whatever system is selected.

—Allan Horn, Vice President, Technology Operations

The analyses under the two assigned champions (one for Sallie Mae, one for USA Group) led to one of three outcomes:
• A consensus recommendation was reached amicably.
• A consensus recommendation was reached, but after much conflict and strife.
• A consensus recommendation could not be reached, which meant escalating the decision to the executive level.

Champions were technology owners who had a chance to show top management that they could make decisions and execute them. It didn’t reflect well if the decision had to be turned over to senior officers.

—Jo Lee Hayes, Vice President, Business Solutions Group

The choice between the two custom-developed loan-servicing applications was the most contentious decision and had major IT work force effects. Larry Morgan, head of application development for USA Group at the time of the merger, had been responsible for managing the development of both loan-servicing systems. Morgan first joined Sallie Mae in the mid-1980s: he was hired away from Pennsylvania Higher Education, where he had helped to develop a loan-servicing system being used by both Sallie Mae and USA Group. Due to Sallie Mae’s fast growth, a new loan-servicing system (Class) had to be developed and installed within a 2-year time frame. In 1991, USA Group lured him to Indianapolis to build a system with even more functionality (Unity), installed in 1994.

At the time of the merger, Sallie Mae’s Class system was a 15-year-old application written in COBOL and CICS, maintained by more than 75 IT people in Reston. The only major change to the system had been converting it from an IMS (networked) database to IBM’s DB2 (relational) database. USA Group’s Unity system used a network IDMS database supported by Computer Associates.

The gap analysis that was performed for the two loan-servicing applications (see criteria in Exhibit 2) did not result in a clear choice. Although there were some concerns about the scalability of the IDMS database application, the functionality of the Unity system was more
advanced. Since no consensus recommendation could be reached, the loan-servicing system decision was put into the hands of the senior officers of the company, who depended heavily on the advice of their merger consultants.

Integration risk issues began to weigh heavily on the final decision by top management. One major risk factor was the need for extensive manual review during the conversion process due to transaction complexities that had been coded into the systems to accommodate special situations. For example, updates involving retroactive changes (such as student status changes) required access to record histories, and unique decision rules (for student payment amounts) had been coded into the Unity loan processing system for lenders who had implemented incentive programs for timely student payments. Another major risk factor stemmed from the fact that these systems were servicing a population with little financial management experience (i.e., undergraduate students): System changes visible to customers therefore typically resulted in significantly higher service call volumes.

McKinsey weighed in heavily in this decision. They generally agreed with us that the Unity system was better, but there wasn’t enough difference in functionality for them to break their standard decision rule: adopt the system of the dominant company in order to reduce the merger risks.

—Greg Clancy, Chief Information Officer

The final point came down to risk and timing. If the conversion was to be done by April, it simply wasn’t possible to convert $50 billion in loans from Class to Unity, within the time constraints required, without presenting serious problems to our operational areas.

—Larry Morgan, Senior Vice President, Application System Development

Although the employees of both companies fought hard to keep the custom systems they had developed, and the battles were fierce, once the application decisions were made, they began working together to implement them. In the end, about 78 IT employees were retained in Reston to maintain the Class system. The plan was to add new Web functionality and to complete the implementation of an advanced call-center capability for the Class system within the second year of the new merged company.

When you build a system, it becomes a part of you . . . both sides wanted to keep their system alive, and the battles were fierce. I was fortunate enough to have worked with both the Class and Unity teams in the construction of those systems. I was an insider to both teams. I also had established relationships with the new senior management team. . . . I had perhaps the easiest job during the integration period.

—Larry Morgan, Senior Vice President, Application System Development

In contrast, implementation time was not the same critical concern when the back-office system for the finance function was selected. USA Group had implemented PeopleSoft modules for both finance and human resources during the second half of the 1990s. Sallie Mae was using an older and clearly less functional package for finance (Walker Interactive). Here the key trade-off was between capturing cost savings as quickly as possible by converting to the Sallie Mae package, or postponing these cost savings in order to have a more robust packaged solution that would be newly configured for the combined company.

Since this was a back-office application, rather than a customer-facing application, the Sallie Mae executive team accepted the technical team recommendation to adopt the PeopleSoft suite for both finance and human resources for the new Sallie Mae. By delaying the implementation until the fall of 2001, the company would also be one of the first large corporations to implement a Web-based version of the PeopleSoft package (version 8.0).

**Retaining IT Staff**

At the time when the company announced that the bulk of IT operations would move to Indianapolis, the HR
department was ready with a detailed severance package program for the people in Reston who chose not to move to Indianapolis. IT jobs in the Mid-Atlantic area were plentiful at the time, and Sallie Mae’s Reston data center was just across the street from Oracle’s East Coast headquarters.

One-third of the Reston IT staff (the most critical IT employees) were offered generous retention bonuses on top of severance pay to encourage them to stay until the merger was complete. Performance measures, including successful knowledge transfer, were built into the retention bonus contracts for the Reston staff.

You can’t pull off a project like this just through a project plan. Good people make the difference. Even if people were losing their jobs, they needed to know they had value.

—John Bennett, Project Manager for Data Center Relocation

The company decided to err on giving too much, and that left a good feeling in the company—that you can’t be a loser in this merger. . . . When you do the right thing with employees, they pitch in and make sure that the merger is successful.

—Hamed Omar, Senior Vice President, Technology Group

The team had pride in what it had built and wanted to turn it over with their heads held high. The severance packages and retention bonuses were certainly better than industry standard. . . . Members of my team also knew early on when their jobs were scheduled to end. . . . All of these factors contributed to the success of the transition. . . . We leveraged what could have been negative into something positive. . . . Several took their severance money and used it to start a business and pursue a dream. Others took a year off to do something that was important to them personally.

—Cindy Gunn, Vice President of Computer Operations for Sallie Mae

Only a small number of Indianapolis staff (e.g., critical Unity team members) were offered retention packages, because other IT jobs in the company were likely to be available to them. USA Group was viewed as a great place to work by people in central Indiana. Since there was a high differential in skill costs between Indianapolis and the DC area (e.g., $65 in Indianapolis compared to $75 or more in DC for application developers), the IT leaders could expect to retain the Indianapolis-based IT employees that they wanted to keep.

**Placing the Bet on Internal Project Management**

The McKinsey consultants strongly recommended that IT consultants be brought in to help with the data-center consolidation project and put forth several conditions for selecting the consulting firm. This narrowed the field to five very large players. Reston VP Cindy Gunn strongly encouraged hiring a specific IT firm because of an already established vendor relationship with Sallie Mae and the firm’s recognized expertise in risk management.

The IT consultants were brought in at the end of November 2000 to work on a plan for moving the Reston data center. The consulting team hosted an IT integration kickoff meeting in Reston, during which they provided instruction on how to move equipment and applications effectively across the country. But the meeting did not go well.

Their approach was not received well by those of us who had to carry out this move. The approach seemed generic, and they weren’t showing us how their tactics could be applied in our situation.

—John Bennett, Project Manager for Data Center Relocation

From the beginning, we felt as if we were stretching them. They had one methodology, and if we wanted to succeed, we needed to adhere to it pretty closely. From day 1, they said it would take 12 to 18 months. We asked if we could accelerate the methodology, and they were uncomfortable with approaching it that way.

—Becky Robinson, Director of Systems Management

Following the kickoff meeting, the IT consulting team lead advised Sallie Mae’s executive team that the aggressiveness of the Indianapolis group’s (FastTrack) approach was high risk. Instead of attempting to complete the data center move in 7 months, as proposed by the internal team, the consultants recommended that it be scheduled across 12 to 18 months, under their leadership.

This event proved to be a catalyst for the Indianapolis and Reston IT leaders to join together and take over the leadership for the data-center relocation project from the consultants. CIO Clancy presented to his Chief Operating Officer a counterproposal prepared by the
internal IT team that would complete the data-center relocation project, including the conversion of the $15 billion loans from Unity to Class, by May 2001 (see timeline in Exhibit 3).

The CIO’s plan called for managing the project internally using a project management office (PMO) structure that had been used for the $80 million USA Group Eagle II guarantee system a few years earlier. Because of the minimal consulting role, the savings in consulting fees were projected to be $3.5 million.

Sallie Mae’s executives knew that in this day and age where everything has to be done at Internet speed, the merger had to be incredibly fast and incredibly successful. Otherwise the marketplace would really punish you. . . . The longer a merger goes, the more uncertainty there is of how well you’re going to pull it off, the more your products or services have a mixed reception by your customer, and the more your leadership is uncertain. In two or three quarters, if you’re not saying, “we’re getting it done,” you will see your stock price being affected. . . . We decided that if the consultants weren’t helping us reach our goals, we didn’t need them.

—Hamed Omar, Senior Vice President, Technology Group

Sallie Mae’s management decided to back the internal IT leaders. For the Indianapolis team members, an extra motivation to succeed was a rumor that a consulting partner on the loan-servicing system gap analysis had bet a Sallie Mae executive that the Indianapolis team could not pull off the FastTrack integration plan. This had made everyone mad, and created a reason for breaking the boundaries of 60-hour weeks.

The Data Center Relocation Team

The team structure for moving the IT headquarters to Indianapolis is shown in Exhibit 4. The data center relocation (DCR) team had its own steering committee of six direct reports to the CIO, chosen because of the criticality of their areas of responsibility within the two IT organizations. The primary objectives of the steering committee were to make top-level decisions and to keep obstacles out of the way so that the project team members could get the job done. They were responsible for setting strategic direction and mitigating the risks of the project, while still actively managing their own IT functions.

Along the way, I questioned things quite a bit from a financial and risk standpoint. I didn’t want to put the company at risk by moving the integration along too quickly. We had a number of checkpoint meetings to ensure we’d be successful at a reasonable cost.

—Greg Clancy, Chief Information Officer

You have to trust your people. Give them autonomy. Listen, and don’t hold them back. A jockey

---

**EXHIBIT 3  IT Integration Timeline and Market Responses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Date Accomplished</th>
<th>Stock Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Merger announced</td>
<td>June 15, 2000</td>
<td>$36.63 (June15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merger finalized; CIO announced</td>
<td>Aug. 1, 2000</td>
<td>$43.88 (Aug.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data center location and Unity/Class decisions announced</td>
<td>October 2000</td>
<td>$48.69 (Oct.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT consultants hired for data center relocation (DCR) project</td>
<td>November 2000</td>
<td>$57.56 (Nov.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision to lead DCR project internally</td>
<td>December 2000</td>
<td>$57.87 (Dec.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move elements identified and major milestones established</td>
<td>January 2001</td>
<td>$62.81 (Jan.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reston data center moves began</td>
<td>February 2001</td>
<td>$66.00 (Feb.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial enhancements to customer-facing applications completed</td>
<td>April 2001</td>
<td>$74.80 (April2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reston mainframe move completed</td>
<td>May 13, 2001</td>
<td>$66.20 (May 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak loan processing season begins</td>
<td>June 1, 2001</td>
<td>$69.60 (June1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Date Scheduled**

- PeopleSoft Financials implementation: November 2001
- Full enhancements to call center routing application: April 2002
who pulls too hard on the reins will never have a winning horse. We told them, “Guys, run like your hair’s on fire.” . . . We only got involved with approvals if the group couldn’t agree on what needed to be done, or if the decision involved a high-risk issue. For example, the steering committee got involved when we were deciding whether to have two or three T1 lines.

—Allan Horn, Vice President, Technology Operations

In merger mode, you have to behave a certain way. People are watching your confidence. You’re not only managing the project, but you’re managing perceptions. You need to keep confidence high that the merger can be done within budget, with acceptable risks, and that the management team can pull it off.

—Hamed Omar, Senior Vice President, Technology Group

The project office for the DCR employed some of the same team members who had managed the Eagle II system a few years earlier. The detailed processes and review mechanisms developed for Eagle II had been extensively reviewed by the McKinsey consultants before the decision was made to manage the IT integration internally.

After our processes were reviewed at an executive level, [the consultants] spent about two weeks with us hand in hand to evaluate whether our project
office was ready to manage this integration. They were very impressed with the size of Eagle II and how we handled risk management, change management, and progress stewardship.

—Cheri E. Dayton, Senior Manager, Guarantee Systems Development

Oversight for the integration activities for the merger as a whole was provided by Rob Autor, who was Sallie Mae’s VP for integration. Autor and his group of three global project managers, based in Reston, monitored the data-center move from a business perspective, keeping the key players (the board, CEO, McKinsey, institutional clients, and auditors) informed of the DCR team’s progress.

Under the authority of the larger project office, the focused project-management office (FPMO) for the DCR initiative was responsible for monitoring and reporting global issues related to the data-center integration, including status of project plans, timing, codependencies, risks, and financial issues. The criteria for success for the DCR project are presented in Exhibit 5.

The project leader for the DCR team was John Bennett, who had started as a Unity programmer at USA Group 15 years earlier. Bennett had overall accountability for planning, management, and communications. One member of the IT consulting team was kept on the project full time to help infuse best industry practices and to serve as a coach. During the kickoff meeting in Reston, Bennett had seen this particular consultant in action and liked his strong collaboration and communication skills, strong work ethic, and willingness to listen.

Defining and Implementing by Move Element

Based on guidelines from both the steering committee and the project manager, the other managers on the DCR team were responsible for specific deliverables from each phase.

EXHIBIT 5 Success Criteria for Data Center Relocation

1. No unplanned interruptions
2. Meet scheduled dates
3. Meet budget
4. Continuity of staffing
5. Knowledge transfer
6. Maintain data integrity
7. Resulting service levels will be consistent, with contractual agreements met
8. Successful integration of application and infrastructure teams

EXHIBIT 6 Data Center Relocation Approach
Sending-technology owners (primarily based in Reston) were responsible for assuring the viability and functionality of the pre-move technology area and ensuring that all necessary activities had taken place for the target (receiving) technology owner (primarily based in Indianapolis) effectively to take over the assigned technology.

Each work-plan manager had overall accountability for a specific area, and managed the tasks that needed to be done prior to the move, shutting down the application, and executing the move. This required a detailed understanding of the infrastructure and business requirements of each move element.

Move-element leaders helped create the detailed plans with their work-plan managers and were held technically accountable for relocating assigned move elements within the scheduled time frame, with no unplanned application outage and minimal customer impact.

As shown in Exhibit 6, move elements were defined in an early planning phase. Greater detail was then added to each move plan: Equipment and software were specified, dependencies defined, and testing plans prescribed. Templates were provided to improve communication across work plans, projects, and aggregate planning activities. Each move was considered complete after the relocated application had been successfully put into operation. The post-move execution ended when all unused infrastructure was disposed of, and the support of the application had become a responsibility of the regular operational support team. (See Exhibit 7 for the move-element project plan.)
Part IV • The Information Management System

1) Define move element from the applications point of view (vertical).
2) Then define from the infrastructure point of view, to catch any gaps (horizontal).

EXHIBIT 8 Move Element Definition Approach

One major difference between the approach adopted by Sallie Mae and the approach introduced by their IT consultants was that move elements were first identified, and managed, from a business-application perspective, rather than a technology-infrastructure perspective. As described in Exhibit 8, the software application view provided a vertical business perspective, and the technology infrastructure view provided a horizontal cross-application perspective. Move elements were therefore managed as a set of interdependent hardware and software components. Large business applications were divided into smaller logical move elements to better facilitate project planning and move flexibility.

[The IT consultants] had us looking at this move from a technology viewpoint. The way we looked at it, the superstructure was the application. We defined move elements as a set of hardware and/or software components that can and should move together because of interdependencies.

—John Bennett, Project Manager for Data Center Relocation

The systems development people became the team leads. They understood the dependencies, the integration points. . . . It was a hard decision to make, and it was difficult to let someone else be in charge of the data-center move. But it was critical that we didn’t lose sight of the applications because they were our primary concern. It then became our job to focus on a higher level of coordination, resolving the dependencies. It took time to get to an organized state . . . the whole structure shook out over about two months.

—Becky Robinson, Director of Systems Management

The plans were incredibly detailed, and they were written from an application-owner point of view. The trick was to see the dependencies. The IT applications people knew those dependencies and were able to align them with what they had to do.

—Allan Horn, Vice President, Technology Operations

Move-element freeze policies (see Exhibit 9) required that no application changes be implemented for a 2-week period prior to the move-element implementation and for a 1-week period afterward. Infrastructure changes were not allowed 4 weeks before the move element implementation and for a 1-week period afterward.

All plans, policies, timelines, progress reports, and other relevant documents were coordinated by the FPMO staff for each area of the integration. These documents were then e-mailed to key managers and posted on Sallie Mae Central, the company’s intranet. This provided companywide access to the information needed by both IT and business managers to manage the project effectively as well as to manage ongoing operations.

Equipment Move Strategies

One of the first steps in moving the data center was to make decisions on how all of the equipment from Reston would fit into the Indianapolis facility. A number of approaches were used to redesign the space to accommodate the new equipment.

Our first impression, and theirs, was “this will never fit.” The Sallie Mae data center was the length of a football field. Once we started doing floor plans, we found that Sallie Mae was underutilizing their space. We used a number of strategies here. We eliminated local monitors and keyboards on storage racks, for example. This saved a lot of space. Replacing old equipment with smaller new equipment helped too.

—Jon Jones, Director of Client Server Computing

Excellent vendor relationships were key to rationalizing equipment, making infrastructure improvements, and carrying out the project on time and within budget.
Production Environment

The production environment move element freeze standard requires that:

- No application changes affecting the move element to be moved are implemented for a two-week period prior and one-week period after the move element implementation date.
- No infrastructure changes affecting the move element to be moved are implemented for a four-week period prior and one-week period after the move element implementation date.

In addition it is desirable that any application changes be implemented in time to have been executed successfully in production.

This generally would mean the following:

1. For changes that impact monthly processing, no changes should be made after the month-end execution proceeding the move element transition date.
2. For changes that impact weekly processing, no changes should be made after the weekly processing immediately proceeding the move element transition date.
3. For changes that impact daily processing, no changes should be made for two weeks prior to the move element transition date.

Example: If a move element is scheduled to move on 3/17, any application changes affecting month-end processing should be implemented in time to process for February month end. If the application change cannot make the February month-end implementation, it should be held and implemented after 2/24.

Quality Assurance and Development Environment

The QA and Development Environment move element freeze standard requires that:

- No application changes affecting the move element to be moved are implemented for a three-day period prior and three-day period after the move element implementation date. Any changes made during the two-week period prior to the move must be documented and given to the WPM for inclusion in the Move Control Book prior to the move occurring. This way issues caused by normal development will not be mistaken for move issues.
- No infrastructure changes affecting the move element to be moved are implemented for a four-week period prior and one-week period after the move element implementation date.

Appeal Process

In cases where the move freeze policy presents unusual hardships for the business, an appeal process is available. Any change requests falling within the standard move-freeze period require prior approval by the Data Center Relocation Steering Committee. Information to be presented to the Steering Committee for them to consider a change within the freeze period includes:

- Explanation of the move element, the move approach, and the level of complexity
- Explanation of the requested change and primary business contact
- Increased risk associated with implementing the change during the freeze period
- Effect on the business of holding the change
- Benefits associated with completing the change during the freeze period

Questions concerning the freeze should be directed to the individual Work Plan Managers and then to their vice presidents for initial resolution. Issues that cannot be resolved through the Work Plan Manager should be documented and raised to the Data Center Relocation project manager (John Bennett). If not resolvable, the project manager will raise the issue to the Data Center Relocation steering committee and if necessary to Greg Clancy.

Move Element Freeze Communication Responsibility

Work Plan Managers are responsible for communicating to affected technology and business area management the freeze periods associated with each move element. The freeze dates will also be posted on the Data Center Relocation Web site. Any freeze period issues must be communicated to the Work Plan Manager and, if necessary, to the Data Center Relocation project manager (John Bennett).
When we were negotiating with vendors for USA Group, we weren’t really a big player in the market and had less latitude. . . . As part of Sallie Mae, we were nearly able to write our own terms and conditions. In some cases, we were working with vendor reps in D.C., and they were able to make better and faster deals and were more flexible. We told them what we wanted, and they delivered.

—Becky Robinson, Director of Systems Management

Three different strategies were used for installing computer equipment in the Indianapolis facility that had been used in Reston. (Improvements to infrastructure components—such as backup equipment and more secure firewalls—were also built into the migration plans.)

1. The Asset Swap method was used for equipment in Reston ready to be retired. New equipment was purchased from the hardware vendor for the Indianapolis facility. Once the applications on the old equipment had been moved to (installed on) the new equipment in Indianapolis, the old equipment in Reston was traded in to the vendor.

2. The Push/Pull strategy was used for select equipment in Reston that was not ready to be retired and difficult to replace: the old equipment was taken out, moved, and reinstalled in Indianapolis.

3. The Swing method was used for equipment that existed in multiples. New equipment was purchased for Indianapolis for the earliest moves. After the initial applications were successfully installed on the new equipment, the relevant piece of equipment was removed from Reston and shipped to Indianapolis for the next move, and so on.

The strategy choice for each move element was based on allowable downtime for the application(s) involved, vendor prices for replacement equipment and trade-ins, and physical move costs. The overall objective was to decrease integration risks by minimizing the hardware assets that would be physically moved from Reston to Indianapolis. For example, a Reston data warehouse was stored on a Sun E10K server. Since this was a very expensive piece of equipment, an asset swap strategy would have been very costly. However, it was learned that the business could tolerate up to a week of downtime outside of the peak processing season, so a push/pull strategy was used instead. The vendor tore down the machine in Reston, trucked it to Indiana, and rebuilt it at the Indianapolis facility.

Lack of backup was the biggest risk. We determined the maximum downtime that the operation could handle without losing customers, and we established backup and system redundancies as needed.

—John Bennett, Project Manager for Data Center Relocation

In contrast, the company couldn’t afford much downtime for the mainframe on which the Class loan-servicing system was run: the service centers needed to be able to communicate with customers. The push/pull method required too much downtime, so the asset swap method was used. For DASD storage, a new vendor was selected in order to provide newer technology that would better handle the company’s increased storage needs, as well as reduce the maintenance risks associated with older technologies.

Redundancies were built in, wherever possible, to minimize the business impact of the “go live” dates of critical applications. For example, beginning in March 2001, three T1 lines were leased from AT&T in order to have a fast electronic backup for the major moves.

We spent a lot of money, almost a million dollars in two months, to create a pretty significant pipe between the two centers, in order to have a very fast link, so that you could essentially run the business out of either center if your migration had a problem. Fortunately, most of our migrations went well, and they did not have any problems, but that was a great big insurance.

—Hamed Omar, Senior Vice President, Technology Group

Prior to any move, the sending technology owners worked with the target (receiving) technology owners to transfer the knowledge needed by the Indianapolis operations staff to handle the changes in applications, hardware, and large increases in transaction volume.

Early in the process, we asked teams to start planning and scheduling tasks related to training. The approach was tell them, show them, watch them.

—Allan Horn, Vice President, Technology Operations

The Major Data Center Moves

The DCR team began moving applications in February 2001, as they were ready (see Exhibit 10). From the director level down, the IT staffs at Reston and Indianapolis
were paired by function to work on knowledge-transfer issues—including computer operators, help-desk people, database administrators, and other technical support people.

Trial runs were conducted as needed to determine the length of time that various transitions would take. Individual move element teams met every day, and a project room was dedicated for this purpose. Anyone on the DCR team was authorized to call a meeting.

The Data Center Relocation team had an action orientation. They weren’t waiting for someone to tell them what to do . . . they were off doing it. We had a number of moves from March to mid-June, and none were failures. Very little didn’t work. It was truly amazing.

—Greg Clancy, Chief Information Officer

We clicked. We had a mission. No confusion, illusions, or secrets. . . . It was critical that we maintained people’s confidence.

—Allan Horn, Vice President, Technology Operations

Starting February 1, DCR team members were responsible for written status reports and updated project plans on a weekly basis. Plans were submitted to the FMPO staff on Mondays, and 2-hour meetings were held via videoconference every Tuesday to discuss project status. About 20 people in Indianapolis participated in the meetings, with about 15 people participating from Reston. Meetings were held with the steering committee two times a week.

Videoconferencing was a key medium for us. This merger was an emotional event. In Reston, people

EXHIBIT 10  Calendar for Data Center Moves
were losing their jobs, and in Indianapolis, people were struggling to keep their jobs. Body language was everything. If you couldn’t see people, you didn’t know what was going on. Videoconferencing also helped us create the impression of a big group working together toward a common goal.

—John Bennett, Project Manager for Data Center Relocation

During this time, the typical workday was 12 hours long. Since weekends afforded some downtime for executing a move element, there were many weekends when IT people couldn’t go home. A command center was set up in the Indianapolis office every weekend to help monitor move activities; full command centers were set up for the three most critical weekend moves in mid-March, mid-April, and mid-May.

On the weekends with very large numbers of move elements, complicated moves, or very integrated move elements, we created move control books that listed everything that would be moving, implementation plans, vendor information, contingency plans, risks, disaster-recovery plans, and the possible impact to the business if a move failed. We manned the PMO communications center with team members, PMO members, vendors, and specific key contacts related to the implementation.

—Cheri E. Dayton, Senior Manager, Guarantee Systems Development

We took every opportunity for community building. On those long weekends we set up games for them to play. About once a week, we held informal lunch-eons to recognize successes along the way. We had an open budget on food: it was delivered around the clock every day. You can’t take too good care of your people, and you can’t communicate too much.

—Allan Horn, Vice President, Technology Operations

The movement of the Reston mainframe operations for the loan-servicing application was studied the most. Timings were made for truck hauls between Reston and Indianapolis, including loading and unloading times. The T-1 lines would allow the company to revert back to operations in Reston if a glitch in Indianapolis precluded running the loan-servicing system from its new location.

The mainframe move was scheduled to take place over a weekend in mid-May. A full command center was in place, and about a dozen representatives from hardware and software vendors were required to be on site for the weekend. In addition, all vendors were required to have plans in place to provide immediate access to other people and resources should there be a problem with their equipment or software. The team members were on location round the clock.

The technical part of that weekend was challenging, but it wasn’t the hardest part. The political and business ramifications of that move were huge. The mainframe is the lifeblood of the company. The call centers use it every minute of every day. It was the most critical part of the entire move.

—John Bennett, Project Manager for Data Center Relocation

You have to tell yourself that you can be the first ones to do it, that you’re not an average company and can find a way to succeed. That can-do attitude is critical to success.

—Hamed Omar, Senior Vice President, Technology Group

Before the mainframe switch was flipped, John Bennett pulled the team together for a go/no-go decision at 2 a.m. Sunday morning.

I got a lot of flack for having a meeting at that time of morning: people wanted to know why it couldn’t wait until 7 a.m. We couldn’t wait that long to know if there was a problem. We had duplicated enough tapes so that we could start installing manually in Reston, and a corporate Learjet was waiting to fly the other tapes back to Reston. We never used this backup, but it was good to know it was there. We had spent a lot of time working to make sure the mainframe move went smoothly, and it went grand.

—John Bennett, Project Manager for Data Center Relocation

A month before the Reston data center move was even completed [the IT consultant firm that lost the contract] knew we would be successful. They told us that they planned to come up with a “FastTrack” method for mergers based on what they had learned through the engagement.

—Greg Clancy, Chief Information Officer

The Challenges Ahead

The new IT group at Sallie Mae would soon be tested during peak lending season: not only would the transaction
processing load be larger, but the systems would also be running on newly upgraded hardware and communications lines. Would they be able to avoid the bottlenecks and processing errors the government’s direct lending program changeover had caused in a previous year? So far, the stock market reaction had been positive, but if there were a servicing failure, how would the market react? Would Sallie Mae be able to retain its customer base?

Still ahead were more IT application challenges—including implementing the advanced call-center routing capability for the new combined company, getting both companies on the same intranet and e-mail systems, and moving the corporate staff based in Reston onto PeopleSoft financial and human resource systems. With IT headquarters in Indianapolis and corporate headquarters in Reston, would the IT project team be able to successfully navigate the political challenges of these integrations as well?
CASE STUDY IV-3

IT Infrastructure Outsourcing at Schaeffer (A): The Outsourcing Decision

Schaeffer Corporation, headquartered in the small Midwestern town of Vilonia, is a diversified manufacturer. In 2002 Schaeffer Corporation’s consolidated sales were around $2 billion and its profit after taxes was about $200 million. Schaeffer’s stock is publicly held and its value has been consistently recognized by the marketplace over the past few years.

Founded by Frederick W. Schaeffer in 1877, Schaeffer Corporation originally manufactured small farm machines, such as churns, cream separators, corn shellers, apple peelers, and the like. Frederick had one son and three daughters, and the daughters married men who joined the business: Hiram C. Colbert, George Kinzer, and Heinrich Reitzel. Each of them led the transformation of the companies into new product lines, and today Schaeffer Corporation sells very different products within three very different divisions, named the Colbert division, the Kinzer division, and the Reitzel (pronounced “rightsell”) division.

Each division is relatively autonomous, with the responsibility for product development and marketing of its own product lines. Two of the divisions have their own manufacturing plants and distribution facilities; the third division is now in financial services, providing agribusiness loans, estate and equipment loans, etc. The products are all branded with their division’s name rather than with the Schaeffer name. Although the financials of the divisions are closely monitored by Schaeffer corporate headquarters, each division is held responsible by corporate management for its bottom-line performance, and the bonuses of the managers of each division depend upon the bottom-line performance of that division.

The Colbert and Kinzer divisions have profitable, but relatively stable, product lines. However, the Reitzel division is in a more dynamic industrial market with substantial opportunity for growth in both sales and profitability. The other divisions only operate in North America, but Reitzel has operations in 10 European countries as well as South America. In recent years, Reitzel has contributed about two-thirds of Schaeffer’s total dollar sales and about 80 percent of its total profits.

Historically, Schaeffer’s board of directors has been satisfied to have a profitable and well-run, but slow-growth, company. However, new board members have recently targeted the Reitzel division as the corporate growth engine, and at year-end 2001 set ambitious goals for Reitzel to generate 10 percent annual growth in Schaeffer’s corporate revenues and 15 percent growth in Schaeffer’s corporate profits over each of the next five years. Reitzel management expected to achieve these goals by expanding into new geographical areas outside the United States and by expansion of its product lines, including acquiring other companies.

Information Technology at Schaeffer Corporation

In the past, each of the business divisions had its own information technology resources—including data centers, network operations and systems development people, help desk and desktop support staff. However, four years ago the corporation implemented a “shared services” approach that included IT, and most of the IT resources in the three divisions were centralized into this shared services unit for the entire corporation. They consolidated three data centers into one, eliminated a large number of servers, brought their support and system development people together, and established a corporate help desk, etc. However, the vice presidents of IT that previously reported to each division head were retained, and now had a dual report to both their business division head and the corporate vice president of IT that now headed the shared services unit.

Prior to this consolidation each division also had its own unique applications systems for all of its systems. However, soon after the consolidation, the corporate IT group purchased an ERP system that would replace the finance, human resources, production, and distribution systems in all three divisions. The system was installed so
that each division had its own “instance” of the ERP package, since their products and customers were so different. It had been a difficult migration, but moving to a common “shared” enterprise system would bring cost savings to all the divisions in the future.

In 2002, the corporate data center had about 300 servers, and a staff of 100, including desktop support and help desk people for all divisions. Computer operations were reliable and secure, with good response time and excellent availability. However, there had been complaints about the help desk, and the performance of the wide area network (WAN) had not been as good as anticipated, but the central IT staff was working to improve performance in these areas. The system development group was separate and consisted of about 70 additional staff.

The Colbert and Kinzer divisions have a relatively small portfolio of company-specific applications that are now well integrated with their ERP system and easily maintained. The Reitzel division, on the other hand, has a much more complex application infrastructure, primarily due to their recent acquisitions. As compared with any other division, Reitzel also had triple the network capacity, triple the number of servers, and more help desk problems than the other two divisions combined. Reitzel also had a long history of making decisions about applications that created integration headaches.

The Outsourcing Study

In early 2002, shortly after the Schaeffer board announced its ambitious growth goals for the Reitzel division, Pedro A. Moreno, Reitzel’s Vice President of Human Resources, proposed that Schaeffer consider outsourcing some of its IT resources. Moreno argued:

Information technology is not one of Schaeffer’s core competencies, and I am confident that we can save some money by outsourcing. The other reason that we must do it is that for us to achieve our ambitious growth goals, we must have improved information technology services. Expanding into additional countries and acquiring new companies will require extraordinary information technology support efforts. We are doing reasonably well now, but our information technology people are stretched to the limit just supporting our day-to-day activities. There is no way that we are capable of crash efforts of the magnitude that we will need. But an outsourcer has a large supply of well-trained, capable people, as well as redundant hardware and software resources, so they can adjust to our dynamic, unforeseeable needs with little difficulty.

Schaeffer Corporation is a relatively conservative company and Moreno’s proposal to outsource information technology was met with skepticism from many directions. However, Alan Harding, the corporate vice president of IT, thought that Moreno’s proposal had sufficient merit and that it should be carefully considered. A corporate task force, that included Moreno, was established to thoroughly investigate whether Schaeffer Corporation should outsource any of its IT or not.

Knowing very little about how to approach outsourcing, the task force engaged Gartner Consulting Group to assist in exploring this issue. It quickly became apparent that this would not be a quick or easy study. Moreno recalls:

Gartner was very helpful. They said: “Before you decide to outsource you have to know what IT services you provide in great detail, and right now we don’t think you know that. You need to know each piece of equipment in every location. You need to understand your IT processes. You need to know what your employees are doing, both in the scope of what might be outsourced and out of that scope, because they are related. And most of all, you have to know every service that you are providing in each operations area that you are considering outsourcing. There usually are ‘assumed’ services that are done without much thought, but if they are not specified in a contract they will not be provided by the outsourcer and you will have to continue to provide them or pay extra to the outsourcer.”

Gartner gave us dozens and dozens of templates to be filled out and the IT folks spent months collecting data about ourselves. We did not consider outsourcing our development resources. Instead, we studied what the outsourcers call our “towers,” which were the data center, distributed computing (all the desktops), voice (telephones), data networks, and our help desk. We spent about a year collecting data about the local and wide area data networks, the data center, our help desk, and our voice communications. We took our time to do it right.

Then we spent several months preparing a 200-page Request for Proposal (RFP) to give to potential outsourcing vendors. The RFP described our IT infrastructure and services, indicated exactly what we wanted to outsource, and asked for bids specifying how these services would be provided and what it would cost. We did not want to take the risk of moving our operations to a big remote data center, so we also specified that the data center facility in Vilonia would continue to be operated by the vendor.
Because of Reitzel’s international scope, Gartner advised us that there were only a few U.S.-based companies that could satisfy our needs, and we decided to focus on ABC Corporation and DEF Corporation. We brought each vendor in for an all-day kickoff meeting where we shared with them what we had learned about our IT operations and what we wanted them to do for us. We gave them the 200-page RFP, and they had about two months to analyze the RFP and formulate a response for us.

Outsourcing information technology is different from buying an automobile where you have a car, negotiate its price and options, and that is it. If Schaeffer outsources its IT operations, it is contracting for services for a number of years in the future, and neither Schaeffer nor an outsourcer knows what will happen to the volume of transactions to be processed or even the locations to be served during that time. Therefore, the bids from the outsourcers could not be in the form of a total dollar cost over the seven-year length of the contract. Rather the bids would need to include a detailed set of costs for each of the services at the service levels that Schaeffer had requested, together with the penalties that would be incurred by the vendor if they did not provide the specified level of service. The quoted costs were unit costs, and Moreno describes how they evaluated the two proposals:

Everything that they will do has a price. If they touch a desktop, there is a price for that. If they answer a phone, there is a price for that. If they replace a phone, there is a price for that. If we increase the number of servers or databases, we will have to pay a specified amount more. And it works both ways—if things decrease we will pay less. We started with a baseline level of activity to get the projected cost to compare with our current costs, but it took us some time to go through the process of calculating things out so that we could arrive at a projected cost for each bidder.

When the bids had been evaluated, ABC Corporation was the lowest bidder. The good news was that the people on the task force felt very comfortable with the idea of having ABC as their business partner. The bad news was that the bid was projected to cost $220 million over the seven years, which was about $20 million more than it was projected to cost Schaeffer to continue to provide these IT services in-house. There was no way that Schaeffer Corporation management was going to go for that. Corporate Vice President of IT Harding explains:

We were quite disappointed when the bids came in. Instead of saving some money as we had originally hoped, we were going to have to spend substantially more to outsource. Although I had become persuaded that there were still good reasons to outsource, even if it cost more, I knew that our management would never agree to a deal costing that much.

Gartner had warned us during the data gathering part of the study that we were not likely to save any money by outsourcing because we were already pretty efficient. The work we had done ourselves in creating a consolidated shared services infrastructure had already picked all the low-hanging fruit. We had already consolidated three data centers into one. We had already eliminated about 50 headcount out of 150 and were down to 100. We had already done server consolidation and reduced our server count from 300 to 200. So the things that an outsourcer comes in and does for you we had already done. We had very lean, efficient operations to outsource.

The reason that the bids were so much higher was that when we developed the specifications in the RFP we had asked for a number of improvements over what we were currently doing. We had asked for a Cadillac when we could only afford our current Buick. The representatives of ABC understood this and agreed to work with us to get the total cost down to something that we could afford.

Moreno added:
The negotiation process was arduous and detailed. This was a big agreement, and we had 10 countries in Europe that we had to include under separate agreements as well. It ended up taking weeks, but it was a good process. In the end we changed some of our ideas about what we needed. We took away some of the whiz-bang options that we had told ABC we absolutely had to have, which allowed them to come down in price somewhat, and they also took out some of their margin. We got the projected cost down to $200 million over the seven years, about the same as the projected cost of doing it ourselves. Given that we had been able to make it cost neutral, I strongly believed that we should outsource because of the quality and flexibility we could obtain with having a Tier 1 service provider.

Reactions to the Outsourcing Proposal

The task force recommended to Schaeffer’s top management that Schaeffer outsource all of its IT operations, but keep systems development in-house. The task force’s
Schaeffer's board has set the strategic growth goals based on growth through acquisition and geographic expansion overseas. However, we cannot achieve these goals without high quality and very flexible IT resources. We have solid staffing for serving a static situation, but our staff and data center cannot handle the global and dynamic requirements that these new strategic directions will place upon us.

When we have an acquisition, our demand for IT resources initially is going to spike, but then it will flatten out after a few months. Not only will ABC bring access to larger numbers of people, but they will also be capable of expanding and contracting staff. It is difficult for us to temporarily hire 20 experts in the field to help us for a relatively short time and then not have permanent opportunities for them.

We are global and intend to expand into other countries. We are in 10 countries in Europe, and Europe is much more complex than domestically. We have only seven people working in infrastructure for all of Europe, so we are going to have to double or triple our staff over there. So it makes sense to give the responsibility to ABC who already has resources in all these countries, both where we are now and where we will be going in the future.

ABC has a very deep bench—hundreds of thousands of employees for them to pick from to serve our needs as opposed to our one hundred. If someone leaves, it generally takes us three to six months to find a suitable replacement because it is hard to get people to move to Vilonia. ABC provides an attractive career path for its employees and can attract and keep people with outstanding talent that would never come to Vilonia to work for Schaeffer. ABC can afford to invest in extensive training and can offer a variety of challenging technical opportunities to its people, so we will have access to substantially higher-quality technical knowledge.

In short, Schaeffer is anticipating exciting opportunities that will be impossible to achieve with our existing IT staff. With ABC as our business partner, we will be much better positioned to exploit the dynamic opportunities for growth that we are seeking.

When the task force report was circulated, there was quite a reaction throughout Schaeffer Corporation, with some managers voicing enthusiastic support and others equally strongly opposed. Vivian D. Johnson, vice president of IT for the Kinzer division, expressed the following concerns:

Perhaps IT is not one of Schaeffer’s core competencies, but it is a critical factor in our long-term success. Do we want to turn over such critical resources to an outside organization?

It will be like “getting married” to ABC Corporation. Although it has a good reputation and we feel comfortable with its people, what happens three years down the road when these people have gone on to greener pastures within ABC? Today Schaeffer may be a high priority with ABC, but before long other opportunities will appear and the good people that we will start out with will be replaced with others who do not know us as well. What will happen when a new situation arises that is not covered in our contract and we have to renegotiate, and we have lost our bargaining position?

Quite a number of outsourcing relationships have not worked out well. If we become unhappy with ABC’s performance, we will have eliminated these internal IT capabilities and the cost of bringing it back will be tremendous—there is no way our management would go for that. What will that mean for our dreams of growth that depend so heavily on good information technology support? There is a lot of unrecognized risk inherent in this proposal.

What will happen to our current information technology people, many of whom have served Schaeffer faithfully for years? I don’t know the exact numbers, but I am sure that many of them will no longer be employed by Schaeffer. Is that fair? This is a small-town company and our greatest asset has always been our loyal, dedicated, and hard-working labor force. We are mostly nonunion, and we have never had a strike. We have never done anything like this, and I am concerned about the effect this may have on the morale of all of our workers and on their future commitment to the company.

I understand that our company is changing and that we face new and different challenges that require expanding our IT resources. But have we considered the available alternatives? Traditionally when we needed special skills or additional people we have employed contractors, and that approach has worked out well in the past. Under the proposed contract we will be paying ABC for every bit of help we get just as we would any contractor, but we would be married
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to them—if the relationship sours you can’t just employ another vendor.

Also, it is clear that we have underfunded our information technology area, so it should be no surprise that we do not have all the resources that we will need in the future. Under the contract with ABC, we will be paying extra for any additional resources that it provides. Would we not be better off investing some of that money in acquiring and developing our own people? Then we would have our own resources for the long run instead of having to depend on an outside organization over which we have little control when push comes to shove.

Carol J. Hanna, vice president for finance of the Colbert division, expressed the following concerns:

The proposal to outsource is very expensive and risky. Although it appears to be no more expensive than our in-house Information Technology organization, there is no question in my mind that we will be paying substantially more. With such complex services I am sure that we have not been able to define them all to include in the contract and there will be things that are not included that will still have to be done at additional cost. Furthermore, it is common knowledge that outsourcers “lowball” the first-year costs of a contract because they know that they can make it up in the later years, and because their clients will have no bargaining position when inevitable changes have to be negotiated. We will be writing a blank check since there is no way of knowing what our costs in the future will be as conditions change. Also, there will be substantial unanticipated costs involved in administering the contract and managing the relationships with ABC people.

As the financial officer of Colbert, I am particularly concerned because I am convinced that whatever benefits this proposal will bring will go to our Reitzel division, while the other divisions will bear additional costs without additional benefits. Both ABC and Gartner have said that our present IT organization is very efficient. We are getting along fine with our current IT services, and can continue to do so in the future. This is not a fair deal for Colbert.

If it is so important that IT support for Reitzel be outsourced, why not outsource Reitzel’s part of the data center, the network, and the phone system, and leave the rest of our support as it is? That would have the added benefit of maintaining a nucleus of IT professionals within Schaeffer so that if the outsourcing deal does not work out there would be something to build on if we wanted to bring it back in house for Reitzel. While the data center will remain in Vilonia, we have heard that most of ABC’s people, including the help desk staff, will be located faraway. Only a handful (less than 20) of information technology people will be located here. What happens if we have a problem? How are we going to get someone to help us? Today we know where our IT support people sit. We can go to their office, beg them for help, and stay there until things get fixed. We know and trust these people. Not only are they long-time colleagues, but they are our neighbors as well. With a big outsourcing company, how are we going to work with them? All of the processes are going to change, because the people can be all over the world. We are afraid of that and we do not like it at all!

Charles T. Gibbs, vice president of IT for the Reitzel division, enthusiastically supported the recommendation to outsource:

Schaeffer’s world changed when our top management set such aggressive growth goals for the corporation. To get a corporatewide sales growth of 10 percent a year, Reitzel’s sales are going to have to grow over 14 percent, and for corporate profits to grow 15 percent a year, Reitzel’s profits will have to increase about 18 percent each year. Those are daunting goals, and they can’t be achieved by business as usual. We can’t continue to be the conservative, risk-averse company that we have always been. We are going to have to be nimble and daring in expanding into new markets and in acquiring outside companies. And it is amply clear that our in-house information technology organization does not have the skills or the flexibility to support the rate of change that we must undertake. With its vast reservoir of talented and skilled people, and experience managing change, ABC Corporation is the ideal business partner to enable our new strategy.

There is no question that ABC can manage technology well. The data center will perform at least as well as it does today, and our telephone services will continue to be excellent. ABC can manage our data networks far better than we have been able to do, so we will be able to substantially reduce the outages that have been disrupting critical business activities.

There has been a great deal of FUD [fear, uncertainty, and doubt] about the performance of the help desk and desktop support services that are more people-intensive. But there have been lots of
complaints about the performance of our present help desk, so people’s concern in this area may be a case of preferring our familiar mediocre service to the unknown. However, the task force understood people’s fears and put a lot of effort into defining performance criteria, both for response to help desk calls and time to resolve problems. We have involved large numbers of our users in defining these service criteria, and ABC has agreed that they are attainable, and they will pay significant penalties if they are not met.

In Europe, each country has its local help desk support. With all the divided responsibility, this is hard to manage with a hodgepodge of processes and no global view of our support issues. ABC will provide a global help desk with a single process and an integrated database that all countries will work off of. Furthermore, ABC’s help desk will be globally redundant as it can be supported from any site where ABC provides help desk services. We believe that help desk support will be a shining example of the value outsourcing brings to the table.

In the final analysis we have to recognize that Schaeffer’s world has changed. We have to move our mind-set into the twenty-first century where information technology organizations will also become managers of IT service providers rather than providing all the services themselves. The challenge of our IT people will be to manage a long-term relationship with ABC, and at the same time to establish closer relationships with users in the divisions so that information technology can more effectively support the essential needs and strategic directions of the business.

Harding responded to some of the concerns that had been expressed:

We have been very concerned about what may happen to our IT people who may be displaced. Many people who worked in this organization were worried about what outsourcing would mean for them. We tried to engage them with ABC so that they could learn about what it would mean to work for ABC. We brought in ABC people who joined them from a client firm who talked with our people about how wonderful it had been for their career. We tried to convince our people that if you are a technical person, working for ABC is a good thing because you have so many more opportunities for technical career development and advancement. Instead of working in Vilonia in an IT organization with only 100 positions, you are going to work with a company that is global and has 100,000 employees. Unfortunately, that argument worked with a few people, but the bulk of the people had the attitude—“Look, I care about my career advancement, but I want to stay in Vilonia.”

We had about 100 headcount when we started studying outsourcing. However, during the outsourcing decision process, 10 people decided to leave for other jobs; and we did not fill these vacancies with Schaeffer employees—we filled these positions with temps—so now we have 90 Schaeffer IT employees who will be affected. ABC will likely offer jobs to about 40 of our current employees, but some of them may not take them because in the long run they might have to leave Vilonia. So at least 50 people will be terminated if they can’t find other jobs somewhere within Schaeffer. They will be given six months’ pay and help in finding other employment. Fifty is a very small number when compared to the thousands of Schaeffer’s people in Vilonia.

It has been suggested that we could use the resources that we will devote to outsourcing to build up our internal IT resources and employ more contractors and thereby satisfy our future needs. This suggestion simply reflects a lack of understanding of how different our future must be. Although we have good information technology resources today, “good” will not be good enough. We are going to have to change our corporate aspiration level from being satisfied with our insular way of doing things, to a situation where in critical areas we aspire to be the very best. To accomplish our goals, our IT support must be the very best, and ABC is clearly outstanding in providing that support. ABC brings IT resources that we simply cannot match given our size and location.

It has been suggested that we outsource IT for Reitzel only, and leave all IT in-house for the other divisions. That would be very expensive because we would lose economies of scale. We would have to restart negotiations with our current vendors as well as ABC, and would not be able to get the same deals because of the smaller scale. Furthermore, today our IT operations for all three divisions are consolidated into a shared infrastructure. To break this infrastructure apart to take out Reitzel would be very expensive and take many months. That would be a logistical nightmare for Reitzel, especially when they are attempting to concentrate management attention on leveraging their core competencies. Our management is going to have all it can handle just striving to meet its ambitious growth goals.

It was now up to Schaeffer’s corporate management to make a decision on the task force recommendation.
CASE STUDY IV-4

IT Infrastructure Outsourcing at Schaeffer (B): Managing the Contract

In March 2007, Alan Harding, the Vice President of IT at Schaeffer Corporation, was busy preparing to meet with top management at their corporate offices in Vilonia. In light of the recent business developments at Schaeffer, important IT decisions had to be made—and they had to be made soon.

Four years ago, Schaeffer had signed a seven-year, $200 million outsourcing contract with ABC Corporation to outsource its centralized IT infrastructure. The deal meant that Schaeffer would retain its systems development activities in-house, and outsource data center operations, voice and data telecommunications, distributed computing support (including desktops), and help desk support for employees throughout the company.

But being a multidivisional firm had posed its own problems when it came to the outsourcing decision. The concerns centered on Schaeffer’s aggressive growth targets for Reitzel (one of its three divisions). Senior management in the other divisions believed that Reitzel was the only division that would benefit from outsourcing what was being efficiently run in-house. However, the concerns of the divisions were addressed, and the deal was signed in June 2003. What followed was a period of outsourcing challenges for Schaeffer’s management, and although the differences between the divisions resurfaced, Schaeffer’s managers had deftly handled every situation.

Now a new business restructuring meant that the outsourcing deal had to be changed. Schaeffer’s management had recently decided to split its divisions into two independent business entities and dissolve the corporate parent. With almost three years remaining in the outsourcing contract, Schaeffer’s management had several options to consider—and Harding thought it was beginning to look every bit as complicated as the initial decision to outsource.

Company Background

Founded by Fredrick W. Schaeffer in 1877, Schaeffer Corporation is the parent firm for three divisions, with total annual sales of about $2 billion in 2002. Fredrick’s three son-in-laws—Hiram C. Colbert, Heinrich Reitzel, and George Kinzer—each managed a division, and ran them as autonomous business units out of the small Midwestern town of Vilonia. Originally, the company manufactured only small farm machines, but today Schaeffer’s three divisions sell very different products. The Colbert and Reitzel (pronounced “rightsell”) divisions have their own manufacturing plants and distribution facilities; the third division is now in financial services, providing agribusiness loans, estate and equipment loans, etc. The products are all branded with their division’s name rather than with the Schaeffer name.

Colbert and Kinzer have operations only in the United States. Their markets are relatively mature, with minimal to modest opportunities for growth. Reitzel, however, has grown rapidly in recent years through new products and acquisitions, and was continuing to expand globally. As the “corporate growth engine” for Schaeffer, it operated in 10 European countries and South America, and still contributed about two-thirds of Schaeffer’s dollar sales and about 80 percent of its total profits.

In the past, each of Schaeffer’s divisions had managed its own IT infrastructure—separate data centers, its own computer operations and systems development specialists, and separate help desk staff. However, in the late 1990s Schaeffer realized the need for consolidating and centralizing IT infrastructure operations for the entire corporation. The corporate vice president of IT championed this cost efficiency initiative by eliminating a number of servers, reducing the number of IT personnel, establishing a corporate help desk, and so on. During this time, Schaeffer also purchased licenses for and installed enterprise software (an ERP system) to support finance, human resources, manufacturing, and distribution processes. Each division was, however, allowed to implement separate
instances of the ERP package to accommodate their own business needs. The result of this consolidation was a single data center for all three divisions, with centralized computer and telecommunications operations staff in a “shared services” unit.

Even though significant cost savings were achieved through this IT consolidation, Schaeffer still felt the need to improve its IT services. In particular, there was a growing need to provide IT support for Schaeffer’s aggressive growth strategy for its Reitzel division. As the internal IT capability was deemed insufficient, Schaeffer began the process to choose an outsourcer for its IT infrastructure in early 2002.

The Outsourcing Contract

We wanted the capability to execute on the business strategy, which was aggressive growth through acquisition. And we didn’t think our IT organization could support that strategy by ourselves.

—Alan Harding, vice president of IT at Schaeffer

Unlike most companies choosing to outsource IT infrastructure, cost savings from outsourcing was the least of Schaeffer’s priorities. In fact, the outsourcing deal would cost Schaeffer as much as it had cost to manage it internally (about $200 million). Rather, the primary goal was to give Schaeffer greater IT flexibility to achieve the aggressive growth goals set by its board. The “selective outsourcing” strategy adopted by Schaeffer was in line with this overall strategy. While outsourcing the infrastructure components promoted the global growth strategy, retaining systems development in-house would provide the agility to respond to rapid business changes.

With help from Gartner consulting group, and after a thorough process of documenting internal processes and creating metrics for service levels, an RFP was created for the IT infrastructure activities. Proposals from two large vendor firms were considered, and after several months of negotiations, the contract was signed with ABC Corporation in June 2003:

We basically decided to look at the entire infrastructure—lock, stock, and barrel. We’d keep a few people back to manage the outsourcer [ABC]. But for the most part, everything was going to ABC.

—Alan Harding

The outsourcing contract with ABC included data center operations for over 300 servers, help desk support for all computer users in the three divisions, local and wide area network support for voice and data communications, and technical support for over 6,000 PCs at domestic locations. Separate agreements were signed for each of the 10 European countries where Reitzel operated:

There were ten country agreements. ABC proposed, and our legal department agreed, that we set up country agreements with ABC. Each country had different laws and you want to make sure that all those different local requirements are contemplated. So we have a country agreement for every place we do business.

—Alan Harding

Schaeffer also needed a contract that would be favorable to their aggressive growth goals for Reitzel. This meant that the contract needed to be structured in a flexible enough way to allow Schaeffer to add newly acquired companies and/or spin off divisions under the existing outsourcing contract without penalties or additional charges. Schaeffer had been growing for years through related and unrelated acquisitions, and had also spun off several divisions in the prior decade. It was therefore anticipated that both types of restructuring would need to be accommodated in the contract:

We structured the deal with a concept called Additional Resource Charges (ARCs—called “Arcs”) and Reduced Resource Charges (RRCs—called “Rooks”). We certainly expected to buy a bunch of companies, but we might sell one.

—Alan Harding

Other stipulations in the contract were that the data center would continue to be run out of Vilonia, the small Midwestern town where all of the divisions were headquartered. In addition, it was agreed that about half of Schaeffer’s current IT infrastructure employees would be transferred to ABC. The transferred employees would maintain the same seniority at ABC as they had at Schaeffer at the time of the transition. These employees were also protected from any potential layoffs by ABC for the first year.

A critical aspect of the contract negotiations was the creation of detailed Service Level Agreements (SLAs) to which the vendor would be held accountable. The majority of the SLAs were focused on technology measures. For example, SLAs were used to establish the acceptable server and networking uptimes, help desk response times, and resolution times for other operational problems. Severity levels for different types of problems were established, and
different service levels were contracted for each severity level with the vendor, depending on the business impact and vendor costs.

There are hundreds of different pieces of hardware. We’d say, “this group of servers is absolutely critical so we’re going to call those ‘gold.’ This group of servers is important so we’ll call those ‘silvers,’ and this group of servers is used for application development, so we’re going to call those ‘bronze.’” We then set levels of service and we defined the SLA based on level of service.

—Alan Harding

For example, 80 percent of Severity 1 help desk issues had to be resolved in less than four hours, but 80 percent of Severity 3 issues had to be resolved within three business days (see Exhibit 1). Compliance statistics for all the SLAs in the contract were tracked and reported by the vendor during monthly meetings with Schaeffer. Noncompliance with an SLA would result in explicit financial penalties for the vendor. While negotiating the contract, Schaeffer also had to make some compromises with respect to service levels, to keep costs within current budget levels. For example, Schaeffer chose a longer response time for Severity 1 help desk issues because management thought the benefits of a quicker response than four hours would not warrant the vendor’s higher costs.

EXHIBIT 1  SLA for Help Desk Problem Resolution by Vendor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity Level</th>
<th>Service Level Agreement (SLA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity 1</td>
<td>80% in 4 Hours; 95% in 24 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity 2</td>
<td>80% in 8 Hours; 95% in 24 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity 3</td>
<td>80% in 3 Business Days; 95% in 5 Business Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity 4</td>
<td>80% in 5 Business Days; 95% in 15 Business Days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When we brought ABC on board, we were very open with them. We gave them everything—including our help desk scripts—to get them up to speed.

—Rusty Evans, IT Director, Colbert division

On the flip side, however, the transition affected every remaining IT employee at Schaeffer, because their processes and workflows changed dramatically.

Transitioning to any outsourcing provider in the first six months is about the most painful process you can possibly imagine because every process is changing for every individual. You’ve got the people kept at Schaeffer: all their processes are changing. You’ve got the people who were at Schaeffer who went to ABC in the deal: They’re probably not that thrilled and they have to deal with their own personal issues after just kind of getting “thrown over the wall.” And then you’ve got ABC employees hitting the ground who know technology, but don’t know anything about us. So you’ve got these three groups all with their own agendas, all with their own issues to deal with, all trying to get to a single integrated process, and it’s just hard. It’s just really hard.

—Alan Harding

**Facing the Challenges**

The first couple years after the signing of the outsourcing deal, several management challenges surfaced for Schaeffer. Some of the underlying precontract differences between the IT needs for Reitzel and the other two divisions also resurfaced. These differences between the divisions seemed to stem from the primary objective of the outsourcing arrangement. The contract was written to be flexible to accommodate growth: Outsourcing provided the capability to scale up IT operations quickly, so that Reitzel could pursue an aggressive series of acquisitions and global expansion. The vendor’s technical
capability and expertise were also viewed as better than what the company could provide on its own, because IT infrastructure management was the vendor’s (ABC’s) core competency.

But what worked for Reitzel did not necessarily work for the other divisions. For example, Colbert was in a mature industry that faced little growth, and its IT management was focused on cost reduction and efficient operations. Colbert had over half of its IT budget tied up in outsourced IT infrastructure costs, which could have been reduced if it hadn’t been bound by the corporate outsourcing contract:

Colbert and Reitzel are two different companies. At Colbert, we are very focused on cost: we know what the costs are, and we’re trying to improve those costs. Reitzel is on the uptake: they don’t care as much about the cost. They value the ABC services because they’re growing. . . . We’re trying to figure out how to cut the costs of this table in half. But they need three more tables.

—Rusty Evans

The approaches to maintaining the ERP systems at these two companies were also different. A year into the outsourcing agreement, Reitzel set up a separate contract with ABC for offshore workers in India to maintain their ERP applications, which had been customized to fit Reitzel’s specific business needs.

Colbert’s ERP maintenance needs were simpler because they had done a “vanilla” ERP implementation, and they continued to maintain their ERP applications in-house:

We find we can be a lot more nimble and responsive with our own team when it comes to supporting our ERP applications. Since we don’t change code, we just keep it up and running. When we have a problem, the people are right there. Reitzel actually changed the code in their ERP applications, and they have a whole lot more internal and ABC people maintaining it.

—Rusty Evans

Divestiture of Kinzer

The first actual contractual change with ABC was due to the divestiture of Kinzer about one year into the contract. Operating in the financial services industry, Kinzer was the smallest of the three divisions in both sales and IT expenditures, and barely fit the corporate profile. Even though the divestiture made good business sense, it created an additional layer of complexity for Schaeffer with respect to its IT activities. The issue was: Who would support Kinzer’s IT from now on?

Schaeffer’s managers had anticipated during the contract negotiation phase that such a spin-off might occur. As per the RRC condition in the contract, Schaeffer could scale down IT operations up to 40 percent without incurring any penalty. This simple provision helped them avoid penalty costs with ABC during the divestiture process for Kinzer:

What we negotiated with ABC is, when we sign the deal we’re going to count everything—PCs, servers, network switches, voice mail boxes—and these go into the contract as a baseline. Then we’ll have a unit rate where every PC costs X dollars to support, every server costs Y; everything has a unit cost. So if we go buy a company, and this adds 500 desktops and 50 servers, no contract renegotiation is necessary. We just get an ARC at the unit cost that we agreed to. We also negotiated a 40% floor on the RRCs—so we could take volume down 40% without penalty.

—Alan Harding

Given Kinzer’s geographic proximity to Reitzel, it was decided that Kinzer would buy its IT services from Schaeffer, which, in effect, meant that there was no impact on the outsourcing revenues earned by ABC:

The TSA [Transition Services Agreement] acknowledges that Schaeffer will deliver services to Kinzer through the ABC contract, and ABC agrees in an amendment to the contract to support Kinzer in that way.

—Alan Harding

Setting Up a PMO Structure

By late 2004, Schaeffer decided that they needed a better approach to managing a large IT infrastructure outsourcing arrangement as well as Reitzel’s new offshore contract for ERP maintenance. In December 2004, ABC’s consulting arm conducted a study to provide Schaeffer with recommendations on how to improve their management of the outsourcing relationship. They made two major recommendations.

The first recommendation was to establish a governance model with an IT lead (a director of outsourcing) directly accountable for managing the relationship, and for overseeing the day-to-day activities of the contract:

Initially, we struggled with managing the ABC contract, as we were inexperienced. Our governance
model put structure around our decision-making process and brought clarity to the relationship.

—Virginia King, Director of Outsourcing, Schaeffer

The second recommendation was to establish a Project Management Office (PMO) structure, with an IT lead and several enterprise architects. Schaeffer also implemented this recommendation and established a Project Management Office (PMO) for approving IT investments as well as coordinating in-house systems development initiatives with the IT infrastructure teams at ABC. Another important change was to implement a Portfolio Review Board for large projects:

What we have established is a Portfolio Review Board (PRB). Each senior VP has a designee on this board. Their job is to meet once a month, review all project requests that are submitted, and prioritize them. Any project that requires shared services between the divisions has to come through our PMO organization.

—Penelope Overton, Director of PMO, Schaeffer

The Colbert executive who served as the liaison with ABC for that division attended the weekly outsourcing meetings chaired by the new director of outsourcing and also was a representative at the monthly PRB meetings.

Insourcing European Operations

Around the same time that the PMO was kicked off, the IT infrastructure costs in Reitzel’s European business units were rising alarmingly. Domestically, the IT infrastructure costs were as anticipated, but in Europe the costs seemed to be spiraling out of control. Despite the fact that a key benefit from the original outsourcing contract was the ability to expand globally with very little difficulty, Reitzel was having a difficult time justifying these skyrocketing expenses, especially since its European computer operations were being primarily run out of its Vilonia data center on the same ERP system as its domestic operations:

I learned a very painful lesson. If there’s anybody talking about global outsourcing, I’m going to say: “Europe is very difficult—be very careful in this geography.” They’re all country towers. You’ve got tons of management fees layered on top because none of the country managers talk to each other. The cultures are very, very different. As any other company trying to deal with multi-cultures, it costs more money . . . and I would be willing to bet that every outsourcer has that same problem.

—Alan Harding, vice president of IT at Schaeffer

The insourcing of computer operations for its European units would provide Schaeffer with more operational control, as well as more control over its costs. Schaeffer’s IT leadership team, therefore, renegotiated with the vendor to insource the entire European computer operations. (Global support was a centralized service based out of the United States, and the termination of the local country agreements in Europe did not change this part of the agreement.) Since the contract stipulated high contract termination costs, a compromise plan was worked out. ABC would not invoke the termination costs if Schaeffer would agree to allow ABC to move some of its infrastructure support offshore to South America. The ongoing benefit for ABC would be that it could provide the same services for Schaeffer using its own offshore center, but at a cheaper cost—due to labor market differences.

Unlike offshore locations in Asia, moving the support to South America would also provide no new coordination problems due to different time zones. However, there was considerable skepticism among Schaeffer’s top management about moving IT infrastructure support offshore. An on-site visit was arranged for the vice president of IT and his leadership team, and they were impressed with what they saw. The contract with ABC was revised, and the new agreements took effect in early 2005.

The director of outsourcing, the project executive and I—we all took a trip to Argentina so that we could see that infrastructure. Not the infrastructure of ABC, but the infrastructure of the city to make sure we weren’t sending it to some backwoods. I was absolutely overwhelmed with how European this city in South America was. Like any transition, it was a little rocky in the beginning . . . but since my team doesn’t come to me complaining about it, I know that it’s working fine.

—Alan Harding

Bringing Back Desktop Support

Even after two changes in the contract, some Schaeffer employees still expressed frustrations about the quality of service that ABC was providing. In particular, simmering discontent with ABC’s handling of desktop support was surfacing within Schaeffer. As time went on, it had become apparent that the contract with ABC was not fully meeting the needs of Schaeffer’s business
users: The technical SLAs were generally being met, but Schaeffer employees expected more—especially when it came to resolving their desktop support problems. Before the contract, Schaeffer’s employees could call their own centralized help desk, and their issues would often be addressed over the telephone during the first call. But ABC’s processes called for new help desk requests to first be logged into their support system. Problem tickets were then issued, which were then prioritized and assigned to an ABC technician. The personal touch that symbolized Schaeffer was lost after the outsourcing deal with ABC:

People used to walk down the hallway and say, “Hey, can you come over here and look at this?” And I had to now say, “I am sorry—if you can put in a ticket, I will come back and look at it.”  

—Larry Brown, Desktop Support Technician

Although ABC was a Tier 1 outsource service provider, the vendor’s ticketing system for help desk calls and the support levels that Schaeffer had purchased led to performance gaps with user expectations. One of the many Schaeffer employee names for the help desk was the “helpless desk.”

Citing poor performance by ABC and mounting cost pressures at the Colbert division in particular, Schaeffer renegotiated with ABC to exclude desktop support from the contract. From ABC’s perspective, desktop support was the least profitable part of its contract with Schaeffer, and it had subcontracted some of the work to a small regional vendor located close to Schaeffer’s divisions. ABC, therefore, readily accepted the contract change without termination fines.

But Schaeffer’s management then faced the dilemma of who would provide desktop support for Schaeffer. At first, they considered using the same regional vendor that ABC had used, but this idea was abandoned due to concerns about the survival of the small outsourcing company. Instead, the decision was made to bring all of the desktop support back in-house. The IT support personnel that were moved to ABC as part of the original outsourcing deal became Schaeffer employees again. Essentially, this meant that the ABC personnel that had been located in the basement of the Colbert facility were moved to the same floor as other Colbert IT employees, and the desktop support activities were now managed by this division for all of Schaeffer.

As part of this change, Colbert’s IT managers set up new SLAs for its internal workers. During the ABC contract, 80 percent of the desktop support issues were to be resolved in the time specified, but Colbert changed this to 95 percent. For example, under the ABC contract 80 percent of level 1 issues were to be resolved within four hours, and under Colbert’s new SLA 95 percent of level 1 issues were to be resolved within four hours. The quality of the service for Schaeffer’s desktop and remote users, which had been one of the primary sources of user dissatisfaction with the ABC contract, increased dramatically—even exceeding the new 95 percent targets for 24-hour resolution (see Exhibit 2).

Morale improved after I came back here. ABC is just such a big company—it was “No Ticket—No Work.” Schaeffer people hated that, because they were so used to me walking down the hall to fix an issue. Now, we are given the liberty to respond if
someone stops us, and they don’t have a ticket. We can spend an hour at somebody’s desk—turn in an AIP (Action in Progress)—and get credit for the time we spent on what we did. You are still not doing it as “freebie” work, but accounting for your time. So within this last year here, we have had tons of compliments on the way things are working.

—Larry Brown

Part of that was morale. There were people in the [desktop] team that were just frustrated with being in that middle position—being in between your customer and your employer. They felt they were caught is this “tug-of-war.” Once it came in house, everybody saw the opportunities that were available, and realized that things were going to be better—but at the same time that expectations were going to be higher.

—Evan McCreary, Desktop Support Lead

Several business users expressed their happiness with the improved customer service in writing (see Exhibit 3)

The New Outsourcing Dilemma for Schaeffer

About four years into the contract with ABC, Schaeffer announced a more radical business restructuring plan:

1. It is so paralyzing not to have a computer in this day and age, and Sam was of great help. I thought you should know that I was very pleased with your staff.
2. Two words come to mind regarding the implementation of my new laptop—“AWESOME SERVICE!” From the time the e-mail was sent to the final installation of the laptop, everyone involved was very professional, and extremely helpful in getting this done so quickly for me. You all did an awesome job and should feel good about what you do for our organization.
3. Thanks for the excellent job in setting up my new laptop. This will make my transition to Germany much smoother.
4. Tina and John have been awesome! I was blown away at how quickly you turned around my computer! You were both available by phone for me. My computer is great! I feel like it’s Christmas all over again. . . . I can’t tell you how much I appreciate your seamless response!
5. I wanted to let you know that Jack came up this AM, to work on my problematic printer. He arrived early and was very cheerful and took a lot of time to work on it. He even gave me his cell number in case I ran into any more problems. I know this printer has been difficult and with Jack’s help, it now seems to be working wonderfully!

We think we can do it cheaper, better, and faster internally. There’s always a markup with a vendor: the vendor has to make 15–30% markup with their people and leveraging is very difficult. When you need a dedicated onsite facility, a vendor can’t do it cheaper than you can—unless you do offshoring.

—Rusty Evans

Pursuing an agreement with a regional IT outsourcer that is not burdened with global support needs also might be an attractive option. But every one of Colbert’s IT managers agreed that the complaints about customer service under any new arrangement would need to go away.

As for the new Reitzel Corporation, its managers must decide whether or not to renew the IT infrastructure contract with ABC when it expires, and whether or not to continue to purchase desktop support from Colbert. Another key outsourcing issue to be addressed is whether to continue to sole-source its IT infrastructure activities, or whether to open up negotiations with other vendors for competitive bids. Sole-sourcing may not lead to the lowest cost or best SLA contract terms. Competitive bidding might lead to lower IT contract costs for Reitzel, but even going through the decision process would be resource-intensive. Changing to a
different vendor or adding another vendor for a multi-sourcing arrangement would also mean another painful transition period:

As a company, we haven’t acquired as many companies as we initially thought. But when we have acquired, it has definitely been beneficial to have ABC. They have a deeper bench and can bring in the necessary resources at a last minute’s notice.

—Virginia King

Before the latest restructuring announcement, the plan had been to start the renegotiation process with ABC in about six months. That would have given Schaeffer a year to decide whether to renew the sole-source agreement with ABC, and if it chose not to, there would still be ample time to explore other alternative arrangements. But with the public announcement about separating the companies, Reitzel’s management team decided to start conversations with ABC several months sooner. In preparation for discussions with Reitzel’s top management, the vice president of IT began to prepare a document that would capture what the company had learned under the current outsourcing arrangement, and what might be done differently in the future.

It was beginning to look like the outsourcing decisions for the two new companies would be as complicated and time-consuming as the original decision to contract with ABC had been several years earlier.
CASE STUDY IV-5

Systems Support for a New Baxter Manufacturing Company Plant in Mexico

Baxter Manufacturing Company (BMC), located in a small midwestern town, is a leading manufacturer of metal stampings, particularly deep-drawn electric motor housings. The company was founded in 1978 by its chairman, Walter R. Baxter, as a supplier of tools and dies, but it soon expanded into the stamping business. BMC is a closely held corporation, with the Baxter family holding most of the stock.

BMC’s major customers include Ford, General Motors, Honda of America, General Electric, Whirlpool, Amana, and Maytag. BMC has two markets. It makes brackets and other components sold directly to appliance and automotive assemblers to go straight into the end product. But BMC also makes motor casings and the like that go to intermediate suppliers that make components (such as motors) that then go to the appliance and automotive assemblers of the finished products. For example, BMC ships a motor housing to a motor manufacturer who makes the motor, and BMC also makes the bracket that holds the motor onto the frame and ships it directly to the manufacturer who assembles the motor and bracket into the finished product.

BMC’s 170,000-square-foot manufacturing facility is one of the best in the country, with 43 presses that range from 50- to 800-ton capacity. Every press is equipped with accessory items such as feeds, reels, and electronic detection systems. In addition to the presses, BMC has recently added the capacity to weld, drill, tap, and assemble stampings into more complex parts to suit the needs and desires of its customers. BMC employs about 420 people and is nonunion. Over its 22 year history, BMC has had steady growth. The most recent 6 years of sales were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>$49,900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$61,976,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$74,130,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$85,785,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$97,550,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$112,337,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before joining BMC in 1994, MIS manager Don Collins had 20 years of experience as a lead systems analyst with a large manufacturer and broad experience with manufacturing systems. In 1997 the MIS department had five people, but there was some turnover and Collins was unable to hire replacements because of the high salaries commanded by people with the necessary skills. Therefore, the MIS department was down to three people, including Collins, and in a maintenance mode for the past 3 years. BMC management has recognized that improved systems are a high priority, and Collins has recently been authorized to hire two more people at competitive salaries.

BMC managers have generated so many requests for new systems that an MIS steering committee has been established to approve projects and set systems development priorities. The members of the MIS steering committee are President Kyle Baxter, Vice President for Customer Service Sue Barkley, Controller Lou Wilcox, and Don Collins. Sue Barkley is a sister of Kyle Baxter and has been a champion of information technology within BMC.

Recent Developments

In May 1999, a major appliance manufacturer customer contacted BMC President Kyle Baxter and encouraged BMC to consider building a plant in Mexico to serve the needs of the customer’s Mexican operations. This customer had carefully studied its suppliers and selected a small number to invite to become favored parts suppliers in Mexico. In January 2000, the BMC board approved the decision to build a plant in Mexico. BMC management had been thinking about building a plant in Mexico for some time, for about 20 percent of BMC’s production was being shipped to factories located in Mexico. Although Mexican wage rates are much lower than those in the United States, BMC management was not primarily motivated by the prospect of low Mexican wages. Stamping is very capital intensive and semiautomated, so labor costs are not a big part of the total cost of production, and there will be additional costs that will make up for any wage savings. But
Don Collins designed the computer room for the Mexican plant. It is located in a secure area next to a permanent wall and will have adequate power, air conditioning, emergency lighting, and everything that is needed for a computer room. The plant will be wired with category-5 copper wiring throughout. There are plans for fiber-optic cable as the plant expands, so internal communications will not be a problem. They may or may not install a central computer at the start. An Ethernet LAN will connect the PCs in the plant.

Initially this plant will employ about 35 people in a single shift operation. As of May 1, 2000, the plant manager, Jesus Salazar, and the financial and human resources manager, Maria Alvarez, had been hired. Both were from the locality and speak some English. It is expected that the other managers will speak some English, although they may not be completely fluent. But the rest of the workers will not be English-speaking. Initially two experienced BMC managers, one from the tool room facility and the other from plant engineering, will be sent to Queretaro to help with the start-up and training. These two expatriate managers have no international experience and neither speaks Spanish. They are scheduled to return to the United States within 2 years, after which the staff in Mexico should be entirely local.

For the foreseeable future BMC will do all engineering, designing, and building of the dies in its U.S. facility and ship them to the Mexican plant. They will have to do some final tuning down there. Die maintenance will be done locally, so BMC will have to develop some skilled people there. That is one reason BMC is sending the two managers from the United States to help them get started.

The Mexican plant was designed, the land was acquired, and ground was broken for construction in January 2000. The Mexican plant was scheduled to begin to deliver parts to its major customer in December 2000.

For tax and legal reasons, BMC has established a wholly owned subsidiary corporation to own and operate the Mexican plant. BMC will treat the Mexican plant just like an outside contractor—customers will place orders with the BMC home office and pay the home office for the parts. Then the home office will pay the Mexican subsidiary for the work it performs and the service it provides. The Mexican plant will ship the parts it produces directly to the customer, and will work directly with the customer on operational issues such as quality.

**IS Issues**

When BMC management decided to build a plant in Mexico, Don Collins’ first concern was how to deal with the systems needs of a plant in Mexico. When this question arose BMC President Kyle Baxter’s first reaction was:

We want to have good systems down there, and we ought to use this opportunity to consider the...
In January 2000, Kyle Baxter established a small task force to develop a plan for systems support of the Mexican plant and report to the BMC executive committee. The designated task force leaders were Collins and Virginia (Ginnie) Mease, BMC’s controller. The task force also included Sue Barkley, Jesus Salazar, and Maria Alvarez.

The stated mission of the task force was:

To implement the desired business processes and to select, implement, and support the appropriate business system that will exceed the needs of BMC Mexico.

The goals of the task force included the following:

1. Business processes will be defined to facilitate optimum effectiveness.
2. Software will match the business processes.
3. Software will enable integrated processes.
4. The business system selected can also be implemented throughout BMC.
5. Language and currency needs will be met.
6. The business system investment will provide the best cost/benefit.
7. Support of the system will be available in Mexico.

For some time BMC managers had been thinking about the possibility of acquiring an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system to replace and expand the operational systems of the company, and an ERP would meet most of the previously stated goals, so the initial focus of the task force was to investigate the possibility of acquiring an ERP.

Collins was a member of an IS management group sponsored by a local university, and through this contact he was able to get access to three nearby companies who had experience with an ERP. Collins and Mease developed an interview guide covering the questions they thought were important, interviewed managers at the three companies, and summarized the results of the interviews. Two things stood out from the interviews: First, there was not enough time to implement an ERP package properly by the end of the year, and, second, BMC management could not simultaneously cope with the disruption of starting a new plant and the disruption of installing an ERP. Therefore, on May 25, 2000, the BMC executive committee decided to eliminate the goal of considering the long-term needs of BMC from the task force charter and to concentrate exclusively on developing systems support for the Mexican plant.

Alternatives Considered

After the decision to abandon consideration of an ERP, Collins and Mease defined the following three approaches to supporting the Mexican plant:

1. Connect the Mexican plant to BMC’s existing systems through a high-speed communications line.
2. Contract through an application service provider (ASP) to provide systems support to the Mexican plant.
3. Employ a piecemeal solution where they would acquire a number of software packages that could run on the networked PCs in Mexico that would serve the basic needs of the Mexican plant.

Initially the Mexican plant would be a relatively small operation, and transaction volumes would be quite small. Collins and Mease felt that at the start they would only need to handle basic things—control inventory, ship, print reports, handle EDI to and from the major customer—the things necessary for the operation to run. On the other hand, they expected the Mexican operation to grow rapidly, so transaction volumes and the complexity of managing production would grow over time.

The first alternative—using the existing BMC systems in Mexico through a high-speed communications line—was quickly eliminated. In the first place, there was the language problem. BMC’s existing systems were in English and would have to be translated into Spanish for use in Mexico, and that was deemed impractical. Second, because of the language problem, they could not support these systems in Mexico. The availability of local support was a crucial factor in determining how to serve the systems needs of the Mexican plant. There must be people who can help install the applications software, handle any problems that arise, and train people in using the software. And there must be support for the hardware platform that the applications run on.

An application service provider (ASP) is a company that has one or more large data centers and furnishes a portion of that processing and file storage capacity to each of its clients via communications facilities. For years it has been anticipated that, sometime in the future, information processing power would be available through a wall plug just like electrical power. An ASP is the current embodiment of that dream. Thus, the customer of an ASP does not have to invest in computer hardware and systems software or manage a data center. Rather, the customer pays a monthly fee to the ASP based on the amount of file storage, RAM, and computer processing cycles used. The customer also pays for the use of the communications facilities used.

The ASP may also provide some applications software, but the customer usually buys applications software...
from software vendors that work with the ASP. The ASP provides help desk support and deals with hardware problems, but applications software problems are handed off to the individual software vendors.

Collins had difficulty exploring the ASP option. He contacted his local IBM representative, but it took a long time to get in touch with a person who represented IBM’s ASP business. It was early August before Collins could get definite information on what ASP services IBM could provide to the Mexican plant. IBM would be able to serve the Mexican plant through communications facilities linking the Mexican plant to IBM’s Rochester, N.Y., data center. Applications software would be obtained from a number of software vendors with whom IBM has partnership arrangements. Many of these vendors provide Spanish language versions of some of their software. IBM provides a Spanish language help desk that hands off applications software problems to the appropriate vendor’s Spanish language help desk.

The cost of IBM’s ASP service would be $60,000 per year. There would, of course, be additional charges for the applications software, training, data conversion, and start-up. These costs seemed excessive in comparison to the third alternative and the ASP solution seemed overly complicated for the startup operation, so BMC abandoned consideration of the ASP option and concluded that the piecemeal solution was the only viable option for supporting the Mexican operation at the start. However, after the Mexican plant is in operation and things have settled down, BMC intends to reconsider both the ERP and the ASP options for the entire company.

**Nagging Difficulties**

Collins, Mease, and Barkley have also begun to reconsider the task force’s role in providing systems support to the Mexican plant. Barkley explains their dilemma:

We feel that we are responsible for helping them get started right, but it is clear that they would like to do it on their own. We don’t want their local pride to result in them falling on their faces, but if they have the capability they definitely need to have a major role in making the decisions. But we can’t tell whether they have the capability.

Right now they are concentrating on getting the plant operational so that they can get parts out the door. We are ready to help, but they don’t seem to have the time or the urgency. We are afraid that once they get past the hurdle of getting into production, then they are going to expect to get the systems installed and running in the next week.

The broader question is: How much should we dictate to them in all areas down there? Do we want to let them reinvent the wheel because of the cultural gap between us and them? Or should we insist on providing some guidance from our functional areas (human resources, quality, materials control, production planning, etc.) to assist them with getting the basics up and going? On the other hand, do we really want to pass on any of our “bad habits” to them?

**Status on September 12, 2000**

Construction of the Mexican plant is on schedule, and it will be ready to begin production no later than December 1. As of September 12, Collins and Mease felt that they had made little progress in providing systems support for the Mexican operation. They had decided to pursue a piecemeal approach, so they needed to find vendors who could provide and support the basic Spanish language software packages that would be needed to support the small start-up operation.

Maria Alvarez, the human resources/financial manager, had experience with a small financial software package from Contpaq and she would like very much to use that package at the Mexican plant. Contpaq has a Web site, but it is in Spanish, so Collins has not been able to find out much about the software from that source. Grant Thornton, BMC’s U.S. consultant for establishing a Mexican operation, has an office in Queretaro. This firm will be the
Mexican plant’s auditor, and it recommends the Contpaq financial software, so it appears that local support for that package would be available. Unfortunately, Collins has been unable to find out if this package will run on the peer-to-peer PC network planned for the Mexican plant. Collins has contacted Grant Thornton’s Mexican office, but has not been able to get this information from its people. Collins is also trying to determine if Grant Thornton can provide local support for the Mexican plant’s PCs.

The Mexican plant now has two customers. Collins and Mease have contacted both of them to determine what kind of interaction they will require at the start. Fortunately, neither of them is using EDI in Mexico, so they will fax shipping orders and schedules to the plant. They are both using standard labels, so it should be possible to find a simple barcode package to produce the labels. They also do not have any special requirements for packing slips and bills of lading, so BMC should be able to find a simple package to produce this paperwork. If not, this paperwork could be created manually on a typewriter at the start. Collins and Mease are confident that Spanish language software to do these things is available in Mexico, and that support for it will also be available locally.

Collins believes that the task force has responsibility for three things:

One is to make sure that we have the infrastructure in place—plant wiring that is tested and secure, a secure computer room for a server if it is needed, desktop PCs set up and working on the LAN—and make sure that we have support for those. Next is communications—Internet access and a digital line so that they can route their network into ours so that we can share files and communicate through a dedicated connection. The third area is applications.

We have the first two under control except for local support. We sent Jim Walters from my staff down there and he tested their wiring and it is fine. We also sent Paul Adams from my staff down to set up all the desktop PCs and the peer-to-peer network, and he also gave them Internet access. We still do not have the dedicated digital line, but the phone company will provide that in its own due time.

The weak link right now is support down there. When things don’t work on a PC or the network, it is very hard—whether it is English or Spanish—to solve those kinds of problems over the phone. We must have support down there for the desktop, and so far we don’t have it.

They also are a long way from obtaining the needed applications software. Collins assesses this problem as follows:

I think that we can get a simple package to produce the barcode labels for the parts, and a package to produce the shipping documents. But the people down there have not been concerned with some fundamental questions such as: How do you schedule production? How do you order materials? What is needed on the factory floor? How are you going to provide instructions to the operators on how to run the parts?

Ginnie and I are struggling with whether to go down there, pull some people aside, take them to a hotel for a couple of days, and try to settle some of those questions. Time is growing short!
The Challenges of Local System Design for Multinationals: The MaxFli Sales Force Automation System at BAT

Will all direct-distribution markets eventually use MaxFli or a system like it? Yes. I believe yes, they will. And why? Because there is an absolute need to connect selling in and selling out together.

—Peter Brickley, Chief Information Officer, BAT

Globe House

I have a very high view of MaxFli. [It] creates a selling process. It allows us to have a real competitive advantage in the field. It’s really that . . . MaxFli allows you to direct your promotion, all your marketing strategies to the right outlet at the right time. That is why it gives us competitive advantage.

—Oscar Gonzalez, formerly at BAT Colombia, transferred to Globe House in 2001

Until today, there are some concerns [with MaxFli]. Why is that? The problem is the cost of MaxFli, and it is not paying off. That is the big concern. Why not use a more simple system to help us to sell? Selling is our business. So we [should think about] stopping the use of MaxFli.

—Juan Morales, a marketing executive in BAT

Central America

MaxFli was a business change initiative: a sales force automation (SFA) system created to structure and automate the sales process within multiple locations around the globe. However, after three implementations, the success of MaxFli was in question.

Background: British American Tobacco

Founded in 1902, British American Tobacco (BAT) has grown through organic growth and acquisitions to be one of the top three global players in the tobacco industry. By 2002 it ranked number 271 in the Fortune Global 500 list of companies. Prior to 1996, BAT Industries PLC had four tobacco businesses among a number of unrelated business interests. In 1996, this business strategy was revised to merge the four independent tobacco businesses into one. Nontobacco businesses (financial services, retailing, and others) were divested, and BAT became a stand-alone business focused only on tobacco. The company then merged in 1999 with the global cigarette company Rothmans International. In the fall of 2001 BAT’s local and international brands were sold through five regional divisions: America Pacific, Asia Pacific, Europe, Latin America, and AMESCA (Africa, the Middle East, South and Central Asia). A sixth division, STC (Smoking Tobacco and Cigars), is global and operates in more than 120 countries.

The profit centers are 120 “end markets,” each typically a country. End-market directors (general managers) report to regional directors, who are members of BAT’s top executive board—the Tobacco Management Board (TMB). The company’s strategy leverages global economies of scale while offering autonomy to end markets.

In general, end markets either distribute the product to retail outlets via their own trucks and sales force (direct distribution) or use other distribution-for-fee service companies. The direct distribution model is data- and resource-intensive and is used by many end markets worldwide. MaxFli was designed to facilitate the trade-marketing and distribution activities within direct distribution markets.

Birth of MaxFli in Latin America

The Origins of MaxFli

Several business and technical issues converged for the creation of MaxFli. The rapid maturation of trade-marketing and distribution (TM&D) within BAT markets had
Choosing the Right Approach for Developing MaxFli

Based on experience with a recent Globe House–led IT initiative to develop a TM&D system for traditional distribution markets, there was a widely held belief that the primary design of the system should occur in the end markets, not in Globe House. Because TM&D includes many of the value-added processes that support the retailer, it was thought difficult for Globe House to understand or appreciate the nuances and complexities of regional differences. Hans Neidermann, global director of trade marketing for BAT, observed, “There are so many differences in terms of local processes relating to invoices, trading terms, taxation, etc., that we did not want to get involved in this in the first place.”

In light of the complexities involved in local trade-marketing processes, Globe House decided on a distributed approach for the design and development of MaxFli. Globe House would coordinate much of the development effort in London with the help of Andersen Consulting (now Accenture), but the design would occur in the end markets of Latin America.

In February 1998, representatives from 15 markets including Colombia, Honduras, Venezuela, Brazil, Mexico, UK, USA, Belgium, and France began a 2-month feasibility study to develop the business case for MaxFli. Two specific goals for the feasibility study were to determine the “best practices” of direct distribution markets to be embedded in the software, and to determine if the direct distribution solution could fit within the existing technological platform at BAT. The business case from this feasibility study was presented to the TMB, which granted final approval to begin development in May 1998. The MaxFli steering committee planned for three separate implementation rollouts before the end of 2000: Chile, Colombia, and Central America. (See Exhibit 1.)

Chiletabacos, BAT’s operating company in Chile, was selected to take the lead in designing and implementing MaxFli, for several reasons. Chiletabacos was one of the leaders among the BAT markets in Latin America. They were already a well-established company with a strong market presence in Chile. With 98.5 percent market share, Chiletabacos had demonstrated a consistent ability to develop successful business strategies and generate revenue. Additionally, Chiletabacos General Manager Roberto Friere was highly respected throughout the BAT community.

Design Objectives

Hans Neidermann captured the essence of the design objectives for MaxFli by saying, “we needed a better integration of the selling process and the trade-marketing process.” The goal for the system focused on four key strategic elements:

- Focusing on the in-store experience of the consumer
- Partnering with the retailer as the primary interface with the consumer
- Maximizing marketing costs by understanding in-store promotional successes
- Forecasting retail sales to maximize supply chain efficiency

To accomplish these goals, MaxFli had to provide accurate business information that would allow BAT to cross-reference retail sales and consumer information, which was the only way for BAT to continue succeeding in markets where advertising was increasingly restrictive. Finally, MaxFli needed to be integrated with accounting and inventory management to avoid the duplication of effort and accounting difficulties experienced with previous systems.

Design Issues

Because the system was to be used in markets of different sizes and market conditions, the design of MaxFli required agreement on several early decisions. According to Roberto Palacios, the MaxFli project manager in Chile, the IT strategic priorities that guided the development of MaxFli were:

- A common, reusable, and scalable technology platform
- Shared data between sales, accounting and marketing
- Appropriate use of packaged software
BAT faced a variety of options to attain these priorities. Should BAT use an existing product or develop their own? Should they develop a product independently or in partnership with a supplier? What platform provided maximum scalability, reusability, and stability? What were the implications of MaxFli for the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications being installed throughout BAT? What handheld device allowed for international support and maintenance? What implications did the variance in technical expertise throughout Latin America present?

After carefully reviewing the options, BAT negotiated with Siebel Systems to build a handheld solution for direct distribution markets within BAT. However, one month before development was to begin, Siebel withdrew to focus on other corporate priorities of its own.

**Design Choices**

In May 1998, BAT began developing MaxFli with the help of Andersen Consulting. The primary design work and project leadership were in Santiago de Chile and consisted of a team of BAT staff from Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Honduras, Mexico, and Venezuela. The development effort took place in London, performed by Andersen Consulting and managed by BAT personnel. The system was to be finished and first implemented in Chile in May 1999.

MaxFli was designed to deliver a globally transferable, leadingedge direct distribution system for BAT. In its final form MaxFli consisted of several interdependent systems to track sales, inventory, credit accounts, competitor information, merchandising, and outlet classification. (See Exhibit 2.)

The front end of MaxFli was a Visual Basic® application running on a handheld Hewlett-Packard Jornada 680™ using Windows® CE 2.1. This handheld was used by the sales representatives each day to place orders, issue credit, print invoices, track inventory, and monitor merchandising and competitor activity. At the end of each day, the sales reps synchronized their handhelds with the back-office system. Synchronization could occur through the office network, a dial-up connection from a land-based telephone, or from a mobile phone. The back-office system was a Siebel Systems customer relationship management system (CRM) and an Oracle 8i data warehouse running...
Implementing MaxFli in Chile

Chile is a long, narrow country of 15 million people surrounded by the Andes Mountains to the east and the Pacific Ocean to the west and south. It covers about 50 percent of the western edge of South America and has been receptive to BAT products over the years. Chiletabacos held command over a large percentage of the cigarette market in Chile.

The IT function at Chiletabacos was a mature function with a strong presence in the business. Despite a history of difficult IT implementations, General Manager Roberto Friere expressed great confidence in the team of IT professionals in his organization. One senior executive argued that “[implementing MaxFli] was an important move for us, because our track record with large IT system implementations was poor.”

MaxFli was the largest IT project in the history of Chiletabacos. Chiletabacos shouldered $8.9 million of the development costs, which cumulatively totaled nearly $15 million. Before taking on the project Friere asserted two conditions to Globe House: it had to be first and foremost a Chilean solution (as opposed to a global solution that required Chilean adoption); and he had to have final control over project development.

Palacios was selected as the project manager on the basis of his track record of managing large projects throughout his 20 years in finance at Chiletabacos. It did not take long for Palacios to develop a clear vision about the implementation of MaxFli. From the beginning he saw MaxFli as a business change project, not just an IT project:

The IT tool is just one of the key components of the business change program. The tool by its own will not change anything. So people, processes, and IT systems need to be aligned. MaxFli is a business change program that requires huge organizational effort with four major work-streams: management, communication, process/people, and technology.

Management

Friere and Palacios shared a belief that decisively addressing project challenges as they arose would be critical for success in the MaxFli implementation. Palacios demonstrated this by creating a well-defined plan for pre-implementation, implementation readiness, and post-implementation acceptance. Still, at one point in the development process, Friere believed that he needed to exercise his project control explicitly. When a series of events led him to question who was in charge of the project, he froze the development effort for two weeks until he was convinced that his two primary objectives, creating a Chilean solution and maintaining control, would be met. This helped the development team remain focused on the task at hand and ensured that they did the “right things, the right way, using the right tools.”

Palacios also emphasized managing expectations:

An implementation of this size represents a serious challenge; thus the organization needs to be aware that there will be problems. Delays and problems . . . should be communicated and explained to the whole organization. The business and technical learning curve is unavoidable. So level of service expectations need to be managed.

Palacios demonstrated a pattern of underselling the benefits of MaxFli while over-delivering on their realization in order to manage expectations.

Communication

Palacios crafted his communications about MaxFli very carefully. MaxFli was under very close scrutiny from management because of its cost. Consequently, Palacios spent
much of his energies “managing upward—making sure management understood what we were doing and why we were doing it.” Palacios created “powermaps” to help monitor communication. These graphic representations displayed each important person on the MaxFli team, how they were all related, and what communications were essential. These maps helped Palacios keep management informed about the current struggles and successes of the project. This style worked well, according to GM Friere: “Everyone was well informed throughout the [different] stages of the process. It was not a ‘black box’ where we put in the money and hoped we got the right system.”

This was important because MaxFli was intended to be a solution for many direct distribution markets in Latin America. By “managing upwards” Palacios secured the approval and protection of the most powerful force in the MaxFli implementation, the strategic steering committee.

There were several challenges to effective communication during the MaxFli development effort. First was the geographical distance between the design team based in London and the development team based in Santiago. Frequent teleconferences, video conferences, and pan-Atlantic trips helped to moderate the effect of time and distance on communication between designers and developers. A second constraint could not be moderated by travel or telephone. Most of the design team were native Spanish speakers while the development team in the United Kingdom were primarily English speakers. This issue was moderated somewhat by the fluent bilingual language skills of Friere, Palacios, and others on the team.

**Processes and People**

Palacios insisted that MaxFli was not primarily a technology innovation, but a business-process change project supported by technology. Therefore, successful implementation depended on much more than having a strong IT function to support it. He argued, “[T]o capture its full potential [MaxFli] requires an in depth revision of current TM&D processes, organizational change and a strong commitment.”

This view is illustrated by Exhibit 3, which Palacios used in describing MaxFli. It displays the role of the MaxFli system and the role of the implementing end market in determining system success with MaxFli. The unshaded areas represent end-market responsibilities for success while the shaded areas represent MaxFli’s contribution toward system success. Accordingly, almost 75 percent of the final outcome depends on the efforts of the local end market, apart from MaxFli. MaxFli was not expected to single-handedly increase market share, streamline processes, and manage trade marketing in the end markets. It was a technological tool that enabled these desiderata but did not command them.

Palacios planned the implementation as a 13-month, 3-phase plan, consisting of awareness, presystem business preparation, and in-market implementation. Over 50 percent of the total effort was expended in end-market business process improvements and preparations before the system went live. The first 2 months were spent in developing awareness, studying the business case, and choosing a management team. The next 5 months were spent reviewing and optimizing current organizational processes to be ready to implement the system. Finally, the system implementation itself required 6 months and led to well-aligned processes, people, and systems.

Palacios gave considerable attention to training and support. Training in the new business processes as well as the MaxFli tool itself were offered in parallel with the process improvements for all employees who would use
MaxFli. Palacios believed that ongoing support was just as critical as initial training. He argued that,

[...]though thorough system testing and adequate training are essential before implementation, with any highly complex system, support plays a key role. The set-up of a local support team should be anticipated and ideally it should be in place before final implementation.

The support team had to be prepared to answer both technical questions (e.g., “How do I print an invoice?”) and business questions (e.g., “Can I make a credit decision for this customer, or do I have to check with someone else?”).

By focusing on training and support, Palacios wanted to preempt some of the personnel issues that often plague large IT implementations. As stated by GM Friere: “[T]here are personnel issues involved in any project this size. Treat [your people] well, but expect a lot.”

Technology

Previous systems at Chiletabacos were designed to control and support basic sales rep activities, but did not provide valuable sales and marketing information. One of the primary objectives of MaxFli was to increase the information available to management, so that they could quickly identify market trends and competitor activity and make effective trade-marketing and distribution decisions. Before, MaxFli marketing managers had to rely mostly on instinct to select which marketing promotions to run in each outlet. MaxFli allowed managers to cross-index sales with promotional activities in individual outlets to better understand the effectiveness of marketing promotions in each category of outlet. This required a combination of technologies. (See Exhibit 4.)

When MaxFli was first proposed in 1997 there were no integrated, off-the-shelf systems that tied a handheld SFA system to a CRM system. The challenge faced by the MaxFli steering committee and project managers was to integrate off-the-shelf and custom components while maintaining low costs, maximum flexibility, and reliability.

Go Live in Chile

MaxFli went live in Chile in November 1999 on schedule and 2 percent over budget. Despite being over budget, the MaxFli implementation in Chile was viewed as a success: it provided valuable information to management about market trends and enabled efficient trade-marketing decisions. Chiletabacos GM Friere elaborated:

The best thing about MaxFli is that I, or any of my managers, can sit at my desk and see exactly what happened yesterday throughout the country, region, city, or even a single outlet. That is incredibly powerful for making decisions about brands, promotions, and marketing.

By the spring of 2001 the success of MaxFli in Chile was secure: Managers at every level in the organization were using it. However, its biggest test would be its introduction to other end markets in Latin America and around the world.

MaxFli in Colombia

The next site for MaxFli was BAT Colombia. BAT Colombia planned to implement MaxFli in May 2000, 6 months after Chiletabacos completed implementation. BAT Colombia was a relatively young firm, founded by Chiletabacos in 1993. Beginning as a marketing operation, it had expanded...
to be a complete direct distribution market. Many of its business processes were imported from Chiletabacos, along with several members of the executive team. Consequently, according to Jorge Soto, the general manager of BAT Colombia, they run a very “Chilean business.” The relationship between BAT Colombia and Chiletabacos continued to be both close and supportive.

**Market Forces in Colombia**

Although the business processes and leadership style in Colombia were similar to Chiletabacos, the competitive environment was quite dissimilar. There were four tobacco firms competing for the market in Colombia with each having approximately 25 percent of the market. Two of BAT Colombia’s competitors were Colombian companies focused on value brands, while Phillip Morris, Inc., and BAT battled over premium brands.

Chiletabacos was primarily concerned with MaxFli as a competitive information tool; BAT Colombia was more concerned with consumer information, cutting costs, and creating efficiencies with MaxFli. The new system enabled BAT Colombia to more quickly identify and understand the consumer’s tastes and preferences. This information helped them produce and target premium brands to those willing and able to buy them.

**Project Team in Colombia**

BAT Colombia had aggressively adopted new technologies to increase efficiencies for several years, but MaxFli was their largest IT project to date. The MaxFli project team in Colombia was led by one of their senior TM&DM Managers, Patricio Imbert. The IT personnel assigned to the MaxFli project included some of the best and brightest IT talent in BAT Colombia, including System Administrator Juan Carlos Hidalgo, who had already spent 1 year in Chile working on MaxFli.

In July 1999, at the beginning of the MaxFli project in Colombia, Chiletabacos hosted a “MaxFli University,” and several members of the project team spent one week in Chile becoming familiar with MaxFli. Upon returning home, the IT project staff began to dive into the MaxFli program. They carefully examined each component and module to discover its purpose, inputs, and outputs. This was essential because there was little existing documentation to describe the detailed specifications of MaxFli. In addition to the “MaxFli University,” Chile sent two IT personnel on monthly 2-day visits to Colombia throughout the implementation process.

**Implementation in Colombia**

BAT Colombia implemented MaxFli on time and 11 percent under budget. Overall, the MaxFli implementation in Colombia was considered a success. Like Chiletabacos, BAT Colombia undertook an extensive training program.

BAT Colombia GM Jorge Soto attributes the success primarily to the quality of personnel in BAT Colombia and the training: “Here in Colombia, we have a lot of young, motivated people. We have been through many changes in the past few years and they are ready to handle more changes.”

Mauricio Leon, the infrastructure manager for MaxFli in Colombia, agreed: “This is a very good experience we have here . . . because of the training.”

Even though MaxFli was widely considered a success in Colombia, there were two major obstacles. First was the perception that MaxFli was inadequate as a trade-marketing system. This problem was exacerbated by BAT Colombia’s decision to implement a multiphase rollout of the system. In May 2000 the full system went live, but only the basic sales force automation functionalities of MaxFli were used. The more advanced modules that allowed for gathering competitor activity, structuring the sales visit, and maintaining merchandising material were not activated until January 2001. BAT Colombia CIO Jaime Navas argued that this approach was beneficial because it reduced the initial complexity and smoothed the transition to MaxFli from legacy systems. While this strategy met their immediate need for a new sales system, it did not immediately tap into the true value of MaxFli as a competitive information tool.

Although the system was implemented on time and under budget, the limited initial usefulness of MaxFli may have affected some users’ views of its value. One manager from trade-marketing suggested: “We need a new system for trade marketing. MaxFli does distribution very well but with it we cannot manage individual promotions or other trade marketing activities.”

These concerns led to the development of a locally designed trade-marketing system named AMiT. This system was developed for use by sales managers to coach, monitor, and support individual sales reps. This system runs on palm-sized HP Jornadas and aggregates MaxFli data and automates a sales review process for the sales manager. Sales managers use this system to improve cycle planning and sales activities as well as to mentor sales reps. As of Fall 2001, AMiT was only being used in Colombia.

The second major obstacle for MaxFli in Colombia was the reliability and performance of the handheld device (Jornada 690). Based on Chiletabacos’s experience, CIO Jaime Navas expected reliability problems with it. Consequently, he chose a different strategy for acquiring the devices. Instead of purchasing the devices from a local vendor and negotiating a service agreement for support, he leveraged the strength of BAT Colombia’s relationship with HP to negotiate a leasing arrangement directly with HP Colombia.
While BAT Colombia experienced the same high failure rate with the Jornadas as Chiletabacos, they had lower support costs. CIO Navas claimed that this arrangement saved BAT Colombia $150,000 over 3 years compared to working with a local vendor. Eventually HP decided to provide newer Jornadas to BAT Colombia free of charge in order to reduce their support costs. Despite this beneficial leasing arrangement, the handhelds were a major obstacle for MaxFli in Colombia. Mauricio Leon described the problem:

I think that the most important challenge was the handheld. Because the server we [could] manage. There were many new things in the server. Oracle was new for the company. All the processes that MaxFli runs were new . . . we understood what the process does, and there was no problem with that. There was some problem but they fix it. So for us, Oracle was new but it was not a problem. We had experience in databases so the operating system of the MaxFli was not a problem, we knew it. We had to change the communication links; we had to double [our bandwidth]. . . . That was not a problem. We put in remote access services (RAS) in order to support some salespeople who work in very far away small cities. So they just dial in. That was not a problem. But the handheld has been a continuous challenge. And we spent a lot of money in the handhelds. At the beginning, we had many problems with the handhelds. A lot of problems. So I think that is the challenge, to find a powerful device and stable device is the main challenge.

MaxFli in Central America

The next test for MaxFli was BAT Central America (BATCA). BATCA is as different from Chiletabacos as BAT Colombia is similar. BATCA is unique in organizational structure, market conditions, IT capabilities, and business processes.

BATCA operates as a “cluster market,” meaning that the six countries of Central America (Costa Rica, Honduras, Nicaragua, Guatemala, El Salvador, and Panama) form a single operating unit. The markets operated independently prior to 1995. In 1995 BATCA management was centralized in San Jose, Costa Rica, and production was centralized in Honduras. Each country maintained independent marketing and sales operations. By combining resources into a cluster, BATCA was able to centralize production and create efficiencies of scale in their operations. The larger size of the cluster allowed BATCA to implement larger, more expensive IT systems like MaxFli, although none of the independent countries of Central America would have been able to.

Market Forces in Central America

Coordinating six sets of business processes in one organization created many complications for BATCA. The six countries of Central America share a common language and religion but little else. Each country differs in terms of competitive environment, taxes, regulation, currency, market share, and business strategy. (See Exhibit 5.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume (rank)</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Market Share</th>
<th>World Bank Income Classification *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>95 %</td>
<td>Low income, severely indebted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>90 %</td>
<td>Low-middle income, moderately indebted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>75 %</td>
<td>Upper-middle income, moderately indebted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>Upper-middle income, less indebted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>Low-middle income, less indebted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>75 %</td>
<td>Low-middle income, less indebted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on the World Bank's Country Classification Table (n.d.) accessed from Web site 9/18/01: www.worldbank.org/data/databytopic/CLASS.XLS.

EXHIBIT 5  Breakdown of BAT Central America by Country
An important market feature in BATCA was that the sale of nontobacco products (e.g., matches) was an important source of revenue. However, in order to limit the complexity of the new system, the global steering committee decided not to support nontobacco products in MaxFli. Since MaxFli would be the only system in use by BATCA sales reps, the implementation of MaxFli implied an immediate decrease in revenue from lost match sales.

**IT Infrastructure and History in Central America**

Prior to 1995 each country in BATCA had developed independent information systems to monitor and track sales. Two markets, Guatemala and Costa Rica, had specific concerns about migrating to MaxFli because both of these countries had developed custom IT applications that mapped well to the contours of their existing business processes. The “best practices” embedded in MaxFli required the sacrifice of those customized applications. The business case for MaxFli in Central America identified eight important risk factors associated with the MaxFli project. (See Exhibit 6.)

Items 4 and 7 represented highly probable risks that would have a high impact. From the beginning, the implementation team was concerned about MaxFli’s ability to achieve and sustain improvements in the way of doing business. These concerns would continue to be present throughout the implementation process.

Item 3 addressed possible “technical constraints” based on two specific concerns. First, BATCA’s IT infrastructure relied on complicated relationships with telecommunications providers in six countries. It was a challenge to create an intercountry backbone capable of running MaxFli, because each country had an independent domestic telecommunications provider (See Exhibit 7.)

Based on previous experiences with its primary telecommunications vendor, BATCA estimated that a significant portion of the ongoing costs for MaxFli would be devoted to improving the communications infrastructure.

---

**EXHIBIT 6  Risk Management Table for MaxFli Implementation in Central America**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Summary Description of Risk</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Implementation delays due to staffing problems</td>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Implementation delays due to readiness not achieved by end markets</td>
<td>Readiness</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Implementation delays due to technical constraints</td>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Organization does not achieve expected level of improvement in the way of doing business</td>
<td>Achieve</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Dedicated central team’s performance not optimal</td>
<td>Team</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>System/network configuration does not fully support vision of doing business</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>The organization does not sustain achieved level of performance in the way of doing business</td>
<td>Sustained</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>External factors delay system implementation</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The communication infrastructure was an ongoing frustration during the initial phase of implementation. Juan Carlos Gracia, the project IT leader, noted:

One of the challenges from an IT perspective that we faced was in terms of dealing with six different telephone companies when setting our wide-area network for centralizing the operations of MaxFli. That is something that you really have to take into consideration. Even though we are a cluster, we speak the same language, we have many things in common, even the same religion. But legally, there are many differences between countries. . . . So [each] has to be treated differently. Telecoms are privatized in most countries [but are] publicly managed in Costa Rica and Honduras. [And] that’s where we have most of our operations concentrated.

A second technical constraint was the challenge of finding a vendor able to support the Jornada handheld across the six cluster countries. The MaxFli project team faced a choice: find a vendor who could provide a service-level agreement to provide and maintain the handhelds locally in all six countries, or find a vendor in one country who could coordinate shipping the handhelds throughout Central America and perform all the maintenance from one country. They chose the first option and signed a service-level agreement with a vendor to provide all of the Jornada handhelds plus an additional 10 percent standing inventory to use as backups to all six countries and provide a 14-day repair/replace service locally in each country.

**The Project Team in Central America**

Similar to the Colombian team, the MaxFli implementation team in Central America was led by an experienced trade marketing manager. Walter Kruger had worked his way up through the BAT trade-marketing function in Central America. Unlike BAT Colombia, BATCA did not share many business practices with Chiletabacos, nor did it have strong relational ties with them.

One of the difficulties for the BATCA project team was a lack of training in MaxFli. Gracia remembers that the “flying doctors,” a term he used to refer to the MaxFli support team, dogmatically insisted that no one on the implementation team needed MaxFli training. Instead, they suggested that reviewing the MaxFli documentation and system outputs were enough to prepare the implementation team. The “MaxFli University”–style training used by BAT Colombia, where several key project personnel spent time in Chile studying MaxFli, was not offered to BATCA. This was especially problematic to Gracia, who had built his IT career outside of BAT and joined BATCA at the beginning of the MaxFli project to provide expert assistance during this large system implementation. With no history within BAT, he felt at a disadvantage in learning the details of the MaxFli system. Gracia laments:

Marco [a colleague IT manager] told me, “oh, you must go to Chile for two months where you’ll be trained in MaxFli. How it has been done, how the implementation works, what are the interfaces and
fields, how do you do the change management, etc.” Chile, however, decided to curtail the training to the markets embarked in this initiative. They said, “it is now your responsibility to get training” . . . [I]t was a nightmare. We had to rely on one particular resource that had been an integral part of the implementation in Chile, Luis Boesch. He became very important. Definitely, he was an ombudsman. Initially we were so reliant on him that he could not leave even to provide consulting to Colombia, which was the other market implementing MaxFli.

Through a long and difficult process of examining screens, reports, and documentation, the MaxFli project team began to form ideas about the inputs, outputs, and processes involved in MaxFli. However, apart from interactions with Luis Boesch and participation in several electronic discussion groups about MaxFli implementation, there was no way to verify their conclusions.

The BATCA project team struggled to find qualified IT personnel to support MaxFli in each country. While stronger economies like Panama and Costa Rica had adequate IT personnel, it was more difficult finding qualified IT personnel in struggling economies like Nicaragua and El Salvador. Consequently, the MaxFli project team hired and coordinated all development staff in Costa Rica. To confirm the capabilities of applicants, Gracia had applicants complete a small programming scenario along with their written application for employment. Those applicants who successfully completed the programming module were further considered for hiring. This process allowed Gracia to identify qualified personnel whom he believed added value to the development process. Ultimately Gracia was very satisfied with the quality of his team.

A final challenge faced by the project team in BATCA was turnover on the BATCA executive steering committee. Six months into the MaxFli project, the GM of BATCA transferred to Europe, and a new GM, Raymond Acorda, was selected from Souza Cruz, BAT’s Brazil operation. Then shortly after the project rollout, a new marketing executive, Juan Morales, joined the steering committee. While both Acorda and Morales supported MaxFli, the mid-project leadership change created additional difficulties for the implementation team.

Implementation in Central America

The MaxFli implementation in Central America struggled. It was completed on time but over budget. Much of the budget over age was caused by the necessary transition from MaxFli 1.0 to MaxFli 1.1. This transition was required because MaxFli 1.0 was designed to handle a single currency and a single management structure. It could not support the complexity of multiple countries and multiple currencies required by BATCA’s cluster structure. The software development challenges associated with a major system upgrade were made more difficult by another transition occurring with BAT globally.

In May 1999, Globe House decided to phase out all projects with Andersen Consulting. To continue the development and support of MaxFli, BAT began a joint venture with Cap Gemini/Ernst & Young, called Ciberion. In September 1999 formal responsibilities for the ongoing support, training, and development of MaxFli were given to Ciberion.

Ciberion was created to develop, market, and sell the MaxFli system to BAT end markets and external companies in the consumer goods industry. The transition was difficult for Chiletabacos and BAT Colombia, but especially difficult in Central America. To Gracia, Ciberion seemed too focused on future sales to pay attention to the present needs of BAT MaxFli users. Although Ciberion had committed to a 2-week turnaround for MaxFli problems, even “urgent” support requests took an average of 60 days to resolve. Gracia recalled waiting for weeks to hear from Ciberion even when his staff had already developed a solution to the problem.

Project IT Leader Gracia felt that several requirements that BATCA considered important were neglected by Ciberion. At least three are worth mentioning. First, the disagreement about the importance of MaxFli training for the implementation team caused continual frustration. Despite continual requests for training from Kruger and Gracia, Ciberion insisted that it was not required. This had long-standing implications for the success of the MaxFli implementation in Central America. As clearly stated by Rodrigo Palacios of Chile, “MaxFli is a business change program supported by an IT program.” Without proper training, the BATCA implementation team was at a severe disadvantage in implementing the system.

Second, by the time BATCA implemented MaxFli it was clear that there were problems with the Jornada handhelds used by MaxFli. Both Chiletabacos and BAT Colombia had experienced problems with the limited durability and unreliability of the Jornadas. The BATCA project team felt that these difficulties would only be worse in Central America. Central America has a tropical climate with regular, often daily, periods of heavy rain. The project team felt that the climate might be too stressful for the handheld. Additionally, many of the sales routes in Central America are remote, rugged, and isolated locations. Gracia was convinced early on that the handhelds were not adequate:

We assessed the handheld ruggedness and therefore knew that it was not robust enough and was going to bring lots of trouble to our sales force. However, since
there was a mandate that the system had to be implemented during Year 2000 and the decision from Ciberion was “Look, we are not going to test the code on any other machine besides this handheld unless you want to defer the implementation until later;” we had no choice. If that was the decision, we had to go with it. I explicitly communicated that decision to the project stakeholders. This was, in the long term, going to create a problem. But, there was this mandate that we had to implement regardless of the robustness of the hardware. And guess what, we have an average of 10 handhelds each week that need to be replaced!

Upgrading to newer, more rugged handheld devices was more complicated than it might have appeared to Gracia. Microsoft released Windows CE 3.0 during the final stages of MaxFli development. Because the new version was a major upgrade from Windows CE 2.1, it made fundamental changes in how MaxFli could interact with the hardware. The new CE 3.0-enabled handheld devices would not run MaxFli in its current version. Ciberion directed their efforts toward making the shift from CE 2.1 to CE 3.0. The Jornada 690 in use by Chiletabacos, BAT Colombia, and BATCA could not run CE 3.0 and was thus obsolete. Neil Coupland, a senior vice president for marketing and sales in Ciberion, argued that, “because of the fact that hardware reliability was an issue, we had to support new hardware, [and] the old hardware was now obsolete. You couldn’t buy it. Therefore, the code was obsolete too. The focus was put on actually producing a working version on the new hardware.”

Complicating the difficulties with the Jornadas, the service-level agreement with the supplier who provided and supported the Jornadas in all six countries was unsatisfactory. The average repair/replace order required 6 weeks instead of the contractually agreed 2 weeks. The delay required an additional 20 percent reserve supply of handhelds. Eventually, Gracia switched to a vendor in Costa Rica, who agreed to support all six countries centrally and manage the shipping to the sales reps in each country.

A third technical issue important to BATCA but largely unaddressed by Ciberion was the “suggested order” functionality. The suggested order routine is intended to provide the salesperson with a suggested order of brands and quantities at each outlet. This functionality was one of the major selling points of MaxFli in the minds of the trade marketing department. By giving the salesperson an accurate, up-to-date order history for each outlet, BAT hoped to increase sales and market share. However, due to technical problems with the Siebel and Oracle systems, this functionality was not implemented in initial MaxFli versions. This frustrated the project teams in Chile and Colombia as well as in BATCA. Kruger repeatedly pressed Ciberion about the importance of the suggested order routine. As of June 2001, the suggested order functionality was still not implemented in MaxFli 1.1.

BATCA installed multiple servers to manage MaxFli across six countries. Because of the communication infrastructure issues discussed previously, the management team chose to put the servers in Honduras and the IT support team in Costa Rica. The rollout occurred in three phases. Because Nicaragua was the strongest market in Central America, they were selected to go first. Costa Rica, Panama, and Honduras went live in the second phase of implementation, and finally El Salvador and Guatemala in the third phase. Like BAT Colombia, the BATCA MaxFli project team also chose a phased implementation strategy for the rollout. Instead of implementing the full MaxFli functionality, the project team chose to focus first on the basics of ordering, invoicing, and receiving payments. The value-added features of MaxFli, like brand coverage, competitive information gathering, and cycle planning, would be integrated one at a time every other month.

As in Colombia, this implementation decision created perceptual problems for MaxFli. The system had been billed as a panacea for Central America. Unfortunately, the enthusiastic expectations for MaxFli surpassed its initial capabilities. Because the initial system only handled the basics, it was essentially a replacement for the relatively low-tech handheld system previously in use. Without the value-added features of MaxFli, Central American users felt they had the worst of both worlds. They had given up the highly customized sales force automation system they were used to, without gaining the information benefits promoted for MaxFli. The morale and enthusiasm for MaxFli waned quickly. This sentiment was expressed by Morales, who said:

I think we oversold this as a tool. . . . Our business is very, very simple. And now we’re utilizing this big, big, very complicated tool. It is silly because we treat big complicated outlets like Shell, Exxon, and others the same as the little mom and pop shops. It is easy to sell this kind of system to Shell and Exxon. But when it comes to the mom and pop shops, this is not important. What they’re looking for is that our salesperson will be there every week, be there on time, provide the right product, and so on. They don’t care about all of this information gathering.

While initial user satisfaction was lower than in Chile and Colombia, there was reason to be hopeful. One of the technical challenges faced by the MaxFli team had become one of the technological strengths of BATCA. The MaxFli project team successfully negotiated with several
As of the summer of 2001, the Central America implementation of MaxFli had been the most difficult implementation to date. However, it may also have been the most important. Neil Coupland of Ciberion summarized:

[Central America] was critical frankly. Central America proved an awful lot of things. That MaxFli could work for example. Not just in another market outside of Chile. But that it could [work]. Really [work]. In six markets simultaneously. Frankly, I don’t know that anyone had thought through how difficult that would be. But it worked, and is working still.

On the other hand, Morales summarized his concerns this way:

Our business is very, very simple. . . . In my opinion, until today we have a very, very simple business and a very complicated tool. I don’t think it ought to be. We need to balance our tool with our business.

For the Globe House, the questions to be answered were: Is the MaxFli approach the best way to build custom-developed IT systems that can be shared by multiple end markets? Is this the systems development approach to replicate for future multinational systems that embody a business change initiative? Or are the needs of end markets unique enough to demand a more locally tailored solution?
It was late October of 2009, and Willis “Willie” Stahe was running late. As president of Midwest University’s Computing and Information Systems student club, he had helped organize a student-alumni networking event and was relieved to find the room packed for lunch and the afternoon seminar. He threw his backpack into a corner and headed for the podium. After a short introduction and thank you to everyone for coming, he stopped at the buffet table and filled a plate.

As he reached for a crescent roll, he crossed arms with a tall, older man, surprisingly dressed casually. Willie thought his long-sleeved shirt looked like it was flannel. “Sorry. I guess I’m still rushing,” Willie said.

“Quite all right. After you,” flannel shirt said quietly. “I feel like I’ve just been hit by a truck,” Willie continued. “I just attended a presentation by this speaker in our Management of Information Systems class. He co-founded a local start-up software firm.”

“Sounds interesting,” flannel shirt said. Willie raced on, “See, I graduate this semester and I am one of the lucky ones to actually have an offer from Hewlett-Packard to start as a software developer in January. I told them I would get back to them at the end of this week. I just told them that because I was playing it cool. But now, I’d really like to interview with this start-up company. They’re here today and Friday only.”

“Seems to me like you should go through the interview first. That may help make the decision for you,” flannel shirt said.

“The start-up sounds so cool. But Hewlett-Packard—how could I turn that offer down?” Willie thought out loud. “A lot of software start-ups crash and burn. But in the last few years, some of the large IT companies have had their problems as well. Before you turn HP down, perhaps you should really study this other company,” flannel shirt said.

“The speaker did give us some handouts. Plus, I guess I could do some additional library and Internet research myself,” Willie said. “Thanks for talking me through this. When did you graduate from Midwest?”

“Alum? Is that why there are so many people here? Is this an alumni event?” flannel shirt asked.

“Yes. Why? You’re not an alum?” Willie asked. “No. I’m here interviewing. We haven’t done a lot of campus interviewing, so I don’t know the layout here. One of the interviewers said there was a break room down the hall,” flannel shirt said.

“Oh. That’s down the hall the other way,” Willie said. “Whoops,” flannel shirt said. “I was surprised at the crowd given the economy, but I thought Midwest was going all out to retain recruiters!” Willie and flannel shirt laughed. Then flannel shirt said, “It’s time I get back. Good luck with your decision.”

“Thanks,” Willie said and shook flannel shirt’s hand. As Willie started to ask his name, the caterer interrupted to ask what Willie wanted to do with the extra food. “Just leave it out. Someone will eat it,” Willie said. “No. Wait. Put it in the Placement Office break room. For the recruiters.”

As Willie picked up his backpack, he thought about what flannel shirt had said. He would sign up to interview with the start-up Friday. But before that, he would need to do a lot of research. He was going to stop by the gym after the seminar, but decided he had better stop by the library instead.

The Job Opportunity at Meridian Hospital Systems, Inc.

In his class, Willie had been impressed by guest speaker Jim Stone, cofounder and Executive Vice President of Meridian Hospital Systems (MHS), not so much by his colorful charts and demonstration of the company’s software as by what he said. He had not expected the co-founder of a Midwest company to be so insightful about the current developments in the software industry from both a technology and competitive standpoint. He had always assumed that anybody who was somebody in software was on the West Coast.
And the job sounded interesting. Willie would be assigned to a team that was developing MHS’s next product offering. As a software developer, Willie would have access to all the tools he had heard about and used in his classes. He would join a small group of eight developers, most of whom graduated only one or two years ago. The group would be headed by a 30-year-old with a Ph.D. in computer science.

He found himself excited by the prospects of this company, about how he could have an important role so early in his career. He was excited about Hewlett-Packard, too, but not about what he would be doing so much as that he would be working for Hewlett-Packard. He had already made sure all his friends knew he had been given an offer. And his mom had made sure everyone in the family, the church, her bridge group, the whole neighborhood knew it, too. Even Aunt Nellie in Dallas wrote to congratulate him on the offer. The HP opportunity was even better than when he interned at a large public accounting firm in their IT group last summer.

However, Willie also felt that the offer from HP had its uncertainties. Willie knew from his research that the company had had some troubles a few years ago. While the company had bounced back under the leadership of their CEO (Mark Hurd) and had overtaken IBM as the largest company in the technology sector in 2008, the competition in the hardware, services, and software industries was fierce. HP, Dell, and IBM were each in the process of acquiring and integrating major services firms: HP and EDS, Dell and Perot Systems, and IBM and PricewaterhouseCoopers. And he had heard that Hurd was known for significant cost reductions, and those almost always involved letting people go (the company let over 15,000 people go when Hurd first took over his position). These matters made Willie a little uncertain of this employment option.

But he also knew that job offers at HP were tough to come by, especially during these difficult times in the economy, and he was happy to have received one. At the same time, Willie began to wonder how long he might be employed by the company—particularly if the current economic recession resulted in layoffs. He knew that he would be low on the seniority list. If the company needed to reduce cost to be more competitive, he might be among the first let go. And, as had happened to some of his friends at other firms, the offer might even be revoked after he had accepted.

In his class notes, he read that MHS was founded in 2007 by three software veterans who had worked together for a company that was eventually acquired by IBM. All three had at one time in their careers worked for large corporations. Willie also learned that the founders named Meridian Hospital Systems to reflect their Indianapolis roots (Meridian is the main north/south street in Indianapolis) as well as their target market (hospitals). The focus of the company was to make the process of assembling and processing product orders from diverse units in the hospital easier.

From the MHS Web site, Willie found some additional information about the founders of MHS (see Exhibit 1). Willie knew MHS had not been in business very long, but to its credit it had received several rounds of venture capital investment so someone felt the company was a long-term survivor. Although the risk associated with working for a company that was not well established was great, so was the reward if the company grew as expected. Regardless of the current economic and corporate climate, even Hewlett-Packard started with just two founders and a garage.

**MHS’s Strategy**

Once he had a reasonable idea of the job he would be interviewing for, Willie reviewed what he knew about MHS’s market and product strategy from Stone’s presentation and some materials he distributed in class.

When creating their business plan in mid-2006, MHS’s founders decided to focus first on applying the company’s software development skills to a single industry. They were aware from business publications of the difficulty many organizations had in obtaining the best price and terms for products and services, especially if they had diverse operations. They had also read an article about some retailers that had difficulty determining exactly how much product to order in a fast-moving competitive environment with a set of stores spread around a large geographic area.

Accordingly, the founders of MHS decided to focus on a specific market segment that met the following requirements:

- was of significant size with a high volume and velocity of dollars and transactions
- had a readily identifiable block of buying organizations and influencers
- had a need for consolidation of orders from diverse organizations
- did not currently have ways to consolidate orders from departments
- wanted to maintain the role of demand determination in decentralized organizations, yet have centralized accountability and control
- had a unique procurement processing and documentation requirement
- was not especially sensitive to privacy issues or excessive regulatory burdens pertaining to its procured goods and services
- was not overcrowded with first or early movers with software designed to solve the problems
Management

Joseph A. Dobbins, Co-Founder, President and CEO. Dobbins has over 20 years of experience in technology and software. He serves as director of the Midwest Information Technology Association, which focuses on the development of technology companies in the Midwest. He has held executive-level responsibility for all aspects of a technology company, including sales, marketing, product development, and operations. Previously, he was vice president and COO for an IBM company focused on enterprise software for customer relationship management (CRM). Dobbins has delivered dramatic revenue growth, routinely achieving all financial and operational targets. Dobbins has also been senior vice president for a software vendor for the consolidated service desk market (help desk, asset management, change management, decision support). Once this company was acquired, he became senior vice president for worldwide operations, establishing a global direct and indirect sales organization. Dobbins directly managed creation of North American, European, and Asia-Pacific operations. Dobbins began his career at Xerox and Honeywell in sales/sales management. He holds a B.S. degree from the University of Detroit.

James S. Stone, Co-Founder and Executive Vice President, Product Group. Stone was previously vice president and CTO for IBM’s Corepoint, where he was responsible for all product and business strategy aspects and where he managed a 550-person global product effort across five geographic sites and four product families. Earlier Stone managed a shift in product direction toward integrated technologies and applications. Prior to Corepoint, Stone was general manager and vice president for a software vendor for the consolidated service desk market (help desk, asset management, change management, decision support) where he was responsible for product development. He led the effort to launch a new business unit into the fast-growing customer relationship management (CRM) enterprise software market. Stone started his technology career at BorgWarner Automotive Research Center, developing advanced vision-guided robotics. He then spent several years at Eli Lilly, a leading pharmaceutical firm, developing enterprise-level applications and very large databases for Lilly Research Laboratories. Stone holds an M.B.A. degree from Indiana University and a B.S. degree in computer science from Ball State University.

Matthew B. Mahoney, Co-Founder and Executive Vice President, Marketing. Mahoney has spent 19 years in marketing management and entrepreneurial business development, ranging from start-ups to Hewlett-Packard. Previously, he was vice president of worldwide marketing for Corepoint where he was responsible for a $26 million marketing budget and 45 people across five global regions. He successfully planned and executed a comprehensive marketing launch of the company in a remarkable 12 weeks, attaining significant awareness levels within the Global 1000. Mahoney spent the first nine years of his career at Hewlett-Packard where he marketed UNIX, manufacturing automation systems, and software to major accounts, and consulted with the company’s value-added reseller channel partners. One client, a leading industrial engineering simulation and production scheduling software firm, recruited him to manage its newly formed alliance with IBM. There, he headed marketing and developed the company’s first channel marketing program. For the past 15 years, Mahoney has participated as investor and director in local entrepreneurial ventures. He holds a B.S. degree in electrical engineering technology from Purdue University.

EXHIBIT 1  Meridian Hospital Systems Management

Source: Company Records.

After an analysis of several industries, MHS’s founders chose hospitals as their initial targeted industry. They found that hospitals met all the criteria. They next conducted 12 interviews with hospital administrators to verify that the reported problems in procurement did indeed exist. They also found that it was typical for hospitals to spend between 20–40 percent of their annual revenue on goods and services. The diverse nature of hospitals made it very difficult to effectively control the procurement process to insure the most favorable pricing and terms. The hospital market was well-known for not being very efficient in taking advantage of quantity discounts in its purchasing procedures. Stories about hospitals placing an order today for some product and tomorrow ordering the same product were quoted during MHS’s market research. During these interviews, hospital administrators expressed considerable interest in software that would help solve their problems in procurement.

Hospitals were traditionally highly decentralized in their operations due in part to the wide variety of special knowledge needed in order to procure the correct products. In turn, departments guarded their decision-making authority closely. It was also true that these departments often developed close relationships with certain suppliers that negated the effects of competition when it came to buying. It was only after the continuing increase in cost pressures that more centralized processes could be instituted. In addition, the hospital industry traditionally was slow compared to many other industries to adopt new information technology. Hospitals spent a smaller percentage of their overall operations budget on information technology as compared with many other industries.

Based on the founders’ market research, MHS’s first strategy was to create online purchasing processes for hospitals, using reverse auctions and other techniques to help
lower costs. MHS developers spent eight months in late 2007 and early 2008 developing such Web-based systems for hospitals. However, the slow acceptance rate of their product during 2008 made MHS’s founders go back to the market for additional interviews. After these interviews, MHS’s management changed strategy in September 2008 and decided to focus on helping hospitals understand and aggregate their demand better.

In their second round of interviews with buyers, MHS’s founders discovered that buying per se was not the immediate problem. In order to achieve real savings, hospital buyers must first be able to forecast and aggregate demand from a number of diverse departments and laboratories. If this information could be aggregated somehow, then a comprehensive and longer-term view of demand could be created.

This rapid change in strategy made Willie worry about the stability of MHS. The change also reminded Willie of some material covered in an entrepreneurship class he took with Professor Morphen at Midwest University. The professor pointed out that the short-term cash difficulties small businesses faced (e.g., from lack of demand for their products) sometimes caused managers to make dramatic changes in direction of the firm with little or no notice to employees. Morphen underlined the dangerous implications of this behavior on the ability of the small company to move forward toward its vision consistently. However, Morphen also tried to make sure the students understood the need for small businesses to change and innovate quickly when circumstances required it.

MHS’s second software product was delivered to hospitals in very late 2008 and helped the procurement department understand current demand across several departments. This Web-based software tool allowed diverse departments to enter demand for a variety of products and services for the next month. In turn, the centralized purchasing department could use these aggregated figures to obtain the best prices and terms from suppliers. Several upgrades to this product were released over the next several months. Demand for the product started to grow rapidly in mid-2009.

The company had plans to introduce additional improvements in the current software product and to roll out new software tools to facilitate the longer-term forecasting of demand based on historical data and using department input. Details of the software were not yet released by MHS.

**Willie’s First Interview with MHS**

Willie signed up to interview with MHS on campus Friday. He was pleased that Jim Stone was there to do the interviewing. Willie found Stone’s description of MHS’s software developer job, positioning Willie “closer to the road” and accountable for making a major contribution to an application and a customer, exciting.

After asking Willie about his grades (a 3.52 on a 4.0 scale), his internship experience, and the extra computer science courses he had taken, Stone extended him an invitation for a second interview on Tuesday morning. Willie called Hewlett-Packard to ask if he could postpone his decision to the end of next week. His sponsor was reluctant to agree but eventually replied that they needed to know his decision no later than Wednesday so they could extend the offer to another candidate should Willie decide not to accept. Willie would have little time to make the most important decision of his career. But he had no choice.

**The Second Interview with MHS**

It took Willie longer than normal to get dressed for Tuesday’s interview. He was not sure whether he wanted to wear a full suit or slacks, a button-down and tie. A full suit seemed to be the safest bet. He would make a terrible impression if he did not wear one but was expected to. On the other hand, the button-down and tie seemed to say “confident.”

He opted for gray dress pants, a black long-sleeved turtleneck, and a black jacket—kind of a Steve Jobs look. He felt comfortable and well prepared.

When he entered MHS’s office, he was surprised. Unlike the huge marble reception area at Hewlett-Packard, there was only a desk, unstaffed, in MHS’s entry. Two chairs and a small table with business magazines were off to the side. He was not sure whether he should just start roaming the halls or if he should sit down and hope someone showed up. He sat down.

“Has someone helped you?” Willie looked up and was surprised to see flannel shirt, the interviewer he had run into at the alumni event! “Hi. I’m Joe Dobbins,” flannel shirt said as he extended his hand. “I guess we didn’t introduce ourselves properly last time we met.”

“Willie Stahe,” Willie said as he shook hands. “Have you solved your dilemma over whether or not to go with Hewlett-Packard?” Joe asked.

“Not yet. I’m here for a second interview,” Willie said. “Oh. So we’re the cool start-up you want to work for,” Joe said.

“I think so,” Willie answered. “It’s such a huge change from where I thought I’d be and what I thought I’d be doing.”

“It’s a big decision, a big challenge,” Joe said as he sat in the chair next to Willie. “We’re only a few years old and have money in the bank to last only through February of next year, assuming the worst case. I’m out raising more equity capital now. Our product is selling but revenue has to
grow substantially if we are to cover our costs. It’s a challenge. Tell me, what kinds of challenges have you faced?”

“Getting to college was a big one. My Dad’s business was close to filing for bankruptcy my senior year in high school. Not only did I not get to go to prom and stuff like that, but I wasn’t sure I would be able to get to college,” Willie said.

“That’s a big hit for an 18-year-old. How’d you handle it?” Joe asked.

“I wasn’t eligible for most of the government programs because need is based on the previous April’s tax return, which for us wasn’t great, but it was enough to make us ineligible. So I looked at holding off a year and working and saving or trying to get a bank loan and working while going to school. With my Dad’s situation, it was unlikely I’d get the bank loan,” Willie said.

“So you held back a year?” Joe asked.

“No. Actually, I went into the bank anyway. My Dad and I worked on why we thought his business still had potential and then we laid all the cards out on the table and convinced the bank I’d be a good credit risk,” Willie said.

“It’s a saying we have here. Don’t run from the smoke. If you see something’s wrong, run to it, not away from it,” Joe said.

“Then we met with a financial aid counselor and ended up getting a low interest loan for most of the money,” Willie paused, deep in thought. “I think what’s more important is that my confidence in my Dad and his business, and working with him to look at the positives when everything seemed doomed really helped him reenergize and get the business back on track. Of course, that helped me as well,” Willie said.

“Kind of like not running from the smoke,” Joe said.

“Hmm—that is a tough question. I think that I would do something different if I was in your shoes,” Matt said.

“Considering you wouldn’t be living on the West Coast, I think you’ll find our salary is pretty competitive. And predicting future big bucks is largely dependent on each of us who work here and how much you believe in our vision and business model,” Matt said. “Disregarding salary, which job would you take?”

“That I’d be turning down big bucks for incredibly smaller bucks that may or may not turn into big bucks,” Willie said.

“I’m really torn. It’s like a dream come true to be offered the chance to work for Hewlett-Packard. Move out to the West Coast. I haven’t even told my family that I’m interviewing with you. I don’t think they would understand,” Willie said.

“Have a seat.”

As he sat down, Willie was struck by how neat Matt’s office was and how neatly he was dressed. Matt had a soft voice and disarming smile, and Willie immediately felt comfortable.

“Jim tells me you’re interested in working with us, but that you’ve also gotten an offer from Hewlett-Packard,” Matt said.

“I don’t think that’ll be necessary, Jim,” Joe said.

“I see you’ve met Joe,” Stone said as he walked toward them. “You’ll be meeting with him later on.”

“I don’t think that’ll be necessary, Jim,” Joe said.

“He’s answered my questions. Willie,” he extended his hand, “it was a pleasure talking with you. I hope we have the opportunity to work together sometime.”

Willie wished he had been paying more attention to what he had been saying. “Wow. I didn’t even know I was being interviewed,” he said.

“That’s what everyone says after talking with Joe,” Stone said. “He pretty much can tell within the first five minutes whether someone will fit with MHS. Looks like you made a favorable impression. About your next interview—normally the founders don’t all interview a candidate. But
“All the other opportunities I looked at were all start-ups. I’m interested in making an impact, in creating something. To me, that’s where the challenge, and the excitement, lies,” Matt said. “Plus, our business is still evolving. It’s exciting working in a dynamic environment. Although Hewlett-Packard changes, it’s incremental change. They know their products and their markets well. Have you looked at working for other start-ups?”

“No. This is the only one. I fully intended to work for Hewlett-Packard. It’s a goal I’ve had for over a year, and I was pretty focused on attaining it,” Willie said.

“Then I guess you have a big decision to make,” Matt said.

“I do,” Willie said sadly. “Thanks for meeting with me.”

“Good luck,” Matt said as he shook hands with Willie.


“The main question for Willie isn’t whether he wants to work with us. I think it’s whether he wants to say no to Hewlett-Packard,” Matt said.

Willie met with a few other software developers and the chief architect. He really liked the software design tools and the design of MHS’s second product offering. But it was all over in two hours. During the exit interview, Stone offered him a software developer job to start in January at an annual salary that was $6,000 less than the one from Hewlett-Packard, but with comparable benefits. He then showed him the space on the floor where his new cubicle would be constructed.

Decision Time

As Willie left the building, he was torn. He secretly had hoped he would not like someone—anyone—at MHS. But he found that not only did he like everyone he met, he felt stimulated by their enthusiasm and energy.

He could work for Hewlett-Packard for a few years and then leave to work for a start-up, or maybe start his own company. But, if that was really what he wanted to do in a few years, then why not do it now while there was an opportunity? But how could he say no to Hewlett-Packard? That was a prestigious opportunity that would open many doors. Just working for them would establish his credibility.

But there was definitely reason to be concerned about this employment option. The changes and uncertainty at HP caused him to worry a little about what might happen if he was to join that firm.

Regardless, if Willie chose Hewlett-Packard for employment, he was very unsure of how long he would stay. He had heard from friends at Midwest University who used to work for large software companies that outsourcing the development function to other countries was always possible.

However, he still questioned whether he should accept the offer at MHS. As he had found in his search for information on the health care software industry over the weekend, many of the smaller companies were showing signs of rapid future change because of a more demanding competitive environment. How would MHS’s management team keep the direction of the company focused, but still give employees the sense of ownership they wanted? If the company began to have more serious financial troubles, would Willie be asked to leave quickly?

Again, he headed for the library instead of the gym. He needed to review his notes from the two-day interview at HP and the visit to MHS. He also needed to make a list of pros and cons for working for Hewlett-Packard versus working for MHS. Then he would talk to some friends. Once he had the options clearer, he knew they would help him make the final decision. He had to give Hewlett-Packard his answer tomorrow.
Mary Morrison’s Ethical
Issue (Revised)

Mary Morrison, a second-semester sophomore business
major at Big State University, was unpacking the new PC
that her family had given her for Christmas when she dis-
covered that, except for the Windows operating system,
no software was included with the machine. Although the
new PC was an adequate computer, it was an inexpensive
machine, and one way that the store kept the price low
was to not include software. Mary was concerned because
she knew that she would need a good word processor, a
spreadsheet program, and some presentation software,
and she thought that this software would be included with
the computer.

According to her friends, Microsoft Office
Professional was the recommended suite of software for
business students. Mary quickly checked around the uni-
versity and found that she could buy Microsoft Office
Professional at the special price of $199. However, a
friend, Frank Taylor, offered to let her copy his Microsoft
Office Professional onto the new machine. Mary was
uneasy about accepting Frank’s offer because she had
learned in her computer literacy class that copying copy-
righted software was illegal and was tantamount to stealing
it. She told Frank that she needed to think about it. Frank
could not understand her hesitation. “Everybody does it,”
he explained.

Mary’s Background

Mary’s family was reasonably well-to-do. Her mother and
father had met at Big State University and had gotten mar-
rried when they both graduated. Mary was the oldest child
and had two younger brothers. Mary’s parents valued edu-
cation and expected to send all of their children to college.
Although they had a comfortable income and had saved
money for their children’s education for years, the rapidly
rising cost of a college education forced them to establish a
home equity loan that they could use to help with college
expenses. Their oldest son would be in college next year,
and the financial crunch would increase when they had two
children in college at the same time. That situation would
last several years.

Mary grew up to be a good student and graduated
from high school in the top third of her class. Because of
the high cost, Mary did not consider going to a private
school, but she and her parents had always expected her to
attend Big State University so she started there in the fall
after her high school graduation.

Mary’s parents paid her tuition and room and board
and provided her an additional amount each semester to
cover books and incidentals, and they expected her to live
within that amount. She worked a few hours a week in the
college bookstore at minimum wage to provide more
spending money and had saved several hundred dollars
that she had planned to use to pay for a Spring Break trip to
Florida with a group of her friends. She could use part of
that money to pay for Microsoft Office, but she would have
to work extra hours at the bookstore to afford her Spring
Break trip.

Mary’s Analysis

Mary considered herself to be an ethical person, and she
was uneasy about accepting Frank’s offer to let her copy
his software, so she decided to consider the pros and cons
of this decision. Her choices were to accept Frank’s offer
to install his Microsoft Office or to buy it for $199.

Mary considered the following rationale for accepting
Frank’s offer:

- Although it was illegal, there was no chance that she
  would get caught.
- It would not cost Frank anything, and although
  Microsoft would be losing revenue, it would go to
  Bill Gates, who already had more millions than he
  could spend.
Everyone did it.
Working extra hours at the bookstore would put pressure on both her studying and recreational time.

Mary considered the following arguments against copying Frank’s software:

• She knew that copying Frank’s software was stealing the product of someone else’s effort. She viewed herself as an honest person. She had never stolen anything, and she knew that she would never consider shoplifting something worth $199 from a store, even if she knew she would not get caught. In fact, if she had found a wallet containing $200 in cash, she would go to great lengths to return the wallet and its contents to its owner.
• She had the money to buy the software.

After carefully considering her analysis, Mary picked up the phone to call Frank and tell him her decision.
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1 GbE, 10 GbE, 40 GbE Variations of Gigabit Ethernet, operating at 1 billion bits per second (1 gbps), 10 billion bits per second (10 gbps), and 40 billion bits per second (40 gbps), respectively. 1 GbE and 10 GbE are often used in backbone networks, and 40 GbE is currently under development. See also Backbone network, Gigabit Ethernet.

Acceptable use policy A company-specific policy for employee usage of computers and networks owned by the organization.

Account manager A manager given the responsibility and accountability for managing a relationship with a specific business unit, either on a full-time basis or as part of his/her IS position responsibilities. Typically, an IS account manager will have an office physically close to business managers in the business unit for which he/she serves as the key point-of-contact and IS relationship manager.

Aggregator Another name for an RSS reader. See RSS reader.

AI See Artificial intelligence, Expert systems shell.

Alpha site An organization that is involved as one of the first sites to use a software package before it is generally released to the market. An alpha site can influence all aspects of the package.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) The United States standard-setting body for many IT standards.

Analog network The electronic linking of devices, where messages are sent over the links by having some analogous physical quantity (e.g., voltage) continuously vary as a function of time. Historically, the telephone network has been an analog network.

ANSI See American National Standards Institute.

Antivirus software Software designed to identify, block, and eliminate harmful computer files and program code. To be effective, antivirus software installed on a personal computer needs to be regularly updated with data about new known viruses.

Applet An application program, written in the Java object-oriented programming language, which is usually stored on a Web server and downloaded to a microcomputer with a mouse click and then executed by a Java-compatible Web browser. A major advantage of a Java applet is that it can be run on virtually any IT platform. See also Web browser, IT platform.

Application independence The separation, or decoupling, of data from application systems. Application independence means that applications are built separately from the databases from which applications draw their data; application independence results in lower long-term costs for systems development.

Application portfolio approach See IT application portfolio.

Application service provider (ASP) An information technology vendor that hosts applications for which it holds the licenses, typically using Web-based front ends and Internet access. The vendor provides one or more complete applications to client organizations on a pay-per-use or flat-fee basis. The vendor may be the vendor of the software (e.g., Salesforce.com) or a third-party service provider. ASP aggregators host multiple applications with a common interface. Also called Software as a Service. See also Outsourcing, Software as a Service.

Applications software All programs written to accomplish particular tasks for computer users. Examples include programs for payroll computation, inventory record keeping, word processing, and producing a summarized report for top management.

Arithmetic/logical unit The portion of a computer system in which arithmetic operations (e.g., addition and multiplication) and logical operations (e.g., comparing two numbers for equality) are carried out.

ARPANET The forerunner of the Internet; a network created by the U.S. Department of Defense to link leading U.S. research universities and research centers.

Artificial intelligence (AI) The study of how to make computers do things that are presently done better by people. AI research includes six separate but related areas: natural languages, robotics, perceptive systems (vision and hearing), genetic programming (also called evolutionary design), expert systems, and neural networks.

Artificial intelligence (AI) shell See Expert system shell.

ASP See Application service provider.

Assembler A program (software) that translates an assembly language program—a program containing mnemonic operation codes and symbolic addresses—into an equivalent machine language program.

Assembly language Second generation computer language in which the programmer uses easily remembered mnemonic operation codes instead of machine language operation codes and symbolic addresses instead of memory cell addresses. Such a language is considerably easier to use than machine language, but it still requires the programmer to employ the same small steps that the computer has been built to understand.

Attribute Characteristics of data entities about which we wish to maintain data, such as name and address for customers.

Audit trail An EDP auditing technique that allows a business transaction to be traced from the time of input through all the processes and reports in which the transaction data are used. An audit trail is used to identify where errors are introduced or security breaches may have occurred.


B2C Business-to-consumer e-commerce utilizing electronic applications for transactions and communications between a business seller (or a business intermediary or distributor) and individual end-consumers.

Backbone In a telecommunications network, the underlying foundation to which the other elements attach. For example,
NSFNET served as the backbone for the Internet until 1995 by providing the underlying high-volume links of the Internet to which other elements attached. See also Backbone network.

**Backbone network** A middle-distance network that interconnects local area networks in a single organization with each other and with the organization’s wide area network and the Internet. The technology employed is at the high end of that used for LANs, such as Fast Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet running over fiber-optic or twisted-pair cabling. See also Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet.

**Balanced scorecard** A management model (by Kaplan and Norton) that translates an organization’s goals and strategy into a “scorecard” of “balanced” measures that include not only financial metrics but also customer satisfaction, internal processes, and innovation and learning. Some firms have adopted the same approach for assessing the performance of an IS organization.

**Bandwidth** The difference between the highest and the lowest frequencies (cycles per second) that can be transmitted on a single medium. Bandwidth is important because it is a measure of the capacity of the transmission medium.

**Bar code label** A label consisting of a series of bars used to identify an item; when the bar code is scanned, the data are entered into a computer. There are a variety of bar code languages, the most widely known of which is the Universal Product Code, or UPC, used by the grocery industry. The use of bar codes is very popular for high-volume supermarket checkout, department store sales, inventory tracking, time and attendance records, and health care records.

**Baseband coax** A simple-to-use and inexpensive-to-install type of coaxial cable that offers a single digital transmission channel with maximum transmission speeds ranging from 10 million bits per second (bps) up to 150 million bps. Baseband coax was widely used for LANs and for long-distance transmission within the telephone network, although much of this coax has now been replaced by fiber-optic cabling.

**Batch processing** A mode of transaction processing in which a group or “batch” of transactions of a particular type is accumulated and then processed as a single batch at one time. For example, all sales for a firm would be accumulated during the day and then processed as a single batch at night.

**Baud** Number of signals sent per second; one measure of data transmission speed. Baud is often equivalent to Hertz (another measure of transmission speed) and to bits per second.

**Benchmarking** A procedure to compare the capabilities of various computers in a particular organizational setting by running a representative set of real jobs (jobs regularly run on the organization’s existing computer) on each of the machines and comparing the resulting elapsed times.

**Beta site** An organization that is involved in user acceptance testing of a software package before it is released to the market. A beta site has influence on fine tuning the package, as well as possible enhancements for later releases of the software.

**Bit** Widely used abbreviation for a binary digit, i.e., a 0 or a 1. Coding schemes used in computer systems employ particular sequences of bits to represent the decimal numbers, alphabetic characters, and special characters.

**Blade** Shorthand for blade server; see Blade server.

**Blade server** A server so thin (like a “blade”) that several of them can be housed in a single chassis, thus saving space in the computer center. As an example, one particular chassis, which is less than 16 inches tall, offers up to 14 bays, each of which can hold a two-processor blade. The blade servers are about 1.2 inches wide and are mounted vertically in the chassis—much like sliding a book into a bookshelf. The blade server slides into a bay and plugs into the chassis, sharing power, fans, floppy drives, switches, and ports with the other blade servers in the chassis.

**Blog** A user-generated Web site where entries are made in journal style; blogs often provide commentary on a particular subject or serve as a personal online diary.

**Bluetooth** Short-range radio technology that has been built into a microchip, enabling data to be transmitted wirelessly at speeds of 1 million bits per second (bps) up to 24 million bps. Bluetooth technology eliminates the need for many cables and permits the control of Bluetooth-equipped appliances from a cellular phone—all from a remote location, if desired.

**Boundary** Identifies the scope of a system. A boundary segregates the system from its environment.

**BPR** See Business process reengineering.

**Bricks-and-clicks** A term used for traditional companies that have integrated their offline and online business channels as part of a multichannel e-business strategy. See also Click-and-mortar.

**Bridge** A hardware device employed in a telecommunications network to connect two local area networks (LANs) or LAN segments when the LANs use the same protocols, or set of rules. A bridge is smart enough to forward only messages that need to go to the other LAN.

**Broadband** A general designation applied to the higher-speed alternatives for accessing the Internet from a home or small office, such as Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), cable modem, and satellite connections.

**Broadband coax** A type of coaxial cable—more expensive and harder to use than baseband coax—that originally used analog transmission, but increasingly employs digital transmission. A single broadband coax can be divided into multiple channels so that a single cable can support simultaneous transmission of data, voice, and television. Broadband data transmission rates are similar to those for baseband coax, and high transmission speeds are possible over much longer distances than are feasible for baseband coax. Broadband coax is still widely used for cable television and LANs that span a significant area, often called metropolitan area networks.

**Browser** See Web browser.

**Bus topology** A network topology in which a single length of cable (i.e., coax, fiber-optic, or twisted pair)—not connected at the ends—is shared by all network devices; also called a linear topology.
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Business continuity planning  Contingency planning by an organization in the event of a natural or man-made disaster to ensure that the company can continue to do business within an agreed-upon time period. For IS managers, this includes having appropriate data center and network backup plans in place to resume transaction processing and electronic communication within a specified time period.

Business intelligence  The focus of newer fourth generation languages; these software tools are designed to answer queries relating to the business by analyzing data (often massive quantities of data), thereby providing “intelligence” to the business that will help it become more competitive.

Business intelligence system  See Competitive intelligence system.

Business process  The chain of activities required to achieve an outcome such as order fulfillment or materials acquisition.

Business process reengineering (BPR)  The redesign of business processes to achieve dramatic improvements in efficiency and responsiveness by taking advantage of information technology. Also referred to as business process redesign.

Byte  A memory cell that can store only one character of data. See also Memory.

Cable modem  A high-speed, or broadband, connection to the Internet using the coaxial cables already used by television. Cable television companies had to reengineer the cable television system to permit the two-way data flow required for Internet connections. Cable modem speeds may be degraded as the number of users goes up because users are sharing the bandwidth of the coaxial cable.

CAD  See Computer-aided design.

CAE  See Computer-aided engineering.

CAM  See Computer-aided manufacturing.

Capability Maturity Model (CMM)  A five-stage model of software development and IT project management processes that are designed to increase software quality and decrease development costs due to standard, repeatable approaches across multiple projects within the same organization. The model was developed by the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University. A level-5 CMM certification is required for some contractors to bid on software development projects for high-risk, government-sponsored projects, such as for custom development projects for the U.S. Department of Defense.

CAPP  See Computer-aided process planning.

CASE  See Computer-aided software engineering.

CD  An abbreviation for compact disk, a commonly used optical storage device with a standard capacity of 700 megabytes of data or 80 minutes of audio recording. See also DVD, Optical disk.

Cellular telephone  A telephone instrument that can be installed in a car or carried in a pocket or briefcase; this instrument can be used anywhere as long as it is within the 8 to 10 mile range of a cellular switching station.

Center of excellence  An organizational structure in which employees, who are experts in a technology, process, or both, provide internal consulting and transfer their knowledge to others in the same organization. For example, a multinational firm might establish a SAP center of excellence in order to leverage what has been learned about how best to configure and implement various SAP software modules.

Central processing unit (CPU)  The name given to the combination of the control unit, which controls all other components of a computer, and the arithmetic/logical unit, in which computations and logical comparisons are carried out; also referred to as the processor.

Change management  A term that refers to activities directed at successfully managing changes in the business that involve major changes in the ways that employees do their work (e.g., changes that involve new business processes and data transactions that impact employees in different work groups).

Chargeback system  The process that is used to internally charge client units for IS services provided. These internal charges might be established to recover costs or might represent market prices for the IS service.

Check digit  One or more digits appended to a critical value for validation purposes; the check digit has some mathematical relationship to the other digits in the number.

Chief information officer (CIO)  The executive leader responsible for information technology strategy, policy, and service delivery. The corporate CIO typically reports to a CEO or President, COO, or CFO of the company. In addition to a corporate-level CIO, some organizations might have decentralized major IS responsibilities to leaders in the organization’s business divisions. See also Chief technology officer.

Chief technology officer (CTO)  A senior manager responsible for identifying and recommending ways in which information technology (IT) can be applied in an organization. The title is most often used in IT industry companies, including small startups, in which the CTO also serves in a CIO role. See also Chief information officer.

CIM  See Computer-integrated manufacturing.

CIO  See Chief information officer.

CISO  See Chief information security officer.

Click-and-mortar  A term that emerged in the late 1990s to refer to traditional (brick-and-mortar) companies that had also implemented e-business strategies; the term is synonymous with “bricks-and-clicks.”

Client/server system  A particular type of distributed system in which the processing power is distributed between a central server computer, such as a midrange system, and a number of client computers, which are usually desktop microcomputers. The split in responsibilities between the server and the client varies considerably between applications, but the client often handles data entry and the immediate output, while the server maintains the larger database against which the new data are processed. See also Distributed systems.
**Cloud computing**  This phrase means obtaining IT capabilities (i.e., hardware, software, or services) from an outside vendor over a network, usually the Internet. “The cloud” is a metaphor for the Internet, so the “cloud computing” phrase means that IT capabilities of some sort are purchased from a vendor and delivered to the customer over the Internet. From the customer’s standpoint, the IT capabilities come from “the cloud”—the customer doesn’t care where the actual computing is taking place.

**CMM**  See Capability Maturity Model.

**CMMI**  A revised version of the CMM model, released in 2002. See Capability Maturity Model.

**Coax**  See Coaxial cable.

**Coaxial cable (coax)**  A common transmission medium that consists of a heavy copper wire at the center, surrounded by insulating material, then a cylindrical conductor such as a woven braided mesh, and finally an outer protective plastic covering. The two kinds of coaxial cable in widespread use are baseband coax for digital transmission and broadband coax for both analog and digital transmission. See also Baseband coax, Broadband coax.

**Collaboration**  A term used as a synonym for groupware. See also Groupware.

**Collaborative environment**  See Collaboration.

**Column-store database**  An alternate way of setting up a database where all the values for the first attribute (column) of a record, say customer names, are serialized together, followed by all the values for the second attribute (column), say customer zip code, and so on; in queries that are only concerned with a limited number of attributes (columns), such as producing a report of sales by zip code, such a column-store approach is more efficient as only the zip code and sales columns need to be accessed and all the values for zip codes are stored together as are all the values for sales. Operational databases, which are used primarily for transaction processing, are almost always row-store, while an increasing number of data warehouses, which are used for a variety of purposes including querying, are moving to the column-store approach.

**COM**  See Computer output microfilm.

**Compact disk**  See CD.

**Competitive forces model**  A model of five competitive forces faced by companies within the same industry, developed by Michael E. Porter for strategic assessment and planning.

**Competitive intelligence system**  An executive information system (EIS) that emphasizes competitive information. See also Executive information system.

**Compiler**  A program (software) that translates a third generation or fourth generation language program into an equivalent machine language program, translating the entire program into machine language before any of the program is executed.

**Computer-aided design (CAD)**  The use of computer graphics (both two-dimensional and three-dimensional) and a database to create and modify engineering designs.

**Computer-aided engineering (CAE)**  The analysis of the functional characteristics of an engineering design by simulating the product performance under various conditions.

**Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)**  The use of computers to plan and control manufacturing processes. CAM incorporates computer programs to control automated equipment on the shop floor, automated guided vehicles to move material, and a communications network to link all the pieces.

**Computer-aided process planning (CAPP)**  A computer-based system that plans the sequence of processes that produce or assemble a part. During the design process, the engineer retrieves the closest standard plan from a database and modifies that plan rather than starting from scratch.

**Computer-aided software engineering (CASE)**  A set of integrated software tools used by IS specialists to automate some or all phases of an SDLC process. Upper-CASE tools support project management, the Definition phase, and the initial steps of the Construction phase, including the creation of a DD/D. Lower-CASE tools are back-end code generators and maintenance support tools. See also Integrated-CASE.

**Computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM)**  A broad term that encompasses many uses of the computer to help manufacturers operate more effectively and efficiently. CIM systems fall into three major categories: engineering systems, which are aimed at increasing the productivity of engineers; manufacturing administration, which includes systems that develop production schedules and monitor production; and factory operations, which include those systems that actually control the operation of machines on the factory floor.

**Computer crime**  Criminal acts that involve the usage of computers.

**Computer output microfilm (COM)**  A computer output method using microfilm or microfiche (a sheet of film) as the output medium. A computer output device called a COM recorder accepts the data from memory and prepares the microfilm output at very high speeds.

**Computer telecommunications network**  The type of network emanating from a single medium-sized, large, or very large computer or a group of closely linked computers; usually arranged in a tree topology.

**Computer virus**  See Virus.

**Computer worm**  See Worm.

**Contention bus**  A design standard for a local area network based on a bus topology and contention for the use of the bus by all devices on the network. Any device may transmit a message if the bus is idle, but if two devices start to transmit at the same time, a collision will occur and both messages will be lost. See also CSMA/CD protocol.

**Context diagram**  A logical model that identifies the entities outside the boundaries of a system with which the system must interface. See also Data flow diagram.

**Control unit**  The component of a computer system that controls all the remaining components. The control unit brings
instructions (operations to be performed) from memory one at a time, interprets each instruction, and carries it out—all at electronic speed. See also Central processing unit, Stored-program concept.

**Controller** A hardware unit to link input/output or file devices to the CPU and memory of large computer systems. The controller is a highly specialized microprocessor that manages the operation of its attached devices to free the CPU from these tasks.

**Cookie** As used with the Web, a cookie is a message given to a Web browser by a Web server. The browser stores the message on the user’s hard drive, and then sends it back to the server each time the browser requests a page from the server. The main purpose of cookies is to identify users and possibly prepare customized Web pages for them.

**Cordless telephone** A portable telephone instrument that can be used up to about 1,000 feet from its wired telephone base unit; this permits the user to carry the instrument to various rooms in a house or take it outdoors.

**Corporate data model** A chart that describes all the data requirements of a given organization. This chart shows what data entities and relationships between the entities are important for the organization.

**Corporate information policy** The foundation for managing the ownership of data; a policy describing the use and handling of data and information within the corporation.

**Cost-benefit analysis** A process to identify the potential costs and benefits of a new initiative as part of an organization’s decision making about whether or not to proceed with the initiative. For example, a rough cost-benefit analysis is typically conducted prior to the approval of a new application software project, and a more detailed analysis is conducted after the project requirements are better defined to ensure that the organizational benefits outweigh the project costs.

**Coverage model** A common data model used in geographic information systems in which different layers or themes represent similar types of geographic features in the same area (e.g., counties, highways, customers) and are stacked on top of one another.

**CPU** See Central processing unit.

**Cracker** A person who breaks into a computer system to steal information, wipe out hard drives, or do other harm. See also Hacker.

**Credit bureau** A company that collects information from various sources and provides consumer credit information on individual consumers for a variety of uses, including buying a home or car, taking out an insurance policy, and renting an apartment or home. The three large credit bureaus in the United States are Experian, Equifax, and TransUnion LLC.

**Critical success factors (CSFs)** A limited number of organizational activities that, if done well, will contribute the most to the successful performance of an organization or function.

**CRM** See Customer relationship management system.

**CSFs** See Critical success factors.

**CSMA/CA Protocol** An abbreviation for Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance, the protocol used in a wireless design for a local area network. CSMA/CA is quite similar to CSMA/CD used in traditional Ethernet, but it makes greater efforts to avoid collisions. See also CSMA/CD Protocol.

**CSMA/CD Protocol** An abbreviation for Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection, the protocol used in the contention bus design for a local area network. With this protocol, any device may transmit a message if the bus is idle. However, if two devices start to transmit at the same time, a collision will occur and the messages will become garbled. Both devices must recognize that this collision has occurred, stop transmitting, wait some random period of time, and then try again.

**CTO** See Chief technology officer.

**Customer relationship management (CRM) system** A computer application that attempts to provide an integrated approach to all aspects of interaction a company has with its customers, including marketing, sales, and support. A CRM system often pulls much of its data from the organization’s data warehouse; most CRM packages depend upon capturing, updating, and utilizing extensive profiles of individual customers.

**DASD** See Direct access storage device.

**Data administration** The name typically given to an organizational unit created to lead the efforts in data management; the group often reports as a staff unit to the IS director, although other structures are possible.

**Data analysis and presentation application** An application that manipulates data and then distributes information to authorized users. These applications concentrate on creating useful information from established data sources and, because they are separate from data capture and transfer systems, can be individually changed without the expense of changing the data capture and transfer systems.

**Data architecture** See Data model.

**Data capture application** An application that gathers data and populates databases. These applications allow the simplification of all other applications that then transfer or report data and information.

**Data center** A computer installation that stores, maintains, and provides access to vast quantities of data; includes computer hardware (servers, midrange systems, mainframes, and/or supercomputers), communications facilities, system software, and technical support and operations staff.

**Data dictionary/directory (DD/D)** Support software that provides a repository of metadata for each data element in a system—including the meaning, alternative names, storage format, integrity rules, security clearances, and physical location of data—that is used by the DBMS and system users.

**Data flow diagram (DFD)** A common diagrammatic technique for logical As-Is and To-Be models. Symbols are used to represent the movement, processing, and storage of data in a system and both inputs from and outputs to the environment. Each process in a top-level DFD is decomposed to a lower level, and so on.
Data governance  An organizational process for establishing strategy, objectives, and policies for organizational data.

Data independence  A highly desirable characteristic of data stored in a database in which the data are independent of the database structure or the physical organization of the data. Thus data can be selected from a disk file by referring to the content of records, and systems professionals responsible for database design can reorganize the physical organization of data without affecting the logic of programs.

Data mining  Searching or “mining” for “nuggets” of information from the vast quantities of data stored in an organization’s data warehouse, employing a variety of technologies such as decision trees and neural networks. See also Data warehousing.

Data model  A map or blueprint for organizational data. A data model shows the data entities and relationships that are important to an organization. See also Entity-relationship diagram.

Data standards  A clear and useful way to uniquely identify every instance of data and to give unambiguous business meaning to all data. Types of standards include identifiers, naming, definition, integrity rules, and usage rights.

Data steward  A business manager responsible for the quality of data in a particular subject or process area, such as customer, product, or billing.

Data transfer and integration application  An application that moves data from one database to another or otherwise brings together data from various databases. These applications permit one source of data to serve many localized systems within an organization.

Data warehouse  A very large database or collection of databases, created to make data accessible to many people in an organization.

Data warehousing  The establishment and maintenance of a large data storage facility containing data on all or at least many aspects of the enterprise; less formally, a popular method for making data accessible to many people in an organization. To create a data warehouse, a firm pulls data from its operational transaction processing systems and puts the data in a separate “data warehouse” so that users may access and analyze the data without endangering the operational systems. See also Data mining.

Data warehousing appliance  An increasingly popular way of creating a data warehouse, in which the organization purchases a packaged solution consisting of hardware (i.e., server, storage) and software (i.e., operating system, database management system, other data warehousing software), where the software has been specifically pre-installed and pre-optimized for data warehousing.

Database  A shared collection of logically related data that is organized to meet the needs of an organization.

Database administrator (DBA)  The person in the data administration unit who is responsible for computerized databases. A DBA is concerned with efficiency, integrity, and security of database processing.

Database architecture  A description of the way in which the data are structured and stored in a database.

Database management system (DBMS)  Support software that is used to create, manage, and protect organizational data. A DBMS is the software that manages a database; it works with the operating system to store and modify data and to make data accessible in a variety of meaningful and authorized ways.

DBA  See Database administrator.

DBMS  See Database management system.

DDD  See Direct Distance Dialing.

DD/D  See Data dictionary/directory.

Decision support system (DSS)  A computer-based system, almost always interactive, designed to assist managers in making decisions. A DSS incorporates both data and models and is usually intended to assist in the solution of semi-structured or unstructured problems. An actual application that assists in the decision-making process is properly called a specific DSS; examples of specific DSSs include a police-beat allocation system, a capacity planning and production scheduling system, and a capital investment decision system.

Denial-of-service attacks  A method of crippling a computer by invading a large number of computers on the Internet and instructing them to simultaneously send repeated messages to a target computer, thus either overloading that computer’s input buffer or jamming the communication lines into the target computer so badly that legitimate users cannot obtain access.

Desktop PC  The most common type of personal computer, which is large enough that it can not be moved around easily. The monitor and the keyboard, and sometimes the computer case itself, sit on a table or “desktop.” If the computer case sits on the floor under the table or desk, it is called a “tower” unit.

Desktop virtualization  In this type of virtualization, the desktop environment—everything the user sees and uses on a PC desktop—is separated from the physical desktop machine and accessed through a client/server computing model. This virtualized desktop environment is stored on a server, rather than on the local storage of the desktop device; when the user works from his or her desktop device, all the programs, applications, and data are kept on the server and all programs and applications are run on the server. The server does almost all the work, so a thin client is a very appropriate desktop device, which saves the organization money.

DFD  See Data flow diagram.

Digital liability  An organization’s liability related to the mismanagement of electronic records.

Digital network  The electronic linking of devices, where messages are sent over the links by directly transmitting the zeros and ones used by computers and other digital devices. Computer telecommunications networks are digital networks, and the telephone network is gradually being shifted from an analog to a digital network.

Digital Subscriber Line  A high-speed, or broadband, connection to the Internet using already installed telephone lines.
Distributed data processing  Application independence. Also referred to as a disposable system. This is made possible by application when it becomes obsolete without affecting the operation of any other application; this is made possible by application independence. Also referred to as a disposable system. See also Distributed systems.

Disposable application  An application that can be discarded when it becomes obsolete without affecting the operation of any other application; this is made possible by application independence. Also referred to as a disposable system. See also Direct access file.

Direct access disk  See DVD.

Direct access file  A basic type of computer file from which it is possible for the computer to obtain a record immediately, without regard to where the record is located on the file; usually stored on magnetic disk. Computer files, also called secondary memory or secondary storage, are added to a computer system to keep vast quantities of data accessible within the computer system at more reasonable costs than main memory.

Direct access storage device (DASD)  The device on which direct access files are stored. See also Direct access file.

Direct Distance Dialing (DDD)  The normal way of using the long-distance telephone network in the United States in which the user directly dials the number with which he or she wishes to communicate and pays for the service based on the duration of the call and the geographical distance; may be used for voice and data communications between any two spots served by the telephone network.

Disposable application  An application that can be discarded when it becomes obsolete without affecting the operation of any other application; this is made possible by application independence. Also referred to as a disposable system. See also Application independence.

Distributed data processing  See Distributed systems.

Distributed systems  Application systems in which the processing power is distributed to multiple sites, which are then tied together via telecommunications lines. Distributed systems have computers of possibly varying sizes located at various physical sites at which the organization does business, and these computers are linked by telecommunications lines in order to support some business process.

Documentation  Written descriptions produced during the systems development process for those who use the system (user documentation) and for IS specialists who operate and maintain the system (system documentation).

Dot-com  A term used to describe a cyber business that receives revenues entirely based on customer transactions or other usage of its Web site. Also referred to as a “pure-play” dot-com business, as distinguished from a “bricks-and-clicks” business.

DSL  See Digital Subscriber Line.

DSS  See Decision support system.

DSS generator  Computer software that provides a set of capabilities to build a specific DSS quickly and easily. For example, Microsoft Excel, a spreadsheet package, can be used as a DSS generator to construct specific financial models that can be used in decision making.

DVD  An abbreviation for digital video disk, an optical storage device that holds much more data than a conventional CD and therefore can be used for very large files such as video; standard capacity varies from 4.7 gigabytes up to 17 gigabytes. Also called a digital versatile disk. See also CD, Optical disk.

E-business systems  Applications that enable the electronic transmission of business transactions or other related information between a buyer and seller or other business partners. See also B2B, B2C.

E-commerce  See Electronic commerce.

E-crime  See Computer crime.

E-mail  See Electronic mail.

EDI  See Electronic data interchange.

eDiscovery amendments  Amendments to the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure effective December 2006 that establish procedures for records retention and electronic information gathering that U.S. organizations must follow in response to potential litigation as well as penalties for noncompliance.

EDP auditing  A variety of methods used by trained auditors to ensure the correct processing of data. EDP auditing combines data processing controls with classical accounting auditing methods.

EIS  See Executive information system.

Electronic commerce  The electronic transmission of buyer/seller transactions and other related communications between individuals and businesses or between two or more businesses that are trading partners. By the late 1990s the Internet became the major platform for conducting electronic commerce or e-commerce. See also B2B, B2C, Dot-com.

Electronic data interchange (EDI)  A set of standards and hardware and software technology that enable computers in independent organizations to exchange business documents electronically. Although typical transactions include purchase orders, order acknowledgments, invoices, price quotes, shipping notices, and insurance claims, any document can potentially be exchanged using EDI. The transaction standards are typically established by an industry consortium or a national or international standards body (such as ANSI).

Electronic mail  A system whereby users send and receive messages electronically at their workstations. Electronic mail, or e-mail, can help eliminate telephone tag and usually incorporates such features as sending a message to a distribution list, resending a message to someone else with an appended note, and filing messages in electronic file folders for later recall.

Electronic records management (ERM)  A disciplined approach to managing electronic records (including e-mail documents) for efficient storage and retrieval over their useful life cycle, including the establishment and enforcement of time periods for records retention and destruction.

Encapsulation  A principle of object-oriented modeling and programming in which both data and operations (methods) to be performed using the data are stored together as an object.

Encryption  An encoding system used for transmission of computer data to ensure confidentiality and security of the data.

End-user computing  See User computing.
Enterprise modeling  A top-down approach to detailing the data requirements of an organization. Enterprise modeling employs a high-level, three-tier approach, first dividing the work of the organization into its major functions (such as selling and manufacturing), and then dividing each of these functions into processes and each process into activities.

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) system  A set of integrated business applications, or modules, to carry out most common business functions, including inventory control, general ledger accounting, accounts payable, accounts receivable, material requirements planning, order management, and human resources. ERP modules are integrated, primarily through a common set of definitions and a common database, and the modules have been designed to reflect a particular way of doing business, that is, a particular set of business processes. The leading ERP vendors are Oracle and SAP.

Enterprise system  A large application designed to integrate a set of business functions or processes. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems were the first wave of such systems, which today include customer relationship management (CRM) systems and supply chain management (SCM) systems.

Entity  In data modeling, the things about which data are collected, for example, a customer or a product.

Entity-relationship diagram (ERD)  A common notation for modeling organizational data requirements. ER diagramming uses specific symbols to represent data entities, relationships, and attributes.

ERM  See Electronic records management.

ERP  See Enterprise resource planning system.

Ethernet  The name of the original Xerox version of a contention bus local area network design, which has come to be used as a synonym for a contention bus design. See also Local area network, Contention bus.

Evolutionary design  See Genetic programming.

Evolutionary development  Any development approach that does not depend upon defining complete requirements early in the development process, but, like prototyping, evolves the system by building successive versions until the system is acceptable. See also Prototyping, Rapid application development.

Executive information system (EIS)  A computer application designed to be used directly by managers, without the assistance of intermediaries, to provide the executive easy online access to current information about the status of the organization and its environment. Such information includes filtered and summarized internal transactions data and also “soft” data such as assessments, rumors, opinions, and ideas.

Expert systems  The branch of artificial intelligence concerned with building systems that incorporate the decision-making logic of a human expert. Expert systems can diagnose and prescribe treatment for diseases, analyze proposed bank loans, and determine the optimal sequence of stops on a truck route.

Expert systems shell  Computer software that provides the basic framework of an expert system and a limited but user-friendly special language to develop the expert system. With the purchase of such a shell, the organization’s system builder can concentrate on the details of the business decision being modeled and the development of the knowledge base.

eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL)  A set of XML tags which is being developed as the standard for publicly traded companies to submit financial documents to the Securities and Exchange Commission. See also eXtensible Markup Language (XML).

eXtensible Markup Language (XML)  A markup language standard to facilitate data interchange across applications on the Web. An XML specification consists of tags that convey the meaning of data, not the presentation format.

Extranet  A private network that is a portion of a company’s intranet, which is made accessible (normally over the Internet) to business partners outside the company (such as customers or suppliers). See also Intranet.

eXtreme Programming (XP)  A so-called “agile” software development approach in which programmers develop computer code in a very short time period using programming pairs, common coding approaches, and frequent testing of each other’s work.

Factory automation  The use of information technology to automate various aspects of factory operations. Factory automation includes numerically controlled machines, material requirements planning (MRP) systems, computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM), and computer-controlled robots.

Fast Ethernet  An approach to implementing a high-speed local area network, operating at 100 million bits per second (mbps). Fast Ethernet uses the same CSMA/CD architecture as traditional Ethernet and is usually implemented using either a cable of four twisted pairs (this is called 100 Base-T) or a multimode fiber-optic cable (this is 100 Base-F). See also Contention bus, CSMA/CD protocol, Ethernet.

Feasibility analysis  An analysis step in the systems development life cycle in which the economic, operational, and technical feasibility of a proposed system is assessed.

Federal design  An IS organization design in which some IS responsibilities are centralized and others are decentralized to best meet the organization’s IT needs. Typically, IS operational activities are centralized to a corporate IS unit, but systems development activities are decentralized to IS groups within business units to ensure responsiveness to business unit needs.

Fiber optics  A transmission medium in which data are transmitted by sending pulses of light through a thin fiber of glass or fused silica. Although expensive to install and difficult to work with, the high transmission speeds possible with fiber-optic cabling—100 million bits per second (mbps) to 3,200 billion bps (gbps)—are leading to its use in most new long-distance telephone lines, in backbone networks to connect multiple LANs, and in LANs where very high speeds or high security needs exist.
Fiber to the home  A high-speed, or broadband, connection to the Internet using fiber-optic cabling all the way to the home; the fastest way to access the Internet from the home, but available in only a limited (but growing) geographical area. In the United States, Verizon Communications is the largest provider of fiber to the home service, with service available with speeds up to 50 mbps for downloading.

File Transfer Protocol (FTP)  An Internet application, or tool, that allows users to send and receive files, including programs, from one computer system to another over the Internet. The user logs into the two computer systems at the same time and then copies files from one system to the other.

Firewall  Usually implemented through software operating on a router, server, or personal computer, a firewall inhibits access to an organization’s internal network or to an individual’s personal computer.

Flash drive  The newest and smallest portable direct access storage device for PCs, making use of flash memory rather than a magnetizable disk. This device, which plugs into the USB port of a PC, goes by various names, including flash drive, jump drive, mini USB drive, or keychain drive.

Flash memory  A type of memory used in digital cameras and music players, as well as in flash drives for PCs. See also Flash drive.

Formal system  The way an organization or business process was designed to work. See also Informal system.

Fourth generation language  A computer language in which the user gives a precise statement of what is to be accomplished, not how to do it. No procedure is necessary; the order of statements is usually inconsequential. Examples include SAS, FOCUS, and CA-Ramis.

Free agent  A type of telecommuter who independently contracts out his or her services without becoming an employee of any organization.

FTP  See File Transfer Protocol.

Full-duplex transmission  A type of data transmission in which data can travel in both directions at once over the communication line.

Functional information system  An information system, usually composed of multiple interrelated subsystems, that provides the information necessary to accomplish various tasks within a specific functional area of the business, such as production, marketing, accounting, personnel, or engineering.

Gateway  A hardware device employed in a telecommunications network to connect two or more local area networks (LANs) or to connect two different types of networks, such as a backbone network and the Internet, where the networks may use different protocols. The gateway, which is really a sophisticated router, forwards only those messages that need to be forwarded from one network to another. See also Router.

Genetic programming  The branch of artificial intelligence that divides a problem into multiple segments, and then links solutions to these segments together in different ways to breed new “child” solutions; after many generations of breeding, genetic programming might produce results superior to anything devised by a human. Genetic programming has been most useful in the design of innovative products, such as a satellite support arm and an energy-efficient light bulb.

Geographic information system (GIS)  A computer-based system designed to capture, store, manipulate, display, and analyze data spatially referenced to the earth; a GIS links data to maps so that the data’s spatial characteristics can be easily understood.

Gigabit Ethernet  An approach to implementing a very high-speed local area network or backbone network, operating at 1 billion bits per second (gbps) and higher; comes in several versions which run over either Category 5e cable (four twisted pairs of wires), multimode fiber-optic cabling, or single-mode fiber-optic cabling. See also 1 GbE, 10 GbE, 40 GbE, Backbone network, Fast Ethernet.

GIS  See Geographic information system.

Graphical user interface (GUI)  An interface between a computer and a human user based on graphical screen images such as icons. With a GUI (pronounced gooey), the user selects an application or makes other choices by using a mouse to click on an appropriate icon or label appearing on the screen. Apple’s Mac OS and Microsoft’s Windows employ a GUI.

Group support system (GSS)  A variant of a decision support system (DSS) in which the system is designed to support a group rather than an individual. The purpose of a GSS is to make group sessions more productive by supporting such group activities as brainstorming, issue structuring, voting, and conflict resolution.

Group technology (GT)  A computer-based system that logically groups parts according to physical characteristics, machine routings through the factory, and similar machine operations. Based on these logical groupings, GT is able to identify existing parts that engineers can use or modify rather than design new parts.

Groupware  Application software designed to support groups; the functionality varies but may include electronic mail, electronic bulletin boards, computer conferencing, electronic calendaring, group scheduling, sharing documents, meeting support systems, electronic forms, and desktop videoconferencing.

GSS  See Group support system.

GT  See Group technology.

GUI  See Graphical user interface.

Hacker  A person who breaks into a computer for the challenge of it without intending to do any harm.

Half-duplex transmission  A type of data transmission in which data can travel in both directions over the communication line, but not simultaneously.

Handheld PC  The smallest type of computing device, which can easily be held in one hand while using the other hand to enter
Hardware The physical pieces of a computer or telecommunications system, such as a central processing unit, a printer, and a terminal.

Help desk A support service for IT users that can be accessed via phone or e-mail. The service might be provided by IS specialists who are employees in the same organization or by IS specialists who are under contract to provide this service (i.e., an outsourcing vendor).

Hertz Cycles per second; one measure of data transmission speed. Hertz is usually equivalent to baud (another measure of transmission speed) and to bits per second.

Hierarchical decomposition The process of breaking down a system into successive levels of subsystems. This recursive decomposition allows a system to be described at various levels of detail, each appropriate for a different kind of analysis or for a different audience.

HIPAA The Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), passed by the U.S. government in 1996, sets standards for U.S. organizations to maintain the privacy of medical record information and related payment data; it also establishes both civil and criminal penalties for noncompliance.

Horizontal mechanisms Intentional management actions to link employees that work in business units that don’t have a direct reporting relationship. Horizontal linking mechanisms include structural designs (such as formal groups and integrator roles) as well as other linking devices (such as job rotations) that are intended to help build and foster relationships across different workgroups. Common structural mechanisms to link IS and business groups are IS advisory councils (with senior business leaders) and IS account managers (individuals that serve as a key point-of-contact for a specific business unit).

Hosted solution A method of using a software package (such as an ERP or CRM system) in which the software runs on the vendor’s hardware, and the customer pays a subscription fee on a per-user, per-month basis to use the application; also called an on-demand solution or Software as a Service (SaaS).

HTML See Hypertext Markup Language.

HTTP See Hypertext Transfer Protocol.

Hub A simple hardware device employed in a telecommunications network to connect one section of a local area network (LAN) to another. A hub forwards every message it receives to the other section of the LAN, whether or not the messages need to go there. Another use of a hub is to create a shared Ethernet LAN; in this case, the hub is a junction box containing up to 24 ports into which cables can be plugged. Embedded inside the hub is a linear bus connecting all the ports.

Hypertext As used on the World Wide Web, this is the linking of objects, such as text, pictures, sound clips, and video clips, to each other so that by clicking on highlighted text or a small icon, the user is taken to the related object.

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) A specialized language to “mark up” pages to be viewed on the World Wide Web. The “markup” consists of special codes inserted in the text to indicate headings, boldfaced text, italics, where images or photographs are to be placed, and links to other Web pages, among other things.

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) The underlying protocol used by the World Wide Web. HTTP defines how messages are formatted and transmitted and what actions Web browsers and Web servers should take in response to various commands.

I-CASE See Integrated-CASE.

Identity theft The act of appropriating an individual’s personal information without that person’s knowledge to commit fraud or theft. An identity thief uses information such as name, address, social security number, credit card number, and/or other identifying information to impersonate someone else and obtain loans or purchase items using his or her credit.

IM See Instant messaging.

Imaging A computer input/output method by which any type of paper document—including business forms, reports, charts, graphs, and photographs—can be read by a scanner and translated into digital form so that it can be stored in the computer system; this process can also be reversed so that the digitized image stored in the computer system can be displayed on a video display unit, printed on paper, or transmitted to another computer or workstation.

In-line system A computer system in which data entry is accomplished online (i.e., a transaction is entered directly into the computer via some input device), but the processing is deferred until a suitable batch of transactions has been accumulated.

Incremental commitment A strategy in systems analysis and design in which the project is reviewed after each phase and continuation of the project is justified.

Informal system The way the organization or business process actually works. See also Formal system.

Information Data (usually processed data) that are useful to a decision maker.

Information resources assessment The act of taking inventory and critically evaluating technological and human resources in terms of how well they meet the organization’s business and IS needs.

Information system (IS) A computer-based system that uses information technology, procedures (processes), and people to capture, move, store, and distribute data and information.

Information systems (IS) department An organizational unit that has the primary responsibility for managing information technology within a business or other type of organization.

Information technology (IT) Computer hardware and software for processing and storing data, as well as communications technology (networks) for transmitting data.
Information vision A written expression of the desired future for information use and management in an organization.

Inheritance A principle of object-oriented approaches in which subclasses inherit all of the properties and methods of the class to which they belong.

Instant messaging (IM) A synchronous communication system (a variant of electronic mail) that enables the user to establish a private “chat room” with another individual to carry out text-based communication in real time over the Internet. Typically, the IM system signals the user when someone on his or her private list is online, and then the user can initiate a chat session with that individual.

Instruction An individual step or operation in a program, particularly in a machine language program. See also Machine language, Program.

Integrated-CASE (I-CASE) A set of full-cycle, integrated CASE tools, in which system specifications supported by the front-end tools can be converted into computer code by the back-end tools included in the system. See also Computer-aided software engineering.

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) A set of international standards by which the public telephone network offers additional telecommunications capabilities—including simultaneous transmission of both voice and data over the same line—to telephone users worldwide.

Integrity rules A type of data standard that ensures that a specific range or set of values are captured and stored for a specific data element in an organizational database. The rules might also specify circumstances under which deviations from the rules can occur.

Intellectual property Any product of the human mind, such as an idea, an invention, a literary creation, a work of art, a business method, an industrial process, a chemical formula, a computer program, or a presentation.

Interactive system A computer system in which the user directly interacts with the computer. In such a system, the user would enter data into the computer via some type of input device and the computer would provide a response almost immediately, as in an airline reservation system. An interactive system is an online system in which the computer provides an immediate response to the user.

Interface The point of contact where the environment meets a system or where two subsystems meet. Special functions such as filtering, coding/decoding, error detection and correction, buffering, security, and summarizing occur at an interface, which allows compatibility between the environment and system or two subsystems. See also Graphical user interface.

Internet A network of networks that use the TCP/IP protocol, with gateways (connections) to even more networks that do not use the TCP/IP protocol. Two of the primary applications on the Internet are electronic mail and the World Wide Web. See also B2B, B2C, Electronic commerce, Electronic mail, Extranet, Intranet, Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, World Wide Web.

Internet2 A not-for-profit consortium of more than 200 universities, working in partnership with 70 leading technology companies and the U.S. government, to develop and deploy advanced network applications and technologies. Internet2 operates a very high-performance network as the backbone network for the Internet2 universities; the initial version of this network was named Abilene, and the present even higher-speed network has the confusing name Internet2.

Internet telephony Also called Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) or IP telephony, this approach to telephony allows the user to make voice calls using a broadband Internet connection instead of a regular (analog) telephone line. Internet telephony requires an analog telephone adapter for a standard telephone, an IP (digital) phone, or an appropriately equipped computer, as well as a broadband Internet connection.

Interpreter A software program that translates a third generation or fourth generation language program into an equivalent machine language program, executing each source program statement as soon as that single statement is translated.

Intranet A private network operating within an organization that employs the TCP/IP protocol; an intranet is used by employees for information sharing, collaboration, and other applications. A firewall typically is used to separate the intranet from the public Internet.

IP telephony See Internet telephony.

IS See Information system.

IS governance An organization’s formal design for IS-related responsibilities and accountabilities. Common designs today include highly centralized, highly decentralized, and federal IS organizations. Under a typical federal IS governance design, computer and network operations are highly centralized, but software application development and maintenance are highly decentralized.

IS mission The reason(s) for the existence of the IS organization. See also IS vision.

IS operational plan See Operational IS plan

ISDN See Integrated Services Digital Network.

IT See Information technology.

IT application portfolio The set of software applications in an organization that are installed and being utilized, currently under development, and/or on a list of approved IS projects not yet underway. See also IT portfolio management.

IT architecture An IT architecture is an organization-specific set of requirements for current and future hardware, software, network, and data assets, as well as the human resources needed to acquire, deploy, and maintain them, to meet the organization’s information vision.

IT outsourcing Contracting with an outside organization to perform one or more IS functions or activities. For example, outsourcing might involve a multiyear contract with a vendor to operate an organization’s computers and networks, or shorter contracts for application development and maintenance. See also Offshore IT outsourcing.
IT platform  The set of hardware, software, communications, and standards an organization uses to build and operate its information systems.

IT portfolio management  A disciplined approach to managing IT investments to best align with the current and anticipated needs of a business for not only the short term but also the long term. The typical IT investment portfolio includes investments in hardware, custom software, packaged software, and communications networks.

ITIL  An acronym for Information Technology Infrastructure Library, a process-based IS management approach—first developed by a branch of the British government—that documents a set of 12 processes for deploying and operating information systems and services.

J2EE  See Java 2 Enterprise Edition.

JAD  See Joint application design.

Java 2 Enterprise Edition  A platform for application development on the Web, using the OOP paradigm, created by an alliance of companies led by Sun Microsystems. J2EE programming is done in Java, and the programs will run on any platform. J2EE is a collection of Java-based technologies for Web application development; popular J2EE products are WebSphere from IBM and WebLogic from BEA.

JCL  See Job control language.

Job control language (JCL)  The specialized computer language by which computer users communicate with the operating system. The term “JCL” is used primarily in the context of IBM mainframe computers.

Joint application design (JAD)  A technique in which system requirements are defined by a team of users and IS specialists during an intensive effort led by a trained facilitator. JAD sessions are often held at special facilities with CASE tool support.

Keychain drive  Another name for a flash drive. Keychain drive is perhaps the most descriptive name for a flash drive, because the device is not much larger than the average car key. See also Flash drive.

KM  See Knowledge management.

KMS  See Knowledge management system.

Knowledge management (KM)  The sharing and transferring of knowledge in an organization in order to enhance learning and improve performance; in other words, the strategies and processes of identifying, creating, capturing, organizing, transferring, and leveraging knowledge to help individuals and firms compete.

Knowledge management system (KMS)  A system for managing organizational knowledge that enables individuals and organizations to enhance learning, improve performance, and, hopefully, produce long-term sustainable competitive advantage.

LAN  See Local area network.

Laptop computer  The type of personal computer that can easily be carried by a user and used on the user’s “lap.” A laptop PC is the size of a small briefcase and weighs less than 10 pounds. The terms “laptop” and “notebook” PC are now used almost interchangeably, although the notebook PC originally was a smaller machine than a laptop.

Legacy system  A term used to refer to a system that has already been deployed in an organization, especially one that was initially deployed several years ago.

Lewin/Schein change model  A 3-stage model for planning and managing change in an organization: unfreezing, moving, and refreezing.

Life-cycle process  See Systems development life cycle.

Listserv  An Internet application, or tool, that is essentially a mailing list such that members of a group can send a single electronic mail message and have it delivered to everyone in the group.

Local area network (LAN)  A local data-only network, usually within a single organization and generally operating within an area no more than two or three miles in diameter, that contains a number of intelligent devices (usually microcomputers) capable of data processing. LANs usually follow one of five designs: contention bus, token bus, token ring, Wi-Fi wireless, and WiMAX wireless. See also Contention bus, Token bus, Token ring, Wi-Fi LAN, WiMAX LAN, Wireless LAN.

Location intelligence  The application of spatial technologies to identifying where someone or something is in real time; the technology most responsible for achieving location intelligence is the Global Positioning System (GPS).

Logic bomb  A program that is introduced into a computer and set to take action at a certain time or when a specified event occurs.

Logical system or model  A depiction of the function and purpose (the what) of a system without reference to, or implications for, how the system is implemented; includes both As-Is and To-Be models. See also Physical system or model.

Long Term Evolution (LTE)  A new cellular technology that is being used to develop very high-speed 4G cellular telephone networks by wireless carriers, including both AT&T and Verizon Wireless—the two largest cellular providers in the United States, WiMAX is a competing 4G technology. See also WiMAX LAN.

LTE  See Long Term Evolution.

M-commerce  Shorthand for mobile e-commerce; the utilization of electronic applications and communications via handheld devices and wireless technologies for e-commerce.

Machine language  The form of a computer program that the control unit of the computer has been built to understand. In general, each machine language instruction consists of an operation code that tells the control unit what basic machine function is to be performed and one or more addresses that identify the specific memory cells whose contents will be involved in the operation.

Magnetic ink character recognition (MICR)  A computer input method used for check processing in the United States.
Master data management  The disciplines, technologies, and as input and then develops a detailed production schedule, using

Magnetic tape unit  A computer file device that stores (writes) data on magnetic tape and retrieves (reads) data from tape back into memory; the usual device on which sequential access files are stored. See also Sequential access file.

Mainframe  The type of computer system that is used as the main, central computing system of most major corporations and government agencies, ranging in cost from $500,000 to $20,000,000 or more and in power from 2,500 to 1,000,000 MFLOPS; used for large business general processing, as the server in client/server applications, as a large Web server, and for a wide range of other applications.

Maintenance  The process of making changes to a system after it has been placed in operation, including changes required to correct errors, to adapt the system to changes in the environment, and to enhance the system’s functionality. Vendors of a purchased system may be contracted to carry out maintenance as part of the purchase contract.

Make-or-buy decision  Within the context of systems development, the choice between customized application development and purchasing a software package.

Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP)  A communications protocol (a set of rules) for communicating between automated equipment on a factory floor. MAP, which was pioneered by General Motors and has now been accepted by most major manufacturers and IT vendors, ensures an open manufacturing system in which communication between equipment from various vendors is possible.

Manufacturing resources planning (MRP II)  A computer-based manufacturing administration system that usually incorporates three major components—the master production schedule, which sets the overall production goals; material requirements planning, which develops the detailed production schedule; and shop floor control, which releases orders to the shop floor based on the detailed schedule and actual production to date.

MAP  See Manufacturing Automation Protocol.

Massively parallel processor (MPP)  A parallel processor computer with some large number of parallel CPUs; in general, 32 or more parallel CPUs is considered an MPP if the different CPUs are capable of performing different instructions at the same time, or 1,000 or more parallel CPUs is considered an MPP if the different CPUs must all carry out the same instruction at the same time. See also Parallel processor.

Master data management  The disciplines, technologies, and methods to ensure the currency, meaning, and quality of reference data within and across various subject areas.

Material requirements planning (MRP)  A computer-based system that accepts the master production schedule for a factory as input and then develops a detailed production schedule, using parts explosion, production capacity, inventory, and lead time data; usually a component of a manufacturing resources planning (MRP II) system.

MegaFLOPS (MFLOPS)  Shorthand for millions of floating point operations per second, a commonly used speed rating for computers. MegaFLOPS ratings are derived by running a particular set of programs in a particular language on the machines being investigated.

Memory  The primary area for storage of data in a computer system; also referred to as main memory or primary memory. In a computer system all data flows to and from memory. Memory is divided into cells, and a fixed amount of data can be stored in each cell.

Mesh topology  A network topology in which most devices are connected to two, three, or more other devices in a seemingly irregular pattern that resembles a woven net, or a mesh. Examples of a mesh topology include the public telephone network and the network of networks that makes up the Internet.

Metadata  Data about data, or documentation about the business and technical characteristics of data, such as the description and maximum length of customer name.

Metadata repository  See Data dictionary/directory (DD/D).

Metcalfe’s Law  A theory in which the value of a network to each of its members is a nonlinear increasing function of the number of users; more formally, the value is proportional to \((n^2 - n)/2\), where “n” is the number of nodes on the network.

MFLOPS  See MegaFLOPS.

MICR  See Magnetic ink character recognition.

Microcomputer  The category of computers with the least cost ($200 to $4,000) and the least power (500 to 5,000 MFLOPS), generally used for personal computing and small business processing and as a Web client and a client in client/server applications; also called micros or personal computers (PCs).

Microwave  Considered as a transmission medium, although strictly speaking it is line-of-sight broadcast technology in which radio signals are sent out into the air. With transmission speeds of 256 thousand bits per second (bps) to 1 billion bps, microwave transmission is widely used for long-distance telephone communication and for corporate voice and data networks.

Middleware  A term that covers all of the software needed to support interactions between clients and servers in client/server systems. Middleware usually includes three categories of software: server operating systems to create a “single-system image” for all services on the network; transport software to allow communications employing a standard protocol to be sent across the network; and service-specific software to carry out specific services such as electronic mail.

Midrange system  This broadest category of computer systems, which stretches all the way from microcomputers to the much larger mainframes and supercomputers, has evolved from two earlier categories of computers—workstations and mini-computers. Prices vary from $4,000 to $1,000,000, with power ranging from 2,500 to 250,000 MFLOPS; applications include...
departmental computing, midsized business general processing, server in client/server applications, Web server, file server, local area network server, and specific tasks such as office automation, computer-aided design, and graphics. See also Workstation, Minicomputer.

Minicomputer A category of computer systems that has now been subsumed into the midrange systems category, these “small mainframes” were just like the larger mainframe machines, except that they were less powerful and less expensive; applications included departmental computing, specific tasks such as office automation, server in client/server applications, and midsized business general processing. See also Midrange system, Superminicomputer.

MIPS An acronym for millions of instructions per second executed by the control unit of a computer; a commonly used maximum speed rating for computers.

Modem An abbreviation for modulator/demodulator, a device that converts data from digital form to analog form so that it can be sent over the analog telephone network and reconverts data from analog to digital form after it has been transmitted.

Module A self-contained unit of software that performs one or more functions. Ideally it has well-defined interfaces with the other modules in the program so that changes in a module affect the rest of the program only through the outputs from that module. See also Subsystem.

MP3 A standard coding scheme for compressing audio signals into a very small file (about one-twelfth the size of the original file) while preserving the original level of sound quality when it is played. MP3 is the most popular Internet audio format that allows users to download music from the Internet.

MRP See Material requirements planning.

MRP II See Manufacturing resources planning.

Multiprocessing The method of processing when two or more CPUs are installed as part of the same computer system; all CPUs are under control of a single operating system.

Multiprocessor A computer configuration in which multiple processors (CPUs) are installed as part of the same computer system, with all CPUs under control of a single operating system. The multiple processors may be manufactured as part of a single chip, or they may be physically separate chips located in the same box (called a chassis). See Massively parallel processor, Parallel processor, Quad-core processor, Symmetric multiprocessor.

Multiprogramming A procedure by which the operating system switches back and forth among a number of programs, all located in memory at the same time, to keep the CPU busy while input/output operations are taking place; more specifically, this is called event-driven multiprogramming.

Multitasking The terminology used for microcomputers to describe essentially the same function as multiprogramming on larger machines. In preemptive multitasking, the operating system allocates slices of CPU time to each program (the same as time-driven multiprogramming); in cooperative multitasking, each program can control the CPU for as long as it needs it (the same as event-driven multiprogramming). See also Multiprogramming.

Multithreading Almost the same as multitasking except that the multiple threads (thread is short for thread of execution) are different parts of the same program that are being executed near simultaneously, with the operating system controlling the switching back and forth among threads of the single program. See also Multitasking.

Natural language A computer language in which the user writes a program in ordinary English (or something very close to it); little or no training will be required to use a natural language. At present, there are no true natural languages, but some restricted natural language products have been developed that can be used with a variety of DBMSs and fourth generation languages.

.NET A platform for application development on the Web, using the OOP paradigm, created by Microsoft. .NET programming can be done in a variety of languages, including VB.NET, C#, and J#, but can only be run on a Windows platform.

Netbook The newest variation of a PC is a stripped-down, smaller laptop priced in the $300–$500 range. Netbooks rarely have a CD/DVD readerwriter or other extra features; they are designed for use on the Internet and are being marketed both by computer vendors and by wireless phone carriers.

Network interface card (NIC) In general, a specialized card that must be installed in a computer to permit it to access a particular type of network, usually a local area network. For wireless LANs, the NIC is a short-range radio transceiver that can send and receive radio signals.

Network operating system (NOS) See Server operating system.

Network protocol An agreed-upon set of rules or conventions governing communication among elements of a network, or, more specifically, among layers or levels of a network.

Networking The electronic linking of geographically dispersed devices.

Neural networks The branch of artificial intelligence concerned with recognizing patterns from vast amounts of data by a process of adaptive learning; named after the study of how the human nervous system works, but in fact uses extensive statistical analysis to identify meaningful patterns from the data.

NIC See Network interface card.

Nonprocedural language See Fourth generation language.

Normalization The process of creating simple data structures from more complex ones; this process consists of a set of rules that yields a data structure that is very stable and useful across many different requirements.

NOS See Network operating system.

Notebook PC The type of personal computer that can easily be carried by the user; this type of PC is similar in size to a student’s notebook, and it typically weighs no more than 5 or 6 pounds. The terms “laptop” and “notebook” PC are now used almost interchangeably, although the notebook PC originally was a smaller machine than a laptop.
Object A person, place, or thing including data and methods, as used in physical To-Be modeling; a chunk of program code encompassing both data and methods, as used in object-oriented programming. See also Object-oriented programming.

Object-oriented programming (OOP) A type of computer programming based on the creation and use of a set of objects and the development of relationships among the objects. The most popular OOP languages are C++ and Java. See also Object, Object-oriented techniques.

Object-oriented techniques A broad term that includes object-oriented analysis and design techniques as well as object-oriented programming.

Object program The machine language program that is the result of translating a second, third, or fourth generation source program.

OCR See Optical character recognition.

Office automation The use of information technology to automate various aspects of office operations. Office automation involves a set of office-related functions that might or might not be integrated in a single system, including electronic mail, word processing, photocopying, document preparation, voice mail, desktop publishing, personal databases, and electronic calendaring.

Office suite A collection of personal productivity software packages for use in the office (e.g., word processing, spreadsheet, presentation graphics, database management system) that are integrated to some extent and marketed as a set. Microsoft Office is the leading office suite; other suites include Corel WordPerfect Office, Sun StarOffice, and Google Docs.

Offshore IT outsourcing Outsourcing IS functions or activities to IS employees of a vendor that is located in a different nation than the client organization. The term “offshoring” is also sometimes used to mean allocating work to IS workers who are located in a different nation but are employees in the same organization.

OLAP See Online analytical processing.

On-demand solution See Hosted solution.

Online analytical processing (OLAP) Querying against a database, employing OLAP software that makes it easy to pose complex queries along multiple dimensions, such as time, organizational unit, and geography. The chief component of OLAP is the OLAP server, which sits between a client machine and a database server; the OLAP server understands how data are organized in the database and has special functions for analyzing the data. See also Data mining.

Online processing A mode of transaction processing in which each transaction is entered directly into the computer when it occurs and the associated processing is carried out immediately. For example, sales would be entered into the computer (probably via a microcomputer) as soon as they occurred, and sales records would be updated immediately.

Online system See Online processing.

OOP See Object-oriented programming.

Open-source software Software that is distributed at no cost to the acquirer, with the acquirer having the right to modify the source code. Software derived from open-source software, if distributed, must also be distributed as open source.

Open systems Systems (usually operating systems and other support software) that are not tied to a particular computer system or software vendor. Examples include the UNIX operating system, with versions available for a wide variety of hardware platforms, and the Linux operating system, which runs on all of the major IT platforms.

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model An evolving set of network protocols developed by the International Standards Organization (ISO), which deals with connecting all systems that are open for communication with other systems (i.e., systems that conform to certain minimal standards) by defining seven layers, each of which will have one or more protocols.

Operating system Very complex software that controls the operation of the computer hardware and coordinates all the other software. The purposes of an operating system are to get as much work done as possible with the available resources and to be convenient to use.

Operational IS plan Short-term goals (typically 1 to 2 years) and associated projects to be executed by the IS department and business managers, in support of the strategic IS plan.

Optical character recognition (OCR) A computer input method that directly scans typed, printed, or hand-printed material. A computer input device called an optical character reader scans and recognizes the characters and then transmits the data to the memory or records them on a magnetic media.

Optical disk A medium upon which computer files can be stored. Data are recorded on an optical disk by using a laser to burn microscopic pits on its surface. Optical disks have a much greater capacity than magnetic disks.

OSI See Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model.

Outsourcing See IT outsourcing.

Packet assembly/disassembly device (PAD) A telecommunication device used to connect an organization’s internal networks (at each of its locations) to the common carrier network in order to set up a packet-switched network.

Packet-switched network A network employing packet switching; examples include Abilene, the Internet, and many WANS. See also Packet switching.

Packet switching A method of operating a digital telecommunications network (especially a WAN) in which information is divided into packets of some fixed length that are then sent over the network separately. Rather than tying up an entire end-to-end circuit for the duration of the session, the packets from various users can be interspersed with one another to permit more efficient use of the network.

PAD See Packet assembly/disassembly device.

Palmtop computer See Handheld computer.

Parallel processor (PP) A multiprocessor configuration (multiple CPUs installed as part of the same computer system) designed to give a separate piece of the same program to each of the processors so that work on the program can proceed in parallel on the separate pieces.
**PC**  See Microcomputer, Laptop computer, Notebook computer, Netbook.

**PDA**  See Personal digital assistant.

**Perceptive systems**  The branch of artificial intelligence that involves creating machines possessing a visual or aural perceptual ability, or both, that affects their physical behavior; in other words, creating robots that can “see” or “hear” and react to what they see or hear.

**Performance management (PM)**  A software package—an expanded version of an executive information system—that is intended to give all levels of management the information they need to ensure that the organization performs successfully. See also Competitive intelligence system, Executive information system.

**Personal computer**  See Microcomputer.

**Personal digital assistant (PDA)**  The smallest microcomputers, also called palmtop or handheld computers, which weigh under a pound and cost from $100 to $500; now being replaced by smartphones, which combine the functions of a PDA with the ability to make phone calls.

**Personal productivity software**  Software products, usually microcomputer-based, designed to increase the productivity of a manager or other knowledge worker; examples are word processing, spreadsheets, database management systems, presentation graphics, and Web browsers.

**Phishing**  A technique used to fool computer users into giving away sensitive personal information (e.g., usernames, passwords, credit card details) via their responses to a fraudulent e-mail or instant messaging communication.

**Physical system or model**  A depiction of the physical form (the how) of an information system. See also Logical system or model.

**PM**  See Performance management.

**PMO**  See Project Management Office.

**Portal**  A standardized entry point to key information on the corporate network. Many organizations have created carefully designed portals to enable employees (and perhaps customers and suppliers) to gain easy access to information they need. See also Intranet.

**Portlet**  A specialized content area, or window, within an intranet opening page, or within a portal. See also Portal.

**PP**  See Parallel processor.

**Privacy policy**  An organizational policy that describes the organization’s rules for the protection (nondisclosure) of information collected as part of its business transactions and other interactions with consumers of its products and services, including online transactions using its Web site.

**Procedural language**  See Third generation language.

**Procedural-oriented techniques**  See Structured techniques.

**Processor**  See Central processing unit.

**Processor chip**  The computer chip at the heart of all computers, which includes both the arithmetic/logic unit and the control unit; these small silicon chips, often less than one inch square, contain millions of transistors. See also Central processing unit.

**Productivity language**  Another name for a fourth generation language. This type of language tends to make the programmer or user more productive, which explains the name.

**Program**  (1) A complete listing of what the computer is to do for a particular application, expressed in a form that the control unit of the computer has been built to understand or that can be translated into such a form. A program is made up of a sequence of individual steps or operations called instructions. See also Control unit, Instruction. (2) A group of projects managed in a coordinated way—as a program—rather than separately.

**Program Management Office**  An organizational unit responsible for the management of multiple, related projects in a coordinated way, with the objective of achieving greater benefits to the organization than would be achieved from managing the projects individually. See also Project Management Office.

**Project**  A temporary initiative to create a unique product or service in a specific time period, including activities that require coordination and control.

**Project champion**  A project role played by a business manager who has high credibility among those workers who will be most affected by the implementation of the new product or service being created by the project team. The role might not be a formally designated one, but the project champion is relied upon to use his or her influence to remove obstacles and motivate users to accept changes that will enable the project to meet its formal milestones and overall activities. See also Project sponsor.

**Project charter**  A document prepared during the initiation phase of a project, which states the objectives, scope, known constraints, and estimated benefits of the project, based on a feasibility analysis.

**Project management**  The application of people knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to multiple activities designed to meet the objectives of a particular project.

**Project Management Office (PMO)**  An organizational unit (sometimes called a “project office”) staffed with experienced project managers to ensure projects are run well and coordinated as necessary. The PMO might be a temporary unit set up for a complex project or a permanent unit measured on project performance. The unit might be responsible for only IS projects or for both IS and non-IS projects. See also Program Management Office.

**Project manager**  The manager accountable for delivering a project of high quality, on time and within budget; might be an IS manager, a business manager, or both.

**Project milestone**  A significant deliverable for a project and its assigned deadline date for completion.

**Project sponsor**  A project role typically played by the manager who financially “owns” the project, which includes not just funding the project but also participating in its oversight. For IS projects that are not just IT infrastructure investments, a business manager typically is in this role.
Proprietary systems  Systems (usually referring to operating systems) that are the property of a particular software vendor and, in most cases, were written expressly for a particular computer system. Examples are Windows 7, which is Microsoft's current operating system for personal computers, and z/OS and z/VM, which are two alternative large machine operating systems offered by IBM.

Prototyping  A systems methodology in which an initial version of a system is built very quickly using fourth generation tools and then is tried out by users, who recommend changes that are the basis for building an improved version. This iterative process is continued until the result is accepted. See also Rapid application development.

Pull technology  Refers to the mode of operation on the Internet where the client must request data before the data are sent to the client. For example, a Web browser represents pull technology in that the browser must request a Web page before it is sent to the user's screen. See also Pull technology.

Push technology  Refers to the mode of operation on the Internet where data are sent to the client without the client requesting the data. Examples of push technology include electronic mail and the distribution of software updates to the client. See also Pull technology.

Quad-core processor  A processor chip that has four complete processors manufactured as part of a single chip. There are also dual-core, 6-core, and 8-core processors in use, and there will eventually be 16-core and larger processor chips. See also Multiprocessor.

Query language  A 4 GL, nonprocedural special-purpose language for posing queries to the database, often built into the DBMS, that allows users to produce reports by specifying their content and format.

RAD  See Rapid application development.

Radio frequency identification (RFID)  A growing approach to item identification employing RFID tags—often the size of a postage stamp or smaller—that combine tiny chips with an antenna. When a tag is placed on an item, it automatically radios its location to RFID readers on store shelves, checkout counters, loading bay doors, and possibly shopping carts. With RFID tags, inventory is taken automatically and continuously. RFID tags can cut costs by requiring fewer workers for scanning items; they can also provide more current and more accurate information to the entire supply chain.

Rapid application development (RAD)  A hybrid systems development methodology based upon a combination of SDLC, prototyping, JAD techniques, and CASE tools, in which the end-prototype becomes the actual system. See also Prototyping, Joint application design, CASE.

Raster-based GIS  One of two basic approaches for representation and analysis of spatial data in which space is divided into small, equal-sized cells arranged in a grid; these cells (or rasters) can take on a range of values and are "aware" of their location relative to other cells. Weather forecasting employs a raster-based approach.

Reduced instruction set computing chip  See RISC chip.

Relational DBMS  A particular type of database management system (DBMS) that views each data entity as a simple table, with the columns as data elements and the rows as different instances of the entity. The records are then related by storing common data, for example, customer number, in each of the associated tables. Relational DBMSs are the most popular type of DBMS today.

Relationship  A relevant association between organizational entities, such as a customer (entity) submits (relationship) an order (entity).

Release management  A documented process for migrating a new system, or a new version of an older system, from a development environment to a production (operations) environment within a given organization.

Remote login  An Internet application that permits a user to log into and perform work on a computer that is remote to the user's current location.

Request for proposal (RFP)  A document that is sent to potential vendors inviting them to submit a proposal for a system purchase. It provides the objectives and requirements of the desired system, including the technical environment in which it must operate; specifies what the vendor must provide as input to the selection process; and explains the conditions for submitting proposals and the general criteria that will be used to evaluate them.

Reverse auctions  An online auction in which sellers lower their prices in response to competitors’ bids in order to “win” a purchase contract with a customer.

RFID  See Radio frequency identification.

RFP  See Request for proposal.

Ring topology  A network topology in which all network devices share a single length of cable—with the ends of the cable connected to form a ring.

Ripple effect  The result that occurs when a change in one part of a program or system causes unanticipated problems in a different part of the program or system. Then changes necessary to correct that problem may cause problems somewhere else, and so on.

RISC chip  Very fast processor chip based on the idea of reduced instruction set computing, or RISC; originally developed for use in high-powered workstations, but now used in other machines, especially midrange systems.

Risk management  A term used to refer to activities directed at successfully managing risks to an organization. For example, organizations need to assess the potential business-related losses associated with the implementation of new computer solutions as well as computer, software, and network failures of various types to determine how best to manage a software development project and the amount to spend on security technologies and procedures that decrease the likelihood of significant business losses.

Router  A hardware device employed in a telecommunications network to connect two or more local area networks (LANs),
where the networks might use different protocols. The router forwards only those messages that need to be forwarded from one network to another. See also Gateway.

**RSS reader** Software built into today’s browsers and some e-mail programs that—after a user has subscribed to an RSS feed from a particular site—checks for new content at user-determined intervals and retrieves syndicated Web content such as Weblogs, podcasts, and mainstream mass media reports.

**SA&D** See Systems analysis and design.

**SaaS** See Software as a Service.

**Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)** Legislation passed by the U.S. government in 2002 that requires stricter accounting procedures and financial record certifications for publicly traded corporations in response to recent corporate scandals in large U.S. companies (such as Enron). The passing of this act led to significant investments in information technologies by many companies to implement better controls to ensure the reliability and integrity of enterprise data.

**Satellite communication** A variation of microwave transmission in which a communications satellite is used to relay microwave signals over long distances.

**Satellite connection** A high-speed, or broadband, connection to the Internet using a satellite dish at the home or office to communicate with a satellite.

**SCM** See Supply chain management system.

**Scrum** One of the so-called “agile” methodologies in which small work teams, utilizing frequent and varied meetings, coordinate a series of very small projects that together develop an information system.

**SDLC** See System development life cycle.

**Search engine** An information retrieval program that permits the user to search for content that meets a specific criterion (typically containing a given word or phrase) and retrieves a list of items that match the criterion.

**Sequential access file** A basic type of computer file in which all of the records that make up the file are stored in sequence according to the file’s control key (e.g., a payroll file will contain individual employee records stored in sequence according to the employee identification number); usually stored on magnetic tape. Computer files, also called secondary memory or secondary storage, are added to a computer system to keep vast quantities of data accessible within the computer system at more reasonable costs than main memory.

**Server operating system** Support software installed on the network server that manages network resources and controls the network’s operation. The primary server operating systems are Microsoft’s Windows Server, especially Windows Server 2008, several variations of UNIX, and Linux.

**Server virtualization** In this popular type of virtualization, a physical server is split into multiple virtual servers, each of which can run its own full-fledged operating system. The physical server typically runs a hypervisor program to create the virtual servers and manage the resources of the various operating systems. Then each virtual server can be employed as if it were a stand-alone physical server, thus reducing the number of physical servers needed in an IT shop and saving the organization money and space.

**Service-oriented architecture** An application architecture based on a collection of functions, or services, where these services can communicate (or be connected) with one another. Once services are created, they can be used over and over again in different applications—only the connections will vary.

**Service level agreement (SLA)** An agreement between IS and a client that specifies a set of services to be provided, the amount of those services to be provided, the quality of these services and how it is to be measured, and the price to be charged for these services.

**Servlet** An application program, written in the Java object-oriented programming language, which resides on a Web server and is executed on the Web server (not downloaded to the client like an applet). See also Applet.

**SFC** See Shop floor control.

**Shared Ethernet** The original Ethernet design, which employs a contention bus as its logical topology but is usually implemented as a physical star arrangement. The usual way of creating a shared Ethernet LAN is to plug the cables from all the devices on the LAN into a hub, which is a junction box containing up to 24 ports into which cables can be plugged. Embedded inside the hub is a linear bus connecting all the ports. See also Ethernet, Switched Ethernet.

**Shared services** A type of centralized governance design in which IS decision making and accountability are “shared” across multiple business units. Shared services units are often responsible for not only IS activities (typically computer and network operations) but also other functional support activities—such as entities responsible for recruiting and retaining human resources.

**Shop floor control (SFC) system** A computer-based system that provides online, real-time control and monitoring of machines on the shop floor; for example, the SFC system might recognize that a tool on a particular milling machine is getting dull (by measuring the metal that the machine is cutting per second) and signal this fact to the human operator on duty.

**Simplex transmission** A type of data transmission in which data can travel only in one direction over the communication line. Simplex transmission might be used from a monitoring device at a remote site back to a central computer.

**SLA** See Service level agreement.

**Smartphone** A handheld computer which also operates as a cellular telephone; such a device permits the user to make phone calls, pick up and send e-mail, manage your calendar, keep your to-do list and address book up to date, take pictures, and be entertained with games, music, and video, as well as a wide variety of other functions.

**SMP** See Symmetric multiprocessor.

**SNA** See Systems Network Architecture.
Social networking application  An Internet application that permits users to post information about themselves and to view information posted by others; examples include MySpace and Facebook.

Software  The set of programs (made up of instructions) that control the operations of the computer system.

Software as a Service (SaaS)  A label sometimes given to a hosted solution or an on-demand solution. See also Hosted solution.

Software package  Computer software that is sold as a self-contained “package” so that it may be distributed widely. In addition to the computer programs, a package might include comprehensive documentation of the system, assistance in installing the system, training, a hotline consulting service for dealing with problems, and even maintenance of the system.

SOA  See Service-oriented architecture.

SONET  See Synchronous Optical Network.

Source program  A program written in a second, third, or fourth generation language.

SOW  See Statement of work.

SOX  See Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

Spam  Unsolicited electronic mail that is broadcast to a large list of e-mail users in an attempt to reach potential customers. Spam is the Internet equivalent to the “junk mail” that is physically sent as bulk mail and delivered by a postal service to recipients who often discard it without even opening it.

Specific DSS  See Decision support system.

Speech recognition software  Software package used to convert the human voice into digitized computer input, so that users can “dictate” a document or message to the computer and, eventually, control the computer by oral commands.

Sponsor  See Project sponsor.

Spoofing  A way of misleading or defrauding a Web surfer by setting up a Web site that mimics a legitimate site. The spoofer might use some means, such as a message board, to direct the victim to the spurious site, or he or she might simply use a close variant of the legitimate site’s Uniform Resource Locator (URL) to con people who make a typing mistake.

Spyware/adware  Any software that covertly gathers user information through the user’s Internet connection without his or her knowledge, usually for advertising purposes. Spyware typically is a hidden component within a downloaded screen saver, music-swapping software, or other freeware or shareware, or may be automatically downloaded when a user visits a specific Web site or clicks on an ad.

SQL  A standard query and data definition language for relational DBMSs. This standard, endorsed by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), is used in many personal computer, midrange system, and mainframe computer DBMSs.

Star topology  A network topology that has some primary device at its center with cables radiating from the primary device to all the other network devices.

Statement of work  A high-level document that describes the deliverables of the project and the key project milestones, which can be used as a contract between the project manager and the project sponsor to guide and manage the delivery of the project. See also Project milestone.

Stored-program concept  The concept of preparing a precise list of exactly what the computer is to do (this list is called a program), loading or storing this program in the computer’s memory, and then letting the control unit carry out the program at electronic speed. The listing or program must be in a form that the control unit of the computer has been built to understand.

Strategic IS plan  A set of long-term IS objectives and the major IS initiatives to be undertaken to support an organization’s information vision and the IT architecture to achieve these objectives.

Structured techniques  A body of structured approaches and tools to document system needs and requirements, functional features and dependencies, and design decisions. Also referred to as procedurally oriented techniques. See also Structured programming.

Subsystem  A component of a system that is itself viewed as a set of interrelated components. A subsystem has a well-defined purpose that must contribute to the purpose of the system as a whole. See also Module, Hierarchical decomposition.

Supercomputer  The most expensive and most powerful category of computers, ranging in cost from $1,000,000 to $100,000,000 or more and power from 250,000 to 3,000,000,000 MFLOPS; used for numerically intensive computing and as a very large Web server.

Superminicomputer  Large minicomputers; the upper end of the minicomputer category. Both minicomputers and superminicomputers have now disappeared, subsumed by the broader midrange systems category. See also Midrange systems, Minicomputers.

Supply chain management (SCM) system  A computer-based system for the distribution and transportation of raw materials and finished products throughout the supply chain and for incorporating constraints caused by the supply chain into the production scheduling process.

Support software  Programs that do not directly produce output needed by users, but instead support applications software in producing the needed output. Support software provides a computing environment in which it is relatively easy and efficient for humans to work, enables applications programs written in a variety of languages to be carried out, and ensures that computer hardware and software resources are used efficiently. Support software includes operating systems, language compilers, and virus protection programs.

Switch  A hardware device employed in a telecommunications network to connect more than two local area networks (LANs) or LAN segments that use the same protocols. For example, a switch might connect several low-speed LANs (12 Ethernet LANs running at 10 mbps) into a single 100-mbps backbone network running Fast Ethernet.
Switched Ethernet A newer variant of Ethernet that provides better performance than shared Ethernet at a higher price. A switch is substituted for the shared Ethernet’s hub, and the LAN operates as a logical star as well as a physical star. The switch is smarter than a hub—rather than passing all communications through to all devices on the LAN, which is what a hub does, the switch establishes separate point-to-point circuits to each device and then forwards communications only to the appropriate device. See also Ethernet, Shared Ethernet.

SWOT analysis A situation analysis conducted as part of strategic planning or when comparing opportunities for IT investment. SWOT refers to strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.

Symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) A multiprocessor computer configuration in which all the processors (CPUs) are identical, with each processor acting independently of the others. The multiple CPUs equally share functional and timing access to and control over all other system components, including memory and the various peripheral devices, with each CPU working in its own allotted portion of memory.

Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) American National Standards Institute (ANSI)–approved standard for connecting fiber-optic transmission systems; this standard is employed in a range of high-capacity lines varying from the OC-1 level of nearly 52 mbps to the OC-3072 level of 159 gbps.

System A set of interrelated components that must work together to achieve some common purpose.

System decoupling Reducing the need to coordinate two system components. Decoupling is accomplished by creating slack and flexible resources, buffers, sharing resources, and standards.

System development methodology A framework of guidelines, tools, and techniques for developing computer systems. See also Systems development life cycle, Prototyping.

System requirements A set of logical and physical capabilities and characteristics that a new (or modified) system is required to have upon its implementation (or installation).

Systems analysis and design (SA&D) Major activities performed by IS specialists that are part of systems development and implementation methodologies. See also Systems development life cycle, Prototyping, Rapid application development.

Systems analyst IS specialist who works with users to develop systems requirements and help plan implementations and who works with systems designers, programmers, and other information technology (IT) specialists to construct systems based on the user requirements.

Systems development life cycle (SDLC) The traditional methodology used by IS professionals to develop a new computer application that includes three general phases: Definition, Construction, and Implementation. Also referred to as a “waterfall” process because of its sequential steps. The SDLC methodology defines the activities necessary for these three phases, as well as a framework for planning and managing a development project. Operations and maintenance are included in the Implementation phase. A modified SDLC approach is used to purchase packaged systems.

Systems Network Architecture (SNA) A set of network protocols created by IBM to allow its customers to construct their own private networks using the wide variety of IBM communication products, teleprocessing access methods, and data link protocols. SNA was first created in 1974 and is still in widespread use.

Systems software See Support software.

T-1 lines The most common leased communication lines, operating at a data transmission rate of 1.544 million bits per second. These lines, which may be leased from AT&T or another long-distance carrier, often provide the basis for a wide area network (WAN).

Tablet PC A variation of a notebook computer (PC) where the user writes on an electronic tablet (usually the video screen folded flat on top of the PC) with a digital pen. Please note that a tablet PC can also be used as a standard notebook computer.

TCO See Total cost of ownership.


Telecommunications Communications at a distance, including voice (telephone) and data (text/image) communications. Other similar terms used almost interchangeably with telecommunications include data communications, datacom, teleprocessing, telecom, and networking.

Telecommuter A person who works at home or at another location that is not part of a regular office environment and who uses computers and communications to connect to organizational resources to accomplish his or her work; includes mobile workers, other “road warriors,” and free agents. See also Free agent.

Terminal A computer-related device that has input (keyboard, mouse) and output (video display) capabilities, but does essentially no processing, and thus operates as a “slave” to a “master” computer, usually a midrange system or a mainframe. For some applications, a microcomputer may emulate a terminal so that it can operate with a large computer system.

Third generation language A programming language in which the programmer expresses a step-by-step procedure devised to accomplish the desired task. Examples include FORTRAN, COBOL, BASIC, and C.

Third-party implementation partner Outside consultants who are contracted to manage a packaged software implementation project at a client’s site as employees of an independent consulting firm, not employees of the vendor of the software package. For example, the large enterprise system vendors typically certify large consulting firms (such as the “Big 4”), IT industry consultants (such as IBM), and smaller consulting firms on different versions of their software packages, and these third-party businesses provide employees who work on project teams at the client site, while the vendors’ employees only provide on-site technical support as needed.

Three-tier client/server system A variation of a client/server system in which the processing is split across three tiers, the client and two servers. In the most popular three-tier system, the
user interface is housed on the client, usually a PC (tier 1); the processing is performed on a midrange system operating as the applications server (tier 2); and the data are stored on a large machine (often a mainframe or midrange system) that operates as the database server (tier 3).

**Timeboxing** Establishing a maximum time limit for the delivery of a project or project module; typically 6 months or less.

**Token bus** A design standard for a local area network based on a bus topology and the passing of a token around the bus to all devices in a specified order. In this design, a given device can only transmit when it has the token and thus collisions can never occur. The token bus design is central to the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP).

**Token ring** A design standard for a local area network based on a ring topology and the passing of a token around the ring to all devices in a specified order. In this design, a given device can only transmit when it has the token and thus collisions can never occur.

**Total cost of ownership (TCO)** Total cost of ownership for a computer system or device, including initial purchase or development costs, initial implementation costs, as well as ongoing support costs. For example, the TCO for a desktop PC includes not only the purchase and installation of the PC hardware and the software and network installation costs but also the cost of supporting the use of the PC (e.g., user training, help desk, software upgrades, file storage backup, and IT-related investments).

**Transaction processing system** A very common type of computer application in which transactions (of a particular type) are processed in order to provide desired output. Examples include the processing of employee work records (transactions) to produce payroll checks and accompanying reports and the processing of orders (transactions) to produce invoices and associated reports. Transaction processing systems might be batch, online, or in-line.

**Transborder data flow** Electronic movement of data across a country’s national boundary. Such data flows may be restricted by laws that protect a country’s economic, political, or personal privacy interests.

**Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)** A popular network protocol used in the Internet, as well as in intranets operating within organizations and many packet-switched networks. Although not part of the OSI model, TCP/IP corresponds roughly to the network and transport layers of the seven-layer model.

**Tree topology** A network topology that has some primary device at the top of the tree, with cables radiating from this primary device to devices further down the tree that, in turn, may have cables radiating from them to other devices still further down the tree, and so on; also called hierarchical topology.

**Twisted pair** The most common transmission medium, with two insulated copper wires (about 1 millimeter thick) twisted together in a long helix. Data transmission speeds up to 56,000 bits per second (bps) are possible with twisted pairs on the analog telephone network, with higher speeds of 128,000 bps up to 24 million bps attainable over a digital telephone line or up to 100 billion bps on local area networks.

**Twitter** A social networking and microblogging application that enables its users to send and read messages known as *tweets*; tweets are text-only messages of up to 140 characters that are posted on the author’s Twitter page and delivered to the author’s subscribers, who are known as followers.

**Two-tier client/server system** The original implementation of a client/server system in which the processing is split between the client (usually a PC) and the server (midrange system or mainframe). If most of the processing is done on the client, this is called a fat client or thin server model; if most of the processing is done on the server, this is called a thin client or fat server model.

**UC** See Unified communications.

**UML** See Unified Modeling Language.

**Unified communications (UC)** UC, the newest buzzword in office automation, is the integration of real-time communication services, such as telephony and IM, with non–real-time communication services, such as e-mail, voicemail, and facsimile. With UC, an individual can send a message on one medium and have it read on another medium.

**Unified Modeling Language (UML)** A general-purpose notation system for specifying and visualizing complex software, especially large, object-oriented projects. Examples of such UML-based CASE tools are IBM’s Rational Rhapsody and Borland’s Together.

**Universal Resource Locator (URL)** An address for an Internet file; the address includes the name of the protocol to access the resource (usually http), a domain name for the computer on which the file is located, and perhaps specific locator information. For example, the Web URL for the publisher of this textbook is http://www.prenhall.com. Also known as Uniform Resource Locator.

**URL** See Universal Resource Locator.

**Usenet newsgroups** An Internet application, or tool, setting up discussion groups, which are essentially huge electronic bulletin boards on which group members can read and post messages.

**User computing** Hands-on use of computer resources by workers who are not IS specialists to enter data, make data queries, prepare reports, communicate, perform statistical analyses, analyze problems, navigate online applications, develop Web pages, and so forth.

**User interface** That part of a system through which the user interacts with the system. As examples, it may use a mouse, a touch-screen, menus, commands, voice recognition, a telephone keypad, output screens, voice response, and printed reports. See *also* Graphical user interface.

**Value added network (VAN)** Formerly, the name given to the practice of contracting with an outside vendor to operate a packet-switched wide area network (WAN) for an organization. Today such a packet-switched WAN is usually called a managed network.
**Value chain analysis**  A method developed by Michael E. Porter to identify possible strategic initiatives by examining the primary and support activities of an organization that can add value to a firm’s products or services from a customer perspective.

**VAN**  See Value added network.

**Vector-based GIS**  One of two basic approaches for representation and analysis of spatial data in which features in the landscape are associated with either a point (e.g., customer address, power pole), a line (e.g., road, river), or a polygon (e.g., lake, county, zip code area). The vector-based approach is in widespread use in public administration, public utilities, and business.

**Vertically integrated information system**  An information system that serves more than one vertical level in an organization or an industry, such as a system designed to be used by an automobile manufacturer and the associated independent dealers.

**View integration**  A bottom-up approach to detailing an organization’s data requirements. View integration analyzes each report, screen, form, and document in the organization and combines each of these views into one consolidated and consistent picture of all organizational data.

**Virtual memory**  A procedure by which the operating system switches portions of programs (called pages) between main memory and DASD so that portions of enough programs are stored in main memory to enable efficient multiprogramming. To the user, it appears as though an unlimited amount of main memory is available, whereas in fact most of each program is stored in DASD.

**Virtual private network (VPN)**  The equivalent of a private packet-switched network that has been created using the public Internet. A VPN provides a moderate data rate at a very reasonable cost, but the network’s reliability is low; a VPN employs encryption and other security mechanisms to ensure that only authorized users can access the network and that the data cannot be intercepted.

**Virtual reality (VR)**  The use of computer-based systems to create an environment that seems real to one or more senses (usually including sight) of the human user or users. Practical uses of VR include tank crew training for the U.S. Army, the design of an automobile dashboard and controls, and retail store layout.

**Virtual teams**  Work teams where members of the team are not co-located and might not even be in the same time zone or country. Groupware and other communication tools facilitate electronic meetings and same time or asynchronous document sharing.

**Virtualization**  There are two primary flavors of virtualization in use today: Server virtualization, where a physical server is split into multiple virtual servers, each of which can be employed as if it were a stand-alone physical server, thus reducing the number of physical servers needed in an IT shop and saving the organization money and space; and desktop virtualization, where the desktop environment is stored on a server and only accessed from the desktop, with all applications run on the server, thus making a thin client a very appropriate desktop device and saving the organization money. See also Desktop virtualization, Server virtualization.

**Virus**  A small unit of computer code that invades a computer program or file. When the invaded program is executed or the file is opened, the virus makes copies of itself that invade other programs or files in that computer. It might also erase files or corrupt programs. Viruses are transmitted from one computer to another when an invaded computer program or file is transmitted to another computer. See also Antivirus software.

**Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)**  See Internet telephony.

**Voice response unit**  A computer output method using the spoken voice to provide a response to the user. This output method is gaining increasing acceptance as a provider of limited, tightly programmed computer output, often in conjunction with touch-tone telephone input.

**VPN**  See Virtual private network.

**VR**  See Virtual reality.

**W3C**  World Wide Web Consortium, an international consortium of companies involved with the management of the Internet and the World Wide Web. W3C is the chief standards body for the Web; among its open standards are Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).

**WAN**  See Wide area network.

**WAP**  See Wireless access point.

**WATS**  See Wide Area Telephone Service.


**Web 2.0**  A phrase that refers to a perceived second generation of Web-based services that emphasize online collaboration and sharing among users; such second generation Web-based services include blogs, wikis, and a variety of social networking applications such as the very popular MySpace, Facebook, and Classmates. See also Blog, Social networking application, Wiki.

**Web browser**  A software application that enables users to access and navigate Web sites; the most common Web browsers are Internet Explorer (Microsoft) and Firefox.

**Web services**  A particular collection of technologies built around the XML standard of communicating. Web services might be the means by which SOA services communicate with one another, but that does not have to be the case. See also Service-oriented architecture.

**Wi-Fi LAN**  The most common type of wireless LAN, based on the IEEE 802.11 family of specifications; Wi-Fi is short for wireless fidelity. Wi-Fi LANs are rapidly proliferating, with obvious advantages for people on the move who need access to the Internet in airports, restaurants, and hotels and on university campuses. Wi-Fi is also gaining acceptance as a home or neighborhood network. Wi-Fi LANs use the shared Ethernet design (i.e., logical bus, physical star) and the CSMA/CA Protocol.
Wide area network (WAN) A type of network over which both voice and data for a single organization are communicated among the multiple locations (often far apart) where the organization operates, usually employing point-to-point transmission over facilities owned by several organizations, including the public telephone network; also called a long-haul network.

Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS) A service available from the telephone company in which an organization pays a monthly fee for unlimited long distance telephone service using ordinary voice circuits. WATS is an easy way to set up a wide area network (WAN) and costs less per hour than standard Direct Distance Dialing (DDD).

Wiki A Web site that permits users to add, remove, or modify the content of the site, often without the need for registration, thus making a wiki an effective tool for mass collaborative authoring.

WiMAX LAN The newest type of wireless LAN, based on the IEEE 802.16 family of specifications; WiMAX is short for worldwide interoperability for microwave access. WiMAX is projected to grow rapidly because of its significant advantages—it will operate very much like Wi-Fi, but at higher speeds, over greater distances, and for a greater number of users. WiMAX is also being used by Clearwire to build a 4G cellular network.

Wireless Considered as a transmission medium, although strictly speaking it is broadcast technology in which radio signals are sent out into the air. Examples are cordless telephone, cellular telephone, wireless LAN, and microwave.

Wireless access point (WAP) A radio transceiver that serves as the central device in a wireless LAN and that connects the LAN to other networks. The WAP receives the signals of all computers within its range and repeats them to ensure that all other computers within the range can hear them; it also forwards all messages for recipients not on this wireless LAN via the wired network.

Wireless LAN A local area network employing wireless communication between the various devices in the network. Compared to a wired LAN, a wireless LAN is easier to plan and install, less secure, and more susceptible to interference.

Most wireless LANs operate in the range of 6 to 100 million bits per second (bps), with a few newer wireless LANs operating at speeds of 600 million bps or more. See also Wi-Fi LAN, WiMAX LAN.

Word A memory cell that can store two or more characters of data; alternatively, the amount of data handled by the CPU as a single unit. See also Memory.

Work breakdown analysis Identification of the project phases and detailed activities for each phase, including the task sequencing and time estimates, usually based on a particular systems methodology.

Workstation Generally, any computer-related device at which an individual may work, such as a personal computer or a terminal. Specifically, a subcategory of the midrange computer category (now difficult to distinguish from other midrange systems) consisting of computers based on powerful microprocessor chips and RISC chips—really grown-up, more powerful microcomputers, but not usually used by a single individual. See also Midrange system, RISC chip.

World Wide Web An Internet application, or tool, that uses a hypertext-based approach to traverse, or “surf,” the Internet by clicking on a link contained in one document to move to another document, and so on; these links might also connect to video clips, recordings, photographs, and images.

Worm A computer virus that has the ability to copy itself from machine to machine over a network.

WWW See World Wide Web.

XBRL See eXtensible Business Reporting Language.

XML See eXtensible Markup Language.

XP See eXtreme Programming.

Y2K See Year 2000 problem.

Year 2000 (Y2K) problem Computer calculation errors that would have occurred (without programming changes) beginning with the year 2000 due to the earlier coding of a four-digit year as a two-digit data element; sometimes called the “millennium bug.” Billions of dollars were spent worldwide to achieve Y2K compliance for computer software and hardware.
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